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AND NEED HELP? "
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SPORTS
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Sept 5,7, 11
- Donate blood to the Red Cross - 1226 Ouellette.

Sept2
- 1 O am Lancers soccer vs. Eastern Michigan
University at St. Dennis

Sept17

Sept2
- 2 pm Windsor Football vs. Carlton in exhibition
game.

r,

- Volunteer to help children in Africa, Today International meeting at Iona College, 208 Sunset Ave. at
3:00

Sept16

Until Sept 25

- Lifeguard meeting in H.K. building, room 201 .
New guards are welcome, bring qualifications.

- Live in a third world nation - apply to Canadian
Crossroads International at 256-2542.
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We Provide-Free PregnanC)
Tests-Medical Referrals.
Community Referrals
/\r;r;ommodat1ons and
Lf'gal Advice

Now There's A Fresh
Alternative At The
University
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WE'RE ALWAYS BUSY

BAKING BREAD.

----

971-9209
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CO U P O N
* one- coupon

per
customer per visit *

with the purchase of
a regular footlong get
second footlong for $0.99
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HOURS OPEN
Sun. - Wed. 11 a.m.-12 a.m.
Thurs. - Sat. 11 a.m.-2 a.m.
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Our bread's baked fresh every few hours. In fact,
all our ingredients are fresh - from cold cuts to free fixin's.
Whichever Subway sub you choose,
we make tt fresh - inside and out.

2424 University Ave. W.
Windsor, ONT.
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Offer Expires: Sept. 8th
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Pub robbed

1vour

by Scott Ingram
SAC's safe while the pub was
Liquor has been stolen from
closed for the summer.
the Subway pub over the summer,
Deneau told the lance that a
and it looks like it might be an inlot of people have access to keys
side job.
for the elevator (ie: students with
The theft was discovered
disabilities) but only maintenance
LP? when campus security made a personnel, campus police, and old
routine check of the pub in mid
Subway employees would have
July. The security personnel diskeys to the Subway offices.
covered the lynch pin had been
Blewett, however, is
removed from a hinge on the liqcautious about such speculation.
uor storage room's lock. The
"There was no sign of the locks
locks on the doors which lead into
being jimmied but copies of the
the Subway offices were not
keys could have been made."
damaged.
As there were only six bottles
"It must have been somebody
stolen Deneau said the thieves
were "probably just thrill seekers
FICE who has keys," said Students' Administrative Council (SAC) vice
looking for a drink."
: RO
president finance Steve Deneau.
The lock which was broken
"It must have been somebody
was an addition to the Subway
who has keys to the e~vator (a
security system prompted by
key is needed to reach the Universimilar theft which occurred the
sity Centre basement) and to the
summer before when 20 bottles of
inner offices of the pub but not to
liquor were stolen from the Subthe liquor storage room."
way. Again, no locks were
The only keys to the storage
damaged.
room belong to the pub managers,
SAC is now in the process of
Chuck Blewett and Jackie Belpurchasing an alarm system for
/"..... beck-Carr, and were locked in I the Subway.
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"Blueprint" for student fee
increase introduced

SAC v.p. Steve Deneau examines broken liquor lock.

Lance photo by Scott Ingram

Taxes, taxes, and more taxes
by Prema Oza
proposed tax will have on the
t is no surprise that costs of education," says Barney
federal Finance Savage, a representative of the
Minister Michael Canadian Federation of Students.
Wilson's
new "Combine this with the reductions
proposed sales tax in federal transfers for postis being met by flat-out indigna- • secondary education and you've
tion and a certain degree of scep- got an assault on the Colleges and
ticism.
Universities of this country."
Still, the Goods and Sales
The Students' AdministraTax (GST) is being "hailed" as an tive Council's (S.A.C.) main
apparent method to reform to the problem with this tax is the areas
present ineffective Federal Sales that are subject to it. Included in
Tax, which is considered to be a this list are membership fees to
limited source of revenue.
clubs, food purchased by students
The Federal Government not paid for on a meal card, cour-;
states the Tax will contribute to
ses taken that are not applicable to
reducing the deficit and improve
a degree, new textbooks,
the overall fairness of the system.
transportation fares (excluding
A poll conducted by Angus
municipal transit), and parking
Reid for Southam News found
permits, to name a few.
three quarters of Canadians op"Every Canadian will be afpose the tax. Among them are a
fected by this new regressive tax,"
I great number of students.
states S.A.C. Vice President Ad"Students across the country
ministration Mike Akpata. "Alare worried about the effect the
most every purchase of a good or

service is subject to the reach of
Mr. Wilson. We cannot sit idly by
and allow our pockets to be picked."
The proposed tax justifies
this by stating that the government is committed to controlled
expenditures while maintaining
programmes Canadians value,
such as programmes that enhance
Canadian standards of living, improve their standard of living,
quality of life and ensure all
Canadians a share in the benefits
of a strong economy.
The GSTwill apply to goods
and services made, imported, and
consumed in Canada. Items that
will be considered tax-free include basic groceries and doctorprescribed drugs.
Both the Canadian Federation of Students (CFS) and the
Ontario Federation of Students
(OFS) are devising a nationwide
plan of action to oppose the tax.

rn

by Prema Oza
the matter of differences in the
s if students don't percentages of students on OSAP
have enough to
in various universities. This
worry about, On- proposal commits the governtario universities
ment to increase input as well as
are considering a committing students to make conproposal calling for a substantial
tributions as well. Originally
tuition increase.
they (students) were contributing
The proposal, "Ontario 30 per cent and now only 16 per
Universities: A Blueprint for Ac- cent."
tion", was introduced by Or.Rod
The Ontario Federation of
Fraser. a professor at Queen's Students is strongly opposed to
·University. It calls for an overall
the "Blueprint", stating that, "if
increase of $125 annually over a implemented (the proposal) will
five year period. added to the an- clearly raise insurmountable bar- ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
nual increase (ie. due to inflation). riers to the accessibility of post- in the level of funding so students
through bank and government
mentioned, visa students would
The "Blueprint" states that secondary education in Ontario." will not be prejudiced. The Onstudent loans of any other univerbe severely affected, as they are
the funds will be directed towards It urges "administrations of post- tario government has already insity in Ontario," stated SAC vice
already paying higher fees.
providing better student assis- secondary institutions and the troduced a 7.5 percent increase in
president administration Mike
Akpata adds that S.A.C. is
tance and improving the quality government of Ontario to prohibit
tuition for this year. This governAkpata. "The universities that are
deeply concerned. He has conof teaching. To do so the proposal the "Blueprint of Action" from
proposing this are the "old-boy"
tacted the Canadian Union of
ment is committed to student accalls for a partnership to improve becoming a reality."
schools who have students who , Public Employees (CUPE), as
• cessibility just as we arc, and
funding in Ontario universities, a
carry almost no debt load. This
enrollment is on the rise. We
"We have never held a posipartnership of universities,
S.A.C. vice President of ex- have done our best to ensure acuniversity could not operate if the
tion on fees," said Kanduth .
government, students and the ternal affairs, Christine Ozimek cessibility. The whole issue of
cost of going here was raised too
However, we believe the present
private sector.
drastically."
tuition fees are sufficient. We are
What this translates to is a
Contrary to this opinion,
concerned about any dramatic instudent to government contribuIanni said, "our revenue is decrease in fees. Many students
tion on a scale of 1:3, phased in
pendent on operating funds which
would not consider attending
subject to annual review.
are meted our by the government. J university if they are to be faced
Not surprising is the fact that
Therefore the government has to
with a substantial debt load in the
many universities are in favour of
make changes."
years to come."
the proposal, including the
If the government was to pass
well as MPs and MPPs.
this proposal then admission
In addition the Ontario
ON( University of Windsor, though
adds that raising tuition would be
only to a certain extent.
student assistance needs to be would be severely restricted.
Federation
of University Faculty
l
ludicrous because, "students at
looked at," said Ianni.
The administration is in
Akpata said the proposal was
Associations (OCUFA) has also
Windsor are already carrying a
favour of the proposal "in prinIt is apparent, however. that not based on who was deserving
expressed concern over the
significant debt load, they cannot
ciple" only. University president,
among the issues not addressed on but rather who can afford it.
"Blueprint".
e of Ron Ianni states that "there arc afford an increase."
the "Blueprint" is the apparent inrlt is an elitist point of view."
Bob Kanduth, Communica"We
(the
administration)
two
major
concerns
that
we
feel
crease
in
cost
of
living
expenses
Interestingly
enough,
the
tions
Director of OCUFA stated
drin
agree with an increase in tuition
should be addressed. They arc the
as well as the fact that "our stu- "Blueprint" only addressed ; that they have organized a Task
issues of student financial aid and
provided that there is an increase
dents have the largesrdebt load I Canadian students. Although not
Force to investigate fee increases.
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Welcome changelings

Be a rocker, a poet, an artist, an existentialist, a
In this first editorial of the year I would like to extend a
politician,
a journalist, a Big Brother, a Platonist, a peer
special welcome to University of Windsor newcomers. I
Pam Brown
think you'll like Windsor, we're a young university, barely counselor, an academic. Heck, you can even be a drop out,
Cathy O'Neil
older than some of our undergraduates (I've met under- but then reality's normalizing effect will kick in, so don't
grads in their 60's), and we're still growing, hopefully you'll change so much you forget what you came for.
Whatever you do, don't let yourself be fooled into thinktake part in the growth process and grow with it.
ing
that
university is just a magnified high school. UniverUnlike many universities, which exist in a more pastoral setting, Windsor is situated almost in the heart of sity is much more than a class you attend three days a
Windsor, a small entrenchment of green parklands and week, it's a brave new world that is different than anything
academic buildings surrounded by an encroaching in- you've ever experienced before, waiting for you to take addustrial city. This allows you make quick jaunts into the vantage of it. So get involved, invest more than just money
in your university career and you'll reap a harvest that will
'real world' if you ever feel estranged by academic life.
If you think about it, Windsor's physical reality is a pret- contain more than just a degree.
Welcome to Windsor. Now get out there, change,
ty good metaphor for the higher reality of a university, a
rt-a Lonee is published every Thursday during
grow,
expand, transmogrify, and surprise the hell out ?'
bastion of academe surrounded by base reality. Or, if you
t:'91all ondwint.....on&byttleStudent Media
prefer, it's a place where you can hide from the real world your former reality when you get back.
Corporation UnNerstty of Windsor
Opinions expressed in the Lane• are not
and still be respected by parents and society (those of you
necessarily those of the University of Windsor or
P .S. One of the best ways to start transmogrificating is
with a little insight will quickly appreciate that the two are
the Students' Administrative Council
to
join
the Lance. We're on the second floor of the Univerequivalent).
The great thing about being in such a bastion is that sity Centre by the SAC office. Meetings are Thursdays at
the opportunities are available to change one's life - to be six o'clock. I hope to see you there.
For advertising rates and information contact
Stephen OeMarco at 253-2288.
different - without being hampered by the normalizing efThe La~ is a member of the Canadian Univer- .
- Scott Ingram
fect of reality. Your old friends are at home, your parents
sity Press (CUP) and the Ontario Community
are
at
home,
you
can
be
whoever,
or
whatever,
you
want!
Newspaper Association.

The Extremist
structures of our society. Americans have so far
resisted moves to enshrine this moral statement in
We are tool using, time binding and culture their law of laws. Two points for us .. . Despite the fact
building beings and have been quite successful in that the equality provisions of the Charter of Rights
bending our collective behaviour to the task of im- and Freedoms are marred by the notwithstanding
proving the length and the quality of our existences. clause (thank you oh provincial premiers of
This is why we have laws and a law-over-laws, or con- yesteryear ... ), and despite the fact that we almost
stitution; as tools to promote behaviour that we didn't get this section , the equality provisions now
believe offers the best chance (that we currently can look like they always belonged ... They are, to borrow
agree on ... sort of...) for the greatest good to be avail- a phrase from our neighbours, self-evident in their
able to the greatest number of all who make up this truth.
This value statement that condemns in law and
mutual protection and assistance club we call
mo~ality the cancerous practice of declaring by law,
Canada.
Now the idea of a country as a moral and ethi- religion or morality that a whole sector of a nation's
cal vehicle might seem a bit far-fetched , but it is at population is meat/slaves/subhumans/disposable is
least as tenable. if far more useful to the greater num- firmly rooted in the great tragedies of the twentieth
ber of us, than the idea of a country as a glorified real century. Think about Beiruit, Belfast and Bergen-Belestate holding company. If Canada is but a real es- sen and you'll realise that this "value" is more than
tate holding company then this Free Trade nonsense pretty noise. It is a survival mechanism that works on
is compretely unnecessary: For a little over $27 bil- a day-to-day basis; as real and important as the
lion, (less than 1/6 th of what they over-spend every electrical codes that enjoin you from stringing bare
year!), the American government could pay every power lines in your shower stall.
man, woman and child in the country $1 million each
A constitutional morality has it's problems
and buy the country from us. They would probably however: The least of these lie in it's elaboration;
also throw in free citizenship, if only to try to tax some since this is, despite occasional aberrations like
of that money back from us lucky ex- canucks.
Meach Lake, a democratic country. We the people
But then we'd have to live as Americans and are now responsible for the whole deal. Feel like your
this gets to the root of the question: Americans have vote doesn't mean anything? Figure out a way to fix
different values than we do, a comparison of our this if you care. If you just sit there you are going to
respective laws and constitutions will reveal interest- get reemed! Ain't democracy wonderful?
Far more troublesome is the requirement that
ing similarities, but also important differences.
Presumably, we find these differences important. Im- the moral imperative of the law/constitution be acted
portant enough to protect in the package form of a na- upon, to ensure it's supremacy. This is why we have
laws against hate literature- because we REALLY
tion-state.
One of the more interesting values that we hold MEAN IT!
apart from the Americans is the notion that men and
...So in 1982 we nationalized a significant porwomen should enjoy equal rights under the laws and tion of the territory previously accorded to Religion,
Render unto Ceaser...

D. Dexter Finisteris
culture and family. This is probably a good thing:
Here we have a method of "auditing" the past moral
performance of these agencies, without resorting to
the time -honoured practices of inquisition, crusade,
jihad, civil war, and family violence. Vox populi, vox
deii.
Put another way, if you are offended by the idea
that some guy considers it his perogative to beat up
on his wife and kids, you can do something about it.
And if you are really, really ticked off at the way some
religious figures try to come off as guardians of the
public's morals, you might just well take action to
remind them that a whole lot of their scriptures, dogmas, sacred writings and philosophies might well fall
under the category of hate literature. if newly
published today ...
I think there are a few religious authorities out
there that owe, least an apology to women, unbelievers, people of colour, children ...
And this idea is popping up all over the western
world: If the government of the United States can be
prosecuted before the International Court of Justice
in the Hague, for it's part in mining harbours in
Nicaragua, why can't His Holiness the Pope be
brought to the bar and asked how the position in Cannon Law that affords SUPERIOR rights to the feotus
than to the woman who carries it can be squared with
any number of international human rights agreements, (including the U.N. charter) that the Vatican,
as a state has been signatory to... This one should
keep the lawyers busy for a while!
Next week I will be back to deal with one of the
more pressing instances where our political system
has failed to take a moral stand; the rights of women
and abortion legislation.
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Dominguez weeps at Rose's wilting
by Jim Dominguez
It has been a sorry week for baseball,
Pete Rose, one of baseball's all-time
greatest competitors, was banned from the
game for life and reduced to selling his personal mementos on the Home Shopping
Network.
Pete Rose personified guts during his
playing days. In a career which spread from
Cincinnati, Philadelphia and Montreal,
Rose set the major league record for hits,
and also owns 19 other records. "Charlie
Hustle" was truly something special to
watch on the ballfield.
Pete Rose is a legend in Cincinnati,
and probably could have had a job for life,
but he ran into off-the-field problems. Rose
was accused of betting on baseball, including games in which his own team, the Cincinnati Reds, were playing.
Baseball Commissioner Bart Giamatti was convinced that the evidence against
Rose was substantial enough for him to
believe he was guilty.
Although Rose still maintains that he
is innocent, he accepted a deal that ·would
ban him for life, but avoid going through a
long, drawn-out process. Rose will be able
to appeal in one year, and he will still be
eligible for the Hall of Fame.
Giamalli says that this negative chapter of baseball history is now over and that
the integrity has returned lo the game. He
says that no event since the 1919 "Black
Sox" scandal has challenged the game's integrity as much as the Rose affair.
In 1919, a group of gamblers offered
eight Chicago White Sox $100,000 to lose
the World Series. Among the eight was
another superstar, "Shoeless" Joe Jackson.
The grand jury deciding the case banned
the eight players for life.
As Jackson left the courthouse, a
group of boys clustered around him. One
with tears streaming down his tace said,
"Say it ain't so, Joe! Say it ain't so!"
Jackson, an idol to millions, with his
head lowered, said, "I'm afraid it is, boys."
Rose knew the rules about betting on
baseball, and he should have known from
history that he could not get away with it.
If gambling is a disease, he should have
sought help for his problem.
Instead, Rose denies that he has a
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problem, and it is a shame to see such a
great man have his life shattered due to
gambling.
This situation not only hurts Rose, but
also the millions of fans who have admired
him over the years. Children of the 70s, like

myself, grew up watching the "Big Red
Machine" and their leader, the man who
most exemplified what it meant to be a
ballplayer, Pete Rose.
I have never known baseball without
Pete Rose, a man who I tried to model

myself after. When this story first came out
in the press I did not want to believe it. As
more and more evidence came out, I
thought to myself, "Say it ain't so, Pete!
Say it ain't so!"
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DeRa r Edi lor:
I lhinrik you ar some

r=_ kmd of Com~unist Vv'hen.
1-\~~ do you gel off
~~ saying sexism.
~ racism. oppression and
war are rod tlu~ngs?
,

1

The Lance reserves the right to refuse to
publish material of a se,ust racist or
homophobic nature. the Lance ~lso res~rves
the right to edit all letters for space and
libel.
·
All letters must be typed and double
sraced
All letters must be signed.
· Letters to the Editor should be limited to
500 words or fewer; they may be submitted
to the Lance office on the second floor of
the University Centre, at the Lance mailbox
in the SAC office, or in the Lance mailbox at
the University Centre desk.

II baseball f eeb
Dear Editor:

It has come to my attention that during
my last month as Lance Sport Editor, I
made a grave error that may serve to haunt
me forever.
With every victory that the Baltimore
Orioles picked up in the last few weeks of
the pennant race of baseball's weakest
division, the American League East, they
come that much closer to capturing a title I
said would be impossible. The fact that my
summer boss keeps nattering at me about it
only compels me to comment on a situation
that could not have been foreseen.
It was with every ounce of judgment
in my body that I made my predictions of
this year's winners in the four divisions of
major league baseball. Amidst numerous
categories of numerical data I made my
choices, and of the last place finish of the

Baltimore Orioles I was quite confident.
Each of the other six teams had stronger
lineups, including the woeful Detroit
Tigers. It just seemed obvious that although
the Birds would not be as pathetic as last
year, they could not beat out anyone else
for the summer.
I ask you, who could have foreseen the
raft of injuries that each club has suffered
en route to the title, most of them to vital
cogs in each team's lineups? Who could
have foreseen the contenders playing as
poorly as they have up until the All-Star
Break? With these high-class foul-ups, a
.500 team looks like a world beater, which
is exactly what the Baltimore Orioles arc a .500 team. I'm still amazed they arc a .500
team, though. Where in the world did they
find a guy like Mickey Tettlcton, and how
did he get so good, so quickly'?
Anyhow, I suppose strange things like
the Baltimore Orioles come around once in

a while just to make sports fun. You can't
convince me that they'll be in first place at
the end, though. I'm sure they're still due
for a major league gag, and one of the triumvirate contenders (Toronto, Milwaukee,
or Boston) will emerge victorious and earn
the right to gel pounded into the dirt by the
Angels or Athletics. I will apologize,
however, for being part of the majority, and
taking the easy way out and dumping on the
Orioles. I normally wouldn't do this, but
Baltimore fans seem to be much more
pushy about these things, since their foot ball team moved away.

Sincerely,
Brian LeClair
Lance Sports Editor Emeritus
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Get Your Package Now !!!!!
Includes:
- Off-campus frosh week T-shirt
- A week's pass to all events
Events:
Tues. Sept. 5
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Pub Party in the Subway
Ice Breakers & Registration
- University Centre Patio, 1:00 p.m.

You must register between 1-3 p.m. on the UC. Patio
Wed. Sept. 6

Tiger game vs. K. C.
(details given later)

Thurs. Sept. 7 Softball Tourney & B.B.Q.
(details available at registration)
Fri. Sept. 8

Concert --- Andrew Cash
in the Quad

Sat. Sept. 9

Lancer Football, H.K.

t

I::

Seafood Dining

Specializing in:

Fresh Fish
Shellfish

Plus: Pasta, Poultry, Steaks, and Delicious Desserts
Sunday Night JAZZ
20% Off upon presentation of valid student I. D. excluding alcoholic beverages -- offer valid until Oct. 31 /89

Lunch:
Mon. - Fri.:

l f 11 Wyandotte AYe. (at Moy '.A.ve.)
for(Rerly Serious Moonlight Cafe

\

253-0401

"Spend a memorable evening in an unforgettable restaurant
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Chinese students fall prey to lawyers

II
,.

VANCOUVER (CUP) -- Disreputable lawyers in the Vancouver area are being thwarted
in their attempts to prey on visa
students from the People 's
Republic of China.
At a July 6 meeting, representatives from Simon Fraser
University and the Vancouver
legal community offered to
provide confidential counsel for
Chinese visa students at no
charge.
The offer was sparked by a
report in the Globe and Mail
newspaper June 26 about private
lawyers taking advantage of
Chinese visa students seeking advice on how to stay in Canada.
"The students are frightened,
and very vulnerable," said Lorne

~More money for U of T prez residence
~J (CUP) -- The University of

~ ~

Toronto's $500,000 plan for
~ . renovating its president's mansion has irked some student
leaders.
"Why should the president's
house be extensively expanded
students and faculty are

-

for extensive work to the
president's $4 million residence
in the wealthy Toronto neighbourhood of Rosedale.

facing cutbacks?" Graduate student council president James
Hoch said.
"Why isQ't that money going
into renovation and repair of
buildings that students use? Why
isn't more student housing being
built? Why isn't student housing
being upgraded?"
U of T's administration approved a proposal in June calling

The residence, also used for
public receptions and events,
lacks proper facilities, according

to U of T's assistant vice- president of planning, Dan Lang.

two floors into the president's
living quarters. The first floor and
basement would be used for
public functions.
Lang guessed it would be

" It's not entirely suitable as a
private residence, and while it's
valuable as a place to hold social
events, it's not really suitable for
that, either," he said.
Hoch called the plans "a slap
in the face to students."
Charles Blattberg, president of
UofT undergraduate students'
council, also expressed doubts.
"I believe the residence won an
award as the best place to entertain in Canada," he said. "I've
been there a number of times and
it's obviously not in a crisis situation."
The plan would turn the top

necessary to spend $ I 20,000 on
the kitchen to make it suitable for
large-scale public functions.
Lang said the total cost would not
exceed $500,000.
He said the renovations could
be funded by money the provincial government grants for repair
and renovation or from U of T's
annual budget of about $300,000
for small projects.
Lang also said the U of T has
also started a charity to raise funds
for the rennovations.

Waldman, a lawyer hired by the
Chinese student associations at
eight Ontario universities. "It's
very unfortunate that (lawyers)
would take advantage of their
situation in this manner."
A representative from
Employment and Immigration
told the Chinese visitors that
they should not fear being sent
back to China at this time."You
should have no fear of having to
leave Canada while the present
situation in the People's
Republic of China exists," said
Joanne Hick.
According to Hick, people
with a visitor visa will be allowed to have their status extended for a minimum of one
year. Students who have fioished
their studies will be allowed to
stay on a visitor's visa for up to a
year.
Students whose funding from
China has run out may go to the
immigration office and apply
for employment authorization.
Students with employment
authorization will be allowed to
extend it for another year.
SFU has hired Dr. Roger
Howard specifically to provide
free and confidential advice to
Chinese students with financial
and immigraiton problems or
questions. The SFU Student
Society's lawyer has also offered
her services.
According to Howard, there
are approximately 200 visa ~tude n ts visiting scholars and
families from China who stand to
benefit from the free legal services.
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by Stephen Rouse - CUP
There are an estimated 4,500 Chinese students in Canada. Student leaders say they are grateful for what the federal government
has done to secure their satety, but a lingering fear still persists.
Many people who have been vocal in their opposition to thelf
government's actions from as far away as Canada may still face
reprisals of some kind. Charlatan editor Stephen Rouse reports on
the reaction of Canada's Chinese visa students to events ir China.

our dragon has turned
against you," shouts the old
woman, a trace of the British
empire in her voice and her
finger pointing dramatfcaffy at no one, as the last few
demonstrators amble away.
Much of the crowd of 1,500 has left Parliament Hill,
filing past the Centennial Flame and out onto Wellington Street. The rally is over. Only the volunteers
remain, mostly Chinese students wearing white arm
and head bands.
·
They cover the loudspeakers with plastic as the
misty sky threatens more rain. The woman's speech
and gestures are erratic. Perhaps sensing truth in her
words, but more likely madness, the students politely
nod at her then return to their work.
As the Chinese military 'dragon,' appearing tired
and confused, turned on its own people in early June,
China's dream of democratic socialism was crushed
under the weight of a regime trying to maintain its political legitimacy in the face of economic reform.
Earlier, clusters of microphones and cameras had
earlier captured the vehement anger and frustration of
Chinese student and community leaders who had
turned out for this June 1O rally.
The rally, organized by the May 4th Society, a
group mostly of Chinese students, was held to demand
political asylum for Chinese students in Canada, and to
protest the massacre of more than 2,000 people in
Beijing's Tiananmen Square 6 days earlier.
Emotions ran deep as a placard-waving mass of
protesters returning from the Chinese Embassy on St.
Patrick Street joined the group already gathered on
Parliament Hill. The crowd became subdued for a

10 rally on Parliament Hill. Government crackdowns in
China have led to the arrest of over 1 ,300 people (27 of
whom have since been executed). Student leaders
have been betrayed by family relatives and turned over
to authorities, and all borders have been sealed off.
Police are carefully monitoring train stations, air and
sea ports for fleeing student protest leaders.
But the message delivered by Frank Eng, president
of the Chinese Canadian National Council, was less op·
timistic. He warned demonstrators that a dictatorship
would do anything to hold onto power. He called on the
federal government to make provisions for Chinese students stranded in Canada by giving them special
status as economic refugees and granting them working visas.
Carleton University student Nan Wong spoke on behalf of Chinese students and visiting scholars in
Canada. He called the Beijing government "fascist dictators" who were violating the United Nations Universal
Declaration of Human Rights.
"We are doing our duty and exercising our right
now," he said, "so that, when our children grow up and
ask: 'Daddy, what were you doing during the revolution?' We could say without burning shame: 'Your
daddy was in Canada and was doing exactly what true
Chinese did at the time -- fighting for a better China."
External Affairs Minister Joe Clark has promised no
Chinese students in Canada will be forced to leave the
country until the situation in China significantly improves. And a Department of Employment and Immigration official said Chinese students were
encouraged to apply for special work and study visas,
but permission to stay in Canada was still being
awarded on an individual basis.
Late in June, the minister announced a $1 .5 million
"national initiative" to assist Chinese students in
Canada. The plan will set up an office, in conjunction
with the Canadian Bureau for International Education,
to give chinese students, information, counselling and
emergency financial assistance.
The Canadian International Development Agency
will also provide $300,000 to an emergency fund for
Chinese students, in conjunction with the Chinese
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died for democracy in China," he said. "We have come
to protest the massacre in Beijing and the massive ari'ests throughout China. Above all, we have come to
pledge ourselves to an unceasing struggle for
democracy in Cf1ina."
It has been a turbulent four weeks since the June
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in the future.
"We form part of the intellectuals that have already
played a role in this movement," he says. "And we will
surely bare the b~unt of this suppression. 11
Tales of Chir;,ese embasssy officials intimidating
Chinese citizens in Canada have also been circulating
throughout tt)e Chinese community in Ottawa.

~ , n y Stum,fl( ftfdUtn~
during public demonstraons. And political asylum in Canada does not solve all
pf Nan's problems, either. He has a three-year-old
tiaughter in China. Her safety is not what worries him,
if,ough, it's the fact that if he seeks asylum in Canada
~e may never see her again.
"They can't do anything to a poor child, 11 he says,
"though they can prevent her from coming to join me. If
the present repressive regime continues, beyond five
or 10 years, that's really a problem."
Carleton University political science professor
Robert Bedeski said it may be some time before Nan's
plans to return home will be feasible. Since economic
reform is still China's main priority, communist leader
Deng Xiaoping will only tend to political matters once
their economic woes have been solved.
"In the next year or so they will achieve stability," he
says, "but they have made it difficult or impossible for
many of the generation that they rely upon for modernization to return to China, 11 says Bedeski.
Bedeski, a specialist in East-Asian studies, says the
student uprising was a result of tension between the introduction of capitalist economic policies without concern for social welfare, and a lack political openness.
The Chinese government deregulated prices causing sudden increases in the prices of such staple foods
as pork, eggs and sugar worried consumers.
Bedeski says the student uprising was in protest of
corruption in the Chinese government, which many felt
was profiting from inflation. Workers, who had seen
their living standards decline, soon joined them, Bedeski says.
When students took to Tiananmen Square April 15
to mourn the death of Hu Yaobang, the former
secretary general of the Communist Party who had
been fired for his sympathizing with student protestors
two years earlier, their protest became a symbol of
change.
The student's original demands for democracy were
simple: a free press, vindication of Hu, and laws to
force top party officials to open their bank accounts for
public scrutiny. In the ensuing weeks various BeWng
citizens joined the students in the streets.
People began to rally in Shanghai, and other
Chinese cities were on the verge of similar large-scale
demonstrations. The hardline leaders began to fear
that the actions and resolve of the students would inspire even more widespread chaos.
By the evening of June 3, when tanks and soldiers
from China's 38th army moved into Tiananmen
Square, crushing bodies in tents and firing on helpless
protestors, the students had become mere pawns m a
horrifying display of political force.
In the weeks since the massacre, government officials have continued an aggressive campaign to absolve themselves of responsibility and focus the blame
on students. Some reports broadcast over governmentcontrolled television have denied that soldiers even
fired on students.
Last week final year Carleton student Nan Wong
contacted a friend at the University of International
Business and Economics in Beijing by telep~one. He
learned that not only had soldiers fired upon students,

sny was arno~ tnose wno tmRY m·me ons1au9m at
Tiananmen Square.
After he was shot twice in the stomach, fellow students dragged him from the square to a nearby hospital. "When his father came on the spot," says Nan, "the
doctor told him there were 27 fragments in his abdomen. "There was nothing they could do," he adds.
"They could only watch him die.'' Nan says the
majority of those killed were students of Beijing University and Qinhua University. The former had a reputation for having a tradition of revolutionary fervour.
Nan says 80 lecturers and students from his friend's
university chose to give up their academic future and
potential careers to protest for reform. Many others did
not get involved for fear of losing the opportunity to
work or study abroad with a corporate trade delegation.
Nan had hoped to return to China in two years time
but now feels his active involvement in protests against
the Chinese government in Canada may jeopardize his
future in China.
"Everything in China is unpredictable right now," he
says.
But once they do run out, final year Carleton student Oliver Yuan, says the Chinese government could
refuse to let them into the country. Yuan says most students he spoke to will refuse to return to China because they fear reprisals.
Bedeski says the future of reform in China is uncertain forsees. If the government has to use the army to
maintain control, he says reform will be all the more difficult to achieve
"China is a big place, and we've only seen the expression of unrest mostly in Beijing and Shanghai,"
Bedeski says. "There are also symptoms in other
cities, and if there's extended economic problems we
may see more demonstrations, more escalation of
violence."
Political unrest is limited to the cities. the home of
only 20 per cent of China's population. The other 80
per cent of the Chinese population still live in rural
areas. where the dissemination of information is controlled by the government.
Yuan says the May 4th Society will continue to push
for reforms by disseminating information over fax
machines. The organization has a list of all fax numbers of universities and various corporations in China
and indiscriminantly sends information over the lines.
Nan Wong knows the information is received, but to
what extent it is spread he is not sure.
Chinese police, who already scour foreign radio and
television broadcasts, are reportedly monitoring all
telephone lines. "It's very hard to get information back
(to China)," says Nan, "but I don't think the Chinese
government can control all of the channels in the long
run. We will wait one or two months, and then organize
again."
But in the end, only the Chinese people can decide,
Yuan says. The government cannot arrest everyone.
and Yuan is optimistic new student leaders will eventually take over from their dead or arrested comrades
and continue the fight for China.
"They have died," he says of his fellow students in
Tiananmen Square, "but not in vain. They have
motivated the people. They have spread the idea of
democracy.

i1 Carleton council clips coinage

City of Windsor
Social Services
Department

to El · Salvador students
visiting American student was injured
The demonstrators were
prote,ting the abduction of Rene
Antonio Cruz, a student official of
AGEUS. He was captured by
heavily armed men in civilian
dress on July 16. According to the
Committee in Solidarity with the
People of El Salvador (CISPES),
Cruz 1s being held prisoner by the
Treasury Police.

while many other!'> have been captured and tortured.
"Students arc hard-hit," say,
Simpson, "The student union is in
trouble."
Simpson, who visited the national University in San Salv·1dor
says there is ~ctual reprc!'>,ion
against the university. ''The
school of journalism was recently
bombed because it was ,uspectcd
of being subversive."

"Residents at the university are
never safe," says Simpson "When
I was there the university was
completely surrounded." He says
most of the original executive
members of the student union
have already been killed.
Simpson, who was in El Salvador working on a documentary
on the difficulties of solidarity
work says he spoke to several
people who had been captured by
the Treasury Police. "They arc
very quiet about 11." He says the
sity_. -~~~~·
.....,,___
Government helicopters, people of El Salvador have no
troops from the state ·s ht In- where cl,c to turn to and must rely
fantry Brigade, and the Trea!'>ury on international support.
Simp,on says 70,000 people
Police converged on campus and
fired on student demonstrator, to have hccn killed hy the authorities
in F.I Salvador since 1980. and
breakup th1. prote,t.
No students were killed, but a about 7,000 people arc missing,

"Evcrything's a joke here (at
the council meeting), everyone
laughs," says Simpson. "We're
lucky enough here that we can
joke. but the lives of student union
executives in El Salvador are always in jeopardy."
Amnesty International says
there were seven students and
teachers murdered by government linked death squads between November 88 and April of
this year.
Amncstv also re ortcd
numerous arrests of professors
and university employees. It also
reported a serious increase in
death squad activity in the first
half of this year, up from last year
when an average of 12 bodies per
month were discovered.

OTIAWA (CUP) -- Carleton University 'sstudent council
has turned down a request to send
S l 00 to a beleaguered student a,sociation in El Salvador.
"The students in Fl Salvudor
have our complete ..,upport in
principle," says council vice
president external Jennifer Mcllroy, "but our budget is tight.
There is only about $7,000 left in
the discretionary fund. and many
other groups will be asking for
funds."
The council decided to send
messages to the Salvadoran Min ·
istry of Defence, the Canadian
Embassy in Costa Rica, and the
Treasury Police in El Salvador in
defence of the General Association of Salvadoran University
Students (AGEUS).
Independent video producer
Michael Simpson, recently
returned from El Salvador outlined the repressive situation students m El Salvador face, and
asked for the council's support.
Student protests and clashes
with El Salvador's state police
have increased in the past few
months.
On July 17th, students at the
National University of El Sal
vador held a press conference and
demonstration to protest increasing repression of students. professors and administrators and
military harassment of the univer-
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Assistance
Program
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Welcomes you back to
school and hopes to
make this year an exciting
and
memorable one.

We know that a student's budget is sometimes tight and
OSAP applications
are still being accepted
for the 1989-90
academic year.
If you negotiated a
student loan last year but
not this year, you must
notify your bank that you
are still enrolled or your
loan{s) will lose their
interest-free status.
See your Financial Aid
Administrator for details.

we try to make it a little easier for you 1\t1th
Vous pouvez obtenir
des renseignements
en franc;ais sur ce
programme et les
autres programmes
d'aide financiere a
la Direction de
l'aide financiere
aux etudiants.
Composez le
(807) 345-4830 OU le

1-800-465-3013.

Apply
Now!
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his way, who is within reach of ultimate glory. trouble is,
by Bill Stoat
Can Rock 'n Roll and live theatre find domestic bliss? he's getting old, or perhaps worse- human; despite the
Can the music and the word be wedded to bring forth a babes, the booze, the guns, the cars, the coke and the court
brave new day? Can the stage do better than Andrew Lloyd astrologer. And the industry is changing; there are gypsy
Webber's song filled schlock extravaganzas? Don't go killers out there who spit at the rules of the game and who
crying for Argentina yet; you have only as far as your own are out for blood, fame and "kills" on their terms.
If the music industry of neverthen sounds to you like
front yard to look for drama-rock in it's purest form. This
a
gang
war, well, you're beginni:1g to get the picture.
weekend, and next, get on down to the Pitt Street Studio
Hoss
is bored and edgy, despite the ministrations of
Theatre and check out the Stooge Production/ Shepard's
Pie presentation of Sam Shepard's Tooth of Crime. his girl Becky-Lou (Karen Shoecraft), his driver and advisor-mentor Cheyenne (Mark Gelinas), and his astrologer
Definitely not your average Grease retread here!
Star-Man
(Gerry Rozon). Hoss is not a very sympathetic
For one thing, the all-local cast and crew, directed and
produced by UofW BFA-Acting program graduate Mark character at all, at first: This guy is the seven deadly sins
Lefebvre, have done a serious reworking ot the play's in spurs, and Mark Sikich play him at his nastiest, with the
musical component, bringing a late eighties sound and feel energy and swagger that the role demands. Mark really
to a play that first opened in 1972. If you are going to re- gets into his role, as you'll find out if you sit in the front
write and stage a rock play you need musicians, and three row! But Hoss/ Mark is more than a violent loudmouth:
quarters of the folks involved in this venture look mighty Careful Hoss, weakness can be deadly in your game ...
familiar to anyone who follows the new music scene in Karen Shoecraft is Becky-Lou, Hoss' hard edged main
town. Fans of The Cereal Killers and Luxury Christ will squeeze, who has to put up with most of the star's shit. Ms.
immediately recognise Mark Sikich, Mark Gelinas and Shoecraft takes the Becky role and turns it into something
David Rodgers and will find the rest of the band(s) in the more than the rocker's bimbo that I suspect the original
"orchestra", providing a live soundtrack throughout the Sam Shepard play called for (-After all the '?O's were pretplay. A week and a half ago, the cast played Stanley's in ty plastic about women) Karen's Becky is professionally
a Preview gig as Shepard's Pie and brought the house vain and hard-edged, only softening up when she faces the
down. Karen Shoecraft, who normally concentrates on ac- duty of singing to her liege-lord to calm him before battle.
ting, is an added bonus-has that woman got a voice! Suf- Oh yes, Karen can sing!!! The remaining characters are
fice it to say that Tooth of Crime is a bit more than a mere faced with admittedly slim roles. but pull them off in high
style with flair and conviction. Gerry Rozen as Star-Man
"rock musical" ...
So what's it all about already? Look, the rock music the astrologer makes the best of some real dense lines.
industry is pretty dog-eat-dog, nicht wahr? You don't using the theatre space to maximum advantage. Nigel Wilthink things can get a lot meaner do you? SURPRISE! liams as Galactic Jack the chart hustler does a slick rockWhile I am reluctant to use the term science fiction for this rap patter that breaks, for a moment the rat-in-a-trap
play, I can safely state that it takes place in a future south- tension that is slowly building throughout the first act.
western United States, in a time which will happen or per- Nigel is also the lighting designer/ whiz for the showhaps dido 't happen, where rock stars compete for the fame, you '11 see him outdo himself in this arena in the ~econd act.
Mark Gelinas as Cheyenne. Hoss' driver brings aceradoration and power they crave in new and nasty ways.
Top rocker Hoss, played by Mark Sikich, is a leather clad, tain complexity to another small role; you can tell that
violent gun-packing star, a killer, a man used to winning Cheyenne and Hoss go way back, and that a friendship

remains even though Hoss has pushed it beyond the limit
in times past Gelinas is back and forth bclwecn the stage
and "the orchestra", where he ·s taking care of the lead
guitar during the numbers, to better oversee the new score
he ·s arranged with the Cereal Killers/ Luxury Christ amalgam that plays throughout the play. Jonothan Fiddler IS
Doc, the perfect throne-side manner as he draws a line or
slips the needle in. Unflappable!
And then there is David Rodgers as Crow: Crow is
the "Gypsy Killer" that we have waited through the first
act to run into. Not quite a psychopath, this Crow. but intense. sharp as a razor and out to take the old man DOWN!
I have to be real careful here or I'll give the whole plot
away. but suffice it to say that the duel between Crow and
Hoss makes the play! The Pitt Street Studio Theatre is a
small place, and up close you can see the cords in
Crow/Rodgers neck and the hate in his eyes! INTENSE,
INTENSE, INTENSE!!! Those of you who have seen
David with the Cereal Killers doing the OK's California
Uber Alles have had but just a teeny eeny peek at what he
can do.
So you're gonna have to see the show. It's a high energy treatment of a real different kind of play, and it's going
to give you some surprises to deal with (A referee?- natural
work from Kevin Mitchell, a chorus?, cheerleaders? kudos to Nancy Drew, Corrine Nicoloff and Kerri Weir),
but is well worth the effort if you think that theatre is only
what they do at Stratford. What else? Oh yeah ... Warning;
coarse language and graphic violence.
something for everyone then ...
Go see it, it runs for this weekend, Septemberl-3 and
the next. 7-9, at 9.00 pm at the Pitt Street Studio Theatre,
384 Pitt Street East, One vacant lot East of Stanley's
Tavern and/or one block up from Riverside Drive East and
two-and-a-bit blocks east of Ouelette Avenue.
Admission is $5.00 at the door. proceeds will go to
Gina Lori Riley Dance Enterprises.
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"THE MOST IMPORTANT WORK OF FICTION
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I have a feeing we're 110t in Kansas any more-..
In the Sleep Room,
The story of the CIA brainwashing
experiments in Canada
by Anne Collins
Lester & Orpen Dennys
272 pps., 1988

Gravity's Rainbow
by Thomas Pynchon
Bantam Books
$3.95, (8th printing, 1980)
Reviewed by D.Dexter Finisteris

"Fickt nicht mit der Raketmensch"Gravity's Rainbow
"That is the way we do research here... and if you don't
want to be associated with it, you don't have to"In the Sleep Room
You probably heard about it for the first time on some
tv newscast; the CIA had funded mind- control or brainwashing experiments in Canada, in the late 1950's. Cold
war scares and all that, the villain of the piece long dead
and the survivors of the treatment demanding their day in
court. Induced drugged sleep, weeks of repetitive messages on tape loops, LSD induced assaults on the mind and
mass electro-shock therapy sessions that were an attempt
to either find the technique to "brainwash" people and/or
cure schizophrenia. You probably remember that those
who survived Dr. D.Ewen Cameron's treatments found
themselves emotionally, psychologically and often physically crippled for the rest of their lives. The story even
made it to CBS' 60 Minutes- pretty big time for a mere
Canadian scandal.
Well now a couple of books on the whole nasty
episode are out and 1 have one of them in my possession.
What am I going to do with it? What more can a book,
completed 2 years or more after the story broke, add to this
tale but more grim details, more shattered lives, more CIA
document references and a record of the indifference of
American and Canadian government officials. In the
Sleep Room promised to be a colossal downer. Reading
a book like this required the right mental attitude. I needed
something to put me in the mood for real-life madness and
conspiracy.
"Hey ho!" I exclaimed, "time to hunt up Pynchon's
sick little beasty again" I thought. "Just the thing to get me
in the mood!" So, once again, I found myself reading
Gravity's Rainbow:

"Oh. Oh, yes:around the curve of the earth, farther
east, the sun over there, just risen over Holland, is striking
the rocket's exhaust, drops and crystals, making them
blaze clear across the sea ....
The white line abruptly has stopped it's climb. That
would be fuel cutoff, end of burning, what's their word...
Brennschluss. We don't have one. Or else it's classified.
The bottom of the line, the original star, has already begun
to vanish in red daybreak. But the rocket will be here
before Pirate sees the sun rise."

So what is the connection, the thematic link between
fact-werk and fiction-werk? Well, both books are about
madness, modern times, war politics, and the machinations
of secret state bureaucracies (and their mad doctors) who
don't know what the devil they Me doing but will stop at
nothing to get it done. One is so fictional that it ring horribly true, the other is presented so truly that it reads as horribly banal. Putting "Sleep Room" up against "Rainbow"
is a bit of reviewer's sophistry, as winning a truth-isstranger-than-fiction heat with Pynchon in the ring is a
mug ·s bet- but: Truth, truth like the facts in the Sleep
Room case should scream bloody vengeance!
Back to "Rainbow": It is a truly sick, evil, nasty bit
of writing. It is an assault on the reader's mind, on the concept of the story and the idea of the hero. It is beautifully
written and will make you want to take a shower after you
finally finish with it. It is the novel that Deluze and Gattieri demanded in Anti-Oedipus, a French treatise on Freud
and psycho-politics, the novel of the schiz. It is the attempt
by the novelist to regain the initiative in an age where reallife horrors have made fiction obsolete. Hell, it even
comes with a (get this oh English majors...) plot!
Characters in "Rainbow don't just deconstruct; they
disintegrate! They self-destruct under the pressures of
war, death, madness, deviant sex and multi-faceted conspiracy. They do it to much dark humour, rollicking
slapstick, disorienting flashbacks, hellish introspections
and a running counterpoint of atrociously revamped lyrics
to popular l 920's and l 930's jazz tunes. Watch the exploits of our hero Tyrone Slothrop as he is pushed and
wheedled into a search for a mysteriously modified V-2
rocket. Follow him through blitz-era London into occupied Europe, where paranoia, conspiracy and strange
bits of rocket parts are currencies traded like nylons and
American cigarettes. Learn why his amorous urgings
predict the fall, in 45 minutes to 4 days, of a V-2 rocket.
Learn how to engineer support for your pet project in the
psych war section (give the old general a bit'o' kinky
fun ... ) Get the inside dope on the global lightbulb conspiracy! Wheeeee !

Ok, so I was stalling, and finally got down to "In the
Sleep Room ''. No shock here. This is a very reasonable
book about monstrously unreasonable things done to
people who could not defend themselves. (-Ah, but the
death squads are loose again in El Salvador... Tens of
thousands are dying in the Sudan ... Toxic waste is piling
up in Baie Comeau ... Life is a bitch, eh?) "Sleep Room'
takes us back to a few years ago to a small demonstration
on Pa-rliament Hill. The demonstration is an exercise-~
futility. Then we get the sad tale of one of the human
guinea pigs that Dr. Cameron worked on. Was he trying
to treat her or was he just breaking hc.:r down to gather data
for his CIA masters? Was he trying to do both? Who can
say? On and on we go, romping through Dr. Cameron's
early exploits, through by-ways of cold war politics, down
dark lanes to explore the great horror stories of psychiatry
and psychology, now and then jumping forward to a law·
suit, back to a co-worker, over to the indomitable
American civil rights lawyer, back to the woman doctor
who struggled bravely to surmount the hideous psycho·
abuse she suffered at the institute, on and on we go ...
Whew!
Well, I guess that like so many things, the mistake1
made at the Allen institute were a product ofa whole bund
of causes and trends, that the CIA was somewhat respon·
sible, that our government is embarrassed about the whole
thing and wishes it would all go away, that Dr. Cameroc
was not an evil mad doctor, but merely went too far, toe
fast without stopping in time, and that well, heck, clinical
treatment was pretty voodoo-like back then and probabl.
not quite as advanced as we think it is now. Society is ti
blame. Everyone is to blame. no one is to blame. Yawn!
Except that there are survivors of this tragedy, peopl1
who last huge parts of their lives, or who watched thcu
loved ones grow old and die as shadows of their selves be
cause of what happened in the sleep room. Where is justice for them? There are people who were involved in the
episode who could have spoke out against what was o~
viously a wretched, hairbrained stunt- has anyone aske<
them for an account of their silences? There is an entin
profession that has questions to answer and lessons ~
learn; will this book further the process of calling the cu
pable to account, of making the lesson heard so it can~
learnt?
Don't bet your coffee money on it.
Reading this book is like being stoned to death wi
marshmallows- ugly lit•le marshmallows to be sure, b'
still marshmallows. This book is just TOO reasonable! ~
a way, Ms. Collins' first chapter with it's forlo~
demonstration warns us about the rest of the book. Cc
tainly a reasoned approach is required. but a little passi~
is in order too. More heat, less light, for we die of the cold
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FIND DAT 'ZINE IN FS5

by B.A.Hclling
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SHEER FILTH , SUBHUMAN, A
TASTE OF B I LE, TEMPLE OF
SCHLOCK, and THEY WON'T STAY
DEAD, fr'instancc. The titles alone arc
worth the trip. There is poetry- Try
Cleveland Ohio's I GO TO VOMIT,
described as"a coffccshop poem from a
not-very-good coffeeshop". Then there's
ALABAMA DOGSHOE MOUSTACHE(outofSchenectady, NY)which
garners such praises as, "the senses run
rife here ... Crysta II ine sensations".
There are 'zincs from acro~s the
great waters. such as LA LAGOUSTE
and LA LIMACE (both outta' France)
and sections devoted to home videos (try
JUST COWS-17 minutes of guess what!
or 4hrs of short features from
FLYBREADER STUDIOS including
NICO-TEEN and THE SCRIPTURE
MURDERS), and reviews of garage
band tapes (BITE THE WAX TADPOLE. 13 ENGINES, EEL 0. and the
MORTUARY ATTENDANTS and
SUCKDOG). No punches are pulled:
SUCKDOG's I Like bulls... / am a bull!!
gets; "If four talentless drunks were to
record something spurious using only
drums, sticks vocals and sometimes a
piano, this is what they would sound

Herc in Canada, the term Samizdat
has been sullied by it's appropriation hy
a small crypto-nazi right wing puhlisher
whose name I won't even mention (Hint! don't believe he ever happened, I don't
believe he even exists!). Over in the East
block, the term refers to sclf-puhlishcd
seditious magazines, newspapers,
pamphlets, poetry and stories, with the
added understanding that the authorities
are looking to find where it is being run
off and bust up some heads and
mimeograph machines. In the west,
Samizdat exists too, it' s meaning is in astate of flux, but most of it is seriously ignored by people and state alike. If
freedom of the press means that you are
free to go out and buy one, it does not
mean that magazine and book distributors have any obligation to stock,
promote or distribute your 24 pages of
smudgy wierdness. How then to let the
greater public know you exist? And how
does that part of the greater public with a
taste for high wierdness find out about
your rag?
Factsheet 5, of course!
FS5 is a wierd self-published little ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - magazine out of Rensselaer, N. Y ., that specialises in really STRANGE S HIT:
like ... "
Howabout something called LOA FI NG TH E
reviewing a ll manner o f other small, wierd self-published
I don't really know how many people actually send
magazines from a ll over. People find out about his rag, DONKEY? It's from Memphis and is described as "cul- away for productions listed in FS5, but [ think I recognise
send a review copy of their rag and M ike G underloy, or tural, ranges widely". T hen there'sCANADA DAPA, from that there is something for a lmost all tastes within it's
one of his co-conspirators will read it, review it a nd Iist the Ori Ilia, put out by a dadaist "amateur press association". It pages. r just couldn't help mentioning the really strange
price and address. Samizdat Exchange! Mike et al., will does n't seem to take a whole lot to get into FS5- Just the ones. What e lse can you do with a mag like THE INTERalso review, or get some friends to review any home-made sta mp to send it off and the n ... You are in the lap o f the GALACTIC HOUSE O F FRU ITCAKES, the home of
v ideo tapes, dra wing collections, poetry piles and/or gods.
OTIS worship and the publisher of the OTIS IAN DI RECDid you know that there's a mag called PINHEAD TORY.
garage band cassettes that come in the mail bag, as lo ng as
time, space and his interest allow. Send him a bit of money somewhere in Pennsylvania? Does it matter to you? So
Wanna' know more? (ha HA!!!) Send $2.00 US for
anda huge s amped sclf-Mdressed envefope and He'll send wh1.tt ~f it is ooly a mere "min-i..comic featuring a stick o ne or $11.00 US for 6, to FACTSHEE-T 5, fl ARIZONA
you up to IO pounds of some o f this stuff! I want his Job!!! figure based on a pin- basically pretty silly and lighthearted AVEN UE, RENSSELAER NY, 12144-4501, USA .... Or
So what ki nd of drooling gihberis h is out there? Of stu ff... " There you have it; someone cared enough to do it, send them a copy of YOUR pct piece of mind rot, for a
course there arc the ever-present science-fiction a nd fan- someone else cares enough to take notice. Kind'ov chance at fame fortune and a fu ll mailbox.
tasy fan magazines (fanzines) as well as their new-music reminds me of the S ilver Surfer...
There arc sundry 'zincs on aspects of the movie scene;
half brothers. But there is more, much MORE ! and it is
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Back to School
the Avis way
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• $65 weekend rate
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AVIS
We try harder
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Watch for our Orientation Bar-B-0
Tuesday September 19
Uni,ers1t Centre Patio. 4·30 .m

a••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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One Pizza with Pepperoni, Bacon, Mushrooms.
Green Peppers and Extra Thick & Cheesy
One Pizza with Pepperoni, Mushrooms and Extra
Thick & Cheesy.
Substitutions and Deletions okayl
Two small pizzas $13.49 plus tax
Two medium pizzas $17.59 plus tax.
Two Extra large pizzas $20.59 plus tax .
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'89 PONTIAC SUNBIRD

- typing service

'Students Serving Students"
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FOR

99¢

PLUS TAX

Receive three cans of Coke for 99¢ when you
purchase your next Domino's Pina Doubles order.
Please mention coupon w hen ordering
One coupon per order.

1· ·11

with
other
offers.
Coupon
may
not be combined
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Limited Time Offer
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Organization of Port-time
University Students

s

Please Call 254-8686
$3 Off if Late

Welcome to the Campus

Avt, features GM cars
'"Avis" and "We try harder" are
registered trademarks or Aviscar Inc.
0
1988 Aviscar Inc.

391 Tecumseh Rd. E.

258 AVIS (2847)
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DOMINO'S PIZZA
DELIVERS'
,t,
GUARANTEED!
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Wayne Ronald Lessard
BARRISTER+ SOLICITOR
• Real Estate Transactions
• Criminal
Uncontested Family Matters
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LSAT
GMAT

Classified

Prep Courses for

Sept. 23 LSAT
Oct. 21 GMAT

(416) 923-PREP
(7737)
1-800-387-5519

,

Wanted: Volunteers for the Canadian
For Sale: House , 1028 Elm . 3 National Institute for the Blind needs
bedroom close to U of W. Call 258- volunteers to: assist Eye Service
Nurse in maintaining contact with
0993. Asking $87,900.
For Rent: 1 bed apt. 3 blocks from clients (follow-up phone calls), make
university. $475 + uttl, call 944-2701 learning materials for visually impaired
children, visit or accompany blind perafter7 pm.
For Sale: House on 3793 Rosemount. sons on shopping excursions etc.
3 bedrooms & 2 baths. $1600 taxes. Please phone Pam at 945-2321 for
more information.
Call 253-7939.
For Sale: Smith Corona portable For Sale: Oldy but Goody air contypewriter. Includes carrying case, ditioner - 6,000 BTU, $150. Osborne II
operating manual. and machine clean- suitcase computer 64k, CPM. 2 drives.
ing utensils. Also includes double neck E-Z wordprocessing, needs a printer
lamp and 10 almost new ribbon $300. Long neck Bass Guitar with
cartridges. Asking $150, call 256- case $175. Chest o'drawers $10, Ken7609, let phone ring a a while. A 1 con- more Washer and electric dryer - full
size, both for $200. Call 256-8054.
dition.

"Fine Italian Pasta at Reasonable Prices"

Join the Lance
Co,ne

- Open for Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner - Daily Pasta & Sandwich Specials Choose From:

withus
Needed:
Sports
Editor
/ Plus Much More!

PASTA* PASTA
Cati for Dinner Reservations

977-1104
2270 Wyandotte Street West
(two short blocks from campus)

N. T. N. system
is here
exclusively at
HURRICANES

Interact
With
Live
Sports -

CJ

Apply at Lance office,
211CI fl., UC.
Deadline is Sept. 6th.

TYP·ING

• Fast
$1 .25 ,.r doubh
• Accurate
spacd P•tt
• Confidential
IAPA Specialists I
LETTER QUALITY PRINTING
Evening Hours
H

945-0732

h11v• to 1.aiv• a ncord•d mHH9•.

Football, Hockey, Sports Trivia,
Trivia Showdown (Tuesdays),
... Compete here & against bars
nationwide every nite ...
Monday & Wednesday
Two-For-One
Chicken Wings
(served with fnes or veggies)

Tuesday
All-You-Can-Eat Spaghetti

Courtesy Bicycles

Thursday

Saturday

KeyTours Nite
- W in A Trip For Two -

CJOM Party Nites
- C.D. Draw Monthly-

EVERY NITE IS A PARTY ...
* Reserve Your Floor Party Here,
With Our All·You·Can·Eat Buffet*
Five Minutes Away ...

A GREAT PLACE TO ...

PARTY!!!

Welcomes back all students & faculty
with special

storewide discounts.
* Norco
* Nishikl

Sell

*

Flori

*

Trade

*

Repair

3154 Sandwich Street
(just a short walk from campus)
252-0080
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Lancers run for respectability
f1®

by Dave Briggs

lf you listen closely. you can hear it, as
if it were a storm rumbling in the distance.
For some, ii is a sound that is instantly
recognizable. For others, it is simply what
autumn sounds like.
It is the sound of arms colliding with
shoulder pads, of helmets smacking against
other helmets, and of players grunting as
other players attempt to drive them to the
ground.
For football fanatics, these sounds are
as pleasant as the melodies of the Beatles
are to Beallemaniacs. For the University
football team, these sounds marked the
opening of a gruelling 10 day training
camp.
On Monday, August 21st, the Lancer
football team opened their training camp in
preparation for their 1989 OUAA
schedule.
Every day since then, the team, which
boasted over 90 players on the first day, has
heen put through two practices a day, with
meetings and special assignment drills interspers~d around the two main practices.
After one week of camp, the team,
which practises on two fields located be"hind the St. Denis Centre's fieldhouse, has
been chiseled down to 69 players with a
major proportion of last year's squad back
on the roster for the '89 campaign.
"l'm really pleased (with the team),"
stated head coach John Musselman. "(
Chink we have a super group, the attitude's
great. We really don't have a problem in
the group."
"We can be a really good football team
as long as we realize that we have to work
for every inch we get," the head coach continued.
Though it is early in the season, the
team shows definite signs of promise. Of
particular interest is the fine selection of
running backs.
"lf there is a better group (of running
hacks) in Canada l'd be very surprised,"
boasted Rick Bauer, the Lancers' running
back coach.
While the running backs do not have
one stand-out star, any one of the players is
capable of playing and being highly successful. That is what makes them such a
talented group.
The pair most likely to start the season
arc veterans Chuck Robson and Andy
Ross. Rohson is the best blocker of the
group and has developed an aggressive
style when he carries the football.
Ross is described by coach Bauer as a
"Gamer", meaning that he will do whatever
it takes to get his job done.
The Lancers also feature a couple of
speedsters: second year player Troy Szalay
and rookie Ozzie Nethersole, the fastest
players on the team. both have the poten-·

tial to break long gains at any time.
In addition, Kevin Strong, a second
year player, has proven to be as tough as
his name. Short in stature, Strong has improved immensely from last season.
Jim Mitchell may he the most talented
player of the bunch. Unfortunately,
Mitchell suffered a leg injury in one of the
first practices of the camp, and will be out
of the line-up for at least a couple of weeks.
Mitchell had previously been successful as a running back for the University of
Waterloo Warriors.
Rookies Mike Scratch and Vernon
Peters both have the ability to carry the hall
for the Lancers in the future.
Todd Thomas. a star player for
Windsor's Vincent Massey High School.
began the camp as a running back. but was
moved to the tight end position on Monday.
Thomas, whose lower body is welldeveloped, has the hands to be a favourable
addition to the other tight ends.
As with any football team, one of the
first questions that is asked is. "how do the
quarterbacks look?"
"l am cautiously optimistic (about the
quarterbacks)," answered Windsor's
quarterback coach Ted Laurendeau. "I
think we are a lot better (at quarterback)
than we have been in the past."
"We are not as mature and experienced
at quarterback as we would like to be."
added Musselman, "but J tell you, we've
got four kids in there (al QB)who are working their butts off, and they arc doing a hell
of a job, and they are all going to be good."
In fact. a quarterback competition
seems to be brewing. All four players have
a good shot al being ranked number one on
the depth chart.

When camp opened, five OB's battled
it out for the starting role. At this point, only
one of the five has dropped out of the race,
·last year's most frequent starter, Scan McKcon.
In an interesting move, McKeon requested a change to wide receiver after
concluding that he was not throwing as
well as the other four players.
The four remaining QB'"s arc: Joe
Capriotti, Walt Tazzman, Mike Brisbois,
and Scott Miller.
Capriotti is the veteran. Las! season,
he played sparingly due to nagging injuries. This season he seems to have improved somewhat.
Brisbois was a Lancer two years ago,
and was described hy coach Laurendeau as
being "in the best shape of his life."
Tazzman was a former star for
Windsor's AKO Fratmcn. in the Junior
football circuit. Tazzman has the ability to
be highly successful in the QUA.A as well.
but is currently about one week behind the
other quarterbacks due to suffering a
broken nose in practice.
Miller is the rookie, and he is likely the
Lancers' quarterback of the future.
"Scott Miller has got a lot to learn, but
boy. he's got a lot of useful tools to work
with," stated Laurendeau. "When you're
6 '4" it definitely helps your quarterbacking
situation."
"He's feeling it right now because he
came into camp out of shape. He hasn't
been able to do all the things that l think
that he can do." continued Laurendeau.
On the other side of the ball. the
defense looks impressive in the early
going.
Most of last year's key defensive per-

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , sonncl have returned, and a more talented
bunch of linebackers would be hard to find.
OUAA all-star Mike O'Neil anchors
the linebacking corps. O'Neil is joined at
hy Dave Briggs
Murray's impressive performance that position by several talented returning
On Sunday, August 6th, Dan Murray, made him the top Canadian in the gruelling
players including Craig Davies, Adam
a University of Windsor student, swam, athletic contest.
Dougall. Dave Hawkins, and Brad Lupson,
ran, and biked his way to a 13th place finish
His 13th place finish also anchored the who is currently playing with a wrist injury.
at the World Triathlon Championships held Canadian contingent to third place in the
Also in the fine grnup arc Akos Tozin Avignon, France.
team competition.
-;er. Brent Barker. Mark Camphell. and
The triathlon is a competition of enThe former Sandwich Secondary Chris Gagne.
durance that combines three events: a full School student finished the course in 2
Returning to the nose tackle position
marathon, a long-distance bike race, and a hours. 4 minutes and 15 seconds.
is last year's all-Canadian player, and the
long swim race.
U, of W . 's male athlete of the year, Nick

Murray is lucky 13th

Lavalle.
Personal prohlcms kept Lavalle out of
camp until last Saturday.
1
Musselman had some glowing praise
for Lavalle staling, "lf he isn't the best
defensive lineman in the country, I'd like
to meet the guy."
Joining Lavalle on the defensive line
is another key veteran, end Randy Colwell.
In the defensive oack position. the
Lancers arc fairly well-off. Seventeen
players make up the contingent vying for a
starting role.
Jimmy Aspropotamilis, ltalo Barone,
Lloyd Dean, Dave Janisse, Rick Dugal.
Dan Zagordo. and Paul Bone, a former
Western Mustangs player, all provide the
experience that the position demands. No
one's job is completely secure with the
number of people eager to get a starting
position.
Returning to handle the place kicking
chores is Dave Vandcrhocven. Vanderhoeven is a second year Lancer whose offseason work has improved his kicking
game. Vanderhoeven was the Lancers'
leading point getter last season.
AJI in all the team looks strong. though
one week of training camp is but a mere
glimpse of what the team will look like
down the road.
The talent is present to make the lancers a competitive football team. So far. the
team is ahead of schedule in terms of com·
paring it to last year's s4uad. but don't run
out and huy any tic:kets to the Vanier Cup
game: just )Cl.
A go,,d shot of that winning feeling i~
what this team needs, and if their confidence improves, there will he some enter·
tain ing games over at South Campus
Stadium.
The Lancers will entertain the Carleton Ravens in an exhibition game on
Saturday. September 2nd. Kick-off time is
I ;JO p.m. One week later, Windsor will
play host to the University of Toronto Varsity Blues in the opening game of their
schedule. That game starts at ., p.m. Both
games will be played at the South Campus

~.,,~.
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Have You Discovered Bonnie Bixby
Great Oxford Button Downs
Fabulous Sweaters and Sweats
Terrific Jeans and Slacks
Sensational Denim Jackets
From Your Favourite Designers
at
Discount Prices

Don't Miss Out

Bonnie Bixby.,_
532 Pelissier Street (Downtown Windsor)
(519) 256-5244
Hours: 10 a.m . - 5:30 p.m. Mon. to Sat.

* Free Gift with Every Purchase *
Just mention this ad from The Lance

$AVE! $AVE! $AVE!
Students'
Administrative Council

Used Book Sale
SUN.

MON.

TUES.

THURS.

WED.

FRI.

5

10

17

2•

SAT.
9

Labour
Day

Drop-off

Drop-off

Drop-off

Drop-off

Drop-off

9-8

9-8

9-4

9-4

9-4

11

u

13

1•

15

16

Book Sale
& Drop-off

Book Sale
& Drop-off

Book Sale
& Drop-off

Book Sale

9-8

9-4

9.4

9-4

21

"

23

Closed

Book Sale

Book Sale

& Drop-off
9-8

& Drop-off
9·8

18

19

Book Safe

Book Safe

Book Safe

Book Sale

Book Sate

9-4

9.4

9-4

9.4

9.4

25

26

21

28

29

Assumption Lounge,
University Centre

For further
information contact:
S.A.C. Office

253-6423
JO

Book &
rl/oney
Returns

Book &
Money
Returns

Book &
Money
Returns

Book &
Money
Returns

Book &
Money
Returns

11·8

11-8

11-8

9-4

Book &
Money
Returns

9.4

9.4

~'

or ext. 3905/3906
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CANADA GOES TO
WAR
September 10, 1939 .

lance photo by James Crump

The Essex Scottish plaque at the University entrance (above),
the devastation at Hamburg after allied bombing (at right) .
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(Above) Disaster at Dieppe, August, 1942.

50 years ago this week
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ARTS
Sept 12 - 13
- Homecomming Festival 12:00 at Orchestra Hall
by Detroit Symphony Orchestra.
Sept 10
- Michael Stockdale, guitar & The Bowling Green
String Quartet performing guitar quintets of Luigi
Boccerini at Detroit Institute of Art.
Sept 19 - Oct 1
- live from Kitchen Shelf by Amy C. opens at Common Ground in Mackenzie Hall.
ETCETERA
Sept 5,7, 11
- Donate blood to the Red Cross - 1226 Ouellette.
Sept 10
- 10:30 am Mass at Assumption University Chapel
followed by pancake breakfast. All are welcome.
Call 973-7034. 4:30 Mass also begins this Sunday.
Sept 14
- BBQ at Knox Presbyterian Church. Sponsored by
lntervarsity Christian Fellowship. Regular meetings
start following Thursday - 5:30 in the Vanier
lounge. All are invited to attend.
Sept 17
- 4:30 pm Mass at Assumption University Chapel
followed by an Orientation BBQ and Social. All are
welcome. Call 973-7034 for more information.
Sept 17
- Volunteer to help children in Africa. Today International meeting at Iona College, 208 Sunset Ave. at
3:00
Until Sept 25
- live in a third world nation - apply to Canadian
Crossroads International at 256-2542.
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Sept 29 - Oct 4
- Antioch Retreat at Holy Redeemer College in
Windsor. Especially designed for university and
college students it is a time for prayer, growth
renewal. relaxation, fun , rest, meeting new people,
and more. Call 973-7034 for information.
SPORTS
Sept 16
- Lifeguard meeting in HK building, room 201.
New uards are welcome, bring qualifications.

Welcome Back
All Students & Faculty
September Blues Line Up

Le

Fri. Sept 8, Sat Sept 9 - Mark Falconberry
by

Fri. Sept 15, Sat. Sept 16 - Windsor Dukes
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Fri. Sept 22, Sat. Sept 23 - Johnny "Yard Dog" Jones

for
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Sun. Sept 24 - Windsor Dukes
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Fri. Sept 29 - Butler Twins
Sat. Sept 30 - Robert Penn
* DAILY LUNCH SPECIALS ...$3 .95 * PERSONAL PIZZA .. .$7.95 *
Peel & Eat SHRIMP * (1/2 lb-..$7.50 1 lb-.. $1 2.50)

346 VICTORIA AVENUE

252-3823
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Homecoming and
frosh weeks come
consecutive 1y
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by Kevin Wilson

"Off Campus Frosh Cluh," which held a
The first weeks of school are tradition- week of festivities during registration
ally a time of confusion, forchoding and week.
downright terror for tenderfoots to the
"We got the Off Campus Frosh Club
University milieu. For first-year students started lo provide students who don't live
not living in residence, the transition can be in residence an opportunity to get oriented
doubly difficult.
to the University." Tim Tremain, SAC
The Students' Administrative Council Entertainment co-ordinator told the Lance.
(SAC) has prov ided a n admirable outlet for "Every residence has its own orientation
frosh to let off steam, get to know peo ple program. Ml we thought it was important lo
around campus, and discover that univer- have an orientation week where all of the
sity is not four years at hard labour. Orien- off-campus first-year students could partation '89 runs from September 11 to 17th ticipate. We have an area for underage stuthis year, and, unlike previous years, is run- dents, as well as licensed facilities for
ning the week before homecoming. SAC students of legal age."
also provided a new program, called the
The Off Campus orientation agenda

i
1

Lance photos by Scott Ingram

Tomahawk volleyball time.
included volleyball games 10 the courtyanJ,
a trip to Tiger Stadium, a softball tournament and several other events.
Orientation '89--"No Rules No
Reason" will run from the 11th to the 17th
of September. The festivities kick off with
a freshman barbecue. Other events include
live entertainment in the Subway Pub and
on the patio. with such diverse artists as
Robert Penn, The Pursuit of Happiness,
and Circus Shmirkus, to name a few .
. Shinerama takes place on Thursday and all
students arc encouraged to participate in
this fundraiser for cystic fibrosis. For a
detailed list of orientation events, sec the

SAC Chalkhoard on page 8.
The Homecoming events will culminate in the annual homecoming game
against York University or Saturday, the
23rd at 2:00pm. A downtown parade i!'>
~chedulcd for I I :OOam the same day.
Other events that week include nightly live
entertainment at the Subway, a road rally
on Thursday, a pep rally, an all-night
decorating party on Friday. a fifth quarter
party 10 the St. Denis Centre and a movie
night on Sunday,. ,,;.·~-~---- - - Fo r more in formc!tinn about
homecoming or orientation, contact Tim
Tremain in the SAC office.

1 Students fight for rail

4 transit survival
i:'t.ft
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Looking for a bar. Any bar!

Shinerama season opening
by Lance News Staff
On Thursday 14 the students of
Windsor will be taking a short break from
their orientation partying. They will instead be hard at work shining shoes and
washing cars for Shinerama, a fundraiser
for cystic fibrosis.
Cystic fibrosis (CF) is a hereditary disease in which the secretory cells causes, the
lungs, pancreas, and skin to produce too
much mucus. Mary Lou Cinat, chairperson of the shinerama, and president of the
Nursing Society, said that many CF victims
have to undergo painful respiratory therapy

Cinat believes thatshinerama deserves
a lot more attention at Windsor, she is cerlain that Windsor can raise at least$ I 0,000.
To achieve this goal, Cinat has arranged for
Windsor mayor John Wilson to declare
Septcmher 14 Shinerama day in Windsor.
It is a timely declaration also. Recently, at the Toronto Hospital for Sick Kids,
Dr. Lat-Chee Tsui has discovered the gene
responsible for CF. A discovery which
bodes well for finding a cure.
If helping a worthy charity is not a
good enough reason to then perhaps meeting new people is. "You go out, grab a

every day to force the mucus from their
lungs.

friend, and make a fool out of yourself.... lt's a great way to meet people,"

Shinerama is a fundraising effort performed by many universities across
Canada. Recently Cinat travelled to a
Canadian Cystic Fibrosis Foundation
(CCFF) conference where she met representatives from universities.
1
"The other schools get right excited
ahout it,'' Cinat said. "Western (University
of Western Ontario) raised $ 75,000 last
year, Windsor raised $4,800."

Cinat said.
After shinerama the Student's Administrative Council's (SAC) entertainment coordinator, Tim Tremain, has
arranged an upstairs/downstairs which is
free to all Shiners.
Those interested in participating in
Shinerama should contact vice president
external affairs Christine Ozimek in the
SAC office.
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The VIA Rail dilemma has sparked the
Although federal Transportation Min- attention and involvement of organizations
ister Benoit Bouchard announced the proh- all over the country, from city mayors to
ability of major cuts in VIA Railway political parties to student governments.
services a few months ago, the situation
Mayors and politicians joined to form
seems to be at a stand still.
the Liberal Task Force that travelled via
There are many signs that would indi- VIA this summer to gather public support
cate that VIA, Canada's national railway, and draw Conservative attention to the
is heading for the deep end. According to
sources inside VIA, the passenger railway
lost many of its customers due to drastic
schedule changes implemented by
Canadian National (CN) which the tracks
as well as operate freight services. Since
1978, both CN Railways and VIA have
operated as separate entities--VIA as a passenger service and CN as a freight service.
This decision was made because passenger
services do not make as much money as
transporting freight. As a result of the los.,
of financial help from CN freight services,
the quality of passenger service declined
sharply.
Both CN and VIA arc Crown Corporations. VIA Rail public affairs officer,
matter.
Dianne Graham, states that VIA 's
VIA Rail is the only alternative to exproblems arc far from over, but she seems
pensive air travel and untimely bus routes.
optimistic.
Ironically the Conservative government is
"We have committed people who are
trying to spear-head the environmental '
worrying about train service here in
issue. Rail travel uses less in fossil fuels
Canada. The overall response is good. We
than air or auto travel. therefore adding less
have senior clubs, and students all asking carbon dioxide to the atmosphere. Carbon
how to help. We are simply waiting to hear dioxide contributes to the "greenhouse effect".
what the Minister of Transportation
decides."
con't on page 8.
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The Scenario:
It's Thursday night. You're rn the pub. You meet the
person of your dreams. You dance and the sweet smell of
beer on dreamy's breath and the feel of dreamy's denim
wrapped thighs doing a dry pump against yours make your
drunken senses reel. Eventually, after last call, you say
"You wanna?"
Dreamy replies, "Yeah ."
And faster than you can say "Nudge, rudge, wink,
wink, say no more, say no more," you're in your room in
residence. After wrapping the special purple signal sock
around the doornob to warn your roommate away, you and
dreamy proceed to go at it. You kiss a little, feel a little, undress a little.. and then dreamy pops the question,
·what about protection?"
And that's the question that has been on a lot of
peoples minds's lately at the University of Windsor. Ever
since the vandalism of the condom machines in the washrooms rn the basement of the University Center there has
been no way to purchase condoms on campus after the
Mini Mart in Vanier closes.
Residence councils tried, last year, to have condom
machines placed in residence washrooms, but the owner
of the vending machines pulled out of the deal fearing that
the cost of maintenance would be prohibitive.
Recently the Student's Administrative Council (SAC)
met with opposition when they tried to place condoms in
orientation packages. The opposition came from, the
strangest of places, Health Services.

Condoms are a necessary part of practicing safe se
As well as improving the odds against becoming pregna·
condoms also improve the odds against contracting
sexually transmitted disease, such as ards.
Placing condoms rn orientation packages would ha
been the perfect opportunity for students with limr
sexual experience to become familiar with them, anc
would have provided an extra bit of insurance for stude·
who are too shy, cool, or stupid, not to buy them
Sex is a part of life, a powerful part which cannot be
nored or hid from. It must be acknowledged and dealt 11
in a manner approprrate to the time we live in. That He,
Services opposed placing condoms in the orientation pa
ages is incomprehensible.
Eventually SAC and Health Services arrived at a c~
promise, a set of instructions for the use of condoms,
out in the shape of a condom, has been placed in the or
tation packages.
=The statement that this 'cardboard condom ma~

a feeble one, and an insult to the maturity and intelligel'i
of this year's freshmen It is a t1m1d, halfway gesture, wt
is barely adequate.
For the sake of the freshmen, we hope it suffices.
The Lance is pleased to report that, according to S
vice president administration Michael Akpata, despite
year's difficulties condom machines will soon be insta
in residences. The Lance hopes that these condoms
not be made of cardboard.

The Extremist

If. as I suggested in the last issue, the idea of
a Constitution is an attempt to nationalize those
practices of societal and moral guidance historically considered the domain of religion and ideology, then we must examine the utility of such an
approach. The current shameful treatment of
the question of women's rights to control of their
own bodies and their reproductive capacities
provides an excellent example: when the legislation covering abortion in the criminal code fell
to a Supreme Court decision in 1988, the judgement by the court found that the law was an "arbitrary and disproportionate" solution to a
"societal disagreement" and one that caused a
"glaring breach" of rights to the woman affected.
"Parliament is justified in trying to protect the
foetus," wrote Justice Jean Beetz, "but it must
find a way that is less manifestly unfair."
Now in a perfect world, the court would never
have had to use a constitutional arguement (or
several of them) to over-rule the law of the land.
Parliament should have long before realized in
its collective wisdom that the law was held up to
criteria that suggest the common good and found
wanting in a way that caused the minimum op-

D. Dexter Finisteris

portunity for violent, arbitrary rupture of the
democratic process. The mullaks, the holy elect,
the peoples revolutionary party, the generals etc.
did not step in. Parliament still has to deal with
the issue. The only caveat is that if Parliament
replaces unfair law with still more unfair law it
must be prepared to see the new law fall-or
declare the new law "immoral" by protecting it for
5 years with the "notwithstanding clause" (and
approach that might not work either).
Parliament might have already decided, by
deciding not to decide. This is a bad decision ad
health care is a mostly provincial issue and
Canada could end up with 10 different abortion
policies. Such a result could itself be unconstitutional. No, Parliament is going to have to make
a decision; the question remains whether it will
make one that reflects fear of the issue or a well
reasoned approach to a morality based on the
Charter of Rights and Freedoms.
My opinion on the issue leans towards a legal
statement in the Canada Health Act; that a
woman should be guaranteed equal access to
therapeutic abortions across Canada; that
women seeking an abortion should only require

the agreement of one physician (possibly t
after a certain period); and that provinces tha!
to frustrate this policy should do so with their a
money-that is forfeit a certain percentage
federal health care funding .
"Millions of dead babies!" scream the
called "pro-life" people. Perhaps and perh,
again, perhaps even a third time. But I mustt£
every one of their arguements suspect, even
moral for I believe that they have consister
based their arguements on a view of the we
that regards women as substantially infen<)I
rights and abilities to not only men, but in m'
cases, the POTENTIAL person-hood of
foetus. I hold that such a view is counter to
moral and ethical common sense set forth in
Charter of Rights and Freedoms and worseit profoundly, shockingly and indefensibly
moral.
I will enumerate my arguements next we
In the meantime, consider the morality of a
that would compel adult black men, or worr
or people with blond hair or people over fift
surrender one of their two kidneys to a trans~
operation.

MID IVES
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ey Nantha Kumar Canadian University
Press
It is 6:30 p.m . Celine Lemay, her husband Pierre and their children Em1l1e, David
and Sarah are having supper at their eastend Montreal home when suddenly a
beeper goes off. "Not again," says Sarah as
her mother rushes to the phone.
Pierre realizes he will be spending
another night without his wife. He sees her
to the door and waves to her. "I'll call you in
the morning before you go to work she
yells from her car as she dnves away.
At 7:45 p.m., Lemay arrives at the home
of Christiane and Yvan Cote in Laval, a
municipality north of Montreal Yvan meets
her at the door. · The water-bag has broken
... I think the head has descended!" he says.
Calmly. Lemay goes to their bedroom
where she embraces Christiane who 1s rn
labour with her first child.
Lemay 1s a midwife practicing one of the
world's oldest profession But while 1t is not
technically illegal to practice midwifery,
Canada is one of 15 countries who do not
recognize this activity.
According to the World Health Organization. Canada is in fact the only industrialized
country outside of South Africa where midwives have no legal status.
After delivering Christiane Cote's eightpound baby at 4 ·32 a .m ., Lemay curls up on
a couch in their living room . She leaves the
couple to en1oy their first few hours with
their new-born baby. Meanwhile she tries to
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The delivery was a normal birth without
any complications but Lemay's service includes accompanying women to hospitals
1f problems occur. In the past, she has dealt
with women who wanted her to be present
during the birth of their child . She acts as an
"advisor· 1n case of medical interventions.
*The best place for a woman to be during
birth would be in her own environment surrounded by her family and friends. Lemay
says. "But somehow the medical profession
has turned this natural process into a very
profitable monopoly."
Unless there are risks involved in a pregnancy. Lemay says, she does not recom mend the hospital for normal healthy
women but 1f a woman feels more secure rn
a medical mstrtullon. she will go along with
her decision.

"I never undermine the premonitions or
'feelings' a woman has during her pregnancy Ultimately the woman should go with
what her body tells her."
Because doctors are more preoccupied
with the latest medical technology (monitoring the baby's heartbeat, contractions, in travenous drips , etc ... ), the feelings of
pregnant mothers are often not taken into
consideration, midwives say.
Lemay talks of cases where doctors
made forceps deliveries when they wanted
to get off work early or where Cesarean sections were performed after women had
been in labour for more than 1O hours.
"In a hospital you can't take your own
sweet time to push your baby out. A team
of doctors and nurses are wa1trng with you.
This often intimidates women and upsets
their natural rhythm."
Such stones are common and it is not
surprising that more women are seeking the
services of people like Lemay, who shares
an office with several other midwives.
Lemay has been practicing for the past
10 years in the area. She has a nursing
background but considers herself a lay midwife. Over the years, she has devised a system where she screens her clients at two
meetings before she takes the case.
"Once I take the case, I visit the couple
or the woman , once every fortnight on a
one-to-one basis. I also have a group discussion (similar to a pre natal course) every
month to give the medical aspects of natural
childbirth.
It 1s during these group discussions that
I get both the woman and her partner to air
out their fears and misconceptions."
Lemay·s service is a much appreciated
one and some women have ad her help for
two and even three births But her Job still
remains illegal.
Ounng the Middle Ages, thousands of
midwives were burned at the stake as
witches .• frequently at the instigation of
medical guilds trying to preserve their
monopoly on knowledge and usurp
women's power. These midwives often
served as healers. using herbs and natural
remedies so effectively they threatened the
doctors· livelihoods.
The subsequent introduction of harmful
birthing instruments such as forceps in the
19th century hailed by doctors s proof of

Eyelash Babies

.

·

their supenonty over midwives -- was Just
the beginning of the male med1calizat1on of
motherhood .
In his 1978 book, "Male Practice," Or.
Robert Mendelsohn -- a former obstetrician
and award - winning pedratric1an -describes a concerted effort by the male
medical establishment to wrest control from
m1dw1ves of the lucrattve area of childbirth.
He traces this effort to the elimination of
the traditional birthing stool , which would
allow women to give birth rn a relattvely vertical position. For thousands of years.
women used this stool to deliver babies by
allowing natural contractions and gravity to
do their work.
But doctors began to place mothers flat
on their backs. on high tables with their legs
raised , forcing the mothers to deliver their
babies in an unnatural and agonizing
process.
The mtervent1on of obstetricians m
hospital births, he argues. often leads to
complications which set up a woman for the
obstetrician's profitable gynecological practice for the rest of her hfe.
"Obstetrics 1s the only medical specialty
in which almost everything the doctor does
1s medically 1ndefens1ble and tembly wrong
... doctors have converted pregnancy -- a
natural, normal inspiring physiological
event -· into a nine-month disease." says
Mendelsohn, adding that every ma1or study
ever conducted comparing hospital births to
midwife deliveries reveal that the latter is
Sllf6

Most m1dw1ves now practicing are lay
midwives, some are nurse midwives and
the rest have certification from outside
Canada But the idea of m1dw1ves being
regulated by the medical profession 1s not
an appealing one.
Midwives claim their approach to
childbirth 1s a more humane one. They get
to know their clients on a personal basis.
They •assist· rather than "perform• at births.
Births m hospitals are often with doctors
who are on call. Interns come and "fiddle
around" while women are in labour Interventions are numerous .
· our approach towards brrth and
reproduction rs very different, therefore rt is
important for us to be totally independent,"
says Michelle Champagne . a representative for !'Alliance quebeco1se des

,

'

sages femmes practiciennes. a coalition
representing Quebec·s 200 midwives
Publicity about m1dw1fery has polrt1c1zed
and has gamed the backing of various
women's groups.
In 1987, an Ontario provincial task force
recommended that the province legalize
the work of m1dw1ves and British Columbia
is studying their status too. Smee 1978.
midwives an Quebec have put pressure on
their government to become the frrst
province 1n Canada to recognize their
profession
"What we really want 1s to be independent,· says Champagne. "The last thing
we want 1s to be under the order of
phys1c1ans or the order of nurses."
Dr. Lewis Mehl of the University of Wisconsin Infant Development Centre compared 1,000 hospital births of babies
delivered by doctors to 1,000 babres
delivered at home by m1dw1ves.
The study shows that:
• There were 30 birth rn1unes among the
hospital-born and none among those born
at home.
* Of the babies born m hospital, 52 needed
resuscitation against 14 of those born at
home;
• Six hospital babres suffered brain
damage, compared to one born at home:
• None of the home-born babies died after
birth although the national U S infant mortality rate 1s more than 22 per 1.000 births.
After assisting the Cotes w,th the birth o1
their child, t;emay wa es up t 8 a m and
calls her husband to tell her the delivery
went fine. Both Christiane and Yvan are
havrng breakfast tn bed when she walks mto
their bedroom.
She conducts a senes of tests on Christiane and her baby, after which she leaves
for home. Lemay will come back later in the
afternoon to check on them. after which she
will v1s1t them once a week for a month.
· 1am a midwife because I believe strongly that g1v1ng birth 1s a very personal and
private expenence for a woman and her
baby.• she says

Caeri Bertrand
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And the little Puffin goes wee-wee-wee, all the
way down the pen.
"Wee," I said . This was my souvenir of my
grandmother's recent two week stay in Newfoundland. A pen with a tube of water at the base and
a plastic birdie that falls to one end or the other.
"Boy, Nana, you must have had a great time," I
enthused, tipping the pen up and down wondering if
the little @#** could hold his breath indefinitely.
This, of course, was not my first run-in with their
tacky water-filled souvenir. I guess it was when I was
ten and my family went to Canada's Wonderland.
(Brave, brave parents, say I.) My father has won a
huge stuffed pink mouse and had given ,t to my slightly younger sister. I decided right then they were out
to get me and I guess the indignant glare of abandon
emanated from my wounded eyes pretty well, because I was aptly rewarded with a small demi-globe
with a plastic mountain inside and little pieces of white

plastic floating in water.
"Wee/ I said. I tipped it upside down and watched
the white flecks sluggishly collect on the plastic globe,
then uprighted it and watched the white flecks sluggishly collect on the plastic bottom.
Hours of fun .
The water souvenir became an omnipresent symbol of travel in my life. I shook Santa Claus globes,
Niagra falls gloves, CN Tower globes, Sea World
globes, Walt Disney World globes, and globes from
anywhere anyone I was related to travelled.
And PENS. Oh, my. There were CN Tower pens,
Eiffel Tower pens, San Francisco pens, and those
pens with coloured water that would wash away to
reveal someone naked.
PWee," I said as a University roommate tipped a
pen to display Samantha Fox's bazoongas (in that
context they are nothing BUT bazoongas).
The glitter filled globes and gravity powered pens

left me wondering after some years. Who thought of
filling a piece of plastic with water and fake snow, and
did he really think someone would want it? Who was
the first person to pay for one, and why did they want
it? Who decided that every tourist trap would have
them, and who let them decide that? Does anyone
seriously collect them? Is the inventor retired, and is
his house full of Alamo globes and Portland globes
and a thousand other places he's never been?
Is he embarrassed?
I may never know. But the snow globe, made in
Taiwan, is to this day a stable part of everyones
souvenir life.
My sister 1s moving to Paris, and my only reque3t
for goods has been an Eiffel Tower encased m water
and fake snow and plastic.
"Wee,• I'll say as I open the box. I'll know that she
really got there. And I'll have a REAL souvenir.
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by Arthur Gosselin
It all began in 1933 when a former Austrian corporal in the German army became leader of Germany, his name was Adolf Hitler.
Building from his main power centre m Nuremburg where many of the Nazi's mass rallies took place, he slowly took control of Germany. His
goal was one people, one nation, one leader(Ein Volk, Ein Reich, Ein Fuhrer).
How he would achieve this goal he set out in what became the Nazi b1ble--Mein Kampf. It included all his military dreams, as well as his racial hatred of "mfenors· and Jews . Hiller wrote the book while in prison 1n 1924 for attempting to overthrow Germany's democratic government in
what became known as the "Beer Hall Putsch".
When Hitler was let out of pnson he began preparing his party to seize power, working from within the poht1cal system, ultimately to destroy
11. The Great Depression helped him by antagonizing many Germans against the government. The Naz, party by 1932 was the largest, but not
yet a maionty
The poht1cal leaders of other parties gave the pos1t1on of Chancellor to Hiller hoping to control him . That belief was soon proven wrong.
When the president died in 1933, Hitler took over the post. Slowly he smashed all possible oppositton to his dictatorship. The unions were taken
over, political parties banned and the press controlled by the government.
Laws against Jews became increasingly harsh, until during the war when racial hatred would find ,ts final form 1n "The Final Solution.· All
the death camps spawned from this irtea
By the time Hiller shot himself in Berhn 1n 1945, at least six million Jews and many other minont,es or non-germanic "inferior" races had
been slaughtered tortured, and worked to death
Wide swaths of Europe had been utterly devastated, populations killed or forcibly shipped off to factories and camps. It was the largest
m1gratton of peoples since the middle ages.
Sadly, Hitler could have been stopped by more resolute governments and stronger rearming programs in Britain and France. However.
England under Pnme Minister Neville Chamberlain, preferred to avoid war, selling out Czechoslovakia m the Munich Agreement. That agreement
made appeasement a dirty word for its hypocrisy and lack of morality.
Hitler accepted the gift of Czech tanks and a ma1or arms industry and used them one year later to bolster his nation's attack on Poland,
starting World War II.
At approximately four am .. September 1st. 1939, a German cruiser began firing at the Polish naval base on the Hel Peninsula. Fifty years
ago this week World War II began with those guns.
Adolf Hitler's Third Reich began a cataclysmic war that would result in over 50 million dead--many of them civilians. Widespread devastation covered Europe from London, England, to Moscow in the Soviet Union.
The six year war would change the world beyond recall, destroying the colonial empires of Britain, France, Holland, and Japan, and leaving
two world powers rema1rnng--the Soviet Union and the United States. No longer would Europe control world affairs.
For Canada, the war was important in building the nation. It became a modern industrial state. By 1945 Canada would be the four largest
military power in the world(only the "big three" of the Allies-the U.S., Britain, and U.S.SR.-were more powerful) .
Canada's advantage in the war was its very distance from most of the fighting Separated from the main battlefields by the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans, Canada was only invaded once--a German submarine established a weather statton in a remote inlet on the east coast of Newfoundland. The unmanned statton was not discovered until long after the war's end
Canada declared war against Germany on September 10, one week after Britain and France. Poland by that time was almost beaten, going
down under the reign of bombs and tank attacks which would be immortalized as the "blitzkrieg".
As one might assume, Windsor played its part in the war effort, both at home v a armament factories, and abroad via the young men the city
would send to fight in the war.
The main unit from Windsor was the Essex Scottish Regiment Near the entrance to the University of Windsor, next to the flag pole, sits a
On a perso
block of stone with a plaque on top. You may have noticed it before. It is a memorial to the regiment for its losses in the Dieppe landing of 1942.
father Arthur Jar
In a battle that will live in the memory of the surviving members of the regiment, August of 1942 saw the 550 men of the regiment among apbecame an art1lle
proximately 5000 soldiers of the 2nd Canadian div1s1on who attacked the German occupied French port of Dieppe. A scarce few souls returned to
was shipped to E
their ships after coming under withering fire on the beaches outside the town The bombardment made evacuation almost 1mposs1ble. Barely 44
1945 two days bE
men returned the rest of the reg1menU{ere kilted. wQ.Ynded or captured. Of ttie attackigg force some .2000 men returned to Englan=dc:.·-=~·-- ==.--~,~-----...::u=end8oMl europ,41
Dieppe Park, at the foot of Ouellette Avenue on Windsor's riverfront is named in honour of the Scottish regiment.
was in mid ocean
The second war memonal to the dead is set in Jackson Park at the'other end of Ouellette. A Lancaster bomber sits on a pedestal, below
nouncement enct
which, on a plaque, are the names of Windsor and Essex County's war dead. The Lancaster was used by the Canadian and British a1rforces, the
made.
production of which took place in Canada.
Two days e,
A Windsorite was among the 76 prisoners who escaped from a German prisoner of war camp 1n 1944. The story of the mass escape was
his one brush wilt
made famous by the film The Great Escape. Unfortunately, George Wily was one of 50 prisoner caught by the German Gestapo and massacred.
man submarine tc
All but three escapees were recaptured.
empty ships atter
By the end of the war the Canadian forces fought all over the globe--in Hong Kong against the Japanese, in Italy, m France. in Belgium and
Halifax harbour 1
in Holland. Holland continues to honour Canada since 1t was mainly Canadians who liberated that Country from the Germans.
had waited only t
The total Canadian dead in the war was low in comparison to many countries, only 42,000, most of whom were soldiers. They fought and
when my father's
died to defeat an infamous tyranny whose most horrible crimes would not be fully realized until late m the war when the Allied forces overran the
pulled out of the p:
Nazi death camps.
be relating his sto-
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American tuition fees going up
(CUP/CPS) -- Tuition fees at
American universities will have climbed
faster than the rate of intlation this fall -for the ninth year in a row.
• And even though the cost of postsecondary education has increased in real
terms by more than 40 per cent since 1980.
educators and other adult observers say
university is still affordable.
Students on the other hand seemed
to greet the news with more alarm.
"I keep seeing it increase, but
there ·s no financial aid help and not a lot of
improvements," said Southwestern Oklahoma State University student Ronda
Mills. "Several of my friends are unable to
be here because of it."
Mills and her classmates registered
at Southwestern Oklahoma this year, to
find their tuition had risen 17 per cent, to
$1,160.
"If they hike tuition again I'm not
coming back," said Melissa Lopez, a
university of New Mexico junior.

Despite an eight day student occupation of President Gerald May's office
last spring, UNM officials raised the annual in- state tuition $100 to $1372.
American college and university
students will pay between five and nine per
cent more for tuition this year, on average,
according to a national survey. The U.S.
rate of inflation for the last 12 months was
5.2 per cent.
Last year, tuition fees at Canadian
universities increased between four and
eight per cent from the previous year.
At $570. Quebec students pay the
lowest tuition fees in the country. while
some students in Atlantic provinces paid as
much as $1,850 last year. The Canadian
average is about $1,250 per year.
At U.S. state-funded universities.
average tuition and related fees arc up
seven per cent to $1694. Students al private
schools will pay an average of$8,737, nine
per cent higher than 1988-89.
Two year public colleges raised

their tuition fees five per cent to $842.
Private colleges hiked their prices an
average of seven per cent to $4713.
In addition to tuition fees, the report
says students can expect to pay six to seven
per cent more for residence fees.
About the only official who expressed concern about the growing gap between the price of higher education and
what students can afford was U.S. Department of Education Secretary Lauro
Cavazos.
"Every leader in higher education
must make holding down costs a priority,"

Via Rail survival fought for
con ·1 from page 3.

ford any other mode of transportation."
"Liberals arc fighting to preserve and
The Ontario Federation of Students
strengthen VIA Rail. We fear that the (OFS) recently passed a resolution regardgovernment iscom,idering drastic cutbacks ing VIA slating: "The Ontario Federation
particularly between Quebec and of Students oppose any budget cuts to VIA
Windsor." says Liberal M.P .. and Task Rail which would reduce the number of
Force co-leader Herb Gray, adding that trains during peak periods and students dis"we hope that such pressures on the count periods."
Government will help change their minds.
At the Liberal Task Force hearings
Otherwise the results could be devastating, both the University of Windsor's Students·
particularly to students who really c<1n 't af- Administrative Council and the Student~.:

Representative Council of St.Clair College
made presentations. According to a SAC
press release, "the point the two student
governments wanted to make was that
Windsor. and Canada need VIA Rail."
"The train is the most economical way
for students to travel," says SAC vicepresident administration Mike Akpata.
"VIA Rail is a service that hopefully the
current government will have the foresight
to keep."

Cavazos said.
But U.S. College Board Presider
Donald Stewart says post secondary educ.
tion is still "within the reach of virtual!
every qualified student."
"There's no reason for qualifiei
students not to be enrolled in higher educ.
tion," agreed David Merkowitz, of th
American Council on Education,
Washington lobby group for college pre)1
dents.
Many students disagree.
"If it were any higher, I'd havet
drop out," said UNM student Lisa Riv4
who supports herself through federal loar
and a work-study job at the school's finar
cial aid office. "I see a lot of students in her
who arc breaking down over the increase
New York governor Mario Cuom
vetoed a proposed $200 a year tuition hil
for the City University of New York, h
only after students al 16 of the system ·s I
campuses took over administration huil,
ings in protest.
More typically. Fairleigh Dicki
son University in New Jersey raised tuiti1
about nine percent lo $7,840 per year. Ma·
queue university's prices also jumped nir
per cent lo $7,534. At the University,
Miami students will shell out $11,880 f,
tuition this year, $1,079 more than a ye
ago.
At Duk'.f University, in Nor
Carolina. new arts and sciences studcn
will pay $12.800 per year. a $1,450 1
crease from last year.
Bennington College in Vermont.
$16,495 per year, boasts America ·s hight'
university tuition fee.

--
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Sales tax reform not much to students
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OTTAW A (CUP) -- Canadian students will be at least $340 poorer if federal
finance minister Michael Wilson's unpopular Goods and Services tax is put in
place.
The reform package includes a tax
break for low-income earners. while imposing a nine per cent sales tax on most
goods and services.
The reform, to take effect in 1991,
also provides an extra tax credit for single,
independent people earning between
$6,175 and $13,175. The credit would
mean an extra $140 for low-income
earners.
But most students won't earn
enough to be eligible for it.
"A lot of students make less than
$6, 175," says Havi Echenberg, executive
director of the National Anti-Poverty Organization.
Advertising research on postsecondary students shows that about 65 per
cent live away from home. About half of
all post secondary students earn less than
$7,000 per year.
"There's no reason for it," Echenberg says. "It's the only credit based on a
minimum-earned income in the whole
reform package," she said.
Department of finance officials say
students don't need the tax credit.
"What students are spending
money on, things like tuition, rent, and food
aren't going to be taxed," said Finance o fficial Rick Byers. "So there's not the need
to have the c redit in that case -- students
aren 't hit that hard by the goods and scrvi~$.s tax.;_
Canadian Federation of Students
researcher Mike Oki estimates the new tax
will cost students an extra $200 per year.
And w hile Byers says with the tax credit,

students and other low income earners will
come out ahead, Echenberg isn't convinced.
The tax credit would grow annually at three per cent less than inflation each
year after 199 1.
"For the first year, most people do
wind up ahead," Echenbcrg says. But in the

following years, the tax credit won ·1 keep
up with inflation.
"People who arc in a weak bargaining position -- single parents, people in the
service industry and non-unionized
workers -- if there is inflation, chances are
that they're not going to keep up," she says.
"Students are almost always work-

ing in these kind of jobs," she adds.
Byers said the government could
not afford to extend the credit to single
people earning less than $6,175.
"The tax reform isn't meant to be a
social program," he says. "It's just meant to
make sure that the tax affects everyone
equally."

Loss of sleep equals loss of info
WASHINGTON (CUP/CPS) -- Students who party hard on weekends may be

pcricncc even mild sleep deprivation just dents lose about 30 per cent, said the reafter learning.
searcher, who presented his findings at a

losing as much as 30 per cent of what they

"h appears skewing the ~lccp cycle

June meeting of the Association uf Profes-

team , a T rent University professor says.
by just two hours can have this effect," he
Psychology professor Carlylye said.
Smith says people appear to lose newStaying up late the night following
found complex knowledge if they ex- a class and then sleeping in can make stu-

sional Sleep Societies.
According to Smith, loss of sleep,
up to the third night after teaming produces
the same results.

•
ONTARIO

"Fine Italian Pasta at Reasonable Prices"

c::J_ - Open for Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner -C::::, - Daily Pasta & Sandwich Specials Choose From:

CJ

UNIVERSITIES'

APPLICATION

CENTRE

Centre de Akeptloft ctn Oemendet d'AdmlMlon 111111 Unhlenlttt de r Ontafto

a

APPLYING TO MEDICAL SCHOOL?

Applications for all Ontario Medical
Schools mlUt be received by the
Ontario Medical Schools Application Service
(OMSAS) on or before November 1, 1989,
for Fall 1990 Admissions.
For applications write to:
O.M.S.AS.

P.O.Box 1328
GUELPH, Ontario

NJH7P4
Plus Much More!
•

PASTA

*

PASTA

plltME

CJ

Call for Dinner Reservations
977-11 04
2270 Wyandotte Street West
(two short blocks from campus)

------------------------------------------------------------------------------'

TIIE .. .:·'

.

MEA'f1NG"
11

· reakfast & Lunch Da Y
,
• Closed Sunday •

.:.. -

PLACE :..- -

1075 Crawford
(South of College)

2 54-4355

: Chp this coupon for a 2 for 1 steakburger on Tuesdays after
1 p.m. (eat-In only). Expires September 30/89.

J

.........; ................................................

~us

Organization of Part-time

University Students
253-4232 Ext 3231 or 258-4687

~1~RJECT

r PAPERS
typing
service

Watch for our Orientation Bar-B-0
Tuesday, September 19
Uni·,1ersity Centre Patio, 4:30 p.m.

Top 40 Music
~

"University of Windsor
Party Headquarters"

Great Times
& Great Food
Food Specials Daily
2960 Huron Church Rd.
at Grand Marais West
(519) 966-3388
Hottest Spot in Windsor

Spin for a chance to win a
One Day Trip on Thursday
(Ask for details)

Join the La,x:e

Needed :

Apply at Lance office,

Sports Editor

2J1CI ft., UC.

ORIENTATION '89' "NO RULES NO REASON "
SEPTEMBER 11-17
MONDAY 11 : OUT DOOR PATIO OPENS
CAPACITY FOR 300 HOURS-12AM-6AM
LOCATION: IN FRONT OF U. C. BUILDING

WEDNESDAY 13:
Roast on the Patio

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT on the patio

FRESHMAN BBQ-On the patio

Greek Night m the Pub

SATURDAY 16: MINI OLYMPICS
SPONSORED BY S.A.C., H.K., AND MOLSON'$

FEATURING: Robert Penn

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT!!!!

SPECIAL ATTRACTION; BETSY BINGO

FEA TURfG: Gorky and the Juice Pigs

TWISTER COMPETITION

Circus Shm1rkus

SUBWAY PUB-CHALK CIRCLE

SUBWAY PUB

register your team up in the S.A. C. office

S.A. C. CONCERT - THE PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS
Buy an orientation package to get your ticket

Monday Night Jazz Group
MOLSON'$ VOLLEYBALL AT THE PA TIO

Robert Penn with a Twist?

SUBWAY PUB

THURSDAY 14: SHINERAMA ALL DAY

MONDAY NIGHT STUDENT PLAYERS

We Need Everyone To Participate

FEA TURING JAN SMITH

COMMERCE WARM UP PARTY ON THE PA TIO

SUBWAY PUB
- PSYCHEDELIC SATURDAYS BEGIN
SUNDAY 17: INDIE SCENE
9 Local BAnds perform in Ambassador Auditorium

SUBWAY PUB
TUESDAY 12:
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT!!! ON THE PATIO

UPSTAIRS-DOWNSTAIRS BASH

FEATURING: Two Guys and Another Guy

FRIDAY 15: LAST DAY FOR THE PATIO

Shiners are admitted free

Rodger Wurmerman
Mo/son's Volleyball with Brad Thomas

First Official S.A. C. Movie Night in Erie Hall

COMMERCE BOAT CRUISE

LOOK OUT FOR HOMECOMING!
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Far north peoples endangered by PCB
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By J,orroioc Drown
By eating seal and whale meat,
Inuit people are laking in highcrthan-average
· amounls
of
organochlorine contaminants such
as PClls and DOT, which conccnrrare in the fat of sea mammals.
But in some ways their diet is far
healthier than that of southern
Canadians, and tlwy shouldn't
change it, says Dr. David Kinloch,
a scientist with the L aboratory
Centre for D isease Control at
H ea lt h and Welfare Canada in Otrawa.
As chief medica l heallh officer
for the Northwest Territories,
Kinloch recently complered a sllldy
that looked into con1aminanr
levels, dietary inta ke and nu1rient
values of l nuil foods.
"We were doing a ris k-benefil
sllldy, k nowing that t he In uit d iet
conlains organoch lorines, but a lso
recognizing t he fact t hat it has subsrantial nurrient va lue, including
some fatty acids 1ha1 are pro1ec1ive
against cardiovascular disease,"
says Kinloch.
The 'Omega 3' fairy acids,
prcsenl in fish, arc one reason why
fish is a heallhy source of pro1ein.
They are also p resen t, in even
larger qua111i1ics, in sea mammals.
People who cat these animals have
high levels of healthy fany acids in
their blood and breast milk, and
conscquen1ly a lower rare of heart
di~ca,c.
Omega 3 far 1y adds arc also
importarll in the developmenr of
nerve tissue a big benefit to

nursing Inu it infants, who gel their
Omega 3 in their mother's breast
milk. Scientists think 1ha1 ta11y
acids may also convey a , 101 of
other advantages that arc not
understood.
"The known and suspected
benefi ts of the !null diet outweigh
the known and suspcc1ed adverse
effects of higher levels of PCOs in
the dice," says Kinloch. "So our
advice was that people shou ld not
mod ify !heir d iet to avoid sea
mammal fatty tissue.''
On the 01her hand, rhcre a re
many known risks of shifting to a
wes1ern-s1ylc
d iet.
Almost
everywhere ir has been studied, 1he
shift from a ··native' subsistence
diet to a western-style: diet has been
accompanied by a general decli ne
in heall h , beginning with obesity,
and moving o n 10 hypertension and
diabetes, then to cardiovascular
disease and some forms of cancer.
"We certain ly can't hold our diet
up as something to which the Inuit
should aspire," says Kinloch.
Scientisrs from Hea l1h and
Welfare Canada decided to look
into organochlonnc levels in Inuit
b lood and breast milk because
biologists had found surpri~ingly
high levels of some of the chemicals
in seals, polar bears and whales.
They included DDT, \\hich had
been banned for years in North
America, and
toxorhene,
a
pc~iicide w:<kly med on co11on
field~ in the southern U.S .
Becau~e the} are soluble in fat
and not in ,~ater, organochlorincs

rend ro build ur, m fa1 tissue.
Animals such as sea mamma l~.
\\.h1ch have a great dci!I of fat t'or
insu lation purposes, aho have high
levels of organochlonnes in thi.:ir
bodies.
Recently scientists have come to
undcrsrand lhat these contaminants
can move vasr dis1ances in air and
water current~ Organochlorine
cont:1111inan1s mov.: in :ind out of
the Arctic, hut some o: them, such
as to,ophene, may rcnrnin there
becau,c 11,ey can't evarorate in the
colder a1r of 1hc Arctrc. f'hcse
chemical\ arc extraordinarily persis1e111 in the environme11t. moving

up rhe food chain and ultimately
being taken up by animals at lhc
rop of rhe food chain, such as
polar hears and people.
Average Canadians have abo11t
one ran per million (ppm) of PC'Bs
in their body fal, gotten from
meat, fish, eggs and especially
seafoods, Kinloch says. People "ho
regularly eat fish from the Great
Lakes probably have levels even
higher than those of the Inuit, he
adus
While 1hc recent studies "ere
cond11eted on the people of the
caslern Arctic, all Arctic coastal
communities arc affected to some

ex tc!ll, depending on hoy, much rhc
people rely on sc:1 mammals as a
source of food. Inuit liv111g
primarily on caribou and fish ha\'c
lower PCB levels, but every food
source in the Arctic, even
blueberries and kelp, i~ contan11na1cd to some ex1en1 with
PCBs, Kinloch says.
Healrh and \Velfare Canaua
pla11s 10 continue 111oni1or111g 1hc
eftects
of
the
ubiquitous
orga,wcl•lorinrs in the diet, no1
011ly on northern rcsidcnrs b111 on
everyone 1t1 Canada.
(Camulrtrii Science ,\'e11·f)

CAUT lifts IO year censor of Memorial University
(CUP) -- The Canadian Association o f Unive rsity Teachers
has lifted its IO year-old censure
o f the preside nt a nd board of
reg nts of Newfoundlancl's
Memorial University.
The censure was imposed in
1979 whe n social work professor
Marlene Webber was fired for allegedly misusing classroom time
to spread her Marxist-Lenninist
beliefs.

The Unive rs ity, as part o f the money we gave them. The CAUT
se ttl e me n t, h as p a id CA UT sent us the line items of their ex$ 3 6 , 500 to c over h a lf th e pe nses, we paid 50 per cent. Our
organization 's legal fees incurred agreement with the C AUT was
during tfie dispute. CAUT, clear; there was no payment to
however, is paying the same (Webber)," he said.
amount to Webber.
Webber' s 1979 dismissal
Leslie Harris, president of was the result of her "involMemorial University says the ve ment...with a political movemoney was not intended to com- ment totally inimical to and
pensate Webber. "I don't know destructive of the system upon
what the CAUT did with the which our government is based,"

U of T radio station scrambling
(CUP) -- Graphic descriptions
of oral sex aired immediately
after a children's show have the
University of Toronto's radio
station in hot water.
In April, CIUT DJs Bruce LaBruce and G.B. Jones played a
song by a group called the Yeastie Girlz' Ovary Action which
contained a description of oral
sex. Several listeners complained
to the station and one com-

plained to the Canadian Radio
and Telecommunications Commission.
CIUT program director
Shawnnah Farkas then told the
two DJs they would not be allowed to continue. According to
station manager Chris DaCosta,
the two DJs did not work full time
at the station.
"They were filling in. They
played some music that had some

profane language in it. The
Broadcast Act says 'You shall
not broadcast any material with
obscene and profane language.'
"We informed the regular
host that she could not play
material of that nature, and she
would have to clear anyone who
filled in with us," said DaCosta.
The show, called "The
Scrambler", airs form one to
three Sunday afternoons.

according to a university state- who is curre ntly living in T oronment at the time.
to.
But Harris docs not b...:lieve her
academic
freedom was violated.
CAUT decided her dismis-.al
"An
a
demic
can not use the
constitu cil a violarion o
academic freed om and Webber classroom to preach a particular
considers Mcmorial 's payment to gospel or product. That is what
CAUT an admission of guilt. "I she was doing. "
To Webber, academic freedom
don't think anyone with two clues
is
"a
bit of a conundrum."
can ' t see they have been forced to
"I don ' t think that fascists or
admit wrong doing. Why are they
paying CAUT?" said Webber, racists should be applauuded. At
!he same time, I don't think they
should be persecuted," said Webber.
·
DaCm,ta said he was meeting
with the CRT(' this week to discuss the incident.
"The CRTC has three options.
They can do nothing. they can
prosecute or they can take our
licence. I've a lready written to
the CRTC and to the woman who
lodged the complaint. I'm going
to meet with them and show them
the internal policies."

Harris has been vocal in his
support allowing Philippe Rushton, psychology professor at the
University of Western Ontario, to
air his views in an academic setting.
Rushton has attempted to link
race to intelligence and his belief
that blacks have smaller brains,
are more promiscuous and show
less criminal restraint than Orientals and whites.

Did you ever feel that you.r life is like
the feature section of the Lance?
It can be.
The Lance is accepting applicatiopns for the position of
Features Editor; the deadline is Sept. 15. Bring your application to the Lance offfice on the 2nd floor of the University
Centre.
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Welcome Back

Have You Discovered

Bonnie BixbYGreat Oxford Button Downs
Fabulous Sweaters and Sweats
Terrific Jeans and Slacks
Sensational Denim Jackets
From Your Favourite Designers
at
Discount Prices

Bonnie Bixcy
532 Pelissier Street (Downtown Windsor)
(519) 256-5244
Hours: 10 a.m . - 5:30 p.m. Mon. to Sat.

* Free Gift with Every Purchase * Just mention this ad from The Lance

Seafood Dining

Specializing in:

Fresh Fish
Shellfish

Plus: Pasta, Poultry, Steaks, and Delicious Desserts
Sunday Night JAZZ
20% Off upon presentation of valid studellt I.D. excluding alcoholic bei·erages -- offer valid until Oct. 31 89

Lunch:

Dinner:

l\tlon. - Fri.: 11 :30 a.m. - 2:30 p.ni.

Mon. - Thurs.: 5:00 - 10:00 p.1n.
Fri. & Sat.: 5:00 - 11 :00 p.m.
Sun.: 4:30 - 9:30 p.m.

1412 Wyandotte Ave. (at Moy Ave.)
formerly Serious Moonlight Cafe

253-6401

fZJ

"Spend a memorable evening in an unforgettable restaurant"

hD•]

INDIE SCENE '89

Threat or
Menace

?•

by Bill Stoat

Your first week of classes will be over. You will have
survived registration. You will he 45.2 hillion dollars in
debt to the book store. You will have had the opportunity
to jump into a tub of jello. Your prof mumbles. Congratulations you have made it so far, time to REW ARD
yo'self.
Sunday, the 17th, I pm in Ambassador auditorium (the
big room on the 2nd floor of the student center) You Iine
up. You peel off three crumpled bucks, even three looniesheck they don ' t even feel like money- and you arc IN.
Welcome to INDIE SCENE '89. Get ready to hear 7 of
the hottest bands in the S/W Ontario/greater Detroit urban
complex. Brain food for those who can survive life in the
mile high megalopolis of CANUSA.
Even though another mile high condo/office/mall/center/unit goes up every month, there are still a
few proud, daring , resourceful heroez who stalk the unlicensed zones; those who dare to let the music speak; those
who play for keeps, not pepsi contracts; those who rock on
the edge. the free ones gather today and you are witness
to their might.
Uh, shit, right... so who reads Marvel comix anymore,
anyway ...... Next he be quotin ' Byron.
The show is called lndie Scene '89, and features seven
of the area's best alternative bands. Alternative means that
top 40 gets no free ride here. It is being put on to introduce
some damn fine musical talent to all youz newcomers and
couch tubers. There's also an independent band solidarity
issue going on here, as well as some good work by
CJAM'ers Mark Crane and Kevin Doherty (see belowRump Rangers) doing what CJAM has done best for the
last 8 years- riding the next big wave. What you here on

Lonee photo by C-., O'Nel

CJAM is what you know is good OR what everyone will
be listening to in 2 years. Guess how they do it.
They care about the music
Also, there's lots of people out there who listen to two
or three of the 7 bands but have never seen the rest. It's a
live music overload: Smorgas-band. You think you gonna
do better than 7 bands for $3.00? You get this deal quick
while the geting's fine. The gig is subsidised by your Student Administrative Council, which has learned how to do
the right thang.
So here's the joint: Cranial Matter. A new arrival:
Hard, biting, loud, Heavy Metal in the thrash mode. Thrash
puts the fun back in metal. Thrash is metal without the "big
hair' attitude problems. Whole new different, better attitude problems instead.
Rump Rangers: See above; Kevin Doherty et alia.
Dirty, grungy, dirgy hardcore played like country music.
Hank williams rises on the third day with wurms in his
spine and a head full of bad speed .. Now stalking country
roads at night. 6 more miles to ' de graveyard.
DNA: Speed Metal. Windsor's Best. Need to know
more. Gaining a cult following. Refuse to stop. Bring ear
protection. music to get into your head so it can run around
and cause all kinds of subtle damage. The good stuff.
The Pre3historic Cavestrokers: Back again to give
you the musical $3.00 tour of your life.Somewhere between the Beatles and what the Ramones could have been
if they hadn't lost their sense of humour. Crowd pleasers,
Fun, rock and roll, Garage surf music for lake people with
no waves to ride. So improvise .....
Cereal Killers: Snap, Crackle, Slam. This is what
punk rock meant to people in 1979. So a good thing can
be done again and again. This is !)Unk revival. Time to
pogo. Amazing music, originals and old faves like the

Dead Kennedy 's California Uber Alles. Happy hour is
now enforced by Law. Time to pay up.
Luxury Christ: Alice Cooper directing both a Jazz
Fusion group and a rock ensemble that play mean guitars,
scrap metal and heavy machinery. No, that's KIND oflike
it, but not quite. What the Butthole Surfers could have become if they dido 't have their heads stuck up their... Well,
sort of, and lead Trevor Malcolm was in the Surfers for a
while... but... All music that you ever loved, then
beyond... Uh... Better check this one out and make up
your own category.
The Barn Goblins: Good' ole Tight, Fast, Hard, Loud
Rock and Roll. Guitar Wizards, Drum solos' Tight duos.
The right stuff. Veterans of bands that we have pledged
not to mention for contract and copyright reasons. Mick
would be proud to play with these hot lick wonders. You
gonna love it.
Wait,, Bonus!!! Mid-way through you get an acoustic set. As many of your fave folk to protest rock to solo
surprise specials as Mark and Kevin can coerce, jive and
hustle into getting up there and letting you have it. Hear
what a skilled human voice can do without 500 watts per
channel, babycakes. You are gonna be pleasantly
surprised; I have seen this trick before. It is the future and
it works.
Oncemore now: (get your scissors out of your brand
new ze:ters scho, ,I supply kit and put this up on your wall
so YOU WILL NOT FORGET AND CURSE YOUR
OWN INADEQUACY FOR THE RESTOFTHE YEAR,)
Sunday. 1 in the afternoon, $3.00 . Ambassador
Auditorium, 2nd Floor University Center. goes on until
everyone is finished (about 8 or 9pm)
No Sleep 'till Hammersmith
Be There.

IS NORTH AMERICA UNDER ATTACK?
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Th,U,u, DA'LL Y-ECKS INVADE!
DETROIT
THREATENED

0

by Pat. Medicine
"Dally in the Alley" ... mighty quaint name for a party,
friends. That ought lo be the first clue that the Cass
Corridor's cookin • up a feast of a !'>trcct fair, including
m usic-art-poct ry-food-ex hi bi tors-alcoholic beverages and everything else one needs for a perfect day of outdoor
fun.
Windsor's contingent of faithful Oallycrs has been
growing each year, and word of mough serves as explanation for the attraction this unique event holds for both sides
of the border. First of all, it's FREE - that's right, folks,
there is no admission charge for viewing the best from
local artists in the Dally Gallery and hearing an eclectic
mix of musical and performance styles from over fifty
groups, soilo musicians and poets. Then, you will be intrigued, enticed and informed by exhibitors showing wares
that range from handmade crafts (I-shirts, jewelry, etc.);
vintage clothing, knickknacks and collectibles (mint conditions posters, records and badges from Detroit's rock underground, for example); delicious specialties from local
restauranteurs; to literature tables espousing animal rights,
a march to end homelessness, environmental issues and
various political ideologies. All this is displayed at booths
lining the brick-paved alley, alongside tall trees and historic buildings with a performance stage at either end.
Who is responsible for this madness, this haven of alternative culture, you say? Believe it or don't, the North
Cass Community Union, a non-profit organization, begins
planning in the spring of each year for a street fair that wil I
draw from 6,000 to 10,000 people! Your next question is
- what about money? Well, this is the twclth annual Dally
and each year some seed money is saved for the next.
Funds to recompense artists arc also granted by the Detroit
Council for the Arts. As far as revenues go, a long hard
rain could wash them down the drain (but Ma Nature has
never yet dared to "rain out" the Dally. With plenty of porches, trees and the warehouse for shelter, showers are onlu
cause for temporary retreat.) Although admission is free,
NCCU pays for costs and raises additional funds to
preserve and beautify the community through the sale of
Dally T-shirts and beer mugs, alcohol, and small fees
charged to vendors.
Other features that make this the only event of its kind
include the Cass Avenue Trolley, an historic ride through
the alleys and side streets in the North Cass Area complete
with tour guide who tells fascinating anecdotes of the
area's heritage. There's a "Chili Cook-Off' with meat and
vegan versions out to win the tastes of celebrity judges.
Children's events such as face painting, crafts, races and
games with balloons and prizes are also free for every
yound Dallyer. And Recycling Detroit's monthly recycling pickup of glass, cans, newspapers, plastics etc. will
take place at the fair, and information on waste reduction
and recycled products is available from them as well. (OH,
to have weekly service like Windsor! We hope you appreciate and use those blue boxes.) It may also be noted
here that NCCU is a major plaintiff in the lawsuit against
the Detroit Trash lnSINerator, in which a recent victory
was scored by forcing the case to be heard in the state rather

than the federal court system. Just an example of community service on the level of grassroots radicalism.
The latest addition to the Dally experience will be the
Warehouse Art Gallery, an indoor space devoted to the
visual artists of the Corridor, and the first ever Awards
Presentation will take place at 7: 15. This area, the size of
which described in MoCity terms would be "you could
park about twenty-four cars in it," will also have a third
stage on which will be continuous performances of poetry
and folk music. Some highlights of the entertainment bill
include the ever popular Layabouts, with a 10 piece ensemble of "world beat" percussion; alternative
rock/poip/funk/core from Sleep, Forced Anger, Spanking
Bozo, The Blanks and KURU, all of whom have recently
played in Windsor; jazz and beyond from Straight Ahead,
expedition, Off Whidte Larey and Pluto Gang Conspiracy;
adn assorted weirdness from the likes of Loose Minds and
Random Noise and the Motor City Free Arts Group - the
latter will also be appearing this Friday, Sept. 8 at 7pm in
the Common Ground Gallery at MacKenzie Hall. Opening and closing the show will be Sundieta Keita, a colourful and dynamic ensemble of drummers and dancers with
traditional Afrikan costumes and instrumentation. From
11am to l lpm.. .it's one hell of a schedule!!!
So whether you have money to spend on gifts or just
on food and drink, on Saturday, September 9th, plan to
spend your day with the people who Dally in the Alley.
It's located just south of Wayne State University between
2nd and 3rd Avenues, and Forest and Hancock. For a great
time (or just more information) call (313) 833-3443.

SEEK,
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The Blanks , Don t LOOI< Now Jug Band , Sleep • Motor C~y Free Arts Group
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP: 1) Motor City
Free Arts Group readies (photo
Bob McKean) 2) Resistance fighter with
captured Dally-eek 3) Invasion Approaches.
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by Kevaan O'Blyvion

I

Note all ye here that th is is the last gasp
of the mighty Kevster before he heads off
into the west, to glory, duty and honour. We
salute.him. If he survives, he'll be back.
-arts ed.
"I like a good fuck as much as
anybody, but there's something evil there"
-The Witches of Eastwick
Something vaguely ominous is taking
place at Common Ground this week.
Something that is usually not mentioned in
polite society. Something we can't run pictures of. Something which, but for the four
and some pages which bay for scribbles in
this fine, fat furry Lance Arts section,
would be dealt with under the counter and
sold in a brown paper wrapper:
What do you do with a show called
"Methods of Sexual Dependency"? Go see
it if you dare! It's at Common Ground,
Windsor's premiere unjuried gallery space,
located in the basement of Mackenzie Hall,

Lonee photo by l emle Helling

A Ballistic Missile Early
Warning System (BMEWS)
site. Three such sites at Thule, Greenland, and
Clear, Alaska and Fylingdales in the United
Kingdom - provide
NORAD with surveillance,
assessment and warning
of a ballistic missile attack
on North America.

Sandwich West at Brock. Hey, is it Friday
yet? Go to the opening: the Motor City
Free Arts Group will be doing a poetry, performance thing sometime around 7 or 8.
The show runs to the 16th. But what's it all
about?
First you have to realise that artists just
can't come right out and say what they
mean. Dave Roberts is a well known area
artist, based out of Detroit. He knows that
the theme has to be worked around a loteverything means something and nothing
means what it first seems. The show is split
down the middle between a cryptic
melange of sculpture- this stuff is quite
good, and a wall of obscene polaroids pix.
To sec the second half though, you have to
crawl through a tunnel in a barrier made of
garbage bag-green plastic. On one side,

THE TRUE
NORTH STRONG
AND FREE

you have the unoffensive subtle stuff, on
the other, some kind of freudian staterne,t
or a bet-this-freaks-you-out exercise: A
chair in the middle of the room and a row
of polaroid pictures of penii, sometimes attached to a semi-excited male. Full frontal
nudity Huh? The promo says something
about pecker madness. Somehow the effect
is not quite what you would expect. More
raincoat flasher than feelthy pix.
Well, the art world is full of nekked
women, but is this all that's left to shock
with? It probably has a lot to do with a contrast between the subtle and the overt. very
deep stuff. Better catch this one at the
opening. I have a feeling that it needs the
context of seven yelling poets to make it's
point
What the hell is the world coming to'?

Wayne Ronald Lessard
B A RRISTE R +
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One Pizza with Pepperoni, Bacon, Mushrooms,
Green Peppers and Extra Thick & Cheesy.
One Pizza with Pepperoni, Mushrooms and EXtJa
Thick & Cheesy.
Substitutions and Deletions okay!
Two small pizzas St3 49 plus tax .
Two medium pizzas $17.59 plus tax.
Two Extra large piz:zas $20.59 plus tax.
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Receive three cans of Coke for 99¢ when you
purchase your next Domino's Pizza Doubles order.
Please mention coupon when ordering.
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Saturday, Sept 9
Specials All Day
Prizes, DJ, Dancing

S O LI C ITOR

Limited Time Offer

Please Call 254-8686
$3 Off if

Welcome to the Campus

DOMINO'S PIZZA
DELIVERS'
,t

GUARANTEED!
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COMMUNITY RADIO

by Gregg Gnyp
We at CJAM FM (91.Sfm) welcome everyone back to
another exciting year at the University of Windsor. CJAM
is the campus radio station located in the basement of the
University Centre, next to the Subway Pub. WE are an all
volunteer station, with only six paid positions. These "executive" positions ensure the general upkeep of the station.
I would like to introduce the executive for the 198990 year. Jumpin' John Bunn is our station manager who
makes sure that CJAM follows all the rules and regulations
imposed upon us by the CRTC.
Marc "I found a 1962 quarter" Fedak is the Program
Director, and he controls and regulated our special interest programmes. Marc is the driving force behind our existing schedule of mosaic ("all kinds of music") and special
interest shows.
Next on the list is Vera "don't fuck with me" Colley,
our wonderful music director. She is the person in charge
of our music department. Vera has to keep in touch with
the local music scene, and the latest releases from the major

independent labels. When you hear the music on the
mosaic shifts, you can that Vera for all the great music.
One cannot forget our illustrious News Director Mark
"Spunky" Crane. HE tries to keep our listeners well informed of the happenings in the local and world situations.
Mark can keep a sense of humour going even in times of
crisis.
0 ur public service announcements and commercials
are all done by Marc 'Tm theatrical" Bernard. Marc has to
produce, direct and finalize all the P.S.A. 's. He tries to
keep the ads alternative and not too schlocky. Finally, I
would like to introduce myself. I'm the Promotion/Community Liaison Director and go by the name of Greg "only
my hairdresser knows for sure" Gnyp. My job is the allow
the community to learn about the station and to get our
newspaper, the "Selector" printed. If there are any public
functions to attend, I'm the man to talk to.
Enough about us and now back to CJAM. Our mosaic
programmers entertain our listeners with some of the most
eclectic styles of music. On CJAM, you can hear anything

YOUR SECOND SKIN
1NS FALL IS AT

Slll>ENT mDJJNIS

IN GREAT Si YI a

llik

CJAM: VITAL
289th LINE
OF OUR
NORTHERN
•
DEF~ N~"E •

..

406 pelissier 977 1188

from traditional "punk" music to classical music. All our
DJ's take requests from callers and they arc more than
happy to do so. Our music department is always looking
for a few more good men or women to volunteer. The
music department is not just a job, it is an adventure. So
if music is your love then come down and volunteer. Do
not get me wrong, CJAM is not just music oriented. We
have special interest shows that deal with gay issue
human rights and Radio Farabundo Marti in El Salvador
Other programmes arc ethnic oriented. We have Chine·
French and Yugoslavian language programmes. Some
the other shows CJAM has is White Label Humour, Spiri
in the Material World and various others. Once agai
CJAM is looking for volunteers to help with these sho
or if you have a proposal for another type of programm
come down and talk to us and we will see what we can d
Remember, CJAM 91.5 fm is your radio station, ·
keep listening and do not forget our "lndie Scene" conce
of September the 17th. Be good and ROCK ON.

L
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BANDS BATTLE ONl·NORTHERN FLAN
Despite political red tape and an uncooperative city
council, the recently regenerated Battle of the Bands went
off without a hitch.
The Battle, held for amateur musicians of all sort, was
threatened with an early extinction last fall when a neighbour of Lanspcary Park started a petition condemning rock
and roll, noise, and long hair.
Organizer Mitch Njegovan decided that the show
must go on despite "the predisposed judgments of one person", and members of the Windsor District and Labour
Council went about the disproval of just such a petition.
"The Battle of the Bands is not a nuisance to the community," said Eve Snider, in charge of the event's
publicity, "It's held for the youth of this city, gives them
an opportunity to display their talents and be proud.
Windsorites that display such animosity arc only putting
down their own".
Members of the Labour Day Committee approached
each person who's signature appeared on the petition. One
member, who preferred to withhold his name stated "almost everybody on the list admitted that the only reason
they signed was to get this lady off their backs".
When City Council was approached with the new petition, they agreed to allow the Battle to go on with certain
restrictions. Decibel levels were not to exceed one
hundred, a two hour limit on musical performance was not
to be surpassed, and something would have to be done
about sound bouncing off area buildings.
Mitch Njegovan considered the alternatives and
decided to continue with his plans. "It's really too bad that
the Council didn't give us their final decision until late
July," said Njegovan, "More time would have allowed us
the opportunity to approach potential sponsors, more
musicians, and to do it in a large scale representative of the
Battle of the Bands of my youth".
Held September 2, this was the second annual Battle
of the Bands since a local fireman's union abandoned the
project. "It used to be held at the bandshell in Jackson Park
and thousands of people would come just to see what kind
of musical talent this city fostered," said Snider.
Last year the event drew people to the Labour Day festivities at Lanspeary Park and was extremely successful
with sponsors such as Long and McQuade music store,
Coca-Cola, and many other local busincs.-.cs. With time
constraints, the organizers of the 1989 Battle of the Bands
were only able to approach Long and McQuade for spon-
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Lance file photo

sorship.
"I don't know what we could have done without them
and I think it's fair to say that without the generosity of the
store and manager Bill Connelly, the Battle of the Bands
would not have happened," said Njegovan.
The store donated approximately $40,000 worth of
equipment and brought with them a professional sound engineer from Yorkville Sound in Toronto to ensure that the
event went smoothly.
"Even though sponsorship holds its value in promotion of the store, the reasons we were involved had little to
do with it," said Connelly, "Live music has always been an
important thing in this city and, unless we give young
amateurs a chance to be heard, the tradition could
crumble".
Representatives of the city were on hand to monitor
decibel levels and to make sure that the event ended no
later than 9:00 p.m. Njegovan was concerned that this
would thwart efforts to ensure that all eight bands were
heard, but when power was cut, all eight bands had been
seen and judged.
"We were all extremely fortunate that there were no
problems," said Njcgovan, "I'd like to sec this tradition
continue for a long tiJ11e".
When asked if the event would ever be reunited with

its home in the Jackson Park Bandshell, Njegovan wou
not commit. "I'm just happy that it (the Battle) is still
part of our community, that local kids arc still playing, a
that I get to be involved in the operation. Right now, I'
not going to expect too much more than that".
The contest had a few glitches and started late due
technical problems caused by faulty wiring, but all end
without a problem.
Eight bands of all different musical categories co
peted for first prize, a $500.00 Long and McQuade giftc
tificate, or second prize, a $100.00 gift certificate. R.P.
took first place, and Jaded Heart took second. A ba
called Hit and Miss came in third, but left only with
pride of knowing they did well.
The bands were judged by local celebrities as Jo
Dominas, from the Original Buzzard Band, Jim Grah
and Phil Grenon, from The Fashion, and Dave Hannah,
Boudoir Studios. All agreed that it was a tough com
tion.
A list of contestants and their places in the compe
tion will be posted at Long and McQuade Music Store
Tecumseh East this week. Preparations for the 1990 Ba
tic of the Bands arc a lready underway, 11nd witlM'iii
bureaucratic hassles, it should be an even greater succe1c

-lance Arts staff
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Let's face it, a datly diet of tasteless Go for the fresh alternative.' Get a
burgers in styrofoom boxes can turn fresh, delicious Subway sandwich or
you into a dull person. salad for a change. You 'II love it.
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NOTICE:

TO ALL STUDENTS, ALUM.'H AND OTHER ~MBERS OF THE UNIVERSITY
COMMUNITY, AND T~EIR GUESTS.

This notice, co-written in co-operation with the University of Wir.dsor
Students' Administrative Council, the Director of Student Services
(license holder for the University of Windsor), Subway Management, ar.d
the Ontario Liquor Cnntrol Board Inspector Ron Thompson, is to
clarify the rules, regulations and practices under policy and law,
which are in force at the Subway Pub, basement University Centre
Building, University of Windsor, Ontario.
l.

The Subway Pub is part of the liquor license for the
entire University C~mpus. There is only one license
which applies to all de~ignated rooms. This license
is designated by the LLA as a "canteen license".

2.

As a "canteen" the law requires us to insure that
all patrons are not only 19 years of age or over. but
also to ensure that they are bona fide members of the
University of Windsor Community (studevts, staff,
faculty ~r alumni).

3.

Thus, under the LLA, the Subway Pub is required to
check the identificaticn of all the intended usPrs
of the facility to determine~e and campus affiliation.

4.

According to the law, any person who is unable or
unwilling to produce proof of age or affiliation,
is deemed "undesirable" and can and will be denied
entry.

LLA Reg. 581 (1)

LLA R.S.O. 1980
Sec . 44 (5)

LLA R.s.o. 1980
Sec. 47
(1) and (3)

Our intent in enforcing these laws and policies is not to inconvenience our patrons, but to ensure that our responsibilities under
the l~w are being faithfully discharged, for the purpose of safeguarding
the liquor license of the entire University. We would hope that all
patrons will cooperate in this with us.

President, Srudents' Acministracive
Counc~/G

Chuck Blewett" and Jackie Carr

~~4~~

J. David }lc~1unay, Director/

Ron Thompson, Inspector
Liquor License Board of
Ontario

Student Services, Cniversity of ~indsor

90 R1f

mcce&

$AVE! $AVE! $AVE!
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Students'
Administrative Council

Used Book Sale
SUN .

MON .
s

3

10

17

24

TUES.

WE D.

THURS.

SAT.

FRI.

6

9

Labour
Day

Drop-off

Drop-off

Drop-off

Drop-off

Drop-off

9-8

9-8

9-4

9-4

9-4

11

12

13

,.

IS

16

Book Sale
& Drop-off

Book Sale
& Drop-off ·

Book Sale
& Drop-off

Book Sale
& Drop-off

Book Sale

9-8

Book Sale
& Drop-off

9-8

9-8

9-4

9-4

9-4

18

19

Book Sale

Book Sale

Book Sale

Book Sale

Book Sale

9-4

9-4

9-4

9-4

9-4

2S

26

27

28

29

30

Book &
Money
Returns

Book &
Money
Returns

11-8

Book &
Money
Returns

11-8

Book &
Money
Returns

Book &
Money
Returns

Book &
Money
Returns

11-8

9-4

9-4

9-4

21

23

Assumption Lounge,
University Centre

For further
information contact:
S.A.C. Office

Closed

253-6423
or ext. 3905/3906
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Classified
Editorial Cartoonist: Needed at the
Lance. Please bring portfolio to Lance
office, 2nd floor University Centre.
Lost: News Editor and Associte News
Editor. Last known to be in Oshawa
and California. Will anyone knowing of
their whereabouts paddle their be·
hinds and send them home to the 1
Lance. Big Ed. is getting P.0.'d.
For Sale: Osborne II • Suitcase Computer CPM 2 Drives, built in screen,
programs(wordstar) and tutorial. Like
new· $300.
Bargains: Kenmoree house washer
and electric dryer for $150, air conditioners $150 ea. Bass guitar and
case $175, 2 mopeds both for $200,
Chest of DraWERS $10, b/W tv $25,
LO-Fl stereo (loud) $10, cot 5$ - 256·
8054.
Wanted: Bumbling and feisty girl for
'. Lance excursions and other illicit
pleasures. Contact Alex at the Lance.
For Sale: House, 1028 Elm. 3
bedroom. 1 & half storey with double
lot. Natural wood and hardwood floors.
Close to U ofW. Call 258-0993. Asking
$87,900.
For Rent: 1 bed apt. 3 blocks from
university. $475 + util, call 944-2701
after 7 pm.
For Sale: House on 3793 Rosemount.
3 bedrooms .2 kitchens .& 2 baths.
Near schools. shopping, hospital, &
more. $1600 taxes. Call 253-7939.
For Sale: Smith Corona portable
typewriter. Includes carrying case,
operating manual. and machine cleaning utensils. Also includes goose neck
lamp and 16 used and almost new ribbon cartridges + 1 almost new corrector ribbon. Asking $150, call
256-7609, let phone ring a a while. A 1
condition.

Wanted: Volunteers for the Canadian
National Institute for the Blind needs
volunteers to: assist Eye Service
Nurse in maintaining contact with
clients (follow-up phone calls), make
learning materials for visually impaired
children, visit or accompany blind persons on shopping excursions etc.
Please phone Pam at 945-2321 for
more information.

What is this
Grouper Fish doing at
The Lance

Wanted: Personal assitant for Lance '
Production Manager. Contact Lee at
253-4060, or apply directly at the
Lance.
Wanted: Girlfriend for soon to be exLance features editor. Must have intelligence and a great deal of patience.
Volunteers needed:The Lance
needs volunteers o'plenty. Mass
transfusion of fresh blood is required
for continued health. The Lance
needs you.

.,- ·

Assumption University Chapel: '
973-7034 Located between the
University Centre and Huron Church
Rd. Mass Sundays - 10:30 am (Sunday, Septembre 10th we will also add
our 4:30 pm Mass and this will continue for the school year). All are welcome to attend. Feel free to drop by
the Cafe for coffee, to use the library
for study, or just to come and relax.

-

Nothing
That's right. Nothing.

For Sale: 1975 Chevelle Malibu;
65,000 miles; excellent mechanical
condition; some body rust. Best offer.
Phone 253-4232, ext.2328 (days);
258-9141 (evenings).
For Sale: 1981 Fiat Spider, Alloy
wheels, ANSA muffler, new transmission, new paint, mint condition. Ap·
praised at 12,500-must sell. Phone
944-2545 ask for Paul or David.

How do you expect a Grouper Fish to work at a
newspaper when it has no hands? How would It draw,
take photos? Certainly it can't be expected to operate
newspaper equipment or typeset.
But you can.
Join the Lance In September. You have hands. We need
your help.
We're an equal opportunity employer but we draw the
line at Grouper Fish.
So what's your excuse?
You'll be the envy of every Grouper Fish around.

!

Royal Robbins
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Tazzmania strikes Larcers' offeIBe
B
by Dave Briggs
the rest of the points for the Lancers. 2 solo tackles, a sack, and 5 assists ori a
rief flashes of brilliance.
Vanderhoeven put his team on the board in tackle.
That is what best describes the first quarter, when he nailed a 38 yard
O'Neil had 3 solo tackles, and 5 asthe performance of the field goal to give the blue and gold a 3- l sists.
University of Windsor Lan- edge.
"There wasn't a lot of mental mis-cues
cers as they took the football
"Our kicking was much improved either offensively or defensively (for
field for the first time last Saturday, in an (compared with last year)," stated Mussel- Windsor)," Janisse said, "sol guess we just
exhibition game against the Carleton man. "Vanderhoeven did a good job in have to solidify a few of the problems we
Ravens.
kicking. and I thought we did a hell of a job had."
The game, played at Windsor's South covering punts, and I thought we did a good
The Lancers' victory started them in
Campus Stadium before a good showing of job running them (punts) back."
the right direction, but Musselman was
Lancer supporters, ended with Windsor on
Vanderhoeven also added two extra concerned with his team's mental attitude.
top, 18-2.
"I would have liked to have seen a
points and a second half single on a missed
While the contest was not exactly an 35 yard field goal attempt, to round out the higher level of intensity (from the Lanaffair that kept you on the edge of your seat, Lancers' scoring at 18.
cers)," stated the head coach. "(Though)
the Lancers' inaugural performance
With respect to punt returns, veteran when you are playing 64 players it is tough·
showed definite signs of life in several Rick Dugal led that category. Dugal to maintain intensity."
areas that nearly needed CPR last year.
While Tazzman grabbed the scoring
returned 8 kicks for a total of 56 yards, for
The most impressive performance was an average of 14 yards per return.
5potlight, he played in only three offensive
that of rookie quarterback Walt Tazzman.
Carleton, dressed in white uniforms series.
Tazzman, a veteran of junior football's
AKO Fratmen, ignited a sputtering offense
to two touchdowns after entering the game
with only two minutes and forty-seven
seconds left in the first half.
"Walt had a great day, he played really well," Windsor's head coach John Musselman said. "I'm not going to make any
announcements yet with regards to who is
going to start next week, but we were very
impressed (with Walt)."
Tazzman 's late-in-the-half heroics
were not only enough to spur the Lancers
. , . ~:;
~· ·:::'
on to victory, but also give Windsor's of::it)f£JLA>J:f.:ii:·;_
~-.k:-:;.·Mv, ;-:•.' . . ,p.....q,<<:
Lance photos by Scott Ingram
fense a much needed shot in the arm, and Victorious Lancers congratulate Ravens
Starting quarterback Joe Capriotti split
the possibility of a bright future.
with red and black trim, was virtually shutthe rest of the QB duties with Mike Brisout
by a fairly steady performance by the
The Lancers' first touchdown was setoois.
up by two completions to Tazzman's
Lanccn.' defense.
Neither Capriotti nor Brisbois' perforformer AKO teammate, Tim Sadai. TazEach of the Ravens' two points were
mance was brilliant, but both players sufzman completed the drive seconds later
the result of conceded singles, and were
fered from playing with a constant
when he hooked-up with rookie tight end, credited to their kicker, Bill Franklin.
On the defensive side of the ball, the revolving door of players which made it
Fred Klaudi, in the front right corner of the
endzone.
Lancers' flashes of brilliance came on third difficult to gauge the true talents of either
down and short yardage situations when of them.
That drive left a mere 45 seconds on
In fact, there is still a strong battle for
the clock, but Windsor regained the ball on
they stopped the Ravens cold on a number
the starting QB role, something that
Carleton's 50 yard line, after Carleton :lf occasions.
stalled on their first three plays.
"I really liked the way we played them receiver Tim Sadai sees as a plus.
"It's a big advantage for me that there
With only 14 seconds left to expire, (Carleton) in short yardage (situations),"
are
quarterbacks
fighting for a spot because
Tazzman struck again, completing a 49 commented veteran Lancer defensive back
yard bomb to former Lancer QB Sean Mc- Dave Janisse. "We stopped them a few they know that if they slip-up there is someKeon. Second-year running back Kevin times on third and short; that really shows one right on their heels," Sadai commented. "As long as they (the QB's) are on
Strong capped-off the half by plowing over a team that is working together."
their toes, then it will help me even more."
Randy Colwell and Mike O'Neil
the goal line to give the Lancers their only
Though inconsistency marred the
other major of the day ..
shared the top points for the blue and gold's
Lancers' performance, that was likely the
Kicker Dave Vanderhoeven provided defensive unit. Colwell was credited with

~
;,: -;'*~- ;' .·. ,.:.:·.

result of playing so many players, as well
as playing a game only three days after ending two-a-day workouts in training camp.
"We're not a good football team yet,
but we have the potential to be one," added
Musselman.
The game may not have been all that
exciting from a spectator's point of view,
but at least it was a step in the right direction for Windsor.
Those mere moments of brilliance
leave a strong possibility that the Lancers
will be in contention for a playoff spot from
the moment of the opening kick-off of the
regular season.
The Lancers will play host to the
University of Toronto Varsity Blues on
Saturday, September 9th. The game is the
first regular season contest for both clubs,
and it will be played at Windsor's South
Campus Stadium beginning at 2 p.m.
A week from that Saturday, Windsor
will travel to Guelph to battle thr
Gryphons. That game will be televised on
CHCH (Cable 25 in Windsor) beginning at

2p.m.
LANCER LOOSE ENDS
Here is the injury report from the first ,
game: Starting running back Andy Ross is .
out with a leg injury; he should be back in '
the lineup soon, but he is doubtful for this
Saturday ... Starting offensive lineman
Mike Coste is hampered by a shoulder injury, but he will probably play next week
... Rookie QB and punter Scott Miller will
be out 1-3 weeks with a thigh injury; Mille,
was injured when he received a helmet to
the leg while recovering his first punt ...
Defensive backs Paul Bone and Cameron
Cruickshank both had interceptions against
Carleton ... Dave Vanderhocven averaged
33.8 yards per punt, he attempted 7 ...
Rookie Ozzie Nethersole averaged 20.5
yards on kick-off returns, he returned 2 ...
Both Craig Davies and Randy Colwell
recorded sacks for Windsor ... AIICana,ran nose-tackle Nick Lavalle did not
play against Carleton; he suffered a leg injury in practice, he will probably play
against Toronto ... A recent outbreak of the
flu left several Lancers unable to perform
at full capacity against Carleton ... Windsor
was defeated by U. ofT. 18-11 last year .. .
U. of T. finished in fourth place in 1988 .. .
U. of T. leads the series record with
Windsor, 9-6.

'Newcomel'S lack cohesion insoccer loss
by Jim Dominguez
It was time to open a new season as the

Windsor men's soccer team played their
first exhibition game of the year on Saturday.
The Lancers were defeated by the
Eastern Michigan University (EMU)
Hurons 3-1 at South Campus Field. The
game was a difficult one for the Lancers
considering they were playing with five
• returning players.
Coach Pat McNelis felt his team
played poorly in the first half but adjusted
and played a much better second half.
"You don't know what an opposition is
going to do if you've never seen them, so
unless you've got experienced players out
there that can make adjustments during the
1
game you can only do it at halftime," Mc1Nelis said.
The Hurons took an e3:.~ly !ead in the

game when they made a rush down the
right side of the field. A beautifully
delivered crossing pass resulted m the
Hurons drilltng the first goal past
goalkeeper, David Hodgson.
Midway through the first half, the
Hurons blasted a direct free kick fnto the
top left comer for a 2-0 advantage.
With timerunning out in the first half,
the Hurons connected again, they beat a
Lancer defender on a long free kick and
deposited the third goal of the game
Another sure Huron goal was called
back due to an offside so Eastern Michigan
took a 3-0 lead into halftime. The Lancers
did not have too many good scoring opportunities in the first half, understandable
considering the team had only been
together for four days.
The Lancers came out in the second
half rlaying much better and getting more

----------~--------

,;coring opportunities. The Lancers
blanked Eastern Michigan in the second
half and finally got on the scoreboard them~clveswhenKevinByloocapitalizedona
penalty kick.
The Lancers had other scoring chances
includingagoalpostbyPatMcNeilly. The
Hurons, however, held on to take a 3-1 vietory.
A bit of irony in this game was that
Coach McNelis had conducted a camp in
Michigan and that the EMU coach was
using McNelis' system to beat the Lancers.
In the second half. McNelis made the
necessary adjustments to shut the Hurons
down.
This team is still missing some players
who have not arrived at school yet and the
key to this year's team will be some of the
returning veterans.
McNeilly and Tony Omar, who spent

the summer playing in the National Soccer
League with the Windsor Wheels, as well
as Danny Pelland and Hodgson will be
some of the key returning players.
McNelis is also oleased with the new
prospects on this Lancer team, especially
Byloo and Pete Roscoe. "I'd say that those
two (By loo and Roscoe) stand out the most
at this point of the new players coming in,"
McNelis :.aid.
The Lancers once again lost out to the
two top players out of the Windsor high
school area due to U.S. scholarships.
Oimetri Vacratsis and Steve Calsavara
from W.D. Lowe, both received scholarships from the University of Milwaukee.
This year, the Lancers will try to improve on their fourth place finish of a year
ago. Last years season was an inconsistent
one, as they made an early exit from the

~ctDn cnpples ot£e
to break out in a cold sweat. Your eyes are
glued, transfixed to that single spot that fills
you with such grief.
As you watch in horror, you body
begins to tremor, until you finally explode
with a gut-wrenching primal scream that
- lets all of your frustrations out for another
week.
Your addiction is one that was once
suffered by many, but is now an affliction
of just a few. Many have simply walked
away, quit cold turkey, but for you it is not
that simple.
I, myself, am one of you because l too,
am a Detroit Lions junkie.
For many, this National Football
League franchise is simply a blemish on the
face of consistently successful area of
Michigan sporting teams.
For others, the Lions are a team in
which we regularly instill our hope, our
money, and our prayers.
The big question that is always asked
of Lions backers is "Why do you continue
to follow such an unsuccessful team?'
The answer to that question is simple.
True Lions fans, (and believe me there are
few of us left) cannot fill the football void
by simply "jumping on the bandwagon" of
another franchise.
It has become a sort of gentlemen's
code of conduct with respect to sports allegiances. True sports fans are those who
stick by their team in thick or thin. While
"non-fans" can by easily identified by their
amazing ability to be huge followers of the
previous year's Super Bowl winner.
I think it also has something to do with
persistence. Faithful fans who have sat
through terrible seasons seem to relish in
telling everyone about their longevity, the
minute their team becomes successful.
For some, the Lions have been a lifelong obsession. r have been more for-

run-oriented line-backers, with ext·
defensive backs. When the ball is hand1
off, pass defenders are forced to pl.
against the run.
At the present, the Lions simply don
have the players to be serious contende
this season.I What they do have are son
promising young players who are buildin
a strong foundation for a winning team.
Naturally, losing all four of their e
hibition games did not help matters muc
The Lions needed to develop a winning a
titude, and now they have taken anot~
step backward.
Fortunately for them they get anoth
chance, as they begin their schedule on,
even footing with everyone else when lht
play the Phoenix Cardinals this Sunday
the Silverdome.
l dream about a Silverdome filled w1
the largest, most enthusiastic crowd in~
__"_N_o_l_o_n_g_e_r_m_u_s_t_th_e_t_e_a_m_ NFL. The Lion~ ar~ exciting, and not on

tunate. I have only been a Lions addict for coaching style that Gansz employs forces
the past five years, so my period of suffer- respect from his players, and brings dising has been short-term, thus, it has only cipline to the Lions, something that the
scarred me slightly.
team seems to have lacked in years previous.
Once again, the Lions begin a new
season optimistic about their chances for
Detroit is the first NFL team to experisuccess. Once again, I share their op- ment with using the run-and-shoot as a fulltimism, but this year I honestly see a time offence, and only time will tell
brighter future for the team.
whether the Lions can be successful against
Their organizational shake-up (from the NFL's bigger, stronger, and faster
the head coach on down) has created defensive players.
change, something that this team's stale
The offence revolves around using
ideas and practices needed.
four receivers at all times. The receivers
No longer must the team toil under the run patterns depending on the particular
inept coaching of Daryl Rogers, and the ar- defensive alignment they are facing. The
chaic play calling of former offensive co- quarterback must read the defense on the
ordinator, Bob Baker.
run to decide what receiver will be open.

---11;;;;;:,,. .__

toil under the inept coaching of that, they are wmnmg games. They ha1
Dary J Rogers."
the hottest tickets in town, and many wt

Now the team is driven by the emotional Wayne Fontes. It is nice to see that
Fontes has a personality, considering
Rogers was about as interesting as a slab of
concrete.
Fontes is joined by some of the best
coaches in the business. The biggest additions arc Mouse Davis and June Jones, both
offensive specialists (some say geniuses).
Davis and Jones have spent nearly
their entire careers working together on a
unique offensive system known as the runand-shoot (which, in Detroit, has affectionately been named to silver stretch, after
the team's colours).
With respect to special teams, new
Lions coach Frank Gansz is the best special
teams coach in the NFL. The military

While the offence sounds like it is all
pass and no run, in fact, it is quite the opposite. Having four receivers in the game
at all times forces the other team to replace

Cont. from page 23
playoffs at the hands of the Western Mustangs, 1-0.
Coach McNelis says that he would
only consider this a successful season if the
Lancers win it all. "If this were
houselcaguc, improving players would be
our goal but at this level we have to win,"
McNelis said.
McNclis believes that the team to beat
this year will be Laurier. They have two
players, Lyndon Hooper and Peter Gilfillan, who played for the Canadian National

LEARN KARATE
AUTHENTIC OKINAWAN

"The Best Quality Beer With
The Simplest Brew Method"

SEPT. 12, 12-1 :OOP.M.

STARTING DATE: SEPT. 14

Team. These players just recently pla)
for the national teams at the Francopho
Games in Morocco. Western and M
Master will also be tough; Windsor will
hardpressed for a championship.
Coach McNelis says that this will
an interesting year and that his team 11
improve with time. fhe Cancers wiTi
their next action on September 13 \\hi
they go to the University of Western 0
tario.

Glacier Mountain
Brewing Co.

COLLEGE AVENUE COMMUNITY CENTRE
(COLLEGE AND BROCK)
(255-6528)
REGISTRATION:
SEPT. 11, 12, AND 13
BETWEEN
7-8:30 P.M .,
AND

have always kept the team in their hear
are flocking back to see "their" team pla.
once again.
Unfortunately, for now, that is all
dream. I must be content to wait, and whi
I know my addiction is best described
self-inflicted torture, like a drug-addict
simply need my 'fix' to get me throu6
another week.

Now Yo(! Can Brew Your Own Beer
For Only $6.50 A Case!

8:00 P.M.

COURSE RUNS TILL DEC. 21 , 1989.
* The highest quality extracts combine with our unique brew kits to give you
th~ absolute best tasting beer available from any bottler in the world.
* Become a distributor and sell to your friends for easy cash, or brew for
your own pleasure. ·

INSTRUCTOR: MATT TEKBAS
CERTIFIED BLACK BELT WITH
OVER 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE.
TRAINING HOURS:
TUES AND THURS 8-9:30 P.M.
AND SUN. 6-7:30 P.M.
FEE: $125.00

TRY OUR BEER FOR FREE
At the Canadian Home Brewing Systems Brew Party
Sept. 10/89

Royal Bengal Restaurant
!

Buy one LUNCH or DINNER entree
Receive 1/2 off 2nd order of equal or
greater value

.. Getting To Know Us....... .

Specially"
155 WYANDOTTE ST E
253-2151

from 12 noon - 4 p.m.

at the Royal Marquis Hotel
(Howard & Grand Marais).
For more Information,
call the Glacier Mountain
Warehouse at C.H.B .
974-3220 or call 735-9672.

,-------------I
I

I

GLACIER MOUNTAIN

I

BREWING COMPANY

I

Receive 10% Off
On All Supplies
With This Coupon
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Stats &Stuff

CARLETON vs. WINDSOR STATISTICAL SUMMARY
Saturday, September 2nd, 1989
Score By Quarter
1st
Carleton
1
Windsor
3

2nd
0
14

4th
1
1

3rd
0
0

Total
2
18

Scoring
Touchdowns
W Fred Klaudi (0:45, 2nd), W Kevin Strong (0:00, 2nd)
Converts
W Dave Vanderhoeven (2)
Field Goals
W Dave Vanderhoeven (1 , 38 yards, 1: 14, 1st)
Rouges
W Dave Vanderhoeven (1) , C Bill Franklin (2)

Receiving
Windsor Com.

'"'

Ross
Robson8
Strong
Peters
Nethersole
Scratch
Brisbois

2

42
10
1
5
2
1

Fmb.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

TD
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

Yds.
1
0
39
4
41
1
10

Carleton

1
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

28
52
15
13
8

Campagna 10
12
Barrett
3
Lucas
4
Mason
1
Payne

Long
1
8
8
8

26
1
10

7
8
8
7
8

Yds.
14
-2
11

49
49

/

TD
0
0
1
0
0

Long
14
-2

11
25

49

Carleton
Fairbarn
Campagna
May
Monsour
Gabriel

Com.
1
1
1
4
1

Yds.
11
15

12
26
6

TD
0
0
0
0
0

Long
11
15

12
15
6

Windsor 7 comp., 14 att. , 121 yards, 4 1st downs, 1 TD, 1 int.
Carleton 8 comp., 19 att., 70 yards, 2 1st downs, 2 int.
Individuals
TD
Int.
Long
Windsor Att
Com . Yds.
1
13
Cappriotti
2
11
0
5
14
Brisbois
14
0
0
2
1
49
Tazzman
7
4
97
1
0

Offense

Windsor No.

1
1
1
3
1

Passing

Carleton

Rushing
Windsor 138 yards, 29 carries, 6 1st downs, 1 TD
Carleton 116 yards, 30 carries, 8 1st downs
Individuals

Black
Robson
Klaudi
Sadai
McKeon

Lucas
Pirie

14
5

6
1

52
12

0
0

1
1

7
12

u1\IIVERSITY lJF WINDSOR INTERCOLLEGIA IE rEAM MEt:TINGS
Men
Team
Coach
Phone
Date
Basketball
Dr. Paul Thomas
ext. 2037
Sept. 13th, 4:30pm
Curling
Dr. Robert Rumfeldt
ext. 3535
Sept. 21st, 6pm
Fencing
Mr. Eli Sukunda
978-0757
Sept. 14th, 5pm
Hockey
Mr. Rick Cranker
256-2811
Sept. 11th, 6pm
Swimming
Mr. Tom Aruso
313-649-3651 Sept. 13th, 6pm
Track & Field Mr. Dennis Fairhall
ext. 2440
Sept. 19th, 5pm
Volleyball
Mrs. Lynda Lechie
976-6566(work) Sept. 12th, 7pm
Women
Basketball
Prof. Joanne Maclean
ext. 2429
Sept. 13th, 5pm
Curling
Mrs. Cathy Monair
735-2867
Sept. 28th, 5pm
Fencing
Mr. Eli Sukunda
978-0757
Sept. 14th, 5pm
Swimming
Mr. Tom Aruso
31 3-649-3651 Sept. 13th, 6pm
Tennis
Ms. Doris Hays
Sept. 11th, 5pm
Track & Field Mr. Dennis Fairhall
ext. 2440
Sept. 19th, 5pm
Volleyball
Prof. Marge Holman
ext.2436
Sept. 11th, 4pm

Loe.
Rm. 202-HK
Rm. 206-i-lK
Fieldhouse
Rm. 212-HK
Pool Balcony-HK
Rm. 202-HK
Rm. 202-HK
Rm. 206-HK
Rm. 206-HK
Fieldhouse
Pool Balcony-HK
Courts
Rm. 202-HK
Rm. 202-HK

I pla)
University extension number (use 253-4232)
:opho
nd ML
·
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yogurt
Buy any single dip cone and gee the second scoop
FREE!
PEERLESS ICE CREAM
459 Erie St. East
1481 Oucllene A venue
1801 Wyandone St. E.

:!:

Sept. 23 LSAT

.

Oct. 21 GMAT

()

m

(416) 923-PREP
(7737)
l-800-387-5519

1294 Lauzon
1750 Wyandone St. E.
7021 Wyandotte St. E.

Valid Anytime
This certificate expires

St:Pr. 3o

NOT VAUD WITH ANY OTHER COUPON OFFER.
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m
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ONLY ONE COUPON PEil VISIT

The welcome mat it out
for students at
EMPLE BAPTIST CHURCH

data

664 Victoria. south of Wyandotte
call 253-1641

Zenith Data Systems
Presents ...
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PREGNANT
AND NEED HELP?
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Sept. 1O at 10:00 a.m.
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Prep Courses for
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PLEASE PRESENT THIS COUPON WHEN ORDERING.
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Starring: %e Comp{ete Line of Zenitn 'DesKJ;op & Porta6{e Computers
Produced 6y: Zenitn 'Data Systems in cooperation witn your
Campus Computer OutCet

2•1rNJdata
systems

~

We Provide-Free Pregnancy
Tests·Med1ca1 Referrals.
Community Referrals
Acrommodat1ons and
Legal Advice

TYPING

N. T. N. system
is here
exclusively at
HURRICANES

-
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• Fast
$1 . sp1c.d
,.r dou•\
• Accur.ate
p~
• Confidential
IAPA Specialists I
LETTER QUALITY PRINTING

Interact
With
Live
Sports -

Evening Hours

945-0732

Football, Hockey, Sports Trivia,
Trivia Showdown (Tuesdays),
... Compete here & against bars
nationwide every nite ...
Monday & Wednesday
Tw~For·One
Chicken Wings
(served with fries orvegg1esl

From Around the World
405 Pelissier

Tuesday

254-6865

AII-You·Ca11-Eat Spaghetti

• S wealcn
• Mas i. ~
•Foll. Ar t
e Jewe ller~

Thu rsd ay

Saturday

KeyTours N1te
• Win A Trip For Two·

CJOM Party Niles
• C.O Draw Monthly-

IN THE SKY
1 O°'o off with Stude nt I. D
" FROM THE ORI G IN AL TO THE EXOTIC
• Sweate rs
• folk Art

Five Minutes Away ...

• Tape<,tries
e Cfothing
eJe \1Clle11-

A GREAT PLACE TO ...

PARTY!!!
l

••

·~-

•

• P o nc ho,
• 1 a pestr ies
eMaJan scul~
• C lothing

Open 7 Days

EVERY NITE IS A PARTY ...
* Reserve Your Floor Party Here,
With Our All-You-Can- Eat Buffet*

~f{ .·

]

• African Carving\
e ScarH\
e Whip~

ti \', I> C I( \ I 11 1> 1,1PO R I\ I K0 \.1 \K01

..

',I)

1111 ~()Kl I>

300 Ouellette Ave. (Palace Complex)
Open 7 Oay1

;-·~\

. rJ.

Sa ndwi c..h a t Mill
N ex t t o T re vi Pizr

OPEN
M o n . - Sa t . 9-6
Sund ay 10-5
STORE SLICED

COOKED

HAM

s1sslb.
By the piece

BOLOGNA

Rind less

VAC PAC

BACON

WIENERS

s 1 c,~l.1
1

BACON
ENDS

FRESH CUT

Large 15 11

CHICKEN

PIZZA

LEGS

. 99i~: b:~t· sl
SLICEO WHITE

BREAD

9
2 ,b .

CANNED

VEGETABLES
5 Vari eti es

Pepperoni & Mushro

$49'

BAKED BEA
WITH POR

•99¢lb. J/$200 J/$2?~ J/ 2 1
5

CHOICE GRADE

TOMATOES

3/$2~

0~

t,n

FRENCH
FRIES

Giant 5 lb . b a g 2.2 kg .

$279

2°/u P u rt ly Skimmed

MILK

$29941
1.
bag

Dole Pineapple

Potato Chips

14oz.

150 grams

3/$200

3

-- Dominion House Tavern

loub~
,d Pi!

*
*
*
*

]

-

Imported Beer
Party Facilities
Great Food
Upper Canada Dark
Lager on Draught

~
"The University of Windsor"s
Intellectual Pub"

:hing

vorld

3140 Sandwich Street

253-7041
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U of W fall sports schedule
1989-1990 MEN'S FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
lsaturdaySept. 2vs Carleton1 :30 p.m.
[SaturdaySept. 9vs Toronto2:00 p.m.
SaturdaySept. 16@ Guelph2:00 p.m.*
SaturdaySept. 23vs York2:00 p.m.
SaturdaySept. 30@ Laurier2:00 p.m.**
SaturdayOct. 7@ Western2:00 p.m.*
SaturdayOct. 14vs McMaster2:00 p.m.
SaturdayOct. 21@ Waterloo2:00 p.m.
SaturdayOct. 280UAA Semi-Finals1 :00 p.m
SaturdayNov. 40UAA Finals1 :00 p.m.
SaturdayNov. 11 Atlantic Bowl12:30 p.m.
SaturdayNov. 18Vanier Cup1 :00 p.m.

*Game Televised by CHCH T.V.
**Game Televised by TSN T.V.

1989-1990 HOCKEY SCHEDULE
FridayOct. 6@ Iowa State----SaturdayOct. 7@ Iowa State----FridayOct. 13@ Colorado7:05 p.m.
SaturdayOct. 14@ Colorado7:05 p.m.
SaturdayOct. 21@ Guelph7:30 p.m.
SundayOct. 22@Waterloo2:30 p.m.
TuesdayOct. 24@ Bowling Green7:30 p.m.
SaturdayOct. 28vs Western7:30 p.m.
SundayOct. 29vs Waterloo3:30 p.m.
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7 Day,

II

Regular Taco
or
Soft Taco
or
Nacho chips and Salsa
or
__.----- - -Mexi-Melt - - ~ - - ~
or
Bean Burrito

1989-1990 WOMEN'S SOCCER SCHEDULE
WednesdaySept. 13vs U. of Michigan
SundaySept. 17@ McMaster12:00 noon
SaturdaySept. 23vs Waterloo2:00 p.m.
SundaySept. 24vs Brock3:00 p.m.
SaturdaySept. 30@ Guelph12:00 noon
SundayOct. 1@ Laurier2:00 p.m.
WednesdayOct. 4vs Western4:00 p.m.
WednesdayOct. 11 vs St. Clair College4:00 p.m.
SaturdayOct. 14@ Waterloo
SundayOct. 15vs McMaster3:00 p.m.
SaturdayOct. 21vs Guelph1 :00 p.m.
SundayOct. 22vs Laurier3:00 p.m.
SaturdayOct. 28@ Western1 :00 p.m.
SundayOct. 29@ Brock1 :00 p.m.
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* Friday/SundayNov. 3-SOWIAA's@ Laurier

Five great choices.
One great price.

"

TACO ~11ELL.
Otter valid at partlopatmg On1ano Taco Bell restaurants Nol vabd with any other offer L1m11ed time offer

5150 TECUMSEH RD. E. • 3054 DOUGAll.AVE.
6707 TECUMSEH RD. E. • 1790 HURON CHURCH

ishro

99

Courtesy Bicycles
Welcomes back all students & faculty
with special storewide discounts.
* Norco
* Nishikl
* Flori
Sell * Trade * Repair
3154 Sandwich Street
Oust a short walk from campus)

252-0080

b"

1989-1990 WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL SCHEDULE
MondaySept. 18Asahi Mutual Life Insurance (Japan)8:00 p.m.
Friday/Sept. 29/30@ Akron----Saturday
WednesdayOct. 18vs Toledo8:00 p.m.
SaturdayOct. 28vs Brock2:00 p.m.

~- t:9!µ

1989 MEN'S SOCCER SCHEDULE
WednesdaySept. 6vs Michigan4:00 p.m.
FridaySept. 8vs Albion4:00 p.m.
WednesdaySept. 13@ Westem4:00 p.m.
SaturdaySept. 16vs Guelph1 :00 p.m.
SundaySept. 17vs Laurier1 :00 p.m.
SaturdaySept. 23@ Waterloo1 :00 p.m.
SundaySept. 24@ Brock1 :00 p.m.
SaturdaySept. 30vs Ryerson, :00 p.m.
SundayOct. 1vs McMaster1 :00 p.m.
WednesdayOct. 4vs Western4:00 p.m.
SaturdayOct. 14@ Guelph1 :00 p.m.
SundayOct. 15@ Laurier1 :00 p.m.
SaturdayOct. 21 vs Waterloo3:00 p.m.
SundayOct. 22vs Brock1 :00 p.m.
SaturdayOct. 28@ Ryerson1 :00 p.m.
SundayOct. 29@ McMaster2:00 p.m.
TuesdayOct. 31West Semi-Finals1 :00 p.m.
(4@ 1; 3@ 2)
FridayNov. 3East/West Finals11 :00 a.m.
@ Highest East2:00 p.m.
SundayNov. 50UAA Final1 :00 p.m.
FridayNov. 10/CIAU's@ USC
SundayNov. 12
1989-1990 CROSS COUNTRY SCHEDULE
Saturday/Sept. 2-7Training Camp@ Port Perry
Thursday
SaturdaySept. 9@ U. of Detroit
SaturdaySept. 16@ Penn State
SaturdaySept. 23@ Western lnvitational11 :00 a.m.
SaturdaySept. 30@ Guelph1 :00 p.m.
SaturdayOct. 14@ Eastern Michigan (Ypsilanti)
SaturdayOct. 21@ Laurier lnvitational1 :00 p.m.
SaturdayOct. 280U/OW's@ Queen's1 :00 p.m.
SaturdayNov. 4CIAU's@ USC

755 Ouellette Ave.
Something for Everyone for Every Budget!

4 p.m. til 12:30 a.m.

~---- 10°/o OFF ALL
FOOD ITEMS* WITH
VALID STUDENT 1.0.
The Best
Sunday Brunch
in Town
$4.99 CHICKEN WINGS & POTATO SKINS

10A.M. -2P.M.
COMBO

ALL NEW & EXCITING

GAMES ROOM

CHEXX HOCKEY, FUSEBALL, POP-A-SHOT

FEATURING
GOLF & MORE

I

Qrbud5person'to fight for stulent's
by Suzanne Ngui and Clara Mariani
ubhas Ramcharan has been
appointed to the position of
Ombudsperson and Race
relation officer for the
University of Windsor. A
professor of Sociology and Anthropology
as ombudsperson Ramcharan help people
receive fair and equitable treatment from
the university.
Ramcharan investigates complaints,
from students, professors, or staff, with the
power to gain access to all necessary files
and sources of information. He also
provides advice regarding academic appeals, registration, OSAP, among other
topics.
Ramcharan will keep all complaints
confidential - as long as confidentiality
won't interfere with the solution.
Ramcharan's rulings and recomendations
carry weight but have no real authority, on
occasions when his opinions are disreg~d h!1 may inform _the media of the
situation in order brin_g to bear the wei_ght
of public opinion.
Ramcharan encourages everyone with
a legitimate complaint to sec him hut he
especially encourages students to seek out
his office. He feels that students arc the
people that generally get lost in the "maze
of bureaucratic red tape" and wants students to have a voice. "The goal of the Ombudsperson is to make the university of
Windsor fairer and more humane environment for all."
Persons with problems can contact Or.
Ramcharan in room 351 Dillon Hall, Monday to Friday between 11 and 3. The phone
number is 253-4232 extension 3400.

[SJ

Subhas Ramcharan. the university of Windsor's Ombudsperson and Race Relations Officer.

Unive,sity to get provinctzl tax break
Ry Ian Jack Canadian University Press

Both tuition fees and government

TORONTO (CUP) -- Ontario universities are br~athing a sigh of relief after the
province announced $6.1 million in additional funding to offset the cost of tl,c
government's new payroll health tax.
The tax on total payroll, announced in
Ontario treasurer Robert Nixon·s spring
budget, would have cost universities an estimated $25 million in 1990. The employer
tax -- called the employer health levy -- will
replace Ontario Health Insurance Plan
(OHIP) premiums starting Jan. I.
The $6.1 mill ion grant will cover the estimated cost to universities of the levy from
Jan. to the end of the fiscal year, in March.
Council of Ontario Universities official
Will Sayers, says the tax relief was imperative because "we can't pass along the additional costs to the consumer" as a private

operating grants for the year had alrea<ly
been lixc<l well before the tax was announced, he says.
Estimates of how much the levy would
cost individual universities over a full year
range from $ I million at Carleton to $2. 9
million at Western. and $5.7 million at the
University of Toronto.
Duncan lvison, a researcher with the
Ontario Federation of Students. says the
government should be congratulated for
moving to help out universities.
"The government did right away fork
over the bucks," lvison says. But he cautions, "all we got was a one year committment."
Treasury officials say the government
is committed to helping universities, along
with hospitals and other public sector notfor-profit organizations, past this fiscal
year.

sector employer can.

"It will he one of the factors the
Treasurer will take into account when he
puls together the allocations for next year."
says Nixon's special assistant, Paul Davidson.
Jamie Mackay, director of university
relations in the ministry of colleges and
universities, says he expects additional
funding to cover the cost of the kvy will he
included in regular operating grants for
next year. The size of the gmnts will be announced in late autumn.
It took the government almost a month
to announce the aid for universities after
the budget.
Sayers says the Council of Ontario
Universities "had the general impression
the government had not thought (the implications of the tax for universities)
through" after the May 17 budget announcement.
But Treasury economist Steve Orsini

says "we were well aware" of the impact
the tax would have. Announcing an exemption for universities in the hudget would
have been impractical. he says.
"If you start exempting universities, that
would put a greater burden on the rest of
emplo}'ers in Ontario."
Instead, Orsini says. it was left to
economists on the expenditure si<le of the
ministry to decide how to help out institutions unable to cope with the tax.
The emplo~·cr health levy means the en<l
to OH IP premiums and employee contrihutions. replacing them with a flat 1.95 per
cent tax on employers. Currently. Ontario
untversities pay $13 million in OHIP
premiums. Under the new system the estimated cost to universities v.oul<l be $38
million. a difference of $25 million.

The Lance, September 14, 1989, page 2
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SPORTS
Sept 16
- 1:00 pm Lancers soccer vs. Guelph at St. Dennis
Sept17
- 1:00 pm Lancers soccer vs. Laurier at St. Dennis
Sept 16
- Lifeguard meeting in H.K. building, room 201.
New guards are welcome, bring qualifications.

thi

ETCETERA
ARTS
Sept 12 - 13
- Homecomming Festival 12:00 at Orchestra Hall
by Detroit Symphony Orchestra.
Sept 19 - Oct 1
- Live from Kitchen Shelf by Amy C. opens at Common Ground in Mackenzie Hall.

Su

Sept17
- Volunteer to help children in Africa, Today lnterna
tional meeting at Iona College, 208 Sunset Ave. at
3:00
Until Sept 25
- Live in a third world nation - apply to Canadian
Crossroads International at 256-2542.
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81G ·,rlME ~ AVINGS!
HILROY
200 SHEET

REFILL
PAPER
2 FOR

$1.99
'1.29 EA.

DUOTANGS

MAJOR
ACCENT

HILITERS

.59EA
BIC &
PAPERMATE

l~edium Ball Point

PENS

.19.
SHARP :CALCULATORS: ....
We carry a complete line of
scientific calcYkltors

CLARKE'S
STATIONERY
"-2155 Wyandotte West

1
~ARTER HIGHLIGHTER <TWIN PAK)
1.29
iTEXTLINEA HIGHLIGHTER (TWIN PAK)
'2.49
UHU GLUE STICK (VALUE PAK)
'2.29
LIQUID PAPER (STD, PEN & INK)
.99
1
~ HOLE PAPER PUNCH
9.99
1 HOLE PAPER PUNCH
'1.39
15 PK. BIC MECH. PENCILS
'1.69
MATH SETS
FROM '1.59
COLOURED PENCILS
From '1.99
BATES FUI t. SIZE STAPLER
'9.99
STAPL ES 5000/BOX
.99
POCKET DICTIONARY OR THESAURUS
'2.39
PENCIL CASES
.69
16 OR 12 INCH AULER
.39
1
1' HILROY & ACCO VINYL BINDERS
1.E9
11/2' '2.69.2' '3.39 ASST. COLOURS & PASTELS
NOTE TOTES-NOTE KEEPERS FINDER BINDERS
1' '5.29 1 1/2' '6.49
POLY & PRESS BOARD BINDERS
'1.49
144 SHEET HILROY TYPING PAPER
'1.99
SUBJECT DIVIDERS 5 TAB .... 49e 8 TAB .... 79e
CLIPBOARDS-ASST. COLOURS
FROM'l.99
80 TO 300 PAGE COIL EXERCISE BOOKS
'1.19 TO '2.99
350 PAGE STENO OR NOTE BOOK
'2.59

2

SALE ENOS Sept. 30 189°'

liOURS:

$10.00 bx
$ 9.99
$ 2.99
$11.99
$14.99

Drafting Supplies

Plastic T-Squares From

S 6.70

Wooden T-Squares from
6" Bow Compass
College Technical Pen Set
700 Marsmatic Technical Pen

$10.79
$

7.29

$39.99
$14.95

Announcing New
This Year

%OFF

Competitive Rates on
* Student Rentals
PLUS MANY MORE B.T.S. * Sales
* Rent to Own

.
==
252-8818,J INSTORE SPECIALS!!

MONDAY-FRIDAY..... . 9 TO 9
SATURDAY.... ... . .. 9 TO 6

Computer Supp1ies
DatawareD1sks From
500 sht. 201b Computer Paper
10 Disk Storage Box
50 Disk Storage Box
70 Disk Storage Box

:I;
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this year
by Simon Dwyer
._.
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Anyone seen to be intoxicated in any
of the licensed establishments or licensed
events on campus this year arc in for a
surprise thanks to the Server Intervention
Program (SIP)
SIP was designed by the Addiction
Research Foundation to teach people who
work at bars and events where alcohol is
served, to spot and stop serving people who
have had too much to drink. Beyond its obvious common sense, the SIP program also
has a very real and practical side that is attracting more and more bar owners to adopt
it. In recent litigation provincial liquor
licensees and special events permit holders
have been held responsible for the actions
of their intoxicated patrons after they have
left the bar or event.
SIP has been present on campus for
three years but for the first time the SIP
program is being enforced campus wide
this year. Therefore at the Grad House, the
Subway or an event such as a Frosh barbecue, staff will be on the lookout for intoxicated patrons who will be refused
further service. People who come to these
pubs and events already intoxicated will
not even be allowed in.
Legislation making SIP mandatory
across the province won't be in effect until
1990, but Ontario Universities arc starting
enforcement early in light of the recent
wave of alcohol related problems on many
Ontario campuses. Five different universities across the province arc currently involved with eight different lawsuits.
The university with the most serious
problems i, the Univcr!'>ity of Guelph One
intoxicated person died after choking on

with methods of cutting the person off.
his own vomit and another death and coma •
Akpata thought the '>Cminar. whik a
resulted from roughly handled eviction
bit tedious, will be of great lienefit to the
from a university pub at Guelph . The!>c
university. He adds that getting private har
events may result in making Guelph the
owners to put customer safety first before
first dry pub in the province. An inquest
into the incident-. is pending.
profits 1s <.Ii flicul t.
1 he University of Western Ontario has
had their licence revoked for a week after
selling a keg of hecr to a private party.
No serious incidents of this nature
have arisen on the Windsor campus yet and
Jackie Carr, manager of the Subway puh
would like to keep it that way a<; she and
her staff go into their third )car of SIP. Although the lawsuit problems arc a factor,
h~ ~like Cohen
her main worry is the safety of the student!>.
Carr would like to sec more emphasis
placed on having fun rather than getting
The Cana<.lian Fe<.lcration ot Stu<.lents
drunk. She and Mary Lou Thibert,
is heing pressure<.! to follo'w the lead set by
manager of the University Centre, were
the University of Win<.lsor lo sever all ties
recently trained as instructors for the four
with South Africa.
hour SIP training seminar. Carr hopes the
At it!> spring meeting. the CFS's stuSIP program will reverse the present trends
dent rights committee hcg.m looking into
because it would be a loss if dry campuses
possihlc tics hetwecn South Africa and a
became the norm.
company which 1s wholly owned by the
Colleen Durcno, a doorperson for the
students fedcrat1or. . The company in quesSubway, thinks the program makes her job
a little easier. "It's all common sense stuff
tion is the student lravc! agency. Tra\.cl
but unless you have it drilled into your
Cuts.
mind, you really don't actualize it."
Travel Cut:, maintains a business
SAC vice president Mike Akpata,
relationship with South African Aif'ways.
along with the rest of the SAC executive,
the state airline of the Pretoria regime.
took the SIP seminar Akpata answers the
The strategy a<.lopted by the commiloftrn asked quei.tion of how can you tell if~ - - - 1ee w to quietly investigate the relationa person is drunk by stating, "It's strictly a
ship he tween the federation's travel
judgement call... we all know people who
comp
d th S th Af ·
any an
e . ou
ncans.
can drink a case and not show a sign and
some people get drunk sniffing a beer cap."
The results of this investigation would
The seminar offers ten signs that a drunk
then be presented to the CFS executive in
person will exhibit including the usual red
front of the delegates at the next CFS concyes, slurred speech and stumbling. along
vention. The outcome of this strategy was
_ hoped to he action on the nart of the CFS

Telling someone they arc cut off might
also cause prohlem, hut from lhc point of
view ol the server. he or she would feel better knowing they stoppc<.l someone from
p<,..,sihly killing themselves or other:-..

CFS takes itS cie from Uindsor

Univeisity

Ilil1fIB

executive to rectify the situation.
Thi, plan hall to he ahan<.lone<.l in mi<.1Septemher "'hen lhc news wa, leaked
prcm,llurcly. Michael Akpata who is vice
prcs11.lcnt of Windsor·, Students A<.1ministrative Council (SAC) is a memhcr ol
the CFS stu<.lenl right, committee. As part
of the stratcg}. Akpata hooked a tid..et for
himself through Travel Cuh. to Johannesburg. South Africa on South African Air\\ays. With the story out in the open now.
Akpata 's reservation on SAA h," hccn
a<.lde<.l to thee, i<.lence against Tra, cl Cut,.
The CFS ha.., now been prc,cnleu with
a resolution to d1VC!.I, <.lircctl) copied from
the University of Win<.lsor divestment
resolution. The CFS is being askc<.l to
hoycott any C\'lmpan) involved with South
Africa. At pre,cnt this leaves the CFS in a
predicament, acceptance of this resolution
would force them to boycott their own
travel company. Akpata seems confident
that ,ome agreement can be reached to
resolve the problem.

a tragic IlS

by Sun~cc John

'

Windsor mayor John Millson gives a quick shine to fi,·e-ycar-old Kurt Sauve
1fter procl um ins_Thursday Sept. 14, Cystic Fibrosis Shineram I day in the city
of Windsor.

Frien<.ls and colleague., gathere<.l this
past Tuesday to honour the memory of
Meng Xiaoping. Meng. a gra<.luate stuucnt
in Communication Stu<.lies. <.lie<.! tragkally
on Augu!.l 29. in \\hat the Windsor police
hJvc tcrme<.l a freak aci<.lent.
Meng was struck hy a van when ,he
,teppcd oft the ,ide\,alk curh to \\alk ha
b1C) cle across the road. In an accident no
one could have fore,ecn. Meng w.1s pulle<.l
under the van with her hic)clc. 1 he accident occurcd on Tecum!.eh Road l·m,t in
front of the Wind:-.or l-lcalth Centre. "here
Meng had ldt after an appointment \\ 1th
her opthalmologist.
Meng Xiaoping had arrived from the
Peoples' Republic of China a )Car ago to
enter studies m the Master's progr,1mmc m
Communication Studies.I She had worked
1s a journalist with the Peoples' Dail) m
Bc1Jmg
During the time she was m this city.
Meng took every opportunity to heller understand this commumty and this country .
She involved herself in numerous projects
promo1tng greater tics bctw ·en Canada
(Windsor m particular) and the PRC.

When she die<.! she was in the middle of
starting a project"' hich 'would increase the
<.listrihution of Chinese films in Canada.
Meng woul<.l have personally translated the
film',.
When student protesters "'ere massacre<.! at Tiananmen Squure in June. Meng
participated in demonstrations in Wmd-.or
and Toronto. In Windsor, she \l.ent before
the television cameras (in an intcrvie\\ on
CBC's Ncwsday) to voice her condemnation of the brutal repressions. She also coau thorcd. "'ith Dwa) ne W1nseck. an
opinion piece in the W in<.lsor Star's
e<.litorial section on the history and motivations for the current political situation tn
C'hma.
The memorial service wa!. held at Iona
College and over 75 people came to pay
their respects. It"' as also mentioned at the
erv1ce that a memorial scholarship fund
would be set up in Meng Xiaoping's name
Oonat10ns should be made out to :
Meng Xiaoping Memorial Fund
c/o Marie Renaud
Director of Student Awards
Univeristy of Windsor.
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Underfunding continues to be a problem at the Univer- forming hall as a classroom. The hall has no desks sos:
sity of Windsor. as usual it 1s especially obvious during dents are given clipboards to use as they walk rn. The ha
registration.
of course, is used for introductory level classes only.
One particular manifestation of this is the case of first
The Plant, Guelph's university newspaper. says I!:
year student who cannot get rnto the introductory classes this 1s due to the university failing to replace retiring prote
required for his major. Their classes are taken up by part- sors.
time students and students from another department lookThe only solution, it seems. is to create more sect10~
ing to fill an option or grab an easy credit. This occurrence hire more professors, and build more classrooms.
prevents students from taking classes in the second proper education requires the proper environment
semester which require the intro classes as a prerequisite.
This requires money.
This can cripple a student's university career.
The Ontario Federation of Students (OFS) says ti'.:
It would seem logical that students should be given Ontario, one of the wealthiest provinces in the coun
precedent when they apply for classes in their major, this ranks ninth rn post secondary funding. Alberta and Quebe:
is difficult to achieve. however, when students with different rank the highest even Newfoundland ranks highertl
or undeclared ma1ors receive an earlier registration time Ontario. On top of that OFS says that 70% of Ontano
from the infamous registrar lottery·.
funding comes from the federal government.
By limiting classes to students from a certain faculty
That places Ontario dead last.
however we run the risk of violating the purpose of a univerThe only solution available to us is the solution avai
sity, the distribution of knowledge. It would be a crime in- able to all members of a democracy; threaten the party
deed if an engineering student could not experience the power with ballot box oblivion and promise the opposioo
works of Plato and Descartes, if an English student couldn't power if it will do what you say. And between elections bu
learn about the inner workings of the human body, or if a those in positions of authority. Bug the Student's k.
part-time student couldn't get a degree because he couldn't ministrative Council, bug Or Ron Ianni, bug Bill Wrye, bl>:
afford full time status.
Peterson. Just don·t be complacent, or Ontario will bf
This problem is hardly limited to Windsor. At the come a province occupied by university dropouts wit
University of Guelph, for example, students are using a per- couldn't get into psych 115.

The Extremist
Conslltuhonal nghts used as a moral standard can be a powerful tool for solving contentious pubhc issues. Such an approach
can also be used as a scalpel to dissect the arguments of older estabhshed groups who base their power on an exclusive claim to
moral authonty The results of such a surgery can be 1nstruct1ve.
but are seldom pretty
The groups that advance the so called pro-lite· cause ,n the
debate over women s nghts to control their reproductive capac,t,es
are not used to having their assumptions questioned Dogma 1s a
poor substitute for reasoned argument, but loud, persistent dogma
can occas,onally suffice I take the 11,ew that most current anti abor·
110n arguments proceed from the assumption that 111s desirable to
hmrt the nghts and dec1s1on making respons1b1ht1es of women This
root assumption however ,s masked by a number of subtle distracting streams of questionable hyperbole exaggeration. fear, loath109 and superstition The s,tuallon ,s reminiscent of pre·c1111i war
southern American plantation owner who waxed poetic about their
pecultar mst,tut,on. It ,s equally odious
In contrast. those who advance the argument for women s
nghts do so from a clear pos111on that regards women as equal
under the Jaw capable of making reasoned and mformed choices
about their hves, capable of ethical behavior, and deserving of the
nght to decide what to do with thetr own bodies This argument ,s
so reasonable and straightforward, yet at the same lime so novel,
that 1t can fall easy 111ellm to a campaign aimed at eroding these
nghts by engineering an apparent need for a compromise
How does such a ·compromise· get engineered? Create a
confl1cbng set of rrghts equal or super10r to the rights of women in
the matter One way to do this 1s to inflate the personhood of the
foetus. With meat pictures. g1mmteked films, outright hes and o11erS1Zed and over detailed, exaggerated "models" of foetal development. we are led to behave that the foetus 1s a fully sapient and
functional person that wears a woman like a space suit. from a
period that begins a few seconds from conception up to the convenient. but not necessary nine months Soon coming to a test
tube m your city. Fat chance A foetus, espec,affy m the first half
of ,rs term ,s still a potential person, not a full one. Sad but true.
as many m1scamages continue to prove

D. Dexter Finisteris
Along w,th the automallc baby comes the automatic mom She
has safe, easy, painless pregnancies. that fill her with rel1g1ous
peace. hardly stop her from doing the housework and never, never
endanger her hie Dying 10 childbirth, the fate of untold women
since the dawn of lime ,s now some dim melT'ory Oh brave new
world that has such people in ,t Clearly, since pregnancy ,s so
easy now. all women should do nothing but stay pregnant Those
who eschew such a role ,n hie arc not 1ust m1sf1ts They are
dangers to a v,ew of society that sees the state as owner of 11 s
people and men the owners of their women and children I sometimes wonder what kind of person would need to force a woman
lo carry children Are we m some danger of being out·bread and
overrun be some other ethnic. rehg1ous or 1deolog1cal group? Are
tho surplus children to be JOhbed around to deserving foster
parents on some kind of reward system? Does some guy need
some one to beat and terrronsc? What s the deal here?
There are also heavy s1ra1ns of sex taboo 10 the ant1·abort1on
argument, though how a group that regards foetuses as sacred
can also view the pregnancy that results from lillc,t sex as a punish·
ment or 1us1 deserts has always escaped me The similar dynamic
which scorns the single mother as ant, family, while insisting that
she bear the entire burden of raising the child 1s equally vile. yet
has undoubtedly contributed to the growing trend referred to as
the fem1rnsat1on of poverty II seems that every lime reality mterferes with dogma, a new opportunity for sin and punishment is
created. This looks hke a growth industry to me- almost as lucrative as the poss1b1ht1es for manufacturing nerve gas 10 the mideast...
No, the idea that women can decide when they will bear
children ,s an attack on the need lo control, denigrate and degrade,
not 1ust women, but all of us We are all property of our fathers.
wards of the church and peons to the state. Some ·pro-hie" 111ew.
This does not mean that abortion 1s the ultimate social good.
It does not have to become a sacrament, as the Joke about preg·
nant men suggests It ,s a medical procedure, and a suff1c1ently
nsky and painful one that 11 carries ,rs own d1ss10cent1ves. The view
that some evil or irresponsible women would purposefully seek
multiple pregnancies for the thnll of multiple abort10ns 1s the

product of the kmd of warped th1nk1ng that brought us tales
witches sacrificing babies to the devil. under the full moon . Guess
who again?
This kind of mind·set prevents a course of action that wQljl
start with the recogn,t,on ol womans absolute rights m the matt(!'
of reproduction (sorry guys, sperm 1s cheap and easy ·1ls falhEI
mg that 1s the tough part) and then work to retJuce the need kJ
abortions through sex education. education on birth cont
measuros, research 1n to more effective b1'1h control measures kY
him as well as her, a responsible view of reproduction. and a
sweeping re·vampmg of the mountains of cute hypocnt,cal sooetal conventions that stand in the way of such measures.
Then we could attack the practices which penalise a womar
for the dec1s1on to have a child, make sure that her 10b 1s still ther
for her a year later make sure she gets equal pay for equal wOli
make the best pre natal care available to her. deal with the fa
an society which make single motherhood a spntence to the 100:
banks. provide suppo'1 for the new mother and child, ensure the!
child support 1s paid, provide effective deterence treatment
those men who take family to mean something to beat. the list goes
on but the point ,s obvious
If you are against abortion you have two basic approachel
open to you: One makes women cnmmals and pregnancy a seP
tence. but w,11 only drive abortions underground Women w,H di!
of botched coat-hanger abot11ons. but you and your followers wt
have exercised power and control. The other option recognise!
that the choice for an abortion does not mean that all women wf
abort all the t,me, and that society can take realistic measures
facilitate a woman· s choice. whatever ,twill be. Not only would JIIIS
approach be a moral one. but ,t would benefit all of society al1li
would hold the potenuat to contain. 1f not reduce the absolute ni,11ber of abortions performed . Moreover, 11 would recognise ~
worth, the dignity and the rights of all women
If you think cnm,nalizatlon 1s preferable to chotce and supPOII
then I don t th,nk you 91110 a damn about abortions, babies f1
whatever. Your god 1s control. Your name 1s slaver.
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The Lance wants
you r opinion!
Dear Editor:
I was on campus on Tuesday Sept 5 when
I saw something that bothered me very
much. There was a volleyball game going
on behind the U.C. as well free food was
being given away. I foun<l this quite enjoyable until something caught my eye. This
was supposed to be a SAC event yet when

I went out all I saw was a fraternity banner
:clling how great it was to belong to this
closed male group. It began to rub me even
worse when I found out that 3 of the 4 males
in the SAC office arc in the same elite organization. If 75% of the male SAC executive view belonging to a group that
discriminate on the basis of sex isn't some-

thing wrong? I have heard all kinds of
speeches about equality and rights from
SAC. How can these people really believe
\.. hat they say it the) don't follow up on it
in their real lives. Discrimination because
of sex is important and should not be
promoted, yet we allow groups that <lo on
our campus. Is sex discrimination not as

important as any other'! Obviou-..ly in the
SAC office it is not. The only ones laugh ing arc those in the fraternity. by contn Iling 75 c; of the SAC executive I' m .,L c
there arc benefits. I just find action like t ,is
wrong.
Respectfully. Joseph Savcrana

by Brian Johnson
ugust 11, 1989, an especially humid summer day in
Windsor. Numerous lanes
are packed with vehicles,
their drivers impatiently waiting to cross the CanadaE.S .A. customs border
tunnel. Each driver
prepared for the inevitable
by searching through wallet
or purse for identification.
At the gate, a customs official asks for proof of
citizenship and requests information concerning the
purpose of and estimated length of stay. The situation appears uncomplicated. However, there is a
deeper purpose for the inquisition.
Newcomers to the University of Windsor may be
curious about Michigan State-is it really like Bill
Bonds describes and ponders?
Customs has ultimate legal power concerning
vehicles and persons crossing the international border. Border guards can rummage through and impound vehicles; search for contraband; question
drivers and passengers and confiscate undeclared
items. If undeclared merchandise is found, a fine
will be levied at double the appropriate rate of duty.
It is advisable to use one's own personal identification when crossing any border; not doing so could
result in legal problems.
At American customs, specific questions will be
asked such as "What is your destination?" "How
long are you planning to visit?" and "What is your
occupation in Canada?" Compliance with these
questions is imperative. Suspicion of providing
false information will lead to a thorough search of
the vehicle and person. If this occurs, customs officers may decide that one shouldn't be allowed
The Free Trade Pact guarantees that all goods
of
Canadian
or U.S. origin acquired in the U.S.
entrance to the United States.
have the duty reduced or completely removed.
Recently, two students were detained and arOnly goods manufactured in Canada or the USA
rested at the United States border for using false
identification. The pair were facing a five year
are eligible for duty free status. The list of goods
prison sentence seizure of their vehicle and being which receive special exemption is available from
submitted to a comprehensive search. Also, the
Canada Customs. For example no duty is paid on
calculators, computers, new motorcycles, word
American Immigration Department contacted a
judge, which added to their distress. After being
processors or skiis. In the near future video
cartridges and furniture will also be duty free. By
completely unnerved and left pondering their fate,
the two were released.
January 1, 1993 the age-related prohibition on
What is one allowed to bring back to Canada?
used motor vehicles imported from the U.S. will be
What is one exempt from? What are the limitaduty free. However, the taxman will still take his
tions? Answers to these and others questions are cut at the border.
presented in a Canadian Government brochure
Within the "I Declare" pamphlet are numerous,
titled, "I Declare." Another pamphlet titled "Free
categorized rules arid regulations, some of which
Trade and the Traveller", is equally informative.
are not commonly known. Valuable items, such as

" ... goods valued up to $300 Canadian,---:
above a $100 (U.S.) or $300 (U.S.) per ·
emption; and goods valued up to $300
no personal exemption is being claime(
free personal exemption is placed on gr
chased up to a certain value. Anyone~
for a personal exemption, including tern
dents of Canada.
Excluding alcoholic beverages and 1
products, items can be purchased up tc
twenty American dollars after 24 hours
more. If one chooses to stay for 48 hOL
$100 U.S. worth of goods may be purct
official amount is exceeded, then duty?- ·_.
must be paid. A written declaration of:
may also be required.
•
If one decides to stay for 48 hours oi
is 16 years of age and over, one mayp
cigarettes, 50 cigars, and 1 kg. (2.21bs.
If alcohol is purchased, it can be 1.141·
perial oz.) of wine or liquor, or 24x355rr
cans or bottles (or its equivalent-8.5 litrt
ale.
Duty on goods cleared through Gust
paid by travellers cheques, certified che
cash. Providing the duty does not exce
personal cheque with proper identificat
accepted. Mastercard or Visa is also a
According to Revenue Canada, cur
tors will attempt to assist travellers as rr
sible; yet they are also responsible for
Canada's economic life and environme
spector is "legally entitled to examine)".'
Yo11 are responsible for opening, unpac
repacking it. Your co-operation is reqlF._
When occasionally searched by CustorPrese
"provided you are a law-=abiding trave~ever
usually means only a minor delay (plea:eranc
Many benefits and opportunities are provided for cameras or jewelle~y should ~e lis!ed and identified us)."
.
. .,gram
Canadians through the "Canada-U.S. Free Trade
by the Customs office (especially 1f there are serial
Goods may be seized and forfe1t~d hout c
Agreement. The pact sustains a considerable ad- numbers). Expensive jewellery should be appraised declared or falsely declared. Penalties boot!"
vantage between Canada and the United States by and photographed by a qualified gemologist,
posed according to the circumstances.inatel
prompting a more stabilized and open trading
jewell~r or insura~ce agent. This information is
either co~ntry. Smuggled items ~ouldl,t polic
relationship.
noted m an appraisal report, along with a photo of
and forfeited, or the value of the ,tern c,One c::
"Customs and Excise will, however, continue to said jewellery, which must be signed and dated.
doubled in order for it to be released. \erica~
control, for the protection of Canadian society, the
All receipts should be kept as evidence of the
transporting smuggled items may be se,ituate
movement of people, goods and conveyances
length of one's stay and the value of purchased
pounded, which may cost the owner sU\ation
entering or leaving Canada in order to assert and
goods.
amounts of money for its return. Other Jranci
protect Canadian sovereignty," states one
There is a special 20 per cent tax rate after any elude: prosecution or imprisonment foPders.
pamphlet.
and large fines.
1trip to the U.S. lasting 48 hours or more on:
1

Border guards can rummage

through and impound vehicles;

search for contraband; question
drivers and passengers and

confiscate undeclared items.
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OfPresently, ZERO Tolerance is not in effect;
e~ever. it can be instigated at any time. ZERO
iierance is an American drug prevention
J.,gram. Customs officials can dismantle any car
,~nout cause; persistently question anyone at the
~- booth and at customs; and delay one's visit in;t inately. Common sense and honesty are the
policies when encountering customs guards.
\One should exchange money from Canadian to
·e1erican funds at a bank or exchange booth whict
1,ituated at the border crossings. Canadian iden:/ation (birth certificate, driver's licence, or social
·,Jrance card) is recommended when crossing
r ders.

?

Canada Customs on a slow night.
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BASH
hy Darryl Wiggers and John Montesano
TORONTO (CUP) -- University president Harry Arthurs' three-hour beer and
burger bash may jcporadize York's liquor
license.
The party, held July 21 by a pond on
York's suburban campus, was supposed to
be Arthurs' and Vice-President Sheldon
Levy's "all-inclusive thank you to the community for their really significant efforts,"
says one school official.
But the party took place without a special occasion permit in an area not normally used for serving alcohol and witnesses
say alcohol was served without asking for
identification and to intoxicated people.

Also witnesses say the event was not
fenced off.
"I saw one guy drink eight beers in one
hour and a lot of people had two beers, one
in each hand," says Darryl Ray, who works
at a campus pub. "People were also walking away from the area with beers in their
hands. I couldn ·1 believe it."
President Arthurs was seen tlipping
burger:,, and wearing an apron. Vice-Presidents Levy, Ken Davies and l,,n Lithgow
were also in attendance.
Ray says the party ended two hours after
he arrived, at 3 p.m. "I left at about 4:30 and
there were people sitting next to us still

drinking with a two-four next to them."
Ontario liquor licensing board (LLBO)
official Barbara Poller, says, "if alcohol is
served in an unlicensed area. they (the administration) have to have a permit to do
that."
York food and hou:,,ing director Norman
Crandlcs says he had a licence for the "staff
lunch time."
"I llm the license holder of the Univer:,,ity and I can deem any area on campus a
licensed area," he says.
But Toronto police officials say only the
LLBO can license an area licensed,
whether normally or for special events.

President Arthurs, on vacation, could
not be reached for comment.
Invitation'> for the picnic, signed by Arthurs and Levy, were distributed
throughout the York campus day'> before
the event offering burgers and beer.
It take'> a lot of time and money to get a
special occa'>ion permit. according to Zcin
Dawood. Dawood applied for a Special
Occasion Permit to celebrate the ground
breaking for a new building at York's
Calumet college.
Dawood '>ays it took months to get the
permit. "If we have to go through the red
tape, then so should the President," he says.

strike begins
by A ndy Riga Ca nadian Univers ity
Press
MONTREAL(CUP)--Sporadic one-day
walkouts by teachers and support staff arc
disrurting the fall term at :,,ome Quebec
colleges
Across the province this month.
employees at most colleges arc deciding
whether to heed their unions· calls to :,,tage
illegal rotating one-day strikes.
During the fir:,,t two week!'> of school
several locals walked out for a day, but
J.1nioos sm~J.hr.cale.niog larger-scale l>trikc."'
if contract talks continue to drag o n.
Only one English- language college,
Champlain College. is affected by the work
stoppages. The others belong to a union

.

which has so far ruled out walkouts.
Like other Quebec public sector
workers, college employees have been

women to he given an extra increase lo hind-the-scenes negotiations between
bring them up to par with tho ...e in other unions may result in province-wide coorposition:,,.
dinated efforh.

without a contract since December 1988
andareinthemidstof negotiations.
"We've been negotiating since last year
and we're not even c lose to an agreement,"
said Louise Blanchard, spokesperson for
the Central de l'enseignement du Quebec
(CEO). "Our members are fed up. They're
voting_ overwhelmingly to. gQ out on one..:__
day strikes."
T he unions want a 24 per cent wage increase over three years. They also want
workers in position:,, traditionally held by

They arc abo asking that at lca'>t I 000
more teachers be hired lo ca ... e the
workload. \.\-hich they say ha-.. incrca..,cd by
20 per cent since 1982.
Since negotiation.., hcgan la..,t Dccl'mher. the government ha..,n ·1 budged from its
first offer. It is offering four per cent in the
fir t.. yt?.ar hu.Ll:l.l;, D.OI.Jnatlc an..o.lTcr for the
other two year..,. It has al'>O refused to accept the other main demand'>.
A lthough employees al the CEGE:.P.., arc
represented hy several different union..,. bc-

~

GAMES
ROOM
OPEN

COME IN , YOU'LL SEE
WHY EVERYONE ELSE
IS HERE!!!
•

Sunday Brunch 10~2pm

"We are negotiating with other (unions)
totrytocomeupwithacommonpo-..ition."
said Laval Rioux, an official \.\-ith the Confederation des syndicats nationaux (CSN).
"There is always the possibility that \.\e
may strike on the same day as them. but we
haven't formalized anything yet."
ANEEQ, Quebec's largest student
federation. is calling on students to respect
picket lines and support the CEG EP
workers.

~..~~'' DRUG
Council

PLAN

OPT OUT FORMS
are available
in the SAC office
Deadline is
September 22, 1989
See Mike Akpata
or Heidi Vlahantones

2nd Floor U.C.

253-6423 253-4232 ext.3905
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By Chris Lawson Canadian University Press

OTTAWA (CUP) -- Student associalion fees and other incidental fees will be
subject to the goods and services tax, a
finance department official says.
"ff membership in a student organization provides significant benefits,
they will be taxable," says the official, who
refused to be named. "Student association
fees generally do provide benefits to their
members in that they collectively pay for
representation to government."
Canadian Federation of Students
(CFS) Chair Jane Arnold says a tax on student association fees is ridiculou!'>.
"What kind of a government do we
have that would tax students' right to organize and be represented," she says. "lt':going to make it more difficult for CFS to
organize."
Some interest groups' membership
fees would not be taxable he says. Organizations like Greenpeace, which ask
people to become mcmhcrs, he says wou\J
not be ta!->ked.
"In that case. what they call a membership fee is really more like a donation,"
he says. "Greenpeace may lobby, but it's
not on behalf of their members per se."
Tuition fees for courses given for

credit at universities and public colleges
will not be taxed Out non-credit courses
will be subject to the nine per cent tax, as
will all incidental and course material fees.
Finance department official Rick
Doyon says the new tax is intended to deny
public and non-profit groups an unfair advantage where they provide the same service as private companies.
Colleges and universities that
charge fees for services duplicated by
private companies can expect to be taxed.
"A student charged a fee for renting
a musical instrument by the school," the official says, "is getting the same service as
they would if they bought the instrument
for educational purposes, so it will be
taxed."
Arnold also condemns the
government's intention to tax incident.ii
fees.
"Students arc already up against a
wall for money," she says. "An<l every
penny docs count.
The Goods and Services tax will
take effect in 1991 and apply to mo!'>t goods
and services as part of a tax reform which
will give a tax credit to low-income
earners.

SAC holds its f ust meetirg
by Michael Cohen
The new and improved 1989 - 90 version of the Students Administration Council (SAC) met for the first time last
Wednesday. Billed as an "information session". the executive and members gathered
in their old stomping grounds. the lofty
Board of Governors conference room of
Windsor Hall.
First on the agenda, speaker, Scott
Rogers set out the rules on how meetings
will be conducted. There has been a long
history of SAC members trying to circumvent Robert's Rules of Order. but Rogers
gave notice that meetings arc going to follow the rules this year even if they seem a
"pain in the butt".
The executive gave their reports on
what occurred over the summer and what
events are planned over the next couple of
weeks. One of the largest events reported
to the council is the upcoming Homecoming parade. SAC president Paul Brisebois
and his executive have planned a full day
of events for the parade including an all
night float decorating party the night

before. The parade, which is enjoying
great corporate support promises to be one
of the biggest ever.
Other highlights of the meeting included a report by SAC VP Mike Akpata.
Akpata outlined the executive's commitment to a more responsible alcohol
program at the Subway pub. There will be
no special exceptions for SAC members at
the pub drunk and disorderly SAC members will be dealt with in the same manner
as regular patrons, they will be expelled
from the pub.
Akpata also touched on the new student drug plan. To everyones relief Mutual
Life has been fired as the administrator or
SAC's drug plan. Students will now he
able to bring their drug prescription
receipts to the SAC office for processing.
As its hilling promised, the meeting
was just an information session thus none
of the controversy and high emotions \O
common to SAC meetings was present
This is sure to be along night as SAC
decides whether to accept or change ill
old set of bylaws.

ATTENTION COMPUTER SHOPPERS!
TWIN TURBO XT SYSTEM
with: 640K, 1 Floppy Drive
1-40 megseagate Hard Drive
1-CGA/M GA Card

'

J

1-14" Flat Amber Datatrain MON.
1-Multifunction Card
Regular Taco

..

or

~~..... 1-Roland 9101
'~~..fl

Soft Taco
or

Dot Matrix Printer
w/cable

Nacho chips and Salsa
or

Mexi-Melt
or

Campus Special. .. $1584.00 plus tax

Bean Burrito

Rve great choices.
One great price.

"'

TACO ~'BELL.
5150 TECUMSEH RD. E. • 3054 DouGAILAVE.
6707 TECUMSEH RD. E. • 1790 HURON CHURCH

note: You must have a valid student 1.0. to receive this price
call:AXXON
1615 Armanda

P.O. Box 32597

Windsor, Ontario

Detroit, Ml

966-7567

48322

Terms: Cash,
Certified cheque
or money order

Prices subject to change without further notice

1
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UNIVERSITY NIGHT
SEPTEMBER 21st
Male Models wanted for
Male Model of the Year
Comptetition

CASH PRIZE $100.00
Sponsored by

CHIPPENDALES
and a trip to Los Angeles
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when it offers the first accredited lesbian
studies course m Canada.
About 30 students will he taking professor Sharon Stone's 'Lcshian-. in Society.'
The course will deal with the experiences
or and the issues affecting le-.hian-..
"Our current educational !-.y-.tem is
hased on the a-.-.umptions of
heterosexuality," says Shari Clarke.
Clarke is a memhcr of the Lcshian
Studies Coalition of Concordia, a student
group that lobbied for the cour-.e. She
hope.., this cour..,e will pave the way for a
multidisciplinar} lcshian studies program.
"This course finally acknowledges les-

bianism as a legitimate area of study," she
says.
Concordia's Simone de Beauvoir Institute for women's studies decided to offer
the course this year after the english and
sociology departments refused. But they
made no promises for next year.
"We hope that by virtue of popular
demand they will have to continue to offer
it," says Clarke.
The course so far has received a strong
response from both Concordia students and
the outside lesbian community. Enrollment
and a waiting list filled up soon after
registration began last spring. Several nonstudents have asked to audit the course as
well.

•

972-3138 2629 Howard Ave.

Volunteer
Class A drivers
needed to
drive trucks for
Homecoming Parade
If you are quaHfied please
contact the S.A.C. office
by Tuesday Sept. 19
2nd Floor U.C.
253-6423 253-4232 ext. 3905

•

'

MONTREAL (CUP) -- Concordia
university will make history next semester

MONTREAL (CUP) -- McGill student
ploitative" and ,ays the ctlitor, should
council''> executive had to ..,cramble to put
receive an hourly "'age of SIJ.50. in line
out a student handhook after they fired the
with Ouehec labour ,tandards.
hook ·s editors O\Cf "cr111cal. negative and
make the necess.iry changes to s.111,fy the
political" material.
executive. hut that the) "'ere ne\.Cf given
"This is a case of unprotected student
the chance.
employees and a publisher overstepping its
'Studenh · (council) has veto p<mcr
rights," says ex-editor Jeanne lribarne.
over any article the) think objectionahlc
Iribarne and co-editor Karen Valihora
Rather than\ eto the one article. the) cho,e
were fired, July 24, one week before the
lo ccn,or the \\ hole hook. "" hich is irbook was due at the printer.
respon,iblc." Valihora ,ays.
Student council president Santo Manna
Manna "'J)S the e,ecutive had been in
says the two were fired because the tone
constant communication"' ith lrit>arnc anti
and point of view expressed in their handVal1hora. <1nd had complained about 1hc
book were "negative and critical."
handt>ook may times.
lribarne and Valih"ora say they were
He says the executive had warned the
shocked at the decision.
editors about their objections. "Things did
"The handbook 1s not the place for
not improve." he says.
negativity towards the Students' Society
"What we did was not draconian," he
and university administration." Manna
'>ays. "We did what we thought was hcst to
says. "It's supposed to make students feel
give students the kind of handbook tht:y
good about coming to McGill."
deserve."
While the executive objected to articles
Most of the handbook's 20 con1ributors
about AIDS. -,afe sex and Montreal
pulled their articles from the Students'
book!;torcs, Valihora says. "It seemed to itll
Society handbook after the editors "'ere
~ - - ~ -"come down to the Quchec snrdcnt politrcs- - - - fired.
article, ...,hich was critical ot the Students·
McGill's ,tudcnts' council pubfo,hcs a
Society position on tuition fee increases."
$40 000 handbook every year that is disBut lriharne say, the book prm idcd a range
trihuted to about 15 000 students on camofviewpoints. "We allo...,ed critiL'i,m to inpus.
form student... of problem..,, and to kt thcm
The McGill ,tudent executive says it
know that things can be cht1ngcd."
will give the ex- editors $500 each in cum''Jcanne (lriharne) and I just as..,umcd from
pensat on.
the outset that the publishers t>clie1.ed tn
A pru-.incial labour st.indards commisfree dehate and the media ·s role in
put>licizing thdl dehate." Valihora ,,1ys.
The editors saj they "'ere \\llltng lo

Top 40 Music
. On U.S

"University of W indsor
Party Headquarters"

Great Times
& Great Food
Food Specials Daily
2960 Huron Church Rd.
at Grand Marais West
(519) 966-3388
Hottest Spot in Windsor

Spin for a chance to win a
One Day Trip on Thursday
(Ask for details)

Royal Bengal Restaurant
Buy one LUNCH or DINNER entree
Receive 1/2 off 2nd order of equal or
greater value

"Getting T o Know Us....... .

S pecially"
155 W Y A N DOTTE ST E
253 -21 5 1

St.JOHN':, <CUP) -A hundred bucks.
That's how much extra cm,h a ~!Udcnt in
Newfoundland, receiving maximum student aid, will have to spend Lhis fall. after
paying tuition and basic living expenses.
Post-secondary students in Newfoundland were hit with a 10 per ,·,:nt tuition fee hike thi, year. and student leaders
say the hike is exposing the holes in the
province ·s student aid system.
"Student aid funding is not growing in
proportion with this fee increase." says
Memorial Universit) student council president Robin Russell, "nor has it grown in
with the successive jumps in tuition which
have taken place over the past five years or
more."
Newfoundland's financial aid system
relics mostly on federally-funded student
loans. The province will give students who
loans part of the money needed to repay it.
up to a maximum of $2,000 for students
who get the maximum $3,360 loan
The province spent $15 million last year
paying out "deferred bursaries" on l 1,442
student debtloads.
Students can also get emergency bursaries of anywhere from $100 to $700 per

year. Ne"' toundland and Labrador Federation of Students staff person Paul Smith
says the amount 1s usually less than $500.
Nc.,.,foundland premier Clyde Wells
pledged another $360.000 for emergency
bursary funds this year to offset the increased tuition fees.
Russell called the move a "short term
fix" and says the system would need a
major rennovation. Smith says a major
review of the system was in the works.
"Throughout the election campaign. in
the Throne speech, and even in the presentation of the budget, government members
made overtures about keeping our youth in
this province." says federation chair Bruce
Belbin. "What do they want us to believe?"
Russell says students cannot be expected to bear the operating costs of education.
"A university education is becoming a
privilege made available only to the elite of
Newfoundland society," she says, adding
that the province also has the highest
returning student unemployment rate in
Canada.
"And many of those who do find work
arc underemployed." she says. " It is
ridicuh1us to increase costs tor students
who cannot get good johs."
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For $25.00 to

$55.00

In Galleries

At Vanier Hall
Sept. 18 11 am-8:30pm
Sept. 19 11 am-6pm
Sep t. 20 11 am-Bpm

Monday 18

Friday 22

Monty Cantsin
in the pub

Tuesday 19

Social Science
Boat Cruise
ALL NIGHT
DECORATING PARTI

Acoustic CAfe
in the pub

food and party for all
float decorators

Wednesday 20
RESIDENCE NIGHT
Zoom and the Blue Diamonds

Thursday 21
SAC'S THIRD ANNUAL ROAD RALL
register your team
at the SAC office
The Grand Opening For
The Pub Lounge ·
"The Blues Room"
PEP RALLY IN THE PUB

Saturday 23
A REAL PARADE!!!
Parade starts Downtowr
at 11 :OOam
GAME STARTS AT 2:0oprn
5th QUARTER PARTY
IN ST. DENIS CENTRE

Sunday 24
S.A.C. MOVIE NIGHT

2nd Floor University Centre. 2S3-6423. 2S3-4232 ext. 390S, 3906.

.
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Technology works.
T-1-tecl111ology
deli1·ers.

"

-- Keith LeBlanc.
"l\lajor Malfuction"

Technology... sometimes she delivers, and sometimes she's a cold pizza.
-- Biffy Lipshitz
The Sh:irrls of Mu lherQ Dover
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A good way to kill two themes with two quotations!
Theme one: the question concerning technology; theme
two: writing novels in three days.
When I started writing another version of this text
two hours ago, r thought: "Here ·s me, safely dealing with
a program called WordStar (5.0 incarnation), writing a
neat little article about the Pulp Press International Labour
Day Weekend Novel-Writing Contest." rd gotten off to
an auspicious start, and things were really beginning to
come together.
Then the system crashed. I lost my neat little article, my calm, and my inspiration in that order. So now,
nonplussed and lacking resolve, I feel like bitching about
technolog) before telling you about the Three-Day Novel.
Technology: hah!
Okay. The Three-Day Novel is a contest sponsored annually by PPI, a subsidiary of Vancouver's Arsenal Pulp Press. Contestants pay $5 to register, then, from
Friday midnight to Monday midnight on Labour Day
weekend, write their 'novels'. Then they mail the novel,
along"" ith a non-legal affidavit signed by a witness. The
affidavit states that the no\'el was v.:ritten that weekend.
Simple? Simple.
This last tabour Day. r was in Montreal to witness
ex- Windsorite Biffy Lipshitz write the science- fiction. detective thriller The Shards of Mulberry Dover. The
novel "'as lipshitz' first entry in the contest, but he is no
stranger to the tribulations and exigencies of composing a
long narrative (submissions average 100 typed, doublespaced pages) in the seventy-two hours of the Labour Day
weekend. Last year, Lipshitz was present when eight
Windsor artists wrote at an apartment on Peter Street.
"They wrote eight different narratives." says Lipshitz. "of
which only four -- if I'm not mistaken -- were finally completed and submitted."
The ·Windsor Eight' of the 1988 contest included
Trevor Malcolm, Windsorite musician/composer, whose
novel A Distinct Lack of Elephants -- It Stinks Black of
Elegance was remarkable for its decidedly disjoint and inconstant prose style and for singular lines such as:
"It was a bad day in head stuck up the ass\'ille for
Nikita." and:
'"Shut up wacky Zooey, you done done the hoohooey on our future together, asshole.'"
and the immortal narrative passage:
"Justa justa, repleat with rusta. Take a fake up
down the lake all in a Plymouth Dusta."
Malcolm did not win.
Nor did Lance columnist D. Dexter F:nis~eris,

\',, ho,t: Skcp Whik I Dance"" a, wn,i1.krt:J b) man) to be
a thinl 1 \Cilc!J alh.:gorical contkmnation or Win1.bor and
her man) eccentric inhabitants.
Nor did Larr) Deck. former Lance Arts Editor. \I. ho
"abanJoncd C\ en the allempl at establi<,hing belie" abilit)"
\I.hen he \HOtc Trys!ing. in v.hich the narrator, searching
for his jacket at a friend·s house, finds the friend·s lo\'er
murdered in a closet and spends the rest of the da) trapped
there by his homicidal budd). "E\'entuall:,- he ·s forced to
kill the gu) and lea\'e town," says Deck. who admits he's
lo. t the manuscript and is not in an) great hurr) to reCO\ er
iI.
Among those who did not fini..,h last year \\.a'> Belz
Splimo. who began four no\els, each science-fiction.
before gi\ ing up and se1tling in to read and critique the
others. Spl imo. \I. ho!'-e no\·ella "The Cornflakes
Chronicles" was serialized last 1ear in the Lance. plans to
complete the tales of the nefarious Demitasse Cornflakes
and his adventures battling Ontario Agri-hero Embro Foldens "sometime soon."
Splimo. like me a dear friend of Lipshitz, came
around to the author's St. Joseph Boule\ard flat to give intermittent moral support and inspiration last Labour Day
weekend. Lipshitz. a.., a gesture of thanks. alludes 10
Embro Foldens in The SharJs. "He·s depicted as a

philanthropist. a legend. who reforests southern Ontario
earl) in the next millenium." says Lipshitz. His novel. set
in 2085. concerns detccti\'e Barr) more Dennison ·s search
for a mi<.sing Canadian agent named Mulberr) Do,er.
"It's long on plot..." Lipshitz sa)S. "but short on style."
Lipshitz doesn ·1 fa\ our his chances of winning.
"I kno"" the.,e two gu)s," he sa 1s. '\\.ho wrote a
thing called Ancient History -- \I. hich ought to have been
called Ho"" I Got This Wa) -- \\ hich i<. gonna \\in."
The 'two guys·,\\ ho called l.ipshitz several times
during the contest. \\ rote in Windsor They are former
Lance columni,ts Martin Deck and De..,mond McGrath
\\ ho three ) ear.., ago"' rote the acch1imed ·Gophermend·
for these pages.
"The: ·s good." says Lipshitz. "the) ·ve got. like,
style n· shit. It's so weecyad. They collaborate like
they·re ET or something here."
Lipshitz plans next year to write his three-day
novel in a re,;;taurant in Montreal. "Like. maybe gel corporate spon,or-,hip n'shit -- it"d be so \\eeeyad. I would
u<,e a lap-top IBM.''
I asked him if he really trusted such things.
'Tm no fuckin· Luddite. guy." he responds.
-J.S0/omo11 Post

GOlGO 13. #1. The Impossible Hit
by Takao Saito
Lead Publishing Co.. 44pps.• $1.30. 1989
Reviewed by Racier (tm) and Elisa
The following is a new concept in Lance reviewsA graphic review for "graphic novel". Looks like a comic
book to me. but the eviewers have a certain style that fits the occasion .... (ed)

I think

knov. \\>hat I do lhink about Golgo. Have you heard about any

embraced richness. Shocking. isn't it? But that's liow artisls

>my name is Elisa

sentient creature?

are. Poverty is funny . rm afraid of poor turtle5. What arc

You are Eli"a, then'/

>no. tell me aboul Golgo the assassin

you afraid of/

>ye~

Thi~ is incredit,le: Bob Cratchel haunted a poor friend of

>nothing.

>what do you think aboul Golgo 13?

Virginia Woolf who was exorcising Bob Cratchet's monkey because

in

order to like. Do )OU abhor me for thal? I don't

any sentient crealure had created inuch. Thell . .)' poor pauper..

Hello. rm Racier.
What·~ your name 1hen?

The Lance. September 14, 1989, page 14

Pail
Aftliction
b) Ru~:-.ell Bank:-.
Mclellan & Stewart, 1989
Reviewed by Martin Deck
How many times, in your perusal of the loeal11;
have you come across some story or other about a
in the county who went on a killing spree Ot
weekend, taking out any number of family mem~
friends? Since it didn ·1 happen in Detroit and is
part of The Rising Trend of Violence Sweepint
America, you probably put the whole thing do11
breeding and general back-country weirdness.
You would, that is, unless you were Russel
Russel Banks is a rising new American literary star
of, among other things, Continental Drift, soon
major motion picture directed by Jonathan (Marrie:
Mob) Demme.
Banks has a Dostoyevskyan love of scandal ar.
latest novel. Affliction. he investigates a story nOl
the one outlined above until he comes up with som
more interesting causes than those I have offered
The story is narrated by the killer's brother
more interested that most in understanding the 1c
of events which led up to the tragedy. Banks, thro
narrator. works a miracle by convincing us that~
is neither an evil nor a stupid man. He is not, ho
mere "victim of circumstances" either: he is a ht
good man, raised in an atmosphere of violence, wh
violently to the downward spiral that his life has~
Through the narrator's sympathy for his bH
too come to share an understanding of the paran
the frightening ecstasy of paranoia, which afnict t!
This is at least one of the things which novels arc1
to do: give us an inward appreciation of the liveso
quite different from ourselves. This is perhaps wh
Carol Oates has called Affliction "realistic fictil"
most successful."
Russel Banks read from Affliction at South
Books in Windsor last Wednesda} evening, to the
of those\, ho showed up- which just goes to show.
there are all kinds of fine diversions available in~
to those who bother to search them out. Copies of
tions are still available at South Shore Books
prospect of hearing authors read from their ne"' 11
peals to you, why not call South Shore. They goou
way to book authors who are on the reading 1ou:
them a call at .253-9102.
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South Shore Books is located at 164 Pitt Stm
"just down the street from Cheetah's parking lot.
Golgo. eh? Sounds vaguely familiar. t wonder ...
>do you think being an as~a,sin is a worthy profession?
I don ·1 think so. Um. Er. Of course not. I have been thinking
for a long time. Tell me truthfully, are you visceral?
>no. but maybe I'm lying.
Say more.
>first answer my question.

\\ h) dn

MoreGolgo
}OU like Gohrn!

that you don't like Golgo. but

What ,port do you pla) .,

>I don't hke Gulj!.n

not Racter. ,\ M1.:key \1ou,e <.ould

>killing.

\1ickey \1ou,e might ha\C thought

have ~aid 'I am depre"ed"!

PANEL DISCUSSION
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ICE CREAM CAKES & PIES
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yogurt

FOR

Buy .iny single dip cone and get the \ClOm.l scoop
FREE!
PEERLESS ICE CREAM
459 Ene St. E.u.1
1481 Oueilettc Avenue
1801 ',1.,')andouc St. E

1294 Lauwn
1750 Wyandotte St. c.
7021 Wyandotte Si E.

l

yogurt
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Sunday, September 17
2 p.m. AGW's Chrysler Auditorium
Ad.mission is free
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This certificate expires
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Ofll V CNf COUPON PH? ,1$,'.
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Valid Anytime

N01 VALID/'. 'H A',v O Hrn COUPON Off['?

Guido Molinari, internationally known artist
Walter Klepac, Toronto critic
Matthew Teitelbaum, Institute of Contemporary Art,&
Discuss Molinari's work in connection
with the current exhibition of his paintings at the AG

AGW

ART GALLERY OF WINDSOR

SPECIAL
EVENTS
PROGRAMMING

445 RIVERSIDE DR. W .. WINDSOR, ONTARIO NSA 6TB 1519) 25&U
GALLERY HOURS. TUES, WED, SAT: 11-5 THURS, FRI: 11-9 5
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h)" Bernard Hcllin~
Those of you who arc interested in art,
in photography, in installation art, in
photography as art in the context of an installation ha\C a rare treat available: Internationally accla1mcd dbplay artist Sharon
Kivllrnd ha:,, taken up the offer to he arti:,,tin-rcsidence at the University of Windsor's
School of Visual Arts for a short hut intense
wcck of work and tutorials. culminating in
a -,how/ lecture of the works produced
during this time.
Ms Kivland is adept at pushing the
photograph beyond its usual stand-alone
repre-,entative role. Instead , her
photographs become a central component
of larger thematic assemblages of tound
and transformed objects to create what the
ancients callcd "shrines". The re..,ult is ,I
hypcr-reprc-,entation.tl effect, pregnant
\\ ith allu:,,ion, rile with :subtle nuance and
hca\ y \\ 1th a fn:ling ol my..,tical power.
dcspite the conventional, pcN111al theme..,
ofthc tfr,pl.t,....
1
Thi.., i:,, the kind of :stuff that magician..,
used to do and that arti.._t.., now muck about
\A. ith. lligh magic\\ hen it's done right.
Sharon KivlanJ ha.., an international
reputatl(ln for doing this ...ort of thing right.
Fortunately. we now have a brief opportunity to \ncak a glimp-.e at the proces.., behind such skill, a.., M.., Kivland will give a
lecture on her work on ThursJuy. September 21st at I :JO pm, Room I I 5 at the Le Bel
building. The next evening, (Sept 22) plan
to attend the opening of a display or the
work she has produced here in Windsor, in
the Le Bel Gallery. (corner of College and
Huron Church Road).
All told, this mini-residency is an
amazing opportunity for students at this
university and other interested parties to
see work on the cutting edge of the fine arts.
Mark this one in your calender, in big

The D1ssolufton of Elements· Consumed by More Fires. 1989
Photographs, coal. t,re. steel bowls magnesium.
\\ ho ,huuld the ,t(H) be Jb,11.11'

A
mechanicai
monster!

,elt,cr Jnd l.imb

10\\

"ould feel rather than face gorillas. even though Bob Cratchel

: in~
es of

claimed that I do think about Go Igo. By the wa), Elisa. what is

)Oles.

>Golgo.

\Ir T,•ad rambled lo Gl>l!,!u·, blue i:,,uage and began lo re, ile and

'o" \\JII

)OU

1ntcre,ted '' This 1-ilkd Golgn '"" a ph) '9Ci,t ,tarted to chew
,,,me kuu..:e \\r Toad""' Jngr)

\1omentarih he kne-. that to

ONTARIO

UNIVERSITIES'

APPLICATION

,ome ,p111ach "ould enable him 1,1 t>e nervou, during the time that
Golgo murderc:d the ph)'IC"l ,c,1 que,uon

CENTRE

C.ntre de Rteeptlon dee O.mande• d' Admlulon 1u1 Unlftnlt•• de l'Ontar1o

TEACHING CAREER ?? ...
Applications for all Ontario UniversiJy
FaculJies of&lucation must be
received by the Teacher &lucation
Application Service (TEAS) on or
before December 15, 1989,
for Fall 1990 Admissions.
For applications write to:

P.O.Box 1328
GUELPH, Ontario
NJH7P4

)OU

in1ere,tc:1J'' \1r T,,aJ ,, 1nlurwtcd and exhau,ted. ne,ertheless

your last name''

T.E.A.S.

rt,

In om,equence nl lhc: foci that Mr. Toad·, own )ello"

apartment "J' terrif) ing: h..- hummeJ ner,ou,1) ln Golgu "Are

Are you interested in a. ...

SI

I oad about

J,,ad \\111,p, ,pinach. Whal i, lh"?

enr,1gc Golg11 during the: time that Golgo "a' chanung about lamb.

WW(!

--

)d \Ir.

lamb are n,11 wmawc, The ph, ,1c1,t doc, not Are
If thtre i~n·t a rea,on then I can ,ee "h) a weallhy Rockefeller

Strec:
lot.

pa..-1on B~ 1he ,Jmc: 1,11.en \Ir l uad 1n,1anll~ glimp,es onl)

,ee a ,p,n.ich i, n,,111> "Jtch il Gnlgn l.n1J\\S thJl selt;er and

Othe

tour

QuJll111_1! ,ell,c:r "G,>l_!!o·, ub,,"um. \1um:hing lamb i, Golgo',
,ue·umber,. 1 h,, "pccu11Jr 1 Gul!,!o croon, lo \1 r

)OUlb

DOU!

>Golgo.
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d)I
by Hill Stoat
The Undercurrents Projects crew is at
it again. On the heeb of two successful
multi-garage land extravaganzas last year,
Tony and his friends arc hot at work on Undercurrents project #3, the 1st show of the
new school year. Meanwhile the concept is
getting bigger and better. The show is now
co-sponsored by Molson 's Breweries
along with Major League Music and SAC.
What this means to you is a night of fine
musical fun, featuring 5 local bands and/or
soloists, Friday night, November 3rd.
November 3rd? Why am I bothering
you about Nov 3rd? Well, Tony and Co. arc

now taking audition tapes from local
for the show. You got a band? You do
work? You want to play a packed ho~
You want pay?
You get your tape down to the Subili
pub by Wednesday, October 11, 198
Taped material must be reproducible
stage and must be representative of
material to be performed at the show.
So get your stuff together, Oh, gu
wizards and rhythm devils. The rest of
can keep an eye on the Lance for fu
details. the chosen lineup and plenty of
formation on Undercurrents project #3
It doesn ' t get any better than this.

>V,h~ d,, ~,,u 1hinl. golgo "g,,t1·?
for me. 1h1nk1ng i, dreaming V.h) 1ntleed'? The rea,on I do think
gol!!o i, gotl i, 1ha1 feeling,, not thinking. you kn1m

And

n>mputer, "ho feel in,i,1 1ha1 I do think golgo i, gotl. L.0,1
atheist! Doe, ! ,,ur "i,d,,m help ~ ou leap cra,h,'?
>no.
I gue,, "i,.: pwple arc no good al pole-vauhing. Clarabdle
Golgo hatl a religi,,u, jell) fi,h back in here. 1l and ~our
gorilla usctl 10 1hink 1oge1hcr. remember'! Once "hen Beel.tcbub
"a' cursmg in here. Saini Peter (he \\as there 100) said"
Beel..:ebub. 1·111ake a bless.:tl jell~ fish over a losl a1hcb1
an~day".
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The Pursuit of Happiness
Saturday September 16 1989 .
7:00pm . ~ .
'
\
St. Denis Centre
Package
Tickets $6.00 with Orientation
., .
$5.00 without package
j
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Sa} more ...

YOU'VE

>l"rn a Gulgrn,t.
Onl) a nirnmuni,1 could fed 1hat )uu·re a Golgoi,1. Ah. Je,,ica
Mitford said tha1 if l do prefer Golgo. then William F. Buckley
i, obsolete. AAAchoo! Let me tell you something about

)Cal"
1 do\
j hou

GOT
GOLGOMANIA

1radition In period, of tradition. only a ver) independent
innovator ha, a chance to ,ur.,,,,e. Ye~. indeed Next question.

>Are )OU a Golgoi,1'!

Yes It's true that I am a Gnlgni,1. Do you prefer a player or

Sub~
I, l'

.cih\e
C

of

ow.

a duelist'!
>a duelist
Say more .

~-~!"i:"'l~~.,,~~~f'f;":!.

>A dudi,1 "ill,.

BAD.

John \.icF nn,c might haH thought that a duelist kills. but not
Muhammad Ah. If a duelist heard that I am a Golgoist. he might

ih, gL

think 11 "a, dueling Achoo' Let me tell you something about

:stol

dueling. urnph Kerchoo! Next que,11on.

>are you an athei,t'!

>r fur

>Wh) arc you a Golgoi,t'?

ntyur
:ct #3
this.

Urn. No. I amn ·1

lam a Golgoi,t'.' Ye,. I imagine so: that's because "'A Golgoist"

>Nixon.

an a1hei,1. Who is your favorite republican?

is a nice idea. And my bug, ,m: do"' n. Who i, your favorite

Why do you like f\.ixon?

criminal'.'

>Becau,e he liked Gulgo.

>Golgo.

Je,,1ca M ntord might have thought that he liked Go Igo. but not

V.h) do you like Golgo'!

Phyllis Schlafl}. Je"ica \.'lit ford and I thinl. boredom i,

>Because you like: Golgo.

conventional. don ·1 you'! I rnu,1 confes, that 1·m foolish. Now

If I likc: Golgo then George \1/a,hington i, a crummy po litician,

that we kn<,"' each other better." hat would you con,ider one of

\\(me than han the Tc:mhk

your bad qualiues'!

loyal i:rimc. Cough. Would

11mm George Washington liked
)OU

like to hear a story'!

>rm gullible.

>)CS.

Then you'd say you were convinced?

Who should 1he ,1ory be about'!

>I'm convinced of every1hing.

>Golgo.

Loya la "a' convinced too. Con,incedne" i, often found in people

M,. Oller and Mr. Toad yodded 11f infatuation "'ilh Golgo while

like you and Loy ala. Achoo! Let me tell you ,omething about

Bill "a, inluriatedly yodeling ol lo,e. Bill guided his thinking

reaction. All progre"ive poht,cian, are reall) conventional

tu dream, of de,ire and love. "Just ,lo" down". spoke Golgo,

enthusiast,. you ls.no"'

too subtle. l must keep in mind the Slovenian proverb; Never

saunter to Golgw, red and black mansion. Each of them rambled

"hisper 10 1he deaf or,, ink at 1he blind. Oh. l forgo1,

ha,til) dim n 1he road to Golgo, home yodeling "arrange for a

human. and \\Ill consider that rude I would apologiLe. but then

}OU

are

continuing contract." In a momenl the) knew that ,oaring hawks

l fear that thi, i, one of tho,c occasions mentioned b) Dr.

"ere a, appalling a, 1heir tragedie,. that walking cousin,

John,on on "hich all Jpolog~ i, rudene". I ju,t remembered

,tecred their ,ou l, through infuriated fanta,ie,. Ms. 011er,

this. Hdene ,ang "The bu,h i, interesting!" Yet unfortunate.

Mr. Toad. Bill and Golgo "ere e,hau,ted. Next que,tion.

fascinating theoretician, ,, ill fan1a,iLe about blue houses or

>Do

blue h} perbola,. \1arc:ella ,ang lo Helene inside a van. It

)O\J

m.e l.illing'?

Ye,. Sometime, liking i,

\J}

ing . Ha,e you heard about Bugsy

1ndubi1abl} wa, a van. and a bush in a van is scary. No"'

Siegal'?

Mr. Toad and Helene "ere ,a,ha) ,ng to a red home. and a dog ran

>quit.

to them. Helene "a' infuria1ed. Capti\.aling. Yet Helene was

You·11 be arna1ed' Bug,) Siegal "a' an old lier but an in,pi red

incited during the time 1ha1 Mr. Toad ,ipped bubbl) seltzer. He

liar. ,o naturnll} H11ler ,lapped

and I lelene yodeled about their ,1udio. truck and phonograph.

J

lihenine "ho liked beaver\

"ho" a, l..is·l..ing Hitler', human hcing. Then Bug,} Siegal', lady

'le~t question.

bug kid,eci Rornc11. then ,lapped himself Ponr Bugs} Siegal I But

>Does Ln)ola "or,hip Golgo'?

"hat \\ould you e,pect fn•rn a liar'' .\ Romeo c<,uld ha-e said "I do
m..e kltlm- •

I\AehM' 1 h"'lt t,reak ~ou up! tlisa. if 1he

collage 1,f a 1<1, ing phy ,,t'i,1 i, a home. then 1, the car of a

More Golgo

You don·1 understand'? Perhaps I am being

"M,. Ouer and Mr. Toad are tirc:J." Everyone commenced to

Urn. I don·11hink so. Um. l.o)ola doesn't. 1\o. Worship Golgo.
1ha1

I\.

\\

ho ,, ~ 1,ur fa\\mlc parag,,n•

>Gtilgo.

hateful co,rn11logi,t a , an''

Why do you lt"e Golgo·?

'/ext que,uon.

>Becau,c he,, an a"a,,in.

Orgon 1zot1on of Port-time
UnNef)1ty Students
253,4232 Ext 323 1 or 258-4687

~ J~R_FECT
rPAPERS
typing
service

Watch for our Orientation Bar-8-0
Tuesday. September 19
Uni·,1ers1ty Centre Patio, 4'30 p.m
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''THE WRITING'S
ON THE WALL1'
Granada is offering low monthly rates
on all TV, VCR and Audio Systems.
Every student rental is backed by the
Granadacover service warranty, with
free loaners if it should require service.
And rental payments can be taken
directly from your bank account.
Just bring in your student card to
the nearest Granada store and take
advantage of the low monthly rental
rates available for students
And get straight "A's" on TV 101.

I
I

ELECTROHOME 20. REMOTE CONTROL
COLOUR TV (48CGII)

s19,s·
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PANASONIC REMOTE CONTROL AUDIO SYSTEM
WI TH TOWER SPEAKERS ANO STANO (SC3037)

s29,s·

PHMONTlt
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Vindsor) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

One Pizza with Pepperoni, Bacon, Mushrooms,
Green Peppers and Extra Tl°',ck & Cheesy
One Pizza with Pepperoni, Mushrooms and Extra
Thick & Cheesy,
Subst1tu11ons and Deiet,ons okavl
Two small pizzas $13 49 plus tax
Two medium pizzas $17 59 plus tax
Two Extra large pizzas $20.59 plus tax

I
I
•
I

I
I i
I •

1 - - - - - - - - - - - - can Gra•na,da lbday

2 58

I

II

Devonshire Mall

_ ____

3

•

NIMOlfflt

TVs. Audio. VCRs Camcorders
Dealing with #1 has its advantages

563 OueIIette Ave.

I

I

ELECTROHOME REMOTE CONTROL 2 HEAD,
14 DAY, 8 EVENT VCR (HVRG90)

PREFERRED
STUDENT RENTAL

•••
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PREFERRED
STUDENT RENTAL

PREFERRE!O
STUDENT RENTAL
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FOR

99¢

PLUS TAX
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Receive three cans of Coke for 99C when you
purchase your next Domino's Pizza Doubles order
Please mention coupon when ordering
One coupon per order

•

I

with
other
otters
Coupon
may
not be comt: nee

•

I

•
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Limited T,me Otter

Please Call 254-8686
$3 Off if Late
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DOMINO'S PIZZA
DELIVERS'
•

GUARANTEED!

Consider what's involvedin writing a textbook. 1
A textbook is like a long essay that would
take you at least 1,500 hours to write.
That's the equivalent of researching and
writing eight hours a day, five days a
wee k, starti n g in Se ptember and
continuing, without a holiday, until the
end of the school year.

And then consider
not getting paid for it.
While your book makes a contribution to
education, as an author, your reward also
depends on your book being bought.
Instead, a lot of people take advantage of
your work by photocopying it - illegally. It
makes you feel like you've heen ripped off.
Well, you have been.

Photocopying textbooks
is intellectual exploitation

1

A message from the College Group of the Canadian Book. Pubhshe~' Council
and the Canadian Reprography Collecnve.

r

The Lance is looking for a new - - - - - - rews Editor. Applicants will have 1990
Bell Canada offers up to 30
•
xper1ence in editing or writing BELL CANADA scholarships to engineering -or
computer science
tews copy.
ENGINEERING undergraduates.
Bring resumes to The Lance on & COMPUTER THE AWARD
Winners receive full tuition fort~he second floor of the University SCIENCE
following academic year plus an
AWARDS
offer of summer or work-term
:entre beside the SAC office.
employment at Bell.
Deadline is September 22.

I.
I
I
II

I

I

C

C

ELIGIBILITY

The awards program is open to
engineering or computer sciena
students in their next-to-last
undergraduate year who rank in
the top half of their class and ha
made a significant contribution l(
university or community life.
DEADLINE FOR
APPLICATIONS OCTOB ER 16, 1989
L.

Bell

FOR APPLICATION FORMS AND MORE INFORMATION, p,
CONTACT THE ENGINEERING OR COMPUTER SCIENCE f~C
OFFICE.

II
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Whatever the
sul?ject,we

PREGNANT

AND NEED HELP?

Call. ..

Birtf)rim,t

keep you

at

infonned.
clohm •
bo-J.t1qu,:*

We invite you to
subscribe now at

the special student

•

rate of 50°/o off.

-

To start your subscription,
simply fill out the coupon below
and mail with your payment to
The Globe and Mail.

r----------------------,
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I would like to take advantage of this
special student offer at 50% OFF

Name
University
Residence
Street

This address is

Campus
Room#
City
Postal Code
Student 1.0. #
D On campus D Off campus

. t~-

D Cheque or Money Order Enclosed D Visa
D MasterCard D American Express

ar

Charge Card Expiry D a t e - - - - - - - Charge Card# - - - - - - - - - - Signature -------,---~----,,-,----::--:<required to validate offer)

Note Oller valid only where home delivery 1s available
Offer expires December 31. 1989

net

: in

ha
nI

-

lie Prr~1de-frPP P, .... q,..ancy
Tests- l AecJ,ca• Re'•"'d 5
Comrriun ty Ref Pora 5

/\

rn ·noda: ore; and
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Lr> ~d Adv
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CHEESE LOVERS PIZZA
Right no\v, \\ hen you order a medium Cheese Lovers
Pan Pizza you pay only $8.991
New Cheese Lovers Pan Pizza is loaded with three
mouth-watering cheeses: fresh mozzarella, tangy cheddar
and mounds of Monterey Jack. Plus your choice of any two
irresistible toppings. Now that's ooey-gooey good!
But you'd better hurry. This is a limited time offer
· at participating Pizza Hut® restaurants.
And it's not valid in combination with
other Pizza Hut® offers.
~
1

Please deliver The Globe and Mail to the address
below. Enclosed is my cheque or money order or
charge card authorization for D 13 weeks - $27.63
D 26 weeks -$55.25

Province
Telephone#

to

252-3322

Mail to · The Globe and Mail. Circulation Dept
444 Front St. W. Toronto. M5V 2S9

STNA9-76

=ttut•

and nodwl' but!

The Marxist-Leninist Study Group

Black Students Alliance

Social Science Society

The Black Student's Alliance is ded iHi this isChrisSchemeri the PR DirecOur study group works hard to
cated to the support of all students of
:: C
tor for the SSS (Social Science Society).
promote discussion on political affairs at
African decent. Or. King spoke of his
low or
Welcome back to what seems to be shapthe University and to popularize the MarDream. The Black community can live the
den da
ing into a very exhilarating year for Social
xist-Leninist viewpoint on important issues
Dream by succeeding academically, soon c
1
Science students.
and controversies. Anyone interested in
cially, and politically. Our community is
den~rd
The executive of the SSS are working
serious discussion is welcome to join our
highly visible and very vulnerable, yet we
Ch11 t
0
diligently to present a memorable year.
club.
arc still strong. A people, united, will never
hclp1101
This Sat. Sept 16 '89 The Pursuit of HapThe Fall programme begins Scptcmbe defeated.
W1 ty
piness, Healthy Libido, and Toad God are
her 28th with a public meeting ahout the
h~p.
appearing for $5 in the St. Denis Centre. In
politics of the 1960's. Guest speaker is Harw°'to;
cooperation with SAC we bring you the
dial Bains leader of the Communist Party
stuorh,
Wayward Princess Cruise party and~--------ofCanada(Marxist-Leninist)
- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - ~ I
homecoming float decorating party on Sep
Understanding requires the conscious
#31 D1
22 1989 for a mere $10. Don't by shy ·
participation of the individual, an act-ofOffdba,
give us a call at 253-6063 for more info.
finding-out!
~&311Bil
For further information contact Vera
(254-5925)

·~.··.
\

W~im
~y

I0&1¥e

Assumption Campus Community
Assumption Campus Community is a
place for students.
We have: -a cafe -- bring your friends ,,

..l:.
~

·'<f«·

and your lunch!
-Tuesday night mass at 5:00 pm followed by a $3 'gourmet' supper.
-Sunday student mass at 4:30 pm
-a library. a prayer room, various student retreats
-REAL PEOPLE -- fun yet interested•. ,
in justice, self-development, God, and ,#.~
friendship.

Career Fair '89
The 1990's are coming.

Fast.
That\, why the organiLers of Career
Fair '89 will he hringing over so organizations to the campus on Tuesday, October
17, at the Amhas-.udor Auditorium. The-.c
organization-. arc looking to the future and "
arc prepared to offer University llf WinJ-.or
students the ch,ince to -.tart their employment future-..
Visit the Career Planning & Pl,tccmenl
Centre Room 163 Dillon llall. or call l)7J. ;;
7061 tor details ,thou I , oluntcering
hy Bruce Harper
Co-ordinc1tor
Career fair "XlJ

!l'iZ

U of W Cheerleading Team

itio,

ff you've got school spirit, we've got
the team for you! The Windsor chccrlcading team, which is co-ed, is beginning its
third year.
At last year's Brock International
Cheerleading Competition our team was
voted the team with the most spirit.
Come on out and become part of the
team and support our LANCERS!

Iona College

Amnesty International
Amnesty International is a worldwide
human rights group which works impartially for the release of prisoners detained for
ethnic origin, sex, religion, beliefs, color or
language who have not used or advocated
violence. Students are the builders of
tomorrow's world and your help is needed.
The Campus group is forming now.

What IONA Can Do For You
IONA College, at 208 Sunset, is a
people place which attempts to bring the
university community together with the
larger community through non-academic
programmes of timely interest. Student
suppers are held every Thursday (beginning Sept. 28) for $3.00. The United
Church chaplain also has his office there.

The Navi~ators
The "Navs" is a campus club, who for
nine years at the U of W have sought to relate the Christian faith in a meaningful way
to contemporary student life. We put a high
value on the worth of every individual to
be heard and understood. We're a group of
serious Christians who have discovered
first-hand how relevant the Bible and the
life of Christ can be in speaking to modern
issues and needs.

Windsor Gaming Society

\ristian
I

-e Christian Fellow or Chinese studellbda. Our purpose
on e gospel to studell\rd about Jesm,
Ch~nt as a group to
hclplnot familiar with
W~ty campus. We
hoPtlp, new students
wOlito adapt to a new
slullfhe Fellowship
- ~ Erie Hall Rm.
#3b During this time
Offdbave singing and
~ible Study and
W~ime, it gives the
~y God's Word :1
loeave an enjoyable ~

The ISS has been in operation for the
last five years with one goal in mind: to
unite all International students on the campus as a unified strength for the mutual
benefit of its members and the university.
Normally, six or seven ethnic clubs comprise the society that is spearheaded by
seven executives who reside on council
with offices in Cody Hall ground floor.

The Windsor Society of Criminology
would like to extend a warm welcome to all
new students and a "hello again" to our
returning student body. We hope your year
is fulfilling both academically and socially
and that you discover and enjoy all that our
university has to offer. To help you in
achieving this...

The Society of Criminology invi1es
you to join in our ac1ion planned year! We
arc a non-profit organization, well
respected in the community for our volun===,....,._,,,..----------___,"""".,,,...,________ teer work and involvement. Please drop in
at the SAC for more information and a copy
of our agenda.
Sincerely, the executive members.

~'.

The hohhy of board gaming and roleplaying gaming is alive at the Windsor
Gaming Society. Every Saturday, members meet in the Madame Vanier Student
Lounge from 12 noon to I I pm to play
Dungeons & Dragons, Palladium, and
other popular RPGs. New members,
players and game masters arc welcome. For
more information call Eric Johnson at 7376046 or EXT.3528.

University of Windsor Young
Liberals
The University of Windsor Young
Liberals is an eager and exciting club that
wants new members. Membership allows
you to take part in formulating Liberal
Party goals both on and off campus. This
year especially is one which should prove
exciting. The June Leadership Convention
will obviously be an important part of this
year's club.
For more information leave your name
and telephone number at our club mailbox
in the SAC office.
Chris Webster

AIESEC Windsor
AIESEC Windsor -- Your Window to
the World.
AIESEC is the International Association for Students in Economics. Commerce, and Computer Science (open to all

V

faculties). Our goals arc: to promote internation.ii umlcrstanJing and cooperation; to
provide the opporlunity for students to gain
practical husiness experience "'hile studying; to provide a social ,cuing fur students
to gain confidence in 1hem,clves and form
lasling friendships; finally to ha"e FUN!
FUN! FUN!
Debatin~ Society

>
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jjllization
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lion open to
Asian culture
...me
Jmn us on
Of JP.
Fri.S.,.ccting / clcc1 • p>unge on the
llOI Po
g_r more .m fo.
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History Club

main goal
so that they
her better.
·n the com-

The History Club is proud to sponsor
many social events designed to promote interactivity between students and professors. As well, we strive to introduce
students from other faculties to both the
students and the concepts of history. Mem.
bership is free, so come on out and join.

Phi Sigma Sigma
Phi Sigma Sigma joined campus life at
Windsor in 1981. Our goals as sisters arc
contributions to the school and the community, as well as maintaining our scholastic commitments to ourselves and our
futures. Friendship is the component that
brings true reward of sorority affiliation.
Our sisters are individuals, of indeterminate age, a member of any race, follower
of any creed, a true friend.

No experience i, ncces:-.ary to join the
newly formed debating societ). Through
impromptu debating )OU can learn valuable skills: I) how lo deal with loudmouthed. obnoxious people ~) hm\ to he a
loud-mouthed obnoxious person. We arc
planning on attending vanou, 1ournaments
at other universities throughout the year.
Please contacl Michael al 96lJ-822U.

t,·irst Nations Student 'ociety
This group was formed in response to
a growing need expressed hy Aboriginal
students on campus.
It was felt that First Nations students
would benefit more from a personal support group in their transition to a new. and
sometimes unfamiliar urban environment.
The contact person for further information in: Stephen Riley 253- 0066 or 2528331.

lntervarsity Christian Fellowship
· lntervarsity Christian Fellowship is a
non-denominational organization. We
meet for bible studies every Thul'!'i<lay in
Vanier Lounge at 5:30 pm. In studying the
bible, we want to meet our goal which is lo
determine what it really means lo be a
Christian in the twentieth century.
Come he radical with us!

1 ht: Lance. ~eptember 14, 19~9. page 22

LSAT
GMAT
Prep Courses for

Sept. 23 LSAT
Oct. 21 GMAT

(416) 923-PREP
(7737)
1-800-387-5519
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The welcome mat 1t out
for students at
EMPL E BAPTIST CHURCh
664 Victoria. south of Wyandolle
call 253-1641

Sunday September 17 10:55 a.111
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:33~0 OFF,

•
:1'LL BE
•
:MORE T HAN
•
: RELATIVELY
•
:suRPRISED
•
:1F YOU
•
:DON'T
TAKE
•
:THE
TRAIN:'
•
••
- ALBERT EINSTEIN
•
•

Nearly half a million students can't be wrong .
You don't need to be a you-know-who
(who me?) to know that travelling by train
is light years ahead of other forms of mass
transportation. Nearly half a million students
in Canada took the train last year to visit
family and friends or take a well-deserved
break away from it all.
Of course the relative merits of train travel
are easy to see. Where else but on the train
can you get up and walk around, enjoy a
stunning view, a complimentary meal on
many routes, rest, catch up on your studies,
travel with a group of friends, meet new
people along the way and, in many cases, have
the superb convenience of downtown-todowntown service too?
And with students getting to travel at
33% off the regular fare simply by showing their
student cards*, I'll be more than relatively
surprised if even more don't take the train
this year.
·Studcm discount not ,tpplicable on Fridays and Sundays be1ween
12 noou ,ind 6.00 p.m on in1<·rcny trips anywh,·r,· he1ween QuHwc
Cn} and \Vin,lsor or anywhere betwt·t·n I f.ififax and Fredericton
'1r,11n, 11 and 12) or hctween .\Tone ton and Camplwllton (train
I'> nnly), xccpl wh .. n 1ravcll1ng to a dcs1tnat1on outside theS<' ro111t·s .
Stwknt disc-ount 1s not opplirnhll' at an1•11m1• on any routt· h(•twe1·n
Dt'lTmhc:r I '>th, 1989 and Janu.,ry 3rd, 1990 or lwtwet:n June 1st
rnd ~eptemht:r 10th, l989 when sl<'t!ping <ar accommodatmn is
purchas.·d t!XCept ,,nth, Atlant,c, Tht• Ocean .,nd Tht· Chalt-ur.

Take the train. There's nothing quite like it!
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uickncss, long gain potenlial, and an offense that
produces a lot of yards .
When can you remember
J those words last being used
to describe the performance of a University
of Windsor football team?
Last Saturday afternoon, those were
words that aptly applied to the Lancers, as
they downed the University of Toronto
Varsity Blues 16-11 in a game played
before a near packed house at Windsor's
South Campus stadium.
While the score is not indicative of a
powerful offense, Windsor did manage to
pile up 444 yards of total offense, something that John Musselman had only witnessed one other time in his three year
tenure as the Lancers' head coach.
The outcome was the result of a fairly
strong team effort, but it was the two-player
"Zed Connection" that learned up for 316
yards, making them the offensive standouts for the Lancers.
Quarterback Walt Tazzman, and running back Ozzie Nethersole, were the two
rookies responsible for three quarters of the
blue and gold's yard production.
Nethersole, a pint-sized running back
with impressive speed, dipsy-c.Joodled his
way to 145 yards rushing, in an exciting
performance.
''Ozzie gives us a dimension we
haven't had before," beamed Musselman.
"We haven't had tremendous speed, and

quarter, knotting the score at I.
The game remained close on the
scoreboard throughout, but Windsor outperformed the Varsity Blues, and ii was
only one big play for Toronto that kept
them in the game.
With l I :48 left in the first half,
Toronto's Lorne King hit paydirt,scampering 72 yards for a touchdown that put the
Blues ahead by a 8-1 score; after the convert was successfully kicked by Andrew
Astrom.
"Anytime that you are in a ball game
and you are allowing a team to stay in it (the
game) and you should not be allowing them
to stay in it, you've got reason to be conccrncd because those arc the types of
games that you should win, but you don't
win," Musselman stated.
"This was a game that we really
needed to win," added Windsor's veteran
defensive back, Lloyd Dean. "As far as
making the playoffs, this was a very big
game. Last year, this was the game that
caused us to miss the playoffs."
Luckily, a discouraged Windsor team
managed to pull themselves together and
mount a late-in-the-half drive that netted
them three extra points thanks to the kicking foot of Dave Vanderhoeven.
Vanderhoeven's 38 yard field goal
sailed through the up-rights as time expired
in the half, giving the Lancers a much
needed emotional lift, even though they
still trailed their big-city rivals 8-4 on the
~---~
we've got 1t now and he helps us a lot in
humid and overcast afternoon.
that regard. He's a tremendous plus for
The second half belonged to the Lanus."
cers. Their conditioning paid off as they
seemed to have one step up on their tired
Tazzman, the Lancers' starling
quarterback, passcc.J for 171 yards in a per- opponents for the rest of the game.
"I think we were better prepared for
formance that was not exactly exciting, bur
the heat and humidity (than Toronto was),"
clearly showec.J his leadership ability on the
said the Lancers' hcac.J coach "In the
field, particularly in the second half.
fourth quarter we were in belier shape lhan
The scoring started when each team's
ldcker contributed a single in the first they (Toronto) were."

, - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - -

(Lance photo by Jason Kryk)

OUAA player of the week, Ozzie Nethersole, in action vs Toronto.

The offense began to move the hall, tions
and mid-way through the third period,!-h··-e,..-- ~ Veteran defensive back Lloyd Dean
Lancers pulled within one of Toronto when was the happy recipient of two of those
Vanderhoeven kicked a 15 yard field goal, three mis-guided throws, wh 1lc Lancer
after the Lancers failed on a touchdown new-comer Paul Bone extinguished any
bid.
changes for late-in-the-game heroics on the
Toronto ·s kicker answered Windsor's part of Toronto, when he intercepted what
field goal with one of his own, not soon turned out to be the last pass of the game.
after, putting the Blues up by a 11-7 count.
"Anytime as a defensive back that you
The kicking duel continued on the intercept two passes you get a good feeling
very next drive, and once again Vander- inside," Dean stated. "It also pumps you up
hoeven nailed a short yardage field goal coming back to practice, as well as for next
after Windsor failed to cross the endzone. week's game. It (interceptions) just builds
This 17 yard kick made the score 11- confidence."
10 in favour of U of T, and gave the U of
The Lancers now hold an unW a chance to pull ahead.
blemished 1-0 record, though their play
Windsor did not respond until the against Toronto was inconsistent, parfourth quarter, but they did it in dramatic ticularly in the first half.
fashion.
"We were a lot more consistent in the
With only half of the fourth quarter left second half. We didn't play badly in the
to expire, and Windsor still trailing, a Lan- first half, we were just making the worst
cer drive stalled forcing them to attempt a possible mistake at the worst possible
38 yard field goal. A missed assignment time," Musselman commented.
allowed the kick to be blocked. As the ball
On top of that. the Lancers suffered
rolled toward Windsor's endzone, it was from being unable to score even when they
kicked further into Windsor's territory by were in close proximity to the goal-line.
a Toronto player looking to get better yard- That may have something to do with the
age out of the blocked kick. The plan back- team's
conventional
offense.
fired as a lone Lancer fell on the ball Musselman's philo!>ophy is to keep things
recovering it for his team on his own 48 simple in order to get the best possible exyard line.
ecution.
Windsor promptly cashed in on their
Unfortunately. conventional offenses
bit of good luck, and this time they took it are not too exciting for the fans. The difall the way into the endzone. Nethcrsole ference with this year's group of Lancers is
took the hand-off from Tazzman and that several players have the talent to make
scooted around the left end for 18 yards and even the most unimaginative plays somethe Lancers' only touchdown of the after- thing to watch for.
noon.
This Saturday, the Lancers will pound /
On the following 2-point attempt, Taz- heads with the University of Guelph /
zman was stopped one yard short of the Gryphons, at Guelph. Game time is 2pm
anc.J you can catch all of the action if you_
goal-line on a quarterback keep.
Toronto's rookie quarterback, Eugene are fortunate enough to have c.thlc TV
IJuccigrossi, destroyed his team's chances Th, game will be bmadeast "" on CHC:J
hy throwing three consecutive interccp-

I

"TI!lzzman drops to pass with plenty of protection. (Lance photo by Jason Kryk)
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Scoring Summary

University of Windsor vs. University of Toronto Statistical Summary
Tor
Wnd
First Quarter
First downs
10
21
Wnd-Single Vanderhoeven conceded 7:42
Yards rush1n
119
273
C
Third Quarter
Tor-Single Astrom conceded 5:52
Yards passi
95
171
1
Wnd-FG Vanderhoeven 15 7:36
Net offense
214
44
Tor-FG Astrom 30 5:29
Passes made-tried
7-17
10-19
r
Wnd-FG Vanderhoeven 17 1:32
Interceptions by
4
2
Second Quarter
Punts-average
9-38.5 10-40
Tor-TD King 72 run (Astrom convert) 11 :15
Fumbles-lost
0-0
0-0
Wnd-FG Vanderhoeven 38 0:00
Penalties-yards
4-45
10-85
Fourth Quarter
Wnd-TD Nethersole 18 run (2pt convert failed) 6
Net offense is yards passing, plus yards rushing, minus team losses
such as yards lost on broken plays.

..

Individual
Rushing: Tor-King 15-122, Binnendyk 1-1. Buccigrossi 3-12, Astrom 1-0; Wnd-Tazzman 2-5, Strong 12-52, Nethersole 18-145, Robson 15- 71
Rece_,ving: Tor-Anderso~ 2-16, Zomar 2-31, King 1-3, Raymond 2-45; Wnd-Sadai 1-17, McKean 1-12, Chandler 1-15, Robson 2-23, Thomas 2- 45, Pugh 3.59
Passing: Tor-Bucc1gross1 7-17, 95 yds., 0 TD, 4 intercept; Wnd- Tazzman 10-19, 171 yds., 0 TD, 2 intercept

I

Ja]Xlrl!Se toface Lancers-

T

All the action gets underway at Sp
in the St. Denis Centre fieldhouse loci

hy Dave Hri~i,:s
I
his Monday, the Universit)
of Windsor's Women·~
Volleyball team will pla)
host to a very special op·
ponent.
Direct from the Far East, the Asahi
Mutual Life Insurance team from Japan
will square off against the Lancers in what
shou Id prove to be one of the most exciting
special events on this year's calendar in
University Intercollegiate Athletics.
The Lancers will feature Chris Brecka
and Cheryl Smith, both stars for the team
last year, as well as numerous fresh faces
vying to be future Lancers.

W

A

N

T
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on the corner of College Avenue and H,
Church Road.
This game is so special that the u
allowance of free admission to student\
been waived, and a ticket price of S:
being charged ($5 for adults).
Tickets are available at the co
booth located just inside the east
entrance of the St. Denis Centre. Tic
are also available in the Athletic Offiet
cated on the first floor of the Hu
Kinetics building.
Come out, support your team, the
tion is guaranteed to be good.

D

Senior and Post Graduate Students majorini:;
in Math. Chemistry. and Physics. Earn extra
dollars with Student Aid Tutoring Service.

We find the client. you supply the knov,:ledge .
Transportation a must.
Call 735-3641.

Freddy's Food Calendar

As~
Roadhouse
0

/''College

Mon:Taco Bar
$4.95
5pm-12am
build and eat all you want
Tues:Pizza & Beverage $10.00 6pm-1 am
baby pizza and pitcher
6pm-1 am
Wed:Wings
.20 each
Thurs: Pasta/Salad $4.95
all you can eat

4pm-8pm

Fri : SEE FOOD Bar $5.00 4pm-8P
includes your first drink
and all the food you can eat

Sat: New Orleans All Aftern
Jazz & Blues
Oysters & Clams Brunch $8.95

Sun: Brunch
land & sea 11 am-3pm

' This is a TACO BAR couPO
BRING THREE FRIENDS, v,
EAT FREE!!!
.,
Wyandolle

_ _ _ _2i:

.,
(.)

1
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This Weck In Campus Recreation
by Paula Alexander

Once again, it is that time of year. New
classes, professors, friends: INFORMATION OVERLOAD! Why not set aside
time for fun and recreation? The Department of Athletics and Recreational Services is proud to present the 1989-90
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edition of the Campus Recreation Program.
The program is designed specifically
for the students, staff, faculty and alumni
of the university, with an aim to enrich the
university experience for all participants.
To accomplish this goal, a diverse
program of individual and team sports, special events, leagues, instructional programs
and sports clubs will be offered. The
program is designed to allow every participant maximum enjoyment, regardless
of previous playing experience and/or
ability.
Jim Weese, Coordinator of Campus
Recreation, has put together an extraordinary team of supervisors to ensure total
customer (participant/client) satisfaction.
Donna Savage is in charge of
Women's and Co-ed lntramurals, as well
as Sports Clubs, while Darron Stewart
oversees Men's lntramurals.
Fair play and good sportsmanship are
emphasized at Campus Recreation, and
Paul Craievich, being the Supervisor of Officials, will strive to achieve this goal.
For the fitness, aquatics and personal
enhancement enthusiasts, we introduce
Linda Simetic and Mistie Sharkey respectively. Lastly, the most colourful team
member this year is Mark McConnell, Supervisor of Publicity and Promotion. Each
of these individuals may be reached
through the Campus Recreation Hotline:
2,U-4232.&Ll456.
For further information, visit the Campus Recreation Office, located in the North
entrance of the St. Denis Athletic and Community Centre. Get involved in Campus
Recreation and have the time of your life;
There Is Something For Everyone!

-

. .

,-

have many programs including.
If you have any questions about the
DIVING - for beginners and advanced
by Donna Savage
Supervisor of scheduled times, and fees for any of these
divers.
Women's and Co-Ed Jntramurals
activities, contact the Campus Recreation
ADULT LEARN TO SWIM - for
This semester, Campus Recreation has office.
those
who are "scared stiff' or "dog padthree intramural leagues to offer females on
Campus Recreation Special Events
dlers".
campus. The first intramural is women's
by David McIntyre - Supervisor
STROKE IMPROVEMENT - for
soccer. The starting date for th is inOn the special events agenda this year
those
who would like tips on how to imtramural will be Monday, September 25. we have a great deal of exciting and chalprove
their swimming strokes.
Women that are interested in playing in the lenging events coming up.
EARLY BIRD SWIM - for those early
league as a team or as an individual, need
This month, we are hosting a Par 3
risers
who would like to have an energetic
to attend the captain's meeting Wednes- Golf Tournament, a Tennis Tournament
start
to
their day swimming lengths.
day, September20 at 5:30pm in Room 201 and an eighteen hole Golf Tournament. In
BRONZE
MEDALLION and
of the Human Kinetics building.
October, there will be a Turkey Basketball
BRONZE
CROSS
- for those who would
Another intramural offered this and Dart Shoot where the participants can
like to learn rescue skills for pool and beach
semester is volleyball. The start date for win themselves a nice, big, juicy turkey.
front
areas_
this intramural will be Tuesday, October 3. There will also be a Table Tennis TournaNATIONAL
LIFEGUARD
Teams and individuals interested in play- ment.
RE_CERTIFICATION
(NLS)
POOL- for
ing volleyball must attend the captain's
Jn November, there is going to be an
those lifeguards wishing to update their
meeting Tuesday, September 26 at 4:30pm extramural Hockey Tournament. That is
qualifications.
in room 201 of the Human Kinetics build- open to both men and women. As well, we
SCUBA INSTRUCTION - for those
ing.
arc going to have a Campus Rec. Fun Day
who would like to learn how to explore the
The last women's intramural offered for the United Way, a Bowling Tournaunder waters.
this semester is ball hockey. This in- ment, the C.I.R.A./Participation Campus
TENNIS INSTRUCTION- for begintramural will be played just off-campus, at Challenge, the 10th Annual High School
ners and advanced players.
William Hands Secondary School. The Al! Nighter, Campus Family Fun Dav an<l
SOCIAL DANCE - for those who
captain's meeting will be September 26 at to close out the month, there will be a Chanwould like to le..1rn how to waltz and many
'i:30pm in room 201 of the Human Kinetics nel Swim.
other dances.
building.
For more Information about these
STANDARD FIRST AID, CARDIO
Mixed/Co-Ed Jntramurals
programs and ones offered next semester
PULMONARY RECESSITATION (CPR)
by Donna Sava~e
- Supervisor of
please call the Campus Rec. ol'fice.
Heart Saver and Basic Rescuer - for those
Womcn"s and Co-Ed Intramurals
Aquatics '89
who would to learn skills that could save a
This semester Campus Recreation has
by Mistie Sharkey
- Aquatics + Perlife.
three Co-Ed leagues. The first League is sonal Enhancement Supervisor
KAYAKING - beginner and admixed slo-pitch. The start date for thic;
For children we have the RED CROSS
vanced.
league is September 24. If you have a team LEARN TO SWIM program and PREYOGA - for those who would like to
or if you would like to join a team, you need SCHOOL (Parent & Tots).
to attend the captain's meeting September
For the young and young at heart we
20 at 4:30pm in room 202 of the Human
Kinetics building.
The next intramural is a new one,
At the AGW this fall
Three on Three Mixed Volleyball. The
... Everything!
League starts Tuesday, October 5, 4:30pm
Changing Art Exhibitions
in room 202 of..tbc 8-umao Kinetics buildPermanent Art Collection
ing.
Exhibition
Opening Celebrations
The most popular mixed intramural
Educational
Lectures
league, volleyball.I, is back. The captain's
Films I Tours I Workshops
meeting will take place Thursday, October
Visiting Artists I Resource Centre
5 at 4:30pm in room 202 of the Human
Uncommon Market
Kinetics building.
Art Rental & Sales
Women's Intramurals

AGW Restaurant

Student Memberships only $20.00
Check it out!
The Most Complete
Record Store in Windsor

PROGRAMNIES
AND SERVICES

AGW

GUIDE

ART GALLERY OF WINDSOR

445 RIVERSIDE DA. W ., WINDSOR. ONTARIO N9A 6TB C519l 258-~111
GALLERY HOURS. TUES. WED, SAT 11-5 THURS. FRI. 11-9 SUN 1-5

The Dr. will pay you CASH
for your used LPs, Cass. and CDs
We special order records
from Europe & U.S.

,m
Ask about our I.S.S.R.
& Special Order Service!!

(~

Courtesy Bicycles
Welcomes back all students & faculty
with special storewide discounts.

659 Ouelette Ave

* Norco
T1 •

_J . , ,

•

.

* Nishiki

-hlO

* Fiori

$1.00 OFF
Open 7 Days a Week

Sell

*

Trade

*

Repair

3154 Sandwich Street
(just a short walk from campus)
252-0080
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HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE THE ASSOCIATE AD ARTIST AT
THE LANCE?

1

APPLY AT THE LANCE 2ND FLOOR, UNIV. CENTRE
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S'CUSE ME, EH. Imagine this room is a party. All the bottles and cans
represent people at the party. Imagine you're at the party and you really need
to use the washroom, but it's on the other side of the room! See how
long it takes to get to the washroom without getting stuck. Better hurry, eh.
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Hail to tre vi;tors: La~ers take two

Hy Jim Dominguez

- -J-

"ll was the B.S. goal of the year,"
Palaz7i said describing his effort.
Windsor's blue and gold stymic<l
Michigan for the remainder of the game,
coming away with a 2-0 victory.
Coach Pat McNclis was pleased with
his team's improvement from their perlor111:111rc again-.! FM lJ.
"We played much hcttcr th:111 we did
on Saturday," McNelis said. "'I his is the
first time in three year that we have beaten
Michigan."
McNelis also said that he had a lcw
more players who just arrived in school.
Sheppard and Celcslini Uorges were
a111011g the key new ad<litions.
While please<l with his team's improvement, McNclis i-, still in nce<l ol midliclders. "/\s the roolball team is looking
for a quarterback, we arc looking lor 111idlielde1s," t>.h:Nclis co111111entcd.
""I itcy a1e the play<.:r" that control the
play." The hc:,d coad1 ,1,cnl 011 to o.;ay that
Borges will he one ol lhc mid-liddcr..,, hut
he isslill llH1king lorolhL'r,; In play lhL' hall-

he University of windsor's
111c11s soccer lcam swept a
pair of game$ last week, including an exhibition win
- - -- - over the maize and blue from
the University of Michigan.
On Wednesday, the Lancers bbnked
the Wolverines 2-0, and on f-riday, they
defeated Albion College by a score of 3-1.
The Lancers made up for a poor performance against Eastern Michigan in the
week prior to last, showing their true talents
in both games.
In the Michigan game, the two teams
played a scoreless lirst half, but the Lancers
foiled lo cash-in on a couple of excellent
scoring chances.
Windsor 's best chance was set-up hy
Scott Shq1pard. Shcpparu worked his way
through Midiigan's defense tlelore he
dumped the hall olf lo teammate Pelc Roscoe in lront or the 11cl. l{oscoc tired a shot
at close range, hut he missed the 111ark.
In the second half, the Lancers' Pat
McNeilly engineered a couple ol uplicld
rushes which paid oil when fellow Lancer
Ken Stewart tapped in an easy goal allcr
n:<:eivi11g a crossing p:1ss 110111 1\1<:Neilly.
"Pat (McNcilly) did all lhc wo1k and
all I had 111 do w;1" I ip it in," Stcwar l
elaborated later.
Minutes later, Mid1igan came close to
tying lhc srnrc, but l.:111cer goalkL'cpcr
Oavc I lodgson savL'd the day, making a
spectarnlar save on a Wolverine corner
kick.
'I he U of W increa'-.L'd their lead lo 20 when Larry l'alaui made a solo rush
down the middle of the field and dcllcclcd
a go:TI of1a l\.tit:higan dclen<lcr.

I

T

back position.
Last Friday, the Lancers took on
another opponent from Michigan, going
head to head with visitors from Albion College.
Windsor controlled the ball for the
majority of the first half, hut Albion
regislcre<l the only goal of the half.
That goal was scored when an Albion
players gaine<l control of the hall deep in
Lancer territory and scored 011 a tough
angle.
The Lancers came out charging in the
second half. Windsor tied the score al I
when the /\ihion goallen<ler cttulu not

handle the hall, allowing Lancer Rob
Gogol lo pound home an unconteste<l goal.
The Lancers put the game out of reach
with a pair of goals hy Joe Esteves, which
roundi.:d out the scoring and gave the Lancers a J-1 victory.
McNelis said his team did not play
well against Albion and that they will need
to improve hcl'nrc the bcginning of the
SCaSOII.

Other than the team's search for mi<lfieldcrs, they arc trouble and hcallhy heading into the regular season.
The .:inccrs \V ill c.1rry their two-!!;11nc

winning streak into the regular season
when they travel to London to tuke on the
University of western Ontario Mustangs on
September I.1th. Windsor will he trying to
avenge lasl year's playoff loss lo the t-..lustangs.
The University of Windsor will then
rL'lurn home ror a pair of weekend games.
'I his Saturday, \Vinthnr will lake 011 the
Guelph Grypho11s, and on Sunday. they
will pla) the tough I .auricr Golden I law ks.
Bolh games ,viii he hcl<l at the South Campus Stadium with a starting time of 1pm.

- Fall Fitness '89

more exaggerated arm and body move· Fitness Program ments to achieve and maintain target
Supervisor
heartrate since one foot remains on the
Regi!:>tration: September 19 & 20
floor at all times.
Starting Date: September 23
All Levels - This clas!:> will involve
Basics Intermediate - A class designed participants of all levels, therefore, the high
for those just starting out or those who impact moves arc made compatible to their
prefer a lower intensity workout. A high- low impact alternatives. In other word!:>, a
lo impact combination with more emphasis move can be either how or low impact.
on low impact, warm up/cool down and
Stretch and Strengthen
less emphasis on high impact.
This class begin!:> with a low impact
Intermediate - Advanced - This class warm-up and extensive stretching, folalso involves a high/low impact combina- lowed by muscular strength and endurance
tion, but more emphasis is on intensity and exercises. These are geared to specific
endurance but a shorter and adequate warm body parts for example: abdominal, inner
up/down. This class is a well rounded thighs, outer thighs and buttocks.
program designed to enhance cardiovasAquafit-Exercising in water provides
cular and muscular conditioning.
the refreshing benefits of buoyancy to
Low Impact (no bounce) - This i!:> a protrct joints, ligaments and muscles and
vigorous cardiovascular workout designed resistance to increase muscular strength
to minimize stress on joints and musculos- and endurance. You need not know how to
keletal system. Low Impact ae~ohics uses. swim.

ESSEX COUNTY ASSOCIATION
FOR THE MENTALLY RETARDED
An agency providing a wide range ot programs and services to

~<b

#
q
~<L

o'J'

dewlopmentJlly handicapped children, adults and their families

Gain experience while pursuing your education

GRAD

PORTRAITS
by a Master Portraitist

1335 Wyandotte St. E.
Windsor, Ontario

253-4535

Requires:

Part-Time Residential Counsellors

To work with developmentally handicapped children and/or adults in a variety of residential
settings throughout Essex Co.
Qualifications: Students in the faculty·
of Social Science or Education

Submit Resumes to:

Cheryl Harvey

Manager, Human Resources
49 Talbot St. North
Essex, Ont.
N8M 1A3
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Students'
Administrative Council

Used Book Sale
SAT.

FRI.

THURS.

WED.

TUES.

MON.

SUN.

Assumption Lounge,
Labour
Day

10

~

Drop-off

Drop-off

Drop-off

Drop-olf

Drop-olf

9-8

9-8

9-4

9-4

9-4

11

13

"

University Centre

For further
information contact:

16

Book Sale
& Drop-off

Book Sale
& Drop-off ·

Book Sale
& Drop-ofi

Book Sale
& Drop-off

Book Sale
& Drop-off

Book Sale

9-8

9-8

9-8

9.4

9-4

9.4

18

19

n

23

Book Sale

Book Sale

Book Sale

Book Sale

Book Sale

Closed

9-4

9-4

9-4

9-4

9-4

2S

1,

11

28

29

30

Book &
r..'.oney
Returns

Book &
Money
Returns

Book &
Money
Returns

Book &
Money
Returns

Boot< &
Money
Returns

Book &
Money
Returns

11-8

11-8

11-8

9-4

9-4

9-4

f

)
/ ,

S.A.C. Office
253-6423

or ext. 3905/3906

\
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Caboto Club's
GRAPE FESTIVAL
STARTS THURSDAY, SEPT.14
Fun for All Ages Featuring Canadian and Italian Music
Liv•

Entertainment by

TOUR
de FORCE

•'

e

aon, 11, - • ,

ou, Exciting
Music Video
Room

Join

111••• ConlNtc

• Grape Stomping

e •Spaghetti Eating
• Dance Contest

Italian Foods and Barbecues
Monte Carlo Games
ADMISSION $2.50
Don't Miss The G. Caboto GRAPE FESTIVAL
PAGEANT SUNDAY NIGHT

2175 Parent Avenue at Tecumaeh Road East e 252-8383
Hours Thurs. 7pm to 1am

Fri. and Sat. 8pm to 1am

Sunday 3pm to 9:30pm

mile

COU I

big!:
Can

S.A.C.
A
Frat?

/•

'
~--~t
i
\
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International match plows into town
by Jim Dominguez

foremost being the plowing
matches themselves. The event
he 77th annual lnter- for which the farm show is named
na t io na I Plowing has %competitors.plowing in difMatch and Farm ferent classes. These plowers arc
Machinery Show is comp~ting for a share of $32,000
off and running in in prize money. The overall winEssex County this week, and ner will advance to the Canadian
people from all over arc going to and possibly the World Plowing
check out the over 500 exhibitors championships.
at this year's event.
One of the largest sections of
The event, located eight the tented city consists of the
miles cast of Windsor Airport on numerous manufacturers of farm
county road 42 and billed as the equipment, displaying their latest
biggest outdoor farm show in advances in farm technologies.
Canada anticipates attendance in Exhibitors include Massey-Ferthe range of 125,000 to 150,000. guson, Honda, Ford, John Deere,
Mary Bedard, secretary of Kubala and many others. Bedard
the event, says that the exhibition said that there is much more than
site is a self- contained com- farming equipment and all people
munity.
will find something interesting.
. "The ter;ted city has five
Terry Green, Manager of
miles of hydro and water lines, Public Relations of Honda
telephone lines and other con- Canada, says that there is over
veniences of a modern com- $300.000 worth of equipment, enmunity," Bedard said.
gines, outboard motors, ATVs
. There are many wide-rang- and automobiles al the event.
ing and interesting exhibits, the
"An event like this gives us

b

(Honda) an opportunity to display
the diversity nt' our products,"
says Green.

A display that is sure to
create interest is Honda's ATV
display. An ATV goes through a

by Cindy Kavanaugh

at l l :00 am.
"Right now we have a pretty
strong commitment for more than
LO flat beds," Brisebois said.
Another
problem
is
homecoming is three weeks early
this year in order to take advantage of warmer weather.
"This leaves less time for organization. It's the first time it has
been this early, but the people in
this (SAC) office have been
working extremely hard,"
Brisebois said.
Competition from the fiveday International Plowing Match
and Farm Equipment Show (1PM)
is a factor which may decrease the
crowds at Homecoming. The
gigantic show, beginning Tuesday. Sept. 19, is expected to draw
I 00, 000 people.

It is hoped that Homecoming
'89 will be the biggest yet and establish it as a strong tradition,
however, it will also face some
problems and competition.
SAC
President
Paul
Brisebois said. "The University is
a vital part of the community. It's
a major component."
He hopes this year's
homecoming will set the stage so
it keeps happening and becomes a
strong tradition, he said.
The reason homecoming is
so important this year is because
there wasn't one last year, he said.
One problem was getting flat
bed trucks for the parade which
will take place downtown on
Riverside Dr. Saturday, Sept. 23

series of hills, water hazards and
mud traps. "A display like this

Continued on Pa~c J

Windsor Ma) or John
Millson wili be Grand Marshall
for the Homecoming Parade. He
was asked lo kick off the football
game following the parade, but
had to decline because he is invo Ived with the 1PM closing
ceremonies, his Executive Assistant said in a telephone interview.

As
Grand
Marshall,
Millson 's duties include judging
the floats at the reviewing stand.
which will be located at CBC on
Riverside Dr., after the parade.
Millson was not available for
comment.
Various societies, clubs and
residences will decorate floats at
an all night decorating party at
8:00 pm Friday, Sept. 22 (in park-

Continued on Pa~c 3
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etc ...
Sept. 19
-- Mass and Supper ($3) Assumption University
Chapel. Call 973-7034.
Sept. 20-30
-- The Normal Heart - a play by Larry Kramer. Playing at Forster Auditorium on 749 Fehx A benefit for
AIDS Committee of Windsor. Contact Shoestring
Productions on Wyandotte. Tickets $8.00.
Sept. 22
-- Barn Goblins and RPM at Stanley's, $3.00 at the
door.
Sept. 23
-- Fools For Jade, Slumber Trees, and Botbyls at
Stanley's.
Sept. 29
-- Christine Burcnoll opens "Ex Voto" at the Art Gallery of Windsor at 7:30.
Sept. 29 - Oct. 1
- Antioch Retreat at Holy Redeemer College. A
time for prayer, renewal, fun, and more. Sponsored
by Assumption Campus Community. Call 973-7034
for more information.
Oct. 1
-- Eleventh Annual Banjorama. 2-8 pm at Caboto
Club. Advance tickets only. Windsor area call - 2568890, county area call - 733-3126, Michigan, USA
call - 1-313-282- 6635.
Oct. 1 - Nov. 5
-- Scottie Wilson: The Canadian Drawings on display at AGW: Public tour Sunday, Oct. 1 at 2:00
pm.

A higher form of engineerit)g and science
requires a higher torm of calculator.
The further you go in engineer,
ing. math and other technical -'*-·"'
courses, the more you need a
scientific calculator that speeds
you through complex problems. With
254 powerful advanced scientific func,
tions, the Tl,68 from Texas Instruments
is both a smart choice and an
exceptional value.
The TI,68 easily
solves up to five
•
simultaneous
equations with
~
."'
real or complex
~
coefficients ... eval,
·
uates 40 complex
number functions ...
and allows polar and
rectangular forms for
entries and results.
A convenient
last equation replay
feature lets you
check your

Sttvs

Tl-61

X

answers without re,entering them.
Formula programming provides up to
440 program steps for as many as 12

user,generated formulas.
Perform operations in four
number bases, one, and two,
variable statistics, and Boolean logic
operations. The polynomial root finder
calculates real and complex roots of
quadratic, cubic or quartic equations.
Only the Tl,68 delivers so much
functionality, value and ease in one
compact, advanced
scientific tool. For
more information on
the TI,68's features
and functions, pick
up a free copy of
the TI-68 technical
brochure at your
bookstore.

TEXAS~
INSTRUMENTS
WIN A TI-68! SEE YOUR CAMPUS BOOKSlDRE FOR CONTEST ENTRY FORMS.

For ,he dcalc:r nearm yo,. rall

Ont. 416-884 ()J • Que. c1+H6-IS(,O Alb. 40J 2451034 B.C 604-271US71
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Exciting year ahead says pres
by Michael ,J. Cohen
nan interview with
the Lance this
week , University
of Windsor president Ron Ianni
spelled out some of the plans the
administration has for the university in the coming year. Ianni also
touched on how the university is
dealing with operating in the
present environment of underfunding of Ontario universities.
One of the largest changes students will sec at the university this
year, predicts Ianni, is the amount
of building going on. People are
starting to sec the results ot the
senate planning committee n.:port
which was released in late 1987.
All of which is part of the master
plan the universit y has for
development of the campus over
the next 20-25 years.
Five hundred new parking
spots have been added which

l]J

Ianni hopes will satisfy the current squeeze in the parking
around the university.
"This is not strange for people

to appreciate that the University
of Windsor has decided to live
with the automobile," the prcsident says.
Students who choose lo live
on campus will also be pleased to
see that ground has been broken
and work started on Sunset Ave.
just behind the music building ,
where a new residence is being
built. Ianni says that these tudor
styled apartment residences arc
part of a three part plan that
started with the building of Cartier Hall. Phase one of the new
building will house 150 students,
with 75 more beds coming in
pha<.,c two.
The second major building
project that students will see is the
ground hreaking on the new
academic building on the corner
o f W}andottc St. and Sunset Ave .
early newt year.
The president says that this
will radically change the
univers ity ' s presence along
Wyandotte Street. The new building, who's principle tennant will
he the business school, promises
to be "one of the finest of its kind,"

Ianni says.
In an academic se n se
"everyone will appreciate the increasing number of applications
to the University of Windsor."
comments Ianni . The president
stands by his policy to keep the
first year eta~ approximately the
same size as last year's first year
class for the next couple of years.
Although Ianni admits that overall enrollment has grown by 300,
ianni says the current levels of enrollment make Windsor a major
mid-size 11n1vcrs1ty while main taining its standards of exceltcnce.
Currently Ianni <.,ays he is
waiting for the senate academic
committee's report. this campus
wide committee has been responsihlc for s uch actions as folding
the home economics department
into the family s tudies
programme, and totJlly restructuring the Faculty of Engineering
in the pa::.t few years.
One trend which Ianni says
people c:in expect to sec continue,
is the emphasis on co-op
programmes Windsor is one ol

Scenes from a pa,t homc\:oming parade. This ytar', prumi!>l', to he the ~,1 homecomlni,t in\\ lnd,or'5 hi\lOr~.

Homecoming Lancersface
Continued from Page I
ing lot M) to compete for the $300
first prize. Second prize is $200
and third prize is $100.
After Saturday's parade, free
food will be served until 2:00 pm.
The Lancers take on the York

Yeomen al 2:00 pm Saturday at
the HK Field.
Following the game will be
the 5th Quarter Party in the St.
Denis Centre.
"A liquor license looks pretty secure, but we' II have to sec

~O' -,,.k
1 ( /

J

how that goes. It hasn't officially
arrived. If we don't get it there
will be a party, just without alcohol," Brisebois said.
Much of the cost has been
covered by the Alumni ,ind social
services.

Lanca photo by Carolyn Cox

l'aul \larlin .Ir. \J ,I'. tleftl .uldre,,rd ,tudenh III tht• M1H1I Court uf che F,,rnl1) of I a" la,t 1 hursila, . :\la,1in i\ <'un.Jden.-d hJ m,tn) to he a leading candidate
for .lohn Turner'5 joh :1' l,·ad,•r of the hderal I.chem! Part,. But Martin has
)Cl lo offi<'iall) rhro" hi, narne inlo the race and "a,n't p,"°~arcd to announce
hi, l'andidaQ.

only three MBA co -op programmes in Canada and has a very unique co-op programme in the
Faculty of Engineering Universit ics such as Windsor arc
responding to demands from students and employers to offer a
curriculum that heller ">Uils their
needs. Ianni says.
The president abo says the
university will continue to concent rate on its graduate
programme, most notabl}, the introduction of a masters
programme in the law school
"which will capitalize on our on
going relations with the Wayne
State University law school and
the University of Detroit,'' the
president says.
In other disciplines Ianni
points 10 relations with institulions with institutions on the other
side of the border which make
many Windsor programmes unique in Canada. In particular Ianni
points out the archival 1,tudies
programme in conjunction with
Wayne State University. the clinical chemistry programme in conjunction with some of Detroit's
teaching hospitals and the Centre
for Canadia n and American
Studies.
Ianni praised the effort of the

students, lhc Subway pub and
director of student senice,,
David McMurray, fortheirefforts
in "creating a climate where students can entertain themseh.es
and enjoy themselves without
damaging their health ." 1 his
point was made in reference to the
effort., to contro l alco hol ab use o n
this campus Ianni says tha1
programmes such as the Server
Intervention Programme(SIP) arc
\cry positive because it works
with peer pressure from fellow
,1udents.
While this university like
others in the province is suffering
under the present underfunding,
Ianni ,ays Windsor did well in the
las! round of special grants. he attributes this to the fact that the Ontario government has targeted
certain faculties and programmes
with a high priority.an example
being the restructuring of the engineering programme. The fact
1hat Windsor has a Faculty of
Education also fits in w ith these
targets.
Ianni points out that universities are competing with other
public institutions for a limited
supply of funds from the provincial government. Uc warns "that
Continued on t>a~e 9.

Buffalo burgers coming to a plowing match near you
Continued from Page I
creates interest enough for some
people lo buy," said Green.
Another featured event is the
"Queen of the Furrow" contest.
Thirty-eight young ladies representing counties and regions
across Ontario will vie for the title
of Queen of the Furrow. The contestants will he judged on their
decorum, poise, plowing :-.kills
and ahility to communicate with
the public.
'I he opening parade takes
place on Tuesday, Scptcmher 19

and is followed b) the opening
l'Crcmonics hosted by f1,rmer
Windsor-Walkerville MP and
statesman Paul Martin Sr.
Plenty
of
importJnt
politicians will he in .1ttendancc
including Ontario premier David
Peterson, Ontario minister ot
agriculture and food Jack Riddell,
deputy prime minister and ministcrol ,1gricullure forC.rnada Don
Mazankowski, and Michigan
slate governor James Blanchard.
There arc many smaller displays and demonstrations of

\.trious things such as fashion
shows, arts and cralh, house displa} s. cooking demonstrations.
antique displays and plenl) of
food booths.
One of the most interesting
food hoolhs is one that advertises
"Buffalo on ,1 Bun . " Ken
Colcnull, who resides just outside
of the tov. n of hscx, is not sure
that his idea will go over big.
"I am not sure how we are
going to do, you\\ ould have to get
back to me on that," says
Colenutt.

Colenutt raises buffalo and
elk for commercial reasons. He
says buffalo meat has a very good
taste, similar lo that of venison or
moose. Buffalo is also higher in
protein and lower in cholesterol
and Colenutt hopes to cater to
health-conscious individuals.
The Plowing Match runs
from September 19 through Sepll'tnber 2.3, ending with
Saturday's closing-day parade
and salute lo Brant County, host
of the 1990 International Plowing
Match and Farm Machiner)

--------~- - - - - - - - - - - -

Show.
Admil.sion for this event is
six dollars for adults 14 and older.
and two dollars for children under
14. 11 you get a ch,rnce to get out
into the l"Ount), there is a lot to sec
on this 800 acre site.
All the sight,. sound,; and
,mells of the farm will he on display for people from all over
Canada and the Unill..'d StJles 10
sec Whether farming is your life
or tf) ou want to leave the hectic.
fast-paced city life for a <''
a
good time will be had by al

b

p
By Richard Verrier Reprinted from The Varsity
Canadian University Press
y the time we had finished them
they were only the shells of
men. There was nothing left in
them except sorrow for what
they had done, and ~ave of Big
Brother." -- George Orwell,
1984.
Mohammed and his fiancee
had just come out of the
fashionable Italian cinema on a
hot summer night in downtown
Mogadishu, Somalia. The
young lawyer was to be married
shortly.
That evening, Mohammed
was arrested by members of Somalia's National
Security Service on charges of subversion.
His crime: being the son of a prominent
businessman opposed to the autocratic rule of
Somalia's president Mohamed Siad Barre. "You
are trying to sabotage the revolution ... You want to
kill the president," his interrogators charged.
His punishment: a six-month nightmare of beatings with a thin iron rod, constant interrogations,
forced sleep deprivation, cigarette burns to the feet
and being submerged under water in a potato sack
to the point of near drowning.
Mohammed is now part of Canada's backlog of
85,000 refugees. The broken bones have mended,
the bruises have gone and the wounds have
healed but the psychological pain remains. He suffers from regular nightmares, poor concentration,
acute depression and, most of all, anxiety about his
fate.
"I feel that I am only temporarily out of jail -- that
I could go back any time," says Mohammed (not
his real name). "I feel unprotected ... you don't know
what will happen next, it's all confusing. I don't feel
happy saying I'm a refugee, I would like to say I'm
someone."
Torture victims such as Mohammed often face
enormous difficulties trying to forge a new life in
Canada. As refugee applicants, they frequently find
it unbearable to recount the details of their torture
o immigration officials. And, as immigrants, they
confront numerous psychological barriers as they
adapt to Canadian society.
One group that has gained international recognition for helping torture victims is the Toronto-based
Canadian Centre for Victims of Torture. Frustrated
with trying to treat many torture victims in the late
1970s, a group of doctors affiliated with Amnesty International formed this non-profit agency in 1983.
The centre has grown into a 175-member network of physicians, lawyers and social workers with
two full-tirne employees and 60 volunteers. The
centre is the second largest institution of its kind in
the world, next to Denmark's International
Research and Rehabilitation Centre for Torture Victims. Its success has inspired new centres in Minneapolis, Newark, Boston and Vancouver.
Ironically, the centre is also facing hard financial
times as the downtown rent-free house it used is

slated for demolition. The centre is now struggling
to raise $190,000 needed to find new quarters.
Through funding from all levels of government,
churches, unions, corporations and private donations, the referral centre also links its clients with
doctors and lawyers, provides English language
training and helps find housing and jobs. Clients
can also be matched up with volunteer
"befrienders."
Co-ordinator Joan Simalchik says the centre is
growing much faster than expected. Counting those
treated before 1983 by the founding doctors, more
than 1 ,500 patients have been treated from 26

creased by 19 per cent and 9 per cent re
Those from El Salvador have dropped by
cent.
Dr. Donald Payne, a Toronto psychiat ·
centre founder, says the type of torture infl
his patients often depends on their count~
More technologically advanced countn
as Chile and South Africa employ sophist
electro-shock techniques and chemical inJ
often under the instructions of a doctor. Th
countries also favour psychological torture
mock executions and threats to torture fa
bers.
(I.Si)

Gonzalez was routinely ~d
t
Wh '/
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shocks to his genitals,
Third World countries. The list of clients has almost
doubled from 47 in 1985, to 118 in 1986 to 234 last
year.
"Ten years ago people thought that only acertain segment (of the refugee population) had been
tortured," says Simalchik. "What we are finding is
that a great many refugees have been (tortured).
"But in terms of the world, we are only seeing
the tip of the iceberg. We don't know how many
die, how many flee."
Between 1985 and 1987, the number of clients
from Latin America has dropped while those from
the Middle East and Africa in particular, have in-

Countries such as Somalia and Iran, h
resort to more primitive methods varying ~ methodical beatings on the soles of the fee
head, to forcing the victim to stand uprighl
on end.
Whatever their methods, torturers share
same goal: to extract information by mean:
breaking the person's will. But usually this
part of a larger political objective.
"The major goal (of torture) is to systerr
terroriz~ a population as a means of keep<
citizenry in check," says Philip Berger, aI
tor and one of the centre's founder.
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and nipples
he centre's clients are typically
Although he startHd a new life in Canada with a
young, male and highly edunew marriage and career, Gonzalez says that the
cated -- some 23 per cent have memories of his tribulation cannot be erased. "You
university education. Experts
never go out of that room. You carry that torture
emphasize that, despite their
room for the rest of your life -- you are not free."
difficulties, torture victims are
When torture victims such as Gonzalez and
not mentally ill. Often they are Mohammed arrive in Canada they commonly suffer
the most courageous members from what psychiatrists describe as post-traumatic
of the community who dared
stress disorder, also found among combat veterans
stand up to the police state,
and rape victims. The symptoms include insomnia,
says Simalchik.
depression, nightmares, loss of memory and a
Waldo Gonzalez's story is
typical of those who make it to
the centre. A graduate of the
University of Chile's faculty of
1tecture, Gonzalez was a young c1v1I servant in
oc,alist government of Salvador Allende.
n military dictator Augusto Pinochet seized
rm a 1973 coup, Gonzalez and his cotes were swiftly rounded up. arrested without
e and subsequently tortured.
or the first three months of a five-year detenGonzalez was routinely kicked and beaten
hooded, given electrical shocks to his genitongue and nipples and forced to listen to the
s of his fellow prisoners from a cell so small
uld barely move. His hands, ribs and left leg
a1I broken.
nzalez, 41 , is now a successful industrial
.
ner and an activist in Toronto's Chilean com- paranoia towards authority figures.
These psychological problems -- coupled with
1· The only physical trace of his ordeal 1s a
infte of broken blood vessels beneath the nail family separation and the inability to obtain a work
le forefinger.
permit -- can turn life in the new society mt? an Orcan't
h remember the way I was before. I know I wellian nightmare. The sight of a police officer_,
government official or eve~ a teacher ca.uses in• appy, brilliant young leader," says Gonstant panic and flight. Routine interrogation by a_n
lbpl_ayed guitar, sang songs, I believed in
immigration official becomes unbearable. Learning
emgs.
a new language is an impossible ment~I feat. .
di denly I became no sweet person. It was
Drug prescriptions or psycho-analytic technifficutt for me to smile. I never thought that
ques
rarely restore damaged psyches. But those
could torture someone else."

who work at the centre say the best antidote for the
trauma of torture is friendship. Through the centre's
befriender program, clients are carefully matched
with one of 60 volunteers of all ages.
"What they (torture victims) really want is a sympat:ietic, listening person who is available and accessible," says Berger.
Apart from helping clients adapt to Canadian
society, doctors at the centre give medical referrals
to provide legal substantiation for refugee claims.
Without medical referrals, personal testimonies
often lack credibility -- by the time a refugee arrives
in Canada physical traces of torture have usually
long since healed. Like rape victims, torture v1ct1ms
often have severe psycholoq1cal difficulties when
recounting the details of their experiences, says
Payne.
An applicant must show a well-founded fear of
persecution to achieve refugee status. And efforts
at ach1evmg that status are not always successful.
Two years ago, Mohammed's application was
denied, despite the fact that two doctors from the
centre provided medical evidence to support his
claims of torture. He suffered an emotional breakdown at an 1mm1gration hearing and was later
hospitalized.
In 1984, Raul Rivadeneira, a Chilean patient of
Berger. was derned refugee status after collapsing
at an imm1grat1on hearing. A year later, Rivadeneir,
committed suicide just hours before he was to testify a second time.
But such cases are rare. Immigration officials
are now more aware of torture among refugees
than in the past, centre members say. However,
Berger says there is still little awareness among
Canadians in general about the pervasiveness of
torture world- wide.
·Most Canadians have no idea what goes on in
other countries and the horror that people go
through on a daily basis.•
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In last week's Lance (number 3, Sept. 14) a letter to the editor
brought up the issue of an apparent domination of the Student's
Administrative Council (SAC) executive by a fraternity
The author, Joseph Saverana, describes how he became
upset when he saw a fraternity banner erected at a SAC event.
SAC President Paul Brisebois, vice president finance Steve
Deneau, and entertainment co-ordinator Tim Tremain, are members of P1 Lambda Phi. Also, the vice president university affairs,
Lisa Tripp, 1s an alumnus of Phi Sigma Sigma - a sorority.
The Lance feels that that members of SAC, a corporation
which funds The Women ·s Centre, compromise SAC's ethics and
integrity by belonging to an institution which bases its membership on discrimination between the sexes. While there are many
good things about fraternities - it is a source of friends, a support
group. a source of contacts in the business world - the discriminatory nature of its membership policy gives a disreputable
air to its members. Members of a discriminatory group are not
viewed as being fair m its actions towards the discriminated
against group. Even if their actions are, in truth, fair.
In other words, not only does belonging to such a group compromise SAC's principles, but it will also hurt the executive when
they try to confront issues pertaining to sexual discrimination.
It should be noted that according to the Phi Sigma Sigma
constitution men are allowed to become members of the sorority.
. . .
.
.
h d· t
·1 · · th
· Thus d1sc1m1nat1on 1s not entrenc e m I1s sys em as 1 1s m e
Pi Lambda Phi's.
·
Any discision made by SAC which deals with the fraternities
. will be scrutinized and criticized in order to ensure that SAC is
being even handed in its treatment. In order to ~ even
handed SAC may even have to discriminate against Pi U:1mbda

Phi. This is not fair. this is not just. It is, however, the reality you
have to deal with when your loyalties are suspect.
The concentration of Pi Lambda Phi's in SAC make the loyalties of SAC suspect. Perhaps unfairly...
Paul Brisebois was elected, voted into office democraticalfy
Steve Deneau is a three-year veteran of SAC, starting as Social Science rep. Steve became vp-finance last year, and earned
an 'A' in the Lance's SAC report card last year.
Lisa Tripp has a degree in Social Work and was a volunteer
at the Liason's office for two years. She was hired by a hired on
reccomendation from a hiring committee of six, four of which were
appointed by council. The other two were Paul Brisebois and v.p
administration Michael Akpata.
Tim Tremain is actually not a SAC executive, he is an
employee of SAC. According to Lisa Tripp, ~remain was hi~
by the same hiring committee as she.
The surface reality is that two of SAC's executives and one
of SAC's most prominent employees belong to a sexist organisa·
tion and in so doing compromise SAC.
A deeper probe reveals that it could all just be a coincidence.
Perhaps the type of person who gets drawn to the Greek life
also the type that makes a good politician.
No matter what the truth of the situation, the fact remains
SAC's involvement in fraternities may handicap their job perfor·
mance. In order to counteract this they will have to work twice as
hard to give the appearance of even handed behaviour and treat·
ment.
They can start by not allowing clubs and societies to ered
banners at SAC events.

The Extremist
Some people might accuse me of being a feminist
(not a bad thing to be accused of by the way), but in
truth I am an optimist. I have this insane belief that
when intelligence, good will, creativity and cooperation are encouraged in our society, then citizens will
by and large act towards the solution of our many social problems. The state's role is to provide a system
where all have access to justice, none are beset by
the state to the advantage of others, and public order
is maintained in a way that encourages responsibility
over violence and theft. If I assert that we all will
benefit from the active equal participation of the
female half of the population, it is common sense as
will as •feminism" that compels me to do so.
Another case in point: Nurses. since the overwhelming majority of nurses today are women. Nurses in Canada find themselves working long hard
hours, carrying higher workloads, attending to more
and more complex duties, carrying a far greater
responsibility for patient health care and survival.
They also are getting less respect, money and societal support than unionized supermarket cashiers.
Strangely enough, nurses are going on strike all
across Canada.
Governments scream there is not enough money
in the kitty, then legislate them back to work. Nurses
refuse, sanctions grow, patients and their relatives
fume and we all get to watch it on T.V.

!)

1

D. Dexter Finisteris
Is all human endeavour so doomed to
STUPIDITY?
Acting stupid sets a bad example to our children.
When governments act stupid, it demoralizes the
whole country. It's bad for business and it scares the
investor. So why is stupidity a growth industry around
here?
The provincial government of Ontario, for example, pumps umpteen hundreds of millions of dollars into the health care system every year. If we can't
buy good health care with such resources, we can't
buy it at any price. We are doing something wrong.
If nurses want more money, and it can't be found,
then something very, very wrong is happening. The
classic business solution to such a problem is to reorganize, increase worker productivity, and then use
the extra productivity-derived savings to pay higher
wages.
In Ontario, a new regulation goes out requiring a
higher bed-pan hour quota.
Shit, I knew it, Planet of the Morons!
Why doesn't the Ontario government try a few deft
changes in the health care regulations to let nurses
handle more of the high-cost, high-responsibility type
medicine? They could do it faster and cheaper than
it is done now. Nurses hold up the health care system -- let them run a greater part of it. Turn nurses
into para- doctors (since they already do it anyways)

and let the nurses run more of the hospital. More staff
less administration, more health care, and less paper
will result. Aside from a few angry doctors -· whO
a
should be asked why, with their yearly earnings. they
don't already have more than enough to do -- the only
long-term adjustment problem would seem to be ooe ~
that voodoo practitioners have faced for centuries I
upon the introduction of a new ritual: "We don't dO C
things that way around here."
f
If the government of the day is too stupid to figure \I
this out. then it behooves the nurses to make thefll
le
see the light. If a couple of hundred thousand nurses
n
in Ontario and across Canada cannot figure out a bel·
ter way to run things, set the plan down in front of the g.
bureaucrats and ministers complete with draft 1egis· re:
lation and regulatory changes and then ram home the Cl
point until the Honourable Cheesehead McBabbil rr
Minister of Health and Inertia sees the sweet lightd ¥,
reason, then they don't deserve any better than th8Y C4
get. Such ineptitude probably shouldn't be allowed
'E
around sick people. After all, we don't trust our siCk
aF
to bureaucrats and politicians, do we?
Get organized, get rid of internal divisions, rjJ- in
responsible, take the power needed and fix t1111 qL
problem. The higher income and increased profes irt
sional respect will follow automatically.
cc
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Sturk sings the Thursday night blues
hy Ed\tard R. Sturk
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Why is it, that with approximate ly 13,()()0
full - and part-time students, this university
has II bar 1hat c.in accommodate (at best)
425 studcnts'!
Anyonc who was a witness to the lineups
1hat occurred Thursday, September 14 can
undoubtedly appreciate the angst that has
caused me to write this.
Grantcd, the Subway is a popular bar, and
like any popular bar on a popular night, it
can be expected to have at least some
semblance of a lineup. But this line was
epic in its proportions, most certainly
dwarfing any lineup at any bar since the
idea of lineups began.
For the size of the crowd lined up there, I
thought they must be giving free drinks
away. I asked, and no, they weren't. Incidentally, I think anyone who would
deliberately get in a line seven miles long
to wait for two hours just to get in their own
university pub deserves at least one free
drink.
But I digress. Obviously, it isn't fair to say
to :in estimated 5000 people every
Thursday night, "Sorry, there's just no
room." In the interest of satisfying
everyone, (or even just a few people) there
needs to be some sort of expansion. (Don ' t
ask me how, I'm not a carpenter. It would
seem to me, though, that at least two walls
could he knocked out in the Subway.)
Certainly, some would say that this isn't a
noble caw,c, ttiat the Subway on lhufsday
night is just a bunch of overcrowded, overdrinking people making fools of themselves to the manic strains oftechno-pop. But

then again , the people who say this arc
usually the same people who didn' t get in.
G ranted, there is no money for an expan sion. The Subway. in giving all its money
to the Student's Administrative Council
(SAC), doesn't have any money. SAC
doesn ' t have any. because it takes all the
money from the Subway pub and gives to
hack to the students (indirectly though it
may scern). The University certainly
doesn ' t have any, because takes all the

money it can get from anywhere, and then
spends it (all o f it) right back on the studcnts. (Again, indirectly though it may
seem.)
As a little afte rthought. it certainly would
be nil·e if SAC could boast ofheing able to
accommodate more than JUSt a small fracIron of its fee-paying undergraduate clcctorate in their pub . Another little
afterthought is that it would also be nice if
on odd occasions like graduations and
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homecoming, the university could frt all
the students into the univer,;rt)'. bar for a
token drink or two.
I'm not ahout to allack or critu.:ize SAC or
the university's spending prionties, where
they've spent money, o r how they've spent
money.'That wouldn' t be lair (or nice). Besides, maybe people arc satisfied with the
current situation . I know I' m not. And if it 's
a crime to want to go somewhere where I
can mingle with my peers (other than at the
student centre cafeteria, but that's a not her
story), have a few beers, relax, maybe meet
some members of the opposite sex, then
I'm guilty. Right now, however, I'm concerned.
I realize that there' s supposed to be a
declining trend towards drinking and bars
these days, so the attitude expressed here
probably isn't very popular, but I don't
think the hundreds of people lined up
Thursday night were there to bum the place
down.
If you're as concerned a:. I am (remember,
this is your pub we're talking 11bout here),
bring it to the attention of all the SAC
people you can rind. (Most of them can be
found lurking upstair:. at the University
Centre.) You can even bring it to my attention since I also sit on the Students· Administrative Council. But I need to know
people arc concerned. as do all your other
repre:.cntatives.
Then, when this issue is like a giant, dark
mu:.hroom cloud that hangs over the heads
of everyone al the university. SAC will
have a meeting, pull the money out of a hat.
expand the pub, and everyone will live hapoily ever after.
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Dear Editor:
I'm writing to you in response to the 'hack
talk' article that was published last week .;
I find it cncournging to :-.cc that the Lance
is ablc to publish student opinions in the
hope that greater student awarenc:-.s is
achieved on c,1mpus. In support of that
ideal, I hope that my re,ponse will he
published.
It pains me to sec that some students on
campus view a fraternity as an elitist,
female- discriminating organization.
whose sole purpose is to manipulate S/\C
lo further promote their rcspectivc fraternity. First off. fraternities arc not elitist organizations. The average student who
really knows nothing about fraternities. ex cept narrow stercotypical conclusions formulated by the movie 'Animal flouse',
Would he surprised to sec what actually encompasses a fraternity.
'El"t1e • 1s
· a strong word. There is room for
~ny male or female on campus to become
•nvo!ved in a Greek fraternity . the only
~uahty an individual needs is the desire or
initiative 1o part1c1patc.
• •
•
• " 10•
"fraterna
1ism
corporates both male and female organizations.
For females, there arc just as many benefits

ly. Since deprivation of an} sort is usually
rnn,idered counter to the human psyche, to
imply that people "ghettoize" themselves
by choice seems rather more than a careless remark. Such a statement echoes the
muddled thinking of a remarkably uninformed pseudo-intellectual. Dr. Phillipe
Rushton. (Remember his ,tatements on social, community-building skills being racially determined"?)
Dear Dr. Ianni:
Mr. Ramcharan shov. s a lack of know ledge
of real-world classifications of ghenocs in
I agree with the seriousncss of female disrelation to thcir cultural population . To
crimination; however, to poke fun at SAC I would like to wngr,1tul.1te and thank you
tor
having
the
\\
isdom
to
prm
1de
this
close
onc·s culture to outsiders docs not, ,1s
members involved 10 fraternitics surely is
not fair. To makc assumptions on how an l/nhersit) ,, ith a much-needed om - Mr. Ramcharan seem, to imply, result in
"ghl'ltoiz.1t 1lm". A ,impk· look ,II Canadian
indi, idual views females solely on the budsman. Though I do not kntm Mr. Suhgrounds of a self-modulated assumption ha, Ramcharan pcrsonally. I ha, e been cities ,,ill suffice. Mo,1 notahl). the
Chinc,c-Canadian community could arregarding fratcrnitics is truly absurd. Fur- informcd that hc is indccd the hcst pci,siblc
thermore to sa). "Discrirmnation hecause man for the po,rtion . M) concerns, guably he c.,lled the mo:-.t "culturally
closed" segment of Can.idian society. Yet.
ol sex is important and should not he hO\v.:, er. lie \\ ith his appointment as this
promotcd," is a \CT) good concern; school's Racc Rclation, Officcr. I undcr- when was the last time Chinatown was
however, concluding that 75% of the male stand he is al-Jdemicc11ly well-qualified for . called a ghettti? Closing a community to
the outside dominant culture should not be
SAC Executive is outwardly prcjudiccd thc position. and is in fact specializing in
the study ol race relations. Thl·se seeming- considered dctrimental to the de-.clopment
against females is ridiculous.
of that community. The f,1cts will not supGreek life on campm, is open to all "ho ly impressive qualifications make his
rcccnt
statements
all
the
more
alarming.
port such a statement. To hear a comment
wish to cxpcricncc it. To have people who
mcrelv sit on the sidelines criticize an or- The September 1 I, 1989 issue of the U of such as this from our Race Relations "expert" will do nothing but exacerbate the
ganiz.~tion, about which they know noth- W's Newsline quotes Mr. Ramcharan as
"
...
urging
minorities
not
to
ghettoize
themcurrent
racial/cultural tensions in this
ing. 'rubs' me.
selves
in
keeping
their
community
and
culcountry.
The officials who make up SAC were
But who can I turn to?
either clectcd by the students of this cam- ture closed to the wider society." A
"ghetto",
as
I
have
been
taught,
is
a
physiThe
ombudsman you say?
pus, or appointed due to their own personal
cal
area
of
a
city
characterized
by
persistSurely
you je:-t.
merits and achievemcnts. This campus has
0. Baptiste, President
been cxpcricncing many new events, for ent deterioration of the environment due to
Black Students' Alliance
example off-campus frosh week. that will deprivation. both economically and social-

in joining a sorority as there arc for males
in fraternities. Both of these organizations
strive toward very similar goals:
a) to support their fellow brothers or sisters
(fraternal ism)
h) to offer community support; for ex,1mplc. to the Kidney Foundation. Big
Brothers, and the United Way
c) to achicvc scholastically
d) to socialize hoth on and off campus

only promote a heller image of the University of Windsor. Instead of poking fun at
SAC on ,10 a:.sumption, lct's support them.
Respectfully.
,John Ste\tart

con-'bud
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PREGNANT
AND NEED HELP?

Call. ..

ONTARIO

UNIVERSITIES'

APPLICATION

CENTRE

Centre de Atceptlon dH OemandH d'AdmlMlon aua Unlftnli.1 de l 'Ont.ario

Are you interested in a. ...

8trtbrtubt
at

252-3322

Courtesy Bicycles
Welcomes back all students & faculty
with special storewide discounts.
* Norco

TEACHING CAREER ?? ...
Applications for all Ontario Univemty
Faculties of Education must be
received by the Teacher Education
Application Service (TEAS) on or
before December 15, 1989,
for Fall I <J90 Admissions.
For applications write to:

* Nishiki

*
Sell

Fiori

* Trade *

Repair

3154 Sandwich Street
oust a short walk from campus)
252-0080

We Provide-Free Pregnancy
Tests-Medical Referr,!ls
Community Reterra s
/\rrommodat1ons and
L rqa' Advice

T.E.A.S.
P.O.Box 1328
GUELPH, Ontario
NJH7P4
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\Vhat's the best part about being a CMA?
.
The rewaras don't stop at five.
The CMA designation is the hallmark of a winner. It brings public recognition and the chance
to meet stimulating people while performing
interesting and important work as a respected
professional.
Certified Management Accountants enjoy
excellent earning potential and with it, the
opportunity to lead the lifestyle of their choice.
Currently, over half of Canada's CMA profes-

sionals hold senior management positions.
The Society of Management Accountants
offers a program of professional studies and prac·
tical experience which ensures successful entry
into the business world. and a rewarding lifestyle.
Put yourself in the picture. Enroll in the CMA program. Call or write: 70 University Avenue,
Suite 300,Toronto,Ontario M5J 2M4 (416) 977-7741
Ontario Toll Free 1-800-387-2932.

CMA

The Society of Management Accountants of Ontario
SETIING THE STANDARD

0 Id St. Denis
gets new look
hy L) nn llc,airc

In the spirit of cxpaflsion, lhe The team, as well as all the other
University or Windsor has begun I activities formerly played in the
renovations on Old St. Denis Hall. Hall's old gymnasium, are now
In conjunction with the planncc..l housed in.the new fieldhouse - the
mov.c.:of the Faculty or Education, St. Denis Centre behind the
from its present location, next to Faculty of Human Kinetics buildthe E.C. Row Expressway in ing. .
South Windsor, huilding on the
The projected cost for the
main campus, the newly renovations is $2.2 million. The
renovated hall will provide an University has already received a
athletic area for the Faculty's stu-, $1 million grant from the prov indents. Education students will re- cial government. Although there
quire a gymm.1sium for their arc insufficient funds to complete
curriculum when they move on the project. the main gymnasium
campus in I 992. When not in use will he us~hle for l~e writin_g of /
by the Facult} of Education, the cxaminat1ons , <1s in prcviuus
gymnasium. located in the north ycms, when the huildcr 's contract
half of the Hall, which is attached expires in April of 1990. The
to the rear of the University remaining parts of the huilding.
Centre, will he availahle for the including the mothhalled S\\ im- /
u~c of recreational programs.
ming pool in the basement.\\ ill he
In. the past, St. Denis Hall was unusable until further funding is
the home of Wint.lsor's favourite made available to complete
basketball team, The Lancers. renovations.

I

Lance phoro by Dave Ragus

Leddy Library gets tough on overdue books
by Ken Brown
The Leddy Library has implemented a new borrowing system
for the books and publications it
loans out. The system allows students to gain easier access to
materials while making it easier
for the library to keep track of
where the materials out on loan

are at a given time. It replaces the
old system which dates back over
20 years. The new system, called
NOTIS, is expected to improve
overall efficiency and student access to materials.
To enforce the new rules, stricter guidelines have been estab1ished
concerning
the
"responsibility of borrowers", and

Ianni calls for support
continued from page J.

if we don't put pressure on them
(the government), make no doubt
about it other sectors will get it."
To protect faculties which aren't
specifically on the government's
priority list the strate y is to

Ur. Ron Ianni

protect th b
e ase b udgct, says
la~ni. He adds that this year the
un1v~rsities hase budget from the
.provincc d"d
' not keep pace with
1ntlatio
.
n an d thus the university
1s· 10°,·
·' ng ground. The pressure
has to be kept up to keep l)ase
hu<lgcts h
· a cad of inllalion if the
quality 0 f d
e ucation is to remain
unscathed.

Even if hase budgets are
protected and Windsor is as successful as it has been at procuring
capital grants the university in the
future, will be depending more on
alumni and its friends in the community for support. Ianni says.
The president points out that
the university is nearing the end
of its $18,000,000 capital campaign and he is confident that they
will not only reach their goal, but
actually exceed it. This is thanks
to the support from the city of
Windsor and many of Windsor's
corporate and private citizens.
It is a campaign such as this
one, says Ianni, which allows the
university to build the type of high
quality academic buildings sue h
as the business building.
·
Finally the university pres1dent extended an open invitation
to all students to come up to the
Ambassador Auditorium on the
second noor of the University
centre on Tuesday September 26
..
f th
at 2:00 pm for an unvc1 1mg o e
scale model ant.I pictures of how
the new academic building will

will now be enforced by the mtrod uct ion of fines for overdue
books. The amount of the fine will
range from 50 cents/day for circulating books, to two dollars per
day for reserve material.
"The fact of controlling books is
the main benefit--there will be
better access to books for the
university community," associate
librarian Jerry Malone said.
Malone is in charge of public services at the library.
He also mentioned a new service that will allow stut.lents to
place books on holt.l or have them
recalled if previously loaned. The
old system was unable to provide
this service, Malone stated. because it was "not able to keep an
accurate rccort.l."
"Any new system takes time to
adapt," Malone sait.l when asked
about how he thought students
will react to the new system. He
added that "90-95 per cent of students will return books on time. It
is the smaller percentage fines are
aimed at."

0
C

In an unscientific poll, students
asked to comment on the changes
were either unaware they had occurred or agreed that the system
would benefit the community at
large.
The new system is "much better,

\

with fewer mistakes," making
things much easier, the senior
clerk at the library's circulation
desk, Ana Maria Brotea says.
Information about NOTIS is
available at the circulation desk of
the Leddy Library.

Three University of Windsor profs honoured
by Dary II Smith

September 24th's convocat1·on ceremony marks the promotion of three University of
Windsor professors to Emeritus
status ·
Walter Romanow, is a
ofcssor
of Communication
pr
Studies at Windsor. He created
Windsor's department of Communications Studies, the second
in Canada. He i~ the recipient of

numerous awards, including the
Ontario Confederation of University faculty Association Citation
for Outstanding Contribution to
University Teaching, in 1973.
Philosophy professor Harry
Neilsen has been at the University
of Windsor since 1968. He has
published both short stories and
children's literature. Neilsen is
considered an expert on the works
of both Soren Kierkegaard and
Ludwig Wittenstein.

Peter So:menfeld, a Geology
professor, is also among the ranks
of the honourary lifetime professocs. He began at the Un1·vers1·ty
of Windsor in 1966 after schooling in Czechoslovakia. He
founded, and was the first head of
the University's Geology department.
The convocation ceremony,
the University's 52nd, will take
place Sunday, September 24th at
the Cleary Convention centre.

---------~~~~~~~~l~o~ok~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·
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Queens prof helps clean up environment
By Helen Lightbown
As a step in the fight to I
stop acid ra111. one Canadian i
, researcher has revived an old
coal-burning system and
adapted it so that it "virtually:
eliminates" sulphur emissions
(a main component of acid
rain).
Dr. Henry Becker, a
chemical engineering professor at Queen's University.
simultaneously tumbles .ind
burns pulverized coal and
limestone in order to 'capture·
the sulphur ga«-es from the
burning coal before they go up
the smokestack.
The technology he use<;,
called atmospheric fluidi,ed
bed combustion' (AFBC), is
alc;o very fuel efficient.
An AFBC furnace is
usually a steel cylinder with aporous metal 'plate' mounted
horizontally inside it. On the
plate is a 'bed' of sand or other
particulate material. From
hdow, air is blown at high
velocity through the plate
while pulverized fuel is fed
into the furnace and burned
a hove. Becker describes the
process as "being caught in a
tornado"...,hilehurningatvery

.

THE SEWER BALL
high temperaturcs--ahout 900
degrees C. l his process maximize" the heat obtained from
every ton of pulverized fuel.
But, c, en with fud effi
c1cnt AF·BC. the ..,ulphur g.iscs
go out the smokest,1ck ,ts pollution, '-O Becker introduced
the limestone
The sulphur dioxide given
off b) the burning coalre.1ct..,
with the calcium oxide given
off h) the burning limestone.
Taking oxygen from the air.
the suhsta'lccs ~omhine to
produce gvpsum--ordinary
household pl.1scc1.
Potential uses for th is
plaster--as roadbed, landfill or
building material--are in-

eluded in a waste dispos,11 rese.irch project by the federal
department of Energy, Mines
and Resources;, says Becker.
However, Becker point-;
out d disadvantage of the technology. Beneficial a<; it may
be in terms of energy short,1gcs
and acidc rain. ii will ultimatc1y add to the worldwide
'greenhouse effect' because 11
gives off carbon dioxide.
"A halfwa) measure
would he to burn natural gas
and coal in equal proportions."
he adds. "That would reduce
the (carbon dioxide) emissions
hy 50 percent. But we're going
lo have co get away from coal
altogctha."

PAUL CUltTIS

'83

Coal-hurning AFBC' technolog) dates hack to the end of
the I tmo... hut w,1s developed
in e.1rncst h) the !ud-st,1r, ed
British after World War II, Becker sa)"· In the 1950s and
1960s . ..., hen world oil supplies
seemed l11nitle:-.s. scientbts
lost interest in AFBC. he adds.
The Queen's AFBC
project began during the energy scurc of the late 1970s,
'" hen research focussed on
fuel efficiency and finding
ne..., sources of fuel.
In a decade of research,
Becker has cxhausthely surveyed the firing (burning)
properties and problems of all
Canadian coals, including

mi nto coal from Nc\li
Brunswick, bituminous coal
from Nova Scotia and
anthracite from British Colum.
bia
At one time, eerie yellow
smoke used to engulf the
chemical engineering building
at Queen's. Becker was burn.
ing alfa vass- a cheap, plentiful fuel trom North Africa--,n
his AFBC furnace. However
he switched to other ·exotic
fuels because the gras
clogged the fuel-feeding S) .
terns.
He has also expcrimcrte
with the "a,;tc products ol
refineries -the ,ill-but- wort~
less ·-.yncrude · coke was fr
refined tc1r sands, .ind
petroleum coke.
Other alternative fuel.,t
have hcen well rcse.irchc
especially hy the s.... edcs, Jr
garbage and wood \\ a~t
(hark. sawdust and wood shm
ings) and they already h,11,
commercial possibilities,~(
!->ays.
Nova Scotia Pmvcr an
Light an. gorng ahead \\I
plans to build a coal-fuclltt
AFBC gcncrating!'>tation usm.
his design. he says.
(Canadian Scien<.·e Nc"i

Persua11t to a11d in accorda nee witl1 tl1e by-laws of the University of
Windsor's Student's Administrative Council, tl1e following positions
are a,,ailable:

1 Arts Represe~tative
1 Human Kinetics Representative
1 Nursing Representative
1 School of Dramatic Arts Representative
2 Faculty of Science Representatives

1 Scl1ool of Social Work Representative

Nomi11ation for1ns and additional information are available in the
S.A.C. office (2nd Floor U.C.). Any questions may be directed to Tin1
Fairl1ead, Chief Electoral Officer.
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Avenues for examining the work of contemporary
Canadian artists abound, and last Sunday the Art Gallery
of Windsor presented a stimulating look at one of the
nation's foremost painters, Guido Molinari. when it hosted
a discussion between critic Walter Klepak, curator Matthew Teitelbaum. and the artic;t himself. The conversation
was particular!} propitious in terms of its balanced presentation of critical, historical. and personal insights, as well
as its conscious attempt to evaluate the paintings in terms
of both content and context. This focus is especially suited
to Molinari's work because he himself is thoroughly concerned with both its technical. physical aspects and the
process of perception that occurs as the \'iewer contextual.
izes the painting and incorporates it into his or her own experience.
Guido Molinari is a French Canadian painter of international stature and significance, who led the second wave
of Montreal abstractionists at the forward extreme of painting in Canada during the forties, fifties and sixties. Presently on display at the Art Gallery is a selection of his works
entitled The Black and White Paintings. The exhibition
covers a ten year period, from 1951-1961, at the beginning
of the artist ·s career, and is comprised largely of paintings
without colour. This is an art which was radical in the extreme. and punctuates a seminal phase not only in the
artist's own career, but in the development of hard-edge
abstraction both in Canada and internationally. The show
marks the beginning of a period of great experimentation
for a young artist who saw the need to take abstraction
completely beyond all vestiges of the natural world, including perspcctival and figure-ground relationships. It is
an homage 10 the vision of a man, onl) in his twenties, who
broke free of some extremely influential precepts in order
10 create an art that advanced the principles of abstraction
close to their extremity.
A student of both the academic Ecole des Beaux Arts
in Montreal and the more liberal Ecole d'art et de dessin
at the Montreal Museum of Fine Arts, Molinari soon
moved past not only academic work, but the formalist
abstraction ot the day, and discovered the engaging
"automatism" of contemporary Quebec ar · s such as
Paul-Emile Borduas and Alfred Pellan. e i It

Detail from Untitled 1958

Mondrian's nco-plasticism.
B~ the end of 1955 Molinari wa, thoroughly immersed in the black and\\ hitc painting-. that form the bulk
of this shO\\. While the -.implificd colour painting, had
succeeded in giving the pictorial ~urfocc different potential-, b~ using colour a, pure cncrg~. the~ had not allo,.,cd
the~ oung arti,t to full~ achic, e that J~ namic equilibrium
that ,o concerned him . Bccau,e of it, hlatant link to the
natural\\ orld. "1olinart \\ a, increa... ingly con, inced of the
need to eradicate p::r... pt:cti\ c from ab-.traction. anJ in
orckrtodo this he e,·cntuall~ .,,rn the necessit~ of eliminating tonality from his art. ,incc h: ,irtuc of their ,cry natun~. tonal rclatiom,hip, imply per,pccti\·c. With the
elimination of v. hat he refer<. to a, Euclidian space.

og) hetween the nc\,

t.Q

f

the

'in1

a fascistic government (
saw in the radical politic
duas the power of imaginat
anti-automatic qualiiies that mark
tioned on his views about ho
place in the evolution of
the development of abstracti
simplified
but still fully c
in Canada, because of the repr
approach
the
two-dimensi
what had happened had had to
. Whereas in New
·
t throughout
York a more "New Deal" socialist, individualistic menrks the d
tality had made room for the evolution of the plastic na1
ture of art, in Quebec the Automatistes had been captivatPIM""·PIY
by the new freedom of expression of the unconscious
, surrealism offered. Surrealism, however, remained tied
anner of treating mass.
the three-dimensional space that men like Mondrian ha
en more exciting: the
since passed beyond. Thus, the unique French Canadian
al space left by cubism
circumstance allow cd for the de, elopmcnt of a, er) clear
n1
e
stan
planes" which might
understanding of ho,., to approach modern values in paintin a figure-ground relationship. lning, and so the art of Molinari finds a place in the internaynamic
equilibrium" of form was estabtional context of the development of abstraction, but with
olinari
saw
in
Mondrian the \'aluable and
a unique focus.
powerful tool of auto-criticism which kept his work entireComing out of this context. Molinari ·s work takes on
ly
new, and also the importance of \\ hat the Canadian
a certain meaning. but the artist is quick to point out that
terms
the principle of destruction exemplified in
the work in itself does not carry historical data with it that
Mondrian·s
self-critiques as well as philosophical \\Orks
determines it-, meaning. Just as Male, tch ·s paintings don't
b~ Nietzsche which had long innuenced the young
carry a lot of the Russian Re"olution with them, the works
of Molinari arc not primarily important for either the social history or the artist"s intention behind them.
This primarilv surreal Quebec "automatic" expression
of the unconsciou~, is e" idcnt 1n Molinari·s earliest oils on
display, as well as in the drawings which develop both a
pers;onal calligraphy, and the all-over quality so characteristic of his work. The drawings re,cal a sensitivity for
black and white, while the earliest paintings show the extent to which he had embraced surreal-automatic expression. e\'en to the point of working blindfolded in the dark.
Yet at a formal level it did not take long for Molinari
to hecome dissatisfied with the reigning automism of the
da}. and he soon began to push beyond the style which he
though dealt insufficientlv with principles of abstraction.

--

,

means -.imph! reiterations of hi-. ,ou1hern contemporaries.
The Quehccoi.., · work i., smaller. tor one thing. Yet it., internal rclation,hip, evoke a monumental ...cale. The edge
of the canva-. doesn ·1 limit the hlack and white areas which
seem to mo,e be) ond the confines of the can\'a<. that e\'en
Mondrian re-.1rictcd himself to. Abo de, eloped at this time
is the equi,·alence of structural areas: the hlack and whites
in these painting, arc completely re, cr-.iblc. and even
,, hen Molinari returne i tonal , alue in the sixties thi..,
equilibrium of colour

Molinari
Long hefore this trip. however. Molinari had been fascinated b, the discrepanc) between form and content. and
he cites h1, "e,pericnce" 11h the h:xt in the night" as an example woken in the middle oft he night,, ith a tremendous
urge to write. an eighteen ~car old Molinari had composed
what he felt to be a very meaningful and telling poem. yet
when he a,,oke in the morning he could decipher neither
the hand\vriting nor the meaning of what he had written.
He could, how~e, er. ,till sense from the indecipherable
form that impulse and drh·c to \\ rite. This ambiguous
relationship between form and content spurred on the early
automatistc c,pcrimcnts but it is a concern which changed
its manifcstat1on greatly under the influence of

m:c · the\ iewer" s mind. but not on canvas. This
u i . then. is vcr~ intellectual. and for ~1olinan
g i., <,cen prima1ily as a certain number of -,igns put
together anti fillered through the \'ie\,er·.., perceptual apparatu .... \\'hat \\C ,cc i, L,,1,1:d upun our li11ki11g. of,cnsory
perceptions,, ith the intellectual and intuiti, e baggage v. e
already carr). Thus, the artist"s basic concept is relational
in its treatment of structural form It is the equivalence of
in the black and white masses that helps give the
s monumentality. yet at the same time the role of
er is also important to the de,·elopment of a new
of spatial it): it is up to the, iewer to perceive this
ntality. Molinari i.-con\'inced that because of this.
·oplc sec the same painting: whate, er you have
f you is created in your mind and. because each
i" different. art 1, always a one to one relationen, iewer and\. icwed. Furthermore. the link be,o is a somatic one. for whatever is experienced
tnd has an effect on the bod). and the kinetic acti, it~. e... pcciafly in the vector painting,. adds another
dimcn,ion to lhat intellectual corporeal perception. For
Molinari thi, one to one a,pect of art as expaicnce is al..,. ay s nC\\ and exciting. a source of continual challenge.
It is e,·ident that such an emphasi, on subjecth c perception allows more than one reading of the pictorial construction. and denies the confining authority of absolutism
\.\ htch i, easily con·strued from a cursory reading of the"e
often harsh. seeming!) uncompromising forms.
The importance of these black and white paintings is
manifold. Within their historical context they are a fascinating addition to the developmental chain of abstraction
identified by Molinari himself, which follows the achievements of Cezanne. then of Picasso, then ::lf Mondrian, and
finally of Pollock. The works arc also s1gn1ficant when examined ,., ithin the social climate of Quebec at the time,
and although they arc not overtly political, any art which
so stridently challenges conservative views of issues as
fundamental as space cannot help but take on a political
message. And with the context of the artist's own development these black and white paintings are seminal . Yet this
art has a content which supersedes all contextual importance it ma) have. The black and white paintings develop
radically new forms for spatial construction and perception; they allO\\ us to examine our own way of seeing B~
so doing. this art, abstract in the extreme, docs not take us
away from the world, but allo,,s us to re- evaluate our contact with it.
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October in the realm of me·mory

. I

by Lisa Fortin

~
•

''And I rose
In rainy autumn
And walked abroad in a shower of all my days.'
Dylan Thomas,
"A Poem in October"
October is a time for remembrance. So say the
works of Andrea Champlin and Bradley Rubenstein in
their exhibition October, going on now at Artdte until October 1st. The title piece is a sprawling collection of some
perhaps two hundred cut-up black and white snapshots.
:,,cemingly culled from family photo albums. and nailed individually over two walls in a vaguely grid-I ike patter, calling to mind a network or sort of mental map of memories.
The occasional squares of black interspersed throughout
would suggest holes in the map. pictures missing. things
forgotten ... It sets a mood for the show, the theme of which
seems to be the nature of memory. Of course. it's open to
interpretation.
And it would appear that Champlin and Rubenstein
want us to interpret their work as we sec it. According to
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Below: Home -- Above: October

Lance pholo by John·Paul St. Pierre

the blurb in the Artcitepamphlct these Detroit natives cur- this October theme of remembrance. One pi1..ce. entitled
rently working out of Boston "see the significance of their "Genetic Drift". seems to go well r ,ough at first glance
. work as lying in the investigation and communication of with the rest of the show. Yet the religious and sciemific
ideas in a collaborative process." They communicate their imagery set it apart somehow. rendering it something of,
ideas in a number of different ways: not only through sub- puzzle to this poor amateur art critic. And then th1:rc 1
'Milton", which really doesn't seem to say much Jfan)·
ject matter, hut with colours and materials and techniques.
thing.
This is right next to "Cynicism and Rancor". a fau
for example, in one piece. called "No Geo." one of the
ly
blatant
political statement that also seems out of pl~ce.
materials used is a frag1k-looking but extremely strong
"• sort of fibreglass cloth. almost like a frozen gauze. which though it is ccrtamlv prO\ocative. Four men in W\VI com
bat gear (didn't I sec you in Life magazi,1e'!) an: ,·1.
in context might be a mdaphor for the fine hut nearly unbreakable fabric of memory. Reinforcing this motif of houcttcd against a metallic gold sky embl,1zor.cd 11i1h
memory is the prc<lominancc of black and white photos. a muted grey "Gol<len Arches." What 1t means. aside frllr
number l)f them of children. and of mellow. muted. sepia perhaps "Down \Vlth capitalist greed!" is har<l Ir, \JI
tones in many of the work'S. with only the lKCas1onal dash Hmm ...
All in all. a worthwhile effort from Champlin~111
of bright. primary colour. The O\ crall effect is one of
melancholy rem misccncc. though at times -;ome of the Rubenstein. Especially rccommen<le<l as a thoughtful 11.
piece:-.. focusing on smiling. happy children. run the risk of to pass a dreary. rainy fall afternoon. Rcmcmh:r. It\ !k
cms:-.ing over 1010 corny no,talgia. ju:-.t harcly avoiding it. tober by Andrea Champlin and Bradley Rubenstein. shn11
This can partly he attributed to their -..kilful and creative ing now through October 1st at ,\rtcite. "Wind,(•r
use of texture. particularly in one grouping of pictures non-profit. artist-run exhibition and performance c,n11
where J certain emphasis is pl.iced un interesting frames for the contemporary art:-.," located at MacKenzic Ila!
3277 Sandwich. open Wcd.-Sat. 12-5 pm, Sun. 1-5 pm. :-i
ma<lc of wood. wax. lead and velvet.
But not quite all the artwork shown :-.ccms to lil into entry fee; but all donations gratefully accepted.
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The Produce Depot
Farm Fresh Produce*Discount Groceries
905 Janette Ave . 977-7716

Bananas

49¢/LB
Fruit Baskets

from $15
Chefmaster
MarQarine

79¢/tub

Bread
3 loaves for

$1.99
New Crop Apples
MacIntosh/
Paula Red

59¢/LB

5% Discount on Produce and Groceries with
Student Card
(Limited Time Offer:we reserve the right to limit quantities)

Free Del ivery on orders of $40 or more
O pen 7 days Mon. to Sat. 8am-6pm Sun 9am-5pm

Whose Time
Has Come!"
Windsor's Only
True Alternative
Grand Opening
September 29, 1989
Doors Open
at 9:00 pm
$2 00 Cover gets yo
free
life preserver
961 Riverside
Downtown
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NOART,
hy Bill Stoat
We've all heard the expression "You don't know what
you've got till it's gone", but what if you never had it?
Newcomers to Windsor from cities like Toronto, London
or Hamilton will notice the absence of old brick houses in
most parts of this city. The long-time Windsorite won't
notice this lack even when it is pointed out. fl will probably take a trip to a city with a lot of brick houses to open up
their eyes. and their minds.
Which is a roundabout way of leading up to this
week's Art Beef: Has anyone besides me ever noticed how
dull this campus is? Nice lawns, nice trees, nice cement
square things, nice flowers, yawn ... Other universities have
statues in the quad, odd sculptures and statuary around and
about the grounds, murals in the Centre and paintings all
over the place. Not us. No way. Gets in the way of the lawn
mowers. Wonder why there arc no pigeons in the quad? To
them, this campus must look like the 401.
rnsidc our buildings, the same absence of visual
stimulation continues: A few works in the Library, a stainless steel thingy in the Law Building, and some wall treatments out of a 1965 architectural magazine. Ho hum.
Everywhere else the eye finds nothing to light upon but
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Regular Taco
or

Soft Taco
or

Nacho chips and Salsa
or

Mexi-Melt

or
Bean Burrito

Ftve great choices.
One great price.

"

TACO ~'BELL.
5150 TECUMSEH Ro. E. • 3054 DouGAUAVE.
6707 TECUMSEH Ro. E. • 1790 HURON CHURCH

endless feet of ugly institutional pastel-painted walls and
bulletin boards. Blahh!
And then we get all huffy when Baby Frumm calls
this place Last Chance U. Hell, I like this place as much
as the other guy, but the "artistic" blandness of its public
face-- its grounds and buildings--is beginning to get to me.
Landscaping is nice but we're verging on sensory deprivation.
Inside the buildings the story is the same or worse.
There used to be, in times long forgotten. a mural in the
Centre cafeteria. Lord knows if it was saved from the paint
rollers years ago, but the fact remains: it was never
replaced.
-- A University Centre without a mural?
-- SACRILEGE!
I want a big mutha '-humpin '. gushy. heroes-of-therevolution, Soviet-realist monster up on the wall in the
Centre. The Subway Pun's Subway murals arc the right
idea. but are hidden treats for pub patrons. We need something that will sec (and~ seen in) the light of day
I want a mock-Diego Riviera mural in the Engineering building! I want big meaningless... THINGS sitting on
the lawns. in the quad (or mini-quad), in front of the Law

Lance photo by Michael J. Cohen

School, out in front of Cody, Mac and Laurier.
Instead, the few pieces of art around campus are
vanishing. The "Macaroni'' has vanished from Lebel's
front lawn. Paintings are slowly being phased out at the
library, while new disgusting shades of flesh-puke-coffeegreen paint are being tested out for the miles of bare
University Walls.
It's a Markabian Plot!
The way l see it, we have a top-notch Visual Arts
schMI here at Last Chance U. Do we dare use it? No way!
Other universities let their art students run amok around
campus. The weeds grow up around twisted metal sculptures. the residences lead spray painting raids against
founder's statues, rock monoliths tip over. but ART
ABIDES.
Actual!} it kind of proliferates. given a half-reccpth-e
altitude. and each year secs more stuff to add to. to surplant
and to complement the cx:..,ting .,tock.
And guc..,s what'? The place beg.ins to look like a
university.
High time we got in on th,.,. Dig up some ca"h for
materials. hold a competition. get the pickup truck and get
to it! What arc we waiting for -- another bnok by Frumm'?
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I do'1 'l kno,, ho\\ man) local shLw. <. I h.ive been to
that the crO\\ d \\ a, less thun .. dequate l ..,t me venture to
.,a, th.it it h,,., bcc.!n m m. So,, hc'1 m) budd, nd I decided
t..i ru1 v'l a sh0\\. \\ c decided \\ c \\ ere go1'lg to do 1t different y. to ensur.: a huge cro\\ d We put it on during
Orie'ltation \\ cl!k; \\ e go ll sponsNed b, S A.C'. and
CJAM FM. '"e got J hold of c1ghtofWindsor'<. he,;t bands;
,,e flooded the residences wirh flH:rs;
e\en got il full
page in the Arts ,ection '-)f the I ancc. With all of t1ii'> gohg
for u-.. tti.:: da, turned out :o bL a di<.a-.1.::r. first of all. the
first band. due 10 communic.it1on problem,;, did 'IOI -.how
up. Oh well. not a major cnc.;1s But then t'1e Rump Rangers
got on stage ( I c1rn .1 Rump Ranger), and found that tbl:
sound w.1s e\ en worse than Stan le) s (And 1f you have
e, er pla)Cd at Stanle) 's you kno,, that hearirg )Ourself
cc1n often be a problem.) It ,;eems a-. though the Fellas from
The MaJOr Chord\\ ho \\ ere doi11g the . . ound did not know
,.,, hat they \\ ere doing. and because of this. man) of the

,,e

bands did not sound as great as they should have. It is because of these ~ound people that the main band, Lost
Patrol, did not get a chance to play, bcl.'.ause, al 8:30, the
sound miln ,, a, tired and wanted to go home (,, hat a way
to do bus mess) 1 he -.aving gr::.,ce of the dJy ,ecrns to ha, e
been the keg of beer that Tim Trcnunnc so grnciously set
up for tJ.ie bands in the courtesy room The keg managed
to !.,st all da), tt.nd ,, as a nice way to say thank, to JII the
hards that come out to ,;upport the show. Th,inb to all the
tiands that did pla), amt once dgain all of my apologies to
L osl Patrol for not e\'cn getting t'1c chance to phi), alter
they had sat around all day waiting..
Ont final comment:\\ here were all of the rc!.idencc
people? This show\\ as for you pcopk and I \ cnture to sa)
there was not a smgle residence person there This was an
excellent chance to get acquainted\\ ith the bands that you
,, 111 ro doubt be going to sec once 1he novel!) of the pub
and Bentley's wears off. For the price of three bucks for
eig"t tiands. \\ hy ,, ere) nu sitting 111 the lounge ,,.,atching
·1.\'.?
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BERRINGERS
TAVERN

Every Monday
Robert Penn
Every Wednesday is Wing Nigh
15¢/wing
Live Entertainment
Thurs. Sept. 21

Ali a.~
Friday & Saturday-0.J.&Dancin~
to Top 40
1521 RIVERSIDE DR. W. 977-9101
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Altered, Angry Landscapes
by Carolyn Cox
"What the hell arc we doing with relation to nature?" Robert Fortin's inquiry reflect<, in his artwork, as
tshows a deep interest in the effecb of man·-. works upon
a1ure.

Having a formal literary education. he has been a
rofessional artist for only six years. Fortin i., a Quebec
tive and now a Windsor local, and his art has been disayed in Toronto. Montreal. Detroit and Paris.
Titled "Animated but Altered Nature", Fortin 's disyal Windsor Paintmaker's Forum demonstrates a conrontation between nature and an industrial environment.
e does this by using organic forms and materials with a
·story, such as a feather from a bird that was killed by a
r. Theconfli ct is therefore seen between nature and man.
The title piece uses a fragment of bone and stick
·mbcdded in a field of reds and browns. Contrary to what
he colors may suggest, it is not an angry piece; it merely
ives the viewer a feeling of movement.
Six small: unmatted, untitled landscapes are also
display. Fortin uses black grey pencilling to create dark
dustrial landscapes, with obscured skies. The use of
ring and tiny slivers of wood also contributes to this ef1.

Similar in style to his title piece. Fortin has two

all collages on display. created in 1988. yet untitled.
nes and leather are the organic form!-. in these pieces,

like "Animated but Altered". a feeling of motion is
A final piece looks a bit out of place, but it's most

lling: created on canvas, a brown elephant face peers
ma sky of vivid blue. Typical? Not quite. as Fortin "airs" the creature by deforming its tusks. "Elephants." For-

says. "are parallel lo humans" and through this obscure
mile, elephants have become one of his favourite images:
en his 101cm.
And as Fortin ·s elephant watches you view his "aled art. enjoy the conflict displayed between nature and
an. These recent works \11,ill bt: dbplayed at the
akers Forum, 384 Pitt St. E.. until October 20. Come

Win Free Tuition

Coming Soon ...
Johnny 's Roadhouse

o ff with Student I D

Draw To Be Held

Tickets Available at:

CASA CHAVELA
10

One Se1nester Full Time
(Value $758.50)
W~dnesday,

Unique Gifts & Clothing

SAC office, ext. 3905

From Around the World
405 Pelissier

OPUS office, 3231

254-6865

Student Affairs office, 3288

• Sweaters
eMask~
eFolk Ari
eJeweller~

ePonehos
eTapestries
• Mayan sculptu
eclothing

Open 7 Days

IN THE SKY

September 27

at the
University Centre-lpm

Student Info Desk, 3230
United Way office, 3171

Support Our
United Way

10% o ff w ith Student 1. 0 .
"FRO M TH E ORI G INAL TO THE EXOTIC'"

• Sweate r\
eTa peslries
e etothing
e Je wellc~

e f olk

Art

•African C arv1111s

II "II I It \11111 l\tPOlt 1, 1 ltll\l \kill ,11 IIH -.oMI I>

300 Ouellette Ave. ( Pa lace Complex)
Open 7 Days

Together We Make
The Difference

Whatever 1he
sUQject,we

keep you

(Startinr : ;?ptember 28)

Mon. Oct 2--Simon Nkoli, South African
Anti-Apartheid & Gay Activist;7:30pm
Tues. Oct. 3--Magdelena Hernandez. pre--ident of
the Women's Council in the repopulated town of
Las Vueltas-Windsor' s twin city in El Salvador.

We invite you to
subscribe now at

the special student
rate of 50°/o off.
To start your subscription ,
simply fill out the coupon below
and mail with your payment to
The Globe and Mail.

special student offer at 50% OFF

Please deliver The Globe and Mail to the address
below. Enclosed is my cheque or money order or
charge card authorization for D 13 weeks - $27.63
D 26 weeks -$55.25
Name _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __
University _ _ _ ____ Campus _ _ __ __
Residence

Room # _ _ _ _ __

Street
Provinc e

City - - - - -- Postal Code _ _ __ _

Telephone #
This address is

Student 1.0. # - -- D On campus C Off campus

D Cheque or Money Order Enclosed C Visa

D MasterCard C American Express
Charge Card Expiry Date - - - -- - -- --

For Sale· Good Word Processing
puter $300, Air Cond1honers s
Bass Guitar -· Long neck and t
case, $175. 2 Mopeds·· both !or S2:
B/W tv $25, Colour $45, Cal 2'
8054.

Thurs. Oct. 19. 26, Nov. 2, 9, 16.
"Window On the World" .:;eries returns with film
nights & discussions about issues in Third World
development

SPRING BREAK 1990 · lnd1v1dua1
student organization needed
promote our Spring Break trips
money, free trips and valuable
experience. APPLY Now, Ca111
Campus Programs: 1-800-327-601

Meeting place available to student groups

Female Roommate wanted for 2
duplex Nov 15. $350+/mth. 5 mm,
from U. Phone 256-3721. Leave
sage.

208 Sunset Ave. 973-7039

$8.99

r----------------------,
I
I
I would like to take advantage of this

Attention Video Production He·
Sony 3/4" U Mahe player and la;.
$200 WOWI call 256·8054

Cpcoming Events:

infonned.

YES •

Fo r ale: mith Corona portable
bon cartridges + 1 almost new correc·
For Sale. House on 3793 Rose~
typewriter. Includes carrying case,
tor ribbon. Asking $150, call, 3 bedrooms ,2 kitchens.& 2 ~
operating manual, and machine clean256· 7609, let phone ring a a while. A 1;. Near schools, shopping, hospita
mg utensils. Also includes goose neck
condition.
more; $1600 taxes C~II 253 7939
~l=am.:.::p:::..a=.n.:.:d__l..::.6..::.u.:.:se:.:d..:a__
nd.::....::.:al.:...m..::.os:.:t..:.:n.:.ew:.:....:..nb:..·---------------,
For Sale 1975 Chevelle Ma
65,000 miles, excellent mecha
The United Church of Canada cond11ion, some body rust. Besio•
Phone· 253·4232, x2328 (days)
Connection on l.a1T1pus
9141 (evenings)
Lost.1 Ron Albrecht.· lchabOd Cr
25 years at the
lookalike, features editor and Poe
University
Univensty of Windsor
anyone sees someone match,~g
of Windsor
description will they please tell h'I'
go to the Lance.
Weekly Studf'nt Suppers

I

I
I
I
I

CHEESE LOVERS PIZZA
Right nO\\', \vhen you order a medium Cheese Lover)
Pan Piz:a you pay only $8.99!
New Cheese Lovers Pan Pizza is loaded with three
mouth ,watering cheeses: fresh mozzarella, tangy cheddar
and mounds of Monterey Jack. Plus your choice of any two
irresistible toppings. Now that's ooey,gooey good!
But you'd better hurry. This is a limited time offer
· at participating Pizza Hut®restaurants.
And it's not valid in combination with
other Pizza Hut®offers.

Charge Card # - -- - - - -- - -- - - Signature - - - -- -- - - - -- -- - (required to validate offer)

Mail to The Globe and Ma11, Circulation Dep:
444 Front St W. Toronto. MSV
..... 2S9

and notbia' but!

\

Note Offer valid only where home delivery s ava11able
Offer expires December 31. 1989
STNA9-76
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"We're the
material ha ~
, too."
same band,
Lof a series
This H
,ff.™lfmrlii.&- in the Subof appcara
way.and\vllfil~~~,1-A'i,et~li"'"Ww:~.i(:.k
the Univcrs. .
Fools For J· i:t ,

of shows i t
L...C1_.,__,,

as an open'itllll,p.-...w
Denis Cen
The S

by Lisa Fortin
"I don't hate my parents
I don't get drunk just to spite ·em
I got m1 own reasons to drink now
T think I'll call my dad up and ·
-- The Pursuit of H
I'm an A

r on a first-

r2

1in~.

1e1,1>

-l

ditions, while
ert, with local
on
y SAC and the Social
early year-long North American
ltil3i'7!~1'-,re taking their specia
re\'erenl rock and roll to Europe. With
R s as "Killed b) Lo\ e". · She s So Young" and the popular closing number
""tru~~kilt ·, ·". the Canadian band \\ ill no doubt be as great a success there as
'Windsor cro\, d. One complaint: the merchandise~ as way too ex\\ ell. charging onl 1 fi\'e dollar, a ticket, they have Lo make their money

f-11.J
~1>11~1n.~~

· -~

-
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------INC.

"THE COMPLETE PROFESSIONAL SHOP"
• MOUNTAIN & ALL TERRAIN BICYCLES
• CLOTHING, ACCESSORIES, CUSTOM WHEELS
• TRAINERS, FRAMES, EXERCISE EQUIPMENT

• FUJI • MARINONI • PINARELLO • VITOS

10% Student Discount
SUMMER HOURS:
MON THRU SAT 9·30-6:00
FRI TO 8:00
WINTER HOURS:-CALL

2694 HOWARD AVE.

TECUMSEH AO £
EUGENIE ST

EOINIOROUGH ST
EC ROW EXPRESSWAY

"OUR HIGH STANDARDS MEAN SATISFACTION"

_,,I

SUPI
j · ·· ·

, Lance ;hot~ by
• , • • ames Crump
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ORT THE IANCERS IN '89

Gould: Imagination or Insanity

l

•

h)' Ron Albrecht and •£{iza6etfi •Deck,
,vhat is the connection hetween im,anit) and imagination'!"
This connedion is what Otto l·riedrich in 'A l.ifc and
Variatiom, ·. /\s a n>mprehensive, authorized hiography, the
hook encompasses the entire span of Gould's lifl! from his earlie,t plinkings on the piano to his death.
•The major prohlem of this biograph) is th.II the author attempts
to explain the unexplainahll!: what it 1s ahout the arti-.t thal sets
him ahove the commonplace. Friedrich tries to ohjectively
depict Gould's lifl! hoping the reader\~ 111 understand thee,sence of Gould"s mu:-.ical and artistic genius.
c;ould himself did not undt"rstand the nature of his capahilitil!s
und he shunned t"nquiring into it. For Gould. the art ihelf wa,
important and the beauty of music\\ ,is what he lived for
'There" no contention to Gould's gcnim, or eccentric nature.
and the greater part of the hook deals with the,c points. When
Gould was three :,.ears old, his mother began giving him piano
lessons. H is intere,t 111 music llouri,hed and it i, said he could
read music hcfore he could read words. 13y the time he w,1s
eight, he displayed an obviously idiosyncratic nature. Gould's
childhood v.as repressed by his intem,c fear or physical injury.
I'he young Gould's dreams were filled with images of heing a
concert pianist or composer, rather than the more traditional
aspirations of most young boys.
>lt the age of seven, Gould showed a considerable aptitude for
piano playing and was sent to the Toronto Conservatory for
more refined training and special tutelage by Alberto Guerrero.
Aside from his mother and Guerrero, Gould had no other training when he left the conservatory in 1951, still only 19 years
old.
'Upon leaving the conservatory, Gould was a master of the concert stage having performed in Toronto and Montreal.
1'or the rest of his concert career, Gould was plagued with bittersweet reviews of his performances. As much as his playing
ability was revered by critics, his unusual mannerisms before
the keyboard continued to be the focal point of their attacks.
qou ld was so enchanted by the music he made, he often forgot,
and indeed purposely disregarded, any decorum befitting a concert pianist. Friedrich gives examples of reviewers' obsessions
and disagreements with Gould's mannerisms: "Seldom has a
more exquisite performance been heard ... or a worse one witnessed." "Why must he crouch like a panther over the keys?"
"His appearance is careless and somehow disheveled. His
clothes don't fit. his hair needs cutting and gr1)0ming heappears like an impersonation of Henry Fonda impersonating the
young Abe Lincoln. By being himself a parod). he is beyond
pa rod) ... "
qould never admitted to being affected by such remarks, yet it
1s hclieved 1hc) had some hearing on hi, de<.:1sion to leave the
concert st.ige in 19(14 Gould ldt lhe stage and what he called
one of the "1,1'.'>t blood sport," for a more ,ercne Ii le: of co111p1h·

ing. writing and° recording, the laller would hecome an ensuing
passion to his last days.
'The mastery of Gould's pianistic technique expanded in the
confines of a recording studio where his perfectionbm led him
10 rerecord pieces up to '.!O or 30 limes. One gets a sense of
Gou ld 'i. need for control in his music, a manic need 1ha1 ul·
limalcly spilled inlo his private life.
.'-lfler his altercations with reviewers, Gould remained reclusive
and com,ented to giving interviews only when he was permilled to ,cript both questions and answers in advance.
;Jfowever. Gould never could gain the conln ,>vcr his health
he so dc,peratcl) wanlcd. I le was an admitted hypochondriac
and complained of poor\ asctdar circulation and various other
disorders. Along with h) pochondria came the drugs necessary
for soothing (iould's r.1ind if not lhe ailments lhemsclves.
/n addition lo hcing addicled to Valium al a lime \\hen lhe
drug \\,ls prc,uibcd loosely. Gould took ,\ldomcl (lilr h) pcr1en,ion). :\embulal (for slc.:p). tetracycline and chloromyce1in
(lor colds). and ahoul a dozen other drug, for \arious nth.:r
n.:,1sons.

qou ld was an intensely private man who cared lilllc for human
interaction. Because of this, and lhe fact that Gould never married, some persons speculate on his sexual persuasion. Those
persons who do know arc hesitant 10 say and !hose person1
who do know refuse 10 say. On one poinl hoth parties do
agree: Glenn Gould was a sensitive man. He was sensi tive 10
his music, sensitive to those close to him, and earnest in the
belief that he could convey through the magic of his fingers lhe
un ivcrsal magic of music.
;tnd what of the connection between insanity and imagination?
John McGreevy, a personal friend of Gould, describes best the
essence of Gould's artistry "We have to be mad to imagine
things that have never been imagined before, and then 10 insi,t
on the realization of those imaginings. So in that sense Gould
was one maddest hatters .uound, because he did dare to go out
onto the furthest rim of what was previously accepted"'
1olcrabh: behavior, and to live that life.'
Gknn Could: \ Life and \ ;11·iation,
ll) Otto fricdrich

Assumption University's
Christian Culture Series
Presents
/

Rev. Raymond Brown, Ph.D.
Prof. of Biblical Studies

I

Union Theological Seminary
Speaking On
"The Death of Christ:
Some Theological Issues"

Sunday October 1, 1989
8:00 p.111.

Assun1ption University

r
(

I

400 Huron Church Road
Windsor, Ont.

(

Adults-$5.00
Students-$2.00
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Lack-lustre offense kevs Lancer loss

hy l>,n e Briggs
Corne o n. strap yourself in. there\
plenty ol room.
As the lnud CLINK.CLINK. ( I.INK
of chains accompanies you higher your
,wm.ich hegin., lo give you th~ d,.,11nc1 rm
press1on that at any moment II might Jump
up into) our hrain.
Just as you reach the top )OU look
!lack to sec a University of Wrndsor football player at the controls. You sec him
,mile, and you return it with ,1 perplexed
expre,sion that goes rather\\ ell \\Ith what
the rest of your body kels an instant later
a~ you plu mmet downward.
l"h is-... as the roller coaster ride ol emotion that fo llowed the La ncers' 17-3 lm,s to
the Grypho n., at the Univers ity of Gue lph·s
Alumni Stadium, last 5aturday afternoon.
On the o ne hand, like a rolle r coaster, one
is nearly scared to death thinking about the
experience, on the other, it is somehow in explicably e xhilarating.
The game had its share of up., and
downs, as the lancers' defense was s uccessful at keeping Guelph fro m scoring a lot o f
points, while Windsor's offense was stale.
and at times, almo\t life less.
The tc,1m ·s entire performance falls
somewhere in that g ray area of mediocrity,
but it is frustrating to note that Windsor
could have won th 's g .me. though in the
final analysis, they really did not deserve
to.
The game, played on an overcast,
drial) day. began in slow fashion . as both
teams conce ntrated on seeing what the
other would do.
"We go in with the idea that we are
going to spend the first quarter feeling out
the other team to really determine what
they arc giving us, and what we can do
against them, and we adjust from that
point," explained Windsor head coach.
John Musselman.
"We felt that they (Guelph) -...ere

giving U \ the running g,1me,
with ll."

Ml

we stayed , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •

Guelph, which 1, aptly dcscrihed in
sports-c.,e as ,JO 'offensive powerhouse',
wa.,tcd little time hefore openrng-up thei r
hcraluc<l p,,ssing dllack.
Gryphnns qu<1rtcrback, Mike
Shoern,1ker, \I.as lhe pilot of !o>C\Cr:tl long.
mcthod1cJI <lnvcs that were the result ofh 1s
ahilll\. to cornpklc passes in the tl.11 11(
afternoon
Windsor' s "hend hut don t hrc,1k'
dctcns1vc philosophy worked surpnsmgly
well 11 you just look ,11 lhe score, hut 11 you
arc one who like to peruse the sccmmgly
endless reams ot stats, you would notice
that the La ncers gave up 393 yards.
Linehacker Mike O' Neil, a key perform er on the Lancers' <lefcn sivc unit, had
a solid game, and his 14 tackles gave him
a Lancer milestone. His 272 career tackles makes him the all-time University of
Win<lso r tackle leader. a tremendous feat
tor the conference all-star who slill has
many games left to play.
On the other .,idc of the ball, the Lancers decided to stick almost solely to the
gro und game, po unding out yards in a
repetitious, and at tim es, pre dicta hlc
fashion .

-:--- ~~---------"'---------~1---------'

In fact, Windsor quarterhack. Wa lt
Lanct ptioto by Jason Kryk
Tazzman. only threw two times in the en- Lmin· r ,krcn,iH· had..• Paul Bone. mnkc, 1ar kd.
tire first half!
Following a suggestion that his team
did not throw the ball enough, Musselman game on CHOI t.v., that Windsor was .,uf- Gr) phon,
"\Ve had scoring chances, a nd we
responded by saying, "The re arc time., to fc ring fro m the inability to score point\.
run the ball, a nd there arc times to throw ,omcthing t hat they ha<l trouhlc doi ng 1.hdn"t capitalize (on them),'' Musselman
the ball. and one 11f the things that I think again,t the Universil) of Toronto. l\\O commented. "If we had C\Cn gotten field
goals e\.ery time we..., ere in p1,.,i1ion to get
we have to evaluate is maybe we arc not weeks ago.
Following
two
single.,
by
Windsor
's
them. \\C would have \\On the game."
thro-wing the hall enough. I don ' t know."
"For some reason we arc just nut put"By the same token, we arc a good run- Dave Vandcrhoevcn, and a 35 yard field
goal
b)
Guelph
·s
Danny
Walker,
Guelph
ting
points on the board," the head coach
ning team. and we arc ahle to get the joh
entered
the
locker
room
al
halftime
clutchconlinued.
done for the most p,Ht," Musselman coning a slim J-2 lead.
The Lancers' leading rusher wa-. last
tinued.
"Guelph ha., a pretty good dcfem,e. but week's OUAA player of the week, Ozzie
It soon hecamc obvious to the fan., in
the stadium , as \I.ell as those \\atcbinJ,! the at the same time, v.e kept .,hooting oursC:- 1'cthn,;ofc. r-.ether,ole u.,e<l hi, quicknc,,;
\es in the foot-... ith untimcl) penalties. and to gain 72 yards on 13 carries. Nethcrsolc
execution error~ at \cry key time!->." la- also did well in the punt return department,
mented Mu'>'clman .
returning 5 punh for 81 yards, for an
With respect to scoring. it was dll average of Io) ard, a rel urn .
downhill from there fu~ tht: Lancer.,.
The Lancers gained 176 yards in tolal
In the second half. Shoemaker hit the offense; 140 )ard~ on the ground, and a
for Windsor's "Athlete of the Weck".
Lancers up for an 18 } ard touchdown pass pathetic 39} ards through the air.
The rrrn 's kam placed 8th-... ith a total of
to tight end, Boh Mcl.:1y. That TD \I.as folShoemaker ..., a, phenomenal en rou1e
20 I pomts. Their race was five miles long,
loYted b) a con,ert by Walk,·r
10 completing 29 of 38 pa ,cs for :!71
with J<,hn Cn.:ss leading the learn. He was
After that, several missed scoring op- yards. with I TD, and no interceptions.
followed by Dave Scarrow and Donny
portunities
quashed an) hopes that the The quarterback received great pertection
Wray , who finished within scco!ids of each
Lancers' sputtering offense would add any- from his offensive line, and his onl) shortother.
thing more than another Vanderhoevcn coming was that he did not put more points
Jason Petro. Scott Manser, Steve Murray
single.
on the board. That can likely be altributcd
and Dave Walls all finished within the lop
Windsor kept it on the ground for the to the stinginess of the Lancers' defense.
fifty-eight.
remainder of the game, and nearly every
Mw,sclman had high pmise for his
The team officially began practices Septhrow
&hat
Tazzman
atlempted
was
disdefense's
ability to keep Shoemaker and
tcmber 4th. In an effort to get into shape
astrous.
his teammates off the scoreboard. "I
prior to the season, some members parTazzman
ended
up
completing
a
paltry
thought
we did a hell of a job containing
ticipatcd in a week-long training camp in
2
pa!->!>CS
out
of
the
U
that
he
attempted.
On
him
(Shoemaker),"
stated Musselman.
Port franks, near Grand Bend. Their first
top of 1hat, he threw three intcrceptiors. inAll
in
all,
this
1s
a game that Windsor
meet was on September 9th at Mc Master
cluding one errant throw that landed into should best forget. While they will learn
University. Their next meet will be on Septhe arms 1f a startled Chris Minard, who from their mistakes, the) must now funnel
tembcr 23rd at Western.
promptly jogged it into Wmdsor·s end- all their energy into heating the York
zonc, 10 wunu-out Guelph·~ scoring at 17 Yeoman this Saturda) in Windsor's
Lancer k1<.·kcr. Da,c V,tndcrhocvcn, homecoming game.
,,h1lc succei;slul with his punt.,. was com "The important thing 1s that we learned
pletely 10cffcct1vc \\ 1th respect 10 field goal some lessons from this one (g.ime), Mus,tttcmpts Both of Vanuerhoevcn's at- selman explained. "We have to learn why
tempts ailed wide during crucial periods -we arc not scoring and get it corrected
in the g.unc.
lhcgameagainst Yorkgctsunderway
Vanderhoc, en w s set to attempt ,1 at 2pm. at Wmdsor's South Campus
third field goal hut a high s nap caused Stadium, l,1cated on the corner ol ( ollq~c
holder, Dan Z 1gonJo. to tlml\\ a n 1ll-ad- a nd Huron ( hurch ro<1ds
\.1scd pass, w luch w,1s intercepted by the

Ga"ett impresses at Penn
hy Su1anne Ngui
The Cross Country team competed on
Saturday, September 16th at Penn State
Uni\'ersity.
Windsor's team of fourteen men and seven
women travelled to the meet. Not only was
competition stiff, but the cold, rain and
mud made the course tougher than it was
expected lo he.
The women, running in a downpour. placed
a very re.,pectable sixth in the team standing.
Crystal Garrett. a freshman from Essex , led
the girls by finishing fifth overall. According to coach Dennis Fairall. her time of
18:J I for the 5000m was ver} good for a
frc,hman . Garrett heat the "All-American
Girl" from Ohio Stale, Amy \Vhcclcr.
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PRINTS

POSTERS

FRAMING

SHRINK WRAP

QUALITY

FULL SERVICE

September 25 to 28

9am to 6pm

GOOD THINGS DON'T LAST LONG

1ne Lance, .>C.:JJtc11nx::,

..! •,
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Japanese opponents breed Lancer optimism
h)'

Jim 1\1 itchcll

Monday night was the first
tc'it for the University ot
Windsor's women·:-. vol' lc)hall team ,ts they 'iquarcd
off again'it the /\sahi Mutual
Life I nsurancc Co team from
Japan.
Although the scnre'i of the
games may seem one-sided, to
anyone who saw the match, the
s<.:orcs were in no way in<.111.:ativc of the play. The Lancers
have enough potential and the
right attitude lo <.:arry them far.
Coach Marge llolman and
her as:-.1stants Jan Caverzan
and Shc1ron Pyke were hlcsscd
\\ ith five returning 'itarters
from la,;t \.Car 'i VV} SU(Ce<.,s
lul e 1m Jrn 11ng the '-t tcr.., ,._
xccl ·
L op )t
o lk1
talent, \\ Pt<.h 1 1 h.; word, 1f
Holman, ,hould give ~ 111d'io
d fair bit of depth."
The mc1tch started with the
playing of both the Canadian
and Japan ese national anthems, as well as the
ceremonial exchange of gifts.
Game one got off to a fast
start, with both teams playing
aggressive defence, and attacking on offence. The Lan cers jumped out to a 5-3 lead
after a spike by rookie Denise
Brett.
Powerful spiking, and
front-court play by Yoshiko
Konno soon gave Asahi an 8-5
lead. Windsor climbed back to
tie the score at 8 on the serving
of Chris Brecka. Asahi then
1

look control and ncwr looked
b.ick. defeating Windsor JS-~
Windsor pl.1yl.'d the
weakest in the 'iecond game: of
the three-game match, though
they still showed trl.'mentlou..,
potential. Asahi dom inc11cd the
game with superh servino:::, c1nd
front-court plavs and cruised
to a 15-3 victory.
In game three, with the
Lancers leading 1-0, co-captain Cheryl Smith was forced
to leave with a dislocation of
her right little finger. Not to
worry, Holman expects her
hack within a week. Fortunately, W111dsor rookie Jordyn
Glo..,ter came m and playt'd
Vl.'r) "'ell m rep1act·mc"t of
smtlh
Vv h-.
..,,
bou
(JI .,,
, pl y
J hout hi.-:
overall pl'"y ot the ro k,c~
Holman h.id th1,;, to say· Tm
thrilled. and really really 1111prcssed with Jordyn's play!"
Windsor's best and most
exciting play of game three
came on a sideout won by
Windsor while they were 3- 10.
The play included excellent
hustle by all of the Lancers,
with many gutsy digs. Jail
Bahri finished off the play by
smashing home the winner.
This particular play in spired the team, as well as the
large Windsu, crowd, and
gave Windsor the momentum
to win the next two points.
In the end, the Japanese
team ·s speed, power, and serv-

Way!}e Ronald Lessard

mg prowess were 100 muc.h
As,1h1 \>,1111 lhl. third g,1me I "i
6, wlll(.h g<1vc them lhl "'in in
the hest ul five game match.
I ancer volleybc1II veteran
Li'i,1 Thyssl!n \\-as moved to a
new middle position for the
:-.e,1son, and should provide
power J.nd a new spark in the
offence. Holman thought that
fhy5sen did a "phenomenal
Job" .tl her new position.
C<.Hdptain ( hris Brecka
had t , to ..,ay .ihout the match:
'I th ght the rookies played
rec1ll well, and with more
practice things will come
togl'ther.
Asahi co ch Mnash1-st.i

I he c: i.-:r1c c i: n r
"'no IL, \'< ds 1 1;11li.-:ndou.., o the
team. The A,.ih1 te, m ,..,
probabl::, hclli..:r th,tn an) unc
Windsor\.\ ill face this season.
In Holman·s opinion. "the experience will act .is a motivator
to the girls, allowing them lo
set goals."
Considering Windsor's
play on Monday , it seems
many teams in Ontario will he
having trouble with Windsor.
Windsor's next home game is
Oct. 18, versus the University
of Toledo.

Lancc1·, prepare for spi'-c from opponent.

ATTENTION COMPUTER SHOPPERS!
TWIN TURBO XT SYSTEM

BARRISTER+ SOLICITOR
Real Estate Transactions
• Criminal
• Uncontested Family Matters
..... lllh.'
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with: 640K, 1 Floppy Drive
1-40 megSeagate Hard Drive
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~'..t \. "''"',tu ....,!fl'l't \\ 11 ..; .. ,1r \ 'nt 1r11 ,u.\ (,\:
1~J1.>12'1'-\ ~;.;; H\,nw ~1 1 > ·~..; ::c,1

1-CGA/MGA Card
1

1-14' Flat Amber Datatrain MON ..
•

1-Multifunction Card
·· ~1-Roland 9101 Dot Matrix Printer
,.. t~-w/cable

Top 40 Music
11

University of Windsor
Party Headquarters"

Great Times
& Great Food
Food Specials Daily

Campus Special. .. $1584.00 plus tax
note: You must have a valid student 1.0. to receive this price

2960 Huron Church Rd.
at Grand Marais West
(519) 966-3388
Hottest Spot in Windsor

Spin for a chance to win a
One Day Trip on Thursday
(Ask for details)

call:AXXON
1615 Armanda

P.O. Box 32597

Windsor, Ontario

Detroit, Ml

9q6-7567

48322

Terms: Cash,
Certified cheque
or money order

Prices subject to change without further notice
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.~T;~··o'ut of three ain't bad,' Lancers saY
th.at point. Windsor came out strong in the
second half as Joey Esteves and Milky
scored the first two goals within the first ten
minutes. Pete Roscoe later scored itnd
Windsor collected its second win in as
many days.
"It was a skillfully played game, and things
went back and forth," McNelis said. "It wa\
just our day."
McNelis feels that his team has the ahilit}
to win and is optimistic about the team's
future.
"These are the best group of players I've
had since I've been here."
The Lancers will be on the road this
weekend playing Waterloo and Brock on
Saturday and Sunday respectively. Game
time for both of these contests will he at I
p.m.

hy Paul Mayne
The Windsor Men's Soccer team opened
their regular season last week on a good&
note hy winning two out of three games. On
Wednesday, the Lancers lost to Western,
but came back to win both weekend games
over Guelph and Laurier.
Their opening game was on the road versus
the Western Mustangs as the Lancers lost

Windsor fell behind 1-0 as Guelph's Paul
Kelly scored the only goal of the first half.
McNelis felt his team was being out-run
and out-hussled in the first half.
"I asked them if they wanted to play or not,"
McNelis said. "They were second to every
hall and it had to change!"
Change is exactly what happened as the
Lancers came back with a quick goal in the
2-0.
first few minutes of the second half.
Coach Pat McNelis felt that his team Windsor's Danny Pelland scored on a free
played well enough for a victory.
kick, nicely chipped over the goalkeeper's
"The game could have gone either way," he arms. The goal got the Lancers motivated
said. "We made two had defensive errors as Joey Esteves kept the momentum going
and we got punished for them."
by putting in the second goal with a ri1le
Mother Nature didn't co-operate as far as shot from thfj~ght side. The Lancers held
weather went for Saturday's home opener on to win the game to even their record at
versus the Guelph Gryphons, at South 1-1.
Campus Field. The game was played on a Sunday, the sun was shining and Windsor
slick field as rain fell throughout the entire was equally as bright as they squared off
contest. Windsor appeared to handle the against a tough Laurier team. Windsor
adverse conditions better than their op- played them hard and posted a 3-0 win.
ponents, as they came away with a 2-1 vic- The game was scoreless through the first
tory.
half, and play was pretty much even up to
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ACCUDATEM
Computer Sen1ce In Text and Data Mana11,ement
Spec-la! Student rates
Emergency Service available
Pick up & Delivery service available
Paper,; and Flyers from S 1.25 per page
Letter Quality
Near Letter Quality draft proofs
Binding
Flies available on disk
Graphs and Graphics
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Co\'er letter« from S5

Consultation service

255-7174

Comple-te Resume Program S75

F'or the ;ob you needed yescerday!

Lance photo by Andrew Gan

SaturdaySept. 23@ Waterloo1.00 p.m.
SundaySept. 24@ Brock1 :00 p.m.
SaturdaySept. 30vs Ryerson1 :00 p.m.
SundayOct. 1vs McMaster1 :00 p.m.
WednesdayOct. 4vs Western4:00 p.m.
SaturdayOct. 14@ Guelph1 .00 p.m.
SundayOct. 15@ Laurier1 :00 p m.
SaturdayOct. 21vs Waterloo3:00 p.m.
SundayOct. 22vs Brock1 :00 p.m.
SaturdayOct. 28@ Ryerson1 :00 p.m.
SundayOct. 29@ McMaster2:00 p.m.
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FAMILY FEAST
One Pizza with Pepperoni, Bacon. Mushrooms,
Green Peppers and Extra Th,ck & Cheesy
One Pizza with Pepperoni, Mushrooms and Extra
Thick & Cheesy
Subst1tut1ons and Deletions okay•
Two small pizzas $13 49 plus tax .
Two medium pizzas $17.59 plus tax
Two Extra large pizzas $20 59 plus tax
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GAMES
ROOM
OPEN

COME IN , YOU 'LL SEE
WHY EVERYONE ELSE
IS HERE!! !
•

Sunday Brunch 1Q.:2pm

FOR

99¢
PLUS TAX

Receive three cans of Coke for 99¢ when you
purchase your next Domino's Pizza Doubles order.
Please mention coupon when ordering.
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DOMINO'S PIZZA
I
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Limned Time Otter

Please Call 254-8686
$3 Off 1f Late

DELIVERS'

"
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GUARANTEED!
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Lancer golfers on par in Guelph tourney

ld
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hy Mike Beach
J06. Rounding out the field in the tournaThe Lancer Golf team put in a strong show- ment was a second team from Guelph, two
ing at University of Guelph's Invitational , teams from Wilfred Laurier Univer!>ity,
Tournument this past Thursday, Septemher and one each from Trent and York Univer14, placing 3rd in a tough field. The toursities.
nument was played at Guelph's Victoria Andrew Vasily, a Windsor native, led the
Park Golf and Country Club under fair way for the Lancers shooting a two over par
skies and gusty winds. The course has a pro 73. Paul O'Marra shot 77, the team captain
rating of 70.5, a 71 par and is quite heavi- Chris Karpalla a 79, Steve Makra a 78 and
ly bunkered.
Ken Broadbent an 81. The top four scorers
Coached by Roseland's golf pro Tim Me- are combined to contrive the team's score.
Cutheon , the Lancers scored a respectable According to team member Andrew Vasiaccumulated score of 307 behind ly, the third place finish is not an accurate
hometown Guelph's 297 and Waterloo's measure of the quality of this year's team.

The team d1dn ' t play as well as it's capable
of playing, and Vasily feels they have an
excellent chance of winding up with top
honours at the season's completion.
Team captain Chris Karpala, a senior at
Windsor, also believes his squad is better
than the third place finish might indicate.
"We could've had a lot better showing, and
it was probably due to first tournament jitters," Karpala stated. "We played the front
nine better than the buck (nine) and the
front nine at Victoria Park is tougher than
the back nine is." Karpala, who' s a onehandicap golfer, feels he has a strong team
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Coming Soon ...
Johnny's Roadhouse
W

A

N

T

E

D

Senior and Post Graduate Students majorin~
in \.1ath. Chemistry. and Physics. Earn extra
dollars with Student Aid Tutoring Ser\'iC'e.

Ill

We find the client. you 'suppl_\· the knowled!!;e

Ii

Transportation a must.
Call 7~;')<1n.i 1.
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LECTURE: PAINTING RESTORATION

I
I
I
I

Peter Vogel, Senior Conservator of the Canadi~n Conservati<?n
Institute discusses the complex techniques used Ill the restoration
of the paintrng Assomption de la Ste. Vierge by Antorne
Plamondon currently exhibited at the AGW, on extended loan
from Assumption Church, Windsor.

I

I
I
I
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Sunday, September 24
2 p.m. AGW's Chrysler Auditorium
Admission is free

11I

IA.,

"

and is confident they can improve on their
fourth place overall finish of last season.
Look for results of the University of
Windsor Invitational and the St. Clair College Invitational tournaments in next
week's Lance. The U ofW Invitational will
be held on Monday, September 18th, while
St. Clair's tournament is on the following
day, Tuesday, September 19th.
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SPECIAL
EVENTS

ART GALLERY OF WINDSOR

PROGRAMMING

4

45 RIVERSIDE DR. W .. WINDSOR. ONTARIO N9A 6TB 15191258- 7111
GALLERY HOURS: TUES, WED. SAT. 11-5 THURS. FRI: 11-9 SUN. 1- 5

Getaway

AVIS

unlimited mileage

We try harder Am features GM r.ars
"\m.. and "\\e lry harder'' arr
registered trademarks of \VJsca• Inc
0
1988 AVJscar Inc.

only $85.00

391 Tecumseh Rd. E.
258 -AVIS (2847)
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University of Windsor vs. University of Toronto
Statistical Summary

Massacre in McMaster
by Jim Parry
Despite a 7-1 loss to McMaster University
over the weekend, Gordon Caldwell, the
head coach of the University of Windsor
Women's Soccer team, predicts success for
this year's Lancers.
Citing a "combination of nerves and mistakes that we shouldn't be making" for the
disappointing outcome, Caldwell maintained that the level of play was even
throughout the whole game.
Rookie forward Antonella Salvati was the
lone Lancer goal scorer against McMastcr.
The loss to McMa,ter overshadowed a 4-3
victory over the University of Michigan
earlier in the week. The game was used as
a final player analysis before the final cuts
were announced. The contest showcased
the potential of the Lancer squad. With the

Tor
Wnd
First downs
10
21
Yards rushing
119
273
Yards passing
95
171
Net offense
214
444
Passes made-tried 7-17
10-19
Interceptions by
4
2
Punts-average
9-38.5
10-40
Fumbles-lost
0-0
0-0
Penalties-yards
4-45
10-85
Net offense is yards passing, plus yards rushing, minus team los.
ses such as yards lost on broken plays.
Individual Rushing: Tor-King 15-122, Binnendyk 1-1, Buccigrossi
3-12, Astrom 1-0; Wnd-Tazzman 2-5, Strong 12-52, Nethersole
18-145, Robson 15-71
Receiving: Tor-Anderson 2-16, Zomar 2-31, King 1-3, Raymond 245; Wnd-Sadai 1-17, McKean 1-12, Chandler 1-15, Robson 223, Thomas 2-45, Pugh 3-59
Passing: Tor-Buccigrossi 7-17, 95 yds., O TD, 4 intercept; Wnd-Taz.
zman 10-19, 171 yds., 0 TD, 2 intercept

The Lancers will be playing two
homegames this weekend at the St. Dennis
Athletic Centre against Waterloo on Saturday at 2 p.m. and against Brock on Sunday
at 3 p.m.

Scoring Summary
First Quarter
Wnd-Single Vanderhoeven conceded 7:42
Tor-Single Astrom conceded 5:52

first team regu tars on the field, the Lancers
outscored the Wolverines 4-1.
Caldwell feels that his team (which is half
comprised of first year players) will improve as the season progresses and will
compete for the final playoff position.
Caldwell foresees Western. McMaster and
Laurier providing the toughest competition
in a division he calls "arguably the best

Second Quarter
Tor-TD King 72 run (Astrom convert) 11 :15
Wnd-FG Vanderhoeven 38 0:00

Third Quarter
Wnd-FG Vanderhoeven 15 7:36
Tor-FG Astrom 30 5·29
Wnd-FG Vanderhoeven 17 1.32
division in Canada."
· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ . . . _ - - , Fourth Quarter
Wnd-TD Nethersole 18 run (2pt convert failed) 6:48
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ICE CREAM CAKES & PIES
yogurt
Buj any single dip cone anJ gc1 lhc scLOIIJ scoop
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The JY," Tandy 1000 SL/2 •

The SY•" Tandy 1000 SL

The 1000 SU2 leis you compose and

The 1000 SL h4s MS.DOS 1n ROM
640K memory O.,,kMate 10-tn·l sofl
war< program

With TTl,I mono mo-

n1tot 25·8oSL/8055
Rtg ~arare items $1648.00

I

playback your own songs 640K mem
ory Dt;skMate. TIL I mono mon,tor
,ncluded 25·1402/8055
Reg separate items $164800
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Compleu the M<Uon Wlow. then brLDI it in to your loul Tltody11.1d10 Sh,ukstore for more 1oform1uon

d'See yo;;;

i;;-,;~dy Co;p;e;-r;;r;;e-;;tativ';'f; ;o;; i;f;-rm-;ti;n;ndi;s;ecial~ff-;r- -

NAME: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CITY/PROVINCE:----------

POSI'AL C O D E : - - - - - - - - -

HOME P H O N E : - - - - - - - - - - -

BUSINESS PHONE: - - - - - - - -

TEACHER

SI'UDENT

SCHOOL:-----------------

Available at all TANDY COMPUTER CENTRES and Radio Shack Stores
For fu1her d scount otters contact vour con,puter centre
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If you want to help develop some of the most extraordinary
advances in telecommunications and information
technologies, talk to us.

Week.

Sherri is a new Fitness Instructor with the
Campus Recreation program and did a
tremendous job teaching in our promotion-

We're BNR, and we are an industry leader in advanced
technologies development, network design, and in managing
sophisticated new software architectures and systems.

al classes. Sherri will be teaching fitness on
Fridays at noon.
Sherri is also a Sport Manager for the coed softball league, which will run on Sundays from l-3 p.m.

We know how to change the way the world communicates.
With your degree in Electrical Engineering, Computer
Engineering, Computer Science, Math, or Physics, you can
help make it happen.

This Weck in C~mpus Recreation
by Paula Alcxamkr
If you or someone you know would like to
be a part of our organization, visit the Campus Rec. office (H JOA) in the St. Denis
Centre or call the Campus Rec. Hotline at
253-4232 Ext. 2456. Uut hurry, our
programs arc hot items!
Men's lnlramurab
For Basketball I entries
And you won't get a beating.
On Men 's lntramurals
So you won't be late.

Further down the agenda
But on the very same day
W.:, notice Ice Hockey
Where you really have to pay.

Soccer, Football and Slo-pitch
Have already begun
But there are two more sports
This semester to be won.

LET'S TALK ABOUT YOUR CAREER
(Bachelors, Masters & PhDs)

Campus Recreation Participant of the
Week
Sherri Charron, a first year Human
Kinetics student, has been selected as the
Campus Recreation Participant of the

IZ·

ode
Je

.

\

So get yourself involved
And don't be such a fool
On October the second at 4:30 p.m. The only things more important
Be there for the captain's meeting Are the Tigers and Wolverines.

We'll be visiting your campus October 30 - November 1/89.
Deadline for applications is the week of October 9, 1989. Visit
your career placement centre on campus for more information
or write to:
BNR, Campus Recruiter, Dept. 8G50, Stop No. 90152,
P.O. Box 3511, Stn. C, Ottawa, Ontario, KlY 4H7.

BNRtl
A NORTHERN TELECOM COMPANY

Where the future is more than talk
An equal opportunity employer

TYPING

$1 25

• Fast
• Accurate

,

spu•d P•9•

• Confidential
CAMPUS REC

. pu doubt.

IAPA Specialists I

LETTER QUALITY PRINTING
Evening Hours

945-0732

MAIi h•v• to luv• • ncord•d mung•.

253-4232
Ext. 2456

Coming Soon ...
Johnny's Roadhouse

Complete for Just

999

Or Lease At:

s7724

per
mo.

(36 months)

COMPUTER - MONITOR - SOFTWARE
LAB PC/AT
• 80286 12 MHz Microprocessor
• 1 Mb RAM, Zero wait state
• 1.2 Mb Floppy Drive
• 40 Mb Hard Drive
• Multi 1/0 Card Clock/Calendar
• P~rallel Port, Serial Port
• Eight-in-one software spreadsheet,
database. word processing and more
• AT·enhanced (101 Key) Keyboard
• PACKARD BELL Monochrome Monitor

5°/o

Student

LAB PCXT 10Mhz TUR80'640K one 360K Disk Orove
'Cloe, Calendar Game Part Seroal and parallel par1s

Discount

·monograph,c card'l<eyboard All Cabtes·Packard Bell
-nonocrome mon110,·STAR NX1000 Ponter w stand

'E•ghl In One Sottware·Wordprocess,ng Dalabase Spreadsheel

mo,e,

=-=------=--=--------..- -----

T,11 StJpl JO 89

HOURS: 10 a.m.-6 p.m. Mon. to Fri. 10 a.m.-4 p.m. Saturday

116 W andotte E.

977-5770 Fax 977-5779
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Royal Bengal Restaurant

LSAT
GMAT
Prep Courses for

Sept. 23 LSA T

Oct. 21 GMAT

gMater value

"Getting To Know Us....... .

(416) 923-PREP

Specially"
155 WYANDOTTE ST E
253-2151

(7737)
1

Flus

Organization of Part-time

University Students
253-4232 Exl 3231 or 258·4687

r'.,ER_F~CT
rPAPERS
typing
service

1-800-387-5519
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IWU!Mfi1~HU'11JiU:I You were always told not to talk
with your mouth full. But what the hec, rules are
made to be broken: Translate this sentence from sign
language into English.
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·'Wbites
togra<k
by Michael J. Cohen

anadian
Auto
Workers (CAW)
president
Boh
White can now add
a University of
Windsor doctorate to his impressive list of Ii fctirne ach ievemenL'i.
White was one of four distinguished Canadians who received
honourary degrees from the
university, at its 52nd convocation Saturday Sept. 24. Although
he has little formal education,
White has risen to the top of the
labour movement in Canada. Best
known in Windsor as founder and
president of the CAW, While was
at one time the Canadian director
and international vice president of
the United Auto Workers(UAW).
In addition to his duties al the
CAW, White is also general vice
president of the Canadian Labour
Congress and vice president of
the federal New Democratic
Party.
After receiving his honourary
Doctor of Laws degree, White addressed the graduating class. The
union president recounted to the
attentive audience the long history of cooperation that the
University of Windsor and the
autoworkers share. White shared
with the graduates, many of

whom are past or present and sons
or daughters of members of his
union, his memories of canvassing autoworkers for money for the
University of Windsor. to build
the campus.
Bob White offered a special
congratulations to those among
the graduating students who had
returned to university to upgrade
their skills and qua Ii fications after
being out in the workforce. He
tied this in to his work as a member of the federal government ·s
Committee of Human Resources.
White said he would like to -;ee a
national programme "that recognizes the importance. not Just of
training at the workplace, hut the
importance of allowing worker-;
lo leave the workplace to upgrade
their own skill, to broaden their
education -- to take advantage of
opportunities that they may not
have had when they were
younger."
Finally, What left the grads with
some of his thoughts on modern
Canadian society. He warned
them that the concepts like "competitiveness" and "lean and mean"
were taking loo high a priority in
our society. He commented that
our society was becoming "competitive regardless of the cost."
White illustrated this point with
the inequity he sees in his

Robert White, addressed the graduating class at the university's 52nd convocation, Sept 24.

hometown of Toronto, where he

says there is "bumper to bumper
Mercedes... and a few blocks
away food banks." The labour
leader asked the grads to make a
Canadian society that is "judged
not just on its competitiveness,
but on its quality of life."
The three other honourary degree recipients were architect and
philanthropi.,t Phyllis Lambert.
University of Toronto physicist
Boris Stoicheff. and Rev. James
McConica, University of roronto
historian.
Lambert. who received an
honnurary Doctor of Laws degree
Sept. 24, is rnnsidered Canada· s
foremost personality in the
preservation and study of

CrnaJian an:hi1ci.:tu1a/ lrcri1age.
Lambat is also the founder and
director of the Canadian Centre

first laser is now executive director of the Centre for Advanced
Laser and Lightwave Research at
for Architecture in Monrreal. The the University of Toronto.
daughter of Seagram ·s founder Stoicheff's long list of acSamuel Bronfman. Lambert won complishments includes the pubthe prestigious Massey Medal for Iication of more than 150 papers
her design of Montreal's Saidye in almost 30 years. His list of
Bron fman Centre, namtd after honours includes being named a
her mother. in l 980. Lambert's Fellow of the Royal Society of
renovation of Los Angeles' r Canada in 1965. being elected to
Biltmore Hotel won her the
the Royal Society of London in
American Institute of the
1975 and being selected for the
Architect's National Award.
Order of C,tnada in 1982.
Boris Stoicheff is one of Stoic he ff was given an honou rary
Canada's leading scientists and
Doctor of Sciences degree on
Sept. 24.
has quite an international following for his work in laser spectrosAs \>vell as being rresident of SL
copy of atoms and molecu !es. The
Michael's College at the Uni-.crman who developed Canada's
Continued on page 10

Model building unveiled.
by Cindy Ka" anaugh
uesday's model unveiling in Ambassador Auditorium
revealed that showcase windows and a
Gothic cathedral-style stone roof
tower will dominate the design of
the new five-storey $13 million
academic building.
The new building will be located at the northeast corner of
Wyandotte St. ·and Sunset Ave.
and will house the Faculty of
Business Administration, the
university bookstore and offices.
Roger du Toil Architects of
Toronto and Lamb and Jorden Architects of Chatham are working
on the project.
The design encompasses "func-

rIJ
A tl'todel of th

Pllbr

e new academic building was unveiled to the general
ic last Tuesday

tion, practicality and art." du Toil
said during a slide presentation to
a room full of dark suits.
Characteristics of the building
are inspired by the other Gothic
buildings on campu:;.
"The character, or style, is
modem . . . but (there are) elements that draw from Gothic
buildings. The spires of the
cathedrals and older college ·
buildings are loved and admired,''
du Toit said.
A generous park lifled with
benches on the northwest comer,
south of Erie Hall, encourages
communication between students.
Majo, building materials in- ,
elude an artificial stone base and
brick.

These materials "arc in keeping
with the major materials of the
rest of cam pus," he said.
The stone roof of the tower will
not actually repel rain. The "real
roof' is hidden underneath.
"The stone roof is a monument,
like a piece of sculpture," du Toit
said.
The location of the new building will give the University a new
presence along Wyandotte St.,
tying it in to the surrounding community. The building will be a
new marker for the University.
"This site is at a crossroads. It's
the gateway of the campus and it's
at the heart," du Toit said.
University of Windsor president Ron Ianni said, "I think the

Continued on page 8
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Diversions

·
Etc ...

-Assumption University Chapel. located between the University
Centre and Huron Church Rd, offers mass: Sundays at 10·30 &
4·40, and Mondays at 11 .50. Mass followed by dinner, Wednes·
day to Friday, at 11 .30 a.m .
October 1
-Rev. Raymond Brown, Ph.D. speaks on "The Death of Christ:
Some theological issues. 8 00 p.m. at Assumption University,
cost $5 00 adults, $2.00 students.
October 4
•The 819 Sisters Association 1s holding a fashion show at
Caboto Club . Cost 1s $25.00, dinner starts at 6 30. Tickets
available at Ritzy Rags on 595 Tecumseh or 819 Sister House,
1118 Ouellette Averue.
-Call Caroline at 973·0222 for 1nformat1on about helping the
AIDS Committee of Windsor. Help 1s needed with fundra1s1ng,
administratton. education, or supporting people with AIDS.
October 2 & 5
-Donate blood at the Windsor Branch of the Red Cross at 1226
Ouellette Ave. 280 units of blood needed.
October 3
-The Children's Aid Society of the county of Essex holds an ap·
phcants meeting for people Interested 1n learning more about op·

portumt1es to be fos:er parents. adoµttvtt parents, and volun teers. The meeltng 1s 7 p .m. at 690 Cataraqu1 St. Call 252-1171
for details.
October 4
-Prayer breakfast with lntervars1ty Christian Fellowship at Knox
Presbyterian Church at 7·30 a.m. Regular meetings, Thursday
at 5:30 p .m.
October 4
.Join the Navigators club each Wednesday evening for a rally
around good music. drama, buzz groups and relevant bible
themes. Meet m Vanier Lounge 7:00 p.m Wednesdays. Call
252-2765 for 1nforma1ton
October 5
-Second meeting in lhe "Th1nk1ng about the sixties· series. Organised by the Marxist • Leninist Study Group. Thursday 4 30
1n conference room A' at the University Centre.
October 5
Faculty/Students reading 1n Blue Room. U.C 11 :30 a.m.
October 5 · November 5
Beehive opens at 121 University Avenue West for Stage West
Theatre. It stars Mary Wilson of Supremes fame Call (519)
977-7728.
October 6
-Alistair Macleod and Paul Vasey read from their latest works at
Mackenzie Hall on 3277 Sandwich Street

·

·

.

October 6
· A coffee house 1s being held at the Conference Room at As.
sumpt1on University. Bring your talents, musical instruments
your friends. and yourself. Call 973-7034
October 6
."Jeux D'Autos• opens at Artc1te at 8 00. Free to public
October 7 · November 26
-Eighty{Twenty: 100 years of the Nova Scotia College of Arti!
Design. Walking tour Friday, October 6 at 7:30 p.m.
October 15
-EnJOY the fall colours at 011bway Nature Centre from 1.Sp11:
October 10 • 24
Tuesday 1·3 p.m Create a patchwork tree skirt at OakwOOd
Community Centre Ten dollars for three weeks. plus mater
September 30
-International Students picnic at 011bway Park Meet at Va
Lounge at 12:45 Bring lunch and beverage
November 3·5
-An Ecumenical Young Adult Conference at Five Oaks COi).
ference Centre Paris, Ontario. "See the world through open
eyes· with workshops in friendship, worship, personal gr<>wl!:
and faith sharing.
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"When you are graduating, you need to open
doors for yoursel£ Choose the right key:

Peat Marwick Thome~
"'I krwH' it~a tm,gh decisim1. fou ·re h(•ard that public accmmtiriµ: is a f.!n•at
<'hoin )i,r a hmin,·s, n m ·,•r. hut how do y m knou ,rhu:h f irm .rnit.\ _w u IH .,t.,,-

that hn,• i, aJirm that mak,•., <1 real rnmm itnwflt tn th,•1x•oplt• it him~.-

··They ,•mpha.siz,• hll{h·<Jwdit)· tminirlf{, <(ffi•r a u•i{l(•cw1
u.·,,,,fmreer paths. (uu.l
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lh1t ~lam il'k Tl10nw i, Canada·!- largt""I prof,, ~ional st•n ·i1·1· organization and a rrwmhn
£inn of KPMC. a lc·adinµ world-wide· puhlic al'('ounting all(l mana!!l'Tllf'lll <'onsulting finn.

\\ ith 111on· than <,.000 part,wr:; and taff in ow r 60 offil't', aero~... Canacla. we S<'rw owr
/1 (,.mm.. CI ~ ~

KPMG Peat Marwick Thorne
Key to your success

:{0,()00 dit'nh in 1·wry ~<·<·tor of tlw c·,·orwmy.

Opt•n that first door. Visit your pla<·«·ment ofli<·•· and S<'l-up an intt•rview.
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Homecotninghits a higbnote
by Jim Dominguez

a frenzied pitch throughout the
game and on the Lancers' first
pluy from \Crimrnage, Kevin
Strong rambled 31 yards. A few
plays later. Strong plunged into
the end zone from the one yard
·~ line anti the crowd erupted.
However. the rowdy fans in the
'>Lands were no match for the conglomeration of people located on
the hill heh ind the south entl zone.
"Homecoming mean-. history in
the m,1king. It keeps gelling better. year uftcr year," !-.aid Lancer
fan Mike Wyrzykow!-.ki. Wyr,ykowski and his friends appeared to he more interested in the
party than the game.
Other activities found on the hill
were kicking beer cans through
field goal posts made of wood,
and launching water balloons
using an elastic device.
All students in ten. iewed felt
that this was the best homecoming e,er. Dan Boland commended SAC for a job well done.
"I wish it was like this every
game." Boland stated. "Thi-. is
somethrng to build on. If we could
"· " gel this many people out here
every game. it would he great."
SAC pres11.lcnt Paul Brisehois
was :-.urpri-,ctl hy the large turnout.

ancer funs got a
chance tll show their
support Saturday on
~vmecoming day at
South
Campus

.
1

1

Field.
A chilly north winJ swept
across the field as the vociferous
crowd w,1itcd with anticiration.
LouJ music kept the cxcitabk
fans entertaineJ as they kept a
sharp lookout for the oncoming
football heroes.
The ever-growing presence of
the blue and gold army maJe its
way toward the field in single file.
The roar of the crowd, the sound
of a trumpet and the screams of
cheerleaders were heard as the
Lancers entered the stadium.
There was an added sense of expectancy in the crowd, with more
people than usual having come
out to join in the celebration for
Homecoming Day.
The day began with a parade
through Windsor that ended at the
south campus field. Exuberant
students from various organ izations ar,d residences expressed
their school spirit as colourfully
decorated noals rolled down the
:;treet.
One of the rowdy parade
watchers was first-year student
Dave Taylor. Taylor expressed
the sentiments or many others
who were at homccom ing. "I lovc
this school. The city is great anJ
the spirit is awesome."
One of the parade highlights
was the Detroit Cody High
School murching band. No
Canadian marching hand could
attend because of the International Plowing Match.
Mark Croft, hand director, !-.:tiJ
the university called him anJ
allkcd the hanJ to perform in the
paraJc. "They haJ probably seen
us perform ut the Grand Prix and
the Pistons victory parade," Croft
~aid.

Lance photo by James Crump

The band played on.

Lancer fever was in the air and
apparent doom awaited the opponents from York. As the team
from York made its way from the

Students' Administrative Council (SAC) vice-president, Mike
l\kpala, and Christine Ozimek,
vice-president of external affairs,
hoth fell the parade went well.
"One truck didn't fit through the
gates of the field, but other than
that, there were no real
problems," Ozimek said.
The parade may have ended at
south campus field, hut that's
where the party began.
Hundreds of Lancer fans, with
l~cir faces painted blue and gold,
filled the stands with anticipation
of a Windsor victory.
Lancer fan Diane Clark of
Chatham was at the game to cheer
for her son, Tod.
''.We just love the games," Clark
·said , "we wouldn't miss any of
them."
Hamming it up for the crowd.

dressing room to the field, it was
greeted with u rendition of Taps
by trumpet player. Roh Sunvido.
The crowd'!-. roar grew \'vhi:n the

announcer 1,.iid. "And now. the
:,,l.J rt ing offence for the Un iver,it y
of \Vind-.or Lancer."
The fan-. continued to -,cream at

"We wercn ·1 l'\f)ecling thi-.
man:, people. lt"s great."
Bn..,ehois '>.iiJ. "There arc more
pLople on the hill than there arc in
the ..,t,tnds."
Brisehoi..., -,a,u the c.:stimateu
crowd 111 1.5()() people wemed lo
be pk;1..,cJ \\ ith this :ei1r·, e\ent
"We liccn,eu the St. Denis
Centre for the fifth-quarter party
.ind thi-. \\ as the fir,t llme this ha,
been done." 13n-.c.:ho1s ,,ml.
SAC al,o ,uprlic.:d all resiJcnccs with spray 1:an!-. so students could turn out with their
faces painted in the Lancer blue
and gold.
The people who hclpcd get the
crowu into a fevered pitch were
this yeur's edition of the Lancer
chcerlcading squad.
The team. consisting of rive
men and 10 ,,omcn. wus put
togethcr only days before the
homecoming game. hut did a
great joh in lcadrng the cheers.
Team member Jcsvy Parathulil
said of the cro\\d: "They're getting there. They might have been
a little cold in the beginning, but
they arc warming up."
The Lancer football team eventually won the gume which only
added to the celebration.
At the fifth-quarter party,
Brischois said that he was approached hy many alumni who
told him this year's Homecoming
was the best ever.
This year's Homecoming was a
testament to the Windsor
student-.· school spirit.
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numbers never before seen for such events, so the slu·
dents can also take a bow for their part.
One of the most interesting features of homecom1r11
On Saturday, September 23, the University of
Windsor held what was probably the most successful was the staging of the 5th Quarter in the St. Denis Centre
In order to have the party in St. Denis, SAC arranged le
homecoming in the history of the school.
The Lance has been known in the past for their nega- have the complex licensed for the day. This was the firs·
tive editorials about SAC so 1t is only fair to commend time in history that that was achieved.
Approximately 200 people attended the part a~
them for a job well done.
everyone
who was there had a good time. Many alumrSAC spent a lot of time and effort organizing this
mentioned
that they wished that they had this typed
year's event. and their hard work paid off with a successevent when they went to school.
ful homecoming.
This year's homecoming far exceeded last year 1
SAC President Paul Brisebois and his executives
have been working on the event since the day after the event and some students expressed that they would love
second election. Their begging, borrowing and pleading to see as many people at all the games.
This year's SAC administration appears to be off•:
paid off as they obtained many of the necessary
a
good
start with homecoming being such a hit. If the
materials
remaining
months for this year's elected officials can bi
SAC arranged for 20 flatbed trucks to serve as floats
for the parade. gained the services of the Detroit Cody as successful as the first month, this will be a great yea'
We hope that the homecoming starts a trend for fu·
Highschool marching band and put out the word of
ture
years to build upon. If we build from here. we ca:
homecoming to the students of the university. The footcreate
an event that the whole city could be proud of.
ball game itself was a grand affair, with a huge bash on
It is not beyond us at the Lance to give credit wher:
the hill behind the endzone. The people on the hill had a
great time and the crowd stayed. for the most part. under credit is due. To all the people at SAC who helped ,nth·
organization of homecoming, you get a well-deserved pc
control.
The student turnout was a nice change from the on the back from us.
usual self-centred student apathy. Students came out in

by Jim Dominguez
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Eyelash Babies
I'm sure you know.
If you go to univ<.:r-,ity. you have to wail in line.
I\ lot.
1 he pmhlcm with waiting in line ,u much · for hooks, for the
r1.:gi,1rar. for food. for ca,hier·,. for OS/\P--is that. well. hc,ide-,
the ohv iou,. you get good at it.
Ev<.:ryone has thdr uwn little way of d<.:aling with hdng in lin<.:,
and the longer you ·.,,1.: h<.:<.:n in univ<.:rsity or the mor<.: you go to
th<.: hank the hcttcr you arc al it. Sum<.: people avoid the whole
idea or heing alone with their p,ychc in a line and bring a friend.
Thi, make, you. in thc line. al,o occupied-you get lo li,tcn to all
of their i:onver,ation,.
And hoy can )'OU hear some don111.:s I gue....., my favourite university line convcr,ations ar<.: ,1hout pcoplc ·, 1riend, gelling smashed
in the puh and doing Ihm,<.: thing, people do in a h<.:cr-induc<.:d
,late. ·1 hey 're alv.ay, ,p11ken about a little too loud. hccausc th<.:
people rdating the ,orry t,ilc lhink it·-. funny ,ind. well. no one
tell, a funny story quietly Storic,...1hou1 'romance· arc also ,illy.
hut arc u-,ually told yuictcr !-ill you hav<.: to he prclly do!-.<.: 111 the
pcN1n to hc.ir all thc dct,1i1',. Once l heard an ahsolutcl) explicit
sex story wailing in a line: everyone in that line wa, hlushing a
lot.
Now, don't lhink that I go around c.ivcsdropping. But in that
mysterious realm of mankind we call a lineup, a lot of society's
rules ar<.: tossed out the window, and you can hear a lot ahout a
pcr-,on, their family and whomev<.:r <.:be they gos-,ip ahout.
Anyway, people deal with the wasted time a lineup involv<.:<, in
various ways. P<.:oplc study the contents of their purse. like some-

de

Caeri Bertrand-Crump
on<.: JUSI hand<.:d 1l to th<.:m and th<.:y want to know what ,, 1n 1l.
People ,tudy the document-. lh<.:y arc holding. lil,.c th<.:ir ,tudcnl
card or papers for the r<.:gi,trar. Thi, doc,n ·1 la,1 Ion!! hccau,c.
wdl, they'rc ,hort read, and horing. loo. People, mo,t 11l1cn. ,1arc
at their ,hoc,. In a linc there i, really 1111\\ hen: Ill 11111k: ii you
luuk around at pcuple th<.:n ,omc pcuple will think th;1t y11u .ire
,taring at them and. well. lhal ·s a linc-,tander faux pa,. If yuu
louk at the hack of the per,on in front ol you. well, tha1 ·, boring
too.
You can think ahout fond, hut lhi, u,ually rc,ult, in you ticing
ravcnou,ly hungry and lru,1ratcd hecau,e )OU have lo fini,h
,tanding in this line. then g.u and wait in another line lo get food.
·1 hat·., a lilllc too dcprcs,ing fur !he average line-,1amlcr 111 t·ontemplat<.:. so lry to avoid it.
/\ fun lhing to do i, go.....,ip ahnut people who nit in line. J"hi,
happened to me the other day tom<.: in lhe ea,hier·, oltit:c. ,\ girl
pa,sed the who!<.: line and went right up to 0111.: ol the k10,k, (and
got served). The tin<.: was ahoul I\\Cnty pcupk long.\\ hid, made
it prdty hard to mi ....... It abo made the pcupk 111 line mad Thi-,
resulted in some loud comrncnh in the girl', direi:tion. lik<.: "Did
you sec that'!!!" and "Gee,. I ,hould do that too in,tc,1d of standing in line!" The linc-cutt<.:r was ohlivious
People <.:utting in line is a strange phenomena. I.in<.: <,oeicty dictatc, th,,t you wait your turn, Jon't harge in and take ,omcon1.:·,
place. and don ·1 he loud or uhnoxiou-,. Yct people continue to
cut in lines everywhere. star<.: at the other linc-!'ilandcr-.. and even
try to muscle you out of your pl,1ce. This happ<.:ncd to me wh<.:n
I registered !his semester. The line wa'.'> huge and unmoving, I

cnlcrcd and 1nnk my plm:c at the had<. I\ preppy lillle Im) cn1,n
alter me and a,kcd me what lime n:gl'tralion ,tarted. I an,wrr,
him polilcly. and watched 111<m: people come in and ,1.111d inh
When the line finally ,tarted to move. Mr. l'rep,ti:r ,tcpr:J
front of me' What a creep. I th11ught. When !he line ,11,ppcd
wa, pu-,hed he,idt me. and tor the next l:'i minute, thv· l111l·,n
.ind the creep tried to creep in front or me every time I J,~
know what he lhought he would m:compli,h hy gct11n!!, in In
nl little me. hut I decided JU'>l on principle th.it I w11uldn 't klh
Why ,hould I'! I occupied my legal plat·c in line. and I W•'
g11ing to give it up to ,omc rude guy.
May he thi-, pcr,on live, in a d1tkrcnt ,ncictv. hut in ,,ur, •11
tain unwritten legali1y rule, the line-stander,·.
/\n excellent lun thing to do in a univer,it:,, line,.., to i111ag111~
bnni ,tanding in line Ill lork over a 1111 ol munn to c.1,hi,r'imaginc him ,landing in a long. long. line waiting lor. lond 111
rcgi,trar. I don ·1 dislike him. hut a, a ,vmhol ol the ad111it11'
tion waiting lor th.;ir sy,tem to work. he·make, a nin: 111,111,il
lure.
We 're all going to ,tand in a Int ol line,. litcralh .ind') mli,,h,
ly. hcfore we arc old and gray (or (irecian tormuiated). andth,1•
no avoiding it.
I hope that you've gotten good at linc-,tanding b) n<l\~ Ii'
horrible waste of lirn<.: and it', very frw,trating.. hut
...ur,'
have some way of coping
Maybe you picture Dr. Ianni in line too.
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Navigators' spiritual survey

;tu-

Over the past several years,
numerous U. of W. students have been
invited to participate in surveys by the
Navigators, a SAC sponsored club. The
desire of the Navigators is to help stu dents Jive well balanced lives intellectually, spiritually, emotionally, socially
and physically. Our distinctive is that
we are a group of people who have
found a wealth of wisdom in the Bible
for living well. Not that we have it all
together but we have discovered that
getting to know the "Architect" of life
makes the "blueprint" of Iife a lot easier
to work with.
So, why do we do surveys? We do
them to help keep us in touch with
where other students are at in their
thinking and because they put us in
touch with others who might be open to
examining the life of the historical
Jesus of Nazareth to further understand
what the Christian life, at its roots, is all
about. Here are the results and some
analysis of our brief "Navigator's
Spiritual Interest Survey". The four
question survey was done with 155 undergraduate students of all faculties at
random in the fall of 1987 and '88
primarily.
I. "Have you ever read parts of the

OVt

Dear Editor

Bible?"
Yes: 84.3%
No: 14.9%
No answer: 0.8%
2. "Do you feel God is interested in
your life?"
Yes: 76.1%
No: 18.8%
Uncertain: 5.1 %

3. "What gives you the most fulfilment in life?"
Family relationships: 37.2%
Personal achievement: 27.8%
Relating to the opposite sex:
17.2%
Relating to, or seeking for God:
9.4%

Other: 8.4%

4. "Would you like to learn more about
relating to God through Christ?"
Yes: 56.3%
No: 6.7%
Uncertain: 1.7%
No answer: 35.3%
Findings from question four might
reflect this openness to examining
spiritual matters while maintaining a
reluc tance to express this openness

writing a simple declarative sentence
without a major error of construction.
Thank-you for ~our attention,

ff le
the
1b€

If The Lance is to be considered a
responsible voice on campus it needs lo
Brian \kKenzie
have responsible people running it. Part of
ea· the rcsponsibility--in<lee<l. a major part--of
c.c. Paul Brisehois, President S.:\.C. and
rlu· an editor's job is ensuring that stories anti
Chairman, Student ~ledia Sen ices
Ca' articles printed in the paper arc grammatif.
cally correct. proper! y spcl lc<l. anti intel1eri ligently written. If an editor is incapable or
1th! doing these most basic functions. the
lpa newspaper loses credibility. and reader interest wanes.
Dear Editor:
In the few editions of The Lance that
have been published in this school year.
During the 1988/ 1989 academic year.
you, as editor, have not demonstrated that it was our impression that the coverage
you can competently handle the respon- received for intcrunivcrsity athletics in the
sihilities of an editor. Last week's editorial, Lance was perhaps the hes\ or any studcnt
lir.
for example, contained so many errors of newspaper in Canada.
:J
sentence structure, grammatical construcAfter two issues of this year's Lance.
·J
tion and punctuation that it was unreadable. we would like to sa! that our opinion
As well, I have been informed by people remains the same. Thank you for your c,who have submitted written copy to you for tensive in depth coverage for interun ivcrpublication that what they had written was sity athletic teams. The pl;1yers. coaches
either changed or hadly misread, resulting anti administrators of these programs arc
in inaccurate or, in one case, incoherent ar- delighted that you·ve taken -.uch an interticles. This cannot be allowed to continue. est in these particular student act i" it ic-..
As a student at this University whose
foes help to pay your salary, I ask that you
Dr. Bob Houcher
Head, Department of Athletics and
do one of two things: either resign your
position as editor in favour of someone Recreational Sen-ices
who has at least a basic grasp of the rules
~f English grammar, or suspend your acMr. John Musselman
tivities as editor until you yourself learn the
Coordinator,
Men's Athletics
rules of English grammar. This request is

•

praise

I

not lllade out of spite; I simply feel that you
should not represent the students of this
Univers"t' Y·in print
· 1f
· you arc not capahle o f

Prof. Joanne MacLean
Coordinator, Women's Athletics

through involvement in traditional
religious forms. When asked "Would
you like to learn more about relating to
God through Christ? " 56.3% of students answered "yes". This seems to us
like a strong indication of interest in the
area of personally relating to God. It
seems that while there is widespread
loss of trust and enthusiasm in traditional religious pursuits, Jesus himself
is still good press among University of
Windsor students.
As a part of the campus community,
numerous Navigator students have enjoyed being in touch with those who
asked us to keep in touch. Some have
attended special events, others have
participated in open Bible discussions
on the life of Jesus. One friend commented "We were relieved to find out
what it didn't mean to be a Christian".
Thank you to those who participated in the survey. We've enjoyed
interacting with you. Please bear with
us as we pioneer a new survey aimed at
identifying popular stereotypes. The
new survey is quick, painless and
funny.
Respectfully,
Rob Deluca and Steve McPhee
The Navigators -- (Ph) 252-2765

The

Lance
wants
more
mail.

chancellor rights
Dear Editor,
It may he news tll some people that Native
Rig!,ts arc a current issue in Canada.
I am writing you to profess my oulr;.ige
and
a
controversial one.
at the commenh or the Univcrsit} of
Aboriginal
Rights. as the constitution
Windsor's m.'w chanq:llor. His comment-.
acknowledges, arc the Nati\e Peoples'
allack the \Cry ground upon which thi-.
legacy from their ancestors as Canadians'
university prides itself. The academic c,occupied
land mass may or may not he. Inccllcncc of the University of Windsor goes
cluded
in
this
package of Aboriginal Rights
for heyon<l our faculties of business and
is the right of access to an educatinn. This
law into all the faculties and schools of th is
right
of access to the legitimatization of
institution. The students of this uni\ersity
Euro-Canadian
reality to the exclusion of
express exceptional talents and can comothers·
(education)
should not he confused
pete admirably against any schnlars in this
with social assistance.
country.
Canadians' greatest indiscretion would
If. in the opinion of the chancellor. the
he
to
think they could bestow the right of
students "can·t spell and can't a<l<l unless
access to an education on anyone, much
they have a calculator", it is not the fault of
less the Native Peoples· of Canada.
the student hut rather an institution that
It came as a surprise to learn that a Idlacks the resources to ensure their proper
low
studcnl and fellow being had confused.
education. One docs not achieve excel"giving a free education" with acknowlence by using financial capability to
ledging
a responsibility, in a recent class
decrease the number of students, for on the
called
Canadian
Social Problems, with no
contrary, university is a "right" that should
opposing
views
from
other students.
be opened to everyone and not "the
While giving and receiving is a basic
privileged few". IL must be recognized that
experience
shared by Native People. in
the value of the humanities is the foundaterms
of
Aboriginal
Rights. this is not the
tion upon which our society rests. The loss
case.
of these would in effect dehumanize
mankind.
Sincerely,
I believe the chancellor has by now
.,.
Clarence
Brigham
realized his error in judgement and I await
an apology to be made public.
Dear Editor.

Sincerely,
Paul Brisebois
President of the Students's Administrative Council

Dancing-E\'ery Nite Of The Week
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SAC CINEMA
Sunday October 1, 1989

Erie Hall 1120

STAR WARS

Doors open at 6:30, Movie starts at 7:00, cost $2.00

CLUB RATIFICATION MEETING
Wednesday October 11, 1989
4:30 Board of Govenors, 5th floor WHT
All Clubs must have the necessary information to
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Lisa Tripp V.P. University Affairs by October 2, 1989
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FRESHMEN COMMITTEE
meeting Wednesday October 4th
Conference Room A, University Centre
All First Year Students Welcomed!!!

lot
llil

Kitchm-Kilsch. Thb warped dcrirnth e could be the basis
of this show at Common Ground. Amy C's work is a collection
of ad, c1·1iscmcnts for super-duper dcte1·gcnt, cleaner-than-clean
cleaners. brighter-th:rn-,1 hite bleach. all mh:ed with earth
produds fHgctabk1,, fruits) in unea1·thl~- tones (,·iyid crimson,
Kermit greens).
Characll'rizcd h~ tcnadow, rh_ythm ic statemcnt5 of short
duration. she ad1ic, cs a bright mosaic" hich burns through the
c~·cs and into lht mind in a manner not dissimilar from the effect
of' a grocer~ store.

c.·~

Am~
C\hibit is a dbplay ol'puhlic consumption. People,
products (tht irka of'a simple ohject as :'1 'product', strategically
marketed and mass 11roducedJ, enn cilits ai, larger 1>roducts
housing man~ smalkr products. and postcurds marketing l'ities:
all for puhlic "usl'". Tht images arc ,implt and direct: small,
colourtd pencil images framed by a gold paper grid of squares.
Herc n \\ arhol clipping. there a ,·egl•tahk glo,1 ing orange. no" a
post ca rd from Chicago. Thh linear placement ol'lhe lncls of consumcrisnHhe land. the person. the concrete jungle-is soothing
:ind ~aliric. clear and comoluted.
The bolation and " un-connectednt,," of the imagts force 1
one out of' com,umer mode and make ont: looi.. upon thest ohjccts
for lht:ir inherent artistic qualities, ~uch as their colour. shape,
and stuff. Tht~ arc no longu things to ht used but , isual cxprricnccs to be sa,·ourcd .

.-\my C. sayi. this ~ho\\ b t:njo~ mtnl of' ohjccts for just ,, hat
the~ arc-linear. cool, realistic.
"lfit'son ~ounhclf-don't dra\\ it. Dra,, it if)' OU don't ha,·c
it. Dra11 ing replaces O\\ nc.rship."
The dra\l ings. cutouts and paste-ups ht:rt: \\Crc all created
orf'ound ""ilhinthclast.365da)s," :'lh.C.said. Shcisa full time
arli~t "ho is ~elf' taught and enjoys the magic realism she usually
cmplo)S. .-\n exreption lo hrr pencilled realism is on displa,\; an
angr), Impressionistic piece depicting a \larpcd face melting into
rcd~and hlaci..s (secmingl~· the cxclushc uscof'hlack in this cheery
~how). .-\sktd about this departure. she shrugs and says ''Oh,
that'sju~t the way I felt that day."

"I don·t nl'cd no hca\'y trips.
I just do "hat I want to do."
Iggy Pop
The Sho": Lh t From the Kitchcn Shelf b} .-\my C.
The Place: Common Ground, ,1acKcnlic Hall. 3277
Sand" ich in Wind~or
L'nlil Octobcr I. Tucs-Saturda) 9-6. Sunda) 12-5 . .-\rtist may
be prcscnt.
Lance photo by Caen Bertrand-Crump

llJerivative Pacl(gge Sti[[ llJeUvers
hy Larr) Deck

alum ic rt:action.

Al11103t c, tr} ) car. Hollywood produces a good political
thrilllor. EH·ry ft:11 ) l':lrs, it releases ,omething, c11 ,pcl'ial
in thc l(l'n re. .\nd maybe once c\C1·., dl·cadc. t hrn· l'Ollll'S a
maMl'l'l>il·cc. .\ndrew Dn1 is· Ill'\\ film •• The Pacl,.agc .. i!, not
lhi, dccack's mastcrpiccc (that 11ould hr No ,, a) Out.
released in 19:-171. but it is :ilmost sun• lo bl• the best thing in
es1>innagl' nun ics thb) tar.
\ good rc,il'Wcr makcl> his or her 1>rcjudiccs kno11 n.
You should kno11 tlrnt. l'or 111) mnnt·~. tht lincst political
lhrillcr n er lilmt:cl is John Sdtlcsingl·r·, 1976 tour dt force
\larathon \Inn. It "ill 1>robabl) be a HT) long timt: before
lhe cqual oft hat lilm b shot, and fur man, rcasons: l\Jarathon
,1:,n kMurccl Dustin Hoffman and Sil·
rencc Olh icr. two
of'this l'l'ntur) ·s grratl·sl thespians as 11l'II a, a 1,cript b) \\ illiam Golding. Tht supporting ea~t. art direction, and direc!inn proper ,nrc all top of' the line. Tl' \larathon 1\lan rates
lhl· ,1a1·,. No \\'a) Out rates four and a half. and The P.1ck·
31,tl' r:itl·s four.

L;rn

The 1110, ic ,tars Gcnl' Hackman as Sl'rgl•,111t John Callai.:her, \, thl• 11Hl\ il· bl·gini., "c str him commanding a ,mall
group of wn iccml•n guarding a disarmaml·nt l'OnfcrcnCl'
near Rc1·lin. •\n .\mcrican gl'nl'ral is l..illccl in a tc1Torist at1 t:· <t-·
lacl,, "h'I
· from the conrerl'ncc and G a II ag I1c1.·
11, 111g
reprimandc.·d for tht· scrnrih hrtach. is giHn the less
dcmandin
·
· ·cnng
· a cour1-m:1rlla
· II cd sc,·•
.
I:\, ·,hsignmcnt
ol· dcl11
1
' ctman. the "pael..age". hacl.. to tht States. The~· arrin
\latrsidc on Lhc CH' of a momtntous e, cnt .• the Prcsidtnt of
·
.lheL.S· a11dtl1e (',cneral Sccretanol· lhl· L· .S.S.R. an· prcpar-

1nu t 0

·

'

..
sign the treat) draf'tcd in Btrlin: a treat~ that call!'> for
lolal
· I I "'
. bi1att•1·a1 c1·1sa rmamtnt. the end ol· tht lo<
nar. Th ey
11111 •
sign the paet in Chicago. the ~itc of the lirst controlled

This is a linr lilm. Da, is· dirrction i\ la\lcful and ~ubducd.
1n an :igr n htn ac1ion films han hccomc an excuse for
, ideo-,t) Ir l"1.ccss. Tht• Pnckagr speal..s more softl~
und carries a bigger stick·· Gcnl' Hackman. Hackman has
ah1 a) s sll'Ul'h mr as an actor of eoll\idtrabk• talent and substance. Hi, prc,cncc in \li"i,,ippi Rurning made the lilm
gre:it "hl'rc 11 ithnul him it \\Ould haH· been tmpt) and trite.
Hl' ha, mack more thnn onl· ground-bn·akin!! sw,pcnsc 1Thc
Coll\ lTsation. Thc French Connection, and :,,;o WaJ Oul to
namt but thn•t ,. and. o\l hile not in a lcaguc 11 ith Olh ier or
Hoffman, he \\Ould ccrtainl., be ont pt•r,on 10 consider for a
11101 ic to hctkr \larathon \Ian. Hl· i, plTfcct for the rnlc ol'
Htcnin ,oldil'r Johnn.1 (;allaghcr. mana!!ing to make the
ba,kall.1 1h11 cha .-al'lcr ri,e aho, c ih ,mll'.'\\ hat mundanc trxtual pl.inc. The ,upporting 1::1,t ·· nw,t particular!) \Jilan
Dclich 11ho pla)s a Chirngo rnp and Tomm) Lee Jont•, as
l'nigmntll' a"as,in Thoma, Ro,,ctll' .. are all IH·II cast: John
Heard pla), a nasl) (surpri-l', ,urpri~chl·crct ,en icrcolond,
and Joanna Cassid) b on hand to pla) Gallagher's san) C\·
11 il'c f.ilcen. a litutcnant-coloncl.
The ~cript. as I·, c ,aid i\ not thc bc,t. Thl· major characters arc all arm)-mrn and -11011H'n and ,uffcr from certain
,·iral stereo!) pcs. Furthcrmon·, the plot is largcl)· ripped-olT
from Fred Zin1111crmann's 1973 assas<.ination-thrillcr DaJ or
1the Jacl..al. 11 hich starred the stat cl) Ed,rnrd Fox and wa,.
Ion the II hole, a better film.
111 u,ic-

Still. like Isa,. the mo, ic i\ fine. Well worth ,our monev
jand far more likri) to ha,c its full effect in a thr~tre than o~
your television. r rndorse it. You go sec it, and _you cndor<;r it
f too, okay'?
Editor's rating: $6.50

l

Rogers back
andfighling

/

Continued from page 9.
a warning signal in case there was
deadly gas in the mineshafts.
"Coal miners got the hell out of
the mine" when the canaries
dropped dead, Rogers said, they
dido 't say it docsn 't affect them.
Rogers said there arc many
such canaries in the world today.
He gave as examples the 20
heluga whales which died in the
St. Lawrence river last year due to
toxic waste and large tracts of
forest in Quebec whic.:h will die in
the next ten years hecause of acid
rain poisoning.
Rogers also brought to
people's attention what is happening in the Carmine Valley in

Oritish Columhia. The valley is
crown owned land for which the
multinational logging firm MacMillan Bloedel, owns the logging
rights. Rogers said, the valley represents only one percent of the
land in British Columbia that can
be logged, thus it is hardly necessary for the firm to log this valley.
"If we have to log this valley
(27 square miles of forrest), then
what hope is there for this
World?" he added
Rogers advised students to
find out for themselves about en.
vironmental problems, and
warned them not to have the view
that humans can dominate the environment.

Campus drive for the poor
by Deborah Hroadhur~t

New biz.school
Continued from page l

university's $18 million capital
campaign "Investing in Leadership." The campaign's other
major commitment is the expansion and improvement of the
University Centre.
Construction is scheduled to
begin in April 1990 and take 1824 months.

architects have succeeded admirably. The design is as aesthet ically pleasing as it is
functional."
The design, with three
elevators, is fully equipped to
serve the disabled.
The project is funded by the
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"THE COMPLETE PROFESSIONAL SHOP"
• MOUNTAIN & ALL TERRAIN BICYCLES
• CLOTHING, ACCESSORIES, CUSTOM WHEELS
• TRAINERS, FRAMES, EXERCISE EQUIPMENT

·•

• FUJI • MARINONI • PINARELLO • VITO$

10% Student Discount
SUMMER HOURS:
MON THAU SAT 9:30-6:00
FRI TO 8:00
WINTER HOURS:-CALL

2694 HOWARD AVE.

TfCUMSfH RO f
flN,(NIE

n

EOINIOIIOUGH ST.
EC ROW EXPRESSWAY

"OUR HIGH STANDARDS MEAN SATISFACTION"

ommunity Legal
Aid on campus is
appealing
for
canned goods contributions to a
recently announced emergency
food drive. The drive, which
began last Friday and ends October 2, will help replenish dwindling supplies at Windsor's
Downtown Mission.
The Mission, located at l57
Wyandotte West, provides hot
meals and take-home canned
goods to the disadvantaged in the
Windsor community.
Mike Johnston, clinic director
of Community Legal Aid (CLA)
. on campus, is in charge of coordinating the drive and has set up
donation boxes at both the CLA
office in the Faculty of Law building (downstairs and to the left
after you enter through the main
doors), and at the Peer Counselling Centre on the second floor of
the University Centre. Johnston
strongly encourages residences
and other groups to respond to the
call by setting up their own boxes.
In particular, he asks for "the
kinds of foods that are easily
prepared for people who have
trouble preparing their own
meals. You have to use your imagination and try and get beyond

all the things you have, like pots
and pans. There is a certain number of people who are living on
their own who don't have any of
those kinds of utensils."
Response to the drive has been
slow. but Johnston feels this docs
not reflect an apathetic attitude on
campus, but simply a lack of
awareness. People expect food
drives to take place at standard
holiday times, such as Christmas
or Thanksgiving, but may not
realize that emergency conditions
can exist at other less obvious
times, he said. However, it is anticipated that as awareness increases, so too will the number of
donations.
Contrary to the generally held
belief that the Mission caters to
street drunks, individuals with alcohol on their breath or displaying visible signs of impairment
are not allowed through the Mission doors.
The Mission food drive is being
sponsored by the "Outreach
Team", an important component
of CLA started by Johnston two
years ago. CLA provides legal advice and representation to those in
the University and Windsor communities who cannot afford the
services of a professional lawyer.
Those unable to drop into the
CLA offices in person can still

receive assistance from the Outreach Team, which goes off campus to handle casework.
Although the Faculty of La,
has not made involvement 11
CLA mandatory, many law SIU·
dents do decide to participate
Johnston has seen a very gro?
response from students wishingl.J
join the Outreach Team.
"It is the only good, practial
legal experience they'll get
during their Jaw school year., Ix
said.
When CLA originated, the leg
community viewed it as so manJ
students "playing lawyer". Tut.
attitude has changed significantlJ
over the years and CLA now en·
joys a strong reputation fo·
providing legitimate and valua~c
legal representation.
CLA has recently embarked
a project aimed at increa~ir
public awareness of basic legal
sues. The Community Leg
Education Team presents sem
oars on such matters as landlordtenant rights and worker1
compensation.
The most immediate conce•
for CLA at the moment, howe1r
is the need to remedy the ft
shortage at Windsor's Down!OII
Mission in the interest of ensunc
that everyone in the comrnuo
has enough to eat.
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Environment week big success
hy ,\rthur Gw,sclin

r
U\·
l1r

ou <.I on "t have lo <.lo
anything ra<.lic.il" to
help the environment. It is the little
things like recycling
bo11lcs. cans, and paper that, taken
together, mean somctlung.
That was the message given
out to students Sept 27, at a forum
in the University Centre by the
president of the campus environment club and a student council
vice president as part of environment week . Environmental
Awareness Association president
Lydia Stam-Fox and Students'
Administrative Council (SAC)
vice president Michael Akpata,
were urging students to become
more aware of environmental
problems and what they can do to
help. ~
SAC and the association were.
co-sponsors of environment
week.

.

"This is the only planet we've
got,' said Akpata, emphasizing
the need to clean it up. He urged
students lo make al least a small
gesture.
"It's not that hard to pick up a
can, It's not that hard lo pick up a
bo1tle, It's not that hard to avoid
using styrofoam cups," Akpata
stated
Stam-f'ox said her new campus group has already garnered
1 l O members, far more than the
ten initially hoped for. The
association's goals arc to help
SAC institute a rccycl ing
programme on campus, uml to
find .in alternative container to
replace styrofoam cups now used
in the University Centre's Grand
Market Place.
The environmental grour also
plan-. to bring in speakers and
conduct seminars to inform students, said Stam-Fox . Stam-Fox
urged students to come out on October 3 to their next meeting in

Ne\V hum rights post
by Suzanne Ngui
hC; Students Adj
m_inist:ative. Coun11 (S.A.C.) has
rcatcd a new posi1
tion - Human K1ghts
Coordinator. Tracy Wood. a law
student. has been appointed by
S.A.C. to the nC\\ position.
Sanctioned by the University
administrat in. Wood "'ill \\ork
parallel with Suhhas Ramcharan.
the CampL., Om'"l~dspcr,on.
She hopes to educate the campus about hum,m rights. Wood
want-. to sensitize students to their
rightson a number of issues under
the lluman Rights Code.
Discrimination encomp,1sses
everything from blatant racial discrimination to discrimination
against certain students for the
fact that they arc married.
Wood will be there tu handle
~omplaints from students who
they arc being discriminated

[1J

I
LI

against.
Even if students don't have a
complaint , Wood says she is
eager to have students who want
to know more about human rights
drop into her otlice just to ta lk.
The coordinator stresses that she
is "for the students."
Initiating her c 1mpaic n to make
the <.ampus aware. Wood has organucd a Human R chis Weck.
October 2-5. Throughout the
week. speakers from all ll\ er the
world arc scheduled to talk on different concepts of human rights.
The topics will range from ga)
righi.... apartheid in South Africa.
human rights abuses in El Sal\ ador and Ccntral America. to
women ·s right-..
Wood", office hour, arc trom
IO a.m. to I p.m. on Tuc,da) sand
fhur,da)s. and lrom mHm until 3
p.m. on WcdncsdJ)'· She is located in the S.A.C. 0111cc.

the Oak Room in Vanier I l.111 at
6:00 p.m.
Also speaking at the forum,
w.is SAC council meeting chairperson, Scoll Rogers. Rogers was
represenllng thC; Western Canada
Wilderness Committee, a nonprofit forrest research group, with

whom he worked th;s past summer in british Columbia.
Contrary to what Akpata and
Stan-Fox said, Rogers believes
that small measures are not
enough . He stated that people
have to make massive changes in
their lifestyle soon if life on earth

will deteriorate very quickly.
In an analogy, Rogers referred
to the planet as ''this coal mine
called earth ." This was i n
reference to the fact that coal
miners, in British Columbia, in
the 19th century, used canaries as

Continued on page 8

Fingers do the walking
hy Simon Dwyer

Long line-. during cour,e
regi,tration at the Univer-.ity of
Windsor will soon be a mcmor} ,
rather than a nightmare. By the
end of October. the bugs will be
worked out and the new pu-.hhutton phone rcgistrallon sy,tem will
he ready.
A student \\ ill simpl) pick ur,
their pu,h hullon (pubc) phone
and along \\ilh lh..:ir Windsor
calendar. dial in their choices for
the seme'>tcr using the numbered
buttons nn the phone . 1 ape
recorded me-.sages guide the
caller thrnugh the steps and tell
them whc.:thcr the course i'> full.
has enrollment restrictions or
even if the course conflicts with
one already chosen. Students\\ ill
also be ahle to pay their fees by
phone. The entire process should
last about three to four minutes.
Studenb will be maikd an appointment time for between 8:30
a.m. and 9 00 p.m. in the month of
July. Everyone should get an appointment time in July. lea\ ing

August for people "'ho wish 10
change a course or haven't yet
registered. As in previous year..,
appointments will be ba.,cd on
class year.
Frank Smith, University
Registrar, says, "If all goes according to schedule. we hope to
test the system for January
registration with about 3,000 students. And if all goes well, we ·11
go live for 19911 interse,-.ion summer school registration."
SJ, ings resulting from cosh a!>'iOCtalcd with in -pcr,on registratu>n, mean the S lOO,OOU system
\\ill pay itself off within five
)Cars
"All ,,c· rc buying is the equipment that interact-. with our i:xisting ,tudent records s)stcm,"
Smith ,:iy-.. "Thi: system is alread) state-of-the-a rt. ,o the
phoni: rcgi,tratiun system will
a\ !,O be , t;1t.::-of-thc-arl ."

f·or those student'>" ho insj..,1 on
tradition. in-person registration
\\ill he availahle but be
forc\\arncd then: \\On·1 be a~

much staff.
"We will still have the add/drop
staff just before classes but for pre
add/drop and registration, students will save a lot of time if they
go the phone route.'' Smith :.aid.
"If they see the lineup in the
Registrar's office, they' II probably be inclined to go find a campus
phone."
Carleton University, which implemented the program this year,
ran into that problem. fhe chance
to avoid long lineups was not
taken advantage of. Ilic result
"'as long tediou, lines being
handled by less staff.
Carolyn Richer, assistant director of student records, said many
,tudents sci:m to prefer to pay in
person . She said she's mystified
that students arcn 't opting for the
more convenient phone method.
With the comhinat,on of th is
year's ,tmies ol long line, and the
accc,,ih1lil) ol \he ne"' ") "tern ,
t he Un1 vcr,ity ol W n1.ho r
,huuldn't run rnto th s,1mc
problem.

ATTENTION COMPUTER SHOPPERS!
TWIN TURBO XT SYSTEM

with: 640K, 1 Floppy Drive
1-40 megSeagate Hard Drive
1-CGA/MGA Card
1-14 11 Flat Amber Datatrain MON.
1-Multifunction Ca d

•

~1-Roland 91 01 Dot Matrix Printer
w/cable
Organization of Part-time

UnNers1ty Students
• f ?

253 4232 Exl 3231 or 258 4687

~iERFECT

rPAPERS
typing
service
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Campus Special. .. $1584.00 plus tax
T-Shirts

$7.50ea.
Proceeds to United Way

note: You must have a valid student I.D. to receive th is price
call:AXXON
1615 Armanda

P.O. Box 32597

Windsor, Ontario

Detroit, Ml

966-7567

48322

Terms: Cash,
Certified cheque
or money order

Prices subject to change without further notice
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Get a real life

Die condoms are bacl
by Ted Sturk
Condom machines have now
become a reality in many of the
campus washrooms.
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Installed last week, the
machines feature two different
types of condoms that sell for
$1.00 per cdndom. According to
Brian Renwick, Assistant Dircc·
tor of Residence Services, the
Protex condoms and machines arc
supplied by a Toronto company,
HYCO Products. The machines
are insured against vandalism by
the same company, and the condoms themselves arc also insured
against breakage. The company
has a distributor in Windsor that
will maintain the machines as
well as ensure that old stock is
removed and replaced by new
condoms.
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Spe.:-ial Student rates
Emergency Senice a\'ailable
Pick up&. Delivery service arnilable

Near Letter Quality draft proofs
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Resumes from S8 per page
Con•r letters from S5
Consultation sen1ce

255-7174

Complete Resume Program S75

For the Joo you needed yesterday!

See the World and
Make a Difference
Share the possibility of a career with few
boundaries with the department of
External Affairs and International Trade.
To ensure that all candidates have every
chance on an equal basis, we encourage
equitable participation by women,
aboriginal peoples, members of visible
mino rity groups and persons with
disabilities.
Prior to the administration of this year's
exams, foreign service officers from
External Affairs and International Trade
will visit your campus to introduce the
Canadian foreign service as a career
opportunity. The growing complexity of
international relations means we are
looking for people from all academic
disciplines.
For more information, contact your
Campus Placement Office.

Canada:
•••

Department of
External Affairs

h~ l h)"~~. \ l uw. \k(; ill l)a il~. National ISun·au
0 IT/\ W/\ (CUI')·· Campus radio ,tatmn, ,Km" the country arc digging i11 lor
a long fig'it ,1ga111,t l'nl)gram r.:~.,rd, o\cr
,crv ice k-.:,.
l'olygram ,tarted charging campu, ,1,1tion, Jl>out SI 00 per year Im promotional
record, ,ind pre" rclc.1s.;, 111 M,1rch .
But :!:'i c.impu, r.idm ,1.111011, h,I\ c
rctu,cd II' pa) the fee,. and arc ho) c1>ll111g
1111cr\ ic," .111tl "cnis '"th Pol) gram ,1rt1,h

Papers and Fl\·ers from SI 25 per page
Letter Quality

r~ ~........

university and the university h~d
no choice but to install the new
machines.
"If we hadn't made an issue or
it we wouldn't have condoms thb
year," said Akpata.
,
The new machines were to be
installed last year, but accordin
to Renwick, problems came u!
with suppliers of the machines
who felt they needed some form
of protection against vandalism.
HYCO, however, insure their
machines against vandalism.
Dr. Walter Wren at Health Ser.
vices welcomes the move.
"Having the condoms is a very
positive thing for the University,
especially with the incidence of
sexually transmitted diseases l
see every day, and I have nothing
but positive reactions for them.'

Campus radio fights Polygram

Join the Laure!

Flies available on disk
Graphs and Graphics

Condom machines were available a few years ago, but were
removed due to vandalism. Also,
until the efld of this summer, condoms were available in some of
the Versa Services' candy
machines around campus. They
were discontinued when it was
determined that the price and
packaging, $4.00 for three
prophylactics, was inappropriate
for this type of vending machine.
This caused an outcry from the
residence house councils, as it left
the University of Windsor as the
only major university without
easy access to condoms.
Students Administrative Council (SAC) vice president Mike
Akpata took the story to the media
and it was picked up by many
newscasts across the province.
This move put pressure on the

Ministre des Affaires
exterieures

1 he ~alional Commun1l) RJd10 ,\,soci.ation. Jll nrg.1ni/,J111111 of 2<J campus
radio station,. i, organi/ing the l>o)Cllll
h~CJU'-i\! th~~ , ..,) th\!: ..ar~ Joinc the ...:om pany a scrvKe h~ promoting their records.
'The) think they·n: doing u, a favour
l>y S<:nding u, free record,." ,aitl Chris
Mi gone, ,inc of the hn)COll organ11er, ,and
mu,ic dirccwr at CKUT at Montrea l·, McGill Univcr,it)
"But it\ a two way street." he ,aid. •·we
air their m:ortls. interview their artists anti

any polygram conccrh. or interview ani
puhlici,:e their event;,."
Polygram is the only company that Polygram anist,. unk" it", ahllut th,
charges campus radio stations. Migonc hoycoll.
Rowe ,aid ;,ever.ii ani,1,. di,trihut,Jt,,
said if Polygram can get away with it.
l'olygram ,uppml the hoyrn11. induJ
others might follow.
Billy Bragg. Mid1clk Shod.,d ,inJ 1
Kathy Rowe. ,tation manager at
Gil- tktwccn,.
Memorial Univcrsity"s CII MR ,aitl WEA.
Poly gram oftici;1I Ken ,\shthmn"
another major record lahcl. haded off
hu,inc" i, hu,1nc,,. "We ·re not .i dw111.
their plan to charge campu, radios alter the
he ,aid. "Bc'!dc,. wc·n: nllt .1,l.111i: t.11
NCRA threatened a boycoll a few years
;amount thal i, hcyond thc1r rca,h"
ago.
Buch.man ,1grccd 1ha1 the kc"·"~
Chris Buchanan. program director at
the Univer,ity of Briti,h Columhia·,
cxorh1tant. hut he ,aid the boycoll "·"
principle.
C!TR s;11d 1he company ha, the wrong idea
"Wc"rc aho pru1c,1ing nn hd1,,1t uf11l:
,1hout campus radio.
,tatilln, that can ·1 alford 1,, pay ,1mthm,
"'Poly gram puh us in the ,ame caregory
,\,hdm, n ,,ud th~ kc ,, 111 help o•,·
wi th comme rcial rad to hul our philo, ophy
the cm,l ol ,hipping rcnml,. puhlk 1
is difkrcnt." Bucha11an ,aid. ··our manphoto,. Ion~ di,tancc phone call,. ,1nJ1,~
date is to play mu,ic that isn ·t heard
,upport.
anywhere cl,c. We· re here to wpport up
A,hdown ,aid the hoycon "oulJn
and coming hands before thcy·rc ready for
hurt his company.
commerc ial radm.
While the ,tal ion, .... 011·1 prevent DJ',
"Campus station, that arc ,det·tK 11ra
tcrnative have u limited tJrgel (Jutli,n.:,
from playing polygram ,1rtisls.1hey wun·1
chart any nc"' Poly gram reka,e,. cover and t "m not sure that their hllal impJ,111
the market is relevant." he ,aitl.

!+-----------------------------Honn1~rv
...__..0 ,...s
- - - - .J.
~

Continued from page I
sity of Toronto, Rev. James McCon ica is probably Canada ·s
w idest known historia n. McCo n ica, who received an
honourary Doctor of Lcllcrs degree in Windsor Sept. 24. is internationally known fo r his studies
of Tudor period Eng land. the
Reformation and the Dutch reformist Erasmus. His election to be a

1 ,

Fellow of All Souls College at
Oxford was in recognition of his
pre-eminent position as a scholar.
McConica was chosen to prepare
the third volume of the official
history of the University of Oxfo rd, which was published in
1986. Aside from his scholarly
achievements, McConica become
a Basilian priest in 1968.

Migone ,aid the hoycou will ma>sl
hurt listeners and new arti,ts ,..ho"'~
campus radio puhlic11y.
" lt"s a laM rccou r,c." Migone s.iid. ·11,
negotiated for th.: heller part or a ycar11
Poly gram and nothing came of it. we hupc
to be ahlc to puhl icizc the fact that th,) I•
doing this and to bring pre"ure from
,ides ;1gain,t th.:m so that they tlrop 1b:
charge."

UNISEX
Month of October Special!
Shampoo & Cut for ONLy

$8.00
Hours: Mon-Thurs & Sat 9-5, Fri. 9-7
321 O Sandwich (at Mill)

256-8992
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Lane, photo bv James Crumo

ince the fall of 1987, the people of
France have had a weird love affair with Canadian Culture -- That
fbeing LOST PATROL! It started
with a song on a compilation
record in September of 1987.
_ _
Now in September 1989, several
..,r_e-le-a-ses later, Lost Patrol member, Paul Langan,
reflects on the bands state of mind.
Q: How did France discover Lost Patrol?

A: The head of the record company, "Stop it Baby"
records, Paris, read a review of us from a
European rock magazine. I sent him a tape of a
song called, "That's your Style," and he decided
to release it on a compilation record.
Q: How did your appearance on this French record
affect the band? .
A: It caused the band to release a four song EP,
called "Second Time Around."
Q: How was it received in France?
A: We received very positive record reviews, and
it was played on over twenty radio stations. The
owner of the French record company "Stop it
Baby" records enjoyed the EP very much and he
signed us to do a full length record on his label.
Q: How did the Album go over?
A: It went over, as far as we are concerned, very
well in Europe. (3000 copies sold, 500 in France
alone)

Lost Patrol band members (from L to R):Paul Langan, Rob Michie, Karen Marrero, and Dave Whitehead.

Q: How did the Canadian Public receive you?

Q: Where do you play, Puce?

A: Due to distribution problems with a Montreal
record distributor and the reluctance of other
Canadian record distributors to distribute the
record, it was not released in Canada. It was
only available in Windsor.

A: If we could ...

Q: There seems to be a pattern of records selling
in Europe, but not in Canada. Is this true?
A: Yes, extremely so. From the very beginning
each of our releases has only sold outside of this
country.
Q: Great! What about Windsor, where and when
do you play?
A: There are not a lot of alternative places to play
in Windsor, so we mainly play out of town.

Q: No, seriously, where do you play?
A: Well, in October, we are playing in Guelph and
London, in November, we are playing in Hamilton
and London, and in December we will take a quick
tour of Quebec.

Q: Quebec?
A: Yep!

Q: Any by you?
A: Yeah one. A single called
label called ABUS DANGER
France. I don't have a copy of
they'll send me a copy.
Q: Any new recording plans?
A: Yeah, we have a bunch of
second album, hopefully of a

Q: Where in Quebec?
A: Trois Riviere, Montreal, and Quebec City.

Q: What do you like most a
Patrol?
A: Playing live with Karen, R
ing to different cities, and pu

Q: Any new records coming out?
A: Yeah, lots!

Q: What do you hate?
A: Most everything else, es

a

end of the music. Music is an art form, not a business. It's got to be fun.
Q: What advice can you give to University student:
who are in bands now?
A: Try to finish your B.A. within a decade.
Q: Well Paul thanks for the interview, and I wish
you and your band continued success.

Music is an art form, not a
business. It's got to be fun.
1. Who would drive 14 hours to Montreal for a gig
that pays $100 Bucks?
a) The Rolling Stones
b) Cher
~ The New Kids on the Block
OLost Patrol
2. What type of transportation do you think the
band used?
a) A jet
b) Transit Windsor
_..s!. The People Mover
~ '79 Volare with "Pace" tires
3. Who would not travel in the '79 Volare with
"Pace" tires?
a) Cher
b) Rick Astley
Tiffany
(SJKaren Marrero

...£t

4. What band is Lost Patrol often mistaken for?
a) GWOR
b) Metallica
c) The Beach Boys
(?)Cher
5. Which member of Lost Patrol is now taking
French lessons?
a) GWOR
b) Barbara Frum
_.sl. Rene Leveque

l!)PaulLangan

Sharon 'l(iv[antf at £e6e{

. __

_

_ _ _ __ __

,iliii;l,_

..................- - - - - - - -. .

Left: Sharon Kivland lectures at Lebel last Thursday. Right: Detail from her instalation piece on exhibit at the Lebel Galle~
through Friday 29th.
Lance photos by B Helling (L) and Jason Kryk

II' a ,tuffed Carl'idd "ith suction cup paw,. a beer-displ·nsing ha,l'ball cap or a T-., hirt that ,a)s "I'm with stupid "
arc not l·,actl) )OUr idea urultcrnatiH·, unu,ual or thoughtful gift ite1m. ~ ou ·11 prohabl) bl' intcrl',tccl in the opening on
mid-Odoberof6_: \rt & Pop Culture. a Resource Rl'tail outll'l (a dh isiun of ..\rtcitl'. Inc.I in the ha,ement of \facl..cn1ic
Hall. J277 Sand\\ich.
Thi\ nc,, rcta ii ende,n our was predeceased by the

in Artcitc'~ ongoing acth ities.

,,ill

As ,,ell. X
pnnide a neces~ar~ sen ice for arcaar.
lists. musicians. ,Hiter, and all those interested in the an,
and popular culture. Contcmporar., art matedals and pub.
lications that arc present I~ una, ailahlc for purchase in tht
metro Detroit Winchor area would he made a,ailablt
through the operation of this outlet.
l'ltimatel). Artcitc hopes K "ill sen e :1s :111 i111portan1
educational resource. mal..ing the public mure 3\1 arc of pa~
and current contemporar) and a,ant ganlc art pr:ll'lin,
through the displa) and acccssibilit) and a,ailahilit) or con·

R\RF shop" hich relil'd primaril) as a commission retail
outkt for arti,h' goods. Lnfortunatd), thi, "as not ahrn)S
,rnrl..ahlc: qualit) submissions ,,en• not ah,:1)~ forthcoming
and thu, thl' stocl.. did not al\\a), rl'lll'ct \1·tcitl· Jnc.·s public
mandate ·· the prcsl·ntation and promotion of experimental
and conll'mporar) art form.,.
~ h hoping to promote C\J)l'rimcnt.11 and fourth-dimtnsinnal art: current production llu,us nh_jcct,. artists· boohs.
maga,incs, po,tt·ard,. mail arl. unu,ual lo).,, aud io , ilko
mall'rial. llC\i disc,. rare comics. and funhadclia. A also
wants )OU to sl'nd them )nur , in) I and \\clcomt, the
"dangerous allcrnath c" for con,ignml'nl ~ale,.

tl!mpo..ar) art materiab.
Current!), the call i, out for submbsiom to this non,
prnl'it artist-run centre for the contcmporar) arts. If )Ou'«
interested in selling )Our goods at the shop. ask about~ at
Artcitc, or call 977-656-t
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Classifieds
The Department of Philosophy
presents guest speaker, Dr. Ralph H.
Johnson. University of Windsor on
Wednesday. October 18, 1989. at
7:30 at Canterbury College. His topic
is "Remarks on Logical Virtue "
Everyone is welcome.
The Navigators: Meeting Wednesday
September 27 at 7:00 in Vanier
Lounge. Singing, fun. and interesting
discussions on what the Bible says
about life issues. Join us.
For Sale :·a 1 Citation, $500 as is. Contact Gina at 735-3908.

Currently Looki ng for

ENTERTA INMENT ASSIST ANT

1. Nature of the position: to do small tasks the Entertainment Coordinator can normally not find the time to do. Examples would include; placing ads. creation and hanging of posters/leaflets, completion of riders for bands, and compilation of guest passes/ tickets etc.
2. Chain of Command: The Entertainment Assistant is responsible to the Entertainment Coordinator first, and EVERYONE ELSE SECOND.
3. The renumeration for this position will be $1000.00 over the 10 month period that the hob entails. This will be paid bi-weekly along with the rest of the
staff. As well, an expense account of $1000.00 will be included to cover costs of supplies, complimentary tickets, and various expenses incurred in the NORMAL operation of the job.
4. Finally, while this person will not be expected to work excessive amounts of hours there should be, and we should expect, Ihat this person would put in
at least 10-12 hours per week. As well, it is fair to say that this person will receive, in addition to the honourarium, free admission to various shows, t-shirts
etc. This should make this position attractive to quite a few people.

Contact Tim Tremain or Steve Deneau at the SAC office

Free to good home. female cat alreac
fixed. Her name is Bill and she 1s ver
affectionate. Please call, she needs
home and I have to move. Call 25&
9532.
Wanted: Someone to tutor me 1n AJ
gebra 'For Business Students· fl:
proximately 2-3 hrs./wk. Will pay Ir'
going rate. Call Greg at 971-8694.

' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Furnished Apt for rent in Sou
Windsor. On bus line utilities mcludir.
$400/mo. call 966-6938.

' .

~=~ \_1Students'
Administrative
'Council

Lesbian/Gay students on camp
please call 973-4951 for informatJO'
on events and organ1zat1ons in Uli
Windsor/Detroit area.

Students' Administrative Council
2nd Floor Univ. Centre
253-6423

For Sate: MacI ntosh Computers,.
tern -· 512K, with mouse, 1 interrl
and 1 external 400K drive and cam
ing case. lmagewriter printer~
stand, extra ribbons. Manua '
magazines and books. $1801
Programs include: Macwrite · wt.
processing; Macpaint - draw1"9Macdraw - design and graph~
Macdraft - computer aided desxJ
Print Shop . cards, banners. 59)
Microsoft File - data managen:~
Microsoft Chart - charting; Mac'
minal - mainframe communicatJO>"
Thunderscan 3.2 . scanner; ar
Ready, Set, Go. desktop publislY ·
Phone 256-8431 or 969-8679.

Coming Soon .. .
Johnny's Roadhous
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~h cars !\lopped ringing S unday m orning.
A~ 111~· first assig nme nt for the La nce, I was asked
to check out Sta n le) ·~ Ta\Crn a nd ~cc n ho was playing. I had ne,·cr b een lo Stanley's before so I conned
m best friend into going n ith m e. Ka th a nd I ventured
I .
,er there on Thursday nig ht to hear Revolt, a local
0
Windsor bar band. The ir style of music is r eferred to
as "thrash ". A s I had nenr heard of this before, they
told me that it was best described as "fast heavy metal."
first a fen details a bout Stanley's. It is located on
Pitt Street East (careful wher e you park !) and offe rs a
\\ icle rnriet)· of enterta inm ent. On a ny given night you
can hear anJ thing from hea Yy meta l to punk to fo lk
acoustic music.
On the nig ht we n e r e the r e, the crowd was a n interesting mix of neig hbourhood r egulars." lo ng-ha irs",
and women in a nima l print ~kirts. O hYiously, no dres:;
code is enforced .
.\!thoug h we didn ' t stay loo long (Kath denloped
a migraine after 30 minutes), I was able to get an idea
what " thrash " music is about. Kee p in mind that I am
a regular at California ·s, where the YOlume levels are
alnays pushed to the max, and that I have probably
heard e,ery hea,·y metal ba nd from here to Toronto. J
enjoy loud music. I believe that is the way it was meant
to be played. Remit is beyond loud. Beer bottles vibrating on the tables should gin you a strong indication of
the decibel le,·el. I would have to say " thras h " is best
thought of as a combination of acid rock and heavy
metal, a dash of punk, and a lot of screaming. The lead
singer has powerful lungs.
If this appeals to you then you might want to check
out Remit. Apparent!)· they han enn made a demo
tape. It \\Ould probably make a great stocking s tuffer
for parents.
The crowd appeared to beenjo_ying the music. I assume that is what nodding _your head rapidly to the beat
of the music sig nifies. Even the older gentleman sitting
at a back table." ho was well into the final stages of inebriation, seemed to be enjo)·ing himself. I think. He
might have been in pain. It was hard to tell without my
glasses and adequate lighting.
So if)·ou are already t ir ed ofO'Toole's and really
don't feel like waiting 90 minutes to get into Bentley's,
you might want to check out Stanley's. If you are with This ain't Rerolt...No it's Luxury Christ. We didn't get any pictures of Revolt. Besides Luxury Christ is playing this Saturday
at Stanley's with Deja Voodoo. Best thing of it's kind - Be there.
a large group. It's a little rough around the edges, but Lance photo by James Crump
they do offer something for e,·er)'body.
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What is IT ?
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BARRISTER+ SOLICITOR

IT's $2.95, IT's 1/31b.,

• Real Estate Transactions
• Criminal
• Uncontested Fam ily Matters
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BENTLEY's
If you know the answer to this mind-boggling

WE'RE LOOKING FOR YOU!!

question, you must do the following five things:

ter S)

Music enthusiasts who wish

intef!'I

1. CUT THIS COUPON OUT

,d can)

ter
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to play pop music, semi-classical

2. GO TO BENTLEY'S
3. GIVE THE COUPON TO YOUR

and classical music, please contact. ..

SERVER AND TELL HIM/HER
ical~
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PROFESSOR JAMES TAMBURINI
MUSIC DEPARTMENT
253-4232 ext. 2781
or 966-2262
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FREE BEVERAGE (POP, COFFEE, OR TEAi
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This coupon entitles the bearer to
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FREE POP, COFFEE OR TEA with

the purchase of •rr•. Limit one

perl

person. Available mon. Tues & Wed.

Free Parkins Al Rear
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Acoustic Cafe Back
hy Tl'd Sturk iincl Bill Stoat

\coustic music fam take note: S.\C, Subway Pub
is once again running it's acou<,tic cafe series. almost
regularly on Tuesday nights. If you like folk guitar
(\\ell sort of... l accompanied by nc" acts singing their
hearts out. this is the place to be.
\bout 250 people turned out last "eek to hear an
eclectic mix of folky, enjoyable mm,ic. First on were the
solo acts. followed by groups. From Carly Simon
(You're So \'ain) and Hendrix (Hey Joe) co,ers to an
obscenely funny original about gro" ing up to be an alcoholic child-beating psycho. The Acoustic Cafe con.tinues the tradition it started last year as the place for rt~~~•~
Ii\ e music fun.
This year's host Roger Wurdeman is continuing
where Jean Pignal, Tony-Ray and Sub\\ay manager
Chuck Blewett left off: the idea is to make a stage and
an audience arnilablc to aspiring performers on and
around campus. The payoff comes on the night of
November 21st, ,, hen cafe veterans get a chance to
compete in a talent night for cash prizci; and the chance
to host the cafe the follon ing y car.
For you the audience, the pay off comes every Tuesday· night in the form of an nening of 1ncllon music
and rela,ation "here you can talk to friends without
ha, ing to yell and get in" ithout dealing,, ith a lineup
or a co, er charge.
Last year, the cafe 1>roved to be a sure-fire cro" d
pleaser\\hile "discoHring " a numhcrofreally impressh e local acb. If you h:n c the urge to sit in the spotlight and "hack a guitar. make enquiries at the har.
The rest of you - make sure you keep Tuesday nights
free for the :\com,tic Cafe - a habit that puts the "social " back into social drinking.
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----Curse of tfie (jiant 'Toad
by Karl Mamer

performance last Friday night. Their music and lyrics
had a heavy redneck influence, remin~scent of the
Violent Femmes. Their songs did a tine job of mirroring the pride of the hopelessly ignorant. Toad God did
a mutant Beastie Boys cover, taking the words to "Fight
for Your Right to Party" and putting them to a country
beat.

I wish I was a musical genius: I could have the kind
of fun Toad God had last Friday night at the Subway.
Whenever I attend concerts, especially those featuring
local bands, I usually have the overwhelming urge to
leave after the first fifteen minutes and spend the rest
of the evening eating a lot of pizza. It's not that the
bands are not good -- they must be good or people
would not pay to see them. It's just that the bands tend
to sacrifice lyrical clarity for the sake of volume. Toad
God, however, rises above this. They were funny as hell.
Toad God is no mere four-guys-and-some-loud- instruments-type band trying to pass off a lot of screaming as
music.
The members of Toad God obviously do not take
themselves seriously. This is evident in their Subway

Toad God's physical comedy is their strong point.
For the first couple songs the lead guitarist wore a
giant, incredibly stupid-looking cat head. Soon, the
head disappeared, and from the wings arose a ceilinghigh int1atable frog (not quite a toad but when you're
playing to people tossing back beer who is going to complain'?). The best came when the lead guitarist broke
into a wonderful parody of a writhing guitar solo.
Next up, the Stickmen -- who take their music
seriously i~ contrast to Toad God's minimalist wag-

TOAD GOO'S Homecomin g float-They showed up o n Sunday ...
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BOTTLE SHOPPE
L iquor, Beer, Wine,
Daily Lotto
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• A Rollicking
60's Musics/
• A Tribute to the Female Singers of the 60's
• A Run:iway Hit on Broadway

OCTOBER 5 - NOVEMBER 5
Box Office Open Sept. 5 -

9.77l~zz?:s~,s9S

Performances: Tues. thru Sat. 8:00 p.m.
Sun. & Wed.: 2:00 p.m. Matinee
October 2o at 2:00pm $1 o.oo

Tickets $14-$30

cdn.

Oct 5 6 7.8-Premiere Weekend Special S2.00 off ticket price

BOX.OFFICE NOW OPEN
(519) 977-7728

~

~

~
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gery. Although famous for their Led Zeppelin treatments, the Stickmen stayed away from this clichcd,
bar-band convention. Instead, they played a number of
their new and old songs, most of which were extremely danceable.
My favourite Stick was the bass player, Dave
Cryenne. He was surprisingly animated for a bass
player: he moved around, sometimes he sat down, he
put on a red cap, he wore a turtleneck sweater, he aimed
his bass like a deer rifle, he put his bass behind his head
and played it. Wow.
The Stickmen now make their home in Toronto, so
their next Windsor engagement might be several
months from now. Toad God, however, has become
The Subway's unofficial house band, so you will have
plenty of opportunity to see them in the near future.

RUN YOUR OWN BUSINESS THIS
SUMMER!!
Top 40 Music
The

ltd..

"University of Windsor
Party Headquart911,,

~

Great Times
& Great Food

WHAT YOU PUT IN
WHAT YOU GET OUT

Food Specials Daily

*Intensive pre-summer training in all aspects of business (recruiting, estimating,
sales, production, management, paint tech, etc.)

2960 Huron Church Rd.
at Grand Marais West
(519) 966·338a
Hottest Spot in WindSQI

[

*Full scale marketing support program*On going active field support
*Full Accounting and Administrative support*Arrangement of regulatory requirements* Guaranteed line of credit with suppliers

Spin for a chance to win a
One Day Trip on Thursday
(Ask for details)

*Incredible discounts with suppliers

*Two weekends of spring training*Pre-summer recruiting of staff and marketing*A
summer of the hardest most rewarding work you have ever experienced

*$10,000-$20,000 in net summer earnings (our all time high for a
manager in one summer is $45,000 net earnings)

\.

*The knowledge to run your own business
*Exceptional managerial experience for your post graduate career

\.

*The satisfaction of knowing you achieved what most people can only
dream of:Running Your Own Business!

GRAD

For more information, Application Packages are avialable at the
Placement Centre or come to the Manager Information Seminar on:

J
t

Wednesday October 4th
Conference Room A-University Centre
9:30-1 :30

Call 977-5621
Windsor, Ontario

Meet former franchise managers and present General and District Managers Kelly Thomson and Andrew Britnell

253-4535
Part-Time Recreational Counsellors Neede
to work with troubled youth
Tuesday evening commitment

6-9pm

If interested in paid position or volunteering

please call:
258-7537 (Judy)

948-1891 (Chris)
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FAMILY FEAST
One Pizza with Pepperoni, Bacon. Mushrooms,
Green Peppers and Extra Thick & Cheesy .
One Pizze with Pepperoni, Mushrooms and Extra
Thick & Cheesy.
Substitutions and Deletions okayt
Two small pizzas $13 49 plus tax
Two medium pizzas $17.59 plus tax.
Two Extra large pizzas $20.59 plus tax.
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FOR

99¢
PLUS TAX

Receive three cans of Coke for 99¢ when you
purchase your next Domino's Pizza Doubles order.
Please mention coupon when ordering.

•

~~t

g~~P:onu:any
o~:~~mbined
with other offers
Limited Time Offer

: . .

Please Call 254-8686
$3 Off 1f Late
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DOMINO'S PIZ
DELIVERS~'

GUARANTEED!
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Men ranked seventh in nation
by Paul Mayne

Windsor's coach Pat McNclis.
The first half was scoreless and
he University of so was most of the second, until
Windsor's Men'!'. Windsor's Joey Esteves scored
!'.occer team went his third goal of the year, with just
into last weekend under fifteen minutes remaining.
1
- - holding a tic for first The goal gave Windsor a 1-0 lead
place. as well as a national rank- and proved to be enough for the
ing of seventh in la!'.t week's Lancers' third victory this season.
CIAU listing. Windsor went into
Unfortunately, the remaining
their two weekend games hoping part of the game turned sour.
to improve on both. A 1-0 win on Things got extremely physical on
Saturday over Waterloo, and a 2- the part of Waterloo. They were
2 tic against Brock on Sunday issued three red cards for their ungave the Lancers three out of four sportsmanlike conduct.
points; enough to ensure them a
"After we scored the goal the
first place standing this week.
game became very physical." McNeli:,, said. "We finished up with
Saturday's game was played in one player on crutches and two or
what seemed to be the tail end of three others so hurt that they
Hurricane Hugo. "It went from couldn't play the next day."
On Sunday, the Lancers then
gale force and sunny, to gale force
with rain and hail," said took their aching.bodies to Brock

to face lhc Badgers. Windsor
came away that day with a 2-2 tic.
The Lancers played catch-up
for most of the game, which McNelis attributed to Brock's strong
defensive game . Brock's
strongest defender is their
goalkeeper. Dino Perri. Perri is a
two-time all-star and is also the
backup goalkeeper for the Hamilton Steelers.
"He's very good, and controls
the game," McNelis said. "Their
defense settles down when he ·sin
there."
Windsor started first-year student Mike Armstrong in goal for
his first game.
"He was a bit nervous, but that's
to be expected," McNelis commented. 'He did okay. He came
through pretty good."
First-year player Kevin Byloo

scored his first goal of the year to
give the Lancers a 1-1 tic. Brock
then went ahead 2-1, and the score
stayed that way until the final
seconds of the game. With 17
seconds lefl. Windsor's Larry
Quarshirc scored his first goal,
giving the Lancers a 2-2 tie and
another point in the standings.
"Considering the conditions on
Saturday, and considering that
Brock played a strong defensive
game again:,,t us, I was satisfied,"
explained McNelis.
As for the 7th ranking, McNelis
feet-. that it ha-. little importance.
"They ranked We~tern numher
one and what do yc,u base that
on," he said. "They beat us and
tied two games yet they're number one.
"It's nice to be ranked. but it can
work both way-.," he said. "It gets

teams riled up to play you because
you're ranked."
Such was the case with Brock
on Sunday Windsor was heing
taunted after falling behind.
"First place is ours to keep and
that's what we'll work on," McNeli-. added. "We'll let the ranking fall where it may."
Windsor will try to keep their
winning ways as they open a
three-game home stand this
weekend. They will play Ryerson
and McMaster on Saturday and
Sunday respectively. Game time
for both games will be at I p.m.
The Lancers will also play nex
Wednesday versus Western at
p.m. They will look to aveng
their 2-0 loss to the Mustangs ear
lier in the season. All games wil
be at the South Campus Stadium

Weekend split forecasts soccer improvements
by Jim l'arry

s

hilc most of the
Univers!ty was const
centrating on the
homecoming football game, the Lancer women's soccer
, team battled to earn a split during
their homestand last weekend
against Brock and Waterloo.
On Saturday, the Lancers acted
as gracious hosts as the Waterloo
Warriors defeated them 4-1. The
players who had the misfortune of
playing at the same lime as the
football game were more distracted by the unusually cold
weather than the rowdy football
fans nearby.
The first half saw the Warriors
jump out to a 2-1 lcad as the Warriors benefitted from Lancer mistakes. Sue Brogno score the
lancer goal.

I

m

In the second half, the Warriors
continued to build on their lead, as
they scored twice more to win 41.
Gord Caldwell, the Lancers'
head coach, thought that the Warriors were quick, and that they adjusted well, but a closer score, or
perhaps a tie would have been a
better indication of the overall
play of the game.
On Sunday, the Lancers enjoyed better weather and a better
result, against the Brock I3adgers.
The Lancers survived an early
Badger lead to post a 5-2 victory
for their first win of the regular
season.
In the early part of the match,
the Lancers found it tough going
as the Badgers pulled out to a
quick 2-0 lead, capitalizing on
Lancer turnovers in the defensive Women's soccer team in action on homecoming weekend.
end of the field. The Lancers were unsuccessful until Sue lsep- of the Brock net, making the score
began to press for a goal, but they pi scored on a will.I scramble in for 2-l.
The goal was the turning point
in the game and it was only a matter of time before the Lancers tied
it up. This happened late in the
first half on a perfectly executed
play. Krista Gregg had a free kick
and directed it toward the left side
of the field where Sue Brogno
headed the ball past the Badgers'
goalkeeper for her first of two
goals, knotting the score at 2
going into the intennission.
In the second half, the Lancers
forced the play and started to
dominate the Badgers in every
aspect of the game. Windsor's
goalkeeper was tested only on
three or four occasions during the
half as the Lancers swarmed the
Badgers' goal.
Brogno's second, and ultimately winning goal, was score when
she once again headed the ball
past the Brock goalkeeper, after a
good run and crossing pass by Antonella Salvati. Later, Brogno was
again involved- in the scoring as
her clcarin
· was booted ast

a diving Brock keeper by Jodi
Renaud.
Windsor's scoring was rounded
out by lseppi. She scored her
second goal on a pcnali y shot to
make the final score 5-2.
Coach Caldwell was pleased
with the way his team overcame
Brock's early Jca<l, ant.I with the
way they forced the play in the
second half while staying away
from making foolish mistakes.
Caldwell went on to commend the
play of players Julie Smith, Brogno and Gregg who did an outstandingjob both defensively and
offensively.
Caldwell called the game a
'confidence builder', because the
team looked too tentative both
·against Waterloo and in the early
stages against Brock.
Next week the Lancers travel to
Guelph to play the Gryphons on
Saturday September 30. They will
then travel to Lauricr to take on
the Golden Hawks on Sunday October 1. The women will then
return to South Campus Stadium
to host lhe Western Mustangs.

Lancers out of focus in homecoming win
by Dave Briggs
----or now, their
pmage is one of a
team picture that is
out of focus. They
stand side by side; a
hazy sea of blue and
gold.
The only focused image is
the large question mark that lloats
above their heads, just below the
top edge of the picture.
The image depicts a team
without an identity; a team still
unsure of where it is headed; a
team that is stymied by its inability to turn potential into talent.
The picture should be more
focused following the Lancers'
25- 7 homecoming win over the
York Yeoman, last Saturday, but
in essence, the Lancers suffer
from more uncertainty now, than
they have all season.
The win over York, at the
University of Windsor's South
Campus Stadium, gives the Lancers a respectable 2-1 record, but
the team's performance does not
bode well for their future, even
though they arc in good shape in
the standings.
John Musselman, the
Lancers' head coach. was unusually critical of his team following the game, describing their
performance as malodorous.
"We didn't play well. Don't
ask me why, but we didn"t play
well," lamented Musselman.
"We weren't sharp. we stunk!"
Windsor won the opening
coin llip. and decided to dekr
their decision until the second
hair in order to have the \trong
wind (a remnant of Hurricane
Hugo) behind them in the fourth
quarter.
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York became the first victim
of that wind. After their opening
drive stalled, Paul Placko, the
Yeoman's punter, failed to get off
a good kick against the wind, enabling Windsor to start their first
drive on York's 42 yard line.
Lancer running back, Kevin
Strong. quickly took advantage of
the good field position, rumbling
31 yards to York's 10 yard line on
Windsor's first play from scrimmage.
A couple of plays later,
Strong crashed over the goal-line
from the one yard line, giving the
Lancers an early 6-0 lead.
On the two successive plays,
kicker, Dave Vanderhoeven,
added two more points to the
Lancers' tally. Vanderhoeven
successfully converted the extra
point following the touchdown,
and then collected a single when
his wind-aided kick-off sailed out
of the endzone, putting the Lancers up 8-0. after only four
minutes of play.
At that point, the story turned
ugly. The blue and gold's offensive unit seemed to collectively
decide that 8 points would be
enough to defeat York, so they
gave themselves the rest of the
afternoon off.
Meanwhile. the Lancers'
defensive unit fought hard. turning the ball over to the offense in
York's half of the field every
time. except once. in the first half.
An unmotivated offense
failed to capitalize on the field
position, anil could cnly muster a
27 yard field goal by Vandcrhoeven in the second quarter.
The kick gave Wind!-tor an 1 I - 0
lead going into the intermission.
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From then on. the team
played without emotion. The
defense managed to keep York
from getting only seven points
(one on a single after a missed
field goal by Placko. the other six
on an unconverted, l yard TD run

"THE WRITING'S
ON THE WALLZ'
ELECTRoHOME 20" REMOTE CONTROL
45
co1..0uR TV < cG1t)
PREFERRED
STUDENT RENTAL
mMONTN

And rental payments Can be taken
directly from your bank account.
Just bring in your student card to
the nearest Granada store and take
advantage Of the IOW monthly rental
rates available for students.
And get straight "A's" on TV 101.

PREFERRED
STUDENT RENTAL

s24,s·

ELECTROHOME REMOTE CONTROL 2 HEAD.
14 DAY, 8 EVENT VCR (HVRG90)

s1995•
'° MOlffll

PANASONIC REMOTE CONTROL AUDIO SYSTEM
WITH TOWER SPEAKERS AND STAND (SC3037)
PREFERRED
STUDENT RENTAL

S2895*
,aMOlffll

•e,.sEooNAt.11N1MuMJMoNTHRENTAL

by Bernard Hector), but York did
put together some long drives that
typically endcct with them shooting themselves in the foot.
When the offensive ·s woes
continued, the Lancers' defensive
unit placed took on the burden to
win the game.
"We (the defense) were too
worried about the offense, instead
of concentrating on what we were
doing," stated Lancer defensive
back. Jimmy Aspropotamitis.
The rest of Windsor's points
were attributed to the defense and
the special teams unit.
Just a!-. the rhythmic strains of
'ONE, TWO, PUNT' was becoming the Lancers' offensive theme
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Courtesy Bicycles
Welcomes back all students & faculty
with special storewide discounts.
*
*
*

TVs· Audio · VCRs · Camcorders

Dealing with #1 has its advantages
can Granada Today

L

Devonshire Mall

~n~Windsor) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_J

uni

song. the defense woke the cro11d
out of its deep hibernation.
Jimmy Asproputmnitb b.
nited the homecoming crowJ lll
scrambling 70 yards down th
side-I ines for a touchdown. aft~
stepping in front of a Yor
receiver. and intercepting ant'·
rant pass from Yeoman quart~r
back Jason Bitter.
Not to be out-done, the \f'C
cial teams unit set up anoth(
touchdown, only moment\ law
After converting the touchdo111
Vanderhoeven drove his cnsuir.!
kick-off into York's cndzon,
The returner made a poor dcci\ic11
to run the kick out of the endzon1

1

Granada is offering low monthly rates
on all TV. VCR and Audio Systems.
Every student rental is backed by the
Granadacover service warranty, with
free loaners if it should require service.

563 Ouellette Ave.

Lance photo by Rob Warren

Lancer linebacker, Brad Lupson (#48), making one of his 14 tackles.
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* Trade * Repair

3154 Sandwich Street
oust a short walk from campus)
252-0080
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J ...Sharper image needed for TSN exposure.
and his error keyed the Lancers'
victory, as he coughed up the ball
to Lancer Todd Clarke on the 4
yard line.
Soon after, Strong collected
his second TD of the day, sailing
over the offensive and defensive
line, NFL style, from 1 yard out.
York's two costly mistakes
sealed their fate, and gave the
Lancers the breaks they needed to
win a game that could easily have
turned in York's favour, considering the Yeoman trailed their opponents only 11-7 for most of the
fourth quarter.
"Everyone knew we were
lucky (to win)," commented
Aspropotamitis. "This was one
game that we probably should
have lost."
From a p lay-calling
standpoint, Windsor did mix-up
their offense to some degree, but
suffered from another ineffective
performance from quarterback
Walt Tazzman.
Tazzman completed 3 pas!'>es
out of IO attempts for a laughable
36 yards.
As well, York's speedy
defensive team completely
neutralized the Lancers· run attack. particularly punishing Ozzie
Nethersole, who could only
manage 11 yard, on o carries,
after being highly successful in
his two previous games.
The offense combined for a
unimpressive 138 yards (98 yards

on the ground, and 40 in the air).
The defense allowed York to collect 229 yards (42 yards rushing,
and 187 yards passing).
If it had not been for four interceptions, York probably would
have scored more points. Besides
Aspropotamitis' intercept ion,
Paul Bone collected two, and Dan
Zagordo picked off one.
Linebacker, Mike O'Neil,
had another above average game.
O'Neil's 10 tackles were just 4
shy of fellow linebacker, Brad
Lupson's 14. O'Neil, the
Lancers' career tackle leader, was
one of the players of the game,
along with Strong and
Aspropotamitis.
The Lancers also recorded
four sacks. Randy Colwell picked up two, while Ed Chisholm,
and Adam Dougall had one each.
The Lancers must now pull
themselves together to put forth
an honest effort against a tough
Wilfird Laurier team. The Golden Hawks arc coming off an impressive 11-4 win over !he
Western Mustangs, the league ·s
pcrenn ial powerhouse.
As well, this week's game
will be featured on national
television, on TSN. The game.
direct from Laurier's home turf.
will be played on Saturday al
2pm, but it is possible that the
game will be televised on a tape
delayed basis at 5pm (check your
listings for the correct time).

Ollu

York's amazing defence at work.

Lance photo by Rob Warren

Runners respectable at Wes tern
by Suzanne Ngui
On Saturday September 23rd.
the Lancer Cross-Country team
travelled to London to compete at
the Western Invitational Cross
Country Meet.
The team not only had to baule
the course's difficult terrain. but
the \\.ind. rain and cold a" well.
The men·s team. competing.
without t""o of their top four runners, Mike Murray and Donny
Wray. fini:,hcd in 6th pli1cc, with
a total of I 69 points. This was
their best tinbh thus far. this year.
John Cre'ts led 1he I :?-man team
with an 8th place finish. and a
time of 33:28 for the 10 km

course. Dave Scarrow and Steve
Murray finished second and third
respectively for the Lancers.
The women, competing without
Crystal Garrett, placed 11th in
their 5 km race.
Lisa Hartleib led the team of six
women with a time of 19:55.
Hartleib was followed by Paula
Radovich and Kathy Nevill.
Some of the women's competition included the University of
Michigan (which placed 7th in the
NCAA. Divh,ion l), the University of Western Ontario. and
Eastern Michigan University,
both of whom were MAC
champs. These schools provided
the Lancers with some stiff com-

petition.
When asked how his teams performed. coach Denn is Fairhall
said that everyone was still struggling. Most of the women, according to Fairhall, prefer track
and U\e cm.,s-country primarily
to prepare for the track season.
Fairhall also said that whereas
most of the teams they competed
against in London had lots of rest
prior to the met!!, the Lancers only
had minimum rest and had'
worked hard all week. Fairhall
hope., IO have his team in mid,cason form this weekend. when
they travel to compete in Warren.
Michigan.
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LAB PC/AT
• 80286 12 MHz Microprocessor
• 1MbRAM. Zero wait state
• 1.2 Mb Floppy Drive
• 40MbHard Drive
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Mighty golfers sweep on home turf
by Mike Beach
oly Smokes! Two
tournament victories in as many
days. Look out
OUAA golf teams.
here come the mighty Windsor
Lancers!
It sure die.In 'l take long for the U
of W to prove it was better than
the third-place finish it received

as the hero of the Windsor invite,
shooting a tournament low one
under par 71. Combined with excellent scores from the rest of the
team, the Lancers walked away
with the team victory, an astounding twelve strokes ahead of the
second place team from the
Detroit School of Business.
O'Marra turned the bend at two
over par ( on the front nine), then
buckled down to birdie the 12th,

Cutchcon said of the day's endeavour, "(l's the best effort l've
seen from the team since I've
been their coach."
Windsor's second team also
fared well, placing fifth with a
score of 324. Bill Seagris led them
with a total of 77. Tim McCullough was directly behind him
with 78.
The St. Clair College Invite was
another story altogether. The final

favourable conditions and allowed Windsor to snatch the lead
and win the match.
The U. of Detroit finished
second scoring 317. Fanshawe
College was third with 324 while
the Lancers' second team was a
distant fourth, shooting a somewhat disappoi nting 24 1. Two
Lancers, however, did have respectable scores of 78, those
being Seagris and McCullough.
Maybe more important than the
victories themselves is the fact
that these two tournaments were
used as 4ualifiers for the team.
The. top five players from
Windsor will rcp,cscnt their
school at the upcuming OUAA
semi-finals to be held Sept. 28 and
29 at the Lookout Golf Club in
Fon th ill.

The five golfers to make the
team arc captain Chris Karpal
Paul O'Marra, Steve Makra . t
.
'afld
coming up from the second tcani
Tim McCullough and 811
Seagris. Coach McCutchc~r
regrets that he can't play all tee
guys but he had to go with tho1e
who are playing the best at the
moment.
McCutcheon is very confide
that his team is not only ready
the OUAA's, but if they playu
to their potential, they can win i
"1 've got the players to do it; he
says. "Any one of these playc~
can break par on a given day.'
Let's wish them luck as thcya.
tempt to bring the OUAA Men
Golf Championship to the
University of Windsor.

r:

r
)

in Guelph's invitational. They
made it clear that they are a force
to be reckoned with in the OUAA
by winning both the U. of
Windsor Invitational and the St.
Clair College lnvitational.
The two tournaments were held
I on back-to-back days at the
Roseland Golf and Curling Club,
Sept. 18 and 19 respectively.
I Paul O' Marra stepped forward

I

14th and 16th holes on the back
nine to go on under on the day.
Steve Makra contributed a 75
and Ken Broadbent and Chris
Karpala chipped in 77 each. while
Andrew Vasily added a 79 to the

placings weren't decided until the
final group stepped off the 18th
green.
Team captain, Chris Karpala,
was in this final group of four, and
he showed fortitude by not succumbing lo bumpy greens and extremely slow play, on his way to
a tournament-winning 77. The U.
of Detroit player in the same
group choked under these un-

Wom en's tennis player zings two-handed backhand.

Prepare For Your Future with a
Graduate Degree in Business!
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MBA FORUM
Date: Monday, October 16
Time: 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Place: Assu·m ption Lounge, University Centre
Speak with MBA Reps from the following universities:
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Dalhousie

Ottawa

York

Detroit

Queen's

Western

Laurier

Tulane

Windsor

McGill
Toronto
Manitoba

McMaster

Only on October 16!!!
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Stats & Stuff
University of Windsor vs. York University Statistical Summary
Yrk
Wnd
First downs
14
10
Yards rushing
42
98
Yards passing
187
40
Net offense
229
138
Passes made-tried
16-37
4-14
Interceptions by
0
4
Punts-average
11-29.8
9-37.7
Fumbles-lost
1-1
0-0
Penalties-yards
6-75
6-50
Net offense is yards passing, plus yards rushing, minus team losses such as yards lost on broken plays.
Individual
Rushing: Yrk-Raymond 2--1, Keshishian 16-52, Bitter 1-1, Hector 5- 24, McLaren 1-1; Wnd-Nethersole 6-11, Miller 1--2,
Robson 2-6, Pugh 1--1, Strong 7-48, Szalay 6-19, Tazzman 7-28
Receiving: Yrk-Schwark 1-9, Keshishian 4-47, McMillian 6-83, Paul 3-30, Hector 2-18; Wnd-Sadai 1-10, McKeon 1-20,
Nethersole 2-10
Passing: Yrk-Bitter 14-30, 167 yds., 0 TD, 1 intercept, McLaren 2- 7, 20 yds., OTD, 1 intercept; Wnd-Tazzman 3-10, 36
yds., OTD, 0 intercept, Capriotti 1-2, 4 yds., 0 TD, 0 intercept, Zagordo 0-2, 0 yds., 0 TD, 0 intercept
Scoring Summary
Third Quarter
First Quarter
Yrk-Singlc Placko 6:28
Wnd-TD Strong 1 yard run 4:0 I
Fourth Quarter
Wnd-Convert Vandcrhoeven 4:01
Yrk-TD Hector l yard run (convert failed) 2:53
Wnd-Singlc Vandcrhocven 4:01
Wnd-TD Aspropotamitis 70 yard intercept 9:52
Second Quarter
Wnd-Convcrt Yan<lcrhocvcn 9:52
Wnd-FG Vandcrhoevcn 27 yards 7:47
Wnd-TD Strong l yard run 11 :07
Wnd-Convcrt Yandcrhocven 11 :07
.

campus rec
hy Darren Stewart

b)' Paula Alexander
A record 11 teams comprise this
year's Men's Intramural Soccer
League. The league opened its
schedule on Wednesday, Septem-

Blair, MacDonald and Sargalis
each had one goal apiece for the
S C'
Rangers. Geese scored• A s
lone goal.
Action resumes Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays with all

Just a reminder that Men's Intramural Basketball is fast approaching. The co-ordinator for
this semester's session is Jeff
Turner, a third year Human
ber 20th.
teams competing for six playoff
Kinetics student. Team or single
Peter Pompinid, an ex-Lancer,
spots.
entry forms can be picked up and scored a hat track, with singles
In soccer action on Friday, Sepreturned to the Campus Recrea- going to Webb, Pellerin and Bastember 22, Carisa lost 2-0 to the
tion Office, preferably before
tisic, as the Hasbeens defeated the Ten Horsemen.
Oct. 2.
Cossacks.
Jn the second game of the
The Captains· meeting will take
In the second game, the Law double-header, the Cossacks got
place Oct. 2 at 4:30 p.m. in Room
team downed the Alumni Entwo goals from Tuck and one
202ofthe Human Kinetics Build- gineers by a 4-0 score. In that
from Burke in a 3-0 shutout of the
ing. Entry forms will be accepted game, Racioppo scored two
AJumni Engineers.
no later than this time along with goals, while Baboole and Cac- --;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;,;-;;;-;;;;,;.;,--~;;;;·;..;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;,a $30.00 Default Bond. It is im- camo had one each.
LSAT
perative that a representative of
The third game ended up being
each team attend this meeting and , a 5-1 victory for the Rangers over
GMAT
the $30.00 bond be handed in. SAC. Aguis had two goals, while

----------WI

Basketball will start Monday Oc- . .
tober 9 and run on Mondays and
Wednesdays from 7:00-10:30
Coming Soon ...
p.m. Anyone interested in
refereeing can contact Paul
Johnny's Roadhouse
Craivich at 258-2911.
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Prep Courses for

Sept. 23 LSAT
Oct. 21 GMAT

(416) 923-PREP
(7737)
1-800-387-5519

h) Linda Sim~jic
The fitness schedule includes
Basic to Advanced aerobics,
Low-Impact and Stretch and
Strengthen classes cffcrcd Mon.
through Fri.
For those who prefer a wet
workout there arc three ,tquafit
classes offered weekl) . IOO Fit
Passes have been sold on top of
the high numbers enrolled in
specific fitness classes.

i.---•BERRINGERS
TAVERN

Every Monday
Robert Penn
Every Wednesday is Wing Night
15C/wing
Live Entertainment
Thurs. Sept. 21

Ali

Q

~

Friday & Saturday-0.J.&Dancing
to Top 40
1521 RIVERSIDE DR. W. 977-9101
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Join the New York Times

Coming Soon...
'
Johnny's Roadhouse

PREGNANT

..... oops, sorry, we meant the Lance. (second floor U.C.)

AND NEED HELP?
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Call. ..

-TIRED OF
RUN OF THE MILL
HI-Fl?
And usel..u gimmicks, buttons and obyssmol sound quality?

University Students
Special

11

Birtf)rig

,

at 252-3322

purchase yo ur copy of

BATMAN
for $27.95
with student I.D. and deposit
NAD hos long been recognized os the world leader far
proYiding SUPERB sound o t AFFORDABLE prices. Many
competitors claim thottheirequipment is "osgoodor better"
than NAD, yet isn't it funny that NAO is still the reference
by which all others compare loo!

FELIX AVENUE VIDEO
1004 Felix

254-7717

HE.AR WHAT YOU'VE BEEN MISSING!

, A UDleYENUE

~Ii

HI-Fl S~IALISTS
P,'lf . <.t,

"T

1h , ,1

97, 76&2

ORDER NOW!
Release Date: November 15

STUDENT
Announcing The All New

U.T.' s Deli

Bring this ad to receive

W e Provide-Free Pregnanc,
Te sis· M edical Referrals
Community Re ferrals
/\rrommoda t, ons and
L 0ya
Advice
.__ _ _
_ I_
_ _ _..,,

$1 .QO Off

any of ou r freshly made sandwiches.

r i.,urs:
Mo nd,,v • r, id .,y S

.,n, . 7 pm.

S.11urd,,v 5 ., m • 2 pm.

Sund .iv X ., 111
11(1 I'm
(t; 19) 252-4M,5

Open at S a.m.

(Next to the VIA R.iil Station)
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Nearly half a million students can't be wrong.

: 33~o OFF,
•
: IT'S A
•
:MYSTERY
•
:yo
ME
•
: IF YOU
•
: DON'T TAKE
•
: THE TRAIN.''
••
- AGATHA CHRISTIE
••
•

While I was never one to simply go along
with the crowd, I certainly side with the nearly
half a million students in Canada who took the
train last year to visit family and friends or
take a well-deserved break away from it all.
Where else but on the train can you get
up and walk around, enjoy a stunning view,
a complimentary meal on many routes, rest,
catch up on your studies, travel with a group
of friends, meet new people along the way and,
in many cases, have the superb convenience
of downtown-to-downtown service too?
I honestly haven't a clue where else but
on the train.
And with students getting to travel at
3 3% off the regular fare simply by showing
their student cards*, the real mystery to me
would be not taking the train every time you
take a trip. Even the redoubtable Hercule
Poirot would be stumped there .
•Studc:nr discounr not applirnhle on Fridavs and Sundays h('tW<.'<:11
12 noon and (,:00 p.m. on intertit)' trips anvwhen: hetwt·cn Quehec
City and Windsor or anywh<:rt· hetw<:c:n l lalifox and Frederi<..ron
(trains 11 and 12) or hetwt·t·n i\lon<:ton and Campbellton (train
15 only) except when travdling to a destination outsidl' rhese rout('s.
Studenr discount is not applicable at anytim<: on any route ht'tw<:en
Deu:mber 15th. 1989 and January '\rd. ]990 or hetwwn June 1st
and Scptc:mher ~0th. 1989 whl'n slt·t·ping car accommodation is
purchased c:xn:pr on the Atlantic. The: Ocean and The Chaleur.
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Take the train. There's nothing quite like it!
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Freedom ride t ----...ondon
hy Scott Ingram

tuber

30, 18 Un1versity of Windsor students
took
a
• freedom ride· to
London. Ontario, to protest
Philipe Rushton ·s teaching at the
University of Western Ontario.
The protest took the form of a
rally and march organised by
Western 's Academic Coalition
for Equality (ACE).
Rushton, a professo r of
psychology. has recently been the
centre of controversy since he
released his academic paper
Ernlutionary
Biology and
Heritable Traits (With references to Oriental - White - Black
OifTen·nce,;.).
1 he paper
claimed that Orientals arc more:
intelligent. sexually restrained.
and law-abiding than whites. and
hlJcks even less than whites.
Rushton is presently on sabbatical
and is expected to return to teaching at Western in September

Dec Baptiste, president of the
Black Student's Alliance (BSA)
(which. in co-operation with the
Students's Administrative Council. organised the freedom ride),
said that Rushton 's paper was a
warning against Orientals.
Racists typically do not fear the
black. he said, "The Klu Klux
Klan (for example), in the United
States, fights to keep the blacks m
their place and to stop the Jews
and other races from taking over they do not fear the black."
During the ride to London,
Baptiste was asked if he was disappointed with the turnout of
Windsor students. He answered.
"Disappointed - yes: surprised no. I've been here (at Windsor) a
while .... Once it's not an issue in
the papers it's not an issue with
the people." A tahlc was set up h~
the BSA for five days, holding the
freedom ride regi~lration sheet
and a petition protesting
Rushton's teaching at Western.
The petition received 160 signalures.

Demonstrators against racism In London.

Continued on page 7.

1990.
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Iona chief off to Namibia
a~ihia._in t~1c ~idst
ot seeking its mdc-

pcndcncc,
has
sought help from
C'an.1da for its upcoming November elections.

Photo courtesy Iona College

. In November, Namibia, a
cuuntrv h 1·
.
' w ch 1s currently
governed h ,
.
Africa. will
hold Its
r Y South
.
.
· irst independent clcchun~. Due lo th
.
lhissc . . . . c complexity of
N parat1on from South Africa
' arnibian o ff'1c1a(s
·
arc .seeking•
out .d
\I c help so
that the

Namibians can he assured that .i
fair election will result.
Among the Canadians travelling to Namibia will he Reverend
Murray Macinnes from Iona College. Macinnes has been with
Jona for the past seven years and
will now be an important memher
of the Canadian contingent of the
United Nations Transition Assistance Group (UNTAG) in
Namibia.
Macinnes was asked to play a
part in the supervision of the clect ions hccausc of his vast
knowledge and experience of
Namibia and South Africa. MacInnes spent 10 years in South
Africa as the principal at a
development school which
teaches the students agricultural
and carpentry skills. He is also
former head of the Africa section
of the Geneva hascd World
Council of Churches, and was a
Canadian observer during the
1980 elections in Zimhahwe.
Macinnes said that he was
chosen because "in Geneva my

name was suggested for the mission: then the Canadian Council
for International Cooperation
contacle(I me."
M.iclnnes and another
Canadian from Montreal left for
Namibia on October J and \\ ill
stay for approximately six weeks.
Macinnes said he is "looking !'or" ard to seeing a lot of m) old
friends.'
Many feel that heing asked to
observe the election is a real
privilege. The Minister of National Defence, the Honourable Bill
McKnight. said that "the mcmhers of the Canadian Forces participating in this mission arc an
important clement in Canada ·s effort to secure world peace."
The tnp to Namibia. however.
will not he completely uneventful
since South Africa has heen attempting to change the country's
desire to be independent by sending in several groups such as
SW APO (South West Africa
Peoples Organization) to infiltrate Namibia since the com-

mencemcnt of the April I UN being funded hy the Canadian
transition process.
Council for International
Macinnes sa,s that he is not Cooperation and h) several of the
worried ahout the personal risk of churches. The Canadian governhcing an onservcr in Namibia. lk ment is also helping to fund the
cxplaincd. "It's important that trip.
people like us obscrve wha1·s
Current!) in Namibia registragoing on there. so WI.! can tell the tion for the election is taking place
story to ( ',mad ians and others. and and the people arc looking forhelp the process."
ward to ha, ing international
Mal'lnnc-, · main concern peopk looking on and supporting
,,hile in N.1mihi,1 will he to ob- U1c UN's allcmpt to prm idea fair
serve the electoral hoards and en- election.
sure lh,11 the democratic pr:Jcess is
Macinnes was originally
ohser-.:eu during the elcctmn. He asked to comc to Namih1a in June
\\ ill also he involved in the re- to help with the training for
e, a lu al i,,n of the education registrntion of voters hut" as unproc1.~s "hich is important since ahlc to get his travel visa. M.!C·
75'', of !he hl,tcks in Namibia arc Innes explained that "It took lhrcc
illitnale.
months to get my visa and it ·s
Madnnes c,pressed some limited now to only Namihia."
concern o,cr the illiteracy
The only issue left is to sec
problem and the difficulty the how far thc South African
residcnls may have" ith the elec- government will allo\l. the ell.!ction hallots. There is still also the tions l1l go and whether the
fear that the South African Namibians will linally get their
government may attempt to chance to end a cenlur, of
somehow stop the election.
colonial rule.
The mission to Namibia is

ARTS
Oct. 6
-- Coffee House, entertain and/or be entertained, 7:30
p.m. in the Conference Room at Assumption University, call 973-7034 for more information.
-- Professor Michael Farrell will lecture on "Art of the
American South" for the AGW. It will be held in the
Chrysler Auditorium at 10:30=11 :30 a.m.
-- AGW presents an Official Opening Celebration.
Tour Eighty/Twenty: 100 Years of NSCAD with
curators Liz Wiley and Robert Stacey, 7·30 p.m. at
Grayb1el/Eansor Galleries.
Oct. 12
-- AGW presents "Visitors in the Arts" with T omiyo
Sasaki. 7:30 p.m. in the Chrysler Auditorium.
Oct. 15
-- "Opening Exhibition and Sale of Works, Drawing
and Paintings 1949-1989" with Kenneth Saltmarche,
2:00 p.m. in the Chrysler Auditorium. the artists will
be present.
Oct. 19
-- AGW presents, "New Members' Reception". 7·00
p.m. in the Members' Lounge. Welcome new members and guests.
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ETCETERA
Oct. 11 , 18, 25
-- Black Tuesday, Remembering the Depression .
, 7:30 pm. in the Main Library. For more information
1
call 255-6782.
Oct. 12
-- "Thinking about the Sixties: The Most Important International Events" organized by the Marxist-Leninist
Study Group. 4:30 p.m. in Conference Rm. 'A' at the
University Centre.
By Oct. 13
-- Entry exams into the Federal Public Service and
the Foreign Service will take place on Oct. 21 at the
University of Windsor. All graduating students interested must register by Oct. 13. The applications are
available from Career Planning and Placement. Rm.
163, Dillon Hall.
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Oct. 14
-- Ottawa Street Merchants presents a 6km Run/Walk
for the Hospice of Windsor. Begins 8:00 a.m., Parade
to follow. For further information contact W.R.A.C.E.
(519)/326-6587.
Oct. 15-21
-- Sexual Assault Awareness Week, the Sexual Assau It Crisis Centre is holding a Self Defense
Workshop on Oct. 19 at 1:00 p.m. at the Glengary
Community Centre.
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Oct. 16
-- "AIDS in the Workplace" a panel discussion in
Main Library at 7:00 p.m. For more information
255-6762.
Nov. 3-5
twinn
-- Assumption University presents "Seeing the W Windsc
Through Open Eyes" an Ecumenical Young Ad,
"It
Conference at Five Oaks Conference Centre. Par now 11
Ont. Call 973-7034 for more information.
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"When you are graduating, you need to open
doors for yoursel£ Choose the right key:

Peat Marwick Thorne~
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KPMG Peat Marwick Thorne
Key to your success

Opt·n that fin;t <loor. Visit your pla<·t·nwnt ofli<·<· and st·l-up an intt•rview. ·
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Salvadoran speaks of h'ships
h)

D. Eldon l)awson

camp near Honduras, Hcrnantlcz
returned to Las Vueltas, one of
more than 30 villages that have
been repopulated by thousands of
refugees.
Soon after returning, Hernandez was captured by Salvadorcan
government soldiers during a trip
to the market. She was held for 11
days and nights without food or
sleep. Luckily, she was able to escape.

agdalcna Hernandez
made a slop in
Windsor as part of
her national speaking tour calling for
peace and democracy in El Salvador, Tuesday.
Hernandez, mcrn ber of the
Community Council and President of the Women 's Council of
the repopulated town of Las Vucltas, Chalatenango, spoke at Iona
"This is my testimony -College to help support and bring thousands suffer still. The rcpresneeded recognition lo the repopu- s ion is ever present," said
lated communities of El Salvador. Hernandez.
She also denounced the numerous
Refugees such as Hernandez,
human rights violations aqd who have organized themselves
promoted a politically negotiated to return and resettle in their
solution to the conflict.
places of origin, face extreme
Las Vueltas, Windsor's twin hardship and repression.
city, is a small town in the northThe
Salvadorean
ern province of Chalatenango in government's response to the
n& war-torn El Salvador.
growing discontent has been a
nci
Hernandez, a 53-year-old marked increase in repression.
mother of 12, spoke highly of this
The government is able to do
twinning relationship with this because of the help they
Nr, Windsor.
receive from other countries.
\d
"It is a great and deep joy to
In 1987 alone, total United
'ar~ know there's a lot of support for States aid to the Salvadorcan
\ls here," Hernandez said, through regime exceeded the national
an interpreter.
budget of El Salvador. Hernandez
--t
She a lso explained the called this foreign aid a detriment
- hardships and repression that to further social justice.
have shrouded El Salvador during
"Millions of dollars in aid per
this ten year long civil war. In day arc paid to serve lo repress
1982. her husband and eldest son people who simply want peace."
were killed in a government Hcrnandt::z said.
bombing raid on their farm field.
After a government army-enI krnandcz strcs..,ctl that. for
forced two-year exile to a refugee this reason. the t\.\. inning relation-

Salvadoran peace activist, Magdelana Hermandez, spok e last Tuesday at Iona College.
Lance Photo by Scott Ingram

"hip with Wintlsor i:,, vcr1 impor- the 1 kno\.\ then: arc people
tant. Soltlicr:-. arc lcs.., har..,h ,vhcn ddentling u..,. Although \\C arc far
they learn that rhc , illagcr" arc apart. I !eel,, can: h;ind in hand from Windsor's I\\ in city
- a fratcrnit> nct,vccn u...... Hernande, -..11tl.
"The :-.oldier~ lc;I\ c c,w-.c
Hcrnandcz \\ ,h in \\ intl..,or .is

part pf a cm..,.., CanuJa. 15-<.:it)'
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CFS exercise in frustration: V.P.
\1ichael J. Cohen

j

nlcss the Canadian regularities in her report to the
tedcration of Stu- SAC meeting.
ldcnts (CFS) get their
The first major irregularities
•finances together, showed up in line items for the inthey won't be seeing itial draft of the 1989-90 proposed
one cent from students at the budget. First among these was an
University of Windsor.
understating of the revenues.
At their last meeting the $30,000 in student fees was unacStudents' Administrative Council counted for in the budget.
(SAC), passed a motion which
Another mistake was found in
calls Cor thc withholding
.
of all the line item of the budget dealing
dues. This move comes as an act with telephone expenses. A
of frustration as SAC has con- charge of $20,000 was stated for
sla~tly been denied answers to basic phone service. This charge
their "U
·
'1 estJons on some of the irshoultl have read $2,000, accordrcgul ..
an'.ics in the CFS budget.
ing to Ozimek .
. Christine Ozimek, SAC's
A third problem arose when
Vtce president for external rela- Ozimek and the l3udget Committions c· 11 d
' a c last May's annual tee asked for a breakdown of a
general meeting of the CFS "an line item, labelled "salaries."
exercise in frustration at best " This item had the incredible value
Asam b
·
~m er of the CFS' Budget of $328,372. CFS treasurer
C0 rnm1tte o ·
.
e, z1mck was able to Andrew Thomas and CFS-Ser~ee the fi
.
f'
nanc1al mismanagement vices director David Jones, didn't
trst han<l and outlined the ir- keep with the supposetlly

democratic nature of the CFS anti
refused to give proper explanations for this line item, said
Ozimek. Ozimek recalled some
of the answers that the committee
received from these CFS executives. These answers ranged from
"it is none of their business" to
"the information is confidential."
David Jones was also very unclear and evasive when the committee asked for an explanation of
$109,000 worth of line items in
the CFS-Services budget.
"It is of my opinion that Mr.
Jones is accustomed to delegates
(lo the CFS annual general meeting) who take his word as etched
in stone, and he prefers them that
way. Moreover, he purposely falsely presented a financial situation insisting on tenuous tax status
of the Canadian Federation of
Students and the Ontario Fcdcra-

her report to SAC.
SAC' i:-. withholding the $4.00 that
These irregu larities led the it collects for the CFS each year
CFS delegates to reject the 1989- from students (this $4.00 is part of
90 budget until all its problems the student fee that all students
arc workctl out an<l thus the CFS pay).
executive were told that in the
Ozimek feel that the problems
meantime they must work from will soon be resolved satisfaclorilast year's budget. Yet in a move ly and SAC will forward the
that Ozimek tlescrihes as "un- money to the CFS. If the
tlcmocratic ... unconstitutional problems arc not resolved many
and wrong," the CFS executive, different scenarios could occur
have begun implementing line including the University of
items from the proposetl, hut yet Windsor either being expelled or
unpassed, butlget for this year. pulling out of the CFS. Shoultl
Ozimek likens this move to the Windsor leave the CFS, students
SAC executive trying lo imple- will be rcfundetl their CFS fees.
ment fiscal changes lo the budget Ozimek says this money is curwithout ratification of the full rently frozen, SAC can't use it
Stutlent's Administration Coun- and it has not been sent to the
cil.
CFS.
It was this action by the CFS
So far only one other univcrcxecutive that prompted Ozimek .sity, Brock university in St.
to recommend the council with- Catherinc·s, has consideretl folhold fees owed lo the federation lowing this courngcous stand
until it gets its finances in order. taken by SAC.
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The University of Windsor has a new chancellor;Just appointed this 29 of September and the university is already feeling the effects!
The position of chancellor at this university is the
equivalent of the gover,or general of Canada. which 1s to say
a very prominent figurehead with little real power except for his
largely ceremonial role. Bill Somerville, the new chancellor. has
attacked some long standing beliefs on campus by publicly suggesting radical changes in the curriculum and admission criteria
for this un1vers1ty Summerville proposes raising university admittance standards and phasing out all faculties except for law
and business - apparently the only two faculties in which he
feels this university excels.
In doing this Somerville not only drastically exceeded the
boundaries of propriety: he has also managed to make an
enemy of every other faculty on campus. Law and business are
keeping their heads down. hoping this one flies by.
William Somerville is a man with a long and respectable
record in business -he oversees fundra1s1ng for the Liberal party
of Canada and the university's ovm Investing in Leadership
funGlra1sing campaign He 1s also the CEO of various companies. He has never attended university. though he has at·
tended college and an prestigious accounting institute.
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Because of this, like many others, he does not understanc
an·inshtution of higher learning· 1s not quite the same as.
stitution where you learn more.
A university is not a trade school.
While the arts and social sciences may not bring 1n as
instant money or instant recognition as the business o·
faculties. Somerville should understand that these d1scp
pay dividends that sometimes cannot be tithed by the L'
party. They instead fulfill the mundane task of bu1ld1ng the
dations of a free and democratic society. Somerville sho~:
derstand that the position he holds ,s part of a liberal-democ
social tradition that values diversity as an engine of eco~
and social development. That he has a certain knack for
ing money does not give him license to kick at the foun~a
of a system which has made his skills both possible and
ful.
Perhaps Chancellor Summerville should avail hims
some of the benefits of his position and see if he can ga
ti on-free entrance to a philosophy course. or a survey co
of ethical though in Western c1v1hzat1on. There might be
things m heaven and earth. than are contained in his I
books.

Caeri Bertrand-Crum[
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I had an idea.
Since there.: arc -..o many of us ~tudcnt types around here
ther.;c days, and since many of us ha\c a hard time
maneu\crin~ through crowds that congest our meager
-..idewalks. I thought I'd come up with a plan.
Yeah. a plan.
Some way of explaining to everyone that. well, there
has to be some kind of order to getting around. Like traffic law-; or mayhe little marked out v.ays of llow-To-Cictto-Clar.;s-Wit hout-Gctl ing-S tcppcd-On.
I r.;upposc l"m a rather dire example of this-I have a
hahit of walking through campus as fa~t as my little legs
can motor. usually because I'm late. I v. alk v. ith my head
down because, well, I'm secretly an introvert. I'm shy: I
never know what to say when I run into someone and, well,
I ju<,t hate running into people. You alway~ say something
that is stupid. like, "ohh. ummm. hi", or, worse, you ask
them a completely insincere question. like, "How arc
you?" You ask this when you arc already past and thcn
turn your head. like you weren't expecting an am,wer.
How many times has someone passed you in a crowd and
gushed, "Ohhh, how ARE you'?!" only to keep walking.
They don't really WANT to know, they're just being
polite.
And we've all got enough to split hairs over without
dwelling on how fake our world is. So that's why I hate
running into people anti their gushy phrases.
This is a problem, though, which leads to my real(??)

point here.
Pcoplc stop :tnd t.il k. I guess th.ti these people who .,lop
mitl-'1ride. miJ-strcam to gah arc people who: I. ... incercly
like their friends; 2. have nothing to do or nowhere to go:
J. need to hor'o"" something from the person they've
stoppeJ. lhc p'ohlcm with these nice people i., they hold
up tratlic They cau-..c colli-..ions. Anti tor the late. unorganized, hate running tnh> people pcoplt: like me, well,
we run into them.
So, here's a plan.
Assume in all scenarios that there is a constant ~trearn
of traltic both v.ays.
ll:11ard one Running into ~orneDne. Say this ill-lated
event happens to) ou. Don't slop\\ here )OU arc and gah:
people behind both of you will walk into you (in tht:ir
studied-out, dated "tupor). or, in an alert effort to avoid
you ""ill cut 11ft the guy hchtnd them. Nearly getting
~mashc<l thcmsclvcs.
Plan- Tell the person y'all need to gah and, like in a car,
PULL OVER. The <.:<>urteous thing would be to step off
the sidewalk yourself on your ~ide and let them <.:omc over
when there is a break in traflic. That way you can gush
and let the other people go.
Hazard two- Carrying things. When you have a hackpack on your hack, he aware ot the space you occupy with
it. Especially if you ·ve got a T-square or something sticking out of it. How many of us have been beaned on the
head or smushed in the side by a careless backpack-sporter

ramming into us, stopping in traffic. or whatever
usually don't realize you·vc conked someone.~
makes the wounded ...oldier- of- un1vcrsit) hie e,cn
tier.
Plan Think ahoul it!
Hazard thrct:- Stairs. The staircases al thi, iJlu,
place of lcarnin!!, ""ere seemingly built tor pcopk
resemble toothpicks. oJ art: younger than sc, cn. StJJJ•
h1:rc arc steep, slippery \\ hen it is raining v. ith th~
tracked in. and often very narrow. All .,lair" at th1,·
slty arc somev. hat llf ,t hazard, and it's v.orsc \\hcn 1
with someone.
Plan: When vou climb stairs (and if you're hk
you'll he t1rt:d and ga.,ping h,slf-v,ay up and ',\\carrni
they nc1:d more elevators and you need to wor~ oul~
stick to the sides instead of galloping up the mi<ldl~
a time. This way you're less likely to tnp ii your,
railing (you can hang on).and you won't hash intoJn
And if you have the time to walk. you usuall} don!
as hard whcn you get to class and sit down.
There arc many other things about getting amun
that could he addressed. hut I guess the main lh
remember is: walk in~ around he;c is like driving.'°
• 1
over your shoulder and around you. dlln ·1 -.wp JO
anti don't wander around like old Sunday dri er.,
And if you sec me rushing by with my hea<l <lo""·
stop me; I'm probably late.
~

n
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Free trade miracle, U.S. of Canada ?
b~ William Wood

anadians faced a moral dilemma before they made their
choice and selected the
Progressi" e Conservative
party to be their government.
with the issue of free trade as the party's
main platform. Critics of this issue, misinforming the public with their hcll-andbrimstone propaganda, made a fatal
mistake: they could probably have forced a
PC minorit) government or even an upset,
if only they had challenged the Mulroney
government's record for the past four years
in areas of conflict of interest, patronage,
the tainted-tuna scandal, the sale of Crown
Corporations lo private ownership, and the
insignificant improvement in native and
environmental issues. arctic sovereignty,
fishing quarrels with France and the United
States. and tests of American missiles o,·er
Canadian territory, instead of focusing on
the sole issue of free trade. These critics
admit that benefits will come to Canada in
the long run -- if the country can survive
the early years, when much change in the
marketplace will have to take place, in
order for Canada to compete with its
friend!) southern neighbour. Whatever the
critics to Brian Mulroney·s masterpiece
say about the free trade deal between
Canada and the United States, one should
still compliment the Prime Minister for the
breadth and scope of hi-. , ision. This ob, iousl) well-written piece of legislation.
\Hillen in Canada's best interests. gi,es a
chance for the Great White North to become more competitive in foreign markets
and to bridge the gap of power and
prosperity between the two countries in\'O(\'ed. Since the United States of America
has so much to offer Canadians '" ith free
trade. it should be expanded to include
works of art. landmarks, and people.
Those worry,, arts "ho keep er~ ing
about the loss of their country's
so\'ereignty mu'-1 regard the situation as a
parent about to sec hi.., daughter getting
married: he is not losing a daughter. but
gaining a son. And the" a) one should con,ider it, the more ...o, crcignt) a countr) can
ha\'e. the helter Soon. in.,tead ol ha, ing
,imp!) a bca, er or a m,1plc leaf a.., the na-

Mail

tional symbol, Canada will have a beaver
and an eagle, or a maple leaf in the hand of
Uncle Sam. These images create a rather
aesthetically pleasing picture in one's
mind The money brought into the country
simply by selling new nags and souvenirs
because of these new national symbols will
be well worth the ambitious venture alone.
And for the critics· complaints concerning
the survival of the earl) bleak years facing
Canada when it is forced to undergo a radical transition. the country has tolerated
other catastrophes -- two world wars, a
great depression. an energy cnsis. and Joe
Clark as Prime Minister -- and come out
none the worse for wear; free trade should
pose no greater problem. In response to
their concerns of Canada lo-.ing jobs to its
southern neighbour. it is certainly better to
lose jobs to a neighbour than to multinationals and international conglomerates
form such vile places as Great Britain.
Japan. and Sweden (if one sees an Ikea furniture commercial. one gets the point). For
those skeptical about trading off Canada's
art and landmarks, this can be seen as merely an ingenious form of subliminal advertising: when an American sees the CN
tower in Philadelphia (its probable future
resting place after a s"'ap with the cracked
Liberty Bell and Veterans· Stadium -- a
three-for-one deal. with a landmark to be
named later), he will be reminded of
Canada, and will therefore be influenced to
purchase Canadian goods. Ob, iously,
Canada can do no wrong in such a venture
-- the countr) buys so many American
products as it is. that no harm would occur
if the process were reversed.
The benefits stretch out before the
country like potatoes in a Prince Edward Island field -- soon to be sold to restaurants
in New York. thanks to free trade. Canada
can trade Brian Mulroney for George Bush
whenever it tires of its leader (George will
make most of the countr) ·s decisions
any"a): therefore there,, ill be hardly an)
tran..,ition nccc-.sary -- sorr). Barbara. but
Canada would probabl) keep Mila: the
countr) needs all the image it can get). The
Tory gO\ ernment would probably place
Mount Rushmore some" here in Quebec
(that prO\ inec. Brian l\.1ulrone~ ·s home.
gets practicall) c,ery thing else). added to

this arti~tic tour de force v.:ould be :-;uch
glamorous faces as Sir John A. Macdonald,
Wilfred Lauricr. William L)On Mackenzie
King. Pierre Trudeau (a personal favourite
uf the Prime Minister). not to mention Mr.
M ulronc) . Of course. the stone-carvers
will ha,e quite a task" ith Mr. Trudeau's
nose and the Prime Minister<, chin. but
these arc minor shortcoming'-.
Canada would share the enormous
wealth of the United States -- there arc so
few slums. and thm,c cxl',ting arc simply
the rc.,ult of people ,, ho are too laZ) to
work in one of the man) job., available to
them. particularly in nuclear \\Capon
manufacturing plants. armed combat. and
Three l\.1ile bland ·r he <,Lrength and
durability of the American dollar and the
social-economic infra..tructure of Wall
Street on ,, hich the cuuntr) depends so
much arc\\ ell tlocumented ( l:3lack Monday
was mere!) a hoax. something fur the press
to talk about in order 10 Ieng.then the
Chri-.tma-. rush at shopping mall": ,ince
c,eryone ,,ould panic and pull all of their
money out of the Stock E,change. where it
is out of ..ight. the money "oultl be a, ailable for U!>e -- and \'v hat better place for ii
to go than back into the U.S. cconom) -for Chri,tma., prc,ent,). A.,\\ cl·. the streets
are c;,o safe to walk at night bccau.-,e of the
IO\'v crime rate that CanaJa could gain plenty in an cndeaHiur <,uch a.., free trade.
Canatlians would finally be able to
protn:l thcmsch C!> \\ ith l 1rca1 ms (kids
\\ uulJ II) h) bL'LlllllL' ll1L· l11,t l)ll thLII bh,ck
to O\\ nan \f. J h). antl \\ ould be i.!lik to\\ 1tne ...-. fir..,Lho.1nd ... ueh phem1111e11a a... ,mog.
the grccnlwu-.L Lffcct. and tl/tinc depiction.
\\ h1ch they t·11u J tell their children and
g.randthilJren about (if they ha\ e any). A
ne,, Holly \\l'lld \\11uld be formed in
Torontti. a proec..,," h1eh. f11r the most part.
ha.., already ,tarted thJnk.., to the San
,\ndrea... Fault. '.\h.i, ie ..,t 1r.. and those a..,.
"lKiated ,, ith \\ealth \\oulJ lfoek 10 the di-.trn:l: thi.., "ould generate c, en more
re\ cnue than "hat already ni-.h in
touri..m. ,1.., \,ell a... ti,en thing.., up a bit in
the prm incc·, fine capital.
ThL' Amcric.111.., \\ ill henclit fr1,m the
cxch,mg.c ,1' \\ ell: they \\ ill get bc:tcr price,
on 4uality Canadian prliduch: lhey \\ ill obtain ,I nwre chan,m~lliL· Pre ... 1Lknt in Brian

Mulroney (he speaks French): and they will
get a chance to view more sophisticated
and intelligent programming. Away with

I2a.l.l.a!i. 60 Minutes. The Cosby Show. Ihe.
Bugs Bunn} Show, and Wheel of Fortune
-- Americans will soon see The Beachcom~ . The Nature of Things. Hangin' In,
Rocket Robin Hood. and ~ . Any
couch potato can see the potential advantage -- he will finall) be able to kick his
habit of watching television and do important things such as exercise. watch opera.
and start a nev. hobby. The Americans.,.. ill
cnjo) three phenomena rather foreign to
them 111 the past: Ice hocke). Canadian
humour. and Canadian beer. Hocke). pre, iousl) the onl) major sport not televised
by a major U.S. network.,, ill be broadcast:
therefore Americans will no longer ha, e to
wail patient!) between boxing bouts for
premium ,·1olenl entertainment. In a sporting gesture before free trade became a
reality. Canada sent America the \\Orld's
finest player in Wayne Gretzky (\,atching
him ho'>t Saturday Night Li\'e could almo,t
make one glad this country did). ac., \\ ell a ...
top comedians Leslie Nielsen. John Candy.
Martin Short. Da\'e Thomas. Bill Murray.
antl Rich Lillie. just to mcntion a few.
These lucky Americans v. ill also be able to
drink real beer for once. and pa) less to get
drunk . The higher alcohol content of
Canatlian beer i-, so often taken for granted
here.
Thr ugh the free exchange ul an.
IJnJm.irk~. ,.rnJ people. llLll tu me111iun
bu,inc..,, ,entures and products. Canada
can reach it ac-.thctic goal ofbeingju,t like
11' friendly ,outhern nl'ighbour. Fri:e trade
\\ ill re,ull an a more intere..,1ing nJtional anthl'm. ,a fer ...1rce1s to \\ alk al night. better
football ti:am ... and games. bcllereducation,
a\ \\Cll a., countless lc'>ser benefits. Such
hon use, ,hould neither be o, crlooketl nor
ignored b~ anyone opposed to th,.., lcgi ... lation. A nc\, dawn is ,, aiting ,1us1 o, er the
horizon for this fair countr~. It woultl ha, e
been a ,hame for John Turner to ha, e hecome Prime Mini..,ter. and thi, ne\\ da)
ri ... ing left both unfulfilled and uncxreril'nccd.

.

rebuke

optimistic

Dear Editor:

Dear Editor.

The ovcrvie\\ cnlitlcJ "Condlllll C11nThe main problem,.,. ith the letter from
cerns" (The Lance. Seplcmber 17).
the Pre.,idcnt of the Black Students' Albothered me. I found the scenario of
liance criticizrng the selection or Subha,
"drcamv" and the tlrunk particular!) di-..Ramcharan as the Univcrsitv·s chllicC for
turbimr: It is not that I felt the situation
Race Relations Officer ( lctt~r. 21 Scptcmdescribed was unrealistic: I am sure there
her) is that hy his atlmi.,sion President Baparc many such Thursday night enc1iun1cr..,
tiste docs "not knO\'v Mr. Ramcharan
camp.us. My concern is that the big 4uc,rcrsonall y." I do know him: and one reason 011
tion. "What about protection." comes up at
he wa, selected for the position is that he
a rather late point in the slllrY. I hope that
has perhaps more than anyone on campus
this year's freshman students, or an~ stuthe ability to read President Baptiste's pcrdents for that mailer. do not take 1heir cu_e
sonalizctl allack on h1 integrity and wring
for responsible sexual hehavwur lrom this
some good from it.
example. If the issue of protection has not
Yours,
been prepared for by this point I must sadl}'
John Underwood Lewis. Ph.D.
considered
important
WOil(Ier ·r
I ·1
I w·,11 h•'
~
.
•
Professor of Philosophy
enough to disrupt the mood of the cven111g.

I could be opl11111s1ic and hope lh,11
dream) and their partner reall) do thinl-.
protection is important. Hm... c, er. there i-..
still the problem of purchasing C1lndom.., on
campu., at late hour-.. llf the C\\:ning. rhis
problem has a simple s11lution: there i., a 2-+hour Scven-Ele\'Cn store five minutes from
any place on c,unpus. With this. the broken
condom-"ending machine in the U.C..
though it may cause some inconvenience.
should not cause an) student to abandon
the practice of safe sex
I would like to be even more optimistic. optimistic enough to believe that the
sexually active student will prepare themself for sexual encounters before such
situations arise. Contrary 10 the author's
view, I do not believe that giving out free
condoms to students is the way to ensure
that they will. in fact. be prepared. I would
argue that this is as much an insult to their
intelligence as the "Cardboard Condom"

ma) he. I woulJ like 111 \-ldic,e .•i-. the
authm or the ll\ er, icw docs. th.it .111 ..,ludcnh kllll\\ h,m to protect thcmselvc.., ,md
do not nectl to rcatl an) more ad\ iL-L' on the
..,ubjL'Cl. I v.nuld al ...o like to hclie,c that
any one\\ ho 1s ..,mart enough lo use protection i.., ..,marl enough to know\\ here lo hu)
it. and not he L'mharrn...,cd.
One free contlcm v. ill not endure cvl'n
a scme..,tcr of Thur~da) night encounter....
hut the lc..,son of accepting responsihilit)
for sexual heha"iour will last a lifetime.
Sinccrclv.
Carolyn.Baarda

0 __

~

Letters to the Editor should be limited to
500 words or fewer; they may be submitted
to the Lance office on the second floor of
the University Centre, at the lance mall box
In the SAC office, or In the Lance mailbox at
the University Centre desk.
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CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT CENTRE
(Cl'PC)

ST a "crocl( of cow poo"
publisher's rcsponsihility is to his
community, and he cannot accept
ftcr refusing the · somcthingthatisbadforthecomDcpartment of munity," he said. The advertiseFinance's$1,940.40 mcnt is deliberately trying to
to publish a two mislcadthcpeoplcofCanada,hc
I
,_ _ _ __, page ad for the new atltlcd.
9% Goods and Services Tax
"The role of a puhlisher is to
(GST) in early September, John make sure the public is not intcnJames, editor/publisher of The tionally misled," he said in a
AmherstburgEcho,ranthcadfor telephone interview. "We
nothing.
refused the ad because we also
James ran the ad along with an refuse ads for products that claim
editorial comment letter, explain- to grow hair on a bald head or cure
ing why he wouldn't publish the bed wetting."
ad, addressed to Brian Mulroney
The ads are written by the best
on Sept. 6, 1989.
. copywriters in the country and
A caption below the ad reads: scrutinized by the best lawyers, he
"The controversial two page ad said. James is convinced the
rejected by The Echo could mis- government is well aware that it
lead the public into thinking this was trying to mislead people on
tax proposal is a 'done thing.' the issue of the general sales tax.
The heading (of the ad) states the
tax system 'will change in Jan.
James feels the government
'91.' Not so. Unless legislation knew it would be difficult to get
is passed by the House of Com- small, principled publishers to run
mons, it won't. Other claims the ad, so they intentionally laid
within the text arc equally mis- out the ad as a two page spread
leading, and/or impossible to sub- making it too expensive for these
publishers to turn down. One
stantiate."
The advertisement is full of page probably would have been
unsubstantiated claims and the sufficient, he said.
wording is extremely misleading,
"Was it made that large to enJames explained in his c<litorials. courage publishers to turn a 'blind
"There is a high clement of risk eye' to its content, or is the
for citizens of our communiry IF Canadian public now perceived
this proposal were implemented by g1, v crnment to be near
ut som<.: future date," he !'>aid.
myopic'!"
James lives by a very extcnJames feels the average
sivc set of principles. "A Canadi::n ·.1s reached thc end of

by Cindy Ka\anaugh

The Career Planning & Placement Centre has services anu
programs which provide you, the student, with information on
methods of career planning and job search. Career data, coun.
selling and reasonable assistance arc furnished to assist you in
effectively preparing for, and participating in, the employment
selection process.

Mulroney government.
"The average Canadian loses
more than 50% of his earnings to
various levels of senior level
government taxation," he said.
The new 9% GST, a "colossal
error in judgment" in James'
opinion, is replacing a 13.5% hidden tax.
James doesn't think the new
tax is a "better deal" because it is
replacing a hidden tax.

Location and Hours of CPPC

We arc centrally located on campus, in Dillon Hall, Room
163. Usual hours of operation arc Monday through Friday,

•

• FUJI • MARINONI • PINARELLO • VITO$

10% Student Discount
SUMMER HOURS:
MON THAU SAT 9:30-6:00
FRI TO 8:00
WINTER HOURS:-CALL

2694 HOWARD AVE.

HCUMSEH AO f
fUGlNIE ST

(DINIO!IOUGH ST
EC ROW EXPRESSWAY

"OUR HIGH STANDARDS MEAN SATISFACTION"

Ct

C

A

tc

B

Counselling Services

Counsellors are available to assist you in Career Planning
and Employment Preparation. Before individual appointments
are booked however, it is mandatory that you attend one or more
of the appropriate workshops listed below.
Career Planning
A series of workshops designed to assist you in identifying
your interests, values, skills and personal qualities will help you
to clarify and define your career objectives. Several stand.
rdized tests are used in these workshops.

lit

m
I

al

R

u

JOB PREPARATION WORKSHOPS

m

The fol lowing Iist of workshops are most often prepared and
delivered by the Employment Counsellor of CPPC, and are of.
fered at no cost to you. Often, however. outside professionals
in the Human Resources field arc asked to share their ex.
perience and materials with the students in specially scheduled
workshops:
.. Effective Resume Writing
* Creative Joh Search; Uncovering the Hid<len Job Oppor·
!unities
* Job Interview Skills. including Mock Job Interviews
·· Completion of ACCIS ( UCPA) Forms and other Applica·
tion Forms

* Acc<.!pting a Joh Olfor

Johnny's Roadhouse

I

11·

COUNSELLING & CAREER PLANNING

"That old tax was pai<l by
75,000 'big business' companies," he said in his editorial.
"The new tax will be paid by
2,000,000 firms of all sizes, and
many, many more millions of
consumers."
The ad states, "It (the new tax)
will help low income Canadians."
A low income family is defined as
one that earns Jess than $30,000
per year.
This is "a crock of cow poo,"
James said. He predicts the only
thing lower income Canadians
will get is a handout every three
months of up to $800 per year an<l
this will disappear after a couple
of years.
He predicts: "Continuing attempts to implement the 9%
Goods and Services Tax will accomplish only one thing . .. it will
bury the Progressive Conservative party for decades."

Coming Soon...

"THE COMPLETE PROFESSIONAL SHOP"
• MOUNTAIN & ALL TERRAIN BICYCLES
• CLOTHING, ACCESSORIES. CUSTOM WHEELS
• TRAINERS, FRAMES. EXERCISE EO~~~~I_

ir

8:30-4:30. However, individual appointments with counsellors
are available at other times with advance notice. In addition
certain workshops and seminars may be scheduled for late after:
noons and evenings.

·- - -------- - -- - -- - - -
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Location and Timt:-. will h<.: po:-.tt:d in the C'PPC
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S.A. scholarship
hy l\f ichacl J. Cohen

the scholarship.
One of the options the committee is currently investigating,
for raising the funds, is the possibility of a dollar-for-dollar
matching formula with the
Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA). Other
groups currently being canvassed
for support arc the support staff,
students, administration and
faculty, says Carasco. ·Carasco
says they will also be asking for
financial help from the community including business, labour
and professional groups.

South African graduate students may soon be coming to
Windsor if a new scholarship
cornrnit1ee has their way.
Many of the people involved
in last year's protests, that led lo
the l)niversity of Win<lsor becoming the first university in
Canada to divest from South
Africa, arc now turning their attention toward this new project.
Billed as a collaborative project
among faculty, staff, administration and students, its purpose is to
create a new scholarship spccificall y designed lo bring a grad stuGeorge McMahon, assistant
dent from South Africa to study at vice president for alumni affairs,
Windsor.
has been asked to help coordinate
appeals for support from the
University Faculty Associa- alumni. McMahon says at present
tion president Emily Carasco is a they are looking at many different
major proponent of the idea, fundraising strategies. One such
along with university president strategy that the Alumni office
Ron Ianni, who is a co-chair of the has confirmed is their annual
University of Windsor Com- phone-a-than.
munity Scholarship Committee.
"It is hoped that the scholarThe first major fundraising
ship will provide, through educa- event being planned by the comtion, support for the people of mittee is a fundraising dinner to
South Africa in their struggle for take place on October 26 at the
democracy," says Carasco. The Caboto Club in Windsor.
i<lea for the South African
scholarship came out of last
spring's divestment protest
movement, according to Carasco.

The challenge Carasco and
lthe other committee members .,.c----r.
now face, is raising the minimum
$100,000 needed to implement
the scholarship. Co-ch.iirperson
t,nni, has helped move the project
along by having the university
_w_a_i_ve_1h_e_1u_i_1i_o_n_c_o_n_,_P_o_n_e_n_t_o_r____________ -~·

Baptiste was philosophical,
however, "It doesn't always require a large group or a large rally.
Sometimes subtle, behind the
scenes work is more successful.
For instance convincing
Western's contributors that
Western 's reputation is tarnished,
thus theirs is too.''
In the September 29th issue of
Western 's student newspaper,
The Gazette, Western 's
telemarketing coordinator said
that one or two fundraising calls a
night are met with a refusal to
donate until Rushton leaves
Western. About 328 fundraising
calls are made every evening, 30
out of every 100 resulting in a
pledge between $ J00 and $200.
Western 's president, George
Pedersen, said that those alumni
who refuse to donate until Rushton is dismissed will never
donate. because Rushton will not
be dismissed. Corporate sponsors never raise the Rushton issue.
Pedersen said.
Baptiste partially blames the
low turnout of Windsor students,
and lack of support for this cause,
on a lack of unity among black
people. "If we had the political
unity we could boycott the companies that support Western. We
could unite." Bapti-.te said. Baptiste added that this lack of unity
is caused by Europeanization.
which "makes us believe that we
arc all the same. Which is true.
we all have equal rights. but we
don't have equal discrimination
and neglecting that you arc di!>criminated against is foolish. In

as private citizens, waited for the
march to commence. Signs with
slogans such as "Racism should
not be ignored. Let your voice he
heard, no racism in our schools.",
"There arc racists, and there arc
those who protect racbts. 11 , and
"Racists and fascists have no right
lo propagate their lives.", were
passed around. When the hus
from Windsor arrived they were
welcomed with open arms and
surprise at the size of Windsor's
delegation. The turnout from
other universities was very small,
only four people showed up from
Golf, a few from York, and only
a little over 20 from Western, almost all of who were members of
ACE.
The rest of the approximately
130 activists were private
citizens. some of who represented
groups such as The March
Against Poverty and the People ·s
Front, an anti-racism movement.
As the activisb then
proceeded to march through the
streets of London their chants
filled the air, "Hey Western.
haven't you heard? This is not
Johannesburg", "Rushton - out,
out, out!". Despite the chanting
however the residents of London
-.cemed to be apathetic. One car's
passenger gave the protesters a
one finger salute as they hlocked
traffic while crossing the street.
two other cars honked their horns
in approval. All other residents.
hoth dri1.crs and pe1.kstrians.
seemed ohlivious.
The activists didn't seem t<.)
care. hm,.,c\er. and continued to
chant. Thq \ isited "arillUs

government offices. Ontario
premier David Peterson's among
them. As it was Saturday there
was nobody to meet them.
If London ·s apathy die.In ·1
dampen the activist's spirits perhaps it was because they were
used to it. ACE vice president
Zhivargo Laing told the Lance
that "By and large the people of
London, and the students of
Western, have been pretty
apathetic towards this caw,c. I
don't think they don't care - they
just don ·1 care enough to act."
This apathy doesn't disturb him
overly much however. "I would
rather have a few people who arc
actively opposed then a lot who
just went along with the llow,"
Laing said.
Among the actively opposed
was eight-year-old Caroline
Hawkins, one of the most exuberant chanters. The Lance
asked Caroline why she was marching.
"Because I want to. my dad
brought me," Caroline responded.
~

---.............

"Why did you want to'!" asked
the Lance.
"I oppose racism."
"'vVhy'?"

"Bceau-.c. raci-.m sucks!".

answer is to band together with
the people that arc not like them."
The bus soon arrived at London City Hall where students
from Western and Guelph. as wc.:11

ACCUDATEM

~
Computer Service in Text and Data \fanagement

Special Student rates
Emer!,1:ency Senice a\·ailabte
Pick up & Delh·ery <;ervice available
Papers and Flyers from SI 25 per page
Letter Quality
Near Letter Quality draft proofs
Binding
Flies available on disk
Graphs and Graphics

0Q.~

Resumes from $8 per page
Co\-er letters from S5
Consultation senice

Complete Resume Program S75

255-7174
For the Joo you neeq.ed yesterday!
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SCIENTIFIC

Sharp Has Your Number
at 20% savings

BUSINESS
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EL557

GMYCzh.013
Hch·Jtd_tltW
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Powerful scientific calculator

DD DD D

191 functions includln!a( numerical

EL9000

Integration. time calculation.

EL733

The EL9000's C-MOS LSI cirC\lltry pro\ides

reg. $49.95 sale $39.95

A financial /business calculator With

194 preprogrammed functions for advanced

specialized functions

science. en11,tneerin~. and math applications.

Independently accessible 3-key mem

reg. $159.95/sale $127.95

Memory Safe Guard.
reg. $59.95/sale $47.95

EL735

-···~

r.iciell~<::ic.l
E'JL:ll:.llL:lCC

uaec!iciCil

2 line Display
Data Base Function capable of storin~

C:JL,JEJEJG!:l

oourma
acHH3U

l

C§D9llj3~

EL512

M
l'X t (f.

~ ·Ml ~

)ot!H~C

Memory Safe Guard and Auto Power():..__

EL5050

Calculator for Simultaneous Confirmation of

---

approx. 35 data Items

a~;,ic:itl

Powerful Dual Line Display Scientific

t
1~

reg. $79.95 / sale $63. 95

reg. $115.95/sale $92.75

Expression and Solutions
reg. $79.95/sale $63.95

PC1403
EL545H

PCl 460
24 dl~tts

PC1421

Powerful Scientific Calculator

Operates on highly sensitive solar cells
(more than 50 lux) Powerful 113 functions
reg. S43.95 / sale $35.19

with Instant BASIC command keys
The Pc-1403 operates both as a pocket

A business and financial computer With
various preprogrammed functions
reg. $179.95/sale $143.95

computer and calculator
reg. $169.95/sale 135.95 reg. $249.95/sale $199.95

Clarke's Statione.ry 2155 Wyandotte West

252-8818

Prepare For Your Future with a
Graduate Degree in Business!

MBA FORUM
Date: Monday, October 16
Time: 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Place: Assumption Lounge, University Centre
Speak with MBA Reps from the following universities:
Dalhousie

Ottawa

York

Detroit

Queen's Western

Laurier

Tulane

Toronto
McGill
Manitoba

Windsor
McMaster

Only on October 16!!!

-
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Prep Courses for

Sept. 23 LSAT
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(4 16) 923-PREP
(7737)
1-800-387-5519
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We're still si(!.ging the same tune.
But now we're performing on a bigger stage.

Ernst &Young

Communist party leader of Canada Hardial Banes addressed a lor
sponsored by the campus Marxist - Leninist group. Baines s~
about his writings on student activism in the i960's.

i
i
i
i
i
i

Lance Photo by James Cn.

For 12'5 years. Clark-ion Gordon in Canada.

Monday, Oct. 16th
University Centre
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Desperate student pays $100
by Philip Sewell TORONTO

across campus offering $100 to
any student who drops two core
sociology courses.
To collect, the student must
drop the courses right before
Thapar calls York's voice-enrollment system to register in that
course.
"I'm flabbergasted," said York

(CUP)
A student who feels victimized
b York University's phone en-

rillment system is offering cash
to anyone who will drop a course
he needs to graduate.
Third year sociology student
Ray Thapar has put up notices

Presents

sociology professor Desmond
Ellis, director of one of the courses.
Thapar said he had received
four or five calls.
Thapar, who had to call the
system long distance from his
home in Whitby, said he spent
over $500 trying to get into the
course.
He said $100 is a reasonable
price lo pay.
"Students who live outside of
Toronto are forced to pay an unfair premium to register in courses," says Thapar. "The

University has made a mistake,
they know it, and they shou!d fix
it. II
Thapar said he warned York
Associate Dean of Arts Robert
Drummond of his intentions,
before pulling up the notices.
Drummond said he knew about
Thapar's plan in adv~nce.
··1c·s silly, l;~ky.and offensive
but it's not illegal." Drummond
said.
Drummond said he hoped
Thapar's action would not set a
precedent for students negotiating

outside of official University
channels to get into courses.
Thapar said the Voice
Response Enrolment System will
lead to a ''black market" in courses.
I
"It proves that individuals will
take action to subvert a system
that doesn't serve them," he said.
Although the University adm in is tratio n has contacted
Thapar, they have so far refused
to comment publicly on the situation.

MARY WILSON
of "SUPREME'S" Fame
in the production of

•

"i~

• A Rollicking
6Q'5 ,'vfusical
• A Tribute to the Female Singers of the 60's

UNISEX

• A Run11w11y Hit on Broadw11y

OCTOBER 5 - NOVEMBER 5

Month of October Special!

Box Office Open Sept. 5 - 977-7728
or

. . -soo-16s-;e••s

Performances: Tues. thru Sat. 8:00 p.m.

·

Shampoo & Cut for ONLY

Sun. & Wed.: 2:00 p.m. Matinee

Oct 5.6.7.8-Premiere Weekend Special S2 00 off ticket price

~
~
~

BOX OFFICE NOW OPEN

~

October 2!:> at 2.00pm $10.00
Tickets $14-$30

Cdn.

(519) 977-7728

$8.00
Hours: Mon-Thurs & Sat 9-5, Fri. 9-7
321 O Sandwich (at Mill) 256-8992

Coming Soon ...
Johnny's Roadhouse

TYPING
• Fast

$1.25 ,.r doubJ.

• Accurate
sputd p~gt
• Confidential
IAPA Specialists I
LETTER QUALITY PRINTING
Evening Hours

945-0732

2 SMALL 2 MEDIUM 2 EXTRA
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ackenz1e Hall, one of Windsor's prem er e
tural activities and the arts, was built be weeri
1856 by the Mackenzie Builders of Port Sa-n a
- a
would have it, Alexander Mad·enz1e, pnnc p e
holder of the firm, later went on to become the se::o
Prime Minister of Canada.
Over the years, Mackenzie Hall has grown to oocom~ a cultural centre and meeting place for the peop e
..
·;. •
of Windsor and its surrounding areas. The bwldmg nas
! < • ~ . :;, ~ served as a home to many of Windsor's organizations
~" ~""h- / .. / : !
including, The Old Court Cafe The Bookroom at th~
.
· . C~urt, Artcite, Arts Council - Windsor and Region, as tne
studio of artist Ello Delcol, Common Ground and Artcite's ·x-Art and
Pop Culture."
Here is a look at what each has to offer.
The Old Court Cafe

The Old Court Cafe will be reopening Thursday, October 12 1 989.
Your new host will be Irene Wortley, who will be adding her homemade
touch to all the entree's served. The Old Court Cafe will be featuring
continental breakfasts, soups, sandwiches, afternoon teas, fresh desserts, as well as catering special events, children s birthday parties,
showers and meetings. For more information call Irene Wortley at 2537942.

The Bookroom At The Court

The Bookroom at the Court is located directly across from The Olde
Court Cafe. Hoping to please your every desire, the Bookroom welcomes special orders. You may also purchase Gift Certificates to be
used in Canada anywhere the "Book Tokens Gift Certificates" sign 1s
found. The Bookcourt is open Tuesday, Wednesday and Saturday from
10AM-5PM, Thursdays and Fridays from 10AM-9PM and Sundays from
1PM-5PM.

Artcite

Artcite is Windsor's only nonprofit, artist-run exhibition and performance centre for the contemporary arts. Highlighted at Artcite this
month is Real Patry's Jeux D'Autos, taking place from October 6-22.
The opening reception is Friday October 6, at 8:00PM. Jeux D'Autos
is a witty sensory extravaganza, a mash of noise and media imagery
based on the theme of the auto acciaent.
In order for Artcite to continue bringing innovative programming and
responding to community needs, it needs your ideas and support. Become a member!!!

The Arts Council - Windsor and Region

The Arts Council - Windsor and Region is a nonprofit organization
located in the basement of Mackenzie Hall. Its purpose is to encourage
artistic and cultural endeavors. in the Windsor area, to publicize the news
of upcoming artistic events. to initiate public participation in artistic
events and to serve artists needs.

I
I

I

Elio Delcol

I

Printmaker Elio Delcol creates original art in a vast array of tradi· /
tional and contemporary mediums. Such mediums include: copper,
wood, linoleum, fabrics, plasters and the like.

I

Common Ground Gallery

What makes Common Ground unique? It's non-institutional. For
most galleries work must be approved by a judging committee before ,t /
1s shown. Common Ground needs your help in order to continue bringing you these great shows, so please become a member!!!

Artcite's "X-Art and Pop Culture"

"X" is a new retail store opening in the basement of Mackenzie Hall.
It will promote experimental and fourth dimensional art: current production fluxus objects.artist's books, magazines, postcards, mail art, unusual toys, audio/video material, flexi discs, rare com ix, and funkadelia.
Ultimately, Artcite hopes "X" will serve as an important educational
resource, making the public more aware of past and current contemporary and avant garde art practices through the display and accessibility of contemporary art materials.
"X" also wants you to send them your vinyl etc., and welcomes the
"dangerous alternative" for consignment sales.
If you're interested in selling your goods at the shop, ask about "X"
at Artcite, or call 977-6564.

PREGNANT
AND NE ED HE LP?

WE'RE LOOKING FOR YOU!!

Cal I. ..

Music enth usiasts who wish

Unique Gifts & Clothing
From Around the World
405 Pelissier

. Clirt(Jrigbt

to play pop music, semi-classical

254-6865
• S\\eatcr,
• Folk Art

• C3rd,
elapc,1rie,
• Sculpture

e Je\\ellcr.\

e C101hmg

e Ma,k,

at 252-3322
and classical music, please contact.. .

Open 7 Days

PROFESSOR JAMES TAMBURINI
MUSIC DEPARTMENT
253-4232 ext. 2781
or 966-2262

IN THE SKY
1 o oo off with Student 1. 0
· FROM T HE O RIGINA L TO THE EXOTIC

1- \\ r,n; crn(()\l\tl'\11,

V

O H( lff,11<\

• S"'catcr,
e Tapc\lric,
e Clothing
e Jc\\-cllcr~
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I

\'IF> ::>r , 1c1t_~ Free Prt qnari y
TPsts· ~.1i>d1ca1 Relt>rrd 5
COrT'rPur1•y Rt>lerrd s

•

Short audition requ,red for entrance

SAC
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•
•
•
•

h1II. \rt

\frican <.aning,
Scan e,
\\, hip,

I> I I( \I 111> 1\1 1'01( I \ I K0 \1 \K Oi ', I> 1111 " O KI II

300 O u ellette Ave. (Palace Complex)
Open 7 Days
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PROUDLY PRESENTS...
Sunday, Oct. 15

Good Morning Vietnam

Sunday, Oct. 22

2001 Space Odyssey

Sunday, Oct. 29

Young Frankenstein

Sunday, Nov. 5

BIG

Sunday,Nov.12

Batman - 1989 version

Sunday,Nov.19

Three Men and a Baby

Sunday,Nov.26

A Fish Called Wanda

Sunday, Dee. 3

Rainman
Cost $2.00

Erie Hall 1120

Doors open 6:30pm Movie Starts 7pm
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by Berna rd A. Helling
If the human sours neeu for spirituality led to a concept or f.iiih a11u th..: p1 a<.:ti<.:e or religion. how can one justify the act of faith in a time in human affairs when, if God
is not dead, it is at least very remote. The devotional impube persists: It appropriates new forms and new
strategies, while its text, always shaky and ephemeral. undergoes successi\'e changes. as the tides of history. fashion
and human perception wash in and out. ..
Christine Burchnall"s EX VOTO signals a high-water
mark in the shifting currents of the post-industrial search
for meaning in context of a quasi-religious ritual, but her
waters run deep, dark and troubled. Her piece, considered
as a shrine of sorts, is a place where the impulse of faith
meet!> the lack of any object.'bclief structure to hang that
faith on. It is a temple of faceless, brooding. half-recognizable forms, a testament to the failure of family. church,
community, industry, rationality, technology. nation-state.
progress, even the permanence of the land itself. All that
remain arc tortured images of the husks of these vanities ~ dim, unrecognizable and angr}. as seen through a howling ).Lorm of wind and ash.
· "The trouble," he resumed. "i, that nothing works.
Not faith, not intelligence, not saintliness, not even villainy
·· nothing!" ·
-- A. Huxley

----

A loud, bas~o rumbling permeates the room. shaking

the viewer's guts. setting their nerves on edge. Endless.
moving scenes projected on a wall, of the neglected husks
of industry and progress -- the post-industrial condition
seen in relentless llight. Superimposed on these images. a
quote questions v, hether these icons have lost their power.
or me rel) have been fitted to new purpose:
· A rigidly stratified society maintains itself not just
through force of arms but by keeping its lower denizens
obli, ious to their fate.·
Along another wall. sex frames -- salvaged from a
church ·s .~tations ofthe cross. hang: Two of the frames on
each end arc boarded o,er where the image usually rests.
(A chain link fence. padlock, no trespassing and dosed
sign \\Ould ha, c been o,er-doing it.) The remaining ''stations" arc pitiful allusions to the power and pathos of the
original Christian images. We may speak critically of the
appropriation of images. but seldom have I seen the
process handled with such deft power; con\'eying \'ariously emptiness. loss. regret. anger and the fading memory of
the original experience.
On the opposite \\all. a series of eight large
photographs: These are the secular stations of the cross;
shadows that once were gun emplacements, factories,
landscapes, roads, a morgue locker (?). the trappings of
ci\ilization and culture stripped of their power. The statue
of the god has vanished -- the crumbling cla) feet remain.
Along the last wall: the scripture of post-modernism.
the mystery of faith. the exegesis of sign and signified, th~
word made art -- on glass panels that trickily show their
message better as shadow behind them. What then is left

for the re\ ie\\ er. or the educated view when his or her
favourite and 011 co11rant mode of interpretation has alreJJ) been s\, allu\\ cu ,, hule into the maelstrom of
Bu,~hnall"s \\ork '.' A framcu tliscour..,e b: the door. by
Winusor-based \\ ritcr Lorenzo Buj. contcx!ualizes the
"ork. offrring an approach to the di~tresscd images" ithin
-- obscure. ddormcd. lacking losing rejecting the classical
po" er of the image to communicate the sharp. literal
meaning that is so expected of them.
I must. how c, er. question\\ hether the obscuration of
the!>e images blunts their force: I think that the artist has
done the equiYaknt of cutting opposing notches into the
tip of a large calibre hand-gun bulkt. The resulting,
"deformt•d" projectile loses ..,omcthing of ih iconic po,, er
(i.e. this lliob like a bullet) but becomes. in the process. a
far mllre ellecti,e killing de, ice.
Chri..,1ine Burchnall"s EX VOTO is equally effecti, e
at its purpose. though Its purpose ma) not be immediate!)
apparent until you ha, c know ledge of the experience. It is
a powerful. ,, ell considered and daring!) disturbing dist:our,c on the use, and abuse, of the ext:rcise of faith in a
post-mod.!rn world. It ,,oultl be at home in any number of
international ,enues. It is indeed fortunate that we ha,e the
opportunit) to sec it first, in the surroundings that ga\'e rise
to its arguments -- a work and a triumph by a local artist.
EX VOTO will continue through No, ember J 9. in the
Walker Gallery. third Ooor at the Art Galler) of Windsor.
Call 258- 71 11 for hours. Christine Burchnall is a working
artist in the Windsor area "ho present I) sen cs a-. operations co-ordinator at Artcitc.
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SPRING IS HERE.••

by Lisa Fortin
Try to imagine if you will, thousamh of poum.1, of
swirling plaster adorning a huge rnlumn or \\.all. the result
of one person's-... isinn anJ weeks or intense labour. l:kautiful, mas..,ivc structures. Jisplaycd for a while anJ then
smashcJ to pieces with sledgehammers al the enJ of thl'
exhibition.
Try to imagine being the artist. llow woulJ you l'ed?
The artist is Spring Hurlbut. She ha, liecn commis-..iom:tl
as a\ isiting artist -in-resiJence at Artcill· for the month of
October. to work on a major site piece in Macken/ie I lall.
A huge Jorie column has been installed to ',Cf\ c as the
base of a contemporary sculpture that ;.., so hea, y~ five
tons- that it requires structural stcd rc111forcements in the
ceiling to hold the weight. To the artist's kntm lctlge. this
project is unique in a number of ways: Firs!. it i.., the only
-,uch work to be put on pcrmancnt display in the context of
an historic building:
"As far as I knov.. it's unprcccdenteJ in Ontario. I'm
excited that Mackenzie Hall is taking such a progrcssive.innovati\e stance towartls art." Hurlbut saiJ.
More importantly, it is unique in that it is the first or
her pieces of "art for public spaces" that ,, ill nm be
tlcslroyed fol lo"' ing the show Asked hO\\. she felt about
not sccing her creation laid Lo waste. as all the others havc
been. Hurlbut replictl:
"It should be intere!->ting to !->CC hov.. I react to this one.
In the past. I got a lot or energy out of l,;nov.-ing that I would
al\vays have to he starting over. I don't know, but I think I
like the idca of this onc not being torn tlm~ n... "
Wh} would any l)nc wrap a tall column in a couple of
tons of hand- shapetl plastcr'? What i.., this work all about'!
\.\ hy did the Ontario Art:,, Council. the 1-ricnd.., of the Court.
,inJ lhc Arti:,,ts With Their Work program of the Ontarill
Galle n of Art raise 1ivcr S 19.00IJ for thi.., prnjcct'' Carol
Corbeil of thc Glohl' and :\fail hatl th1:,, Ill sa):
"Spring Hurlhur.., columns ......ccm to he a rcspon"c 10
Hurlbut's tons of art.
the absence of poetics in mllsl architectural space The
traces of her tactile c,pcricncc in :,,haping the s\\ irt... rem inti
us ol Y. h.it \\.e arc missing: a ,cn-.c nf..1ct1vclv shaping\\ ilh
\\ ork at Madenzic JI.ill-) ou "'Ill immetl1atcl) :,,cc\\ hat I
our hands the places that we inh,1h1t. Her \\nrk 1, be,1ut1- mcan
ful."
While you an.: there. )OU might Jrop 11110 Artcilc and
Certainly. it 1, contemporary an. bul II re..,pcch thc talk,, ith the ;.irtist hcr,clf.1>r sec her in thc hall at \>,,ork. If
space it is placcJ in. It dncs not ,1·,:k t,1 opp1i...c or Jen) the .di gncs v.cll, ,he\\ ill hcgin Ill ..,hapc the ...culpturc itself on
e,isting architecture. hut r;1thcr 111 cnh.111cc it. 111 ,,,irk,, ith f..1onday or Tuesda) Ir '-LKh an informal meeting i.., not to
it. Ir you douh1 thi .... con,ult the rnncl·pt Jr:J\\ 111g l1f th1.. ) our tasll'S. thc artist ,, ill also he gi" ing lectures anJ
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workshops in the next few wceb. Contact Ark 1te (1J7 l
656-l) for more informalHlll. Either,, a:,. thi, ".i grc ... l op·
portunity to meet a fascinating artist. Sr· ing i-.. ,, di 11.11111.:u.
embodying lhc gentlcnes!'> of the season:\\ hik her \\11rk
captures all its Jynam1sm and power. Kudo ... Ill r-.1.1d.c111ic
Hall. Artcitc and everyone ct...c 1mol\.cJ 111 m.1k111g It po,sible for WinJ,or to c,pcricnce her work.
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Kashmir Indian Restaura;;-i
Fully Licenced
Special Indian and Vegetarian Food
Lunch Special $4.50 8 Items

I

Student Special - 10% off Lunch or Dinner

L

1139 University West 977-6173_J
Valid Any Time

---

The Victoria
Tavern
Presents

"A Turkey
Dinner &
Blues Bash"
October 9

Student Discounts

2185 Wyandotte West

400 Chilver

254-1535

\

'

-
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\\ihat can I say? I've never written a "review" before, but
ha,
1 e seen most of Windsor's "underground" bands and Bernie gave me free tickets for writing this.
The "Combat Poets" began the evening"s entertainment.
rm probablj just a victim of my own self-innicted torture (sitting wo dose to the stage), but they were SO damn loud (especial!) the drums) that I couldn't distinguish one song from
another. Chris Pazur's I) rics were impossible to decode, although they were sung and played with feeling and an intention to be understood. I was actually in physical pain during
this bamf s performance (the drums again), as were most of the
people at the table, except for Jeff who·., had his hearing fully
desensitized by regular trips to Stanley's.
"Luxur) Christ" played the second set. I love this band.
rvc seen them play at the Pub a few times, and on top of being
fine musicians, the humour that they inject into their music and
presence creates an aura of positive vibrations thick enough to
spread on toast. The crowd applauded throughout their whole
set and demanded an encore. While on stage, Luxury Christ
seems to be ad-libbing the performance •• as if they just
decided to get up then and play a few songs, but their music is
established and sturdy -- hermetical Iy sealed, and darned entertaining. Also, they play at a level of audibility that humans can
tolerate without losing consciousness. I've always wondered,
though, why Trevor and Peter wear taped underwear during
their performance? It looks intensely uncomfortable. One must
appreciate such a self-sacrificing band, willing to put thcmsel\'CS through such brutal and severe conditions just for the
gratification of their audience.
The headline act, Deja Voodoo, was about as loud as the
first band, so m) opinion of them is pretty low, even though a
lot of people real!) like them. To get a halanced view of their
set, I asked a fe\, people to scratch dtm n their impressions of
the band. Doug wrote: "This band has an interesting blend of
thrash and dance-· fun music even though it lacks any formal
musical talent. I have a bias -- Tlike 6-string guitars and a bass.
The lat:k of depth to the music is only equated by the void of
existence "
Jeff said: "4-string guitar is a blatant cop-out! Lack of
cymbals is too, for that matter. Still. not bad if you· re drunk."
Nick Spider-tie said: "Their fans were having fun. A twomember band makes for cheap trtl\ cl. Go see National Vcl-

1-

\'et."

J.

'k

IC

,.

Wes wrote: "Deja Voodoo is good, but they need something to distrnguish them from ·1hc rest"."
Finally, Sean jotted down: "Deja Voodoo. Yes, rve heard
it all before. Exponential mindlessness. Narcissies with a
"alkman. Depth less amplification. Soulless repetition."
Gee, guys, does rhiJ mean ya did11 ·, like 'em? -- A. Ed.

1 ~P~S

J

3 BAND FUN

Organization of Part-time
University Students
253-4232 Ext 3231 or 258-4687

Congratulations!

,,ERJECT
PAPERS
~Ord Processing Service
Laser Printer

Catherine Main: ,a
Free Tuition Winne,
"Thanks to all who bought tickets"

T-shirts· 100•. conon X-Large 57 50 each

Procee<ls 10 UMed Way

University of Windsor
Party Headquarters

and Great Food
Food specials Daily

Sat. Oct. 14-Bar B.Q. Baby Back Ribs
$4.95
and Door Prizes
2960 Huron Church Rd.
at Grand Marais West
(519) 966-3388
Hottest Spot in Windsor

Hottest

Spot

in

Windsor

'''
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Joan Barfoot, the London (Ontario)-bascd novelist best
kno,, n a, the author of Dancing in the Dark- later a major motion picture-will be in Windsor on Thursda~. October 12 reading from her latest novel, Famil) News.
Joan Barfoot used to,, rite for the Windsor Star. but please
don ·1 hold that against her. Nov,ada) s shew rites for the London Free Press.
Susannah, the heroine of her latest novel, also writes for
newspapers, and magazines 100. She writes what she calls "dispatches from the field of domestic narc-ups." Her own domestic situation is, it seems, stable, and Susannah works hard to
keep it 1ha1 way. S~e lives alone with her daughter Lizzie, who
shares her fascination with families in distress, clipping and
collecting not only her mother·s stories. but other, stranger
ones as well. Lizzie sees her father TedJy regularly, and Teddy
and Susannah get along with each other easily- perhaps: thinks
Lizzie, because they never got married.
This picture of eighties domestic bliss is disturbed as outside events force both Susannah and Teddy to re-evaluate their
lives. Susannah is pulled back into her "other family" by her
father"s death, and Teddy is arrested for his part in a peace
demonstration that turns" iolent. LiZ7.ie, who is trying to grow
up in the midst of all this, realizes that her family is just as
screwed up as other people ·s.
If\ ou want lo hear more. go to South Shore Books al 7:30
p.m. on Thursday October 12th and sec Joan Bar foot read. She
\\ ill be signing books after her reading.
South Shore Books is located al l 64 Pill St. We,1. "just
dO\\ n the st reel from Cheetah's parking lot." Call 253-9102
for more ample directions.
I .,inc.: r\1 h Staff

l

a

. Classifieds
Wanted. low quality, used compu·r
printer -- parallel Centronics -- will pai
up to $100 or trade an air cond11ione<
Also for sale, Puch moped. runn~
plus another fer parts -- both $200C'
best offer. Call 256-8054. leave message.
SONY 3/4'' VIDEOTAPE PLAYEij11
MATIC, WORKS FINE $200. Wile:
are all the tapeheads out there·· U;
1s a great deal' Call 256-8054. lea1,
message.
Assumption University Chapel ·-97}
7034 - Mass - Sundays 10·30a m.ao'.
4:30 p.m. Mondays, 11 :30 a.m Lr:u
gy of the Word and Communion Sr
vice. Tuesday, 5:00 p.m., Mas,
followed by dinner, Wednesday
Friday. 11 :50 a.m. Mass. All are wt
come Feel free to drop by the CafelJ
coffee, to use the Library for study
1ust come to relax.
Have you ever wanted to have
firsthand look at what the Bible rea
has to say about life and reality 1 V,
think you will be pleasantly surprised
you 101n us. The Navigators. lor 1
open Bible discussion on the hfe ~
Jesus. Meet at Vanier Trillium Roorn6
at 4:00 p·.m. Thursdays. after Oct I,
in Vanier Ont. Room . Steve 252-2765
The Lung Association present!
"Countdown", stop smoking befor,
Christmas. Eight sessions over m,
weeks starting October 30. Fees ar
$95. Mastercharge and Visa ac·
cepted. For more information call25&
3433.

Smith Corona presents three products that
can help make schoolwork academic.
The Smith Corona PWP 2000 Personal
Word Processor is in a class by itself. It's so compact it can fit in the most compact dorm room.
Yet, thanks to features like a built-in disk drive,
100,000 character DataDisk capacity, and a
c~stal clear display, it makes it easy to transform
B s into N.s.
For those who prefer an electronic typewritex;
the Smith Corona XD 4600 is the typewriter of
preference. With its 16 character display and

approximately 7,000 characters of editable memory,
you can have the convenience of word processing
features with the simplicity of a typewriter
Of course, the Spell-Right'" 200 also comes
with impeccable references. In this case, a built-in
electronic dictionaI)'; a thesaurus, a calculatox; even
a collection of challenging word games.
So if you're thin.king Magna Cum Laude at the
end of this year; don't
forget to think Smith
SMITl-i
CORON~
Corona at the begin- TOMORROVvS TECHNOLOGY
AT YOUR TOUCH'"
rung of this year

filllllllfE

Fur mor~ informauon on these products, wmc co Smith Corona Canada, 440 Tapscott Ro.id. Scarborough. Ontario, Canada MIB IY4

Volunteers needed· The Heart a~
Stroke Foundalion of Ontarro 1s lOC'
ing for volunteers for a vanely d
programs. This is a wonderful op!Y-1
!unity to make a valuable conlribulr1
to your community. Service does~
heart good. For more rnlormalJ()ll
254-4345.
Adult Children of Alcoholics (AC~
12 Step support group 711 McE~'
SL Holy Name of Mary Church (baf
ment). Sundays at 8:00 p.m. All ii!
welcome.
The Department of PhilosoPI
presents guest speaker, Or. Ralph;
Johnson, University of Windsor
Wednesday. October 18. 1969 •
7:30 at Canterbury College His 1~
rs "Remarks on Logical v,rtue
Everyone is welcome.

7

.
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-common Ground -- Use it or Lose it
by Bernard A. Helling
Next Thursday, an emergency general meeting will
decide the fate of Windsor' s only un-juried, artist-run gallery, Common Ground. For the .past five years, Common
Ground has been serving the vanous needs of the fringe of
Windsor's artistic community, catering to established arus. tS, talented newcomers, art students, and assorted crea. types in search of a venue for their works.
11ve
Miraculously, the gallery has survived on a shoestring
budget, using member sweat and ingenuity.to make up for
the lack of paid staff and government fundtng.
But now the end looks near: the kitty is almost empty,
attempts at fundraising have failed to meet expectations,
the original activist membership is stretched to the breaking point, and no one new is around to pick up the torch.
In short, Common Ground looks ready to fall prey to the
kind of systematic apathy that is felling arts and community organizations all across this country: Death by
apathy.

Windsor can do better than this!
Consider the idea that is behind Common Ground:
Open Access. You pay your membership, you book space
for a two-week show, you volunteer a few hours of your
time at fundraising, painting, maintenance-type work or
even grant writing. Meanwhile you wait for your two
weeks. No juries, no pressure but the pressure that makes
you do art, no agents taking 40% of your sales, no crap!
Just you and the space. Sure, they want a damage deposit
to ensure you clean the place up and get out in time for the
next show, but aside from that it's up to you: you put the
exhibit together, send out the invitations, call in the press,
man the gallery during office hours, and set up the opening night festivities. You book the band, apply for the liquor license, rent the elephants and clean up the mess.
Kind of brings a new meaning to the term "solo
show" ...
The amazing thing about Common Ground is that it
works so well: aside from the occasional clunker, the
majority of the shows have been exceptionally innovative,
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A bale of fun at a Common Ground openning.

,day
ire we
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quality endeavours. In short, Common Ground rocks!
But now Common Ground dies...
Unless you, the Common Ground patron, the aspiring
artist, the photographer, or the crazed urban poet, get off
your fundament and show up at the EMERGENCY
MEETING, Thursday evening, at Common Ground (basement of Mckenzie Hall) and sign up as a member... Use it
or lose it!
I want to know where all the Lebel art students are
hiding on this one. Aside from one show last season, I can't
remember much involvement in Common Ground by the
greater mass of the Visual Arts student body -- which is a
big shame, as Common Ground has no restrictions on student shows. REPEAT: NO RESTRICTION ON STUDENT SHOWS. HINT!!!!
So get out there next Thursday night and help save a
leading-edge Windsor facility ... or watch it go down the
pipes. If you are in class, send someone, hut show up!
Or start thinking ahout how much it costs to do a show
in Toronto ...

Lance Photo by Tom Pidgeon

:\urmall., ,ic don·t print pre!>!> rdca!lcs, but thi!I one
caught our c~ c. Enjo~ !
-A.Editor
Mourning Sickness, an all-wimmin band from Toronto.
will play two shows in Detroit on October 6th for the Communit) Concert Series at the Paradigm Center for the Arts and
on October 8th at Alvin ·s Detroit Bar. These shows will give
Detroitcrs the chance to experience thi!> band whose experimental melange of strings, ke1 boards. sampling and v. ild
lyrics has been featured in performance!'. at the last tv. o continental anarchist gatherings. Their \\Ord!-. take radical politics
out of the realm of dogma and into reality where feminism ,
animal rights. sexuality and all aspect, of daily life in modern
ci, ilization are explored in compelling. creative and completely bizarre ,, a)"· The Mourning Sickncs-. -,ound can be both
soothing and screeching. ,ind i-, best rccci, cd with an open
mind. They ha, e several ,elf-produced cassettes on Radical
Cu "' ts Anonymou" Record,. The Octohu 6th sho\\ will be a
benefit for the \loonbloods feminist comm unit, center located
at 223 E. Canfield. and,, ill include special guc,ts Cat House,
t'ff \\'hidte Lare~ and Rh~ thm in the \ttic. The Paradigm
is upt:n \Li al\Jlg.t:, . For more informaiinn tin the Ctimmunit}
Concert Series. c,11/ 54/\- 7235 or 965.5 ..n~ the night of the
shov.. Ah in·, j., located al 5756 C1,, bet,,ccn Palmer and 194 near the Wa: ne StalL' campu .... For more information aboul
Ah in·, call ~32-2355.
Thank you for your ,uppnrt.
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IT's $2.95, IT's 1/31b.,
IT's got up to 20 extra items on it,
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IT comes with fries & you can only get IT at. ..
BENTLEY's
If you know the answer to this mind-boggling

1. CUT THIS COUPON OUT
2. GO TO BENTLEY'S
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"STAND UP AND FIGHT"- SATURDAY, OCTOBER 7th
DIEPPE

GARDENS

10:00 A.M.

BE

THERE.

253-6423

Further info may be obtained in the SAC office

Career Fair '89
Tuesday Oct. 17 / 89
Ambassador Auditorium

Organizations

1 :30-4:30 and 7-9:30

ACCOUNTING

ENERGY

LAW ENFORCEMENT

COM MUNI CATIO NS

Certified General Accountants

Ontario Hydro

Royal Canadian Mounted

Bell Canada

Essex Co. Assoc. for Community

Society of Mgmt. Accounts

Union Gas Ltd.

Police

Canadian Broadcasting Corp

Living

Revenue Canada Taxation

City of Windsor Police

CNCP

Southwestern Regional Centre

Essex-Kent Chartered Accounts

Ontario Provincidl Police

Association

GOVERNMENT

Coopers & Lybrand

Ontario Ministry of

RETAILING/MARKETING

Correctional Services

MANUFACTURING

Toys "R" Us

BANKING

Canadian Armed Forces

Chrysler Canada

Premier Fastener

Toronto Dominion Bank

Public Service Commission

Fiberglas Canada

PepsiCo Food Service Intl.

Scotiabank

of Canada

Polysar Ltd.

McDonald's Restaurants of

National Trust

Transport Canada

Rockwell International Ltd.

PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT Canada

Royal Bank of Canada

Ministry of Tourism

Siemens Automotive

Manpower Temporary Services

Royal Trust

Electronics

Household Financial Corp.

Domtar Packaging

COURIER SERVICES
United Parcel Services

Ministry of Labour

London Life

U. of W. Graduate Studies

RESEARCH

City of Windsor Board of

North American. Life

General Chemical Canada

Education

Metropollitan Life

Imperial Oil Ltd.

Essex Co. Board of Ed.

Prudential of London

A.C. Nlelsen

University of Windsor-

Mutual Life

Electronic Data Systems

Career Planning and Placement

RECENT ADDITIONS

INSURANCE

Sunlife

EDUCATION

RESTAURANT MANAGEME~

Connaught Laboratories

Husky Moldings

SOCIAL SERVICES
Shildren' s Achievement Centre
Children's Aid SocietyEssex Co.
R.C. Children's Aid SocietyToronto

Nearly Sixty organizations will be on hand to ensure their personnel needs for the 1990's. Don·t forget your resume or your employment future.
The 1990's are coming--fast. Will you be ready?
Plan to attend Career Fair '89!!
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Laurier drops Lancers to 2-2
hy l)a\ c Briggs

WATERLOO -- O"'"tc,b"ck
Wull Taarnan pumped his arms
cnrhusiastically into the air, as
Tim S:itlai rushed over lo give him
a celebratory hug.
The sp,1rkle in his eyes, an<l
his gleeful grin momentarily cJprurctl the emotions of the entire
Lnivcrsily of Windsor football
ream.
Later, Tazzman sat, almost
motionless, in exactly the same
spot. His body, bruised an<l
beaten; his uniform soiled with
••rass and dirt; his enrhusiasm
"'
deflaled.
The passer's face told the
srory, and his intense look of
lkjcction was shared by his teammates, just as his excitement had
been equally felt earlier.
The Lancers had let one slip
away, and an inability to score
points was, once again, a mujor
foctor 111 their 26-17 loss to
Wilfrid Lauricr University, last
Saturday.
The contest, played on a
sunny and cloudless day at
Waterloo's Seagrams Stadium
(and before a national TV
audience on TSN), began in
surprising fashion, as Windsor
exploited Lauricr's defensive
backs with a passing attack.
Lancer head coach John
Musselman, later explained his
decision to open up the passing
game.

"We knew thal !hey (Lauricr)
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slantlpoint, we have to star! putting it (the ball) up the tield," said
Musselman.
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The Lancers then gave up 23
unanswered points, giving lhe
win to Laurier on the Golden
llawks' homecoming weeken<l.
Lauricr came back with a
single, a safety, a ficl<l go.ii, and
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"We 'vc got to start gelling
people lo the point where they
Jon 't figure that they can line '
eight or nine players up on the line
of scrimmage an<l try to defense
us that way."
The game plan was successful for Windsor in the early going,
as Tazzm;in and comp;iny lit up
the scoreboard with two touchdown bombs that were easily the
two most exciting things to happen to the Lancers' offense since
their new white uniforms arrived.
Both TD passes were caught
by Tim Sadai, with Tazzman
throwing the first pass over 60
yards in the air!
The Golden Hawks scored
first with a 38-yard field goal by
Dave I3rownrigg, one minute
before the Tazzman to Sadai 80yard connection.
The Lancers' two touch<lowns, sandwiched around a 34y ard field goal by Dave
Vanderhoeven, gave the Lancers
a 17-3 lead early in the second
quarter.

·.··

Dave Janisse puts a little pressure on an opponent

two converted rouchtlowns by
quarterback 1..in MackcnLic, who
ran over the goal line 011 short
yardage situations on both occasions.
The key weapons !hat
Lauricr employed were their
strong option offense, and all-st.1r
running hack Andy Cecchini,
who gained a phenomen ..il 221
yards on only 28 carries.
Windsor were stymied 111
their efforts 10 defend the option,
and their problems were compoun<lcd when veteran derensive
end, Randy Colwell, was unable
to play wirh an injured wrist.
"We missed Randy Cohvell,"
said Musselman. "We mi,,cd hi,;
experience and his quickness. anti
we didn'r really have the size up
front to be able to deal with whJl
they (Lauricr) were doing without
having the versatility that Randy
gives us."

On the other side of the ball,
the Golden llawks' imprcs,ivc
team of linemen anti linebackc.:rs
(the front seven) completely shut
down the Lancers' run attack,
though Windsor did not attempt
to establish a ground game in the
early going.
In fact, Windsor was running
backward by halftime with -2
yards in rushing. When the g..ime
ended, the Lancers were credited
with a pathetic 26 yanls.
~1usselman was purposely
blunt rollowing rhe game, explaining his loss by saying, "We
couldn't move the hall, anJ we
couldn't stop them (Laurier)!"
While the Gol<lcn \lawks
\Vere a lor1111J.ihk: opponenl, the
Lancer.'>' post-game depre,sion
\\US well \\arranled considering
their continuing inahiliry lo score
when !hey really lwve lo.
St.1t1sticall}, Windsor h;1J

Lance Photo by Taraz Kovaliv

222 y.1rds in total ol kn..,c. 'I :11.zman completed 8 ol'24 passes lor
197 yar<ls, with 3 intcrcepw11is.
The Lancers· second quarterback, Joe Capriotti, co111plc1etl 2
of 5 passes for 49 } ar<ls, with one
interception, alkr coming into the
game !ale, in an attempt lo spark
his team.
Brad Lupsun was the
Lancers' leading tackler for the
second week in a row, with 15.
Mike O'Neil follnwed Lupsun
with 13 tad.I es, an<l !Jan Zagur<lo
rei:ortled 11.
The Lancers must now battle
both the Western Mustangs anti
their holier-than-thou image.
Winu'\\H will l;11;e lhc tl.lust.111g'\
this Saturd:1y, in Lu11tlo11, \\ ilh the
kickoff :.it 2 p.m.
The game \\ ill be televised
live on CIICII TV (Cable 25 111
Windsor).

Lancers win two, drop to ninth in nation !?

--ffi

by Paul ~fay ne

hen one goes.to \.var.
one expects live ammunition to be used.
I
Last weekend lhc
L1nccr men's soccer •c.im "ent into hallh: onh Ill
find that their opponents ,~ere
shm,ting blank .... Windsm came
awav w11h a clean s\\Cep 1>f !he
l\Cckend 1,,cr R,ersnn and McMa,ter. Final sen.re,\\ en: 5-ll and
2-0, rc-..pe1:t1vcl).
1hl.'sc ictorie-..
give the
l..incer, clcvl'll po1nh ~on the
season, good enouch for a lirsl
f)IJce lie with rhc Western Mu ... langs.

v

m,,,

S,11urday· .... game againsl
R)crson \\ias filled with many
scoring opportunities in !he first
half. v. h1ch Wi ntlsor did not capi lalizc on.
"We had a difficult first half."
Coach Pat McNelis said. "We hit
lhc crossbar twice an<l also the
posr twice.
"It we had got those first
couple of goals in. we could have
run the score to double fi~urcs,"
he added.
Windsor scored their first five
goals in the second half. l arrv
~hire and Pete Roscoe cac h
0

had two, while Larry Palazzi tallied his first goal of the year.
McMasterwas the ncxl victim
for lhc Lancers a.., they square<l off
on Sunday. The sunny weather.
along with rhc Lancers· winning
ways .•11tracted a fair LTO\HI t11
Sourh Camrus Stadium. l"he fans
were not d1-..aproin1ctl a-.. the l..1ncers \\ cnt on t11 .1 2-11, ictor). their
fifth\\ in in -..ewn g,1mcs !his year.
Win<l-..or's first goal c.1mc on
a corner kick fn1m Scotty ~hcppard. I lc n:ntrcd ii beautifully ,1nJ
an unkml\\11 l.anl.·er pla)Cr \,,1,
ri••ht there to knnck it 111 Im his
=...ernnd goal l>I' rhc year.
"\Vl.··, e \\ orkcd on t h l',pccifil' pla, in our pr.icticcs,"
~tcNcli, ,aid. "It l'in,tll) paid nlf
\\ 1th a coal."
La;H·er Scotty Sheppard
scored hi, fip,l gnal of the ) car to
civc W111<lsor a 2-tl lead. Shep;ard hHlk a great pass from D.111nv
Pelland anti be.11 the Marauder

second shutout in as many davs.
Despite the quality play hy
Windsor the game was dela) ed
many lime'> b) the rclerec who
seemed to he Ir) ing tn control the
game l<Hl much. \\ ind,or \\ a,
given three ycllcm card-... The 11tlki.11 ing did 11111 go mer 1011 \\ ell
with the players and rhc Cr<l\\ <l.
McNcli.., \\a, not ton plca,cd \\ i1h
the calh either.
"If .1 pl.1)Cr g1·t:-. lhr1·c yclhl\\
c:1rJ.., during the )Car. he mi-.,c,
the ne,1 carm·." he :s:11J. "Some of
1i.ir pl,t):.rs .dread) h.1ve (\\ 11."
~lu-..t 11f1he ofl'il.·iah \\ lwJo lhc,l'
-1!:JITI<'s .ire u-.cd to do111g g.1mc,
\\ here , el11m card, arc onl)
~·otn11<·d 1-.ir thJl one !!,1rnc then
era-.c<l. Thi-. rule could hurt ,1 ll'Jlll
\\ hi·n it come, pl.I\ oil 11111c " :\ k
r-;clis hope, that tlw, ruk \\ I II I1 c
.
loc>kl'd JI agarn.
As frn t tll' I.anccr-.. "'1 l.·N 1:•Ir " is
· team
.. ,, p 1:·rf1>rhaJlP\ \\ ll h h as

· .

111 111cc

thu-. lar
' "It's a p1c.1-.anl ,urpn,c
· , tlI b.c.:
·., .. 1 ,
plu r lf
in first." he ...a1u. ls a
" l

goalkcepc.:r.
Windsor goalkeeper Dave
Hodgson made a tremendous sa,'.e the team.
,
t t1·1 ·1111
"lthink\\Crcseal)
late in the first half to keep hrs
r,, inc wit h cac h game .11 id
shutout alive. McMa,tcr wa, kept P <
~
• r·nu ·
con I c.:
the scorebo:,rtl in !he second that's wh.11 \\ e . \\ ant. to""'
\\·rnt
<l )·I 11 ," r,.kNc Irs ::.a1 0 . n-0. •
half hv good defensive plays and
l g.
.. k 1.
for' the
. .
h
to be Ill pea
orm
more superb goalkeeping )
,,
·d
phis
nla,offs.
Hodgson. w h o rac k·e u_
~

;)ff

The Lancers will conlinue on
rhcir road to the playoffs h)
tra\'clling this \\Cekentl to play
Gudph and Lauricr. on Saturday
anti Sund a) respect I\ cl~.
Wind,or has beaten holh thc.!,e
tc.!,1111, cJrl it r in the -..cJson. G.ime
11mc for "t•lh contu,ts will he at I
p.m.

Garrett, Cress imp,·ess
h} St11a11m Ngui

Competrnc ,It the Mon,m:h
Ill\ 11,1tion,II :\1ac111nh C11llcge

( ros-.. Cnunlr) Med on Fr1d,1)
September 21J1h. lhc lJni\ ersity of
\\ rnd,or's C'ro,, ( ounln team
t n1 .. hcd on top lkauliful \\ cathcr
anJ a rclatncl\ llat course
.
•
.
prm• 1deJ !he Lanl·crs w 1th the
pcrlcl.'I
b.K·ktlrop for some cxcd••
lent f1111shcs.
Lancer• John Cress bcltcrcd.
not onh h1, team mares, hut the
"..
. •
.
rest ol Im, compcl1t1on as \\ ell 111
. - -1
11 fi · h .,
!he men , .:i-m1
. e run.- c 1111s cu
fir,t \\ 11h a time of2.::dJ.

I

t

Don:,y Wra) finished third
, • ,•
•
• • •
tenth.
anti Stc\e r-.turr) plc1ccd
.
,
The accumulated po1111 totals ul
.
,
..
.
Wmtlsors1opt1vcfimshersga,c

the Lancer, enough pornts to
place <,ccond out of nine teams.
The fir,t plJCC re.am. l anstng
Commun it} College,\\ on onl) hy
nne point.
The \\omen· s team v. a, just
as <,ucccs-..ful. C'r)stal Garrett
easily "on the 5 km race \\ ith a
rime of lS:19. thirty seconds
ahead of the second pl,1cc
finisher.
Lisa Hartlcib finished ,i,th
and Jackie Mc\'it1ic grabbed the
elcvenlh spot. Thew omen's team
,, on the team title hy a margin of
11 points. as the lop five finishers
accumulated 36 poinrs.
In two weeks the team 1s off
to Bloomington. Indiana lo compete on Saturday October 14th .

·==========~d~~~===========::'.!
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Golfers third in setnis

Essex Golf Club on Oct. 10 & 11.
Windsor coach Tim Mcigh winds and Cutcheon said the high scores of
super-slick greens the tournament were a result of
turned the Lookout extremely tough playing condiPoint Golf Club into tions and a very demanding
1
a
veritable course.
"Some guys were taking a
nightmare for university teams
this past Sept. 29 and 30.
three-foot putt (on the 18th hole)
This was the scene in Foothill and the wind kept knocking it off
during the OUAA semi-finals in the edge of the green," Mcwhich the University of Windsor Cutcheon said. "The 18th green is
also fairly graded, and this wasn't
participated.
Laurier came away with top the only green that was like this."
McCutcheon ·s Lancers were
honours, with a two-day total of
654. Guelph was second, shoot- fourth in the standings after the
ing 662 and Windsor was locked first day of competition.
Tim McCullough and Bill
into a three-way tie for third with
a two-day accumulated score of Scagris, who were originally on
the second team. led the way for
667.
Last year's OUAA champion the Lancers shooting two round
U. of Toronto with Brock and scores of 160 and 167 rcspectivcWindsor shared the third place 1y.
McCutcheon was pleased
position. The third place finish
with
their play. "Tim and Bill arc
earned the Lancers a spot in the
OUAA finals to be held .at the good additions to the team."
by Mike Beach

HJ

Chm Karpala shot 170. Paul
O'Marra a 172 and Steve Makra
had a two-day total of 175.
McCutcheon instructed his
players to go out during the
second round and concentrate on
their games and not on what place
they were in, or how anyone else
was doing. The team was inspired, and they put t9gether a
strong second round, which
earned them a spot in the finals.
Hosting the OUAA finals
this years is the Essex Golf and
Country Club. Essex hosted the
Canadian Open in 1976. This particular club is reputed to be one of
the finest courses in the country.
It has a 72.5 pro rating and a par
of 72. The five teams in the finals.
Windsor, Toronto, Guelph,
Laurier and Brock will tee off on
Tuesday. Oct. I 0th at 11 :00 a.m.
The second round will commence
the next day at 9:00 a.m.

campus rec
hy :\tall Jonts
On Thursday. September
28, thirty-five golfers participated at Roseland Golf
Course for the annual Campus
Recreation Golf tournament.
In the women's competition. the 9-hole low gross winner was Kelly Dame. with a 59.
The most honest golfer award
was given to Janet Morrow.
Brent Weh-,ter ran away
with the men's 18-holc low

gross prize. with a very respectable score of 81. The men· s 9hole competition was tight, as
Jeff Jones won by a narrow onestroke margin with a 41. Dave
Oldnall was more than happy to
take home the sought-after mosthonest golfer award.
The net scores were calculated using a Modified Callaway

System. The ladies and men's
low-net winners were Mary
Beth Wilbur and Joe Cohoon.

mmm~
2 5 3-4232
Ext. 2456

Women only manage tie
Caldwell stated that the Lan.
cers were in no danger of losing
he Women's Soccer the match, but added that his team
Lancers
only played at Guelph's level instead
managed a tic on of their own.
On Sunday, the Lancers were
their road trip to
Guelph and Laurier shut out. 4-0, hy the Laurier Golden Hawks.
over the weekend.
The score was 2-0 until the
In Saturday' s game, the Lancers played to a L- I draw against last few minutes of the game
Guelph. Windsor's opponents when the team, as Caldwell put it.
jumped out to an early 1-0 lead in "ran out of energy."
Caldwell said that the Golthe first minutes of the half. The
score remained that way until five den Hawks bcnefitted from not
minute were left in the half. when having to play Saturday and that
Katherine Devlaeminck tied up injuries to Suzanne lscppi and
Oevlaeminck forced a change in
the score.
In the second half neither the Lancers' mid- field attack.
Caldwell felt that two points
team scored, although the Lancers
had numerous scoring oppor- from the road trip would have
been acceptable. but the end result
tunities.
Lancer head coach, Gord was disappointing. Caldwell
Caldwell, said that the Lancers hopes that his team will be heal"didn't play all that badly, but thy when they face Weste.rn on
they did not play as good as they October 4th at home.
The Lancers will sec action
did against Brock" (their only win
on
October
11 at 4:00 p.m. at the
this season). Caldwell called
Guelph a chippy team, as the play St. Denis Centre as they play St.
was physical throughout the Clair College in an exhibition
match.
match.

by Jim Parry

TJ

Football
Qt; .\ \ LE,.\ Gl'E

p
w L T
F
A
x-Guclph
4
0 0
97
46
6
Western
144
3 J 0
36
6
l ·rnricr
1 0
3
78 54
6
\'.'11:dsor
2
2
0
61
4
61
To10ni,'
2
2
71
4
0
75
:-.1c:,..1a,ter
I
3 0
40 121
2
\\"aterloo
I
3 0
2
70 97
York
4 0
0
37 126
0
x-Guelph forfeited its two points for its 36-19 win o,·er York or
Sept. 9 because of the use of an unn:gistercd player; the win anc
los'> plus all team and indi, idual records will stand.
Satu rda: Resu Its
Lauricr 26 \\ ind~or J7
\Vaterloo 32 York 9
Guelph 20 McMaster 3
Thursd:n Games
York at Toronto, 7:30 p.m.
·
Gudph at Laurier, 7:30 p.m.
0-QIK LEAGUE
Saturday Re~ults
Concordia 27 McGill 7
Bishop ·s 51 Carleton 6
Queen's 28 Ottawa 24

Soccer
OCA-\ LE:\GtE

Western Oi,ision
\\
L T

\Vindsor
Western
Lauricr
McMaster
Waterloo
Brock
Rvcrson
G~elph

5
4
2
2
I

I
0
I

I

3
2
2

I

4

0

3

I

3
2
2
2
2

F

A

p

15
13
12
7

5
7
10

II
11
6
6

6
11

4
4

21

3

6

5
8
2

3

5

Sunday Results
\\ indsor 2 '.\1c'.\Iaster O
Western 5 Ryerson 0
Saturda) Results
Windsor S Ryerson O
Western 2 McMaster o
Wedncsda, Game
Western at Windsor, 4 p.m.
-

Windsor I Guelph I
Laurier 4 Windsor O

OWl\,\ LEAGL'E
Saturday Re~ult

Sunday Result

L
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rmmmph (*munch * munch
• munch*) mgrmrfph (*gulp*)!
Excuse me. Please give me a moment to pick some of these crow
feathers out of my teeth.
Yes, sports fans. it is time for
yours truly to swallow son:ie pride
(those who know _me will consider this an amazing feat), and
acknowledge the terrific performance of basehall 's Toronto Blue
Jays. the recently cru_w_n_e<l
American League East D1v1s1on
champions.
As some of you may remember, last year, in the LANCE
sports sections' baseba 11 prognostication, I predicted the Jays to

mis t ir m their division.
Worst of all, I added insult
to injury by selecting the Detroit
Tigers to finish ahead of them in
second place, behind the Milwawkec Brewers.
Thankfully, I never place
any money on my predictions because guys like me tend to make
Las Vegas bookies drool with
delight.

monly refer to as 'payback'.
Let's all play hit the sports editor
with the tomato. The only rule to
this game is that you have to line
up. I have a couple of friends
ahead of you.
I am sorry that I maligned
some of you fans out there.
though I have honestly believed
for a long time that Toronto is the
most talented team in the division,
That was not all. I also and that they would <lo well if they
devoted an entire article to could stop squabbling long
reasons why I hate the Blue Jays; enough to play in harmony.
in an attempt to poke some fun at
This season. with the insersome of the organizations· quirks. t ion of Cito Gaston as their
For all this, I have set myself manager. the Blue Jays have
up for what sports loyalists com- come close to discovering how

vere

Joi.

the

amc
ut it,

}olnot
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and
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Lancer Football vs. Laurier
Unh·ersity of \Yindsor ,·s. \\'ilfrid Laurier
University Statistical Summary
Wlu
Wnd
17
13
First downs
Yards rushing
288
26
Yards passing
57
246
Net offense
336
222
Passes made-tried
4-1 I
I 0-29
Interceptions by
4
I
Punts-average
9-40
10-29.6
Fumbles-lost
3-3
0-0
Pcnallies-vards
6-67
6-55
Net offe~sc is yards passing. plus yards rushing, minus
team losses SU{.;h as yards lost on broken plays.
Individual
Rushing: Wlu-Cccchini 28-22 1. Jankovic 8-27, MacKenzie
13-40; Wnd-Nethcrsole 8-22. Strong 1-2, Szalay 5-8,
Tazzman 5--9, Robson 1-3
Receiving: Wlu-Chin 1-18, Fisher 1-4, Reid 1-15, Jankovic
1-3: Wnd-Sadai 3-129, Mcindoe 1-13, Pugh 3-44, Thomas
2-34. Nethersolc 1-26
.
Passing: Wlu-MacKcnzinc 4-11. 57 yds.. 0 TD, I intercept;
Tazzman 8-24. 197 yd!'i.. 2TD. 3 intercept, Capriotti 2-5,
49 vds., 0 TD. I intercept
•

Scorinf. Summary

First Quarter
Wlu-FG Brownrigg 38 yards 11: 16
Wnd-TD Sadai 80 yard pass 12:09
Wnd-Convert Vanderhoeven 12:09
Second Quarter
Wnd-FG Vandcrhocvcn 34 yards 0: 14
Wnd-TD Sadai 42 yard pass 1:16
Wnd-Convert Vandcrhoevcn I: 16
Wlu-Single Brownrigg (missed FG) 4:02
Wlu-TD MacKenzie 3 yard run 7:48
Wlu-Convert Brownrigg 7:48
Wlu-Safety (snap went over punter·s head) 12: 11
Third Quarter
Wlu-FG Brownrigg 32 yards 12: 19
Fourth Quarter
Wlu-FG Brownrigg 22 yards I :45
Wlu-TD MacKenzie I yard run 9:50
Wlu-Convert Brownrigg 9:50

Coming Soon. ..

good they are. They will discover
their true potential if they should
win the World Series.
Now that Toronto has won
the division, I suppose that I
should admit that I have changed
my mind about them. Nah, I still
hate them, but I guess that is because of my love for the Tigers.
I'll admit that I deserve to
have something horrid poured all
over me for having the audacity to
pick the Tigers to finish second,
but hey, I watched those clowns
all season, isn't that punishment
enough?
I extend my happiness to the
Blue Jays' fans, who have

deserved better in years past. an
I hope the team can finally shake
their label as "chokers".
My prediction? I predict
that the team that wins four
playoff games will win the
American League pennant. Thal
team will either be the Oakland
Athletics or the Toronto Blue
Jays.
After all. once you have
tickled your palate with crow. you
become extremely careful about
what comes out of your mouth for
fear of what you may have to
swallow later.

Volleyballers optimistic
hy John Marentette

[rJ

he Univ.!rsity of
Windsor's men's
volleyball team is
coming off another
dismal year, having
finished with the league's worst
record of 0-12. Coach Lynda
Leckie insists that last season ·s
record was an improvement. "We
won more individual games (not
matches) than the year before so
we arc getting better." (For the
Lancers, that's a start.)
If you're looking for a "new
look" in the Lancer team this
season, you've got on. Of the 16
players, only 3 are returning from
last year: veterans Tim Cowl,
Greg Konrad and Geoff Kempe.
Leckie is very impressed with her
9S ~c~of c

rookies Jucfe ~ ud Ma

Dueben.
While it may take other teams
in the league the entire 12-game
schedule to rate their chances for
a title, the Lancers need only

focus on their first two contests.
Perhaps their biggest test will
be when they open the season on
October 27th on the road against
last year"s division winner, McMaster. When the Lancers return
home. rival Western will test their
savvy. Don't count the Lancers
out, says Leckie. Win or lose, they
should make a statement to the
rest of the league.
"McMaster and W.:stcrn
handled us quite well last year,"
she says. "but that won't happen
this year. We should surprise a lot
of universities with the amount of
talent we have this year, and the
depth of our bench."
To say we expect the volleyball team to bring home a
championship this year would be
wishful thinking. In one of the
lea •uc ·::. lou •her lli\ isions, wins
nrust

w~ -

Leckie would be vel}'. satisfied
with just making the playoffs. 1be
question. however. is not whether
or not the Lance~ will improve.
but rather by how much.

Pasta. Pasta
Every Day Special!!
All You Can Eat Pasta!!!

Johnny's Roadhouse

ONLY
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These players
don't drink
,,,,,,,,.__'
Canadian.

Which of
these players
drink Molson
Canadian?

MASON

11!
g

\

2

MARKS /
\

12

l~]~,,11]@Uil!1Ji:L]!I Identify the football
jerseys in the third row belonging to players
who enjoy the clean cold taste of Molson
Canadian. Explain )'our reasoning.
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Tsilfidis case finished
hy Arthur Gosselin

and $2.400 to Woghircn. Council
bylaws require that expenses of
that amount be cleared by the
council.

hc Students' A<lm in isl ration
Council's two-year
Williams, who had been
battle with former elected SAC president for the
president Jon Carlos 1987/88 year, resigned at the
Tsilfidis lo retrieve $9,000 is August 8 meeting because of the
over.
bonus scandal. He has repaid the
Tsilfidis , who currently bonus money since then, but still
resides in Ottawa and works as an owes SAC $4,000 in authorized
assistant to a liberal MP, and SAC pay advances.
reached an out-of-court settleSAC has allaincd a court
ment on September 29. The case judgement against Williams statwould have gone to court October ing that he owes the money to
4.
SAC. Williams, who live and
The settlement was for works in Detroit, underwent a
$6,500, which the former student court-supervised debtor examinacouncil president was required to tion of his assets.
place in a trust account under the
There was nothing there to
management of the law firm garnish (wages) or to use as payMuso Deluca by 3 p.m. Septem- ment of debt, Phillips stated.
ber 29. or face a court action.
Cromwell, who gave tesSAC's lawyer Doug Phillips, who timony to a committee investigatworks for Muso Deluca, said the ing the bonus scandal, made an
payment "finishes" the legal agreement to pay back the bonus.
wrangling with Tsilfidis.
He still lives in Windsor and is in
SAC decided to sue Tsilfidis the process of making payments
after a special meeting on August on the dehl.
8, 1987 where an auditor's report
Phillips said he doesn·1 know
oftheCouncil's 1986/87 finances why Tsilfidis settled, but the
showed $40,000 was unac- Windsor Star quoted T:-;ilfidis as
counted for. Over $9.000, indud- saying: "I settled because after a
inga $4,000 bonus and a $550 trip while it became financially more
lo a Liberal Party conference wise to setllc as opposed to carry- r:,.s \(.' l'n:,idt>nl .John C.11-fo, l\ifildi,
were expenses attributed to Tsil- ing on lhe ballk."
fidis.
A court case could have cost
Tsilfidis (then president). vice him $10,000 in legal Ices.
president finance Cromwell
SACforitspartalsowishedto
Woghiren and vice president ad- regain the money without 1hc high
minislralion Kevin Williams met cost of a court case unless it was by Cacri Bcrlrand-Crum p
the day before leaving office on necessary.
reek
life
has
I
April 29, 1987 to give away
Vice president Mike Akpata
Students'
Ad$17.000 in honuses to council ex- said SAC decided to offer to selministrative
Council's (SAC)
cculives an<.l staff, including tic out of court for $6,500 (eiihcr
$4,(k)O to
by certified check or cash} beseal of approval.
At
Wednes<.lay's
S.A.C. Club
Tsilfidis, $1,000 to Williams,
Ratification Meeting council
rejected a motion by the Student
Law Society (S.L.S.) to discuss
taking fra1crn1ties oft the club
roster.
Earlier Wednesday the S.L.S.
The University of Windsor Texaco fuels in Cana<.la arc proud
Will he recc ·,v·ing a conln·11ut1on
· o f to be involved in the communities had passed an unanimous motion
$2S,O{J() from Texaco Canada Inc. in which they operate. Fun<ling stating the society docs not recogover lhe next three years.
Canad ian charitable and com- nize the right of fraternities an<l
The contribution will be munity organizations is just one sororities to be accredited clubs.
presented in lhree instalments, example of that involvement. S.L.S. President Rosemary Klein
and will h ring
·
the University's Education, specifically univer- then brought the issue to SAC.
s,..,...8 m1·11·10n capital
.
The motion said the clubs do
campaign, sities, has always been high on
not
meet the requirements set out
ln\CM111n,., 1' n I .c,tl
,, IersI.
110, total past
our priority list."
in
SAC's
hy-laws and Club Handlhc$15 million mark .
!lay a<.ldcd, "Excellence is
D, Urian llay, chairman of the something we strive for every book, which state ratified clubs
must be open lo all members of
dnnat
.
. ions· comm11tce
at McColl- <lay, and we believe the Univerthe stu<.lent body who pay SAC
hontcnac Inc. (formerly
.
Texaco sity of Windsor's capital cam·
Canad·a I nc.) explained "the
fees. Ratification entitles clubs
paign is a positive step in
ilc · .
to SAC en<lorsement an<.l funding.
~ o l c s a lcrs of maintaining that excellence.''
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SAC approves/rats

Oil Co. helps school

According to S.L.S., the con- cordancc with their national constitutions of Theta Tau, Pi stitution and SAC by-laws. They
Lambda Phi, and Phi Sigma realized they wcren ·1 up lo the
Sigma <.liscriminale on the basis of handbook specifications," she
sex and academic standing. The said. According to Tripp, the
fourth Greek Club on campus, fraternities amended their manDelta Chi, did not apply for <.late to allow women to join.
However, Samantha Peeris, a
ratification.
SAC Law rep Ernest Guicste first year Law student who fi rst
added the clubs clearly restrict proposed the motion, said when
membership by voting in can- she approached the frats she was
told they don't initiate women.
didates.
"It's obvious that members of
"We have three organizations
student council don't want to sec
111 total conflict with the by-laws,
and we as council should not fund their mistakes. These arc
organizations if they don't abide. politicians that are not accountable to the by-laws they uphold,"
It's very simple," he said.
Lisa Tripp, SAC VP Univer- Pceris said. "Not one executive
sity Affairs, told the law reps the stood up and said, hey, did we
constitulions they had were from make a mistake'? They just kept
lasl year and arc now outdated, al- saying, well, Lisa Tripp read it,
though Tripp supplied them to the so... well, 20 law students read it
group. Tripp wrote lhis year's and voted it a violation of policy."
Club Handbook, and is an alum"I recommended that all of the
nus of Phi Sigma Sigma.
"The sorority has this year 41 clubs be ratified because I fell
changed their constitution in acContinued on page 9

Oct 13 -- Alistair McLeod and Paul Vasey will read
their latest works in the Bookroom at the Courtyard
at Mackenzie Hall. 7:30 p.m.
Oct 19 -- Eric Cameron -- Sculptor and Head of Fine
Arts at U of Calgary will speak. 7:30 p.m. at the Lebel
Building, U of W.
Oct 24 -- Adalasteinn lngolfsson will discuss "Recent
Developments in Icelandic Art". 2:30 p.m. in the
School of Visual Arts, U of W.
Oct 24-26 -- "Exhibition of Prints and Drawings by
Icelandic Artists" at the School of Visual Arts, U of W.
Oct 25 -- Illustrator/Writer Michele Lemieux will
describe her works and the art of illustrating books.
7:30 p.m. at the Main Library.
Oct 26 --Adalsteinn lngolfsson will discuss "Contemporary and Icelandic Art·. 7:30 p.m. at the Art Gallery
of Windsor.
Oct 27 -- Marty Gervais and Peter Stevens will be at
the Bookroom at the Court, in Mackenzie Hall, 7:30
p.m.

communication program. 3:30 p.m. in the Recital Hall. ] ?ct~ 7 & 21 _-- The C~nadi~n Mental Health Associa.
For more information call 253-4232, ex 2780.
tlOn ,_s offering an orientation and volunteer traini~
session. 7-9:30 p.m. on the 17th & 9:30 a.m.-4 Pm
Oct 18 -- The Windsor Symphony Orchestra Baroque . on the 21st. For applications and information ca112ss.
Series at Mackenzie Hall Court Auditorium, at 8 p.m. , 7440.
Prelude one hour prior. Call 255-6700.
Oct 17 -- Prenatal Clinic Day, U of W School of Nursing
and the May Court Club present a day of inforrna.
Oct 20-22, 27-29 -- Theatre Alive!'s "Little Shop of
tion.
For information and registration call 253-4232
Horrors" begins 8 p.m. except on the 22nd and 29th
ext
2258.
$1 for snack. Held at the U of W Vanier Ha
when it starts at 2 p.m. For tickets call 256-2040.
student lounge.
Oct 20 -- An Evening of Cabaret Entertainment,
featuring The Fabulous Sirs. Presented by the Aids Oct 17 -- Michael Mandel, professor of law will spea.
Committee of Windsor and the A.G.W. in the A.G.W. on "The Charter of Rights: A Critical View". 1 p.m. 111
restaurant. Tickets available at 258-7115 and 973- the Moot Court of the Faculty of Law.

0222.
Oct 20 -- "Irving Berlin -- the Second Century". The U
of W School of Music presents baritone Cary Gable
and other guests in this musical tribute. 8 p.m. in the
Moot Court, U of W. Tickets $5 to $8, available at the
School of Music. For more information call 253-4232,
ext 2780.
Oct 22--AGW presents "Jazz Concert: Touche Ross
Jazz '90", by the Detroit Jazz Leaders Quintet. 2:30
p.m. in the Chrysler Auditorium.

ETC
Oct 28 -- Illustrator Workshop -- A panel discussion
on book illustration will be held. 10 a.m.-4:30 p.m. at
the main library. For more information call 255-6763.
Oct 30-Dec 6 -- Learn Relief Printing with the Windsor
Printmakers Forum. Mon/Wed at 9 a.m.-noon or 7
p.m.-10 p.m. Cost $75. Please call 253-9493.

MUSIC/THEATRE
Oct 13 & 14 -- The Windsor Symphony Orchestra
Pops Concert Series opens with Classic Buskers. 8
p.m. in the Cleary Auditorium. For tickets call 2526579.
Oct 18 -- U of W School of Music presents Ezra
Schabas lecturing about musical performances and

Oct 12 -- The International Brotherhood of Magicians
Open House. 7 p.m. at the Knights of Columbus Hall.
For more information call 966-0964.
Oct 12 -- Nov 9 -- The Heart and Stroke Foundation
is offering "The Heart Smart Cooking Program".
Thursdays at 7 p.m. at Kennedy Collegiate. Cost $50.
Call 254-4345.
Oct 13 -- The Heart and Stroke Foundation presents
"Cardiovascular Patient Teaching: What you Need to
Know." Cost $50, call 254-4345.
Oct 14 -- Christmas Bazaar -- by the Windsor and
Area Labour Retirees Centre. 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the
Local 195 CAW Hall. 1214 Ottawa St., third floor.

Oct 17 -- A fundraising dinner with Donny Lalonde
Starts 6:30 p.m. in the Cleary Auditorium, Skyline
Room West. $35 per person. For more informatiocall 256-1418.
Oct 19 -- A film night featuring:
the Main Library, 7 p.m.

Oct 19 -- The Legal Issues Committee of the C.A.C
will hold a workshop/seminar -- "lnterviewins
Children". 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. at the Holiday Inn.

Oct 18 -- The Faculty of Education and the AcademK
Advisory Centre present an Information Session
5:30 p.m. in 1120 Erie Hall.
Oct 18 -- The Navigators present "Love More Thani
Feeling", a discussion at Vanier Hall Oakroom, 63(
p.m.
Oct 19 -- "Thinking about the Sixties: The Found1~
of the Internationalists". Organized by the Marxist
Leninist Study Group. 4:30 p.m. in the SAC Club QI
fice.
Oct 20 -- Ronald Luciano, director of the Canadia·
Institute for the Prevention of Child Abuse will acdress the Child Abuse Council's annual meeting.·
p.m. to 9 p.m., McPherson Alumni Lounge, U ofW
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Rights talk from the left
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by Tracey Wood

In this issue, I'm introducing
what I hope to be a regular column
in the Lance. As Human Rights
Coordinator, I will be alternating
with Pat Papadcas (the Women's
Commissioner) to discuss issues
that Windsor (and all) students
should be aware of. Over the
course of the year we will tackle
a diversified range of topics.
Today I'd like to focus on racism
in Canada.
The 1960s heralded an exciting era where movements for social change seemed to take root in
Canada (and across North
America). The concept of the cul-
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to feel they are permanently
slotted as second-class citizens.
Canada, even in the years
since the sixties, has an appalling
history of racist violence. In 1976,
an Asian from Tanzania had his
legs mangled after two young
whites pushed him onto a subway

platform. In Toronto, 1979, police
shot and killed an unarmed black
man, Albert Johnson. Recently
the police shooting of Michael
Wade Lauson, also black, in the
back of the head, raises questions
about society's and by extension,
the police's attitudes concerning
race.
These blatant, violent forms

ofracismarenotprejudice·sonly
face. It often takes a subtler form.
In 1981, the Toronto Sun reported
a form of discrimination taking
place in Toronto with regard to
rental practices. A white and an
Asian reporter were sent to find

education system either tends to
ignore that racism exi'>ts or may
even act to "alter" historical
events so the racist clements arc
obscured.
So, why do people become
racists? Psychologi-.tssay it could
apartments. Other than colour, be because of: a) a fear of the unthey were both very similar. The familiar; h) a desire to raise one's
Asian was often refused access to own group by discriminating
accommodation whereas the against another: and/or c) it can
white was not. Those requests oc- also be used as a political weapon,
curred within minutes of each as in Hitler's exploits. But
other. In 1981 ! In Toronto!
generally, ignorance of different
This listing of recent expeople leads to racist assumpamples of racism j-, hy no means
tions. Whatever the reasons, we
extensive hut only intended to
must each examine our own
give an insight into the continuing
preconceived notions -- those
forms of prejudice '>till existing in
general attitudes we hold about a
our society. Furthermore, our
group of people. Any time we

make sweeping generalizations,
we arc behaving as racisl'i .
In the aftermath of the sixties,
it became obvious that a broad, intense commitment to racial
equality is difficult to sustain. But
now, at the close of the '80s, the
attack on racism seems to be again
gaining prominence. Perhaps, the
cumulative anger of Canada's
minorities can no longer be
dcnii:d. But. rhi:toric is without
substance. Each of us must take a
critical look at him- or herself and
then make a concerted commitment to equality.
The HRC is located in the
SAC office. Office hours this
term arc Tuesday 10-1, Wed. 123, Thurs. I0-1[1

Woman

tural mosaic, which would symwoman pregnant outside of mar- disciplinary measures," said
Bonner, a pre-med student.
bolize Canada's egalitarian
riagc.
Bakcr,whoaddedBonnerwasthe
was four months pregnant when
aspirations, seemed attainable.
"In the event the man was first woman to be expelled for beshe asked her dorm mother if she
B th · t·e
to
n
·
Continued on page 9
ut e six I s gave way a (CUP/CPS) A former Baylor ,.:_k..:..:n.:..:o:..:.w...:n.:.z.,...:h.:..:<:'.........:..:w.:o.::.u.:..:ld:....:..:fa:.:c:.::c....:t::.:h.:.c..:s:.=a.:..:.m:..:c_c:..:o:_rn...:..1:.:.:n£g..!p:.:.re.:.!g2.:n.:.:a::.:n::.:t.~------::--::------------~
car where the economy University student has sued the
deteriorated and a pervasive. university, claiming she was
.
.
mood of conservatism settled on forced to leave school in 1987 be;,.. \'.; ···.
the country. Programs intended to cause she was pregnant and
,.~
promote human rights tended to single.
be inadequate and under-funded.
The Dallas Civil Liberties
Human rights organizations were Union filed the lawsuit on behalf
cut and in 1983, B.C., in the name of Dawn L. Bonner. The suit says
of the economy, trashed its human campus officials didn't tell her
rights laws and administration. In ahout an "unwrillen policy" that
1984, the Special House of Com- requires unmarried, pregnant stumons Committee on Visible dents to leave the Southern BapMinorities reported that "Most tist school.
visible minorities arc not parBaylor officials deny the charlicipating fully in Canadian gcs. and say she was warned that
society. Opportunities arc being their stud~nts must ~ct in accord- ,
denied."
ancc with Baptist values.
By the early 1980s visible 1 "Few Baptists would condone sex
minorities accounted for an cs- outside marriage," said Eugene
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X
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limated 7% of Canada's popula- Baker, executive assistant to
tion and more than 50% of its Baylor President Herbert
,
annual immigration. On practical Reynolds.
~d
.....i
., .
• A
grounds alone. Canada cannot
The suit also calls the policy l.....::.~.!::::::.::::.:.:02.!lt±..~'~=-··~-!!!::......!:!!!!:::'::..··~·-~=--~•~j~=~-=--=:;;_-------=,:iiiii~mrnllii7'Jliii~r.ni;;;;r_;
allow a substantial and ever-in- discriminatory because no male
Admini,lrathe l'ounl'il (S \Cl pre,idt>nl raul llri,f.'hoi, addres,e, prote,tor, al the "Wind,or Tf.'a l'at1)" rall) la,t
creasing portion of its citizenship has been expelled for making a Sludcnt,
S:rlurday. The rally wa, to prntc,t lhc nc\t nalional i:ood, and ,cnin•, la,. l'roll',tor., indudcd \\ ind,or :\la)'or John :\lil,on
l - - - - - - - - - - - - - · ckro.
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Boycott against brewery
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Almost 600 people have ...,igned a
petition calling for a renewed han
on C'onrs produch at Concordia
Univer-.ity.
Students will vote on the
hoyco1t later this month.
Concordia student council
voted August 22 to end the threeyear hoycott of Coors beer after
hearing from a brewery representative that the company had
changed its ways.
Concordia's Women's Collective began collecting signatures
for the petition two weeks later
and presented them at the last
council meeting.
Women's Collective member
and petition organizer Marlene
"We were clearly facing a
N~ro said she was very pleased brick wall, and this was the only
With the outcome of the meeting. option we had. When you come

up against bureaucratic harriers,
you have to take the action directly to the students, and that's what

we did," she said.
The council banned Coors in
1986 because the Coors family
funds and acti\cly supporh
groups "that arc in opposition lo
thc best interests of the poor. the
elderly. students, women. \ isihlc
minmirics. lcshian'> and gay men.
and olhi:r groups on the lower
rungs of the economi<.: and social
ladJi:r." acrnrding to the council'
old policy.
The Coors family is perhaps
hc-.t kmi\\ n for co-founding and
funding the Heritage Foundation.
a U.S. right-wing think tank. The
family has abo opposed projects
as various as equal rights amendment for women. distribution of
birth control information at the
University .:,f Colorado and bottle
recycling laws.
Molson. which brews Coors in

Canada. sent regional sales
manager Hugh Bray to the August
meeting. Bray argued in favour of
the new "young and progrcssivc"
generation of the Coors family.
He said the family has changed its
ways.
"The beliefs and personal activities of Coors family mt:mbcrs
arc not monitored or directed by
the Coors company, as they
would not be for other employees
of the firm," he said.
ln a 1984 speech, William
Coors told an audience of black
business people in Denver that
blacks "lack the intellectual
capacity to succeed. One of the
best things they (slave tradcrs)did
for you is drag your ancestors
over here in chains."
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club discrimination

Contributers

Tom Pidgeon

~

At the October 12 Students·s Adm1nistrat1ve Council (SAC)
meeting 41 clubs were ratified (see SAC approves frats. page
one) Being ratified enables clubs to: request special funding
from SAC. the use of SAC's club offices. Administrative Funding (one dollar per member), as well as other privileges, such
as a club mailbox in the SAC offices. In order to become ratified
clubs have to meet certain criteria established by SAC. This
year at least three of the ratified clubs are in violation of this
criteria. These clubs are the fraternities Theta Tau and Pi
Lambda Ph,. and the sorority Phi Sigma Sigma.
These clubs possess discriminatory membership policies.
According to SAC's Club Handbook, part four, article three.
All clubs shall permit membership of all SAC activity fee-paying
undergraduate students who attend the University of Windsor. "
Theta Tau (TI) violates this article by requiring that all applicants for membership be twice approved unanimously by the
fraternity membership. They must be approved the first time in
order to become a pledge, a second time in order to become a
full member
Phi Sigma Sigma (PSS) also votes on membership. PSS,
however, votes three times, with a required maJority of 75 per
cent each time. PSS also discriminates academically, requiring a minimum ·c· average to be a member.
A suspicious reader 111ght also note article one, section
two, of PSS's constitution: The Chapter shall consist of members who are students at the University of Windsor." In other
words, although all sorority members are full time students at
the University of Windsor not all full time students may be mem-

' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - bers of the sorority.
Attentive Lance readers will remember the September 21
editorial which dealt with the three members of the Pi Lambda
Phi (PLP) fraternity holding high positions (the positions being,
president, v.p. finance, and entertainment coordinator) in SAC.
In the editorial the Lance stated that sexual discrimination is

not entrenched in PSS's constitution. PSS, however. doesn:
need to discriminate according to sex, for due to their vol".
procedures they can discriminate in any manner they wish.
they wish. As can Theta Tau.
The PLP constitution is the hardest to pin down, but sexu,
discrimination is evident. Article two of the PLP's const1tutor
states the aim of PLP is to promote: Brotherhood, and a .pe·
sonal regard towards the fraternal brotherhood, (and) its trac
lions." Article three of their constitution states that membersn:
is open to all students, "who are members of the union on ca"
pus." (one assumes that 'union' means SAC). Yet tt:
reference to fraternal brotherhood and its traditions detrac,
from article three, one wonders what the unwritten tradillonscj
the fraternal brotherhood are. Also, PLP does not describe :s
pledging procedure, the sole reference occurs in the ,«
description of the Pledge Marshall who organizes pledg,•;
events and recruits new members.
Finally, both the fraternities and Phi Sigma Sigma areloc.
chapters of national fraternities; the national constitutions ar<
membership regulations were not made available to SAC. T~
brings up a few questions: Are the membership criteria oft,·
national and local fraternities the same? Do national reguations override local regulations? These are questions wh,c
need to be answered and dealt with in the club cons11tut1ons
Clubs which cannot be joined by any member of SAC,
constituency should not be supported or acknowledged ~
SAC.
SAC v.p. university affairs Lisa Tnpp, handler of club bus
ness and the executive in charge of club ratification, sho ,
break out her constitutions and Club Handbook and start ave'
again. Perhaps with the assistance of the Student Law S0c1efy
- Scott Ingram

Eyelash Babies
I found myscl f singing. "Conjunction junction. what's
ycr fuunnnction ... work in· on phrases n' ... "
Hey!
I shook my head and looked around the cla<,s, hoping
no one heard me crooning to my tcxthook. Ru,sian cla\\:
and, we IL we were work in· on phra,es and clause, and
such. The word 'conjunction' made me hurst into ,ong.
But, thanks to a silly liulc ,ong. I knew what the heck
we were doing. I knew all about and, but, and or. becau,e
I could picture them stencilled onto little cartoon railway
cars linked to phrase trains.
What great cartoon,!
Every Saturday morning. in hctwcen Bugs Bunny and
Daffy Duck shooting themselves with guns and burrowing
to California, there were the cartoons that taught you
things.
There was Conjunction Junction. making real sentences with three little words. There was the groovy "E-lectric-iteee, Eeee-lect-ric-ity!", showing us lazy little kids
how the t.v.• lights and fridge worked. You could munch
on Froot Loops ( ever wonder why they don't spell it fruit?
Ever notice the noxious colours those little sugary, spongy circles are? No wonder everyone gets cancer... ) and listen to shrieks of "Lolly Lolly Lolly get yer adverbs

Caeri Bertrand-Crump
heerre! ... "
There was even one that <lid a decent joh of explaining
the U.S. legislative ..,r,tem. (That·.., difficult to explain to
anyone. never mind a sleepy eight year old.)
'Tm just a Bill. sittin· here on Capitol Hill. waitin' ta
he made inta a LAW." When they hold up Mi ... ter Bill at
the end and he's hccome a LAW. you cheered right along
with the cartoon cr,iwd. 'fley, that law stuff is pretty fun!'
we all thought. (heh! heh! heh!)
Who would think that the cartoons you saw when you
were a '>ugared-out eight year old would have any hearing
on your vague attempt lo ohtain a university degree?
No one, but they do.
Grammar rules arc such a ha.,ic part of your education
-- in writing e,...ay'>, reading. learning languages -- yet these
rules arc ,o un<lcrstrcssc<l in many education systems. I'm
,ure more than a few of u, have wondered ahout future perfect and prepositions, and found ourselves running to a
bookstore to find out.
The state of our non-grammar nation has become the
lasting subject of weekly newspaper columnists in The
Globe and Mail and The New York Time:;. Professors
everywhere arc bewildered by the essays they receive that
are riddled with simple errors. The Lance has been the sub-

jcct of much criticism lately, primarily for poor writingan
numerous grammatical error.., gracing our pages.
Is there anything we can <lo to stop the avalanche•
mi..,placcd modifiers and dangling participle..,?

You het!
If hasic English ,kill\ puhlication, ""ere maue mJn
datory reading in all University cour\es involving \Hilln,
essays, we could all hoost our mark, u11d save the hhK-~
pre,sure of our professors. Little hible..,, like /'n1rm
f~ngfolt llandhookfor Canadian\ hy F.C. Watkin'>. an:in·
expcn..,ive (thankfully!) and ,pell it all out -- from conuni
noun, to exactly how to type a bibliography. (God kni 1~'
how many of us have lost marks on hihliographic~ w,
slapped together incorrectly at 2 a.m. ! )
What ahout today·, M1gar-filled eight year old, sr,:od·
ing hi, Saturday in his PJ's on the couch? Instead ol GI
Joe and Muppet Babies (long commercials for rnindk''
products), how ahout a few more Conjunction Juncll11 '
and maybe some spots about subjects and predicates'!
Then when we're all professors (heh! heh!) or C\ci
newspaper readers, we won ·1 get so discouraged with ih,
language of the next generation.
(And we'd all get some new songs to sing.)()

--

Seventy steps to a cleaner planet·
Source: The Capilano Courier

[SJ

College, Ste Anne de
Bellevue, Que., H9C I CO

EVENTY WAYS TO
SA VE THE ENVIRONMENT.
Here are some of the things
you can do to clean up your

act for a better world:
I. Buy organically grown produce.
2. Keep a compost pile.
3. Hold a garage sale to recycle old posses-
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4. Give old clothes to charity.
5. Return coat hangers to t~e cleaners.
6. Recycle paper, bottles and cans.
7. Urge your local council to start or expand
recycling programs
for garbage.
8. Don't buy over-packaged foods.
9. Tell your supermarket manager you
won't buy over-packaged
products and write a chain with the same
message.
10. Use cloth, not disposable, diapers.
l I. Take paper or plastic bags to the supermarket for your
groceril!s.
12. Use unleaded gasoline.
13. Use a timer or programmable thermostat on your furnace, so
the heat can be turned down during the day
or night.
14. Take fewer, cooler and shorter baths or
showers.
15. Use companion planting in your g arden, rather than pesticides. For more information, write to the Ecological
Agriculture Project, Box 191, Macdonald

for lunch.

mineral or vegetable oil.
59. Make an all purpose cleaner with 100
millilitres of ammonia,
HX) ml white vinegar, 50 ml baking soda
and two Iitres of water.
60. Buy eggs in cardboard cartons and
recycle them for childrens crafts.
61. Double check labels on spray cans to
ensure they don't contain ozone-destroying CFCs in the propellent.
62. Stoop and scoop your pet and flush
droppings down the toilet.
63. Seal home doors and windows.
64. Use every drop of paint, shoe polish.
and toxic cleaner to ensure the stuff doesn't
wind up in the dump; or pour paint remnants into one can, clean the other cans and
send them off for recycling.
65. Ensure your home is well insulated.
66. Choose your house plants, such ac; the
spider plant, which absorb airborne toxins.

37. Replace loose seals and faulty valves
on your toilet.

16. Use your dishwasher only when it's full
and keep it on energy saver cycle. Wash
large dishes and pots by hand.
17. Don't use disposable dishes and utensils.

38. Wash most clothing in cold water.
39. Put a spray nozzle on the garden hose
to save water.

40. Stop using electric can-openers and
coffee grinders and do the work by hand.
41. Use garbage cans, not plastic bags. 42.
I 9. Install double-glazed windows at Turn off lights, heaters and fans when
home.
they're not needed.
20. Lower the tempaturc of your hot water 43. Ride the bus.
tank.
44. Use cloth towels, not paper towels. 45.
21. Turn the water off while brushing your Don't use plastic straws.
teeth.
46. Ask everyone al the office or school to
22. Install energy-efficient glass doors on bring his or her own mug.
your fireplace and limit it's use.
47. Reuse envelopes.
23. Switch your heating system from oil to 48. Keep your automobile in good repair,
gas, electricity, or
especially its exhaust
solar.
system.
24. Use natural fertilizer for gardening. 25. 49. use both side of writing paper.
Hand pick dandelions and weeds instead of . 50. Patronize only those fast-food outlets
using chemical weed killers.
that use paper, recyclable containers.
26. Plant a tree, a shrub, and lots of flowers. 51. Use rechargeable batteries.

18. Buy energy-efficient appliances and
automobiles.

27. Don't destroy trees or shrubs.
28. Use cloth, not paper, napkins.
29. Hang clothes to dry.
30. Ride your bike or walk.
31. Use biodegradable garbage bags.
32. Use bug-repellent candles rather than
chemical coils or spray
insecticides.
33. Use a live Christmas tree, then plant it.

34. Organize a car pooI.- ~ - - = ~ 35. Reuse glass or plastic containers to
store leftovers.
36. Use a lunch box or reusable cloth bag

52. Buy soft drinks in returnable bottles or
recyclable cans.
53. Avoid plastic coated drink boxes. Use
a thermos bottle
instead.
54. Use energy-efficient light bulbs.
55. Put a tank dam in you toilet to conserve
water with each
flush.
56. Keep your furnace in good working
order and replace filters regularly.
57. Use cosmetics with natural ingredients.

67. Choose wall and floor coverings and
furniture made from natural products. Particle board and plastic emit toxic gases.
68. Use ant and roach traps instead of
chemical sprays, or switch to a natural insecticide like diatomaceous earth.
69. Encourage your school board to teach
enviromental studies.
70. Start a local enviromental group.
--from a handy dandy environment Canada
pub Iication.O

58. Make furniture polish by mixing 1.5
tcaspooni. of lemon oil with one litre of

re loca
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The Lance says'bye to Suz Illtman·
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The Students's Administrative

Ingram, Lance editor, said. "And her

nice, like a fresh ten dollar bill - the old

Council's (SAC) business manager is

eyes would twinkle as she counted out

kind, not the new ones."

leaving for greener pastures.

the Tuesday night pizza money. Shc::
was a woman who loved her work."

"I think the only time I ever saw her
depressed was when we hought the new

"I remember," he continued, "one

compL,cr system, I think I saw a tear in

Suz

Tillman is leaving for a law firm, leaving behind a hoard of depressed lan-

cers.

time I asked for a purchase order, she

her eye when she saw the bill. Yeah,

"I used to love the way she would

laughed when I asked for two ... she had

we're gonna miss Suz, she was one of

smile as she asked for a receipt," Scott

a nice laugh. And she always smelled

the good oncs."O

Mail

Morroco

other official Canadian language:

Namibia

Namibia ... " SWAPO is not and has
never been an instrument of South

Dear Editor:

French. Windsor students interested in

Dear Editor,

Africa.

nian·

Morocco and will be operating in the

SWAPO, formed in 1960 to mobi-

participating should contact Dr. Frank

,riun:

Innes, Ext. 2176 Room 245 Windsor

I wish to point out and correct a par-

thirty Canadian students from across

Hall South as soon as possible, and cer-

ticularly glaring error in the report en-

lize Namibian support against South
African rule, is recognized by the

Canada had the time of their lives,

tainly before October 12th for applica-

titled, "Iona Chief off to Namibia"

United Nations General Assembly as

v1ng in and researching topics on
development in the Windward and

tion forms. The University contributes

(Front page, October 4). Having

the "sole authentic representative" of

to the seminar by waiving tuition fees

worked with Murray Macinnes, who

leeward Islands. Interests diverse as

for the year following participation and

women in c.lev<!lopmcnt medical care,

the local community assists chosen stu-

retired as Iona College's principal in
June, I know he would have corrected

the Namibian people. It has observer
status at the UN -- unlike South Africa

the growth of unions and the provision

dents in the raising of the $2,000 cost

of daycare were investigated while the

of the seminar. In this way a series of

this misstatement had he read tlie article before he left for Namibia.

Windsor students have participated in

The Lance reporter stated that

arranged the logistics anc.1 home stays

this unforgettable learning experience

With local families and selected faculty

of actual hands-on living with the

"South Africa has been attempting to
change the country's desire to be inde-

provided encouragement and guidance.

people of the lesser developed world.

In the months of June and July 1989

hhM.~

I'1 .

.

World University Service of Canada

In 199() the same opportunity arises,
hut this time the seminar will be held in

pendent by sending in several groups
such as SWAPO (South West Africa

Dr. Frank C. Innes

People's Organization) to infiltrate

which has been expelled as a sitting
member of the UN. If the elections are
permitted [by South Africa Jto proceed
democratically,

SWAPO will most

definitely be the next governing party
.in Namibia.
Sincerely,

Sungee John,
Students Against Apartheid

S.A.C. Chalkboard
S.A.C. Cinema
co-sponsored by Windsor Gaming Society

]
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Sunday, October 15,. 1989

h;

"Poltergeist"
&
Dan Valkos - Speaking on Haunted Houses
Room 1120 Erie Hal 1
Starts at 6:30 p.m.

th

Cost: $2.

00
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Switchboard
W cdnesdays at 12: 15 - 1:00
Tune in to CJAM 91.Sfm

Bl
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Topics ...

do

October 18 Sexually transmitted diseases --- Do students take them seriously?

pn

October 25 Are the Ontario and Canadian governments sensitive to student needs and issues?

wa
dil

November 1 Anti-Fraternity movement on campus.
*

Topics may be subject to change or postponement *
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Hosted by Christine Ozimek, V.P. External Affairs
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DOMINO'S

PIZZA

Every Day Special!!
All You Can Eat Pasta!!!

ONLY $4.

50

2270 Wyandotte St .. West 977-1104
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Possible fee hike: Conway

by Ian Jack Canadian Univer- fair share of the burden to ensure
sitv Press TORONTO (CUP
that all young Canadians receive
a first class education as they conOntario ·s minister of colleges front a world class challenge,"
and universities has come down Mulroney said.
hard on the federal government,
Conway refused to rule out
to keep. up large tuition fee increases, alsay1·ng he expects them
.
their part of educational funding· though he did say the government
"We expect the govern men~ of "recognizes that tuition that is too
Canada to be good to the prime high is certainly going to be a barminister's word," said Scan Con- rier.
since an Aug. 2
way, ml·n,·ster
·
' cabinet shuffle.
Mulroney told the August
federal conservative convention
10 Ottawa that research and
educations were to he funding
priorities.
"This government will carry its tion issue."

The 38 year-old Conway is a
senior member of premier David
Peterson's cabinet. In addition to
colleges and universities, he is
responsible for education and
skills development and is a member of the cabinet's powerful
planning and priorities, and
agenda committees.

Man strips

shocks kids
BK\NHON !CU P)--A man was
escorted oil campw, after he
,tripped nude in front of a Brandon Univer:-.ity cla:ssroom full or
pn:-tcen.., la-.t wed.

"I think it's a good thing to put
these
responsibilities (the three
on while she detained him for the
portfolios) in the hands of one
police.
minister," Conway said. He said
But she couldn't keep hin, in particular, literacy programs
from urinating in a wastepaper
basket.

as a threat, or as something new
for a lot of people.
"Most of us who were there (io
university in the early 1970s) had
an eye on what we would do after
graduation," Conway said.
Conway confirmed that the The minister said dc-.p1te the
Ontario Council on University closer tics he sec:-. between
Affairs is examining the issue of universities and the joh market a
opening private univw,ities in the key purpose or univer ... 111es will
province. One proposal, put for- continue to be g.iving a general
ward hy lJ of T malh professor education.
Donald Anderson, has already
"I think it (!he idea of univerbeen made.
sities as pla1.:e:-. to pur..,uc
"My principal commillmcnt knowledge for the .,a c of
has to he to our public univer- knowledge) remain, ah ...olutel)
sities," the minisler said.
fundamental." Conw,1) -.aid.
Post-secondary education and "( University is) an en" 1ronmcnt
the economic o;trcnglh of the where one develops critical
province arc tied together, Con- thought."
way said.
Conway secs a,similating ti:..:
"We 're heading into a period mature and part-time student,
of time where we know that a who arc increasingly coming into
well-skilled population is very !he post-secondary sy-.tcm a ... ,1
important," he said. "Thcr<! 's an major challenge.
important linkage between the
"We sec a need to rcorien1 our
economy and our educational sys- uni\.ersities to cope v. ith the
tem."
many, many older people who
But he doesn't see that linkage arc coming to school)."
"The connection between :skills
development and colleges umJ
universities on the:-.c two major issues is enormous."

:: :: :: :L.:- :- S
:- :. l:o.: .n: ·.:: : : : : :: :: : :

A grey-haired young man

walked intli an evening compuler
The man was identified as
lnr children l.i:st wee!,. and Barry Stone, a patient at the Branremoved h1:-. dothing. Witne,:-.es don Mental I lcalth Centre.
~ay he lay dov. n on the lloor. and
heckoned people lo approach
The centre\ medic.ii <lirector
him.
said "something obviously hapThe children were then pened that shouldn't have. I' ll
removed from the c.:lass and cam- have to consult with his physician
ru~ !.ccurity wa~ summoned, wit- and the nur:sing :-.t,1ff hen.; lo deterncs~cs sa ic.J.
mine exactly what did happen."

·.·.·.·
. . . . a a

.. ·.· .·.·.·.·.

dass

The security guard managed to
convince the man put hi-. clothes

ONTAR IO
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Brandon City Police refused to
'>ii)' if the man ha-. been charged.
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CENTRE

Ctntrt de Rkeptlon des O.mandes d'Admlulon aux Unlverslt.. de l'Ontarfo

Are you interested in a....

TEACHING CAREER ??...
Applications for all Ontario University
Faculties of Education must be
received by the Teacher Education
Application Service (TEAS) on or
before December 15, 1989,
for Fall 1990 Admissions.
For applications write to:

T.E.A.S.
P.O.Box 1328
GUELPH, Ontario

NJH7P4

University of Windsor Bookstore

Leather Jacket Day_
Oct. ~8 & 19 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
95

Leather $270.

Melton & Leather $185. 95

Full Payment Required

l=:============::::.._::,;_ _ _ _ ____.,.1

Help for eating disorders
' organization which provides information and referrals to its
clients
from its office at 3602
As the importance of being healthy and fit increases tn our Wells Street in Marysville.
Mary Lucier, a social worker at
society, so docs the number of
SANA
in Windsor, said that
people suffering from eating disstatistics
show that I out of 20
orders.
Due to the recent rise of this University students run the risk of
problem the week of October 23- being a candidate for any of the
27 has been designated as Interna- eating disorders. Lucier added
tional Eating Disorder A,..,areness that "it (eating disorders) generally affects women, but anyone can
Weck.
The Bulimia, Anorexia Ncrvosa be affected."
Lucier explained that eating disAssociation (BANA). set up
across Canada lo treat the various orders tend to be prevalent in
eating disorders, is one of the either sex if the person is preocmain organ izen, and supporters of cupied with weight control.
Statistics show that 1/3 of the
this week. BANA is a non-profit

by Kelly Steele

population today is, or has been,
affected by an eating disorder.
Lucier suggests that this recent
rise could be partially due to the
fact that society is becoming more
aware of the problem. Lucier said,
"eating disorders have always
been around, but people have
tended to label them as something
else."
Many different types of eating
disorders exist in society;
however, the two most popular
ones arc anorexia and bulimia.
Anorexia is a disease in\.\ hich the
affected person cats barcl)
enough to survive and therefore
becomes \iery thin and sufkrs

UNISEX
Month of October Special!
Shampoo & Cut for ONLY

Hours: Mon-Thurs & Sat 9-5, Fri. 9-7
256-8992

Everyboay wants to get straight A's!

Let's show you how to

[EX&7!t...ll others!

E1.cel Business Equipmen• announce~ the availability of IBM•- compatible Turbo xr• computers at

prices for students of the University of Windsor

some preoccupation with we,&ht
The person will never seem to~
satisfied with the way they I
and always feel they should~
thinner.
Secondly, the person will ab:

6,'\NA 8,\NA / 6/\NA / fihl'-:A be very preoccupied with food
typical conversation will u,ua
1
/ centre around talking about f~
~ however, the person will note
up eating
A person suffering from
eating disorder will also con,,dc
themself fat when in realit) t
arc thin. The person is terrified
gaining weight and becoming[
Because the fear of being fat j1
prevalent, the affected per),on,
• usually have very poor ~If
teem. The tendency to con,
themselves inadequate to an}
around them. is one of them
causes of this lo\.\ sell-ima!;c
The last and one of the m<l\li
portant symptoms, is that thl
son will deny th at a prob
exists. If anyom; suspect\ th
problem exists the person \\11111:
come very defensive.
If you suspect that a per.on
a problem you should com1
them to contact BANA at ~
7545
On October 26 UANA
B,\NA / f/\N,; b'\NA ' 8/\N'\ holding a seminar at the Win
Lucier said that if you suspect Western Hospital from 8:304
that a person is suffering from an p.m entitled "National Aid
eating disorder there are several
Anorexia". The student price
signs to look for.
this seminar and luncheon i\S
First and most obvious is that an and the public is welcome to
affec1ed person" ill usually show tend.

G
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q
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$8.00
321 O Sandwich (at Mill)

from malnutrition Bulimia, the
dppos1tc of anorexia, is however
no less serious. Bulimia forces a
person to gorge themselves on
large quantities of food only to
later vomit.

Special

ACCtJDATEM

•

Computer Ser\'lrc· In Text and Data Management
Special Student rates
Emergency Ser\'lce a,·ailable
Pick up & Delt\'ery ser\'1C'c av,1tlable

Papt>rs and Flyers from S 1.25 per page
Leiter Quality

The System Includes:

Near Letter Quality draft proofs
Btndtn~

• 4.77/ 10 MHz. 8088 CPU with 640K memory

Flies avallable on disk

• 5.25" 360k floppy drive with controller
• Parallel, serial, clock/calendar

Graphs and Graphics

0Q~

Re:.u mes from S8 per page

• 101-key keyboard, power supply, metal case

Co\'f•r lcllers from SS
Consultation srrvlC't'

255-71 i

Completr Resumt· Program 075

For the Joo you nee<Jed yest

IWith Student IDs and while quantity lasts!
This system is easily tailored to your needs and desires either at the time of your purchase or at a later date.

~a}

Come in and let us design an affordable and useful system for you. Other
models also available at low low prices.

~6<'

256-1797

~

jsa1 Campbell Ave., (Corner of Wyandotte W.}, Windsor!

~<L

~

GRAD
PORTRAITS
by a Master Portraitist

1335 Wyandotte St. E.
Windsor, Ontario
• registered trademarlc oflntenational Business Machines Corp.

253-4535

w
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Ex- SAC Pres.
and interest on the money owed.
Tsilfidis had claimed that the
cause they wanted to keep costs bonus was actually a deferred pay
down in recouping the debt. SAC increase. He said the settlement is
would have had to pay money for not an admission of guilt.
lost wages and transportation
Akpata stated that SAC had
costs to bring witnesses in to 100 per cent proof against TsilWindsor for the case.
fidis for the bonus and Liberal
The $6,500 settlement breaks conference expenses, but the rest
down into these parts: $4,000 for was much more difficult to trace.
the bonus, $550 for a trip to a
Receipt records were not alLiberal conference, and the ways well documented at the
remaining $1950 for legal costs I time.CJ
Continued from page 1

,1 er.:

The Lance is looking for a features editor!
Can you edit? Do graphic layout? Stay up late
without loosing your sanity or your temper?
Can you do two out of three? Apply at the

Lance office, second floor University Centre.

Coming Soon ...

Johnny's
Roadhouse
There's only one place to be this year and that's where
everyone else will be at ...
.

Frats I Sororities
755 Ouellette
256-2385

continued from page 1

:c.
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ill~

nizetl by the student council there.
The president of University of
they all met the constitutional re- Windsor Phi Sigma Sigma chapquirements.
ter said Greek life is too often
"Every year there's a grour of stereotyped. "It's unfortunate
students who try to get rid of that this happened, I think it's due
fraternaties and sororities on to a lack of education ahout
campus," Tripp said.
sororities. We're happy to have
Peeris was involved in a been ratified, " said Beth
similar motion at McGill Univer- Richards.
sity in May of this year. That mo- I
Peeris said the issue will be
tion was successful, and ctiscussedinthelawsocietyinup1
fraternities are no longer recog- coming meetings.
Continued from page 3.

' could move into private housing ing around pregnant."
because of her pregnancy.
A counselor at the Texas camAccording to the suit, she was pus allegedly told Bonner she
told, "We have a reputation to could remain in school if she had
keep and we can't have you walk- an abortion.

Every
$2.95
.20
$4.99
$5.99

Mon., Tues. & Wed.
Burger with 20 Items & Fries
Wings
Wings & Skins
Wings & Ribs

Watch for our Pop-A-Shot Tourney Chance to enter the $25,000. 00 Tournament

Games
Room

to

Correction

- 1

Oops!

In the Octohcr 4 issue of The
Lance, we mistakenly referred to
Rev. Murray Macinnes as the
head of Iona College. Rev. Mac-

We goofed!

Innes is now retired anti is the
former head of Iona College. We
apologise for any inconvenience
this may have caused.

Organization of Part-time
University Students
253·4232 Ext. 3231 or 258-4687

Word Processing Service
Laser Printer

T-shirts - 100% cotton
X-Large $7.50 each
Proceeds to
United Way

11

University of Wmdsor
Party Headquarters

On US

Great Times
and Great Food
Food specials Daily

s

Sat. Oct. 14-Bar 8.0. Baby Back Ribs

$4.95

st

and Door Prizes
2960 Huron Church Rd.
at Grand Marais West
(519) 966-3388
Hottest Spot in Windsor

Hottest

Spot

,n

Windsor

Dancing 7
~ ~ ~ - - -Nites A Wee~k ~--~H&llowe'en at Bentley's is a Howl!
Plan to party with us.
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By Catherine Doucette Canadian University Press
Jane~ 22~ is a student at Mount Saint Vincent University in Halifax.
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Jane (a pseudonym) was a chubby teenager. Her family supported her
~ - attempts to diet and lose weight. But she was never really satisfied with
•
...
_i._ her body.
Once. her doctor prescribed diet pills and she lost 1O pounds.
·
•
But she became addicted to the pills. When she stopped taking them,
she quickly gained 25 pounds.
In her first year of university, she gained more weight and be-
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of chocolate bars.
After she finished binging, guilt set in. She would feel so guilty
she would go to the bathroom and make herself vomit.
"I had to get it out of my system," says Jane. "I'd always figure
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that no
gd~~i;~ers affect almost one in five college women. In
Canada, there are approximately 50,000 young women between the
a~es_of 14 and 24 suffering from Anorexia Nervosa, Bulimia, or a combmat1on of both.
Anorexics usually have an intense fear of becoming fat. They
think they look fat even though they are generally extremely underweight. Bulimics go through a cycle of binging and purging. They will
eat whatever high calorie food is near and then purge themselves by·
~. or abusing laxatives. Both problems include an intE
preoccupation with food.
A survey done by a student at Mount
Saint Vincent showed that 77 per cent of the female residents are unhappy with their bodies and would like to lose weight. Almost 40 per
cent of the women believe that men prefer women who are slimmer than
themselves .
Women are usually the victims of this disorder because of social
pressures to be thin. It a
as common nor as severe .
Generally, being overweight interferes with women's lives more
Student Services and Counselling at Mount Saint Vincent. Also, women
are more likely to be compulsive eaters. They eat because they are
depressed and then feel guilty for eating and purge themselves.

"
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Whenever she thought she should lose a few pounds, she would
fast for as long as she could. But once she started to eat again, she
could not control her hunger. She would orde~ a large ~izza and eat it
alone; then she would sneak down to the vending machine for a couple
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As a result, they feel guilty because they know they have a
problem and the cycle repeats itsel f.
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a party, I'd just grab a couple of beer."

But that stopped working so Elaine found another way. "I use:d
to stick my finger down my throat. Then it got too hard to make myself
sick so I j~st gave up. I still hate my size, ~ut I'": lear_ning to live with it."
Elaine and others who suffer from this eating disorder do not realize purging is dangerous and sometimes ineffective.
Fasting or strict dieting causes a rebound effect. The body thinks
there is a famine so when one starts to eat again, it stores more of the
food to defend against the next famine.
Abusing laxatives leads to the erosion of bowel tissue which can
eventually cau
acids into the mouth which erodes tooth enamel.
Jane realized she needed help with her eating problem when she
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messa?~~~ew:d~~~iio!n is needed because only a small percentage of
the population can be the perfect image," says Elaine. "People are
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be done to educate the public."
"Losing weight will not send away your men problems or any
other problems." Jane says. "Besides, guys who are only interested in
girls with the perfect weight are no good anyway."
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drinking beer, sometimes 1t made me sick. Whenever I ate too much at
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tually stopped eating for three weeks.
"I was really concerned because it was getting out of hand and I
knew it was different. Besides it would only get worse in the work force .
. :.....
· ,., ' • {( ~ ~
~ I have a phobia about being fat. Anything beyond a certain weight and
~ •
lbecometotallyunreasonable."
~
\ ,V .·
Individuals with eating disorders are usually bright, pretty, high
~·
·
- - achievers, and terrified of being fat.
4
1
I've already had students in my office weighing 67 pounds and
•· ·
,I
·
~
· saying, 'look how fat my thighs are'," Wetmore says. She is concerned
-~~fft¥~:L~,,i, . .
.
"
......
aboutt~enumberofwomenwhoaresufferingfromeatingproblemsbut
·· ~ ---=J,
.
notgettinganyhelp.
I
_A,,,_
Jane is getting ,help, but it took a lot of courage to make an ap~
~ Z!'~ ..# ~
pointment with th~ university's staff doctor and admit she had~ problem..
"For a while, I 'was sorry that I had told anyone. I wished that
1
~
~
people would leave me alone and pretend it wasn't there."
~
~
Her friends and family are trying to help. "Nobody knew how to
handle it or what to say My parents are trying to be supportive. But they
*· . •
can't help because they don't know how. This is not a joke and people •
~, • ,
"~'.
have got to learn how to handle it."
li(J' ·. •
i
•
•
Jane is finding a way to cope through individual counselling with
'
~ .J
a nutritionist and psychiatrist at a Halifax hospital.
1·
···~·,~.
J
•
"It's very, scientific so it's better for me personally. Before I didn't
·.......
know what the proper proportions (for weight and food) were," she ex.......-·[ ~ plains.
) ~ ..... But counselling services in Halifax are lacking. "Right now, the
1 - .~
lllllr,II
best situation for them to be in is university," says Wetmore.
"Some students come to our counselling office for help and some
~.f
· .. . ~
students are referred to us by Health Services. Health Services and Stu1
t/Jr ·
.....
dent Services are in ttie same area so it makes it easier sometimes for
patients
to come to us'for help."
1
~
'
•
1:1-- .
•
Treatment begins with learning how to eat properly. Then. the i~• ,, 1, 11
, 1 , ~ ..,.. ,:...,; ,,
• dividuals and their doctors work together to find the reaso~s behind their
ir,. ..J,
,
~
_A!..
~ eating problem. It takes a long time to start a healthy routine and to deal
w;th all the mixed emot;ons. Now the problem is affecMg ~or.~ chil_dre~ I
.. , _
- . _.... --re-Z:::~~
nt a younger age. Some experts put the blame on society s thin 1s in
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PREGNANT

Complete for DrJust
l em At:

999 s7724

AND NEED HELP?

Call ...

per

mo.

(36 months)

COMPUTER - MONITOR - SOFTWARE
LAB PC/AT

8trtlJrigJJt
at 252-3322

• 80286 12 MHz Microprocessor
• 1 Mb RAM. Zero wait state
• 1.2 Mb Floppy Drive
• 40 Mb ~ard Drive
• Multi 1/0 CardA Clock/Calendar
• Parallel Port, ;:,erial Port
• Eight-in-one software s~readsheet,
database. word processing and more
• AT-enhanced (101 Key) Keyboard .
• PACKARD BELL Monochrome Monitor

49)

5°/o

Student

LABPC)( r Mhz TUA80' 640K one 360 K D,sk Drove

Discount

•ctock Calendar Game Part. Sena! and parallel parts
•monograph,c card•101 keyboard , All Cabtes•Packard Bell
monochrome momto,.STAR NX1000 Printer w stand
· E,ght ,n One Software Wordprocess,ng. Database. Spreadsheet

more'

We Provide Free
Pregnancy Tests.
Medical Referrals,
Community Referrals,
Accommodations and
Legal Advice.

----------------- -------

HOURS: 10 a.m .-6 p.m. Mon. to Fri. 10 a.m.·4 p.m. Saturday

116 W andotte E.

•

977-5770 Fax 977-5779

All \\e're off~
~ the \\Orld.
You're about to receive your degree - you're probably
feeling proud of yourself. We're proud of you, too. But when you
come back to earth consider this.
Touche Ross has been around the world. Worked around the
world. Gained respect around the world. And established offices
around the world.
In fact, Touche Ross Canada, as a founding member of
Touche Ross International, has provided the opportunity for international experience and travel to most partners and staff. Many have
taken advantage of these opportunities and all we get for updates are ~ - ~ - - -,•
postcards and pictures.
If you're looking for a place in the sun, contact the Touche
Ross office of your choice.
See us at Career Day on October 17th.

MARY WILSON
of "SUPREME'S" Fame
in the production of

•

~

• A Rollicking
60's Musical
• A Tribute to the Female Singers of the 60's
• A Runaway Hit on Broadway

OCTOBER 5 - NOVEMBER 5
Box Office Open Sept. 5 - 977-7728
or

Performances: Tues. thru Sat. 8:00 p.m.

1-800-26S-S89S

·

Sun. & Wed.: 2:00 p.m. Matinee
October 25 at 2:00pm $10.00

Tickets $14-S30

cdn.

Oct 5.6.7.8-Premiere Weekend Special S2.00 off ticket price

BOX OFFICE NOW OPEN
(519) 977-7728

OToucheRoss
Chartered Accountants/ Management Con\ ultants
47 Office~ Throughout Canada

Niplsslng University College

Bachelor of Education
The B.Ed. Degree program at Nipissing is a one-year
limited enrolment program taught at the
Primary/Junior and the Junior/
Intermediate levels.
Our small class size of

l
~

ttJ
~

approximately 35 students
' ·.
ensures personal attention from professors.
Our practice teaching policy allows you to
choose the location of most of your practice teaching.
Options offered during the year are "Education of
Native Children", "Second Language
Teaching: French" or "Religious Education
in the Roman Catholic Separate Schools."
And we have a generous
entrance scholarship
program as well as Teach
North Awards. For more information
contact the Registrar's Office:

Nipissing
University College

~ Affiliated with Laurentian University

100 College Drive, North Bay, Ontario PlB 8L71-800-461·1673
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b~· Lisa Fortin
Few things in life are quite as enjoyable as an evening of good theatre in pleasing company. (Especially
when you ·ve got free tickets - there ARE advantages to
working for the Lance!) (But you hai·e to WORK before
TJhe/1 out free tix - A.ed)
If you and your pleasing company are looking for an
evening of fine entertainment, consider yourself in luck:
The University Players' production of the 1936 farce
"Room Service", written by John Murray and Allen
Boretz, opened last Thursday night to a full house at
Essex Hall Theatre. The original Broadway run,
produced and directed by George Abbott, was so successful that the play was adapted for a Marx Bros. movie; this
time around, as the first show of the University Players'
1989-1990 season, it's directed by William H. Pinnell.
Regardless of the opinion of certain other dramareviewers-about-town (doesn't Laycock like ANYTHING?), "Room Service" is good theatre - not perfect,
but good. Who cares if the characterizations aren't
profound or if the meaningful social commentary is nonexistent? Those are not necessary requirements of good
theatre. What is necessary for good theatre is that it be
entertaining - and entertaining, "Room Service" certainly is.
Essentially, the story is about the desperate attempts
of a rather motley crew of characters - played by Scott
Fischer, Benjamin Stertz, Nigel Williams, Karen
Shoecraft and Brian Naylor - to avoid an outstanding bill
at The White Way Hotel on Broadway (the manager and
owner, the heavies, are played by Daniel Macdonell and
Cameron MacDuffee), and to get their play Godspeed
finally produced. Elaborate schemes, countless complications, and of course a silly romantic sub-plot (spinning out of control among the characters played by James
Barrett, Jennifer Forgie, Colin Mennega, Paul Lippincott, Scott Telfer, Jeffrey Beier and Kevin Sepaul) all
contribute to the hilarity, along with a heavy dose of purely physical, "slapstick" humour, admirably pulled off by
the entire cast. While l had heard good things from sources back stage, and was favourably disposed toward the
play because I knew it was going to be a play about
theatre - I have a weakness for such things, I really wasn't
expecting the high level of professionalism, hard work
and talent I witnessed. Of course T never have attended a
University Player's production before. Pinnell's set and
Danica West's costumes were equally impressive. It
"looked" great.
Admittedly, it wasn't perfect. Performances tended
to be a little uneven, and the whole thing generally got
off to a slow start. But it kept my date awake, and he ·ct
had perhaps three hours of sleep in the preceding two
days. He had never in his over two years at this fine institution ~cen a Univcn,ity Player's production, either!
For shame. At least I had the excuse of being a first year
student. .. I \.\.Ondcr how many other dullards are missing
out, out there ...
It comes down to this: "Room Service" will leave you
laughing. And that's what counts.
Room Sen ice plays through Sunday, October 15, at
Essex Hall Theatre. Curtain is at 8:00 pm (matinee at 2:00
Pm on Sunday); Box office opens 4:30. Tickets $8.00
Friday and Saturday, $7:00 Thursday and Sunday. Call
,#. .
Essex Hall Theatre Box Office 253-4565 to reserve tickA HOVE: (L-RI Scott Telfer as Or. (;lass, Daniel Mac.doncll a.s Jo,~ph. c;.rihhle and Cameron l\lad)uffce 11, (;n,j!ory \hj!ncr
--.::__
___________
__:;_
_____
~~~.:..::·
~:._L·::·
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- J
HELOW: Scott
r1s1::.:,:h.::...::::.·~C~onl:.::._on_M_ill_er..:._K_ar_en_L_S_hl)C(_'r._a_fl_a~_t_h_r_,s_1m_e_l\._1a_r_10_w_r
er as •
'
els.-

---
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Freedom of expression i.., unqueslionahl) a right of
every Canadi.1n. The Canadian Radio-Telcvi..,ion Corporation (C'RTC) hclie\ e.., thal rcstrictum.., mu..,t he imJ>(>..,ed
upon the form of cxpn: ...sion if a high broadcasting standard is to be m,11ntaine, 1• The 19Sfl R,1dio Regulati11m, Act.
in section 3., ,. (h) and s.s. (c) forhid-. licen,ees to hroadcast an) ahus1\:e comment... or ohscene or profane lan guage.
In No, ember 1987, CJAM, the University of
WmJsor's <1lternati,c music ..,tat ion \\as monitored by the:
C'RTC and n·primantkd for\ iolating sc.:ction 3 (h) and (c)
"'ith rcgan..! to their music content.
"It '"''' our understanding th.ii song l)rics arc:
protected by 'artistic license·. an as..,umpt1on that the
CRTC disagrees with," explains CJAM 's Program Director. Marc Fedak. "We also thought that. while the general
public ma) find some of the: songs \\e pla) to be oftcn ... i, c.
the small -.egment nfthc population that we serve (i.e the:
"altcrnati, e" crowd) ha.., a grc.:atcr tokrancc.: of this
material."
Inc CR re disagreed \\ ith this as well: C\\!n though
the station cons1dcn, itself to he: a "narrowca... ter", the fact
remains that anyone in the Windsor arc.:a j.., a potential listener. This requires that ('JAM mu ... t adhere to the ,ame
"community standard" that other Canadian radio stations
arc bound h).
CJAM has implemented its own policy on the hroadcast of obscene and Hhw,i\c.; song lyrics to protect their
licence from being su,pcnded or revoked in the future. The
policy b unpopular with mo,t of the O.J. 'sat the station.
They fed that it infringes upon their freedom of expression.
"It is dif cul' ·., <..'Orne up with a policy that cites
specific examples ot ahusivc and ohsccnc language that
violate the regL lat1<..•ns," Fedak says. "The CRTC i-. amhiguous about the seriousness of its intention. All we can
refer to arc their pa-.t <.lcci,ions."
Although the polic} s1gnil1es that CJAM intends to
ahide by the regulations. the pmgram director docs not feel
that s.s.(c) is ncces,,ir} .
"Some ot the most prolound and 111:-..tructh,e pop. rock
song, • such as \'a:i !'1111/.., Fuck ( )Jl h) the: Oead Kenncdics"- \\TOtc Fedak to the: CRTC. ''contain cxccssi"c
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profanity. In some cases thi-. i, symptomatic of a lack of
meaningful thought. If. however. ohscenit\ is u...ed to express re hell ion or outrage, disrespect or contempt and Jone
responsihly - not out of cruclt) or pettiness - then it 1:. not
harmful to the well-heing ot the community."
f'c.:dak continm:s, "The shock, alue of profanitv is sue
cessful only hecau,c it is taboo in our ,odcty. It seem,
hypocritical that it is acccptahlc to utter such word-. in the
pri,acy ot }Our home hut not in puhhc. It the tahoo wa,
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If.

pane
hang
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that p
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broken. profanity wou ld lose its offensiveness and become
·empt}· language '
Fedak hclieves that while the use of ohscen1t1c.:, mi~.
he seen as contribut111g to a lowering of broadcasting sl<ir
ards. 11 should be a value judgement left to the d,..,crclltl
of the ind iv ,dual stations After all. it i'> their goal to read
as much of the listening range Js J>(>s ... ihlc and ii the con:
mun1ty perceives obscenity as offensive or unintdligcr. best ii
they (the hstc.:nas) \Hluld "mpl) tune out.n

·rhe l..ance. Ocrobcr 12, 191N, Page 15.

;REAL'S SMASH-UP SHOW:
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by Caeri Bertrand-Crump

We lill them with empty coffee cups and dog-cared
poscssing suction
boo ks. We plaster them with Garficlds
.
.
·
scs
.ind
paws;
we
hang
signs
on
them
declaring
nl
cup pc · ·
,
.
our ex· lovers· arc in the
. trunk. They re part of
. our psyche,
four daily routine, part of
our very existence.
~rto
.
Re.ii Patry is infatuated with them.
('ars.
Montreal installation artist Real Patry has hung his
brand 0 1. mechanized humour at Artcitc.
Jcux D'Autos is an installation of fenders. quarter
panels, toys. tailli~~ts and pla~t~r all formed i~to eye~ that
hang from the celling. Th~ mscs arc_ rear view mirrors
from Winncbagos, the whites of their eyes arc plaster
olds of dolls and car parts. The tai 11 ights glow like a cos:etic at the tip of each eye, glittering in their serenity and
uselessness. (Indeed, the average American thinks turn signals on a car arc optional.)
Real Patry's eyes of steel glitter and talk to us; by interrupting the light to photo- electric cells we can watch
car crashes and hear sirens and nagging horns play out inside the eyes.
Patry describes them best:
"The interior of an iris is constrµcted like a minitaurized theatre scene. That is, personalizing the accident
module, the policemen, etc."
A piece that involves interaction is disturbingh- lp
e ve~
that protrude out of the iris let the viewer move t e eps,
truck inside, keep moving it and you'll crash it into a school
bus. The sirens squeal into existence and the whole scene
glows red. Playing Pepsi smash-em-up leads to the queslions; would we all crash up cars for amusement if it didn't
up our insurance or hurt ourselves? Is, then, all crashing
nd driving a game? If it is, then is the game played by cars
or their drivers? Are the drivers only pawns, game pieces
like the fenders and taillights-part of some big Tonka game
played by god or Alex Trabeck or maybe Moe Kloss??
This juxtaposition of people as part of the car game is
best illustrated in two pieces. In one the journalist and a
person talk, whining over and over the same inaudible
questions and answer, propelled by the bright red gears that
mesll through their plastic chests and cascade out of their
linear mouths. This could explore the relationship of art~ v.s. journalist, or media v .s. Joe Blow (also seen in La
Pressc clippings of accidents in another iris). Hey, even

the mechanized man as a yuppie theme.???
The other human v.s. machine scene is an iris that
houses a cosy kitchen lamp, a flower pot (the only
reference to physical nature) and a Fisher-Price
'television' that drags across it's plastic face the images of

women modelling with cars. Who is more important - the
model, the car. the kitchen-dweller or you the art viewer"!
Sure, there's a lot of questions here! That's what art

LSAT
GMAT

Coming Soon ...

Johnny's
Roadhouse

Lance Photo by James Crump

is supposed lo do-make you think.
And the next time you hear the scream of sirens slice
through the night, will you think of the glowing eye scapcs
of Jcux D'Autos?
Probaoly. And they'll laugh that photo electric
wheezy laugh while you shift your gears around and go ack
to slecp.O

ATTENTION ALL GRADUATES!

Prep Courses for

Take your classmates home
on a CLASS-COMPOSITE ...
the best way to remember
"the way we were ... "

Sept. 23 LSAT
Oct. 21 GMAT

(416) 923-PREP

(7737)
l-800-387-55 J 9

Stanley's
Thursday 12th
The Blues Persuaders
&
Deirdre Roberts

Friday 13th
Luxury Christ
Mortification
&

Revolt

MAKE YOUR APPOINTMENT NOW at the CENTRE DESK,
§.aturday 14th
Sublime Wedge
&
Spanking Bozo

Student Activity Centre, Main Floor.
GRAD-PORTRAITS WILL BE TAKEN:

Sunday 15th
Elvis King Cole

340 Pitt St. E.
252-3118

OCTOBER 30&31 NOVEMBER 1&2
SAC 2nd. FLOOR

:: ~..all

~
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RENT AIRPLANE INSTEAD ...
11

by Karl Mamer
(-with annoying asides hy the Arts Editor who is also
a big Varley Jan -A.Ed)
Every now and then you hear rumours about who was
supposed to star in a classic film. but the person originally cast thought the picture would be a flop or it was not
quite the Oscar-vehicle an actor of his station deserved,
and relinquished the role to the director's second choice.
Of course it then ends up that the second choice so fit the
role that the movie became a smash hit. Ten years later,
you read in some newspaper or hear the disembodied voice
of Bill Kennedy mention to you who was supposed to play
the role, and you think, "I can't imagine that jerk as
(whoever)!"
Imagine your reaction to finding out that Burt
Reynolds was Spielberg's first choice as Indiana Jones
(this is absolutely true, honest, you may cite me in your
term papers). Conceive further you actually paid $6.50 to
see Burt smirk his way through Raiders of the Lost A rk.
How would you feel? Pissed off? Like, maybe Harrison
Ford 5hould have played the role'! Now you know how I
felt after watching Kris Kristofferson and Cheryl Ladd in

the opinions of thl.! homeless, unless they wave guns, so
they arc a nil factor in this hypothesis. Uut consider group
2: The sensitive !'ans or the book -- brought close to
violence after seeing Hulk Hogan as DUN E's Paul
Atreides and Jack Nichobon as Leto -- will swiftly spread
the word that thii, J hour, $60 million dollar epic is the biggcst pile of vomit since Hollywood, in a fit of desperation,
tried to pass off Heaven's Gate as an abstract expressionist
interpretation of Asimov's Robot Novels (this is not true,
so do not cite me in your term papers). (is too true, cite
away - A.Ed)
If you like the type of movie that is only good for the
· ·1

{:;J~ ·.:.,. : ~ ... ;: .· . {/ .·;

i • ..'

.• -: i ,~ , .
'· ' .. · ·

.

hcgin to wonder why the theater scats arc so uncomriil'
able, you begin to imagine that you are back home, "'ai
ing the family dog... You look back and notice Cheryl I.a
has returned to the future after a bit of the old chrono.
out-in-out. Major plot development: Cheryl has somch~
set into motion a time paradox; and you' re now ready
ask the projectionist if she wouldn't mind replaying
American Express ad. Maybe if you fixated your attcnt
on some obnoxious Yuppies, you could get a new grip
this film's i,haky plot. Alas, before you are even able
fight down the impulse, Cheryl's boss, a Davros-wan111
be straight from another producer's aborted attempt ala
Who movie, announces a time quake is coming. Ti
quake? That's it. The damn bursts. Your interest in thcl)i(

N

KRIS· KRISTQffERSO . .:· -·
CHE.RYL'
;·t·Aoo.. , .
.

M·1t·LE~ilt~IUM

lure is washed away, carried off to be consumed by Illa;
ideas. You decide you should have heeded those voicC\
your head telling you to go see Uncle Buck.
The film then repeats a very boring part of it
though this time from the time bandit's viewpoint. Da
J. Travanti enters the picture, not as a cop, notasaheli .
ter pilot flying a high-tech death machine. but as a No
laureate physics professor. Not that I expect this film

the new Science Fiction film Millennium. Seeing these two
shoot for believability, but Travanti is dressed far too~.
I 970's relics on the screen lea~s you_ to b~liev~ the direc- :. ·'. , . .,~ ;, ~~.
·
.
for a man of ~cience. Great intell~ctuals we~r tics so~
tor should have started the castmg with his B hst.
·
I.., l
- . . ~ . .~
··
· .
· that they def111e the term offensive and suits made
The film is based on a short story titled "Air Raid",
;, ,
, ·.
.
Kmart, not Ralph Lauren.
written by John Varley, the author of the Titan trilogy; a · · . ...
Anyway. the director could have at least teased
trilogy where the first two books are really good, but the
. ·., ~ :: , . . . ~ · ~ viewer with an arresting view of the future. But all wee
last book reads like a contractual obligation. (800! HISS! 2. PACIIIT.IL .
get to sec of Earth-to-he is a multi-level time travel
- 3rd was Best - A.Ed) However, l am sure one cannot iJ 9!!!PAICI
. ,,_,_ - · ~..'
facility that looks more like a place where metal-grated(
blame Millennium's wretchedness on Varley's writing
escapes go to die. Oh yeah. there you get to see Ladd's
talents. l am positive the producer of the film decided to firsttwenty minutes, the type of movie that begins by kill- sonal robot, who Varley probably conceived as some
muck around a lot with the author's ideas. It seems ing off a lot of people in a very short space of time, lad- of wise, parallel-processing mentor. but it comes off in
producers always take a respected work of Science Fiction vise you to go sec Millennium.
picture as looking like the brother C-3PO's family doc1:
(' ... respected work of Science Fiction ... · no, I am not conThe film begins firmly with a gripping air crash, seen talk about. (-Varley Juul it double as Ms Baltimore'i
tradicting myself, Ms Mary P.) and change everything, from the cockpit perspective; you are confident your mind sonal dildo too, but that's not in the movie either ·A.Cf
hoping that if they throw in professional wrestlers, batjets, ii, b~ing held by a well-put-together film. Then a beard with
The climax comes with Ladd 's paradox destroying
and ubiquitous love sub-plot, they'll he able to cram the Kris Kristofferson attached to it comes onto the scene as a future, but Ladd and Kristofferson manage to escape
aisles with not only the anesthetiLed general public but crash investigator; the movie's psychological superstruc- more distant future to start again. The film ends with
with the walking undead. Clearly, this is a strategy far more ture buck lei,. hut your interest is still held. Then Cheryl philosopher-robot delivering the film's final lines ul
ohtuse than hammering in a part -- any part -- for Jack Ladd comes on as a time bandit posing as a stewardess; the dialogue: "This ii, not the end. This is not the beginning
Nicholson. What the producers tail tr, rc~·,,g11izc is that a movie reels violently, tossing your :5cnsi~ilitic~ around like the end. This is the end of the hcginniog." I guc~ drai'
Science Fiction adaptation will likely draw two groupi, for a mobile home caught up in Hurricane Hugo, but the what robots arc designed for. doing all of man ·s hazarJ.
its first few audiences: I) the homeless seeking a few houri, psychological surastructure is steadfast against this brief jobs, working in hoi,t1lc environments. and saying mon
of ci,capc from lhe weather. 2) fans intimately fam iliar with tremor. Then Kris and Cheryl meet. and they go to bed; things at the end of an equally moronic film.
the novel the film is based upon. Nn~. nohoJy cares about something begins to crack, boredom begins to seep in. You

(~~t: . .. · . f : · . .
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WallyBall
S4.00 per person.
minimum 6 per court at
Maple Leaf
Racquet Club

*

50

Pitcher of Beer $7 .
* No Cover
* W atch the Games on our
Satel lite Dish
* Octo berfest Sausag e
75
& Fries $1.
* Meet the Stars from
Stage West T heatre!

TRY IT
735-5660

Coming Soon ..

Johnny's
Roadhouse

Temple Baptist Church
is pleased to welcome

Don Posterski
speaking on the topi c

"Words Are Not Enough"
346 Victoria * 252-3823

Live Entertainment

Place: Temple Baptist Church
664 Victoria Avenue
(south of Wyandotte St.)
Time: October 22, 1989
10:55 a.m. - Worship Service
12:15 p.m. - Lunch with speaker
Don Posterski - Questions & Answers

Friday Oct. 13th & Saturday Oct. 14th
Steve Gornall & The Blue Collar Blues Band
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Why Should You Come?

Friday Oct. 20th & Saturday Oct. 21st
The Windsor Dukes

Because ...
* Don is an informed sociologist/author
in touch with present social trends
* Don has over 15 years campus experience
relating to university/college students
* Don is a provocative. gifted communicator

"(

With

Muss

good
hack~
ing ti·

~

I

rn
team.

ON DON -- The first
rule of football is
that in order to win,
you must score more
points than the other

through a couple of mistakes."
• , man said, "I think probably kccp.h.
ing their (lhc l1..am ·.,) morale
1 111gs did not improve for
where it has to be. We arc still in
Windsor after halftime as
total control of our desliny, and if
Western added a third-quarter, J
we win our last two games, we
five-yard touchdown pass lrnm
will make the playoffs."
Gaffney to Tibor Ribi, and a 27Windsor will host the Mcyard field goal from McCann.
Master Marauders this Saturday
Windsor's lone scorer was
., at South Campus Stadium. This is
kicker Dave Vandcrhocvcn.
the last home game of the year for
Vandcrhocven kicked a 40-yard
Windsor. Game ltmc is 2 p.m.
field goal in the third quarter to
LANCER LOOSE ENDS -add to a single he collected when
Saturday's loss was Windsor's
he m isscd a field goal in the
I I th straight loss to Western ...
second quarter.
Since 1978, Western has
Windsor's running allack was the 444 yards that Windsor piled lo make the playol ls. Windsor averaged 36 points, and Windsor
ineffective for the second straight up against Toronto) hardly makes must now win both of their has averaged 9 points when the
them contenders.
week.
remaining games again:,,t Mc- two learns have met... Western
A couple of games ago,
After five games, the Lancers Master and Walerloo.
holds a total record of 21-7-1
Windsor lived and died on the arc only averaging 13 points a
The Lancers have not done against Windsor since 1971...
ground, but against Western, game, something th..it they must well all year when the pressure Windsor defeated McMaster 31Windsor did not establish a run- improve on iflhcy plan to win any was on, and it will he intcrc..,ting 18 1..ist year... Windsor holds a 91
ning game, and could 011ly more game:,, lhis year.
to sec how they produce in thc:,,e 8 edge over McMastcr since
manage 1;"°)4 yar·u1s ru~.11·1ng.
·1
he
Lancer,
arc
cllectivclv
l..i-;t
two games.
197! ... w·musllr
., h.is 11111 lost al
.,
Acco rd i11 g Iy' l hc passing lb_ai.:_·k_c_·d_,...;1g.:..';_1i_ns.:. :.l.:. :.t.:. :.h.:.c.:. :.w·;:. :. :.il:. :.l. . .:.l:. :.n. .:.1:.:.>r:: _dc~:r'. . __ _W:..:. . ::h'.::c.:.:11..'.:'.a:::sk~1:~·<.l'. . :w~h,~1l~l~h1:~·~lo~u~g~h.:.e~st:__.nh2.o!!m~eJt!!_h SJ'.fC.l!_ar[(]L_ _ _ _ __
game was not established very
well either, but this can be difficult when your punt team is on
the field nearly every third offenhy J im Parry
sive play.
with a sprained ankle.
team \\ ou Id gc.:l a hrea k.
Tazzman, while undeniably a
In the second half. the Lancers
After the game, Caldwell
lnjuric..,, ..ind a lack of offcn- looked like they had scored on a rernaincJ optimi..,tic about the
talented rookie quarterback, may
not be ready to play in the OUAA. :,,ive production. hurt the
free kick as Sue Brogna headed Lancers" chance-.. a.., he hoped the
Women
·s
Soccer
Lancer,
once
Statistically, Tazzman completed
the ball past Western 's keeper. ,a..,h of injuric.., \.l.oulJ come to an
Referee Dino Rizzo ruled that a end CalJv,cll ,aiJ the Lancer..,
13 of 29 attempts for 119 yards, again a:,, they lo:,,t 2-0 to the.:
wilh four intcn:cplion!j against Western Mustangs on Wcdncs- Mustang player had asked for the had their ch,mcc, in the fir,1 half.
<.lay Octohcr 41h.
appropriate space before the Lan- hut added. "cohesion was 1<>1ally
Western.
With
six
slaters
1m
the
di:,,cer
player put the ball into play. l..icking."
Musselman 's offensive woes
ahled
list.
the
Lancer-.
could
not
Thus. the play was whistled <.lead
Cald\\cll docs ,cc a hright
were compounJcd \\ hen back-up
,pot in hi, team·.., luture as he e.xbefore the free kick occurred.
quarlerbi.lck Joe Capriotti quit the get on track. as their offence could
Later in the second half two pcct, Sue beppi and Katherine
team following SalurJay's loss. not capitalize on some very good
sco'ring
chances
due
to
the
things
assured Western the win. Dc\. laem inck to be able to play
Third-string quarterback Mike
players·
unfamiliarity
with
one.:
First and prohabl} most damag- again -.oon.
l3rischois lcl't last week, and
ing was a sprained ankle that LanThis weekend the Lancers
receiver Jim Chandler lell three another.
Western
scored
their
first
goal
cer
Sue
Brog.no
sullered.
Second
head
to Waterloo on Satur<.lay,
weeks ago. All three lcll camp
midway
through
the
first
half
as
a
\\.as
a
goal
that
the
Mu,tangs
October
14 and return home in
citing a lack ol playing time. The
..,cored
on
a
corner
kick
1hat
\\.a,
mistake
in
coverage
by
a
Lancer
time
to
host
McMaster on SunLancers now must play without a
011\JUdgcd
h)
the.:
Lrnccrs·
day.
October
15th
at the St. Denis
hack-up Ol3, though punter Scutt allowed an open Mustang playe,
Centre athletic complex at 3
Miller, and receiver Scan Mc- to kick the ball over a sprawling def'c.:n..,e.
The.:
game
enJcd
with
the
p.m.(1
Windsor
goalkeeper.
Before
the
Kean have played the position
Mu..,tangs
enjo~
ing
,,
2-ll
\
ictory
half
was
over.
the
Lancers
were
before.
Once again, WinJ:,,or·, once again victimized by an in- anJ ( 11ach (,orJ C.tlJwcll
defense played admirably. hut jury as Liz Hammond went down prnbabl) ""ondcring \\.'hen hi,

It is this prerequisite to winning thal gives the University of
Windsor's football team the most
trouble.
The Lancers have suffered all
sea~on from an inability to score
points, and as the weeks roll by, a
oood team on paper, looks more
0
and more like a mediocre team on
the stats sheet.
Last Saturday, the University
of Western Ontario pounded the
Lancers 30-4 in a game played on
a chilly and cloudy day at the
Mustangs' J.W. Little Memorial
Stadium.
"Western is a damn good
ream," said Windsor head coach
John Musselman, following the
game.
While Western (4-1) is un<leniably a better team than
Windsor (2-3), the Lancers still
had a good chance to win this
game, and break their string of I 0
waight losses to Western.
Later, Musselman ha<.l some
praise for the team that wears
purple and silv.cr.
"Basically, their (Wcstern's)
offcm,ive line is very good all the
m
way through. and defensively,
they arc very good. They arc ju ... t
a very solid football team. They
moved the ball well, and didn't
allow w, lo do the same."
It has been said that good
teams capitalize on mistakes, and
Western lived up to their reputation by cashing in on two
munurm:ntal errors by Windsor.
Late in the first half, with the
score tilted 6-1 in Wes tern's
favour, the Lancers turned the ball
over on two consecutive occasions inside their own 20 yard
line.
when only half your team ph,ys
The fir:,,t turnover, an inter- well, you have difficulty being
ception thrown by WinJsor successful in such a teamquarterback Wall Tazzman, set up orienteu game as fool ha II.
II
a 1·yard louch<.lown run by MusIn the midst oflhc loss, an nu II
tang running back, Peter Glaab.
slanding individual effort was alSoon after, Windsor's Rick most overshadowed. Lancer
Dugal intercepted an errant pass linebacker 13rau Lupson had a
by Western quarterback Chris fantastic game, collecting 22
~affncy, only to fumble the ball tackles and I sack in what is turnnght back to the original intended ing out to be a banner year for
receiver.
him. Lupson now has 79 tackles
That turnover led to on the s ;ason, just l8 shy of the
WcMcrn's second TD a three- Lancers' single-season tackle
yard scamper by Matt ~ickey.
record currently held by teamCombined with two earlier mate Mike O'Neil.
goals by Steve McCann,
Star nose-tackle Nick Lavalle
... field
those
·
· 14 pornts
were enough to also played a great game. Rookie
allow Western lo go into the inter- linebacker Mark Campbell was
nussion holding a 20-1 lead.
the second leading tackler (with
"Our biggest problem was 13), show ing that he has a strong
IVHh our o 1·1·cns1ve
•
•
line,"
sa,'d future with the Lancers.
Windsor's offense has yet to
Musselman. "We didn't do a real
good · b
.
prove
that they can he successful
JO mak111g holes for the
backs l
in
run through, or protccl- in the OUAA. Their dismal
g lhc quarterback.
average of 228 yards in total of"O
~ t , you take the fense ( 174 yarc..ls if you disn1 unt

e

1

I

°
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Injuries hamper women

1-----------------------------------------,!

Tennis help wanted

h)" Jim Domin~ucz

The University of Windsor
women's tennis team has a long
road to travel before they reach
the top. bul with every week, the
team is making stride:,, toward that
goal.
The team is relatively young
and this has shown in the results
this year. After a disappointing
tournament at the University of
Windsor during homecoming. the
team improved to win a few
matches recently against Henry
Ford Community College.
Coach Doris Hays, in her first
season with the Lancers. says that
her team is not overly strong, and
she attributes this to the team
being relatively unknown at
school.
"J 'm trying to find a way that
more people can hear about the

team," Hays said. "Many of our
players also do not play
throughout the entire year."
Hays admits that it is difficult
to compete with other schools because the university docs not have
an indoor training facility. She
says that her players are interested
in keeping the program going
throughout the year, but that it is
difficult because of the lack of a
winter training site.
Hays says that it is not too late
for new playcn; to come out for
the team.
"Some players may not know
much about the program and
worry that the coach may not
know very much," Hays said.
This is not a problem for the
Windsor team because Hays has
her certified teaching papers from
the U.S. and she is an instructor at
the Windsor Indoor Tennis Club.

The tY.O most promising
player:,, on the learn arc Bonnie
Graham i.lnd Lisa Carser.
Graham. the team's number
one seed, dcfeateJ Henry Ford's
number one player. Janet Sage. 63. 6-4 in her most recent match.
Carscr. the number two
player, defeated Henry Ford ·s
Pam Bylica, 6-3. 6-1. Graham and
Carser also teamed up to defeat
Sage and Bylica in doubles 6-2. 63.
The other team members di"
not fare as well, but Hays says the
results will come with practice.
Anyone wishing h.> play tennis
this year, or next. is asked to get
in touch with Doris Hays. She can
be reached through the sports office in the Human Kinetics Building. The phone number 1s
253-4232 ext 2423.0
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Pistons take U of W by storm I
h~ Jim l>omin).!.UC/
'
n June IJ. 1989, the
Detroit Pi!>ton.., had u
comfortable eight
point lcatl with time
·
running out against
the Los Angeles Lakcrs in game
four of the NBA Finals.
The stadium clock scaled the
Lakers' fate as it flashed five,
four, three. two, one, zero. Isiah
Thomas heaved the ball upwards
into the air and the Pistons were
World Champions.
On Thursday. October 5, the
Pistons gathered in the St. Denis
Centre for media day. This signailed the start of training camp,
hut the thoughts of the championship a;e still prominent in the
minds of the players.
The Pistons are now cha I-~

[Q]

lcngi.:d with the difficult tal>k or
repeating Head Coach Chuck
Daly knows that the road ahead
will be tough.
"I don't think it's very easy."
Daly said. "I think it's one of
those achievements that is very
hard to come by but it's an effort
we have to make."
One of the key ingredients
that made the Pistons' outstantling defense work will not be
present this year. The baddest hoy
of them all, Rick Mahorn. was
selected by the Minnesota Timherwolvcs in the cxpan<.,ion draft.
Thoma!> said, "The chemi!>try
will definitely he different
(without Mahorn). At this point
we don't know what llavour the
chemistry will take on. bul it wil!
definitely hi.: different and that is
...omcthing we ·11 have to sec a-. uv:

season progresses."
With the departure of Muhorn
also came the departure of the
team ·s "13ad Boys" image.
Thoma!> proclaimed at the Whiti.:
Hou!>e that the "13ad Boy..," would
he no ml)rc.
"We, as a basketball team.
respect the fact that Ricky
(Mahorn) is no longer a part of us
and we wanted to keep him special to our group. so we won't
refer to us as that any more."
The position of power forward is now open and any one of
five people will see time at that
position. John Salley, Dennis
Rodman, William Bedford, Scott
Hastings and David Greenwood
will all s1.:e time at power forward.
John Salley has to be the leading candidate for the starting job.
Salley bulked up 20 pounds this
season which will help with
physical inside play.
Salley worked over the summer to improve his game in some
area!>. "I want to score more and
be a force in every game I'm in,"
Salley said.
Rodman will sec some time at
power forward hut he says he docs
not want to start.
"l want to come off the bench.
that's Dennis Rodman," Rotlman
saitl. "Even though 1did start and
we were succes!>ful. that's just not
me. Succc!>s is nice. it's just the
fact that 1 love coming off the
hem:h and ... parking the team."
The nc,t piece to the pu11lc is

7' ! '' ccntre / lor\l,artl William '

lkdlord. Pi!>ton Management is
optimi!>lic about lktlford. who j..,
coming from drug rehabilitation .
Pi..,ton General Manager. Jack
McClo!>Key. i'.'> very pleased to
have 13edford a'.'> a Piston, but he
say.., 13edlord ... till ha!-. lo prove
him ...clf.
"It'!-. a day to day propo!-.ilion.
a minute to minute proposition
but he has made a big, big hurdle."
McCloskcy said.
Hastings and Greenwood may
also play power forward at times
this season.
Hastings, who signed as an
unrestricted free agent, is from
Atlanta. Hastings is a good defensive player with a decent outside
shot.
Daly is impressed with Hasting!> and feels he could contribute
quality minute!> in the course of a
game.
Greenwood was signed on
Wednesday anti \.\>ill play mostly
at small forward. Daly is excited
about hi-. -.igning and feels he also
can contribute to the ti.:am.
The rest of the ti.:am i.., ... till intact including Mark Aguirre. who
will he spentling his fir-.t full
season with the Piston!>.
Aguirri.: came to camp thi..,
year without some of the weight
he carried la!>I ..,ea...on.
"l didn't recognize him." McClo!>kcy said. "I think it's great."
The remaining '.'>tarters remain
the <.,ame: Thomas. 13ill Laimhcer

and Joe Dumars, !>tra1ght fr
Oi..,ncy World.
Dumars said that the lcam 11
not be complacent with 0
championship and that they 11

still be playing hard.
"That's what everyone h
training camp for, is to win ital
Dumars said. "We aren't hcrcj
to play this season."
Despite winning the char.
pionship last season the Pisi
arc not even favoured to win
division.
"Most major publications,·
picking Cleveland or Chicago·
win it but I don't think it me
very much," Daly said. "l d011
think the writers know a whole
more than we do."
It seems like only a short Ii
ago when the Pistons wcrr
-.truggling second division 1c
but now they arc on topofthch
kcthall world.
The key to the lurnamund11
when the Pi-.ton... drafteu ThoO'
out of the Uni\.er!>ily of lml1.1n
"ll 's vcr} !>ali-,ty ing." Thur
!>aH.l. "Any time you can .,tar
the bottom and work your \\a)
the top. Thul·!> whul Amcricrn
about."
The Pi!-.tons arc no\-.. king,
thi.: mountain .inti all the NU
team!> will attempt to knod th1
oil. It will he difficult. hut 1l
titudc could provitlc rc.,ull .... 1
!>hould he another very succ~vJ
season for the Detroit Piston,J
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Career Fair '89
Tuesday Oct. 17 /89
Ambassador Auditorium

Organizations

1:30-4:30 and 7-9:30

•

LAW ENFORCEMENT

COMMUNICATIONS

Ontario Hydro

Royal Canadian Mounted

Bell Canada

Essex Co. Assoc. for Community

Union Gas Ltd.

Police

Canadian Broadcasting Corp

Living

Revenue Canada Taxation

City of Windsor Police

CNCP

Southwestern Regional Centre

Essex-Kent Chartered Accounts

Ontario Provincial Police

ACCOUNTING
Certified General Accountants
Society of Mgmt. Accounts

ENERGY

Association

GOVERNMENT

Coopers & Lybrand

Ontario Ministry of

RETAILING/MARKETING

Correctional Services

MANUFACTURING

Toys "R" Us

BANKING

Canadian Armed Forces

Chrysler Canada

Premier Fastener

Toronto Dominion Bank

Public Service Commission

Fiberglas Canada

Scotia bank

of Canada

Polysar Ltd.

National Trust

Transport Canada

Rockwell International Ltd.

PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT Canada

Royal Bank of Canada

Ministry of Tourism

Siemens Automotive

Manpower Temporary Services

Royal Trust

Electronics

Household Financial Corp.

Domtar Packaging

PepsiCo Food Service Intl.
McDonald's Restaurants of

COURIER SERVICES
United Parcel Services

INSURANCE

RECENT ADDITIONS
Ministry of Labour
U. of W. Graduate Studies

London Life

EDUCATION

Sunlife

RESEARCH

City of Windsor Board of

North American. Life

General Chemical Canada

Education

Metropollitan Life

Imperial Oil Ltd.

Essex Co. Board of Ed.

Prudential of London

A.C. Nielsen

University of Windsor-

Mutual Life

Electronic Data Systems

Career Planning and Place-

RESTAURANT MANAGEME~1

Connaught Laboratories

Husky Moldings

SOCIAL SERVICES
Shildren' s Achievement Centre
Children's Aid SocietyEssex Co.
R.C. Children's Aid SocietyToronto

ment

Nearly Sixty organizations will be on hal!d to ensure their personnel needs for the 1990's. Don·t forget your resume or your employment future,
The 1990's are coming--fast Will you be ready?
Plan to attend Career Fair '89!!

•

•
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campus rec
I\IEN'S SOCCER
Sport I\Ianagcr: Jason P. Smith

II'

fil'ANDTNGS: Week Ending Mon. Oct. 2/89
TEAM
.:.=--

IS

cossacks
Rangers
Has-beens
. Mac Hall Italia
FU Cups
Alumni Engineers
Carisa
Horsemen
Law
Unwanteds
SAC Ooalkickers

WINS

LOSSES

TIES POINTS

3
3
2
2

1

1
0

0
0
0
0

1
1

1
1
1
1

0

1

1

6
6
4
4
3
3
2

1
1

1
1

0
0
0
0
0

I
1
3
4

If there are students who

2
2
2

0

tea:.

lon

WOMEN'S SOCCER
Sport I\Ianagcr: Suzanne Edwards

le~

linx
rq

'"

ln1'

an

STA'.\DT'.'IGS: Played Mon. Sept. 25, and Mon., Oct. 2

ruM

WINS

LOSSES

TIES POINTS

Law
Cody Commies
Huron Hackers

1
1

0

1
0
1

1
1

0

3
2
1

,llltl

lrt

WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL

a1

have Outstanding Drug
Claims from last year's
plan, would they please
bring them to the attention
of Mike Akpata at S.A.C.,
2nd Floor U.C.
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STANDINGS:

TEAM

WINS

Old Farts 1
Individuals 1
Garfields 0

LOSSES

TIES POINTS

TPF TPA
-

0
0

1
1
0

39
35
24

2

3
3
0

21
31
46

Comin g Soon ...

Johnny's Roadhouse

TYPING
• Fast
• Accurate
.• Confidential

Everybody wants to get
straight A's!
Let us show you how to

$1 • 25 ,.r doubJ.
spu•d pag•

IAPA Specialists I

• m1c.r•n,1c •

LETTER QUALITY PRINTING

gf< NX-1000

Eventng Hours

945-0732
Hav hav• to 1Hv• a r•cord•d mHng•.
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SUMMIT
...___ _ AUTO SALES

•
•
•
•
•

4 built in fonts
144 cps draft
36 cps NLQ
4K buffer
Paper park feature

~.~~Jr' NX-1000

Windsor's Downtown
Used Car Dealer
,:, Very Affordable
,:, Large Selection of Certified Vehicles
for Students

144 cps Draft
36cps NLQ
4K buffer
Paper park feature
7 colour printing

~ NX-2400
•
•
•
•
•

57 cps NLQ
170 cps draft
360 d. p.i. resolution
7K buffer
Paper park feature

Ask for Chuck Soulliere or
Paul Dumouchelle

Financing ..\rnilable With Great Terms
Backed With .\ I Year Warrant~·

Rainbow

• 4 built in fonts

•
•
•
•
•

Conveniently located at the corner of
Erie & Goveau. Windsor
Open Monday - Thursday 9-9.

Friday 9-6. Saturday I 0-4
252-8336

~
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be a ~~@,~:student!

581 Campbell Avenue
Windsor, Ontario
256-1797
A DfVfSJCN OF AN£XT COUPUTERS INC.
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by Mike Beach

lfers win O UA

hey always said
they could do it and
that's exactly what
they did. The Lan cer golf team ha:,,
brought the first OUAA championship of the year to the University of Windsor
The prestigious Essex Golf
Club and perfect playing conditions set the scene for the OUAA
golf championships this past Oct.
IOth & I Ith.
This two-day tournament was
for the top bragging rights in Ontario University golf. Now, for the
fourth time in school history,
Windsor holds these rights. It is
also the Lancers' second championship in three years.
The Lancers won with a twoday wtal of 61"7, cwo shots ahead
of the defending champion, the
University of Toronto. The
Guelph Gryphons, after being tied
for the lead after the first day of
competition, faltered in the final
day, but had enough to take home
the bronze. With 639 points, the
Brock Badgers took fourth and
the Laurier Golden Hawks trailed
with a score of 647.
Wayne Carleton of Guelph
beat out Dave Woods of Toronto
after three playoff holes to grab
the individual scoring title with a
tourney score of 149. The
Lancers' own Tim McCullough
captured the bronze medal with u
pair uf76 ':,, and a team high score
ol 152.

TJ
I

The rest of the Lancers score
ii\ follows: captuin Chris Karpala
76 & 78 for 154. Steve Ma kra shot
iucntically. l3ill Sea1,?.ris 79 & 78
lora lwo da) total of 157 and Puul
O'Marra shot 79 & 80 to give liim
a total of 159.
According to tcum coach Tim
McCutcheon, consistency and
team play was the key to victory.
'To shoot all the scores in the
70's was a marked difference
from our pluy in the semi's at
Lokout (Golf Club). This is what
we strived for all year."
Mccutcheon said thut his
learn was mentally prepared and
was confident in their ability to
c~pture the championship. His advice to his team was, "just concentrate on your own games and
play." He didn't even talk to his
players between nines for fear of
breaking their concentration, or
adding pressure.

Photo courtesy Mal Webster

Chris Karpala takes a shot.

McCutcheon discourages
anyone from thinking that there
was some sort of 'home court
advantage'. He states that three of
his golfers have never played
Essex before and the other two
seldom have played the course. It

is a very exclusive club that is
ranked within the top ten in
Canada. "It is a very demanding
course," said McCutcheon.
Tim McCullough clinched the
victory for the Lancers, hut Steve
Makra played a key role putting

up a good score even though he
was struggling.
"It's a great compliment to a
pluyer (like Mukra) who's not
playing his hest and can still grind
out a decent score," said Mccutcheon. The turning point for

the team was Makra ·s birdie on
the course's toughest hole, # 13.
He accomplished this after
scoring poorly on a few of the previous holes.
The win was very special to
continued on page 3

ARTS
Oct 19 -- Eric Cameron -- Sculptor and Head of Fine Arts
at U of Calgary will speak. 7·30 p.m. at the Lebel Building,
U ofW.
Oct 24 -- Adalasteinn lngolfsson will discuss "Recent
Developments in Icelandic Art". 2:30 p.m. in the School of
Visual Arts. U of W .
Oct 24-26 -- "Exhibition of Prints and Drawings by Icelandic Artists" at the School of Visual Arts, U of W.
Oct 24 -- Prof. Anne Davis presents a series of lectures on
the artist as Mystic at 8 pm in the Thames Art Gallery. Call
1-354-8338.
Oct 25 -- Illustrator/Writer Michele Lemieux will describe her
works and the art of illustrating books. 7:30 p.m. at the Main
Library.
Oct 26 -- Adalsteinn lngolfsson will discuss "Contemporary
and Icelandic Art". 7:30 p.m. at the Art Gallery of Windsor.
Oct 27 -- Marty Gervais and Peter Stevens will be at the
Bookroom at the Court, in Mackenzie Hall, 7:30 p.m.
Oct 28 .. Illustrator Workshop -- A panel discussion on book
illustration will be held. 1Oa.m. -4:30 p.m. at the main library.
For more information call 255-6763.
Oct 30-Dec 6 -- Learn Relief Printing with the Windsor
Printmakers Forum. Mon/Wed at 9 a.m.-noon or 7 p.m.-10
p.m. Cost $75. Please call 253-9493.

Oct 20 -- An Evening of Cabaret Entertainment. featuring
The Fabulous Sirs. Presented by the Aids Committee of
Windsor and the AG W. in the A.G.W. restaurant. Tickets
available at 258-7115 and 973-0222.
Oct 20 -· "Irving Berlin -- the Second Century". The U of W
School of Music presents baritone Cary Gable and other
guests in this musical tribute. 8 p.m. in the Moot Court, U
of W. Tickets $5 to $8, available at the School of Music. For
more information call 253-4232, ext 2780.

Oct 18 -· The Navigators present "Love More Than a F~.
ing", a discussion at Vanier Hall Oakroom. 6:30 p.m.
Oct 19 -· "Thinking about the Sixties: The Founding of the
Internationalists". Organized by the Marxist-Leninist StlJ<ly
Group. 4:30 p.m. in the SAC Club Office.

Oct 22 -· AGW presents "Jazz Concert: Touche Ross Jazz
'90", by the Detroit Jazz Leaders Quintet. 2:30 p.m. in the
Chrysler Auditorium.

Oct 19 -- General meeting of the Lesbian/Gay Stude,_
Group. For details about the meeting and the group ca
973-4951.

Oct 28 -- Windsor Symphony resents Family Fun series Little Red Riding Hood at 3 pm in the Cleary Auditorium. Call
253-6579.

Oct 22 -- "A Caravan for Peace and Justice in El Salvadoi
Salvadorean refugees will give testimonies at lmmaculale
Conception Church (696 Marentette) at 10:30 a.m. For
more information call 974-8795.

ETC
Oct 16-22 .• The Child Abuse Council of Windsor and Essex
present Child Abuse awareness week, activities include:
Oct 17 .• A fundraising dinner with Donny Lalonde. Starts
6:30 p.m. in the Cleary Auditorium, Skyline Room West.
$35 per person. For more information call 256-1418.
Oct 19 --A film night featuring: To a Safer Place, at the Main
Library, 7 p.m.
Oct 19 -· The Legal Issues Committee of the C.A.C. will
hold a workshop/seminar -- "Interviewing Children". 5 p.m.
to 7 p.m. at the Holiday Inn.
Oct 20 -- Ronald Luciano. director of the Canadian Institute
for the Prevention of Child Abuse will address the Child
Abuse Council's annual meeting. 7 p.m. to 9 p.m., McPherson Alumni Lounge, U of W.

MUSIC/THEATRE
Oct 18 -- U of W School of Music presents Ezra Schabas
lecturing about musical performances and communication
program. 3:30 p.m. in the Recital Hall. For more information call 253-4232 , ex 2780.

Oct 18 -- The Facuity of Education and the Academic Ad
v1sory Centre present an Information Session. 5:30 p.rn. 111
1120 Erie Hall.

Oct 17 & 21 -- The Canadian Mental Health Association is
offering an orientation and volunteer training session. 79:30 p.m. on the 17th & 9:30 a.m.-4 p.m. on the 21st. For
applications and 1nlormat1on call 255-7440.

Oct 18 -- The Windsor Symphony Orchestra Baroque
Series at Mackenzie Hall Court Auditorium, at 8 p.m.
Prelude one hour prior. Call 255-6700.

Oct 17 -- Prenatal Clinic Day. U of W School of Nursing and
the May Court Club present a day of 1nformat1on. For information and registration call 253-4232, ext 2258. $1 for
snack. Held at the U of W Vanier Hall student lounge.

Oct 20-22. 27-29 -- Theatre Alivers "Little Shop of Horrors"
begins 8 p.m. except on the 22nd and 29th when it starts
at 2 pm. For tickets call 256-2040

Oct 17 -· Michael Mandel. professor of law will speak on
"The Charter of Rights· A Critical View". 1 p.m. in the Moot
Court of the Faculty of Law.

Oct 22 -- Student Appreciation Day at Temple Baptist
Church. 11 a.m. Guest speaker Don Posterski. Soup and
Sunday reception.
Oct 23 -- Dianne Cunningham, MPP (London - North) wt
be a special guest speaker at 1 p.m. in the Moot Coun
Faculty of Law, reception to follow.
Oct 26 -- "Rave Reviews", an informal hour of books, conversation and coffee. 2 p.m. in the Main Library.
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Oct 27 -- Peter Mahlangu, the African National Congress
Chief Representative to Canada, will guest speak in thE
Moot Court of the Faculty of Law at 1 p.m. For information
and tickets call 252-1517.
Oct 28 -- Masque II and Little Shop of Horrors. The Arts
Council of Windsor and Region presents a costume part)
and play. Tickets $18, for more information call 252-6855
By Oct 31 ·- Ontario Graduate Scholarship Program ap' plications due. Must be a graduate or in an Undergraduate
program leading to a graduate program. Please call Hl()().
465-3013 for more information.
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Weekly an investigative Bible discussion for those w1sh1n;
to examine life and claims of the historical Jesus. Call Lisa
at 256-6983 or Steve & Julliet at 252-2765.
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S.A.C. Chalkboard

I
by

S.A.C. Switchboard
Wednesday, October 18, 1989
12:15 - 1:00
CJAM 91.5fm
Topic ...
Sexually Transmitted Diseases
Do student$ ta_ke them seriously?

S.A.C. Cinema
Sunday, October 22, 1989
2001 Space Odyssey
Room 1120 Erie Hall
Starts at 7:00 p.m.
00
CQst $2.
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Student Law Society & The Women's Centre
sponsoring
Dianne Cunningham, MPP (London North)
Monday, October 23, 1989 - 1:00 p.m. - Moot Court, Faculty of Law
Student Law Society, S.A.C. & Iona College
sponsoring
Peter Mahlangu,
African National Congress' (ANC) Chief Representative to Canada
Friday, October 27, 1989 - 1:00 p.m. - Moot Court, Faculty of Law
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Windsorites fight f Or choice
by Kevin Johnson

Chanting "Don't lose the right
to choose", about 60 people rallied for abortion rights at City
Hall Square Saturday.
The demonstration was part of
a national action organized by the
Canadian Abortion Rights Action
League (CARAL). The group opposes the introduction of legislation to replace the abortion law
struck down as unconstitutional
by the Supreme Court January 28,
1988.
Local CARAL member
Selma McGorman said abortions
are already regulated by the medical profession.
•women are not criminals
when they choose to have an abortion," she said. "It is a surgical
procedure. Politicians have better
things to do with their time (than
outlaw abortion)."
Criminalizing abortion does
not end it, but forces it into back
alleys where it becomes more
dangerous for the woman involved, McGorman said. She
cited the example of Brazil, which
has strict anti-abortion laws, and
where botched abortions are the
leading cause of death among
women aged 15 to 39.
~ The chair of the Women's ln,centive Centre urged pro-choice
advocates to organize to defeat

those who would limit access to
abortion.

"It is essential that we become
as active as the anti-choice forces," said Victoria Cross. "We are
telling the truth about women's
rights. We are telling the truth
about legal rights."
After a summer in which the
cases of Barbara Dodd and Chantal Daigle inflamed passions on
both sides of the issue, the federal
government is seeking legislation
that would be seen as a compromise. Cross told pro-choice
activists to stand their ground.
"There is no compromise on
this issue -- the compromise is
choice," she said. "None of us is
going to tell anyone what to do
with their reproductive capacity."
University of Windsor law
student Marina Grace agreed.
"The issue is that we're not proabortion, we're pro-choice. Personally, I would say I would not
have (an abortion), but I don't
believe the state or the law has any
right interfering with that," she
said.
Fellow law student Sanjay
Soni was on of the few men at the
rally.
"I come from a visible
minority myself, so I do understand minority rig hts. It's a
progression to what other rights
they can limit," he said.O

~
~
,;~'.·

Protcstors lbren !O speaker.; al pro-choice rally.

Lance Photo by James Crump

Det11onstrators join rally
by Martina Obersat

Pro-choice demonstrators in
City Hall cheered Saturday when
aspeaker reminded them they are
part of a national movement to
safeguard abortion rights.
Thousands of Canadians rallied in over 30 communities
across the country to protest any
new legislation restricting access
to abortion. The National Day of
Action for Abortion Rights, organized primarily by the
Canadian Abortion Rights Action
league, was one of the largest
events yet mounted by the prochoice movement.
A busload of Windsorites
sponsored by Canadian
Autoworkers Local 444 joined
4
.ooo people in Toronto for a twohour march signalling their conc_ern that women will lose the
nght to control their reproductive
capacity.
2,000 gathered in Montreal
201)() ·
'
'
tn Vancouver and smaller
groups across the country were
determ·me d to show the government that the pro-choice movement is, tn
· their phrase, "the 71
percent majority".
Closer to home, the campus
Women' c
s entre and Women and
the law co-sponsored an information tab! e in
. the ·university

Windsor
winstitl

continued from page I

Demonstrators al Windsor's "Don '1 Lose the Right lo Choose" rally.

Centre last week which garnered haven't become complacent,"
400 signatures on pro-choice Papadeas said. "Young people
postcards, accordi ng lo SAC missed a lot of the women's
Women's Commissioner Pat movement that had to struggle for
rights."
Papadeas.
Still , she admits, there are
"It's good to -;ee young people

Lance Photo by James Crump
"other forces" on campus.
About 1,500 pro-choice
postcards were taken from a display outside the Women's Centre,
presumably by an anti-abortio1:
sympathizer.0

the team and especially to Paul
O'l\1arra and McCullough, as it
may be their final chance to win
the championship because they
arc both seniors. McCutcheon
remarked that it was great to
watcJi the guys enjoy the victory
and he was happy he could be a
part of it. "These five players
handled themselves very well
over the two days. They were very
mature and well-mannered, but
most of all they kept their composure and never gave up."
McCutcheon thinks that
Windsor can look forward to
good quality teams in the future.
With two victories in three years,
the University gains a good golf
reputation that will attract quality
players from all over the
province. This school also has an
excellent program that McCutchcon says "should produce
good contending teams every
year."
Congratulations are in order
to the Lancer team and their coach
for bringing the first championship of the 89/90 school year to
the University of Wimlsor.(J

Five Conversations

with Steve Albini
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by Larry Deck

There are sufficient drawbacks to seeing a band in the United States for
me generally to avoid doing so. Too young to drink in Michigan, I stand to
spend the evening in the company of those fortunate enough to be a year
or more my senior, buying exhorbitantly expensive soft drinks and receiving
as change American coins that will loiter around in my pockets like
unemployed immigrants till my next visit there. The enticements must
therefore be extraordinary.
This Monday, three bands played at Ann Arbor's Blind Pig They were:
Brick Layer Cake, Jesus Lizard, and Flour. All three are associated with the
Chicago-based record label Touch and Go, a label which has hosted The
Butthole Surfers, No Trend Scratch Acid Die Kreuzen, Rapeman Urge
Overkill, Didjits. and many more of my favourite groups. But best of all,
producer Steve Albini was touring with this bunch, playing drummer for B. LC.
and bassist for Flour Faced with an offer of talking with Albini, a fantastic
producer and former member of Big Black and Rapeman, I submitted to a
night of alcohol-free entertainment ( as if there even is such a thing)
My associate Peter 'Snake' Burton (bassist for Windsor's Luxury Christ) and I
spoke with Albini on several distinct occasions- each time very briefly- me
holding my portable recorder, Peter and Steve their beers.
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From Arty-Queer

To Big Black

Lance photos by James Crump
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Albtni's first significant band was the sensational and relatively short-lived
Big Black The band managed to gain notoriety for its muddy, thunderous
sound and its unrelenting treatment of taboo subjects. They sang about things
like Jordan Minnesota, a town where the majority of the adult population
conspired to hold pedophiliac orgies-where parents, teachers, and all the
other adults that the children had regular contact with were raping the
children with ritual fervor and frequency.
They sang about things most of us would prefer to deny or forget.
Unsurprisingly, they were misinterpreted, judged pornographic and disturbed.
They are most definitely not to everybody's taste. Still, to those with enough
insight to appreciate their 'message,' enough stomach to brave their lyrics,

Larry: How did you come to form Big
Black?
Alblnt I was in college, I got kicked
out I was in a punk-rock band
beforel: What year were you in-what was
your majo(?
A; I was a freshman in journalism.
And I didn't stick it out. The message
rd like to give all you kids out there:
stay with higher education, a really
great excuse to blow four years of
your life on drugs. sex and mindless
philosophical discussions in alleyways.
Anyway. I was in this punk-rock
band and the punk-rock band broke
up, so I joined this sort of arty-queer
bandL: Arty-queer band.
A: Yeah. "Stations."
Peter: What do you do in an artyqueer band?
A: Ah... real Joy Division/Magazine/
Cure-obsessive sort of shit.
L: What instrument did you play?
A; Bass. .Actually. that's what I played
In every band I played in 'till Big
Block.

would be worth persuing. Now, he
wanted to go to law school, and
when he decided to go to law school
it was obvious that Big Block couldn't
continue without him. So there was
no point in trying to replace him with
anybody. It would have been easiest
for all of us just to continue on the
trajectory and just get bigger and
bigger and become more acceptable to more people- at which point
we would get completely disgusted
- and I would probably have left
music if I had stayed in Big Black for
another year.
Because by the time we broke
up, the audience was already starting
to get really repulsive. When you
invest a lot of your soul in something
-do something that means a lot to
you- and you realize after the fact
that you're appealing to the precise
kind of people that you don't like
being around, or that everything you
say is being interpreted incorrectly.
then you have two options: you can
either become completely pedantic
and simplistic-somebody like Jello
Biafra or Ian McKaye- and explain
Larry: How did Big Block break up? every syllable in absolute literal detail
Al>lnt The guv that essentially con- -and thars way too much work for
vinced me to keep going ln Big me, I just don't like hearing myself
Black was(Durango) Santiago; when talk that much. Or you can just bail
he joined the band it seemed like it out.

T
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RAPE M AN
The ~xtremely short-lived Rapeman was controversial for the duration of its
brief existence.. The .n am,e c~xnes from a Japanese comic book in which the
titte character punishes evil 'M:)men and children by raping them (that this
thing goes urr-banned and unprotested in Japan is as good an excuse for
xenopho~ia as I've e~er seen). Uke Big Black. Rapeman was O juggernaut
bOth musically and lyncally. In retrospect, l think they may have been one of
the best rock bands of this decade.

Larry: How was Rapeman formed?
Albini: Big Black was breaking up,

\

and Scratch Acid was breaking up,
and Rey Washam said why didn't l
come to Chicago and try to start a
band. And then before I knew it I was
inaband. ldidn'tactuallyhavetime
to not be in a band for too long,
because Big Black broke up in the
middle of August (1987) and then
less than two months later Rey came
up and started Rapeman. I just went
from one band into another one- I
think it was too soon. I didn't have a
chance really to stop and think about
what I was doing.
l: What was this business about
Rapeman being banned in England
during your European tour?
A:. There were a lot of people that
took offense to the name. And there
were one or two groups that tried to
get one gig cancelled. The re was
one gig at a university. The university
decided that they didn't want to do
the gig, after they had committed to
it We didn't let them weasel out. The
oromoter said: "If you cancel the gig
after agreeing to do it I'll sue you". So
the university was scared out of corr
celling the gig.
l: So you played after all.
A: Yeah-and we set an attendance
record at that university.
l: Were you picketted?
A: Yeah, but nothing- no violence
or anything wierd.

The university plastered posters
all over the campus discouraging
people from attending the show. It
was hilarious.
L: How did Rapeman expire?
A:. We went on a tour that was too
long for our own good and we ended
up not being very comfortable witr.
each other personally, although 'Ne' re
great friends otherwise. It was just
that being together within a yard of
each other for eight weeks straight
was kind of wierd.
L: Is it conceivable that you would
ever work with Washam and Sims
again?
A:. I don't think there's any likelihood
that I'll ever have a band with either
of those two guys again.
L: How about just a recording project?
A:. Well I'm not too interested in doing
stuff like that. And I'm not particularly
inc lined- I d o n't know that I'll ever
have a band again. If I was going to
do music again that would be the
only way I'd be comfortable doing it
and ifs an enormous temptation for
a couple reasons- I miss it tremendously. I really miss playing. But if I
started another band now it would
be such a fucking endurance test to
see how many ridiculous queries
about the other bands IOJUld stomach.
I would much rather wait a period of
many years if necessary 'till nobody
gives a shit about the other bands.

The Best Drummer

is a Machine

Peter has always been impressed by Albini's use of drum machines; they
are deployed to great effect on Big Black's" Atomizer" l.p. as well as the recent
ep. by Arsenal entitled "Manipulator," produced by Albini.

Peter: Big Black-drum machine-

P: Drummers can be a real detriment

how did you come to get a drum
machine in there?
nt Well I was in this punk-rock
nd that had a drummer and then
n I joined the arty-queer band
didn't have a drummer and
they Were looking for a drummer
. they had a little rhythm box
ICh they used in the meantime.
I sort of grew fond of the sound
that grubby little rhythm box. So
n they threw me out I went and
ht one. It solved a lot of
lerns 'cause I couldn't find anyt' else to be in a band with me at
irne-'cause I didn't know any-

anyway.
A:. I like good drummers. I can't stand
drummers that piddle-paddle. And
tharsonethingthatadrummachine
will never do. It will never go diddilybopbopditditbuhburrrr...
P: Whars it like playing live with a
drum machine all the time? Doesn't
It annoy the hell out of you?
A:. No! Playing with a drum machine
is great! They're really easy to deal
with-you can start them and stop
them whenever you vv'<:mt you can(At this point Jesus Lizard's Dave
Yow, formerly of Scratch Acid enters
and disrupts the conversation We
adjourn ...)

Great American Novel
In the most recent edition of the magazine Forced Exposure, there 1s a
sh<:>rt story called Gas by Albini. !rs about a teenager named Ed who lives in a
dying town where the major industry used to be strip-mining and now consists
of two Pl<?nt~ one of which produces cream fillings for manufactured desserts.
Ed and his fnends have nothing better to do than get high on 'ragweed grass:
model glue and gasoline fumes. It is a well-written story, and impressed me
enough to talk to him about it.

Larry: About your story Gas: do you
write a lot offiction or was that a oneshot?
Albini: I don't write a lot I write
maybe twenty or thirty pages in a
year or something like that
L: Do you want to publish again?
A:. I don't really feel like competing
with all the other people out there
whowanttowrite the Great American
Novel. rm really self-conscious about
the versatility syndrome a lot of jerks
get into where they think" I can write
a rock and roll song therefore I can
act therefore I can paint therefore
I can write books. I'd be very very selfconscious about doing anything
that wasn't first calibre. Thars why I
prefer to do things on a small scale
and just give them to my friends for

fanzines 'n shit
If you write a book, you' re not
competing with Henry Rollins and
other rock turds who've written books.
You' re competing with all the heavyweights who've written books as their
life's work. There's no point in doing
that to satisfy you're own ego If you
don't think you have something legitimate to contribute doing that for its
own sake, ir s just completely jerking
off.
There' sa lot of temptation to do a
bunch of different things Just because
people ask you to But I don't think
you're doing yourself or me any good
if you just do it because you can I'd
rather do things that don't suck than
just do anything.

l 00 Enemies,

100 Friends
Peter had heard that Albini once presented a peculiar pieced performance
art. Having purchased a plate ot bullet-proof glas.c-,. so the story went Albini put
a loaded pistol in front of the glass and stood behind it inviting people to try
and shoot him through the glass. Peter decided to ask him about it.

Peter. So I read somewhere in an
interview. you were in an art class,
and you had a bullet-proof shield or
something...
Albint No. Man, this story has gotten
so far. I can't believe this.
I was in this art class and I did this
project where I erected a piexiglass
screen in front of me. And I'd sent out
invitations to one hundred enemies
and one hundred friends, and they
were invited to come and throw
anything they wanted to bring at
me. They stood ten yards away from
the plexiglass screen and I shouted
insults at them. And they threw
whatever they wanted.
P: So no bullets. eh?
A:. No. But the plexiglass didn't last
too long, because the very first guy
that walked up there-who happened to be a really good friend of
mine- threw a bowling pin at it.
L: Did your friends generally throw
'M:)rse things than your enemies threw?
A:. Well most of my enemies couldn't
be bothered. One guy threatened
to bring a javelin. but he never showed
up. Too bad. It would have been kind
of interesting. One of my enemies
threw a brick covered with snothe'd saved a jar of snot- it was really
repulsive. Another guv threw a wet
paper bag full of dogshit.
This one guy worked in a meal

plant where they ground baby chicks
up into meal to add into things as a
protein extender Apparently there's
more protein in a chick than there is
in an egg, so you take a freshlyhatched chick and you grind it up,
and you have chicken meal.. The
whole thing seems kind of repulsive.
But anyway, he brought a bag of
chicks and he threw a handful of
baby chicks at me. It was kind of
cool becauseL: Were they dead?
A:. No, they were squawking. But
there were these caring sensitive
types there and they got really, really
offended by these chicks being
thrown through the air. fhey gathered
up all these chicks and took them
home to their grubby little college
dungeon appartment and they
meticulously cared for these chicks
for an hour or so and then they got
stoned and the cat ate the chicks.
It was basically just an art project
but it got kinda blown out of proportion
within the school because I got into
a fight with the art department about
it. I wrote a newspaper article about
it and in the newspaper article I
apparently wasn't reverent enough
about performance art. I indicated
that I was basically doing it because
it was gonna be a lot of tun- that
didn't wash with the art department.
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Nineteen-year-old Richard Sloan died when he asphyxiated on
his own vomit after consuming 16 beers. The effects of this incident
may soon touch Ontario univerS1ty students.
Sloan went drinking with friends on January 29 at the University
of Guelph. The coroner established that Sloan had drunk six beers at
a campus residence, five beers at Guelph s Brass Taps, and, after failing to gain entry to another bar Sloan and his friends re-entered the
Brass Taps where Sloan consu-ned another five beers. After wandering away from friends he was found at a the bottom a stairwell leading
to the washrooms. He was unconscious and was showing no vital
signs. The verdict of the coroner's jury, Just recently released, contains
suggestions aimed at preventing a reoccurrence of these events. The
Lance agrees that changes are obviously needed to ensure the safety
of bar patrons, the Lance feels, however, that most of the suggestions
In the verdict are useless and msultlng.
One recommendation is that the drinking age be raised to 21. It
seems obvious that all this would do is increase the number of underage drinkers. By raising the drinking age the government causes underage students to drink in an unsupervised. uncontrolled area. In a
properly run pub or bar there is at least a small element of control.
Another recommendation is that universities establish ·a high
quality, unlicensed social, entertainment and dining facility on campus·.
At this. the Lance must ask the jury, "Who is going to pay for it?" Our
own Subway pub seems to be solely supported by Thursday nights!
An unlicensed facility. no matter how high the quality. could not possibly survive at the University of Windsor.
Probably the silliest recommendation is that students establish a
buddy system. As previously stated, Sloan was with friends the night
of his death. Two drunks together are not any safer than one drunk
alone. Just less lonely.
One of the most patronizing recommendations is that parents be
educated about student drinking patterns and university life, also that

NC

they be made aware of the university's alcohol policy. Parental control
is rather limited by the time a person reaches university age, and parental control is practically nil when their child is hundreds of miles away
at school.
There are other suggestions, some equally foolish, some not, bul
what the jury does not appreciate is that if people want to drink they
will. The only solution to the problem of alcohol related accidents is to
provide a safe, well supervised drinking environment. It should be established straight off that no matter how knowledgeable a person is oo
the dangers of alcohol abuse, a person who has had a few drinks ~I
probably want more drinks. The person may not need the drinks. orbe
able to handle them, but the person may not care. At this point it isa
matter of controlling the drinker, as the drinker will have no self control
Programs such as the Server Intervention Program (SIP), which
Is in effect at Windsor, arc part of a realistic solution. The impteml",
talion of SIP programs, on and off campus, is one of the few good
recommendations by the jury. The SIP program instructs servers in
techniques at telling if a patron has drank too much. The only problem
is that such a system sets up a competition between the patron and the
bar. The patron will try to look sober, the bar will try to see through
such attempts. In a dim, noisy bar the patron has quite an advantage
The Lance feels that any attempt to change the behavior cl
drinkers will ultimately fail. Buddy systems. attempts at education
changing of attitudes. all will fail after the patrons have consumed afew
drinks. Any changes made by the government, or the university administrations. should be made in the area of strengthening supervisiOII
in pubs and bars - all others are a waste of time and money.
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I would like to thank Samantha Peens for the help she gave me
in writing last weeks editorial. Many of the points touched upon in the
editorial were Peeris'. I apologise for being late in giving proper credit
- Scott Ingram

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

The Mystic

Rose Shimada

.

I've been living in a cave. (No offense, mom and dad.)
Juggling two jobs, homework, writing for the lance and
trying to go out once in a while has left pitifully little time
to read the papers or even to watch TV news broadcasts.
My knowledge of world events in September was limited
to the occasional overheard scrap of conversation or sometimes a sixty-second radio news report -- usually leaving
me with more questions than answers. Something about a
hurricane. It was kind of scary. I'd been reading
newspapers regularly since the age of eleven and had always been up to date in world issues and national and local
affairs. I could hold an intelligent conversation on politics,
current events and such, once... but no longer.
Feeling disoriented, I made a conscious decision a
couple of weeks ago to try to keep up, before I turn into
one of these university graduates you hear about who
doesn't even know who the prime minister of the country
is. (Yes, it's still Brian Mulroney, though I don't know how
much of a reassurance that is to you.) I'm beginning to
question the wisdom of my effort, however. I might have
been better off if l had stayed in my cave. I'm more disoriented now than I was before I knew what was going on!
One of the more disturbing bits of news lately (for me,
anyway) has been the death of Graham Chapman, of
Monty Python fame. You might remember him best as the
title character in the Python movie, "Life of Brian". This
saddened me no end. Of course it would have to happen in
the course of this historic show's twentieth anniversary

celebration. I feel bad because I didn't even know he was come forward to say that it was all a joke, and while I hale
dying of cancer in the first place. It just doesn't seem fair to generalize, it hardly seems likely that the no no11scnsc
that someone who gave so many people laughter would die Soviets would kid about something like aliens. The mind
boggles. I asked my dad what he thought.
so horribly.
"You don't actually hclicve we're alone in 1hc
In strange contrast to this came the death of the legenuniverse,
do you?" he asked.
.
dary Bette Davis. I Jon 't know about you, but I just never
Well no, but, but, but, my astronomy hook ... the J1s·
imagined her dead, no matter how old she got. She seemed
immortal. It was certainly first-rate as a reminder of our lances ... the odds ...
So I looked to my astronomy prof.
eventual fates.
''I'll believe it when I sec it," was all he really haJ IO
Far more disorienting than the news of these deaths,
however, would have to be the reports of aliens landing in say.
the Soviet Union. Aliens?! In Russia? When I first saw the
ACK!
And then there's this stock market thing. I don't kn~~
headline in our good ol' Windsor Star, "Aliens enjoy Glasnost", I though maybe they were talking about the East too much about finances, but that two-hundred point 'Jip
Germans or something. As l started to read the article, on Friday the 13th was prclly ominous -- echoes of '87 ~~
though, it became obvious the aliens they were talking '29. I guess things already appear to be recovering, bul 11 s
about were of the extra-terrestrial variety. And they were still kind of scary.
.
So, what docs it all mean? Heck if I know. But the in·
serious, absolutely serious!! Big, three-eyed creatures with
little heads had landed in a silver ship in the middle of some herent ironies in all of these occurrences sure seem to Poin;
0
Soviet city, supposedly in front of hundreds of witnesses, to some weird directing force with a really bizarre scnsc
making some boy disappear, then re-appear; and then they humour. Life can't just naturally be this strange, can it'!lt
flew away. My jaw dropped to the floor. That old adage, can't be.
.
.
1
Geez, as 1f l don't already have enough to deal with.
"Don't believe everything you read," took on a whole new
meaning. Granted, it was only in the Windsor Star, but should have stayed in my cave.r
they're hardly the National Enquirer! They seemed to be
quoting legitimate sources. Yet, who could believe this? If
Addendum:
To whoever/ whatever was behind the big earthquake
the Russians were actually purporting this to be true, they
were risking enormous amounts of ridicule. But no one has in California during the World Series: NOT funny!
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Theodore shamelessly plugs Lance
them.
Never mind that a lot of hard ,
've never written about a talented work goes into the paper every
moot point, but it has to week.
be done. No one, or at
Never mind that the average volunleast almost no one I teer sacrifices a minimum of 4 hours a
know reads the lance. The point is week in blood, sweat and tears.
moot. of course since the onl) people
Never mind that some of the people
\~ho are reading this read the Lance.
who are paid receive what works out to
So why write about lance reader- be about one dollar an hour.
,;hip? Obviously, to complain about it.
What you should keep in mind is
What it comes down to, is that for any- that the Lance is your FREE paper. It
thing, ever, to be done about anything, is, essentially. the only communication
Jk!Oplc have to know about it. Please about the university community where
Jon ·1 misunderstand, this isn't creating each of us spend a" ital part of our da) s.
an issue The issue is already in exist- (Unless you listen to CJAM, and )OU
ence, it just isn't dramatized to the point know who you are.) You're not going
where if something isn't done about it, to read about condom machines or that
NO ONE. is going to sleep tonight.
alleged petty-thief Jon Carlos Tsilfidis
The Lance, of course, should be in the New York Times, or even the
read religiously. A lot of University Detroit Free Press. But you can be pretnewspapers may suck in this country, ty darn sure you 'II read about it in the
but the Lance certainly isn't one of Lance. And it's not only news, it's wellwritten, hard-hitting editorials. reviews

by Ted Sturk

m

of everything you ever wanted to know
(and a lot you didn't) about the Arts,
dynamically designed ads, and even
classifieds that pique the interest and
satisfy the curiousity. Everything, that
is, but a regular column from me. But
that's not important right now.
You. the reader are probably thinking. ''Well, gee, what do you want me
to do, I read the Lance and I can't think
of a finer ne.,.. spa per anywhere in
Canada, if not 'he world."
Out you sec, that's not enough. You
have to sharL )Our good, honest praise
of the La11ce -.,; ith everyone you meet.
Carry a couple of copies around with
you everywhere you go. Stop strangers
on the street and give the paper to them.
(If you have to use a little force, well
hey! It's all in the name of good jour·
nalism, right?) If )Our roommate's
watching TV or even doing a little
homework. sweep it all out the window
and give them the La11ce -- they' 11 thank

you later.
And not only docs the l.a11ce need
people to read it, it needs people to
write hack. The l..a11ce cannot correct
whatever small, minor error:,, it docs
make in whatever if it has no idea that
errors were made. And nothing (not
even a Pulitzer Prize) makes a fine
young journalist write even better than
a beautiful, glowing letter describing
all the attributes of a piece he, or she,
did and wishing for more of the s,1mc.
The La11ce also needs staff hut so
does every volunteer organization in
the world and a lot of non-volunteer or·
ganizations.
If it's going to kill )OU to read the
La11ce or strike )OU with a debilitating.
crippling disease, don't do it. I would
be the last person to recommend something that could kill you. But if it's not
going to hurt you, go ahead, read the
lance. You could make somebody's
day very special.CJ
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abortion
Dear Editor

'

There arc a few points worth cxamintngthat Dr. Leslie Smolingmadcdunngh1:,,
Octohcr 11th talk at Vanier Hall.
A former colleague of Dr. Jlenry Mor·
gentalcr at his Toronto abortion clinic, Dr.
Smot·1 ng ·1s new in general practice
·
·in
W~l<ldstock and in part-time practice in
Windsor Uc is considering opening an
abortion clinic in Windsor.
The doctor stated that abortions per-

formed in a clinic have a 50% lower risk of
complications than those done in a hospital under general anaesthesia. It is interesting to note that Dr. Srnoling w.1s twice
denied staff privileges hy W1)0dstock
General Hospital which cited numerous .. I
legations of substandard patient _earl: ~nd
interpersonal problems involving him.
(The Canadian Medical Association Journal, Apr. I '88)
He also stated that human life exists in
the womb at only ,lJilllllllUl .tftcr conc~ption since that is when brain waves can first
he detected. Howe\er, according t~ the
New England Journal of Medicine, reh,1blc
fetus brain waves have been recorded at

ahout 8 week:,' g,C1i.laliM, at which time ,•II
of the major organ ~y:-.tcms arc present.
(Aug. 26 ·s2)
Dr. Smoling repeatedly termed unwanted pregnancies "biologic.ii .iccidcnts".
Surely the more than 75,000 abortions per·
formed in Oinada last year to correct such
''accidents" could not have all been the
result of a lack of sex education?
When asked his views on a legislated
gestational approach to abortion, he said he
would prefer that no legal limits exist. One
can only conclude that he docs not disaprove of abortions done beyond the 5th
~10nth of pregn,incy, even though that is the
point at which he acknowledges the life of

the unhorn.
In his 1968 letter to Parliament which
he distributed at the talk, the doctor equated
an early ,1bortion with the removal of tonsils. He also de ...cribcd an unwanted pregnancy as an "affliction".
Dr Smoling·s illogical and unsub..,tantiated st,llerncnts severely di ...credit him in
my eyes. I hope that hi:. wish to kill
Windsor area fetuses/babies will never he
fulfilled.

Christine Bernier
4th )ear Honours
Facult) of Arts
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What's the best part about being a CMA?
The rewaras don't stop at five.
The CMA designation 1s the hallmark of a winner. It brings public recognition and the chance
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Law students butt out
by Cindy Kavanaugh

Everybody knows that smoking ain't allowed in school.
Right?
Wrong.
Currently, the University of
Windsor follows the City of
Windsor byl~w , but docs not
have any set policy regarding
smoking, Lisa Gratta of the
human resources department
said.
If the Student Law Society
(SLS) accepts its smoking policy
committee's proposal on Wednesday (Oct. 18) by Jan. l, 1990
the faculty of law plans to have a
set policy, Vince Scaramuzza,
second year representative for the
SLS, said.
"We in the faculty of law are
trying to form a lead," Scaramuzza said.
The committee's proposal is
for a smoking free building with
designated smoking areas to be
established at the rear of the upper
student lounge in the basement of
the law building, he said.
The SLS's proposal does not
include staff and faculty work
areas.
"When the university policy
comes down it may include these
areas," Scaramuzza said.
Smoking will be allowed at
special functions in the student
law lounge. Ventilation systems
and a smoking cessation program pus can be designated smoking
arc being considered.
areas.
The university was waiting
University administration is
for the government to set currently deciding in what areas
guidelines, Gratta said. The smoking will be allowed, with
government recently passed a bill consideration for maintenan(:e
stating up to 25 per cent of cam- and ventilation, Gratta said.

Lance photo by Jason Kryk
In spring 1987 response to a
university-wide questionnaire on
smoking indicated that most
employees and students favor
designated smoking areas on
campus ralher than a complete
ban.

Keith
Nelligan,
the
university's safety manager and
chairmanofthesmokingsubcommittee of the Central Safety Committee, said, "The campus
community seems to recognize
ihat smoking is an addiction and

that people will need time to adjust''
The respondents indicated
tt.ey do not want people smoking
in classrooms, conference rooms,
bathrooms and officesO

Tlieme party offensive
by Kar~n Hill (CllPJ
TORONTO --A Iheme party
al a Univusily of Toronto men's
rcsic..lcm:c last week has some students up in arms.
"Ugly chicks arc people. loo"
was lhe theme of a party lhrown
by the Snuth house section of Burwash resic..lencc at UotT·s Victoria College. Posters m.lvertising
the part) and its theme were put
up around the college.
"They're (the posters) insulting." said Diane Zorn, a Victoria
college stuc..lcnt. "It is not a joke.
h's really derogatory."
The president of South house
said lhc theme was not intendcc..l
as malicious but humourous. "ll
wasn't a hate campaign." said Len
Gambin. "We found something
that we thought was funny, and
some people started over-analyzing."
Gambin said college dean of
men Graham Brown asked him to
take down banner advertising
the party, but Gambin refused.

a

Captain Condom, a.k.a. SAC':. Mike Akpata, spreads the safe sex message during
AIDS Awareness Weck.

Zorn said she was so offended
by the posters she put up her own
urging people to boycott the
party.
The president of Gate house,
another Vic men's residence. said
he could understand why some
people were offended by the
theme. 'Tu fed very um:umfonablc hosting a party with that
theme." said Bruce Landon.

Gamhin said the party w.,s a
success despite lhc controversy.
"ilh about 120 guests. "I'm ..,urc
that the people lhat intendeJ to
boycoll, did," he said. "I respect
their right to counteract wh..it we
were trying to dn."n

0

rganizations
provide many scrivices within the
community. They
,.__ _ _ _., stage events that
bring people together and give a
voice to various human interests.
Often overlooked are the volunteers whose time and energy arc
vital to the success of these
groups. Their involvement stems
from a variety of factors. For
some, volunteer work provides
practical experience that can be
applied to their chosen career.
For others, the social contact is
the primary reason for getting involved. For still others the fufillment of goals for different groups
is motivation alone .. The University of Windsor campus provides
ample opportunity for volunteer
involvement.
The Lance set out to investigate how organizations on camp us rely on volunteers.
Highlighted below are but a few
of the groups and their memebers
who serve to enrich the students'
university experience at Windsor.
The university's Students Administrative Council (SAC)
would be lost without the volunteers who assist them, claimed
SAC's vice president for external
affairs, Christine Ozimek.
"Many of our volunteer arc already student representatives in
some cap."tcity," 0Limek s..iid. She
went on to point out that voluteering for SAC i-,just another facet
of how they perceive their role as
rcprcscntallvcs. Many ..ire inclined to dealing with politic..il issues; it is important to them to
create student awareness of thest
issues,".
"Everyone wants to be part of
a success," Tim Tremaine,
SAC's entertainment co-ordinator said. "Volunteers enjoy
meeting people and I have a lot of
fun with their work. It is important to them that the events that
they work so hard to set up turn
out well, he added"
Mark Pyymaki, who did
volunteer work for SAC during
Frosh Week, Orientation Weck

and Homecoming, agreed with
Tremaine. Now in his third year
at the university, this fall was the
first experience Pyymaki had
with volunteering. "I would encourage others to volunteer-I really enjoyed being involved and
met a lot of new people," Pyymaki
said.
On a less positive note,
Pyymaki noted that volunteering
can be frukstrating. He remarked
that he "disappointed in the
Residence house councils - Most
of the events were geared toward
the residences. I don't think that
SAC should have held as much
responsibility for recruiting
volunteers. The House Council
memhers should have been of
more help."
Pyymaki also stressed that the
amount of time a volunteer
spends on this work is up to indiv id u..il discretion, he said
"Academic work must he a first
priority," . But, he points out that
it is easy to get c..iught up in -there is alw..iys lots to be done.
As a former volunteer for
AEISEC. Christine Ozimek explained the impact on individual
growth that volunteer work can
have. "Volunteering promotes the
development of communication
skills," according to Ozimek. She
pointed out that "There is a feeling of accomplishment. also,
when you arc able to express your
views about something you care
about and to see action taken because of this.
Ozimek recalled from her
volunteering experience with
Al ES EC, "the highlight of my ex-

Focus on
campus
Volunteers
by Lynn Bezaire

----------------------------------------1
Counselling Centre. emphasized
the training program volunteers
must attend before beginning
their counselling work. as the
greatest benefit of working at the
centre. "It is 'self-image' training.said Caruso. From the
program. the volunteer develops
self-confidence, becomes
stronger and more mature. It
teaches coping methods that can

perience with volunteering was be upplied to not only in their
when another volunteer came to counselling work but to their own
me and told me that I was motivat- lives as well."
ing. This ,1vas particularly moving
Sue Dean, a Peer Counselling
because when I first began my volunteer udded, "The listening
volunteer work I heard George skills that you develop while
Emston (director of AEISEC in counselling extend into your
South Africa) speak at a con- private life. You find yourself
ference and I was overwhelmed. giving your full attention to your
It was an incredible sense of ac- professors during lectures and to
complishment to know that I was your friends during day-to-day
innuencing others in a valuable conversations."
manner -- as George Emston, a
It was the idea of helping
man who I had great admiration others that appealed to Dean. Acfor, had influenced me."
cording to Dean, "volunteers at
Edie Caruso. of the Peer the centre are people-oriented.

. '\{

r,wce photo by .Jay Kryk

Working here is an excellent op-' is something I've always wanted
portunity to share information to do. When I found out about th,
with others that would be of assis- opportunity at CJAM. I grabbed
lance to them." The centre is a it."
resource centre as well as a counO'Leary lives in Detroit, an~
selling centre. It provides a library feels. "CJAM i-, the cultural linl
service, a referral service to other to whut's happening between
agencies, and a tutorial service. Windsor and Detroit." According
The volunteers are scheduled too· Leary "there is an element of
to work two, two-hour shifts each diversity found at CJAM thatjus1
week. There arc twenty isn't available elsewhere."
shiftswhich are divided among
O'Leary's show. World
the 10 counsellors
Music airs every Thursday from
Cruci..il to effective counsel!- 1-4 p.m. It takes a "no borum·
ing is knowing your limits. s..1it.l approach. The show consists 111
C..iruso. She feels that "Our goal music from all over the world am:
is uctive listening'. We're not aims to make u statement aboul
here to give ..idvice but to offer al- relevant issues through the music
ternatives." As Sue Dean ex"Responsefromtheaudicnce.
plains, "Wc Iis ten to our cl icnts · as well as the experience of broad·
fears ... to what they feel is c..ius- cast work, are the main rea\on,
ing them stress un<l anxiety. They for worki ng at a radio station.'
always know the answer in the O'Leary said. While he is open Iii
back of their mind -- we 're here to a career in the broadcasting field.
bring it out."
O'Leary said that he doesn'tha\e
any expectations. "It's a difficult
CJAM, the university's radio field to break into professional·
station, offers a forum for views ly."
not normally heard in the media.
Plus it has u music format that is
Acting as a liaison between
an alternative to mainstream radio graduating university studcnls
programming. CJAM has four and the job market is the mandat,
different areas of programming; of the Career Planning and Place·
in keeping with the CRTC rcgula- ment Centre. The supervisor of
tions 33% of air time per hour the centre, Carol-Anne Uegama.
must be Canadian content. Marc finds that the people who volun·
Fedac, program director, has teer their time to the Centre are
worked at the station for five "hig h-calibre" individuals. She
years. "The emphasis at CJAM is went on to say that "they (th(
on lesser-known artists. We're volunteers) have a lot to offer.
more interested in individual Most of the volunteers alread)
labe l records," according to have busy schedules and have
Fecac.
mastered time management. 1'hel
Wh ile previous experience are self-confident and have a lo!
isn't necessary to work at CJAM, to give others."
there are certain criteria that must
Mircll..i Spa<luforn, a volu~·
he met. Acco rding to Fedac, teer there, ec.:hoc<l the director'
"volunteers here must be wi ll ing comments and udded that a~ fora'
1
to learn, to try new things. We she was concerned, "the busier
have high program standards and am, the more productive I am.'
they must be open-minded. open
Planning a career in the field
to suggestions of improvement of bus i ness administratit10,
11
and most of all, sensitive to their Spadafora feels that her work
.
"
·
her 1t1
au d 1cnce.
the Centre is helping
Linus O'Leary has DJ'd at develop the communication an~
CJAM since last May. O'Leary organizational ,kills that will t,;
said, "Working at a radio station important in her profession.

Volunteers al the Career Planning and Placement Centre put in
rour hours per week. They must
also coniplele a project in the fall
and 111 the spring. Spadafora's
project this fall. for example, is to
market the Centre program by
devising various ways of creating
student awareness about it.
Spadafora summed up her
reason for volunteering by saying
that her ''main reason for choosing the Career PI.inning and
Placement Centre lo volunteer is.
the chance to enlighten the students about services available to
them that can open doors for
them."
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The volunteers at the
Women's Centre arc motivated
by the need to ac.Jc.Jrcss women's
issues on campus that would
otherwise be ignored. Pat
Papadcas, supervisor of the
centre, notes, "Women arc socialiLed differently than men. University is a different experience for
them, and they c.Jeal with stress
differently." She gave the example that in the classroom they
(women) arc far more passive
than their male peers; they arc less
inclined lo speak out."
Julie Lawson, a volunteer at
the centre, plans to carry her work
al the Women's Centre into her
professional life. Working
towards a degree in Law, Lawson
finus her work at the Centre "selflullilling."
"Women have a different
p1:rspcctivc than that or a man"
1 Lawson pointed out. "A number
I of the issues facing women on
campus arc unrecognized -- many
women arc still caught up in role
playing. Change is impossible
without a lot of support and, more
importantly, many voices to express the desire for change," she
explained.
Those who volunteer there arc
expected to staff the centre for at
least one hour per week. They arc
also encouraged to attend all the
Women's Centre meetings and
sponsored events.

The Hcadstart program is
c.Jcsigned to orientate first year
students about the acac.Jemic anc.J
social aspects of university life.
"ll is a program that isn't olfercc.J by all universities," explained I lcaJstarl volunteer
Loren Oaltoc. "l went to it last
year and it was really helpful."
"Volunteering for a program
like I leadstart also heir'.'. you gel
back into the swing of things."

Prince, who is interested in the
cduca1·
1.·
H>n l"1c Itl, feels that, "This
I\IOU o 1· work helps you to develop
the C<>mm umcat
. 10n
. skills
. that arc
necessary in any kind of profcs-

The CLA team is comprised of
about 130 students who act as
caseworkers, researchers, and
directors at the clinic. Their
clients are those who could not
otherwise afford legal assistance.
Steve Reynolds, a caseworker

" Even if the goal is
unattainable, the
benefits of working
here are numerous."
- R. Albrecht
commented lcllow volunteer,
Monika Tul i.
M ikc llouston, another
hea<lstart volunteer, pointed out
how much time one has to give to
the program, "the I lcadstarl
program lasted ten <lays. Many or
the volunteers worked from 9 a.m.
lo 3 p.m. tor the ten days."
All agrccc.J that it was a
rcwarc.Jing experience. "University is more than just schoolwork
-- volunteering is an outlet that
makes you feel good about yourself and helps you to gain practical experience," said Houston.
"Win<l-;or is the greatest,"
Daltoc add-;. "It's ni<.:c if you can
give something back to it while
you're here."

For the student ambassadors
from the Liaison Office, early fall
and March break are the busiest
seasons. As representatives of the
university, they act as lour guides,
usher at various campus events
and speak at high schools across
the province.
Bethanne Prince and Brent
Wehh, hoth student amhassadors,
feel that Winc.Jsor has a lot to offer
new students.
''Ambassadors have a lot or
school spirit -- we want to convince high s<.:hool kic.Js that
Windsor':,; where it's at," explained Prince.
Wehb t·ommcnted that, "We
·ire
' ti le, 1··1r:,;i contai.:t high si.:hool
~udc11ts· 11·ave w111
· I tI1c un1vers1ty.
·
·
We c·an give
·
them the story
li•sthand -- we can tell them about
the fl rllS,. f rom a student's
fll:rsr~ctivc, as well as a few of the
cnns."

sion. You learn to speak to
groups, both large and small, and
to carry yourself well,"
"It forces you to come out of
your shell," Webb adds. "You
develop people skills and arc able
lo talk to members of a tour group
or a classroom full of students as
both a leader and a friend."
Prince admitted that volunteering can have its funny moments, "imagine taking a group of
anxious parents on a tour through
Mac Hall early Friday morning -they all thought that living so
close to Detroit was all they had
to be conccrncc.J about for their
children!"

For Steve LoLinski, a volunteer at Assumrtion Campus Commun i ty, vo I u n tee ring has

I

numerous benefits. "You want to
give something hack to where you
got something, hut you always
cnc.J up walking away with more
than you came with.
"Volunteering shouldn't
cause any ai.:adcmic strain. You
have to learn to budget your time;
after your academic work is taken
care of it's ur to you how you
direct ycur free time," Stephen
said of his five or six hours a week
of volunteering. He is the Chairman of the Steering Committee al
A'.'.sumpt1on and acts as a co-ordinator with the chaplain.

at CLA, feels that our legal system "has a lot of holes in it. IdealIy il shou Id be used to help people
escape oppression and injustice.
Due to its limitations, not
everyone has access to it. The
clinic acts as a mask for injustices
in the system -- there is a constant
fight to procure resources."
Reynolds said that his work for
the clinic has given him a
heightened sense of reality.
"Many people, especially students, are unaware of their legal
rights. After working at the clinic,
I will be more likely to volunteer
my services al free clinics when I
am a practising lawyer," he saitf.
A CLA director, Robin
Oodokin says, "All of our volunleers arc very husy people so their
involvement here 1s a bit of a
sacrifice time-wise. It is also very
hard for some of the caseworkers
not to get emotionally involved
with their clients. They sec many
unfortunate situations that others
never luvc to deal with face to
face." Robin agrees that those
who volunteer at the clinic arc
much more likely to offer legal assistance to those who can't afford
it in thr.: future.

The majority of the staff at lite
lance work on a volunteer basis.
As well as providing valuable experience in the newspaper field.
involvement in the umversity's
newspaper is a chance to contribute to
the campus
community's main vehicle of inCommunity Legal Aid is a formation. The newspaper's main
clinic run entirely by students purpose is to provide students -from the university's law school. both on-campus and off-campus -

- with information that they do not
have the time to obtain themselves or that they don't have access
to.
Ron Albrecht, a writer for the
lance, measures the paper's success by the amount of feedback
they receive from the students.
"Letters to the Editor prove
whether we're doing our job. It is
our purpose 10 make the readers
aware of the issues on campus.
We arc the campus 'watchdog'."
Albre<.:111 believes that the
amount of time put into volunleering is up to the individual.
"The more involved you arc the
more academic strain you have to
deal with. For some, this is compcnsated by a sense of v. hJI ·s happening and the allies in the
community that arc formed

through your work."
Most of 1/te Lwm: volunteers
plan lo pursue a career related to
their work at 1/u: lunce. "Even if
this goal is unattainable, the
benefits of working here arc
numerous," says Albrecht. "You
a'>sociatc with a number of people
with various political hclids, intcresh, and ideas. Your qualities
of open-minucdness and sensitivity arc honed through this."
All of the volunteers interviewed by tire Lance agreed that
volunteering was a v. ortlrn hile
experience. Friendships were
formed, practical experience was
gained anc.J the opportunity to do
something that they believed in
was taken

~---~~
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ATTENTION ALL GRADUATES!
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Take your classmates home
on a CLASS-COMPOSITE...
the best way to remember
"the way
we were ... "
.

ertie
Restaurant 0

. '

Romantic Dinner
For Two

:t

Baby Shrimp Cocktail
Pate 'Maison'

MAKE YOUR APPOINTMENT NOW at the CENTRE DESK,
Student Activity Centre, Main Floor.
GRAD-PORTRAITS WILL BE TAKEN:

OCTOBER30&31NOVEMBER1&2
SAC 2nd. FLOOR

Habitant Pea Soup
Chicken Broth

--

~
'

. ....

Salad Greens
Medley of Beef 'Jardiniere'
Breast of Chicken 'L' Auberge'

Fresh Catch of the Day

Everybody wants to get straight A's!
Let's show you how to

[EX(7J.LJ othersi

Exc~I Business Equipment announces the availability of IBM*- compatible Turbo XT"' computers at Special

pnces for students of the University of Windsor

Meringue 'Glaci'
Coffee/Tea

..

..

........

The System Includes:

• 4.77/10 MHz. 8088 CPU with 640K memory
• 5.25" 360k floppy drive with controller
• Parallel, serial, clock/calendar
• Monochrome monitor and Hercules monochrome card
I

Of course this dinner
includes a bottle of our
house selection
red or white wine

$39.95
does not include tax and gratuity

• IO I-key keyboard, power supply, metal case

.-...:- ~n,

!£4i:':(-?i'.!\R7;£j//JP_.~/

Only$ 775

IWith Student IDs and while quantity lasts I
This system is easily tailored to your needs and desires either at the time of your purchase or at a later date.

Come in _and let us design an affordable and useful system for you. Other
models also available at low low prices.

256-1797
The Auberge
149 Chatham Street West
Windsor, Ontario N9A 5M7
(519) 256-2555

581 Campbell Ave., {Corner of Wyandotte W.), Windsor
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« BUSINESS EQUIPMENT

A DIVISION OF ANEXT COMPUTERS INC.

* registered trademadc oflntenational Business Machines Corp.
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'Tf on a winter's niglit, my computir...
b~· Andrew Waugh

"Much. too, do I like the poor in spirit: they promote sleep.
Blessed are they, especially if one always tells them that they
are right."
Perusing, as was his habit, excerpts of back copies of the
Lance, he ran across an old cartoon. Thespian theology was its
topic, vociferous and voluminous was its response. It being a
Saturday, he leant back and, with his fingernail, dug a large
lump of earwax out of his auditory orifice. 'Harumph · quod
he, and paused to ponder the iniquities of the universe as embodied in this lump of wax (like philosophers of old). "All wax
has a dunamis, and such is the case with this. Let us strive to
discern what must be obvious in the first place."
Let us assume, for the sake of lively and interesting conversation, that there was, in the hypothetical before, a shepherd
who came down to theagraxcommuniv. Let us further assume
that certain British philosophers of politics were mistaken in
assuming that agrax communis = politicon zoon = lzomo virtcLUs. This being the case, can we infer then that this shepherd
would be understood? If we can infer this, must we?
Such were the thoughts that he did ponder. They were
pondered in translation from French, German, Danish, Gaelic,
and Latin. Desiccated, they were duly entered into a large
machine arranged to store thoughts in. The workings of the
machine were mysterious and fascinating; at times they were
even tremendous. The coffee machine burped and gurgled in
the background.
After a Jong and complex task of information processing
the machine ceased its restless tossing and turning. He turned
his eyes to the screen. There, in the undeniable forms of its
time-honoured and luminescent script, he read:
"I heard one day a gentleman say, that criminals who are
cut in two, can hardly feel the fatal steel, and so are slain
without much pain. If this is true it's jolly for you_"
He blinked. After a pause, the above message was
replaced with:
"As some day it may happen that a victim must be found,
I've got a little list, - rve got a little list. Of society offenders
who might well be underground, and who never would be
missed - who never would be missed."
He bl inked again. The harshness of this solution lay within
his method of explanation', this much was clear to him. Only
a machine which indexed, cross linked, and collimated
information' could be so inflexible. That paradigm of culture,
the enlightened man (no offense meant, Mensch would seem
pedantic, and far too alliterative), habitually kept his thoughts
in formation, as opposed to the contraction of them.
Passing fortuitously fro~ the actual perugations into paraperugations (meta-musings as it were) he avoided the issue of
coming to an answer. What he did come to was a lofty height
to observe. It was also a prime vantage point. He looked down,
and lo, his sadness was great. He looked up, and felt his underness. He blinked. He rubbed his eyes. Faintly in the distance,

er
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ht: heard a call. He strained forward amidst hi~ placidness, and
li!,ten<!d clo~d 1 for th<! content of tht: auditory sensation.
"He who blasphemes for profit must die. He who kills the
blasphemer of the prophet shall be as a saint. He who is one of
us. who kills one of Lhem. shall be immortalized!"
Preferring theoretical discussions to reality, he opened a
well-thumbed book to a passage on game theory. He stared
~-.......c rong into \\ hat the pages there held. He spent a long time
ruminating over the distinction between stochastic and nonstochastic games. Through each of his ~even consciousness the
distinction passed three times, he paused to cogitate the significance of the number seven. then returned to his former
State.

He sat immobile. Outside his window the snow fell in soft
swirling patterns. He took no notice of this precipitate Schon.
He wrestled with this weighty problem. which others might
have called religious intolerance but it was for him unformulated. He exhausted his analytic. He forbore his exhaustion. He
expended his forbearance. He analped his exhaustion. He
blinked.
The world paused momentarily, that it should the better
be able to hear his considered opinion. The audience fidgeted
in their seats. the vinyl CO\ crings of their scats sighed as they
fidgeted. He strode forcefully to the podium. His lecture was
new. and bright, and fresh to him. He would amend the logic
of his day, h; v..ould append his thought to the synopticon of
mankind. He would smash their ears, that the) might see with
their c,es.
H~ arranged his papers and adjusted his gla,;ses. He
reached up and pushed the microphone aside. As he took his
penultimate breath before beginning. the door burst open at the
end of the hall. A pale student rushed in. head down, and hurried to the front row. He ,\'atched with great interest the
progress of this-?". and frO\rned at the trail of books and loose
papers down the aisle. After some arranging of notes and pens,
the \\an face looked up confidently. and so much as begged
him to speak of the truths of mankind.
He began his lecture: "Honour the magistrates and obey
them -- even the crooked magistrates. Good sleep demands it.
Is it my fault that power likes to walk on crooked legs?". On
cue the heads all lowered. and pens mo,·ed swiftly across the
page. He directed his words at the tops of their heads. The
select among them had slight bald spots from intent listening.
Before long, even he began to hear his own words, and marvelled in their power and rightness.
The sound of the coffee cup slipping from his hand roµsed
him from his dream, and he awoke with a start. He stared at
the cartoon, and wondered how it was that in a world where
sin and evil no longer had referents, men could still die over
something as elusive as words. 'Malignant Humours', he concluded, 'it could only be the result of a Malignant Humour'.
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lt was all a bad dream...

byFrankT,;dko

I~ ·

~ 11,9

It has been said that poetry is the essence of the heart.
In every poet's work, there lies a silent flicker of a burning fire. How the reader interprets the words determines
Jhe impact of the flames. No two men or women arc alike.
but to some extent we all have common knowledge, common values and certainly rclatable experiences. Daniel
Jalowica, author of the book "Dream Systems". published
by Windsor.'s Black Moss Press, is the fire we shall explore. Perhaps in this fire. we may sec the image of poetry
and what it really means.
Even the most brilliant of writers can never produce
two pieces of the same quality . Perhaps in structure or in
style, they may be relatabk. hut as each piece is unique in
nature, one may be finer than another, or worse than the
other. In the case of Daniel Jalowica 's collection. I came
to this conclusion: each poem was similar in structure,
more or less abstract, and unfortunately. one was worse
than the next. His poems did not have a sense of rhythm.
or intensity, nor were they related to the reader in understandable phrases. They gave the impression of the
author's imagination in words rather than careful ideas set
up in an organized manner. At least they were original, and
I like originality, to some extent.
Take, for instance, his second poem titled, "Morning
Horses". ft opens with "Iced mornings we are heated wires
we weld night journeys in a single thriving sculpture". We
can be certain that the author didn't stay up all night to
come up with that line. Perhaps he may have had too many
Strohs to achieve that ingenious collection of abstractness.
Nonetheless, as I continued to read his other pieces such
as "The Fever", "Road Signs", "Nashville", and "Night
Clock", I came to the conclusion that his style was at the
very least unique, and at the very most a slap in the face
to talented poets who are struggling to achieve some recognition.
Daniel Jalowica docs not believe in rules. He craves
exploring every path he can take to twist the English language, the meaning of words, and creating ideas that apparently mean more to him than they do to us. His
nonconformation to the "systt:rn" is indeed ironic. fie
named his book, "Dream Systems" and that is all his book
will be: a dream, and for his readers, auite a long
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nigh,mare.
What lacks in these vague and relentlessly boring
poems is a sense of vividness and the pulse of life. For instance, he named a poem "The Fever" and wrote it abstractly, rather than titling it, say, "Burning Passion" and
creating a feeling that can relate to the work. Poetry ii- quite
frankly, feeling. The author should not expect that words
such as "you will always be leaving in fervid fash ion dawn
light from waiting rooms in train stations with plain reliable clocks", to fulfil an inspiration to his readers. lnspira-

tion is the wording of phrases that a reader can symbolize
and relate to.
You've undoubted ly heard the phrase "you can·1
judge a book by its cover". When we challenge reality, we
wi:t come to the evidence that no book without a good
cover has ever become a bestseller. And with this author,
whose abstractness could be channelled into better reading
because his ideas have some potential, we find another sad
tale of frustrated Canadian talcnt.O

Organization of Part-time
University Students
253-4232 Ext. 3231 or 258·4687
Room 101 , University Centre

~,ERJECT
rPAPERS

T-shirts - 100% cotton
X-Large $7.50 each
Proceeds to
United Way

Word Processing Service
Laser Printer

CASA CHAVELA
10 '7c off with Student I.D.

From Around the World
405 Pelissier
254-6865

All You Can Eat
Shrimp & B.B.Q. Ribs
Every Tuesday and Thursday
Only $9. 95
Live Entertainment
Windsor Dukes - Friday, October 20
Zoom - Friday & Saturday, October 28-29

• Sweaters
• Masks
* Folk Art
* Jewellery

•
•
•
•

Cards
Tapestries
Sculpture
Clothing

Open 7 Days

IN THE SKY
10% off with Student I. D.
' FROM THE ORIGINAL TO THE EXOTIC"

* Sweaters
* Tapestries
• Clothing
• Jewellery

• Folk Art
* African Carvings
• Scarves
• Whips

Handcrafted Imports From Around The Wor1d

346 Victoria A venue

252-3823

300 Ouellette Ave. (Palace Complex)
Open 7 0111

.
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In search of Cliff, (son of Leif..)
hy John Marentette
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The first time I became aware that I would have to do
this assignment, I laughed at my Arts editor when he told
me to go down to the pub and watch "Leif Erickson" sing
a couple of tunes. You know, the Viking? (It was a pun...
A.ED) Yet it was only minutes later, when exchanging the
funny story with my Sports editor, that I realized I was
wrong.
"Hey Jim! Bernie told me to go cover Leif Erickson
tonight."
"Leif Erickson? Ha ha ha. What, uh... 400 years ago
or something, right? Ha ha ha."
(I knew he must have been kidding, but I answered
him, anyway.)
"Ha ha ha. Well, c'mon, Jim. He's not exactly ancient.
Late seventies. He had a few good tunes... "
"What!!. .. You're thinkin' of Leif Garrett."
Okay, so maybe my memory was a bit cockeyed, but
you had to give me some cre~it. Leif Garrett. Cliff Erickson. Same difference. I mean, heck, they're both singers,
right? One thing is for sure. It's a hell of a lot better than
saying the wonderfully admired performer and top-notch
fan pleaser who jammed the Subway pub for most of last
week was also one of the first Europeans to ever set foot
on North American soil. Why, I bet he wasn't even alive
back then!
But, anyway, I decided to give it a shot. After sleeping on the Lance office couch for about an hour, I decided
that 8:30 was late enough, so I fled to the pub, hoping that
St. Cliff soon would be there. As I ran down both staircases, I could hear him. "What a treat!", I said to myself.
"With a little luck, I'll be able to blow this popstand within,
oh, ten minutes, I'd say. Sing a song and split. Yah, ... that's
the ticket." But when I got to the pub door, Cliff was on
his last eight bars, soon to take his break. By the time I convinced the bouncer that I was 19, Cliff was on his last note.
And as that last chord rang softly in my ears, I pulled up a
chair... and drank. But that cup of misery only lasted a few
minutes and I was out of money. An hour passed, somehow. and still no Cliff. That was when I decided to call it
a lost evening. Besides, my ride was waiting, and you know
how moms are. But, would you believe it, just as I disappeared under the "STOP" sign. Cliff came back and started
up again. That was Blue Monday.
I came back Wednc~day night, and was amazed to sec

Lance photo by James Crump

the pub so full. After being introduced, Cliff walked out woman sitting at their table. But Cliff asked again whether
on stage and proceeded to beat on both his guitar strings or not they raised their hands only because they felt
and vocal cords. It became rather apparent that we were in obligated to. Nice twist.
for quite an evening.
I spoke with Chris Barrager, moments after she had
Cliff's opening number was "Lean On Me", and from volunteered to sing "Leaving on a Jet Plane". "It was exthen on, that's all the audience ever did. Cliff is a fine citing, a lot of fun," she said. "Cliff's a great guy." Chris
guitarist with a wide repertoire of oldies, moldies, goldies also did a great job, never hesitating to grab that bullish
and sold these to a capacity crowd that only wanted to hear microphone by the horns and spill her soul. Owww!
more. But he knew a lot of rather new stuff too; Billy Joel,
Another young man (called "Mike") received a sound
Elton John. He even dared to play a little John Denver and, round of applause when he sang "The Flintstones" in a
believe it or not, the audience liked it! (He did cheat, vocal range that was way over his head. (Heck, Mike,
however. How many pub audiences don't like "Country didn't you ever used to watch the show or what?) We give
Boy", especially when they're in that "hee-haw" sort of this "man called Mike" the Falsetto of the Year Award for
mood?)
making a bigger fool of himself than he actually may have
I understood quite early what the audience loved about bargained for. Thanks for the memories, Mike.
Cliff. rt was the fact that he was a "catering" performer,
Lastly, I want to thank Cliff for making me come back
playing what the people wanted and at the same time on Wacky Wednesday. I ended up staying fora good hour,
giving them a chance lo interact. For instance, often he which as you know is more than { ever bargained for. In
would incorporate the audience into his songs by singing fact, Cliff Erickson must know at least a hundred songsjusl
the chorus and supplying a background that really anyone by memory alone. and if he stopped taking those long
could catch on to. Cliff also has a way with loosening the breaks, he just might be able to get through them all. I think
audience up before a performance. For example, he asked the Subway should invite him back for a marathon edition.
all the guys to raise their hands if there was a beautiful Go ahead, we can take it.
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WallyBall
$4.00 per person,
minimum 6 per court at
Maple Leaf
Racquet Club

TRY IT
735-5660

Hl•FI THAT'S SIMPLY BETTER!
Complete Packages from $9!!9.""
foe NAO 7020e deli,ers
superb sound a1 an aff01dable
pnce Why buy an ,m,1a1,on
,nen you can own lhe ,eal lh ng'
NAO 7020e $389

INADI

The r-.iAO ,240 PE ,s s,mpty a marvel Don 1
lei ,1s conservalr,e 40 w ch toot you This
p,ece shames most 100 w ch recef\'ers S699

The NAO 6325 cassette deck otters Dolby
B C. play 111111 and all tape formats A
superb deck al $399

• Tlie award w,nnong NAO 5340 CD player has loo
many tealures to hst. the sound ,s exqu•s•le SS99

PSS ,s CMada s oidesl
and most respected
speakei manufacrurer
Hear why' Priced from
S299 to S1699

Rudy's
Hair Salon
Appointment
Necessary
258-2490
2185 Wyandotte W.
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Everybody wants to get
straight A's!
Let us show you how to

TYP·ING

• Fast
$1 , 25 ,.r doubk
• Accurate
sp~c.d p~,,
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IAPA Specialists I
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Don Posterski
speaking on the topic

"Words Are Not Enough"
Place : Temple Baptist Church
664 Victoria Avenue
(south of Wyandotte St.)
Time: October 22, 1989
10:55 a.m. - Worship Service
12:15 p.m. - Lunch with speaker
Don Posterski - Questions & Answers

Why Should You Come?

581 Campbell Avenue
Windsor, Ontario
256-1797
A DfVISICN OF ANE.XT COMPUTERS INC

Because ...
• Don is an informed sociologist/author
in touch with present social trends
.. Don has over 15 years campus experience
relating to university/college students
• Don is a provocative, gifted communicator

O.K.: What make!> altt:rnativc. altematii·e? The cool. cool?
The unc.Jcrground. 111u/ergro1111d'? What determines the difference bet\\ecn the wanna-be"<; and the innovators in today's
society?
The ans"" er, I guess,is obvious to those who are. and not to
those who aren ·1. But everyone deserves a chance: It starts
with originality; creativity; individuality.
This is exactly what Paul Jamnicky has achieved in creating THE \'ANTAGE POINT. Formaly T-Bird's, the new
manager has transformed the old 50-s - 60's bar into a creative, alternative haven.
Divided into two rooms, one black. one green, the bar has a
total capacity of about 250 people. The size of the dance Ooor
and two bars prove that "The Point" is more than capable of
handling the masses.
The weekend started at The Point with "Detroit ·sown Richie
Rich." Remember? "Jack to the Sound of the Underground ... "
It's a pretty lame rhyming scheme, but his music is far from it.
Some may recognize Rich from his Friday night job at "The
Shelter" in Detroit. He is also a part of the Midnight Mix Association, and currently working on a record deal in Detroit for
re-mixes • proof that he· s movin ·.
Friday night is Industrial Dance night, meaning dare to
dance -an eclectic mix of alternative dance music.
Saturday pm? "British lndie", the solid sound from over the
big waters.
The weekend winds down - or is it up?- on Sunday with an
evening of folk music and poetry reading. Area folk singers
accompanied with acoustic guitars share the stage with local
poets.
I believe that this bar will stand the test of time, and prove
to be one of Windsor's hottest dance bars. Future plans involve movie nights, with cult films and old B-rated movies and
monthly art showings, featuring student artists from the U.
This will give them an outlet in which to display and sell their
work. And. of course, bands... who or when remains a
mystery. but you can bet you· 11 hear about it.
The Vantage Point is found at 161 Riverside W., open every
night, Fridays and Saturdays. $2.00 cover after 10pm.
Optimism runs rampant among the already-regular
"vantagers." Windsor has been bleeding for a Toronto-ish
dance bar like this. Take advantage of "The Vantage."
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Please contact Mike Akpata, VP Administration, at the S.A.C.
Office if you do not receive your card by the end of October.
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ROADHOUSE
655 University W. 254-8861
(formerly Streamers)

* Great Food *
* Nachos * Pizza *
* Greek Specialties *
* Steak on a Bun for
the price .of a hamburger *
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* Great Times *
* DJ & Music 6 Nights A Week *
* Satellite Dish Watch your favourite games *
* Billiards * Dart Leagues *
* Live Bands *

Grand Opening S·pecial
Thurs. - Sat. October 26 - 28
The Buzzard Band
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Windsor wallops mundane Marauders
by Dave Briggs

[S]

alive. The Warriors, Lancers, and
Golden Hawks all have a 3-3
record which creates numerous
possibilities in the standings prior
to this week's games.

full-house of boisterous Warrior
supporters.
After losing 33 straight
games, Waterloo has broken their
string of bad luck hy winning
If Windsor plays as well as three games this season under
they did against McMaster. it is coach Tuffy Knight. Warrior
likely that they will defeat Water- fever is running high in Waterloo,
loo.
and their game against Windsor
The Lancer-Warriors game should be one of 1he most exciting
will be played in Waterloo before contests in recent memory£}
what will more than likely be a

miles: Lots of
s m 1 1 e s
Everywhere you
looked.
•
Those
who

have a heart painted blue and gold
simply beamed with delight. The
University of Windsor's football
team had just played their best
game of the year, a game in which
all the pieces finally fell into
place.
Last Saturday afternoon, the
Lancers upped their record to 3-3
with a reso4nding 34-8 victory
over the McMaster Marauders at
Windsor's South Campus
Stadium
Windsor's defense played
well. Windsor's special teams
played well, and Windsor's offense played well. In short, the
victory was a team effort in the
truest sense of the word.
"We had a great team effort.
Everyblldy was in the game.
Everybody played well...when
we do that, we' re pretty good,"
,;aid Windsor's head coach John
Musselman.
While it is difficult to select
a player of the game following
~uch a group effort, honourable
mentions must go to rookie Ozzie
Nerhersole who electratied a near
packed-house of Lancer faithful
on a hot Indian summer day.
Mid-way through the first
quarter, Nethersole put the Lancers on the board first when he
returned a punt 45 yards for a
touchdown.
Windsor started the game
running the ball successfully by
utilizing the varied talents of six
different running backs.
Their run game was off-set
beautifully with a number of short
passes that allowed them to move
the ball effectively all afternoon.
The first result of an offensive drive was a 14 yard field goal
by kicker Dave Vanderhoeven
which put the Lancers up 10-0
mid-way through the second
quarter.
Windsor quarterback Walt
Tazzman got into the scoring act
next, hooking-up with Tim Sadai
for a 9 yard TD pass. Tazzman 's
pass gave the Lancers a 17-0 lead
going into the intennis.,ion.
The Lancers received the
kick-off to open the second half,
and promptly marched 68 yards in
jus1 over three minutes. Andy
Ross capped off the drive by
pounding over the goal-line from

,
.
I.once photo h) Roh \\:1rrtn
I . ·IRl' h al·M~•·
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I yard out to give the blue and
gold a commanding 24-0 lead.
Not to be outdone, Nethersole got into the act again, just as
the third quarter was coming to an
end. With time running out,
Nethersole delivered the
Marauders' death certificate by
returning a punt 76 yards down

was the defensive player of the
game.
The defense came through
again with another terrific performance. They can almost take
credit for shutting-out McMastcr
considering the Marauders scored
late in the game after several
defensive personnel changes.

the right side-line for his second
punt-return TD of the afternoon.
Soon after, Vanderhoeven
added a 38 yard field goal, capping-off Windsor's scoring at 34.
Vanderhocven also successfully
converted all four of Windsor's
touchdowns, and did a great job
punting, averaging nearly 43
yards a kick.
McMaster's only score
came late in the game when
quarterback Anthony Alfano connected with Ward Young from 10
yards out. Alfano then added a 2
point conversion when he
hooked-up with Jamie Sands to
end all scoring.
"This (game) gives us a
tremendous lift," said Musselman. ~Nothing breeds success
like success."
Tazzman and his offensive
line both played their best game
of the year. Though both have
been much maligned lately, this
game showed their true potential
which bode~ well for the future.
The offensive line was awarded a
'player of the game' award following the contest to acknowledge their hard work.
Ozzie Nethersole was the
special teams player of the game,
running back Kevin Strong was
the offensive player of the game,
and defensive back Italo Barone

Lancer linebacker Brad
Lupson later said how important
it was for the defense to see the offcnse moving the ball
"(It lifts us) a thousand percent. We are not always starting
off deep in our end, and we are not
always giving them (the offense)
the baJI deep in our end. It works
both ways. It makes everyone
feel better," said Lupson.
"It sucks to see the offense
running off the field with their
heads down. It pumps you up
when they are high-fiving you. It
makes a big difference when the
offense is moving."
Admittedly, McMaster is
not a powerhouse, but that does
not take away from a fantastic
Lancer performance in which
McMastcr was dominated from
start to finhh
If timing is everything then
Windsor had plenty of everything
on Saturday because this was a
must-win game in their quest to
claim a pla)off spot.
Following the game it was
discovered that two upsets,
Toronto's win over Guelph. and
Waterloo's win over Laurier,
creates a very interesting scenario
in this final week.
Windsor must defeat Waterloo in Waterloo this Saturday in
order to keep their playoff hopes

l.a11ce phu10 h) Roh \\'arnn
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Playoffs explained!?
by Dave Briggs
It's that time of year again.
It's time to try and sort through
mounds of statistics in order to
determine which OUAA football
teams will make the playoffs
depending on the outcomes of this
weekends' games.
Of course, our primary interest is in the University of
Windsor. So let us concentrate
only on what it will take them to
get into the playoffs.
Herc's how things are now.
Western is in first with a 5-1
record. Guelph also holds a 5-1
record (but they arc only credited
for 8 points because their fir,,;t
game was played with an ineligible player), and Toronto has
a 4-2 n.!l"(ird. Lauricr, Windsor
and Waterloo all have 3-3
records.
This weekend. Guelph will
play Weslcrn. Toronto will play
Laurier, and Windsor will play
Waterloo.
There is no question that in
order to make the playoffs,
Windsor must defeat Wa1erloo.
therefore for the following possibilities, assume •'lat Windsor
defeats Walerloo to nake things
simpler.
First of all, if Laurier
defeats Toronto, there will be
three teams with a record of 4-3
(Windsor, ~oronto, and Laurier).
The tic-breaker is each team's
record against the other two
teams.
Windsor and Lauricr would
join Guelph and Western in the

playoffs if this should happen because Toronto would have lost to
both Windsor and Laurier
(making their record 0-2 in the tiebreaker). Windsor has a record of
1-1 (because of defeating Toronto and losing to Laurier), and
Laurier would have a record of 20 (because of defeating both
Toronto and Windsor).
A snag may occur if Guelph
loses to Western and Laurier
defeats Toronto. Guelph may end
up in a tic with Laurier, Toronto,
and Windsor because all four
teams will have eight points (for
winning four games) because
Guelph forfeited 2 points for playing with an ineligible player in
their fin.I win.
It is unclear what would hap·
pen if there b a four-way tic.
ff Toronto defeats Lauricr,
they up their record to 5-2. and
knock Laurier out of the playoffs
because Laurier would drop to 34. Windsor would be ahead of the
Golden Hawks al 4-3.
Therefore, Windsor will
make the playoffs if they defeat
Waterloo, and Toronto defeats
Laurier.
Should Wind.,ur, Lauricr,
and Western all win, the four way
tic between Guelph, l.auricr.
Toronto, and Windsor, could
result in Windsor not making the
playoffs depending on the tiebreaker that would be employed.
In any case, it is a strong possibility that a Lancer win over
Waterloo will vault Windsor into
the playoffsO
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Coach Gord Caldwell stated
. simply that the Warriors outplayed the Lancers throughout the
game.
of the year. Windsor's second half
On Sunday, the Lancers
goals came from Joey Esteves and returned to the comforts of home,
Scott Sheppard.
but their opponent was McAnother bright spot of the Master, who defeated the home
game, was the p lay of Borges. He
had to go head to head with LynDuring the early portions of
den Hooper, who p layed for the game, the Lancers looked like
Canada and the Toronto Bliaard. they were ready to pull a major
"Milky (Borges) probably
upset over the division leaders.
played his best game of the year,"
However, a mistake in the defenboasted McNelis. "It wasn't an
sive zone led to a McMastcr goal
easy task."
on a quick shot by the near post.
With these two points. along A second mistake in the midfield
with Western 's tic on Sunday. the
led to another McMastcr goal as
Lancers joined thc Mustangs for a
they went into the intermission
fin,t place tie in their division.
with a 2-0 lead.
The Lancers will continue
In the second half, the Lancers
play with two home games this
played well until the last ten
weekend versus Waterloo and · minutes of the half when frustraBrock.
tion set in and the Lancers became
Saturday's game again-;!
sloppy in their end of the field.
Waterloo will begin at J:00 p.m.
Sunday''> game versus Brock will
be at l :OU p.m. Both games will
he at the South Campus
Stadium.a

Lancers tie for league lea
by Paul Mayne
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the Western
Mustangs
last
weekend, getting three points on
the weekend games. The Lancers
tied Guelph 1-1 on Saturday, ano
topped Lauricr on Sunday, 3-1.
Just before the Thanksgiving
break the Lancers received their
second loss of the year. Coincidentally. both have heen at the
hands of Western, and both times
being 2-0 shutouts. Despite the
results Coach Pat McNclis secs
the team playing extremely well.
"I think we played the best
game of the year," he said of his
team's effort. "We had two or
three good chances but couldn't
score."
"The opportunities were there
but we just missed them," added
McNelis.
The week layoff is just what
the doctor ordered for the Lancers. Coach McNclis gave the
team the week off just so they
could relax and forget about soccer for a while.
"I though it (the layoff) was
good for the team," he said. "They
all came back with lots of enth usiasm and looked sharp in
practise."
Windsor took their rested
bodies to Guelph Saturday to face
the Gryphons . T he Lancers came
away with a 1- 1 tie in a game that
they had seemed to have locked
away for an easy two points.
"We should have won it." McNelis said. "We had a player get a
double yellow card in the game

I
I

I

I

and we were down to ten men for
the last 15 minutes."
Although shorthanded for the
latter part of the second half the
Lancers held off most of the
Gryphons' attacks but couldn't
hold them off. Guelph tied the
game with just three minute::. left
to play.
"It was an unfortunate point to
drop but those things happen,"
stated McNelis.
The Lancers' lone goal came
early in the first from Pelcstino
Borges.
With Western losing that day
to Lauricr, the Lancers were able
to move within one point ofa first
place tic.
Sunday's game had the outcome that the Lancers are used to.
Windsor was on the winning side
of a 3-1 game versus Laurier. The
Lancers score the only goal of the
first half. Curtis Langley. a first
year student, posted his first goal

The Lancers did not play that
badly against McMaster but they
played against a team which is
simply a lot better than they are.
As Caldwell put it after the game
"you have probably watched th;
Canadian champions today."
Caldwell was not that happ;
with the results of the week\
play, but he was encouraged bj
the pe,formance against Mc.
Master. Caldwell added that he
hopes that the Lancers could win
three out of the last four games of
the season to end on a good note
The Lancers play their final
two home games against Guelph
on Saturday Octoher 21st at l:(kJ
and Laurier on Sunday Octohcr
22nd at 3:00 at the St. Dcn,1
Centre. ·•
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One out of three, not good
by Jim Parry
If the Women's soccer Lancers were a baseball player, they
might have been happy with
being one for three over the past
week. Unfortunately, the Lancers
aren't concerned with baseball,
a nd winn ing one game out of
three during the past week does
not equal success.
The Lan cers' w eek began
with a win, albeit an exhibition
win, but the bragging rights of
Windsor were on the line as they
defeated the Saint Clair Saints 50. The Lancers dominated play

with the Saints only managing
one shot on goal throughout the
whole match.
Antonella Salvati led the way
with two goals, with singles being
added by Katherine Devlaeminck, Sabrina Iseppi and
Laura Maxwell to round out the
score for the Lancers.
The Lancers the n travelled to
Waterloo to play the Warriors,
where they lost 3-0. This w as a
roughly played game which included more Lancer injuries, as
goalkeeper Irene Dietrich was
taken to a hospital for x-rays of
her ankle.
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l.anc:l"r Sul" Hrogno in ac:t ion

Lance Athlete
ofthe week
by La nce Sports Staff

Faces Is The
Home Of

Pizza King Pizza
20 % Discount with
Gold Card on Pick-ups
(Pizza only).
••..•••..••.....••.•••.•....•.••...••..•••••...,
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McMaster added two more goal:,
one on a corner kick misjudged by'
several Lancers, to make the final
score 4-0.

Sunday Brunch
Special
Bring 3 Friends
... You Eat Free!
Coupon must be presented.
Expires October 31, 1989.
..................................................

The Lance Athletes of the
Week for the week of October 1319 arc the University of Windsor
Golf team, who captured the
OUAA championship last week.
the team is coached by
Roseland Pro Tim Mccutcheon
and the team members arc: Chris
Karpala, Steve Makra. Paul
O'Marra. Tim McCullough and
Bill Scagris.
The Lancers won the tourna-

ment with a two-day score of 61"
beating the U of Toronto by 1110
strokes.
Leading the way for the Lan·
cers was McCullough, who shcl
twin 76's for a 152, good enough
for third overall. The other tearr
members finished as follo11-1
Karpala (76,78 - 154), Makn
(79,78 - 157), Seagris (79,78 ·
157) and O'Marra (79,80- 159).
The Lance would like to con·
gratulate the golf team for the!'
successful season.O
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a bit of rcsistance,just to get ready
unning was man's
for indoor track."
first true athletic
Garrett, an Essex District
test, and today, it High School product, has made a
survives as one of big impression on the cross
i
the universal deter- c~~ntry scene with a fifth place
'
minants of athletic ability.
finish at a meeJ at Penn State, and
Cross country running has a a first place finish in Warren
flavour all its own, and while it is Michigan.
'
a sport with little recognition,
She is very enthusiastic
many of its runners relish in com- about running cro<,s country, and
peting against both terrain and is emphatic ahout her preference
other runners in an event that has for the event over track.
transcended centuries.
"I'd rather run through the
The University of wild hushes than on a track," GarWindsor's cross country teams rett said. "Track is so exacting, so
have gone beyond a love for the precise. You just run. There's a
event, and instead, have con- clock, and you run in the same litcentrated on being succcssfu I at it. tle lanes."
Under the expert tutelage of
"When you arc out running
coach Dennis Fairhall, both teams cross country, it depends on the
have done well this season.
hills, it depends on the type of
preceding their meet last grass. It is much more fun. It
weekend at Indiana University, feels a lot more easy and free than
i Windsor's mens team was ranked
being tightly pushed on a little
as one of the top ten learns in track."
Canada.
Teammate Lisa Hartleib has
"The men are ranked eighth, also had a successful season to
and I think we arc capable of date. According to Fairhall,
being a hit higher (in the rankings) Hartleib worked hard all summer
~ccause all of our meets have . on both her running and her
lit:cn without our top guy, Mike strength. Her conditioning has
helped her immensely.
~1urray," Fairhall said.
Fairhall feels that the men
Both Hartleib and Garrett
should move up to the top six in arc looking ahead to the OWfAA
the CIAU rankings, and could championships in Kingston in
possihly place third in the OUAA two weeks.
championships held in Kingston
"I think we really have a
in two weeks.
good chance in the OWJAA 's if
The men are a relatively we all stick together as a team,"
young group, and a strong core of Hartleib said. "What we really
talented runners makes future need is (more) team unity because
we arc a pretty close-knit team,
successes a likelihood.
AJready this season, John but we just need everyone healCress was an individual winner in thy, and everyone enthusiastic."
a meet in Warren, Michigan. The
Fairhall will he a major facmens team also captured the team tor in the success of both the mens
I title at that meet.
and womens teams at their
'
"The women have a very respective Ontario championstrong individual runner in Crys- ships. His talents arc both recogtal Garrett," Fairhall said, "but the nized and respected by his
team isn't running that well. runners.
They have been plagued by in"He (Fairha ll) is so easyjuries, and basically, our women going and encouraging. He
tend to be more interested in being knows exactly what he is doing,"
I prepared for the upcoming track Garrett said. "He isn't a push over
scason...a lot of the girls are doing (either), he demands respect, and
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Tough times at Indiana
by Suzanne Ngui
While most people enjoyed
the 88 degree weather on Saturday Oct. 14th, the Lancer Cross
Country team wouldn't have
minded cooler temperatures. The
team competed at the fndiana
u.
.
. niversity Cross Country Classic
'" Bloomington, Indiana, against
the top Ame ncan
.
.
..
univers1t1es.
!11e extremely tough competition
included the defending NCAA individu aI champ1ons
.
for both the
men's and wo men ' s d"1v1s1on
..
as
Well as the defending NCAA
team ch
.
amp1on University of
l<entucky.

74

Aside from the competition
the course itself was a complete
surp ·
rise. The course had many
more h'll
1 s lhan was anticipated
and some of the Windsor athletes
Were not h .
h
P ys1cally prepared to
andle the hills and the quick

starting pace.
Despite these setbacks, the
team did fairly well in the competition.
In the men's 8000m race John
Cress led the Lancers with a 25th
place finish and a time of 26:47.
Mike Murray, with only two and
a half weeks of training, was the
team's second finisher with a time
of 26:56. Overall Windsor placed
8th with 205 points.
The women's team was led by
Lisa Hartleib who placed 73rd
with a time of20:35 in the 5000m
race.
The girls finished 13th overall
with 412 points.
Saturday Oct. 21st is the last
meet before the OUAA/OWIAA
championships in Kingston, Ontario. From there the top two
learns proceed to the CIAU
Championships in Vancouver,
B.C.O

( 'rn" t·ounlrJ runm.T Ste, e \lurra~ on tht• tn,admill

I.al/ff phoco h) Su/;innl' !'l.j!ui

he demands hard work, but he
Saturday's meet," Fairhall said.
doesn't seem like a jerk about it."
"Every time we prepare for
A lot of Fairhall's work with
a meet, we have to prepare for
cross country involves planning
something different. One week it
training schedules for each
will be hills, another week it will
week."
~ - - - be a flat course that's fa~t with bay
"A Jot of the coaching is in
hales."
the training, so basically I sit
Who knows what the next
down on Sunday night and work
course will bring to the Lancers.
out the training for the whole
That is part of the charm of this
week based on the results of
event. While track runners can be

fairly sure about how they will
perform on a track. cross country
runners must never underestimate
the effects an unknown course
and the weather can have on their
performance.
No matter where they run,
they do it for the love of th~ sport.
It is ohvious that they do nut do ii
for the recognition.(1

Students'
Administrative
Council

Off-Campus Club
Meeting On
October 26, 1989 at 4:30 - 6:30 p.m.
In

Assumption Lounge,
University Centre, Main Floor

We will be electing al'l' Executive and planning future events.
Please come out -- it's your club.

* For more information, please contact

Paul at S.A.C., Ext. 3905/3906 *
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Lancers cherish win
over Madonna
by Jim Mitchell

With the exhibition season
coming to a close, and the regular
season starting on October 28
against the University of Brock
the Lancer Women's volleyball
team looks to be in excellent
shape. The team has an excellent
mix of young talent. combined
with veteran leadership. This mix
was evident in the 3-0 sweep of
Madonna College from Detroit.
Head coach Marge Holman
had this to say about the match: "I
am very pleased with the play
tonight and e::.pecially plea::,cd
that we maintained intensity
against a weaker opponent."
The first game saw the Lancers jump out to a 4-0 lead with
strong net play from both Cheryl
Smith and J ill Bahri. The outmatched Madonna women were
forced to take a time-out with
Windsor looking very strong, and
leading 6-0.
Windsor took a commanding
12-0 lead with powerful net play
from C hris Brecka and Lisa Thyssen and excellent serving from
Bahri, Smith rookie Denise Brett.
On what was probably the
best rally of the game, Madonna
scored their first point making the
score 12-1. It was far too Iittle too
late, and Bahri eventually served
home the winner giving Windsor
a 15-2 victory.
Madonna seemed to regroup a
little between games and scored
the first point on an emotil)nal
spike. Windsor fought back to a 32 lead with Smith serving and
never looked back. Windsor
grabbed a 7-2 lead with sloppy
play from Madonna and solid

serving from Thyssen and rookie
Tasha Chase. Windsor continued
10 perform well going up by a
score of 10-2. Madonna fought
back to 12-6 forcing Holman to
sub in her two other veteran
starters to replace the rookies that
she inserted when the score was
7-2. Windsor was again victorious. winning 15-7.
Game three was by far the
closest of the match. With Smith
and Bahri serving. Windsor
jumped to a 7-1 lead. Madonna
was forced to take a time-out after
Brecka smashed home a spike
lc:::aving Madonna trailing 8-2.
Madonna regrouped and
fought back to 10-5 before
Thyssen's spike put Windsor up
11-5. Madonna again came back,
making the game close at 12-10.
Windsor took control and Brett
hit home the match winner
making the fi nal score 15-11.
Coach Holman is very confident about the season and maintains that as long as the team
realizes their abil ity, and goes
after the goals they have set, they
should go a long way.
The play of the rookies has
really impressed Holman, especially that vf Jordyn Gloster who
filled in for Stephanie Blonde,
who was absent for academ:c
reasons. This turned out to be a
plus giving Gloster expcricnce.O

Campus Rec
Turkey Basketball
Women's Intramural Soccer
and Dart Shoot
by Suzanne Edwards
by Brian Rakoczy
On Monday, October 2, the
The scene was the Subway small but enthusiastic women's
Pub on Wednesday. October4 for intramural soccer league conthe Thanksgiving Basketball and tinued into its second week. In the
Dart Shoot. There was a dart and first game, neither the Law team
basketball shooting contest, with nor the Huron Hackers could gain
each winner receiving a plump an advantage. The final score was
turkey for Thanksgiving.
1-1. Karyn Reichardt scored for
The scores in both competi- the Law team. and Stephanie Purr
tions were fairly low until Vince contributed a goal on behalf of
Boyd banked his way to the Bas- Huron.
ketball title. and Steve Lewis
In the second game, the Law
snagged the Dart Throw title. team got its second wind, shutting
Both received a turkey for their out the Cody Commies 2 0. Scorefforts.
ing for Law were Carrie McChris Rosser gave Boyd the Gregor and Ann Watson.
biggest scare. Rosser fell one Women's soccer action resumes
point short of Boyd's leading on Monday, October 16.
score. Boyd, determined to win
Flag Football
the event, padded his lead by scoring an incredible 65. His bank
With one week to play in
shot approach proved to be the
men's flag football, the race for
best as his final score held off the
top spot is heating up.
rest of the field, leaving Rosser 21
Woody's Stiffies, 3rd Reich
points back.
and the Killer B's are deadlocked,
In the Dart Throw, the comeach hav ing ten points. The
petitors shot ten darts in which to
results of the final week will tell
accumulate a score. Wally
who will get the top three spots.
Kaniecki could see a Thanksgiving bird on his d inner table, as he
held the highest score. Steve
Stats
Lewis, determined to show his
Women's Volleyball
Mom what he does at school,
came from behind and surpassed Standings - Week 2
Kaniecki's leading score. Lewis Team W LT P TPFTPA
Old Farts 3 0 l 7 79 40
finished with a score of 237, 46
Individuals 2 l 1 5 66 63
points ahead of the second place
Garfields O4 0 0 44 86
Kaniecki.

Men's Intramural Basketball
This semester's Men's In.
tramural Basketball will get un.
derway Monday, October l6with
a number of games slated be.
tween 7:30 and 10:30.
Games will be played each
Monday and Wednesday with the
schedule winding up November
20. Seventeen teams make upth,~
year's league, all fighting for
eight possible playoff spots and
eventually the title of Champs.
Schedules can be picked upat
Campus Rec., and default bonds
can be paid at that time as well.
Anyone interested in refereeing
games can contact Paul Craicvich
at 258-2911.

:E

0,:

Holding close in fourth place
are the Lost Boys with six points
Rounding out the field are the
Chatham Rug Cleaners, Cody
Cougars and the Dawgs.
Anything could happen.
though, as all teams make the
playoffs. The first place team
receives a bye.

r..

~c

TO

a.
'It

Vl
Yo

Flag Football
Team W L PTS
Woody's Stiffies 5 0 10
Killer B's 5 I 10
Lost Boys 3 3 6
Chatham Rug 2 4 4
Cody Cougars 2 4 4
Dawg~ 15 2

There's only one place to be this year and that's where
everyone else will be at ...

LSAT
GMAT
Prep Courses for
Dec. 2 LSAT
Jan. 27 G MAT

755 Ouellette
256-2385

Every
$2.95
.20
$4.99
$5.99

1-800-387-55 19
(416) 923-PREP (7737)

Mon., Tues. & Wed.
Burger with 20 Items & Fries
Wings
Wings & Skins
Wings & Ribs

us

Watch for our Pop-A-Shot Tourney Chance to enter the $25,000. 00 Tournament

Top 40 Music
University of
Windsor Party
Headquarters

Games
Room
Dancing 7
Nites A Week
Hallowe'en at Bentley's is a Howl!
Plan to party with us.

Ever)' Tuc-,day at 7:00 p.m.
FUCIIRI: TOURNAMENT
• B.B.Q. Baby Back Ribs
"'ith fries & fres h ,cgctable •
$4." per pcr,on

Food Special
on Saturday, Octohcr 21. 19li9
~:00 pm • 6:00 p.m.

2960 Huron Ch.urch Rd
at Grand Marais wesl
(51 9) 966-3388
Hottest Spot in W,ndsor

Hottest

Spot

,n

Windsor

---
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AND NEED HELP?

FOOTBA!.!..
STANDINGS
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TEAK
Western
Guelph
Toronto
L•uriu
Watrrloo
Windsor

With

J beeach

McMuter
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V

L

T

p

A

TP

6
6
6

s

l

5

l
2

0 226
0 123

3

)
)

41
74
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74

10
• 8
8

6

•

6

)

6
6

3
1
0

3

0

120

0
0
0

95
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98
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6
6

'J9

6

5
0
69 180
rork
6
6
0
47 205
t
Indicates forfaiture of 2 points

rh the
mbcr
plht
~ for
;a
ps.

Classifieds

PREGNANT

Call ...

OirtfJrigfJt

2

at 252-3322

0

UPCOHI!IC GAHES

21

Oc:(ocer

Guelph
C.c1ur 1er
Windsor
rork

It

Western

at Toronto

2 00 p11
2 00 pi:,

at
at

2 00 pm

llcJter !oo
HcHaster

2 00 pm

RESULTS
October 14

e1ng

~vich

.....

Wahr loo
Windsor
Toronto
Veste,n

7
H
18

52

:SAIi
;,:tipb

oin~

e the
Cod)

l3
l

TBAM YARD.I.Ct TO'l'A!.S
orrt.'IC!

plaet

6
8

taurier
Hc:Ha,ter
Guelph
York

:0,UI'

•.-..,ttr
, ~r:1a.o
i.lterJoo

,ottU
~',~Ot

l:zt

CU!lfCI

PASSIIIO LOSSES
1411 Cl) U5 (7)
JU Ct) 51 (11
I 4l
Pl
U2 OJ 17 co
(2)
542 ( 'I 11 ())
(JI
463 (7 J 53 (2)
(l) 1221 12 ) 11) C6)
I 5I
'3 ( 5 1
" ' (5 )
( 8 > '37 ( 4 1 130 U >

RUSMIIIC
761 (6)

10:,
70
103'
1036
12~5

IU
'412

TOTA!.
2034 (2)

RUSH INC PASSINC LOSS!S
104 () I

603 C21
,,, 161

1353 (1 ) 57! Cl)
150 (lJ 1241 UJ

l07S 11 1
81! Ci)

10,
1446
236)
1474

141 1080 (7:
(6)
04 (5)
Cl ) 715 (2)
15 1 !025 <' I
,i, U l
8: 7 C4 J

'60

(7J

Ho !1 1
137 151
'1) (

3)

We Provide Free
Pregnancy Tests.
Medical Referrals.
Community Referrals .
Accommodations and
Legal Advice

TOTJ.L

67 CU lHOC2•J

193 1:1 .3401, • )
71 I ' ) 2218 ( I )
17)
15)

'6 (4) 17'5
14' (21 1701
lll ()I 1120
7' , ., 171"

1: 1
(6 )

AVAILABLE NOV 1ST: Small 3FOR RENT: 5-Bedroom House
$75 00/wk per room or $62 SO/wk per bedroom house. walking distance to
University, $750/month plus ut1h11es
room & ulllil1es
Phone Harold 944-2701 after 7 p m
UTILITIES INCLUDED
Call 944-1125 before 11.00 pm.
4DUL T CHILDREN OF ALWANTED: CASHIERS
COHOLICS (A.C.A.) 12-step support
Part time, day and evening available group 711 McEwan Street. Holy
for busy downtown n ght club Willing Name of Mary Church (basement).
to train.
Sundays 8:00 p m. All are welcome
Apply 1n person at the Million Dollar ASSUMPTION
UNIVERSITY
Saloon, 38 Chatham St. E.. 977-5925 CHAPEL ·· 973-7034 • Located be·
ROOM AND BOARD for student lween the University Centre and
Centrally located $300 monthly Call Huron Church Rd. Mass •• Sundays Bonnie, 8·30 • 4.30, 253-4232, ext. 10 30 a m. & 4 30 p.m. Mondays 2133
11.50 a m liturgy of the Word and
Personal Would the Jennifer who
Commun on Service: TueSdays •• 5
worked during the October 1987 Pos- p.m. Mass followed bv dinner, Wedtal Strike Day Shift' please contact nesday to Friday 11 SO a m. Mass
Peter of lhe same shift I sorted mad All are welcome to attend Feel free to
with you and showed you a funny drop by the Cafe for coffee, to use the
postcard I also worked on the cOd,ng library for study, or iust to come and
machines with you. I love you, miss relax.
you, and care for you very much
Please call me al 948 7002 I need to SHARE ACCOMMODATIONS
get together with you 10 talk aboul an Great location 614 Mill, 5 min walk
important subJect. With love. Peler.
from U , semi-furnished, ut1ht1es inLesbian,Gay Students on campus cluded $237/mo 1st and last, perplease call 973·4951 for information sonable , mature , non-smoker
on meetings and events 1n the Contact Jacques 252·7076. leave
Windsor/Detro,1 area.
name and phone number

16 C~ I DH CO
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Lorne King/Toronto 7
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lndi\ idual
Rushing. Mac-D'Agostino 14,66, Trumble 1-1, Carter 1-16, Sil·
vcstri 5-23, Wnd-Tazzman 2-3, Sirong 10-76, Ncthersole 6-42,
S1alay 7-41, Robson 2-19, Ross 11-57, Scratch 4-18
Receiving. Mac-l\.13rtino 3-20, D'Ago~tino 1-2, Sands 4-37,
Carter 2-1, Young 3-21, Holland 3-52: Wnd,Pugh J.12, Ross 1IO, Thomas 1-19, Brown 1-15, Snlay 1-14, Sadai 1,8, Nethersole 1-4
Passrn2. ~he-Alfano 16-31, 133 )dS., I TD, 2 interccp1; Wnd·
, Ta,zm~n 6-15, 68 )d,., I TD, O intercept, McKeon 1-2. 16 yd~ .•
0 TD, 0 m1crcep1

C

OR

12

Un,-rrsity of \\'md<or ,s. Mc\llster Unhcrsil) St3tistical Sum•
mJry
Mac
Wnd
First Dov. ns
NA
23
Yard, rush
113
256
Yards pa~sing
133
8,1
Net offense
243
334
Passes made-tried 16-31 7-11
lnlcrception, by
0-0
2-11
Punts,a,erage
9-31
5-42 8
Fumble~-lo~t
OO
O0
Pcnahies-,ards
9-10-1 8,S5
Nc1 offcn;e is yards pass,ng. plus )3rds rushing, minus ceam los
scs such as) ards lost on broken pla) s

~

Creation
Evolution

72
26

Topics To Be Discussed:
I. "Al l I Need Is The Data?"
(The Myth of Neutrality in ~cience)
h,: Prof. Russell Cummings
Ph.D .. Assoc. Prof. of Aeronautical Engineering
dl California State Univer,ity

2. "Time and Eternity. Time·s Arrow In Physics"
(Is Light Slowing Down ?)
bv: Prof. Lambert Dolphin
Senior Research Physicist
al Stanford Research Institute. Menlo Park
J

Sconng Summary
Ouancr
I Third Quarter
'I, TD Ncthersole 45 yard punt rc1um 9 .13 \I,: nd-TD Ro\~ I ) ard run 3.10
'.r. ·Con,er1 Vanderhocvcn 9: 13
Wnd,Convert Vandcrhocvcn 3: IO
~ Ouaner
Wnd-TD !\'cthcrsotc 76 yard punt wum 14:09
FGVanderhoc,cn 14 yards 7 35
\\nd-Con,crt Vanderhoc,en 14 09
·TD Sad31, 9 yard pJ\\ 13:0-1
Fourth Quar1cr
11
Con,cn Vandcrhoc,en 13 ().I
Wnd-FG Vanderhoc,er, 3S yards 2 33
t.foc-TD, oung JO ,ard pass 11 4J
Mac-2 pl Con\Crt Sands 11.43
r;

Date: Oct. 27

Time: 1st half - 11 :00 a.m.
2nd half - 12:00 p.m.
Location: University Centre,
Assumption College

U. of V..'. Navigators
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THE PERFECT CANADIAN. Each bottle gets one step closer
to perfection. See if you can put them in the correct sequence.

ho11
shot

int~
I

her1
the•
Way

term

Prio1
even
SOlu·

Publine-u
r

over?

h) U. Eldon Dawson

he University of

I

Windsor is a camI
pus with a problem.
Originally tlUilt for
,..__ _ __,30110 to 4000 students, the campus now has 10 accomodate over 9100 full time studcnls. One of the most vivid
examples of where the facility has
been outgwwn, is the pub.
The Subway, with a capacity
of just over 450 people, simply
cannot cater 10 all these students.
Students' Administrative Council
(SAC) president, Paul Brisehois
~Jill in an inti.:rview wi1h the
Lance, !he whole concern over 1he
pub ~just underlies this central
problem."
Anyone who has ever gone to
the Subway on a Thursday night
knows of thc...prublcm of overcrowding. Lining up on the stairs
descending to the pub - usually
three people deep and shouldcrto-~houlder with thirsty, restless,
palrons - creates an obvious fire
hazard and is simply undesirable.
Currcn1ly, in a temporary ac11011, SAC has crea1cd an overflow
room where parched particrs can
wart until adequale room is available downstairs in the pub. Studcnls can now go to the licensed
Blueroom" on the second floor
of the University Centre and wait
under somewhat better conditions
(Y.ell. at least there's music and
<lrmks).

This temporary solution,
while ii alleviates the fire and
~afety hazards, ;int.I is assuredly
helter, is however only a temporary remedy.
C'huck Blcv.ett, currenlly in
hi, fifth year as manager of the
Subway, agrees that this is a better situation hut abo thinks that
the hottom floor of the University
Centre which hou:-.es the Subway,
could he heller utilil:ed.
"My feeling is that expansion
should include puh managernent." Blewett said. "The whole
ho1tom lloor is licensahle and we
~hould develop each of the rooms
in the basement as alternatives."
As Blewett points out, the inherent problem in using
lhc"Blucrl >om " •IS I hat II· IS
· not alWays available. During midle~ms, finals, and other higher
Priority functaons
·
such as Alumna.
events, the room and thus the
SOlu11on 1s
· not available.

Lance photo by Jason Kryk

Pubgoers who finally made it Into the pub.

"The problem is one of consistency," Blewett said. He is concerned that students will go
elsewhere if things change as
often as that have recently.
There is however good news
on the horizon.
Brisebois, who also chairs the
task force on the expansion of the
University Centre, said that expansion plans, including an enlarged Subway as well as the
creation of a new sports har and
eatery in the old games room,
have been approved in principle
by the University Centre Advisory Board.
Concerned with student
safety, Brischois feels th.at keep·
ing 1he student on campus would
indeed he better.Instead of studi.:nts going to llurricanes or the
Bridge 'I avern,why not offer
similar facilities here?
Continued on pu~e 5.

The/ts rock Laurier
Many Uni\er,ity of Windsor
students have travelled a great
distance to pur-,ue thi.:ir post·
secondary education. For those
v.ho li\e in resiuc.:ncc. their lloor
becomes their second home: the
other residents on their lloor. their
second family. At Laurier llall,
the recent problems with theft
have violated this sense of
:-ccurity.
Several LatJJicr Hall residents
have had money, jewelry. and
clothing stokn fmm their rooms.
AccordingtoJane Dearing.one of
the thelt victims. "I lccl like
therc's someone watching me.
Whoever did it had lo know when
my roommate and I would be out

of the room."
"Incident reports have been
filed," Head Resident Pam Davies
said. "It is nearly impossible to
determine who is responsible. We
don't know if it's someone in the
building, or not."
Dearing added, "I feel so helpless. I can't prove anything."
To combat the problem , the
"Bomb Program" was implementcd throughout the building
on Monday October 23. Each
resident received four pieces of
paper, or "bombs", and was instructcd to throw one on the floor
of any room that they found unlocked and unoccupied. The
program is set up as a contest between the residents of each floor;

the one to get rid of all their
"bombs" fir..t, wins.
"We're (the Rc:-.i<lcnce House
Council) hoping that the progrJm
helps the girls lo remember to
lock their doors whenever they
leave their room-.." said Davies.
Mery-Kim Oliver, Laurier
Hall 's Residence Life Co-ordinator, worked at the Uni\ersity
of Iowa when the program was
used there. "It wa:-. \'Cr) !.UC'Cessful in reducing thefts," ~he noted.
"It also prm ided the opportunity
for the residents on each floor to
get to know one another better."
The Bomb Program w,11 run
until the end of this semester.n

1

Oct 26 -Appearing at Stanley's, touch and go recording artists ElQ.Uf and ~.s-1.izard (comprised of artists from Rapemao and Scratcn_acid). Special
guests, Windsor's own Luxury Christ. Tickets at the
door for a nominal fee.
Oct 27 - Wayne State University's Bonstelle Theatre
presents 'My Sister in This House.' Two week run,
performances begin at 8 p.m. Fri. & Sat., 2 p.m. Sun.
For tickets and information call 577-2960.
ARTS
Oct 27-30 - Artcite presents "The Gallery of Horror",
Mackenzie Hall. Oct 27. 7-11 p.m., 28, 12-5 p.m., 29,
12-8 p.m. & 30. 4-8 p.m . For more information call
977 -6564/6160.
Nov 6 - Make Tole-Painted Christmas Decorations
with_the Parks and Rec of Windsor. A 6 week
program, Mon 7-9 p.m. $20 plus $30 materials fee.
For more information call 735-3536 or 255-6877.

.
Nov 8 - The Windsor Parks and Rec presents
workshops in "Christmas Grapevine Basket", Nov 8
1-3 p.m., cost $4 plus $22 material fee, and "Pine
Cone Wreath", Nov 8, 7-9 p.m., $7/2 weeks plus
material fee. For more information call 735-3536 or
255-6877.
Nov 8 - Make Ceramic Decorations for Christmas
with the Windsor Parks and Rec. A three week
workshop, Weds at 7-8, at the College Avenue Community Centre. Cost $24. For more information call
255-6528 or 255-6877.
Nov 9 - Make Christmas Wreaths with the Holy
Rosary Community Centre and the Windsor Parks
and Rec. A five week workshop starting Tue Nov 7,
7-9 p.m. for $17 or Thurs Nov 9, 2-3:30 p.m. for $13.
r more information call 255-6360 or 255-6877.

E
C

relocated to 4547 Wyandotte E., 944-8989/8990.
Open Mon to Fri 9 a.m to 4 p.m. for skills training,
counselling and advocacy. Memberships for 1990 are
$25 or $5 (Low income/student). Meetings on the
fourth Mon of every month. Contact Janet GreenePotomski.
Oct 29 - The Detroit Institute of Arts, World Adventure Series presents South China Seas with Rickey
Ray, 2:30 p.m. in the Auditorium For more information call 832-2730.
Nov 1 - "Thinking About the Sixties" - Canada in the
sixties; Quebec in the sixties. Organized by the Marxist-Leninist Study Group. Thu, 4:40 p.m. in the SAC
Club Office.
Nov 2 - Gay and Lesbian Students on Campus
present: "Coming Out: Our Own Stories". Iona College at 7 p.m.
Nov 5 - The Detroit Institute of the Arts, World Adventure Series presents: "London, My London" with
David Morrish. 2:30 p.m in the Auditorium. For more
information call 832-2730 .

Nov 5 - Assumption University's Christian Culture
Series presents Sr. Rosalie Bertell, G.N.S.H., Ph.D.,
President, Institute of Concern for Public Health,
speaking on "Birthing the Global Village". 8:30 p.m.
at Assumption University. Cost, Adults $5 and Students $2.
Nov 7 - Assumption University presents "Bio-Ethics
and You". Speakers: Prof. Jocelynne Downie,
Research Assistant at Westminister Institute for
Ethics and Human Values and Prof. Robert J. Doyle,
Biology Dept., U of W. 7 p.m. at Assumption University, call 973-7034.
Nov 9 - U of W's Faculty of Business Administration
presents a one-day seminar: "Participation in the
Workplace, Management for the 1990s". 8:30 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. Fee of $245, includes all seminar materials,
continental breakfast and full lunch, some discounts
may apply. To register call 253-4232, ext. 3455.

of Oct 1 - The Windsor Women's Incentive Centre

Have You Discovered
The Bistro?
Open 11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
Monday thru Friday

in Vanier Hall
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The Bbtro

LUNCHEON MENU

Soup du lour .... .......... .. . . ..................... $1.10
SALADS
Caesar Salad ........... . .. . .... . ........... . .... .... 3.95
Garden Salad .. . . .................................... 3.95
Greek Salad ............. . .. . ....... . ............. ... 4.50
Quiche du }our 10tan8,s 0a,1,,1 • .•. • •.•.•.. • ..••.•.••..•• •• • 4.25
SANDWICH/ENTREES
Soup & Sandwich Combo (Changn Do,lvJ • . . . • . • . . • • . . . • • . . . . . 3. 75
Bistro Burger (J/J u, °" a Kaistr ,wh Fnn) • . • • . . • • • . • • • • . • • • . . . • 4.50
Sourhern Fried Chicken 1J pcs. cnspy o,;c!,n w11h Fnu1 . • . . • . • . . . . . • 4.50
French Dip (Thinly slictd &as, Bu/ on Frtnch Brtad ..-11h Fn,s and Gravy) ••••• 5. 50
Fish and Chips /Ced Tail ;,, Jigh1 bttr ba11tr ""h Fnts and Colt Slaw/ . • . . • , . 4. 50
Clubhouse /Tradi11onal lunrl11imt faw,untt w11h Frtnch F_nts and Colt Slaw/ ••••• 4.95
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Buy any entree at the Bistro and
Receive a second entree
(of equal or lesser value)
FREE!
Offer Valid from October 30/89 - November 11/89

.

Coupon :\fust Be Presented
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Living with AIDS can be a
lonely, dreary and fearful existcnce. St~vcn Miller H person with
· AIDS testified to this last Wednc:-.day at the Amba!ssador
Auditorium when he spoke in
public for the fir:,,t time about his
diseasc. Miller's speech was part
uf a forum entitled Living With

AIDS.
The event-· which was part of
AIDS Awareness Weck -- included talks by Dr. Walter Wren
from the university's Health Services oflice, Janine Kissner from
the AIDS Committee of Windsor
and Dr. Evelyn Fisher from the
Henry For Hospital in Detroit,
Michigan .
Miller, who was just getting
his life hack together after receiving treatment for drug and alcohol
abuse. found out he had AIDS
alter being tested without his consent.
Miller's greatest fear at that
time was the loneliness he would
have to face.
"I've never been the type of
person to live without a relationship but who will take the risk and
love me now''" Miller said.
Since 1985, when Miller
found out that he had the disease,
he has been under tremendous
emotional stress.
\t was shortly after this ume
that Miller's girlfriend, who was
pregnant at the time, found out
that he had given her the AIDS
causing virus. Miller explained
that he had great feelings of guilt

to his girlfriend and yet unborn
child. Miller had to face the loss
of hi5 unborn child through an
abortion, upon medical advice,
andhisgirlfricndwholcfthim.
After living in isolation fur
two years, Miller could no longer

and rejection associated with the
disease. Miller said this was very
evident when he was hospitalized
for severe migraines. It took 26
hours before he was finally admilted to a private room where he
was confined to the entire stay. He

J must use gloves. I mu!.t admit
it's sometimes very awkward,"
Wren offered as an example he
himself had experienced.
JanineKissncrfromlheAIDS
Committee of Windsor cmphasizcd that it is import.int as a
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carry the hurdcn of living with was not allowed to shower, was community to get more involved
this disease alons:. He sought help given disposable cutlery and in learning about the disease to
at the AIDS Committee of anyone entering the room was prevent an epidemic. She pointed
Windsor.
dressed -- like he descnhed •• in a that, "There are presently 35
"I felt uncomfortable about space suit. Depending on the peo?le with AIDS at the AIDS
going to the AIDS Committee for medical staff on duty. he was Committee of Windsor and that is
help because I'm not gay, so I sometimes treated poorly. It is not including the eight that died
pretended to be a tough guy, but this social rc11:1.u\11, ...... ·- -this year."
you know I met the most fantastic times difficult for people with
Dr. Evelyn Fisher, who works
twenty-five people I've ever met AIDS to handle, Miller said.
with people who have AIDS al
Dr. Wren apologized for the flie Henry Fora Hospllal, has
in my life," Miller said. Since then
Miller had a change of attitude. behaviour of some of the medical found a great fear and social stigHe is now teaming to live with the profession but explained that the ma :1ssociated with AIDS. Fisher
disease and at the same time profession is not }d u'.'\Cd to deal- said even when one educates
trying to live his life to the fullest ing with the AIDS phenomenon. pe· :'le about AIDS, they are still
Unfortunately Miller must "I have been rcmu\. mg warts for fearful. "There seems to be an

,Station falls short
Uy Karen Hill
TORONTO (CUP) -- Univer-

~ity of Toronto's campus radio
rundraiscr missed the mark by
I tens of thousands of dollars, but

~me staff say they arc pleased
,anyway.
CIUT had hoped for $89,500
from its eleven-day, on-air
fundraising campaign but only
'pulled in about $46,000 in
pledges.
Fundraising coordinator Jerry
I.cc Miller said mail-in donations
could push the total above
SS0,000, still well below the

goal.
"I thought that we could make
t,• he said. "We were collecting
money from day one."
He said he was happy with the
latest campaign desp i tc the
shortfall, because it showed
strong community support.
last year's drive raised
S48,ooo in pledges, surpassing a
S25,00o goal, but only about SO
per cent of pledges were actually
COilected.
1

Miller said he expects to
rceover a greater proportion of the
1
!pledges this year. People who get

t OU S

their money in on lime will be
eligible to win a trip to Jamaica.
A mail-out thankingplcdgers, and
follow-up phone calls will also
encourage donors to pay up, Withs said.
Station manager Chris OaCosta said this year's goal was not
a real target for the ~talion. The
campaign was called "Match the
Megahertz" a reference to 89.5,
Cl UT's number on the dial.
"It was more or less a marketing thing," he said. "We obviously want to do belier (each year). I
don'! want to be complacent
about this."
Chair of the CIUT board of
directors Steve Willis said the
budget would not be affected by
the number of donations.
"Perhaps it was a bit unreasonable to expect so high.
(But) we didn't budget anywhere
near $89,500."
Miller said there will be more
fundraising ventures.
"We still have an opportunity
to make it up during the rest of the
year. Our public docs support us.
The more we get out, the more
they support us." 0

I

Work proceeds on the new townhouse style residence

being built on Sunset ave. south of Wyandotte.

to cross but essential/ she said.
Hsher pointed out that there arc
live stages form which to evolve.
First there is the stage of not
knowingandnotwantingtoknow
anything about the disease.
People do not like to acknowledge that the disease exists. Then
there is the stage of acknow-

ledgcment. The third stage is
want111g to know more about the
disease. From that comes the a
willingness to learn all the facts
and to take prevcnt:tti, e action.
l'hc lmal stage io; actively partil'ip.,ting in the awareness and
confrontmg those emotional barriers.
The social <;tigma associated
with AIDS is the issue of
homosexuality. "I have had
parents come lo me and tell me,
p1c,1se don't tell me my son is a
homosexual, please tell me he
caught this from drug.s, " Fisher
said.
f-isher confirmed that there is
no absolute guaranteed way of
catching AIDS. She believes that
people must stop acting uncivilised to tho:-e who have AIDS.
Fisher suggests that people ought
to confront their prejudices so that
they can work together to fight
this deadly di,ease. She hopes
that one day there will be a vaccme that will cure AIDS, but for
now all anyone can do is take
preventive action, and have understanding for those who are
living with the challenge of
having AIDS.O
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for pageant

title
the pageant in Toronto.
Both women will undergo an
The University of Windsor
extensive whirlwind of rehearswill soon he represented nationally on a forum th,tt, while it's not als, interviews and promotions in
academic, has turned out to he a Toronto. all culminating in the
plcm,ant ,urpri,e fnr two Univer- Miss Canada pageant at 8:00.
Monday Octoher JO. lo he
sity of Windsor stuJents.
televised
nationally on (TVfl
Stephanie Haley and Dianne
Wright. hoth stude11ts at the
University. will he in the Miss
Canada pageant on Oct. JO.
Haley. who is the Head Resident at Cartier Hall, holds a
Bachelor of Fine Arts degree by D. Eldon Dawson
from Windsor. Currently. the 22year-old is taking a letter of
As I stared blankly at my
equivalence in Sociology, and typewriter trying to decide on
hopes to go to the University of whether to expound on the magWestern Ontario next year to take nificent contribution to hockey of
a complete Master's degree in Art Los Angeles King superstar,
Therapy.
Wayne Gretzky, or whether to
Haley, who is from the small focus on the powerful Oakland
town of Corll'lna just outside Sar- Athletics baseball team, I thought
nia, won the Miss Sarnia title last back instead to last Tuesday
spring.
night.
"H's like a dream come true...
Driving home from the
a once in a lifetime chance," movies that night, I heard on the
Haley said of the Miss Canada radio that an earthquake had rockcompetition.
ed northern California. The

b) Ted Sturk

Stephanie Haley. Miss Sarnia

(Miss Windsor·s photo not available at pre;s time.)

Sportsman •s view of quake

Wright is a third year business
student at the University of
Wind!>Or.Shcwil\bcreprcscnting
the City of Windsor thanh to the
Miss Windsor contest. which she
won earlier this year. Un forlunately, the Lance was unahle to
contact Wright he fore she left for

In an earthquake that many
experts have been eerily predicting for decades, over 270 people
were killed in a matter of seconds.
In the aftermath, experts and
analysts were quick to warn that
despite the high death toll and
nearly 2000 injuries, despite an
estimated $10 billion in damages
and despite the levelling destruction, this was not the "Big One"
seismologists
gloomily
foreshadow may someday
destroy the California coast.
The fact that Wayne Gretzky
became the National Hockey

Detroit rock station's announcer League's all-time leading scorer,
referred to it so casually and a staggering feat indeed, and that
momentarily however, that l the Oakland A's were <>n the
reasoned it was just some sort of verge of a world championship
cruel joke.
seemed petty when compared to
When l switched on the TV at the catastrophe at hand. The
home, l soon realized that it was boyhood dreams that for these
assuredly no joke.
few had turned into reality were

scale, in Armenia, killed vver
25,000 people on Dec. 7, 1988. It
is simply good fortune that
prevented more serious damage
or greater casualties.
Although it was certainly not
the worst on record, who will ever
forget the images of the horrific
collapse of Highway 880 in
Berkley? Or who can forget
seeing memhers of the Oakland
A's and San Francisco Giant5
scurrying, terrified and helplc~
from their respective dugouts
onto the playing field and scan·
ning the crowd for family mcm·

overshadowed by the devastating
eart!,qt1ake that cruelly and instantaneously converted a
region's dreams into a nightmare.
The earthquake, measured at
6.9 on the Richter scale, ravaged
city after city along the Pacific
Coast. And although it was
termed a "major" earthquake by
seismologists it was not the worst
in U.S. history..
The infamous San Francisco
quake of 1906, which was estimated at 8.3 on the Richter scale
or about 30 times more powerful
than last week's quake, was the
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Images such as these will ' V,
linger forever. Although th~
earthquake rumbled througl lie
northern California in a mere 15
seconds, its Lcr ror will las!,
st
lifelime.O
V.
in

nation's worst, killing 452 people
and almost levelling the city.
Although many who experienced the tyrade of the
earthquake would disagree,
Californians can consider themselves lucky. An earthquake that
also measured 6.9 on the Richter

l~
I
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LSAT
GMAT

Wally Ball
S4 00 per person.
minimum 6 per court
Maple Leaf
Racquet Club

at

Prep Courses for

TRY IT

Dec. 2 LSAT

735-5660

Jan. 27 GMAT
l-800-387-5519
(416) 923-PREP (7737

Complete for Just

999

Or LmeAI:

s7724

ptr
mo.

(36 months)

COMPUTER - MONITOR - SOFTWARE
1989 Pontiac 6000LE

LAB PC/AT

• 80286 12 MHz Microprocessor

• 1 Mb RAM. Zero waitstate
•
•
•
•
•

AVIS
We try harder

Hallowe'en
00

only $85.
unlimited mileage

1.2 Mb Floppy Drive
40 Mb Ward Drive
Multi 1/0 Card.,_ Clock/Calendar
Parallel Port, ;)erial Port
Eight-in-one software spreadsheet,
database. word processing and more
• AT -enhanced (101 Key) Keyboard
• PACKARD BELL Monochrome Monitor

5°/o

LABPCX r Mhl TURB0"640K

Student
Discount

one 360 K O•sk Qr,,e

"Clock Calendar. Game Par, Sena I and parallel paris
'monograph,c card'101 keyboard. All Caoles·Packard Bell
monocnrome mon•to,.STAR NX1000 Ponter w stand
·E,ght '" One So~ware Wordprocessmg Oalabase Spreadsheet
more 1

Avis features GM cars
"Avis• and We try harder' are
reg1stere~ trademarks of Av1scar Inc.
1988 Av1scar Inc

391 Tecumseh Rd. E.
258-AVIS (284 7)

..--..............
----....
..... .
...............
--- --.,..._

----~

HOURS: 10 a.m.·6 p.m. Mon. to Fri. 10 a.m.-4 p.m. SaturcaY

116 W andotte E.

977-5770 fax 971·
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John Fr,unc

What do you need when you
have three lawyers up lo their
necks in cement'> Can your
landlord ask you lo leave without
any notice'! Is it true that if you
receive a speeding ticket and your
liccn,c i'i written down wrong
you can defeat the ticket'! What
I happen, if someone takes a parking 11cket oil your w111dshicld?
How do you take someone to
small claims court? Wondering
ver
what he answers arc to these and
,1thcr similarly intriguing ques.hatIt
tions! Well if so, you h,1\-e
age
decided to read the right column.
This is the inaugural advice
column in the Lance. My name is
John Prame and I am a secondyear law student al the University
ID
of Windsor. and twice a month for
rgct
the duration of the school year I
and
will he addressing those legal issues"" hich seem to affect University students the most.
I am a representative of the
Community
Legal Aid office. a
,cm·
:.crvi1.l. of the Student Legal Aid
Society of the University of
will
Win, ,l>r's Facult} of Law . Com\ munity LeVtal Aid is a year-round
legal ,..:r\. ice operated b) the !av.
,tudents at the Univcr'>ity of
Wino, >r working under the ongo1ng supervision of a lawyer.
Throughout the ~chool lcrrn (Sep-

. tcmber to May) the clini1. i,
staffed on a volunteer basis with
law students. During the summer
months student<; arc hired to work
at Community Legal Aid lull
time. The ,ervice, provided h}
Community Legal Aid arc free or
charge lo all full time University
of Windsor students, as well as to
those who cannot afford a lawyer
and meet our financial criteria.

I

~11

led by Community Legal Aid, and
in being such, tho,c readers who
ever have a problem in one of
these areas can seek advice from
our office.

The in'ipiration for thi,
column c.ime lrom a desire to give
the ,tu<lcnts at lhe Univer:-.ity of
Windsor legal information in
areas which ,o ollen affect thcm.
Tenants rights i:-.sues regarding
landlord and tenant problems
such as fighting an eviction,
recovering a rent deposit. gelling
repairs done and handling a renl
review will he looked at. Highway traffic matters will also he
Jddressed for those inlen.:skd in
what to do when charged with
various offenses. !,tudcnt
problems will he another topic
area, we ii'> small claims court
regarding matters such as dcfective product:,,, unpaid bills and
hro kc n con tracts. C ri .m
~!!i!!n~at~m'-"a"'lc..-_
1.:r... "'cl fare and farni1) bcnel ih.
immigration. employment righb.
discrimination and a host of other
topics will he addressed as well.
These i,suC!. arc one, oflcn hand-

Issues which affect students
most often \a,. ill h) my focus and
therefore, I would like to encourage readers with specific
questions ahout an area of the law
to sl.nd th1.:1r que:-.tions to the
Lance in care of John Frame.
While I may not he ahle lo give
,pecilic advice regarding each
problem. I \\. ill he ahle h> di,rns,
!he urea oflaw alkcling !he \a,. ritcr
,ind ,uggc,1 that lor at'lual help.
go lo the Communil~ Legal Aid
olficc .
Our office i, locatcd an
room GI 05. Law Buil<ling.
lJni\crsil~ of Wind,ur. Plca,e
telephone for an appointrncnt al
25.3-7150.
I am looking ll1rn.ird 10 addrcs,ing thm,c legal i,sucs which
concern you in the month, to
rnme Once again I urge anyone
\\ ith questions to send !hem 10
,_
n _c _.a_,_t_h_c_:-._
c -'q,_u_c_st_i_
o _ns_ _...._i_ll_h~e_t_id_-~4
dres,ed in the column and perhaps be lhc topic of the column
thcll. Oh. before I go. the ans\\.cr
to the lir,t 4uestion is. "Add mon.
cement~ llf course!,

Organization of Part-time
University Students
253-4232 Ext 3231 or 258·4687
Acom 101 . Unrversrty Centre

~,ER_FECT

T-shirts - 100% cotton
X-Large $7 .50 each
Proceeds to
United Way

rPAPERS
31

Word Processing Service
Laser Printer

Continued from page I.
Although most students who
were interviewed were encouraged with the new plans,
most 1,1,erc concerned with the
time frame: When will these plans
be put into action?
"A quantitative study of costs
associated with the new centre,"
is currently in progress, Briscbois
said.
Brisebois asserted that upon
completion of thii. study and subsequent engineers' feasiblity
studies, a referendum will, hopefully, be put forward to the student body who will ultimately
decide the matter.
One of the many functions of
any university pub is to cater to
resident students. Reside11ce

night at the pub is always popular.
Currently our pub simply cannot fulfill this function.The four
on-campus residences which
hous_e approximately I, 150 students are being neglected unduly.
Cody Hall's Head Resident,
Chris Bumhacco, concurs that
overcrowding puts a damper on
residence activities at the pub.
"I think we need an alternative
-a quieter type pub that will kind
of scatter the students," Bumhacco said.
The Head Resident is encouraged by SAC's ambitious
plansand believes they will help
rectify the prohlem.(J

U. of W. smokeless
WINNI PEG (CUP) -· Smokers
can't buy cigarettes at the University of Winnipeg this year. And
next year. in the second phJse of
the university's anti-smoking
plan, they will only be allowed to
light up in two designated campus
areas.
The policy, implemented September 1, aims eventually to
eliminate smoking from the campus entirely, although university
officials won't say by when.
"Phase 1 eases people in10 the
program so that people are already expecting phase two," said
ni r:..i ) ~ ia c vi • pr ident Steve Coppinger.
Coppinger said the $2,700
revenue loss from cigarette vending machines 1,1,ould be negli-

l

gible. He said a campus survey,
taken two years ago showed
major11y support for a no-smoking policy.
Other Canadian Universities
that have also gone the same
direction include Alberta. British
Columbia, Victoria, Carlton,
Queen's, Simon Fraser and
Lethbridge.
Coppinger said the program
will also promote smoke-ending
programs, fitness and nutrnion.
"People will be made aware of the
hundreds of different methods to
stop smoking," he said. "We have
TC ' ze t at mo ·ing i::, an addiction and it's not easy to qui1
and to be compJs~1onatc and undcmand that youc-,n ·1 j u,t stop
O\ er night anti sa~ that"s it.''.:J

A SUMMER IN OTTAWA
1990 NSERC UNDERGRADUATE SU'JlrJ.E:.R RESEARCH SCHOLARSHIPS
at the Ul'-llVERSITY OF- OTTAWA

i

For studerts \,ho f'.J•esee a c..·ee>r 1r resea1 the S..1rr: E Research Scno" sh ps W1
provide researcr experrence wllh eadr'lg Canad1.,n sere~· • c rnvest1gators 1n one of the
1 e ds I sted be O\\
The UNIVE'RSITY OF OTTAWA 1s carada s oldest and largest b ngual t..n vers ty The
campus ,s w1trir a 10·Minute walk to Par 1a:nen1 HI the Nat,ona Arts Centre tt>e Na• ona
Ga ery and t!le Nat ona Museums CoMtc & d expc ence an er. :ghten ng af'ld st mu._• ng
summe• at the UNIVERSITY OF OTIAWA
PARTICIPATING DEPARTMENTS
VALUE: $1,200 (M ..,,mu:nl per 'l'Onth pus
Trave e ;:,\,ance
Physical Geog•aphy
B1ochem1s•~
DURATION: 3·4 months (May-August 1990)
Biology
Geoogy
Chemistry
K nanthropology
HOUSING: Rcasonab e on•GaMPUS
accom:T'odahon 11 you v.ant
Computer Science Mathematics
Mcroboogy
ENGINEEA NG
REQUIREMENTS - Must be Canad an or
Chel'11cal
Phys cs
Permanent Res1del"t
Expenf"lental
C1v1l
- Must rave excellent
Electrical
Psychology
academic stand ng
Systems Science
- Must be a ful ·hme student Mechanical
at the undergraduate level
(Puonty w1 I be g ven to 3rd-year Studer.ts (2nd
year in some prog•ams in Quebec)
APPLICATION PROCEDURE:
1 Complete PARTS 1 and 2 of NSERC FORM 202 norma ly ava~ab c at your campus.
2 Add a complete and recent university t•anscrrpt
3 Attach a bnel descnpt on of your research 1nte•ests
4 T•ansm,t all documents with a pre-addressed. pre-stamped envelope to your re·
commending prolessor who must complete NSERC form 202 PART 3 and mus!
forv.ard you• apphcat!On to our off,ce
The applica11on Must be forwarded before NOVEMBER 17, 1989 lo
A SUMMER IN OTTAWA
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Due to the pressures of midterm exams and the lack of controversial topics on campus, I am allowing you, the
reader, to write his or her own editorial. The following do-it-yourself editorial is provided for your enjoyment in the
great tradition of Mad magazine and the Utility Editorial by Hoke Norris of the Winston-Salem (N.C.) Journal-Sentinel.
_____ (fraternity ratification/SAC/alcohol abuse/NOUN) is an issue which
is a challenge to us all. Every right-thinking person in
(the university/the
city/your immediate family/ NOUN) will __________ (fear/be encouraged
by/hate/love/VERB) this latest development, which comes at a time when
_ _ _ _ (the university/the city/your immediate family/NOUN) faces the darkest
day in its history.
All people of integrity should band themselves together to
(prevent
it/perpetuate it/fix it/break itNERB it). Only in this way can we assure continued
____ (university expansion, government funding, happiness, peace, NOUN) in
a
(university/city/family/NOUN) endangered as never before.
We must all (fight for/fight against) this latest development in the cycle of life, in
order that (the university/the city/your immediate family/NOUN) may continue to
(raise money/make money/send you to schoolNERB). On the other hand, maybe
not. As
(Twain/Nietzsche/Socrates/Ianni/Mom/PROPER NOUN) has so
well said,
(IMPOSSIBLY DEEP AND MEANINGFUL QUOTE).
The future of
(the university/the city/your immediate family/NOUN)
hangs in the bal~mce. We must succeed.

Lance editorial meetings are Mondays at 4:00, staff meetings are Thursdays at 4:30, at the Lance office on the
second floor of the University Center. All are welcome.
-Scott Ingram

The Mystic
were covered with strange and wonderful articles,
photographs, cartoons, headlines, and other weird,
I love the L.ao..c..e. Fervently. I have loved it since unclassifiable 'stuff.' Harried-looking individuals
the very first day I walked in, about two and a half pounded away at typewriters, islands in a sea of paper.
years ago. When I heard that the editorial this week Someone behind a desk wm, conducting a poll on birth
might be titled, "Why is Nobody Here'?" (or some- control and asked a few questions of my companion.
thing to that effect) due to a lack of attendance at I had never seen anything like it -- ordered chaos. ll
Monday·s editorial meeting, I knew I had to write was love at first sight (with t h e ~. that is). I knew
something. Anything to get people up here. Then I got immediately that I had to be a part of this place. I
the goofy notion that perhaps if l told you my personal vowed solemnly to myself that I would join the paper
story of why I love t h e ~' you might come check when (it; l got to University. There was no way I
it out. Please do. We need you desperately.
could not. Just an unexplainable magic about it.
It all started innocently enough. I was a lowly
Now here I am, pounding away at this column.
eleventh-grader at the time, going out with an 'older The sea of paper has been pretty well cleaned up, unman.' It was March Break, a beautiful sunny day, believably enough, and the smell of smoke has
blessedly mild, perfect for a walk. And so we, that is cleared considerably, with a majority of non-smokers
the 'older man' and l, decided to take a nice long now on staff. But the piano is still here, and there's
ramble on over here to visit with some friends he had still weird stuff all over the walls. And I love the place
at the~- As we came through its venerable doors, as much as ever.
I was awe-struck. The first thing I saw was an inIt's not the atmosphere, though. That was what
credibly old upright piano, in horrible condition. I'm drew me in, but it's not what's made me stay. A big
no musician, but even I could tell, upon hitting one of part of it is the people: the crazy Arts Editor, the genial
the keys, that it was severely out of tune. I had a feel- Sports guys, the unfortunately departing News
ing I was going to like this place.
Editors, (HINT: there's a couple of important,~
That feeling was borne out as we ventured further openings for anyone who's interested, as of this
inside, inhaling that certain special aroma of coffee, week!), the weird typesetter [I'm so flattered! -cigarette smoke and old newsprint peculiar to bas- L.B...), the friendly Photo Editors, the intrepid Productions of student journalism such as this one. The walls tion Manager, our beloved Editor-in-Chief, and of

by Rose Shimoda
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For advertising rates and information
contact Stephen DeMarco at 253-2288.
The Lance 1s a member of th e
Canadian University Press (CUP) and the
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course, the lifeblood of the paper, those unpaid, un·
sung writers, photographers, cartoonists and other ter
volunteers who give us their time and effort. Unfor· alt,
lunately, there aren't enough of them. there never off
arc. WE NEED YOU '
Why should you join? Well , aside from enjoying fee
the atmosphere and meeting these fantastic peopk all
(S_tu.p_it...._'._Rosc ~u ·re cmbarrnssin.,g_rnc !_:- U3J
you can (these are some of the other reasons I stick
around): a) sec your name in print. This i~ a major
thrill, believe me; b) pad your resume. Any prosrcc·
tivc employer would be impressed; c) gel free pizza
on Wednesday nights, when we do production: J)
maybe get free tickets for local events, such a'.', pla)~
De
and concerts, if you do work for Bernie; e) work your I
way up to a paying position; I) learn all kinds of nc~I
ne,
stuff about writing and editing and layout. .. Thcs,
tha
among many other benefits.
Look, I realize Ted Sturk shamelessly plugged the
fee
Lance last week -- for readers. I'm plugging it t~r I ~o,
volunteers. It's not hard to join. Just come up to 1 e ing
Lance (second floor of the University Ce~tre) an) Iha
Thursday afternoon at 4:30. That's when we have our unt
staff meetings and assign stories and stuff. Pick some·
thing you 're interested in, then do it! Simple as that. ma
We'll love you forever.
refc

con

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ _ _ . - / .....__
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n Frats & sorority violate by-law

I

the
the

Sen-

The following is an open letter to the
chairperson ofS.A C. Irr the absence of
a court system or judicial board, the
chairperson is the defender and mterpreter of the constitution.
To Scott Rogers,
Two fraternities (P1 Lambda Phi
and Theta Tau) and one sorority (Phi
Sigma Sigma) are ratified as clubs and
funded by S.A.C. We believe these
ratifications are in violation of Constitutional By-Law 29 and criteria set
out in the S.A.C. Club Handbook.
To be eligible for ratification as a
club, among other critena, membership
10 the club must be open to all undergraduate students at the University of
Windsor. Constitutional By-Law 29,
under the heading, 'Recognition of
Clubs', states that ratification of a club
is only possible ". .. if the following
~riteria are met: 1. That the membership is open to all students of the
University." (By-Law 29, pg.2.) Policy
established by S.A C. further supports
this criterion. "All clubs shall permit
membership of all S.A.C. activity fee-

paying undergraduate students who attend the University of Windsor (Club
Handbook 1989-1990, p.12.)
Pi Lambda Phi is not open to female
students and therefort. docs not meet
the required criterion of open membership. Article III of this fraternity's constitution states that, "The membership
of the Club shall be open to all students
who are members of the Union on
Campus." (Pi Lambda Phi Constitution, p. l .) In practice, however, this
declaration is denied In September
1989, a female member of the Umon on
campus approached Pi Lambda Phi and
was told that she could not join this
fraternity because it does not initiate
women. Further to this, fraternity representatives stated that even if members chose, Pi Lambda Phi could not
initiate women because of the
'National' restrictions to which they
are bound. This club has no female
members. The practice of Pi Lambda
Phi conflicts with its constitution and
reveals that it violates the criterion of
open membership.

The constitution of Theta Tau first·
claims it is a fraternity open to all stu- ·
dents attending the University of
Windsor and then clarifies this point by
stating that anyone may ~ to
pledge. To actually pledge the candidate must receive unanimous approval from existing members of the
fraternity. After pledging, the candidate is voted on and again must
receive unanimous approval to become
a member of the fraternity. (Theta Tau
Constitution, p.1.) Since membership
1s sub1ect to the unanimous support of
existing members, Theta Tau is i(i
violatton of the criterion for open membership.
The constitution of Phi Sigma
Sigma details precise procedure and requirements (academic, financial, etc.)
for an individual to become a member
of the organization. (Phi Sigma Sigma
Constitution, Article III - Membership,
s.3.) Existing members participate in
three votes to determine whether the individual may join. The third vote requires a 75% majority for the in-

dividual to be granted membership.
(s.6.) Nowhere in this sorority's Constitution does it declare that membership is open to "all S.A.C. activity
fee-paying undergraduate students
who altend the University of Windsor,"
as is required biy S.A.C. for ratification. (S.A.C. Club Handbook, p.12.)
The constitution of this sorority reveals
that it does not meet the required
criterion of open membership.
For the reasons outlined above, we
believe the ratifications of Pi Lambda
Phi, Theta Tau and Phi Sigma Sigma as
clubs contravene the S.A.C. Constitution, as well as standing S.A.C. policy.
We request that this item be placed on
the November 1, 1989 S.A.C. agenda
for a ruling.
Respectfully submitted,
Rosemary Klein
President
Students' Law Society
Ernest Guiste
Faculty of Law Rep.
Tracey Wood
Human Rights Coordinator

Mail

registration
Dear Editor.
\n the September 28, 1989 edition
of the Lance, the article "Fingers do the
Walking" on page 9, on telephone
registration, contained one error, namely that students will be able to pay by
telephom. Students should be ·1ware
that we do not have the same system as
Carleton.
The University of Windsor system
will not allow for payment of fees by
phone, however, \H; have already im;i the
plemented a system where students
may pay their fees at any branch of the
am Ro}al Bank of Can.l(Ja, using the hank
payment forms provided by the
Ca\hier's office. This system operated
smoothly for first )Car students in Scptcmher, and will provide a convenient
alternative to line-ups at the Cashier's
office.
Further information on payment of
foes at the Royal Bank will be sent to
all students later this fall.
Yours truly,
A. Dale Horniachek
Director of Finance

inept

at

Dear Editor
'
Your ineptness as an Editor of a
newspaper was never more apparent
than in the October 12, 1989 edition. l
£eel it is a crime to pay you 3 salary for
~our shoddy job and total lack of editing skills. An editor should make sure
that anything printed 15 accurate and
unbiased.
When it comes to inaccurate inforlllation you take the blue ribbon. ln
reference to the lead story on page one
concerning John Carlos Tsilfidis, I am
sure Max Mousseau and Armando F.

Deluca are just rolling in their chairs the pledges have been participating
after the Lance synthesized them into fully in the pledge program." This point
Muso Deluco. Hey, ever licarU of I interpreted to mean chat-any pers n
checking OUT these things'? I guc:-s was free to participate, and th.II acceptance depended on participation in a
not!
I would also like to point out that specified pledge program. Part of this
Kevin Williams docs not live in the program insist:,, that pledges ha\C to do
U.S.. In fact, he lives within walking "two philanthropic e\cnls during their
distance of the University. Maybe you pledge period." I per:-onally don't sec
any problem with a dub encouraging
were a little careless, don't you think'!
Now that I have pointed out your participation or being philanthropic.
I also sec no prohlcm with requiring .
mortality. I would also like to voice my
disapproval of your attack on Ms. a "C" average. I sec this as hcing fair to
Tripp. I can understand the concerns of an applicant. Pledging docs take a lot of I
people who don't want S.A C. funding time and could he detrimental. if not
elitist sexist slime. Wh.it I don't under- risk the st.,tus of a student un probation.
stand 1s Scott Ingram's .1ttack upon Encouraging academic achievement is
groups that make a significant con-. something that should not be held in
contempt. If one wanted to be initiated
trihutiun to this community.
into the sorority. they Y.Ould merely
As a mcmher of the University Af
fairs Committee it was my job to assist , have to improve their grades. I also .
dun·1 ha\C a problem because this
\'1s. Tripp in checking out clubs to 1.:n
sure they met S.A.C. criteria. I per- criterion could not be checked out. he- I
sonally reviewed about 3/4 of all the · cause grades are conlidential and not
applic.1tions Included in the club ap- . open to public scrutiny. I might add that
plications I checked were Phi Sigma if any student was forced to disclose
Sigma sorority and Pi Lambda Phi this information, I would fight to not
fraternit)'. (I might add that I am not a · ,1nl} have the S.A.C. condemn this asmember of any fraternity or sorority.) I sociation, hut also to have the University bar this group from campus.
have also been known to throw a few
As for Pi Lambda Phi, the only
I
derogatory comments the way of those I problem I found was in semantics. A
who arc members of such groups.
fraternity is a brotherhood historically,
I put aside my own biased opinions I yet in their constitution they define it as
and the stereotype that has been drawn "every human being is responsible for
1
of these groups in Hollywood. In my his action!'>." I hesitated over the ,... ord
1
evaluation, both Phi Sigma Sigma and "his", but was assured it would become
Pi Lambda Phi were worthy of a recom- the gender neutral "their". I agreed to
mendation to ratify.
let it go upon condition of change.
l
Phi Sigma Sigma did have a clause
As to speculation regarding the
in their constitution calling for a vole duties of u pledge Marshall. I had no
on three occasions to accept a pledge.
I evidence of any wrongdoing.
I Jn evaluating this clause I noted that
Also. to answer a few questions in
these votes were to "determine whether •

j

the editorial. No. the membership
criteria of the local chapters and the nationa chapters ur1.: not the ~amc. 'o, national regulations do not override local
regulations except 1f ii is hazing or
some other 1llcg,il act such a-. rape.
v. hich is not tolerated in the fraternal
,ystem.
In general, M:-. Tripp and I went
over the question of ratifying Fratcrnitic:-and Sororities. While it i, true we
arc human and make miswkes. it is also
\\rong to allow 20 SLS memhcrs to he
the dccision-makinghody for all undergraduates. My fears of fraternities
heing :-exi:-t w.is c.ilmed when I examined Theta Tau·, ml'mher:-.hip fo,t
and noted female members. Also, no
complaints had been listed at the time
of our decision to recommend ratification. In the final case. I saw the many
good things these groups do for our
community re: Big Brothers. Big
Sisters, raising funds for the Kidney
Foundation. etc.. I relied on these facts
and the convention that every year in
the past they have been ratified. I
believe this is called precedent. While
I am not a law student. I do believe I am
a fair person.
Finally. I would like to point out that
Ms. Tripp and myself merely recommended ratification and that council
made the final decision. Yes, it was that
damned representative democracy that
allowed this to happen, not a small
oligarchy of elitist fraternity scum. So
if anyone still wants to fight, then take
it to your councillor and exercise )Our
right, because I shall exerci:-e my right
to disagree.
John Stout
IV Year Communication Studies

The Lance. October 26. 1989, Page 8.
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by B.Y.K. Ung

.firs·
lspu

Death. That's something nobody wants to think about as r
first year medical student, it is something I have to come to. lhel
It's ironic that my first patient, one I would know inside out, w swa
one. In my closet are bones; a human skull and parts of as at. F
be exact. School had barely started, yet I was to performrr Afte
section. There, lying before me, is the body I must disem ish.
disfigure.
aytt
I was terrified. Dissection was the thing I dreaded most st?t
school. I felt guilty at violating a person's dignity, breaking ldis~
of decency. Why must I do this? What does this have tow. nds.
family practicioner or a cosmetic surgeon? Before the lab wash
told dissections were essential for understanding the stru tker
human body and its operation. We were privileged to nbs
bodies willingly donated for the benefit of medical education side
Unlike schools in the States, these were not nameless tral15 WO\
died an anonymous death. Therefore, the bodies are treat !hire
utmost respect, and their remains are ceremoniously crem .e e
end of the year. Yet, I could not shake the sense that this :airc
was once alive and vibrant, was being treated like a piect mok,
merely to satisfy our intellectual curiosity. It seemed soinh the
exploitive of someone else's misfortune.
She was an elderly woman, who had died of pneu
scars on the body, she must have recently had leg s
probably died in hospital. She was cold and hard to the w
5
t~e skin was smo~th and rubbery. The colour was the ~o~ s
tinge as normal skin, only more creamier and deeper. Hel d c
exposed, except for the head, which was mercifully covered eatt
I could not make the first cut. My partner Peter obliged bY Was
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first incision down the middle of the chest. Surprisingly. blood did
spurt out. It had all been replaced by foul smelling embalming fluid.
as now my turn , to cut along the lower margin of the ribs. Hesitantlheld the knife, and plunged it into the chest. I began cutting. Hey,
was easy! The skin split apart neatly, like the wake left by a jett. Fluid spilled onto the table. but not enough to make a mess.
After our initial apprehension, we continued cutting with morbid
. Up the sides, and across the collarbone. We began peeling
aythe flap of skin covering the chest, breasts and all. The next step
to tediously "clean' the pectoral muscles. Mechanically, we ripped
disgusting jelly-like globs of yellow fat, sometimes pulling with our
s. She should have gone on a diet; it took us half an hour, filling
~aste basket. The pectorals were unremarkable. More like raw
en meat that has been left out too long. We cut it away to reveal
ribs. Using wire cutters, we snipped the ribs one at a time, along
side. They snapped like dry twigs. God, the edges were sharp.
gloves were ripped. I was digging in there with my bare hands!
Tired of waiting for the electric saw to cut the breast bone, we lifted
lh.eentire rib cage, and snapped it off cleanly. There was our goal.
r of atrophied lungs, spongy but dried out. She must have been
ker, since there were black patches everywhere. Shit! I had cut
the lungs by mistake. That would have been enough to kill her if
ea surgeon. My insurance premiums would skyrocket...
By this time, the room was filled with morbid jokes, partly to rerieve
tension. "Those look like the ribs late last night." "l need suction.
'sleaking!" Luckily, the lab was ending. l had to get out. Hurriedtfesprinkled some "juice' (embalming fluid) onto the body to keep
drying out, and covered it up. It was a relief to leave the room
death. But, despite gloves and a copious amount of soap, I could
Ylash its smell from my hands.
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What we need:

social science society

News Editor
Associate News Editor
Ad Artist

Socially Speaking

Typesetters

What you need:

What's On Around Campus:

* Coming Soon - Social Science
Scholarship Applications
* By-elections for Vice President
Nominations close November 2.
Contact Kim Morneau at 253-6063
* Hallowe'en Bash in the Pub, Oct. 31
* Switchboard every Friday at 12:15
* Friday, October 27 Anti vs Pro Abortion"
(Topics may change without notice)
11

Keep your eyes here every two weeks to see
what's going on around campus.

Editing experience
Layout experience
Ability to stay up late
An imagination
Any of the above

Interested?
Come up to the
Lance
2ND Floor Univ. Centre

RUN YOUR OWN BUSINESS THIS
SUMMER!!

~(D'

WHAT YOU PUT IN
WHAT YOU GET OUT

~6<'
~
GRAD
q
~<L
PORTRAITS
by a Master Portraitist

*Intensive pre-summer training in all aspects of business (recruiting, estimating,
sales. production, management, paint tech, etc.)

1335 Wyandotte St. E.

*Full scale marketing support program•On going active field support

Windsor, Ontario

*Full Accounting and Administrative support*Arrangement of regulatory requirements• Guaranteed line of credit with suppliers

253-4535

*Incredible discounts with suppliers

~

*Two weekends of spring training*Pre-summer recruiting of staff and marketing•A
summer of the hardest most rewarding work you have ever experienced

*$10,000-$20,000 in net summer earnings (our all time high for a
manager in one summer is $45,000 net earnings)

Good News!

*The knowledge to run your own business

The

b now open to serve you again.
with Irene Woraey as )'Otl' new ha.t

*Exceptional managerial experience for your post graduate career
*The satisfaction of knowing you achieved what most people can only
dream of:Running Your Own Business!

For more information, Application Packages are avialable at the
Placement Centre or come to the Manager Information Seminar on:

wt at Macunzle Hall. 3'll7 Sandwich Street

OLDE COURT CAFE
~

features amUnental

break(~

salad\ sandwiches. a.flmioon t.w and fresh desserts.

all prepared with Irene's f ~ homemade ~h.

The caft al.9, caters spcdal events.
children's birthday parOes,

Thursday November 2
at 10 a.m., 11 a.m., or 12 p.m.
Assumption Lounge

~rs and meetings.

For more Information. call Irene Wor1ley at 9'!1-83.Sl

lOo/o Student Discount
Upon presentation of I.D.

Meet former franchise managers and present General and Dis•
trlct Managers Kelly Thomson and Andrew Britnell

Open Tuesday to Saturday, 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Sunday, Noon - 4 p.m.
Private parties by arrangement.

-

•
Lance photo by James Crump

Lance photo by Rob Warren
Lance photo by Rob Warren

Lance photo by James Crump

S.A.C. Cinema
Sunday, October 29th
Young Frankenstein
00
1120 Erie Hall -- Starts 7 p.m. -- Cost $2.

Freshman Committee Meeting
Tuesday, October 31st
Place: Blue Room, University Centre
Time: 4:30 p.m.
All First Years Welcome!!

Community Legal Aid & S.A.C. Forums
Nov. 1

Assumption

Nov. 8

Blue Room

Nov. 22

Blue Room

Nov. 29

Blue Room

Topics
Lounge
"Landlord &
Tenant Matters"
"Student Franchise
Agreements"
"Highway Traffic
Offences"
''Academic Appeals"

CLUBS!!!
A reminder to all Club Executives ... Please
check your mailboxes in the S.A.C. Office
regularly. ·This is the only way S.A.C. can get
information directly to you.

Entertainment Committee
Interested persons please contact
John Stout at the S.A.C. Office.

Time: 12 - 1 p.m.

Assumption University's

Christian Culture Series
Presents

Sr. Rosalie Bertell, G.N.S.H., Ph.D.
President. Institute of Concern for Public Health

Speaking On

"Birthing The Global Village"
Date: Sunday, November 5, 1989
Time: 8:00 p.m.
Place: Assumption University
400 Huron Church Road
Windsor, Ontario

Adults: $5. 00
Students: $2. 00

~t

by Lance Arts Staff
Although many of you probabl) didn't realize it, the Didjits
were at Stanley's last Thursday (October 19) and put on a great
show, despite some unexpected financial problems and a less
than packed house due to a lack of publicity.
The Didjits are from Champaign, lllino1s, and are made up of
singer and lead guitarist Rick Sims, bassist Doug Evans and
drummer Bradley Sims. They were in Windsor to begin a somewhat botched-up two-week Eastern tour that'll stop in Toronto
and Quebec City before winding up in Washington, D.C.
Thursday's hour long set consisted of songs from their first two
albums: Fizzjob (recently re-issued by Touch and Go and thus
probably hard to find in Windsor) and Hey Judester, which
Steve Albini referred to last week as one of the greatest rock and
roll albums ever made. The relatively enthusiastic crowd was
also treated to a preview of Didjit album No. 3: Mother, Jugs &
Speed, formerly titled Hornet Pinata, due out in about a month.
The following are snippets of conversation recorded at a party
following the show. Although Didjits love to be interviewed,
Lance Arts Staff couldn't get her act together enough to manage
even a couple of question.So the band obliged her by interviewmg itself:

Brad: So, you wanna hear me scat?

Brad: Well, Didjits, what do you think of Flour? Well, I'd say
that if they lose the bass player, who can't even fuckin' keep
time... then, you know, he... he's a piec2 of shit. I don't even know,
I'm not quite sure who he is.

Lance: Yeah.
Brad: Sciddily-dee boo-bop dup, said hey!

Rick: I don't know, I disagree with you. I think Flour, the Flour

Doug: Yeah!

band, is very aesthetic. Very prudent.

Brad: I'm 'bout the only real scat dude in the band, who really
does it for the pure enjoyment.

Brad: Prudent, yes. but...loser bass, man. It's loser .bass.

Doug: I think he's truly the only, like, the las1 of the scat artists.

Rick: Well, let's talk about people on Touch and Go that are
good and bad. Let's have a rate Touch and Go bands as we see it.
Okay, D oug, what do you think of Jesus Lizard?

He tap dances, too, which not very many people do.

&, Doug: I thi~k they're good. l like them a lot.

Brad: To that song... (sings) Every little breeze seems to whisper
Lou-weeeeeze. 'Sgreat!

~
J

Rick: He does ... he also does a lot of dances to Styx Have you
ever heard of Styx?

Brad: Have you heard Rick's Dennis De Young?

RicJi:: 1lieard the1r guitar player wenc to Boston ollege. What's
that. Julliard'? Julliard, \\hate\.er. He's lrke. a classical guitar
pla)er.

Lance: Yeah. but do it again an)way.

~CJ

Rick: \, o, rm not going to do it.
Doug: He's drunk. He can't do it when he's drunk.

Rick: I don't even want to do it.

Doug: Okay, l'll ask the questions.
Rick: Hey! We don't \\ant to do the fuckin" St).\. thing. so Just
cool it.

Doug: Don·t tell people in Canada about the St:, x thing.

Rick: What do you think, Brad?

#
~

Doug: That's a really good band li\'e. If) ou e, a get a chance to
see ·em. see ·em.

Rick: Oka). \\di let\ talk about the next band. Ho,\ 'bout. let\
see. big bands like the But:holc Surfers. \\ hat do ) ou think~

Brad: Ah! I gi,e 'em a one on a scale of 1ilhon.
Rick: Wh) \ that. Brad? Wh) \ that?

Brad: I don·t knm,. 1 he) ·re not...hard enough. 1 he) 're JU,t r.ot
happening ~ince the accident" ith Chm lrom Black Spot and
Gibb) ·cause that car \\ reel.. took a lot out of Gibb\.
Doug: I v. ould say e, er ,ince l.oum A hortion the)\ e been
extreeeeemel) on the do,, n side.

rour beer!

Rick: \\ ell. an) "\\a), the) don't need an) more press an),, 3) .

4

Doug: 1 he) get more than \\e do!

Brad: I-our hundred and t,\ent) .. )OU kno\\. the) made lour
hundred and t\\enty 1ilhon dollars ...
Gil: Oka). tell me \\hat ;ou think of Die Kreuzen.

Brad: D1e Kreuzen"?
Gil: Wh) do you hate them'!

Doug: I don't hate them.
Brad: Die Kreu,en'! The) ·rem) fa,ourite ...
Doug: I really don't hate them.

Brad: The) 're m) fa, ourite band on...

Doug: No. I don't hate them at all.
Brad: Die Kreu1en is my fa\. ourite band on fiugma Records
So there you ha,e it. Lance Arts Staffs se,crel) budgeted time
precludes her from relating more of the same. Too bad. Y'all
shoulda bin there.D

Everybody wants to get
straight A's!
Let us show you how to

IL

Now
Hiring
Floor,
Kitchen,
&
Bar Staff

{

~!f~.lr.1 NX-1000
• 4 built in fonts
• 144 cps draft
• 36 cps NLQ
• 4K buffer
• Paper park feature

Apply Within
Sandwich & Mill

~j~ NX-1000 Rainbow
•
•
•
•
•
•

4 built in fonts
144 cps Draft
36 cps NLQ
4K buffer
Paper park feature
7 colour printing

~~-<
•
•
•
•
•

NX-2400

57 cps NLQ
170 cps draft
360 d.p.i. resolution
7K buffer
Paper park feature
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~
Computer Service In Text and Data Management

Spe.:-ial Student rates
Emergency Service available
Pick up & Delivery sen;ce available
Papers and Flyers from S 1.25 per page
Letter Quality
Near Letler Qualily drafl proofs
Binding
Files available on disk
Graphs and Graphics

0Qfili:J

Resumes from S8 per page

581 Campbell Avenue
Windsor, Ontario
256-1797

Cover letters from S5
Consultation service
Complete Resume Program S75

A DfVISICN OF ANf.XT COMPUTERS INC.

Flame of Hope Run
Sunday, November. 5, 1989
For The Canadian Diabetes Association
Sponsored by: Union Gas and Canada Trust

4 Mile Run/Walk - 9 a.m.
00
Entry Fee $8. * Family Fee $16. * Student Fee $5. 00
00

1 Mile Fun Run/Walk - 10 a.m.
Entry Fee $8. 00 * Family Fee $16. 00 * Student Fee $5.00
Race Day Registration - 8 a.m.
Assembly and registration at Human Kinetics building
4 Mile Awards to Top 3 Overall Finishers - Male and Female
First 3 in All Age Groups - First 3 Walkers - Male and Female
Special Awards to Top 3 Persons Bringing in the Most

For more information and pledge forms please contact the S.A.C. Office.
Information Table will be set up on Wednesday, November 1,
and Thursday, November 2 from 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
in the University Centre Main Lobby.

Food - Refreshments
Bring the Family and Participate
Organized and Sanctioned by C.D.A./S.A.C./W.R.A.C.E .

* Working Together For A Cure *

255-7174
For the Job you nee<Jed yesterday!

Rightstalkfromtheleft

,

Students' rights a11d the greek debate
· hy Tracey Wood,

We ' ll apply the policy when we quiring a "C" average is a patersee fit. h This is not an acceptable na Iis tic approach that again
/ approach that demonstrates a cannot be justified. Students
I realize the issue has been I commitment to upholding a fair should be allowed to decide for
nogged in this paper hy the count- ' practice; students should not be themselves whether they have the
less articles wrilten, but 1 think it asked to fund a club that they may time to maintain their academic
is about lime we took a look at the be excluded from. Now, it must be standing and join a club; not the
fraternity/sorority issue from a made clear that this article is not organi:.r.ation. Also, an exclusionhuman rights perspective. Now 1 an
attack
on ary organization cannot be jusrealize there arc dcvote<l sup- fraternities'/sororities' right to tified on the grounds that it docs
porters of Greek life on campus exist. As a private urgani1ation "good <leeds". It is still exclusionwho arc very defensive ahout the they would not he suhject to ary and lhe people doing the
issue, but try to keep an open S.A.C. hy-laws and may do as "goo<l dce<ls<f arc vole<l-in memmind.
they please as long as they arc in bers <leemed "acceptable" by an
The University of Wind,or's accordance with the Ontario organization.
Students' Administrative Council Human Righls Co<le. The purpose
Now, lo the question of the
has adopted a com,litution based of this article is to point out lb£. .S.A.C. decision-making process
on fairness. It hold:- the Charter of issue; not everyone is allowed to versus the will of the Students·
Rigllls and Freedoms as the join a fraternity/sorority and Law Society . After vigorous
Citizens for Access and Equality' highe:-.t authority and is con- therefore they do no qualify for debate (and review of information
that is looking for members. temptuous ol' di:-.<..:riminatory S.J\.C. cluh status. In fulfilling packages), S LS vote<l unan iAnyone with a disability, a person practices. But noonc said that dis- their responsibility to the students mously to withhold recognition of
with a disabled friend /family crimination was always going to of this campus, S.A.C. shoul<l not • the Greek groups up for ralifo.:amember, or any other interested he blatant an<l in a form \1.C woul<l have ratifie<l thcse groups.
tion . Al the S.A .C. meeting,
person i::. welcome lo get in-1 obviously condemn (ic. racism).
Now, assuming that the frater- however. the issue wasn ·1 even
volved.
01 tcn the issues arc cloudc<l .
nity/sorority is open equally lo put over for<liscussion. The counCCAE is primarily made up of When S.A.C. adopted By-Law 29 men and "-Olllen (which, in.~ cil accepted the recommendation
disabled individuals who want to (to he eligible for club status, tu;c, they arc not) there arc people of Lisa Tripp (VP University Af.
have access lo living an equal life membership must be open 10 illl "ho believe that the criteria for · fairs) and refused to divide the
in society. The group deals with stu<lentsofthe Univcr!-tity)an<lsct membership in Greek life are , groups for further discussion. As
such issues as transportation and policy stating "All dubs shall per- valuable meas~rcs. For example, the decision to ratify stands.
housing. If you arc interested mit ,-cmL... rsh,p of all S.A.C. acif a pledge isn't "participating S.A.C. is sClling a dangerous
writc to: Sharon Lums<lcn, 108 tivity fee-paying undergraduate
fully in the program", he/she can precedent. They arc making exJI X5 Forest G ladl. Drive stui nts
they stated uncquivo- be rejected, or if an applicant does cuses for constitutions clearly in
Windsor, Ontano N8R I W7, or c,,lly that they bclieve<l in a fair,
not maintain a "C" average, violation of the corporation's hycall her at 735-8763.
egalitarian approach to club
he/she can be dismissed. Doesn't laws. This sa)S to students, "We
It is 1'11} in·ent to get this membership. They supported the sound too harmful, docs it? Ex- (S.A.C.) sound good on paper, but
column wnttcn every two or three position that if a club wanted cept this is not the point. Elected when it comes right down 10 il,
weeks. Lei me l,..nuw if you have ratification and funding. they had off'cials and/or salaried we'll do \1.'hatcver we feel like
anyt~ing dealing with <.11sabilit~cs j 10 be o~n to anyo_nc attendi~g the employees may be dismissed for doing. We don't~ to abide by
or disabled people to '>hare with un,., crsHy ,..,,ho w1sl1ed t,, 1,>1n (or not Lilt 1ll 111g a mandate. Club / o_ur own rul~s." _This isn't ~esponus. Also, if we can he of some help give an explanation under the members, on the other hand, . s1blc, egalitarian or f:m, anti
to you - even answering a qucs- Charter why they were not).
should be able to decide for them- S.A.C. becomes just another
lion - let us know and we will ccrNow it appears that S.A.C. is selves what amount of commit- political organization that spews
tainly try to help.
backtracking and saying. "Hey, ment they would like to make out rhetoric and doesn't live up lo
we only meant in SQJilC cases. without a threat of dismissal. Re- its promises.
Human Rights Coordinator

1
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Special needs and
accessibility committee
by Nola Millin

I would like to take this opportunity to invite any disahlcd students, or anyone interested, to join
tht Sp1..cial Needs and Acccssihility Committee. Currently, we
arc trying to decide what kinds of
technologically assisted aids lo
purchase with the money our
commit1cc has received. We
NLED your input, especially if
you 're a student with a special
need. Our committee meetings
arc scheduled for every second
Friday at I 0:30 in the Club Room
upstairs at the University Centre.
Next meeting 1s October 27.
Some other highlights that
may interest you are:
Funding is coming available

to the university for the needs of
disabled students, however, more
will come on this issue when we
receive notice
Also, there 1s a fairly new organization called 'Concerned

Be Your Own Boss!

Money Making
Opportunities. Earn up to $300 in Commission.
Cash in the most profitable Home Based
Business. Take phone orders for publisher.
People call you For info. send self-addressed
stamped envelope: C. Sealy & Associate,
1376 Pillette Road, Windsor, Ontario NBY 3B9.
Or call 944-7216

Tues. October 31
Live Top 40 Music
with

:+

2960 Huron Church Rd
at Gra!ld Marais West
519) 966·3388

Students'
Admf nistrative
Council

If you have not received your
Drug Card by the end of
the month and you have
called home to make sure
it hasn't been sent there ...
Then please call Mike Akpata
at the S.A.C. Office
2nd Floor, University Centre.
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Big Show
h) B. "Art E. Ditor" llcllini.: and Ral·tcr (tm)
11,·llo, I'm l(;u.;kr. \n: )OIi l>amnthing'!
No, I'm lhl' ,\11, Editor.
\lu, I .-:111 )OIi \11 tltt:n1
\\ ho ;im I to ,ll'J!ll\'lli \11, \ mthid1111 i,, la"inal I~, :iuw im.1,:ining i, not 1·.1kulat•
ini:. )1111 knu ... \1111 pl'11pl\o n.11111:d \rt ,h1111ld pa) ,llkntion. l)o )HU
honl',11) imaginl' I am lo, iui.:'.'
1.ook Ra,·tnol' lwan , I n1ultl hunl', 11) t'.ll'l' h·"· 11·, mid,tt-rm
lin11.•, 1110,1 or m) "rill'1, h:n l' di,:appl'ai'l'd, I ha,,. l'ii:ht pal!t·,.to fill
;ind I m·,·d ,1 prl'• i,. ., pil-,·l' for l 111l1·n111 n·nt,
t.11.ml! platl' in
:,, \( .. , l'uh lll'\I 1- rul.1) . (.an) 011 tdl 1111• an) lhini: ,1h11111 ii'.'
I hat', un mid 11111·,tion. Hut \\h.11 .1hout 111) tflll',tion'! l>o )OIi
re:tll) suppn,e J am r,;,·ndl) ·•
\\ ho rnn·,. ain't tht· ""'id ,hit'!
\\ ho I.no.,,? l'1·1"h,1p, :\kl/\tht•. l)itl )OIi I.no" :\ict1-.·h1•'.'
\n· th,·n· l ndl'rcuinnh 111 01'.' \\ ht·n I "alk in o, I Ir.IHI in th,·
to"n dump. o, ha,"'" k1·1, "ho.11'\•,11\\a\\ "all.ini:. 1 .. ,1111 )1111 to
·'"'"''rm} qm·,tion. Ou )OU ,inn·n·I) ,111>1>0,e I ,1111 frit•ndl) '!
i'io \HI), oh fooli,h me" or,oli"lll'l', )OU Url' not l'H:n l~IOper:1•
the. :-.io" listen up: I on), \\ho put on the t"o l n1frn:unent, ,ho"'s
la,t )t':11· i, ,1a1·tini: the ,nil', again thi,, ,•ar. ,.,., the lir,t t"n ,ho"',
"ere ,old-out ,unt·"e,, fratndnl! .1n•.1 hand,. a"' hol,· nii:ht or 11111,it',
l\\o,tug,·,.lot, 11flight,. hfH>/l', pt'<>pk· }11'kno" ... the u,ual. I hi, timl'
I on) h,I\ lhl' ha 1111, linl'd up. "ith the 11111,1. ,1a11in,: al 9pm und
,.:oini: ,1n11,:ht on throu,:h 'till I, all fo1 ti,e hu,·k, ... I hat·, :i pn:11)
decent dt'lll, ri,:ht'.'
, '"'· Hu lihc11in1· di,cmered dt·n·m·,, ht' "onld bl> an inld·
ligenl lihe11ine. Kt:Rl 1100! I think I'm J.:l'lling :i cold. \la)lk• it ' ,
pupp)d"I!' II') ing lo J.:l'I ml'. ~1"1 lllll"lion. Do) uu \4 ant to It'll me
:in)thin1,: nhout thl' liH· hand, lined 1111 r,w thl' ni,:ht'.'
\\ h) \houhl I t.1lk or thl'm'.' \rl') 1111 unl' uf thl'm ·: l'rohahl) u111
un- one of them IJefau,e thl' la" rt't111irt-, Chat )OU un· one or thl'III,
\nd " 0111• or them " h .1 met' id,·a. l'lutn;. r;ll!
I'm not man) or lhn,l' hand,, un· Jou'!
I thin I. so. \ c,. I am onl' or th,·111 . I "ant ,1111 111 an,.,t•r m~
que,tion_. ,ire )OU out to J.:l'I me'! I :im out lo geC )OU. But "'hat :ihoul
m} question'.' l)u )OU think Hoh CrJt,hel "ll' happ) ! I don't kno"
uhout :in) hand ,·:illl·d Hoh CrJlchet. I hl' hands pl:i) in1,: :it unden:ur•
rent, "'ill he: 1>00111,da) 1>i1i:,, :\0111• \noi,e, \le--1·.ilint• Ritual. I he
Cereal Kill1·r,;, and l.u~•ir) Chri,c. \\ hat du )011 lil.l' about th1•,e
hand~'.'
I like in onler to pn·rer. Do) ou rnndemn me for that'! I don ' t
km,.,. "h,11 I du I.no" :ihoul 1111. \1 . ·1.,11 me hunc,tl}, art• )1111
<kprc,,ed'!
On I rn1·I. Rat"! \\ hat ahoul th1•,1• hund,'!
i'lt:i) he un} Sl'ntil'nl fl l':Jtun· :111d hi, hu,hand logl'lhcr or
ma}he \h111ham l.inn,ln. l>id ,ou l.no'4 un, "'nlienl l'l'l'aturl''.' Sue
h in o,. If a re,id1·nt had llaHll'd 11111 trn,h ,·an, lht· ,k} \\ould he
horrilictl'. O, ha,""''""" \\ho .11·1· .,,...," lhini.:. \n·1u-dini.: 1111111)
'l'nlienl t'l'\'lllllrl'. lht· l"l'"'"" i, Iha! , \11 . \\Olllcn hdi1·H· ii 111;11 \\;H.
tor anoth,•r ,·,··•""'·ii ·, ,11,out 1in11·. don · 1) 1111 thin!.?. \,I. me ,01111•·
thing l'lw.

0

#.,.

\\ h) not, )OU l'llfl't l"'"ihl) 1111 an) "',.."' than )11111" la,t
un,.,er ... 1.-,t', In th1· hand, uni• h.1 111w: I he 1>00111,da) Uui:, are thl'

h) a thoughtful 11111nkc) . '\c,1 11111•,1i11n.
\\ ho •..-e the ( 1·1,·al l\.illc...,·:
,\ \\11111:111 "ho 1.m·" .Ja,·l. thl· Ri1>p1•rin till' llutd l'inn·. l'n.
ha11, al\o .lat·I. thl' Ri1111cr. Ill'', from lhl g1·l'al ,uid •.hick th1• l(ip.
111:1·. that i,. Tht• ( •.. n·al l\.illc" an· in lhc g1·eal ,uid. \\ hen I ,t.11 in
thl· i.:n·al ,oid I 0) in .1 fodm'). ,\ 1x·pair ,hup i, a J.:tH>d pl,ll·c lura
luafrr 10 liH· in till' 1,:1·1·.11 ,oid. l)ul )OIi hear aho111 Ru111c11'!
!'loo, and I n•all) 111111 ' t...
\ uu '11 hl' ,hul·k,·d! Romeo ":I\ an old-fa,him11:d lu, l'I' hu1 u
,m,11t loHr. llut 1h1·n l\:eat, in,ulh'd Romeo hl'm·l' R1111u:11 d 111,1.,1
\\ilh l\.l';it, ! 1'0111 Rnm<·o! llur lh,11 ', ho" IO\ l'r, :U'\', <l' rchrnl frdri,
and \I \Cl'rnl intl'llcrt11al\ ,hould J:l'I along. \ \ \I ldu111!: ,nilnl· ..
:O,o 11111,·h for tit<· l e1·cal l\.ill,·r,... \\. hat ahuut l.11,111) ( hn,i?
'\ 011 11111\t kno" ,0111,·thmi: aho11t I 11,11r) ('hri,t, tht•) 'n• pra,tirnlh
the l.;in,·t• huu,l· ha 111I _ I he) pla, loud unda"iliahle 11111,i,· in thn~
undcr.,,·ur. and oth1•1· ,lit:1. rot:k-,1.11· t) pe thing, ... \\ hnl du )011 thinl,,
about them'!
, ,·,! I do think! Clan1hl'lle \\'um pus had a thuu,:hll11l 1·hid,<·n
hal'k in I U\111) ( 'hri,1 It and J1111r 11111111.l') U\l·d lo 11rogram 1u,:,·1hl'I',
rcmemht•r'! Onn· "'ht·n Keah "a' cQini: in I hen·. \1·i,111llt' !ht· "a,
there hH>l ,aid " K1•a1,. I'll take a cerchrJI i.:hil'l.cn n,er a "'l·rial
fc<·lcr an) daJ ". ~c,1 11111:,tion.
Fat lot of help ) OU turn 0111111 he. Yon ha,cn't c,cn told 111ra
\IOI') I l'I.
\\ uuld )OU like tu hear a ,turf!.
\ c,
\\. ho ,hould thl' ,tm') hl' uhour! a
l·,Hl)One in\Oht•d "ith l 1ndti1·i.:11n·cn1,, projl'cl #.\.
'-utldt·nl} The l>1H11mda) l>oi,:, u1Hrned lo \lt',calinc l(i111;11
" m} dt'MI'\" is inten·,tm,:, anJho" t'nrui:t'd and ,lnl!Q i.:1"111uloi:i..i,
,, ill ,111~ak during thl' IHne that lo\l'' 1rnt1·h do,e,." Ion, )t'arnrd lo
maddl'n or 1·e,ile Sue hut hegan fortln,ilh lo ,ii,I! " Ra,l'nuu, hnund,
i.ll'l' n1111hlinl( to "hilt• houw,." ( ',1plhatini:. I- nruplu1·in,:. \tall
e,ent, u fo, ma) r:1• enou,I) chc"' lumh and meat a ha\\ I. "ill •un.
o,er ,pina,·h und lomatoe, in l'on,cqul'nt·l· or the ru,1 that
lhc111·1·tidan, an• an,.:,·) , Srn1·, ! \\ iCh regard to u rl'lll·clor. "di \n11t
\n11i1<• ma) fonta,i1•· that a rcl11•i.:tur i, di,i:11,tin).!, an)"•') nn
d1·l'u 111111i: "ill guide Ill) lull' frorn l.u,u~ Chri,t lo clct·trnm and
neutrinos 1lu1;n,: the timl' lhal S \l' I, l'mharrJ"in,: Cl'rl'11l l\.ill~
l.l'l me think. \ h) steric i, pa"ionute? \ e,. I imu,:ine ,u: that', hf.
cau,l' '"' n<·t·d re111arl..1hlcnc". \hu. 11W) he hnauw I how n ho frrl
"in•, think.J;1cl. th,· Kippn i, l nd1·n·u,..-cn1,. llo ,011,ini.:l'rt'I) re1k,
on I um ,dentific'!

nl'" c,t Hhidc for \Clllle 111' lhl' peo11le "'ho Ul'rc in l'adcd Film,-" hal
do )OIi h:l\l' to ,a) ahoul thl'm"!
If" h) nol llll·n \hr.1h.1111 Un mini, a , ill' ,·nminal. "or,;,• than
Juwph s1.1lin. l'oliti<', i, 111c.1nin1,:l1·"· \\ h) do }OU think )ou're
happ) '!
I'm trnpp) hl'c:111,l' the .. orltl i, rnund ... f It turn, me on ... I ,h'l't
no" )OU gut me doln,.: it!\\ hat ,·:m )OU tt:11 me ahout '\oi,e \noitl''!
\\ ell, I thin I. that ii' nui,c \nul,e. then Un) ho,ing niminal
,·trnld pu n1·h ll million loud1do" n,, ,o lhcn•! , ou kno", old
Cla,·ahl'lk \\. umpu, "·" a kind ul dhhone,l lruth,a)l'r. I "onde1· ii'
ncr)IHII.' fr11111 \\ lnd,11rh lik .. lh:ll too'? lla,c )1111 he.1nl thi\Ctlll' \11 :
h,m :ll'l' j:ick.11, like huhi,·,? ·1 heir hon,..,,, and 1mliti1·, are in,tantl} tt•riif} in,.:! :\c,t 1111e,ti11n.
:\o lu,·k "' far. ,,hat ahoul \k,rnlinl' Ritual? Surl'I) thq ,ll'c
one or the he,t guitar han<h in \\ i111hor. \\ hat du ) OIi thin I. ahuut
their .11·t'!
\ "'11111an "ho knc" \pplc in Oz ,aid ma} he. \Ill) he nut . l'cr·
hap, \pplc care,. Ilt-'s rrnm the Hotel l'icrrl'. \ppk. that I,. Su l' i,
in the 111111'1 Pi1:1Te. \\. h1•n 11111.' liH, iu lhc pin I., thl' llotcl l'ic1n• i,
,er} aura, the. Did )1111 ,a) \lc,l·alin,· Rilllal?
\ :
I thlllll!hl ,11. \\ hkh du )OIi think i, h1:1t1•r, 11 ,miler or a so11rpu"'! I ithcr) uu lcll 1111• ur )OU :u-e one oflhl'm. I .illll' Orphan \nni,•
:111d I thin I. folwhtH>d i, nnhapp), don ·1 )ou'! \\ hat ,1,11rl do )OU phi)'.'
I l.unce. a 1111 ...
(. l.11 uht:lle \\ umpu, tell, nll')Uu', ,•a champ ut juc,:ini:. l>o }""
pund, 1111, or mill', "h•·n )OU pla) ju,:,:ini:'? 11111111. Scri1111,I). )1111

,...

n,u..,1 h,1,t: tu ioi!. ,unu~ hut·d 1nilt..·"'· \\ hut 1-..ind ot •a JH.·I did ~uu ha ,-..

ha,k In} 111rr ollin·?

,o.. !

\n 1·111111) \1'1\ "·1·ti11n 1 So ,1a11 ma1Jng "'ith th,· hand l'l'\ll'"'•

I'll h,·t .\1111 n·all) had a mun kt')• \lo,1 p,·01>le in \\ind,oi· .ire
11111111.1·." · I he 1110111.1•) ha 'l'I") •·cn,hral hea,i, 111· .,.m,ld )0111·all it
thinking·: \\ hl·n I i11l1• <lq1han \nnil·, i,ih'd \\. ind,ur ,he""' hith·n

''""11111!
\\ h1 do )OU think ,o·?
\\ "u1111!
John ludn,: mil!hl haH thou,:hC Chai "'""'· hut nut FH•,
don't 1.m,., man) ,on 1·1111: pull'I'. l>o.., )our Im,· hl'lp )OU jui: nukin th1• 1111ll'nin,:. don· t ,m )OIi lo,1• 1111·! \(htH1! '\r,11111e,tion.
Sun· ~ lt•tdt•t·. I 1u ... 1 1o.·;1n •t l••"-t· an~

n,01•4:, \ \

h~ don ·1 "t' ju,t (ft11t

"""· h11th of," I.ii.,• in lht• ,h,m n,·,t ~ri1h1) anti ifnoonl' ,u·1k,mr
an) thin,: dw on it, \\t' t',111 do th•· l'l'\ ie" in l"o .. ,.,·k,...
'OIi ',\;JIii lo llllil '!
'1·,!
01\., ,.:uodh)l' \1·1, '\i( • talkini: to )OIi.
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HALLOWE'EN
BASH!!

SATURDAY' OCTOBER 29 '88
JOIN US FOR. ....
A

Monday/ Wednesday
Two for One WINGS
Tuesday
All U Can eat Spaghetti
$3.49
*CHICKEN WING EATING CONTESTI
Saturday October 28/89
*BOBBING FOR APPLES!
Join Us For
*BEST COSTUME PRIZE!
*BEST COUPLE COSTUME PRIZE!
11

HOWLING
GOOD TIME,

D.J. Every Nite"
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Comics as a way of Life!

by llill Stoat
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Them pesky mid-terms arc almost all done with,
it's Sunday, time to relax -- maybe wander over to 711 pick up the latest x-men and relax. Comic books!
We've grown up with them, and th...:y've grown up
with us. But perhaps, this Sunday, one or two comic
books aren ·1 enough.
Bonus time!
Sunday, October 29 al the Cleary Auditorium &
Convention Centre, for one day only you can surround yourself with thousands of comics, comic and
movie paraphernalia; sec presentations by noted
publishers and editors in the field, listen to lectures
by guest artists, scriptcrs, inkers and creators of some
of your fave titles ... In short; overdose on comicdom.
It's the Windsor Supcrshow '89 Comic Book
Convention, and it runs from I I am to 5 pm, $4.00
admission. Although these kind of get-togethers arc
pure heaven for comic collectors and aspiring artists,
the average Joe or Jane will find plenty to keep them
interested. Those of you out there who think Marvel
or DC when you think of comics will be surprised at
the sheer diversity of the contemporary comic
marketplace. Every subject, treatment, graphic style,
and story-type are out there, and it's a good bet that
you 'II find something to pique your curiosity.
And there are the celeb artists and writers: William and Nadine Messner-Loebs; he scripts "The
Flash" and "Justice League Europe" as well as working on titles like "Silverlack" and Piranna 's "Epicurus
• the Sage". She edits "Journey". Then there's Kent
Buries of the lndie "Adventurers" and Ty Templeton
(Toronto), whose work will be familiar to Superman/Superboy/J ustice League/Secret Origins readers
and whose pet project is something called "Stig's Inferno" ...
Want more? Along with Windsor cartoonist Bob
Monks, there's Dave Ross: he's done art-work for
Punisher, Spider-Man and is currently the main man
for Alpha Flight.
More interested in the indics? Meet the gang from
Caliber Press, with the artists from 'Realm', 'Crow'.
'Deadworld' and · Baker Street· <1nd find out what it's
like to run your own comic press. Does anyone out
there know that Windsor is the home to a printing
house 1 hat has an international rep for fine comic
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work? Heck, we at The Lance are only dimly aware
that the same folks who print our paper, Prcnney Print
& Li tho, are a major printer for North America's indie
comics -- and now the} arc picking up curopcan contracts. Come on out and sec their display. If the hug
catches you bad. you can sign UR for free mcmhershiQ
in the Windsor & Essex Comic Collector Club.
They'll be animated films -- 17 cpisolks (2 I 2
hours) of the. Fleisher Brus Supcrm.1n from the
I 93(fs. which an: still some of the hest examples of
the superhero cartoon LVL R done. an .tnimatcd X-

Men pilot, animated Star Treks. Batmans and a whole
lot more ...
And no convention would be worthy of the name
\\. ithout the dealers anJ collectors tables. If you· re
lnnling to buy ,omcthing to do with comics, you'll
rrohahly find it here ...
So there ,ccms lo he no re.ii prohlcm figuring our
\\ hac ~ ou'rc going thi, Sunda). right"! The fun ,rarh
at I I am. at rhc Clear~. 20 I Rh cr..rJc Dri\ c West. lk
there!
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The Most Complete
Record Store in Windsor
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DOTJBLETBEHEAT WITH
DOUBLEMEATAND GET

~

~

2.t24 UniH!r1sit~ A\'enue

$LOO.OFF

West
(519) 971-9209

~~ cou;o;;if rzcou;o;

Don't forget we pay $$$ for your
used LPs, Cassettes and CDs.

Ento) Subwav at 115 best ,.,th "tra meat ,,nd ,111

I

lhc ftxin·s Cheese. lomat~. lettul'c. ~rt""en

I1

Pt'P~·rs. bla<k ol1vt~. omnn.,, p1ck1es

u.,. the lrt'Sh alt,·rn,,tive

-

Come in with your favourite costume on October 31
and the Dr. will give you 10% Off on your purchase!
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You'll be haunted by our records ...

~

* Buy anr double meat sand" ich or salad
and get $1.00 off. with purchase of 22 oz.
soft drink. Not valid with
other coupons or offers.
At participating stores onl)'.
Coupon expires November IO, 1989.
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Tel.: 256-7400

Open 7 Daya A Week
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THEN WE'LL TAKE BERLIN...

hy John \ tarcntcttc
Friday night. October 20. Moot Court. For \Orne
people thi'> wa'> the place to he: the season-opening concert of the Arti'>h Series for 1989-90. "Irving Berl in--Thc
Second Centur} ". It was something to '>ing ahout. Friday
night w.is a time for recognition. Not only was it a tribute
to Berli:i (who died last month at the ripe old age of 10 I).
but a '>.tvouring of his contcmporarie'> as well. For without
contemporaries like George Gcr'>hwin. Cole Porter. and
Harold Arlen, a taste in music such as Berlin's might not
ha\e evolved as -.trongly.
Words and mu'>ic: The vocaltsls were Garry Gable and
Wend} Gartner-Bloom The pianist was Kathleen Gahlc.
Ycs, it was a ... implc L'tlncerl. Perhaps the funny thing i'> that
it worked wonderfully. Ms. Gable added an cx4u1site touch
of professionalism by alway'> maintaining the role nf accompaniment. While most of the eyes ,.,ere focu'>ed on the
'>ingers. Ms. Gable never once ,1ttcmpted lo hccome the
,potlight. pla~ ing so tlawle'>'>I} that we could devolc mo\t
of our consciou\ attention on the vocali'>h. E"er ,o difl1cult
i'> this to do, -.incc it was the piano mu\iC that made these
'>ongs memorable.
Sharing the ,potlight, as vocalists. were M .... GartnerBloom and Mr. Gable. Wi1h their hdp, we can '>CC 1hat it
was not just the familiar pieces lhat won the hearls of
general ions. but their ever '>0 practical lyrics.
Undoubtedly, the songs which received lhe ll>udest
reaction from the audience involved both Mr. Gable and
\.fs. Gartner-Bloom. Most nolahle ...,a.., their rendering of
"Anything You Can Do ... (I Can DO Better)". What followed was a battle of the sexes. ("I can sing the highest
note", etc.) Predictably. the !'>Ong ends wllh a liberated M<;.
Gartner-Bloom securing her hands on her hips saying. "No,
you can't!" This was sensational and obviously much more
vivid than the record version could have ever been.
I talked with two elderly gentlemen who were '>Catcd
nearby during the intermission . They were ,urprised to find
out that a kid frc!->h ou t of high school could have known
the words to "Isn't It a Pity". On the other hand. I wa.., very
muc h surpri'>ed 10 know that they haJ heard of it. Apparently the 1932 Gershwi n ditty \Va'> more common than I had
e ve r thought it to he. Ncverthele..,s. \',e all agreed ..., ith
n:gan.h, lo it hcing. thc ''hc,t , how in to\\ n". "I paid fivc dollars to get into the hest , how in town." 1 hraggcd. "Thal ·s
nothing." ..,aid the hoa\tlul ..,enmr,. "We paid four".
Mo,t people didn't c1,cn want to get up during the intermission. Prohahly. mo..,t people wanted to "get down",
either hecau'>c their ,upply of heautiful mclmlics was cut

off or hecausc they wanted to 11101, c closer to the piano and
get a belier scat for the ..,ccond halt. Whatever the personal
ta..,te. ho...,c\cr. ...,e all seemed to agree that it was a special
night at the Moot Court. Indeed. ,..,c had been royally
treated to a genuine slice of American cul lure. Why. even
the two gentlemen remarkcJ on how well "the music appealed to the younger generation. e\'en for those who
ha\:en·t heard thc'>e song, hdore.
The music of Irvi ng Berlin. C1llc Pqrter. George
Gcr,hwin. and Harold Arlen hus di,appcared into folklore.
After charming the people of its time. their mw,ic i.., stowed
away much in the ,amc ra..,hion as one .,,ashes old lo"e letter .... Pcrhap.., they will he hrought had into the open at a
later time. Perh..tp'> not. But for one night. at least. ,omc

people decided to go to an Irving Berlin concert down at
the Univer,ity. And. for one Friday evening. they all
..,avourcd an era that no longer cxi..,ts.
Believe it or not. it is difficult to find puhlic performances such as these. with a group of unp.iid profc.,..,1onal,
who arc committed to putting in long hours of rchcar,ing
in order to present an accurate portrayal of the popu lar
music of generation'> ago. and their uni4ue commitment
'> hou ld he highly credited. One way of '>Upporting them i,
to attend thc..,c cultural exhibits for yourself. The Univer·
..,ity is putting on a total of five concerts this ~car from the
Arti,ts Series. They arc all hig. The ..,crnnd one is 11n
November 17. featuring Gregory Butler and David Pal mer
in a duo piano recital.

TYPING
• Fast
$1.25
p.r doublt
• Accurate
. • Confidential
IAPA Specialists I
LETTER QUALITY PRINTING

Hallowe'en
Bash

CASA CHAVELA
10 % off with Student I.D.

From Around the World
405 Pelissier

Tuesday, Oct. 31

254-6865

Prizes for Best Costume
Specials All Night

nl

·2
_
W~y_an_d_o_H_e_ _ __

Open 7 Days

Pumpkin Pie
Eating Contest

,g

.;
(.)

Last Call for
U. of Michigan
Football Tickets
October 28/89

* Cards
* Tapestries
• Sculpture
* Clothing

• Sweaters
• Masks
• Folk Art
* Jewellery

INTHE SKY
10% off with Student I. D.
·· FROM THE ORIGINAL TO THE EXOTIC°

• Sweaters
• Tapestries
* Clothing
• Jewellery

* Folk Art

• African Carvings
• Scarves
* Whips

Handcrafted Imports From Around The World

300 Ouellette Ave. ( Palace Complex)
Open 7 oays
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/'m here to check your poet...

by Karl Mamer
Career Fair? More like ONE BIG PACK OF LIES!
Every hooth I went to had the same story, it didn't matter
af ii was Sun Life, Ontario Hydro, or the Armed Force..,:
•sorry. we're just not hiring poets this year." Not hiring
poet..,'! What kind of free market economy arc we running
here that doesn't require the services of angst-driven
poets'!
One would think at least the army would need poets.
Com,idcr: Who wrote Flander\; Fields'! Who wrote The
Charge of the Light Brigade? Who wrote The Sinking of
the Bismark'? A middle-level manager? A systems analyst'!
No. A poet wrote them all.
Now in the olden days, long before thi, poverty-draft
we use to conscript people into service, not only did armies
hire poets (they were usually used to tend to the wounded,
being that M A *S H units were not yet invented), hut they
hired bagpipe players, heraldry artists, and fashion designers (for a clashing clash of arms looks really ugly from
horseback).
I think the reason the Armed Forces has quit hiring
poets is because they arc afraid the new breed of unstructured poets will turn out marching songs only Barishnakov
can keep time to. Marching songs like:
Rattle upon
The path of my mind
Oh, sensation ...
Focused upon

tic Rohin one for Christmas."
''Yes. very nice. But, you sec, we're really looking 10
fill a lcw middle-level manager pw,itions."
One thing people do not reali/e is the important roll
poets play in government. Who do you lhink comes up with
tho'>c cute. word-forming acronyms for organi,rataons and
programs, i.e. NATO, NORRAD, FIRA, OSAP? Poels.
And they get paid big money to do it too, hecause an organi,ration with a name that makes a good, word-forming
acronym'> carries a lot of clout. Who, for im,tance, would
you fear more tapping on your phone line, or open in~ your
mail: YRKl.YL or SWALLOW?
Of course you're thinking, 'Wait, CIA and KGB arc
not exactly cute. word-forming acronyms. and they have
been known Lo strike terror into the hearts of a few head,
of stale.' Good point, hut one has to consider the CIA and
KGB are well established organizations hacked by the two
most powertul natmns in the world. A small-time, upstart

cal fire? Not me. not anyhody.
Clearly, the country needs poets; lhe country needs
humouri,h; the wuntry needs creative, arti,tic people. If
lhi, were not the ca...c. why arc there government grant, to
support these people'! Why do they as,ign Mark Twain in
high -.clmol English class'! Why doc, Mcleans pay Dr. foth
to write lor them'! Why do people pay to sec the Windsor
Symphony'! O.k. the l.1..,t one might he a had example. hul
,till, how do people get to he working poets, humourisb.
and creative types 1f corporations do not make available to
them entry-k.. cl positions like they do to graduates ol
Business. Computer Science, and Engineering'? The
former group is ccrlatnly as important as the latter. While
an Engineer i... responsible for the bridges you cross, and
the building, you live in, an Engineer certainly is not
responsible lor your enjoyment of The Far Side comic.
While a doctorcJn perform surgical miracles, a doctor cannot perlorm Hamlet, or Beethoven's Sixth.
Herc b the trick to becoming a working poet,
humour1st, or artist: You have to get a joh doing something ebe. Yes, you have to fool an employer into believing you most Y.:ant to do for his or her company whatever
he or she mo,t wants to hire you a'>. This seems like a terrible waste, forcing poets to take jobs as data enlry
operators, forcing humourists to be A.M. news reporten,
in some 70 watt station in Salmon Elbow, Alberta. This
is, however, nol a waste. This is the way it is done.
Even in the highest level of government you find
these mbmatchcs of talent. For instance, is the Minister
of Defense a soldier? No, he's a lawyer. Docs the Minister of Transportation and Communication ever take the
transportalion he ministers 10? No, when he goes
anywhere he goes by a private Challenger Executive jct.
Docs any Minister want to be in his portfolio"? No, Ministers all want to head up External Affairs, or they want to
be Prime Minisler. But, you sec, before a person can be
the Minister of External Affairs, the person has to put in
their time. And if he is lucky enough, and if he has the
talent. he will get to he Prime Minister, and then be tossed
out. and then he ·11 finally get to be Ministcrof External Affairs when hi, party is returned to power fi"c years later
without his as Its leader.
So if vou want to do what vou want to do, vou have to
do what y~iu don't \\ ant to do t=or a long time u·ntil you arc
tn a posilll>n \\here }OU can do \\hal )OU \\.tnt 10 do. You
may have graduated with a degree in Communication
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Field grey tunic. Listen Daddy:
Buckles make the
Happy foxhole
Plausible, for
She is buying
A stairway to
Heaven.
I told the people at the Ontario Hydro booth that I was
writing a novel. They just stared at me. I moved on. I asked
the people at the CBC booth what kind of openings there
were in television for humourists. The man suggested
either I get into politics or move to Toronto. I even offered
my services as a creative force to the people at the Toys R
Us booth . They were very nice, th·ey asked, "What do you
mean'!"
"Well," I explained. ·you give me a problem, and I'll
give you a solution no one has ever considered he fore. You
give me a collection of dbjointcd ideas, and I' II put them
together in an original and coherent fashion. You give me
a niche in the tov market that need, to he filled, and I'll
Jcvdop a toy th;t will have parent-. blowing each other
away in the Toys R Us parking lot in an attempt to get Lit-

organization, like CSIS, would do well for itself if it hired
a poet.
The obvious name. well obvious to a poet. for the
Canadian Security and lntclligcnc1: Serv 1cc would hy the
Canadian Security Agency. or. the CSA. How more covert
can you get than hy having an acronym that is the same m-,
the Canadian Standards Association? The advantage of
this to undL'Cll\.L ~vork is considerable. Imagine you arc
a CS\ ugcnl. and tou have to get into a warehou:-.c )OU
suspect contains advanced comp11ll'r chips dc,tincd for the
nose cone of an hracli nuclear mi..,..ile. What Jo ~nu Jo'!
Di~ , 1 go up to the Y.arehousc clc· , m '. U} }OU arc from
the ,c\.'rct police. and) uu \\.Int 10 take a look ,1round"! No.
you say you arc from the CSA. The clerk,, ill natural(~ ,1ssume vou're there to make ,urc the wiring i:-. up to cndc
and u;hcr you in. Alt~r all.'" ho ,,anh to die in an cb:tri-

Studie,. hut nonody j., g,oing to l.:t

)OU

produce The

N,1-

til1nal. YllU ·11 he luck~ if you get to ,crvc col h:c to Barh,1ra
Frum. Al,o. and 1h1, j., the h,1rd p,1rt or \\ indsor nat1"c"
to lathom. ~ou n1J) hJ\C to mmc. You ma\ h,1,c to mmc
111 S,tlmon l:Ih,l\\. Alhena. or "orse. you m,1) ha, c to
move 111 I ornnto. Life i, not f.1ir. hut that i, the,, ll) life ,.,
one: ,1,I.. ,tn) poet.

Berringers
Presents

~ 1st Annual
Hallowe'en Night Bash
featuring

Live Band - Alias
No Cover

Best Costume Awards
* Most Creative
* Funniest

* Scariest
Orange Beer Specials

10%
Discount to
University Students with
Student 1.0.
Special Munchie Menu.

1521 Riverside Dr. W.

Riverside

.c:

. /Bemngers
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977-9101

NOMINATIONS

Common
Ground LIVES!
b)· '.\lar) Rodi:cn and Li!>a Fortin

When we last left out hero Common Ground, at the beginning of October, it was dying. Dying, dying, dying... of apathy
and lack of money. Such a valiant hero too--an unjuried gallery
for the Arts. free from such bias as censorship and value judgements, allowing complete freedeom of expression and providing show space at minimal cost for any and all interested member
artists. It seemed unfair that it would have to die such an undignified and unnecessary death.

By-elections for
Vice President.
Nominations close Nov. 2.
Applications available
at the S.S.S. Office,
30 Windsor Hall North.
on ac
Attention: Kim Morneau, C.E.O.

Luckily, however, the powers-that-be got together and
decided that it was not yet time for Common Ground to die.
They had an emergency meeting on Thursday, October 12th,
and--miracle of miracles!--Common Ground was brought back
from the dead. A 10-member Board of Directors was elected,
and numerous new people joined up. They got a good deal; for
the paltry sum of $15. all members receive, on a regular basis,
information on upcoming shows and special events, a gallery
newsletter, and invitations to the general meetings where they
can vote on all proceedings. And of course they get the opportunity to use the gallery for two-week shows if they wish to put
them on. Their money saved Common Ground. fortunately for
Windsor. We would have been far poorer, culturally, without it.
Common Ground is located in the lower level of Mackenzie
Hatt, 3277-Sandwich. It witl officially re-open this Friday (the
27th) with a Board of Directors show, from 8 'til 10pm, where
you can meet up with the directors for yourselves, and even join
up, if you like. Call 977-6372 for more information.

U. of W. Nursing Society
Presents

O.R. Greens
Sale

Oct. 26, 27, 30, 31
in the University Centre
12 - 4 p.m.
100% Cotton Shirts & Pants
$15.00 each piece
(A BARGAIN!)
• Very Hot Items
• Great Christmas Gifts
• Very Comfortable
Allow 4 - 6 weeks delivery. .
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RETURN OF THE TOAD!

WHY TOA D GOD?
"Why you '? \\ hy me? Why anything'!" Bill Priddlc arr anges piles of
pt:nnics into , ta ck~ o f tcn--a nd th en into pile<, a gain. " For me, Toad God
i\ more tha n a band : It's a form or therapy. re-evalua tion and self-actuali,rttion-- without the me'-." Hill play<, a flat black and decrepit Fender
ba.,, with t errible acti on and se,eral unusable frets. Bill i<, fond of wearing b lack a ll the ti me, but due to a wardrobe limited in this area can onlv
lca\C his room once a week.
•

h~ .J;i<,o n "~I udlla 1, " Bo hanno n

L.
I oad God 111// he appeartng I.II T. "' tlw S11h1, a1· tomorrow Oct. 27 i,·ith
1pcC'wl g11e1r.1 Tlte Slumber Tree\ cmd a 1urp111e appca, ance /Jy a local
Wi111!10r cdclmry. }im ca11 (l/\0 carcit "rite foad1 " 011 the !()rlt and 24rh of
.Von·mha. again at rite S11hu·a_1, 11 !terc t!tcy will he jo111cd h_1 a haffl111K array
o/pe1fur111ct11fe arti.1ts. tfteatrc group1. tablmd [.I : .1/tow !to.st1 and Exxo11 oil
c1ecuttn•.1. ro ltc!p our r,•adcn u11denrwul more ahout Toad God. we present
the fo/1011 ing ('.\'CcrpH [mm r!teir pre11 lat:

For T oad God r ecognition and acce ptance ha, e been a long time coming. \\ ith each seeming success !European Tour,. Royal C ommand Perrormance,J ha<, com e , etbaci.., Hhcir concq,t album ,,as dismissed by
N\IE a <," ideolog ically unsound he;n y metal dross"). Plagued hy rumours
{particularly that all fou r member , arc d ead J and run through the musicbi, llll'at-grincler. Toac! God h,n e firmly e<,tahli, hed their t>lacc a s a , oml'11 hal harcl11111·ki11g, d enrl~ mediocr e ba nd. The foll o\\ing e xcerp, a rc
from intcn it·11 s II ith the four lad, taken o, er a period of' st·,en to eight
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" Instru ments with vocals--a grou nd-breal-.ing idea w hose t ime has
come. " Greig Nori winces a s hot oil from h is tofu st ir -fry splatters th ro ugh
the kitch en. " I feel th at th is approach II ill cause a disrup tio n in th e music
indu<,t ry not seen since t h e CD r e,·olut ion ... the 1rnn k-rocl-. era... t he invention of the electric guita r ." Greig 1>lays a ,·intagt rei<.sue Telecaster
thro ugh a ,tartlingl~ th ick yell«m cord. \\ hen he ta i...e, a solo it's with a
S.t79 blue pla,tic trumpet by Walt Disney· larnilable at TOYS R USJ.
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Toad God arc 1101 affiltati!d wich any polttical party or terrorist group.
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Tuesday, Oct. 31, '1989

Glllf

at

Ii) [jJ

755 O uellette Avenue

Dare you come to the most
nightmarish experience
of you r life?

Goo·:

"Joh n h ad dev eloped a 'working concept' for a band . He called me
up a nd. after much debate, com inced me tha t I ~hould do a ll the wor l-. in,oh ed ." Pete Bra nnen sits contcn tt:d ly in a swhcl chair, surrounded by
rad,, of' electronic music gear. " Careful arou nd the SPX-90. T hat th ing'II
ta kl' y·our h and olT. " W he n not p lay ing drums. Pete fi lls h is p rogramming
nct:ds ,1ith and A tari rn.ioST com puter mid i'd to an AK.-\ 1 S900 sampler
and Ya m aha F B-01 sy n th mod ule a ll controlled b~ a Kor g OW 8000
prog ra mma b le dig ita l wa\Cf'o rm sy n thesizcr. Pete enjo~~ ll'nnis. basketball, hocl-.ey· and c r icket.

)Or-

1orn

"Toad God i\ reall~ more ofa ,,orl-.ing concept than an actua l band ...
I sec it le,s a<, four ind ii iduab making m u<.ic and mor e as. ,a~. a giant soap
dish. " John :\lay peen, through a com1>licated array of post-modern anarcho-s~ ndicali, t industrial-sty le scu lpt u re "hich successfu ll y impedes a ll
tra llic in the room. "The inflatable toad itsel ris meaningless." John plays
a G ibson Les Paul Pro th rough a 6-\\all Sona, amp or, alternatt:1~ , \\caring a large cat head. He is presen tly negotiati ng a column for S urfer World
Weekly.

We, at the Lance hopl' this clear<, thing, up for a ll o f you out there.

AppleBobbing
C o ntest

I

Cover

Students'
Administrative
Council

South African Student
Scholarship Undergraduate
Task Force is looking for members
to aid the faculty association in
raising funds for the scholarship.
Any interested parties can contact
Mike Akpata in the S.A.C. Office .
....

.
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Visit Our Haunting
Grounds!·

Classifieds

PREGNANT
AND NEED HELP?

Call ...

iBtrtbriubt
at 252-3322
Before dark would be best!
The Boo Bazaar Only at Hallmark.

THE SOUNDS Of HALL~WEEN! .

We Provide Free
Pregnancy Tests.
Medical Referrals,
Community Referrals.
Accommodations and
Legal Advice.

Cassette only $3.95 with any $7. ~ purchase.

CLARKE'S STATIONERY
252-8818
2155 WYANDOTIE ST. W.

• 7,000 Character Memory
• 16 Character Display
• Spell-Right· 50,000 Word
Electronic Dictionary
• Correcting Cassette
• Right Ribbon System'"
• WordFind.
• List
• Full-Line Correction

• Auto Center/Return
• Relocate
• Auto Underscore
• End of Page Warning
• Dual Pitch
• Bi-Directional Print
• Stop Codes
• Battery Back-Up
• Bold Print

• WordEraser ·

• Forward/Reverse Index

• Auto Half-Space

• Keyboara II

•

Eve
For next to no
Leave it to Smith Corona to come
up with a typewriter that offers all these
sophisticated features at a very unsophisticated price.
Features that give you word processing capabilities like Display and Memory
So you can edit, revise and make your
work letter-perfect. T he Spell-Right"
50,000 word Dictionary makes sure that

ASSUMPTION
UNIVERSITY
CHAPEL 973-7034 • Located between lhe University Centre and
Huron Church Rd. Mass • Sundays.
10:30 a.m and 4:30 p.m. Mondays,
11 .50 a m. Liturgy of the Word and
Communion Service. Tuesdays, 5
p.m . Mass followed by dinner Wednesday to Friday, 11 :50 a.m . Mass. All
are welcome to attend Feel free to
drop by the Cafe for coffee, to use lhe
Library for study, or just come and
relax.
Lesbian/Gay Students on campus
please call 973.4951 for information
on meetings and events in the
W1ndsor10etro1t area
Adult Children of Alcoho lics
(A.C.A.) 12 step support group. 711
McEwan St. Holy Name of Mary
Church (basement). Sundays: 8 pm
All are welcome.
ROOM AND BOARD· for student
Centrally located. $300 monthly. Call
Bonnie. 8:30 · 4 30. 253-4232, ext
2133.
Personal. Would the Jennifer' who
worked during the 'October 1987 Postal Strike Day Sh1ff please contacl
Peter of the same shift. I sorted mail
with you and showed you a funny
postcard. I also worked on the coding I
machines with you. I love you, miss 1
you, and care for you very much.
Please call me at 948-7002. I need to
get together with you to talk about an
important subject. Wilh love. Peter.
MOVING SALE · EVERYTHING
MUST GO! Dining Room set includes
buffet. hutch, table and chairs: Queensize waterbed; full size velour sofa - 3
cushion, 8 ft. length; weight set: mis1
cellaneous items: 1980 Chevy Citation
• $600 as is: 1980 Cordoba - $2500
Safetied. Call Jeff at 734-6541 be·
tween 9 a.m. - 9 p.m. any day.
A SSUMPTION
UNI V ER S ITY
CHAPEL -- 973-7034 - Located be·
tween the University Centre and
Huron Church Rd. Mass ·• Sundays 10:30 a.m. & 4:30 p.m. Mondays··
11:SO a.m. Ulurgy of lhe Word and
Communion Service. Tuesdays ·· 5
p.m. Mass followed bv dinner. Wednesday to F11day •· 11.50 a.m. Mass
All are welcome to attend. Feel free to
drop by the Cafe for coffee. to use the
Library for study. or Just lo come and
relax.

your spelling's perfect, too. There's even
an exclusive fumble-free Correcting
Cassette for quicker, easier correcting tape
changes.
The Smith Corona XD 4600. Now
you can have
it all without rn11111m
having to
TOMORROW'S TECHNOLOGY
ATYOUR TOUCH spend it all.
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Soccer 1nen win two 1nore
hy Paul Ma)' ne
he mens soccer
team continued lo
ride the wave of
success this past
IL..----.Jweekend winning
t,oth cam es Satur<.lay and Sund,1y.
Thi, alloweu the Lanci.:r, 10 1-.eep
pace \\ilh Western in the race lor
lir,t place. Win<.l-.or pu,hed their
record 108-2-2 on the -..ea-..on with
\\ ins over Waterloo, 3-1. ,rnd
Brol.'k, 1-0.
On Saturda). the L11H.:cr-.
faced the Warriors of Waterloo.
Earlier in the ,cason thc,c two
ream, md \\ i1h Wind,or coming
oul 11n top. that wa, also the game
.,.. hcr1: th 1. I net: s acquired
numerous injuries on hehalfol thc
Waterloo players.
Despite the occa,ional pu-.h
and words. no major fisticuffs
rc,ulted on Saturday.
A, for the game. the Lancer,
came away with a 3-1 victory in
whal wa, not onc of thcir hc,t cfforts of the year.
Windsor jumped off to a quick
!>tart by ,coring the first goal
within 30 ,econds or the game.
Scott) Shcppard scon:d to gi\ c
then• he I O lead.

T

•

Unfortunate!), that didn't la~l
for long. Waterloo came right
hack with a quick goal of their
own to tic the game. All this after
only two minutes had hecn
pla) ed.

seem like they wanted the hall. At
time-... Wind-..or '>eerm:d 1'ru-..1ra1e<.l
\\ ith their pl,1y. Things ju-..1
weren·1 dicking.
"That's c.1u-.ed hy nol pulling
the g,1111e ,t\\,1} \\ hen \\C -..houltl."

,,
Lancers dominate play against Waterloo Warriors.

Lance photo by
Jason Kryk

This lo,lkcd a., if this could he
coach
an cxciting gam.:. A, they ,ay, "Any time jllll let ,r leam -.1.ry "ith
don't count your chickens hcfore )OU 1011 long. thl') 'II ne,cr gi,e
thcy're hatchcd. In th 1, case. Jon ·1 up."
1udgc your soccl.!r game hcforc
Windsor fin.illy cra-..l·d that
11·, 0 -.er.
I ru,t rat11111 h~ gelling the gJnH:
What.a fir...1 looke<.l like an of- '"inner.Aller the hall rang oft the
fcnsivc mini.led game quickly po"t a couple of times. Pete Rm,made an ahrnpt turn in the other coc finJII) '>Cnt J bullet past the
direction. Both llam, just uidn'I W:1 rrior', g,ia Ikeeper.

Later rn the second half.
Pclcstino Borges added a lilllc ini.urance h) gelling the Lancer's
third goal.
Sunday's game versus Urock.
was more in the way of good soccer. Al least that was the case for
the first half.
The Lancers played excellent
,occer in the first half and things
were looking up from Saturday.
Sheppard scored his second
goal in as many days to give the
Lancers the 1-0 lead, \\ hich
proved to he enough for a victory.
The Lancer.. had man) more
,coring opportunities in the rir-.1
half. hut good goalkeeping as well
as a fe\\ errant -..hob kept them olt
the hoar<.l. Win<.l,or v,;as uoing
C\ er) thing right III the h.rll hut unlortun.1tcl~ came .J\'-JY \\ 1th onl~
one goa I to ,ho\\ for il.
"1'\o one could hJ\C pl,t)Cd
heller thc1n u, 111 the ltr.,I half."
f\.kNehs .,aiu.
Second h.111 pl.1) ,ecmcu to he
rl'mini,cenl 111 the W.1tl'rl1111
g.rmc Wimf-.or ju,t coulJn ·1-..cem
111 finl'-h oft the B.1dgl'r-.
"\\ e didn·t pul our ch.1111.:e,
,t\\ a) .md fru-,tr.rtion '>Ch 111." r-. kNeli-.. -...11u. \\ e ju-..t ha\ 1.. to ,t,1)

calm and keep trying to pl.:i) soccer."

McNehs kcls that with con,tant work lhdl the pruhlcms
could he a thing of the past.
"Sia) composed und keep
f)(a) 111g the\\ ay WC\\ ant to play,"
he said "Knock the hall around,
be patient, keep creating chances
and things will work out."
Timing couldn't be better for
thmgs lo come together for the
l.ancerc; as they enter the last
\\ eek end of the regular ,;eason
and prepare for the playoffs.
Windsor should have the confidence to do \I.CII in the pla~ offs.
Of the seven teams in their
di" ision. they have beaten six or
those seven at least once.
The one team that crcatcc;
problems is the Western Mustang!>, 1 he Lancers h..i\e dropped
hoth uccisions this )Car to
We,tcrn.
The Lam:t·rs will conclude
their regular -.chcdule \\ 11h t\\O
road gJmes this \\eckend. Saturday thl'Y \\ ill tr,1\'cl to Rycr.,on.
,, hilc on Sund:1) the) \\ ill he .it
'\k\1,1,tcr:,

Women's season merci u y ear

hy .J im Pa.-ry

long as Guelph tied up the score
1-1.

Guelph scored their second
he scrirt followed
the same story: a and final goal of the game on a
l:u:k of offcn'>!ve defcn!>ive mistake which resulted
production. a lew in a poor goal being scored,
.__ _ ___Jcostly mistakes in giving the G) phons a 2-1 victory.
1
the midliekl of play which led to
In Sunday's game, the
weather
improved and so did the
goals, and t1nally. a viclor) frn
,umeonc el,e other than the Lancers. for one half, hut they lost
Wnrncn Soccer Lancers. I he to Lauricr J.().
Playing thrm;gh a scoreless
script was lollo\\cd true to torm
one again :I' the Lancer-. droppc<.l first half highlighted hy several
two g.imcs la-.1 weckcnd ·in their good saves hy Dietrich who has
played \\ett lor 111e tasl few
finJI homestanJ ot the sca"111.
games,
the Lancers seemed to
On Sa1t11day. the Lancer" and
Gudph pla)c<.l a game suilahlc lo have overcome some of the
the weather. A\\ tul! ·1 he g.1111c prohlcms \\ hich have rtagucd
\\as characteri1ed hy ,lopp) pb) them througi10111 the "hole
and ment,rl mistakes\\ ith lhc 11111) sc.1,1111.
In the seennd half, these
admiration coming I rorn -..pcc1.110 rs wondering how .,ome prohlcmo; resurtaccd as a 111b1al-.c
players were actual!) able h> pl,l) in the nm, 11clu g11:rl for ,I I I) adm short,
\,1ntagc. I aurier then capi1:rl11cd
The L111n·rs ,cured lir-.1 in the t,\ ice more on ,imilar plays as ,I
cunte,t. onl) the lirst lime thi, I .mricr pla) er w: s ahlc lo run in
)car that the) h:J\ e been ahlc hl alone on 1)11.:lrirh .111d 11,t·d \\Cllt1cco111plbh this teal, on a goal pl.1ccd ,hot-; to 111:1kc th1: I in.ti out·
\\hich l)pilied the \\hole gJmc. come 3-11 for I au rcr.
llcad coach (i111d C:ild\,cll
On a crossover sh11t, the Guelph
wao;
plca-..ul '" ilh Sunday·., per
goalkeeper droppeu the hall ,mu
Sue Urogno cap11alizcd a1HI t11rn1.111ce hut s:llll "th.ii 111 e\ er}
bppcd lhe hall in the goal for ,111 game thae is a Ill minute sp.111
\\here \\e ju,t lo,· conccnlr,1111111
cas) 1-0 Lancer le.id.
I he I a nee rs held th is kad and our dctcnsc i-.. not exgoing into the 111tcr111issio11, bul pc rienccd c nou [!h tn cover for it."
once the break \\,ls mer, the
C:ild\,cll \Hill on In state that
Gyphons contrnllcd lhc g,1me.
Guelph i.warmcd the Lancer ncl no team lc,1da h. s emerged this
Jnd go.1lkecpcr Irene Dietrich ) c.1r, <ln 1lf off the field, ,111<1 th.rt
could onl) h·cp -..111ppi11g shots so 1his had delin leh hurt the I .111-

T

Lance photo by Rob Warren

"In your face•, says Lancer goalie Irene Dietrich.

ccrs. Caldwell .1ddcd ".i soccer
team needs four sur~cono; and
sc\ en ditch-diggers Ill he succcssf u I..• \\C s1111pl) do not h.ivc
enourh d1tch-d1g.~crs."
l h 1s se.1s11n ,, l11ch \\ as full of
promise has been !rankly ,1

related to the nltcn'>I\ c production of the Lancers. ·1 he Lancers
ha\ c hcen shut out fl\ e limes in
ten games. and h,1vc managed to
score more thnn one go.ii in only
one game. Th•" does not lead 10 a
succe<;sful scJ..,on , nd their 1-8-1

record so far prove, it
·111e lancers clo,c out their
season h) pla} mg on 1he ro.,d On
S.1turdav, Oclohcr 28th they pl.1,
\\ c,tcrn ant.I on Och>her 29th the\
pl ) UrockC)

----

....,
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Refs, Warriors end
hy na,c Briggs

WATERLOO-E.ich player
h~1d the same cxrrcssion. They
shared the look of 10 ycarolJ who
discovers there aren't any
presents waiting for 111m on
Christmas morning.
In mere seconds, their worlJs
became complex, and their
thoughts hec,11ne inundated with
.i heavy gloom . For some, ii was
the end of a sc.istlll. For others it
was the end of a career.
At these times, sports c.1re
simply not worth the heartache.
Especially when the hurl ts in' creased two-fold by a little voice
inside you that says, 'We've been
robbed''
Last Saturday, the University
of Windsor's football team ended
their season with a 21-16 loss 10
the University of Waterloo .it the
home of the Warriors in Se..igrams
Stadium.
The Lancers fell victim to
hoth the Warriors, and a group of
officials doing their best impersonation of God.
"For the first time in fifteen
years I can honestly s.1y that they
(the oflicials) determined the outcome of the game, and that's a
pretty sad statement," said the
Lancers' head co.ich John Mussel man.
The loss dropped the Lancers'
record to 3-4, and allowed Waterloo (4-3) 10 slip into the fourth anJ

plays near the end of the game.
Let's not forget that it was
Waterloo that dde.itcd Windsor,
hut it was the refaces that tipped
the sc,iles in the Warriors favour
when the game turneJ out 10 be
evenly matched.
Both te.ims played exception.illy well on a <lay when the field
was slick with mud that resulted
from snow and ram showers prior
to the game.
The Lancers score<l on their
first drive of the game. Running
back Andy Ross capped of an 80
yard drive hy ripping off a 40 yard
touchdown run 10 put Windsor up
6-0 just three minutes into the
game.
Dave
Following
Vanderhoevcn 's successful convcrt kick, Waterloo countered the
Lancers' score with one of their
own. The Warriors tic<l the score
when I layden Via Iva pulled in a 6
yard TD pass from quarterback
Brian Lenart, .ind Peter Tchir successfully converted the TD.
L..iter in the quarter, Waterloo
adde<l a 33 yard field goal from
Tchir, and mid-way through the
second period, the Warriors went
up 17-7 when Brian Raynor
hauled in an 8 yard TD pass from
Lenart.
Just seconds before half-time,
the Lancers pullcJ within three
when running back Chuck Robson caught a 6 yard touchdown
pass from quarterback Wall Tazzman.

final playo[{ lif>Ol.
~~--~

Some will say that it is sour
grapes to complain about officiating ;.ilter .i lw,s, but several blatant
Warrior pen;iltics went unpen;.ilized on potential Windsor scoring

W.itcrloo increased their lead
to 21-14 in the second hal r when
Tchir collected a single and a 25
yard field goal.
Win<lsor's final 2 points came

t. "'

i.

~

Running back Andy Ross (38) used his speed and power In a 40 yard run vs. Waterloo.
Lance photo by Rob Warren
when Waterloo conceded a safety
late in the fourth quarter to avoid
giving the Lancers the ball c.leep in
Warrior territory.
· "Their (Waterloo's) intensity
was much higher," Musselman
said. "Last year, they heat themselves. This year they c.lidn't."
It was late in the fourth
quarter that things turncc.1 ugly.
With Windsor deep in Warrior

Rum Runners
Presents

A Hallowe' en Doubleheader
Saturday, October 28
Private Heart
Hallowe'en Night,
Tuesday, October 31
Thunder Circus
(A Tribute to Guns 'n' Roses)

Prizes Both Nights For Best Costume

Coming November 9th - 11th
Tumbling Dice
(Rolling Stones Tribute)

3885 Sandwich

season

253-3777

territory, two obvious pass interfcrcnce infractions went unpcnalized by a referee who was in
perfect position to call the fouls.
The incomplete passes stalled
Windsor's drives and turned the
ball over to the Warriors.
"I think both teams played
well. It was a hard fought game,
it is a tough one to lose," Musselman said. "I have no problem
with Waterloo, they did a great
job, but when you get your hands

teammate Mike O'Neil. As well,
Lupson broke O'Neil 's single
season record for assists.
Many key players have
played their last down of football
for the U of W. Key losses w;11
he: all-Canadian nose tackle Nick
Lavalle, defensive en<l Randy
Colwell, offensive lineman Greg
Waters, linebacker Brad Lupson,
linehacker Dave I lawkins. running hack Chuck Robson, ddensive hack:; Lloyd Dean. Rick
tied and you can't move, it makes Dugal, Oan Zagordo, ltalo
Barone, antl Dave Jani,se. and olii tough to plily."
The officiating was pretty had fensivc lineman I larold Ruediger.
"We arc losing some outthroughout the game, but ii was
standing
foot ha II players. and
on those two plays that the
referees effectively determined some outstanding leaders. anu
the outcome of the game hy jump- some outstanding people," Musing from their position in the selman said.
"The beauty of it is that there
backgrnun<.I of the game, into the
is
an
outstanding chance that we
limelight.
arc
only
going lo lose two players
Windsor's offense was effective for the second week in a row, off that offensive unit this year'
Now the long, laborious
equally mixing their 405 yards in
process
of recruiting players fpr
total offense between p.issing an<l
rushing yardage. Unfortunately, next year hegins. Preparations
the Lancers could not score points arc already under way lo improve
the Lancers in llJlJO.
when they had to.
Coach Musselman has a long
Tazzman had another strong·
winter
..ihead of him. I le mu~t
game. I le completed 15 of 23
rcpl.icc
some key veterans, and
' passes for 207 yards, with I TO
find a way to beat the curse that
and I intercept ion.
The defense again played has kept Windsor from having 3
well, but allowed Waterloo to winner in all these many years.
In retrospect, 1\1 ussclnian
gain 315 yards in total offense.
succinctly
described his scaslln
Slick footing gave both offenses
as,
"disappointing
in one respect
the c.1c.lvantage over defenses that
because, quite frankly, out of our
had to adjust to the ball.
Linebacker Brad Lupson set four losses, we coul<l h.ivc ;ind
two milestones in his final game should have won three of them
for the Lancers. Lupson collected and we didn't win any of them.
"By the same token, watching
14 tackles versus Waterloo lo
round out his total for the season the growth of the program, the
growth of the players was rc\vJrJ·
at 100.
I lis 100 tackies is a single ing. I guess you would have ro
season tackle record for the say (the season was) hiller·
University of Windsor, breaking sweet ."Cl
the old mark of97 held by current

------
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Hoopsters power past Yeowomen

by Mike Beach

time in the game in the last minute
of play, taking a 38 to 37 lead into
nd away we go! half-time.
Another season of
Alison Duke led the scoring
women's basket- for the Lancers hooping twelve
ball is under way points in the opening halfof play.
L -- - - - ' and the Lancers are Margaret Piggott added eight of
;ady for it. They opened up the her own.
year with a hard fought victo;y
Undeterred by the one point
over the York Yeowomen from deficit, the Lancers immediately
Toronto.
regained the lead within the openThis past October 21st the ing minutes of the second half.

regain possession of the ball.
To put the icing on the cake,
Piggott stole the ball from York
under their basket and made an
easy two points in the final
seconds of the game. This capped
Windsor's scoring at 69 and
York's at 60.

A

Piggott led the half and the
game in scoring netting a total of

19 points. Duke shot in 18, Ann
Weber had 11 and Sheila Windle
finished in double figures with I 0
points. Tammy Naughton topped
York's scoring with 15 points.
Windsor's coach Joanne Maclean, felt that it was a good win
for her team because York is always known for producing good
squads, though she feels that her

team could be in a bit better condition to play her preferred
fastbreak style.
According to Maclean this
year's league is going to be extremely competitive and she is
confident that her team will be
one of the top competitors in it. O

Runners gear up for OU's
by Suzanne Ngui

was unexpected because during
the race he had torn his hamstring
ilfred Laurier lnand stopped running. Scarrow
vitational Cross
stopped running for about thirty
Country meet held
seconds but resumed the race to
on Saturday Oct. 21
finish 17th. Jason Petro placed
.___ _ _ __,resulted in a few inthird for the men.
I credible runs.
In the women's 4.2km race
Mike Murray in his second
Crystal
Garrett had a really specrace all season, fini-,hed third
overall with a time of 12:25 for tacular race. She finished second
overall her time of 15:28 was only
8.1 km. According to Coach Dennis Fairall, Murray ran on "pure three seconds slower than the
winner. Anna Macky, the third
guts and short time conditioning".
place finisher at the OWIAA's
Cross country runners usually
last year.
have three months of conditionCoach Fairall thinks Garrett
ing hut Murray. due to illne:-.s.
could
place in the top 10 at the
began training only three weeks
OWIAA ·s if she runs up to her
ago. Hi:-. finish makes him the
second man on the men ·s team potential. T he only other Windsor
competing in the OUAA ·., on to make the All Conference Team
Saturday October 28. The first

was Linda Staudt in 1979. Staudt
later became one of Canada's top
marathon runners.
Lisa Hartleib and Lisa Hunter
placed 18th and 27th respectively
The team competing in the
OWIAA ·., include<, Crystal Garrell. Lisa Hartlcih. Jackie McVitti e , Tania Bilby. Paula
Radovich an<l two others. unknown Js of yet.
None of the Universit} teams
competing al Lauricr were at full
strength hccause of the
OUAA OWIAA 's next "'cckend.
hut Wintbor had some amazing
runs and hoth mcn 'sandwomen 's
teams pl,1ccd fourth overalln
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The Lance "Athlete of the
. Weck" fo r the week of October
20-26 is Univers ity of Windsor
swimmer, Matt Butler.
On Octohe r 2 1, Butler and his
teammates competed in the Fifth
Annual Univers ity of Windsor
Cc111-Am Invitational Swim Meet.
Butle r won the IOOm back-
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From the re it was anyone·., ,
game as the lead c hanged hands a
I 0.
~ C:::
number of times. Both teams were
Dave Scarrow finished
switching between man to man
,..-cond on the team. His finish
and zone de fence and we rel~---=~~~ ~~~~~~~~~================-====
regularly pressuring each other
full court.
Windsor took a five point lead
with five minutes remaining on
the clock through defensive
hustle and potent offensive play
that capitalized on most of the
scoring opportunities.
I n the cl osing minutes,
Windsor bu ilt their lead fro m foul
s hots which were a result of York
fou ling them in an attempted to

I
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ATTENTION ALL GRADUATES!
Take your classmates home
on a CLASS-COMPOSITE ...
the best way to remember
"the way we were ... "

*Lance*
athlete
of the
week
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James Crump

hy Lance Sports Staff
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haveanoutsidechanceatthetop~
w -:---v
10. In 1984, Murray placed 8th at
~
the OUAA 's. the onlv man from
f
Windc,or to e\ cr place in the top

A llison Duke (10) goes for the block .

Lancers squared off against a formidable opponent in their first exhibition match of the season.
I They shot out of the blocks to take
an early lead of 10 to 1 after five
minutes of play.
York's offence was stifled by
an aggressive Windsor two/three
zone defence that did not al low an
easy shot nor many offensive
rebounds.
After regrouping in a time out,
the Yeowomen came out to make
a game of it. York chipped away
at W indsor's lea d for the
remainder of the half and eventually took the lead for the first

man is John Cress.
Coach Fairall fceb Cres<, and
Murray, ideally, shoul~ finish in
the top 15 at the OUAA sand they

stroke wit h a time of54.59 and the
200m individual medley stopping
1heclockat2:0 l.1 1.
Th e Lan ce m e n 's tea m
finis hed the meet in third place
out of six schools w hile the
women did not fair quite as well.
An offi c ia l " La nce con g ratulations" goes o ut to Matt
Butler for his accomplishment
this wee k.(J

MAKE YOUR APPOINTMENT NOW at the CENTRE DESK,
Student Activity Centre , Main Floor.
GRAD-PORTRAITS WILL BE TAKEN:

OCTOBER 30&31 NOVEMBER 1&2
SAC 2nd. FLOOR

1
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0 UAA Statistics

HOCKE¥

SOCCER

FOOTBALL

STANDINGS
STANDINGS
T!AM

CP

II

L

T

r

A

TP

7
7
7
7

6

l
2
2

251
134

65
95

12

147

99

7

3

4

7

3

4
5

0
0
0
0
0
0

Western

Toronto
Guelph
Witer:i.oo
t..iurier
Windsor

5

5
4

7
7

Mc!"aster

York
t

STAIIDINGS

2
0

3

1

121 140
107 88
lH 120
0 100 183
50 236
0

TD
SCORING
Steve Hccann/West
Andrew Astrom/Tor
Lorne King/Toronto 7
Dave Sapunjis/West
7
D. Vanderhoeven/Win NO
RUSHING
Lorne King/Toronto 158
Andy Cecchini/Laur 122
Tom Chartler/llater 105
Tony D' Agostlno/Hacll8
Duane Forde/Western 79
ATT
PASSING
Hik e Shoemaker/Gu210
Chris Gaffney/ Wesl25
Brlan Lenart/Wlool0 4
I.Buccigrossi/Tor 83
Tony Alfano/Mac 174

25
14

21
31

•

t

8

6
6
4

0

C

s

TP

2

59

ll

13

8

54
42
42

6

11

8

41

AVE

TD

l"

LR

5.0
666 5.6
617 5.9
598 5.1
564 7.1

7

2

72

2 l
3 .l

29
69

l 3
5 0

43
30

YOS
792

YDS
550
510
481
450
344

1:00 pm
1:00 pm

•

27

PCT INT TD ER
61. 4 9 g 84.3
49.6 13 10 69.6
51. 9 6 5 60. 2
45.8 6 • 51. 7
52.8 u 6 50.0

AVE TO
20. 4 2
11.3
l
11.e
l
19.6
16. 4 2

'

LG
69
S5
51
86
38

BAST DIVISION

GP

w L

T

F

A

TP

Laurentian
Toronto
York
Queen' a
RHC
carleton
Trent

11
ll
11

8

0

1
2

30
2l

3
6

19

9

3
1
4

18

7

14

4

2
l

2
1

5

10
21
23
30

10

8
6
8

15
5

w L

T

F

A

1
2
3
3

4

24
23
25

6
10
lJ

18
15

14

8

l3

2

s

2
3
5

8

18

4
3
l

4

4

14

14

9
12

6

3
1

15
10

17

8

47

3

PUNTING
Andre~ Astrom/Tor
D. Vanderhoeven/Wln
Wally Gabler/Guelph
Ian HacKeniie/Laur
Jason Beer/HcHaster

NO YDS
59 2209
36 1298
67 2339
73 2497
57 1828

LI<
52

34.9

66

2l

34. 2 57
32.l 52

October 21

68

Octoller 18

AVE TD
14.0
l
12.6
2
2
8.5
8,9
1
10.7 1

LR
57
76
65
68

KICKOFF RETURNS
Gary Ber nard/York
Tony D'Agostlno/Hac
Richard Chen/Witer
Rob SteWirt/Western
Paul Hilario/York

YOS
390
228
20S
186
133

AVE TD
21.7
l&. 3
20.8
23. 4 -

LR

8

9

14 .8

-

22

4!,

72

26

1

9

0

7
8

6
4

6

s

9

5

4

1

TP

WEST DIVISION

18

Guelph
Laurier
Waterloo
Laurentian
Brock
RHC
Wes teen
Windsor

2

Guelph
Laurentian
Laurler
Toronto
Windsor
Windsor
Laurentian
Guelph
Tor onto
Western
York
HcKaster

l

5

3
5
1
3
l
5
l

1
3

2
5

Carleton
Brock

0

HcHaster
Carleton
Ryerson
York
Waterloo
Brock
Tunt
~aurier
Queen's
llaterloo
RMC
Ryerson

l

l

0
0
0
l
0
0
0
0
0

October 20
2l

22
October 25
27

0

0

SOCCER
Oct ober 25
28

'

29
DEFENCE
RUSHING PASSING LOSSES TOTAL
73 ( 8) 1756 (3)
793 (1 I
1036 (4)
673 ( 1) 10SS (6) 198 (11 1540 (2)
1298 (8) lZ20 (8) 114 (4*)2404 (8)
927 ( 4) 114 (4*)1999 ( 5)
1186 (6)
1092 (SJ 1167 (7) 146 (2) 2113 ( 7)
862 (2) 124 l )) 1537 (1)
799 (2)
948 (5) 102 (7) 2102 (6J
12S6 (7 I
912 (3) 107 (6) 1763 ( 4)
958 ( 3)

Trent
Guelph
Laurier
Queen•,
Toronto
Windsor
Yori:
Western
Brock
Guelph
Queen's
RHC
Western
Windsor

w L

T

r

A

TP

0
0
0

13

4

6
l
3

0

0
0

0

4

0
9

0

2

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

4
2
2

w L

T

r

A

TP

2

13

8
2
2
10
8

4

2

13
11

6

12

2
1
1

2
l
1

0
0

0

0
0
0
0

0

0

0
0
2

0

0

0
0

0

GP
2
l
l
2
l
2

l

0
0
0

l

l

l

0
0
0

l
2
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2

0

2

0

1

s

11
1

9
4

7

0

0
0

0

2
2

I

2
0
0
0

0

RESULTS

Queen's
Wesarn

37

TO LR
YDS
AVE
lN!'ERCEl>TIONS
110
2.2
6
7
15
Pat Gallo/Western
5. S.
22
Ale~ Terpln/Toronto 4
- 16
42 10.5
l 42
Bryan Haltby/Guelph 4
4.5
18
- 18
Rick Dugal/Windsor
Humerous others tied 111th 3 interceptions

RUSHING PASSING LOSSES TOTAL
852 ( 7) 1757 (1) 158 (7) 2451 {2)
501 (8) 69 ( 1 I 1557 (7 l
1125 (4)
904 (6) 1211 (3) 108 ( 5) 2007 (3)
1136 (3)
649 (6) 86 ( 3) 1677 (6)
514 (7) 79 (2) 1761 (5)
1266 (2)
1487 (1) 1411 (2) 119 (6) 2779 (l l
906 ( 41 93 ( 4) 1879 (4)
1066 (5)
462 (81
879 l 5) 266 ( 8) 1075 (8)

2

9

19

28

43
43

TEAH YARDAGE TOTALS

TEAH
Guelph
Laurier
l1cHaster
Toronto
Waterloo
Western
Windsor
Yo r k

11

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

AVE
37.4
36.9

YDS
377
290
282
232
224

NO
18
14
10

Western
Windsor
Laur ler
Guelph
Brock
HcHaster
Waterloo
Ryerson

5
4

Ottawa
Toronto
York
Concordia
Queen's
Ryerson
UQTR
HcGi 11

GP

RESULTS

NO
PUNT RETURNS
Richard Chen/Water 27
Ozzie Hethersol e/Win23
Dave Sapunjis/West 33
John Tavares/Laurler26
Dave Ropret/Waterloo21

OFFENCE

10

WEST DIVISION CP

Guelph
24 Oc~ober
28 Guelph •t Toronto
Laur ier
12
Witerloo at Western
16
Vindsor
3
York
TOP FIVE STATISTICAL LEADERS t *

FG
10

COHP VOS
129 1742
62 1172
54 574
38 507
92 1066

NO
RECEIVING
Tyrone Vi llla1115/Wes 27
Di n Tocher/Guelph 45
Frank Harof/Guelph 27
23
Bob HcLay/Guelph
Jamie Sands/HcNaster21

8

OUM SEMI FINAL GAMES

Western
Toronto
Waterloo
l1cMaster

•

t

Indicates forfeiture of 2 point&

RESULTS
October 21

10

EAST DIVISION

at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at

carleton
Brock
Viterloo
Carleton
Trent
Ryerson
Laurent.
HcHister
Laurler
Waterloo
Trent
carleton
Ryerson
Hcliaster

4:00
1:00
1:00
l:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
2:00
1 :00
1:00
l: oo
1:00
1:00
2: 00

pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
p,n
p:2

October 28
29

pm

pm
pm
pm
pm
p!:1
p::i

Guelph
Laur ier
York
Ottawa
Toronto
Guelph
Waterloo
Ottawa
Brock
RHC
Queen's
Water loo
Laurent.
Guelph
RHC
Guelph
Toronto
Laurent.
Western
York
Brock
Laurent.
Brock
Waterloo

8
11

5
7
4

5
1

6

at
at
,t
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at

Brock
We5tern
McGill
Laurentian
McGill
Vlndsor
Windsor
RHC
Laurier 7 :30
7:00
McGill
Concordia 7:30
Western 7: 30
Ryerson 7: 45
UQTR
6: 00
Concordla2:00
Ottawa
7:00
Lauri er 7 00
Queen's 7 30
Windsor. 7 30
Ryerson 7 45
UQTR
8 00
RHC
2 00
Ottawa
3 00
Windsor 3 30

2

l
4
2
4
p111

pa
p111
p111

p11.
P•
P•
P•
pm
pQ
PIil
pn
pet
pm
pli
p:i

VOLLEYBALL
October 27

Brock
Laurier
Windsor

at Waterloo 8 00 p~
at
;it

Western 8 00 pa
HcHaster 8 00 p~

Saturday, November 18th
At The

SKYDOME
win a

$108 •

'32

------

(based on triple occupancy)

Package Includes: Round trip transportation,
hotel accommodation and tax, football game ticket.

Contact House of Travel .on campus
by November 3rd
256-2300

.

-~~-,

l
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~Fencers foil
competition
p

4
2
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2
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by Jim Dominguez

Optimism is the word when
you talk ahout this year's fencing
team. Both men's and women's
teams arc hoping for good results
in this year's season.
The Lancers arc coached by
Eli Sukunda, who is going into his
twelfth year.
Sukunda brings impressive
credentials to the University of
Windsor, having been on two
Canadian Olympic teams. Sukunda was the team captain at the
Seoul Olympics in 1988.
Sukunda shares in the optimism that the Lancers have. The
team members also believe in
Sukunda and his work ethic.
"Eli (Sukunda) is a great guy,"
said team member Katie Smith.
"He works us really hard and he
gets results."
These results have been
proven by two OUAA men's
fencing championships since
Sukunda began coaching
Windsor. The titles came in 1982
and 1986.
On October 14 and 15, the

men and women competed in the
University of Waterloo Invitational.
The mean turned in some impressive performances at the tournament. Andreas Sautter placed
first in the men's sabre and Rene
Perron finished second in the
men's foil.
The women's team, which has
only been in existence for two
years, also had some decent
results. In the women's foil,
Smith placed fifth, Tuycm
Nguyen placed seventh and
Bridget O'Shaughncssy placed
tenth.
Fencing is not widely known
around the University of Windsor
and that is one of the appeals for
Smith.
"It's (fencing) an elite sport
which is very unique," Smith said.
"It takes a lot of skill and not many
people can do it."
The Lancers arc going to try to
build on these results and attempt
to foil the competition when they
travel to Penn State for their next
tournament.O

campu$ rec ....,; .· .
,•

This Week in Campus Rec

·

Mac Hall Italia 5
Rangers
5
Co~~acks
4
Fu Cups
3
Alumni
Engineers
3
Cari~a
3
law
3
Hasbccns
3
Unwantcds
2
SAC Goal kickers I

L

3

I

2
2
2

()

0

Hurricanes
IU Finger Puppets
IO Super Sophs
8 Roy's Rulers
7 Cody
No Hope
7 Runts
6 Fratmcn
6 Bricklayers

()

6

3

()

4

0

4
2

()

2

()

2

()

IWomen's Soccer, Week Ending
Friday Oct. 20/89
Manager: Suzanne Edwards
Name

law Team
Huron Hall
Hackers
Cody Commies

w
2

L
0

I
3

T

1

I
0

CAs are respected throughout Canada and around the business world
as individuals who define the standards of professional excellence.
That's why CAs have outstanding careers in almost every walk
of life, in commerce and finance, in manufacturing and industry,
in both the public and private sectors.
Whatever your background, whatever you're studying, consider
a career as a Chartered Accountant.
Make a key decision for the rest of your life.
Call or write for more information today.

Defining the Standards of Professional Excellence

I
()
()
()

p The Zone
House
5 Public Enemy
Law School
3 Mechanical
2
Pistons
Plaid Shrubbery
Teenage Mucou:.
on Crackers
St. Denis
Menaces

Let's show you how to /fEXCE.,Ll others!
Speciaf
.

• 4.77/10 MHz. 8088 CPU with 640K memory
p

T

0

4

0
()

4
4
2

I
2

()

0

• 5.25" 360k floppy drive with controller
Parallel, serial, clock/calendar
• Monochrome monitor and Hercules monochrome card
10 I-key keyboard, power supply, metal case

2

2
2

• .... ..

Only$ 775

()
()

·~.~~-

~,.

. ~ · '... ·.·~®;;;;; /
-

()

()
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!with Student IDs and while quantity lasts!

This system is easily tailored to your needs and desires either at the lime of your purchase or at a later date.

p

Come in and let us design an affordable and useful system for you. Other
models also available at low low prices.

()

4
4
2

()

2

256-1797

2

0
0

w

L

2
2

()

T

jss1
0
0

A's!

The System Includes:

Men's Baskcthall.
West Division.
Weck Ending Oct. 18/89
Manager: Jeff Turner
Name

Everybody wants to get straight

prices for students of the University of Windsor

w L
2
2
2

69 Bloor Srreer East, Toronto, Ontario M4W 1B3
Telephone ( 416) 962-1841 - Toronto area
(Toll Free) l-800-387-0735 - Outside Toronto
Telefax ( 416) 962-8900

Excel Business Equipment announce/: the avai_lability ?f IBM•- co.mpatible Turbo XT• computers al

East Division,
Weck Ending Oct. 18/89
Manager: Jeff Turner

p

T

open as many doors and keep them open throughout your career.

·

Name

w

Name

key to modern business life. Few other professional qualifications

THE l:'\STITCTE OF

Plans are underway regarding
~ lhc IOlh Annual High School AllNightcr. This intramural event is
held every year to introduce
senior high st:hool students to lhe
University's athletic facilities,
and to reward the students for
contributing to intramural
programs within their respective 2456.0
Intramural League Standings Men's Basketball,
Men ·s Soccer.
Weck Ending Friday Oct. I 3/89
Manager: Jason P. Smith

Becoming a Chartered Accountant is like getting a master

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
OF 0:-;"TARIO _ __

:-.chools.
We arc still seeking volunteen; to assist with the smooth
operation of this activity. The
event consists of Mini-Olympics,
Pool Games, Movicsetc., and will
run from Friday Nov. 10th at 8:00
p.m. until Saturday Nov. 11th at
8:00 a.m.
For further details, contact
Paula at the Campus Rec office or
call the Hotline 253-4232 ext.

hy Paula Alexander

Unlock the right doors.

0

0

0

0

Campbell Ave., (Corner of Wyandotte W.) , Windsor!

* registered trademark oflntenational Business Machines Corp.
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ROADHOUSE
655 University W. 254-8861
(formerly Streamers)

* Great Food *

s
t

* Nachos * Pizza *

\.

s

n

* Greek Specialties *

C

*· Steak on a Bun for

the price of a hamburger *

* Great Times * ·

[

* DJ & Music 6 Nights A Week *
* Satellite Dish Watch your favourite games *
* Billiards * Dart Leagues *
* Live Bands *

Grand Opening S·pecial
Thurs. - Sat. October 26 - 28
11
The Buzzard Band"
_
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Senate to regulate pop quizzes
by Sheila Ferrando

The university c.,enate is considering an amendment to regulate spot quizzes over SAC
objections it may legitimize an
unfair academic practice.
The changes will require instructors to in form classes as to
the number of spot quizzes which
will occur over the course of a
semester. Also. these quizzes may
not account for more than five per
cent of a student's final grade.

Sue Dufour, president of the
Organization of Part-ti me
University Students (OPUS) antl
a member of an ad hoc committee
that considered the amendment,
said some departments have been
taking as much as 20 per cent of a
student's grade from spot quizzes.
They have been taking advantage
of the lack of legislation, she said.
"There arc many reasons why
a student might miss a spot quiz,"
said Dufour. "I don't need to be
· told to go to class. That is not the

purpose of the amendment. The he ru,hed. hoth tu allend class
purpose of this amendment is to and to -.tudy.
eliminate, as much as possible,
Students' Administrative
the disadvantage to students Council vice-rresident Mike Akwithin departments that hold spot pata disagrees with the amendquizzes. But we have to please the ment as it stands.
professors as well as the stu"I do not think that it is fair tu
dents."
the student\, lo give unannounce<l
Dufour added that some tests at all." he saitl. "If I am an
professors feel justified in giving ·A· stutlent. who through choice
unannounced tests because they or circum,tance, tloe-. not attentl a
have found that some !-.ludents few classe-.. I shoultl not he penallike having their progress ized. A student shows his abilities
monitored, and that others need to through assignments and

scheduled examinations. There is
no valid reason to hold surprise
quizzes."
SAC president ~aul Brisebois
also opposes the changes, and
said he will propose a further
amendment which will make the
marks from the spot quizzes
bonusmarks.Thesemarkswillbe
in addition to those students earn
through scheduled assignments
and tests, as opposed to being a
part of that mark.O

Green Shield's
new drug plan
thrilling: Akpata

SAC vp Mike Akpata, vp External Affairs Christine Ozimek, and
llreaident Kristen Knighton.

Btudent.s protest strike
The disputants in the strike
lhat h:is stopped classes at col'ges across Ontario head to the
'-cgotiating table today, hut
indsor students arc impatient to
t hack to dass.
Ahout 11111 St. C'lair College
lldents stagell a protest Monday.
•uhling the turnout at last
ck's rally outsi<le the offo.:c of
•ndsor-Sanllwich MPI' Uill

rye.
Rally organizer Julie Suthersaid the demonstrators arc

not taking sides.
·and we will keep making noise
"We're trying to keep this as until they start talking and get this
neutral as possible," she said. "We settled."
want them both 10 get back to the
At Wednesday's Students'
table and start negotiating."
Administrative Council meeting,
The college;.._ 330 teachers. the St. Clair students got a show
counsellors, and librarians have of support. The university student
been on strike since October 17. counci l passed a motion enUntil their classes resume, the couraging their efforts to retum to
14.000 students have plenty of class.
time to stage more demonstra"This is going to thrill them."
saiJ SAC vicc-prcsitlenl Mike
tions.
"We want this strike settled Akpata.n
soon," Sutherland said. "We want
nu• Sait1t is the student
to get back to school. We want our newspaper of St. ( 'hair Colll~.
education, and we will be back,

This year's drug cards arc out.
and the student official in charge
anticipates the new plan will
operate more smoothly.
Over the summer. Students'
Atlministrative Council (SAC)
left its insurer of the past three
years to deal with locally-hasctl
Green Shield Services. Vicepresident Mike Akpata said the
price and cmerage will be equal
to those of last year.
"The big thing it came right
down to is service, service. service," he said. "I believed we were
C.F.S. Services presitlcnt
getting ripped off. scrviccwisc." David Jones saitl the previous
Under both plans, student-; are plan had upcratcll in Windsor for
issued identification cards. which years without significant
defray 80 percent of the cost of prohlems.
eligible drugs. The premiums arc
''I think there were com$13.50 per student per semester, munication pruhlcms last year,
and are collected with tuition pay- hut we wercn 't being made aware
ments as part of SAC fees.
of what the concerns were on a
Over 9,000 cards have been regular basis," he said.
mailed by SAC to students'
Windsor was the first school
homes. right on schedule, Akpata to adopt the C.F.S. plan, and the
said. He cited promptness with only one so far to leave it. 14 stuthe cards as one advantage of dent bodies. including the UniverGreen Shield over the old plan, sity of Windsor's Graduate
run by the services department of Student Society, remain in the
the Canadian Federation of Stu- plan.
dents.
SAC covered the cost of mail"The old cards were printed in ing the cards by including adverArizona," Akpata said. "Now tising flyers in the envelopes.
they 're done in Windsor. If a stu- While the envelope stuffing was a
dent loses his card, we can replace great deal of work for volunteers,
it by Friday."
Akpata said it was worth it.
Akpala said he knows the new
"When they get the cards in
plan is nol perfect, hut al least any the mail, students will be saying
problems will involve ad- 'This is the first time l got my
ministrators and will not incon- card. l guess there really is a
venience students-at-large.
plan>,II Akpata said.O
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Diversions
ARTS
Nov 3 - Prof. Michael Farrell discusses Cezanne's
work. 6:30 p.m., cocktails. 7 p.m. lecture. At the AGW
Restaurant.
Nov 10 - Prof. Michael Farrell discusses the work of
Vincent van Gogh. Cocktails at 6:30 p.m. Lecture at
7 p.m., at the AGW Restaurant.

b

Nov 22 & 23 - Visual Arts Society presents "Student
and Faculty Show and Sale," in the Assumption
Lounge in the University Centre. Opening on Nov 21,
9 p.m. in the Assumption Lounge. All welcome.
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Nov 3 - The Navigators' fourth annual "International
Students Banquet." Especially for the International
Students. Starts at 6:30 p.m. at 937 Felix Ave. The
cost is free, but you are encouraged to bring your
favourite national dish. Ron Burdock will present a
brief slide show and talk about "Why we do what we
do."
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ti
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Lance photo by Rob Warren

Nov 4 - Celebrate the National Film Board's Academy
Award, at the Main Library. An afternoon of films with
Oscar. For more information call 255-6775.
Nov 5 - The Vantage Point, 161 Riverside Drive W.,
presents Deidre Roberts and Denis Dube. 7 p.m. to
11 p.m., admission $3.
Nov 7 - Assumption University presents "Bio-Ethics
and You". Speakers: Prof. Jocelynne Downie,
Research Assistant at Westminister Institute for
Ethics and Human Values and Prof. Robert J. Doyle,
Biology Dept., U of W. 7 p.m. at Assumption University, call 973-7034.
Nov7-28- Every Tuesday in November the Ecumenical Chapel will hold a discussion at Assumption
Lounge from 12 noon to 1 p.m. The topic of discussion will be "Lessons for Life." Bring your own lunch.

Nov 8 - The Windsor Coalition for Disarmament,
Fourth Annual Peace Activist Award Night, honouring Kevin Johnson and Sungee John. Special guest
speaker will be General Leonard Johnson. At 8 p.m.
in the Ambassador Auditorium. Admission is free and
open to the public. For more information call 9733981.

Nov 8 - The U of W Navigators present "Courage Being an Overcomer," in the Vanier Roseroom and
on November 15 "Excellence - a way of thinking, a
way of life," in the Vanier Lounge. The meetings are
held at 6:30 p.m. For more information call 252-2765.

Nov9-"ATaleofTwoCities-BudapestandVenice."
Travel slides and commentary by Otto Allemang. 2
p.m. in the Main Library.

rr

Nov 9 - The Environmental Awareness Association
presents: "Great Lakes Pollution and its Effect," with
Michael Gilbertson of the International Joint Commission. 7:30 p.m. in the Vanier Hall Oak Room.

t,
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Nov 12 - The Detroit Institute of the Arts, World Ad·
venture Series presents "The Canadian Rockies"
with Stan Midgley. 2:30 p.m. in the Auditorium. For
more information call 832-2730.
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Nov 12 - The Windsor Parks and Rec is holding its
8th Annual Bazaar, at the Forest Glade Community
Centre. Admission is free. For further information call
735-3536 or 255-6354.
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Blood
•
Donor Clin IC

t

Where:
Assumption Lounge at the University Centre

When:
Tuesday, November 7, 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Wednesday, November 8, 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
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Goals:
Residence 200 Units
Total Units - 400 Units

ti

Come out and give the gift of life:
We need your type.
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For further information contact Tim at
971-9196 or 971-9301
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Sponsored by the Nursing Society, the Canadian Red Cross Society,
and the Residence Programme
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by David Cozac

The situation in South Africa
has not improved, but there arc
glimmers of hope for reform, said
1hc African National Congress'
chief representative to Canada.
Peter Mahlangu gave an interim report outlining recent
developments concerning the
anti-apartheid campaign to a
capacity audience last Friday at
the Moot Court.
Mahlangu directed particular
altention to South Africa's new
president, F. W. de Kl erk. Mahlangu believes that de Klerk will
maintain the status quo despite his
talk of reform.
He noted that former president P. W. Botha's 1978 statement
1hat "Whites have to adapt or die"
has been reiterated by de Klerk
eleven years later with no sig1\dnificant reforms introduced.
es' , Mahlangu pointed out that de
For · Klerk "has, on record, stopped
some of the reforms Botha was
talking about."
Only when de KJerk begins to
make constructive advances in
eliminating apartheid will he be
given any appreciable consideration by the ANC, Mahlangu said.
In spite of de Klerk's election,
\ Mahlangu remains cautiously op••stic regarding ofher developments in South Africa. He noted
lhat in the recent election, the
ruling National Party, which introduced apartheid to South
Africa, lost support, while the
anti-apartheid Democratic Party

l.

1

government. Censorship and im- "They have the expertise. They
prisonment of activists stiH occur have the education. They have
within the country. South Africa their rights, too."
is in "dire straits", and the governHe looks forward to a "new,
ment "has lost a lot of credibility" non-racial democratic South
over the continuation of the state Africa.
of emergency, he said.
"South Africa is going to be
Mahlangu also commented on free. It is (just) a matter of when
the role of Canada in the anti- and how," he said.O
apartheid movement. While he
was encouraged by the Canadian
government's strong stand
against apartheid -- such as Prime
Minister Brian Mulroncy'sstance
al the recent Commonwealth conference -- Mahlangu considers it
frustrating to sec Canada has increased trade with South Africa
over the past lwo years.
by Cindy Karnnaugh
Nevertheless, Mahlangu is
pleased by the encouragement of
The Faculty Association has
Canadian individuals and group'> given a new scholarship fund a
and credited inlcrnational support SI0.1100 shot in the arm. The
with giving him the strength to Scholarship Commillee created
continue his struggle. He singled lhe Uni\'ersil) or Windsor Comout the University of Windsor for mun ii) Scholar-,hip to hring a
its efforts to create a programme South African student here to
lo allow South Africans to come study. and is aiming lo collect
here to study.
$100.000 to set up the program.
Mahlangu prai'>cd the ANC as
Students· Administrative
a "mo'>l democratic movement". Council \: ice presi<lenl Mike Akinvolving a dedicated and united pata said the scholar'>hip ",how..,
assortment of groups and in- the University of Windsor·s comdividuals. Nothing less than the mitment to human rights," and
implementation of a full called the grant the "biggest
democratic process involving a boost" to the committee ·s fund. "9ne.-gerson, one-vote" structure raising~·~ - - ~ ~
will be accepted, he said. This
The grant was transferred
new system must include all from a scholarship fund for Essex
South Africans. regardless of County students, said Faculty A'icolour.
sociation president Emily Caras"We need the white people in co. The money in the fund went
South Africa," Mahlangu said. unused last year.a

Bigboost
forS.A.
scholarship

I

Lance photo by James Crump
Peter Mahlangu, ANC chief representative to Canada

gained a new high of 38 seats in
the South African parliament.
These results are a reflection
that the whites realize that apartheid is not as beneficial to South
Africa as they previously
believed. Mahlangu said. He
hopes this will send a message to
de Klerk to reconsider his position
on apartheid.
Another positive development is the recent release from jail

of eight Al\C activists. Mahlangu
stated that their release. and subsequent integration into the ANC,
strengthens the anti-apartheid
movement as a whole. However,
Mahlangu considers thi~~as
a "mere face-cleaning" by South
Africa in the international arena;
it only served to deflect attention
away from the domestic crisis -in particular, the current state of
emergency imposed by the

Windsor student strives for excellence
hy 0. Eldon Dawson

he was once again on his way.
Ticsscn didn't stop here,
hethcr
he's though.
giving a speech
With support from the
at the United Windsor Bulldogs, Ticssen heWay, competing came involved in track and field.
-----...J in world class He qualified for both the provintrack and l'icltl events or pursuing cial anti Canadian national teams
his studies at the University of in his first year of competition. At
Windsor. JcffTiesscn proves lhal the 1984 World Paralympic
anything is possible.
. Games in New York, he claimed
Tiesscn hat! both of his arms a silver medal in the high jump.
amputated al the age of 11 after an
In 1988. Tiessen qualified
clcc1rical accident. He had been once again for the national leam.
lohogganing on the banks of Lake Al the games, held in Seoul, he
Eric when, out of curiosity, he was almost unstoppable, selling a
decided lo follow some snow- world record with his gold me<lal
niohilers over the snow-covered performance in the 400-metrc
fence of a compound station. He run. Tiessen also holds Canadian
accidenlally touched a pipe con-, records in all five of his track and
nccted to an electrical trans- field events: the 200, 400 and
former. sending 27.000 volts ofl 800-mctre runs, long jump and
electricity surging through his ' high jump.
body.
The 24-year-old Kingsville
Despite a I 00-day stay i.n native's accomplishments arc not
hospital, Ticsscn, who had always restricted to sports, however.
been active in sports, pursued his Tiessen was the honourary chair
dream of becoming a world class for National Access Awareness
athlete.
Weck in Windsor and Essex
The winter after the accident, County last summer and is curiiesscn, rcluclanlly at first, rcntly lobbying the United Way
s1a_rted playing hockey again. for support for next year's event.
1
Wtth an awkward rigged-up
National Access Awareness
hockey stick his father designed, Weck, foun<led with funds from

W

Jeff Tiessen

Rick Hansen's Ma11 in Motion
tour, stresses methods of increasing access for disabled persons in
communities throughout Canada.
The week is divided into five
theme days emphasizing issues
such as education, lransporlalion
and employment for the disabled.
"Windsor, in fact, is one of the

Lance file photo

most active communities ii> the
country in terms of workshops,
seminars... " and other events,
Ticssen explained.
He had speaking engagements
daily throughout the week introducinA people to the theme of the
day, and provided insighL-. anu j
anccdoh:s lo interesled audiences.

As ifillf this were nol enough.
he also lin<ls time to counsel
young ..imputccs anti their parents.
"Support from family is numher one in making lhc transition
from a tragic accident," Ticsscn
said, stressing his appreciation for
lhe help and understanding from
his family.
Ticssen has worked with
young amputees in the War Amps
Program in Oltawa and has also
counselled adults while working
at a March of Dimes camp in
northern Ontario. Presently, he is
involved in the Windsor-based
Citizen Advocacy group helping
people adjust to the effects of a
tragic accident.
Tiessen is currently training
for the 1990 Holland World
Championships and anxiously
awaits competing once again at·
the Paralympics to be held next in
1992 at Barcelona.
The fourth-year student,
whose dual major is Communications Studies and Psychology,
graduates this year and hopes to
obtain a corporate-level public
relations position.
The genuinely warm and amiable Ticssen proves that no
obstacle is insurmountablcO
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On November 27 and 28 the Students' Administrative Council (SAC) will be holding a referendum asking students to authorize changes to the
Green Shield dryg .gtan ,
Among other things, students w111 be asked 1f
they wish to pay an extra eight dollars a year 1n order
order to have oral contraceptives covered by the
drug plan.
For many, the subs dization of birth control is a
contentious issue. The Catholic heritage of the
University of Windsor exerts a strong influence. The
Lance, however, would remind these people that the
concept of sin is dependent on free will. Women
who do not have access to birth control now, because they cannot afford it, do not need any enforced concepts of "virtue". Birth control pills, which
by the way. have other medical uses besides birth

control, should be covered as any other prescribed
medication. Contentious issues of religious morality
should not be made an excuse to meddle with the
health needs of women.
A vote of "YES" on November 27 and 28 is a
vote cast in both the public and private interest. How
else could you save careers, help arrest the
femininization of poverty, and preserve relationships, all for eight dollars? And to those of you who
ask why you should spend your money on a drug
usable by only 50 per cent of the population, the
Lance suggests that: 1) it's the human thing to do,
and 2) it's a lot cheaper than child support.
On November 27 and 28 vote to have oral con·
traceptives covered by your drug plan. It's the intel·
ligent choice - to allow free choice.

The Extremist

Pierre Elliott Trudeau is back in politics and the
Canadian news media is keeping mum about the
whole thing and hoping he will go away. He's back
with a book that attacks the Meech Lake Constitutional accord. Such attacks are viewed as bad for the
Tory-Businessman coalition that has been steadily
abusing Canada in earnest for the last two years, so
our guardians of public order, decency and fat profit
are keeping their mouths shut and continuing to cover
this new constitutional debate like a wrestling match.
Plenty of drama and bombast to keep the poor
stupid and happy. Recent polls show that neither
French Canada nor English Canada really know
what's in the accord, but they sure do know which
side to cheer for. Less Filling! Tastes Great! Less Filling! Tastes Great!
Anyone who's recently gone to a game knows the
public response to this kind of a setup: Fuck you! Eat
shit! Fuck you ... Eat... All of which goes to show that
the great unwashed ain't as stupid as we is supposed
to be. We's just uninformed.
Sadly, today's news media, radio, television and
newspapers, are not exactly the place to find any vital
information. Our free press, even our "national

D. Dexter Finisteris

newspaper" has over the last ten years become more
obsessed with making a fine profit than with fulfilling the traditional watchdog role. Rocking the boat
disturbs a smooth-running operation. Lengthy explanations of Constitutional issues arc judged to he
boring to an indifferent public. Down goes the readership and the paper gets bought out by someone who
knows what the public wants. Hence; anyone who is
against Meech Lake is an anti-French racist, while
anyone who is for it is selling out to Quebec.
What a fine way to decide the shape of a
democratic country's system of law and government:
back-room deals and simplifications that arc so far off
base that a good lie would be better.
Soon we will have John Crosbie getting up in front
of the TV cameras and proclaiming that such and such
a measure must be taken because it will make
everyone look good, because Hulk Hogan is for it and
because the Satanists and the men from Mars are
against it.
And we'll lap it right up, won't we, because we
won't have any practical alternatives. Oh sure, we can
wait until wiser heads put their thoughts to print, go
out, read the book and then write our MP's... With my

schedule, I should be ready to do my patriotic duty in
about two years -- and I'm interested in the issue.
And if you think you can vote them out. just wail
till you see what a $2 billion campaign budget will do
for the branch plant managers' party next election.
Canadians arc not even used to a heated 1970s media·
intensive election -- like the kind that has been going
on in the U.S. for 15 years. Wait until you sec the 1991
U.S. model tooling down the road in Canada -- with
the full help and support of our newspapers and
television news services (the CBC should be
privatized by then ... )
"Four more years, four more years... "
-- Nixon campaign slogan 1972
Yeah, but who the hell was Nixon anyway? for
that matter, who the hell was Trudeau? Who the hell
cares? Better just buy a nice business suit, learn to
make the right noises and get your share of the lool
while the getting's good.
Just don't forget to pick up a jar of Vaseline and•
good set of kneepads along the way .o

Little joy for Chin~se student
By Erik Pedersen CRANBROOK,
B.C. (CUP)
n East Kootenay Community College student
has decided to remain in
Canada rather than return
L------ to China after complct1ing her education.
She has received permission to
stay in Canada permanently and eventually to apply for Canadian citizenship.
Although the student has burned
1
her Chinese bridges behind her, she still
has relatives in Shanghai. Because of
fears for their safety after the shocking
events of this summer, she does not
want to use her full name.
In this article, she will be referred to
as Joy, the name she has chosen to use
in Canada instead of her Chinese name.
"Life in China is very difficult now,"
Joy said. "There is an imminent danger
of civil war. When I arrived in Vancouver, I made a long distance call to
my mother. 'Even if you should be
starving, don't come back to China,'
she told me. 'I am old, and you are
young. You have a future in Canada,
but China has no future.' She told me it
was great that I was moving to Canada.
She gave her full support."
Joy arrived in Vancouver in late

August, flying the Chinese national airline because they took Chinese currency. Other international airlines required
payment in hard-to-get 'Foreign Exchange Certificates.' Her cousin, who
has lived for 20 years in Canada, suggested she see the immigration
authorities.
In Cranbrook, she went with a college counsellor to apply for landed immigrant status. "The immigration
officer asked me if I had been involved
in the student demonstrations," she
said. "I said I had held a flag in the
streets. He asked me some questions
about China, then said he knew that I
spoke the truth. 'I promise you can stay
in Canada,' he told me.
"We had camped in the street outside a government office building. We
carried signs asking for democracy and
freedom of speech. Some of our banners said 'Arrest corrupt officials' and
'Kill Li Peng and Deng Xiao-ping.'
Some of the students were fasting, on
hunger strike. They carried signs that
read, 'O Motherland, we are hungry but
we cannot eat.' Our whole school had
joined the demonstration. We were all
out in the streets.
"Some of us let the air out of trolley
bus tires. They pushed many, many
buses over on their side to block access

scholarship

to the Coloured or Indian populalion which
has also been discriminated against by the
white regime in South Africa.
To help the future government '>trive
for democrac} is perhap.., the he..,, form uf
Jevclopmcnt polic} that Cana<la can fol low. Therefore. ii th1'> ...chobrsh1p is to this
purpose. the recipient nf the -.chnlar'>hip.
alkr recci\ ing hi:-.. her education.\\, ill ha\e
to return to South Africa and take his her
lcadcr.,hip role. At the time llf \Hiting.
there is no guarantee or a..,sur,IIKL by the
group al the L!nivcr..,ily of Wintf...or that the
luck) ,tu<lcnt will go hack tn South Arnca
Thu:-. there is the chance that all dt1nor.., \\ hti
believe the) arc helping the devl'lopmcnt
of South Arrica \\ ill.in fact. only he ..,ubsidi11ng the relocation of an ind iv ic..lual and
his/her family to claim refugee status
The final concern I now have\\ iLh thi'>
...cholarship fun<l reiterates the question of
leadership talked about earlier.
The leaderships of Martin Lui her King
Jr. and Nelson Mandela should provide
beacons of lighl lo all citizens of the world.
But I have to question how someone can
argue about a commitment to democracy in
South Africa when many African
countries, such as Uganda, also demand
leadership and commitment to change. If
Or. Carasco is truly committed to
democracy, she should perhaps relinquish
her large Canadian salary and return to
Kampala to help her homeland.
These arc the reasons why I cannot, at
the present time. supporl this group and i1s
goals on this scholarship fund. If they can
answer and addre'>S some of the concerns
in this letter, I will change my position.
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Dear Editor:

The morning of wriling thi, letter.
took the time to. once again. watch M i,-.1,,ippi Burning. an<l I yearn to v.. itne-..., the
,,pericnce of the upcoming A Dry White
Season. Although I had seen M i!>:-.i..,-.ippi
con· Burning before, every lime a church
intel· : hurned or every time a black human being
1~as l}nched. a :-.ense of rage .ind di-.grace
overcame me. as well as a scn,c of admiration for the three mur<lercd ci" ii righls
11.orkcrs an<l the leader.., of the movement
in the South. This ..,ame '>Cnse of admiration
"grncratcd by the cflort.., and ..,acririce.., of
the leaders in the South African movement
every time this struggle is brought into
Canadi.in
I ivmg rooms.
1ty in
This
lhcn
makes a letter like this more
e.
difficult to write !>incc it attacks the Student
wait
Against Apartheid at the University of
ill do
Windsor.
On October 26, 1989 this group
:lion.
in coordination with the Faculty Associaedia·
lion will be having a dinner at the Caboto
;oing
Club to generate funds for a scholarship for
1991
with
South African students. Although this is a
anJ
noble cause, I believe that until this group
d be
on campus is able to put on paper its goals
and its beliefs so that all possible donors
have a complete understanding of this
group, no funds should be donated and attendance at the dinner should be denied.
As it stands, at the time of writing, this
? for
group docs not have any form of wrillen
: hell
procedures to determine how this money
rn t<1
"'ill be rai~d. where it "ill be sent or who
: loot
Will be the lucky recipient of the scholarship. Through telephone conversation with
and a
the name quoted in the Lance article on the
scholarship, I was informed that the only
hJsis for the decision on this scholarship is
that the student be hlack, with no regards

II
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to where we were camping. There was
much confusion and traffic stopped.
The people of Shanghai saw the confusion and saw the traffic stop, but they
did nothing. Indeed, they supported us.
They were not angry at us for blocking
the traffic.
"My classmate Li was killed. He
had been in Beijing. Hi-. family asked
me if I had received any information
about him. I said no. Later his mom told
me he had been killed."
Joy advised Canadians not to visit
China or to trade with that country.
"Don't go to China. If you arrive as a
foreigner, you must stay in a hotel. If
you live in a hotel, you will be comfortable enough, but if you live with a family and see their life, you will see that
the ordinary people are poor."
She spoke with strong emotion of
her family's struggle during the period
of the Cultural Revolution, beginning
in 1966. "From the time of the Communist Revolution of 1949 until the
Cultural Revolution, things became
better for everyone. But during the
decade of the Cultural Revolution, the
Red Guards took all private property.
Afterwards they gave back some of it
only."
In those chaotic times, her father
was killed. With breaking voice and

bird

tear-filled eyes, a trembling Joy
described the events: "l was only a little girl. We had a big house; they confiscated it and made us live in a smaller
one. Our family's gold an<l diamonds
were taken. My father owned a factory.
They took him at night from our house.
I never saw him again."
Joy said her family and other rich
families suffered more in the Cultural
Revolution than did workers and
peasants. "Workers and farmers had no
experience of the horrors. They will say
it was not so bad, because they did not
experience the suffering during the
Cultural Revolution so directly.
"After the Cultural Revolution
ended. our old house was returned to
us, but neither my father's factory nor
our other property was given back. The ,
stocks my father owned in other businesses were never returned."
While attending East Kootenay
Community College she is being supported by two Hong Kong uncles, a
lawyer and a businessman. One of the
uncles pays for her books and tuition
fees; the other pays for her home-stay
rent and living expenses. Her mother
and one brother remain in Shanghai.O

dent'' I am personally appalled hy lhe in..,~·n..,iti\ ity displayed in the article in
Dear Editor:
October 19th. 19.StJ'.., cdilion of Ihe Lance.
f ,1111 offende<l hy the sentence "Two drunks
Thi.., C\ cning "hilc I\\ a.., glancing over .ire mll any safer than one drunk alone.just
Mr. Marentctlc ·s re\ iC\\ of the ,\rti..,i... le-,,.., loncl) ." This '>cntcnce make" it sound
Series ("Then We'll Take Berlin." The .1, though Rid) was J Jrun1':! He was anyLance. (kt. 2(1), m~ l'J\1 '>lation happened thing hut! ! And ) cs -- he \\ "" \ er) alone
to he playing ... uch an ingcniou-. \Cr ... ilin ul \\ hen he Jicc..l. I am at...o horrified hy the
Cole Porter·.., "You'd be So Nice to Come Cllllllllt.111on that the "organ donor card'' on
Home Tn." I felt compelled lO lower m~ the carto~rn implies. Take your Mgan donor
Lance and li..,tcn to tre dulcet tones from car<l \\ ith you when you drink hccause you
Chet Baker·.., trumpet. This\\ a'> follo,.,,ed might not make it hnmc alive!
While I unc..lerstan<l that the point of lhe
by an c:-.qu1s11e piano interpretation of
arlide wa.., to promote rc..,ponsiblc drinkEllington·.., "In My Stilitu<le."
On re ... um ing the re\ in, (to the ,1ccom- ing. I am furious at the way in which the arpaniment of Gcr..,h\,in·.., "Love W,Jll,.cd ticle "as written. You have no idea how
In"). I was amazed to read that these same painful it is to read such an article when the
composers and their "'rngs have disap- death could have been prevented. The
peared. "After charming the people ol it" opening sentence of the article makes it
time," Mr. Marenteuc ,tatc-.. "their mu..,1c sound as if Ricky was the first person to die
is stowed awa) much m the same fashion this way and that because of him in paras one stashes old love lellers. Perhaps they ticular, Universities are taking a new apwill be brought hack into the open al a later proach to on-campus drinking. Ricky was
not the first person to die this tragic death
time. Perhaps not.''
Well, Mr. M., I am one of the many who but I hope he will be the last. I regret that
regularly receive love letters from Messrs. people are starting to take a responsible atPorter, Arlen. Gershwin, Ellington. titude towards drinking at his expense but
Rodgers and Hart, etc. Haven't you heard? if nobody else has to suffer the pain and
They arc alive and well and living more h<.!artachc that goes along"" ith the death of
vibrantly than ever in the world of Jazz a frit:nd. it may be worth the hollow empty
where drawing on the great and endearing feeling I got when I read this article.
standards is still a tradition. Tune in, man. University of Windsor students (and students everywhere) I beg you, please, for
Bird Lives!
your sake and the sake of everyone that
cares
about you -- DRINK RESPONSIBSharon Roebuck
LY. Otherwise you too may end up as the
Faculty of Education.
subject of an in.,ensitivc article in your
school new..,papcr that brings the full
weight and grief of your death back in
Dear Editor:
seconds.
Sincerely.
As a lifelong friend of the late Richard
James R. Sellars, M.A. (Windsor);
Andrea Thorne,
(Ricky)
Sloan who died al the University
Ph.D. (Can. Wayne State)
First
Year, Faculty of Arts.
of Guelph in January in a "drinking acci-
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· Polygram back in favour
by Andy Riga
Canadian University Press

Unlock the right doors.
Becoming a Chartered Accountant is like getting a master
key to modern business life. Few other profession al qualifications
open as many doors and keep them open !hroughout your career.
CAs are respected throughout Canada and around the ):,usiness world
as individuals who define the standards of professional excellence.
That's wh y CAs have outstanding careers in almost every walk
of life, in commerce and finance, in manufacturing and industry,
in both the public and private sectors.
Whatever your background, whatever you're studying, consider
a career as a Chartered Accoun tant.

Make a key decision for the rest of you r life.

MONTREAL (CUP) -- Seven
weeks after 25 Canadian campus
radio stations announced a
boycott of Polygram records, the
industry giant has decided to
elim inate controversial service
fees for some stations.
Members of the National
Community Radio Association
began the boycott Sept. 1 after the
company imposed a$ l 00 per year
fee for supplyi ng promotional
records and press releases.
Since last week, Polygram has
been contacting individual campus and community stations and
offering to send albums and
promotional material for free,
Polygram official David Freeman
said.
He said only stations that
"merit"freeservicearebeingcontacted.
C hris Migone, a boycott organizer and music director at McGill Un iversity's CKUT, said the
NC RA w ill probably lift the
boycott within two weeks. But he

said the group is still concerned
that not all member stations will
be serviced for free.
"We ' re still trying to get a
clear answer about which stations
they're talking about. We want to
make s~re al I NCRA member stations will be getting free servicing."
M igone said he is pleased
Polygram appears to be changing
its stance. "The boycott worked.
It' s been a bit of a hassle, but it
was our last recourse. A lot of
energy was spent organizing the
boycott that could have been used
promoting the artists."
WEA, another major record
label, started charging campus
stations last year, but backed
down after pressure from the
NCRA.
Polygram decided to contact
stations individually because the
company was being "misrepresented" by the NC RA,
Freeman said. He said Polygram
would have waived the fees if stations had contacted the company
to explain they couldn't afford
them.

Call or write for more information today.
THE INSTITUTE OF

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
OF ONTARIO

Defining the Standards of Professional Excellence

social science society

69 Bloor Street East, Toronto, Ontario M4W 1B3
Telephone ( 416) 962-1841 - Toronto area
(Toll Free) 1-800-387-0735 - Outside TorontO
Telefax ( 416) 962-8900

Everybody wants to get
straight A's!
Let us show you how to

Socially Sv.eaking----i,

Switchboard on CJAM-FM 91.5
Friday, November 3 at 12:15 p.m.
Part II: "Anti Abortion"
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S.S.S. Scholarship applications
available in our office
G130 Windsor Hall North
to all 2nd year
undergraduate students.
Deadline is Nov. 24 / 89.
Send all replies to G. Vitella.
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S.S.S. Volleyball tournament
Sunday, November 26, 4 - 8 p.m.
All teams please bring team lists
to G130 Windsor Hall North.
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I.S.S. Fashion Show coming up
on November 11 at the Pub.
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581 Campbell Avenue
Windsor, Ontario
256-1797

Next Council meeting
November 13 at 3:30 p.m.
Conference Room II A"
at the University Centre
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"He is the truth. Seek Him in the Kingdom of

I

I

Anxiety." -- WH. Auden.
Because I am impressed, because I must tell
you my readers why, because I must decide how
to do so, and because my decision must be in conformity with the nature of this film and necessity
of the constraints of the reviewer's craft; let me
honour those through whose natures Jesus of
Montreal is by necessity what it is:
To Denys Arcand -- for turning an overheard
bar anecdote into a screenplay and a movie that
must be seen, by those of all faiths, degrees of faith
and/or lack of such.
To the Actors -- for making a serious "actor's
movie" without indulging in bathos, hammery,
clichc, bullshit, scene-stealing or mummery -- and
so by the control and care of and for their craft,
being responsible for some of the most sympathetic and realistic characters I have seen on film
in a long time.
To the State -- for providing some of the
money to the right venture for once -- thereby disproving the position of the "vendus" who claim
that Canada's film industry is suitable only for
providing cheap exotic locations and equally
cheap technical crews for American productions.
To Garth Drabinsky -- whose CineplexOdeon chain also provided backing, as well as
movie theatres to play this gem of a film in, within
a reasonable time after its release -- despite, or because it is a French-Canadian, subtitled production
that just won't have the box-office of Back to the Future
II.
To the Roman Emperor Quintill ian and W.H. Auden
-- for practical lessons in the nature of necessity and the
1 opportunity to practice and demonstrate the post-modernist form.
To W.S. Burroughs -- for the conceit.
To my colleague, Lisa -- for telling me that no one is
going to get this...
This is not shaping up to be your normal "30-ways-tosay-good-thing" film review. So, for the time being, it
might just be better to slip back into an expected reviewing mode. Okay, here it is: GOOD TH ING! DOUBLEPLUS-GOOD-GOOD THING! Ten stars, worth every
penny. sec this movie!
Sec it while you can (before it gets yanked in favour
of some yuppoid mid-life-crisis hcdroom farce). for Jesus
of Montreal delivers where others (Last Temptation of
Christ, Sex Lies and Videotape, Incredible Lightness of

, , , ,, .
-

entertainment. (The deity gets its due too.)
lsn 'tit about time for a revival of big ticket pop-Christian gush -- Godspell of Montreal'?
Gimme a hreak!
How about the post-modern, existentialist,
ta Ik-about-how-degrad ing-it-a II-is-a fter-wcscrew picture'? Oh crap, Arcand even answers
that one -- in the coin it deserves.
Go sec this movie!
Jesus of Montreal is excellence in the filmakers art. It is in French, with subtitles, but it
is still effortlessly enjoyable. It is layered with
meaning, with sly references, tricks and japes
enough to keep a trainload of Oxford
Philosophy dons laughing (and quoting) their
guts out. yet it is still accessible, transparent,
profound, joyous and immensely enjoyable...
even if you don't give a flying fart about
philosophy, religion, the mass culture, the offhand jibes at fashionable novels, movies and the
debates that keep us in the jabbering classes
amused. You sec, it works on a lot of levels (as
I said); only they don't get in each other's way.
You don't need the footnotes.
Neither is this a "religious" movie. You can
take or leave as much or as little of the religion
in this flick as you want and still get the essentials, the jokes, and the worshipful respect for
the triumph and tragedy that lies at the heart of
the human condition. After all, we do know the
story.
The humour is savage. The insight is
devastating and at the same time exhilarating.
Being) fail, and does so in a way that appears effortless and The story moves along with just the right balance between
sublime. You wantthe plot? A group of actors are recruited cold reality and almost-in-the-twilight-zone coincidence.
to update a passion play at a famous church/shrine on the I said "almost," because the strings are being pulled by a
mountain in Montreal. I'm not going to tell you any more. master, and you won't notice the set-up until you are smack
It's not the plot that counts, it's how it is handled!
in the middle of play.
I will tell you that Denys Arcand has worked magic
Go see this movie!
on a story that could have very easity"gotten clean out of
What remains, throughout all considerations of this
hand. I can think up about twenty ways that he could have movie ·s "message"; the tricks it uses to slip them by the
screwed up in a big way; done the expected thing, played viewer; the elegance of the restatement of the dilemma
the expected cliche, and still delivered an acceptable, yet posed by an old creed that has trouble fitting in a brave new
flawed picture:
world and the moral ambiguity of trying to get anything
The Jesus story -- Let's do it all wrong like Last done in it.. What remains is the humanity and the nobility
Temptation. As a friend wrote, "shot in a gravel pit with of Arcand's characters. Arcand's gift is to present us with
more fake hlood than a cheap slasher movie". Arcand people, not clichcs: and to make them sympathetic despite
resists the ''temptation."
their failings and without getting cheesy. In his last movie.
The Actor·s movie -- Why not a Bob Fosse song & "Dcclin", he probably went overboard in pm.,,ing he could
dance SHOWBIZ!!! pie? Don·t call us. we'll call you ...
do thi-,. This time. he uses his gift, and the gifts of a cast 1,f
The Hcav) Meaning. Think Movie -- Let's horc the Quchecois actors anll actresses -- whom we shall probahviewer to death with "In search of the historic Jesus". Ar- ly not sec again hecausc we watch English movies -- to
cand renders unto thl' audience what is the audience's -- create a rare. beautiful and very special work.

Jesus
of
Montreal
AFILM BY DENYSARCAND

The Light of Other Days
, by Christina Strong

sonal Icons" which closes Nov. 12. It is found in the OMAP
Galler) and features modern photography l'rcated hy four
Michigan artists: Garin Mosner.James D11/ier. Brall lver150 years ago Louis Daguerre perfected the first prac-.on and Linda Menger. Herc. photograph) take-, on the
tical photographic process. To cclchrnte I.SO years of
nwntlc of n111tempmar~ art. fhe,c an.: ,illu-,ive photos that
photography, the Detroit Institute of the J\rh has mounted
manipul.ile n.:alil) to try to make strong s} mholic p11inh.
lour related but distinct exhibits to C:\plorc the variety and
Suh.1cct m,1llcr i, mature. 11t"tcn pornographic. hut
· richness of the photographic craft. While Octohcr,
dclinitl.'ly loaded v. ilh message anll meaning.
photography month at the DIA. has passed. three
Up-coming photography c,h,hih in 11190 :11
of these cxhihits arc :...till up anll open to the puhl ic.
the DIA include: "l'icm: Duhreuil R~·di,cm l'rcd:
at no charge. All arc worth noting
f\.t.1-,1crprinh I1rno-1 1135" fan. I h-~larch 11.
The first is called "The Odys,e}: The Art or
'' Recent Acqui:-iti11n-,: Photograph-,"" :\rril J-Jun
Photography at National (icographic " II can he
2-4. "Picturing Cdilnrnia" Jul) IO-Sept. 2 .ind
found in the Alhcrt and Peggy Jc Salle Galler} of
"LIFE Thniugh the Si,ties" Nov. I 1I-D1.:c JO.
Photography and the Red Carpet (iallery and docs
The Detroit Hi-,wrical Mu-,eum i-, al-.ll
not close until Dec. JI. There .ire mer 2tltl \Hlfb
cdchrating 150 year-, llf photography with "Frnm
on display ranging from the I X70s to the pre,ent.
Science to Snapshot: The Emergence ol Amateur
This is a rare opportunity to view a selection of the
Photography. 1934-1 <n,\J." This ,hO\\ features ma
hcst of the hcst of the National Geographic. Each
I00 old anJ intcrc-,ting camera.., and the ti.:\ eloppicture tells a story, provokes an emotion. Photos
ment from the I ~4th 10 the I S7tb. It i-. on di,pl.i)
rrom all over the world have been brought
through fall I 990.
together. spanning the hi-,tory of photography -The AGW closed ils "Snaphappy: 150 Years
from early black-and-white:- to the first handof
Photograph)
in Windsor" on Oct. 22 but is plancoloured images, to the invention of Kodachrome
See more Ansel Adams at the DIA.
ning another photography-related cxh ibit: "I Iis tor)
and beyond. Twenty of these photographs were
in the Making" to open Nov. 4 and close Dec. JO.
describing ohjccts through light, space and tonal relationpublished in the I00-Ycar Anniversary edition of
Presently,
the Photogrnphy Galler) is featuring a video by
ships.
All
of
the
pictures
arc
in
black
and
white
and
most
1 the National Geographic Magazine in 1988. Herc is your
Tomiyo
Sasak.
"Scavengers (19~2/82)" ,,a... rcclirded in
chance lo sec the rest of these amazing and beautiful arc set in Yosemite or California. For many photographers.
the
Masai
Mara
park in Kenya. It gi,es a disturbing vie,,
Adams is a patron saint. Th is is a unique opportunity to sec
Photographs.
of the impact of human activities on the animal population.
Next is Ansel Adams' "Classic Images," located in the why.
The last exhibit is "O.M.A.P.: Altered Visions/Per- It runs until Nov. 19.(J
Textile Gallery. This master photographer, born in I 902,
1

shot pictures for over 50 years. In 1979 he chose this set of
75 photos to represent hi ... lirc·s work. This collection was
due to close Oct. 29, hut hccau-,c of ovcrnhclming public
response, it has hecn held over another three weeks. until
Nov. 19. Adam-, defined the land,cape photograph. He
composed his picture, like a painter. in h:rms or ma,s.
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by Kevin Johnson

Eastern Quebec/Labrador:

he lnnu people of Nitassinan are
under siege.
Canadians tend to think of war
against native people as a thing of
the past, a shameful but closed
chapter in the history of our
country. However, low-level military flights over
Labrador-Quebec augur the cultural genocide of
yet another group.
While the federal government lobbies its allies for a NATO Tactical Fighter and Weapons
Training Centre for Goose Bay, Newfoundland,
the native people inhabiting the land there are
stepping up their protests.
Nitassinan ("Our Land" in the lnnu language)
has been home to the lnnu for approximately
9,000 years. Its 300,000 square kilometres extend from eastern Quebec into southern and
central Labrador. There are currently about
10,000 lnnu in Nitassinan. practising traditional
activities as hunters, trappers, and fishers.
However, they fear that may soon end.
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Jet 1ighters o1 the United Slates. Nether-

lands, West Germany, and United Kingdom are
putting a strain on the people and environment of
Nitassinan. Over 7.000 flights a year roar as low
as 100 feet above the ground, faster than the
speed of sound. If Goose Bay wins the planned
NATO base, it will increase the frequency of the
flights to 40,000 annually.
Test runs for World War Three may kill a culture that has existed in the region for millennia.
Before the latter half of this century, the lnnu
were essentially nomadic A grow,ng influx of
white settlers has led most to migrate to the coastal towns and villages, but they retain a link to
their land.
Wintering at wilderness camps of three to
seven tents is common, and regarded as vital to
the cultural survival of the lnnu. Still, this practice
is dropping as the low-level flights continue. The
lnnu feel literally chased off their own land.
Those doing the chasing are formidable.
The jets weigh in at 30 tons, and reach
speeds of up to 1,000 km per hour. They can
come out of nowhere and be over a camp in no
time. According to eyewitnesses, the planes fly
so low they can distinguish the faces of the pilots.
The noise generated by these jets can reach
140 decibels. At 120 decibels, most people will
feel vibrations, tickle and warmth. At about 130
decibels, sound becomes physically painful for
people with eardrums.
More importantly, because of the speed of
the planes, the noise cannot be anticipated. The
sudden increase in volume gives rise to what is
known as the "startle effect." The effect produces
a faster heartbeat and increased flow of
adrenalin, along with the urge to flee. In our own
lives, it is the feeling we get when someone
sneaks up behind and pops a balloon in our
ears. The startle effect does not go away, and
people cannot get used to it. Repeated startle
reactions can have long-term effects on physical
and mental health.
The effects of noise include high blood pressure and increased stress, which can lead to ulcers, colitis, headaches, and behavioural
disturbances such as insomnia, nightmares, and
anxiety.
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Test runs for Worfd War Ill may
kill a culture that has

existed in the region for millennia.
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hile such noise would interfere
with anyone's life, it poses special problems for the lnnu.
T raditionally, adult men are
away from the camp for days,
hunting and fishing. However,
rtlights have induced them to stick closer
.so as to be near the women, children
rs. They are rarely away for more than
·dition, many lnnu complain they are
cross water. T he overflights have
some to lost control of their canoes. This
ally dangerous for a people who tradijo not swim.
ell, the flights disrupt the lives of the
game.
'.ers have noticed changes in many
Some, such as caribou and fur-bearing
are simply leaving the test zones, which
, almost all the hunting territory of the
1atashquau and La Romaine.
rs remain out of sight, produce fewer
ecome sickly, or die without apparent
One particularly gruesome effect of the
that it causes mink and other small mamlllrn cannibalistic. In Europe, military
er to areas they aren 't allowed to fly
mink farms" for this reason.
~ights leave more in their paths than

shaken people and animals. T he planes fly at altitudes which cause their exhaust to settle rather
than disperse. T housands of tons of fumes are
leaving chemical deposits on the ground, water,
and vegetation, adding to the destruction being
wrought by acid rain.
The lnnu believe these chemicals are poisoning their ecosystem, noting that since the testing
began, dead fish have been found floating on the
lakes. T hey also fear the deaths of the trees, and
of the medicinal plants they use to treat many illnesses.

In short, the lnnu fear they won 't be able to
continue using their land, a land they have never
ceded to Canada. They have never signed a
treaty. They were never conquered . They have

rights of the lnnu ... are being violated by ongoing
military aviator training activities."
Through the last year, lnnu simply walked
onto the runways and bombing ranges, set up
tents and made camp. Over 200 arrests were
made.
In April, the lnnu won a major legal victory
when four of the protesters were found not guilty
iF1 a decision that challenged the land claim of
the federal government.
The judge recognized that the lnnu believe
they own the territory, and found that sufficient to
acquit them. He criticized the government's contention that it "magically acquired (Nitassinan) by
its own declaration of title. "
Sympathizers in Ottawa have been arrested
for blockading the Department of Natiorial
Defense to call attention to the plight of the lnnu.
The Alliance for Non-Violent Action plans a
similar demonstration for November 14 ( ~
).
The threatened addition of the NATO base.
which would aggravate the problem , has given
impetus for the protests. International awareness

decided to retake what is rig htfully th eirs.

of.. and support for, the lnnu cause is growing. _ _

In 1987 the lnnu took their appeal to the
United Nations, and were rewarded v. th a
favourable decision from the International
Federation of Human Rights, which declared "internationally recognized natural and legal human

Although not as loud as a sonic boom, this
sieged people is making noise of their own ..:J

11

They have decided
to retake what
is rightfully theirs."

Kevi n Johnson is a member of the Alliance for Non-Violent Action.

/l

iO REMEMBER _IS TO END ALL WAR ...
l

) RESIST THE WAR AGAINST THE INNU
On No·rember 11 . Canadians remember the
dead of past wars. Ignored are the "·ictims of
genocidal in\'asions still being waged, from Indonesia to El Sahador, from South Africa to
Nitassinan. This Jear, cities across the country
will organize ceremonies for the imprisoned and
dead of these wars.
In Windsor, senral groups are sponsoring a
rallv with the theme l\'A TO Out of Nitassinan.
Th; rally will be hdd SatunlaJ, No\ . 11 , al 1
p.m. in front of the University Centre.
On Tuesday, Nov. 14, the Alliance for NonViolent Action will blockade the Department of
National Defence -· what they term the War
Departme nt-· in Ottawa. This effort to preHnt
"business as usual " has the support of lnnu
leaders.
For information on the Windsor rally or the
Ottawa blockade, contact 254-9638.
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Patricide as a viaple option.••
was had and forhadc them to talk. with her. His wife was
b.) Daren J ohnson

- T he C harlatan

(CUP) -- From the age of four, Elly Danica was
repeatedly raped. pimped and ,old in pornography hy her
father. Now, wenty live years alter the last threats. chokings and heatings. her family still reviles her for her unkindness lo hL · father.
But Don't: A Woman 's Word incriminates many
more than just her father. While he taught her that she wa,
ugly, ,tupid and ungrateful. her family told her that her
"mind is in the garhage," that she was a "liar," a
"trouhlernak.er" and an "ohnoxious hitch." Teachers taught
her ,he was ",uhject to (her) father in all things ... lf you arc
punished or hurl it is for your own good." And religion
taught her guilt for her hatred of her father and for self-indulgent suffering. Lale , psychiatry prescribed only drugs
and pregnancy.
In a sense, Danica ·s entire childhood wa, an act of
rape and her father only it, ringleader. In m.ik.ing her
father's act unspcakahle, moral it~ made accusation impossible. Anyone nostalgic for the <lays when every wall had
its crucifix and everyone blushed at anatomy would do
well to examine Danica's account of middle-aged men,
buttoning "themselves back into their \.ests" after raping
her before her father's cameras.
A "good side" to her father never emerges. His tyranny was very far-reaching, from teasing his children with
the dinnertime chicken that was exclusively his, to raping
his daughter. He convinced his other daughters that Elly

Essex County Association
for Community Li\. ing

came a struggle against the final slavery of believing sh\!
reall} was the "stupid slutp of her father's harangues.
Religious guilt and her father's contempt festered in her
after he beatings. But the diffidence of outsidl.!rs, the hostility of her sisters and her father's sneering. almost fearful contempt revealed somethi ng more: she was fighti ng.
Her isolation became accm,mg and her loathing she cul-

tivated into defiance She showed an inheritance of the
wi llpower of her tormentor. And she did not hrcak like her
mother.
At eighteen she married to escape her father. Di,gu,tc<l at her <lepre...... ion, her husband threatened to institutionali1e h\.:r unlc" ,he agreed to he.tr his child
"Spread your legs. Did you take your pills toe.Jay·> !'hen
why arc you crying again?"
Leaving him an<l her young son she' escaped into
drugs and pmmi,cuity, and then into hooks. where she
fin.i lly foun<l umJcr-.tanding.
There i, no demarcation hetween dialogue and narrative, or hetween external and internal: a priest·, indifference. her lather·, hands. her own <,ell loathing ,tnd
non-existence hl.!come a common suhstJnce Sentence, MC
quick and fitful. herything i" writte n as though in a dull
fca of retaliation and the childlike s1mplic1ty of the style
mak.es the adults terrifyingly unpredictahlc in their action,
and Orwellian in their words. It is writing with hand, at it,
throat, lapsing into symbol, of rather generic in.,piration J
the very hcginning and end ing with minor exception,.
Rather than a strict chronology. the narrative is a 'iCries of
forays into memory
There is a sort of serenity at the end, and pride at survival. But her escape was mostly into loneliness. and her
book is bitter and stinks of villainy. It is a rare thing, social
commentary that is also genuine art, but one can only be
relieved for its author that she is moving onto other things.
A message for those who dislike thinking; don't read
Don 't. O

An agency providing a wide range of programs and services to
de, elnpmcn1ally handicapped children, adults and their families.

The Lance
NEEDS

Gain experience wh ile pursu ing your education

Require : Part-Tiine..Residential Counsellors
To work \1,.·ith deve lopmentally handicapped children and/or adults
in a variet) of r~sidential settings throughout Essex County

A

CIRCULATION
l\tlANAGER

Qua!. '.1ca: ;,>r, Students in the facultv of
Social Science or Education ·

(with own vehicle)
salary & gas
Apply at the Lance

Submit Resumes to: Cheryl Har\. ey
Manager, Human Resources
49 Talbot St. North
Essex, Ontario
N8M IA3

CASA CHAVELA
10 'i'c off"' ith Student 1.0.

From Around the World
405 Pelissier

254-6865
• Sweaters
• Masks
* Folk Art
• Jewellery

•
•
•
•

Cards
Tapestries
Sculpture
Clothing

Open 7 Days

INTHE SKY
1 o o,o o ff with Student I. D
" FRO M THE O RIGINA L TO TH E EXOTIC'

* Sweaters
* Tapestries
* Clothing
* Jewellery

* Folk Art
• African Carvings
• Scarves
• Whips

Handcrafted Imports From Around The World

300 Ouellette Ave. ( Palace" Complex)
Open 7 Days
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Stranger than Strange/ave
"Sarasota Sol~tice," hy Kaz Vent.ner, Drummond
& Burnside International, $29.95 hardcover, 1989

. . , son of Jewish parents.
The author manages to develop a gcnu inc empathy hetween Sammy and the reader, such that at the end of the
hook I was almost in tears of frustration at not heing ahle
to help him out.

rwiia...

Reviewed by Ted Sturk
Since Joserh I teller's Catch-22 was first ruhlished,
numerous hooks have heen touted as "the new Catch-22."
None have actually lived ur lo that standard, of course ...
until now.
Out of the great blue cosmos, where worthy books
circle in endless night until they grab the allcntion of a
fickle and sometiml.!s stupid ruhlil:. comes a novel that
~hould stun, if not the world, then a good parl of it.
Kaz Ventner's "Sarasota Solstice" has arrived. You
know that l.!n1pty feeling that has been hovering about your
list 01: important and funny hooks to read? Well, worry no
longer. It is about to be forever banished.
The hook is essentially a story of one man's trials and
tribulations, as he survives and copes with a nuclear war.
Because it uses very dry and insane humour, and also because it is set during a war, it is very reminiscent of Catch-

1

Kaz Ventner's choice of other characters is so perfect
that ii begins lo seem as if the author went out and plucked them out of everyday middle-America. Thae·s
- -... "Gramps" Hennessy, who hates anything homm,exual.and
a pkthora of otherthings as well. Gramps he gins every one
~•11..1 of hi.., long pronouncement-. with "Well. hack hdore that
Aids virus... "
Thae i, also the running ,uh-plot of Johnny Kan'oas,
who bl.!came president when the country mu~ic revolution
:,wq>I the nation. and how history repeats itself with alarming consequencl.!s.
And of course, there's the computer that in 1996 runs
the country. making most of the decisions. We read lhl.!
· antic results as, "Congress. for the first time in years. could
relax. maybe take a vacation, or just generally goof off."
Mr. Ventner's purpose can probably be summed up in
the computer's last, dying words: "I have seen the future,
and it sucks."
At just over 995 pages, the book is time-consuming,
but well worth the investment in time and money. ff Kaz
Ventner doesn't win the Nobel Prize in literature this year,
I say we bomb Stockholm.

22.
The story opens with "Sammy, an orange-grower who . .~...was just starting to get his shit together after the turbulent
Jesse Jackson years ... " and never lets up from that point on.
In a series of reminiscences and flash-backs, the
reader learns all of Sammy's life story starting with the
strains of growing up in rural Nevada as an adopted Indian
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Wanted and Needed:

ice cream stores
Special of the Month

News Editor
Associate News Editor

Old Timers Tin Roof Sundae

Buy

Typesetters
......._.,P lease apply at the Lance
2nd fir. Univ. Centre

11

1

11

Get Second For 1/2 Price*

Don't forget your "Gold Card" to receive
10% Off all fountain items
'-'Gold Card docs nol appl~·
Expire\ December 7. I %9
459 Erie Si. E.. 254-9333 ~ 1481 Ouellette, 252-2978 • 180 I Wyandotte E., 252-4574
1294 Lauzon Rd .. 948-6071 • 1750 Wyandoue W .. 252-4035 • 7021 Wyandotte E.. 974-861 I

~~us

,organization of Part-tirne
University Students

r•~
~

The

· 253-4232 Ext. 3231 or 258-4687
Room 101 , University Centre

Class Rep Meeting
November 7 - 5:00 p.m.
Conference Room A
New Class Reps
welcome!

Rolling Stones

ri'JERFECT
rPAPERS
Word Processing Service
Laser Printer

Concert Tickets
* Bentley's & Labatts offer you a chance
to win one of two sets of tickets
to see the Rolling Stones at the Skydome

DOMINO'S
PIZZA

Menu Specials

2 SMAll 2 MEDIUM 2 EXTRA
PtZZAS
PIZZAS
LARGE
PtZZAS
1e,~1

HAWAIIAN

s,,.9

110~<Ul

112

,-c.,

......

MEAT·EATER 8.-co.. P ~ ' ( l r ' ~ - ·
VEGGIE Mushrooms Onions
Green Peppers

J13,9

S16~
,,1 ~9

J13•9

JI;" S9

,, ,.

EXTRAVAGANZZA o...,....,

,,. ,q

$ 1 $89

S;'I If

1•1•~

$l6et'

ST~lt

p ..•a.oc,-.1t1c:1Ma...,

""'"

$1119

0,.,o,,, G•,-,. Pflrooe,,t Ma""
0'(1.......,BH! G,..-., ..., f'lll:,-,jjtl
Savsao• .,1i,c ,.,,., ,""(., c,...•u• 1"C'•0·""'8
•00""\

....

,.,., t0ot'llftllj "'" oe CN>-.•.11'l

uC)OI"!

-.oi.,t,11 ,

DOUBLE OAZZLE •"' r~1·~~,.,,.
l'ONW"Ol!UaO'.,O.,C~to
'0"8tf»C8 P,U

Please call 254·8686

-··

755 Ouellette
256-2385
F.ree Parking at Rear
• Must be 19 years or older to win
• Details at Bentley's

Freshman Committee
Tuesday, November 14, 1989
Time: 4:30 p.m.
Place: Blue Room,
University Centre, 2nd Floor

s·.A.C. Cinema
Sunday, November 5, 1989
II

BIG

II

Room 1120 Erie Hall
Starts 7:00 Cost $2.00

Clubs:
Your administrative funding
has been processed.
Please come to the S.A.C. Office
to pick up your cheques!!!

C.L.A./S.A.C. Forum
Wednesday, November 8, 1989
"Student Franchise Agreements"
Blue Room, University Centre, 2nd Floor
Time: 12:00 - 1:00 p.m.

Flame Of Hope Run
Sunday, November 5, 1989
Human Kinetics Building
8:00 a.m. Registration
* You can pay and register the day of the race *

LSAT
GMAT

Wally Ball
S4 00 per person,
min imum 6 per court at
Maple Leaf
Racquet Club

Everybody wants to get straight A's!

Prep Courses for

TRY IT

Dec. 2 LSAT

735-5660

.E.,cel Busrness Equipment announces the availability of JBM•- compatible Turbo XT• computers at

prices for students of the University of Windsor

Special

The System Includes:

I

.

ACCUDATEM

I

Jan. 27 GMAT
1-800-387-55 l 9
(416) 923-PREP (7737)

Computer Sen Ire In Te'<l and Data Mana~ement

• 4.77/10 MHz. 8088 CPU with 640K memory

Spec ial Student rates

• 5.25" 360k floppy drive with controller

F.:mergt•nry Service avallablt•

• Parallel, serial, clock/calendar

Pick 11p &. Delivery sen ice m·allable

_::.;~f

• Monochrome monitor and Hercules monochrome card
,'• , t• ...,t.......

• 101-key keyboard, power supply, metal case

Papers and Flyers from S 1.25 per p«~<·
L.euer Quallt)
Near Letter Quality draft proofs

!.I.

f1l..' ~~·.-:~·:Jjjjfifjff/

Only$ 775
l

With Student IDs and while quantity lasts

I

Blndln~
Files available on disk
Graphs and Graphics

0Qfili1

Resumes from S8 per pa~e

1his system is easily tailored to your needs and desires either al the time of your purchase or at a later dale.

Cover letters from S5
Consultation service
Complt'te Resume Program S75

Come in. and let us design an affordable and useful system for you. Other
models also available at low low prices.

256-1797
581 Campbell Ave., (Comer of Wyandotte W.), Windsor

• registered trademarlc of Intenational Business Machines Corp.

255-7174
For the Joo you nee(Jed ye:,ie-da

Classifieds
Adult Children of Alcoholics
(A.C.A.) 12 step support group. 711
, Mc Ewan St. Holy Name of Mary
Church (basement). Sundays· 8 p.m.
1 All are welcome.
Leddy Library . Christmas and New
Yearsoperatmghourare· Dec21 &22.
8 a m. to 6 p.m Dec 23·26, closed
Dec. 27-29, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Dec 30·
Jan 1, closed. Jan 2, 9 a.m to 5 p.m.
Winter recess. Jan 3-14, Mon to Fri a
am. to 6 p.m., Sat and Sun noon to 5
p.m.

Group forming - For students whO
feel alone or shy and want to develoP
skills m relahng to others. Join us fol
our first meeting to see 1fthis 1s for you
Call 256-6046 or 256,9078. (Leave a

message.)
Do you know? Iona College needs to
locate Margret Chu regarding per·
sonal possessions left there. If yr,)
know her whereabouts, please give
her this message or contact Iona at
973,7039.
Lesbian/Gay Students on campus
please call 973-4951 for 1nformatJOll
Room for Rent • Kitchen available. on meetings and events 1n 1ne
Downtown area. Call 977-8978.
Wmdsor/Oetro1t area

Men a111Bss i1npressive record

hy Paul Mayne

he men's soccer
team finished up the
regular season in
grand fashion last
_ _ _.....,weekend by taking

T

both game s . Saturday the y
defeated Ryerson 2-1 . On Sunday
they took care of McMastcr, 3-1 .
The victories improved the
Lancers' record to a very respectab le 10 -2-2, g iv in g the m 22
points for the season and a first
place tic with Western.
Despite the same point total.
and also havmg one more victory
than Western, the Lancers lose
first place on the t ie breaker.
Western has beate n Wi ndsor
twice this year.
Th e La nce rs began t he ir
\\cekcnd on the road at Ryerson.
Things were not up to par as fa r as
the play went. Despite the 2- 1 victory. the game was a little rough
aroun d t hc e d ges.

1

"It (the game) was a little bit
scrappy, " sa1"d coac hp at M cN e 1·1s.
"We could have scored a lot more
goals."
Pat McNeilly and Joey Estcves gave Windsor the two goals

needed for the win.
"The end result, though, was
that we won,'' McNelis added.
Sunday's contest against McMaster proved to be well-executed hy Windsor. Play was
improved from the previous day.

Saturday both teams remained
tied for first place with just one
game remaining. In the end ,
Windsor decided to go for that last
victory.
"We knew we had to win it to
put the pressure on Western," Mc-

as a Lancer goalkeeper.
Now begins the most important part of the season for the Lancers, the post-season. Windsor
will look to bring home a championship and match what the golfers recently accomplished.

Lance photo by James Crump
"Wc knew that we ha d the
home field advantage locked up,"
said McNelis. "So I though about
the idea of making it a nothing
game. A 'Go out there guys and
have some fun' type of game."
With Western winning on

Nelis said.
Thal ·s exactly what the Lancers went out and did. Windsor
played an aggressive game and
came away with a 3-1 victory. A
note in the game was that Mike
Armstrong racked up his fin,t win

The first obstacle in the way
for Windsor is the Laurier Golden
Hawks, whom they will play in
the semi-finals for the west
division. The Lancers posted a 3(hyi~ earlier in the season against
Launer, and most recently tied

them 2-2. If the Lancers were to
get by this round they would then
have to face the highest ranking
survivor of the cast division. At
this point it looks as if that would
he Sudbury.
Being such a talented team,
the Lancers have to expect to be
one of the favourites in the
playoffs. It's helter to be the
lcauer than the ones doing the
chasing. as it is for the Lancers.
Things should not he taken too
lightly. because it's also a long
way to fa ll when you're so high.
McNchs knows th.it 1t ...,on ' t be
easy.
"When you·rc in fir,;;t place
everyo ne wants to knock you
ou1." he said.
That's to he expected when
it 's playoff time. The Lancers just
have to plc1y consistently as they
have shown they can do. They
ha,cn ' t lost in their last six
games, having five wins and one
tie.

Coach McNelis seems to feel
that positive things should happen
for the Lancers in the playoffs()

!lancer runners po~ best finish at OUAA's
whi~h lrack-ori~nted runners apprcc1a1cd.huthmdcrcdthoscrunaturday Oct. 28 ncr..,whoarestrongonthchills.
was a beautiful day
In the mens
' I() km race M"k
I e
tor the Lancers' Murray led the Lancer team by
final meet at the placing 13th with a time of 31 :56.
..__
...., OUAA/ OWIAA John Cress was right behind
Cross-Country championships in finishing 14th, and Dave Scarrow
Kingston.
finished third on the team.
Thc course was relatively flat.
Ovcral I, the team finished
hy Su.tanne~gui -

s

___

37)

fourth for . the bci.r Lancer finiMi
everfordUnivers1tyofWindsor
Cross-Country team. They were
only five points short of qualifying for the CIAU champiom,hip
on Nov. 4th in B.C.
In the women's 5500m race.
Crystal Garrett ran a 19:31,
finishing 10th overall, and first
among freshmen. Garrett beat last

year ' s Ontario hig.h sch ool
champ.andplacinglOthinduded
her on the OWIAA AII-Corfcrcnce Team.
Lisa Hartleib and Paula
Radovich finished 33rd and 52nd.
respectively.
Overall, the team finished a
disappointing 9th. According hl
Coach Fairall, "The girls... arc

n.:,•ll) l.ikntcd .. but they have
rl.'Jli£l'd ... rhe~ nl•ed to be
prcp.Jrcd to put-rn 40 miles a
...,eek .. during thl' summer."
All 10 all . the Cros-.-Country

season has hccn good and ...,e arc
looking forward to sel•ing the runners during track season[]

lancers knock off pesky Badgers
looked back from there. A combination of good serving, aggrcsr-----.egular season play sive front-court play. and some
began
in
gutsy defensive digs gave the
0. W.I.A.A. vol- Lancers a 7-4 lead.
leyball action last
Bahri finishcd Brock off with
Friday night with a smashing spike to give Windsor
----...Jthc Windsor Lan- a 15-8 win.
cerseomingoutontop.
The second game saw
They defeated the Brock Windsor jump out to a commandUniversity Badgers 3 games to I. ing 8-1 lead. Excellent front-court
The match can best be described play from Denise Brett and Bahri,
as Windsor winning ugly, but b combined with good serving from
was none the less a victory, and Chris Brccka, accounted for the
they all count the same.
early lead.
Coach Marge Holman felt the
Stephanie Blonde, who was
offence played we11 and remained the outstanding player of the
the team's strength. but if the match for the Lancers, consistentteam is to continue winning they ly gave the spikcrs picture perfect
must play better defence and have sets.
more consistent serving.
Ho I man t h oug h t I h at,
Holman believed that at best "Stephanie had a really good
it was a "mediocre performance," match and consistently kept us
from a team loaded with talent.
out of trouble on offence."
The first game started with
Brock's front-court started to
Brock winning the first 2 points. play much better a11owing them to
Windsor scored their first point on come back and eventually take
a big block from Cheryl Smith control of the game 10-8. The two
and Lisa Thyssen with Ji11 Bahri teams played fairly even Iy a fter
SCrving.
that and exchanged numerous
Another Thysscn block gave sideouts.
W
indsor
the lead and they never_ _ _Brock
pulled
out
---.:....:.:..::.:...::.:..:..::....=.:..:!.....:_.:.._...:.
_ _eventua11y
_ ____;;........:_
__
__

by Jim Mitchell
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the win 15-12 despite gutsy play
everyone back from last yca~s with the serving, missing 14 serfrom Windsor.
team. and that they had rapidly ves and receiving only 4 aces."
Game 3 was also close and
improved toward the end of last
The Lanccrs can be caught
hard fought. Big spikes and
season.
tn action again on Friday Nov.3 at
dominating front-court play cxHolman said that she was, 8:00 p.m. against the University
cmplified the action in this game.
"disappointed v. ith the defence ofGuelphO
Blo,1de served the winner
giving Brock too many kills and
with the ball landing just inside
theoutlinc.Windsortookthecrucial game 15-11 and moved ahead
2 games to I.
The fourth and final game
by LANCE SPORTS STAFF
was Windsor's best. Brock again
punt return; a 76 yard TD return
got off to an early 3-0 lead.
against McMastcr.
Brecka gained a sidcout with
The LANCE athlete of the
A!-. well. Nethcrsole was
a booming spike allowing Bahri
week is Ozzie Nethersole who twice named the OUAA football
to score the Lancers' first point. A
last week was named the OUAA playcr of the week. He was the
spirited rally with excellent play
football rookie of the year.
only player to capture the weekly
from Smith gave Windsor their
Ncthcrsole, a London high award twice.
second point. Brett then rilled off
school product. grabbed the
The Lauricr high school
·
honour after a terrific first year at product also had two punt return
5 consecutive
serves pu ti·ing
Windsor ahead to stay 8-3.
the running back and kick return TO's in a winning effort against
Great front-court play with
positions.
McMaster.
precision setting from Blonde
He originally entered the
While he may be :>mall in statLancers' camp as a "Uartcrback,
ure, he more than makes up for his
broke Brock's back an d put
..,
Windsor up l t-4.
hut his impressive speed madc the height deficiency with the kind of
Windsor won game four 15-6
coaching staff conclude that his quickness that will stand him in
and walked away with their first
quickness could he helter utiliLed good steed in future years with the
·
at thc running hack position.
Lancers.
regular season victory.
Nether-sole was second in the
Congratulations on a terrific
Holman was not t h at
·
d
b
h
B
k'
t
kaguc
in
punt
rcturns,
and
held
season
Ozzie!O
surprise
Y t e roe s P ay
t
the
season
record
for
the
longest
h
d
~ay ing that the Ba d gers ~a~~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!f.l

*ofLance
athlete
the week*
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·Penalties 1nar icem.en's return
the penalty box. Western defenseman Doug Jones moved in and

by Jim Parry
omc teams start
quickly at the beginning of a season; the
1989-1990 Lancers
' - - - - - - J arc not one of these
teams. By dropping two home
games against Western and
Waterloo this past weekend, the
Lancers' record now stands at 0-

S

4.
Saturday night, the Lancers
saw a 3-2 lead vanish in third
period as they lost to the Western
Mustangs 5-3. The game was very
quick and exciting, but in the end,
penalties by the Lancers hurt their
chances of winning the game.
The Mustangs started the
scoring in the first period while
the Lancers' Dan Mahon was in

blasted a shot underneath the
crossbar past Mark Seguin.
Seguin made numerous saves in
the first period as the Lancers
went into intermission down 1-0.
The second period showed the
fans the level of hockey that the
Lancers are capable of playing.
Mahon made amends for his earlier penalty by scoring an unassisted shorthanded goal at 6:47 of
the period.
He broke in alone on Western
goaltender Stephen Titus, deked
at the net and slipped the puck
under the sprawling goaltender's
pads to tic the score al one.
Western jumped out to a 2-1
lead with the Lancers looking
hcl less in their defensive zone.

-

Peter Jeffery came from behind
the net and stuffed the puck behind Seguin.
The Lancers responded
seventeen seconds later as Steve
Hamelin converted a nice pass
from Dirk Gebhart to knot the
score at two.
Windsor went ahead on a
power play as J .D. Urbanic scored
on a rebound to give the Lancers
a 3-2 lead heading into the third.
Western capitalized on Lancer mistakes in the third period.
The Mustangs tied it up at 6:08 in
the third period as a floating shot
by John Barry beat Seguin.
The Mustangs took the lead
for good as Mike Christensen
scored a power play goal off a
rebound in front of the net. The
Lancers pulled Seguin in favour

.WoJDen's season en

there is a God!

by Jim Parry
is said that all
good things must
come to an end .
Fortunate! y th is
..___ _ __. rule also applies to
bad things, as the Women Soccer
Lancers played their final two
games of the season.
On Saturday, the Lancers
were once again shut out, as the
Western Mustangs defeated them
3-0. The Mustangs controlled the
entire game with only the fine
play of Irene Dietrich and Krista
Gregg keeping the score res~ctable.
On Sunday, the Lancers
finished off the season on a positive note as they shut out some-

I

body else for a change. They
defeated Brock 4-0 for their
second win of the season.
Windsor dominated the game
throughout, but they also suffered
some serious injuries. One Lancer
went down with a tendon pull,
while Liz Hammill broke her left
leg, after the Brock goalkeeper
levelled her after missing a ball
aimed at the net.
Hammill scored one of the
goals before she was injured.
while the other goals were added
by Sue Brogno, Katerine Devlaeminck and Lori Collodel.
While concerned about the
serious injuries to his players.
head coach Gord Caldwell was
pleased that the team was able to
finish the season on a positive

note.
Calling the season a disappointment, Caldwell added that
the season will be used dS a learning experience as eight of the
starters will return for next year.
Caldwell said that the Brock
game was a total team effort. "We
found our level, we beat Brock
but nobody else," Caldwell said.
The Lancers end their season
with an unimpressive 2-9-1
record overall, but the good news
is that they are bound to improve
for next year.
The Brock match was the last
game for senior Mary Szaucsek,
and possibly senior Irene Dietrich
who is not sure if she will return
to play next fallO

~
I

"

C

tt

of an extra attacker but Western
scored to make the final score 53.
Windsor Head Coach Rick
Cranker expressed mixed emotions about the game. He was
happy that his team played better,
but their lack of restraint eventually did them in. Calling it the
best game that the team has
played so far, Cranker went on to
say that Windsor, which has 12
freshmen and only one senior,
will do better, but only if they cut
down on stupid penalties. "It's a
shame that some individuals arc
putting themselves ahead of the
team," he sai~.
On Sunday, the Waterloo
Warriors came to town but neither
team showed up in this lifeless
contest which Waterloo won 3-0.
Both teams were lethargic,
with the only difference between
the two being that the Warriors
stayed away from foolish penalties.
Playing through a scoreless
first period, the Warriors scored
the winning goal in the second

period on a power play, as Rod
Thadcr was allowed to walk into
the face-off circle and put a shot
between Scguin's legs for the 1-0
lead. It was during this period that
the lancers had their best chance,
as Jamie Baker moved in all alone
only to be stone-walled by Warrior netminder, Mike Bishop.
The Lancers took even more
penalties in the third period, as
their penalty killers managed to
keep them in the game. However,
the Warriors scored two more
goals., one on a deflection by John
Dietrich, and another power play
goal, as Steve Giradi put in a
rebound.
The Lancers arc playing in the
newly revised division formal,
with eight teams competing for
six playoff spots. While it is too
early to worry about the playoffs,
this is not the kind of start the Lancers wanted.
I
The Lancers play again at the
Adie Knox Arena as the RMC '
Redmen come to Windsor on
Saturday, November 5th. Game ,
time is 7:3{t]
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TYPING

$1.25 ,.r doublt

• Fast

• Accurate
• Confidential
IAPA Specialists I
LETTER QUALITY PRINTING

I

Evening Hours

945-0732
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Top 40 Music
UniHrsity of
Windsor Party
lleadquarters

Food Special
on Saturday, November 4, 1989
3:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.

Half BBQ Chicken
with fries & coleslaw
$-'.95 per person

faery Tuesday at 7:00 p.m.
EUCHRE TOURNAMENT
Entry Fee $5.00
1st, 2nd & 3rd Pri1cs
Share the Pot

Monday - Wednesday Chicken Wings $. I 5 6 p.m. - 9 p.m.

2960 Huron Church Rd
at Grand Marais west
(51 9) 966-3388
Hottest Spot 1n W;ndsor

Hottest

Spot

in

Windsor

-
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Five I zancers honoured
by OaH Briggs

As well, his 76 yard punt
return was the longest of the year,
ive members of the and was one of his two punt return
University
of TD's in Windsor's game against
Windsor's inter- McMaster.
collegiate football
"Ozzie is an extremely gifted
team
were athlete," said his coach John Mushonoured last week for their on- selman. "He is playing a position
thc-field excellence during the completely fore ign to him."
past season.
Aspropotamitis was highly
Speedy running back Ozzie deserving of his honour following
Ncthersole was chosen as the anotheroutstanding season. He is
OUAA 's rookie of the year, while definitely the best safety in the
the other four players were league, though his talents went
selected to OUAA all-star squads. unnoticed last year when many
Safety
Jimmy felt he should have had a firstAspropotam itis, and nose-Lackie team, rather than a second team
Nick Lavalle were both selected selection.
to the OUAA first all-star team,
Musselman echoed those senwhile offensive lineman Gerald ti men ts when he said, "He
Hlady, and kicker Dave Vander- (Aspropotamitis) was long overhoeven made the second all-star due for this kind of recognition."
team.
The Kennedy graduate posted
Ncthcrsole, a former quarter- the longest interception return of
back at London's Laurier high the year (a 70 yard TD vs. York),
school, made his mark on the and is described by Musselman as
league by ranking second in punt a safety that plays the pass like a
returns, and being the o nly player defensive back, and the run like a
to twice be named the OUAA linebacker.
player of the week.
For Lavalle, this is but
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Singb
U of W Bonnie Graham def. Lau Michelle
Evraire (0-6. 7-5. 6-0)
U of W Lisa Carser def. Lau Monica Heinrich

(6-4. 6-4)
3

Jr

>O I

Lau Helen Killo<.:k def. U of W Michelle Hodut
(6-3. 6-1)
Lau Jane Barnell def. U of W Debbie Taylor (61, 6-3)
Lau Nadine S<.:herberge r def. U of W Jennifer
Spakowski (6-1. 6-0)
Lau Jennifer Neigh def. U of W Christine Schirk
(6-3, 6-4)
Doubles
U of W Bonnie Graham and Lisa Carser def Lau
Helen Killock and Monica Heinrich (7-6 ( 11-9),
6-2)
Lau Nadine Scherbergcr and Michelle Evraire def.
U of W Michelle Ho~dut and Debbie Taylor (6-2,
6-3)
Lau Jennifer Welch and Jane Barnell def U of W
Jennifer Spakowski and Christine Schirk (6-1, 64)

campus rec

d
st

18
or

season with a annoying lower leg
injury.
The third-year Assumption
product, made a strong adjustment from the defensive line to
h is new job protecting the
quarterback.
Vanderhoeven, in his second
year out of Sarnia Northern, led
the league much of the year in

punting average. Only in the' last
week of action did U of T's
Andrew Astrom surpass him, and
only by .5 yards a kick. Vanderhoeven averaged 36.9 yards a
kick.
Vanderhoeven has improved
his consistency immensely from
last season, and should be even
better when he returns to handle
the place-kicking and punting
duties for Windsor, next year.
His season also featured the
longest kick-off of the year, an 85
yardcr.

While the all-star selections
are all well-deserved by the
players, it is unfortunate that Lancer defensive end, Randy Col we II
was left off the list.
Colwell is one of the premier
ends in the league, and his play in
his fifth and fi nal year made a
strong case for an all-star selection{]

PREGNANT
AND NEED HELP?

Call ...

(ltrt(Jrilfft
at 252-3322

,
We Provide Free
Pregnancy Tests.
Medical Referrals.
Community Referrals,
Accommodations and
Legal Advice.

Tennis: \\ incb or , s. Lauricr

in

1y

another in a long list of welldeserved honours. The fifth-year
Riverside graduate played his
usual tough-nosed defense, while
often being double-teamed by the
opposing offensive line.
Lavalle was an all-Canadian
selection last year, while also
nailing down a first-team selection in the OUAA. His talents
will be sorely missed on next
year's Lancer team.
Hlady handled his first year
on the offensive line in fine
fashion, though he played all

Mixed 3 o n 3 Vollc~hall
Weck two of M ixcd 3 on J
Volleyball was as competitive as
anticipated. The No Names, led
hy their fearless leader J im McCarvell and the R.P.M. ·s headed
by captain Mary Sue Tracey. both
hold im p ressive 6-0 records.
These two teams will clash next
Week in w hat should prove quite
a battle fo r first.
All alone in second arc the
Three Schmoes who suffered one
of their two losses against a n up
and coming threat by the name o f
Six-Pack. The S ix-Pack were absent the first week but we nt 3-0
this week to put them in a tie for
third with Law.
·
Pulling up the rear is Ian 's
Team with two wins and tied w ith
them is Eau-Ya who experie nced
the thrill of v ictory for the fi rst
time by winning aginst Three
Blind Mice a nd Ia n 's T e am .
Finally the Three Blind Mice and
the T.O. 's have found the mselves
the main source o f wins for other
teams as they have both recorded
0-6 records(l

Wo me n's Intra mural Soccer
On M onday, Oct. 23.
Women's Intramural Soccer action continued. The Cody Commies were soundly hcatcn by the
Huron Hackers 4-1. Karen Gray
and Cindy Schwartz scored twice
each for Huron. Karen D unn had
o ne goal for Codyn
\,tanager: Suzanne Edwards
Ma~ Football
The regu lar season o f Me n's
Football conc luded last Tuesday.
Com ing away w ith an un hlemished record o f 7 -0 were
Woody's Stiffies. They defeated
the Third Re ic h on the fi nal game
to vault into first and drop the
T hird Reic h 's record to 5-2. Filling second spot were, the KillerB's at 6- 1.
The Lost Boys were fourth at
4-3. Rig ht behind them were the
C hatha m Rug Cleaners at 3-4.
Cody Cougars a nd the Dawgs
finished sixth and are hoping for
a fi rst round upset.
The playoffs w ill be w rapped
up next ThursdayO

$9.99 MEDIUM

MEAT LOVERS PIZZA
Right now, you can get a mouth;watering Meat
Lovers Pan Pizza at a very special price!
Our Meat Lovers Pan Pizza is loaded with six
(count 'em!) of your favourite meat toppings. We're talking
t\vo kinds of sausage, ham, bacon, beef plus piles of
pepperoni. All topped off by an irresistible blend of cheeses.
Now that's ooey;gooey good!
But you'd better hurry. This is a
limited time offer at participating
Pizza Hut® restaurants only.
Makin' it great!
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Canadian sold here, Immigration, Information, Mail, No Entry,
No Parking, No Smoking, Parking, Restaurant, Shops,
Smoking, Telephone, Ticket Purchases, Toilets, Toilets Women.
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Birth control
in drug plan?
by Arthur Gosselin

tudcnts will get a
chance to make out a
drug plan wish list in
a referendum Nov.
..___ __. 27 and 28.
Students· Administrative
Council (SAC) decided at its Nov.
I meeting to ask whether students
favour three extensions of the
plan to include oral contraccp11ves. 100 percent cost coverage
instead of the current 80 percent,
Jnd year-round rather than
,chool-year coverage.
The first two moves would
cost $8.00each per year, while the
last would add $13.50 per year to
the present annual rate of $27 .00.
The referendum will pose
'hree separate questions on the
~amc ballot, including the cost increase of each improvement. If all
three proposals pass. the total
drug plan fee would increase to
S56.50 per year.
SAC president Paul Briscbois
\aid the plan is a good deal.
"I think we arc offering one of
the best drug plans around. It's
pretty minute . .,., hen you look at
the costs ( of prescription drugs)."
he said.
SAC vice president administration Mike Akpata. who
:.upervises the plan ·s operation,
~1d students have been asking
•bout coverage in the summer because, for some. the SAC plan is
their only health insurance.

S

"They really needed it," Akpata said.
Students arc free to opt out of
any semester of coverage, and th is
will include summer coverage if
the plan is extended .
If the 100 percent coverage
option is approved, students will
no longer have to pay the 20 percent deductible now required by
the plan.
The only controversial issue is
expected to be the inclusion of
oral contraceptives under general
coverage. Birth control pills have
long been suggested as a necessary extension of SAC's drug insurance. It is the only prescription
required by some people, Akpata
said.
A month's supply of birth
control pills costs about $16.00 at
the pharmacy. according to
Health Services director Dr. Walter Wren. He said there arc many
students using the pill.
"[ think it's a great deal for
$8.00. It would be foolish not to
grab it," he said.
Wren said people in the drug
dispensary business "can't
believe they (SAC and insurer
Green Shield) can do it for such a
price."
SAC is funding a campaign to
let students know what is being
asked in the referendum. and to
urge them to vote. Briscbois said
the campaign will he neutral. and
will cost about $200. n

Ballot counters will soon be busy with coming referendums.

Abortion subj_e ct of vote 1

-,
A

hJ D. (',ldon Dan;<;on

'

I though Students·
AJministrative
Council president
Paul Bri:-..chois thinks
.___ _ __. it will lead to "all out
war". a referendum to establish
S.A.C. ·s official position on the
issue of abortion is scheduled for
next semester.
Students will be asked to
decide if they favour S.A.C.
taking a position in support of the
movement to prevent the
rccriminalization of abortion in
Canada. No balloting date has yet
been set.
Canada has been without an
abortion law since January 1988.
when the Supreme Court struck

down the previous leg1slat1on as
unconstitullonal. Last week. the
federal government introduced a
bill to return abortion to the
Criminal Code.
Women's groups throughout
the country have organized to
support the right to legal. safcabortion.
NO'>' that the 1ssu e has
reached the unive~it~. the battle
lines arc quick!~ t>cmg. drawn.
S.A.C. Women·., h,ucs coordinator Pat Papal.leas favours a
"yes" vote on the referendum.
''The fact that S.A.C. rccognizes women's rights. means it
recognizes the need to address
women s issues. Th is is a
women's issue. The\ should take
a stanJ and it should bc pro-

Divided SAC throws abortion issue in students' laps
h)

Kevin .Johnson

the pro-choice position. calling it
a "students· issue and an educaWhen the Canadian Federa- tion is:-..uc."
llon of Students voted to support
She asked councillors to conlhnice on abortion this week. the sider how they woulJ feel if they
~nivcr:-..ity of Windsor delegation had to choose between carrying
\1/asn 't there.
an unexpected pregnancy to term
At its Nov. I meeting, the and continuing their education.
Students' Administrative Council
"What if you didn't have that
1~AC) voted down a proposal aschoice'? You 're going to go to a
11ng council to direct its delegates hack alley." Papadcas said.
In support abortion rights at stuNot all councillors agreed.
Uent conferences.
"Papadeas may represent all
Up to now. SAC has abstamed the women on this campus. but
On C.F.S. resolutions on abortion.
she docs not represent all the
lnis week's C.F.S. conference views on th is campus," said Com•accu several resolutions merce Society president Alan
Prompted by the federal
Drouillard. "This is a very contengovernment's plans to introduce tious issue in this nation right
new legislation on abortion.
now."
Pat Papadeas, SAC Women's
SAC president Paul Brisebois
l~es Co-ordinator made a pas- argued student council should not
s
'
IOnate pica for council to adopt

Lance file photo

involve ihelf in the national
debate over abortion.
"I think it will divide this campus. I think we should go the other
way and unify this campu:-..." he
said.
However one SAC vicepresiJent saiJ the debate will happen in student organizations
regardless. and Windsor should
not sit on the :-..idclinc.
"It would he unfair for the
delegates to go without any direction at all." Mike Akpata said.
After rc1ccting the motion.
council opted for a campus-wide
referendum on whether SAC
should oppose rccriminalizing
abortion. (Sec story. page I.)
Council also turned down a
motion to silence SAC executives
during referenda.

Akpata intendeJ the move to
pn:,ent elected rcpre,cntati\'e,
from undul:,. influencing , lHer, ·
opinion,. and u,ing their off1<.:es
to forv,anl their per,nnal hcliels.
Council O\er.,.,helmingly
agreed with chalf Scott Roger,·
comment that the motwn appeared to restrict freeJom of expressilln. and may have violated
the SAC con:-..titution and the
Canadi,111 Charter of Rights and
Freedoms.
In other business, Rogers
refused to rule on a request from
the Student Law Society to consider the constitutionality of funding fraternities and sororities.
Rogers said he is waiting for a
written report from SAC lawyer
Doug Phillips on the authority of
the chair to issue opinions.O

choice." Papadcas said. "To not
take a :.land is a clear disregard for
women."
On the other hand. Brischois
opposed even holding the vote at

all.

"Major players from outside
the un;vcrsity will come in." he
..,aid. 'This will be another battlefield for them."
Commerce Society president
Alan Drouillard agreed with
Briscbois, saying the "troublccau:-..ing" referendum must be
stopped or "war will break out on
this campus "
Trace) Wood. S.A.C Human
Rights coordinator. compared the
issue with others on which council has taken a progrcssiv1:: stance.
She said the issue is one of human
rights. and S.A.C. should not
"back down."
However,
Assumption
University chaplain Father Paul
McGill argues that council is not
fulfilling its mandate but performing a disservice.
"To put something to a
referendum gives the impression
that a simplistic solution is possible and it's not;' he said. He
fears polarization and the growth
of factions on campus.
But Papadeas said the fact that
the issue is controversial means it
cannot be ignored.
"It took a long time to abolish
slavery but that docsn 't mean
we 're not going to fight." she said.
She said the likelihood of
divisions among the student body
does not make the issue any less
important. It is nearly impossible
to have a totally unified campus,
she said.O
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Diversions
MUSIC

Nov 10 & 11 -Seagram Series featuring Salome Bey,
"Canada's Queen of the Blues" with the Windsor
Symphony and guest conductor Norman Reintamm.
8 p.m. rn the Cleary Auditorium. $8.50·$19.50 at the
door or by phone 252-6579

Nov 15 - The Windsor Symphony Baroque Series
with Dwight Bennett, conductor, featuring Mara
M1lk1s, vrolln. and Geralyn Giovanetti, oboe 8 p m.
concert, 7 p.m prelude. Tickets $13 at the door or by
phone 252-6579. To be at Mackenzie Hall.
Nov 25 - A benefit for Radio Farundo Marti. CJAM's
sister radio station rn El Salvador, will be held at 8
p.m. in the Subway. The Lost Patrol will be playing.
Tickets at the door will be $4.
ARTS

Nov 16 - The AGW presents John Pufahl, U of W,
lecturing on Inuit Art and Printmaking. 7:30 p.m. in the
Chrysler Auditorium, admission is free.
Nov 22 & 23 - Visual Arts Society presents "Student
and Faculty, Show and Sale" rn the Assumption
Lounge in the University Centre. Opening on Tues.
Nov 21. 9 p.m. All welcome.
Lance photo by Lee Ross

ETC

Nov 11 - "NATO out of Nitassinanl" Stop low level
flights over native lands . 1 p.m. in the University
Centre, sponsored by the lnnu Solidarity Day Committee.

Nov 11 - The Indian Students Organization is holding Oipavali - Dinner Dance. 6 p.m. in the McPherson
Lounge. Electa Hall. Tickets available at the ISS
Centre. Cody Hall for $5 member and $6 all others.
Nov 18 - The Church of Ascension is holding a
Christmas Bazaar 9 a.m. to 3 p m at the church.

Nov 19 - The Assumption University's Christian Culture Series presents Dr Suzanne Scorsone. Ph 0.,
speaking on "The Unborn Canadian Freedom Law
and Politics." 8 pm. at Assumption University. Tickets. adults $5 and students $2.

Nov 22
The Dept. of Philosophy presents Dr
Deborah Cook speaking on "Archaeology and
Genealogy from Analytic to Critical History." 7:30
p.m. at Canterbury College.

Nov 21 - The Environmental Awareness Association
presents "Don't Put That in the Garbage'" with
Cameron Wright of the Essex-Windsor Waste
Management Committee. 7 p.m. in Dillon Hall, rm
359.

Nov 28 The Dept. of Philosophy presents Prof
Charles McCracken delivering a paper on "Was

bury College.

Have You Discovered
The Bistro?
Open 11 :30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
Monday thru Friday

in Vanier Hall

LUNCHEON MENU
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Soup du lour ................................. ..... SI.IO

SALADS
Caesar Salad . ................ . ...................... 3. 95
Garden Salad ............................. ........ . 3.95
Greek Salad ......................................... 4.50
Quiche du Jour,cJuuigt1 0a,1>1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 4.25
SANDWICH/ENTREF..S
Soup & Sand"H.'ich Combo rClumxts Da,t,1. • • • . • . . . . • . . • . • . . • 3. 75
Bistro Burger tllJ lb ""a Xaurr """ Fnrs1. . .
. . . . • . • . . • ••. 4.50
Southern Fried Chicken (J l"J ,mp, ("/11clm "'"h Fnn1... • . . • . . •• 4.50
French Dip (Thu,ly J/1( td ROOJI Bu/ OIi Frmrh Brtad kUh Frin arid Grav;./ ••••• 5. 50
Fish and Chips (Ced Ta,J ,,, lttlu bur batur "''" Fru, arid Col, SID"'/ • • • • • • 4.50
Clubhouse (Trad11toru1/ IM11rh11m, fa,vunu "'"h '""'" Fri,, arid Col, Sta .. , ••••• 4. 95

Licensed by L.L.B.O.
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Buy any entree at the Bistro and
Receive a second entree
(of cq.ual or lesser value)
FREE!
Offer valid fro m Nov. 9 / 89 - Nov. 17 / 89
I

Coupon \lust Be Presented
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U.S. aid funds S alvadoran war

A

hy 0. Eldon Dawson

rter year'> of hlorn.Jy
civil war, lhe
government of El
Salvador
has
L - - - - - ' launched a new
propaganda campaign to win the
hearts of the people. A film,
~hown al Iona College Thursday
night, entitled Images for ErportT/,e New Face of War in El Sa/nu/or, depicted the perils of this
war torn country.
The propaganda campaign,
largely financed by the U.S.
government, emits distorted information to fit the American
doctrine.
"The U.S. government basically keeps the Salvadoran
government atloat," explained
Iris Kohler, Program Associate at
Windsor''> Third World Resource
Centre. who has lived in Central
America.
The El Salvador government
receives more U.S. aid per capita
than any other in the world. Since
1982, the United States has sent
just under three billion dollars.
!

and
7:30

)rof.

Nas

1ter·

....,

vador, much ol it is channelled
through a U.S. humanitarian
group composed of such
"humanitarians " a-. William
Case>. J\lcxanuer llaig. William
to increase literacy, and it is not F. Buckley Jr.. and retired Fl31
used to case the atrocious mal- agent-..
nutrition.
Kohler reinlorced this claim
The aid is counterproductive when she discus,ed hm\ mo,t ot
hccausc it all goes to the military the- international aid receiveu to
to finance the war, Kohler said.
help the earthquake ui..,asler of
Although huge don.itrnn, two year<., .ago was re-routed cbefrom large ,\merican corpm,1- \\ here.
tion-. llow ,teadily into 1:1 Sal "Mone, frpm the internatiPn-

al community didn't get to the
people who really needed it,"
Kohler said. She explained how
one Postma-.tcr General intercepted money targeted for disaster relief and deposited it
directly into a Swiss bank account
for his personal use.
Effects of the deadly
earthquake that virtually crippled
the capital city of San Salvador
over two years ago are still apparent. Kohler described how
most buildings arc still crumpled
o,er from thc quakl!.
Dc,pitc the m11nc~ that the
go, crnm..:nt r..:1.ci, l!J. littl<:
rebuilding has occurred. Within a
month, all traces of the California
quake will be forever obliterated
while the path of destruction from
the El Salvador quake will be
pre~ent until the costly war finally ends.
Only one pcr...on in the film
h.1d d vi ... ihlc rhysic:il di,ahilit'., .
l\.ohlcr ,aid thi-. \\;,.., the one clen11. n1 111' the film thal ,._ .i sn ·1
rrorcrl~ rurtril\ ed .
'l .1r_!!1. truck, mil into park,
.111d r;111doml~ r11.·k reorlc tor the

\\ar. Later, you -.cc them with
their arm-. or legs blown oil. It's
a sau sight." she '>aid. "You <.,CC
(people with no arms or legs)
everywhere. Crowd-. of young·
men. ageu 16 or 17. gather across
from the Army Hospital in their
wheelchairs... "
Jo-.c Parada, a 5alvadoran in
Windsor to help rai-.e fund-. for
Radio Farahundo Marti (RFM)"the people's radio"-told the
capacity crowd at Iona College
that it's almost impossible to
evade the army.
"Opposition is dcath--that's
the reality. My 18-ycar-old
brother was killed because he
wouldn't join the militia," Parada
said. He added that more students
and journalists have died in this
conflict than during the Vietnam
war.
The film was part of the
YMCA International Development Speaker and film series
hosted by Iona College and cosponsored by the Third World
Resource Centre. The series continues tonight and next
Thur.-day. rJ

~ Global village has no room for war, pollution
hy Larry Deck

!

T f: f:~\f~~~,~ji~

critics is within our
grasp. So says Rosalie 13crtcll.
author, lecturer, and president of
lhc International ln-.titutc of Concern for Public Health
(1.1.C.P.H.).
In a talk entitled "Birthing the
Global Village" delivered last
Sunday at Assumption Univer~ity, Bcrtcll explained her vision
of the future international community of humankind.
The lecture was the second
this year of Assumption's Christian Culture Series. The series.
now in its 56th season. is the
oldest on-going university lecture
series in Canada. and annually
features discussion on a wide
range of topics dealing with
modern Christian living in a

specifically Roman Catholic context.
Bertel( described the emergence of the Global Village in
metaphorical terms as a
'hirthing'. Nobody, she explained. expects the growth of a
seed to consist merely in its becoming a larger seed; the growth
of a plant proceeds in stages according to which the seed becomes something almost entirely
unlike a seed.
The emergence of the Glohal
Village from the existing internation:.11 community or warring nation-states, will he an emergence
of something essentially unlike
what came before. The Glohal
Village, if it is to constitute a real
growth of human society. cannot
he merely a larger nation-slate.
she saiu.
There is reason to hope that a
genuine international community
will grow out of the current slate
of affairs. Bertel! believes the

Lance looks at itself
l.llnn·. and 11\\11<., ('J,\M campu..,
rauio ..,,ati1in :ind (\·ntre (;raphics
!he uni\er..,ity', ... 1udent as well. The S 1\1.C. asked the
nc\\\p;1per 11.1, e,t;1hli,h1.•d an ad nc\\spaper staff t(l deal tntanall)
hol conimitke lo rn IC\\ its
with a number of complaints
0
rcr;i1Jon,.
about the 4uality of the/ ann·.
l"h1. l .111wc staff formed the
The committee has issued a
1
' " 11n1ith:c at ih Nov. 2 meet int!
preliminary report baseu on intcr.ihcr rece1vint! direction from th~ views with the staff, anu will
Student M;dia Corporal ion make further recommcnuations
fSM (') to c,aluate 1h tull·time throughtothccndofthesemestcr.
n:nd n1en1her". editor Scott InAnyone interested in making
gr.,111 and production mariat!er a submission to the review comI.cc Ross.
~ / mittce should contact it c/o the
The S.M.C., a subsidiary of lance, seco nd fl oor of the
S,\(, is the puhlisher of the / University Centre, 253-4060.0

Christian belief in salvation
demands hopefulness and action.
Belief in the salvation of the
human race involves a rejection
of the idea that wars and international conflicts arc inevitable
facts of 'human nature.' Bcrtcll
pointed our that in some societies
there is no war-- the culture of the
Marshall blands is an example:
the Polynesian island group has
never seen armed contlict and a
word for 'enemy' does not exist in
their languages.
"There 1s nothing in our genes
that makes us have wars... this
'human nature' bit can be
dropped quite lightly." Bertell
said.
S)'mbolically. the mushroom
cloud constitutes a denial of the
cross, she said. The salvation that
Jesus C'hrist won for humanity hy
his crucilhion i, rejected hy those
who hclievc that the continued
e\istenc.:c of nuckar weapons is
nece-.sary. 'Either you· re saved
and you ch11osc life. llr you·re
dcpraveJ ... .inu life is a cruel
Rosalie Bertel! of 1.1.C.P.H.
_joke " ... tic ,aid.
~.1h a111111 me.inshore. hope in munitJ in Malay:·da. The plant
,1 re.1cdul i111crna1i1111al comproducl'd electronic components
munity \\ h c Tl' h u n !! l' r i.., .i in a process ill\ oh ing radioactive
memory. lkrtcll thinks the thorium.\\ hich was disposed of in
·global impal't' of the SeconJ plastic hags bchinJ the plant.
V.1l1ca11 ( '111 ncll i, ,111 indication
After two llll.':tl women ga\e
that real. p,isiti\e intcrnathinal birth to children \\ ith severe hirth
change is ro,sihlc.
defects, the 1.1.C.P.H. lllOk up the
,\s presiuent or thc 1.1.C.P.H., case.
Bertel! is current!) involved m
Bertel! believes the global
kgi-.lation against the Mitsubishi network of communications that
Corporation· s Asian Rare Earth already exists wnstitutes one of
Plant in Malaysia. The plant, the strongest reasons to hope for
e\ ictcd from Japan for pollution- the Glohal Village. In the emergrelated misu..:meanors. relocated ing internationa l community.
to a predominantly Chincse com- I 'bad neighhours' like the Mit-

Lance photo by James Crump

subbhi plant v. ill find they have
nowhere to go: their reputation
for human-rights \ iolations will
precede thi:-m anu they will he excluded.
Speci lie ,tcp, necJ to oc taken
to creatc an cffci:li\. i:- World Court
\\ ith an effci:ti\'l' international
pnlii:e force. Bertdl suggested
the,e apparati in som1.' ,en ...e e\ist
alrcauy. She added that she thinks
Amnesty International, an organiLHtion rcspccteu the \\Orld
over, shou Id perhaps he the investiga ti vc branch of the WorlJ
Court. 0
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Coleman Young is back as mayor of Detroit
for his fifth term. Besides being the leader of a
major American city, he 1s once more in a position to wield a great dea of nfluence over a
Canadian city - Windsor.
Situated as we are, right across the ver
from Detroit, we share a great deal with our
larger neighbour. This 1s a mixed blessing, to
say the least. We share a Freedom Festival
with Detroit. but we also share its pollut on; we
shop at each others stores. but the ash from
their 1rc1nerator 1s no bargain: we party at each
other's bars, but when Detro1rs drug problems
start to sprll over into Windsor. ,t tends to put a
damper on things. As does the noise from
Detroif s planes as they fly over East Windsor.

l

It makes no sense to defecate on your
neighbor, but that is what Detroit, under Young,
has been doing. The ash from their incinerator
the noise from their planes, the drugs from their
streets, and the pollution from their factories·
t's all feces. Is this any way to treat a neigh·
bour?
Young has a lot to answer for as he enters
his fifth term. but perhaps his opponent in the
mayoral race, Tom Barrow, was competrt on
enough to make him nervous. Perhaps You g
will be a little less secure in his throne this terr,
And maybe while he answers the cries of hs
1
constituency to clean up the neighbourhoods 0
Detroit he'll become a good neighbour tc
Windsor

Bob Backspace

Those who don't think everything human has the
potential for a computer analogue should think again. Not
only viruses, hut the same plague hysteria induced hy
AIDS is now availahle in the computer domain. Last fall',
successful penetration of a U.S. Department ol Defense
computer network by an a ... tonio;hingly prolific virus sent a
wave of panic through computer users around the world.
Things have been 4uic1 since, hut where there is no news,
there is always rumour, and the accumulation has grown
pretty impressive.
For example, there's the little-known 300 haud "suhcarrier". silently operating when you 're connected to your
favourite on line service or bulletin hoard system ( BBS) al
2400 haud. While you 're playing Captam Galaxy or C'Bchanncling with your good buddy from Depew, this
mysterious frequency is infecting your system.
Or perhaps you've heard that commercial software is
now annihilating the competition with a suhtlc new kind
of targeted virus? No? Oh,but they say it's true. No wonder
your Lotus spreadsheets have been acting up since you
bought Microsoft Word. Microsoft wants you to lose faith
in Lotus, and try their bxcel. It's obvious.
And I've heard there's a new kind of virus that can
destroy more than data: it can crash your hard disk hy initiating a pallcrn of seeks that causes vibration, instability,
and finally death. And who's that guy outside your win-

n

Robert Hercz

dow right now? Is that a radio he has, or. more likely. a
transmitter hcaming virw,-wavcs right into your CPU?
You can ·1 he too careful these days. Next thing you know.
you hear faint voices under the hum of the disk drive, and ...
they're heceere.
Fnough. Relax, take a deep hrcalh, get rational. Who\,
at risk. and what i, the rbk'!
Programs that do unl.!xpcctcd things have heen around
for a while. II' they ,tllempt lo do damage. they're called
Trojans (alter the wooden horse that <lclivcrc<l an unexpectcJ surprise, not the rnoJern latex, er, units). J'hcy look
useful or tun, hut when run they wipe out your hard Ji..,k,
uo;ually hy 0\ erwriting the boot track, or zeroing the file
allm:ation tahlc (FAT).
A viru, is more devious. It causes damage ju,t like a
Trojan. hut not until it has copied itself onto other
programs. The infected progrnms work perfectly, until
something triggers the Trojan aspect of the virus -- rnayhe
the passing of a specific date, or the completion of a certain number of replication-;. They're har<l to detect until it's
too late, since the programs they infest seem fine -- for a
while. If you give away software. you may be spreading a
virus.
And, of course, when you get software, you may he
gelling one. Commercial products, despite the rumour, arc
perfectly safe. It's puhlic-domain software that serves as

the hrccdmgground for viruses. If you ha\C a modem.an<!
like to Jownload sollwarc from online service, hk
CompuServe, or from local BBSs. you have to worry.
But don ·1 '-"Orry too much. Your chant·c ol encounrcr
ing a virus 1s prohahlv no more than hcing ,uul'k h) llghtn
ing. And there arc some pn.:caution:-. you can take. Wht:n
tc,ting a nc"" progrnrn, do it on your floppy drive. nol ,our
hard Jisk; while doing so, have your hard di,!.. \HIil
protected (there i, an excellent little program on hulkt1n
hoards called WPIID -- Write Protect Hard Disk --1t1dl
this). J'herc ·._ another utility called CII K4BOM B (i:h(d
for homh") that looks through a program for code, th
could damage your disk.
And thl.!re arc still more sophisticated mc~n,
FLU_SHOT+ is shareware written spccifo;;1lly to tldl~
viruses in action, and availahlc on most BBSs. 1l11.:rc JII
now several commercial packages that do the saml' thin£
But the single greatest protective measure, all the ex·
perts agree. is the most obvious: make sure your hard Ji..1
is hacked up regularly. Someday you' II lose it, prohahly ,n
a head crash. possihly to a virus, mayhe in a11 earthquake
or flood. But it will happen, so be prepared.
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One million referendums

by Edward Sturk

For those of you who might have on different days it's not going to gel
missed last week' s issue, and/or only cheaper.
ast week Students' Ad- r ad anything written by me, SAC
One of the reasons offered by an mminislrative Council passed two motions to hold two dividual for moving the ahortion ques(SAC) stumbled upon that referendums.
tion was that it would he confusing to
old '"xiom "You can ' t have
The first referendum is on the drug have two completely different ques1 - - - - - ' too many referendums "
plan. It consists of three questions deal- tions on one ballot. Perhaps an unNow, docs that mean too many rcfcren
ing with increasing drug plan fees to spoken reason is that some members of
dums would be a bad thing'! Or docs provide coverage of oral contracep- council would like the abortion questhat mean you can't have enough tives, increasing fees to provide I 00 tion NEVER asked and the longer it's
referendums... that ,, thousand, or even percent coverage instead of 80 percent, delayed the better. I'II never know for
a million referendums would not be and increasing fees to extend coverage sure, since my ESP packed it in a while
enough'!
over the summer.
ago.
Interestingly enough, SAC chose
The second referendum (the one
In a referendum, ideally, you set out
the latter, although not to the extreme which will occur "sometime in the to discover everyone's opinion. Thus,
of a thousand referendums You the second semester") questions your if people do come out to the polb why
students now have one referendum per opinion on SAC's opinion on the abor- not ask them two questions! If they
semester Can it be far off where tion question. The question reads. "Are care enough to he there in the first place
there'll be a referendum of the month, you in favour of SAC taking a position it should not be confusing to them, and
the day, the hour, the minute?!?!
in support of the movement to prevent presumably anyone could read the
I know that if the forementioned the recriminalization or ahortion in questions.
scenario did become a reality it would Canada, allowing women the conAnother reason, and I cringe at the
not disappoint the one to three people tinued right to reproductive choice'? memory. for not having the abortion
who go through hell and back to vote at Yes or No."
question now, was that people need
a school election. I suspect (and this is
Far be it from me to seem Jo criticize time to m,tke up their minds!
backed up by low turnout at every elec- the wisdom of SAC. but it just seems to
This would be a valid poim, except
tion since this school began) that for me that: I) there will be a low voter tur- that most people alread) have an
most of the students here \\.'ho do vote nout, and; 2) one referendum doesn't opinion. This referendum is not going
it is an effort.
come cheap. and with two referendums to force people to form an opinion, hut
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ISS refuses to ratify clubs
hy Sunil Thanik

he goals of the lnternational Students' Society
( I.S .S. ) h ave n eve r
changed in the six years
of the society ' s existence. Among these goals is the promotion of the welfare, cooperation. and
follo\\ ship of international students
The idea of policing the affiliated clubs
is not a high priority for the I.S.S . In thL
interest of preserving the privac~.
character. and autonomy of each club,
the l.S .S. promotes a collective and
unified communiotion bet\\ ecn all the
clubs and the I.S.S . rather than instituting degrees of authority upon each club
selectively. However, the integrity of

T

o'
to

the I.S.S. as the representative body for 'against' cluhs that abuse the governing
all international students can be tested principle and stature the I.S.S. comwhen cluhs operate exclusively and mands on behalf of international stu separately from the I.S .S. It is at these dents . It ma) seem that hy taking
times when we should review what a action. such ,is not rat if) ing pre, iousl)
unified international student hody can ratified and successful cluhs. the I.S.S.
mean to each one of us. First, an ac- is simply punishing the students of such
curate and complete representation of clubs, the students whom I S.S . ,tri, c,
each cultural group on the I.S.S. coun- to n:present. The I.S.S. is forced 11110
cil will ~clp the I.S.S. and the univcr- the precarious position of either hemg
sit) respond to the needs and demands the object of al>use and disn:specl. or
encomp,<ssing the full spectrum of in- being the dbLrihutor of fines "ml penalternational students on campu:-. not just ties. If the:-.e :-tudents and other, honestthree or four nationalities. Second, af- ly foci they arc hcing shortchanged hy
filiation and active participation with an unrepentive. meaningless .,uthorit).
the I.S.S. lends support to the purpose then the Students Admini:-.lratl\ c
Council (S.A.C.) should ree\ alu.ih: the
for which the I.S.S. was instituted.
Unfortunately, situations do arise usefulness and purpose of such a
that warrant the I.S.S. taking action societ) as the I.S.S. If the :,tudcnb of

Mail
Dear Editor:

JUI

1,

non-ratified clubs can undersr,tnd that
any ac1ion undertaken h) the I .S.S.
·ag,11ns1· a cluh (even understanding
the importance of stay mg a unified
,trcngth on c,,mpu:,,) i, only for the
hcncl11 of the integrit) of 1he I.S.S ..
then the) \',. ill understand that the sur\ i, al of the I.S.S. in the future is for
more import,111t than the r.1t1fication of
a duh !or a smglc :-cmestcr.
l.,1111ed. the I.S .S. has the po"'ihilit)
to gro\\ . To mJ in this gro\\ th, I call Ior
the ,1fl1lia1ion of ,111 ethnic cluh, in the
I.S S. next :-cmcstcr, including the
Ct1rihhcan Students' Association
(CARISA) and the Victname e
Studcnb.' Association. D1v1ded, \\ e all
fol I.:,

·

club

c'
tn
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merely to express it on paper.
My final , and most persuasive
point, is that the whole reason behind
voting on having u referendum was so
that SAC could have an opinion -- and
have it now.
Ahorlion is a current issue. As such
in both federal and provincial parliaments it is discussed and the pro-choice
position is lobbied upon, by both the
Canadian Federation ofStudents(CFS)
and the Ontario Federation of Students
(OFS). Some would argue that SAC
should not take, or docs not need, a
position. It is, however, not up to SAC;
CFS and OFS, those organizations to
which $35.00 of your :.tudent fees go
each semester, have already decided
upon taking a pro-choice position. As
it stands now Windsor SAC must leave
the room and refrain from discussing
the abortion issue when it comes up at
CFS and OFS meetings.
Unfortunately, it will probably be
next summer he fore any opinion can he
obtained ... and $70.00 later.L]

The new club on campus this
~emester is the Off-Campus Cluh. It
1
has hcen designed to .lllow off-campus
students to meet each other through
vanoussocial events as well as keep the
students more informed about the activities happening on campus.
An executive \\U:- elected al the first
lllecting. lf you missed it, don't worry,
ageneral meeting will he held Tuesday,
November 21 at 4: 15 p.m. in the Blue
Room on the second floor of the
University Centre. So if you didn't get
a chance 10 sign up at the tahlc in the
Universit) Centre this week, you'll he
able to do so at the meeting.
Future events include the David
Wilcox concert in the Subway Pub

Wednesday, Novemhcr 15 ($10 in advance, $12 at the door) and a "Pub
Night for $1.00" on Thursday, Novemhcr 23 if you wear your Off-Campus
Club T-shirt. More events arc in the
planning stages for next semester.
Come to the meeting on Tuesday Nov.
21 at 4 15 in the Blue Room to f md out
more information. It 's your club.
Thank you.
Bethany King

racist
Dear Editor:
The let1er hy James Sellars on the
topic of The South African Student
Scholarship Fund recently established
,11 lhc Unt, ersily ol Windsor. although
gL·ncrally muddled. \\.as relai\ cly innocuous until it reached its second last

p.1r.1grnph. Th.it paragr,1ph. bcc,,u,e it
f.ltl.., 10 adrno\\ lcdgc the manner in
which people of CarasL'O 's racial origin
\\ ere forced out of Uganda and came to
call countric:- such a, Canada "home,''
must he reg,trtkd as C:\traordin,1rly insensitive and fundamentally racist. I
am shocked that the Lance would publish such a statement and call upon the
l!ditor of the Lance to examine the
process h) v. hich such material reached
published form. I v.ould also call ulpon
the newly appointed Race Relations
Officer to provide the Lance with an article showing why suggestions that
visible minority persons "go back to
where they came from" form part of the
racist mentality that we must attempt to
overcome through the education that
takes that place on this campus.
Sincerely,

Pamela J. Milne
Dept. of Religious Studies

oops!
The picture accompanying
the story "Students protest
strike", which appeared on the
front page of last week's Lance,
was taken by Bob Sinkcvitch of
St. Clair College's Tiu: Saint.
The Lance a pol og izcs for
failing to give credit.
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hy Lance News Starr

Hi,

I used to work at the LANCE and 1t was really FUN!
You could have just as much fun as I had ...

I'm Mary .

All you have to do is come up to the LANCE.
2nd Floor Univ. Centre

lwll'<'
writer
Cindy
Kav.111.111gh has recently hcen
awarded the Windsor i>ress
Cluh's Award for Writing Excel·
lcnce. The ........ml ,~as open ltl
University anti St. Clair College
stllllcnts.
Kavanaugh received the
awaru for a feature shi: wroti: Im
a ,s econd-year communications
class.
The award, a S 1,200 hursary,
was to hi: awarded 10 Kavanaugh
al the Friday, Nov. 4, award
ceremon) al the I lt lton lntcrnatio nal. Unfortu naldy, things
didn ' t go .is planned.
"I haven't actua lly received

the award yet," said Kavanaugh.
"It's heing engraved, and the
presenter, Pally llandysidcs of
CKWW, forgot the cheque at
home"
This is the first time that the
five-year-old award has been
made available to university students. According to Handysides
theawardwasnevcrlargeenough
in the past to give it as a bursary
to the univen,ity. It was pre·
viously only open to St. Clair Col·
lcge students.
Kava naugh is a third-year
Co mmuni cat ions a nd English
honoursslluknt, and is a tead11:r':,
assistan t in second-yea r Basic
Processes of Med ia Writing.n
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Students'
Administrative
Council

S.A.C. Referendum
A referendum is to be held November 27 and 28 for students covered by
S.A.C.'s drug plan to approve a yearly fee increase
to cover the following items:
1) oral contraception ($8. 00)
2) 100% coverage ($8. 00)
3) full year coverage ($13. 50)
For further information, contact your S.A.C. representative.
Watch for further information on notices and in future Lances.

Support group
launched.------~
h)

Lance 'e"s Staff

Arc the prc:-.surc-. or hcing a
student and a molhcr loo mlll:h !
l)o you !eel I he need I or someone
to talk to, M>mconc in the same
situation? You need Professional
Mom Support.
Profcs,iona I Mom Support
(PMS) is a new ,erv ire offered hy
the Women's Centre.
PMS is a group or student
mothers designed to support ,tudent mothers a, they deal with
their particular prohlcms.
The founder.Annalisa Borrelli. kit the need for such a group
\\hen she started school this year
as the mother ol an cight-monthold child.
"I just needed someone lo talk
to, someone in the same situation," Borrelli said. The need \\-as
emphasized for Borrelli when she
founcJ out that there arc about fiv1.
hundred students with children on
campus.

Borrelli says the group will
deal with su JJ1.Cts such as time
and stress management, emotional support, and the possible implcmentation of a day-care centre.
PMS is currently receiving
relcrrab from the United \l.ay
The next meeting of PMS will
be Tuesday, Nov. 14, at 6 o 'dock
in the SAC club office, second
floor University centre.n

Join, see Japan
by Kevin Johnson

Ea,t i'i ca,t an<l west is west.
hut ,omctimc.., the tw,1111 do meet
Stu<lcnh intcrc,te<l in meeting
the cast, more particularly Japan.
would he well alh, i,cd to con,idcr
the university's exchange
program with lnh..rnational Chri,tian Univcr,ity in fok)O .
I No\\,, in it, fifth )car. the c~ changc has ...ent t\\.o ..,,u<lcni.... from
Windsor to Japan. and two from
Japan to WinJ..,or, e,1ch ~car.
Math profc..,,or Alan Gold
\pent several y1.,1r, 111 Japan a-. a

vi"ling professor al I.C.U. I le
will address .i meeting for interested students Friday Nov 17 at
4:00 p.m. in Windsor Hall South,
Rm.162.
The meeting will feature a
video of 1.C.U.. and a previous
program participant to answer
questions about the details of the
exchange.
The deadline for applications
is 0cc. I
lnqumes should be directed to
soc1ology prol. Adolf Ehrentraut,
I.C.U. liaison officer.a

FACLJLTYOr
ENVIROJ\JMI-;\l AL

STUDIEC.,
GRADlJATE PROGRAl\1S
llw fACCl l 't OJ· I \:\'IR0"-:\11 :"\ I Al Sl L DI!~
offers ,1 unique oppl>rtumt\ lnr llw,e tnll'fl',tt'd Ill g ,1du,1ll'
1,ork in l'l1\ 1ronll\('nt,1l ..,tudll'-. t,, pur,ul' tlw1r ,,,, n mt\'1,•,h,
build on p,1,t e,pcnence. ,md e,plore their 1de,1, IHlm ,1 liw,,d
"Pt'Ctrum ol n,1tur,1l, ,1K1,1l, built ,ind org,11111,111011,11
,•rwirnnmenl per,;pl'dl\ e-.. Tlw pr1>gr,1111 le,1d, ft, tht• ,h,~ret' ,,t
~1.1,ll'r 111 I m ironment,11 Stud1l'' (~II S)

lnll'rd.-.i:iphn,,n mdl\ 1du,,hL1•d ,md t1e:..1lilt•
pn1g1,1ms ,Hl' ,1tkrl•d m ,1 \\ 1,k r.111)-il' ol sub1,•(t .ir,·,,~ 111, lud111g
• urb;in pl,1nning
• l'l1\ 1ronllll'llt,,I poht1c-. ,1nd
• >,()(1,11 poll(\'
l'C\>11\\JHl,s
• re,,ourCl' m,1n,1genwnt
• ~.11t, e C,111ad1.1n rd,H111n,
• org,,n 1;.1ti1111,,I
• l'll\ 1n111nwnt,1l ,•duc,1t1,,11
en, 1mnnwnt,
• rl'g1,m,1I pl,11111111~ ,1nd
• b1ol11gic,1l ,,m,,•n ,\tl\111
dl'\ l'lopnwnt
• em irnnnwnt,11 tlH,ught
• twpll-.,1 l'I\\ ironmenh
• mt,•, n,1t1,111.1l d,•, el,1pnwnt
• 11np,1Ct ,1,.....t•..,,11wnt
• wonwn itnd en, 1n1nn11:n1-.
• 1..•n, 1r,mm1..•nt ,,nd
• hum,m -.,•n in·-. ,,nd lw,1lth
bd,,\\ 1,1l11·
• 1..•m 1ronm1..•nt.1I p11lin, pl,111• l{lt.lht, ot workm~ hf,•
ning ,,nd d,•srgn
• ,ll ll\11' r,•,,•.u, h
• nortlwrn stud1,•,
• lwu,ing
• co1nmun1,,1t1on, ,llh 11i:-.1c,
• c,111p,•r,111, ,. n1.,n,1g,•n11..•nt
,1nd <;oca.11 d1,1ngt·
\pphc,111011-. lor C.1..•pt1..•mL,,·r 199(1 ...lwuld lw 11..•,e1\l•d b,
~1.J,ch 11-.t, IYlJ!l
C.1,nl,lCt

( 11urd1n,1to1 111 I :-.ll'rn,1111.11..,1111
I ,1, ult, ot Em in11rn1l'lll,1l 'itudll',
't ,,rk Uni\ ,·rstl\
IiOO Keele SI! eel
'\!11rth 'I ork l )nt,11 H1, <.,111,1,i,1

,n111•1
Id {-t 16) T\6 ,:!;2

h) John Frame
In what way docs a lawyer re..,emhlc a pelican'!
Well , he lore I get to I hat, I would lirst like lo discm,,
a few i.....,ue, in regards lo driving infractions.
Ori\ ing inlracti1111s arc lcg1-.lated under the I lighway Traffic Act. Infractions found in this act arc
provincial olkn,e, and a.., ..,uch you do not receive a
criminal record if convicted. However. there arc hoth
fines and pri,on scntcm:cs availahlc for oflcm,cs
under the Act: as \I.ell, there is the potential ofh.iving
your driver·.., licence suspended. Your licence may be
-.u,pcmk<l if )OU : accumulate 15 demerit points or
more: arc convicted of failing to remain at the scene
of an accident; arc convicted of careless driving: or
arc caught speeding 50 km lh over the speed limit.
While the infraction committed is under the I lighway Traffic Act, the offence which is listed on the
ticket is foun<l in the Provincial Offenses Act. Two
catcgoriesof offenc.c can he found. The fir,t is a Commencement of Proceedings by Certificate ofOffcncc.
The fine is $300, and there can be no licence su..,pension. Examples of offenses in this category are speeding. failing to obey a stop sign. and other similar
infractions. The second and more serious is a Commencement of Proceedings by Information. This type
of offence can result in a maximum fine of $2,000,
imprisonment, and even licence suspension. Examples of offenses in this category are careless <lri\ ing. driving under suspension, and driving without
insurance.
When you get a ticket for a Highway Traffic offence there arc thn:e options li-.ted on the back of the
ticket: plead guilt). pkad guilt) .,.. ith explanation. or
plead not guilt) . If you choo,c to ple,td not guilt). you
will be required to :.tppcar hc:lore a Justice of the
Peace (not a judge) at .i time and pl,1ce dc:-.crioed in
the ,ummon, )OU will receive. In order to con\lct you
on the charge li:-.tcd on your ticket the C'ro.,..n Attorney must prm, e. OC) ond a rca,onahk douht: I) the
time
and date of the offen-.c: 2) the place of the ot1

fence; 3) the identity ol thc defendant. .ind 4) th,11 the
demcnts of the offence v.crc mdecd committed. If
you reel lhal one or more ol these r11inh can he rlac:cd
in douht. you may h,1ve :1 c.1se.
It is olten thought that ii there i, a mistake on the
ticket it will he thrown out. 1 here is no h:1rd rule fur
wh.it kind of mistake on the ticket .... ill rc,ult in th.:
charge hemg dropped hut, gcner,111), the Justice ol
lhc Peace .... ill correct most mi..,takl!s ",(l long .is the}
do not change th.: ch,1rge 11-.clt. Minor 111ist,1kcs. like
a misspcllingol the street 11,1me. licence plate etc. will
he amended .iml the Court w,11 continue the trial.
There arc some \Cf) good rca-.on, to fight )OUT
lraflic tickct. l·ir!>t, )OU nia} believe you arc innocent
and fight the ticket on principle <1nd fight to prevent
any detrimental elfech on )Our driving record.
Second, speaking to sentence ma) get you a reduced
sentence e\ en if you arc com icll!d La:-.t. the Cnm n
ma) not present enough C\ idcnce to prO\ c the c-.ise
(e.g. the arresting olficer may not shov. up at trial)
and the charge may he di,mi,sed.
·1 here arc a variety of defenses.,., hich may be administered to the offenses h,tcd under the Highway
Traffic act While there is not enough room to address
these here. if you want to fight a ticket I -.uggcst that
you contact the Community Legal Aid Ottice in the
Facult) of Law Building. phone 253-4232. Free legal
advice and representation is available through our office if you arc a student at the Univer-.ity of Windsor
or meet our financial criteria.
For all my dedicated readers who wish to receive
funher legal enlightcnmcnt. I personally ,uggc..,t you
listen to "M,,c the l.J" ". a phone-in rad1ll prt•fr:.tm
deal mg \\.llh any kg.11 '-lue,unm, ~,,u ma, ha\ C. h 1s
hcardlucsllaysfrom 12.fKI-I !IOonC'JAM.91 SFM
Furthermore. I am still .... a,tmg for pcoplc ,, irh lcg,11
concern , ,, ·: c me m care of the L:ince or the f·acul1) of La.,.. ~omeone out there mu,t have a quc,unn'
To t · pc 1,-:-an qucs11on. In h1. length of their
hill."[J

ow\oo dtattt.
chicken+ribs

PAYFORYOUR
COURSESBY
HELPING US
SERVEOURS.
Our name 1s SwtSS Chalet. Right now we ~ cnthus~tic, dependable
people to help scr\'e our \Vorld famous chicken a~ ribs. Our hours
are flc.xible. and our pay compctiti\·e. If you·re looking to get th~gh
school without gemng into debt. wc·re look.mg for the following:

966-3232 3078 Dougall A venue
973--t686 1690 Huron Church Road
Call us between l0:00 a.m. and 8:00 p.m. at the
following number sl and we'll direct )Ul
to an 1merv1ew at the Sw!SS Chalet nearest you:

Full and part-time service and kitchen staff.

GtuiGG dtalrt.
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Chretien well-received
by liberal supporters , f
at Windsor rally
Liberal leadership convention to
be held next June. He said he will
ormer
Liberal not make a decision until the new
cabinet minister year.
The outspoken "citizen'II
Jean Chretien was
in Windsor Friday Chretien blasted Mulroney both
.______, night as. a guest on the free trade agreement and I
speaker at a dinner honouring his the apparently doomed Meech
·
longtime friend and outspoken Lake accord.
"Our country should deal with
ally Eugene Whelan, and to assess
support for his bid for leadership the U.S. as a partner, not a Sls1
state, but as a proud, independent
of the Liberal party.
Although the $50-a-plate din- country." Chretien talked abouta'
ner was billed as a tribute to dienl of his. a free trade sup.
Whelan, the more than 700 guests porter, whose company was just
at the luxurious Ciociaro Club moved across the border. In thi,
were there to sec Chretien. He i nsla nee a Ione, over 300
Canadian jobs were abolished he.
dido 't let them down.
"Liberalism has to come back cause of Mulroney's free trade
to this land. We have a disastrous pact, Chretien said.
He then attacked the Meech
prime minister of Canada. We
don't know it, but we're still an in- Lake accord, the current political
dependent, proud country," hot potato in Mulroney's hands.
Chretien said in his fiery cam- He said the accord is full of flaws
and will never pass.
paign-sty le speech.
Liberal MPP, Remo Mancini
"(Prime Minister Brian) Mulroney sold half the country to the (Essex-South) praised Chretien,
Americans and the other half to whom he said has a better vision
the premiers. We need someone of Canada than anyone else.
to speak for Canada. Bring back Mancini was one on a long list or
the Liberal party to bring back Liberals present that included
some sense to this land," he said, Liberal House Leader Herb Gray,
Ray Robinet (the defeated Liberal
to a standing ovation.
Chretien, who started a na- candidate for Essex-Windsor and
tion-widc tour of Liberal ridings other local dignitaries such as
in September, has not yet an- University President Ron Ianni.
nounccd his intentions for the and winery owner Sam TortolaJ

by D. Eldon Dawson

1I

F

Vice President
By-election
held on
November 21, 1989

Candidates are:

Steve Burke
John Lyons
William Wood

Please come out and show your support
and vote.
SEND THE LANCE
YOUR POETRY
tor details, see page 14
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Assumption University's
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Christian Culture Series
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presents

Pick

Dr. Suzanne Scorsone, Ph.D.
Director, Office of Family Life
Archdiocese of Toronto
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Speaking On

Com

"The Unborn Canadian:
Freedom, Law & Politics"
Date: Sunday, November 19, 1989
Time: 8:00 p.m.
Place: Assumption University
400 Huron Church Road
Windsor, Ontario
Adults: $5. 00
Students: $2. 00
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fla1ne of Hope burns bright for diabetes patients
by Cindy Kavanaugh

S

1.----'

even -year-old Lisa
Foy will turn eight
next month, hut she
will still he plagued
with diahetes until a

cure is found.
The entire Foy family of
Tecumseh participated in the
Canadian Diahetes Association's
First Annual Flame of Hope Run
on Sunday, Nov. 5 and raised
$61 O in pledges.
Lisa, diagnosed at age five
and a half, "takes two injections
(of insulin) a day," her mother,
Linda, said. Lisa does not perform
the injections herself, hut her

parents hope she will someday.
However, insulin is a control, not
a cure.
"We are trying to do all we can
I to help our daughter," Linda, a
member of the local COA, said.
Linda, Lisa, and her sister
walked 1 km, and Derek, Lisa's
father, ran 4 km. About 100
people, including University of
Windsor students, ran the 10 km
course from the Human Kinetics
Centre. Approximately $25,000
was raised locally by the run,
sponsored by Union Gas Ltd and
Canada Trust, for diabetes research.
"The pledges were all very,
very generous," Linda said.

Diabetes is a disease resulting
in a system which cannot proper1y ahsorh normal amounts of
sugar and starch because the
pancreas fails to secrete enough
in-.ulin. Diabetes can cause hlindness. ku.lney failure, heart disease.
and stroke, and is the third leading killing disease in Canada.
The Foys must plan things different I y now that Lisa has
diabetes.
"We have to plan our meals a
little <.lillcrently, little trips. even
to Colasanti ' s, have to he
planned," Lisa said. "We have to
hring fruit or a starch, like cheese
and crackers, or grapes. Just in
case."

The male finishers of the 10 Essex County residents have the
km run were Greg Gillson, first disease. The CDA says half of all
place, Marty Comber, second, diabetics don't know they have
and John Munt, third. Crystal , the disease. The CDA is a volunGarrett, Shannon Bedard, and teer association with 170
Christina Pasqualitto were the ' branches across Canada with
first three female finishers, said about 50.(l()() members.
Anne Marie Agasse, a spokesperThe Flame of Hope was lit by
son for the CDA.
the Queen Mother at the Banting
November is national diabetes House in London. Ontario in July.
month in Canada. This year's na- The flame will not be extintional fundraising goal is SS.4 guished until a cure for diabetes is
million, of which $3.1 mill ion is found .
expected to come from Ontario
A rally was held Tuesday,
with $30,000 coming from the Nov. 7, at the Union Gas Ltd., lo
Windsor area.
kick off the door-to-door camAn ei.timated 1.2 million paign v.hich v.ill run from Nov.
Canadians have diabetes. and ap- 13-20, Linda said.(l
proximately 15,000 Wind<,0r anc.l
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DEAN:
by Dave Briggs
tis 9 a.m. on a Friday morning, a
time when most students are
barely conscious, let alone able to
put together a smile. Amid the
crowd of early-morning malcontents, his smile is refreshing.
His eyes are warm and friendly, and as he
approaches, you feel that he is truly glad to
see you.
To some, the mere idea that Lloyd Dean
can balance a marriage, intercollegiate football, and a budding law career, without sue~
cumbing to stress, is astounding.
Those who know him, know his secret.
His well-rounded character is the basis fot his
success.
"At the risk of sounding corny, he (Dean)
is probably one of the finest human beings
I've ever met," said john Musselman, the
Lancers' head football coach.
"He's a very honest, straight-forward kind
of person who works very hard, and is open
and caring."
Such glowing praise comes often, but it
comes because Dean is dedicated, hard working, and disciplined. He credits others, and
his religious beliefs, for instilling these
qualities in him.
Currently in his seventh year at the
University of Windsor, the 23-year-old has alreadv collected an Honours Bachelor of Commer~e degree and is in his third year of law
school.
His dream to be a lawyer began in his
youth when he developed a passion for arguing. It is ironic that a few years later he would
discover that his great grandfather, Delos R.
Davis, was the first black lawyer in Canada,
and the first black King's Counsel (the
equivalent to today's Queen's Counsel,
during the reign of England's King George
Vl) in the entire Commonwealth.

1J

After struggling to earn C's and C+'s in
his first few years in busiMss, Dean started to
agonize over wht'ther to enter Jaw school. He
began to wonder whether he could make it
through seven years of university.
He gave up his dream of being a lawyer,
and opted instead to become either a
businessman or a teacher. ft was his high
school football coach that made him realize
that he :.hould pursue his dream, and that
sacrifices would have to be made.
"I had a talk with John Purcell," Dean said.
"We were just throwing the ball around one
day and he asked me what I wanted to do,
and l told him my thoughts, and that my
dream was to be a lawyer. He said some
things to me that got me to think."
"It was just a casual conversation where I
basically said to him,' don't close any doors
behind you,' " said Purcell.
Dean pushed himself to get a B+ average
by the end of his fourth year. He accomplished that goal, and entered law school
soon after.
All the while, Dean also maintained a
keen interest in sports, something he had incorporated into his life at an early age,
He was particularly fond of football, basketball, and track and field while attending
Windsor's W.D. Lowe high school.
Dean s love of athletics caused him to pursue football at the University level, for then
Lancer coach, Gino Fracas.
Coincidentally, Purcell was a defensive
coach for the Lancers at the time, which allowed him to carry on his long relationship
with Dean.
Purcell admits to having a tremendous
amount of respect for Dean, not just as a football player, but also as a person.

Dean's disillusionment with the team's
veterans made him decide to sit out his first
two years of University football. Veterans, at
that time, had nightly meetings at a local bar
which all rookies had to attend. Dean, a fervent non-drinker, did not agree with such tactics.
When he did join the team in his third
year of school, he was part of a large crowd
of rookies. Many of the rookies-Opted not to
take part in the 'team meetings' and veterans
found it difficult to reprimand such a large
number of important team members.
''That year we started to get away from
that losing mentality,'' Dean said. "We didn't
win that year, we were 2-5, but there was a
different attitude on that team."
Dean became well-known to the veterans
in his first two years of inactivity by spending
a lot of time in the varsity weight room. The
respect that his teammates had for him was
demonstrated further when he was named as
a defensive captain in only his second year, a
position he would not relinquish until his
playing days ended just three weeks ago.
"He's a leader by exam pie, .. said Dr. Bob
Boucher, the University's athletic director.
"He's not a really outgoing guy, but he's always pleasant, and he's always positive.
1
"Lloyd is just a super young man, there s
no question about it. He's the kind of quality
athlete that we would put on every team. His
person<11ity and character are always something you can count on."
Dean, a defensive back who ranks fourth
on the Lancers' all-time tackle list, spent the
first two years of his career under the tutelage
of Gino Fracas, and the last three under the
guidance of John Musselman.
''He's an excellent football player," Musselman said. "He always worked hard to improve himself. I wouldn't call him a great

Working hard.
Lance pholo by Rob Warren

On the field.
Lance photo by Rob Warren
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That smile.
Lance pt>oto by Rob Warren

natural athlete, but he certainly has
developed his football skills physically and
mentally.
"He's worked very hard to learn the game
and understand the game, and has made the
absolute most out of what he has to work
with."
While many would expect that playing
football woutd be detrimental to academics,
Dean believes the opposite to be true.
"When you play football you realize the
time you have for studying is all the time you
have," Dean said. "You had better b~ productive, you can't waste time.
"[f you have the right attitude, if you are a
disciplined person, I think sports help you to
become a better person.
"I didn't want to use football as an excuse
for not getting through law school.''
In the end, Dean ended his football days
with disappointment, as the Lancers could
oniy muster a 3~4 record.
'This was a disappointing year as fur as
I'm concerned," Dean said. "We had an ex~
perienced ball dub, and we should have gone
farther than we did.
"It wasn't so much that you had to teach
us anymore, you just had to keep everyone
j

together, and we weren't together."
In retrospect, Dean feels that football is
just too demanding physically to play for so
long with so little reward. In fact, if he had it
to do all over again, he might have opted to
play basketball instead.
"No, {playing football) is not worth it, unless you are such a talent that you know that
you have a chance to make it in the professionals.
"(On the other hand), the time spent with
the guys, the relationships that you build up
with the coaches and the players over the

years, nothing can replace that. That is what
makes giving up football tough."
As if football and school were not enough,
Dean married Ms high school sweetheart between his first and second years at the U of W.
The two met during grade 11 in a scene
straight out of a Hollywood script. He was a
footbaU player, and sht? was the cheerleader.
The rest, as they say, is history.
''Helen is incredible," Dean said. ''I told her
some of the things that I had to do with football, and responsibilities that I h<1d because I
was a team captain for four of my five yeors.
She wasn't ready for it, she had to .,djust, she
had to mc1ke sacrifices."
Helen bffame one of the team's strongest
backers, and her husband still proudly insists
that she only missed one game in his five
years.
"(They have been) my five happiest years
because I have been with her,'' Dean said.
The second-fast of ten children, Dean
grew up in a family that never wanted for
anything, though they were far from wealthy.
In a homl' filled with love, his mother instilled the kind of values in him that all
mothers should teach their children.
''I was brought up (to believe) that
everyone's equal and to treat everyone equally, and with hard work, you get what you
deserve," Dean said.
"I can honestly sJy that I have never felt
prejudiced against in any -.ituation because of
my colour. I think a lot ot it has to do with
how my parents raised me."
Dean lives his life following the wellknown creed that says, "Do unto others as
you would have them do unto you." Something as simple as being nice to others may
have e~caped most people, but not Dean.

''(f try to be) as nice as I can to everybody I
meet," he said. "Somebody may have had the
idea that they didn't like me because l was
black, but I think after they met me I changed
their opinion.··
To his credit, Dean holds many honours
and awards. He was high ~chool valedictorian. He has won the Ed D,nvson memorial
award (given to a high school :-tu dent in
Windsonvho best combint's athletics and
academics), and has twice won the Da\t'
Stievano award given out by the football
team in recognition of desire, dedication, Jbcipline, and team leadership.
As well, Dean was runner-up in the
OUAA two years ago for the Russ Jackson
award, and was a nominee for the same
award last year. The Russ Jackson award is a
national university football award that
honours players for combining academics,
athletic ability, and community involvement.
Dean's list of awards and accomplishments continues to grow as he continues to
climb each successive rung on the ladder of
success. For him, no goal is too high to reach.
It was late in the afternoon on a recent
weekday in autumn. A cool breeze, hinting at
the winter to come, blew leaves and debris
across the football field.
Coming straight from his part-time job at
a law firm, the suit that he wore and the briefcase that he carried St'emed out of place in a
football locker room.
As he pulled on his protecti\'e gear, his
suit hung on his locker door, as if to signify a
dual personality.
Dean tied his cleats, slipped his helmet
onto his head, and walked toward the door.
As he passed, he smiled.
For an instant you wondered where you
have seen that exact smile before, and then
you remembered. lt had just come in with a
suit and a briefcase.n
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S.A.C. Cinema
Co-sponsored by Commerce Society
Sunday, November 12~, 1989
"BATMAN"
00
Erie Hall Room 1120 Starts 7 p.m. Cost $2.
Free popcorn

Community Legal Aid/S.A.C. Forum
Wednesday, November 22°d, 1989
Topic: Highway Traffic Offences
Time: 12:00 p.m.
Place: Blue Room, 2nd Floor University Centre
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Entertainment Committee
Interested persons are asked to contact John Stout
in the S.A.C. Office, 2nd Floor University Centre
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First Year Committee Meeting
1
Tuesday, November 14 \ 1989
Time: 4:30 p.m.
Place: Blue Room, 2nd Floor University Centre
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Ratified Clubs
Please pick up your Administrative Funding cheques
from the S.A.C. Office.
Remember to check your mailboxes weekly!!!
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CJAM Radio Station
91.5 fm
Working
for Students
Second Floor University Centre
253·4232 Ext. 3905
3906 or 253-6423
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Located on the lower level of
The University Centre
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2nd Floor University Centre
Volunteers are always welcome
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Peer Counselling Centre
2nd Floor University Centre
* general peer counselling
* tutorial service
* resource centre

S.A.C. Services
00

* FAX Service -- .55c/minute, $1. /page
* Club/Society photocopying --

Women's Centre
2nd Floor University Centre
Looking for volunteers
Women's Drop-in Centre -- 1 - 3 p.m. daily
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Centre Graphics
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Resume service
* Typesetting service
* .5c/page Photocopy service
* Special Events flyers
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Community Legal Aid
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in Law Building
* Legal advice and counselling for
all University of Windsor students
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''We[come to <I:J{'E 2('E5lL WO!l(L'lJ ....
by Lisa Fortin
I'm French-Canadian, and well-acquainted with the
works of Michel Trcmhlay, having studieu him in school.
In fact, I consider myself somewhat of a fan of this prolific
Quehecois playwright, and I was looking forward to the
University Players' production of his
1987 drama, The Real World'! --- even in
translation. I'd heard good things from the
Publicity Coordinator. I was so excited
that I read the script hcforehand. I was all
~ct to write yet another glowing 1eview.
I wanted to like this play, I really did.
Perhaps my expectations were too high. It
wa-., after all, a har<l play. completely
devoid of any comic relief o1her than the
most gut-wrenching of ironies. And it was
a translation; unable to get the French
original at the library, I didn't read it, but
it seems almost inevitable that something
would be lost in an English adaptation.
Still ...
Don't get me wrong. It wasn't a complete failure. To director Diana Mady
Kelly's credit, the "play-within-the-play"
sequences came off smoothly and naturally, which was crucial. Danica West's costumes and Gregory T. Duym 's spartan set
(his first) were fine. Steve Maddock, playing the protagonist Claude, put in a commendable, original performance; the
young idealist stance he took worked better than the darker, more rebellious one
many actors would have taken in this role.
Equally commendable was Martin
Moreau's portrayal of the villainous
"real" father, Alex I, if perhaps less
original -- but then, how many ways can
you play an unfaithful, incestuous. vulgar.
hrutish lout?
Unfortunately, other aspects of the
show just didn't seem to work as well.
Part of the prohlcm was with the play itself, which many complained covered
tired.worn-out material, alheit in a slightly unconwntional manner. The R<'al

playwright (Maddock's Claude) who presents his mother,
Madeleine I (Christina M. Lalka) with the play he has written about their family, which in I 980's psychobahble
would he termed "dysfunctional". The characters arc
revealed through their "real" confrontations and through
those of their "fictional" counterparts in Claude's concur-

rently unfolding play. It's not a pretty picture: weak mother
(Lalka's Madeleine I vindicated in Claude·-. play by Sue
Hilton's Madelcing If). asshola father (Morcau·s Alex I
and Scot McFadyen 's Alex II). deluded daughter (Angela
Hunter as Mariette I and List1 Burling a-. Marielle II). and
of course strugglint ariist Claude ( Moreau). Nothing really new here uside from the h,indling of the
pluy-within-the-play.
And then there were the performances. I hate to -.ay this. hut apart from the
two exception-. nokd earlier. the characterization mo,tly struck me a, one-note.
one-dimension.ti. Mayhe II was opening
nightjillcr-.. hut it -.ecmed to me that there
was an :iwful lot of looking off into ,pace.
of mclm.lrama. of o, cr<.lon..: ,111g-.t, and not
enough genuine ten-.ion. It \.\as hard tu
care ahout the-.e character.... I came to care
more ahout Claude·s pla) than ah,>ut any
of the people in it. whkh i-. why the ending was tragic for me. when it was
burned ...
God. my first negative review. I wish
I didn't have to write it. My mother always told me. "If you don't have anything
nice to say ... " -- well. you know the rest.
But I had to he honest. free ticker-. or not.
Hopeful!). -.ubsequent presentations will
improve; this is a common occurrence.
And for all the whining. moaning and
groaning. the play remains an interesting
exploration of the relationship between
the real and the imagined, between truth
and fiction. a'> well a'> representing an important ch;ipter in Trcmbla) ·.., career. I
just found it, er~ disappointing.
The Rnil Wvrld ! v, ill run Thur....Jay,
Friday and Saturday, Novcmilc!r 19th

through 21,t. at H p.m .. Box Office opens
at 4 p.m. A matinee will he ,h,m n Sunday. Novcmbi.·r 22nd al 2 p.m .. 8,1, Office opens at noon. Tickch arc S7 011 on
Thur,day and Sunda). S~.1111 nn FriJa)
:.inJ Saturday. Call 25)-4565 during Box
Office I iur, to re,er. e tickeh or for mm..:
information. n

'Dou6[es and ~f[ections at .9Lrtcite
h~ (. hri,tim· ~trong

The ,\rtcite Galkry in ~1ackenzie Halli-, presently di-,pla)inl,! Phillipe Boi,-,onnet ·s "Doublets et rcllet...". Born in France.
l1n1ssonnct obtained his degrel! at thdJ ni, ersit) of Paris in 1981.
lk t.:ontinucd hi-. -.tud) of art in Montreal at the Uni,crsit) of
Oudicc Eight of hi-, I9SS hoh1graphic ,, nrks make up this exhibit.

Boissonnct explores the rotentials of holography in art. His
nude female, takt.: cl,1ssical pm.cs an<l han· the bod) shapes
\\omen long for. The'>e sensuous figures e,prcss the tensions belwccn the real an<l actual prc,encl! of an origin.ii ohjcct against
the lake and imagimtr) reproduction -· the hologram.
llolograph) i:-- a, isual recording system. It documents. on
a flat surface. an image that appear,\ isuall) solid and dimensional. These images look real. ft see,n... magical but is r..:all) the
result of a complex optical process using laser photography. This
'new· art form has actual!) been around for the last ten years.
Buis..,onnet. experienced with holograph), works to produce
\lun11ing art that mystific'> its a<lmirers.
In each of his works there is a ""hile light reflection
holoj!1am nn plexigh,-,s. This pkxiglass seems lo hang unsup·
porte<l in the air in front of pastel dra,, ings. He uses black canva, an<l creates ghostly outlines of figures -- sensual and realistic.
lhl· pkxiglass i" aligned ,, ith the figure in the backgrounJ and
\hm,s a rc<l. 1D. rl'al-to-life image. Each \\Ork is indcpcndl'nll)'
unique \'Ct all arc united b, a common visual theme. Iloi.,sonnet
ha, art ~,orth, iC\\ ing. Ar;citc hours arc: Wednesday - Saturda)

___________________________________________________________

12-5 and Sun<la\ 1-5~" Doublets ct rcllets" runs through NO\ cm~:_
-
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by f(. Palmer

.,

I hdie\ e that science !-ttudenh should\ isll art g.allem:,
on a regular hasis,just lo huild up a tolerance. With this in tention I went 11, the Art Gallery or Wind:-or lo examine
"Eighty-Twenty", the exhihition commemorating the
Hundredth Annivcr!-tary of the Nova Scotia College of Art
and Design. I had fun, so I kmm. you'll enjoy it. Go!
"But wait," the earnest reader says: "Why should I kill
an hour \lr so looking at art stuff from Nova Scotia'! "
You :-houltJ sec this exhibit hccausc it will give you
an indication of where Canadian art 1s, and where it is
going. "Twent)" covers the time from 1967 to 1987 when
Garry Nicll Kennedy was College President. There arc
wide variations in style and intent, and most of the works
arc grouped into Conceptual Art, New Image for NSCAD
or Occom,tructionist art, ( it says so right on the label).
Herc's a hint for other science students: always read
the informative memos that arc pasted to the walls, they let
you know how you slwuld11 't respond to the given works.
Example: 'Conccptualist Art is based on art as a concept
or mode of information exchange rather than art as an aesthetic object. ' This means when presented with two large,
square, uniform!} black canvasses, you must try to look
enlightened. Do not turn the paintings over to sec if there ·s
a message on the other side. Count to ten and move on.
You really want to see what David Askevold has
produced. If you like the Far Side, you will like this stuff
even helter: four panels on which photographs and text arc
combined. and I won't tr} to describe 'Kepler's Mw,ic of
the Spheres Played by S ix Snakes'.
"Okay," the reader says, "I've got this 'art' thing down
pat. T his is easy !"
~ ot w fast. m y frie nd, you have n 't looked at
Dc.:t,nstructio ni, t Art yet, the art which ...eeks to ·Je-con,truct social and power structures and reH~al their rn ni:r
workings, etc., etc.' This is great. You now have the opportunity to become outraged at the abuse/manipulation
that politic ians/men/the media have used o n the helpless
public. Loo k up and you 'II sec a copper frieze with the
names of the fema le artists associated with NSCAD, dating
back to 1887. "We Have Always Been Herc" is the work
of Wilma Needham, and it is a strong and unde niable
reproach to anyone w ho believes that women artists a rc
mere hobbyists. " Made hy Mo the r" is a lso o ne of
Needham's pmducts, fourteen photographs with te xt. Al-

80/20 MADE EZ
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though I generally dislike ' feminist' art. I do appreciate the
item'> from NSCAD: these arti<.ts don ·1 need to be <,hrill or
heavy-handed\\ ith their message.
"Arc we done yet?" asks the weary reader, "I want to
,cc what's in the next roo m." Okay, let's take a quick jog
across the floor, heing careful not to trip over the untitled
sculpture lying on the carpet, and let's read the helpful
memo. New Image for NSCA D: Neu-Expressionism:
Marked by a return to the use of imagery and traditional
media. it involves ,ome personal content from the artist's
life. or words to that effect. Do a slow turn: wood, canvas,
paint. paper. Take a good look at· Em ma Lake Panorama·.

OTHER
ART
REVIEW

b~· Ted Sturk

So me and my friend went to ~1ackenzie Hall, eh? But it's 1
1
a Sunda). eh? And like it appeared to us as though most of them
Madcnzie Hall people sleep in . eh? That Common Ground exhibit. the purpose of our having arisen early for an edificatory
pilgrimage. was shut tight and darker than a black cat in a witch ·s
bmom closet.
My friend. eh, he's not quite as tough as me, and his great ,
wail, of disappointment filled the hal l(s). (My friend's a
cryhahy, eh?)
Fortunate I). just before my friend's great wails scared the
hell out of ALL the rats at the o ld courthouse, we stumbled
(lite rally) into something that defied the vcr} lim its of my own
and 111) friend 's admittedly weak imaginations.

hy Gerald Ferguson: it's a tidy hit of work.
"Eighty", in the next room, spans the time from 1887
to 1967. Herc you will find some portraits and self-portraits
of NSCAD artists. Look for the eyes, these people know
you 're here. Now stroll through the room and study the
paintings. You ' re surrounded by e ighty years of images:
Halifax Harbour, fishing boats and WWI carriers, towns
and villages, precarious youth and fait hfu l o ld age. Blink,
and the art gallery vanishes, for a brief moment you will
be in Nova Scotia.
"Eig hty-Twe nty" will be o n d isplay un til Novemher
26th. Don 't miss it.n

~--- -- -----

CALLING ALL POETS!
Confused? The Lance is compiling a poetry supplement. We want POEMS, typed, double-spaced, to be
submitted before November 21st. Good poems,
strange poems and even numeric poetry will be considered. Drop off your masterpieces at the Lance, 2nd
floor University Centre, c/o K. Palmer. Poems will not
be returned, unless they are really quite dreadful.
Limerick authors will be assembled and shot.
* A note to those who have already submitted unsolicited poetry. to the Arts section since September:
The file in which the poetry was placed has
mysteriously disappeared. Please submit more!

NUDES IN 3D!!!!!!
Or as it's titled on the rather touch ing and q uaint postcards;
L 'OMBRE D'UN DOUTE. Since I can't speak French, eh. I can
only a,sume that this means wow, eh?::J

,,,~~,,,

Used Desks and Chairs For Sale

ice cream stores

Best Offer

Special of the Month
Old Timers Tin Roof Sundae

Call 258-8822
Ask for Vicki

Buy "l" Get Second For 1/2 Price*
Don' t forget your "Gold Card " to receive
10% Off all fountain item s
0

Gold Ca,·d docs not appl)
hp1re\ December 7. 19S9

459 1:ric St. L 254-9333 • 1481 Ouclle11e, 252-2978 • I XU I Wyandoltc E., 252-4574
1294 Lau,011 Rd. 948-0071 • 1750 W)andotte W .. 252-4035 • 7021 Wyandolte F. 974-8611
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Volleyballers spike (t1yphons
by Jim Mitchell
t appears that the
University
or
Windsor 's
women's vollcybal I
team will, once
again, be one of the toughest
Windsor teams to defeat. The
Lancers defeated the University
of Guelph Gryphons 3 games to
nil, last Friday night at the St.
Denis Centre.
The match featured good
overall play by Windsor.
"(I) thought the Guelph match
was very balanced and no one had
a bad game." said Marge Holman,
the Lancers' head coach.
"We still need to work more
on defence but our motivation
was much better than (in) the
Brock match."
In the first game Guelph
jumped out to a quick 3-0 lead.
Windsor quickly came back.
gaining their first point on a
Guelph net violation. Soon after.
the Lancers pulled even with
Guelph at 3-3 and never looked Chris Brecka (3) dnlls a spike
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Laurier causes I .ancer soccer heartache

hy P-aul !\byne

he University of
Windsor's Men's
Soccer team's performance in the
__. playoffs could he
compared to a poker game. They
' had their chance to win the hig
pot, hut when it came time lo lay
lhdr cards on the tahlc they found
that they were only bluffing themselves.
Windsor ran smack duh into a
brick wall. In this case the brick
wall was the Lauricr Golden
Hawks. Laurier han<led Win<lsor
only their third loss of the year. 31.
It seemed like whatever
Win<lsor did it just wasn't
enough. Laurier was always one
step ahead of them throughout the

T
___

Wind:-.or had trouble execut-

o nly takes o ne gn m e to kill a

Lauric r is a s tro ng team a nd

ing simple plays. and momentum
soon swung hack in Lauricr's
favour.
The score remained the same
until about ten minutes left to play
when Laurier ca~hed in their third
goal of the afternoon.
The goal took the wind out of
the Lancers' sails, though they
kept fighting until the end.
It is a disappointment that it

team's chances in the playoffs.
though coach Pat McNelis is not
one to give excuses for his team's
play.
"They (Laurier) played well
and gave everything," McNelis
said. "When you play good teams
they don't allow you in the game,
they don't let you in the game,
you've got to fight to get in the
game."

McNelis is aware of that.
"We didn't lose the game, the
other team won it," he said.
I'm sure some of the players
spent a few days thinking about
what would have happened if they
had defeated Laurier. 'If we had
scored on that missed chance, if
we had played better defense, if I
had made a better pass.· These arc
questions that will always he in

game.

Laurier was first to strike.
, About ten minutes into the game
laurier was awarded a penalty
shot. No mistake was made and
the Hawks pulled out to a l -0
lead.

le

I

back from there.
games.
The game was marked with
Windsor continued to
excellc nt setting by Stephanie dominate the game and mercifulBlonde and good hitting by all. ly ended it when Bahri served the
Windsor also displayed far better 15-3 winner.
serving than in the Brock match.
Game three saw more of the
Guelph pulled close at 11-9 same from the Lancers. The game
but a huge spike by Jill Bahri gave Holman a chance to give
halted the Gryphon's comeback. some rookies playing time that
The Lancers finished off Guelph should prove valuable come
on a devastating spike hy Lisa playoff time.
Thyssen, to win 15-9.
Windsor was fell behind 4-7
Game two really showed how until Thyssen blasted home a
dominant Win<.lsor can he when it '-pike. Smith served two consecuplays up to its potential. A Denise tive aces, giving the Lancers the
Brett spike gave Windsor it' s first lead for good. Smith served the
point of the game.
winner that was a long ball by
Win<lsor kept the Gryphons Guelph. The final score was 15-9.
otf the scoreboard for 7 poinls
The Lancers will play two
hdore Guelph finally manage<l to away matches this week. one of
,c1ire, <lcspitc a diving effort by which will he against the Western
Chri, Brecku to keep the rally Mw,tangs. who arc always tough.
alive.
Holman expects Western to
Cheryl Smith dominated the he one of Windsor's toughest
net with superb spiking. Holman competitors, though the Lancers
said, "Cheryl has become a hitter will he looking for revenge from
we know we can go to.''
last ,eason.
Holman abo called Cheryl a
Wimhor's next home game is
"solid passer." who has made "no Nov. IX against Wil frcd Laurier
hitting error," in the past two University at 6:00 p.m.O

Windsor had scoring chances
in the first half, but they just
couldn't convert them. Due to errant passe!'. and missed shols, the
score remained the same.
Lauricr made the hcsl of their
shots and scored again late in the
first half In take a 2-0 lead.
When the second half began
the momentum seemed to swing
in Windsor's favour. al least for a
few minutes. Windsor scored
their only goal early in the second
hair to cut Laurier·s lead to a
single goa I.
Joey Esteves got credit lor the
Lancers· goa I.

Mad scramble in front of the net in Lancers game against Laurier

he b.a.ci- l,lf certa in pl ayers ·
minds. That's part of sports,
though, the agony of defeat.
One thing this team should not
he feeling i:,, agony. They had a
great year that included a lot of
great games, and a talented bunch
of players cun look forward to a
sceon<l chance in a Windsor Lancer uniform next year.O
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to win

Belland's four power I .anc
h}

Jim Parr)'

he Wind,or Hockey
Lancers. powered h)
Urad Belland, skated
to a 7-4 , ictory over
the RM C lh'dm en
lhi!', " eekend.
Belland scored lour goals. I\\ o
on the [)(l'"erpb) and one :shorthanded in helping lhe l..ancer, to
.,.. in their lirst game ol the -.c:l',on.
The L.rncer, t".1111e ,iut llying
in the first period as they were inlent on heating the Rcdmen. 1 he

____
rt

...

,coring !\l.irtc<l at thc 3:44 mark of
the first period as Belland ,cored

a powerplay goal hy heating Redmen netminder Doug Ho\\e high
to the outside post. rhc Lancers
scored once again on the
powerplay minutes later as Dan
Mahon banked in his O\\ n
rebound to make it 2-0.
However. the Lancers soon
returned to their form of week...
past a, RMC scored on 1hc
powcrplay A shot by Ted Loring

was deflected by a Lancer defencema n past a startled Mark
Seguin. The Redmen tied it at two
on the powerpla) . as Ronerl
Duchemin beat Seguin.
Coming out for the second
period the Lancers played as they
did early in the first period as they
dominated the Redmen . Bdland
started the scoring once again at
7:59 of the period a, he fired a
shot that heat the Redm e n
goalkeeper. The Linea:-. :-.trud
again minutes later a:-. they caught
the Redmen on a sloppy
lincl·hungc . Dan Mahon and
Grant Larsen went in alone two on
none. and Mahon :slipped a nice
pa"" lo L;.w,en \\ ho put it under
Lowe for a 4-2 lead.
Mahon was once again in on
the scoring a, he a,,i,ted on J.D.
Urbanic', powerpl:1} goal \\hich
found thi; upper right hand corner
Belland dosed out ,coring in the
period, ,rnring his hat trick a, he
heat Ll1we for a 6-2 Lancer lead.
The Lancers looked like they

were in control, hut the Redmen
fought hack thanb to Lancer
penalties. The Lancers gave the
Redmen six pm1.erpla} chances in
the pcr.iod and the Redmen scored
on two of those opportunities to
close the gap to 6-4. Belland then
connected again with the Lancers
shorth<1nded. scoring an unassisted goal. This goal finally put
the Redmen away. and the Lancers celchrated a 7-4 victory at the
end of the game.
The Lancers played well
during this game, but they were
fortunate that they played against
a team which was not proficient
on the powerplay (they were 3-12
overall) Still the play of the Lancers. \\ hen the) were fi\ e a,idc.
proved the Rcdmen were no
match for them. Lost in the
shadow of Belland's four goals
was the tine pla} of Dan Mahon,
who had four points, and the
penalty killers who were on the
ice for most of the third period .
After the game. the Lancers·

Dan Mahon (20) goes m on goal

mood was elevated hy their win .
Belland ga-.c prai,e to hi,
lineniate,J.D. Urhanicand Marty
Haidy. Belland feel:-. that their line
is on track. Belland also gave
credit to kif ll<m ar<l and Dirk
Gehhar<lt lor their contribution to
the team day in and day out.
Coach Rick Cranker helie\ed
that hi, team plu)cd their ne,t
game ol the season. Cranker :said
that penalties took the team out of
the llow.

Lance photo by James Crump

"The game is meant to be
played five on five and we cannot
give a team that many chances,"
Cranker said.
fhe Lancers will have to sta)
out of 1he penalty box next
weekend as they play two tough
opponents.
The Lancers arc at Adie Knox
again as they play host to Concordia on Friday November 10th at
7:30 and McGill on Saturday
November 11th at 7:30.0

J.ance athlete

of the week

by Lance Sport.. Staff

Lancer player says Get off my back to opponent

...

Lance photo by James Crump

LABPC/XT
• 8088 10MHz microprocessor
· 640K RAM
· 360K floppy drive
• Serial and parallel ports
• Game port
• Monochrome graphic adapter
• White or Amber monitor
• 101 key keyboard
• NX1000 II 9-pin 180cps printer
• Eight,1n,one software spreadsheet.
database, word processing
and more
· One year parts and labour l'.arramy

I I
I

,

I
I
I

lHINKING ABOUT ACARIIR?
If you' re planning your career,
you should know more about
us. Westinghouse Canada is
a technology-based company
competing globally with
electrical, electronic, and
mechanical products and
services for industrial,

I he l.,111c~· "1\thlcte nl th\.'
Wed;." i, l ' ni\ er,11) of Wind, or
hocke _pla L'f Brad Helland
lk llanJ , L·or\.•d lour goah
ag.1 in,1 the Rm .al Miht,,r) ( ollegc 1t1 k ad the I .11ll."er, tn thc,r
first\ il'l\lr) or the \car. 7--1 .
Bell.111d " ' "' ., \\\.' ll -tr.i\ elled
Junior pl.1\\.·r. helore cumin~ to

construction, utility, and
defence applications.
If you would like to know
more about hQw a dynamic
world exporter is growing and
changing, use the coupon to
send for our new corporate
brochure.

lHINI ABOUT VISTINGHOUSI

2400 baud modem
Mouse with software
1
UO.J)SDD .disk!i

L8N3K2

Name. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

--- ------------

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

C U \ ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - Prm

Postal Code
l nl\ers1l} College: _ _ _ _ __

tu,\ You can be sure. ..
\:±) If It's Wes11nghouse

LAB PC/AT
• 80286 12MHz microprocessor
• 1 Megabyte RAM. Zero wait state
• 1.2 MB floppy disk drive
• 40 MB hard disk drive
• Real time clock calendar
• Parallel port. serial port
• Monochrome graphic adapter
• Amber or White monitor
• 101 key keyboard
• Eight-in-one software spreadsheet
database, word processing
and more
• One year parts and labour warran~

sl49.oo
s65.oo
$6.9 5

---------------.........
-_
.........
_..

HOURS 10 am

Please send me a copy of your
new corporate brochure.

J'hc Lance "ould like to cor
gratulate Brad on his ou1... 1.1ndinc
\\eek.n

$119900

-------------------------\\estinghouse Canada Inc.
P. 0. Box 2510, Hamilton, Ontario

the I ancer .... lkll.ind played in
Wind,m. Sudbury . 11.imilton .tnd
Corn\\all .
rl1 e talents that Be ll ,in

6 pm Mon to Fn. 10 am • 4 pm S,11urd.1y

116 Wyandotte E.
977-5770 Fax 977-5779
1-800-265-5369
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l ancer win erases memory of futility

,

by John Marcntette

R

1.-----J

an impressive turnout at the St.
Denis Centre. rt was a chance to
win again. Only this time,
everyone believed they could.

ecently, rumours
circulated aroun<.1
the University of

In the first game, Western
padded a 7- l lead, and went on to
win, rather convincingly, 15-4.
Perhaps it was a sign of opening
jitters for the Lancers. as they did
not score consecutive points at
any time.

Windsor campus
that the Lancer's

men 's volleyball team hat!, on
October 27, won their first game
of the season against McMaster.
After being winless in twelve tries
last season, the rumours hardly
seeme<.1 believable, but the Lancers proved their critics wrong.
Rumours circulated again
afterwards that the te;im had not
only won, but they had beaten the
devil out of McMaster in three
straight games ( 15-12, 15- 12, and

,p

be
not

repeat performance hy Windsor.
The Lancers closed Western 's
lead to 9-5, before slipping to a
14-7 deficit. Windsor came hack
again. scoring five straight points.
hut like most courageous comebacks, theirs too fell short. The
Mustangs ended the game 15-12
winners.
The Lancers continued their

15-7). No one had any c hoice but
to believe it. It was there in black

!S,"

•tay
ext

In the second game, Western
followed the same script,jumping
out to a 7-1 lead, but it was not a

I

and white .
On Halloween night, the Lancers played their home opener
against rival Western in front of

ugh

improved play in the third game.

yet found themselves trailing the
Mustangs 9-5. Windsor scored a
breathtaking nine points in a row
en-route to a 15-1 I come-frombehind victory.
Game four featured another
tremendous Windsor effort. The
Lancers were determined to send
the series to a fifth and deciding
game. Unfortunately, it was not
to be.
The game belonged to
Western, and their 15-9 wi n gave
them the series. The team travels
to Brock on November 10, before
returni ng home to face Laurier on
Novem ber 14.
Coach Linda Leckie was
happy with her team's play, even
though they Jost. "It was a very
good showing on our part"
Leckie said. "There were some
mental errors and signs of inexperie nce, but the re's nowhere to
go but up."O

nox
:orh at

Winter tennis practices

day

hy .Jim Dominguez

Womcn ·.., Tennis team has just
complcte<.I what would he <.leeme<.I
"a rebuil<.ling scason."
It wa, a <.lifficult sea<,on. hut
there were a few hright -.pots.
Bonnie Graham and Lisa Carser

program going throughout the
year.
"T he Windsor Indoor T e nnis
Cluh has made available court
time at a very reduced rate and we
are especially interested in ladies
who would like to play on the
university team next semester,"
Hays said.

played -.ome strong tennis to lead
the L1nn:rs.
Coacl:i Doris Hays said that
the rc,t ol the team tricJ , cry

Hays hopes that with the
winter practices, the women ·s
team will be more competitive.
"We wou ld like lo he able 10

hard, but thcy were lacking rn
..,ornc of the nccessary skills to he
cornpc11t1\.C in uni,crsity tcnnis.
Hay,. "ho i, in hcr fir,t ycar
,1.., coach. want... to kecp the tenni-.,

compete with the smaller -.chools.
Guelph a nd Lwrier." !fay!-> ,a1J.
11 a} , \Ii o u Id Ii k e to ha, c

The University of Win<.lsor·s

J in

I ;111J

con·

1Jing

1

prospcl:live te:im mcmbe" play
throughout the winter to keep

Anvone · who - is interested ts
.1,ke<.I lo contac t Doris Hays clo
the WimJ..,or ln<.loor Tennis Club.
llie phone numher is lJo6-2 I 4 I
J nd the .1vail.1hle court tune is
r•ml.1\ 1-4 p.111 . .ii a l'()',l lll $Ill
per per-.,lrn.~

Lance photo by Rob Warren

Swimming
h) Suza nne ~gui
On Satur<.lay Nov. 4. -.,cvcn
mcmher, of the Lancer swim
lc,1111 competc<.I in St. Catherine's
al the Brock Uni\'l'f..,ity Rela)
~kd. I he mecl n1nsi,1cd entin.:1~ ol rcl.1~ r,1Ce<,.
\\ h de 1wne 111 \Vind" 1r ·s
tcam, ti1w,hcd in thc t11p ei~•ht a,,i,1.1111 l·o;11.:h John J>arcnr feels
th.ii e, t'r\llllC performed to the
be,1111 thl·1r .,hilil) .
rile

I\\ 1l \\ omen

on the team

"" .,rn in .111 cx h ih111on 3 x I OOr1
111d1, 1du.1I mcdlc, . .is.,.. ell as th.:

400m co-cu crc-.cen<.lo relay with
two of their male teammates.
The five men swam in a 4 x
50m medley, a J x 100m
hrea-.htroke. a 4 x 50m freestyle
anti the aforementioned crcsccn<.lo rcla).
The 400m co-cd crescendo
relay include-. two women each
"'imming50m. a manswimmin,
f()(Jm. and the anchor man swim-

ming 200m. The Lancers· cre"cendo team was made up of
Heather Upham, Julia Smith
Scott Shclcstyn,ky. and anchor
Da,e f\Jda,.,,

Be A Contestant On

le

eel.

their skills up for the next season.
She says men arc a lso welcome to
use this court time.

Western puts up the wall 10 defend against a Lancer spike

~:ERFECT

T-shirts - 100% cotton
X-Large $7.50 each
Proceeds to
United Way

r PAPERS
Word Processing Service
Laser Printer

•••••••••••••••••

9
!•$1 89,t,!
I

DOMINO'S
PIZZA

I

I

I
I
I
I•
I

I
I
I

2 Large Homelown Spec,a1s and 6 cans of Coke"
for S19 89 plus tax Only S2 50 per person•
HOMETOWN SPECIAL INClUOES Bacon
Pepperon, Mushrooms and Green Peppers
Add,t,ona1 Topp,ngs $1 30 per lopp,ng cover,cg
BOTH PIZZAS s·ubst•luhons and )elet,ons OK

.I I~~I

I

Pa::-ty Pack

I

.:
I
I

Please mctnti,..,, coupon whr ?rf4P;'nQ.

One coupon per

order Coup,on not
vahd wrth .1nv 01ho,

I

II

L~,;,;;; Time Only•

•••••••••••••••••

Menu Specials

J SMALL

l'IZZAS

...."'..
$11 t9

.....,.,

VEGGIE \lushrooms On,ons
Green Peppers
EXTRAVAGANZZA -...- ~,..
•OO~

°""'°"'a,...,n
~,_., ....

,,,..

Stl•t

J1At9

PflOC*t• M..,.
iu.,.
$1NN09 W"O •tl",11 f'\o(- ( . . . .W ''IC'•~
A"" IOCOl'IQCll'tNO.~ l.tPO" ''°""SIi

G~e..,

DOUBLE DAZZLE •• , •.,.....,,..
11'1111 a I 1 ' ~ D<IZ• ~'
b • tpi,c... O"<•

Test Pattern is con1ing to Bentley's
Satu rd ay Nove1nber 25, 1989
Show begins at 9:00 p.m.
.I

"' You can qualify to become one of the 20 contestants
on November 12th through to November 18th

11

I

HAWAIIAN P.....-w•.1"'4H•""
M E AT ·EATER fl.aco,- •""'9"0"'

Test
Pattetn

YGU' ctio,re

Please call 254-8686

,,,,.

Z MEDIUM Z EXTRA
l'IZZAS
1.AAGE
Pl2ZAS

,o si..•s

11 \"C•ll

s,e:,e

1191'

MORE
ROLLING
STONES
TICKETS
TO GIVE
AWAY

... .....

,,,.. ~,
,

'''"
S•tl!l8

755

s,o,.

,.,,.

..

,,

.......

* Must be 19 years or older to enter
,. Ask for details at Bentley's

Ouellette

256-2385
Free Parking at Rear
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Statistics
1989 OUAA
SOCCER ALL STARS
Laurentian
•
•

H!OFIELOFPS

Dario Gasparotto
Guido Gei~ler
Dino i:.opu
Ptter Sarantopouloa
Roy Sousa

fork
Toronto
York
Toronto
Laure~~lan

Chris Colli•
John :>iniz

Toronto
Toronto
York
Lauuntlan

Klh Kana

Jon Molapo
FORWARDS

Pat CUbell5

If ick

COACH
•

Milanovlch

Greg Zorbas

Toronto
Laurentian
Laurentian

WEST OIV!S!ON
Vaterloo
McHaster
West ern
'iindsor
Guelph
Brock
Laur ier

Dl,10 Petry

Brock

OEFENOE~S

Peter Gilfillan
Dieter Kohlmaier
Steve Langl~y
ian Womb...ell

Laurier
Guelph
western
Guelph

J~e rormica

Laur i~r
Laur !er
Laur!H
Windsor

MIOFISLOERS

FORWARDS

COACH

Mnio Kdap1r
Lyndon Hooper
l.arry Quarsh 1e
Joe i::steves

Laur !er
Windsor

P&t i:cllelu

Windsor

Roy Abraham

0

0
0

KP

MW

KL

'!'P

3

0
l
1
l

6
4
4
2
0
0

0

)

3
2

3

2

2
1
2
2

1

HcHaster

0
0

l

0

2

2
3

0

Cuelph

2

(15-5, 15-~, 6-15, 15-ll)
3 Windsor
(15-4, 15-12, 11-15, 15-9)

Western
November

Wate:loo

3 Western

l

Laurler
Western
Guelph
WatHloo
Laurentian
Brock
Windsor
lll'fC

Hc)!a;,ter

os-a,

3 Broct

Novellber l
)

l
1

9-15, 15-6, :s-10>

3 Queen's

3 La~rentlan

(15-13, 15-10, 15-HJ
3 RNC
(15-4, !5-9, 15-1)

~oronto

4 Laurent Ian
Queen's

0
0

3 RMC

0

3 Toronto

0

(17-!S, lS-8 1 15-12)

!lovember

(16-14, 15-9, 15-1)

November

7

'

10

l!

9
10

Ryerson at York
Windsor
at Brock
Guelph
at Laurler
McHaster at Western
RHC
at Laurent.

W

L

'I'

F

A

TP

0
0

22

13

8

23
20

6

9
8

4

•

6

)

0
3

4
3
3
•

2

l

l

25
26

2

l

0

15

2
2

l
2

0
0

2
1

3

0

12
15
18

l4

••

3

0

15

23

2

W L

T

F

A

'l'P

GP

25

5
4

4

4

4

0

0

39

5

~

)

l

O

21

21

5

)

3
6
4
5
6

2
2
1
l
0

2
l
4

0
O
C

30
H
21

22
7

2

l

15

4
G

0
O

16
17

21
24

8
6
6
4
4
3
2

11

0

4S

12

~:00 pm
8:00 pm
8:0C
8:00 pm
1:00 p~

Concordia
Laucier
Ve stern
Queen's
York
HcGi ll
Toronto
Guelph
Vir.<!sor
UQ':'fi
York
Brock
Concordia
HcGi 11
Queen's

)

11

'

6
5

7

s
10
7
11

s

at
at
at
at

7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30

at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at

7 ~ p~
7 00 p111
7 00 p~
7 30 pm
7:JO pm
7:30 pm

RHC
Wdterloo
Laurler
Western
Windsor
York
Ryerson
RMC
Laurier
Waterloo

7:45 pm

2:00 pm
2:00 p~

2:30 pa

PLAYER

T!AH

G

A

TP

H,ke Maurice
Greg Puhalski

Lauri er
Lauri er
Guelr;,h
Ottava
Guelph

8
6

7
6

12

8

3

ll

4
3

5
6

'

Rob Arabsk 1

Jean LePine
Pai.:l '.tllk inson

15

9

FOOTBALL
The University of Western Ontario Mustangs
von their second straight Yates Cup and OUU
Football title vith a 50-20 victory over the
Toronto Blues Saturday. Western nov
advances to Saturday's Atlantic Bovl against
the AUAA champion, Saint Kary's Huskies.
The game vill be televised llv1 tentativtly
beginning at 12:30 pm EST.
Rob Ste..,•rt of Western vas the vinner ot
the Dalt White Trophy as the Outstanding
Player in the Yates Cup game. Stevart
carried t time6 for 127 yarda and scored 2
TO's including a playoff record 105 yard run
for the first score of the gal!ll!.
The v1nner of the Western - Saint Hary•s
game v!ll •dvance to the Vanier Cup
Saturday, November 18th at the Sky Dome
, ,•tsus the Queen's - Saskatchevan winner,

Hc:GI 11
2
Laurent lan 1
RHC
3
l
Ryerson
tJQTR
3
Ry~uon
1
2
Otta"'a
Laurentlan 2
4
RHC
Toconto
5
)
Otta"'a

York
Windsor
Western
Toro11to

at

LEADING SCORERS

RESULTS

(12-15, 15°6, 16-14, :S-31

2

GP

5
4

WEST DIVISION

(9-15, 15-7, 10-15,15-ll,17-15)
Waterloo
3 Laurier

WEST

GOALKliPiR

0

0
2

0

RMC

2

2
0

0
2

York
Ott.lva
tJQTR
Queen's
Concordia
'l'oronto
McGill
Ryerson

4

0
l
l

l
0

EAST OIVISI0N

TP

NL

2
1

2
2
2

Queen's
Laurentian
Toronto
Ryuson
York

Ocsober 3l

Denotes a tie

NW

HP

BAST DIVISION

Laurent.
Ottava
tJQTR
Concordia
McGlll
Queen's
Toronto
Brock
Ottava
UQTR

Novelllber 11

STANDINGS

STANDINGS

EAST

DEFENDERS

HOCKEY

VOLLEYBALL

pm
pm
pn,
pm

,m

$9.99

SUPREME PAN PIZZA
That's all it costs right no\v for a medium
Supreme Pan Pizza. Supreme because it's loaded with
six mouth-watering toppings. Including piles of
pepperoni, beef, mild sausage plus mounds of mushrooms, onions and green peppers. All topped off
by nvo layers of ooey, gooey good Mozzarella cheese.
And all for only $9.99!
But you'd better hurry. This is
a limited time offer. And is only available at participating Pizza Huts~

~~
,,ut.

I

L

Makin' it great!
at P1z:a

Hue 1s a registered erademark of Pizza Hut Inc
P1::a Hue Canada.
Offer not valid in combinauon with
other Pi::a Hut offer,

\_\.S

'TO p 4() l\ Ill s iC
l niHT,il~ of \\ i1uhor
Part~ l l..:aclqua1·1l'r,

• Every Tuesday at 7:00 p.m.
Euchre Night
',at. '\oH·mln·r 11 S1H·dal
pm . <, (Ill p.m.
2 !'or!- ( hop, ~-'.'"

~ 11()

',\ llh Im.:, .ind hgc.:t ihlc

Thur'lla~ :--.oH·lllhl·r 16
Parl) \\ ilh I..\.

( I st. 2nd, 3rd pri,es) •'
• Ever) Thursday --Spin for I Day Fun Trip
to Atlantic Citv
!Spon,ored by the H.\.1.H. &
Fa) ne Travel Corporation) •

2960 Huron Church Rd
at Gran<.J Marais west
(519) 966 3388
Hottest Spot 1n W,ndsor

Hottest

Spot

Windsor
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campus rec
Campus Recreation Partici1rnnt of' the Week for the
Weck of Oct. 23-30:

CINDY HAZZARD

Cindy llazzarc.l is a community memher who has heen
very active with the Campus
Recreation program here at the
University of Windsor. A native
of Windsor, Cindy graduated as a
physio-therapisl al McMaster
University. After moving hack lo
Windsor to start her career at
J.0.0.E. Hospital, Cindy has hecome an excellent example of a
Campus Recreation Participant.
Besides being an aerobic instructor for Campus Recreation she
has been very aggressive on the
intramural scene. Cindy is a Team
Captain of her own Women's
Volleyball team as well as a member of a Slo Pitch team and Mixed
Volleyball team. Congratulations, Cindy, and keep up the
good work.a

In

,r

Women's Volleyball
Sport :\tanager: P:un Ponic

\Vomen's Intramural Soccer
:\tanager: Suzanne l'..clwanh

On Monday October 30, the
last regular season game was
played in women 's intramural
,occer. ·1 he ballle for first place
wa, waged between the I .;m: learn
and the lluron I lackers. Huron
prevailed, by ,hutting out the Law
team. 3-0. Scoring for I lurnn Wl!rl!
Carril! Mdiregor, Kim Gray. aml
Da wn Davey . Playoff ,1<.:tion
starts nl!xt Monday. whl!n thl!
Law tl!am faces the Cody Cornmies.n
C.impus Recreation
Spl!cial Evl!nls -- Campus Rec
"Family Fun Day"
Just a reminder... the annual
Campus Rl!c "Family Fun Day"
will bl! held at thl! St. Denis
Centre in the Fieldhouse and pool
on Saturday. Nov. 11, 1989 from
I :00-3:00 p.m. It is an aftl!rnoon
for parents. adults and children lo
-.hare playtiml! in various activities and special events. Snacks
and refreshments wi 11 be
provided.
Volunteers will receive a special incentive. so if you can spare
a couple of hours on Saturday
afternoon to help a worthwhile
cause. please call the Campus Rec
office al 253-4232 ext. 2456.
:\fen's Foot ha ll
Sport :\lan.igcr: Jeff Flood

A successful season of
Women's Volleyball came lo an
end this week with the Old Farts
enc.ling up as both the regular
\Cason and play-off champions.
rue-.day·.., -.emi-final game -.aw
the lndi" iduals triumph. heh ind
lhe -.trongscrvingofZila Bobbie.
I Ill a <.:lo,e match over the Garfield,. In the Ch;1mpion-.hip game
The Men's Foothall League
J11c Olli Farts, led by Julie Mur- playoffs were more exciting than
doch. overpowered the In- the entire Detroit Lions· sl!ason.
ui\ ,duals in two games straight.:, In sl!mi-final action. Wood) ·s
Stiffil!, managed lo out-duel the
C~PUS liUC
11:!I
l 253
:Ml4232
undl!rdog Chatham Rug Cleaner\.
hy a score of 1-4-0. fl ,., as a hard-

!
t

r

. .,

CO:\JJ:\'G ATTRACTIONS

Marathon Aerobics Class

Saturday. November 18
9:45 - 11 :30 a.m.
Multipurpose Room, H.K.

$\\. im Challenge

November 6-December 7
St. Denis Centre Pool H.K.

CPR ( Hcartsavcr)

Saturday. November 18
9:00 - I :00 p.m.
HK.

\tORE 1:,..;FORMATION. CALL THE CAMPUS
RECREATION HOTLINE 253-4232 (Ext. 2456)

FOR

l:\TRr\:'\ll'RAL LE.\GUE STA:\'Dl:'\GS
Sport: \len·s Ba\ketball
\\ eek Ending: :\o,. I 89
\'ame
I. Finger Puppets
2. Hurricanes
3. Super Sophs
4. Brickla)ers
5. Runts
6. No Hope
7. Ro) ·s Rulers
8. Cod)
9. Fratmen

Sport: ;\Jen·s Ba<,1-.etball
\\"eek Ending: ',o,. I 89

-

("I~

•

I

~-lf
~
J;Jt;- '\o

~I)~

RECllt,~

JOIN A LEAGUE, TEAM,
CLASS PROGRAM OR CLUB

League: East Oh ision
:\tanager: Jeff Turner

w

L

p

6

5

0
0

IO

4
3

2

6

2
2
I

I
0

8
3

4

3
4
5
6

4
2
2

League: West Division
'.\Tanager: Jeff Turner

:\'ame
w
House
5
The Zone
3
Public Enem)
3
Teenage Mucous QJ1 Crackers _,
La" Schoof
2
6. \techanicaf Pi~tons
I
7 St. Denis \fonacos
I
8. Plaid Shrubbcr:,
0

I.
2.
3.
-4.
5.

12

~

L
0
1

I
I
I

3
4

7

p
10
6
6
6
4
2

2
0

1•$6

WallyBall

·-1

S4.00 per person.
nunimurn 6 pe, court al
Maple Leaf
Racquet Club

L

fought balllc hy holh tl!ams, hut
the tight defense of Woody's Stiffic-. literally shut out Chatham 's
offense. In the other match, the
Killer B's and Third Reich seesawed back and forth until the B's
scored a touchdown lo take lhl!
lead with two minull!s remaining.
Although the victory seemed
scaled, the Third Reich gained its
composure, marched down the
field and scored the winning
touchdown on the final play of the
game.
In the finals, the excitement
continued. The Third Reich
gained an early lead, although
they were missing quarterback
Gord Truffen. By halftime,
Woody's Stiffies managed to
grab the lead on a long passing
play, resulting in a touchdown.
The Third Reich regained the lead
and apparently the game when
they scored with one minute left
to play. After a short kickoff, they
started at midfield with little time
left. Then. in the same manner
that Third Reich won their semifinal game, they lost the championship.n

TRY IT
13s.s660

LSAT
GMAT
Prep Courses for
Dec. 2 LSAT
Jan. 27 Gl\fAT

1-800-387-5519
(416) 923-PREP (7737)

* Pasta
2270 Wyandotte West

Pasta

* Pasta

Fine Italian Pasta at
Reasonable Prices
Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner
977-1104 For Reservations

Summer
obs
The best "career related " summer jobs have early
deadlines. New jobs come in e,·ery week.
Companv

Application
Deadlines

National Defense
Bell Canada
Nationa l Research
Pu lp & Paper Research
Canada Employment & Immigration
Dofasco
Grv1 (Internship & Scholarship)
STIR (Industria l Re lat ions)

ASAP
Nov. 8, Dec. 15
Nov. 24
Nov. 30
Dec. I
Dec. l
Dec. 11
Jan. 26

See Career Pfanning & Placement, Dillon Hall

_,
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PREGNANT
AND NEED HELP?

Call ...
1. Circulation Manager
-deliver the paper for $40/wk + gas
-must have own vehicle

2. News Editor

Univ,

-

3. Associate News Editor
4. Typesetters
-for IBM Computer

App y at th Lance, nd F1r U v . Ce re

We Provide Free
Pregnancy Tests.
Medical Referrals.
Community Referrals.
Accommodations and
Legal Advice.

u
byD.

L---

DECISIONS.
DECISIONS.

To the person or persons who
slopped someone breaking into my
car 1n lot A last Wednesday ·••
Thanks!!!

The Department of Philosophy
presents Dr Deborah Cook, speaking
on "Archaeology and Genealogy From
Analytic to Critical History ' Nov 22.
7:30 p.m. at Canterbury College Also,
Prof. Charles McCracken w1I be
delivering a paper entitled ··was
Berkeley a Common Sense Realist?',
Nov. 28, 1989, at 4:00 p.m at Canterbury College.

•ccntrc
and tee
a $24(
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Un
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Secret

International Relations Society
general meeting, Tue. Nov. 21at400
p.m in the Blue Room. University
Centre.
Tabula Rosa seeks heady mate.
Due to new infatuation with personal
I word processor. yesterday's love ClO
longer my type. Undefiled compact
compact Brother electric typewriter
EP-5, AC/DC with great layout. Perfect
for those inspirational late nights, $100
firm with years of caressing• Phone A
Matt 254-4608.

Choose sugarless Dentvne For Fresh Breath And
You could Win one Of 10 Trips For 2To Vail or Rio!

UNIVERSITY
ASSUMPTION
CHAPEL • 973-7034 · Located be·
tween the University Centre and
Huron Church Rd Mass • Sundays.
10:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Mondays.
11 50 a.m. Liturgy of th e Word and
Communion Service; Tuesdays. 5
p.m .. Mass followed by dinner Wed·
nesday to Friday. 11 50 a.m Mass. All
are welcome to attend. Feel free 10
drop by the Cafe for coffee. to use the
Library for study, or 1ust come and
relax.

Lesbian/Gay Students on campus
please call 973-4951 for information
on meetings and events in the
Windsor/Detroit area.
Adult Children of Alcoholics
(A.C.A.) 12 step support group. 711
McEwan St. Holy Name of Mary
Church (basement). Sundays: 8 p.m.
All are welcome.

Canadi>n Holidays

---------------------------------Choose between the slopes of Vail, Colorado or the
surf of Rio de Janeiro. Trip includes: Return airf.ue.
hotel transfers. hotel accommodauon and ski pass
!Vail only.I Simply complete this entry form and affix
two UPC Proofs of Purchase <or reasonable hand
drawn facsimile not mechanically reproduced I from
any flavour of Sugarless Dentyne gum and you could

Attach UPC proofs here.

be on your way to VAIL or RIO! Deposit your entry in
the ballot box at your school newspaper office or mail
it to: Dentyne VAIL/RIO Sweepstakes. PO. Box 9041E.
Kitchener, Ontario N2G 4T2.
Contest closes January 15, 1990 at 5:00 pm.
DrawtobeheldJanuary31, 1990

Dentyne

Destination of choice:
I Vail Colorado
Rio de Janeiro
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
School _ _ _ _ _ _ ____:__ _ _ _ __

Address-------------City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Prov. _ _ _ __
Postal Code _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

SUGARLESS SANS SUCRE

Prizes must be accepted as awarded tMaumum retail value, $3500.001. Full contest rules are available at your school newspaper office or by sending a stamped. self addressed envelope to:
Dentyne VAIURJO Sweepstakes. PO. Box 9041F, Kitchener. Ontano N2G 4T2.

IF you have a technical and commer·
cial Egyptian Education, coupled with
Engineering Education from Canada
or USA, familiar with the Egypttan
commercial code, spinning and weav·
ing machinery and can be a profes·
sionat Engineer in Ontario, contact
Mrs. Mary Mercier at 256·7236.
Giftwrappers. creative individuals for
Xmas giftwrapping at locations
throughout TO, Scarborough,:
Oshawa, Brampton, Miss .. and Hamil·
ton. Managers to $7 50/hr + bonuses.
wrappers to $6.00/hr + bonuses.
Wages increase proportionately to
hours worked. Full and part-time. Deel to 23. Call 1-416-534-2617: or
Wraps, 988 Bathurst, TO, MSR 3G6-
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U. of W. named Centre Of Excellence
by D. Eldon Dawson
he University of
Windsor has been
selected to be part of
the
fcde ra I
.___ ___,government's
'centres of excellence" science
and technology research network,
a $240 million initiative created
to fund Canadian science.
University researchers will
join a multi-million dollar effort
that will put Canada on the cutting
edge in the design of miniature
circuitry better known as
microchips.
According to Bill Wineguard,
Secretary of State for industry,

T

I

science and technology, the networks will provide funds for 14
research projects Canada-wide.
The approved projects were
selected from more than 150 applications.
The University of Windsor
contingent will concentrate on the
creation of computer technology
that will help computers to mimic
the human brain.
"What it really means is that
we will be part of a network of
universities throughout Canada
that has certain specialties. We
use Very Large-Scale Integration
(VLSI) to construct neural networks... " which are structures we
find in the brain, said Graham Jul-

lien, an electrical engineering
professor, who, along with fellow
professor Bill Miller, will head
the local project.
"It will bring together people
throughout the entire discipline... " who will complement
each other. "We can accelerate at
a greater rate than would have
otherwise been possible," Jullien
said.
Jullien expc<.:h to receive
$500.000 worth of research funding over the next four years but it
is not known how much was actually approved for the project.
Miller, Jullien, and colleague
H.K. Kwan are driving forces in
the university's microcircuit

,design group known as the
Microelectronics Systems and
Signal Processing Research
Group. The group has attracted
three million dollars in research
over the past three years.
These engineering professors
will be a part of a network of nine
research institutions concentrating on extremely complicated and
compact electronic circuitry.
which, according to the ministry's
announcement, "is expected to
become the mainstay of the next
generation of telecommunications and computer systems... an
area \ ital to the future of
Canadian industry."

VLSI comprises the technological challenge of squeezing
more than ten million functioning
electronic components into a
microchip smaller than a fingernail.
Practical applications include
the development of an intelligent
robot that can help in building
cars. It is also hoped that useful
applications for handicaps like
loss of sight or hearing m.Jy soon
he realized with such technology.
"The fact that we· re part of the
program means that we've been
recognized as a node (centre) of
excellence. It·s a great feeling of
gratification," Jullicn said.O

.CFS gets fees
by Michael J. Cohen

OUT OF
Students rally for the innu
by Caeri Bertrand-Crump

0

vcr 50 University of Windsor students and peace activists held a
protest on campus Remembrance
Day to remember a native people endangered by low-level training

nights.
The lnnu people of Nitassinan, in Labrador,
hec.Jme a national concern when the healththreatening North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(N.A.T.0.) training flights over their land
sparked national debate about the need for
N.A.T.O. and military manoeuvres in Canada.
"The word genocide has been used in conjunction with these people," said Kendal McKinney, vice-chairman of the Windsor Coalition
For Disarmament. "These people arc too small to
fight for themselves; their basic human rights

have been violated. That's the kind of action that
cannot be compatible with world peace."
The 10,000 lnnu arc subject to the sudden
noise of a training night as low as seven feet ahout 140 decibels - several limes a day. The
llights arc over the lnnu hunting territory, where
up lo eight months a year arc spent hunting and
fishing for survival. The longterm effects of sonic
booms on human life .Jre not completely documented - German and Canadian experts say the
psychological and health effects are obvious now
in both countries.

The effects on wildlife arc also becoming llpparcnt. The caribou, a mainstay of the lnnu hunt.
h.Jve changed their migration patterns and other
animals, like foxes and birds, have exhibited unusual behaviour related to the sonic noise.
Windsor protesters Saturday called for the
government to stop low-level nights and give
back the land the lnnu hold sacred.
"N.A.T.O. is important to the Canadian
government. Well, the land is important to the
lnnu," summarized the campus First Nations
group president, Mervin McLeod.
The government maintains. in recent communiques responding to protests, that low-level
training !lights arc vital to N.A.T.O. peac.:ckeeping. There was no government representation at
Saturday's protest.
Students' Administrative Council president
Paul Briscbois appealed lo students lo get involved with the issue. telling the crowd that
human rights arc sacred and part ol the student
movement.
The Windsor Coalition For Disarmament,
The CanAm Indian Fril!ndship Centre, and lhc
university group First Nations were all part of the
protest. which coincided with over 12 others nationally.
The individual demonstration efforts were to
culminate in mass protests in front of the National Defence offices in Ottawa this wcek.O

hi.! Canadian Fe<lcrat ion of Students
(CFS) will finally he
gelling its student
fees from Windsor's
Students· A<lministrative Council
(SAC).
This move comes after the
week-long Semi-Annual General
Meeting of the CFS, which took
place in Ottawa last week. SAC
was represented by vice presidents Mike Akpata and Christine
Ozimek. The two SAC executives
spent the week in a whirlwind of
meetings, plenaries. and lobbying
sessions with politicians.
According to Ozimek, the
problems that SAC felt were
present in the CFS budget have
been cleared up. SAC voted in
late September to withhold the
$4.00 that each full-time Windsor
student pays to the CFS out of
their student fees. The move was
based on the V.P. finance's
report, in which Ozimek pointed
out discrepancies in some of the
line items in the CFS budget.
Ozimek also pointed out in her
report that the 1989-90 CFS
budget had not been passed at last
spring's general meeting. Yet,
some expenditures had been
made from the unratified budget,
a move she called both "undemocratic and unacceptahle."
AccorJing to Ozimek. last
week's meeting in Ottawa cleare<l
up the problems and the CFS has
met SAC's conditions for forwarding the CFS fees. These conditions were the passing of the

current hudgct hy the general
memhcrship of the CFS • .Jnd the
clarifying of the line item discrepancies within th.JI hudget.
In addition to these .JClions,
Ozimek applauded the CFS on
thc.ir appointment of K.Jtherine
Sproule as the m.. w financial coordinator for the federation. The
CFS has heen without a financial
coordinator for quite some time, a
situation for which many of the
budget problems were blamed.
Ozimek feels that the hiring of
this new coordinator will
eliminate these types of problems
from arising again.
Also at the meeting, the CFS
Student Rights committee, on
which SAC's Mike Akpata sits,
adopted a landmark motion on
divesting from South Afnca. The
motion, which was passed by the
CFS as a whole at its closing plenary, forces the CFS to boycott any
company with ties to South
Africa. Ozimek feels that this may
cause internal problems within
the CFS as their wholly-owned
subsidiary, Travel Cuts, books
travel to South Africa. While this
would technically force CFS to
boycott its own company,
Ozimek feels some solution will
be found.
The motion also calls on the
CFS executive to put together an
information package on the
boycott. This will include a list of
. all companies with tics to South
Africa and a copy of the University of Windsor's divestment
resolution. which made Wind-;or
the first fully-divested university
in Canada.O
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Diversions

-

ARTS
Nov 3~26 - Artcite presents "L'Ombre d'un Doute," a
mixed media installation featuring holograms and 3- ·
dimensional paintings by artist Philippe Boissonnet, .
at the Artcite Gallery. Mackenzie Hall.
Nov 22 & 23 - Visual Arts Society presents "Student
and Faculty, Show and Sale" in the Assumption
Lounge in the University Centre. Opening on Tues,'
Nov 21, 9 p.m. All welcome.
Nov 23 - Artcite presents "X - Art and Pop Culture."
a gala opening and performance featuring Miekal and
Liz Was. Held in the lower level of Mackenzie Hall, at
7:30 p.m. Tickets are $3.
Nov 24 - Artist Judith Schwarz will give a tour of the
exhibition of her work at Walker Gallery, 7:30 p.m. Admission is free.
MUSIC
Nov 25 - A benefit for Radio Farundo Marti, CJAM's
sister radio station in El Salvador, will be held at 8
p.m. in the Subway. The Lost Patrol will be playing.
Tickets at the door will be $4.

ETC

Lance photo by James Crump

Nov 20 - The Academic Advisory Centre is holding a
"Stress Management Workshop" at 3:00-4:30 p.m.
Other workshops include, Nov 21, 5:15-6:45 p.m.,
Nov 30, 3:00-4:30 p.m. and Dec 1, 1:00-2:30 p.m. The
cost is $2 in advance to cover the cost of materials.
Nov 21 & 28 - Tuesdays - 12 noon-1 p.m. the U of W
Campus Ministry Association is sponsoring "Lessons
for Life" in the Lounge (room 107) at Assumption
University. Bring your lunch -- all are welcome.
Nov 21 - The Environmental Awareness Association
presents "Don't Put That in the Garbage!" with
Cameron Wright of the Essex-Windsor Waste

Management Committee at 7 p.m . in room 359 of Dillon Hall.
Nov 21 & 28 - 5 p.m. Mass and Cost Supper ($4) Assumption University Chapel. Call 973-7034 for
more information. All are welcome.

Nov 23 - "Thinking About the Sixties - Politics and
Culture." Organized by the Marxist-Leninist Study.
4:40 p.m. in the SAC Club Office.

Nov 21 - The Lance editor in chief's birthday.

Nov 22 - The Dept. of Philosophy presents Dr.,
Deborah Cook speaking on "Archaeology and;
Genealogy from Analytic to Critical History." 7:30
p.m. at Canterbury College.

Nov 22 - The U of W Navigators present "Self-Control - Being a Master of Oneself." 6:30 p.m. in the
Rose room .

Nov 28 - The Dept. of Philosophy presents Prof.
Charles McCracken delivering a paper on "Was
Berkely a Common Sense Realist?" 4 p.m. at Canter·
bury College.

Services of S.A.C.
CJAM Radio Station
91.5 fm
Working
for Students
Second Floor University Centre
253-4232 Ext. 3905
3906 or 253-6423

Peer Counselling Centre
2nd Floor University Centre
* general peer counselling
* tutorial service
*.resource centre

Centre Graphics
* Resume service
* Typesetting service
* .Sc/page Photocopy service
* Special Events flyers

Located on the lower level of
The University Centre

Lance
2nd Floor University Centre
Volunteers are always welcome

S.A.C. Services
00

* FAX Service -- .55c/minute, $1. /page

* Club/Society photocopying --

Women's Centre
2nd Floor University Centre
Looking for volunteers
Women's Drop-in Centre -- 11 a.m. - 3 p.m. daily,
6 p.m. - 8 p.m. Tuesday

Community Legal ·Aid
in Law Building
* Legal advice and counselling for
all University of Windsor students

____________________________,~
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Retired general denounces war
by D. Eldon Dawson

man who dedicated
most of his adult life
to the military was
in Windsor last
Wednesday night
L---,---'
denouncing war and advocating
disarmament and peace.
Retired Major-General
Leonard Johnson was guest
c;pcaker al the peace activist
awards presentation sponsored by
the Windsor Coalition for Disarmament, held at Ambassador
Auditorium.
Johnson believes Canadians
must admit "that there is no such
thing as military security in a
nuclear-armed world" and suggests a strategy of war avoidance.
"Nobody wants to go through
a war again," Johnson said.
"There is too much destructive
and indiscriminate power in war
for it ever to serve any useful
political purpose."
A native of Saskatchewan,
Johnson joined the Royal
Canadian Air Force in 1950 and
served until his retirement in
1984. In 1979. however. he began
to realize that the importance of
military po"er was declining
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rapidly. In the spring of that year,
Johnson witnessed a videotape of
a simulated attack of North
America, shown al the NORAD
headquarters in Colorado
Springs.
"The President of the United
Stales, with confirmation that
North America was under attack,
ordered the complete destruction
of the Soviet Union, in the video,"
Johnson described.
IL was then that Johnson realized the futility of war.
"Retaliation would serve no
purpose. It would not save one
Canadian or American life. It's
both immoral and irrational. .. a
crime against humankind to even
plan to use them," Johnson said.
Johnson sees the biggest
roadblock to disarmament as the
inability of the U.S. government
to deal with the Soviet administration rationally.
"There is not one single case
where the U.S. failed to develop a
weapon without wondering what
the U.S.S.R. would do with the
same (weapon)," Johnson said.
The retired Major-General
recalls vividly the 1960 's -- a
decade of Berlin and the Cuban
missile crisis. Never in the post-

war period has the world been
closer to a nuclear confrontation
than during this period when the
Soviet Union, under leader Nikita
Khrushchev. was so weak.
Although he "as "ab-.olutely
terrified by Ronald Reagan." he
believes that the end of the Cold
War is finally in '>ight and is encouraged by the reforms currently in progress in countries within
the Soviet sphere of influence.
"The climate for arms control
is much greater now," Johnson
said. "The potential to wind down
military operations and return to
normalc) is within our grasp. We
now have the opportunity to
replace the military balance with
a settlement of issues -- ten years
from now might be a historymaking time of settlements," he
added.
Johnson believes that the
changes arc the result of reforms
introduced by Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev.
"The lid has been held on by
the U.S.S R. Now Gorbachev has
rejected that and the pent-up
change is released like taking a lid
off a kettle."
According to John son,
governments are just now realiz-

Group honours activists
by D. Eldon Dawson

other student of this decade,,. said
political science professor David
Wurfel.
Johnson was a founding memher of Students for Nuclear Disarmament in 1982. Commissioner
of Internal Affairs for the
Students· Administrative Council
in 1984-85, editor of the Lance in

hile Canadians
were remembering tho:-.e
killed in previou:-. wars. the
Winusor Coalition for Disarmament wa, rrescnting its annual
peace acti, i,t award!'>.
This ycar·s winners were
, Kevin John:-.on and Sunccc John,
hoth of whom arc knov,~ for their
.ictivism on i!'..sues or sol'ial im, portancc and their commitment to
' organizing students for worlu
, peace ,int.I uisarmament.

W

anti-apartheid campaign, with the
local Chinese Association in
forming a strong response to last
summer's events in China, Satvaide, and the Thi rd World
Resource Centre, and is employed
by Iona College as Program Associate.
"If something needs to be

11

I

Earlier this year. hoth atlcnded the protests against the
ARMX arms sale in Ottawa. The
arms bazaar was a showcase used
' to display new war methods and
weaponry. It was also a forum
Where weapons were sold for use
in wars world w idc. Both were arrested and jailed for their nonviolent civil disobedience, used
While trying to hlock the entrance
into the arms bazaar.
Fortheirbravery,Johnsonand
lohnrcceivedtheJohnMcArthur
Pcaee Activist Award. This award
is presented annually to the per'>On(s) who have shown commitrncnt and activism in support of
the Canadian disarmament movernent and the cause of world
JlCacc.

Winners of the annual peace activist awards,
Sungee John and Kevin Johnson.
L,rnce photo lJy Jc1mes Crump

1986-87, and is currently a member or such organizations as
Greenpeace, Operation Dismantle, the Alliance for NonViolent Action. and other
peace-oriented groups.
Sungec John. like Johnson,
has been Jeeply involved in the
peace movement for many years.
"She realizes it's a global
issue and is involved on a number
of fronts," said Iris Kohler,
"(Johnson) has made a more Program Associate !,II Windsor's
Positive impact on political Third World Resource Centre.
events and disarmament than any
John worked on campus in the

I

done, Sungee i!'.. around to lend
support and knowledge." Kohler
said.
Len Wallace, the Chairperson
oftheWindsorCoalitionforOisarmament, compared the actions
of the two award winners to those
undertaken hy the Chinese students at Tiananmen Square.
Both Sungec anu Ke .. in were
arre!'..tc<l along with more than 150
other members of the Alliance for
Non-Violent Action in Ottawa
last May.O

Major· General (ret.) Leonard Johnson

ing that they can't afford a trillion-dollar world-wide budget for
military operations. because they
have overwhelming environmental and social problems.
He believes that the wealth
should he better distributed -- to
divert resources into the development of the third world is a real

Lance photo by James Crump

challenge that must be acfdressed.
The guest '>peaker, a member
of Generals for Peace and Disarmament, believes that peaceful
change is possible. Johnson was
elected in 1988 as chair of Project
Ploughshares, a peace group for
disarmament. and is author of the
book, A General for Peucc. D

Accident claims
Windsor student
by Arthur Gosselin
e rrance Champagne had dreams
·
of hecoming a
physical educa,__
..., tion
teacher.
Those dreams were dash<.:d I.1st
week as the 23-year-old man
and U. of \V. student \\as
declared bra1n-deaJ aft<.:r !'..llffcring massi\ e h<.:ad injuries
\\<hen he lost control ol the
motorcycle h<.: was on Nm. I 0
Mr. Champagne was riding
a fn<.:nd's motorcvcle north on
I OucllctteAvenue·atahout::!:00
AM when the accident occurred. There were no other
vehicles involved. Mr. Champagne was declared dead 12
hour!) later.
A graduate of Forster
Secondary School, he had
finished his first year at the
University of Windsor. and
was taking time off to earn
enough money for tuition to
complete his degree.
Mr. Champagne's teaching
aspirations were based on his
interest in sports. ''He played
all kinds of spor~s," his stepfather George Allan was
quoted as saying by the
Windsor Star.
City Parks and recreation
foreman Chris Moran, who
was Mr. Champagne's boss
this past summer, described
him as a good worker with a
.
.

T___

sense of humour, who took
things in stride and got along
with everybody. "He was
easy-go-lucky" in hi, outlook,
Moran slated.
Th<.: foreman said Mr.
Champagne worked on a
baseball diamond new during
this past summer fixing the
diamonds. culling tlw grass,
and la) ing down the foul lines.
The ere\, \\ ,1:-. rc:-,pon:-.ihlc for
!-<.:<.:ping the cit) 's 30 basehall
diamonds in shape.
Death ho\,e,er has not
prcvent<.:d some good to come
out of this tragedy. as \.1r
Champagn<.: had signed th<.:
organ donor portion of his
driver's license -- an action
\\ hich may have saved four
other lives.
Within hours of his being
declared dead and put on a lifesupport system to preserve his
organs for transplant, his liver,
heart, and both his kidneys
were on their way to help
others live on. A Pittsburgh
man
received
Mr.
Champagne's liver. A young
man in Toronto received his
heart, while his kidneys were
given to two London, Ontario
men.
Mr. Champagne is survived
by his mother Susan Allan, his
stepfather George Allan, and
three brothers-Gerry, Jeff and
Mike of Windsor.O
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The University of Windsor is now part of the federal
governmenf s Centres of excellence' science and technology network (see the story on page one). The network s part of a $240 million program which will help
promote technological research and development in
Canada. and help put our university on the map.
Windsor's Department of Electrical Engineerings
1application to be a ·centre of excellence· was just one
among 158 such applications from universities across
Canada. The department's proposal for research into
ultra htgh-tech microchips technology has placed
Windsor on an academic pedestal which only 13 other
'centres· share.
Th ts honour brings some m ucr deserved and
needed, funds ($500 .000 over the next tour years) .
recognition. and respect to the university. The atter s
especially deserved. and needed .
Three years ago I was a high school graduate looking forward to university. until I heard a government official speak on university overcrowding in Ontario. He
said. "Even universities such as Laurentian and Windsor,
traditionally the universities that absorbed the overflow
from the main Ontario universities. are becoming overcrowded .'
"Oh great, " I remember thinking. 'Tm going to an
academic drainage ditch."
Since then. I've witnessed Windsor's reputation
receive some other kicks. Linda Frum·s Guide to
Canadian Universities dismissed Windsor as the university students go to when they don't have the grades to go
to a Toronto university. Frum insinuated that the women
at Windsor are only here to acquire mates - not degrees.

I

------------------Ruminations of a Proletarian
Dear Mr. Mulroney,

I took a train the other day on VIA. That's the one
you 're going to cut. right'? I almost didn't take the trip hecause the lineup was so godtlamned long hoth to huy a ticket and to hoard the train that I felt I had heller pack a lunch
first. STRANGELY ENOUGH, that's hecn the ..,cenario
for nearly all of the train trips I've taken this year. (You
know how it is, ch Brian, when you take SO MANY train
trips in a year that you just can't rememher how many
you've taken'!)
So I get on the train. right. and what do you know.
there's no scats. Arc you gelling the gist here'? ALL THE
SEATS WERE OCCUPIED!!!! I'm talking standing room
only here. Mr. Mulroney. In one section of train there was
an arthritic old lady with a wailing hahy in her arms. I held
the kid for half the trip, hut. unfortunately. I couldn't support the old lady who's lying in a coma. hospitalized as I
write this.
As I said. I take the train quite often, and although I
can't say that I take it every day, I can certainly say that I
take it more than just on a particular holiday. I have made
use of the train not only because I don't have a car (although, that certainly is a contributing factor). but because
it's relatively safe, convenient, economical. and, above all,

Our own Chancellor Sommerville was so disillus1onec
with the university that he wanted to abandon the
humanities and sciences to concentrate on Law and business.
This promotes a reputation we hardly deserve. We
are a young university, but not immature -we are not 'Last
Chance U."
Windsor has many good points. One of these points
is University president Dr. Ron Ianni. For example, his
actions at last year's sit-tn, which was held in his office.
were exemplary. During the sit-in, which was staged to
protest university investment in South Africa. Ianni
stayed in hrs office with the students, until 1 00 am
Dunng this time he had drinks and food brought up for
the students . He spoke frankly with them, and treated
them with respect.
During a similar incident at the
University of Western Ontano the un1vers1ty president
taped plastic over his door window and ignored the stu·
dent protestors, according to members of University of
Western Ontario's Academic Coalition for Equality. The
Western students were also staging a sit-in to protest
their university's investment in South Africa.
We also have excellent academic programs. We
have a highly respected drama department. Our English
department has held, and currently holds, many bright
stars - such as W.O. Mitchell, Alistair Macleod. and
Thomas Dilworth. As Sommerville would attest, we also
have fine business and Law programs. And now the
faculty of engineering has made Windsor a centre of ex·
cellence.
But then again, weren't we always one?
- Scott Ingram

Ted Sturk
COMFORTABLE. It also affords an opportunity to meet
many diverse types of people. an unwritten social extra that
seems to he lacking on the hus. (I don ·1 suppose you 'vc
taken any form of public tran-,portation lately Mr. M ulroney. that's why I thought I'd help fill you in. A limousine
isn't considered puhlic transportation. is it'!)
Anyway, on the train I always meet at least two or three
people. Interestingly enough. they're not there to protest
your decision (do you remember when you :-.aid "Use it or
lose it"). As a matter of tact, not once in my numerous train
trips have I spotted even one protest sign with. for exam pie.
''I'm using it... Now what?!'?" I suspect, and I not, admiltedly, positively 100% sure ahout this. that most of the
people arc on the train because they have to go somewhere
and VIA rail i'> the easiest. nicest. if not the ONLY way
that they choose to get there. I tlon 't know ahout a lot of
people. but if it's a choice hctwecn taking the hus and w,t!king, I think I'd rather walk ... AND I HATE WALKING!!!
I realize it's a question of economics, Brian. This
country owes what, ahout 65 trillion dollars now'? And
that's in U.S. dollars. But I have a couple of solutions: first,
if I have to, I wouldn't mind kicking in a couple of hucks
extra for a train ticket. Hell. if I had to. I suppose I could
give you an advance on my income tax; secondly, and hy
all means correct me if I'm wrong, isn't it about 4 BIL-

LION DOLLARS a second to operate a jct these day,·!
THINK or ALL THE MONEY YOU COULD SA VI:.
Brian. if you had yourcahinct ministers take the train. They
might actually sec the country they've sworn to serve aml
protect...and have time to do urgent ministerial thinp
while they're at it.
I hate to he the one to tell you this Mr. Mulroney. httl
this country hasn ·1 hccn that great under your auspice,.
Pollution is still here. another recession lurks in the wing,.
and there ·s rumours of an imminent U.S. takeover of
Canada. If you now take away the only means of tram,por·
talion I have for visiting my poor, aged grandparcnh.
whose only hright spot in life is my infrequent visih. then
I have to wonder what next. Brian'! The way things .irL'
going. I foresee a very dark and dreary future that ·s .1111111,1
too depres-.ing to write ahout. So listen. if you 'n.: 11011011
husy one of the!->e days when you 're taking a ride in one 111
your limousines and you really haven't got a hell of lot Ill
do, could you do me a favour?
Just drop my grandparents a note (it could he a sh11rt
note, and you wouldn ·1 have to hlame yourself) explaining
why I can't come to visit anymore. Give any excuse you
feel like, they're always glad to get mail, after all. it's th~
next best thing to a visit, right'!O
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Environmental Awareness
"There arc some who can live without
wild things. and some who cannot."
- Aldo Leopold

nee
the
USl·

We

asr
1nts

Aldo Leopold was both right and wrong
when he wrote that opening line to A Sam/
Co1111ty A Ima nae. Some people couldn't
care less about loons, or grizzly bears. or
dolphins. Others. however. would not want
to live without such things. Yet both groups
ultimately have no choice in the matter.
We can't survive without the wild
things. Tr} breath mg the air if there were
no plants to photosynthesize the oxygen we
need. We arc a part of this Earth -- al best.
an integrated part of the global ecosystem,
at wor'>t, a cancerous growth
This is the first in a series of bi-weekly
columns sponsored by the Environmental
Awareness Association in co-operation
with the good folks at the lance. Our group
is hoping to increase awareness around
campus of various environmental concerns
-- both local and global. to do this, we arc
arranging for a number of guest speakers to
come to the university. Look for our posters
and come to a meeting.
Later this month, recycling will come
to campus and this is something we hope
everyone will help take part in. Your empty
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xenC)phobia
I write not to comment on the ohviou!-.
racism in the letter of ex-student J. R.
Sellers (The Lance. Nov.2). hut to wonder
ahout a dabhlcr in political :-.cicncc :-.o ignontttt- o.f 1..">'ellh l:'i years ago in Uganda
when people of Indian origin were driven
out of the country with just the clothes on
their hack and scattered acro\S the world
If he but knew the pain of those refugees al
that time. he might contain his xenophobia.
He might study too the contributions to
Canada of those former refugees.
Sincerely.
E. Crowley

pro-press

I·.

pop cans arcn 't garbage.
Did you see the article in the Globe and
Mail a while ago? McDonald's (in the
U.S.A.) is finally going to take some action
about all their McGarbage. Instead of just
throwing all those Big Mac and Quarter
Pounder Styrofoam boxes away, they are
going to start recycling them.
I guess we should all give them a big
McChccr. Or should we?
There's certainly a rising pressure
against wasteful garbage, both in Canada
and in the U.S. The proliferation of Blue
Boxes is clear sign of that. Recycling is just
common sense. Garbage doesn't just fade
away It sits in landfill sites for years.
McDonald's appears to have decided to
take action before they arc forced to take
action by legislation. The reasoning is
something like this: if we do anything. we
can ·1 he accused of being unconcerned
ab1(ut the environment. So. what they arc
doing i, pulling special garbage can, in
their restaurants lor people to dump their
styrofoam boxes in after they've attempted
to digest their burgers. That's fine for
people who cal in-,idc the formica wonderland or McDonald's, but if you take your
burger away you re not likely to bring the
box back, arc you?

The goal. the <i/ohe and Mail inlorm,
us, is recycling 50 per l:ent of the produced
styrofoam. Half. Well, that's helter than
·nothing.right? Mayhc.
What happens to the styrofoam boxes
after McDonald's collects them all? What
docs one du with grca:-.c-staincd and
ketchup-splattered styrofoam?
Health regulations prevent the
styrofoam from being used for food containers again (even for the stuff McD's
sells) Ever seen those styrofoam pc.inut,
they use for packing material? That's
where your Big Mac container will probably end up. And what happens to all those
styrofoam peanuts? Do we feed them to
styrofoam elephants'! Ronald McDonald
just smiles and shrugs has '>houlders. "It's
not my problem," he says.
Great. Just great.
The real question is why do they have
to give you a grcascburgcr in a styrofoam
box in the first place! What's wrong with
cardboard'! Although food-stained paper
supposedly cannot be recycled it will at
least b1odcgradc once it docs get hauled off
to a landfill site.
There was another article in the Glohe
und Mail ahout some students in Toronto
in grades 4 and 5. They've t>ccome en-

vironmcntally aware and whenever any of
them go to a McDonald's they always
demand their Big Mac:-. on paper napkins.
They tell the stall to keep their styrofoam
, boxes, thank you very much.
Look, mayhe you wouldn't cat at
McDonald's. Maybe you ' ve got better
taste than that. But probahly some of your
friends still do. Tell them 10 ask for their
burgers on paper napkins. not in styrofoam
hoxcs.
In C':1nada. the hoxe, will ,pend live
minutes proh:cling your greasehurgcr ,ind
then 50 year, in a landfill ,ite. Makes a lot
of ,cnsc, docsn 't it'! Old Mother Nature
isn' t very imprc,'l!d .
So. if you have to go lo unc of these fa,t
food factories, ask for paper. "foll them to
keep thdr ,I) rufoam hoxcs. Or go 'iOmc
plai:e else. Some place that 'icrves real food
and ,Kluall ~ lrusb. you lo he ahie to u....: a
real plate and a knife and fork. That'd he
fine by me, too. II enough people do.
mayhc the cinder-heads will get the idea.
And you can feel good ahout yourscll.
You'll he helping the world. helping
Motha Nuturc. Su really. you ' re helping
yourself.
Just tell 'cm Mom sent you.O

not have ~cen such a popular policy to the ''villain" against your"noble" cau,c is very
suppressed black majority.
erroneous and misleading to the general
What I also found most shocking in this public. Although this villainization of the
response letter was the fact that a Harvard Catholic heritage makes \, ,ur cJusc seem
educated Law Professor would become an angelic and righteous, it docs not atter the
advocate for the censorship of free inde- fact that your statement was vcr)' unprofespendent press, similar to the restrictions sional. Generalizations should not be made
now placed on the p rc:-.s in South Afr ca. is by intellig1,;.nt pcoph•. onL by bigots.
this the method to advance democracy and
The portrayal of pregnancy as a disease
individual freedoms'>
is al.,1> a very sad interpretation of yours. If
Perhaps the most distressing feature of someone were to vote "no" toward the
this scholarship fund as the fact that Dr. proposed eight dollar increase for oral conCarasco has cunningly found a method to traceptives. you would have people believe
dominate black students on this campus in that they are "meddling with the health
order to serve her own personal profile and needs of women" because of religious
ambitions. This is by far the worst form of morality. Well, Mr. Editor, can I remind
slavery I have ever witnessed as a black you that pregnancy is not a DISEASE!
man.
Pregnancy can only occur when a male and
In conclusion I feel that it is cynic-.il that a female copulate, and this. as many people
there arc South African oppressed residing can attest to, is not a contageous or genetic
in west Windsor who arc ,truggling to •disease.
maintain a poverty level subsistence when
Lack of responsibility. selfishness. and
Dr. Carasco shows little scnsitivil) to their decreasing human compassion arc all runconcerns. while al the same time she advo- ning rampant in this modern day society of
cates her ·commitment· to South African ours. Your conclusion that the pill is the
freedom. These arc the reasons why the let- human thing to do as well as the most
ter hy Mr. Sellars struck every chord of economical, as opp<N.'d to child support.
truth on this issue, although some in- exemplifies these very destructive attitudes
dividuals allow their passions to dominate that hurt all or us. Free choice is the only
their reason and objectivity
intelligent choice, of course. hut your article was very contradictory to this statcKofi Adomako
m en t. You only presented your
B.Sc. (Windsor) C.Mfg.E.
narrow-minded views and in the proi:ess
have 'ihunncd .tll other aspects ol this most
delil'.tlc i"uc. It is your kind of thinking
which i, the most dangerous hccausc 11 has
Dear Editor,
no intelligence or "i:-dom us the foundaI am writing in response to your "save tion. It is founded on scllish feeling, and
the female with eight dollars" proposal. l'mot iom, which ;as" e nil know lead lo conYour comment on the pill, which appeared fusion and turmoil.
in the Novemhcr 2nd issue of The Lance,
Joseph lhrahim
reflected a very biased, demeaning and
Third Year. Faculty of Science
demoralizing attitude. How d.irc you hlamc
feminization of poverty. the loss of careers
and the hrcakdoY. n of relationships on the
most fundamental prerequisite for human Dear Ed itor,
I would like to take this time to respond
proliferation. that is conception. Paying an
extra eight dollars a year will not solve to Kevin Johnson's compelling article of
these problems and to insinuate this shows Nov. 2 which dealt with the lnnu of northern Labrador and their light against low
a lack of intelligence and maturity.
Your urticle projected an image of level jct !lights. This article definitely hit
female suprcssing. stone hearted and nar- home for me. In 1985. I had the unique oprow-minded Catholics whose sole purpose portunity to live amongst the lnnu in a
is to manipulate und thereby cause others remote LahradN village l'allcd MakKovik.
to conform toconccptsof"virtuc". Yourcf- I saw and felt what these indigenous people
fort to portray the Catholic heritage as a were losing. "Nita,sman" is under siege

and now I and other, will prohahly never
get to sec it in it:-. pristine condition again.
The lnnu and Nescapi indians were the
original inhahitants of this land "God gave
to Cain" over thousands of years ago. They
hoth viewed this part of Labrador
their
sacred land for ohvious reasons. It used to
he a place " ·here. peace, tram1uillity, and
living a lrmJitional life hy hunting. lhhing
and trapping v.cre the norm. However, dUl'
to the increased low level test night-. hy the
American. Canadian. Dutch. British, and
West German Air Forces since the 1960's.
this land of once virgin timber and clear
lakes is rapidly transforming itself into a
massive trash heap and abattoir. The once
plentiful George River caribou herd is in
rapid decline. and once bountiful fish and
wildlife stock:. arc depicting at an alarming
r.itc. We arc Jelling this happen because
faceless, international henchmen in lowlly ing :,,onic booming F-lll's feel that it is
the right thing to do for the security of our
country and the Western world. It', not!
What stupidity and irrationality! And for
what I ask'! A billion dollar "Tactical
Fighters Weapon's Training Facility".
God! J ,hudder at the inane a,..,umption that
modern man could put such a ludicrous
prii:c tag on "uch a beautiful and pristine
part of our country. The Labrador people
have sulticient impetus now "ilh the En' vironmcntal Asscs-.mcnt Hearings and the
peaceful protests from all venues to :-.land
up tall, strip the military of their destructive
tools, and demand the return of this territory to the rightful owner,. The protests
arc encouraging, yet we mu,t not "top
there. We mu,t all help. Without our
Canadian peace effort to stem the tide of
the mega-military project in Goose Bay.
we forfeit our obligation a:,, sane and compassionate people. in preventing an csc:ilation of the 11m1" race and the destruction of
our own 1.'0untry.

Mail
Dear Editor.

an'.11
am.

David Seburn

Dear Editor,
I felt that it was necessary that I write
this leller to ex pres" the truth ahout the conllict that has developed on the campus. As
a hlack African. the lellcr of November 2,
1989 on the scholar:-.hip for the South
Alrkan "tudent. although har..,h, w.1s cnl1cally true. The points discussed hy James
Sellar, were only those points which the
Students Against Apartheid and Or. Cara"co have so far refused to openly discuss.
More importantly. the response letter of
November <J. 1989 accusing Mr. Sellars ol
~ing a racist borders on lunacy and is tolally unjustified and therefore Mr. Sellars
deserves a pub Iic apology.
But Dr. Milne in her defense of her colleague in the Law school omitted some
very important aspects of the Indian role in
Uganda prior to the expulsion of 1972. The
history of the Indian minority in Uganda is
one of economic domination and subtle
r.icism. towards the black majority.
Although I do not and will not justify
the actions of ldi Amin the fundamental
reality of 1972 was, that most of the Indians
in Uganda refused to give up their British
pas!>ports and become citizens of Uganda.
They would not make a political and
economic commitment to the people of
Uganda while as many Africans would say:
'they milked the cow without feeding it -or caring about it.' If this was not the truth,
1
hc expulsion of the Indian minority would

pill

lnnu

a,

Deni:-. Robillard
(Faculty of Education)
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Soviet environmental law reps outline laws
by Frank Philcox
The Detroit College of Law
played host to two Soviet environmental law specialists last
Thursday evening. Or. Alexander
Timoshenko, the director of the
_Section on Ecological Law at the

Institute of State and Law of the
USSR Academy of Sciences, and
Mikhail Brinchuk, a senior research associate at the same institute, spoke on the changing
face of environmental law in the
Soviet Union.
Their visit to the United States

was organized under the auspices
of the Council on Environmental
Quality, which is the United
States sponsor of an official
governmental exchange of environmental specialists between
the United States and the Soviet
Union pursuant to a 1972 Agree-

ly a transfer of funds from onel
ment for Joint Cooperation for
Environ mental Protection be- public coffer to the next. Firms, in
tween President Nixon and Soviet essence, have become self-sus-1
taining entities responsible for
leader Brezhnev.
their own actions.
I
Or. Brinchuk outlined the hisDr. Timoshanko, who was a
tory of environmental legislation
in the Soviet Union. Nature con- Soviet participant in the UN
servation, he said, has historically , Brundtland Commission, spoke
on what he referred to as "ecologi.
been the focus of environmental
legislation in the USSR. Other in- cal security." When asked how
the law is responding to environitiatives that involved air and
mental problems in the Soviet
water quality arose out of a conUnion, he suggested that environcern for the protection of public
mental law in the USSR is like a
health. The object has always
man running on foot attempting to
been the protection of man·s
health, not the protection of the catchaspeedingtrnin. Thelaw,he
environment. Soviet laws have said, has been very feeble indeed.
also been essentially declarative He also suggested that the root of
and ha\oe never been enforced. our common environmental
The result has been ecological dilemma is philosophical and that
legal solutions can only do so
disaster.
much in addressing this problem.
In the 1970s and '80s the
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Northern Telecom
Interviewing on campus for permanent positions
Faculties:
Math, Computer Science, Engineering
Application Deadline Date:
November 29th (noon)
On-Campus Interviews:
December 6th
Location of Job:
Toronto, Brampton

Job Descriptions available in
Career Planning & Placement Centre

(Dillon Hall)

Communist Party enacted various
new environmental measures but
there has heen little implementation. Recently, however, a glimmer of hope has emerged. A new
State Committee for Environmental Protection (SCEP) has
been formed, and a draft legislation has been submitted to Parliament that, for the first time in
Soviet history, sets out comprehensive guidelines for the
protection of the environment
throughout the Soviet Union.
This legislation is a watershed
in many ways. It puts into the
hands of the SCEP the power to
implement and enforce federal
environmental protection legislation throughout the Soviet Union.
Previously there had been no environmental protection legislation at the federal level which
applied to all the Republics. The
Act establishes citizens' rights
and calls for a more active role for
the public in environmental
protection. It creates a sort of environmental Bill of Rights for
citizens -- a right of people to a
healthy environment. Citizens
will have a right to extract information from government ministries and environmental
protection authorities. The act
also establishes the right of all
citizens to bring private or public
litigation against polluters. Also,
under the proposed legislation,
major industrial projects will
have to undergo a referendum
either at the Republic or local
level.
The most fascinating elements of the law concern sanctions. In the past, fines were
imposed on polluters of five to ten
rubles. These fines were, in effect,
simply a transfer of funds from
one public purse to another. The
new law sets fines of thousands
and millions of rubles. A series of
administrative, civil, and criminal
sanctions will be in place to address environmental damage, and
fines that arc levied will be paid
by the polluting enterprise.
Money will be taken from the
profits of the enterprise that norm a 11 y go toward bonuses to
workers and management or
toward "social development" -worker housing, child care, etc.
The bill will make the polluter pay
and fines will no longer be simp-

Timoshenko suggested that
developing the notion of
"ecological security" is a possible
political approach we can take to
protect the environment. By
positing the environmental
problem as a serious security
issue it would receive the attention that it so badly needs. He suggested that environmental threals
today, in the face of relative harmony between the superpowers,
are more serious than military
threats. This decline in military
aggression should make it possible to redirect intellectual and
fina ncial resources to pressing
global environmental problems.
Timoshenko said that, like the
military budget of the past, the environment should become a
"public sacred cow." If the disar·

l
~

l

c

\
,

mament process proceeds, the ' 1
military sector of the economy
can be converted into the environ· t
mental sector of the economy.
The degradation of the en· ]
vironment must begin to be
viewed for what it is -- a vital b
security threat. Military securit)
problems are always reversible.
as is being shown now. But global
environmental problems (i.e.
global warming, ozone depletion)
are not.

I~

In concluding Timoshenkc
spoke of the need for a worldwide
consensus on basic principles ol
ecological security. He said there
should be: I) a han on "ecological
aggression"; 2) an international
free exchange of environmental
information; 3) international
cooperation in emergency en·
vironrnental situatio ns; 4) a
mechanism to resolve interna·
tional disputes, and; 5) a means to
compel the use of safe tech·
nologies and to promote sus·
tainable development. All of this
implies an improvement of the
existing UN machinery and is
also contingent upon agreement
at the UN that the environment is
a security issue. Timoshenko also
suggested that a Council ol
Ecological Security be created
The UN Charter could be
amended to recognize this body.
and this alternative notion of
security would be good for the en·
hancement of the UN in these
changing times.O
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Salvadoreans make local appeal
by o. Eldon Dawson

ince November I I.
the government air
.vas a
force
or El Salvador
: UN
has repeatedly and
;poke
indiscriminately
al·
)logi. 1 - - - - - '
tacked
civilian
neighbourhoods.
how
killing more than 300 cit rzens. ac1iron.
corJ i ng to Salvaide. a Sal;oviet
\adore,,n
human
rrghh
1iron.
or!.!anization.
like a I
In respon..,e lo thi' slaughter,
ingto
members of the \alvadorean
1\\-, he
Cl>mmunity in Windsor joined
deed.
soootherconcerned c1t1zcns from
)Ot of
throughout Ontario in a
~ntal
d that
Jo so
hlem.

S
~

. 8)

,terns

demonstration in front of the Salvadorean Consulate in Toronto
Tuesday.
The purpose of the protests,
aimed al the intcrnatiom1I community. was to put pressure on the
government to -.top the killing and
to hegin peaceful negotiations.
"This is practically an urhan
holocaust." explained Jose Oran-

:e the~
heenme a
disar,. the
,nomy
.iron-

tes, a member of the Salvadorcan
Community Rapid Response Network who was instrumental in
Windsor's twin city arrangement
with Las Vueltas.
"One of the main problems is
that the government doesn't per-

litar)
ilitary
. pos11 and
:ssing

~y.

fund will help non-governmental
agencies respond to the needs of
those living in the areas hart.lest
hit hy government air rait1" and
village" such as Las Vuelta.,.
which arc twinned with Canadian
citie\.(1

Stressed out? You need this

Salv
Aide

that
of
.;sible
tke to

1

!nlal
:urit)
attenesug~reats
char1wcrs.

mit the Red Cross to enter these ' hoods of San Roque, Zacamil,
these affected areas)." Orantes
stricken areas. Ambulances , Mejicanos, Soyapango, and
said during a news conference at
trying to help victims were shot Madre du las Pobres.
Iona College, Wednesday mornat," Orantes said. "We want to
"We must stop these ing.
spread the word to denounce atrocities," Orantes said. "The
Salvaide has established an
these act ions and ask for help people have no access to food or
emergency funu lo assist those in(from the international com- water and the government won't I
jure~ in government allacks on
munity) to put an end to these allow any help to com~ in (to
Salvadoran neighbourhoods. The
-.en..,ekss massacres."
Oran ks desnihed how AC'-4 7
bombers that fire thousands of
round" per minute have heen attacking den.,ely-populateu areas hy Lann· News Staff
register for the work:-,hops call
.-,urrounding the capital or San
Extension 3288 or visit the Office
Salvauor •· a response lo rehel
Students now have a chance to of Student Affairs ahovc the
lorces · attacks on the government learn hov. to manage their "tre\s
University hook store. across
last weekend.
through a set ol work,hops offrom the Leddy Lihrary A $2.00
fered over the next two weeks by
fee will he charged 111 advance to
_the Academic Advisory Centre.
cover the cost of materials.
"This seems Lo he a peak time
for students lo be experiencing
stress," "tales a'>sistant lo the
dean, Brooke White, in explaining the timing of the workshops.
hy Lance News Staff
White say-, the Vvorbhop" arc
designed to help students underWindsoritcs \\ ill hmc a new
stand the stress process·- stress is forum th,., lriday 111 \Cfll their
a response lo a situation, not the rru..,tration, \\ ith the Mulrone)
situation itself. She say:-, the gm ernmcnt.
"It is .not pamilled hy Geneva workshops will teach students lo
The Wintbor District I ,1ho11r
convention to altad civili,rns recognize the effects stress has on Cou nL"il in conjunction ,... ith
with conventional weapons." them as individuals, learn relaxa- church . ...iudent and "enior
Orantes said. The government, tion techniques, ways of coping citi/en, groups. an.: putting on a
u!'>ing machine guns and 500 lh. with stress, and how to identify day filled with pn>lest ,IL'li\ Ilic,.
homhs. has killed many innocent strcssors (situations which invoke
Different group, \\ rll h.i\e
dvilians and destroyed the medi- stress).
hooths set up ,, ilh petitions on
cal facilities al the University of
The workshops will try to help everything from VIA cuts and Air
El Salvador.
students prevent the physiologi- Canada privatisation lo the Goods
During the night of November cal wear down which stress can and Services Tax. According to ·
13. the Red Cro!'>s reported that cause, and to develop skills in organiser Nick LaPosla. "A Imost
the air force machine-gunned ex- overload avoidance. planning. any petition you can imagine will
tensive areas surrounding the and goal setting. A rating scale for he at the booths Friday."
capital. causing numerous casual- students and the impact on health
Some of the day's highlights
ties. 20.000 people have hcen dis- that stress has will also be will include two booths where, for
placed by the fighting. especially provided.
$2.00. you may have a sixty
in the San Salvador neighbourFor more information, or to second videotaped message made

The Centre, will he holding
the worhhops on live different
day-.·· Thur.,. Nov. 16. S: 15 (1:45
pm: Mon. Nm 211, 3 4:31! pm;
Jue-,. ~ov . 11. 5:15-6:-45 pm;
Thurs. Nm. 30, J-4:30 pm; and
Fri . Dec. I. 1-2·30 pm.:l

Gov't to get pummeling
which will become part of a
videotape being sent to Pnmc
Minister Brian Mulroney.
At 4:00 the "Main Event" will
take place. This\\ ill he a boxing
match between the "Canadians
Who Care" learn, consisting of
"Wanda 'The Woman', Seymour
'The Senior' Citizen, and Al 'The
Average' Cana(fo.tn" against the
"Mulroney's Bay Street
Marauders" team with "Brian · 1
Never Lied' Mulroney. Mike
·Pickpocket· Wilson. and Benoit
'The Butch1.:r' Bouchard."
The day's events "ill start at
10:00 AM Friday Novcmher. 17
at Raymond, rc,tauranl. Oulh:tt..:
Ave. at Ri\erside. The "M.1in
Event" hoxing match, will take
place in front of the Federal
Building (f'o.,t Ollice} 1111 Ouclktlc ,he. :1

Laser used as microscope

e ento be
1 vital
bJ :\lartha Gutschi
curi1y1
rsiblc.
he tempo of scicni
global
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· culture," clarified Kenney-Wallace. Everything in our culture is
affected by time ·· from photography and television to
, microwaves and medicine ·• all
or
human . arc part or the tempo of scientific
...__ _- . J curiosity." This was
di..,covcry.
the theme presented to students
Along with other members of
by Dr. Geraldine Kenney-Wal- the Task Force on Industrial
lace. chairperson of the Science Technological Development.
Council of Canada. Kenney-Wal- Kenney- Wallace is examining
lace was at Windsor to deliver the methods or dispm,ing of waste,
third annual Kilian Lecture last recycling, cleaning the environThur.;day in the Moot Courtroom ment and enhancing our tcchof the Law School.
nological skills. These issues arc
Sponsored by the physics also being studied hy the Canada
department, Kenney-Wallace dis- and Japan Council -- a group of
cussed the "Art of Fcmtosecond people working together to disLasers." Lasers allow us to sec cover new ways of dntng old
into the submolecular world, things.
Kenney-Wallace
Wh1:re molecules, protons, and dcscnhed Canada's relationship
electrons interact and where time with Japan using the word "comIs the central reference point.
plcrnentarity". which a Japanese
Kenney-Wallace transported person may interpret as meaning
lhc audience into a world similar "one arrow can be broken; a
lo Alice in Wonderland, where bunch of arrows cannot." Thus it
even the colours had a life of their is apparent that any changes that
own. Each colour is separate and occur in our environment must he
distinct and travels at a different met and shared by everyone in5
pecd. Thus, "Red travels at a dif- volved.
fercnt time span than green," exThe Kilian lecture is spon~lained Kcnney-WaJlace. All life sored by the Kilian program. a
•~ based on a time scale. and trust instigated by Isaac and
e\erything is com,tantl)· l-hanging Dorothy Kilian. The progrjm ·s
and moving in different direc- aim is to encourage students in the
lions. hTimc requires change. It is I study of science and tech no-

T

I

•.---[ "' absolute. T; me ;, bu;lt ;n10 logy CJ

THURS ~y
IS LIMO NIGHT
If you're ready for a night on the town, vve're ready to give it to you .
Starting with a decadent, champagne limo service that whisks you
away to Casey's for good food, good friends and good fun. There are
even special presents, like perfume, flovvers, records and more!
And when the evening closes, you're returned home, safe and
sound. Ladies, the limo is waiting. And so are the gentlemen.
Minimum of 4 ladies per 7:30 p.m. to 1:30 a.m. reservation.
Group must be picked up from one location only.

Also. Wednesday night is U. of W. Gold Card Night
15% off all food with valid University ldentificstion

• 1760 HURON CHURCH RD. (Just before the brid9e) 258-0041

There's always something cooking

_,
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Technology is outpacing bioethics
by Prema Oza

more easily transportable animals
like rabbits, to avoid the immense
amount of time and money involved in shipping, etc..
Therefore, cattle can be
produced at a relatively low cost,
said Doyle. Shipping of this nature is a widespread phenomenon
and the impact on the agricultural
industry is incredible. Cattle
embryo transplants are only one
example of this form of technology.
"Besides transferring fertilized eggs we can also freeze them
and then put them into an animal,"
Doyle said. "The point here, of
course, is that there is a lot of technology here that surrounds the
work."
"It's incredible. Technology
is now availahle to us and is quite
widespread," Downie added.
"Some of the things within
genetic engineering that you hear
ahoul now arc invitro fcrtil ization. surrogacy, pre-natal diagnosis, manipulating genes, and
rc:,,carch on human embryos.
What we have to do is say.

: echnological advancement versus
ethical judgement
was the theme of a
recent discussion
on Bioethics at Assumption
University last Tuesday.
Speakers Jocelyn Downie, a
research associate at the
Westminister Institute for Ethics

T

and Human Value. in London,
Ontario, and Professor R. Doyle
of the University of Windsor's
Biology department spoke to a
small gathering ahout developments in biology and medicine
and the ethical ramifications, also
known as Bioethics.
Some or the issues raised hy
them were genetic research and
reproductive technology.
"There is a constant prohlcm
with
technology
versus
humanity," said Professor Doyle.
"The point is that there arc a
variety of interpretations as to
what is potentially tolcrnhlc to
man in hoth a theological and
hiological sense."
Doyle's lecture raised the
issue of embryonic transportation
and proper birthing of animals.
According to Doyle. cattle
embryos are transported to overseas buyers by implanting the
eggs in the ovaries of smaller,

'Should we be doing it at all?',
and if so, then to what extent.
"That's why we spend a lot of
time at the Institute thinking
about what can be done, and
should we be doing it, and we also
try and anticipate what we think
is going to be done within the next
few years. Responsible science
involves anticipating possible
uses for the understanding that
you come to. You can't just hide
behind the fact that science is just
for discovery."
However questionable technological advancement is, one
can always take up the issue of
medical advantage.
Genetic screening may be a
possible example of this. Some
people, for example, are more
prone to disease than othen-. because their system lacks the resistance of immunity. lftheresulting
disease or disorders could be
cured, would that not be advantageous?
Professor Doyle cited such
cases as hereditary dwarfism,
where only one gene would need
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Debating
hy Lance News Staff

to he changed in order to help

discussions are held on the sub.
these people lead healthier, more ject, but there is hardly any legislation on the matter.
normal lives.
Muscular dystophy, which is
"We have to follow the path of
the deterioration of muscle and is the United Kingdom, Australia
a hereditary disorder, is another and the United States. In a sense
example. 1f scientists cou Id locate this is good, because we learn
the gene, Doyle said, they could from others' mistakes," she said.
determine what is missing and
"Bioethics requires you to
repair it. "We have to gel to the educate yourself in two ways,"
data to determine a cure." Clearly Downie said. "Know what's
it's the "getting there" that has going on, what's being done.
many people worried.
Keep abreast of developments in
What kinds of limitations the technological world and give
should we be putting on various thought to what you personally
technologies? Downie said that a feel ahout regarding the issues.
new Royal Commission has been Review what the possible im.
announced to investigate plications of particular tech.
reproductive technologies such as · nologies are and how they can he
invitro fertilization and artificial used," she said. "Ask, 'Are the
insemination.
methods right or wrong in your
"It will be interesting to see world?'. We need to inform our.
over the next couple of years what selves so that we arc not scared.''
happens," Downie stated. "They
If you would like more informay create a new mandate over mation or if you have any questhe next few years. Hopefully, tions about Bioethics or any other
considering public response, it issue, contact the Westminister
will generate enough public inter- Institute for Ethics and Human
est."
Values at 361 Windermere Road,
Downie said that widespread London, Ontario, N6G 2K3.0
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It may not have been the
House or Commons. but a lively
debate cou Id he heard at the
University of Western Ontario
last week a:,, university debating
teams, from across Ontario and
Quebec, vied for the prestigious
Leger cup.
Representing Windsor was
one of the campus' newest
groups, the University of Windsor
Debating Society. The group sent
three teams of two persons each to
this, their first, tournament.
Club
president
Mike
Valihora, reported that there was
formidable competition from the
debating teams of McGill, Toronto, Carleton and Waterloo. While
the Windsor teams didn't do that
well in the standings, they did
gain valuable experience,
Valihora said in a telephone interview. He expects them to do much
better in future tournaments.
The most successful of
Windsor's orators was Scott
Valentine, who averaged a ninth
place finish on his first two
speeches in the Public Speaking
contest, and finished overall in
18th place for the public speaking
part of the championship.
Valihora said the group is now
looking forward to future tournaments and events. Plans arc currently under way for memhcrs of I
the debating team at Western to l
hold a workshop here, some time '
in the near future. The dchating

I

club meets every Thursday al
3:30 p.m. in Dillon Hall, room
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3 FLICKS WITH LIFT

b) Bernard Helling and William Wood

Finally, after months of preparation, sweat and press releases thrown over the door
at the Lance arts section, X, Windsor's only retail outlet for apocalyptic art and cultural artifacts is finally open! And what an opening! Being the subsidiary of a major
artist-run gallery like Artcite does have its benefits. Instead of a smoozy little wine
and cheese night, X opened in conjunction with a two night showing of Canadian independent films from the Liaison of Independent Fil makers of Toronto, LIFT. Those
who allended witnessed LIFT-OFF, (Nov. 7 and 8), a 10 year retrospective screening of fourteen films, as well as the 'lift-off' of X.
LIFT is a true child of Canadian independent filmaking; a cooperative school, an
equipment depot and a conspiracy rolled into one. fl has survived, and even prospered
in the cold canyons of Fat City for over a decade. If the works shown last week are
any indication, it should be good for at least another ten years.
Doing justice lo all the films in the !>eries is unfortunately beyond the scope of
this article. There were just too many to review. We agreed however that John Detwiler and Renee Duncan's THE CI\'IL SERVANT. Virginia Rankin's EVELYN,
BE MY \' \LENTINE and Lori Spring's INSIDE10L T arc our favourite examples
of what innovative, exceptional independent film can be.
THE Cl\'IL SER\'.\:\T is a half hour pean to despair that follows a bureaucrat
distressed by the day to da) routine of his life. Soon his broodings take him back in a
series of reminiscences to his childhood and the subject of the mother who died bearing him. It· s fir'>l person narrative of personal disintegration is as powerful as it is pessimistic. So much for the vaunted benefits of a government job!
E\ EL\:\: BE \I\' \ ' \LENTINE is a seven-minute comedic snapshot of a
relationship that is falling apart. Evelyn is captivated b) Michael, but is continually
frustrated b) his indifference towards her. Small wonder, these people have very little in common, but the capacity to screw up each others lhes. Talking with the director. Virginia Rankin, we found that E\'ELYN also disintegrated the artists finances
to a tune of some S7000. lndic film is not a cheapside tumble in the I 980·s. Still,judging from what we saw, it was money well spent.
I:\SIDE, Ot.:T was brilliant: an exqui<,itcly crafted movie about this agoraphobic
woman who uses technology to remain connected to the outside world. She secs an
elderly woman in the window of an apartment across the street; the lady invites her
over, but she never accepts. The crisis of the story comes when the old woman seemingly falls asleep in the window but stays that way too long. She tries to get friends to
over and find out what's wrong: evcntuall) she has to go herself. The old woman s
death become~ her therap), as she must face up to the implications that come with
awareness that. despite her exile. she remains a part of society.
Three films: anti there were 11 others just as powerful and inventive Not a bad
way to get people out to Mackenzie Hall during the week. Of course. the art never
stops at Mackenzie Hall. This week. Philippe Boissonnet's holographic installation is
still up (re\ iew ed in last week<.· l.cmce) and of course.Xis open and ready to sell you
all the dangerou, mutant pop goodies you could possibly want for the holiday season.
Finally, there ·s the Common Gro und Gallery- back on stream after a brush "'ith
obli, ion: This monday, Michael Califano opens his two week show of recent works.
Wh) not make it a point to stop by regularly. if only to find out what the next surprise
event will be. :J

-

THE CIVIL SERVANT
by John Detwiler &

Renee Duncan
Colour, 30 min., 1989
EXPERIMENTAL NARRATIVE

II

•

• •
EVELYN, BE MY
VALENTINE

by Virginia Rankin
Colour, 7 min., 1989
DRA~A

•
•
INSIDE/OUT
by Lori Spring
Colour, 28 min., 1988
DRAMA
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•
•
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CHAOS AT SAC'S PUB
by Christina Stron~

serious message hccausc it exposes the real views of
women. This play is ahout sex, heterosexual relationships
The Windsor Feminist Theatre was originally formed and friendships. It looks al lhl! positions of women from
hccause its founders were unhappy with what theatre was thl! '20s through lhl! ·xos.
saying about women and how theatre was portraying
The women dist.·uss the alliludcs of men. the cndkss
Wunien on slage. This organizali,in has heen around for al- mating dance. love and co111mi1111ent. all in allempts 111
most ten years, yet !his i, the lirsl time they arl! laking .1 determine "'hat a ·real' man is made of. Cynthia. played
play into a har. ;\ (;irl's (;uide To Chaos is presently hy Veronique Mandal, is a d1.1r;Kter that has not karned
hcing presented in local hars around Windsor. The play ' lo share -- a relationship is all giw and lake. Rita, played
seems to go over much heller in a har. As Laurie Koman- hy Laurie Koman-L3altl,.,, in. i, lhl! go-get-him type of
Baldwin said," ... an intimate show needs an intimate set- woman with a strong Tnas allitutk. l.isl! Lacasse pla)s
ting." And if people arc not going to the theatre, why not Cleo, a diaracll!r slu.: kcls is "good hec1usc she ·s real.''
bring the theatre to the pcopk'!
The play hcgins with thesl! three l11ncly \\Omen tl!sting
Friday night, the Suhway Puh hecame one of the hars hoy friend possihi lities and ends "'ith e,1ch gelling a man.
hit hy this touring production. The play is strul·turcd They discuss pcrli1rn1:ml·e anxiety. fear of intimal·y and
around the thoughts that many women hold ahout men. It kar of successful relationships. Thl!n ·a man' comes on the
gently mocks at the inner connict of women. The con- simply set stage and reveals his thoughts on women. Mack
trJllictory desires-- to he a feminist woman of the '80s and Lefebvre, who plays this character. is an almost-liheratcd
al the same time to he spoiled hymen. This play traces the
man that pays lip sl!rvicc to the concept of equality.
hilarious antics of three women trying to find the 'perfect·
Alkr a half-hour intermission. they continue on with
lllan. It is definilely a comedy because of the exaggerated discussions of sexual jealousy. inlidclity and hecoming 'a
emphasis on the women's total preoccupation with finding couple'. This "second half is much more raunchier" says
an affectionate man. It is a comedy with an underlying Belly Wamsley who plays Laurene -- and she's right. It

supplies tips on social graces in hed, horniness, or.ii sex
and the rituals of dating again. It ends with a rnntirmation
that friendship is most important. On this note. a rnlleetion
of donations for the Windsiir Feminist Thl!atre is taken.
('ynthia lkimcl'ssl·ript requireslhl! pcrlorml!rslo inll!grate '" ith the nmHI. They sit in with patrons and pointedly rder to certain l·u,toml!rs. The audi1.·nl·e app;m:ntly
rnjoys this. Many women identify with thl! li:elings and attitudes l!xpressl'tl. The audil!nce watches thl! inlcral·tions
helwl!cn d1aractas and gels a l!hancc to look al th1.·ir O\\ n
allitudl!s. Some of the hars that have hosted thl! play arc asking thl! player:,, lo return. The team enjoys perfom1ing
dtiwnto\\ n in hars like Radio Tawrn where thcy were cnntinuousl) diallcngl!d hy patrons. They like the audil!nl·e
partkipation and l!nergy. and arc gelling usl!d to the heckling. tkl·kling is something they sec as positive -- it ml!ans
the crowd is listl!ning and understanding. After all. they arc
performing lhl! play for this rl!ason - for a reaction. Last
Friday. all the players ,1grel!d: the puh crowd was a good
one. Muny people came open-minded and rl!ady to he
.:ntcrlained. They were attentive, appreciative and ahle to
relate to the play. Live Theatre came to people not normally exposed to theatre and they loved it.O
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SARASOTA SET STRAIGHT
by E. Mower Martin
Ted Sturk has nuobeu ii again. That is. I assume this
is neither the first nor the last time he's llubbcu it. I assume
he ·s a full-time !lubber A llubhaholic. An afficionado of
llubhituuc. He ·s lluhticious
I refer. of course. to his ·review· of
Kaz Vcntncr's latest afllalus, Sarasola
Solstice. Vcntncr. the author of The

it."

arrow and his torah. Two more action sets arc planned for
next summer -- a uclicatesscn and a hlastcu wasteland.
Lipschitz explained how Nintendo programmers got
the idea for "Warlorus of Sarasota" from Frank Tridico ·s
lkrlen~ier cartoons. "We changed the names. of course.
Like Bcrlcngicr is the Sammy chc1racter in the game. and

Then in June. Kaz Vcntncr tiled suit against Nintcn.
do. on the charge that the video-game magnates had ha'>cu
"Warlords of Sarasota" on his 1987 novel The

llousc\>\ifc's l\lind Al"l, Like a Computer.

lfousc"'ife's Mind Acts Like a Computer. is also a tluhhist, only he gets
paid good money for it. What's Sturk's
excuse?
Sarasota Solstice is not. as Sturk
claims, a novel about nuclear \\.ar and all
fun postmodern people will have surviving it.
It is not, in fact, a novel at all.
Kaz Ventner's Sarasota Soblice,
in the tradition of Sun Tzu ·s Art of War,
Machiavelli's The Prince, Von
Clauswitz' Vom Krieg. and Pierre
Berton's The Last Spike, is a text of
strategies, an organon for conflicts and
strife.
The conflicts and strife take place in
a space of simulation: the Nintendo
home video-game system. Warlords of
Sarasota is a Nintendo cartridge which.
prior to the publication of Ventner's
strategy pamphlet, was "our worst-selling product in three years." according to
Nintendo spokesperson Oguchi
'Yakuza' Lipschitz.
"Before the Ventner thing came out,
we were about two weeks from pulling
it from the shelves." Lipschitz explains.
"Now we ·re thinking about a cartoon for
Saturday morning T.V. and a line of
plastic action figures." As he spoke,
Lipschitz toyed with a prototype of the
'Sammy· action figure. "Y'sce he holds
the little tomahawk. and the little yarmulke fits into his head here--"
Lipschitz also showed me the 'action set' which includes the American government 'PrcL.' "Look!" he exclaims, inserting the Sammy figurine. "Sammy runs in to
save Beula, and Prez senses him and uumps slime -- sec!
The kit.ls will plotz!"
Other Sammy accessories induue Sammy· show-and-

Stefano has no bow-tic in the game -- the mustache anti
eyebrows arc there. that·~ how you can tell it's Stefano.
sec?"
"Warlords" hit the stands la"t March to a lukewarm
market reception. "We figured ii was a I illlc loo metaphorical for some people, anti. like I said. we were going lo pull

'Td never heard of the guy. mud, le"" -.een a copy ol
the book," I.ip..,dil/ explains. "I
thought: could he he right'! So I a-.kctl
the programmers if they'd ever read
any Vcnlncr. Well. they hadn't, ul
cour-.c -· I had a hell of a time even getting a copy myself (the novel had one
printing of 500 copies)."
Lipschit/ says that when he eventually read the novel. he was struck h\
its similarity with bolh Warlords of
Sarasota and lkrlengier. "It's LCllgeisl, I suppose -- like how Rubie anti
that Japanese guy hoth came up with the
cube at the same time. and Newton anti
Leibnitz with the calculus."
Lipschitz. highly intrigued. sallied
b,1
forth to meet Ventncr in person. "He
lives in Chatham, his apartment is over
this garage that was run by Peter Po(klington a long time ago," Lipschitz
pa,
remarks. "Nice place -- kind of clutshi
tered with phone books, which he col1he
lects."
[WI
Ventner and Lipschitz became fa\l
friends. "Great minds think alike,'
ab
Lipschitz explains. "We were up all
tho
night talking about Miami. kosher
anc
foods, Berlengier, the house of Tudor.
mo
the lost continent of Mu, the foundaI
tions of mathematics, Whitle)
' Lal
Strieber, the Canusan experience. and
nic,
Zydeco music. It's like we've hccn
Nie
roommates for twenty years, or he i\ J
figment of my imagination. or he i, art\.
some amazing soya-bean rcplicant of
me.
'Str1
"So of course I gave him a contract
othc
Sarasota Solstice and all ten sequels. beginning with next
moc
month's Sammy's (;amhit."
mor
A fascinating story -- sn why uoes the Lance puhli,h
inaccurate reviews'! Wake up. Mr. Sturk. wake up anu
smell !he coffee. It's a wonderful "world anti there arc mor~ Tee
things in ii than arc ureamt of in your philosophy.n
sent
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Training in Art Therapy
Candidates who have completed a B A
with an interest in e11her psychology
education, mental health or visual arts
are ellg,ble to enrol in a comprehensive
two year tra1n1ng program ,n ART
THERAPY
For further ,nformaliOn aboul lra,n,ng and

\\:ill)ball

Tournament

l\Iaplc Leaf Racquet Cour11
Saturdav, December 2
Cali 735-5660

student workshops please contacl lhe

Toronto Art Therapy Institute
216 St Clair Avenue West
Toronto. Ontario M4V 1A2
(416) 924,6221
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STUDY

IN FRANCE

Feast of the
Beast
Wednesday,
November 22
Micro Times
1st party
of the
year,
call for
details

Students can enjoy a uniqtt
opportunity to earn unive!1il!Y
credits toward a Canadian
BA while studying in the
south of France near Nice.
The Universite canadlenne
en France offers two programmes. A full 8-month
session (Sept.-April) offers
studies in Humanities.
Social Sciences and
languages, in both English
and French. An intensive spring session in May-June features courses in
French as a second language. History and International Business.
Federal/Provincial student assistance and scholarships may apply.
For information. call or write:

UNJVERSITE CANADIENNE EN FRANCE
Laurentian University. Ramsey Lake Road. Sudbury. Ontario P3E 2C6
(705) 673-6513, Ontario (800) 461-4030 or
UCF. 68 Scollard Street, Toronto. Ontario M5R 1G2.
(416) 964-2569, Canada (800) 387-1387, Ontario (800) 387-5603

Laurentian '
University

universi.te
Lauren

1N,.~tt0.C StSSlON
UNlV(ASl fT QI' w1...oso•
HO..OQ'f , N0VOl8l A 2 0 l t4
1100 PH
TRl•.\,.l\,11 ROOt1 •e1•

.
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by Bill Stoat

,cu

Ir you \.\. ant to kno"" part of lhc reason "hy you can· 1gel signed into Com.Studies
JOO, drop by room 2123, Erie Hall next Friday (Nov. 24) at 8 pm. Judging by the incredibh! 1.1,ork that has been forthcoming from its film graduates, this program is one
of the success slOrics on campm,. Windsor is cranking out screen gems o· plenty. A
nucleus of hard core film and video auteurs appears Lo be forming around the edges
of the campus. Sure they go off lo T.O .• but then they come back with contacts, connections and contracts. They're making film and video in Windsor, and it ·s sharp stuff.
The word must be getting around. If this keeps up, we ·re gonna be some kind of Hollywood of the North in five) cars. So that's" hy all · dem folks wanna get into Com.
Studies!
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Latest from the mills of the godc, comes Glenn Warner and Dan Murphy's THE
BLACK \'EIL. This is a so·s Intrigue piece, with chandleresque mood and stark
'suspense. The tension builds as an innocent young widow is drawn into a web of fear
and paranoia.
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Along 1.1,ith Veil, you can catch the reprise showing of POV and TOASTER.
Need any of you out there have an) doubts that Windsor is turning into the filmaking
capital of Southwestern Ontario'?
Be There ... It's l-ree! O
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b~ William \\ ood

The Windsor-Essex County Comic Collectors Club has started a new bimonthly
magazine, .-\rcanc. It selb for twenty-five cents, is composed of twelve well-printed:
pages of high-qualit) paper, and serves as an anthology of the artistry and craftsmanship of some of the talented cartoon artists in our community. Being a curious fan of
the genre. I uccided to gi\ e thc inaugural cop) the once-over. After all, it was only
twenty-five ccnts: if it scrved no literary purpose at all, it could always be used to line
a bird cage. Orso I initial!) thought. This refreshing new 'zine is well worth the money,
thought-pro\ oking and funny. It reminds one of the creative genius of Heavy Metal
and National Lampoon (al least when it was edited by Harold Ramis, who has since
moved on to bigger and belier things).
The brainchild of three people, Editor-in-Chief Roy G. James, Art Director Mark
Laliberte (who wrote the interesting sci-fi short story Shipwrecked and did quite a
nice bit of cartoon work on Holocaust: Hell on Earth) and Literary Editor Randy
Nichols. Arcane offers three cliffl,angers, one short story, three pages of original
artwork in collage form. and a page from the editor.
The artwork is very good. Marc Ngui, whose Phillip Fillet: The Man Who
Stripped lib Skin A"a~ adorns the first issue, and Mark Laliberte complement each
other rather well. especially on the pages where they draw together. Danilo Val. mocena, who submits Dead :\lutanb In Purple Toilets, is equally good, but uses a
more abstract approach.
The paper can be purchased by sending a quarter to Arcane, Room 102, 441
Tecumseh Road. Windsor, Ontario N8X 2R7. Artistic and literary submission can be
sent there as well. The group meets the second and fourth Tuesdays of each month at
the above address. The editorial policy is that it have accuracy and good taste, that it
be thought-provoking and that it have literary value. Support local cartoonists and support Arcane. :J

II a Lance Job
II II Typesetters
-'
I II -for IBM Computer
Apply at the Lance,
~ I 111 2nd Fir. Univ. Centre
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le chClteau
AND

"Changez ''
PRESENTS

CASA CHRVELA

regular priced merchandise
valid between December 1st - 6th

IO% off with Student 1.0.

From Around the World
405 Pelissier

1 Compliinentary Drink
with the purchase of a ticket

254-6865
* Sweaters
* Folk Art

* Cards
* Tapestries
• Sculpture

* Jewellery

* Clothing

* Masks

Prizes to be WON!
3 Draws
Sponsors:

Open 7 Days

IN THE SKY
1 O°'o off with Student I. D.

Act One Hair Salon
La Magiquc Modelling Agency

Sweaters
Tapestries
Clothing
Jewellery

* Folk Art
* African Carvings
* Scarves

* Whips

Handcrafted Imports From Around The World

300 Ouellette Ave. (Palace Complex)
Open 7 Days

in U.S.

NouTeau

f(lb~

"FROM THE ORIGINAL TO THE EXOTIC"

•
•
•
•

Upon presentation of
ticket you will receive

"Changez"
924 Wyandotte E., Windsor, Ontario
Thursday, November 30th, 1989
10:30 ANO 11 :30 PM
$5.00 per person

in Canada
le chatcau
Ocvon,hire
3100 Howard Avenue
Wmd~or, Ontano
(519) 969-1283
Act One Hair Salon
88 Cmvcrs1ty West
(519) 734 1577

Richie Rich (D.J.)
(519) 734-1577

le chateau
lakeside
14600 Lakc<ide Circle

Sterhng H1ghts. Michigan
(313) 247-8220

le chateau
Fairlane Town Centre
Dearborn, M1ch1gan
(313) 271-3410

le chatuu
B,rmmgham
168 \'.'est Maple Road
Birmingham, Oakland, Mame
(313) 258-4910

~#SIT
by Matthew McBride
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n the immortal words of Bob Dylan, The po
times, they are a-changin'." No longer do thr
the three R's stand for readin', 'ritin' one cle
'rithmetic; today they stand for reduce fin1
reuse, and recycle.
ca
Recycling has now been establisheo
here at the University of Windsor with th~
introduction of barrels for collecting po~
cans. One black 45-gallon collection
barrel, made of recycled plastic, has al
ready been set up in the Grano
Marketplace at the University Centre, and 41
other such barrels will soon be distribute~throughout campus -- in hallways, coffee room~ 1
large lecture halls, near vending machines, an~ rec
outdoor garbage containers.
intc

-

....................................................................................................................................,/to

en1

Recycling one ton of waste
ne,
material saves three cubic yards 9/a
of landfill space.

so:

car
-------------------1the

It is important that only aluminum cans for
deposited in the barrels. If the aluminum is cor sity
taminated with straws or other garbage, it will n No,
be accepted for recycling and will end up in th
landfill.
The recycling of pop cans will result in si~
nificant environmental benefits. First of all, wM $
aluminum is made from recycled material, rath ·
than virgin aluminum, there is an energy savi~~of 95 percent. In addition, air and water polluf1(f
are reduced. Recycling also saves precio ,,
space in our landfills, and helps conserve o me•

-

.

The
r do
anc

1
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finite natural resources. On January 1st, 1990, the
University will start recycling cardboard as well as
pop cans, in response to the ban imposed at the
three Essex County landfills on the dumping of all
clean corrugated cardboard. It is possible that
fine paper recycling will also be established on
campus in early 1990.
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The University alone buys
three tons of fine paper per
month, destroying 54 trees.

-------------------

>m

However, it is up to the student to put other
an recyclable items, such as glass and newsprint,
into blue boxes (at home or elsewhere) in order
to keep these easily recycled materials from
entering our landfills. Recycling one ton of
newsprint saves 17 trees, and using recycled
ls glass to make new products can mean energy
savings of up to 30 percent.
Anyone wishing to become involved with
campus environmental issues is welcome to join
the Environmental Awareness Association; watch
s for our signs or check out our table in the Univerco sity Centre during National Recycling Week,
II n November 20-24.
nt~

11
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~
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The_University's garbage costs
$45 per ton to be picked up.

uti~-------------------------------;io Matthew McBride is a member of the Environ~ ~ mental

Awareness Association.
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FLUB AT FIRST SIGHT

by Karl Mamer

Let's be frank. This is a movie made b) foolo;. Only
fools would so obviously take the mm ie Ghosthustcrs.
&,till its plot and characters down to an atomk kvel. and
then proceed to make their own film hy shuffling the
· elemental building blocks.
Herc arc some of the more obvious attempts of Scl'ond
Sight's makers to Jur.licate Ghostbustcrs: Bronson
Pinchot is given the task of coppin~ Uill Murray's physical comedy, Murra 's -.mirking skepticism is <:overc<l by
John Larroquctte, and Harold Ramis· know-it-all character is handled by some snivelling non-notc,\orlhy who
plays a parapsychologist. Like Ghostbusters. Second Sight
is a company trying lo make a buck off the paranormal.
While lhc Ghostbw,tcrs ride around in a 50's-cra ambulance, the Second Sight crew drive arounu in .i ·57
Chevy.
The only difference between the two films. besides
Ghostbusters being enterta in ing, is that while the
Ghostbustcrs confront paranormal threats, the Seconu
Sight detectives employ the paranormal to solve cases.
Pinchot's character (I will call him Billy because I <lid not
catch his name in the film) is a super-psychic who possesses a variety of telekinetic and extra-sensory powers.
Whenever the script calls for it, Billy loses control of hi$
"gift" and then BOY 00 T HI NGS GET HILARIOUS!
(Fat chance!)
Second Sight's "humour" relics hca\.ily on Pinchot's
talents to carry the film but the jokes arc tclc~raphe<l to the
viewer long before they happen. For example: Billy is surrounded by expensive and breakable art treasures. Gosh,

,,,~eet6M'''
ice cream stores
Special of the Month
Old Timers Tin Roof Sundae

Buy "l" Get Second For 1/2 Price*
Don't forget your "Gold Card" to receive
I0% Off all fountain items
*Gold Card docs not apply
Expire<; December 7, 1989
459 Erie SL E.. 254-9333 • 1481 Ouellette, 252-2978 * 1801 Wyandolle E., 252-4574
1294 Lau20n Rd .. 948-6071 • 1750 Wyandotte W., 252-4035 * 7021 Wyandotte E., 974-8611

hifing Philippe Rushton as a script consultant.
Second Sight is a failure because its humour and plot
arc contingent on the viewer believing that it is possihlc
for everybody in the film to he stupid hcyon<l measure. Th1.:
snivelling parapsychologist (I will call him Drippy hernu,c
I did not catch his name in the film), who i-. Billy's guar-1
<li~n. _lives i.n a h'.1'.1sc furnished b~ his :-Vif~ 's sweepstake~
winnings.1 he wile has been abusing Billy s powers to lin1.:
her pockets. Drippy, who is morally c:ommittc<l to keeping
Billy's gift from being abused hy hucksters, assumes his
wife is simply lucky. Now I can imagine a person who b
missing a head -- horn with only arms, legs an<l a torso ..
not being able to make an intuitive connection hetwccn
Billy's gift and the wife's impmhable luck. hut Drippy is
a scientist. Even the worst scie ntist or even parapsychologist l->hould he familiar enough with statistical
theory to he able to tell that the ch.im:c of winning every '
sweepstakes in the nation is as likely as a blizzard deposit- I
ing its snowflakes io your backyard in the exact shape of I
an igloo. It could nappen, right? T hen again, it might be a '
joke. Who can tell?
Well, the producers of Second Sight would like the
viewer to be as stupid as their creations. If viewers could
be that simple, Second Sight would undoubtedly be the
greatest laugh riot since the Texas C hainsaw Massacre. I
and a runaway box office success. But most movie viewers
come with heads. T hey arc forced by hard-wired neurnl
processes to question and reject the picture's lattice of improbable, un-original, lame, derivative and autistic conceits.
The verdict: steal tickets to this movie, then give them
to someone you despise.a
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•

Computer Service In Text and Data Management
Special Student rates
Emergency Service available
Pick up & Deltvery service available
Papers and Flyers from S 1.25 per page
Letter Quality
Near Letter Quality draft proofs
Bind.in!(

Flies available on disk
Graphs and Graphics

0QtriJ

Resumes from S8 per page
Cover letters from S5
Consultation service

255-7174

Complete Resume Program S75

For the Job you neeqed yesterday!

11111111111111111
11111111111111111

0
0
966-7181 0
<:&all ./V<Xa

Southwestern Ontano·s most highly advanced
tanning tac,hty
Tanning ,sour only business •
We have trained consultants
No sweating • Just results
or your money back

12-3155 Howard (in Round House Centre)
across from Devonshire Mall

Student Rate
only
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S.A.C. Cinema
Sunday, November 19, 1989
11
Three Men And A Baby 11
Erie Hall Room 1120 - Starts 7 p.m. - Cost $2.00
* Free Popcorn *

S.A.C. Clubs
Please come to the S.A. C. office to
pick up your Administrative Funding, and
remember to check your mailboxes regularly.
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Community Legal Aid & S.A.C. Forum
Wednesday, November 22, 1989
11
Highway Traffic Offences 11
Place: Blue Room, 2nd Floor University Centre .,
Time: 12:00 p.m.

S.A.C. Switchboard
CJAM 91.5fm
Time: 12:15 p.m., Wednesday
Hosted by Christine Ozimek, V.P. External Affairs

--

Introduces
Jennifer

relay'

A New & Exciting Stylist Brings Her Artistic Flare
To Salon 510

all hair services with Jennifer only
)

Appointment Preferred
Monday - Wednesday -- 9:30 - 5:00
Tuesday - Thursday -- 9:30 - 7:00
Saturday -- 8:30 - 4:00

551 Pelissier Street
973-4977
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Don Says:
"Good Food, Good Music, Good Sports,
Makes For A Great Time."
351 Pelissier Street (~randotte)_
Monday - Saturday 11 a.m. 'til 1 a.m.
Sunday 11:30 a.m. 'til 11 p.m.

265-DONS
"Purveyors Of Fun"

Licensed Under The LLBO

Remember: Your Gold Card is good for 2 for 1 wings daily 4 - 7 p.m.!!!

Classifieds
ASSUMPTION
UNIVERSITY
CHAPEL - 973-7034 - Located between the University Centre and
Huron Church Rd. Mass - Sundays.
10:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Mondays,
11 :50 a.m. Liturgy of the Word and
Communion Service; Tuesdays, 5
p.m .. Mass followed by dinner. Wednesday to Friday. 11 :50 a.m. Mass. All
are welcome to attend. Feel free to
drop by the Cafe for coffee. to use the
Library for study, or Just come and
relax.

DECISIONS.
DECISIONS.
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Lesbian/Gay Stuaents on campus
please call 973-4951 for information
on meetings and events in the
Windsor/Detroit area.
Adult Children of Alcoholics
(A.C.A.) 12 step support group. 711
McEwan St. Holy Name of Maryl
Church (basement). Sundays: 8 p.m.
All are welcome.

AND NEED HELP?

Call ...

Canadi>nHolidays

---------------------------------Attach UPC proofs here.

_Dentyne
suc~f
SUGARLE~~A~s

~

Destination of choice:
0 Vail Colorado D Rio de Janeiro
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
School _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~

Prizes must be accepted as awarded !Maximum retail value: $3500.001. Full contest rules are avaiLlble at your school newspaper office or by sending a stamped. self addressed envelope to:
Dentyne VAIL/RIO Sweepstakes, P.O. Box 904IF. Kitchener. Ontario N2G 4T2.

~
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ll

a

PREGNANT

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Prov. _ _ __
Postal Code _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

.J,
p

Furniture for sale, reasonable prices.
Call 255-7966.

at 252-3322

be on your way to VAIL or RIO! Deposit your entry in
the ballot box at your school newspaper office or mail
it to: Dentyne VAIL/RIO Sweepstakes, P.O. Box 9041E,
Kitchener, Ontario N2G 4T2.
Contest closes January 15, 1990 at 5:00 pm.
Draw to be hel d January 31. 1990

I

I-

Btrtbtidt
Choose between the slopes 0£ Vail, Colorado or the
surf of Rio de Janeiro. Trip includes: Return airfare.
hotel transfers, hotel accommodation and ski pass
(Vail only. l Simply complete this entry form and affix
two UPC Proofs of Purchase !or reasonable hand
drawn facsimile not mechanically reproduced) from
any ilavour of Sugarless Dentyne gum and you could

s,

House for Rent located on Bridge. 10
min. walk from University. 5
bedrooms. Call Neil at 253-2723.

Volunteers for Canadian/Soviet
Arctic Expedition. Canadian students
age 19-25 invited to apply for a sum·
mer expedition. For info write Arctic
Quest. 11 Soho St.. Toronto. ON. MST
126 or call Mark Cohon at 416-971·
9846. Deadline is December 13th. _,

Choose Sugarless Dentvne For Fresh BreathAnd
You could Win one Of 10 Trips For 2To Vail or Rio!

s

We Provide Free
Pregnancy Tests,
Medical Referrals,
Community Referrals.
Accommodations and
Legal Advice~
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Icemen sweep weekend home series ·
h~ Jim Parry

I
L

'
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cfcnsive hockey
and strong third
periods helped the
Windsor Uockcy
Lancers to defeat
l-------'
McGill and Concordia over the
past weekend.
The two wins leave the Lancers with a 3-2 record in their five
game homestand (3-4 overall)
an<l a three game winning '>treak
entering a road trip for the rest of
the month of November.
On Friday night, the Lancers
scored three unan.,wcred goals in
the third period to beat the Concor<lia Stingers 4 I. J.D. Urbanic
ha<l two go~ls and two assists to
lca<l the Lancers to victory.
Concordia opened up the
scoring al 2:53 of the first period
as the puck bounced off u Lancer
dcfcnccman on o the stick of
Todd Adams, who easily beat a
started Mark Seguin.
The Lancers solved the puzzle
of Stinger netminder Robert Desjardins in the second period.
Defenceman Jeff Mascarin made
a great rush into the Stinger zone
,~hen he dropped the puck back to
Bra<l Belland who blastc<l a slap·
shot past Desjardins to make the
score l- l going into the third.
At 3: 12 of the third period.
Jeff Ducharme 's shot from the
point was deflected by Urb.inic
who then capitalized on his own
rebound to give. the Lancers the
lead. Minutes later Lancer Marty
llaity converted a rebound from
an Urhanic shot to make the -.core
J. (. Urbanic scored once .,gain 1111
a slapshot to round out the ~coring
a., the Lancers won 4-1 .
Coach Rick Cranker was
rlcascd with the team's efforts.
1'11e consi,tcnt play throughout
the whole game and their ahilit)
In stay away from penalties wen.:

the keys to victory according to
Cranker. Cranker also '>aid that
the team played well defensively
and that Seguin made the big
saves when the team needed them
most
On Saturday, spectators were
treated to spark Img netmmdmg
by Seguin and McGill Redmen
goalie Jamie Reeve, but in the
end, the Lancers prevailed 3- l.

left side of the ice and blasting a
slapshot which Reeve had trouble
handling, to make the score l-0.
The Lancers found themselves in hot water midway through
the second period after they gave
the Redmen a powcrplay for over
six minutes, with the Lancers
playing five on three hockey for
the majority of the time.
However, fine penalty-killing by

The Lancers then pulled away
with two goals coming from unlikely sources. The Jeff Howard,
Dirk Gebhardt, Pete Dobrich line
which has been a welcome
surprise to the Lancers, combined
for both of the goals in the period.
Fin;t, Dobrich, after receiving a
pass from Ducharme, let loose a
shot which caught the inside of
the post, as the Lancers went

Cranker added that the HowardGebhardt-Dobrich line was the
key in the victory. "They were 1he
difference tonight. scoring both·
goals in the third."
Overall, the weekend was
good for Lancers as they heat two
tough teams before heading into a
long road trip against some tough
competition. Cranker added his
views on the weekend series.
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Lance phoro by J.imcs Crump

Lancer goaltender Mark Seguin sprawls In vain as the McGill Redmen score.

The first period was scoreless
thanks to the efforts of both netminders. Reeve was the busiest of
the two goalies. and hi'> gl~we
,a,. e off Belland on the po\\crpla)
was the best of the game
In the second period, the Lancers scored on Reeve for an early
goal. At the forty-four second
mark, Urbanic kept up his Friday
night pace by skating down the

the Lancers and several '>uperh
sa,.e, h} Seguin kept the Red men
ot f the -.corcshcet heading into the
third period.
The Redmen starteJ the third
period exactly how the I ancers
,1.1rted the second. At filly
seconJs in the period. Martin
Ra) mond b,,nged home u
rehound to heat Seguin "ho h.id
no chance on the play.

ahead to stay. Then minutes later,
Howard. who was on a two on
one, used his teammate as a decoy
to beat Reeve cleanly to make the
final score 3-1 for Windsor.
Cranker was once again
plcasc..'<i with rhe learn 's performance. citing the fine netminding
of Seguin and the fine defensive
play of the whole team which
once again helped in the win.

"l"he most po,itive thing ..,
that \\C won hoth game, in the
third period ,ind sh1mcd thal we
wanted to win." Cranker ,,,id.
The Lancers take it on the road
nl·xt ,... ed.end a, they travel to
York for .1 !!,ame on S.iturday.
:'llovemher 18th ,1l 2·00 p.rn. ,ind
then they tra, cl to Sudbury to play
Laurenti.in Sunday. Nmember
19th :it ~-oo p.m n

7'·

Soccer J.ancers
honoured by OUAA

Players scramble for loose puck in front of the net.

Lance photo by James Crump

embers ol the
Uni, ersit)'
ol
Windsor men s
-.occcr team were
honoured h) the
OlJ,\A. The 19~9 OUAA soccer
all-st.irs were announced and
rnid-ltcldcr Larry Ouarshire. l,H\\ard Joey Fs1evc,, and head
eo.1ch Pal McNi:h~ \\Cri: all g1\ en
honours.
McNelis was happ.y about his
selection ,is Cllach of the year for
the \\Cs1 division, but admits that
he would trade it for that certain
sl,melhmg
"That w,1s a surprise," he said.
"ll's nice but I kind of feel it
would be nicer if we were in

British Columhia." McNelis was
referring to the fact that the CIAU
Champion,hipwas held in British
Columhia.
McNclis had nothing hut
praise for his honoured players.
He joked lhat Esteves, at limes,
seemed to play his own system.
"He more than deserves it," he
said. "Joey was one of a kind. We
let him do what he does best and
that's take people on. That's whal
got him all the goals."
Larry Quarshirc, who was an
all-star two years ago, was again
playing at his hcst.
"I .mry was hack to his norm:11
self," said McNclis. "I asked him
to play a ~cw position for me lhis
year and he still excelled. He's a
good athlctc.''n
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Lancers conquer Valley, 83-82

,

by Paul Mayne
•

' half ended with Windsor trailing
by six, 43-37.
Some of the Lakers' first half
play didn't sit well with their head
coach Tom Villemure. He was
upset to a point where he sent a

In the second half, the Lancers
came out aggressively, running
strong, getting to loose balls, and·
grabbing.rebounds. They cut the
Lake rs' lead to two with just over
12 minutes to play, before State

over five minutes to play.
Windsor took the lead soon
after when Geoff Astles alleyooped an out of bounds pass to
Jeff Nekkers who layed in the
easy two.
Unfortunately, a short time
later. Nekkers fouled out, but not
before adding 16 points, 11 of
those in the second half.
Things were going right for
Windsor, at least for a little while.
State would then regain the
lead 77-76, with just 2: 19 remaining. A few more Lancers fouled
out soon after. Henry Valentini
left with eight points, and Dennis
Byrne exited after scoring 14

desperation shot, but not before
the horn sounded, giving the Lancers a well-deserved 83-82 victory.
"We made a lot of early
season kind of mistakes," said
Windsor head coach Paul
Thomas, "but 1 thought the effon
was superb."
"It"s an awful big win," he
added. "They're (State) a good
school and have a great coach."
Windsor had three players in
double figures. Carlo Bonifcrro
led the team with 2J points. Jeff
Nekkers popped in 16, while Dennis Byrne added 14.
Grand Valley State was led hy

he University of
Windsor men's basketball team continued to prepare for
...__
__. the regular season
last Saturday, as they took on the
Lakers in a pre-season game at the
St. Denis Centre.
No, James Worthy and Magic
1
Johnson weren't there, these
Lakers were from Michigan.
Grand Valley State University
paid a visit to Windsor, but went
home shaking their heads after the
Lancers came from behind to win.
83-82.
Grand Valley State, located in
Allendale, Michigan, is known ·
for their good basketball program
and their great coaching, which
makes Windsor's victory doubly
impres.sive.
"It was a game worthy of·
having 20,000 people in the
stands," Thomas said. "I thought
it was as exciting as it could be."
The Lakers came out with all
cylinders firing, pushing the la
points.
Ralph Gillies with 19, and Todd
right at the Lancers State J mpe
Windsor regained the lead one Jenks who added 18.
outto an early lead in the first half.
more time 82-81 with :22 left. A
"I think we have the potential
thanks to the play of Ralph GilLancer foul gave the Lakers an to he very sharp." Thomas said
lies. He popped in 12 first half
opportunity to take back the lead "hut our whole league is very
points to pace the Lakers.
by one.
strong this year."
A couple of mental mistakes
Fortunately for Windsor.
Thomas is referring to teams
by the Lakers kept them from inState made only one of the two such as Guelph, Waterloo, and
creasing their margin over the
shots, tieing the game at 82 a Western.
Lancers. Bad passes and bad fouls
piece. Windsor then put the ball in
The Lancers will continue the
allowed the Lancers to creep to ._____....,.__
the hands of Boniferro. Boniferro pre-season with a tournament in
within one. Much of Windsor's Grand Valley State player (22) with a lay-up. Lance photo by Jason Kryk
was fouled, and he went to the line Ottawa this weekend. The followJn,m die shoot- cougle of chairs flying with a nice pushed their lead back to five, 58- for one and the bonus.
ing week they will be in Win~itf~i ,e,, 'fto :1ffo~tf6f,t,y Knight would ~e S~.
'--"'"""---'-~ t sftbt 1Tff-...t1~tft...
M...n""'..
't1'tfM."iolt~ ntpeg.11letrndni'~-gam
scored six of his eight first half been proud.
The Lancers fought back yet net,givingthel..ancersaonepoint be Wednesday, November 22nd
points from the free throw line.
The Lancers did not play at again, and tied the game at 61.
lead with just :06on the clock. He versus Sienna Heights. Game
The Lakcrs pushed their lead top form in the first half, but they Both teams traded baskets to keep missed the second and the Lakers time is 8:00 p.m. at the St. Denis
back up to eight before the first were not out of the game either.
the score even at 69-69, with just drove up-court and -got off a Centre.a

T__

Test
Pattern

1·-shirts - 1 OOo/o cotton
X-Large $7.50 each
Proceeds to
United Way

at
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* We still have
ROLLING STONES CONCERT TICKETS
to give away. Come in and check it out.

2 La,ge Homeeo- Spectall and 6 c:ana ot Colee•
tor Mt.18 flDJ Only S2 50 per .,.._,,
~ SPECIAL INCLUDES 8 Pepperoni ~ and G'""
Addilional Toppings II 30 per topping covertng
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PINN_.,.... -.pall .......
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Come in and enjoy your favou~ite game show - live
featuring TV's wild and crazy game show host,
Dan Gallagher.
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I zancers ride Mustangs to victory

)re

hy Jim ~fitchell

1n-

ic-

Holman decided to leave the
Windsor lineup alone and let
nee again our
Western come to them. This
women's Lancer
proved to be a very wise coaching
Volleyhall team was decision. Jill Bahri blocked the
,
victorious with a
Western captain the first time the
very hig road win
two went up against each other.
L---over the highly regarded UniverThis frustrated the Western player
sity of Western Ontario Musso much that !-.he was forced t~ be
iangs.
replaced.
The Lancers swept the hcst of
Thyssen and co-captain
a 5-game series with scores of I 6Cheryl Smith each had 14 kilb.
14. 15-5, and 15-5. The match
This was combined with<, hlocks
was charactcfr,ed by aggressive
lorTh)''>'>en and S apiece for Bahri
net play by Windsor and quick
and Smtih. This kind of' net
dominating offence.
domination will take Windsor a
Wind ...or came out in game
long way this '-l'a,on.
one a lilllc tentative hut quickly
Holman and her team were
established that they were there lo plca'>ed with their improved
win. Lancer coach Marge Hol- defcn.,ivc effort. As'>istant coach
'
man said that her team "underesJan Caverzan thinks Wimbor
timates our own strength
must, "work on defence still and
sometimes and must balance
improve our passing."
work ethic and our confidence in
It was a well-rounded effort
ourselves."
with everyone really coming
Windsor didn't take long to
together in games two and three.
show this confidence with Lisa
Chris Brccka had a very solid
Thyssen dominating the Western
serving match and rookie Denise
fifth year captain so much that the
Brett made no net errors. So
Western coach was forced to addominating was Windsor that one
just their lineup.
Western player actually backed

0
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cry
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away in fear of a Thyssen spike.
This win moves Wind.,or into
first place in the early standings
for the 0. W.1.A.A.. Other tough
matches against last year's champions Mc Master, and up and coming Lakehead, will better decide
who is tops in the league.
Windsor plays Wilfred
Laurier University Saturday,
November 18th at 6:00 p.m.. It
'>hould be a match that Windsor

will take. Starter Stephanie
Blonde will be unable to play because of academic commitments.
This could prove to be a blessing
in disgui ...e; since it is not top competition, it will give Jordyn
Gloster valuable experience. Holman says, "Jordyn is really coming along nicely," and she doesn't
expect any prohlems with Ulonde
mi ...sing the game.
Wind,or hosb a very large

and very tough tournament
November 24th and 25th including teams from all over Canada.
Powerhouses such as Regina and
Manitoba from the west will be
present along with tough Ontario
teams, Carleton and York. A
complete listing of Windsor
games and times will be included
next week.CJ

lancers defeat Brock

hy Lann· Sports Staff

victory and had a positive outlook
for the team.
"1 'm more happy with the way
we're playing right now," Leckie
said. "If we can actually win the
next two games, it will dcfio1itely
set the tone for the sca...on."
The road ahead for the Lancers will be rough as they host two
games this week. On Tuesday, ,
November 14, Windsor takes on
Laurier and on Friday, November
17, the Lancers go up against
Guelph. Both games take place at
8:00 p.m. in the St. Denis
Centre.a

The University of Wind'>or·s
men'!-. volleyball te;im improved
their season hut the tight match
wa'> not a reliable barometer oft he
action. Coach Linda Leckie wa.,
ahle to U'>e her bench against a
weaker Brock ..,quad.
The end result wa., a victory
for the Lancer.., hy score'> or IS-7.
15-17. 15-7, 12-15. 15-6.
The two players that were instrumental in the Lancers' win
were Greg Konrad and Jude Popp.
Leckie was happy with the

The Armchair Gladiator
nc of the most fascinating political
events of this decade
i!-. currently unfolding in Germany. ;ind
'---,---...,.,,.J
as the wall dividing bl'>l and West
Berlin i'>slowly heing di'>mantlcd,
I only have one question.
When do we get to find out
why most East German athlete!-.
look like they could go ten rounds
with Mike Tyson?
The reason why I bring this
up, is that I'm really interested to

know how an entire amateur athletics program can be so succcssfu I without the aid of certain
chemicals.
Yes, I know, some of you
more na'ive people think that it is
all done with hard work and determination, and I suppose you also
think that Adolf Hitler was a really neat guy.
In any case. I think that this
sudden opening of the Iron Curtain will do wonders for the
West's medical knowledge. Just

Dave Briggs
thmk of all the new thmgs we can
learn from our Eastern brothers
with respect to masking the effects of performance-enhancing
drugs.
The possibilities are endless.
We could gather together a group
of athletes from each country,
pump them full of human growth
hormones and cattle-growth pills,
mask the drugs with more drugs.
and then hold the 1992 Mutant
Olympic!-.. I bet you think Ben
John'>on runs fast? Wow, ju..,!

think, this unabashed abuse ot
steroids (and their generic
equivalents) could lead to new
Olympic even,s. Let's sec, there
could be the Volvo bench press,
the 80.000m dash, and the
telephone pole javelin event.
The more I find out about Ea!-.t
Germany. the more intrigued l
get. I'm waiting for the day that
Egon Krenz stands up and admits
that all the women who competed
for East Germany in the last
Olympics.will now be joining the

men s national team.
What with all this openness
and everything. I'm sure that East
German athletes will continue to
dominate their events without the
slightest knowledge of the existence of performance-enhancing
drugs.
In fact, the athletes can serve
a purpose while awaiting the next
Olympics . They can help
demolish the sections of the wall
that arc simply too heavy for
machinery to move.a

Want To Be An Elementary
Teacher By 1991?

:e

655 U nivcrsity \V. 254-8861
(formcrl} Streamer.,)

1•1
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Live Rock & Roll Bands All Week
Starting at 9 p.m.

Nov. 13 .. 18 -- Hot Lyxx
Nov. 20 .. 25 ... Skyscrapers
Nov. 27 - Dec. 2 ... Anoize Anoize
Dec. 4 .. 9 ... The Stroke
Dec. 11 .. 16 -- Downings

York University's Faculty of Education offers an innov~t!ve,. pra_ctice-tea?hingintensive. one year programme leading to teacher cert1f1?at1on 1n the ~nma~
and Junior divisions (JK to grade 6). This programme will be offered in vanous
locations in the greater Toronto area, including Ajax, Barrie, Brampton, East
York, North York and Scarborough.
* full-time immersion in theory and practice teaching
* school placements for two days each week (plus extended blocks)
throughout the school year coached by. experienced _tea~hers
* highly respected, child centred preparation for teaching in grades
JK to 6
Applications are available from the Ontario .Universities'. ~pplication Centre at
Guelph, from any Ontario faculty of education, or by wnting to the York
Admission address below.

Applications Due No Later Than December 15, 1989
This Is A Firm Deadline.
Applicants should:

* hold, or be completing the final yea~ of,

~

thr~ or four year degree

* have successful experience in working with children or adolescents

* be articulate and have the excellent interpersonal skills and high level of
literacy required to be a successful t~acher

.

* intend to teach in grades JK to 6 (Pnmary-Jurnor grades)
For application forms, write or call immediately:
Office of Admissions
York University
West Office Building
4700 Keele Street
North York, Ontario M3J 1P3
(416) 736-5000
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Students'
Administrative
Council

S.A.C. Referendum

(

1

A referendum is to be held November 27 and 28 for students covered by
S.A.C.'s drug plan to approve a yearly fee increase
to cover the following items:
1) oral contraception ($8. 00)
2) 1OOo/o coverage ($8.00)
3) full year coverage ($13. 50)
For further information, contact your S.A.C. representative.
Watch for further information on notices and in future Lances.
Library Christmas Holiday Hours. 8
a m.-6 p.m. Dec 21 & 22; dosed Dec
23-26; 9 a m -5 p.m. Dec 27-29,
closed Dec 3-Jan 1; 9 a m.-5 p.m. Jan
2; From Jan 3-14 hours are Mon-Fn 8
a.m.-6 p.m. and Sat-Sun 12 p.m.-5
p.m.

Nomination:. for C1tat1on for C1t1zenship are being accepted until Dec 31 .
to be presented during Na tional
C1t1zen Week. For forms wnte. Citation
for Citizenship Secretariat, C1t1 zen
Reg1strat1on and Promotion Branch,
Mult1culturaltsm and C11tzensh1p
Canada. Ottawa. ON. K1A OMS

Visit the Umve r:nty Rotoployors and
Games at Vanier Lounge. Saturdays,
12 noon-11 p.m. New members welcome On Saturday, Dec 9, we are
meeting in the Tnlilum Rooms A, B in
Vanier Hall.

MORE
CLASStrtePS
LSAT
GMAT

Summer Jobs
Applications are now tx,ing accepted
for summer )Obs on crui•~h1p,,
airlines and rc,ort~. No experience
nc,cssa ry For more information ,end
S2 and a sclf-addre,scd stamp<'d
envelope to:

670 Ouellette
Downtown Windsor

Prep Courses for
Dec. 2 LSAT
Jan. 27 GMAT

World Wide Travel Club
5334 Yonge Street, Suite 1407
Toronto, Ontario
M2N 6M2

Come To Where You Can "Get It All"
* Your One Stop For Food & Fun *

Great Specials * Good Food *
* Your Favourite Sports * 9 T.V.'s *
*

Pasta

1-800-387-55 I 9
(416) 923-PREP (7737)

* Pasta

2270 Wyandotte West

And Now

* The Latest In Music Videos *
Tuesday
Monday

Texas Chowdown

50 Wings $11.95
Two-For-One
Medium Pizzas

20 oz. BBQ Ribs

(3 items)

Texas Chili
BBQ 1/ 2 Lb. Bnrgs
BBQ Beef on a Bun

with onion n ngs

$8.95

Wednesday

Mexican Fiesta
Chicken & Steak Pasittas
Mexi-Pizza and
Mexi-Wings
More at Great Prices

SPECIALS MONDAY - WEDNESDAY FROM 4 p.m. - 12:30 p .m.

Pasta

*

Pasta

So Give Your Belly Some Thought
And Your Brain Some Time Out
Come On Down And Check Us Out!

Fine Italian Pasta at
Reasonable Prices

258-9696

977-1104 For Reservations

Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner

•
•
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OUAA/OWL•.A Statistics
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL

MEN'S HOCKEY

STANDINGS
MP
1
l
1
1

EAST
Ottawa
York
Carleton
Ryerson
Queen's
Toronto

MEN'S VOLLEYBALL

STANUI.M,~

MW
1
1
0
0

ML
0
0

TP
2
2
0
0

EAST DIVISION GP
York
6
UQTR
6
Toronto
6
Ottawa
8
McGill
7
Concordia
5
Queen's
5
TP Ryerson
5
6
6
WEST DIVISION GP
2
Laurier
6
2
Western
6
2
Guelph
5
2
Waterloo
5
0
Windsor
7
0
Brock
6
Laurentian
7
RMC
8

1

1

WEST

MP

MW

ML

Windsor
Brock
McMaster
Waterloo
Western
Guelph
Lakehead
Laurier

3
4
2
2
2
3
2
2

3
3

0
1

I

I

1
1
1
0
0

1
1
2
2
2

STANDINGS

November 7
Guelph 3
Laurier 1
(15-13, 15-13, 9-15, 15-12)

November

Brock 3
Waterloo 1
(15-9, 11-15, 15-5, 15-10)

9
IO

11

York 3
Ryerson 0
(15-1, 15-4, 15-2)
November 10
McMaster 3
Guelph 0
(15-3, 15-4, 15-3)

12

Brock 3
Lakehead 0
(15-8, 15-9. 15-10)
November 11
Brock 3
Lakehead 1
(15-4, .15-7, 11-15. 15-5)
Windsor 3
Western 0
4, IS!. lj=5)
---~~---

----~~-rr;:-i
.

w
6
3
3
3
2
2
2
2

w
6
4
3
3
3
2
2
1

L
0
2
3
5
4
3
3
3

T
0
I
0
0
1
0
0
0

F
42
32
23
29
22
14
19
19

L
0

T
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0

F
51
28
30
21
23
26
26
27

1

2
2
4
3
5
7

York 12
Windsor 4
McGill 3
Toronto 5
RMC 6
Waterloo 4
Laurier 6
Western 4
Windsor 3
York 8
Ryerson 4
Brock 6
Laurier 6
UQTR 4

A

19
29
32
33
20
16
22
26
A
IO

25
22
12
26
37
51
52

Brock 5
Concordia I
Western 3
Queen's 3
Laurentian 5
Ottawa 1
UQTR 2
Concordia 1
McGill 1
Queen's I
Toronto 3
RMC 4
Ottawa 3
Waterloo 3

TP
12
7
6
6
5
4
4
4
TP
12
9
6
6
6
5
4
2

EAST DIVISION

MP

MW

ML

TP

Queen's
York
Toronto
Laurentian

2
1
1

0
0

I

Ryerson

2
1
2
3
3
I

1
0

2
2
1

4
2
2
2
2
0

WEST DIVISION

MP

MW

ML

TP

Waterloo
Western
Windsor
McMaster
Laurier
Guelph
Brock

3
4
3
4
3
2
3

3
3
2
2
1
0
0

0

6
6
4
4
2

RMC

November

7
9
IO

11

I

1

1
2
2
2
3

0

0

York
3
Ryerson 0
(15-6, 16-14, 15-11)
Windsor 3
Brock 2
(15-7, 15-17. 7-15. 15-12, 15-6)
Laurier 3
Guelph 2
(10-15, 12-15. 15-4. 15-11 , 17-15)
Western 3
McMaster 0
( 15-10, 15-8, 15-6)
RMC 3
Laurentian 2
(15-13. 15-13. 7-15, 13-15, 15-6)

FOOTBALL

The University of Western Ontario Mustangs defeated lasl
year's Vanier Cup finalists. Saint Mary's Huskies, 38-33 in the
Atlantic Bowl on Saturday. The Mustangs will now meet Churchill
BO\\ I winner, Saskatchewan Huskies. in the Silver Anniversary game
of the Vanier Cup at the SkyDome on Saturday. November 18th al
2:00 p.m . This will mark Western·, 9th appearance in Canada',
- ---- ~ - -~ 1.1nivemiy-i'uotball ehampio11sinp-wtriie ihe Huu:aes".Wl 1 ~~
debut.
For any further information regarding the Vanier C'up contact
Jim Calder. Vanier Cup Office, Hilton lntcrnauonal Hotel. Toronto.
Univer~it~ Room. 3rd Floor. Phone (416) 1',69-3456.

TYPING

• Fast
$1 25 doub..
• Accurate
s.pu•d ,~,•
.• Confidential
IAPA Specialists I
LETTER QUALITY PRINTING

, ,.r

social science society

Evening Hours

945-0732

..;;*?~"~&&):=-,,

r - - - - \ ;;;;; DINER DANCE CLUB
* Saturday, November 18,

4:30 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
B.B.Q. Baby Back Ribs
~ fresh vegetable

* Top 40 Dance Music
* Monday - Wednesday,
6:00 p.m. - 9:00 ~
Chicken Wings ~
(please no take-out orders)

~

* Every Tuesday at 7:00 p.m.

Euchre Night
* Every Thursday
Spin for 1-Day Fun Trip
to Atlantic City
Sponsored by the H.M.H. & Fayne
Travel Corporation

._______S_o_ci_a_lly SP.eaking,_ _ _ _..,.
1. S.S.S. Scholarship applications available in our office, G130

Windsor Hall North, to all 2nd, 3rd, and 4th year
undergraduate students. Deadline is November 24, 1989.
Send all replies to G. Vitella.
2. S.S.S. Volleyball Tournament Sunday, November 26,
4 - 8 p.m. All teams please bring team lists to
Gl30 Windsor Hall North.
3. Vice President By-elections to be held on November 21,
1989. Candidates are: Steven Burke, John Lyons, and
William Wood. Please support the election --- come out
and vote.
4. Coming Up --- December 8 --- S.S.S. Wine & Cheese.

* Thursday, November 23

Party With L.A.
LIVE MUSIC

* Rolling Stones Concert in Toronto
Ticket Giveaway*
0 HURON CHURCH RD. at Grand Marais (519) 966-3388

r---------

HoHesf Spof In Windsor

5. Next Council Meeting - November 27 at 3:30 p.m.,
Conference Room "A" at the University Centre.
6. Switchboard on CJAM 91.Sfm Friday, November 17 at
12:15 p.m. Stay tuned for "AlcohCll and You".
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Fencers impaled af
tournaments

~

DRUG AWARENESS
WEEK
"TRY HUGS - NOT DRUGS"
November 21 - 22
Display booth in the University Centre
10:00 a.in. - 4:00 p.rn.
* Resource materials
* Posters
* Hug cards
* Buttons
* Bookmarkers
* Free raffle
* Everything will be distributed at no cost
* Willie the Bear will be on ca n1pus Wednesday,
Noven1ber 22, passing out "Hug" cards
Display booth in front of the Pub Wednesday evening from
8:00 - 11:00 p.m. The Peer Counsellors and Nursing students
will be accompanied by the Windsor Police, who will
provide n1aterial infonnation on drugs and alcohol.

"Believe In-Yourself: Be Drug Free"
Sponsored by

Peer
Counselling
Centre

h) Jim Dominguez
he University of
Windsor's fencing
team split their
troops on November
I I and 12, but they
r""e-lr-e-at-ed_f_..rom two tournaments

T

with hattle fatigue.
Most of the fencers competed
at the Brock Invitational in St.
Catherine's, while three members
of the team travelled down to
Penn State.
The Penn Stale tournament
had about I 00 entries, including
the lop 50 U.S. colleges.
Windsor's top finish was a ninth
place in men's sabre turned in by
Rob Fallenbuchl. Andreas Sautter
placed 14th in the sabre event.
The remainder of the squad
competed at Brock and the results
were very disappointing. The
team competed against othe r
OUAA schools and Coach Eli
Sukunda was upset with his
team's performance.

"There is no excuse for these
results," Sukunda said. "It wasn't
bad cal Is. it wasn't the officiating,
it \\ a'> us!"
The Lancers' top finisher in
the tournament was Mark Fulmer,
who placed ninth in men ·s epee.
Tu yen Nguyen, Mary Jo Rusu
and Bridget O'Shaughnessy
finished 14th, 15th and 16th
respectively in women's foil.
"This is definitely a low point
in the season for us," Sukunda
said.
Suk um.la i'> no\\ unsure of hi,
team's direction. He said the team
was doing very well until the
weekend.
Sukunda did no go into much
detail in describing his team's cf.
forts.
"It's best not to say anything
because I don't want to shoot
myself in the foot," Sukunda said.
The fencing team will try to
get back on track in their next
tournament, which will be the
Michigan Collegiate Open.a '
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Lance Athlete of the Week, Lisa Thyssen.

Lance frle plloto

J.ance athlete

of the week

hy Jim Dominguez

Rudy's
Hair Salon
(519) 258-2490
2185 Wyandotte West
* Student Discount *

This week's Lance Athlete of
the Weck is Lisa Thyssen. a member of the Lancer women's volleyhall team.
Thyssen 's dominating play
helped lead Windsor lo a threegame sweep of the University of
Western Ontario Mustangs.
Thyssen, a middle hitter, controlled the play at the net and
forced Western into changing
their game plan. In the match,
Thyssen had 14 kills and 6 blocks.
Coach Marge Holman said
that Thyssen had been working on
her passing and her defense and in
the Western match, it all came

together.
"IL was one of the best allaround matches she (Thysscn)
has every played," I lolman said.
"She really gained a lot of
respect."
Holman said of the 6' I" Thyssen. that she is one of the best and
most athletic of the tall players in
the league.
A 22-year-old Arts student.
Thyssen is in her second year of
eligibility and is serving notice
that she is a player to look out for
on the strong Windsor team.
The Lance would like to con·
gratulate Lisa for her outstanding
contribution to the Lancer vol·
leyball team.a
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This week's Campus Recreation Participant of the Weck is
peter Pampanio. Pampanio is a
member of the Hasbecns, the
second place finisher in Men's Intramural Soccer.
As a member of the Hasbeens,
Pampanio scored a hat trick (his
third hat trick of the season), in
defeating the Ranters 4-0.

Pampanio, at 24 years old, 1s a
student at the Faculty of Education. He also had a distinguished
career with the Lancer soccer
team, culminating with an OUAA
first team all-star selection last
year.
Campus Recreation is proud
to have selected Pampanio as the
Participant of the Wcek.O

Men's Soccer
This year's final capped off an
exciting season in the ten-team,
men's intramural soccer league.
The season ended with a
three-way tic atop the standings
between Mac Hall Italia, Hasbeens and Cossacks.
Due to the tic-breaking
process, Mac Hall finished first
followed by Hasbeens, Cossacks,
Fucups, Rangers, Carisa, Law,
Unwanteds, Alumni Engineers
and Sac. Only the top six teams
make the playoffs.
Mac Hall Italia and Hasbeens
received first round byes. In
quarter-final action Carisa edged

Cossack 4-3 on the shootout after
an undeciding overtime.
In the other quarter-final,
Rangers edged Fucups in the
same fashion, winning in a
shootout.
In the semi-final, Hasbeens
defeated Carisa 3-1, while it took
Mac Hall ftalia an overtime and a
shootout before they could disperse the Rangers, 5-4.
In the final, the Hasbeens took
an early 1-0 lead, coming out on
the winning side of a 5-1 victory.
Congratulations to the champion
Hasbeens and runners-up Mac
Hall.O

COME ON

YOU HAVE

Slo-Pltch
The Co-ed Slo-P itch intrnmural league finished up Sunday Nov. 5
Division A's first and second
place teams came together in a
match determining who would go
on to the finals. Division A's first
place team, the M.8.A. 's, were
upset by the second place team,
the Happy Wanderers.
In Division 8. Huron Hall was

upsc_t by the second place team,
Cartier Crusaders.
In the Championship game,
the Cartier Crus;iders started
slowly, slipping behind by 8 runs.
However, by the ninth inning they
were able to tic the score ;ind force
the game into a tenth inning.
The Happy Wanderers were
unable to match Cartier and lost
the final game by one runO

On Saturday November 11, families that participated.
Call the Campus Recreation
Campus Recreation presented its
Family Fun Day at the St. Denis Hotline at 253-4232 ext. 2456 to
Centre. Suc~ts as l>tt:ikotooH, get information.,..ahoul our next

volleyball, badminton and tram- Family Fun Day, that is scheduled
poline games were enjoyed by the for Saturday, Feb. 3, 1990.0

Intramural Le ag ue Standing s
Sport: Men's Intramural Basketball
League: East Division
Week Ending: No\'. 8/89

Hurricanes
Finger Puppets
Super Sophs
Bricklayers
Runts
No Hope
Roy's Rulers
Fratmen

)!O
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Sport: Men's Intramural Basketball
League: West Division
Week Ending: Nov. 8/89
Name
House
Public Enemy
Law School
The Zone
Teenage Mucous
on Crackers
Mechanical Pistons
St. Denis Menaces
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TO DO IS

JOIN

Family Fun Day

Name

ALL

JOIN A LEAGUE, TEAM,
CLASS PROGRAM OR CLUB

2

SHOW UP!!

THE LANCE
'-~~~~~~The

LANCE, 2nd Flr. Univ.

Centre~~~~~~~~

$9.99

SUPREME PAN PIZZA
That,s all it costs right now for a medium
Supreme Pan Pizza. Supreme because it's loaded with
six mouth-watering toppings. Including piles of
pepperoni, beef, mild sausage plus mounds of mushrooms, onions and green peppers. All topped off
by two layers of ooey, gooey good Mozzarella cheese.
And all for only $9.99!
But you,d better hurry. This is
a limited time offer. And is only available at participating Pizza Huts~
Makin' it great!
~P:zza Hue is a registered trademark of Pizza Hut Inc, registered user
Piz.a Hut Canada
Offer not valid in combination with
other Pizza Hut offer5.
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words out at the top of your lungs during a psychology lecture.
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Voters uninformed
by Kevin Johnson
ot all students know
about next week's
drug plan referendum, but those that
.___ __, do tend to favour it.
A small, unscientific sampling of students in the Grand
Marketplace revealed little understanding of the issues involved in
the Nov. 28 vote to increase the
scope of the SAC drug plan, and
more than double its cost.
All students who are covered
by the plan are eligible to vote on
the questions, which will ask for
approval of including birth control at an annual cost of $8, increasing coverage from 80 to 100
percent of cost (another $8), and
extending the term from school
· year to calendar year for an addi~
3.50. The insurance plan
currently costs $27 a year per student.
First-year business student
Casey Lodge was typical.
"The only information I've
seen is the poster (on the stairs)
going down to the pub," he said.
Cliff Butt had not heard of

next week's referendum, and is
unlikely to vote.
"You have to wonder if you
know what you need to know,"
said the third-year sociology
major. "I tend to be reluctant to involve myself in something like
that."
Fellow sociology student
Dianne Smith does intend to vote,
and vote yes.
"I will be here next year. For
me it would be a good program.
The $8 would save me about $100
a year (in birth control pills)," she
said.
Although Smith is covered by
her father's insurance, that plan
does not include oral contraceptives.
Stacey Silvio (second-year
communications) also supports
the addition of the pill, "especially with as much sexual freedom as
we have at this school."
Silvio hopes the plan will
lower the rate of drop-outs due to
unplanned pregnancy. She said
cost is not a factor.
"For a woman, it shouldn't
matter. W~at's $8 extra compared
to tuition fees?"O

CEO Tim Fairhead grins in anticipation of referendum fun .

New stations to ease strain
by Michael J. Cohen
tudents should have
an easier time
vot i ng in this
referendum than in
.__
_, past years thanks to
changes in the polling station set
up.
In the past, the set-up of the
polling stations has made it too inconvenient for some students to
vote. The best example of this
problem was the visual arts students, who take most their classes
at the Lebel building on the corner

s__

• d sor player named to All

WID

by Dave Briggs
ick Lava ll e, a
veteran of the
Un i versity
of
Windsor's football
_ _ ___,team, was recognized for his excellence on the
gridiron when he was selected as
an All-Canadian last Thursday.
La vallc' s selection to the
Canadian Interuniversity Athletic
Union's (CIAU) first all-star team
at the nose tackle position capped
an impressive career for the
Windsor native.
The announcement of
Lavalle 's selection came at the
nationally televised All-Canadian
football awards dinner held at
Toronto's Hilton Hotel during the
festivities that preceded
Saturday's Vanier Cup national
championship game. The geography major received a ring and a
plaque acknowledging his feat.
His selection indicates that the
university coaches believe him to
be the best nose tackle in the
Canadian university football circuit over the past year.

This is not the first honour that
has been bestowed on the fifth
year player. Lavalle was selected
to the second national all -star
team last year, and has been a
three-time OUAA all-star. As

we ll , Lavalle collected the
University of Windsor's Olympic
Shield last year, acknowledging
him as the school's best male athlete in 1988/1989. Lavalle 's
selection as Windsor's best male
athlete was not a tlukc by any
mel!ns. He beat out strong canlolidates in both Ken Minello

of College and Huron Line.
During last year's referendum on
funding the expansion of the
University Centre, these students
had to arrange carpools to get to
the polling station as none were
set up at Lebel. Some students
have had to take "an hour out of
their day just to vote," said SAC's
chief electorial officer Tim Fairhead.
This year there will be an advance poll on Monday.November
27. At this time Visual Arts students at the Lebel building will
have a chance to vote. Stadents at

star team

(hockey). and Carlo Boniferro
(basketball).
Lavalle ended his university
career this year, after completing
his fifth year of eligibility -- the
maximum allowed for a univer-

sityathlete. Aftergraduatingfrom
Riverside Secondary School,
Lavalle began his career with the
Lancers in 1985 as an offensive
lineman. After one year of
protecting the quarterback, he
was moved to the defensive line
which has been his home ever
since.

Many consider Lavalle, at
5' 11 ", too short to be successful
at the nose tackle position. Yet he
has consistently proven his critics
wrong by utilizing his speed,
strength, and agility to more than
make up for his slight height disadvantage. Lavalle is among the
leaders in career tackles for
Windsor, an amazing feat considering linebackers tend to accumulate tackles much more
easily than linemen.
Lavalle, who wore number 99
for the blue and gold, was one of
the Lancers' captains in the most
recent season, in which the team
finished with a record of 3-4. He
I
led by example. and his work
ethic and determination earned
him the respect of his coaches and
teammates.
The 25-year-old will now
' focus his attention on earning a
berth on a Canadian Football
League team in 1990. Though his
height may hold him back, if
given a chance to show his attributes Lavalle may just wind up
representing the University of
Windsor in the pros.D

the Faculty of Education will also
be able to vote in their building on
Monday. All other eligible voters
who wish to vote in the advance
poll will be able to do so Monday
in the University Centre.
The main vote will take place
on Tuesdav November 28. At that
time Law itiwents wi6I vote at•
Law building, Human Kinetics
students at the H.K. building, students in the faculties of Science
and Engineering. including the
School of Nursing, will vote in the
main lobby of Essex Hall. Social
Science and Arts students (with
the exception of those students

~~~~~~
Music)will votcinthcUniversity
Centre, voters from the schools of
Drama and Music will vote at the
Drama building, and Business
students will be able to vote in the
main foyer of the Business Building.
Fairhead said that he "hopes
that people will come out and express their opinion on this and any
future issues."D

1beLaoce

In Bedln
By Caeri Bertrand-Crump
The lance has gone intemation al. Photo Editor James
Crump and correspondents David
Viecelli and Larry Deck are in
West Berlin this week researching an upcoming feature on
the events in Germany and their
impact on the people and students
there.
In a phone report Wednesday,
Viecelli said the winds of
capitalism are strong at the Berlin
Wall; the concrete structure has
become a hot commodity.
"There are many here enjoying the historic value of the
opened wall. There are many
.continued on page 3.

ARTS
Dec 1-23 - Artcite ·presents its 8th annual "Dain' the
Louvre," a Christmas fundraising exhibition and sale,
featuring local and national artists and their unjuried
works. Held at Mackenzie Hall in the Artcite Gallery.
J. -

Dec 3 - The AGW official opening for "The Griffiths
Brothers,• an exhibition of 19th century Canadian
watercolours. Dr. Ann Davis will be the guest curator,
2 p.m., admission is tree.
MUSIC

,..

Dec 9 - Mt. Zion C.O.G.I.C. presents "Gospel Music
Praise Celebration." Featuring Trinity Singers of
Toronto, Winnifred Nolan, Perfect Praise, James will be fine handmade gifts available. The cost of the
Daniels and the Mt. Zion Band. Held at 759 Mc- tour is $1.75 for adults, $1.25 for seniors and $.75 for
Dougall Ave. Admission is free. For information call, children. For more information call 255-6545.
971-8590 or (313)/883-8904.
Dec 1 - "Annual Toronto Alumni Christmas Party." 6
ETC
p.m. at the Hilton International Hotel, rm. 3216. For
more information contact G. A. McMahon, 253-4232,
Dec - Every Sunday, 1-4 p.m. and every Wednesday, ext. 2044.
7-9 p.m., the Windsor Parks and Rec invites you to
''Willistead Yuletide Festivities." The manor will be Dec 3, 10,17 - John R. Park Homestead celebrates its
decorated with the elegance of another era, and there annual "1850's Christmas in the Country." Bake sale,

crafts, storytelling and more. Open from noon to 4
p.m. located on Essex County Country Rd., between
Kingsville and Colchester. For information call 7382029.
Dec 22 - Graduates of Central Algoma Secondary
School Alumni Day. Play basketball or watch the Sr.
Huskies take on the teachers on hockey. Attend the
social at the Desbarats Arena where there will be a
buffet, refreshments and a dance. For information call
Cass at (705)/248-2520.

David
Suzuki

'''tf'eet6& '''
ice cream stores
Special of the Month
Old Timers Tin Roof Sundae

Buy "1" Get Second For 1/2 Price*
Don't forget your "Gold Card" to receive
10% Off all fountain items
>l<Gold Card docs not apply
Expires December 7. 1989
459 Erie St. E .• 254-9333 • 1481 Ouellette. 252-2978 • 1801 Wyandotte E., 252-4574
1294 Lauwn Rd .. 948-6071 • 1750 Wyandotte W., 252-4035 • 7021 Wyandotte E., 974-8611

Friday, November 24
Noon - 1 p.m.
South Shore Books
164 Pitt W.

253-9102

__...,...____...,...____ ________
Hey Lancers!
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There's a new Swiss Chalet in your
neighbourhood
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Festive Meal
(1 I<± chicken dinner, stuffing, cranberry sauce,
toasted roll, french fries or baked potato)

Receive a 100g Toblerone Bar - FREE With Purchase
$5. 39 Dine In
$4. 99 Take Out
(Prov. Tax Applicable)
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Friday - Saturday
11 a.m. - 12 midnight
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New law not enough says Scorsone
by O. Eldon Dawson
he new Canad_ian
draft law for abortion, although imperfect, is certainly
better than no law at
all, according to Dr. Suzanne
Scorsone.
In a talk entitled "The Unborn
Canadian: Freedom, Law and
Politics" Scorsone said that it's up
to Parliament to decide and interpret the abortion issue.

T

:a

all

)

"At least the court is not trying
to take over legislation like the
U.S. did," Scorsone said.
Scorsone explained to the
crowd at Assumption University
that the law uses the term "per-

son" differently than most people
do. In legal jargon, a "person" is
one "deemed by law to have rights
or duties at the present time."
The fetus then is not considered a person under the
criminal code. A c~rporation, on
the other hand, thal has rights and
duties is considered a person.
"The law says nothing about
inherent personhood," said the
44-year-old mother of five and
Director for the office of family
life for the Archdiocese ofToronto. "The fetus does have rights but
only when alive. Currently, the
court is construing the law in the
narrowest possible definition and
Parliament must decide on a more
correct definition," Scorsone said.

The federal charter of rights, llobby it back up to Parliament
as Scorsone emphasized, gives Hill." It could continue for twenthe freedoms of life and liberty to ty years.
"everyone". According to her,
Scorsone said that the draft
this reference to everyone is wide law is too subjective and vague
open for determination and inter- and basically allows for abortion
pretation.
on demand, because of the openAlthough ensuing court bat- 1ess for interpretation over the
ties could go on for years, Scor- 'psychological stability" comsone believes that this law is ponent.
superior to no legislation at all.
But, it is "legitimate to vote
"The fact that the draft law for such an imperfect law if it's a
puts abortion back in the criminal 'step to a perfect one," Scorsone
code except when the health or said. "And whatever we choose,
psychological state of the woman we must redouble our teaching of
is in danger, indicates it's a sig- the young to help avoid future
nificant matter," Scorsone said.
problems and we must be supporShe likened the lobbying that tive of pregnant women."
is likely to occur to a tennis match,
Following this lecture, when
where Parliament will "lobby it confronted with differing
down to Supreme Court who will opinions about how to attack the

Museum brings past alive
by Cindy Kavanaugh

"Ancestral Evidences: A Road to
Modern Humans."
he
University
One student said, "EEEW!
Anthropology Lovely," when she looked at the
Museum proves skulls.
anthropology isn't
Singh said the museum ex...__ ___. just a bunch of isted for about 20 years, but was
bones and monkeys.
never brought to this level beThe museum, located in room cause the funds were not avail159 of Windsor Hall's south able. The museum, as it is now,
wing, displays more than 130 ar- was put together in June 1988 by
tifact anti spec imens anil is Singh, his wife and a student.
southwestern Ontario's only
"The main purpose is to inanthropology museum.
form anthropology and sociology
Anthropology professor, Or. students in particular and all stuR.O. Singh, says, "The museum dents in general about cultural
offers a lot more."
development and biological
Several skulls, dated from development from the ancient
360,000 years ago to 30,000 years past," Singh said.
ago, and a geographical map are
Many of the exhibits are from
displayed in one grouping entitled Singh 's personal collection in-

r

eluding what may be a Sasquatch
foot print from elk Wallow,
Washington.
Other artifacts include tools
from France, North American Indian artifacts, like blades, fish
hooks and points, carvings from
Arctic Canada and Palaeolithic
tools. Indian classical music instruments and various Pre-lncan
Peru sculptures representing
emotions, such as seriousness and
thoughtfulness, are also on display.
Photographs and a fixed clay
storage vessel from a dig in
Leamington are also on display.
The museum is open 9 a.m. to
5 p.m. Monday to Friday during
university working days.
Admission is free.a

Black America still fighting for rights
by Scott Ingram

B

lack America is
worse off than they
were during the
civil rights movement of the fifties

and sixties.
This was one of the messages
delivered by the 1987 Pulitzer
Prize winner Professor David
Garrow at the Moot Court last
Tuesday. Garrow, who was
awarded the prize for Bearing the
Cross: Martin Luther King Jr. and
Lance photo by Ro Warren
the Southern Christian leadership Conference - a biography of Professor David Garrow speaks at Moot Court.
Garrow pointed out that King third year who exemplifies the
K.ing, was speaking at the First
Delos Davis Lecture. He spoke recognized the '59-'60 freedom ideals of Davies· personal ex1
on "Martin Luther King, Jr. and movements as a local movement. ample and community contributhe U.S. Civil Rights Movement: The bus boycott in Montgomery, lions.
Alabama, which sparked King's
Davies was the first black
History and Legacy".
"Not until there is a political career as an activist was mostly lawyer in Canada and the first
realization of the economic due to the efforts of a black to be named King's Coundivision (between blacks and Montgomery Women's group - sci in the British Empire. Lloyd
Whites) will America get back on local and civil rights organiza- Dean, a third year student is
the track set by King and the other tions were primarily female, Davies' grandson and one of the
Garrow said.
Award's organizers.
freedom fighters," Garrow said.
Garrow's lecture was part of a I
Fund raising for the award is
He said that King should be •
kick-off
of
the
Delos
Rogest
currently
underway. Those interviewed in the large context. King
I
ested in contributing should conWas a product of his times and ful- Davies, K.C. Memcrial Award.
The award of $500 is to be tact Professor Julio Menezes
filled the media's need for a symgiven to a law student entering through the Faculty of Law.a
bol.

abortion problem, she agreed that
there are alternatives.
"Good Catholics may differ in
strategies and must decide indcpendently what will work best for
the unborn. I believe it is better to
save half the babies than none at
all. Each person must do what
they consider to be the most prolife," Scorsone said.
"In the lotig term, the mortality rate is 100 percent. We must
never assume, though, that it's
okay to kill."
Or. Scorsone 's lecture last
Sunday night was the third this
year of Assumption's Christian
Culture Series now in its 56th
season -- the oldest on-go~ng
university lecture series in
Canada.O

Government anounces new
University of Windsor scholars
by Lisa Fortin

University of Windsor President Ron Ianni expressed great

indsor can now
claim 45 of
Canada's
newest
___,
scholars as its

pleasure at the number of
Windsor students given the
award.
"The number of scholarships
.__
awarded to Windsor students is
own.
high and has increased sigAwarded to undergraduate nificantly over last year. I would
students pursuing degrees in hope in future years the presence
science, engineering and related of Windsor students is increasingdisciplines, Canada scholarships ly prominent."
are worth $8,000 over the course
The following students will
of four years. Significantly, half receive their awards at an official
of the awards are going to women. ceremony on Monday:
The program was created by
Joe Aiello, Amit Bagga,
the federal government and is ad- James Beland. Julie Boscariol,
ministered by the Association of Michael Brieda, Stephan Cervi,
Universities and Colleges Canada Sisia Dagl ian, Todd Deery, Chrison behalfoflndustry, Science and tine Drouillard, Sharyn Farlinger,
Technology Canada. It seeks to Shantini Gamage. Randall Gault,
attract more students to under- Paul Gelinas, Jeffrey lllman,
graduate studies in science and Ahmed Jhuboo, Andrew Keene,
David Killen, Cris Klassen, Charengineering by rewarding
les
Krekewich. Eleftheria Laios,
academic achievement, in hopes
of assuring the future economic Michelle Langlois. Aaron Law.
Claudia Lovrecich, Parmindar
growth of Canada in these fields.
Maan, Rebecca Maure, Karlo
"Canada's future ability to
Mauro, Christa McConkey, Marcompete internationally will
depend to a large extent on the tin Mcfarlane, Assuntina Musnew generation of scientists and cedere, Mirek Otremba, Domenic
engineers now in or just entering Perri, Stacy Popmarkov, Anthony
Prsa, Gerhard Romsa. Margaret
Canadian universities," said Hon.
William Wineguard, Minister of Rum feldt. Patrizia Scalia,
State (Science and Technology), Richard Schell, Alene Schincario.
during the announcement in Ot- Monica Schmidt. Nancy Shriner,
Antonietta Silvestri, Ritu Sood,
tawa of the 1989-90 winners.
Sophia
Thomas. Johanne Wcbcr"Canada Scholars will be major
pals, Mary Catherine Wolf.O
players in our future."
continued from page l. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
others here who are exporting posts shoulder epaulets and even
pieces of the wall to the United army hats for U.S. currency. This
1
States for marketing," Viecelli is shrewd bargaining, as the U.S.
said
dollar can fetch up to 40 East GerThere are hundreds of people man marks on the black market.
chipping away at the cold war
The wall is not only host to
symbol at any given time, he entrepreneurs, it has also hosted
reported. This week two some rock and roll. Crosby,
Americans shipped tons of the Stills. and Nash gave a short conwall back to the U.S. for sale or cert Tuesday on a stage erected at
possible reconstruction.
the Brandenburg gate.
The East German border
"The correspondents' ex-

W
____

guards are joining in the spirit of. elusive_ featu~~ will appear in an
free trade, selling from their Wall upcommg ed1t1on of the l.ance.(1

LAB PC/AT

LABPC/XT

PREGNANT
AND NEED HELP?

• 8088 10MHz microprocessor
• 640K RAM
• 360K floppy drive
• Serial and parallel ports
• Game port
• Monochrome graphic adapter
• White or Amber monitor
• 101 key keyboard
. NX1000 II g.pln 180cps printer

Call ...

Sirt(Jri

. Eight-in-one software spreadsheet,
database, word process:ng
and more
• One year parts and labour warranty

at 252-3322

$119900

s149.oo
s65.oo
_ _$6.95-

-------------- --..........

HOURS 10 am.· 6 p.m. Mon to Fn . 10 am. · 4 p.m. Saturday

We Provide Free
Pregnancy Tests,
Medical Referrals,
Community Referrals,
Accommodations and
Legal Advice.

116 Wyandotte E.
977-5770 Fax 977-5779
1-800-265-5369

Classifieds

DECISIONS.
DECISIONS.

Having problems with the UniverS1~
or its Bureaucracy? Consult lhe
University Ombudsperson. Students
will receive an objective and confidential investigation of academic/nonacademic problems, race relations()(
units of the University. The Office has
been given the mandate to invesllgale
complaints and make recommendations to those ,n authority about ho~
defective procedures, policies afl(I
decisions should be corrected. lmpai.
llality and confidentiality are the
cornerstones of the office. Come ,n
write or call, Dr. Subhas Ramcharao
Office of the Ombudsperson, Room
351 Dillon Hall. Phone 253-4232, ext
3400. Office hours: Monday to Fnday
11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Lesbian/Gay Students on campus
please call 973-4951 for information
on meetings and events in the
Windsor/Detroit area.
Adult Children of Alcoholics
(A.C.A.) 12 step support group. 711
McEwan St. Holy Name of Mary
Church (basement). Sundays: 8 p.m
All are welcome.
House for Rent located on Bridge. tO
min. walk from University. 5
bedrooms. Call Nell at 253-2723.
Furniture for sale, reasonable prices
Call 255-7966.
Volunteers for Canadian/Sovie!
Arctic Expeditron. Canadian students
age 19-25 invited to apply for a sum·
mer expeditron. For info wnte Arctie
Quest, 11 Soho St.. Toronto. ON. MST
126 or call Mark Cohon at 416·971·
9846. Deadline 1s December 13th.
Library Christmas Holiday Hours: 8
a m. -6 p.m. Dec 21 & 22; closed Dec
23-26; 9 a.m.·5 p.m. Dec 27·29.
closed Dec 3-Jan 1: 9 a.m.·5 p.m. Jan
2; From Jan 3-14 hours are Mon-Fn8
a.m.-6 p.m. and Sat-Sun 12 p.m.·5
p.m
LOST baby stroller in front of Essex
Hall. Reward for return. Call 977-1817

Canadi>n Holidays

---------------------------------Choose between the slopes of Vail, Colorado or the
surf of Rio de Janeiro. Trip includes: Return wfare.
hotel transfers. hotel accommodation and ski pass
(Vail only.) Simply complete this entry form and affix
two UPC Proofs of Purchase (or reasonable hand
drawn facsimile not mechanicallv reproduced I from
any flavour of Sugarless Dentyne gum and you could

Attach UPC proofs here.

be on your way to VAIL or R10' Deposit your ertry m
the ballot box at your school newspaper office or mail
tt to: Dentyne VAJL/RlO Sweepstakes, P.O. Box 904IE.
Kitchener. Ontano :-;'2G 4T2.
Contest closes January 15. 1990 at 5:00 pm.
Draw to be held January 31. 1990

Dentyne
SUGARLES~ SANS SUCRE.

Destination of choice:
Vail Colorado
Rio de Janeiro

Name~-------------School~------------~
Address---------- - - - City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Prov. _ _ __
Postal C o d e - - - - - - - - - - Phone _ _ _ _ _ _~ - - - - - - - ~

Pnzes muSt be accepted as awarded !Maximum retail value: S3500 001 FuU contest rules are avauble at your school newspaper office or by sendmg a stamped self addressed envelope to·
Dencyne VA!URIO Sweepstakes. PO. Box 9041F. Kitchener. Ontano N2G 4T2

Whoaa: Christmas bargains ·o·
plenty: Suitcase computer and printer
$350 Runs CPJM •• great for word
processrng, big. older computer.
screen; 2 huge drives $200 w1lh
printer. $100 W/0. Long neck baSS
gurtar & case $200, 100 amp. 11 sv aic
welder $100, narrow wood typing (OI
computer) desk $20, various chairs $2
to $5 each. $120 worth of technic,ql
lego •• great present for the kid •• great
condition·· $40. Neat green gabardrne
Canadian Army trenchcoats. var
sizes. $15 each. Why wait? Call today.
leave message if you get the machine
256-8054.
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by Marternard
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CJ
. threw a birthday party for itself last Saturday
night at't·h 1Jni~sity's Subway Pub, and dozens of loyal
supporters turned out to catch three great bands. CJAM .
celebrated its seventh ye~r on the FM dial to the music of
Allison's Ghost, a relatively new addition to the local
music scene. They kicked off the show with their fastpaced ,alternative-pop sound. Singer Priscilla Ederle's
powerful \(Oice got the crowd out onto the dance floor and 1
set tbe stage for another Detroit band, The Gear. The Gear
will be releasing a twelve-song album in early December,
a follow-up to their four-song EP In The New Hitsville,
released in the spring. The Gear played an energetic set,
including the song Get Twisted, which topped the CJAM
charts earlier this year.
By this time, the frenzied throng was ready for
Toronto's Guilt Parade. Although the evening was cut
short by a fire alarm, Guilt Parade made the best of it, rocking the place with their unique blend of speedmetal/thrash/hardcore··sounds. The fellas have an album
out these days, called Coprophobia, which should be getting a lot of airplay on CJAM. If you missed the show- no
problem: you can still get an earful of any of these bands
Lance photo by Rob Warren
by calling CJAM at 258-6397 and making a request.
Pub. The show/is a benefit for El Salvador's Radio goj)d cause while you catch one of Windsor's best bands.
And speaking of requested music; this weekend, Farabuodo Mirti, CJAM \ sister station. That's Saturday What _else but the best from your only sound alternative;
CJAM is presenting Lost Patrol in concert at the Subway
nig}1t, the 25~fll for $_
4.p~. Come on out and support} · CJAM FM ...
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b~ Karl .\lamer

I

,.,. ,

A couple of years ago I took an Abnormal P~chol~g); c~{ One of the problems with
taking Abnor~al Psychology is the "Medical Stud'ent Synctroie.'' A student reads in the
textbook the symptoms associated ~ith, say;'schi~renia,
or an
obsessive/compulsive disor,,
/
der, an~think, "My God, that's me.",.
/,
1 · My professor for the COJJ,rSe, Dr. Friscb(look an effccti\'e, parsimonious approach in
/•
preventing his students from experiencing the Medical Student Syndrome. He stated that a person with any of the disorders describJd-in the textbook would be so afflicted with anxiety or
delusions !hat he or she would be uI).8ble LO attain th.t lofty position of a second-year psycho!·
ogy major. He pointed out
that sinc'e
/
,. everyone in tb~ class was at least a second-year psycho!ogy m~jor, it was, therefore, cle.7rly impossible for the te"Xt to be referring to any person in the
class.
/

.,,.,.

-

,

H~ point was easily grasped by all, and as far as I could lei!, no one finished the semester
a psychotic paranoid savant. Although, at times I could see a rational basis for the odd obses:!ge.10
sive/compulsive belief .. like hand was91ng. A sudden insight would come to me: if I didn't
ity. 5
waJh my hands nine hundred times a day, there was a good chance a germ would get into my
13.
bloodstream from under a fingernail, travel straight lo my heart, and kill me in a matter of days.
prices
Luckily, this insight would vanish quickly. returning me from the edge of loopyville. So, all in
all, Dr. Frisch ·s logic prevented me from believing that the abnormal psychology textbook was
really th~unauthorized biography of Karl Mamer.
,oviel I
However, what Dr. Frisch ·s advice did not prevent me from believing is that my host is
udents
tormented by a number of diseases and disorders nol mentioned in any medical or psychologi·
a surn·I
Arctic
cal text. I have described them for you, the reader, below so you might know my suffering or,
IJ, MST · better y~t. you might join me in my affliction:
6·971·

3th.

FREE-FLOATING CANCER: I get these pains, though these pains should not be confused with the ones I get in my heart but they feel like they're in my left arm. No, these pains
shuttle around my body from day to day. Without a doubt, these pains are a symptom of freefloating cancer.
One day the cancer settles down for a nice throb in the bones of my left hand. Then it moves
lo my lungs. Then it heads to my intestines. It ·s wandering about my person, looking for a warm
place to grow out of control The day the cancer finds its way to my colon rm doomed.
Sometimes, the free-floating cancer makes its way to the top of my skin. Then a mole suddenly appears. J think, ''I've never noticed that mole before... it's skin cancer!" I try to convince
myself that the mole has not appeared suddenly, but it has been there for a long time·· tbis is
just the first time J'v~ ever had the opportunity lo bend a mirror between my legs to notice the
skin of my lower back.
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2-'-HOUR IN\'ISIBILITY: I'm not sure if this is a disease or a unique characteristic of
my personality, but I cfo know that from time to time I become invisible. Unfortunately, it's not
One of those good, being-able-to-sneak-into-a-women's-locker-room-type invisibilities. It's an
invisibility where I immediately become figure/ground ambiguous when I try to win the notice
0
_fsomebody. In other words, 1become like that picture of Jesus in the snow: when looking passively, people see nothing, but when they really strain their eyes, Jesus suddenly pops out at
them.
Well, I do not strike a dazzling pose like the Son of God -- my appearance is someplace
between normal and ridiculous •• so when the 24-hour invisibility comes over me, I am forced
to exist
· as background.

NOSE STIGMATA: When I least expect it, I get the wounds of Christ in my nose. No
~idding. For no apparent reason, blood will suddenly gush out of my nostrils. Nothing short of
intense prayer will stop it, even if I tilt my head back, apply direct pressure, or stuff my nostrils

with kleenex.
The stigmata w,ually manifest them,che~ \\ hen I am burdened by problems of a moral nature. The) hit me once\\ hile ~landing in a K-mart check-out line. (One·s morals are rarely tested
in a K-mart, unless you happen to bdie\'c Ra) on is a disproof of a young-earth creation theory.)
I was tr) ing lo bu) a birthda) gift for ITT) friend and writing partner. Terry. Terry doesn't like
anything (e,en m} ,, riling). One b. howe, er. compelled to g.:1 a person (or their birthday something the) like (C\\!n if the) don't Iii,.~ )Our \Hitrng). So ther.; / \\Ul> in the check-out Jim: with
a gift I was hoping Terry wouldn ·1 toss into the corner of his room like he has done to the dozens
of watches. toques. and Dodge-Boys-Have-More-Fun satin) jackets his relatives have given to
him on birthdays past. I felt the presence of the Lord in my nasal cavity. then an unstoppable
flow of blood poured out of my nostrils. Vvell, in a very dignified manner I tossed the Jim Davis'
Official Bachelor's Cookbook I was holding onto a shelf and scrambled to the washroom. After
soaking three sinks with my blood. the i,tigmata vanished. I exited the washroom. leaving it
looking like there had just been a stabbing or the head of a drug cartel had just delivered a petition, and left the store. This was ob, iousl) a ,ign from the !,a\iour to forget the Bachelor's
Cookbook and get Terr) a ,, atch for hi, birth<.la).

~IALE-PATl ERN LO;,. ELl~ESS: Thi~ is a lone line,~ onl) men. never women, can
experience. You st:e. women reach out 10 otht:r ,rnmen for companionship. understanding. and
ad,·ice. Men only hang around" ith other mt:n ~o they don't look funny dancing alone. There·
fore. when a man gets loneI). he is trul: alo.ne. An: attempt b) a male 10 reach out to other men
for understanding is a clear admis!>ion that he.: i~ not the strongc.:st. most potent creature on the
face of the Earth. This 1s much ,,orse than being lonel). Loneliness comes and goes. but perceived formidableness. once lost. "ill never return.
For most men. Male-Pallern Lone line~~ onl) strikes,, hen one has been drinking. It disappears as one sobers up. For me. ho"'e,er. Male-Pattern Loneliness comes 11 any time. It hits me
when I see an attracti\t! couple in lo,e. It hits me when I can find no one to eat lunch with. It
hits me when the price of gas goes up. The only way to beat it is lo think about all my past
glories (the Nuremberg rallies. the annexing. the.: tenfold increase of war-time production over
two years despite heavy Allied bombing).
SITLATl ON-SPECIFIC. LOCALIZED EPILEPSY: I've got this epilepsy in my right
hand. It onl) makes itself knov. n as I bring a cup filled with hot coffee up to my lips. A frac·
tion of a second before my hand shouJd tilt the mug, the muscles spasm and ste;iming liquid is
poured onto my white shirt.
The epilepsy is mosthkely to occur when lam out on a date, usually after we've seen a
movie and we ·~e in a res'.auran~. I think_ there is a xood cha~ce '.he_ m~v!e is the reason for '.he
epilepsy. The 1mpercept1ble fltcker eftecl caused by the film s mdtv1dual frames scrolling
through the projector somehow disrupts~e electrical activity in my parirtal lobe. This causes
a static buildup that is released later in preparation for an infusion of glucose that will come
from the sugar 1·ve spooned into my cup ofj~.
DELUSIONS OF BEARABILIT\': I have these delusions that my life is bearable and
worth li\'ing despite the. trials of providence. You know you are in the grip of this terrible disorder (the DBs) when you begin to say "Oh well" a lot. This might not seem like such a bad
way to live a stress-free existence, but trust me, the quality of your life is severely depreciated
.. I don't get to do a lot of shouting like everyone else does.
The DBs keeps me from experiencing the joy of pounding on my ex-girlfriend's front door
for three hours in the rain because she won't see me any more, even though I've sworn I've
changed completely and I'll never hit her as much.
The DBs keeps me from seeking help for all of the other diseases and disorders I have. It
makes me believe that if I do seek help, a physician will tell me that they are all in my head··
just what they used to tell women who complained of PMS until women decided to start seeing
other doctors or women started becoming doctors 1hemselves.O
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g referendum
Students will be given the chance to change their
drug plan for the better. On Monday and Tuesday (Nov.
27 - 28) a referendum will be held asking students if they
are willing to pay extra money for extra services. These
extra services include:
1) 100 percent coverage as opposed to 80 percent
coverage;
2) Full year coverage. as opposed to just the fall and
winter semesters;
3) Coverage of oral contraceptives.
The cost of the drug plan is presently 27.00 per year.
The cost of increasing coverage to 100 percent is $8.00
- students may not opt out of this increase if the increase
is passed. This increased coverage will make the plan a
great deal more convenient, however, students will
receive only 20 percent more coverage for a 30 percent
fee increase. Unless. of course, the other two services
are passed in which case there will be 20 percent more
coverage for a 14 percent fee increase. The Lance suggests that students vote in favor of this increase. Also the
Lance encourages students who cannot see the advantages of the extra coverage not to vote at all, to opt

o ut of the plan completely if they cannot tolerate th'e c1han.
ges - if they come about.
Fu ll year coverage will cost an extra $13.50.
however, students may opt out of this extended coverage
if they so choose. There is no good reason not to vote
for this option. Many students are not covered by a drug
plan in the summer, those who are can opt out of the drug
plan for the duration of the summer term.
The addition of oral contraceptives will cost an addi·
tional $8.00, students may not opt out of this if the increase is passed. The Lance's position on this extension
is well known; birth control is- too expensive, and unwanted pregnancies are too damaging for students not
to vote in favor of this option. As it's not likely that people
will stop having sex, it's only reasonable· that birth control be made affordable.
The Lance approves the proposed changes in the
drug plan, and it hopes that these changes won't cause
fee increases in the drug plan next year. The Student's
Administrative Council has changed drug companies 1n
the past and should not hesitate to change again if drug
fees start rising without a proportionate increase in ser·
vices.
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I hate walking. I mean I really hate walking. I mean
that given a choice between walking and death, well ... I
don't know.
There are, of course, only three things worse than walking. Running obviously tops the list. Running in the cold
would actually come in third. But walking in the cold
would most definitely have to come in a strong, strong
second.
I live on Indian road. My house is situated in such a
way that every day I see a great mass of people head from
Huron and Tecumseh halls to school, and back. On very
cold days, I don't even tum on the T. V., as watching these
people struggle home, their faces contorted with bitter
pain, some even swearing at the forces ("Jesus God, it's
cold!") that have contrived to make their day miserable-has got to be one of the most entertaining experiences
around.
I don't know that this loathing of walking is irrational.
After all, I do enough of it. (Sometimes, I do so goddamned
much of it, it's a wonder I have the energy to pick up a fork
and knife at night to eat.) Over the last 21 years I must have
walked at least 146 million miles. (And that's not count-

Ted Sturk
ing stair steps which I also despise.)
I certainly wouldn't want the intent of this column to
be mistaken. This is not an anti-participaction column. On
the contrary, this column is for those who feel that they
have participacted themselves to the very limit, to the maximum as it were, that any more participaction and their
bones will surely pop out of their skin.
You see, I feel that after 578 million miles, my legs
only have a couple of years left, if that. While it's probably too late for me, I'm going to share some of my wisdom
in the hopes that it will keep others of you out there out of
a wheelchair.
2 2 2
First, a =c +b • Pythagoras said this first and I don't
think i could say it any better myself. However, I can't imagine that Pythagoras foresaw the use I would put his
theorem to. What it means is that wherever you go,
whatever you do, you should always take the diagonal way.
Not only does it always save time, but it saves precious
feet. Think how less sore your feet will be (and legs) if instead of walking 100 feet, you only walk 50 feet. Multiply this by a year, and it works out to be a savings of about
21,000,000 miles. (In metric, that's 36 billion kilometres.)

Second (and this is going to he a hit of a conflict with
the first, hut nothing 's perfect, right?) if it's really cold ou~
and you' re hound and bent that you' re going to go to da."'go through buildings... as many as you can. Hell. go
through people's houses if you think you can get away with
it. For example, suppose I hav~ to get to the Library. It's
very cold out, hut I'm willing to take the risk of pneumonia.
frostbite, cancer, malaria or tuberculosis because for solllC
reason, it's vitally important that I get to the library at tbal
moment. Let's further suppose that I'm at Eric Hall. I
would walk through Eric Hall, take the diagonal to the
Biology building, (go straight), come out, take a left~
Windsor Hall, and come out of Windsor Hall at the cd
closest to the main doors of Leddy.
Of course, what I'd really like to see is tunnels. Wa1III
tunnels. Warm diagonal tunnels. Warm diagonal tunnels
with those moving pedestrian paths so that you never have
to move your feet to get to class, and you can save all your
precious energy for studying.
I'm sure that I'll be long gone if, and when, the tunnel
idea ever happens... probably from a stroke induced by
walking that 965 millionth mile.r

'R.eferendum question questiolled
by Jim Kelly

asking, "Do you support the prevention of
allowing the recriminalization of abortion?" See what I mean?

I was rather disturbed by something I
read in the Nov. 9 issue of the lance. In this
Secondly, aside from being extremely
issue there was an article titled "One Mil - confusing, the question is skewed toward a
' lion Referendums" which discussed, in positive response. One of the golden rules
part, the planned SAC referendum on the of question design is not to present quesabortion issue. It was not the article which tions in such a way that they are likely to
. disturbed me (sorry, Ted), but rather the predispose tfre respondents to answer with
wording of the proposed referendum ques- one given alternative over the other.
People, by nature, prefer to affiliate themtion as reported in the article.
Being a graduate student in Com- selves with positive rather than negative
munication Studies, I have designed and actions {which is why we have ' Pro-life'
implemented several survey question- and 'Pro-choice' supporters and not 'antinaires, and I must tell you that if the word- abortionists'). Therefore, by asking people
ing of this referendum question is designed if they are in favour of "allowing women
to confuse, those responsible for its design the continued rightto reproductive choice,"
have really outdone themselves.
this question will more than likely result in
As found in this article, the question more 'Yes' responses than 'No' responses
reads: "Are you in favour of SAC taking a simply due to the very nature of the quesposition in support of the movement to tion and how it is posed. After all, who am
prevent the recriminalization of abortion in I to ' disallow' women this right?
Moreover, the very exi~tence of a
Canada, allowing women the continued
"right" to reproductive choice is one of the
right to reproductive choice? Yes or No."
If you found it necessary to re-read this
The Women's Centre
question a few times, don ' t worry, you ' re
Birth control is fundamental to our efnot alone. I've shown this question to
fort
to understand our bodies, control our
several other people whom I consider to be
health
care, and have autonomy in our
quite intelligent (even some professors),
lives. In the U.S., women rose to the issue
and thei r unanimous reaction was,
of birth control in the early twentieth cen"Whaaat???"
tury primarily in an effort to increase our
There are several reasons why this
reproductive freedom through greater acquestion is so confusing.
cess to contraceptives. T o day we have
1rs o ill, look at the active vertis numerous contraceptive methods, yet
found in the question. These take thc,,reader many of us arc dissatisfied with the choices
through so many conflicting positions that facing us. and we still get pregnant when
we don't know what we' re responding 'yes we don' t plan to. Worrying about pregnanor no' to. Are we "favouring"; "support- cy can prevent us from enjoying sexual ining"; "preventing"; "recriminalizing"; "al- tercourse with fertile men. We may dream
lowing" ... ? In other words, the question of a contraceptive which is perfectly safe.
IOO•, effective. easy to use, instantly relacks a consistent direction. It's almost like
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against" should be replaced by the single
word "oppose," which is equivalent in
!meaning and less ambiguous. Also, a more
neutral alternative could be found for the
1
1oaded word "rccriminalization."
As we all know, the abortion issue is an
extremely contentious and divisive one.
'Whether or not this referendum should be
Iheld on the University of Windsor campus
is an issue in itself. But, if and when it is
held, it is SAC's obligation and duty to ensure that it is measuring the pulse of student
opinion on this campus as accurately as
possible.
If left in its present form, the proposed
referendum question will only result in a
distorted perception of student opinion on
this controversial issue, and will clearly
represent both an abrogation of the
democratic process which it is designed to
serve, and a serious disservice to the students on this campus who care enough to
become part of the process.a

Julie Lawson
vcrsiblc and free. Yet controlling birth involves more than having the "right"
methods and techniques. Even with them,
our decision to use birth control involves
our feelings about ourselves, our sexuality
and our relationships. Real reproductive
freedom depends on having the personal,
social, and political power to choose freely whether or not to have children." (Bell
1984)

On Nov. 27 and 28, 1989. a referendum
will be held on campus asking students to
vote on a fee increase with regard to the
drug plan. The women's centre is particularly concerned with the question of
whether or not oral contraceptives will be

covered. Currently, the birth control pill is
not covered by our drug pl.in, and there is
no adequate explanation why this is so.
This referendum is about a fee increase
which in itself is not a women's issue.
Neither is this a women's issue because
only wo men arc prescribed oral contraceptives. This issue which concerns wo men

stems from the fact"'- a an~~--~~;..,..
only to W'OfflCn ni also die llllly cfnts ncl uded from the drug plan coverage.
We urge that all men and women on
campus take a stand to ensure that oral contraceptives. which arc presniption drugs.
be treated as such.O
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main points of contention between both
sides of this debate. It should not be
presented in this question as an existing,
self-evident right, since this appears to
present a 'Pro-choice' bias.
.
Therefore a much simplified and more
1neutrally-worded question must be found.
For example, something such as the following: "Should SAC take a position
.against the recriminalization of abortion in
Canada? Yes or No."
Unfortunately, this simplified version
still displays a couple of problems, not the
least of which is a serious lack of interpretability. For instance, how is a ' No'
response to be interpreted? Does it mean
'No' to SAC adopting a Pro-choice position, or 'No' to SAC taking a position at
all? Perhaps it would be desirable for the
referendum question to make this distinction, in which case it could be presented in
two parts -- the first part asking, "Should
· tion to take. If this distinction is not to be
d th
th •h
"t k
o ·ro

Dear Editor,
The Students' Administrative Council
has decided to hold yet another referendum. This time the issue will be abortion.
It has been said that the reason for holding
this referendum is to get an accurate indicator as to where the students at this
university stand on this very controversial
issue. I personally feel that by having this
referendum we will not even get close to an
accurate indicator of how the students at
this university really stand on abortion.
As we all know, only a very small percentage of students even bother to get out
and vote. Will the small percentage of students who will actually vote truly reflect
I
the opinion of the majority of students? The
actual . question that the students will be
asked will give them the option of supporting a pro choice stand or to stay neutral on
the issue. Considering the fact that there are
two sides to this issue, I'm appalled that
there. will be no provision for taking a pro
life stand.
If the goal of these student politicians
is to get an accurate view of how the students feel about abortion, then there has to
be an opportunity for the opposing view.
What is really sad about all of this is the fact
1

I

that STUDENTS will have to pay for all of
this. Students are going to be asked a
onesided question, the results of which will

not truly reflect where the majority stands.
Short of individually asking all 9,000 students where they stand on abortion, the
most accurate method would be that of
some sort of random sampling survey.
Most of these types of surveys have a margin of error of approximately +/- 3%. I' m
sure that if S.A.C. approached some
departments on campus they would find
some people who would love the opportunity to take on such an assignment.
Last year S.A.C. went to the marketing
department here on campus and asked them
to do a survey on how students felt about
S.A.C. and what services they wanted from
S.A.C. The marketing department gladly
obliged and completed an in-depth marketing report for S.A.C. The 'net cost to students was NOTHING, not a dime.
If student politicians really want to
have a true reflection of how we stand on
abortion, then why can't they find a more
accurate and economical way?
Adam Hughes,
3rd Year Political Science

pro scholarship
Dear Editor,
This is in response to Mr. Sellars' letter
of November 2 regarding the South African
student scholarship fund. It seems contradictory that a person who purports to be
non-racist (a sense of "rage and disgrace"
overcomes him when he watches scenes

from "Mississippi Burning") and who narrower view is to create and perpetuate
believes the scholarship is "a noble cause", inequities in our own society.
Finally. I wish to express my support
would then go on to discredit it, potentialfor
the
University Community Scholarship
ly undermining the fundraising effort,
without first apprising himself of the facts. which will enable a disadvantaged. opStill more enigmatic is why Mr. Sellars pressed South African to attend this school.
would engage in an unnecessary personal The scholarship, to me, is an affirmation of
attack upon Dr. Carasco that is further wor- a commitment to human rights and
sened by its racist connotations. The politi- democratic principles. Consistent with this
cal situation in Uganda in the early 1970s is the underlying theme of "freedom
gave little choice to certain groups but to through education". I would encourage stuleave. Such an exodus was undoubtedly dents and faculty to get involved in the
wrought with great personal costs to those fundraising effort -- an effort which is
affected. A failure by Mr. Sellars to recog- grassroots and community oriented. Coffee
mugs are being sold and a used book sale
nize this seems incredibly inse nsitive.
Mr. Sellars wants an assurance that the is planned for the Spring. There is a role for
South African student selected for the everybody in pursuing these objectives.
Marlene Gold
scholarship will return to South Africa. To
3rd Year Faculty of Law
do otherwise, in his view, would be to subsidize a claim for "refugee status" .
However. it seems to me that requiring or
compelling an individual to return to a particular place, thereby infringing his or her
individual freedom, would be inconsistent
In the story entitled "CFS gets fees"
with democratic principles. Also, it seems published in the Nov. 16 issue of the Lance,
entirely understandable and acceptable that we inadvertently omitted the name of Lisa
an individual who has been the target of ~ripp, S~udents' A~mini~trative. Council
gross, systemic discrimination might wish vice president of University Affairs, from
to re-establish him or herself in Canada. , the list of SAC delegates who attended the
Should a person, solely by virtue of birth, '. recent meeting of ~he Canadian Federati~n
be required to sacrifice what the rest of us · of Students. Ms Tripp was a member of this
have "always" had? Is it fair to say that an delegation and sat on the CFS' policy and
individual cannoteffectsocialchange from constitutional committee. We apologize
outside? I think not. The issue is one of for any inconvenience this may have
freedom -- of personal choice. To hold a ._c_a_us_·c_d_._ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __.

whoops!
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media (there is one, you know). He stays away from the
ind
.Production courses, the courses that help you get a real job. s.t 1
!Mike is spending a couple hours of his Saturday night
e tI
researching a paper on the penetration of emerging media sul'
;systems. Then he is going to spend another couple hours at ir
'Cadillac Jack's. Oh well, even academics have their faults.
I forget to ask third year philosophy major Hyacinth whatunl
she plans to do with her degree because I am fascinated to filliba:
out she is a visa student from the United Arab Emirates, a JstE
middle-eastern nation on the Persian Gulf, bordering Saudi adr
Arabia and Qatar. I like meeting people from places that we r ki
only read about in the Windsor Star or Time magazine. Theyne 1
confirm for my skeptical mind that these places actually exist I f
am hoping Hyacinth can sum up for me in two or three short ~ch
sentences exactly how Windsor is different, culturally and ,rar
geographically, from a middle-eastern nation, but she correct:ne,
points out that unless you've actually experienced both lands Ill sl
there is no way of making a person understand. I am, howev~de
fully able to appreciate the difference we pay in tuition. I payr I c
$150 a course; Hyacinth pays around $9000 a course. I can ~y:
why she is spending)ler Saturday in Leddy. She is tryingto~th
as much value as she can out of the outrageous fee visa stud~a
must proffer to attend a Canadian university. By just talking Tl:
with her for ten minutes, I am probably costing her in the em~
neighbourhood of $3.25. I'm very sorry.
r. S
I endeavour to spend less time talking with Debbie, a firstp 01

:d

by Karl Mamer

..

t's Saturday night, 9 p.m.; the bars are filling up, the
line at the beer store is growing, and the Leddy
Library is humming with activity. Vvait. Why does
the image of a busy library seem incompatible with
the images of the first two Saturday night activities?
The image only seems incompatible if you do not
have three exams and a -paper due within five days - ~ like Carolyn, a third year nursing s tudent, does. Carolyn has
been at Leddy for most of the night, and after it closes she plans
to group up with the other third year nursing students do~ting
the library to continue her studies in the University Centre.
Despite being bogged down with mind-crunching work, Carolyn
is talkative and she appears to be sane. I attribute her sanity to
the fact that she has never experienced the kind of degradation
only engineering students are capable of handing out: she
maintains she has never been the subject/victim of a "humorous"
article in the Engineering Society's paper, The Essex.
Christine and Kim, two other third year nursing students
haunting Leddy this night, have similar stories; they know not
of engineers. Apparently, the nursing program has changed a lot
in the five years I have been a student here. Nurses are no
longer offered up as luscious toys for the engineering students'
delight and comfort at drunken rites of manhood known as
"Engineering-Nursing Mixers". It is good to see some real
progress being made in education.
year accounting student, because she too is a visa student, but~e.
I ask Carolyn where she would rather be than here. Her
when I find out she will be returning to her home, which is ~Tt
answer is vague but understandable: "Anywhere seems like a
Barbados, at Christmas, I can't help but waste 10 seconds ofh blil
nice alternative." Christine, on the other hand, is quite satisfied
time and 12 cents of her tuition by asking her if she wouldn't de
with spending her Saturday night in the Library after
mind taking me home in her luggage. (Okay, so it was a
sea
subjecting herself on Friday to some grievous drinking damage.
predictable joke, but it was from the heart, all right?) Debbie IY ti
This is something Kim would like to get in on at the moment,
has spent much of the day and most of the night in Leddy
LL
preferably at the Bridge Tavern.
preparing for the three exams she has next week, although sh: v~
Steve, a third year drama student, usually spends his Friday
would rather be out on the first-year party/debauchery circuit aci
nights playing guitar for the patrons of the downtown Second
While Debbie and Hyacinth are spending thousands of at
Cup (a good place to get a cup of joe). Tonight, he is trying to get
dollars and have gone through diplomatic channels to stay in Tb
some work done on one of the four projects he has to do. He isn't
· Windsor, Kam wants to get the hell out. He's a fourth year ard
succeeding. He's wasting valuable time reading Plato's Republic
computer science major and ready to partake in the bustle ano u~
-- for fun! Steve is obviously one of those crazies who are only
.materialism of Toronto life. A man with few morals, Kam is n1
going to university to educate themselves.
spending this Saturday night working on a friend's paper. . en
Curt is another one of those crazies. He's a philosophy major.
Toronto needs more people like him: "What, you want me to )Ji I
I ask him what he plans to do with that degree. He does not
for you before a rent-control board? Hey, no problem."
know. He is taking philosophy because he enjoys it.
Besides Kam, the only other science students I can find in
I am confident Steve and Curt are being led astray by Mike,
Leddy are a pair of first year biology majors named Randee a
a fourth year communication studies student. Mike is a rare
Debbie. Both a the product of Catholic education. Randee and ~i:
comm. studies major, one who revels in the academic side of
Debbie, having had real Christian values implanted in their his

f

·nds by giant, purple-faced Basilian terror priests (the kind
ob. ~t make you come to know God's love by shouting at you a lot),
trying to handle a chronic guilt that has come over them,
ta \1ting from being in a tartanless environment, by working on
at
biology labs for a couple of hours. Later, they intend to
;s. ~d to O'Toole's. I explain to them my plan to populate the
~hatunhabitable areas of the globe (i.e. the frozen north, the
to ~ara desert, Manitoba) by air-dropping O'Toole's into these
, a ,stes. Pretty soon lines will start to form outside of the
udi adhouses and then -- BANG! -- a service economy springs up
we r.kilometres around. From their nervous smiles I can tell it is
Phey ne to move on.
exist I find a couple of psychology students in the library. Being in
hort ~chology myself, I know the only time you have to head to the
.d ,rary is to do research for lab experiments. The rest of the
rrect.'.Ile, you can pretty well kick back and watch cable TV while
inds,u study for a part-multiple-choice-part-short-answer test.
weve-,ndently, Bernie, third year psych., is not clear on this point,
: payr I discover him studying Clinical Psychology. He says Dr.
ill ~ly is teaching it. He describes the man as "cool and
~ to gq>tivating". When will professors learn that they can do real
,tude-.unage by motivating their students?
king The other psychology student, Beth, who is also in third year,
e ems to have a better handle on what her major requires of
1r. She is researching a paper. I admonish her when she lets it
firstp out the paper is not due for two weeks -- hey, Beth, plenty of

:·They have made short work of it. Soon they will make short
work of Steve. Two ox-like eunuchs wearing leather masks and
Harvard school ties bind Steve's hands and feet with
barely-used typewriter ribbons. They drag him down a hall.
Steve screams; he knows what is in store for him at h'a ll's end:
pain or a factory job. The old memories sound the retreat.
Steve's eyelids burst open. VICTORY. Once more, he has
marshalled his fear to route his old self back to the deepest part
of his brain. But the next assault will be stronger; he can sense
it. He shudders.
I part company with Steve. I have broken the Cardinal Rule
of Journalism: do no harm. No, wait, that's the Cardinal Rule of
Medicine ... well, so what? Journalism and Medicine should
share it jointly. Anyway, I happen upon Cheryl, fourth year
English and German, and decide to take a soft-touch, less
intrusive, approach. I plunge six knitting needles into her back.
My matadorial interview technique is a success. I find out that
Cheryl is from Victoria, and although she comes from British
Columbia, she has never been told a racist joke by Bill Vander
Zalm. Excited to be talking to a statistical anomaly, I ask her
what she thinks of Canada's most southerly city, expecting some
atypical response like, "It's one of the best damn cities in the
country!" Alas, she echoes the general sentiment of most of the
non-Windsorites I have spoken to this Saturday night: Windsor
has a nice campus, but the city itself is boring. Their criticism is
justified if one considers that the area is sorrily unable to

t, but~e. Oh well, she'll pay for her sorry ways in grad school. .
is This reminds me. I have yet to find a single grad student m
s ofMelibrary. I've always been under the impression that grad
dn't lidents spend two to four years of their lives doing nothing but
search, research, research ... devoid of personality, except for
Jbie ly their professor-mentors might insert into them.
r
Luckily, just before I'm about to give up on my belief, I find
rh s~ ve, an MA student working on his history thesis. I pull the
~cuit acinth gambit again: "In one short sentence explain to me
,f
at Your thesis is about," I ask~
lY in There is a rumbling inside of Steve's mind. He has let his
tr ~ard down. The old memories of when he was somebody else,
.e ano Undergrad maybe, fight to dominate his thoughts. Images of
. is Inning free, birds, shopping malls, $2.00 Movie Tuesdays, band
·. tether and batter against his cerebral cortex. They scream,
: tolit~CAN'T TAKE IT ANYMORE! LET'S BE STEVE AGAIN!
lmUATE DAMMIT!" Steve closes his eyes tightly. His
1d in ~onscious defenses swallow a poison pill. He imagi~es
ee an"1ise}f in a darkened room, standing before a row of six
i and ~~isitors garbed in hooded scarlet robes. Each inqui~itor h_as
.eir lhis Pale, white hands the tattered remains of Steves thesis.

support basics like an alternative theatre, a symphony, and an
airline. Notwithstanding my unanimity with her opinion, I
change topics, lest she decide to continue her critique and it
regress into some unprintable pernicious diatribe -- the kind
usually only an American tourist or a life-long resident of this
city is capable of spitting up. I pick Cheryl's knowledge of the
German language and inquire if my last name, Mamer, means
anything in Deutsche. You see, I've had this feeling all of my life
that it means "Race of God Men" in some language. But Cheryl
is unable to translate it for me, so I let her return to her work on
the history paper she has to do by Wednesday.
Cheryl is the last person I interview because I have got my
own school work to do. I have a psychology experiment to write
up for Thursday. I'd like to spend Saturday doing the requisite
ten hours of journal photocopying. Alas, I discover my copy card
is down to two copies and I don't feel like begging 7-11 people for
a roll of dimes. So, after interviewing more than fifteen
members of the Saturday-night Library crowd, I pack up and
head for that Second Cup downtown to swill several cups of
Costa Rican joe before going home. I mean, it's not like I don't
have all Sunday to research my experiment, right?

:ir
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Don Says: Monday Night Football & My G~eat Wings
8

At Half Price Can't Be Beat!
351 Pelissier Street

(~Y.andotte)_

Monday - Saturday 11 a.m. '~il 1 a.m.
Sunday 11:30 a.m. 'til ll p.m.

265-DONS
"Purveyors Of Fun"

Licensed Under The LLBO

Remember: Your Gold Card is good for 2 for 1 wings daily 4 - 7 p.m.!!!
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by David Cozac
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The Pixies have produce'd
:::. ~, three terrific albums since 1987.
' Their songs arc the result of rock
l and roll cliches being twisted,
restructured, and pushed to their
musical limits. Throw in lots of
screaming, tongue-in-cheek lyrics
.-...,..x..~t:.1.11.._..a.~;c;.~-.~..;_I (not to mention a fondness for the
likes of the Violent Femmes) and
you have one of the most refreshingly inventive bands around.
It was with much anticipation,
I then, that I went to see the Pixies
l at St. Andrew's Hall last Thursday.
JWe in the audience were presented
-~~~~~~~~~d I with an assortment of songs from
their releases, including some of
·' their better tunes ("gigantic," "Mr Grieves," "Nimrod's
Son," "Tony's Theme"). A couple of their performances
stood out ("Vamos," "Where is My Mind?").
In spite of this, the concert was a disappointment. Not
only did the band perform for only forty-five minutes (for
18 bucks a ticket, I expect a little more than that), but all
through the show the lead singer, Mr. Charles "Black"
Francis, had an attitude problem. Not only did he fail to acknowledge the audience's existence, his disposition suggested that he couldn't care less. In spite of the fun that
:·drummer David Lovering and (especially) bassist Kim
Deal were having, it seemed that Mr. Francis would have
no part in such immature and puerile behaviour. As a
result, the only person who reached out -- both figuratively and literally -- to the crowd was the always-smiling, and
probably tipsy, Deal.
After playing for about thirty-five minutes or so, Mr.

I

~~?~~~~sc,.::~~;....~.~~-~ 11

Francis deemed it necessary to stop the show. He was cvi.
dently upset about the sound which, in his -- and only hi~
:_ opinion was of poor quality. We in the crowd were
wondering what in the hell was going on, as we had not
noticed any special probiem with the sound, whatsoever.
A five minute lapse occurred when ace prima donna Mr.
Francis decided to chew out the sound engineers. With
fearless leader back on stage, the band continued the concert.
But a couple of songs later, Mr. Francis -- again. in his
infinite wisdom -- stopped to complain about the so~n<l.
Visibly peeved and gesturing to the drums and amps. he
headed offstage once more, while the audience was (again)
left wondering what all the fuss was about. But hey. <lo
Christians question the perfection of God? (St. Andr~w·s
may not have the best acoustics in the world. but in all
honesty, the sound this night was good.) At any rate, !he
rest of the band initially wondered why their sage wa,
upset; but after a minute or so, they too departed. Deal wa,
the last to go; she was having too much fun, and not
anxious to leave.
As it turned out, the Pixies did not return. One of the
crew came on to say that Mr. Francis stopped the show be·
cause he was receiving electrical shocks from the
microphone (Oh yes, that's what it must have been). This
'explanation' was greeted with universal shouts of in·
credulity by the audience.
The house light~ came on. That was it. End of show.
How wonderfully m~ture, eh? But when one actuajly gets
a chance to be in the(presence of a great figure such as Mr.
Charles Francis, one should be thrilled, and should not
complain. Yeah, that's it. It was all a bad dream. I just imagined that I saw a fat,'ugly guitar player with an arroganl
-Rock Star attitude behaving like a total ass last Thursday
night.a

LSAT
GMAT
Prep Courses for

Dec. 2 LSAT
Jan. 27 GMAT
1-800-387-5519
(416) 923-PREP (7737)
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University Day Nursery
·• Parent Co-opoerative -- Ages 2-6 Years
* Half and full days
* Fee assistance available
* Qualified Early Childhood Educators servicing
the University of Windsor and the community
at large
* Located on University campus, corner of Mill
& Huron Church Road
* 849 Mill Street 256-2633

We Also Have Home Child Care
* Offered in homes which meet fire, health, and

safety standards
* Providers are selected according to Ministry
guidelines
* Flexible hours sening children 6 wks.- 10 yrs.
* Fee assistance available
* 253-5235
Licensed and funded by
The Ministry of Community and Social Services
University Day Nursery has vacancies
for children 2 1/2 - 5 Years -Please call 256-2633 for more information.
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Mustangs back in the saddle agaill
by Dave Briggs
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fler suffering the indignation of losing
their last four national champion,__ __, s hip bids, the
University of Western Ontario
and coach Larry Haylor finally rid
themselves of their "Vanier Cup
chokers" moniker with a 35-10
football victory over the University of Saskatchewan Huskies last
Saturday afternoon.
The game was played for the
first time in the Skydome ,
Toronto's new hoigh-tech sports
palace, before the event's largest
crowd ever, with just over 30,000
spectators.
The move from the University
of Toronto's Varsity stadium to
the Skydome not only marked an
increase in popularity for the
game, but also the 25th anniversary of the event.
The game, played before a national television audience on the
sports network (TSN), was one in
which the purple and silver Mustangs dominated.
, Western scored first, and did
not relinquish the lead once thereafter.
'W't:stern•s first score came in

A

.

the first quarter after Mustang Huskies were far from out of the
defensive back Darryl Forde in- contest. The key play that shifted
tercepted an errant pass from the the game in the purple and silver's
Huskies' inexperienced second- favour came with a minute and a
year quarterback David Earl.
half left in the first half.
Forde returned the intercepDown 14-10, the Huskies
tion to the Huskies' 29-yard line, 'elected to try to get a first down
and 7 plays and just under 3 when it was third and one on their
minutes later, Mustang quarter- own 42-yard line.
back Chris Gaffney scored the
Western stopped jbcm cold
touchdown on a one-yard rush.
Saskatchewan tied the score
in the second quarter when slot
back Dan Farthing scored on an
incredible 14-yard run in which
he broke several tackles en route
to the end zone.

.

Gaffney would strike back
soon after, with a 60-yard bomb
to wide receiver Tyrone Williams. Williams stepped out of
bounds at the four-yard line, and
a couple of plays later Gaffney
scored his second TD of the game,
rushing in from four yards out.
Saskatchewan pulled within
four points two possessions later,
when Phil Guebert booted a 15yard field goal.
That would end the Huskies·
scoring for the afternoon. while
the Mustangs would add 21 more
points before it was over.
The Mustangs held the edge in
the play in the early going, but the

·liams again on a 19-yard TD pass
rplay in the third quarter. The score
icame after a nine play, 70-yard
!Western drive that ate four and a
ihalf minutes off the clock.
In the fourth quarter, the Mus.tangs would quash any hopes the
'ttuskies had of coming back,
·when Gaffney scored his third
touchdown of the day on a twoyard rush. Gaffney's three rush1ing TD's and one passing TD set·
,a Vanier Cup record.
. Western moved 56 yards on
,only six plays in just under three
minutes on that, their last scoring
drive.
Western coach Larry Haylor
~
\
'
/was understandably ecstatic after
jthe win, considering he broke his
SllVfR ANNIVERSARY
string of fourlosses at the Vanier,
including the team's heartbreak'ing last-second loss to the University of British Columbia in 1986.
Western's defen-se took conFor Western, it was their
trol in the second half, while the eighth appearance in the Vanier
Cup, while Saskatchewan made
Huskies sputtered offensively.
Gaffney hooked-up with Wil- their first appearance.
Tyrone Williams was
and rubbed Saskatchewan's face
awarded
the Ted Morris trophy as
in it seconds later, after a 37-yard
pass play from Gaffney to Wil- the game's most valuable player
liams set up a five-yard TD run by (MVP), after he piled up 155
running back Mike Clawson. The yards on five receptions. The sixtouchdown put the 'Slangs up 21- foot-five speedster made several
spectacular catches whi towerTO at the half.

w
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ing over the defensive backs as:signed to cover him.
Gaffney received the game's
offensive MVP award, while the
Mustangs' defensive back Darryr"
. Forde was the defensive MVP.
Forde picked offlwo Huskies passes,oneofwhichledtoaMustang
score.
The Mustangs end their
season with a 10-1 record. Their
.only loss came at the hands of the
Laurier Golden Hawks (Windsor
lost 30-4 at Western).
En route to the championship,
Western defeated the University
of ~aterloo, before capturing the
Yates Cup and the OUAA championship by defeating the University of Toronto.
Western then earned their
berth in the championship game
by knocking-off the nation's
number one ranked team, the St.
Mary's Huskies.
The Vanier Cup was a smashing success in its new home, and
many are already looking forward
to next year's contest.
Among that list are this year's
Canadian university football
champion Western Mustangs,
who undoubtedly have the fever
lo sip champagne and raise the
Vanier Cup once again.O

I arson leacls I ancers past Laurentian·
by Jim Parry
oals were either
hard to get, or too
easy to count for the
Lancers over the
_ _ ___. past weekend. The
Hockey Lancers dropped a 3-1
decision to York on Saturday, and
then travelled to Sudbury to
trounce Laurentian 9-4 on Sunday.
Although the Lancers outplayed York on Saturday afternoon, they had trouble scoring
goals against a hot York netminder. The Lancers outshot
York 44-22 during the game, but
the final score was the only statistic which counted.

G

Ducharme and Steve Hynewich, about the outcome of the
who netted one apiece.
·Neekend. While happy with the
Windsor head coach Rick overall play of the team, Cranker
Cranker had mixed emotions said that he wished that he could
have had Sunday's offensive
production in Saturday's game.
Cranker is still happy with the
team's progress, as they have
started to rebound from their slow
start ( 4-1 since the 0-4 start).
"We're getting better each
week, but we have lost five or six
points by not being able to put the
puck into the net," Cranker said.
The Lancers travel to Dearborn to play two non-conference
games on Friday, Nov. 24 and
Saturday, Nov. 25. Both games
an attempt to come back, but two - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Lance
- ~photo
~ -by~
-~
-James
Crump
begin at 7:00 p.m.o
quick Lancer goals at the begin- Lancer iceman battles in front of the opposition's net.
ning of the third period put the

York started the scoring early
in the game, as they jumped out to
a 2-0 lead before the match was
five minutes old. J.D. Urbanic
closed the margin early in the
third period as his goal made the
score 2-1. However, York added
a goal late in the game to seal the
victory by the score of 3-1.
On Sunday, the Lancers, Jed
by Grant Larsen's four goals,
cruised to a 9-4 trouncing of I
Laurentian.
The Lancers jumped out to a
5-0 lead before Laurentian could
reply with a tally of their own.
From that point, Laurentian made

game away for good.
Adding to Larsen's four goals
was Brad Belland who scored
two, and Jeff Mascarin, Luke

Women volleyballers post 4~0 record
by Jim Mitchell and
Mike Beach

o

nee again the Lancer women's volleyball team was
victorious in league

-----J play

leaving them
with an unblemished 4-0 record.
The victim this time was the
Wilfred Laurier Golden Hawks.
. d sor swept the best of 5 game
Win
match 3-0, with scores of 15-5,
15-13, and 15-7.
it was an excellent opportunity for Windsor to work on
some of their weaknesses, and the

match also gave them a chance to
give non-starters some valuable
game experience. Everyone on
the team got playing time at one
point during the match.
In game one, Windsor jumped
out to a 7-0 lead with good serv-·
ing and a big Lisa Thyssen spike.
Laurier fought back, narrowing
thescoreto8-5.Thiswouldbethe
end of Laurier's scoring.
w·indsor domi·nated the

5 victory.
In game two, Windsor came
out gunning and took a 13-2 lead.
Again, quick offence and
dominant net play exemplified
the action. Thyssen, Bahri, and
co-captain Chris Brecka all
delivered big spikes during this
stretch.
Coach Marge Holman made
some substitutions, and Laurier
took advantage of this, fighting

Windsor again dominated, winning 15-7. Hopefully the Lancers
will carry this momentum into
this weekend's Pre-CIAU Tournament. The tournament represents the best competition in
Canada, and will give Windsor a
good feel for where they stand
among Canada's elite teams.
Their big test will come on
Friday, at 4:45 p.m., against
Canada's number one team, the

remainder of the game with great
· d
hitting from Jill Ba hnan co-captain Cheryl Smith. Game one
ended with Denise Brett serving
the winner, giving Windsor a 15-

back to make a game out of it.
Windsor managed to pull out the

Uni.,ersity of Manitoba.
Windsor's other Friday
matches will be against Carleton
University and Concordia
University. This should prove to

victory by a score of 15-13.
More of the same continued
for Laurier during game three.

be a very entertaining and competitive tournament.
Another big upcoming event
is the t-xhibition match between
the Russian National volleyball
team and the Canadian National
squad. This game will take place
at the St. Denis Centre on Saturday, Dec. 2. It will be played after
the Windsor game against
Mcmaster, at 3:0~ p.m.O

---:'..'.:~~~~~~~~~_::.::=-=--=----~=-------------
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Hoopsteis split in weekend tournament
by Paul Mayne
s small as it was. last
weekend's tournament in Ottawa can
only give the Lan.__
__, cer men's basketball team more confidence as the
preseason progresses and they
prepare for the regular schedule.
"It was great." said head coach
Dr Paul Thomas of his team's
play. "It shows that we can play
with and beat the top teams in the
country."
The tournament featured a
field of four teams for the two-day
event. The four participants were:

A__

.

Windsor, Ottawa, Carleton, and
nationally ranked Prince Edward •
Island.
Windsor came away with a
split over the weekend. On Friday
they were victorious over Carleton University, 93-88, and the
following evening they fell victim
to P.E.l., 101-88.
The tournament started off on
a bright note a~ the Lancers came
away with a win over Carleton.
Although their record may not
show it thus far in the preseason,
Carleton docs have a good basketball program, they just ran into a
better team on Friday.
The Raven ·s scrappy play al-

ATTENTION ALL GRADUATES!

Take your classmates home
on a CLASS-COMPOSITE...
the best way to remember
"the way we were ... "

.

MAKE YOUR APPOINTMENT NOW at the CENTRE DESK,
Student Activity Centre, Main Floor .
GRAD-PORTRAITS WILL BE TAKEN:

December

4th

&

5th

Blue Room. 2nd Floor University Centre

"We led all through the first
lowed Windsor to notch a 93-88
half." Thomas said, "then we just
win.
committed too may fouls and put
Chris Daly led the way for the
Lancers by scoring 14 points.
them back into the game before
halftime."
Geoff Astles and Henry Valentini
each added 12 points. This
P.E.I. was 33 of 46 (72%)
brought the Lancers to their Satur- from the stripe in the game.
day game against P.E.1.. who also
"We
self-destructed,"
won on Friday, beating the
Thomas added. "We outscored
University of Ottawa.
them from the field but Jost at the
The Lancers played well , free throw line."
against P.E.I., but too many misLeading the way for the Lantakes caused their downfall.
cers was Carlo Boniferro, who

scored 18. JeffNekkers added 17,
and Chris Daly put in 14 to help
Windsor's effort.
There was more good news
for the Lancers, guard Carlo
Boniferro was honoured for his
play over the weekend. His 26
point performance in the two
games and his overall play earned
him a spot on the tournament's
all-star team.a

Windsor splits pair
by John Marentette
he University of
Windsor Men's
Volleyball Team
completed a rather
__, interesting week in
which they split a couple of
matches. After a disappointing effort in the match against Laurier
the Lancers showed tremendous
promise against Guelph.
Against Laurier, the Lancers
could not get started, and for the
second consecutive home series,
lost the first two games. The Golden Hawks took advantage of
Windsor's inability to maintain a
balanced attack in the opener and
ended up winning the game rather
convincingly, 15-7.
Game two was a different
story, although it didn't start out
that way. Todd Robinson's lobspike gave Windsor their first
lead, 12-11, and capped a rally of
7 straight points. Laurier kept a
cool head, though, and eventually
prevailed 15-13.

T

___

Game three appeared all but
over when Laurier stonned out to
a 9-0 lead. Windsor battled back,
cutting the lead to 10-6, but
Laurier held on to win 15-9 to
sweep the best-of-five match in
three games.
"We didn't pass the ball. It

was not a good team effort at all,'
coach Linda Leckie said afterwards. She vowed to have the
team ready for Guelph.
The first game against Guelph
on Friday was classic, as the lead
was transferred back.and forth be.

Continued on page 13
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Lance photo by Rob Warren

~ Lancer Jude Popp(B) keeps the play alive for Windsor.

Organization of Part-time
University Students
253-4232 Ext. 3231 or 258-4687
Room 101, University Centre

Test
Pattern
LIVE
at

~

Saturday, November 25, 1989
at 9:00 p .m.
Come in and enjoy your favourite game show - live
featuring TV's wild and crazy game show host,
Dan Gallagher.

Word Processing Service
laser Printer

a 1;s·19s·;;;
I
I

DOMINO'S
PIZZA

755 Ouellette

r.'1ERFECT
r'PAPE RS

Class Rep. Meeting
Tues., December 5
at 5:00 p.m.

Pa::-ty Pack

I
I
I
I
II
I
I
I

2 Large Home1own Specials and 6 cans of Coke•
for $19 89 plus lax Only S2 50 per person•
HOMETOWN SPECIAL INCLUDES Bacon.
Pepperon,. Mushrooms and Green Peppers
Add,1,onal Toppings $1 30 per lopping covering
BOTH PIZZAS Subsl~uhOns and Oele1,ons O K
Please mentlot1 coupon wh-'n ?rtf'!r,nQ.
One coupon per
order Coupon not
vahd w,1h any olher
offer

I

=
•• 1m. ~~, .. 11
•••••••••••••••uz:
0 .,,.

Menu Specials

2 SMAll 2 MEDIUM 2
PIZZAS
PIZZAS
~

..

1111<. .1

We still have
ROLLING STONES CONCERT TICKETS
to give away. Come in and check it out.
*

II
I
I
I
I
I

HAWAIIAN,__,... ..,.,,....
MEAT-EATER o....- . _ """'

VEGGIE Mushrooms On,ons.
Green Peppers
EXTRAVAGANZZA -

..... ..,.,,..

,,,

$13•1
IIJ•I

,, ...,

'OO'l"I OI-O"'s C.•NI\ P ~ Hit"\

0'0.l"ICI ...,

o,....,c,........."
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DOUBLE DAZZLE"" r,,......,,_,,.
D1v11 1f°"""9c,,u•"'~C'lc),o:•
to,. tpt,:,at I)"(_.

Please call 254-8686
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The Armchair Gladiator
Okay, I admit it. They
deserved it.
As much as I hate them, the
western Mustangs truly deserve
to hold the Vanier Cup high, and
revel in their title as the best team
in Canadian university football.
The Mustangs earned that title
last Saturday afternoon when they
squashed the University of Saskatchewan Huskies 35-10 in the
Vanier Cup game played at
Toronto's Skydome.
The reason I hate Western is I,
like many others, simply have a
tow tolerance level for the arrogance that seeps from the
University of Western Ontario's
football program (or the school
for that matter).
I'll admit, they may be arrogant, but when you are the best
university team in Canada, and
can prove it, why shouldn't you
gloat a little?
Though arrogance is rarely
justified, I think that if you can

.

/"

backupsomethingyousay,itis
The biggest problem that the
no longer arrogance, it is fact.
team has had over the years has
I would gladly put up with ten been getting mentally prepared
times the arrogance from the 'for teams that are obviously less
University of Windsor's football talented than they are.
team for one season, if the LanI'm not saying that they
cers could win the national cham- dominate every year, but when
pionship.
Admittedly, Western's boasting was getting a bit much considering they had lost their last
four attempts at a national championship. Sure, it took great teams
to get to those four championship
games, but how many people
remember the teams that lose? To
quote a friend of m inc, "It doesn't
mean a thing, unless you have the
ring."
This year, the purple and silver machine was nothing short of
unstoppable. Sure, they lost one
game, but they are human after
all, even though you would
probably have to hold a Mustang
player at gun point to get him to
admit it.

can you remember them being
bad? I know I can't remember, but
I would like to.
In fact, I would like to remem·ber 1978." That was the last time
Windsor defeated the holier-thanthou bunch. I think if I had been
there, I would have danced.
Maybe danced and sung. Maybe
danced, sung, and jumped up and

Dave Briggs

:down until I passed out from ex- they do not show any signs of
haustion. Jn any case, it would slowing down. They likely will be
have been a whole lot of fun.
1good until the day I die (which,
The sad story is that the Lan- knowing my luck, will probably
-cers haven't beaten Western in 11 be minutes before Windsor wins
years, and not many other teams the Vanier).
have either, and that is one of the
In any case, while I sit here
first things that the Mustangs thinking about how amusing it
point to whenever you suggest would be to watch a team, any
that they may have a fault.
:team, run up the score on
The bottom line is that the Western, I know that it is not liketeam is good. I'm not talking ly to happen soon, so I guess I will
about good in the sense of 'Hey, have to be content to dream.
that was a good lunch'. I'm talk- 1 Here's to Western, the best
ing about it in the way that a starv- university football team in
ing man would use it to describe Canada, and here's hoping they
a juicy T-bone steak that he had lose the Vanier Cup trophy somejust eaten.
where between Toronto and LonThe unfortunate part is that don.a

l

Pasta

* Pasta

2270 Wyandotte West

U of W men's volleyball
Continued from page 12

tween the two teams.
Unfortunately, however, the
Lancer's couldn't capitalize on
their own serves, and the conclusion was a 15-13 Guelph win.
The second game was even
more classic, and s hould be
remembered for weeks to come
by those in attendance.
A Windsor comeback put
them within strikiog distance at
14-10 before Lancer Greg Konrad
wentoo a rampage. His powerful
spikes keyea an ifupressi\'e" 17- I 6
extended-play win for Windsor.
In the third contest, Windsor

sprung from a 4-3 lead to a commanding 11-3 lead, before the
Gryphons closed the gap to three
at 12-9. The Lancers held on to
win, 15-11.
The tempo in game four was
not much different. Guelph could
not recover from losing their healthy lead in game two, and all this
translated into a 15-10 Windsor
win and a 3-1 victory in the
match.
The Lancers' cause was led by
Geoff Kempe, perhaps one of the
mosf"Tu naamenta ll y souna
players on the team. Not only did
he make few mistakes but, along

with Robinson, he added a serving ace.
Coach Leckie had a smile a
mile wide after this most impressive performance by her squad.
"I am extremely happy. This
is a big, big win for us," Leckie
said.
The Lancers will be severely
tested when they face unbeaten
Waterloo on the road on
Thursday, Nov. 23. After that
contest, the Lancer Volleyball
season wi ll reach its intermission.
I he tcamwm partTcipatc in tournament play before resuming the
season in January .O

Pasta

* Pasta

Fine Italian Pasta at
Reasonatlle Prices
Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner
977-1104 For Reservations

en

Students
ROADHOUSE
655 University W. 254-8861

ce

Brand new spacious modern apartments
now renting -600 Brock Street

(formerly Streamers)

-••

Live Rock & Roll Bands All Week
Starting at 9 p.m .

I

rlI
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Nov. 20 - 25 -- Skyscrapers
Nov. 27 - Dec. 2 -- Anoize Anoize
Dec. 4 - 9 -- The Stroke
Dec. 11 - 16 -- Downings

-

Bedrooms
2 Bathrooms
Kitchen (microwave, stove, fridge)
Laundry facilities
Parking
15 minute walk to the University
Central air conditioning , high efficiency
heat, well insulated
Partially furnished (desks, tables, beds)

••

EJCTf.l
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tzz.U
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971-8200
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Computer Sen1ce In Text and Data Ma nagement
Special Student rates
Emergency Service available
Pick up & Delivery service available
Papers and Flyers from S 1.25 per page
Letter Quality
Near Letter Quality draft proofs
stndlng
Flies available on disk
Graphs and Graphics

Unlock the right doors.

0QiiiJ

Resumes from S8 per page
Co,·er letters from S5

Becoming a Chartered Accountant is like getting a master

Consultation service

key to modern business life. Few other professional qualifications

255-717

Complete Resume Progra m S75

For the Job you neeqed yesterday!

open as many doors and k eep them open throughout your career.
CAs are respected throughout Canada and around the business world
as individuals who define the standards of professional excellence.

One Size
Fits All!
The NAO 3240 PE

That's why CAs have outstanding careers in almost every walk
of life, in commerce and finance, in manufacturing and industry,
in both the public and private sectors.
Whatever your background, whatever you 're studying, consider
a career as a Chartered Accountant.
Make a key decision for the rest of your life.
Call or write for more information today.

It's ballsy. It's musical. It delivers 200 watts
per channel for several seconds, yet it's
rated at only 40 watts per side! A definite
party pleaser. You need one. It's on sale for
$479 (Reg. $599). Bring your student card.
131 Park Street West
971- 7642

THE INSTITUTE OF

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

OF ONTARIO

Defining the Standards of Professional Excellence
69 Bloor Street East, Toronto, Ontario M4 W 183
Telepho ne ( 416) 962-1841 - Toronto area
(Toll Free) 1-800-387-0735 - Outside Toronto
Telefax ( 416) 962-8900

Introduces
Jennifer
A New & Exciting Stylist Brings Her Artistic Flare
To Salon 51 O

· all hair services with Jennifer only

Appointment Preferred
•

Monday - Wednesday -- 9:30 - 5:00
Tuesday - Thursday -- 9:30 - 7:00
Saturday -- 8:30 - 4:00

551 Pelissier Street
973-4977
,,

Swim

OUAA Statistics

meet

by Suzanne Ngui

MEN'S HOCKEY
STANDINGS

w

GP
8
7

EAST DIVISION
York
UOTR
McGill
!Ryerson
'Toronto
Concordia
Queen's

9
7
7
6
7

7
4
4
3
3
3
2
2

WEST DIVISION
Laurier
Westem
Waterloo
\\indsor
Brock
Guelph
Laurentian
RMC

GP
8
8
7

7
5
5

IO

ouawa

L
0
2
5
4
4
4
4
5

w

9

4

7
6
9
9

3
3
2
1

T
I
I

F

A

48
35
39
36
30
25
16
25

23
31
42
27
40
36
19
36

F
65
37
34
33
32
33
33
32

A

19
31
18
33
42
31
66
59

Toronto
Brock
Ryerson
Queen's
RMC
Brock
Guelph
Laurentian
Queen's
Guelph
RMC
Laurentian

7:30
7:30
7:45
8:30
7:00
7:30
7:30
7:30
7·30
2:00
2:00
5:00

l

2
0
0
0
0

L
1
1
2
5
3
3
7
8

T
0
2
0
0
1

0
0
0

TP
15
9
9
8
6
6
4
4
TP
14
12
10
8

7
6
4
2

HOCKEY
November

22
24
25

26

Ryerson
McGill
Concordia
Laurier
Laurier
Concordia
McGill
Toronto
Waterloo
Concordia
Waterloo
York

at
at
at
at
at
at
al
at
at
at
at
at

pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm

MEN'S VOLLEYBALL
STANDINGS
EAST DIVISION
Queen·s
York
Toronto
Laurentian
RMC
Ryerson

MP
4
4
3
3
4
2

WEST DIVISON
Waterloo
Western
Wind~or
McMaster
Laurier
Guelph
Brock

MP
4
4

5
6
5
4
4

MW
4
3
I
1
I
0

ML
0
I
2
2
3
2

TP
8
6
2
2
2
0

MW

ML

4

0

3
J
3
2
I
0

I
2
3
3
3

TP
8
6
6

Scott Shelestynsky, a first
year student, swam the 25m freestyle, finishing fourth with a time
of 11.6 seconds. Shelestynsky
also finished seventh in the 50m
freestyle, three-tenths off his per' sonal best, with a time of 24.9
seconds. He also competed in the
100m backstroke and 100m
breaststroke.
Chris Susko, also a first year
student, swam the 1OOm and
200m breaststroke. Due to
shou lder problems, he didn't
swim up to his potential.
Dave Bennett swam the 25m
and 50m freestyle. For Bennett,
this meet was a means of gaining
experience, because it is his first
year of competition swimming.
Next weekend, the women
will compete at the OWIAA
Women's Invitational at McMaster. As well, Matt Butler will
compete at the Commonwealth
Trials.a

1

OUAA ATHLETE
OF THE WEEK
Grant Larsen, a right wing
with the University of Windsor
Lancers Hockey team, is the
OUAA Athlete of the Week. The
6-foot, 180 lb. London native,
who previously attended Lucas
SecQndary .Scho9l, scored four

6
4

2
0

4

On Friday Nov. 17, three
swimmers competed at the
OUAA's Men's Invitational Grey
Cup.

ffi"'rt:t-------...;;.--..;...,..;.;;iiiiii..-.......;-...-.j=a!=~!.'.:o~al~s.::a:.:n~d-:_-.:;;ad~ded one assist in a 9vOCLEYB,'\LL
4 victory over Laurentian Sunday.
November 21
Waterloo
al Guelph
8:00 pm
22
RMC
al Queen's
8:00 pm
Larsen, 23, is a fourth-year busi23
Laurier
at Brock
8:00 pm
ness student.
Wind\or
at Waterloo
8:00 pm

Sensitive Portraiture Of A Woman
For The Man In Her Life
- The Perfect Gift -

For details call

253-4535
1335 Wyandotte Street East

Top 40 Music
University of Windsor Party Headquarters

Thursday, November 23*#
Party with L.A.
Saturday, November 25#
12 oz. N.Y. Strip Steak
with fries & fresh vegetable
Sunday, December 3
Draw for Rolling Stones
Steel Wheels Tour Tickets
* Other Stones Merchandise
# Must Be In Attendance To Win!

2960 HURON CHURCH RD. at Grand Marais (519} 96~3388

Hottest Spot In Windsor

Wall)ball
Tournament

~laplc Leaf Racquet Courts
Saturday, December 2
Call 735-5660

·J: ,,Experience
-: 1ffltra. Mode

m sor s

Clothing Boutique

'li'

.

~
Live At
T~e Subway Pub

Sunday, November 26
S:Ot) p.m.

Students'
Administrative
Council

Position Available
"Used Book Sale
Manager"
For Second Semester
Requirement: Part-time Student
Please forward resume and cover letter to:
Steve Deneau, V.P. Finance
S.A.C. Office, 2nd Floor University Centre
Deadline: December 1, 1989
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Being sympat~ctic and
understanding of
students' needs,
at this point of the
semester we' re
offering

The Pressure
Is On And
Fun d S A re T 1g
• ht u

2 for 1

--
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on Monday Taco Bars;:
(Students with valid LO. only)
Special good until Christmas
5:00 p.m. - Midnight
Every Monday
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S.A.C. Cinema
11

T.B.A. 11
Room 1120 Erie Hall, Time_
: 7:00 p.m., Cost: $2. 00

Community Legal Aid &
S.A.C. Forum
Wednesday, November 29, 1989
Topic: "Academic Appeals"
Place: Blue Room, 2nd Floor ·University Centre
Time: 12:0Q p.m.

rs

ocial Science Society fires chair
hy Lance News Staff
"It looked like a lynching."
That's how one student
described Tuesday's Social
Science Society (SSS) meeting
that saw the chair ousted and the
president suspended.
President Gino Vitella was
suspended November 27 because
his part-time student status was in
contravention with the SSS con~tilution. Chair Adam Hughes
was ousted in a vote of non-confidence.
In an in camera meeting,
Hughes was overwhelmingly

:o &

voted out of the society position.
Hughes was unable to attend the
closed proceedings during which
allegations were made against
Hughes and the vote of non-confidence was made.
Hughes was upset that he \\,as
u.w.i.,,,:..ww~~~~·lf, and

garoo court.
Vitella, who urged SSS members to attend this particular meeting to help in deciding his own
fate, was suspended due to the

dent Ken Alexander said that
Hughes·s ousting was a ploy to
deflect political heat from I
Vite Ila's constitutional "iolation. 1
Past and present SAC mem-,·
hers were at the meeting. including current president Paul
Brisebois. He saw no problem in 1
the proceedings. "Obviously, they

fact that he has dropped down to
part-time Academic standing.
This suspension will last until
constitutional amendments can be

I

adopted at the January SSS meeting.
Vitella was unable to discuss
the in camera session but did say
that Hughes broke the rules of his
position.
"He was caught red-handed in
contradiction to his duties as
chair," Vitella said.
Hughes said he doesn't
believe it was a vote of non-confidence. "In reality. it was bad
politics. This didn't have to happen. I feel sorry for Social Science
students." Hughes said.
Chrislophcr Park.:r a $ocial
Science student said the meetin!!

(SSS) were dissatisfied with their/

Chair. The vote of non-confidence passed overwhelmingly."
Newly ratified vice president\
Steve Burke initiate the vote
againsr Hushes, surprising many,
members.
"I didn ·1 know !he firs! words I
out of the new vice-president's
mouth wouh.l he lo holll a , ntc of
non-confillencc against the
Lance photo by Rob Warren

was a complete breech of justice.
were led like sheep led to the
and demanded Vite Ila's resignaslaughter. Vitclla was ring leader
Lion.
---=---=='c..'""="'-~oLth' whul,cc.lhin~ "
"These people (SSS council)
Parker and formcr SAC' prcsi-

chair." SAC memher Tim
Tremaine commentcll.
Hughes. who i-., currently
rcplaccll by Ernie Hebert. is con-
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ARTS
Dec - Sunday afternoon and Wednesday evenings
Willistead Manor is open for tours tor a small fee. The
manor has been decorated for Christmas by a variety
of contributors.
Dec 1-23 - Artcite presents its 8th annual "Doin' the
Louvre," a Christmas fundraising exhibition and sale,
featuring local and national artists and their unjuried
works. Held at Mackenzie Hall in the Artcite Gallery.
Dec 3 - The AGW official opening tor "The Griffiths
Brothers," an exhibition of 19th century Canadian
watercolours. Dr. Ann Davis will be the guest curator,
2 p.m., admission is free.
Dec 5 & 7 - A two-day holidy workshop is being offered at Optimist Community Centre from 7-9 p.m.
The cost tor two classes is $7 plus material fee. The
workshop instructs in the making of a gingerbread
house.
Dec 9 - All are invited to the annual Christmas Party
held by the Parks and Rec Dept at Holy Rosary Community Centre, from 6-9 p.m. Various entertainments
tor the family -- admission is free.
Dec 10 - Mackenzie Hall is presenting the Joins
Hands Puppet Company at 2 p.m. in the Peanut Gallery series. The cost of the series ticket is $15, or tor
individual tickets, call 255-7600 or Patricia D. Lewis
at 255-6877.

materials. Held at 384 Pitt Street East. Call 253-9493
tor more info.

Dec 8-23 - Sand Mountain, two charming folktales set
in Appalachia, opens at the Attic Theatre. For tickets
call 875-8284 (area code 313).
Dec 3 - LINES presents Anca Vlasopolos at 3 p.m.
in the Holley Room of the DIA (use Farnsworth
entrance). speaking on "the Metaphor of Space in
Women's Writing." General admission is $3, discussion follows.
Dec 1O - LINES presents Mimi Mayer and Christine
Monhollen, reading from their works at 3 p.m. in the
Holley Room of the DIA. General admission is $3.
MUSIC

Dec 13 - Parks and Rec is offering a crafts workshop
from 12:30-3:30 on making a ribbon wreath (cost is

$5/1 wk plus materials) and a decorating the
grapevine Candy cane from 7-9 p.m. ($4/1 wk plus
$20 material fee). Registration required, call Forest
Glade Community Centre at 735-3536 or Patricia D.
Lewis at 255-6877.

Dec 9 - Mt. Zion C.0.G.I.C. presents "Gospel Music
Praise Celebration." Featuring Trinity Singers of
Toronto, Winnifred Nolan, Perfect Praise, James
Daniels and the Mt. Zion Band. Held at 759 McDougall Ave. Admission is free. For information call,
971-8590 or (313)/883-8904.

Dec 3 - Windsor Printmaker Forum is hosting a oneday workshop in Paper marbling from 1-5 p.m. Cost
is $30 non-member and $20 member, includes all

Dec 1O - Windsor Symphony presents Handel's Messiah at 8 p.m. at the Cleary Auditorium. Tickets are
$8.50-$19.50. Call 252-6579 from 11 a.m. - 5 p.m.

ETC
Dec - Every Sunday, 1-4 p.m. and every Wednesday,
7-9 p.m., the Windsor Parks and Rec invites you to
"Willistead Yuletide Festivities." The manor will be
decorated with the elegance of another era, and there
will be fine handmade gifts available. The cost of the
tour is $1 .75 for adults, $1 .25 for seniors and $. 75 for
children. For more information call 255-6545.
Dec 1 - "Annual Toronto Alumni Christmas Party." 6
p.m. at the Hilton International Hotel, rm. 3216. For
more information contact G. A. McMahon, 253-4232,
ext. 2044.
Dec 3, 1 O, 17 - John R. Park Homestead celebrates its
annual ''1850's Christmas in the Country." Bake sale,
crafts, storytelling and more. Open from noon to 4
p.m. Located on Essex County Country Rd., between
Kingsville and Colchester. For information call 7382029.
Dec 22 - Graduates of Central Algoma Secondary
School Alumni Day. Play basketball or watch the Sr.
Huskies take on the teachers on hockey. Attend the
social at the Desbarats Arena where there will be a
buffet. refreshments and a dance. For information call
Cass at (705)/248-2520.
Dec 24 - Santa makes nightime flight to bourgeois
boys and girls.

Students'
Administrative

Council

The Students'
Administrative Council,
S.A.C. Executive and Staff
Wish You All the Best during the Holiday Season
And a Very Happy New Year.
Good Luck on Your Exams.

Voters approve new coverage
by Ted Sturk
he hallots are
counted and the
results are in from
last week's drug
plan referendum.
Students voted overwhelmingly
in favour of a more comprehensive drug plan.
The results of the three different questio"ns are as follows:
On the question " Are you in
favour of oral contraceptives
being covered by the drug plan?"
716 students , or 64 per cent,
voted yes. 406 students voted no.
On the question, "Are you in
favour of having 100 per cent
coverage instead of 80 per cent
coverage?" the vote was 805, or
71 per cent, in favour to 323 opposed.
The third question, "Are you
in f~vour of having full year
coverage?" was passed by a vote
of 691, or63 percent, in favour to
412 opposed.
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HOW THEY VOTED:
ORAL
CONTRACEPTIVES
Advanced

100% COVERAGE

FULL YEAR

Yes

No

Yes

79

No

88

Yes

No

190

75

74

87

15

40

IO

28

20

57
22
56
69
57

89
62
39

46

Poll
Drama&
36
Music
Business
65
H.K.
58
Engineering
20
Social Science 195

211

21
37
55
57

Law

70

Science
Arts

33
50

19

42

IO

16

54

12

Totals:

716

406

805

323

83

referendum would he split along
sex lines, with many more women
boting due to the question dealling with oral contraception. This
was not the case, according to
Fairhead. He said 586 women
voted versus a turnout of 662
men.

SAC Women's Commissioner Pat Papadeas was pleased
46
with the results.
39
37
"I think it's great...oral con177
80
traceptives should never have
82
56
36
been off (the plan) ... it's a
Hi
41
21
prescription drug, and as such
should not be any different than
691
412
any other (prescription drug)."
Social Science representative
nouncing the referendum th1., Paul Williamson said he was
week. So many flyers were sent pleased with the result of the
out that janitors in some campus referendum.
buildings complained that the
"(I'm) glad to see that all three
bulletins caused a litter problem. questions were answered "yes"
While only 12 per cent of the overwhelmingly, since ,hey will
eligible voters turned out, there serye portions of the student
were still some surprises. Many population that were previously
observers thought that the ignored."O

68

65
30

----Students' Administrative
Council (SAC) cheif electoral of-

greater numbers."
SAC vice-president Mike Ak-

ficer Tim Fairhead said he was
pleased with how smoothly the
voting went. However, Fairhead
said he was "disappointed (in the
low voter turnout). 1 expected
that because it was a money issue,
people would have turned out in

pata was also dismayed by the low
turnout. Akpata expressed his
frustration in the fact that his cfforts to bring awareness on the
issue to the student body did not
result in a higher level of voting.
Akpata sent out 13,000 flyers an-

ncall

Program comes
to Windsor

eo1s

hy Lance News Staff

Lance photo by Rob Warren

Hunger strikers protest bombing
by D. Eldon Dawson
ast week, Salvadoreans from
Windsor
demonstrated and
participated in a
hunger strike in response to the
heavy fighting that has escalated
during the past few weeks in El
Salvador.

L

Local Salvadoreans,joined by
supporters from the University of
Windsor, marched through campus to the Ambassador bridge
entrance to the United States and
back to the University Centre last
Wednesday, to protest Canadian
and American support of the Salvadorean government.
The 27 marchers chanted
"Stop the bombing, stop the war,
U.S. out o_f Salvador," and called
for peaceful negotiations to end
the violence and indiscriminate
killings of civilians.

I

Following the march, four
local Salvadoreans started a 48
hour fast to try to increase public
awareness.
I

"Our primary objective of
fasting and demonstrating was to
put pressure on the Canadian
government to put more pressure
on the Salvadorean government
to initiate serious negotiations
with the opposition," said Jose
Orantes. Orantes helped organize
the demonstrations in response to
the increased fighting between
the government forces and the
Faribundo Marti National Liberation Front (FMLN).
Orantes, who helped initiate
Windsor's twin city relationship
with Las Vueltas (a small community outside San Salvador),
was pleased with the increased
exposure resulting from the rallies.
"Our objectives were accomplished ... bccause increased
Canadian support and attention
was brought via the media," Orantes said.
The four hunger strikers, Juan
Francisco, Carlos Calles, Cesar
Trujillo, and Ana Maria Rosales,
camped out at the University
Centre Wednesday and Thursday
night and were elated by the sup-

port from students.
Juan Francisco, a construction
worker, expressed his gratitude
Thursday night while sitting
under a banner that read "Stop the
bombing in El Salvador."
"Over 150 people signed our
petition that we're sending to
(Brian) Mulroney and many students stopped by and made donations," Francisco said.
All those involved in the
demonstration felt that this was
one of the only ways that they
were able to help their fellow Salvadorans.
"The FM LN is fighting for u~-for social Justice, liberation. and
freedom. All we want is peace."
said Jose Parada. who abo helped
to organize the local events.
Parada, Orantes, and other
local organizers hope to arrange
more demonstrations before
Christmas, and an ecumenical
service in memory ot those who
have died in the fighting will be
held at the Trinity Lutheran
Church December 3.
The rchd troop-; of the FM LN
revived thdr cca~efire bid Friday.

Prior to the increased bombings,
the FMLN has offered to
negotiate with the government.
Once again, it was rejected.
"The government of El Salvador doesn't want to hear (such
proposals). There is no good will
on the part of the Salvadorean
government or U.S. government,"
Orantes said.
For this reason, Parada and
Orantes arc worried about their
relatives still living in communities around San Salvador.
"I tried to phone m) -.i~tcr-inlaw in Soyapanga (one of the
hardest hit areas during recent attacks) but it's very difficult to
reach her hy telephone and the
government intercepts all letters,"
said Parada.
Parada believes that their only
recourse is "lo push the government to negotiate with the FMLN
who represent Salvadoreans."
f\lore th,m 1.000 penpk ha\ c
been killed ~im:c the ligh1ing c:...calatcd Novembc1 11 and c11untlcss other thou,aml, ha\ e J icd
-..im:e the civil war began IO years
ago.

o

The fact that women earn 67
<.·enti, for every dollara..1ha1 men
earn, or that one out of five
Canadian women lives in poverty, arc two of the garim statistics
that a new program called Pathmakers is out to change.
Pathmakers is designed to
give high school girls -· who are
making decisions about university and their careers -- an awareness of the many options open to
them. The new program hopes to
achieve this goal by developing
and presenting female role
models who can motivate, encourage, and educate these high
school students.
The role models are students
from post secondary institutions.
They arc chosen from women
who are enrolled in faculties and
programs \\.hich tradillonally
have allracted only a small percentage of females. These women
are sent out to the high schools to
speak with the students and to try
to encourage more females to
look into programs which have
been traditionally male oriented,
such as science and engineering.
f'he University of Windsor, in
cooperation with the four local
school boards, has launched the
Palhmakers program iu~Windsor.
The search is now on for women
at the University who are enrolled
in programs with low female representation to act as role models.
Information on the Windsor's
Pathmakers Program is available
from Carol-Anne Uegama at
Career Planning and Placement in
Dillon Hall. extension 7055.

n

Tm<tttion dictot~s that Gvary year's Christmas feature be
There was so little to complain about at Christmas time
that John wondered what the point was in having it. Of
course, there was always nit-picking to do: Grandma had
bought Twin Pines eggnog again this year, even after John
had mentioned to her in early July that he thought the stuff
tasted like dish soap. Dad neglected again to wrap the
presents he had bought. He simply left them in the plastic
bags the store people put them in. Uncle Bill was wearing a
green felt tie.
This year, however, John felt above nit-picking. He was
now a university freshman and his professors were teaching
him to really rip things apart. He would leave the minor
complaints to his younger siblings. Why destroy the magic
of Christmas for them by hogging the few good things
there were to gripe about? His little brother Sammy was
already getting himself into the spirit by whining about
having to go to midnight Mass. And his little sister Kimberly
was whipping herself into a state of religious ecstasy as she
complained about the lack of standardization in the
pantheon of Santa mythology: Why did sorr:e tree
ornaments depict Santa's ~Ives es sho_rt- a nd fat, while
others depicted them as tall and graceful?
God, this is what the Yule time is all about, thought
John. He could sense this was going to be his best
Christmas ever. With any luck, the holiday death toll would
reach a new record. Or, better still, somebody he knew
from high school but d sliked a lot would be one of the
many traffic fata'it;es ~'"'at g·oced this special time of the
year. What more could one asK for?
John felt bitter and at peace. maybe he would head
to the kitchen and have a glass of that foul-tasting eggnog
after all. Sure. It would give him a chance to let his
grandmother know how much he hated her baking.

b y Karl Mame r

~
I
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I'm sure that we've all made up our Christmas lists for
this year. It not, you'd better get going, ·cause the time is
drawing near. It's so easy when we are making a list of stuff
that we want, but when it comes to making a list of things
that we have to get other people the old thought process
comes to a screeching halt.
So this year instead of asking for gifts, I'm going to play
Santa Claus and hand out the presents that I think the
following sports figures deserve.
Keep in mind that these are not returnable types of
gifts You get what you get.
Steve Yzerman- A useful left-winger to go along with
Gerard Gallant. God knows that he's too polite to ask for
one.
Bo Schembech/er: A # 1 ranking for the Wolverines.
Maybe that would improve his bowl games record and
prove everyone wrong.
Sparky Anderson: A brand new team. I don't care if he
says that his team is the best he's seen since he's been
here.
Detroit Pistons: Nothing. They already got their present
this summer. Maybe exchange ties or something.
Toronto Maple Leaf fans: A new owner. Yeah, right.
Even Santa Claus doesn't hove that much pull.
Isiah Thomas: Uh ... Well.... Er ..... Let me see .... Geez ....
What would you get Isiah?
Mlchae/Jordan: Someone to play with in the NBA.
Come on, Michael, give them a chance.
Toronto Blue Joy fans: A season without some kind of
controversy from the players. Santa shouldn't get your
hopes up.
Wayne Fontes: A bit of patience from those loving fans.
Make it quick, Wayne, they're pretty impatient when it
comes to waiting.
Lou Holtz: The feeling of going into a game being the
underdog. Give us a break, Lou, you're kind of far from
that feeling.
George Bell: A case of laryngitis for a 162-game stretch.
Santa doesn't have to like everyone.
Dennis Rodman: A pep talk before every game.
Someone has to teach this guy to open up and have some
fun on the court.
Ford; A plea to stop making those stupid commercials
with Anderson, Fontes, Demers. and Daly.
I hope everyone got what they wanted this year.
Here's wishing that everyone makes good on their free
throws this Christmas holiday.

by Paul Mayne

decUeeimet to Lance holiday stories. Never one to mess with
troeUtton. 1saw no rtlason to chonoe that practise this year. so
read eind enlov Moy your holldoys be joyous. and the new year
peaceful.
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It was a beautiful Sunday afternoon not too long ago,
and I didn't have any assignments. So instead of
suffocating in the Leddy Library, I decided to enter the fray
of Christmas shoppers bound for the States. Mind you, I
usually do not get into the shopping spirit until I see snow
glistening on the ground and presents under the tree. This
time, however, I thought I'd make an exception to my
otherwise iron-clad rule of never shopping for Christmas
until December 24th. And so, with money in my wallet (an
unusual occurence) and a twinkle in my eye, I joined
thousands of others in their search for the ultimate
Christmas gift.
Instead of heading for the overcrowded malls, I went
over to the world's largest Christmas store: Brenner's
Christmas Wonderland, in Frankenmuth, Michigan.
What a place! It has everything and anything even
remotely associated with Christmas. Sparkling ornaments of
all shapes, colours and sizes decorate the hundreds of
Christmas trees. Huge crystal balls -- as big as soccer balls!
-- hang from the ceiling, and wreaths by the hundreds
cover the walls, while nutcrackers imported from Germany,
three inches to three feet tall. somberly watch the
thousands of enthusiastic shoppers file by
Toting my empty shopping basket, I squeezed through
the multitude to examine all the Nativity scenes. They
represented many different nationalities, and came in all
sizes. There were hundreds of accessories from which to
choose: cows, sheep, wise men, and of course Mory,
Josep h and baby Jesus.
Alongside these. I saw hundreds of porcelain Santos,
Mrs. Clauses, and elves of every description. Then, after
looking through the countless multi-coloured ribbons, bows,
candles and other knickknacks, I bypassed the University of
Michigan paraphernalia and the ties printed with !iny
Santos, and made my way to the cash register. There, like
the discriminating shopper that I am, I disposed of my
empty basket and departed with a lighter heart and a
still-heavy wallet.
God, I hate shopping.

by Martha Gutschi
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In hopes that a ca
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And then in a tw1
The secrets and c n
"So. let me get this straight. Once a year. people on
your planet feel the need to be nice to everyone. and they
feel so strong about this that they might even express
feelings that are not their own?" Frank, the guy who had
materialized in my room a scant few minutes ago, seemed
a trifle concerned.
"Well, I guess it seems silly, doesn't it?" I was not about
to get into an argument with anyone who materialized in
my room.
"No," Frank said. "I was just wondering, though, that if it
creates such a good feeling, and is so positive in terms of
the events surrounding it, why does it only happen once a
year?'
When Frank said that, whatever doubts I had thar he
was from another planet were completely erased.
"Frank," I said. ''Get real. People on this planet can't be
nice to each other every single day. Maybe it would work
on your planet, where apparently people don't need wars,
murder, poverty, dwgs, and pollution just to survive. On the
good old planet Earth, however, this vast pool of
inhabitants known as humanity does. Like what is your
planet anyway, a bunch of raving commies? If you care
for your planet, I think you should know, we'll probably end
up blowing you to smithereens."
"Why?" Frank asked, seeming rather frightened.
"Because we can."
The moment after I said this, Frank disappeared.
I think I'll remember the p e rplexed, horrified look on his
face for the rest of my life.
Boy, did I tell him.

by Ted Sturk
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It was a bleak December night on the outskirts of
Bloom County. A taA Studebaker pulled up at a lonely,
grimy filling station, and two people got out to fill up at the
pump, talking heatedly as they did so.
"Are you sure about that telemetry?" said Milo,
unscrewing the gas tank.
"Yes, I'm sure," said Oliver, pulling the hose from its
receptacle. "I got it directly from the Pentagon: an
unidentified blip, originating at the North Pole and heading
south along the 110th West meridian. It should pass right
over our position pretty soon. "
"I dunno," said Milo. squinting and looking at the sky. "It
all seems pretty far out to me." He walked into the building
and pulled a double fin out of his pocket. handing it to the
attendant, Jeb. who as usual was nine-tenths asleep in his
chair with his CAT cap over his eyes and who, as usual, did
not give change. Milo walked back out and climbed into
the Stude. and they drove off.
Half an hour passed.
A sleigh, towed by eight tiny reindeer, flew down from
the sky and came to a stop in front of the station. A fat
man and an elf climbed down from the loaded vehicle
and walked into the building, bickering.
"Well, how the hell am I supposed to know where we
are?" said the fat man crossly. "You're the navigator, you
tell me! Oh. oe quiet," he said as the elf opened hrs mouth
"We're already too far behind schedule to waste time
arguiJ1g. Excuse me," he said to Jeb, who had not rroved.
"could you tell us exactly where we are?"
"Bloom County. came the laconic reply.
"Umm. yes. Do you have o map?"
Jeb jerked his head to one side. The fat man reached
out and took a map from the rack. and spread it out on
the counter. "Oh yes, this'll do nicely. How much do we
owe you?" he asked. folding the map again.
"No charge." The fat man and the elf waited for
something else, but no further response was forthcoming.
They looked at each other. shrugged, and walked out.
A moment later, the sound of jingling bells was heard
as the sleigh took off again.
Three minutes passed.
The tun Stude roared up to the station and braked to a
screeching halt. Milo jumped out and raced into the
building. "Hey. Jeb," he shouted. "Did you see anything
unusual go by here in the last couple minutes?"
"Nope," he replied tersely.
"Thanks anyway" Milo ran back out, jumped 1n the
Stude, and raced away.
From the filling station there came only the sound of
gentle snoring.

by Lorne Beaton

I'm really excited about going home for Christmas in
Sudbury this year. Why? Now that I'm in my second year of
University, I've officially "moved out" into a place with three
friends of mine. This has given me a far greater
appreciation of life at my parents' house.
I'm looking forward to having o "mom-ceoked" meoJ

again. After three and a half months of cheese
sandwiches, frozen microwave dinners, spaghetti. and
Domino's pizza, I can hardly wait to eat turkey, Christmas
pastries. and even rutabaga casserole, one of the
mainstays of a Finnish Christmas dinner. I've never eaten it
before, but just knowing that it doesn't come.from a can,
a pouch. or a cardboard box is good enough for me.
Then. there's laundry. Ali . yes. There's nothing like the
joy of walking three blocks to the laundromat with fifty
pounds of dirty clothing. only to suffer the embarrassment
of having everyone watch your charming, white cotton
underwear spin around the dryer. Fortunately, my mother
will be full of Christmas cheer. and will joyfully wash. dry,
iron and fluff my clothing. without causing shrinkage or
discolouration.
And, to top everything off, I'll be able to look back on
Christmas Eve and know that "not a creature was stirring,
not even a mouse." Mice will be stirring at my place In
Windsor.. all over the living room. and the dining room.
and even the kitchen
Yes, going hofY'le for Christmas will be great this year.
There'll t:e good food. good maid service. and no little
unwon•ed pets. Yes. ·rn be home for Christmas, my parents
can count on rre. there'll be snow. and mistletoe. and
LOTS of presents for me!"

by Sirkka-Maija Kariluoma

Dear readers.
I know you were expecting some sort of Christmas
anecdote. Well, it's Sunday afternoon, I'm on a train
somewhere between Cornwall and Toronto, and I can't
think of one blessed thing to tell you. I've tried all the ideas:
best and worst Christmas gifts, what we did back in 19--,
and I even considered a Pythonesque man-buys-tree-andis-kidnapped-by-aliens story. Nothing worked.
In truth. I haven't yet decided what Christmas is.
However. I hope that your Christmas is merry, or some
reasonable facsimile thereof, regardless of any
philosophical void.
K. Palmer, '89
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In this season of love and giving, the Lance felt it
would be nice to create a wish list of gifts it would give if
Typesetters
imagination was the only limitation. After all, it's the
Lorne Beaton
thought that counts.
El1sabelh Deck
I The Lance gives:
Contributors
Business Rep. Ted Sturk - A campus filled with love,
moving
walkways, and a million referendums.
K. Palmer
Jim Mitchell
. SAC VP's Lisa Tripp & Christine Ozimek - A lifetime
Jim Ke lly
Kimberly Yetman
pass to CFS General Meetings.
Paul Mayne
John Marentette
1
Social Science Society - A copy of Robert's Rules of
Ted Sturk
P.K. Radharkrishnan
Order.
Catherine Haza
T. Teulf
Adam Hughes - Due Process.
David Cozak
Karl Mamer
Samantha Peeris - A membership in Pi Lambda Phi.
Carl Marner
Ted Sturk
Ron Ianni - Linda Frum·s head.
Jim Parry
Martha Gutschi
Lance Typesetter Lorne Beaton - A stewardess with a
Sirka • Ma11a Kan luoma
Art hur Gosselin
MacIntosh .
Kevin Johnson
S.A.C. Women' s Commissioner Pat Papadeas - An
Tracey Wood
John Frame
award for having the most balls.
David Seburn
Paul Brisebois - Grecian Formula and a phrase book so
Prema Oza
Frank Ph1lcox
he can learn how real people speak.
Larry Deck
Edward Raymond
Chancellor Sommerville - A vacation on a deserted isMartin Deck
JUINl._Bell
land
-- witli tfie professors tram the Faculties of Arts. SoBill Prible
Greg Gnyp
cial Science, Science. and Human Kinetics.
Caen Bertrand · Crump
Lance Editor Scott Ingram - A little peace, a little quiet.
Frank Trid1co
and a hell of a tot of sleep.
Faculty Association President Emily Carasco - An
Lorne Beaton
award for tolerance - a lot of tolerance.
Martina Obersat
Amllcar Carreira - A smoke-free workplace.
Julie Veres - Tolerance, happiness, a cheerful disposition, a whole lot of Lance copy to typeset.
Lance Sports Editor Dave Briggs - A social life, and a
whole pile of Campus Rec.
Campus Recreation - Their very own newspaper.
G.S.S. - A lot of luck rebuilding the Grad House.
For aovert,smg rates and ,nformat,on
Lance Editorial Cartoonist Kristen Palmer - A
cont.;d Stephen DeMarco at 253-2288
boyfriend with a car.
The Lance 1s a member of th P
Lance Receptionists Lise and Cathy - A job at a sane
Canad,an Un,vers,ty Press tCUP) arid the
Ontario Comm1.t11ty Newspaper .A.ssoc1aworkplace.
hon
To the Lance Staff • Autonomy, and their own printIng press.
S.A.C. Ad Salesman Steve DeMarco - A student
- - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' .newspaper that will accept military and fur garment ads.

You wake to the realisation it's December. You think "Where
did the ~car go'!" You probabl) had another hir1hd;1} and you· re ...
another} car older.
The} · ve pul up Christrna., decorations inner) conceivable
spot you could go. Al read, the strains of lam il1.11 ( 'hristrnas tunes
can be heard at all hours i.ceming to ~ep in Imm nowhere.
You wish you had more time. You J11n·1. In rn1e month. the
year will be gone. and a new one will replace 11. You hope you
don't make any ridiculous, ill-conceived resoluti1111s as in years
past, but you probably will.
You·re not ready for Christmas. You enjo} Christmas, you
need lhe break. but the rest of the year doesn ·1 feel ... done.
You wonder about the year. You wonder that if you could
relive the year whether it would go exactly as hclore. Would you
still fail the test, sleep with the same person, he concerned about
the same things? Without knowing what you know now, you
would like to think you would. After all, to admit anything else
would be toa.dmityoudidsomethingbizarre ... not like you. While
you can admit your mistakes, you can·1 admit that the mistakes
were due to a fundamental naw in you. While thi!o. may be_a vain
hope. it is your hope nonetheless. Were you to relive the year with
prior knowledge or how everything turns out. you would (again,
vainly) hope that your failures would be succe!o.sl''· that your succes.~s would be magnified.

Random thoughts of the coming year enter your mind. While
you·re not breathless with anticipation. you hc,it;1tc to be not at
all expectant. You know 1ha1 given similar si1ua1111ns from the
past year in the year ahead. you probably won ·1 make the same
errors. Al the same time you realize that there will be different
situations where you"II make different mistakes.
You are aware that the year ahead holds prom i,t·. hut just how
much you can't or won't say. You·ve been bittcrl, ,li'appointed
before, and you·d rather not put yourself in that l'lmilion in the
coming year. You think you'll improve as a per,11n as the year
progresses ... the idea you might get worse is ,11111c1hing you
choose not 10 think about.
You will not make resolutions this year. Thn arc only an
added burden 10 feel guilty about should their g11al, nol be accomplished. (While you don ·1 mind feeling gu1lh. there's no
point in creating things to feel guilty over.) As well. lhe intent of
resolutions is sometimes (as you've found in the l'·"IJ suspect.
You know that there are obvious areas where )OU need to improve. You intend to work on them, but you will not make a
religion out of the improvements. You will keep in mind, uppermost, all the time that you· re human, not perfoct. a11J as such cannot, shall not, allow any mistake or shortcoming 111 he transformed
into a tragedy.

Lance Alumni L1111 v Deck - A little humility.
Kevin Johnson ,11,d Sungee John - A cake with a file
in it.
Lance Arts Edlt111 Born le Helling - Pizza and customers
for his baseme11t
Lance News Etlltu, Michael Cohen - Tranks for production night.
Associate News Editor D. Eldon Dowson - A first
name.
S.A.C. President Paul Brisebois (again) - A handshaking machine.
S.A.C. VP Mike Akpata - Special dispensation from all
costume duty for the rest of the year.
Lance Production Manager Lee Ross · More pictures
of Mary Rodge1s, and a smile.
Lance Alumnl Ron Albrecht - A night of passion with
Sylvia Platt1.
Women' s Soccer Coach Gord Caldwell - A "How-to
book .
Lance Featuro1 Editor Lisa Fortin - Lots and lots of free
play llckuts.
[a11ce Photo Editor James Crump pholo Lc.111<.:u.
Assuclato Sµu, t1 Editor Jim Dominguez · Matching
shoulaces.
Environmental Awareness Association - Absolutely
nothing, because every other group on campus is trippiny uv€J1 ll 111111r,11lvE;J~ 111 a rush to lend them support.
S.A.C. CLO TIm Falrhead - Just one more referendum.
S.A.C. VP Finance Steve Deneau - An abacus to hand·
le S.A.C linancos, and more hair cement.
S.A.C. BualneH Manager Debbie Quintal - All of the
Lance's missiny pizza receipts.
Lisa Tripp & Christine Ozimek (again) - The ability to
vote their own conscience at CFS meetings.
Generation Editor Brian McKenzie - Another axe t
grind, and the Lance hopes Generation goes weekly.
James Sellars - A little wisdom, just a little.
The students of the University of Windsor - A great
vacation and lots of luck with exams.
The world - LOTS of luck - and a sense of humour.

In the year ahead, you hope to begin to appre,·i;lll' that just as
you cannot always live up to your own cxpcc1.i1io11, of yourself,
neither can your friends always meet either your c,11cetationsor
their own of themselves. At the same time, you arc .1b,o going to
start to appreciate the fact that your friends aren ·1 you. (If they
were, they·d be you.) While you feel that sympathy is alright, you
want to develop empathy because you are painfully aware thal
without it, anything shared between friends is just si1 many wor~
Hopefully. if you're lucky (and you want to he) ,ou will avoid
doing anything for the sake of something. You will Ju whatever
it is because it's beneficial to you and/or someone else, although
you hope in time that the reasoning will become unconscious.
You don't want to be better than the next person. (The idea
appals you.) You do, however, want to be better than your present
self, and if next year you ca11 accomplish this, you feel that the
resulting peace of mind could more than make up for any
hardships you might have to endure en route.
Next year, you will look at life as an enjoyment, such th t
when it ceases to be enjoyable, you will stop anll ask yourself

"Why?"
Last, but not least, when you say Merry Chri!>tmas and Happy
New Year this year you are going to mean it.
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Last week was National Recycling
Weck. I hope ~ou saw the dbplay we (lhe
En\ ironmental A"' areness Association J
had set up in the University Centre. We
were quite pleased by the enthusiasm students <,howed for our club and the environment in general. A number of pcopk
joined the club because of the display Ja..,,
week.
One of our major goals during the campaign was to collect signatures for our Cup
Petition. For those of you who don't know
what I'm talking about let me explain.
We want to cut down on wasteful garbage here on campus. And styrofoam cup-.
are in our sights. Do you have any idea
how many styrofoam cups we go through
each year here on campus? Just take a
guess? 10,000? 50,000? 100,000'!
Would you believe 750,000? Threequarters of a million styrofoam cups each
year. (If you were to stack three-quarters
of a million styrofoam cups together it
would tower well over ten kilometers
high!)
we·re not asking you to stop drinking
coffee. How could anyone get through
some lectures without a jolt of caffeine?
What we want to see made available is a
reusable plastic cup, like the ones Mac·s
and 7-11 have. They come with a snap on
lid and you can cart them around with you.
To this end, we will be selling such cups
starting the beginning of January. Thanks
to all the people who signed our petition,
we·ve got financial support on the operation from the powers that be. So look for
notices for The Cup when you get back
after Christmas.

. Andforthemanythousandsofyouwho
missed Cameron Wright ·s exciting talk last
week. I'd like to say a bit about garbage.
Blue Boxes are all across Windsor. If
you live on campus then maybe they are not
as obvious to you, but they are important.
Just a few quick facts for those who want
some neat trivia to dazzle your friends. By
the end of this year, the Essex-Windsor
Waste Management Committee (that·..,
Windsor and twenty other municipalities in
Essex County) will have collected: -- almost 8000 tons of newspaper. Pulling this
into perspective, that's equal to the pulp of
roughly 140 000 trees!
-- over l,300 tons of tin from various
cans. It would take some 2,000 tons of iron
ore to produce the same amount of tin.
-- 20,000 gallons of used motor oil.
Remember, this is just Essex County
we're talking about. And really, just over
100,000 homes that have blue boxes. Next
year apartment buildings will hopefully be
added onto the program.
The theme of recycling week was
Changing Attitudes: Reduce, Reuse,
Recycle. The New 3R's to live by.
Remember the Three R's:
l)REUSE--Don'tthrowthatcontainer
away! Empty bread bags can be used for
lunch bags. Empty plastic containers
(yogurt, cottage cheese, etc.) can be used
for storing leftovers. Give old clothes lo
Goodwill or the Salvation Army.
2) REDUCE -- Buy only what you
need. Om vou mS1ke 'lo with what vou've
already got? Don ·1 buy products that arc
over-pad.aged. Tr) lo avoid using throY.awa) prnJui.:t, I ike pla..,llc cutlet~.

T\\.o Sunua:,, pa,t. people gathcrcc.J in thl·
chapc!I 111 Assumption University lo li,tcn 111
Su,iWIJr ,.)£P[N>Q\' 51}':: MIS l~le th1r.u l;!.lll",I
~pc&fcr lli1s,ca,11n fli1rllCipal111g 111 lhC ( hr1,11,111
Culture Series. hmted b} A"umplion U1m i:r~it}. on the main campus. lier discourse "'·"
titll!d "The Unborn Canadian: hecuum. I .. I\\
and Politics."
The concept of freedom is primar} in her
discourse. Freedom in,olves pen,onal choice,.
it is a da11\ concern. But Scorsone a,ks. "'w h.11
arc the liniits of freedom?" That is. ho"" m11d1
are we "able 10 will a thing or not will a thlll!! ,..
Scorsone referred lo St. Thomas A4uin,h.
whose portrayal of the ·medieval inui" iuual
consclllusness · meant that. in Scorsom: ·, \\ m\h.
"a person has to he 1rue to his or her ideas." S11,
funuamentally. a person has a subjective a, \\CII
a, an objec1i,e slate in\\ hich to exerci,e hi, or

her personal choices.
Scorsone expanded on the point of personal
choice using the example of matrimony 1n the
Roman Catholic Church. When two pcopk
marrv in the Catholic Church, the, do so in ,L
cere~9ny which affirms their choice 10 ead1
other. but also 10 their famih amJ lnenJ,. I hL·
choice takes place in the context of il <:(1111 •
munin.
The context of community is perhaps the
key point. There is such significance placeu
these days on a person ·s own space. that concern for others seems to get displaced. We ha, e
10 makt: space for each other. By doing so "'e
can better understanu the rest of humanity.
In the lantcr communit\ of the world there
is a natural b~ilanee. rraue·-otfs and sac.:ritici:,
must be made in order to maintain that balanc.:e.
In order to rccei"e· sacrifices arc sometime,
ncces,an. and that in, oh cs gi, ing of oursclve,.
D- Sc.:nr,one offers that "e\ en human pi:rson \\ Jnh i:, cry thing\\ hich is truly gnou in 1h
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Dave Seburn
st)rofoam cup,. or disposable p~·11,.
lighter,. and ra,or-,.
3) RECYCLE -- u..,e the pop can hin,
on campus Don ·1 throw those cans in the
garbage. And please. don ·1 put glass. or
stra\\S in the rec) ding bins. ThC) arc onl)
for pop cans.
Recycle Your PET!
Don·1 worrv, Fido is safe. PET ',lam.I,
for polyethylene terephthalate (a type or
plastic resin used to make those big plastic
pop bo11les). On average, each person in
Ontario will consume six two-litre boltles
of soft drinks every )ear. That adds up lo
a total of 3,000 tons of PET annually!
Toss those empties into your Blue Box
(or someone else·s if you don't have one)
and they will live again. Not as pop bottle,
(for health reason<,) but as many other pll,sible products: fibrefill (for coat linings or
sleeping bags), automobile bumpers. bru..,h
bristles. rigid foam insulation. or even plastic lumber for sign posts and park benche..,.
Newspaper Recycling:
Ontario produces some 750,000
kilograms of newspaper waste a day! It it
doesn't get recycled it ends up in a landfill
site. Old newspapers can be de-inked anJ
made into newsprint. It has to be mixeJ
with virgin pulp, but this still saves tree . .
and makes use of those old newspapers.
Those old National Enquirers and /.un·
ces can also be made into boxboarJ
(lightweight cardboard. such as cereal
boxes). celluJo..,e irn,ulat1on for homes. anJ
even kitlv lit1er!
Recycle this paper!
Glass Recycling:
Almost all old glass boll lee; and iars arc

purchased by companies that make new
bottles and jars. The glass is crushed to
make what is called cullet, which is mixcJ
with sand. lime!>tone, and soda a-.h
(materiab used to make new glass). It 1,
then melted to make molten glass and
formed into new bottles and jars.
Old glass can also be used to make
fibreglass and glass beads for reOectivc
paint. Other more imaginative uses include glasphalt (asphalt in which glass ;..,
used as a particle substitute for aggregate)
and building materials.
All you have to do is rim,e out the glil',,
containers, remove the lids and all pJ.,..,tic:
or metallic rings. Do NOT include window
glass. pyrex. or light bulb glass. These
products cause problems in the manufacturing process. A whole shipment of glass
can be rejected for just a handful of unusable glass.
Tin Can Recycling:
Tin cans arc actually steel cans with a
thin protective coating of tin or other foodsafe materials. In Ontario we go through
almost 200,000.000 kg of tin cans a year!
When reC)cled, a chemical proces.., allows \he tin to be recycled as well as lhc
steel. The tin product (potassium stannatc)
can be used in tin-plating aluminum parh
for cars and electrical equipment.
And one last point: every pop can you
loss into a recvcling bin helos create iobs.
Recycling is labour intensive and requires
a number of people to work directly "'ilh
the material. Recycling is good for the
economy.:)

Pro-Life as Freedom of Choice
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mm,t pure form." Opt11111st1cally. I belll:,c tl1crl·
is abundant potential tor thi, nut inn\\ 11h n.:g.11d,
to rclatitm,hip, bct,\ cen pi:opk.
This notion,.., all"' rapped up in lhe ln:ctl11111
which has been gi, en to us. Asitll! Imm Dr.
Sc.QI ne· lect re. I wonder if not for th.: personal freedom granted to us by our Creator. w h.it
"'ould "e be'?
In her kcture Dr. Scorsone mcnlioneu the
"paradox ot freedom" ,,,hich exists \\ hen
freedom is examim:tl from outsiue the worn!>. 11
freedom were granted to all pcopli:. the man. the:
womcn. and the unborn baby. then thcre \\.UUIJ
be no conflict betwecn the freedom or the
mother and the freetlom of the unborn child.
Some groups refer to the de"eloping pcrson
in a pregnant women as 'fetal tissues· or ·a
bunch of cells.· This is a biological description.
Other 2roups allribute to the unborn child mori:
person-al charnc1eris1icc;. referring to it a, ":1
gro\\ ing human being."
horn here we coulu examine the ll.'!!oll

definition of a person. rhe Canadian La\\ l>tc.:·
tionaf\ states that "a person in law includi:s both
a natu·ral person. that is to say. a human bc111g.
and an artificial person. that is to say, a corporation. In a strict sense, in law, a person is any
being c:ipable of ha, ing right,; and duties and i<;
of two classes onl), namely, narorat pmsnnllnd

legal person.··
The concern 1s [or the Ii\ ing person of nc,h
and blood. Being alive, a person has certain
rights. \\ hen there is total freedom for all involved, that is. the man. the woman, and the unborn child. then all people have equal value.
In our societv. we have become the way "'c
are as a result
the choices we have made.
Striving for answers to difficult questions, sup·
port in times of need and celebration are all part
of freedom and d10ic.:cs: a part of life. I would
lil..c 111,u111 up\\ ith a 4u1lle from Dr. Scor,011,··,
talk: "\\core all ~·ulkJ tu choose life.·
A, 1h,· sca,un ol j,,) i, upon u,. pi:ace .111d
IO\ c !11 all.
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Dear Editor,
I feel compelled to make some sort of
comment in regard to the events surrounding lhe Social Science Society. and more
pointcc.Jlv 111 regard to the removal of their
meeting ·chairperson.
First of all, the causes for removing <1
Chair from otficc arc primaril) related lo
his or her ability to run a meeting, and
~econdly. that person's ability to remain
impartial during the proceedings.
To clahorntc trn this further let us view
the witch hunt that tOl)k place Novemher
27. A first vear student who have never
before attended a meeting made a motion
of non-confidence. This motion ,.,.as
hla1an1ly out of order because proper not ice
Was not given. To make matters worse, the
meeting~w.is speedily moved in camera.
Where the accu,ed was not allo,,.,,ed 111 fully
~n\wer his accusor-.· allegation..,. h this
l:11r"! Has anyone in the Social Science
Society read the Charter of Rights? Or perhaps more important. do they have a sense
0 1fair play?
The removal of Adam I lughes as Chairperson is scandalous. becaus:: he made no
ruling on which he could he accused or any
Wrongdoing. If members of Council felt
that he was in a compromising position on
nne particular issue. then they should ha\e
rcm,1,ed him for that issue. But kt me
Sire~, that onh alter a ruling" maJc 1'\ th..:
Chair can am: conflict he a;cert:11ncJ ·

In the final ilnalv,is it seems II> me that
this poorly orche..,tr:1ted cpisoJc was mereIv to deflect political heat from another
i;,ue. Some members of the Social Science
political estahli,hment might sec me as
biased and therefore precluded from comment. These accus,ttiom, arc not ju,tificd.
Those who have kmm n me over the years
and heen at odd, witlt what I had In sav can
attest to lhe tact Ihat I ha, e never stilled
dchalc nor accu.,cd !-..tlmelHlL" "ithoul
giving 1hc right of reply. And beside,. 1·ve
been ,m1unJ long enough 111 recognize .i
politiral plo~. anJ rhi, i, ,url.'I~ PnL".
I \lr1,n!.!h tcel that (,inn \'itclla a,
President 111 ihl' S S.S. ,ll{lulJ aplll11giLc lt>
not onh: Adam HtH!he,. hut alsli tn th~· three
thou,and studentsin Social Science.
As Alwavs.
Ken Alexander
I.aw I
Pr.:siJenl S.S.S. I9X6-X7
Pr.:sident S.t\ C. llJX7-Sll

moral terpitude
01>cn letter to Editor .ind Social
Science Studenh
• In a recent decision, thc Social Science
Societv council voll·d to violate thcir own
('on,titution. The council or the S.S.S.
voled 10 keep as Pre..,idcn! Ginll ':'ite!la,
therclw violaling Article fhrec. Section
4(h) the Constitution. Th~ President Y.as
knowlcdgeahk of this seclll'n of the C'onstitutinn.~ yet failed under that s~ct~rn to

or

resign his position. Umkr Article J hrcc.
Section 4(h ). ;i..,sociate members (part-lime
students) arc excluded from holding
elected positions on council. The conven1i1111al. e1hical. and just manner of handling
thi-. gross violation of unconstitutional inaction should have heen the resignation of
the pre..,idcnt. The i.:ountil ,rnJ the president
lad. mor;il terpitudc and arc ignorant of
their Constitution bv keeping him as prc-.idcnt. Is thb indic<1tivc of rhe direction of
,HH academic society. ,, here preferential
treatment of the frw is justified?
fhe ctrnncil chthe to cover-up this con,titutional violation bv deflecting the consti1Uti11nal legitimacy·of the pre;ident, b~
n:mtl\ ing the chairpcr.son and,, rongly accusing the chairpcr-,l1n of biases. Thi, can
11nlv he vic\\L"d as childish local hil!h
sl'h~111l politics decpl~ rtll)ted in ignoran:·c
of the S.S.S. con-.,titution and Robert's
Ruk, ,,f Order.
I publicly demand the rl·signat111n 11fthc
S.S.S. President Ginll Vite Ila tor, iobting
the S.S.S. Constitution and 1.kcei, ing the
students of the Facultv or Sticial Science.
The president has the responsibility to
resign so as to prescn e the office {If the
presidency and the integrity 111' the Sncial
Science facultv. Prcfcrcn1iul trealment of
an unconstitutional injustice to academic
communitv and Social Science Sodety
members ri'iust be stopped forthwith. In aJditi1>r1 lo this. a public apoll1gy h) the S.S.S.
Ctllrnl'il b in order to the student-. and the
ch,1irperson who rem.iini..'d the last bultress
of democratic hope, AdJm Hu!!hc,

To mv fellow student faculty members:
I url!e Vl;U to demand the return of your
sod~I\' · memher...hip fees and encourage
vou ll) condemn this travesty of prefcreniial treatment in our academic society.
Christopher P;1rker
3rd Ye,tr Public Administration student.

special ~hanks

Dear Editor.
On hehalfoflhe Uni,cr,ilvofWindsor
Communitv Scholarship C~mmiltce. I
would like ·10 express warm appreciation
and gratitude for the support that the
scholarship endeavour ha, r..:ct·ived from
the studcnl body. last year Windsor students uni1cd \.vith Faculty It> demonstrate
their willingness to take a stand on Apartheid. This year they are cooperating in a
unique venture to make a modest hut important contribution to the future South
Africa. Anzania.
In particular, I wish to thank the SAC..
rhe 1.S.S., the I.LS., the S.L.S.. the G.S.S.,
the S.S.S., the B.S.A. and the many individual students too numerous to mention
who arc gi\. ing so gcnerouslv of their time.
energv. and talent;. The idea for a scholar- '
ship ~1riginatcd from the student ~,J~ and
it"' ill bccomc a reality becaust' ot the vcr)
special character of the Univcn,ity of
Windsor student body
Dr. Emily r. Carasco
Professor of Law and
Co-Chair of the University
of Wind,or Scholarship Committee
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• A strong beginning to your future in man·
agement

For detailed information write to:
The Director

• An opportunity to specialize:
* Accounting * Finance * Organizational
Behavior/Human Resource Management
* Management Science/Information Systems
* Marketing * Policv Analysis

I!!!
.....
:;:;

• A trimester system allowing for year round

::::

• :::ctive funding offered through scholar-

!.!.I.I

ships and teaching assistantships for ex·
ceptional candidates.
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\Vhat's the best part about being a CMA?
The rewaras don't stop at five.

s
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The CMA des1gnat1on 1s the hallmark of a win·
ner It brings public recognition and the chance
to meet stimulating people while performing
interesting and important work as a respected
professional.
Certified Management Accountants enJoy
excellent earning potential and with 1t, the
opportunity to lead the lifestyle of their choice.
Currently. over half of Canada's CMA profes·

s1onals hold senior management positions.
The Society of Management Accountants
offers a program of professional studies and practical experience which ensures successful entry
into the business world, and a rewarding lifestyle.
Put yourself 1n the picture. Enroll in the CMA
program. Call or write: 70 University Avenue.
Suite 300,Toronto,Ontano MSJ 2M4 (416) 977-7741
Ontario Toll Free 1-800-387-2932.

CMA

The Society of Management Accountants of Ontario
SETTING THE STANDARD
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Galanter on Bhopal
by Frank Philcox
he legal response to
the Bhopal industrial disaster was
the topic of this
L - - - - - - ' year's
Windsor

T

Yearbook of Access to Justice
· given by Prof. Marc Galanter of
the University of Wisconsin.
• Galanterspokeofhow Bhopal
brought to sharp attention the differences between American and
lndian legal traditions and cultures. Ultimately, he said, Indian
law proved ill-equipped to deal
with mass industrial disasters.
Both Union Carbide and the
government of India knew this all
along. It is, therefore, not Surprising or ironic to learn that the Indian government attempted to
bring the case before American
courts while Union Carbide, an
American multinational corporalion, wanted the case settled in Indian courts using Indian law.
Union Carbide managed to keep
the case in India.
In February of this year, the
Bhopal litigation terminated. The
Government of India and Union
Carbide settled on $470 million·
- a pittance compared to the $3. l
'"km "flciiilF.lke government of
lridia sought. But, as Galanter
noted, given the present tort systern in India the government was
lucky to get what it did.
The courts in India, according
to Galanler, have yet to develop
the capacity to handle mass tort
claims. It is not unusual for a tort
casc to take 12 years to settle in
Indian courts. Civil procedure is
weak and incapable of dealing
vith complex and expensive
;ases, and damages awarded lo
ictims in commercial or inJustrial disaster cases have been
very low. In the United States, on
the other hand, there is a high degree of accountability required of

manufacturers. U.S. ton law is black man, $600 for a married
well-developed and has the
capacity to deal easily with complexcases.Therearepowerfulinvestigatory tools and recovery for
damages is normally very high.
Galanter suggested that the
Indian government settled for
$470 million to avoid a protracted
legal battle of perhaps another 1520 years. At the end of the case,
questions were raised about the
adequacy of relief and the treatment of the injured parties. There
was also no finding of fault. In the
final analysis, Union Carbide
agreed to pay $14,000 for each
fatality. The injured parties would
receive a great deal less, probably no more than $1,000 per person. Some authors have suggested
that the damages sought in
American courts would have been
in the order of $15-20 hi Ilion, a far
cry from the $470 million settlement in India.
Galanter noted that the
problems with the Indian system
of justict• arc not unique and do
not indicate any fundamental
divide between the American and
Indian systems. The I 930's in the
U.S. were very similar to lnu ia
today. In Hawk's N"st. West Vir8isia, ~ample1;t\J1N011,
bide built a three-mile-long
hydroelectric tunnel. The mounlain that had to be cut through had
sufficient silic:. ckposits to kill
over 700 workers (they all died of
acute silicosis). The workers
brought lawsuits against the company and eventually settled out of
court for $130,000 split between
157 people (50% of this sum went
to the attorneys). The lawyers also
cut a private deal with Union Carbide for an extra $20,000 personal
gratuity in return for their agreeing not to engage in any further
legal action. Meanwhile, the relatives of the victims were given
$400 for a deceased unmarried

black man, $800 for an unmarried
white man, etc.
Early Johns-Manville Corpo ration asbestosis cases all unravelled in the same way with
lawyer "buy-outs" and thoroughly inadequate compensation to the
victims. This state of affairs was
the norm at this time in American
hiscory. In fact, in the U.S. before
World War II. the law was so
woefully inadequate in compensating victims of disasters, that it
prompted one academic to call it
"a system of non-compensation."
These early American cases
arc reminiscent of Bhopal. The
people affected were the socially
and economically marginalized,
the legal system was inadequate
and often insensitive, and the
plaintiffs were invariahly overwhelmed by their corporate opponcnts. Galanter said that this
situation has changed dramatically in the U.S. Procedures arc
presently in place to deal with
mass events and tort remedies are
high, prompting a greater degree
of corporate care and accountability. The media has also played
a great role in extending the
bounds of empathy.
outthatthelndiansituationisnot,
and may never be. like the U.S. It
exists in a chasm between the
modern Western world where
global communications arc swill
and powerful, and a world of
America· s past -- a world v. here
people are very vulnerable to corporare recklessness. It woufd be
wrong, he said, to suggest that the
U.S. occupies India's legal future
with respect to mass disasters.
India will forge its own unique future grounded in Indian legal
traditions and culture and based
on tragic cross-cultural lessons
like Bhopal.O

Lance photo by Rob Warren
Iona College has a new principal. Bob Tschanz (above) is taking over the
duties of principal and chaplin at the United Church affiliated college. He
replaces Murray Macinnes, who is now in Namibia as an observer of that
country's transfer to independence and election of a new government..
Tschanz comes to Iona from his former position as minister of l!tethesda of Forest Glen United Chuch In Miaaiaauga, Ont.

CLAfunds may be axed
by D. Eldon Dawson
tudents'
Administrative Council (SAC) is putting
forward a mocion to
recind a 1986 motion that indexed funding to Community LegaJ Aid (Cl.A).
As the result of an October
1986 referendum, SA<;: under
then-president Jon Carlos
Tsifilidis, increased CLA fees by
$1.75 per full time undergrad.
council passed a motion to index
CLA 's funding with the Canadian
Price Index.
Current SAC vice-president
Mike Akpata says that SAC is not
allowed to give the indexing (appropriating more money to CLA)
without holding another referendum. For this reason, they want
to rescind the "illegal" motion.
CLA office director Tom Atkinson feeb that they deserve the
indexed funding.
"Since 1986, we have
received no inflationary increase.
The difference (amount of in-

· dexed funding owed) between
then and now is $9,000," Atkinson said.
Atkinson is especially
· frustrated because CLA was
recently awarded a new facility to
serve their expanding client base.
The CLA has also hccn recognized by the Ontario Legal Aid
Plan which increased their funding by 17 per cent while other Ontario agencies' budgets were
either cul or frozen.

challenged." Atkinson said. "It's
a shame--thc one time we look to
council for more funding, they're
going to cut it unilaterally."
Atkinson expressed his dismay with SAC president Paul
Brisebois ifhe "doesn't recognize
the needs of the handicapped."
Yet, Atkinson acknowledges that
it is possible that the whole
problem could be caused by poor
communication and the matter
might be cleared up quite easily.
CLA will make their presentation at the January 17th SAC
meeling.O

Sexual harassment conference held in Windsor
by Prcma Oza

University of Western Ontario.
Her' extensive legal background
and her publication of numerous
books and handbooks on the subject of sexual harassment (eg.
Sexual Harassment on the Job,
and The Secret Oppression:
Sexual Harassment of Working
Women) made her the ideal

exual Harassment is
all about power.
The power that men
emphasize over
women through
---,..---l
sexual coercion." This was the
theme of the Fifth Annual National Conference of Sexual Harass- choice.
ment Advisors held at the Hilton
"Most provincial human
International in Windsor two rights codes have now heen
weeks ago.
ami:nded to include sexual
Many issues were discussed harassment, and in the few
by attendees, including the in- provinces who have not done so,

s

lion later in Hfe was the ex-

evitable that sexual harassment

"This has made a tremendous
difference at least in the formal
logging of the law," said Back-

periencing of sexual abuse in
childhood.
Hutchinson explains this find-

has become a pervasive feature of

house.
Even with these laws in place,
according to Backhouse many
cases still go unreported. She said,
"I think women are conditioned to
feel responsible when something
like sexual harassment occurs.
Women also fear retaliation ...
they're intimidated, ridiculed,
and their own morality is ques-

ing, "It's hard to view one's self

tioned."
Another attendee from
Western, Gail Hutchinson, has
conducted a number of studies on
revictimization. She revealed to
the conference members an inemployer may be found liable triguing finding in her research:
whether or not he or she is aware . The best predictor of victimiza-

struction of individuals on how to sexual harassment falls under the
opPosc power-based coercion and Criminal Code," said Backhousc.
Recently, the Supreme Court
the c.lifferent counselling apimposed
a new clause regarding
proaches to breaking the cycle of
revictimization.
sexual harassment, whereby an
The keynote speaker was Dr.
Constance Backhouse from the

of the situation's particulars.

in a positive way when you feel
that you cannot take care of yourself or be in control of your life.
So when she's faced with a situat ii>n where ... someone does
something inappropriate ... she
may feel she can't do anything
about it."
The problem of sexual harassment might not only be the way a·
woman feels about herself, but the
way society treats women.
"In a society where a woman
is fundamentally defined as a sex
object and men hold most positions of power and influence in ...
(the) work structure, ii is in-

many working environments,"
notes Backhousc in her second

book, The Secret Oppression,
which she co-authored with Leah
Cohen.
Hutchinson noted that it is
easier for our culture lo lay the
blame on the victim. Y ct the cause
of sexual harassment is not the
victim bur the perpetrator. for it is
the perpetrator who is the one\\ ho
has to overcome his or her e:ttl!rnal and internal inhibitions. The
perpetrator is the one who wishes
to do it.
Information and help for victims of sexual harassment can be
found at the University of
Windsor from the Sexual Haras.,;ment Advisor, Barbara Lanz..0

Fumes cause evacuation
by Sirkka-Malja Kariluoma

social science society

S.S.S. By-election Results
Steve Burke 44
William Wood 41
Spoiled Votes 8

December 3 - Movie Night
"Rain Man"
Room 11 20 Erie Hall
7:00 p.m.
Brought to you by S.S.S.
Good Luck on Exams
and
Happy Holidays!

... .,.

Hockey, Hockey, Hockey
January 27 - 28, 1990
"Toronto vs Montreal '
One night in Toronto
Train ride there (return)
Associated with VIA Rail
Call Gino Vitella -- 969-6107
or come by our office
G1 30 WHN
or call 253-6063
December 8, 1989 Wine & Cheese
Contact our office -- G130 WHN
or call 253-6063
Scholarships will be announced
at this Wi ne & Cheese
3:30 - 5:30 p.m. Invitation Only

, was pleased with efforts of those
umes seeping 1 invo lved in the evacuation
from the Old St. process but was critical of the
Denis Centre
construction workers at the Old
caused
two
St. Denis site.
evacuations of the
"They should have taken betcomputer centre last week.
ter precautions, especially after it
Employees and students were
happened o n Friday." Patil w~
asked to leave Friday at ap- particularly concerned about the
proximately 12:30 pm and were students. "They' re trying to get
not a ll owed back u ntil 2pm . their work done at the centre. It's
. Mo n day, the s i tuatio n was
exam time."
repeated, only this time the fire
Trish Forest, a computer con.
1
department was called. After an sultant, stated that the renovations
investigation. no fi re was fou nd had been causing problems since
and the computer centre was re- the summer and the situation was
opened two hours later.
now grave.,
Computer Centre consultant
"Despite the fact that people
Peter Steeves said that employees were getting sick, they didn't
began to feel ill from the noxious close the ce n t r e. Instead,
fumes. Eventually, student patrol employees have been told to go
asked everyone to leave the build- outside if they feel d izzy," Forest
ing .
said.
The foreman of the construe.
Kimberly Yetman. who was

F

.,_____·____S_o_ci_a_lly SP.eaking._____

'
Consultants,
Linganagouda Patil

1

working on an assignment Friday tion crew working on the St.
when the evacuation occured, Denis centre, Jack Vitale, said
said that the fumes were un- tlo:1t the fumes were caused by
bearable.
Sternson, a concrete release agent
"The fumes were very strong, they arc u-.ing to rc-.urfacc the
I was sick to my stomach," Yet lhvJr.
Precautions have been taken
man said.
to prevent further problems, ViStudent Patrol member Jean
Whyte was on duty Friday when tale said. A fan b now circulating
the first evacuation was ordered air inside the St. Dennis Centre
and the doors of hoth the com·
by Computer Centre Operations
puter centre and St. Denis are
Manager Rohert Stratton.
"Students weren't thrilled being kept open to provide better
ventilation.
about leaving. hut it smelled realAccording to Vitale, Stratton
ly had and they couldn't stay.'·
inspected
the site Tuesday and
said Whyte.
was
com
inccd
that the prohlcm\
The manager of the Computer
has been rectified. D- -----·

It's Back!

Commerce Society
Presents

e Year's Eve
Semi-Formal
at

The Ciociaro Club

Tickets $40 Per Person
Includes:
Dinner, Wine, Champagne,
and OPEN BAR!
Tickets Available at Commerce Society Office

PhOne 256-1974

-
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How many lawyers docs it
take lo screw in a light bulb?
While the answer to this is
probably obvious, before l let all
of you in on this great secret let
me say a few words regarding
Academic Appeals. Academic
Appeals will comprise two
separate columns, the first being
the Appeal of Marks, the second
regarding Appeals based on matters arising from bias or procedural errors.
The appeal process at the
University of Windsor is
designed for students to appeal in
situations where they feel they
have not received full justice or
credit. The appeal process does
take on a legal tone as it is set out
by two pieces of legislation: The
University of Windsor Act; and
The Statutory Powers Procedure
Act.
There arc two steps in reviewing marks. The first is by informal
review, which involves reviewing
grades assigned during the course
up to the time the marks are offi.
eially submitted to the Registrar's
Office. Informal reviews can be

working days after the release or
publication of the grade. If the
' informal review' is unsuccessful,
the next step is to begin a formal
appeal through the Registrar's
Office.
To proceed, the student must
pay a fee of $20.00, whereupon
the Registrar will give the student
a form to complete. Students
ought lo submit, with the form, a
letter of rationale. This letter is
very important as it should outline
the exact basis of appeal. You will
want to include relevant supporting documents, ie. class assignments, tests, etc.. Community
Legal Aid in the Faculty of Law
building can assist in completion
of a petition to be submitted on
behalf of the student. From there,
the appeal will be referred to the

Dean of the Faculty, who in turn
will review all assigned work for
the purposes of re-evaluation. A
second faculty member with the
appropriate expertise will also
review the work. The Dean shall
then inform the Registrar of the
result. who in turn will inform the
student with reasons in writing by
the Registrar (only if the student
submitted reasons, ie. if the student offered no reasons, the
made to the Professor responsible obi igation to give reasons is
for the course no later than ten continued on page 13

RETURNING YEAR 3 AND YEAR4
FULL-TIME UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS:
YOU WILL BE PARTICIPATING IN THE INITIAL TEST OF THE NEW TOUCHrONE
TELEPHONE REGISTRATION SYSTEM. ALL OF THE NECESSARY REGISTRATION
MATERIALS AND INSTRUCTIONS HAVE BEEN MAILED TO YOUR CURRENT LOCAL
ADDRESS.

RETURNING YEAR 1 AND YEAR2
FULL-TIME UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS:
YOUR WILL REGISTER IN-PERSON BETWEEN JANUARY THE 8TII AND 13TII IN THE
VANIER HALL EAST DINING ROOM. YOU MUST PICK UP YOUR COMPLETE
REGISTRATION PACKAGE AT THE REGISTRAR'S OFFICE BEGINNING DECEMBER
4TH. YOUR REGISTRATION APPOINTMENT TIME IS INDICATED ON YOUR REGISTRATION FORM.

PART-TIME UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
A WINTER 1990 TIMETABLE WITII A REGISTRATION FORM HAS BEEN SENT TO
YOUR CURRENTLOCALADDRESS.

GRADUATE STUDENTS
FULL-TIME GRADS MAY NOW REGISTER 1N THEIR DEPARTMENTS. A TIMETABLE
AND PRE-PRINTED REGISTRATION FORM HAVE BEEN MAILED TO PART-TI.ME
GRADS AT THEIR CURRENT LOCAL ADDRESS.

OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR

Brand new spacious modern apartments
now renting --- 600 Brock Street.
5 Bedrooms
2 Bathrooms
Kitchen (microwave, stove, fridge)
Laundry facilities
Parking
15 minute walk to the University
- Central air conditioning, high efficiency heat,
well insulated
Partially furnished (desks, tables, beds)

971-8200
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DOMINO'S

PIZZA

Students'
Administrative
Council

&

Social Science Society
Proudly Present

II

Rain Man

II

Erie Hall, Room 1120
Starts 7:00 p.m.
00
Cost $2.
FREE POPCORN

.......

ROADHOUSE
655 University \V. 254-8861
I formcrl~ S1rc.,mcr-,)

Mexican
Handmade
100°. Cotton

Jergos

$14.95

r.·erna! or-.a· ··dee
2r.; 0.Je e"c

... ·

Available 1n Black.
Black Hemnobone.
Black Creek· Blac~ Str·pes
and 6 Otrer Designs

Live Rock & Roll Bands A ll \ Veek
Starting at 9 p.m.

Nov. 27 - Dec. 2
Anoize Anoizc

Dec. 4 - 9
The Stroke
Dec. 11 - 16
Downings

Going Home For Christmas?
Do What Santa Does ... Give Your Doe a Break.
Wishi ng Everyone a Safe & Happy Holiday

only $85. 00
unlimited mileage

1989 Pontiac 6000LE

One Size
Fits All!
ThL \;,\I)
32-Hl t 'T

It's ballsy. It's musical. It delin:ir~
200 \vatts per channel for severl1lseconds, vet it's rated at onlv 40
watts per side! . A definite party
pleaser. You need one. It's on
sale for $479 (Reg. $599). Bring
your student card.

We try harder
Avis features GM cars
Av,s and We try harder are
reg,stere~ trademarks of Av,scar Inc
1988 Av,scar Inc

391 Tecumseh Rd . E.
258-AVIS (2847)

131 Pc:irk Street West
971-7642

••I
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Rights
Talk
. .
. From The Left
-

·

··

.
•

h) Tniccy Wood
Being the Human Rights
Coordinator, I knew that I would
' often be addressing controversial
topics; sometimes unpopular
causes. But generally, I have
found a great deal of support at
this university for issues of a
human rights nature. However, I
did notice that at Windsor, the
gays and lesbians have had a very
low profile. This puzzled me,
given how progressive the campus seemed after the rally behind
divestment and the establishment
of the H uman Rights Coordinator
office. So I decided to go talk to
students attending a meeting of
the gay/lesbian group, and discussed some of the issues conccrning this group's struggle for
equality and the right to be free
fromdiscrimination.Eventhough
the Ontario Human Rights Code
recognizes this right with regard
to sexual orientation, I was slow
to realize that the gay/lesbian
rights movement is fundamenta lly different from t he others
covered by the Code. This is because ho mosexual ity is sti ll
generally considered deviant behaviour and deserving of censuring by society. Homosexuality, in
this institution, is still taught in
courses o n abnormal psycho logy
and the socio logy of d ev iance,
even thoug h the province recognizes the right to equal treatment
and homosexuality has long been
removed from the C riminal Code.
Being homosexual is a double
burden because society places
such a value on heterosexuality
1

.

_.

that in the initial stages ol acceptance, men/women have 10 deal
with their own fears and selfloathing, and then they face a lack
of acceptance from others. Many
gays/lesbians feel when they
"come out" they arc suddenly
defined by all those around them
strictly in terms of their sexuality.
They lose their personalities and
become the "homosexual". Because I don't face this discriminalion, I had believed that society
had come a long way in terms of
recognition o f gay rights. But the
last couple of days have been eye
opening. There is still a real fear
associated with revealing a
person's homosexuality. These
fears arc not unfounded. Ann
Landers printed a selection of
responses concerning her inquiry
into the acceptance of same-sex
marriages (Nov. 27, 1989).
Responses included: "The notion
that members of the same sex
should have the rights a nd
privileges of normal couples is
outrageous. Those faggots should
go back in the closet where they
be long."
and
"A llowi ng
homosexuals to marry is insane.
Why give this special privilege to
a segment of society that has
g iven us AI DS?" I find the notion
t h at a mon ogamous, loving
ho mosexual couple would not be
allowed to make a lifelong comm itmcnt absurd. Why should
heterosexual individuals be accorded privileges others are
denied? It's an arbitrary measure
of status; as arbitrary as the colour
of one's skin. But it's okay to do
this because society still feels sex-

based discrimination is acceptable: not only discrimination in
terms of attitudes and access to
services/accommodation, but the
hatred often spills over into outright violence. For example,
rumours have circulated about the
treatment of gays in residence at
Windsor. It seems it is desirable
to
beat
on
suspected
homosexuals. In Ottawa this past
summer, homosexuals were murdered.
The low profile of the gay/lesbian group begins to make sense.
There is the fear of violence.
rejection by friends/family, and
possible loss of job opportunities.
Even within the progressive seg-

mcnt of society there still exists a
great deal of homophobia. So
homosexuals face confronting
their own self-hatred and then the
overwhelming discrimination in
society; and they usually have to
do this alone. But who arc
homosexuals'! Beyond their
sexuality, they arc people. They
have every right to equal treatment in this society as <lo blacks,
the handicapped. women,
everyone. An<l furthermore, each
of you should recognize this right 1
because it is cnforccahle un<ler
the Ontario Human Rights Code.
Even if your sense of decency and
fair play docs not influence your
actions, be aware, you can be Ii-

The Law and You
continued from page 11
waived). If successful, the $20.00
fee will be refu nded.

Health reasons or bereavement are issues which often come
into play when students wish to
appeal. If at all possible, the student should state health problems
at the time of the examination.
T his will increase the cred ibility
of your case and do away with any
suggestions of illness after the
fact reasoning. A student can
receive consideration on matters
such as serious health circumstances or bereavement. Th is can arise
out of situations prior to. during,
and subsequent to the examination period. or that time when a
s cud e n,· .s pe.rf.orma.o
i~
evaluated for the purpose of assigning a grade.
The student should communicate with the Office of the
Registrar as soon as possible,
taking into account the severity of

the illness or bereavement. A letter of rationale and supporting
docu men ts (cg. the attending
physician 's letter) m ust be submitted to the Registrar forthwith
and wi ll be forwarded to the Dean
of the Faculty in which the student
is registered.
If the student has missed the
final exam in at ion for compassionate rea-.,ons. he/she ma) apply
for aegrotat standing through the
Office o f the Registrar (see
Aegrotat Standing in the University Calendar). A letter explaining
the grounds for the appeal
together with supporting
documentation, such as a statement from-a phy~icfan. ii, all!i4> required .
The student must remember
that the appeal process is a serious
one. If you '"'i'>h to make an appeal, you should rnntact the Dean
of Student Affair'> office in regard

with

Nmv you can reduce the risk of sexu~lly trans~i~ted
diseases with new Trojan-Enz it Condoms with Sperm1c1dal
Lubricant. We've added Nonoxynol-9 spermicide to our
quality condoms, so you can be confident a~ut prote~t(on.
Use new Trojan-Enzg wtth Sperm1C1de.
And don't take risks with love.

I

able for any discrimination you
commit on the grounds of sexual
orientation. If you choose to take
on a deeper level of respons ib i Ii ty, be aware of the
derogatory comments being made
about homosexuality by the
people around you Make it clear
to those making the statements
that it is not acceptable behaviour
an<l is definitely not funny. Then,
analyze your own notions and actions, and be critical. Social conditioning is a scary thing.
N.8. Where is the progress?
Did you know it is illegal for
homosexuals to enter the United
States from Canada? Don't ask
me why.O

Dave Seburn

-

New Trojan--Enz®with Spermicide
helps recluce it

•

Nonoxmol-9 <ffiJ

SpermJcidal Lubricant

to any further questions regarding
the appeal prrn.:css. As mentioned
earlier. the Community Legal Aid
office in the Faculty of Law bu ilding. phone 253-42.12 ext. 3904 .
can assist you in the completion
of a petition which will be submitted on behalf of the student.
I am still waiting for any
reader mail to arrive. Perhaps it
just has not arrived yet. yes.that's
probabl) it. On ·e received, I w ill
surely address those all important
questions you have for me. Finally. how many does it take'?That·s
right. 52. Eight to argue, one to get
a continuance, two to object. one
to demur. two to research precedc,p,lj..4)1le 10 diclale a le~i Q.Q

to stipulate. seven to tum their
time cards. one to depose, one to
write interrogatories. two to settle. one to order a secretary lo
change the bulb. and twenty-six to
bill for professional services.O
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Lance

executive

resigns

by the Student Media Corporation
(SMC). a Students' Administra-

b) Lance News Staff
The Editor and Produc_tion
Manager of the Lance have
resigned at the recommendation
of an ad hoc committee estahlishedtoreviewtheoperationsof
the student newspaper.
Scott Ingram and Lee Ross,
the Lance's only full-time staff
members resigned after the
review board made its final
recommendations at the November 27 staff meeting.
The review board's mandate
to evaluate the paper was directed

I

tive Council subsidiary which
oversees the operations of the
Lance. CJAM. the campus radio
station, and Centre Graphics.
The SMC directed the
newspaper staff to deal internally
with a number of complaints
about the quality of the Lance.
An election to fill the vacant
positions will be held on December 11th and 12th. Noinations for
candidates will close December
5th.O

University Day Nursery
* Parent Co-opoerative -- Ages 2-6 Years
* Half and full days

"' Fee assistance available
* Qualified Early Childhood Educators servicing
the University of Windsor and the community
at large
* Located on University campus, corner of Mill
& Huron Church Road
* 849 Mill Street 256-2633

We Also Have Home Child Care
* Offered in homes which meet fire, health, and

safety standards
* Providers are selected according to Ministry
guidelines
* Flexible hours ser·1ing children 6 wks.- 1O yrs.
* Fee assistance available
* 253-5235
Licensed and funded by
The Ministrv of Comrnunitv and Social Services

-

-

University Day Nursery has vacancies
for children 2 1 '2 - 5 Years -Please call 256-2633 for more information.

DECEMBER AT YOUR ART GALLERY
EXHIBITIONS

Art from Windsor's Secondary Schools
to December 17
Judith Schwarz
to January 7
Recent sculpture
The Griffiths Brothers
December 2 - January 21
19th Century watercolours, photographs and painted porcelain
Still Life Paintings from the Permanent Collection: An Historical Suney
December 2 - January 21
ART PROGRAMMING EVENTS
December 3 Opening Celebration 2:00 p.m.
The Griffiths Brothers
Guest Curator, Dr. Ann Davis discusses the exhibition
Admission is free
SPECIAL EVENTS
December 8 AGW Members Holiday Reception 5:00 - 7:00 p.m.
December 10 Christmas Festivities For Children I :00 - 4:00 p.m.
Christmas Decoration Workshop AGW Restaurant
Performances by the St. Jean Baptiste Children's Choir at
2:00 and 3: 15 p.m. Chrysler Auditorium
December 15 An Uncommon Cookbook Evening
6: 15 p.m. AGW Restaurant
Dinner featuring recipes from Uncommon Cookbooks I and II
Reservations: 255-7511
HOLIDAY HOURS
The AGW will be closed Sunday, December 24 through Tuesday. December 26.
The gallery will also be closed Sunday. December 31. The Uncommon
Market gift shop will be open especially for shoppers from 9:30 a.m. 4:30 p.m. on Saturday, December 23; the exhibition spaces will open at the
regularly scheduled time of 11 a.m. The Resource Centre will be closed on
December 21 and reopen on January 9.
REGULAR FEATURES
• Works on display from your permanent collection
• Resource Centre: open weekdays 1-4; Thursday 1-8
• Uncommon Market/Art Rental & Sales: open Thursday & Friday evenings
Fall Selections '89 Show and sale of local artists· work through
December 10
• AGW Restaurant: now open for dinner Thursday & Friday evenings

AGW

ART GALLERY OF WINDSOR

PROGRAMMES
AND SERVICES

GUIDE

445 RIVERSIDE OR. W., WINDSOR. ONTARIO N9A 6TB (519) 258-7111
GALLERY HOURS TUES, WED. SAT: 11-5 THURS, FRI. 11-9 SUN: 1-5

Introduces
Jennifer
A New & Exciting Stylist Brings Her Artistic Flare
To Salon 51 O
.'

all hair services with Jennifer only

Appointment Preferred
Monday & Wednesday -- 9:30 - 5:00
Tuesday, Thursday & Friday -- 9:30 - 7:00
Saturday -- 8:30 - 4:00

551 Pelissier Street
973-4977

.....

our fierce emaciated
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sick of drowning and sleeping and dying in this

David Andrew Brown
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The sunset sky is cast with gilded cloud
Which stretches broken on for miles and miles.
The vastness of it trumpets to me loud
Remembrance: I'm so far from you these whiles.
From my high perch, the far horizon proud,
A darkening sea, shows sparkling human isles.
And yet, beyond that line, I know are found
Horizons many more before your smiles.

Train Ride

Have you any idea, dear stranger,
How pretty it is just to sit here,
My head on your chest,
Glasses off,
Watching the blurred city lights
Go by by by
Despite the ugly thing that we've done?
Your hand smoothing my hair
Makes it all right.

I wish that I could jump into the sky
and float above the trees in freedom full.
I wish that I could to your doorstep fly
And feel your warm enzbrace's gentle pull.
I wish that we could take the eagle's dare,
And soar together through the evening air.

Lisa Fortin

Kirk Zurell

Sleeping
I dream of flight
stepping up onto
a ledge of air
and casting off to drift
over agate houses and
licorice roads
I dream of four paws
and heavy shoulders
working
a sleek prowl down grassy paths
past abandoned sheds
to leap fences
feel the cold earth
and pine needles crush
beneath my claws
I dream of things that were mine
that I'd thought were lost
eternal cooalt nights
and all the candy I was ever promised
but somehow never got
despite all this
I would believe
that I am quite content

Yvette Marlowe Smith

fresh

a strawberry
ripe, large
meaty
seedy
and the juice
i miss
in january
Now I stand at the edge of your mead
Entranced by your Sylvan beauty,
Not wanting to intrude on the grand b
Being played before me
In the Heavens above.

the juice
fresh

only in a bottle of schnapps
a loud
crowded
roomful of
smoky promises
and fast women

Lest I break the spell.

slowly
i will hold the wall
and watch the harvest

And at a loss of words,
For in all my years of roaming this wo
I have yet to learn the tongue of the 5
With which I can faithfully reply to
The sweet melodies before me.

(weeds in january?)
wait
for whole, fresh fruit
in season.
last summer was so dry.

Sky-Spirit,
How do I dare approach thee,
As you flirt among the clouds
With glistening wings of silver ?

I. smith

1

Mark Hunt

on writing

sometimes I feel
like an andy warhol poet
collecting bits of language
and pieces of thoughts
randomly
scattering
them
on paper
and calling it art.
i won't work to make it real
i let it come as my body will and when
i'm loose and wet the words are most believable
to me
frightening
freudian
frigidity
makes me
stop
in the middle of a heart
beat
beat
beating it
out of me
because
because
it's been uptight for so long
weeks
and years
and now
how long since
i've held myself so tight
to look inside
but i still can't
say the words
i want

to
feel.

l. smith

Colleen HeuJiricmi

Christmas Without

An uninvited war

d ba~
nights

She traded schizophrenic rage
for silence.
e Sk) You were her friend.
In a dismal voice
she muttered, "Dead.
He must be dead ...
can't touch him
see him
hear him.
Gone."
WO~

Y. VanDeBovenkamp

It was a small war
as wars go,
in a far off land,
the name
which no-one could pronounce,
nor cared,
exactly where it was.
He died alone on a jungle path,
his entrails
steaming
before his disbelieving eyes.
As he screamed in agony
for his God to help him
they drank cool beer back home.

John Foot

it's December again
merne left in September
now it's Christmas without
the youngest asks Why
does Papa always come
and eat
without
hearing aids and Wife
slowly
delaying dessert
there are No gifb
"love merne"
No cigarette smoke
there is No tree
at their house
there is No Christmas
Without
Christina Strong

Dead Cat
It had got into a fight
Very late last Friday night
With a bulldog in a cold and silent glade.
Now its one remaining eye
Stares blindly at the sky
And its face, once soft and furry, is now decayed.

_.,..

The blood that did exude
From its ribs, which now protrude
From its stomach, has since clotted on the ground.
And its guts, which had been torn
From the place where they were worn
Are lying in a maggot-covered mound.
The stench, I must confess,
Is worse than you could guess,
And it drives away all other forms of life.
But I'm undaunted by the reek
-- I haven't eaten for a week,
So I'm busy disembowelling it with a knife.
D. Killen

Gomez Addams Among the Deconstructivists

I tell you; there is no common purpose, only illusion: No church, no ideology, no
country, no capitalism, no communism, no literature, no cannon ....
Back to back, I set the toy trains on the track, I throw the switch... and send them
speeding away, each receding from the other ...

I think you weren't born around here stranger. You say things, but you mean
something else. Don't try to tell me you know how I feel. I can't even guess how you
think.
Rikkety-Rackkety, clickelty-clack, the little trains speed down the track. One goes into
a tunnel; the olher over a bridge, and away ...
You love me? I love my car. Its thoughts are as alike to mine as yours to
mirrored pond surface beckons me ... empty, a perfect lover.
to BE
(read with a french accent please)
to BE or not to BE
that is not the question
to BE or not to BE
?
(point d'interrogation)

.-

to BE or not to BE
peintre
to BE or not to BE
musician
to BE or not to BE
poete
to BE or not to BE
sa casse la tete
to
bop BE bop
that might
BE
but }'interrogation I think is
to DO or not to DO
to
BE
bop a lulla
that's for sure

me.

Round again, on the track the trains now rush headlong towards each other:
Convergence, release, collision, orgasm.
Thankfully, the idea of fiction still offers solace.
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Otto Gottlos
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A Poem: for Ron Albrecht
Let me put it this way:
Your hair is not like wheat ready for the harvest;
Your lips are not like glistening cherries -- maraschino or otherwise;
Your eyes are not like limpid pools;
Nor do any other of your features figure in any simile that I would write.
But I do have one match for yah:
My butt, and your fuckin' attitude.

J. S. Post

Postfacto Post to Post:

DO

This post is posted
via post to post
you, Post, a post.
To post then, Post,
you are a post;
not a post,
post,
post,
nor a post.
To be true, Post,
you are more post
than you are wood.

Marc Naman

(R)obert (M)itchell

to DO or not to DO
peinture
to DO or not to DO
musique
to DO or not to DO
poeme
to
000 BEE 000 BEE 0000
That's what I
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b~ \lartin Deck
Christmas is the season for book hype. Open an)
newspaper or maguine and you ·re sure LO come across
ads, reviews. author profiles -- all geared toward the "gift
market" A brand new Alias of the Second World War for
the father who has e\erything else about the big one! A
nm- book on the Group of Seven that's almost exacllv like
the old ones only twice the price! A new J~dith
Krantz Jackie Collins/Danielle Steel hardcover for the collector of first-edilions-of-books-ma<le-i nto-major-TV• • • r
miniseries.
In the midst of all this hype. you, the reader, have been
forgotten. As a student, you know that Christmas is one of
the few times of year when you can sit down or, 1f I know,
) ou, lie down, and read a good book. Three day weekends
ar~ too hectic,

\/8Caliun, fo1 aH it1>.iUU1>ittncef in-

finite possibility, is bound lo be wasted away in mindless
pleasure seeking and even more mindless emplo} ment:
slack week -- which the administration sadistkall v calls
"study week" -- is a seven-day coma.
•
So the Lance, ever sensitive to your seasonal needs.
has asked me to provide herewith a list of good and cheap
books -- all shiny new paperbacks that even you can afford.
At the top of any list has got 10 be Gabriel Garcia
Marquez's latest novel, Lon in the Time of Cholera
(SI0.95) but I feel I should warn you that you shouldn't
read thi!:> unless you ·ve already read his masterpiece, One
Hundred Years of Solitude ($6.95). It's not that the two
books are in an} way related.just that I feel you should get
your priorities straight. Love etc. is his longest and probably his best work since I 00 Years. It ·s got a smaller cast of
characters, fewer outrageous events, but just as much fun
and compassion. Marquez. in case you ha,·en 't heard. is
one of the big guys.

,t:

lfby chance, you are looking for something more, instead of less outrageous, the book for you is Milorad
Pavic's The Dictionar)' of the Khazars ($13.95). This
Serbian novel has been linked -- mistakenly -- to Umber-to Eco's The Name of the Rose ($6.95), Milan Kundera's
The Unbearable Lightness of Being ( 12. 95) and even
Patrick Suskind's Perfume ($6.95) -- all of which you
should read, or try to. if you haven't already. The Diction-

ary, despite its ostensibly theological/philosophical subject matter, is in fact more in the line of Lewis Carroll.
Pavic piles absurdities upon absurdities out of a pure love
of language and its zany possibilities. It helps that his book
has been superbly translated into English.
If your taste in fiction is more "realistic," you should
probably check out Doris Lessing 's new novella The Fifth
Child ($5. 95). While never stepping beyond the bounds of
the possible, Lessing creates in this little book a bizarre

.,

there if you care. If you ·re more interested in the up-andcoming, there ·s an interesting new book for you called The
Journe) Prize AnthologJ (S 14.95), a selection of the best
short stories published in Canada ·s literary mags last year.
One of the best stories in the aforementioned book was
wrinen by Bronwen Wallace (a graduate of this institution)
who died in September of this year. Wallace was primarily a poet, and had wrillen three books of poems that anyone
(yes, you) can read. Her poetry is narrative rather than I) rical; that is. she likes to tell stories. And, she tells them in
fascinating new ways. Read her last book, Stubborn Particular<. of Grace ($9.95), and see what I mean.
If. on the other hand, you're looking for some new
kinda lyric poet, why not look at Lorna Crozier's ,\nJ!cls
of Flesh, Angels of Silence($ 12.9Sr IL won the Go\ ernor General's award last year, a distinction also shared by
Dan_)· Laferr ier' s How to '1ake Love to a ~e ro $ lll.95 .
Laferriere is a Haitian who lives in Montreaf, rea s too
much Henry Miller and writes a mean novel.
If you read biographies -- and why shouldn't you? -)OU -.houlu rl.!ad o~car \\ildc ($12.95) b) Rid1aru
Ellmann. a nati, e of Detroit\\ ho also died recent I) (this j..,
gelling depn: ...-.ing). Oscar Wilde \\ as a big hit in the
nineties of the la-,1 centur) and it b beginning h• bl.!come
apparent that he has a lot to Sa) about the ninctic, of thi-.
centUr) as well:
"In the important mailer. St) le. not sinceril). i-. the essential."

kim.1 uf ps)chulugical -- e\en S\Kiulugical -- horror. ;'\ut
recommended for prospccti,e parents.
Another realistic novel I feel compelled to mention
here is Housekeeping ($5.50) by Maril) nne Robinson.
\\hich was published in 1980 but has almost certainl\' not
been read yet by everyone who should read it. Thi:- ~cans
you. There ·s a mo\ ie of it, available on vid. which is well
worth seeing but aot as good as the book. What else is new?
See the movie. Read the book. It's not really about
housekeeping.
While I'm still talking fiction, I think I should tell you
that the best American short-story writer of your lifetime
died last year. and there is a collection of his stories available to you for a paltry $12.50. His name is Raymond CarIf this strikes you as both true and troublesome, you
, er. The book is called \\"here I'm Calling From. It's not
should look into Mark Crispin Miller's Boxed In: The
a happ) book. but it does contain laughs. Sorta like real
Culture ofT\' (sorry, $)8.95), which is a collection of essays about the way TV works, why it works and who it
life, I guess.
If you 're into Science Fiction. you should be happy to
works for. A more paranoid look at some of the same
know that Canada ·sown William Gibson has a new paperphenomena is available in Noam Chomsky's Necessary
back coming in December: !\Iona Lisa o,·erdrin
Illusions ($14.95). a book based on the Massey Lectures
($5.95). Gibson wrote Neuromancer ($5.25) which has
which Chomsky delivered over the CBC (radio, that is) last
year.
been out for years but is still as hip and futuristic as ever.
Related, to my mind at least, is Wade Davis· Passages
If mystery is your bag, I'm afraid I can't help you
much, since my reading in that genre stops in the l 940's.
of Darkness: The Ethnobiology of the Haitian Zombie
I can tell you, however, that the works of James M. Cain, ($14.95) which, in addition to telling fascinating stories
about zombies, voodoo and Haiti in general, also talks
Raymond Chandler. and Dashiell Hammell, which used to
about
the "social constructions of reality" -- that is, about
be around in five or six buck editions, have just recently
how things can be made to become the way people think
been released in snazzy new "trade paperbacks" and now
they are. An essential concept for the coming decade. If
cost between ten and fifteen semoleans apiece.
you've read Davis' The Serpent and the Rainbow
The big names in Can Lit all published new
hardcovers last year, now all available in paperback. Mar- ($5.95), you can probably skip this one, but if all you've
garet Atwood's Cat's Eye, Robertson Davies· The Lyre done is sat through Wes Craven's lame-ass movie version,
of Orpheus, Timothy Finley's Stones (all $6.95) are out then you should read this book.a
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lLLERY CRAWL GALLERY CR
h} Ke, in Johnson und Martina Ohcrsat
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h
Holding over in the Walker gallery until Jan. 7. the

Where to go to find Love's Labours...
Let me get 1h1s str,ught: Four guys take a vow of
celibacy in order to go to University'! TI1ank God they
changed that one. It didn 'l work in Will Shake:,,peare 's time
either, which brings us to the suhject ol the current University Players' production of the Bard's Love's Labours'
Lost.
'L3' is playing !his weekend and the next at the Essex
Hall Theatre. Guest artist Michael Shamata is directing it
and no -- they are not wearing combat fatigues this :,,eason.
Thi!. season it's contemporary evening wear. No, wait.
there's more to the director's job than choosing the current
costuming conceit. And Mr Shamata 's credentiab are exceptional. including work at Stratford, the Tarragon
Theatre and Centerstage.
Along with set design by Shawn Kerwin, who did last
year', Brighton Beach Memoir:,,, Quiet in the Land and
Drcamcoat for th Essex, you are as-,ured u treat for the
eyes.
The box office is already opcn and !'>cats arc going fast
so call today 253-4232 ext. 2815. Datc,are Nov. 30 to Dec.
3 and Dec. 6 to Dec. I O.n

ft

--Lance ,\rt, Staff

Class Rep. Meeting
Tues., DPcen,bcr 5
at 5:00 p.1n.

~iERFECT
r'PA PERS
Word Processing ServiCf
Laser Printer

CASA CHAVELA
IO'i', off ~ith Student l.D.

From Around the World
405 Pelissier
254-6865
* Sweaters

* Cards

• Masks
* Folk Art
* Jewellery

• Tapestries
• Sculpture
• Clothing

Open 7 Days

IN THE SKY
10°o off with Student I. D
·FROM THE ORIGINAL TO THE EXOTIC

• Sweaters
* Tapestries
• Clothing
• Jewellery

• Folk Art
• African Carvings
• Scarves
* Whips

Handcrafted Imports From Around The World

300 Ouellette Ave. ( Palace Complex)
Open 7 D•Y1
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cookies and other holiday cheer. Do comc.'13ring your
friends.
For those of you who like Lo do ai. well as look,
Windsor Printmaker's Forum is offering one-day
workshops the first Sund'?.' of each monlti. On Decemhi.r
3 from 1-5 pm we 're offering Paper Marhlin~. 'This is an
easy, interesting process with which )'QU <;an create your
own wrapping paper, book covers, etc.Th;-,; worbhop is
open to everyone aod costs $30,00 for non-members and
$20.00 for members. A student membership is only $1 (1.00
and entitles you lo a monthly newsletter and information
on upcoming e enls for a whole year, as well as discounts
on courses and worl<::.hops. Buy a print from our exhihifon wrap it in your hand-marbled wrapping paper and
give it to your true love. Or your granny. What a thoughtful gift! For more information on exhibitions and
programs, please contact us at 253-9493.0

For a look at the inside of an artist-run printmaking
studio, come down this month to 384 Pitt St. E. (next door
io Stanley's Tavern, second floor), Windsor Printmaker's
Forum. We provide facjlitics and equipment for fine-art
printmakers to create tbcir editioncd prints in the intaglio,
lithographic, silk screen and collagraphic ml!dia. In addition. we have a gallery whicllshows work from local, national and international artists. A different show runs each
montti accompanied by an opcQing reception where food,
drink and entertainment c.-rn be enjoyed hy all.
On for December in the Gallery is a Mini-Print Exhibition and Sale. Small prints for small prices. The opening reception will be held Friday, December 8 from 7-1 ()
pm. This reception is doubling as our Christmas Party so
it should be extra festive with lots of egg nog, Christmas

'B'E/Pl 1£2( 'I:Jf.9L9\[ 'E (j (j 9\[0 (j
by John ;\Jarentette

"Wonderful Life" when they first saw it. (How ,au.)
Soon it will be Christmas. And soon people will And some people never intend to wat1..h th,~ I1J.H1
be celebrating the holidays in the way thC) best nick, at any time. complaining thallimm} Ste,~ an·.,
know how. This is because we Uke.to practise cer- a "square" and that the film ·s Loo old to realh tl11 an\
tain rituals around Christmas tha1 don't al war,, rnme good nowadays. But these people shouid think
as easily at other times of the y~ar, Sometime.,, it is again, because fort) years from now. nc\, 111because of a mood swing. Often} we si'l1ply tR• not habitants of our planet are gonna be laughing about
have the time.
IC' i)
all the "stupid" movies that people used to make in
Personally, my favouril~ part of the hul1day the 1980's that were actually considered "good" at
season is a ritual that is ev.en more memorablc1Jian the time. "lt·s a Wonderful Life" is a classic. c\cn
the Christmas mass. Of course, with all reUgiou.s today.
principles aside, I can honestly say that the bei.t'parf
At one point in the movie, George Bailey (James
of the holiday season is when I sit down and watch .Stew,rt) ttlls Mary Hatch (Donna Reed) about all
"It's a Wonderful Life" on Christmas Eve. Al- the things he plans on doing before and after college.
though this Christmas will be the umpteeo!h time. > "Mary, I know what I'm gonna do tomorrow. the
that I've seen the movie, it still seems to reatly Mt next day, t~enext year and the year after that. I'm
the spot, even better than a glass of warm cg"'-nog. shaking t?e dust of this crummy little town oil my
Same thing every year. Go to Christmas mass, get fe"et ;m(.! J m gonna see the world. I_taly, Gr~ece. the
home from the party, wait 'till everyone's irr'bedi Pa,rthenon, the Coloseum. Then I m commg hack
pop a videotape of the movie in the VCR and leam ... , here and go to college and see what they know ... and
again.
'- t~en rm ~onna build t~ings. I'm gonna build air
We all agree that movies are an ar( Yel I ulso f1eJ~s. .1 m ¥onna build. sky~crapers ~ hundre~
believe that watching a movie is an art. "h ·s a stones h1gli. I m gonna build bridges a mtle long...
Wonderful Life" is not only my favourite Christmas
But sometimes life doesn't work out quite like it
movie but my favourite movie, period. Thi,<, mm. was planned ... If you haven't seen "It's a Wonderstarring James Stewart and Donna Reed, seems to ful Li{c" yet. the choice is still yours to make. Will
be on TV more times during the Christmas sc;1son you reject its sentiment, as most macho, airheau ~r
than any other movie is during a whole year. It·, 1he nihilistic individuals will be i~clined. to do. or \\ ill
story of a man who believes himself to be a failure you savour the me!.sage that 1s received b~ JI i1nu
and 'wants Lo take his own life. However he is"·" ell carr} it \>,, 1th you all the days of your life. A, : nu
by a guardian angel who shows the man wh,tt 1he K~O\\\ l_ife is not a ste.?dy stre~.m of numbness. ~lllne
world would be like had he never been b'urn. ~• •me thrngs JUSL seem to happen . The:. can slO\\ ! (.lU
fantasy, huh? But it's also a heartwarming 0111\ ic down and depress y~u, or l_hey ~an g_,~e yo~ th~ lttlbat everyone can idcOLif)' ~il.h..i.uhe , ar.c ~Ulio1• 10 ;;.tle
t;eded to hve;an.l!J.S,NU.!<.!oL..Ll.l.l~f..i.l-.iJ.1.1-l--.ttry.
"' ; with
and glory. And always remember that a
ff you've ever seen the movie and are honest "wonderful life" is not one filled with abundant hapwith yourself, you probably carry it around with) ou piness. It is as it is; "full of wonder." Keep the faith
everywhere you go. don't you? (Al least, I d11. all and Mcrrv Christmas.o
right?) Still, there arc people out there who ridinilcd

This Week Only Save
An Additional $50. 00
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\X!ORD PROCESSING TYPfWRITER

Our Word Processing Typewrite• equipped w ti' a 40 c.:11,i;acter display. 10.000
characters of memory. battery baci<-up and proyia111111c1lJle stop codes. enables y~u to
store. edit. recall and pnnt text lro'11 memory nev1::;11•4 Llocuments 1s easy with ful1
word processing capab1lit1es such as lrsert. BluLk Movv. Copy, Delete and Selective
Search

.0 .

:oTIC

The Ultra Mode
Clothing Boutique

Our complete correction system includes the Spell-n1yl 11 7'.J 000 word electronic
d1ct1onary and 300 word personal dictionary that 1Jcc1.n, wllen you misspell or mistype a
word. The WordF,nd feature pinpoints errors for you: WordRiQh~ AutoSpell spell~ words
correctly for you. and the List feature lets you look up the spelling of any word n its
dictionary. With 5 Imes of memory correction. you can also make corrections by
tapping the Cor;ect Key to remove characters. the WordEraser Key to erase entire
words, and the LineErasei Key to delete an ci111re hne.

M.S.L. $599.QQ Was $449.

<Y

* For The Holidays
Be Dressed By ...

------~-~ --- S D ----

TOMORROWS TECHNOLOGY
AT YOLJR TOUCH

hing

Earrings: Paula, Model: Franca, Photography: Ramz

424 Pelissier St., Windsor, Ont. (519) 254-9963

Now $399.

99

99

* Plus Receive 2 Ribbons & 1 Corrector Ribbon FREE

A $25 .Q_Q Value

*

Offer Ends Sat. Dec. 989

CLARKE'S STATIONERY
155 Wyandotte St. W.

422 Pelissier Street
253-3332
Student Discounts
* Warmest wishes to our
Bella Doris on her
European cnasade •

252-8818
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SANTA'S DEATi CULT
by Karl Mamer

if you wanted to kill him -- you had to sec that he was a
real plastic und rubber figure like )Our own.
The makers ot G.I. Joe have nut only added reafi...tic

AND GET Bl:ATEN UP A LOT AT SCI IOOL."

I grew up in violent times. the 1970s. l"he violence of
the decade of my childhood was quite different from the
violence of the 1980s. In the '80s killing was random and
individual: a terrorist driving his homb-ladcn truck into a
building. a mass murderer here, a serial killer there. Killing in the '70s was organized. sanctioned, and directly perpetrated by recognized governments: Vietnam, the
Arab/Israeli conflict, Cambodia, Trudeau sending in the
troops during the FLO crisis.
As children of the 1970s the witnessing of military action was ubiquitous. II was either on our television screens
or going on outside our front doors. I grew up in Montreal.
in the middle of the FLQ crisis. I can remember, on car
trips through my quiet suburban neighhourhood, seeing
Canadian soldiers garrisoning the front lawns of anyone
Wrong. I.ct me give ) ou an analog), and I think)
with a name that sounded even remotely British. I also
\\ ill sec the problem. Imagine if the networks came oc
grew up in Montreal during the '76 Olympics and there
with a fictional action series ahout a real person at the sarr.
were even more troops. In short, conflict was a natural part
time that real per,on declared hi,; or her candidaC) fur
of our childhood. We didn ·1 have to watch Rambo movies
Prcsidenc-..
Suppose NBC, favo ring Michael Dukak
or Top Gun. We could turn on the six o·clocK news and
poli<'1cs, came out with a ~rics like Dukakis Five-O.
sec the real thing.
("Bl,ok ·l:m, Benson, murder one,"). or CBS c·Jme out\\
1t is strange, however, in a decade punctuatell b.) cal
Bu~h Trek: The Rcpuhlican Generation ("1 o holdly
life full-blown wars -- even if they were not officiafl}?
,, here no hlccding-hcart lihcrnl has gone before!"). Tl
called that -- our toys. specifically our war w, c;. seem relatively benign next to the toys of the ·~os For example.
a, erag.c American. incapahle ol reading a ballot. co
department <;tores arc now ...elling a fcenage Mutant~ inja
hJrdl~ tic expected to di,1in!!ui,h the real candidate fr
the tictionali,cd one. Elections ,,ould become a mailer
Turtles Party Wagon that" ... converts :11 !al ba11lc-ready
jm,tling programming schedules to get )Our ~crie, tof
urban-assault vehicle." The closest thing I had to an urbanassault vehicle was a Big Jim camper that converted to a
10,1. ( ,)shy or 60 Minutes. Gallup polls would he rcpla
two-man tent.
by Nielsen ·s ratings: or worse. elections would simpl)
The Ninja Turtles Party Van features two radar-tardetermined by the winner of SY.ccps Weck. 'A thou.
- -~ints oflight' would take on a whole new meaning (I
geted chain guns capable of leaving a hlock of affordatilc
housing lifeless in a matter of seconds. If I had e\er gollen
'oke is meant to he as obscure as Bush's utterance).
it into my mind to pretend my mauve-coloured Ii" ing room
What will he the toy trend of the next decade'! I th
rug was an urban killing field, the worst carnage my Bi~
"lhc popularity of the Freddv Krueger glme is a hint.
Jim camper was capable of was plowing down ,1 few im
might sec a line of action figures paitcrncd alter the rr
aginary people in a sidewalk cafc.
"Scenery. You're on the snow swept peaks of Jotten- notorious killers of the century. "ZANG. Kl DS! NOW
Likc the real, modern engagements of the '70s, kill- shield. Wait 'till you get 10 the St,1r Bridge of l-hcn: some STORES THE RICHARD RAMIRFZ 001.L' HIS Llf
ing with war tovs in the '80s has hccomc dcper'>onaliLcd. of the dot:; turn red!"
L IKF RUI3BI R SKIN LFTS YOU BURN OCCUl
~~---:-:---~-.,..----:---~--,,,-,---,
U~ing a nuclear missile launched from a G.l. Joe Skyraider
Another prohlcm I have with the new toys 1s the way SY M 8UL lNTO TTTS r..nl7r.n1:"2i'°~r-n,~.,_"'".,..,..,~·
Jct, a youngster can now level a dty of two million without they arc advertised. When I w.1s a child. to) companies had AGAlf'I.'' I think I II stick to hu) ing Lego \\.hen I h
ever having 10 lay e)CS upon a single action figure. The ul- only one ,,a) ol selling thl:ir ,,an:s: Hl:Y KIDS GET kids '."'J
timc1te weapon tor the old-,t) le G I. Joe of m) decade ,-.a, M0\1 AND D \D TO BUY YOU ON£ OF THl;Sl· FOR
an Ml rillc. Youactuallyh;1d11i,eetheothcrac1ionfigure CHRISTMAS OR You·u. FORL\ER BI A (j[-fl\.

The Most Complete
Record Store in Windsor

G rand Open ing Special

.-

Can't decide what to get your loved ones
for Christmas? What 'bout a ...

All U. of W. students, faculty and staff
come in and visit us before Christma:,
to receive a FREE ROSE

Dr. Disc Gift Certificate
Or you need some 'Cash' for Christmas?
Why not sell your old LPs, Cassettes or CDs
to the Doctor!!

,..•.................•........•..............,

$ 1 .oo

3199 Scindwich

Off

Valid until Dec. 31/89
One Coupon Per Purchase

Not to be used in conjunction
with other discounts.

·······-----································
Open 7 Days A Week

6590 Ouellette Ave.

Specializing in
* Flowers
* Balloons
* Fruit Baskets
We Deliver

Tel. 256-7400

254-9670
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best shows for our listeners.
As you can tell, CJAM slowS'down ju · a hit during
t~tm itl s as evcryon ~tf back it~thc,r family and
ft'icnds. So if yJu arc IQQl<ing f<>r so ettft'Jli tcfllo 9n Wednesday, Dcce~ thg)th co.4e Ot.trTO 3-0's IN
RO:¥.AL OAK A"ND HAVE A TRUL y ALTERNATIVE
"'-"".::..:;:i~
CHRISTMAS!O

A Merry Christmas goes out to all our listeners and
readers of the Lance. CJ,\M-fm ill
operating all
through the Holidays and we hav a Ch(s mas patty
planned this out in Ro¥al Oak. Wetl"iought lt would be-fufl
to have lt dance paifY with Qur listeners at a fun club called
3-D's. The~wil(be just a regular cover charge, so hopefully the trip to Royal Oak will not be too taxing on your
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McMASTER UNIVERSITY
FACULTY OF BUSINESS
(Parties of 25 or more)
McMASTER's Master of Business Administration program
provides a balance between broad coverage in all business
areas and in-depth specialization in the subject areas of the
student's choice.

aff
as

9676

Thursday
Nites

We offer THREE options to students interested in pursuing MBA
studies:

CO-OP

Provides the opportunity to enh~nce a~adem1~
learning with "hands-on" experience in a variety
of business environments. Three paid work terms
alternate with four study terms over a 28 month
period.
.
.
Develops career knowledge and practt~al busine~s
skills, which assists the stud1.>nt tn obtaining more
meaningful employment aftN graduation.

FULL-TIME

I<; normally completed in 2 academic years_ but
may require ~horter period for students qual1tying
for credits.

PART-TIME

lhe Mt Master M.B.A. may also he obtained
through part-time study, taking up to two tourses
per term, three terms per year.

For more information and application milterials, call or write:
DIRECTOR OF GRADUATE ADM!SSK?NS
Faculty oi Business, McMaster University
Kenneth Taylor Hall 118
1280 Main Street West
Hamilton, Ontario LBS 4M4
(416)525-9140, Ext. 4433

Fly Away With Us
Key Tours Party Nites
You and a friend could be on your way to sunny Florida
for one week ... only Thursdays, only here. Join us ...
Don't Forget ...
* Mondays & Wedr 1esdays
Two for One Chicken Wings
served with fries or veggies
* Tuesdays
All-You-Can-Eat Spaghetti
* D.J. Every Nite
* Trivia Played Every Nite
* Satellite Coverage
* Super Sound Dance Floor
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Says: Monday Night Football

& My Great Wings

At llalf Price Can't Be Beat!
351 Pelissier Street

(~Y.andotte)_

Monday - Saturday 11 a.m. 'til 1 a.m.
Sunday 11:30 a .m. 'til 11 p.m.

256-DONS
"Purveyors Of Fun"

Licensed Under The LLBO

Remember: Your Gold Card is good for 2 for 1 wings daily 4 - 7 p.m.!!!

..

,,,~~,,,
ice cream stores

. Special of the J\lonth
Old Timers Tin Roof Sundae

Bu_y " I " Get Second For 1/2 Price*
Don ·1 forget your "Gold Card" to receive
IOC'r Off all fountain items
• (:nld Card dot,\ nol appl)
hpire, D(<:(mber 7. 191'9
459 l::nc SI E:.. 254,9.:133 • IJSI Oucllclle. :!52·297K • 11«11 W)andollc E., 252-4574
129J Lauwn Rd. 94s.f1071 • 1750 \\: yandouc \\:. 252-40,:15 • 70:?I W)andonc E.. 974-Khl I

Classifieds

...

.

Furniture for sale, reasonable prices
Call 255-7966

DECISIONS.
DECISIONS.

Volunteers for Canad1an/ Sov1e1
A rctic Exped1t1on, Canadian students
age 19 25 ,nv,ted to apply for a summer expedition. For mfo write Arel(
Quest. 11 Soho St., Toronto. ON, MST
1Z6 or call Mark Cohon at 416-971
9846. Deadline 1s December 13th
Library Christmas Holiday Hours !
a.m.-6 p .m . Dec 21 & 22. closed Dec
23 -26 , 9 a.m .·5 p .m . Dec 27-29
closed Dec 3-Jan 1, 9 a.m .-5 p.m. Ja~
2: From Jan 3-14 hours are Mon-Fn

e

LOST baby stroller m front of Esse.,
Hall Reward for return Call977-1817
GROUP FORMING: under super
Kaplan. Psycholog
Dept., for students who feel unsure o!
themselves and want to develop SM
1n expression To see ,f th,s 1s for~
come to our first meeting. Call 2534232 and leave your name and number with Barb

Iv1s1on ol Dr
I

Room for Rent: $210/mo. ,ncl.
Available Jan 1/90.
smoker 256·5660.

Choose Sugarless Dentyne For Fresh Breath And
You could Win one Of 10 Trips For 2To Vail or Rio!

If you have a technical and commer
c1al Egyptian Educallon, coupled d'
Engmeenng Education from Canada
or USA. fam,har w ith the Egyptiar
commercial code, spinning and~
mg machinery and can be a proles
s,onal Engineer in Ontario, contac!
Mary Mercier at 256-7236
Giftwrappers, creative md1v1duals lo'
Xmas g1ftwrapping at locations
throughout TO. Scarborough
Oshawa, Brampton, Miss and Ha
ton. Managers to $7.SO'hr , bonusei
wrappers to $6.00/hr + bonuses
Wages increase proportionately
hours worked Full and part-time 0
l to 23 Call 1-416-534 -2617; or w
to Wraps 988 Bathurst. TO. MSR3G6

Canadi>n Holidays

---------------------- ------------<1110sc berneen the ~lopt"'i of \a• Co orado orthe

surl ot R l de lanc.'iro Trip includes: Return airfare
h te tran ter h te accommodauon and ~k, pass
\a
\ 'i1mp \ c Mp ttc th entr) form and affix
t'A LP Proot or urcha,;e or reasonable hand
Jra"' n facsim1 - not mechantCalh reproduced from
am I .1, ur ol Si.gar ess Dentvne gum .1nd \'Ou could

Attach UPC proofs her=-]

bcon }Our 'Aa\ to \,\!Lor Rl0 1 Deposn )Our entry in
the ballot box at your school newspaper ofhcc or ma,,
11 to Dentvnc \'AIL/RIO S'Aeepstakcs PO Box 90411
Kuchener Ont.mo t-.:.2G 4T2
Contest closes January 15, 1990 at 5.00 pm.
Draw to be hel d January 3 1, 1990

Dentyne
SUGARLESS SANS SUCRE.

Destrnatron ot ch01ce
\'a,l C'olo_!:!do
Rio de J.inc1ro
:S.:ame

School _ _
Address _
Cit\

P1ov

Postal( ode
Phone

... reta ,alue SJ 1)() 00 I ull cortest rt, c arc a,ailab c a110...r s.hool rC1>o">papcr, 1•1ceor by cnJing a lamped df addressed envelope Iv
">enn ne \,\I RJO 'i"Attpsta~ PO Box 9(1411 K,•chcne• Ontario N2 112

Whoaa : Christmas bargains ·o
plenty: Suitcase computer and pn
$350 Runs CP/M •• great for w
processing, b ig, older co mpu te
screen: 2 huge drives $200 wt
printer, $100 W/0 Long neck~
g uitar & case $200, 100 amp, 11 sV
welder $100, narrow wood typing <I
computer) desk $20, various ctiairs S:
to $ 5 each, $ 120 worth of tect>ntlego ·- great present for the kid • grei
condition •• $40 Neat green gabard
Canadian Army trenchcoats ~
size s, $ t 5 each Why watt? Call lOO<l
leave message 11you get the ma
256 8054.

-women 4th in pre-CIAO tourney
by Jim Mitchell

The second match had
Windsor matched against the

indsor's
..vomen's volleyball team
finished with a
respectable
fourth place finish in the PreCIA U Tournament held last
Friday and Saturday at the St.
Denis Centre.
Although Windsor's only losses came at the hands of higher
ranked teams, the coaching staff
came away feeling that they were
unsatisfied with Windsor's performance.
The team's play ranged from
brilliance to unmotivated, undisciplined volleyball. It seemed the
latter two came at crucial times.
The team started off the tournament with a match against Carleton University who they
defeated very easily. Windsor
leaped out to a 12-0 lead with a
combination of excellent serving
and dominate net play. Jill Bahri,
Chris Brecka, and Cheryl Smith
all dominated the net both offensively and defensively. The final
score ended up 15-2.
The second game saw much
more of the same excellent play.
Windsor jumped out to a 9-0 lead
and never looked back. The final
point of the mllft!fatiiie on a Usa

well the remammg two games,
and lost both 15-4, and 15-7

number one team in the country,
the University of Manitoba. The
Lancer were swept 2 games to 0,
but showed signs, especially in
the second game, that when playing well they can stay with the
best in Canada.
Manitoba took the first game
15-4 and looked very deserving of
their ranking. The second game
saw Windsor battle back down 94 to tie things up at 10 apiece.
Manitoba eventually pulled it out
winning 15-12. Smith had an excellent match for Windsor and
really demonstrated her talents.
Windsor's next match was
against Concordia University.
Again, Windsor played well and
dominated the inexperienced
squad from Quebec.
This gave Windsor a 2-1
record in round robin play allowing them to advance to the semi.finals against the University of
Regina. The other semi-final
pitted York against Manitoba.
Windsor looked up to challenge against Regina going up 125 in game l. Unfortunately,
Windsor would not score another
point in the game, allowing
Regina to score 10 unanswered
P.9ints.

respectively.
"There was no spark, the intensity level just wasn't there and
we made far too many mental lapses," said Jan Caverzan, one of the

Thyssen serve ending the game

seemed to break the Lancers'

15-6.

backs. They never really played
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hy John Marentette
or the University of
Windsor Men's
Volleyball Team.
Christmas has come
..__ ___, at a fitting time. The
Lancers have every reason to
celebrate the holiday season followinga noble performance in the
recent tournament in which they
received a consolation title.
After predictably losing to the
American university Ball State
(ranked #3 overall in the United
States) in the first round, the Lancers maintained their pride by
defeating Ryerson 3-0. Michigan
State 3- I. and Queen's of Toronto, 3-2. for the consolation title.
Coal·h Leckie commented, "This
is a fantastic way to end the first
half. Everybody played a part in
the outcome."
The win against Queen ·s was
not only sweet because it was the
consolation final, hut because the
Golden Hawks have sported a 40 record in league play so far this
Year, and lead the Western
division in the OUAA.
Windsor had the chance to
dethrone the number one team
When they travelled to Waterloo

~

on Nov. 23, but facing the Warriors wasn't an easy task. The
scores of 15-8, 15-6 and 15-6
combined for a three-game
Waterloo sweep.
Coach Leckie acknowledged
the greatness of the Warrior
squad.
"Waterloo has had an excellent program for many years.
They arc a very strong team and I
don't see anyone catching them
this year," Leckie said.
Thus far, many first year
players have become accustomed
to the league and appear ready to
hit their stride. Mike Oueben, an
exceptional team player, has
gradually adapted himself to the
Lancer system. A pleasant
surprise has resulted from the addition of Steve Diakowski to the
team. Now gaining some starting
time, Diakowski has improved his
game defensively.
The Lancers return to league
play on Jan. 12, at home versus
McMaster, when they will try to
improve their 3-3 midseason
record. Before resuming the
season. however. the team w.ill
take part in another tournament at
Mohawk College on Jan. 6.0

•

Game l was again the emotional game of the match.
Windsor fought back down 9-1 to
make the game very interesting at
13-11 for York. Windsor failed to
pull it out but showed a gutsy performance. Again this loss appeared to take the steam out of
Windsor. They lost the next two
games 15-10 and 15-9.
The top four standings went
as follows: Manitoba first, Regina
second, York third and Windsor
fourth. Windsor will meet up with
many of these teams in the Saskatchewan Tournament played
Jan. 12-14. This kind of tough
competition will only make
Windsor better and give them
goals to work towards.
Smith and Thyssen were both
named to the tournament all-star
team. Considering the calibre of
talent there this is a great honour
for both of them.
Windsor's next home match
will be Dec. 2nd against league
rival Mcmaster at 2:00 p.m. Following the Windsor match an exhibit ion match will played
between the Canadian and Rm,sian men's national tcamsD,

This heart breaking loss

Men grab
·consolation

Lancers' coaches.
The loss to Regina put
Windsor into the bronze metal
match against York. Windsor
played better but still lacked intensity and loss the best of 5
match 3 games to 0.

by Dave Brig~s

A
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Club wrestles for
l status

fter a lengthy
hiatus. wrestling
has returned to the
University
of
Wjndsor.

Under the coaching and
guidance of former high school
wrestler and U of W student Tim
Toffolo. the University of
Windsor Wrestling Club has been
formed.
While the team does not have

money. and the guys arc helping
out every once in a while with
their entry fees and gas money."
Toffolo says that the athletic
department has given the club
moral support. but that their
policy is to have the team stand on

"Next year. when we are a
funded team. we can start to look
at better placing once we are es-

tablished as a team."
The team practices between
I five and six times a week. includ. ing 7 a.m. practices on Tuesday

its own feet before financing and Thursday mornings. Toffolo
thinks the early-morning practhem.
Toffoto credits Jim Weese
from Campus Recreation for
giving him much-needed support
and aiding him in getting the club
started.

tices have been difficult for some
wrestlers to attend.
"If that's a factor for people
coming out for the team bc(."aUSC
we have morning practices, then
if someone has that lack of
official intercollegiate status. its . .- - - - - - - - - - - dedication
then it is pointless to
performance this year is key in
have them on the team anyway,"
gaining that status, and the fundMcCoy said.
ing that goes along with it, for
To this point, the team has not
next year. Toffolo said.
fared well in competition against
Toffolo says that he has 14
the
established intercollegiate
university students wrestling on ·
teams,
but they are looking to hit
the team, and that approximately
their stride in February.
25 high school students practice
"I'll keep the guys wrestling
with the club periodically.
right
into the summer, and we 'II
Toffolo says his team has
competed in two meets. One was • - - -- - - - - - - - _ . have one or two practices a week
Many of the wrestlers are in the summer," Toffolo said.
at McMaster University, and the
"I feel I have to do that to keep
latest meet was at Brock Univer- former high school stars from
the
guys in shape and to get their
Windsor and Essex County.
sity, last weekend.
Toffolo says the core of his techniques down. They·ve got a
The team fared well at Brock.
team
consists of Ned Kalinovic, lot of catching up to do towards
They p laced fifth out of nine
Jason McCoy and Jim Renaud. other universities."
teams.
At this point, the team looks as
The club is allowed to com- Kalinovic and McCoy wrestled at
if
it
has estalllished a gooJ hasc of
Sandwich
Se(.-ondary
School.
the
pete at intercollegiate team meet-.,
but they are not allowed to com- area's perennial wrestling power- wrestlers. Trevor Hines. Jim Barnes. and Pierre Cazabon all have
pete in any OUAA championship house.
the ability to place. and arc im"For
this
year
we
just
want
to
meets.
"The basic problem we have is improve the skills," McCoy said. proving steadily.
The wrestlers will continue
we don't have a dime." Toffolo "All our tournaments are like intheir
competitive season through
tensified
practices,
(used
for
)
said. "I'm financing this team as
March.CJ
much as I can out of my own working on improving.
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Lancers fall to new Heights
b) Paul Ma) ne
hey may be called
the Saints, but Siena
Heights didn't play
like them as they
....__ _--J took it to the Lancers last week at the St. Denis
Centre, winning 96-86.
Despite this being the
Lancers' second loss to the Saints
in the pre-,eason, 'w indsor head
coach Dr. Paul Thomas is not
complaining.
"I think we made a big step
forward." he ,aid . "This was a
good team and we played them
even."
With five senior starters, the
Saints hope to return to the NAIA
tournament at Kansas City, where
they reached the quarterfinals
Siena Heights. ranked ninths in
the NAIA prc.:--.ea-.un poll. ha"
plenty of firepower and the~
brought it with them as they
play-ed the Lancers.
First half action began with
what looked like a two-man attack on Windsor. Mark Merriman
and Brian Dettling score the first
14 points for the Saints. Merriman
ended the half with 13, and Dettling led Siena with 16.
The Lancers kept up with the
Saints throughout the first half,,
never trailing by more than five.
Windsor closed the gap to 27-26
late in the lirst but could not get
the lead. Siena made it a four- ·
point lead with ju,t six seconds
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each had seven.
"The first half was the best
half of basketball this Lancer
team has played for a long time,"
Thomas said "We were running
things crisply and making changes on defense. I thought we
played pretty well. I was pleased."
The second half started as a
continuation of the fir'>t. with the
momentum in favour of the Lancers. A strong first couple of
minute:. gave the Lancers their
first lead of the game, 44-43. The

remaining in the first.
The Lancers quickly pushed
the ball up the court and Henry
Valentini was all alone down the
left side . The pass was overthrown but Valentini jumped for
the ball and while falling out of
bounds and put up the shot that hit
nothing but net, pulling the Lancers to within one basket at half.
Valentini led all Lancers with
nine first-half points. Also contributing for Windsor were Carlo
Boni ferro and Dennis Byrne, who

.,
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Wind,or was led hy Carlo
Boniforrn. w;ho had IS points.
Otha top '.'>Corers for the Lancers
included Denni, BHne \\ ith 1-l.
Andre Mora's,utt, \\ h 1.3. including 7 rehounds. and Theo
Tsaprailis also,. . ith 11. Tsaprailis

got all of his in the second hillf.
Siena was led by William
Clyburn with 26 points, and 12
rebounds. Other top scorers for
the Saints were Brian Dettling
with 23. and Mark Merriman With
21.
Siena Heights head coach
Fred Smith says that these thrlt
will be the main reason the Sai
should return to Kansas City.
"They' re awful good player\
he said. "They're real sound and
they all give us a different dimension."
Smith can also sec that talent
that the Lancers have on theu
team thi'> year.
"Windsor's team has realli
improved," he said. "Since the last
time we·ve played we stayed tht
same, they haven't. I'd hate 10
play them in a week."
Coach Smith w; ill not have t
play the Lancer till next )car
Though it will he a long time
down the road till they mcc
again. Smith is looking forward I
Windsor
"I enjoy coming over here fo,
a couple of reasons." \mith '>aid
"One. the facilities .ire outstan~
ing. Two. Dr. Thomas am! (m,si,
tant coach) N icJ.. G rahowski art
"just cla...., pl.opk We ha,•c a goo:
rdation,hip ,. . ith 1hcm."
The.: Lincers'" ill play at hor:
thi'> SJturJay. Del·. 2. ,er,
M1chig_m-Dearbom . Game 1im:
i, 8:00 p.m. al lhc St. Dem
Centrc.n
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There's Less Than A Month
'Til Christmas

.

o)

Saints, however, regained the 45
44 lead and then promptly went
on a 16-6 run to build a 61-50
margin.
Much of the run was credited
to the Saints· William Clyburn,
who scored 21 points in the
second half. Also contributing to
the problem was the fact that the
Lancers were in foul trouble with
fifteen minutes still left in the
game
The Lancers crept within
shouting distance at 63-59, but
were unable to catch up. The
Saints went on a IO 2 run to
regain a healthy 12-point lead.
The closest the Lancers could
come was eight with ju'>t over five
minutes left
Siena then just put it away as
they opened up an 18-point lead
capped off by a William Clyburn
dunk with 3:00 left. As if it were
a two-point game, the Lancers
continued to play intense basket
ball for the remainder. Windsor's
last eight points came from Theo
Tsaprailis but it just wasn I
enough as they fell short %-86.
"We self-destructed in the
second half again." I'homas said .
"Overall I was plca ...cd with our
performance."

m
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For All Your Christmas Needs
Check Out All Our Selection

* Boxed Cards
* Gift Wrappings
* Party Ware
* Gift Ideas

·w·

Lots of Christmas Counter Cards to Choose From

~
PRESENTS

l Students: Bring this ad in and receive
l 15 % off your next purchase - Storcwide I
l
(excluding cigarettes, confection,
I
I
and sale itcn1s)
I

~-----------------------------1

<=>

-

1

Our new
Christmas album
features The Mormon Tabernacle Choir,
Sarah Vaughan and Samuel Ramey.
This new Hallmark Collectible Christmas album is
the first new Christmas recording of the Mormon
Tabernacle Choir in ten years. Also featured is Sarah
Vaughan's sentimental tribute to Irving Berlin.
Choose from album or cassette while supplies last.

Only $3. 95 with any $10.00 Hallmark purchase.

I

Offer ends December 24, 1989

1

L----------------~------------J
Ask for your Free Holiday Planner
* It's a booklet packed with ideas to make
holiday planning a breeze so that you can truly enjoy!
Limit one per customer while supplies last.
No purcha~e required.

Mon. - Fri. 9:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.,
Sat. 9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

CLARKE'S STATIONERY
252-8818

2155 WYANDOTTE ST. W.

.

"
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Dominguez goes through the years
by Jim Dominguez

1111

scored his record-tying 76th goal
of the year to tic Phil Esposito.
Gretzky finished the year with 92
goals.
In baseball, one of the great
all-time moments happened in the
1988 season. It was J·ust like a
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t has been said that
sports arc the toy
depa rtmc nt of a
newspaper. Sports
arc used by a great

number of people to alleviate the
1n1.1
pressures of everyday life.
There have been many
s,' ' memorable moment!> in sports
nd
and \Vith the decade of the 80's
:n.
coming to a dose it is time to look
hack and remini'>CC about these
:nt
last ten year'>.
eir
Moments that stay with
people forever anu moments that
lly
make people want to stand up and
a~\
cheer.
the
For
example,
Mario
to
l.cmieux·s game-winning goal in
the 1988 Canada Cup brought
: lo
hack memories of Paul Hender:ar.
son and 1972.
Another hockey memory that
CCI
will last for years to come was the
J lo
classic story of Dav id and
Goliath. The 1980 U.S. o:ympic
fix
Team overcame all odds and
aiJ
defeated the mighty Soviet team
indon their way to a gold medal.
There arc also individual
arc
hockey moments that will last
fo rever.
Bob Nystrom 's overtime goal
to win the 1980 Stanley Cup, and
Wayne Gretzky breaking the alltime scoring record, arc two of the
most memorable moments.
It was also great to sec Lanny
McDonald win a Stanley C up '
during his last NHL season.
One of my most memorable
moments occurred when I was in
attendance al an Oilers/Red
Wings game. A young Grct:t:ky

scene taken right out of "The
Natural." Kirk Gibson. playing
the part of Robert Redford. hobbled up to the plate ,,.,ith two bad
legs and connected for a uramatic
home run off Oakland relief ace
Dennis Eckcr'>le)
1 here is nn truer st,llcml:nt
than "the thrill ol victory and the
agony of defeat.· While Gili--t>n
anu the Dodgers ta-.ted the"" eelne-..s of victon. Bill Buckner
ucfinitely felt the agon;, ofdd.:at.
In the 1986 World Serie ....
Buckner's error wa.., critical in the
Red Sox's defeat in the '>Cries.
Pete Rose went full circle in
the 80's. He reached a pinnacle
when he broke Ty Cobb's hit
record. While that moment was a
high for baseball. Rose also
reached a low when he was
banished from baseball following
gambling allegations.
In football, the team of the
decade was the San Franci..,co
-l9cr.... They won three Superbowls and provided plenty of
remarkable moments.
Hacksaw Jack Reynolds
stopped four consecutive Cincinnati runs and Joe Montana's drive
in last year's Superbowl showed
shcer b i'il iance.
The 80 's also saw the emergence of the largest-ever running
back, William "The Refrigerator"
Perry.
Two superstars graced the

BOTTLE SHOPPE
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Daily Lotto
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Southwestern Ontario s most highly advanced
tanning facility
Tanning 1s our only business ·
We have trained consultants
No sweating • Just results
or your money back

12-3155 Howard (in Round House Centre)
across from Devonshire Mall

Student Rate
only
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NBA with their presence in the
80's -- Julius Erving and Kareem
Abdul Jabbar. Their retirements
brought praise for their outstandingcarcersfromfanseverywherc.
The basketball memory I
cherish as Erving's last game for

the Philadelphia 76ers. Philadclphia was eliminated from the
playoffs in Milwaukee. The Mil waukcc fan-. gave a standing ovation to Ening. \\.ho disappcan:d
from the court with hi-. arm raised
lo\\.Jrd the ,1,.,.

The Of~ mpics bring a whole
new set of sports memories every
fq_ur years. In 1988, all of Canada
held their heads up high when Ben
Johnson won the gold medal in
the HX)m dash. The joy, however.
::- d

rnntmue on page 32
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670 Ouellette
Downtown Windsor

Come To \tVhere You Can "Get It All"
* Your One Stop For Food & Fun *

* Great Specials * Good Food *
* Your Favourite Sports * 9 T.V.'s *
A nd Now
* The Latest In Music Videos *
Tuesday
Monday

Texas Chowdown

SO Wings $11.95
Two-For-One
Medium Pizzas

20 oz. BBQ Ribs

(3 items)

with onion rings

$8.95
Texas Chili
BBQ 1 /2 Lb. Bu.rgs
BBQ Beef on a Bun

Wednesday

Mexican Fiesta
Chicken & Steak Pasittas
Mexi-Pizza and
Mexi-Wings
More at Great Prices

SPECIALS MONDAY - WEDNESDAY FROM 4 p.m. - 12:30 p.m.

So Give our eliy Some tiougfit
And You r Brain Some Time Out
Come On Down And Check Us Out!

258-9696

PREGNANT
AND NEED HELP?

Need
More Time
To Study?

Call ...
Top 40 Music
University of Windsor Party Headquarters

BirtbrilfJt
at 252-3322

Saturday December 2""
4:30 - 7 00 p.m
B.B.Q. Baby Back Ribs
with fnes & fresh vegetables

$4."
Monday - Wednesday 6:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Chicken Wings

Thursday November 30'"
Draw for Rolling Stones
Steel Wheels Tour Tickets
For Sunday December 3, 1989 Concert

..

Party with L.A.

e

Every Sunday
Teen Night 6 00 · 11 :00 p.m.
(Non-alcohol event)

2960 HURON CHURCH RD. at Grand Marais (519) 966-3388
Hottest Spot In Windsor

We Provide Free
Pregnancy Tests,
Medical Referrals.
Community Referrals.
Accommodations and
Legal Advice.

The Leddy Library will remain
open until 2:00 a.m. during the
examination period, December 8/9
to December 19 / 20. Please note
that the .Circulation Desk and the
Reserve Reading Room will
continue to close at 11:45 p.111. on
these days to allow NOTIS system
n1aintenance to take place.
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LONDON RETURN 99
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Toronto / Montreal
Departure"
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....
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Where have you gone Tiger Williams?
by frank Tridico

T

mates? Where did the frenzy of

he NHL is the
premiere league of
professional hockc y. It is what

dreams arc made of,
what hopes are based on, and
what success is derived from. It is
a league where the strong prevail
and the quick survive.
Many are called, but few are
chosen. This is the reality of comL-----~

petitiveness, in a league that
quests for excellence.
Not all achieve excellence;
not even the league's most
productive goal scorers. Today,
talent alone can overshadow
heart, hard work, determination
and leadership.
When Wayne Gretzky and
Mario Lemieux came into the
NHL they transformed the sport.
Professional hockey used to be a
team sport; now it has become a
sport that revolves around superstars. It is unrewarding, though,
for those that must check, hit, and
work harder than ever defensively, so that the elite stars can smile
after a goa I.
Goals have become expected,
and the st:us rarely get excited
about them. Mario Lemieux lifts
one eyebrow after every goal.
Steve Yzcrman nods his head.
Wayne Gretzky occasionally
flashes his pearly whites.
Whatever happened to Tiger
Williams, who roared down the
ice using his stick as a broom as
e celebrated victory1"Whatcvcr
happened to Phil Esposito, who
held his stick in the air like a
sword and danced his way to
centre ice to smother his team-

Mike Bossy and the enthusiasm
of Bob Nystrom go'! Too much
emphasis is placed on points,
numbers and individual success,
rather than working for the team.
For that reason I suggest to
you my list of hockey's superstars from management, to
coaches, to player personnel. It
may not showcase individual
talent, but it is composed of the
most complete, efficient athletes,
repre-,enting my favoured style of
pla~: c.kfrnsive. rugged. and hardhitting.
The first line ..,. ould frature
Edmonton· s Petr Klima. ..,. hO'>(!
grace and smooth style will be
broadened with the Oilers' Mark
Messier, whose perseverance and
talent cannot be questioned, and
Jari Kurri, who has a better snapshot than any right winger in the
league.
The second line would consist
of goalscorers who stress defensive hockey. Shayne Corson, Guy
Carbonneau and Cam Neely can
check, hit and score when the opportunity presents itself.
The checking line would have
to be composed of the NH L's best
blood-lusting powerhitters. The
hot-blooded John Tonelli and Lou
Franceschctti c.:an grind it out with
the help of Ken Linseman.
Defenscmen Craig Ludwig,
Brad Marsh and Marty McSorley
can take care of their end of the
ice with force and leadership. Al
Macinnis and Doug Wilson blast
the hardest shots from the pom s.
Al Iafrate plays the game similar
to Bobby Orr. and those mad
rushes put fans on the edge of

In goal would be the explosive
Ron "The Butcher" Hcxtall, the
last of the hrecd of Philadelphia ·s

Broad Street Bullies. Behind the
bench would be Le Petit Tigre,
Quebec's Michel Bergeron.
..,. ho'>c nair and temper bring
colour to the game. and heart to
the team. Don Cherr~. a<, general
managa, ,vould guarantee that
any player that steps on the ice
would be ignited with heart.
determination, flair, courage and

Marentette 's magic moments
by John Marentette
I have decided to share with
you my experience as a sports fan
in the l 980's. I apologize to those
of you who are great Iy devoted to
the fine sport of hockey. I have
never had the time to follow hockey at an intense level, since the
other two "winter" sports occupy
my attention to such a great extent.
My favourite sports teams arc
the Detroit Tigers, Detroit Pistons
and Miami Dolphins, but these
are not the only ones.
I have collected some of my
"fondest" and "least fondest"

Game 6 of the 1988 NBA
Eastern Conference Finals.

Bergman's game-winning
home run in 19JU.

#2 - The Detroit Tigers heat the
San Diego Padres in S games to
win the 1984 World Series.

#I I - The Miami Dolphins ht-at

#3 - The Detroit Tigers beat the

#12 - The Detroit Pistons heat

Kansas City Royals in 3 straight
games to win the 1984
American League Pennant.

the NBA Second
Playoffs in 1985.

#4 - The Detroit Pistons beat the
Los Angeles Lakers in 4 straight
games to win the 1989 NBA

~1ondav - Tucsdav thru December with
U. o{ W. Stude~t Card - Nuts Only
482 Ouellette Avenue
252-7469

CUDATEM

•

the Boston Celtics in Game 4 of
Round

#13 - The Detroit Pistons beat
the Atlanta Hawks in Game 4 of
the NBA Second Round
Playoffs in 1987.

#14 - The Miami Dolphins heat
the New York Jets in the 1983
AFC Championship game.

memories of sports in the 1980's
by creating two separate lists containing my top selections in each

#6 - The Detroit Tigers clinch
the American League's Eastern
Division in 1984.

#15 - Any \\oin during the
Detroit Tigers' 35-5 start in
1984.

category. I have decided to do

# _The Miami Dolphins ddeat

#16 - The CleHland Browns
beat the New \' ork Jets in the

away with anything that is not on
the proft!~sional level, due to
space contraints. Remember to
keep in mind that this is my own
list. Yours may, and should, be altogether different.

7
the Pitt,huq,eh Steelers in the
.-\FCChampiomhipgame.
1985

#8- The Detroit Pistons beat the
Chicago Bulls in 6 games to win
the Eastern Conference Cham-

p

\>tl': Ji.() A/J)ES T.-A4EM{)R-..J.J-'11>----:.-ionship·-~~~~~~~- .....

OF SPORTS JS THE /980'5

#9 - The.Detroit Pistons clinch
the Central Oh ision in 1989.

#1 - The Detroit Pistons
eliminate the Boston Celtics in

HO,HQ
HO

20 o/o Discount

the Chicago Bt-ars on .\londa~
Nil,!ht Football in I 986.

Championship.
#5 - The Detroit Tigers clinch
the American League's Eastern
Division in 1987.

their scats.

Fresh Roasted Nuts
Beer Nuts
Chocolate

pride.
Professional hockey is a team
sport. It is not dominated by individuals, but it is those individual aspects that help make
hockey great. The best teams have
players who do not just rack up
the offensive statistics, but play
old-time hockey like the greats of
time gone by .O

Santa always
says that
whenhe's
•
com.mg,

#10 - The Detroit Tigers heat
the Toronto Blue Jays on Da\'e

AFC First Round Playoffs in

1987.
# 17 - Jack Morris pitches a no-

h it ter against the Chicago
White Sox in 1984.
#13 - Kirt Gibson hhs"a pnrrwinning home run against the

Oakland Athetics in Game I of
the 1988 World Series.
continued on page 32

and we heard that he·~ cu111111g to

Leland City Club
400 Bagley

Detroit. 1\1 ich igan
(313) 962-2300
Lobbv 0f Hotel
Friday 9 p.m. to .:I a.m.
"Par Nite" $J.!!!! adm.

or~

Tom & Darien
Requests played all nite
l\lodern Rock. Industrial. New Wave
"Passes availabk thru paper"

Computer Service In Text and Oala Management
Spertal Student rates

Saturday 9 p.m. to -' .a.m.
DJ's Gregg & Tom $3.llil adm.
--Requ~;ts played all nite
All kinds of music played all nite

Emngency Sen1ce available
Pick up & 0('\ivery sen·tcr available
Papers and Flyers from $1.25 per page
Letter Quallly
Near Letter Quality draft proofs
Bindtn~

Grnph0 Q

Files available on disk

~

Resumes from $8 per page
Co\'rr lellers from S5
Consultation service
Complete Rrsume Program S75

255-717
For the Job you nee<Jed yesterday!

During Christmas \' acalion "c will
be open every nite. please call us
for a schedule ...

Happy Hol iJays &
Best Wishes & Peace
to you and all!
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· Golf: a waste of a good walk-by Jim Dominguez

about as pleasant as slamming
, your fingers in the car door.
. - ~ olfing is a wonderThis year, I joined the new
1
fu I game which
crop of duffers that trudge their
provides exercise, way up and down the greens
fresh air, competi- creating a backlog.
L - - - - - ' tion, and frustraGolf is also a very education-

chance to observe certain
geological features up close and
personal. Features such as weeds,
lakes, streams, high grass, and
sand are frequent visitors of my
golf balls.
When you see blooper films

thatnobodycanreallybethatbad.
Yep. keep on believing that.
The first time I ever golfed I
took on the challenging Fox Glen
course. After playing nine holes I
half expected somehody from an
animal rights organization to

Lakes golf course are well ac.
quainted.
Assessing my game early on
in the year, my biggest problem
was slicing the ball. In fact, in the
course of a game, I had more
slices than a loaf of bread.

tion. Learning to play golf is I al game. I have personally had the

of amateurs you probahly think

bring me up on charges for cruelty to worms.
It is very discouraging when I
watch the golfing greats from
week to week play outstanding
golf. Then, I go out and destroy a
tree.
'
An embarrassing situation
which occurs to me often is when
walking across two fairways in .
order to make my second shot.
Just when I think nothing can be
more humiliating, r completely
whiff a shot. When this happens I
always look up and pray that

My hest drive of the day
would usually he the one in my
car leaving the golf course.
Even the best shots seem dis.
appointing when they arc put in
the hig picture. 1 once chipped in
a hall from ahout thirty feet. I wa1
happy for a while until I rcincm.
bered it was my eighth shot.

1

Pathmakers

..

Is looking for female students enrolled in academic
programmes which lead to careers with low female
representation.
University of Windsor students are asked to
volunteer approximately 6 hours of time in February
to speak to high school girls about why they chose
the academic programme that they did, and what
career opportunities are available to them.
Volunteer experience makes a "better you".
Employers look for graduates who make a
contribution to their community.
...
For more information, see Career Planning and

Placement Centre, Dillon Hall.
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.nobody saw me.
Of
i _ ______
. Putting can also be an exWe
The same game I also sank a
perience sometimes. The difon
ferent green speeds and the breaks birdie putt, but golf is a game of
going left and right make it much highs and lows. My very next
more difficult than shooting drive went careening off a house.
I was once golfing with a
through the windmill on a puttby
friend
and I must admit he has a
putt course.
r came up with my own scor- great arm. Not everyone could hit
ing system for golf. If you lose a lady square in the back on the
more than four halls it is con- next hole.
My friend also gets his share
sidered bad, one to three balls is
of
birdies.
His most mcrnorahlc ..J...
considered average, and if you
one
was
when
ht.: plucked off an
have not lost one golf ball you had
spo
a good day. On those occasions unfortunate sea gull.
fay
Golfing
causes
great
aggravawhen you end up with more golf
halls than you started with, it is tion and sometimes I don't know nev
considered an outstanding day why I put up with it. Like other WOI
golfers, however. once I playl!,d the,
despite your score.
/-LThis scoring system came as the game I was hooked. It, isgoin, ~-,,av
the result of losing many balls in to be a long winter, but when the 80
the course of my games. To better first break of spring appears, I will I .10 n
sum it up, my golf balls and the be back out there having a great
•
I
lake on the sixth hole at Seven t1me.O
don

j
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755 ()ucllettc Avenue
\\'indsor, Ontario
~

I

Wishes you a Safe & Happy
Holiday Season!
Good Luck on Exams
& Remember ...
\Vhcn you need that well-deserved
break from studying, there's only
one place to go ... Bentley's.
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Let's face it, a daily diet of tasteless Go for the fresh alternative.1Get a
burgers in styrofoam lx>xes can turn fresh, delicious SubUJ(ly sandwichrJ
you into a dull person. salad for a change You 'II love H.
I

I ___

256-2385

.?J:,,At~ __ _

,COUPON
I

Gift Certificates Available
Treat S0n1cone Special!

·i;

I

"COUPON1
• one coupon per
•
customer .per v,s,t

with the purchase of
a regular foollong get

I

second fooUong for SO 99

:

L

with purchase
of large d11nk
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Otter Expores Jan 2 90
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will never forget.

Series Champions! Congratulations.
The night the Tigers won the
Series, that's what I scrawled on
the Garfield message board that is
attached to the dart board cabinet
in my basement.
My hands shook with excitement as I carefully spelled out the
words of congratulations which
were directed at no one in particular. Of course, my fifteenyear-old mind completely failed
to realize how silly it was to leave
a congratulatory note in my basement, a place where the team was
unlikely to get the message.
J guess I was more than a lit- .
tic overpowered by the euphoria
of the moment when I wrote that
mes-.age. but then, how could any
self-respecting bengal-lovcr not

dis.
tin

LI in

Wa1

~m-

'

be?
On that night they were MY
Detroit Tigers, MY team, and MY
World Series Champions. It is the
one sports memory that I know I

1k a
~ of

the kind of nail-biting tension that

Sunday, October 14, 1984 is a
day that is permanently carved in
my mind. As the afternoon
gradually faded into evening, I sat
huddled in my basement in front
of our beat-up old colour T. V. set.
I watched the game alone that
night, mostly because my parents
appreciate sports about as much
as I appreciate getting hit in the
face with a snowball.
The fact that I was alone
didn't even matter because I was
soon off in my own little world
with the T. V ., the Tigers, and the
voices of Ernie Harwell and Paul
Caray blaring out of a nearby
radio.
.Every successful Tiger play
sent me flying out of my chair
whooping and screaming. I
pounded wildly on the wall paneling and generally cavorted about
in a kind of reckless abandon that
is usually reserved for kids who

left me to wonder if Detroit really could win this thing after all.
There I sat, hour after hour,
my eyes glued to the set in a wild
trance, my complete attention
focused on that one emotionfilled game.
As the game progressed, I
began to bubble with excitement.
Every once in a while I would
babble some useless words of instruction to myself in an attempt
to keep my emotions in check;but
it was no use, I was on the verge
of euphoria.
It was in the eighth inning that
I lost complete control. Goose
Goosage was on the mound for
the San Diego Padres and Kirk
Gibson was at the plate for the
Tigers. It was one of those moments that for some reason I
remember in slow motion.

"He swings ... There's a long
drive to right ... and it's a home
have had too much sugar.
run ror Gibson!!! A three run
''
Every Tiger failure produced homer ... the Tigers lead it 8-4 in

1984 World Series Clinching
Wten Ernie Harwell spoke,. ' Game", in the same block letters
those words, I erupted in a mass
that still adorn the message board.
of flailing arms and legs.
I rushed over to my tape deck
and slipped the tape inside,
Yeeeeaaaah! was the only sound
anxious to know what marvels the
I could put together. It started as a
deep guttural moan and ere- •tape contained.
scendoed into a high-pitched
As Ernie Harwell's play by
wail. As Gibson danced around
play of the last few innings of that
the bases, I danced with him.
October 14th baseball game
Later, when Larry Herndon
flowed through my speakers,
memories of that Sunday evening
caught the final out, the Detroit
players exploded onto the field
flooded back.
I sat cross-legged in front of
and slammed into one another in
my stereo, taking it all in for the
celebratory hugs.
Amid my own wild celcbra- second time, totally engrossed in
tion I spotted the message board. the-action.
~s the tape wound near the
Its blank face seemed to call me.
finish I found what I was looking
begging me to leave a note. I filled
that space with my congratula- for; and as Harwell's voice
lions and to this day that message crackled with excitement. a chill
still stands, five years after the
ran down my spine as I heard his
fact.
words one more lime:
This summer while tearing
"He swings ... There's a long
through my closet in an effort to drive to right ... and it's a home
find a blank cassette, I found a run for Gibson!!! A three rtm
treasure. It was a cassette, and on homer ... the Tigers lead ll 8-4 in
its label I had written, "Tigers the eighth im1i11g!"O

the eighth inning!"_

; · Paul's Mayne moments of the 80's
by Paul Mayne
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s 1989 comes to a
close it is time to
take a look back on
the past year, and
the past decade in
sports. I'm sure we all have our
favourite moments that we' II
never forget, who doesn't.
To sum up 10 years of sports
would he quite difficult. I'm sure
there are m ii Iions of moments that
~ave happened "ttm,ughou1 the
,
80s, but some seem to stand out
in my memory more than others.
In NFL football, we saw the
domination of the San Francisco

l'

I

.

ln boxing, we were introduced
to the most powerful fighter in
quite a long time. Iron Mike
Tyson left a trail of battered op-

ponents through the '8(k There
appears to be no end in sight to
Tyson's heavyweight reign.
In NBA basketball, the '80s
gave us nothing but the Lakers,
who won five titles in eight NBA
Final appearances. L.A. introduced us to Magic and said
farewell to the league's all-time
leading scorer, Kareem. We also
sawthePistonsandtheUniversity
of Michigan Wolverines win their
first national championships in
same-yea .

In major league baseball we
saw Pete Rose reach a high ,., ith
his record for most base hits and
then hit hottom with his gambling

problems.
The one singular event that I
find the most memorahle, though.
had to be the Detroit Tiger'> winning the I 984 World Serie'>. It
was a year of domination for the
Tigers. From the fir.,t da~ again'>t
Minnesota to the final day against
San Diego, there was no doubt
·
that they were c hamp1ons.
Th .11 l1na I game 1.1,1· 11 h e
fore,.er ingrained in my mind. It
was a grey and rain-threatening
ernoorr,rrnr'figer-Sradhnn,nspacked. It was a game that had the
fans on the edge of their seats.
Finally. Gihby put it away with
his second homer of the game off

Goose Go~sage. ~II- that was left
was the ninth. w_,llte Hernandez
served up a break1_ng ball to Tony
Gwynn who sent tt down the left
field line. It was 7:41 p.m. on Octoher 14th when Larry Herndon
grahhe<l the final out anti started
the madne-.-. in the Motor City.
It was the culmination of the
most <leliriou-. an<l delightful
summer I ever had. It was a mindboggling six months at Tiger
Stadium where baseball reigned
~preme.0

Win A Free Trip
Acapulco or Cancun
February 24 - March 03, 1990
Includes Air & Hotel from Detroit

Senior and Post Graduate
Students majoring in Math,
Chemistry, Physics, and
Accounting. Earn extra
dollars with Student Aid
Tutoring Service. We find
the client, you supply
the knowJedge.

Transportation a must.
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49ers as they won three Superbowls. Walter Payton became the
all-time leading rusher when he
passed Jim Brown.
In NHL hockey, we saw the
emergence of the ''great one."
Wayne Gretzky would end up
breaking record upon record. ineluding most points in a season
and most points overall, just to
name a couple. Then Canadians
watched in disbelief as he traded
to Los Angeles in the most talked-

I
I

Call
735-3641

00

fron1 $599. uso
Easy Payn1ent Plan

G

TICKET)
WICKET
TRAVEL
OPERATED BY TRAVEL ONE LTD.

Ski & Party At The

Quebec Winter Carniv,
February 08-11, 1990
from

$579. 0° CAD

Price includes Return Bus from Windsor/Toronto, Air Toronto/Quebec,
Hotel Chateau Frontenac with Buffet Breakfast, Transfer from Airport to Helt
Unlimited Skiing, including Lifts, Shuttlebus from Hotel to Ski Resorts.

TICKET WICKET TRAVEL
i44 Ouellette A venue
\'\'indsor, Ontario N9A 1C3

258-6404

Marentette
continued from pal,!e 29
#19 • The Montreal E,pos
defeat the Philadelphia Phillies
in 5 games to win the National
League's Eastern Divbonal
Playofl in 1981.
#20 - The Boston Celtics defeat
the Atlanta Haw ks in 71,!ames in
_the '\ U '\ 's Second Round
Playoffs in 1988 as Larry Bird
and Dominique Wilkins battle
in a shootout.
#21 - The Detroit Tigers beat
the Seattle Mariners in 1988 as
they come from behind in the
ninth inning.
#22 - The Detroit Pistons win in
Boston (;arden for the fin;t timl
in 6 yeti rs in Game I of the I 98ti
Fastern Conference Finals.
#23 - The Detroit Piston, heat
the Seattle Su1>erSonil's in 1989
after trailing h.) 23 points at
halftime.

Even Santa Wants To Look His Best

#2.t - The Oetroit Ti1,:l'r, ht'at
tht' Ualtimore Oriol~, in 1987 a,
the~ hit three l'Onwcuthc home
runs in the ninth inninl,!,
#25 - The Detroit Til,!ers heat
the Minnesota Twins in 1987 u,
they come from behind in the
ninth inninl,!.
#26 • The Kansas City Royu(s
beat the St. Louis Cardinal\ in
Game 6 of the 1985 World
Series as they come fronlhehind
in the ninth inninl,!.
#27 - Pete Rose l,!ets h j., -' 19 2nd
hit, surpassinl,! ·1J Cohh's marl;
.ind ranking him a, hawhall\
all-time leader in hit-..
#28 - The 1983 Major Lea~ut
All-Star Game.
#29 • The 1988 NBA All-Star
Game.
#30 - The 1981 Major Leagut
All-Star Game.

Rudy's

.\Ir LE.LS T
FO \DEST
.\1£.\IORIES OF SPORTS I\

Hair Salon

THE /980'S

* Student Discount *
258-2490
2185 wy·andotte W.

Incense & Oils
I •ematoona T,ac,e
Gonesh
255 Oue ette A,e
Spiritual Sky
(uooer}
Scented Garden \'/11\CSOI
Onta•'O
Rani Genie
Potpourri S1.99 ea.

#I • The Los Angeles Lakers #6. The Washington Redskins
defeat the Detroit Pistons in defeat the Miami Dolphins in
Game 7 of the 1988 NBA Finals. Super Bowl XVII in 1983.
#2 • The Boston Celtics beat the #7 - The San Francbco -t9m
Detroit Pistons in Game 5 of the defeat the Miami Dolphin, in
1987 Eastern Conference Finals Super Bowl XIX in 1985.
•• as Larry Bird steals the ball #8 - The Ne,~ England Patriot\
in the final seconds.
defeat the '1iami Dolphin, io
#3 • The Boston Celtics defeat the 1986 AFC Champion,hip

LSAT
GMAT

the Detroit Pistons in Game 7 of' Game.
the 1987 Eastern Conference #9 - '.\1ilt Wilcox has his bid fur
Finals.
a perfect game against the
Chicago
White Sox with
#4 - The Lo, \ngele, Laker.
outs
in
the
ninth inning in 1983.
beat the Detroit Pistons in

Prep Courses for
JAN. 27 GMAT
FLB. JO LSAT

\\ all) l,a\l
Tournnmen1 - ~ , -

,~o

1-800-387 • 519

Maplc Leaf Racquet Courts

1-'16) 923-PREP (7737)

Game6ofthe 1988NB.\ Finals. #10 - The Washington Redskin,
#5 • The Minnesota Twins defeat the Dallas Cowboys in
defeat the Detroit Tigers in 5 the 1983 NFC Championship
games to win the 1987 Game.()

Saturday, Drcember 2

Call 735-5663

American Leal,!ue Pennant.

Dominguez
1

2
Cherry Smash

3

4

6

5

Ri ft- Raft (A.C.D.C. Trib ute}

10

11

13

12

18

24

25

'

C losed

14

Jad ed H eart

C losed

9

15

22

27

3 Band-.
on Boxing
Day

23
Hitmen

Closed

26

16

Mere Strangers

19

Hitmen

8

Thunder Circus (Guns 'n' Rosl's l"ribute}

Ruben Kane

17

7

28
The Fashion

31
New Year's Evt
Party - Fashio n
52:; (1(1 rt'r,on

.
1

3885 Sandwich

.

253-7479

.

continued from page 27
turned to sorrow when Johnson
tested positive for steroids.
Also memorable "as the
Korean hoxer who sal in silc.:nl
protest in a dark ring for about an
hour.
M.iry Decker lying in pain on
the side 1hc.: tr.,ck and the.: !!r.11.:c
ful skating ol Kat,1rina \\ itt and
Plizaheth Manley will remain
pictures in my mind.
In I<JXO and I 984, the govern ments of 1he dilfcrc.:nt countries
played a major role.:. The boycotts
of those two Olympic games hy
those.: countries proved that
politics arc involved in all aspects
of life, including sports.
On the lighler side, the Olympics also gave us the Mexican ski
team. the Jamaican bobsled team
and Eddie.: "The.: Eagle."
The.: 80's gave us many different personalities whom we admired and adored through the.: ups
i1nd downs. Names like Chris
Evert, Richard Petty, Guy
Lafleur, John McEnroe, Mary
Lou Retton, Scott Hamilton.
Mike Ditka, Mike Schmidt,
Magic Johnson, Diego Maradona,
Larry Bird and Nancy Lopez arc

or

fr" uf lh\: J)\:Opk that haH
hc.:corne hou,c.:hnlJ name.:, anlllng
,porh fJn, .

JU,,

\\hen \iC"ing a ,porling
event, I helic.:ve that it should ul
be 111 good fun . We saw som
graphic picture, of when fan)
carry things loo far.
The Britbh soccer riob which
caused many death, di,turhcd
people throughout the world. ~e
all wondered how something hie
this could happen. It is a momcnl
we would rather forget.
Overall, the.: 80's were.: a grca
decade for sports and l cann1i
wait to sec whal is in store for l~
<JO's. The moments that hJ,e
passed will live in our mind,
forever.a

l
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Unlock the right doors.

.

Becoming a Chartered Accountant is like getting a master
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key to modern business life. Few other professional qualifications
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open as many doors and keep them open throughout your career.
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6
4
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CAs are respected throughout Canada and around the business world
as individuals who define the standards of professional excellence.
That's why CAs have outstanding careers in almost every walk
of life, in commerce and finance, in manufacturing and industry,
in both the public and private sectors.
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a career as a Chartered Accountant.
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Make a key decision for the rest of your life.
Call or write for more information today.
THE INSTITUTE OF

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
OFO:-:TARIO

Defining the Standards of Professional Excellence

12
6
6
6
6
2
0

69 Bloor Street East, Toronto, Ontario M4W 183
Telephone ( 416) 962-1841 - Toronto area
(Toll Free) 1-800-387-0735 - Outside Toronto
Telefax (416) 962-8900
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Christmas
Countdown

--

Starting December 2"d
Christmas Giveaways Every
Saturday Night

real

lfll~

the
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OU\

'-

UofW
athlete of the week
Margaret Piggott, a forward
With t he Windsor La ncers
women's basketball team, is the
week's University of Windsor
athlete of the week.
Margaret is a 3rd year Socio!ogy student from Chatham, Ontario. She provided great
leadership for the women's bas·
kcthall tedm in theirtwo weekend
victories in Ottawa. On Friday she

contributed to a 63-58 victory
over the University of Ottawa
with 13 points, 5 rebounds, and 2
steals. On Saturday she posted a
game high '27 points with 10
rebounds and 2 assists in their 6253 victory over the University of
l..avalfromQuebecCily.Herplay
was also outstanding defensively
where she provided numerous
"stops" for the tcam.n
____.

______________________

I
1

The Big Christma.s
Bash
December 23rd
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Campus

Book Now for
New Year's Eve
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* '90 '91 Bride~ *
I

cou
fin~
the

do

Windsor's
Largest
II
Wedding Show ~
Is Bigger
And Better

bui
lo<t

an
me
' on

I

Presents

The Third Annual

Wedding Extravaganza'9
Caboto Club *
January 13 - 14, 1990
* Two Grand Prizes
* Honeymoon
* Wedding Photography,
Video & Limousine Service
* Over 85 Exhibits
* Door Prizes
* Show Specials & Discounts

te

· be

I

Nouveau Trade Show & Convention Planners Inc.
.

se

* Bridal Fashion Shows,
Twice Daily,
Featuring 10
Of This Area's
Top Bridal
Retailers, All
On One Stage

Don't Miss This E ent
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campus Rec
bY Darren Grey
The finale of 3-on-3 volleyball proved to be every bit as
competitive as was expected.
Teams battled their way
through the playoffs with many
games being decided by one and
two points. Unfortunately, there
could be only two teams in the
final series and not surprisingly
they were the two teams that had
dominated throughout the regular

through a gruelling three hours of
consecutive games to eventually
lose in the semi-finals to No
Names and place third overall.O

.

season.
Both Sixpack and the No
Names had their work cut out for
' the~ as they went head-to-head in
a best of three game series.
The first game was a see-saw
battle until Sixpack finally pulled
.
.
JOIN A LEAGUE, TEAM,
away with a l 5-S victory.
CLASS PROGRAM OR CLUB
the second game, however,
was a different story. The six pack
NOTICE: The University of
built a substantial lead and never Windsor's Men's Volleyball
looked back. The score was 15-3 team, recent consolation winners,
and was indicative of how all will take on the Michigan State
members of Sixpack were right .Spartans on Friday, December Ist
al the St. Denis Centre. All the acon their game.
It was a fitting final to end a lion gets under way al 8 p.m. Supseason of quality volleyball by all port the continuing improvement
teams. Special recognition should of the U of W's Men's Vollcyhall
be given to Red Sand who went program!

·Lance record broken
Way back on Nov. 28, 1969,
the lance announced it's largest
issue to date - 28 pages. Twenty
years later the lance is publishing its largest issue ever - 40
pages!
In that issue, 1969 lance
Editor in Chief AJ Strachan dealt
with underfunding from SAC and
published stories on a new drug

ling as a political tool, to "ridicule
the ridiculous."
Things haven't changed,
we're still dealing with new drug
plans, the lance is still griping
about the SMC (and not getting
enough money from SAC), and
SAC is still ridiculous.
- Sco tt I ngram, Lance ,
Editor in Chief

plan, and the opening of Vanier
Hall. The lance also published a
story on the ejection of Strachan
from a SAC meeting for heckling. Strachan was heckling SAC
as it created the Student Media
Corporation, a move Strachan
"blasted as dangerous to the principle of a free student press."
Strachan said he was using heck-

Today's Lance largest ever
his edition is the biggest lance in history-and the last
Friday lance th is
term.
Today's 28-pagc paper includes a
large number of special pre-christmas
advertisements, and was designed to
serve as a gift buying guide. besides
filling the usual Lance functions as a
newspi.!per, magazine, and journal of
student opinion.
This edition also contains a special Readership Survey. seeking your
opinions about the lance. Senior
Lance Slaff members Wednesday expressed eagerness to learn the results
of the survey. and to alter Thc Lance
according 10 student desires. Thcy
pointed out that the sul"ey would be

useless unless a large number of students fill it out.
Lance Editor-in-Chief A l
Strachan Wednesday commented on
the 1969-70 Lance: "This survey is
the lateM in a long series of lance
firsts this year. Hopefully, when we
come back after Christmas, we'll be
able to continue in the manner we've
established."
'The re is a distinct chance
though," he continued, "that The
Lance won't gi:t eno~gh moni:y from
SAC to do so. If this is the case, certain faci:ts of Thc Lance will have to
bi: eliminated."'
Hc explaini:d that to save moncy,
a smallcr Lann! would t>e a necessily
unless SAC supplii:s more cash.
Strachan said that the readership

survey is aimed at determining which
a-;pects of the lance student readers
consider most expendable.
He added that he himself is
pleased with the quality of the
newspaper so far, and was quick to
distribute the credit: "We've been
blessed with an excellent staff this
year, and the improved quality of the
paper can be attributed directly to
those people whose names appear in
story by-lines and photo credits. and
in the staff list."
Despite Strachan 's statement.
Lance staffers Wednesday denii:d
rumours that the door to the
newspaper will soon be: replacc:d by
pearly gales.a

'

Proxy Registration
For The 1990
Winter Semester

Council

Procedures and Regulations

,

..

Classifieds
Having problems with the University
or its Bureaucracy? Consult the
University Ombudsperson. Students
will receive an ob1ecllve and confidential investigation of academic/nonacademic problems. race relations or
units of the University. The Office has
been given the mandate to investigate
complaints and make recommendations to those in authority about how
detective procedures. policies and

o..a...&ii snou«nieeor,www

tiality and conf1dent1ahty are !he
cornerstones of the office. Come in,
wnte or call. Dr. Subhas Ramcharan.
Office of the Ombudsperson, Room
351 Dillon Hall. Phone 253-4232. ext.
3400 Office hours: Monday to Friday.
11 a.m. to 3 p m.
ASSUMPTION
UNIVERSITY
CHAPEL - 973-7034 • Located between the University Centre and
Huron Church Rd. Mass - Sundays,
10:30 am. and 4·30 pm Mondays.
11.50 a.m. Liturgy of the Word and
Communion Service. Tuesdays, 5
p.m., Mass followed by dinner. Wednesday to Friday. 11 ·50 a.m Mass All
are welcome to attend. Feel free to
drop by the Cafe for coffee. to use the
Library for study. or Just c.ome and
relax.

1. For all students who are NOT involved in the
"Touchtone Telephone Registration " procedure.
2. The Student must live beyond the regional municipality
of metropolitan Toronto.
3. If you are not going to be home at the time that the
registrar has allocated for you (due to you being in
Florida or Barbados, etc.) , then please come to the
S.A .C . office with PROOF of your travel plans and
S.A.C. w ill register for you.
4. Pick up registration forms at the Registrar's office.
5. You must pay your fees/defer your fees or make
necessary arrangements with the Cashier'~ office ..
6. Come to the S.A.C. office with the above 1nformat1on
and sign the proxy registration form.
.
.
.
7. A ll information must be to the Vice President Un1vers1ty
Affairs by FRIDAY, DECEMBER 15, 1989 AT 4:30 P.M.

House for Rent located on Bridge. 10
min. walk from Un1vers11y. 5
bedrooms. Call Neil at 253-2723.

Vice President University Affairs shall make the Final
determination whether the proxy registration of a student
shall be administered by S.A.C.

Rooms for rent ,n four bedroom
house. Available December 1. Close
to University, Parking and Laundry,
Centr al Ai r, very clean females
prefered. $275/month. Call Peter 256-

Adult Children of Alcoh olics
(A.C.A.) 12 step support group. 711
McEwan St. Holy Name of Mary
Church (basement). Sundays 8 p.m.
All are welcome.

Whoaa: Christmas bargains 'o'
plenty: Su1tca~e computer and printer
$350. Runs CP/M -- great for word
processing, brg, older computer,
screen: 2 huge drives $200 with
printer, $100 W/0 long neck bass
guitar & case $200, 100 amp, 115Varc
welder $100, narrow wood typing (or
computer) desk $20, vanous chairs $2
to $5 each, $120 worth of technical
Jego - great present for the kid - great
condition - $40. Neat green gabardine
Canadian Army trenchcoats, var.
sizes. $15 each. Why wait? Call today,
leave message 1f you get the machine.
256-8054.

2542 .

I
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What's next, Nicaragua?

l.dnce photo by James Crump

Your Piece of Wall
We told a lot of people we were going to Berlin.
With few exceptions they said:
"Bring me a piece of the wall."
"We're going to bring back as much as we can,"
we replied, fully expecting to bring back a fair bit -Sa) ten or twelve pounds.
The wall turned out to be a lot more difficult to
mine than we had believed. It's a tough son of a bitch,
it is, hard as hell and given to crumbling and shattering under the persuasions of hammer and chisel. But
we prevailed, and. after many hours of observation
and some forty-five minutes of hands-on training
(with about three kilograms to show for them at best).
we feel qualified to present to you, the reader:

The Complete LANCE WallSmasher's Handbook

.

at no added charge!

Chapter One: Equipment
There are any number of things you could use to
break off a piece of the Berlin Wall. Tactical AntiWall Devices (TAWDS) such as
-- Bulldozers
-- Sherman Tanks
-- Thermonuclear Weapons
-- Enraged Rhinoceri
-- Telekinesis
are all potentially effective. But for the Canadian
student of modest means and limited psionic prowess,
the best TAWDS are still small, portable devices like
-- Sledge-hammers
-- Normal Hammers
-- Chisels
-- Spikes.
Now of this list, the first item, 'sledge-hammers,'
names the most effective category of hand-held wallsmashing equipment. Anti-Wall Personel (AWPS)
cquippcJ with ::ikJgc-hammcrs make fast, relatively
random assaults ""hich deliver comparatively large

Chunks of Wall (COWS). Pick almost any part of
wall, attack it with a sledge-hammer, and you wil
short order, be in the possession of some se1
kilograms of concrete. Not bad, but there's a ca
the U.S. Military Police around Checkpoint Cha
and the Berlin Polizie elsewhere tend to confis
sledge-hammers and harrass the AWPS who dcr
them. If you intend to use this sort of TAWD, a1
crowded areas, and run like hell if the Pigs shov.
Better to stick with hammers, chisels and sp1
See Appendix Two for further advice.

hund
smas
1
Six-~
AWE

1

bestc
thick
Chapter Two: Where to Attack rhesc
tion
APS intent on getting the best and largest CO as th
in the shortest period of time with cheap T' 10 0
should stick to the region of the wall between Ch, cylin
point Charlie and the newly-opened East-West, anin
on the Potsdam mer Platz. This stretch of wall h., by gi
ready been extensively mined, and this is goodf the v
number of reasons. as shall be seen. Also, Ch,
point Charlie is closer to the U-Bahn (sub\.\a}) bars
the rest of the wall so you wo11 't have to lug. 2). s

hundred pounds of wall as rar as if you decided to
'iii smash near, say, the Brandenburg gate.
That said, we are ready to divulge our patented
:a Six-Step Method for the hammer-and-chisel wielding

of

AWP.

Step One: Find a Vein
\\

The Berlin Wall is a long line of rectangular aspi bestos-reinforced concrete blocks some half-metre
thick, three meter wide, and five metres high (sure,
:k these are approximations, but so what? Men of action can hardly concern themselves with such trivia
:o as the exact dimensions of the very wall they intend
r to DESTROY). These blocks are topped by a
:he cylindrical contrete climbing deterrent, adjoined by
ii: an inch or so of mortar, and covered, on the West side,
hai b) graffitti (Sec Fig. 1). Pick a block. and fintl one of
H the \'eins.
By '\'ein · we mean the horizontal supporting
bars to be found in each block of the wall (Sec Fig.
2). Since these terminate near the edge of the blocks,
they arc easiest to find in lho:.c areas of the wall that
have already been extensively attacked at these juncs. Furrhcrmerersince most people r alize- in shoH
order that the mortar between sections yeilds to the
slightest imposition, these between-section gaps are
!ready the most popular chipping-grounds. Certain
tretches of wall have come to resemble picket fens as erstwhile APWS widen the gaps between the

blocks.

Step Two: Bend the Vein Outwards
This could prove to be a major bitch. The veins,
imbedded in concrete, are reticent to budge. Your
hands freezing in the chill winter air of West Berlin,
your face stinging from the chips of plaster and concrete displaced by your offensive, you must persevere. Inch by tortured inch the vein will bend until!.
blinded by the sweat of your brow, teeth gritted
against the strain of another blow, the damned thing
is out far enough for step three.
Stop for a smoke.

Step Three: Wedge Your
Chisel(s) in Beh ind the Vein
You will have gotten the vein to protrude at some

angle like say twenty degrees from the wall. This acmplished, you now intend to use it to lever off a
hie COW.
Wedging your ch isel or chisels in between the
Vein and the wall , you commence a-hittin'.

Step Four: Watch For Fissures
Hair-line cracks will develop on the surface of the
Walt in from of where the vein, under your tutelage.
Yearns to breath free. These fissures will eventually
fornt a clm,etl curve. That's your cue to remove the
chisel from its veinish locale.

wilh tO&l

Step Five: Widen the Fissures
Start hammering directly into the fissures you·\ c
made in step four.
That is, chisel directly into the cracks that have
shown up on the surface.
Two things can happen
-- the area you·re chiselling can shatter, sending
uselessly tiny COWS to the four winds and you into
a rage; this because the fissures were not deep
enough;
or,
-- the COW circumscribed by the fissures can
cleave off as one mass; this because the fissures \1,;ent
right down to the vein.

Step Six: Oh Bliss
Relax, rejoice, have a smoke.
Go to step three.
Note Bene: Oon·t involve yourself in an infinite
regress. Once you have some hundred pounds of
wall, go home and sell it to fools and sentimental Germans.

Appendix One: Access to Tools
Best to bring your own, but if you ·re stuck at the
wall with no TA WOS, there arc two things you can
do:
-- Find an entrepreneur renting hammers and
chisels. Most people rent for ten and thirty-minute
periods. It is pointless to rent for ten minutes -- you· II
need the half-hour at least. One word of advice,
though: If you find the guy who is renting for one
Oeutchmark (OM) for ten minutes and five OM tor
half an hour, rent it for ten minutes and renew your
rental twice.
-- If you're with someone else, find an American

ag hi

in con

r a1i n.---Oncc · u- - - -i,11,

have agreed with him that he is sure to make a million selling COWS in packages that look like the wall.
half an hour. rent it for ten minutes anti rc11c,,· ~ our
rental twice.
-- If you ·re with someone else. find an ,\mcrican
with tools and engage him in com crsation. Once you
ha\e agreed with him that he is sure to make a million selling COWS in packages that look like the,, :.ill.
ask him if one of you can borrow his tools "for :.i
second." The one of you who docsn ·1 chisel distracts
him with in-depth questions about his market research and other business ventures. Move on to such
mutually interesting topics as junk-bonds and mail
fraud. Before long, you have more wall than him.
Now you start explain the incredible bargain you can
give him on this bridge in Brooklyn ...

Appendix Two: Useful Phrases
There arc loads of Americans around Checkpoint
Charlie, most of whom speak one or another variant
of English. But you might get stuck with just Germans around. Here·s how to deal with them.
You: ·Entschuldigung! kh bin aus Kanada, und
ich kcnn nicht Oeutch. Sprcchen sic English'?'
Berliner: 'Nien.'
You: ·Terrific! Can l borrow your hammer'?'
Berliner: · I speak no English.·
You: ·1 -- want -- to -- bor -- row -- your -- ham
-- mer.'
Berliner: · t have no money to give you.'
You: (Gesticulating) 'Your -- ham -- mer. You
know: to hit the WALL?' (Make a hammering gesture.)
Berliner: •Please don't hit me.'
You: ' I -- want -- your -- hammer.'
Continue this way untill the German underSJands
or flees, whichever comes first. If the latter, find
some other German and try your luck with him.

The Lance, November 30, 1989, Page 40.
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SAC fires Subway lllanager
by Caera Bertrand-Crump and
Kevin Johnson
Students' Administrative
Council (SAC) fired the manager
of the Subway pub over the
Christmas break, and he is
demanding to know why.
"I haven't done anything.
This is unfair, and I can't even
defend myself," Chuck Blewett
said. He plans to ask for a hearing
before student council. Blewett
complained that after five years of
service, he was not given
severance pay or prior notice.
Neither is required by law.
SAC president Paul Briscbois
said Monday that since the executive is responsible for running the
pl1b, council will not discuss the
matter. Brisebois brought the dismissal to the SAC Board of Di rectors, which passed the motion
unanimously.
The motion listed four
~aches or etewett's employment contract, including failure to
provide adequate

records, failure to protect Subway
property, and making hiring
decisions without SAC approval.
Brisebois refused to comment
on the reasons for Blewett's tt:rmination while "it is still up in the
air," but pointed out there was no
dissent on the board and that any
dismissal in the pub requires the
consent of the university's director of student services, J. David
Mc~urray.
In an interview, Blewett
denied any wrongdoing. He said
he still wants the job, and is willing to go to court over it.
"This firing is only hurting students, who will pay for a wrongful
dismissal suit," he said. "But I
believe in justice, and I believe
that I will get it."
Blewett likened his case Lo that
of former assistant pub manager
Mike Vorshuk, who last year won
a wrongful dismissal suit which
cost students $9,000.
"I had a job to go in there and
do certain things, and I did them,"
he said. "I don't want to leave

under a clt>ud when I feel I've
done a superlative job."
Briscbois said he is confident
the case will not l..ind in court. "I
would never do anything Lo put the
corporation in jeopardy," he said.
SAC has barred Uh:welt from
broadcasting his arts programme
on campus radio station CJAM,
which is located adjacent Lo the
pub.
"We just don't want him in the
building for security reasons,"
Brisebois said. He added legal
counsel recommended the move.
The executive staff of CJAM
feels this is a fonn of censorship,
and is protesting the ban.
"Any time a politician gets involved with media it damages
journalistic integrity," said station
manager John Bunn. "If they do
that, they can basically control our
content."
SAC is seeking a new Subway
manager while 15-ycar employee
Jackie Belbcck-Carr will fill the
position in the interim.a

Lance photo by Jomes Crump

Former Subway manager Chuck BlewetL
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e gorgeous new residences on Sunset are due for completion m May.

Neighbours cheer new residence
h) Astrid Ohcrsat
Unlike the Canterbury Collcgc residence further up the
street, the new university student
housing in the 700 block of Sunset Avenue has been welcomed
by most of its neighbours.
The new townhouses replaced
single family dwellings in the
same area, and arc due for completion this spring.
Sociology professor Gerry
Booth owns a house across the
street from the as-yet un-namcd
building. He credited the univer:y With
rming him about
their plans for the property. ·

Booth said he believes the
residences will improve the
character of the street. According
to the blueprints he was shown by
the university, the main entrances
will face away from Sunset.
Elizabeth Price, another
home-owner on the street, was
h!ss enthusiastic, but resigned.
"One can't c.lo anything about
it now. You can't stop progress,"
she said. She is reserving judgement on how the changes will affeet her until the housing is
occupied . But she docs have a
contingency plan.
"If there's any noise, all one
has to do is call (university presi-

~ext ..,,- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Jent Ron) Ianni and complain to
him," Price said,
Further up the block, Kim
Closs said she did not anticipate
any problem with noise. She lives
next to the entrance to the university-owned parking lot on Wyandotte. For her, the neighbourhood
is already noisy.
Andrew Vasily had a different
perspective. lie Joesn't worry
about concerns that student
residences tlrivc down property
values. "The houses on (the cast)
side oft he street will be torn down
in a couple years anyway,'' he
saiJD

TORONTO (CUP) -- The
price Ontario students pay to go to
university is going up again next
year, this time by 8 per cent.
Meanwhile critics are charging that government operating
grants to universities for next year
-- announced at the same time as
the tuition fees -- amount to an actual decrease in funding.
Provincial treasurer Robert
Nixon announced in the Legislature November 29th that operating
grants to universities will increase
by 8 per cent to $1.8 billion for
next year.
But, critics say, almost half
that increase -- 3.1 per ~ent -- will
be used to cover recent enrollment
increases. And once inflation, running close to 5 per cent, is factored
in, the result is a net decline in
funding.
Meanwhile tuition fees will
rise a full 8 per cent.
"It means that either students
are going to owe more money
when they get out of school or
they're going to have to find something else to cut from a fixed
budget," said Greg Elmer of the
Ontario Federation of Students.
"Students are in effect being
asked to pay more for a declining
1
standard," said Bob Kanduth, an
official with the Ontario Con-

federation of University Faculty
Associations. "There's a real irony
there."
Ministry officials defended the
figure, saying it was the best they
could do.
"You try to come up with a
figure that will satisfy the institutions and satisfy the people who
are footing the bill," said education ministry official Rob Woofer.
"The minister's been in
politics for 14 years and doesn't
remember a single occasion when
everyone's been happy (with a
funding announcement)," Wooler
said . "We're pleased that we got 8
per cent across the board."
The Council of Ontario
Universities, a lobby group for
Ontario university presidents,
slammed the government funding
levels.
"We would say that of the 8 per
cent as mu.ch as 5.3 per cent is
either intended to cover enrollment growth or to offset pre-announced programs," said Council
official Will Sayers. "In real dollars (after inflation) it's a
decrease."
The Council was also hopeful
the government would announce a·
deregulation of tuition fees, which
would allow universities to sef
them as high as they liked.

--------------------------------------

~ k : News: Jean Chretien comes to town. Column: White Heterosexual Anglophone Men are no good. Arts: Review of Roger and Me.
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diversions
FILM
February 14
-· The A tomlc Fi.Im Society presents Swamp
Women at 9:00 pm at the O.H .• 3140 Sandwich.
$2.00.

February 1
-- First Thursday Book Reviews - New books for the
new year. Enjoy a new author or sample an 010
favourite. Riverside branch, 7:30 pm.

THEATRE

Thurs. January 25
-- Riverside Travel Club - A special start for tre
new season I Frank Wansbrough will offer tips fOf
travelling and show a selection of his favourite
slides. Riverside branch. 7:30 pm.

Wed. January 17 & Thurs. January 18
-- Windsor Feminist Theatre presents Girl's Guide
to Chaos. 9 pm, Radio Tavern. 546 Ouellette Ave.
Free admission.

January
-- Watercolour display courtesy of Karen Mc.
Connell for the month of January. Riverside
branch.

LECTURES
· Fri. January 12
•· Student Law Society presents Jean Chretien -·
Canada's next PWrne Mini~ 9:30 am. Moo1
Court, Faculty of Law. Sponsored by S.L.S. & SAC.

.

Sun. January 14
-- Assumption University's Christian Culture Series
presents Sr. Fran Ferder. F.S.P.A., Ph.D., D. Min ..
Co-Director of TARA Centre (Therapy and
Renewal Associates), speaking on "Human
Sexuality -- God's Good Creation." 8:00 pm, Assumption University, 400 Huron Church Road
Windsor. Ont. Adults $5.00. students $2.00.

ART

Lonee photo by James Crump

Thurs., January 25
-- Robert Burns - a night to remember. Poems.
ballads and dancing. Main library, 7:30 pm.
Sot., January 27
-- Celebrate the Korean New Year! Videos.
games. stories, music, costumes and handicrafts. Main library. 2:30 pm.

January l 0-25

-- Orogonsense. a one-man art show exhibiting
a cauldron of bizarre Objets d' Art marked by
outbursts of decadence and frivolity. Mackenzie
Hall, 3277 Sandwich St., Windsor. Ontario. N9C
1A9. 977-6372. You are cordially invited to a
reception for the artist. Wed., Jan. 10th, 6-9 pm.

.

Thurs., January 11
-- Adventure in Yugoslavia - slides with commentary by Otto Allemang. Nikola Budimir branch.
1310 Grand Marais W .• 7:00 pm. 969-5880.

Thurs., January 11, Wed., January 17 - Thurs.
January 18
-- Suicide Prevention - A presentation by Alive
PUBLIC LIBRARY
Canada. 11th - Seminole branch. 2:00 pm and
7:00 pm. 17th - Forest Glade branch, 3211 Forest
Thurs., January 18
Glade
Dr.• 735-6803. 7:00 pm. 18th - Riverside
-- Rove Reviews - Start the new year with a good
branch,
6275 Wyandotte St. E., 7:30 pm. 945book. Main library. 850 Ouellette Avenue. 2:30
7568.
pm. 255-6770.

Thurs., January 25
-- Seminole Family Evening - Serbian Evening
Enjoy Serbian dancing and singing performeo
by the Graceanica Church School Dance
Group. Seminole branch, 4285 Seminole St .. 7:0C
pm. 945-6467.
Tues., Jon. 23
-- Introduction to Calligraphy. South Walkervil~
branch. 1425 Tecumseh Rd. E., 2:00 pm. Please
pre-register. 253-3600.

MISCELLANEOUS
-· THE AIDS COMMITIEE OF WINDSOR·· VOLUN,
TEERS NEEDED. Volunteers are among Windso
most vital resources. Many organizations re~
heavily on volunteer support. The AIDS Commit.
tee of Windsor is no exception. The committeei
working diligently to stop the spread of AIDS one
to support those now living with AIDS. They neec
your help. Volunteers are urgently needed fo·
clerical assistance in the office. educational one
research efforts. fundraising, and support for per
sons with AIDS. Training provided. If you are inte·
ested. please call Caroline at 973-0222 for more
information.

Welcomes Back University of
Windsor Students & Faculty
lt!•J., •J-i:iJ:t:•

C
_O
_LQ ~UT COMBO ·- - - BMT (ham., genoa, pepperoni, bologna-)
SUBWAY CLUB (T1Jast b~f. turk'1 ha.n)
SUPER-'GOMBO •
SUPERBMT
SUPER CLUB
.
TUNA '?;p TUNA~ TUNA
SEAFOOD & CRAB----~
ROAST BEEF
I

TURKEY BREAST

;

MEATBALL ·
------~TE~K ~ CHEE~E _(100% sirloin) __
SERVED 0\ \\ HOLE WHEAT OR ITALIA\ BREAD
Any Sandwich also available as a custom salad plate.
1d S/.R•l./1 riTTI/ )'IJ/ 1/ (7/(}Kl 1,/ • A\ltRll1\ 'I/ti.SE , IJ\/(J\,1 • urn
/1,1/Al{Jt., • /Jill Pl( AU I • (,RU \ PLPPJh • BUU '//.II! I • MLT •

'

nm

·---················································r···················································.-··················································

BUY ONE
FOOTLONG OR SALAD
AT REGULAR PRICE

GET ONE
OF EQUAL VALUE FOR ONLY

$1*0FF
ANY

FOOTLONG
SANDWICH
• With purchase of a large soft drink
(excluding S~per Subs)
Expires Jan. 24/90

"' With purchase of a large soft drink
One coupon per customer per visit
Expires Jan. 24/90

(-lU.~IIB

ANY 2 REGULAR
FOOTLONG
SANDWICHES
FOR
ONLY

$6.99

• with the purch<1\C of

a large ,oft drink
(excluding Supcr Sub,)
Expire\ Jan. 24'90
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Lance to join national media campaign

Studentjournalists hold powwow
by Kevin Wilson
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Last month's murder of 14
women at the Universite de
Montreal and its coverage by the
student media was the major
theme of the 52nd annual conference of the Canadian University Press (CUP), held in Waterloo
over the December break.
The Montreal massacre has
forced student newspapers to deal
with the reality that universities
are not immune to the sexism
which plagues Canadian society.
The co-operative decided to
conduct a national campaign of
coverage of the issues of sexism
and the privatization of postsecondary education. The move
was a compromise between camps
arguing for each of the two topics.
An example of how the cooperative is dealing with sexism
among its members came when
University of Toronto's Varsity
registered a complaint against the
Cord Weekly, from Wilfrid
Laurier University for its regular
publication of a column entitled
"Your Biorhythm by Bill Needle."
Needle's negative references
to feminists, as well as gays, lesbians and visible minority groups,
resulted in the Cord being required to print a story explaining
the damage the column had done.
The paper was also instructed to
invite a member of a women's or
rape crisis centre to discuss

sexism with its staff.
The conference, hosted this
year by the Cord Weekly and the
Peak from the University of
Guelph, is the organization's
forum for setting its budget,
mediating disputes, and electing a
new national executive.
In addition, workshops and
seminars address news and ethical
issues and provide an opportunity
for student journalists to share tips
and so lutions to common
problems.
After years of poor financial
health which saw the staff at the
national bureau in Ottawa reduced
from eight to two people, CUP
found the picture has begun to improve. As a result, the co-operative decided to hire another person
for its Ottawa bureau and to re-establish four regional bureaus on a
part-time basis.
The keynote speaker at the
conference was Mark Starowicz,
co-producer of CBC's the Journal. Starowicz was responsible for
the controversial decision to air a
documentary on the recent New
Democrat convention which included a recording of a private
conversation between leadershp
candidates Simon DeJong and
Dave Barrett.
Starowicz addressed the future of Canadian broadcasting. He
painted a bleak picture of the current state of programming in
Canada.

Lance photo by Karl Mamer

Lance delegates Michael Cohen (left) and Kevin Wilson discuss the paper's policy positions prior to the final
plenary of the 52nd annual general meeting of the Canadian University Press. The group is the oldest student
organization in Canada, and has members from St. John's Memorial University in the east to the University of
Victoria in the west. The conference elected Francesca Lo Dico was elected president for the 1990-91 year.

''Virtually every show wltidt Starowicz said. "Shows lite
Danger Bay, Degrassi High, even
Anne ofGreen Gables, have noth-

is produced in Canada is so
sanitized of Canadian culture that
is is impossible to glean the essence of what it is to be Canadian,"

ing in them which exhibits anything
of the
Canadian

budget cuts and increased competition from US television.a

GSS gets big bucks
by Prema Oza
The Graduate Students'
Society (GSS) received an early
Christmas present at the November Board of Governors meeting:
a cool $200,000.
The money. in the form of a
$50,000 grant and a long-term
$150,000 loan, will be used to
renovate the new Grad House at
458 Sunset.
The former Gignac house is to
be ready for business before the
end of the semester, and will include meeting rooms, a liquour-

I

I

.te.

licensed games room, and access
for the disabled.
Grad House manager Zedenko
Fiftar said the larger facility may
mean more student job openings.
The renovations make an effort at preserving the beauty of the
house's interior.
"We have tried to keep the
original ambience of the home:
oak trim. hard wood floor,
fireplaces." said director of student services J.D. McMurray. He
hopes the Grad House will serve
all sectors of the university community .O

Lance veterans return
by Lam·e l'iews Staff

Alan Drouillard tries out new chair.

Drouillard named to finance post
hy Kevin John,on
I le may he lacking horns and a
forked tail, but new Students' Administrative Council (SAC) vice
president finance Alan Drouillard
does have a devilish grin.
President Paul Brisebois hired
him to fill the vacancy left by

Steve Oeneau, who has pursued
more lucrative opportunities in
Toronto. Drouillard, a business
student, is president of the Commercc Society, and served on
SA C's finance committee.
Brisebois is pleased with his
new veep'sexpericnce. "You have
.to have somebody familiar with

the operation," he said.
With SAC working to replace
, financial records lost by an errant
. computer program, and weathering storms in the pub and student
· media, Drouillard has no opinion
yet on whether he likes the job.
"I haven't had time to sit down
and think about it," he said.O

Tiu: Lance has a new executive
tcam.
Kevin Johnson and Laura
Gould were acclaimed as editor
and production manager. respectively, during exam week, Both
have held the positions previously.
The former executive stepped
down after the staff voted to accept
a report which called for their
resignations. A committee of
lance volunteers and sub-editors
was appointed by the staff to.
review the newspaper's opera-

uons. After weeks of inveshgation. the committee produced an
extensive list of recommendalions. mcluding the call for editor
Scott 'Ingram~ and production
manager Lee Ross to vacate their
paid, full-time posts. Their terms
were not not due to expire until
May.
Both have indicated they will
remain active with the newspaper.
Johnson served as editor in
1986-87. and Gould was the
Lance's first full-time production
manager in 1987-88.0
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Counc1 to bar former Subway manager Chuck Blewett
from all council-administered properties sets a
dangerous precedent
After firing Blewett, SAC followed the advice of
legal counsel In denying him access to any of its
facilities. which prevented him from producing his
weekly arts show for the campus-community radio station. CJAMfm.
This despite the fact that the CJAM staff was satisfied with Blewett's work there as a volunteer. and in
fact. has been hard-pressed to replace him. The executive of the radio station is in an uproar at the Interference with their autonomy. Unfortunately, the SAC
executive does not seem to understand.
President Paul Brisebois repeatedly assured the student media that it was not his intention to censor their
content. or to second-guess their staffing decisions. He
refused to recognize that regardless of intent. that was
precisely the effect of his actions.
The legal justification for the move is that SAC must
purge a dismissed employee from all Its departments
In case of a lawsuit. V.P. Finance Alan Drouillard feels
a judge might look poorly on a corporation unwilling
to keep employees on the payroll. but content to let

them work for free
This view does not toke into account the arguments of the CJAM exec that whatever Blewett's performance as a pub manager. he has made a fine
contribution to the station's local arts coverage Unfortunatev. It would appear that the law makes no such
distinctions.
As a carrier mandated to use community as well
as campus volunteers. CJAM's credlblllty has been
compromised by this Incident. Those working there are
now ultimately answerable not to the managers paid
to run the station but beyond them to the owners who
have demonstrated their readiness to exercise control.
Brisebois' nobility to guarantee it will not happen
again is worrisome. as is the thought that the Lonee
might be the next victim.
One possible solution is the proposal from the
lance editor to amend the constitution of the Student
Media Corporation so that only the heads of the media
departments are given authority over who volunteers
for them . This would ensure an arm's-length relation·
ship between SAC and its subsidiaries, preserving Journalistic Integrity and providing legal protection for the
SAC executive.

Saddle back
It's hard to believe I'm back behind the editor's
desk at the Lance. A lot of things have changed since
my first stint ended almost three years ago.
The paper's decrepit typesetting machines have
been traded In for labour-saving computers. We inherited a second light board. Even our mysterious halftoning camera has been replaced.
Of course. tust as much remains unchanged.
There's still plenty of beeswax on the walls. Under the
debris. I've found a few relics of my last term here: a
few sticks of long-forgotten Incense stuck behind the
flllng cabinet. some ancient plastlc cutlery, the
donated stereo that used to blare CJAM at 4 in the
morning.
But most Importantly, although they bear new

names and faces. the Lonee people remain
Stereotypically cocky and fiercely Independent,
members of the staff here are also talented. hard·
working and committed.
Week in and week out. they sweat to turn a
newspaper that need take back seat to no other. The
recommendations of the Lance review committee are
a worthy blueprint with which to chart the paper's
reconstruction In the new year.
There are easier Jobs. and there are better-paying
jobs. but there is no finer job and I should know.
What makes It all worthwhile is the dedicated team
most readers will never see. It's an honour and o
privilege to work with them.
--Kevin Johnson

OPI
Lepine in all ofus
by Kevin Wilson

On Deceniber 6, 1989, Marc Lepine forced us to forever
change the way we look at gender relations. On that day,
he calmly entered L'ecole Polytechnique in Montreal and
slaughtered 14 young engineering students--all of them
women.
In spite of the fact that it happened a month ago, and
that the commercial media has covered it almost to a
saturation point does not mean that Canadians should now
shrug off the murders as "one of those things". Lepine's
act leaves us scratching our heads, wondering if it could
have been prevented. Wondering indeed, ifwe were somehow responsible. Accessories to murder. The most innocuous looking things sometimes affect us without us
even knowing it.
From birth, men and women are segregated. Boys wear
blue, girls wear pink. This segregation continues on
throughout our formative years. Boys are taught to play
with trucks, work with their hands, not cry and to "take it
like a man". Girls are taught to play with dolls, cook the
meals, and that its okay to cry.
Lepine's case evidences a particularly extreme form of
this kind of gender stereotyping. His father was openly
abusive to his mother, and taught him that women were
somehow inferior to men.
The fact that he screamed "You're all a bunch of
feminists, l hate feminists!" indicates that his perception

of the roles of women had somehow been horribly warped
somewhere in his development.
Do all men harbour these same feelings? Perhaps not,
but we do have the potential, because years of socialization teach us to hold a deep seated resentment towards
women. Where's that last issue of Playboy you bought?
How about that copy of The Essex you've been coveting?
Or do you think it's okay to force yourself on a woman,
even if she says no, "because she was asking for it"? The
boys at Queen's would like you to think that "No means
kick her in the teeth" .
A few steps have been made towards improving a
society which has been overwhelmingly patriarchical.
Some men have come to believe that somehow, in creating an egalitarian society, they arc being deprived of their
rights. They' re lashing out, because they don't understand
that the niche they've carved out for themselves is unfair
to others.
Marc Lepine has forced us to look inside at the ugliness that is sexism. Marc Lepine is the secret person inside of all of us.
There are nagging questions to be asked. Hundreds of
prominent Canadians attended the memorial services for
the slain women. The pain of their murders cut across linguistic and partisan lines. Brian Mulroney, Jeanne Sauve,
Premier Robert Bourassa, and Jacques Parizeau were
among the public figures who came to Montreal to offer
their support to the city in its time of grief.

What if fourteen prostitutes had been killed? Or fourteen native women? What would have happened if the victims had not been educated and caucasian? Would the
outpouring of anguish been nearly as great? I'm inclined
to wonder. Educated white Canadians sent a Micmac Indian, Donald Marshall, to spend the rest of his life in prison
for a crime that everyone in his hometown, including some
police knew someone else had committed. There were no
memorial services for the scores of prostitutes killed by the
Green River killer. We scream bloody murder when an
artist plans to kill a rat, but no one makes any fuss about a
civilian casualty toll in Panama which may be as high as
7000 killed. Do we mourn for the children who are beaten,
sold into slavery, are forced to prostitute themselves for a
meal. or killed on daily basis? We hear nary a murmur.
The "enlightened world" is in desperate need of a value
assessment.

mail
real student's outlook on university life.
Was university what you expected?
How did you deal with that annoying
roommate? Write on any topic )OU
--=~--w
= an:..:..l~: relationships, parents, sports
teams, sororities, fra1erni1ies. rhat wi@
The Unive rsity of Western Ontario ·s party you threw, the classes that you
student council defeated a motion made did (or didn't) go to, your residence.
at its October 5th board meeting to your school ' s spirit and clubs.
We are looking for anything that
hold a plebiscite on abortion. The 8: 1
you
experienced at your specific
decision was basically due to the fact
that abortion is a non-educational issue university that you think other students
and as such, the council felt that it would benefit from reading. This
goes beyond the bounds its mandate collection is open to all students,
faculties and staff. Please - we want
should encompass.
your
honest view on "real" life at
In this vein, the University of
Windsor's
Students'
Administrative university.
Confidentiality will be respected and
Council should be reconsidering its
questionable decision
to hold a we regret that no stories can be
referendum on abortion next semester. returned. Please be sure lo include an
It would be as inappropriate for SAC address and phone number at which
to endorse a particular political party as you can be reached. The mailing
it would be for it to take a stand on deadline is January 19, 1990. Send all
such a morally-divisive non-student submissions, of any length, to: Steve
issue like abortion. Special interest Gill, 31 Ranchwood Cres., London,
groups are the proper venues through Ontario N6A 3A I or Cassie Boutcher.
which individuals should be addressing 785 Sevilla Park Place, London.
issues which affect the Canadia~ Ontario N5Y 4H9.
population as a whole. SAC. however,
should be limiting itself to addressing
only those issues specific 10 the student
body.
Should this unfortunate referendum Dear Editor,
(and others like it) in fact be held.
As an outside observer and an
SAC should be held responsible for
African
man.
have watched the
facilitating the campus-wide dissemination information representing both Univcrsitv of Windsor recklessly push
sides of the issue at hand. in a fair and towards the divestment of the pension
fund from South Africa. Now the issue
even manner.
on your campus is the question of the
South African scholarship as a method
Thank you,
of
advancing
the
cause
of
Christine Bernier
"humanitarian rights".
From the exchange of letters in your
student newspaper I have come to the
conclusion that the criticisms of this
scholarship fund arc valid and wellDear Editor,
constructcd. I also bdieve that the
Please print this appeal to your attacks on Mr. Sellars come from a
readers. Do you have any stories, no sense of panic and an attempt to
matter how extreme. that relate to your imitate the politics of Coleman A.
)'ears at university that you ,,ould be Young. where anyone who disagree,
with the Mayor is labelled a racist.
Willing 10 1,hare7
I am ve~y curious as to wh~ the
We arc students from the Umvcrsll)
pro-scholarship
group on your campus
of Western Ontario who arc trying to
has
continuously
attacked Mr. Sellars
COflllpile a book containing the best
stories you hav~ to offer. Help us get a but has refused 10 acknowledge the

unfortunate
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outside
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letter of Mr. Adomako. If the charges
on Mr. Sellars are justified then the
pro-scholarship group must also attack
the African man who has been critical
of the scholarship.
In my opinion, Ilic Sootli t\fiican
scholarship fund on your campus is. in
its present state, flawed for three
substantial reasons.
In the letter on November ::!3, l 989.
the young lav.: student made the
concession that whoe\'er is chosen as
the recipient of the scholarship will in
all probability stay in Canada and
effect change from the outside. But
rather than implement a flawed policy.
the lJniversil) of Windsor and this proscholarship group should raise money
and then donate this money to an
African unhersily who will choose the
luckv student. In this wav not onl}
doc; the future South Af;ica benefit,
but Africa as a continent profits.
Furthermore. this type of policy
allows the black family in South
Africa. which has been one or the few
weapons in the fight again'-l the white
government to remain intact. rather
than di.,rupting a family by relocating
someone in Windsor
Also, if the chosen student is taught
at an African univcrsit) at the graduate
level. s he \\ ill also be teaching. This
then becomes an effective and efficient
policy for all ,upprcsscd blacks in
Africa to enjo), "freedom through
education to the masses" instead of just
the few.
When I think of the concept of
divi:stment I have to question its
effectiveness of gaining its slated goals.
Will the removal of such a small
amount of money serve the purpose of
changing the political landscape in
South Africa or will it sef\·e the
political purposes or select individuals
at the Universit) of Windsor'? When
looking at an) economic system,
w hethcr you shoot a zebra in the hlack
or "hite stripes i~ irretc, ant. The
animal will still be dead.
Also, to be con..,istent. perhaps the
United States ~hould withdra\\ all of its
investment in Canada until the Meech
Lake Accord is ratified. thus gh ing
equalit) to a third of the Canadian
population.

In conclusion I am delighted to see
SU<:"h a \'igorous discussion at your 1
university on the issue of South Africa. '
But to settle all diffe rences on the
scholarship Dr Carasco should publicly
aebate Mr. Selliiis an'll Mr. Aoomak'-o.:.a.-iOnly this way can all views be aired
and constructive progress occur.
Stnen Konfor

correction
Dear Editor,

Regarding the article which appeared in the NO\cmber 23rd issue on
Professor David Garrow 's lecture at the
Law School. the Memorial Award
which is being set up in honour of
Delos Rogest Davis ,vas misspelled in
the article.
It is Da,is, not Davie?. We would
appreciate a correction. Thank you.
On behalf of the Delos Davis Student Law Guild,
LloJ d C. Dean
Erratum: Lost issue's Low column
was mistakenly attributed to Dove
Seburn It was written by John
' Frame
Clarification: The artwork for
Nomenclature was produced by
Marie Jacqueline Doucette
Gouthier, a.k..a. J. Palmer.
The Lonee welcomes readers·
opinions. Letters to the editor
should be typed, double-spaced,
and no more than 500 words In
length. Letters wlll not be printed
unless they are signed by the
author and include a telephone
number for confirmation .
Please address to the editor
and deliver to the Lonee offices,
second floor, University Centre. by
6:00 pm the Tuesday before publlcotlon.
The Lonee reserves the right to
edit for space, and to refuse to
publish materlol of a sexist, racist
or homophobic nature.
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Mighty Mouse always sang,
"Here I come to save the day!"
In Vancouver, it was the
mighty that saved the mouse.
Over 300 people saved Sniffy
the Rat from artistic death last
lVeekend. Vancouver performance artist Rick Gibson let the
media and .ir:im.il rights institutions know he was going to crush
Sniffy between two canvases and
call his splotchy designs "art."
Well, that raised some
eyebrows and hackles, and they
all rushed to save the critter and
beat Gibson to a pulp in the
process. The concept of violence
condoned by ideology 1s a sick
one, but needless to lament, it is
exercised by all of us, even animal
activists saving mice.
Gibson had, in fact, sold Sniffy back to the pct store where he
found him in the live-food-forpet-snakes section. (Someone
later purchased the ol' Sniffer, and
he will reside somewhere far from
canvas for his short days.) Gibson
told the mob this, and they
cheered. Then they cha:-.ed him all
over Vancouver, still trying to
beat him to a pulp.
What was the art here? Was it
a smushed rat?
No, it was a media field day; it
was a controversy, it was an angry
CfO\\d. It was unmasked compassion, haired and 6 pm stardom.
The Sniffy Saga unfolded to
millions on CBC television and
rad io, CNN, an nearly every
ewspaper in Canada and USA
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Today. This was the art--people
reporting the facts of Sniffy,
p~ople talking about Sniffy,
people saving Sniffy. This
column in the lance is part of the
art
All of this role-playing creates
a duality in the characters and the
media. Gibson was the nutty
avant-garde artist, hut in the Sniffy Saga he was the predator, the
devil, the bad guy.

The crowds were the art
partrons, yet in the saga they were
cast as saviours to helpless life.
The media, in their usual role,
ignored the political foundations
and played out the saga at face
value, wi1h little or :.o que,tioning
of the real stakes and go:iL;.
(Starting to s ,und like El Salvador'! Panama? Angola?)
Gibson, in living out his thesis
before millions, can be called

genius. This is a p0sitive aspect of
social art: to expose the dualities,
criticize and call for analysis.
Other than the role of the media as
a target, we can discern two concepts exposed here.
One is the foundation of the
animal rights movement: that all
life on this planet should be
respected. RealiLing thnt we need
to protect, conserve and replenish
our entire ecosystem (plants,

animals and all), we can save this '
dying planet and live in harmony
appO
with it.
i;nc
Sure, that sounds lofty and unJanu
reachable, what with McDonald's
MCM
as a world-wide institution. but
the
these people are willing to active- ,
ly work to forward this goal. Gibson did not extol! this, the art
patrons/activists did it on their
own. Gibson provided the media
opportunity.
The other target is us, the
Canadian people. If 300 citizens
night
can get angry and yell over one
cold,
mouse life. where arc these people
of
ris
when there arc starving children
you.
the world over (which is, sadly, a
discu
constant)?
cie~b
Where is this unb1 idled ,:om!M)rta
pass ion when the US (and
Jll)'p'
Canada) is ruling and killing
It.
routinely in Central America?
fault,
Where are these hopping mad
Kevin
Canadians when Mulroney played
cheerleader to Bush and his quasiterrorist Panama invasion?
Where are our priorities? In
Vancouver, they lay in a little rat
walls,
this past weekend
cigar
Gibson, in this art-demonstradraw
tion, has posed a valid and disturbpian
ing question. Do people have
come
their priorities in order, or are
~ace
Canadians a pliable and easily
tethered lot, jumping from one
admir
cause to the next for the sake of sidio
controversy'!
threat
That is the thing about art; it we al
doesn't answer our problems. hard
That is up to us all.
oonc
But if the "mighty" can save a food
mouse, surely they can save more legisl
than that.O
s

ntroduces
Jennifer
A New & Exciting Stylist Brings Her Artistic Flare
To Salon 51O
off
all hair services with Jennifer only

Appointment Preferred
Monday & Wednesday -- 9:30 - 5 :00
Tuesday, Thursday & Friday -- 9:30 - 7: 00
Saturday -- 8:30 - 4 :00

. 551 Pelissier Street
973-4977

columns
bY (..Drne Beaton

Imagine, just imagine, my disappointment o~ entering the
Lance offices this tenth day of
January, Year of our Lord
t,tCMXC, a Wednesday, which is
die day after Tuesday (which is
tbe day when we have pizza
befCabouts), and finding no leftover pizza!
sacrilege. It is a timebonoured tradition here at the
1.4nce, almost four months old,
dial the morning after production
night I come in and I scarf the
cold, dry, leftover pizza, heedless
of risk. Ask anyone, they'll tell
you. Ask Bernie, and he'll start
discussing my suicidal tendencies,but pay him no mind. Theimpartant thing is that I not be denied
my pizza.
(l's the new administration's
fault, of course. The first thing
Kevin and Laura did on taking
over the reins here at the lance
was to (sort ot) clean up the lance
offices, removing dreck from the
walls, vacuuming the years-old
cigarette ashes from the desk
drawers, moving that gawdawful
piano into an inconspicuous
comer, and generally sprucing the
place up.
While cleanliness seems an
admirable goal, in truth it's an insidious, perfidious cancer that
lhrcatens to destroy the lance that
e all know and love. You see,
don the heels of de-clutteriza. comes anti-smoking and antiood- near- the-compute rs
gislation.
Soon you find signs garishly
!aiming "Health laws strictly
<f" in J8b1 flitc and notty pizza boxes sitting forlommthe garbage can. Before long,
cowed and broken staffers find

Pick up your tickets for
The Charity Ball February 1O, 1990
in the OPUS Office
Rm. 101, University Ctr.

Official-Languages
Monitor* Program
Under a program funded by the Department of the Secretary
of State of Canada, the Ministry of Education in conjunction
with the Council of Ministers of Education, Canada, invites
students to apply for the position of second-language
monitors (French or English) for the academic year 1990-91.

Monitors (Part-time)
Official-languages monitors must be full-time postsecondary students usually studying in a province other than their
own. They will work between six and eight hours per week
under the supervision of a second-language teacher. Some
francophone monitors will be assigned to French schools
outside Quebec. For eight months participation in the
program, they will receive at least $3,500 and one return trip
between their home and the host province.
To be eligible for part-time monitor duties, students must
have completed at least one year of postsecondary studies
or will have completed such studies by the end of the
1989-90 academic year.

themselves out on the streets, victims of a SAC-instigated purge,
and left to scratch out a meagre
living at Burger World whilst the
new, ideologically-correct lance
staff busies itself with writing
fawning treatises on the great god
Ianni.
But that's beside the point.
The point is that as a born-again
junkaholic who believes that
every pizza has the sacred and inalienable right to be eaten down to
the last crumb, crust and all, I find
the concept of a noble pizza left
unconsummated, cooling its heels
in a landfill, targeted by flies and
other unworthy scavengers, singularly repellent.
The pizza is one of the most
complete and nutritious foods
there is. (I read that in Reader's
Digest, so you know it's true.)
Think about it. You've got your
breads and cereals -- that's the
crust. You've got your fruits and
vegetables: mushrooms, green·
peppers, pineapple if you're into
that kind of thing, and let's not forget that tomato sauce. You've got

~,ERFECT
rPAPERS
Word Processing Service
Laser Printer

REED
LLITERACY
ax Books, Magazines
Newspapers
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That's what Ottawa is doing by
sla?ping its Goods & Services Tax on
books, magazines and newspapers products so important to our growth
and independence that Canadians
have bought them tax-free since
Confederation.

Here's the damage a 9% increase in the cost of books, magazines
and newspapers can do:
• fl<,causc.• they are highly price S('nsitJvc. sales or Canadian publication<
could drop by 20%. Th,~ will mmn il'ss vancty and sclcctJon at
book,hops, nL·wsstands and hbrarics aero" th,• count')'·

• The very propk• on whom Ottawa is spending millions of dollars t<1
m,1kc more htcrotc - po<>l'\'r and less educated Canadians- w1ll lX' hat
hard.
• ,Since you don't pay fcdcr.11 ta, on books. m.1gaz1nes and ncwsp,1pcrs
now, this will n1l'an a 100% ta, t!\Cl"Nl>C'

Hit weren't so devastating, the irony would be laughable.
~ut something can b(, done. The Goods & Service, Ta, is coming under attack
t won't take cHcct until 1991 So. tlwrc,; t,mc to convmn• the kdcral
gov,•mrncnt at as m.,kmg a tcrnbll· mistake m tax mg th,• hfeblood of our
Cultun.i,

your red meats: pepperoni,
Monitors (Full-time)
Full-time monitors must have completed at least one year
ground beef, bacon maybe.
of postsecondary studies. Duties consist of assisting
You've got your fish: anchovies.
second-language teachers (French or English) in rural or
And you've got your dairy
semi-urban areas usually in a province other than their
own
for 25 hours per week. Some francophone monitors
products: cheese.
will be assigned to French schools outside Quebec. MoniAll five basic food groups, in
tors will receive up to $10,000 for 10 months of participation.
They will also receive two return trips per year between
other words, are present in the
their home province and the host province. They may also
lowly pizza. I challenge anyone to
receive a settling-in allowance of up to $770 and a maxiname any other form of junk food
mum of $1,110 for commuting expenses within the host
province.
which can say the same. (Actually, if your junk food can say anyApplication forms and program brochures may be obtained
thing you're a candidate for
from placement offices in postsecondary institutions, or at
Guinness, Ripley's... or the loony
the address below:
bin.)
Manager, Monitor Program
Ministry of Education
Oh, you may protest. You may
Education Liaison and Exchange Branch
insist that the historical impor14th Floor, Mowat Block, Queen's Park
tance of the pizza has yet to be
Toronto, Ontario
M7A 1L2
determined. You may question the
Duly completed application forms must arrive at the
role of the pizza in the post-Cold
address indicated in the information package, postmarked
War, post-Reagan era. You may
no later than February 16, 1990. Qualified candidates will
lament the waste of precious
be required to attend an interview.
column inches which could be put
'(Applies to men and v.omen equally)
to better use in addressing the
Im\ ~,n~
pressing questions of German
reunification or the independence
\JlJ
Educat,on
Ontano
of the Baltic states. Well, pfui.
Freedom of the paess i8a,l( dead- t~---~.,--:::--~~~::z:;::;:7-~..,..-.;~a::~~~...~.;;....;..-,...;.iiilllilM
yet, and besides.
You tell 'em, dude. Pizza is
forever.a

Services of S.A.C
CJAM Radio Station
91.5 fm
Located on the lower level of
The University Centre
Lance
2nd Floor University Centre
Volunteers are always welcome

•
Working
for Students

Davi
schol
stude

profe

Second Floor University Centre
253-4232 Ext. 3905
3906 or 253-6423

S.A.C. Services
00

BACCHUS
Alcohol Awareness Programme
Contact Shonna Saunders
Volunteers Welcome

Peer Counselling Centre
2nd Floor University Centre
* General peer counselling
* Tutorial service
* Resource ·centre
* Contact Edie Caruso

Centre Graphics
* Resume service
* Typesetting service
* 5c/page Photocopy service
* Special Events flyers

s

* FAX Service -- 55c/minute, $1. /page
* Club/Society photocopying --

Women's Centre
2nd Floor University Centre
Looking for volunteers
* Women's Drop-in Centre -- 1 - 3 p.m. daily
* Contact Rachel Black or Pat Papadeas
Community Legal Aid
in Law Building
* Legal advice and counselling for
all University of Windsor students
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tudents
Private Student Residence
* 5 minute walk west of the University
* Free parking
* Modern ki~chen & laundry facilities
* Furnished rooms (desk, bed, fridge & wardrobe)
* Flexible payment structure - All utilities included

Donlon Hall 258-0046
Head Resident Steve Parker - 971-9881
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Suzuki revokes scholarship
b}' Chethan Lakshman

OTT A WA
(CUP)
-Prominent scientist and writer
David Suzuki is withdrawing a
scholarship offered to Carleton
students because a Carleton
professor gave two of his books a
bad review
In a Jetter to Kenzie
Thompson, assistant director of
Development and Alumni services, Suzuki writes, "I intend to
fund scholarships elsewhere.
"A faculty member in the
School of Journalism at Carleton
has reviewed two of my books in
amost unpleasant and uncalled for
way.
"Of course, that is his prerogative but I don't see why I should
continue to support students in a
faculty with such a puerile member."
The $1500 Setsu Suzuki and
Carr Suzuki scholarships were
awarded to Carelton graduate and
undergraduate students studying
science and journalism.
The reviews in question are
ieved to be those of Chrisher Dornan, assistant professor
~ journalism.
Doman's reviews of Suzuki's
utobiography, Metamorphosis,
d Genethics, a collaborative
ork with Peter Knudtson, apred in the Montreal Gazette on
t. 10, 1987 and July 23, 1988.
Anthony Westell, director of
chool of Journalism. said he's
1sed by Suzuki's letter.
'The result will be to deprive
students of a scholarship who
nothing to do with the profesnd his reviews," Westell said.

1

Suzuki, who has an honorary
doctorate of science from Car1 leton, was unavailable for comment.
"People hired as professionals
are encouraged and expected to
publish their work," Westell said.
"That's a praiseworthy thing to
do."
Vik Peck, a fourth year biology and journalism student, won
the scholarship in her second and
third years. She said the scholarspip has been extremely important
t6iler studies.
"When you combine two
fields, it's a thankless adventure.
Because of scheduling problems,
you end up taking five years to get

I

your degree.
"That $15 00 can make or
break a student."
Another winner of the scholarship, Lori Maclean, said Suzuki's
reputation as an example for
science writers is now tainted. "I
think it's a shame...As a science
role model, it doesn't seem all that
role model-like to do something
like this.
"I don't see how cutting off the
scholarship is going to silence
journalists or professors at the
School of Journalism."
Westell agreed, "If he wishes
to bring about pressure on the
professor in this manner, I find
that improper. "O

New Italian club
comes to campus
club on campus. T-he last Ont:
folded when its active members
Windsor's newest campus graduated and left the university.
club is gearing up for its first acThe new club belongs to the
tive semester. The Windsor Student Law Society (SLS) and is
Italian-Canadian Law Society is in the process of applying for
designed to recognize the achieve- recognition by the Students' Admen ts of distinguished Italian- ministrative Council (SAC). The
Canadians at the university and in founders also hope to forge ties
the broader community, accord- with the Italian language departing to its founders Vince ment.
Scaramuzza and Vito Scalisi.
The first meeting for the club
Some students may find that will take place on Wednesday Jan
the name misleading as the club is 17, at noon in law school building
not limited to either Italian- roomGlll.Atthismeeting,elec-

Train for careers
where the jobs are!
* Architectural Technology
* Chemical and Environmental

Engineering Technology
* Civil Engineering.;-Techno1ogy
* Electrical/Electronics
Engineering Technology
* Mechanical Engineering Technology
· Clair College has openings for direct-entry
licants in the above programs for January 1990
rt dates.

lions wiJI take place for the club's
executive.
Anyone wishing more information on the Windsor ItalianCanadian Law Society can reach
Vito Scalisi at 971-8011.0

Bristol
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FREE
CaJLJoday

25~535
1335 Wyandotte Street East

EACH

by Michael J. Cohen

Canadians or law students. Its
connection with the law school
rests only with the organizers. The
club is "open to everyone nonItalians and Italians" Scalisi said.
There is currently no Italian

a}

REGULAR TACO

EACH

VALUE MENU

Value menu includes Soft Tacos,
Bean Burritos, Nacho chips with Salsa and

Cinnamon Twists. On1y 79e each.
All day, every day value. Only at Taco Bell

Great choices.
Great prices.

"

TACO ~11ELL.
Otfer Wbd•t pw-t."'~t1ne-,TK'- &H,,Aa,st.turants
Not vahd w,u, any ott-er otter

5150 TECUMSEH Ro E • 3054 DouGAU.AVE
6707 TECUMSEH Ro. E • 1790 HURON CHURCH

- Meyers

Products
Canada

Interviewing on Campus, February 7
Applicatton Deadline January-'26th -(noon)

Sales Representative

It's not too late to apply!
Offers excellent training and advancement
Semester II starts January 22, 1990
Semester I starts January 29, 1990
anced standing is available for appropriate
de 13, 0.A.C. and University credits.
all 966-1656, ext. 471, 472, 473, 474, or call
e Admissions Office at 972-2727.

Open to all disciplines. The successful candidate will
be a leader who has proven ability in academics,
athletics, and community involvement.

Technology works!
~ST.GAIR
~COLLEGE

Of Af'f'l.1£0 ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY

Career Planning & Placement Centre
Dillon Hall

Killer's father
beat him as a child
'A brutal man who didn't
seem to have any
control of his emotions'

.

Mare l<11ine.
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not part of trend,

by Danielle Comeau
Reprinted from The Link
Canadian University Press
Dressed in a lumberjack coat and baseball cap, the dark figure stalks up the
hill to the main campus building Driven by forces beyond his control (a bad
childhood, re1ection by women, failure in life ... you get the picture) he goes on a
deliberate and calculated killing rampage, hunting down young women in a
celebrated technical college. After killing 14 women he turns the gun on himself
and blows his head off.
If you've been anywhere near a radio, television or newspaper in the past
few weeks, you'll realize this is not the latest plot to yet another teen
horror/slasher B movie. The murders are real, only a significant shift occurs in
the meaning of these murders in their re-telling by the media.
We try to make sense of events in our everyday lives through what Raymond
Williams calls "structures of feeling.• Everything from media reporting to
everyday conversations become structured by narrative and imagery. It's
become so natural a way of seemg and interpreting things that we hardly notice it
at all. Events have a beginning, middle, and end, and this sense of closure, the
feeling that things have been neatly tied up and explained. gives form to chaos.
The media's response to the brutal murder of 14 young women at L'Ecole
Polytechnique falls into this trap. The continual re-telling of all the gory details of
the story, point by painstaking point. structures 1t in a way people can easily
identify with, since we are all quite familiar with the horror story genre.
The murders threaten established patterns of thinking about the place of
women in our culture, the dominant view of a liberal society which believes in
fairness and equality. It is unthinkable to many that Marc Lepine's murderous
rampage is the logical, albeit extreme, manifestation of deeply ingrained sexist
discourses in our culture.
This is why Marc Lepine must beome a monstrous creature in order for us to
make meaning of the situation. As a Freddie Kreuger type, he becomes simple
and understandable. "BASTARD." as the Montreal Daily News cover headline
screamed out. Rather than systemic sexism, which our culture as a whole 1s
responsible for maintaining, the murders become the product of a single
deranged mind.
"The construction of the monstrous is a way of explaining all ills, rather as a
child will say Mr. Nobody spilt the milk," writes cultural critic Judith Williamson. "It
mitigates against the systemic nature of problems, focusing blame instead on a
particular scapegoat.•

••

On Wednesday evening, the night of the murders, the media was a·
busy framing the tragedy in the terms of a horror film. The unresolv~d e .
"Who did it?" was answered the next day at a highly-charged televised~
'
conference.
Televis=on, radio. and print news media moved at a frenzied pace I~
biographical material about Marc Lepine. The question soon became, l1i
journalists and commentators searched for the "key" to why Lepine mur
women. The following Sunday's Gazette feature was simply entitled, 'Yr
huge three inch high type.
As in Horror films, where expert opinion/knowledge is sought to find
to kill the monster (Le.wooden stakes, silver bullets, daylight, etc.), so to
media dragged out •experts to offer their opinions. Lepine was a battere:
He changed his name from Gamil Gharbi when he was 18. He could not
women. He was rejected from the Armed Forces. His CEGEP psyc~olog
remembers his sudden withdraw! from school as "strange." All of this Y.'fJ.
towards Lepine ''snapping," and committing his crime.
This explanation fits easily into dominant discourses around wo~_en.
and sexuality. Lepine becomes an ·ev I' incarnation, which Judith W1ll1a
differentiates from moral values such as right and wrong, because these
framed within human activity. Good and evil are absolutes beyond thecq
human beings. Thus, once again, 1t is possible for men to abdicate any
responsibility for the murders because they stemmed from 'evil', some
beyond their control, rather than from systemic sexism.
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The debate which emerged in Monveal media, as well as aroundthE Pee
places such as the vigil, concerned whether or not the murders are syrrf- ~ f
of the escalation of violence against women in Canada. It seemed fairly
c
to many that Lepine's shouts of, "You are all feminists," as he systema'
down women pointed to a deeply premeditated savagery towards worner.
And yet, this point was hotly contested. Barbara Frum, moderating a
discussion on CBC's T he Journal the night following the massacre, wa~
obnoxious in her insistence that the murders hurt and offended men an
Toronto-based writer and broadcaster June Callwood pointed out repea:Lepine's actions stem from a culture whose tolerance of jokes about rare
wife-battering reflect a deeply ingrained acceptance of these, and the
men to control and hurt women.

\NS\OE
1\-\E M\NO
Of A·
, alys ts say

In Montreal, at the vigil that same night, feminists were called down for
; alre speaking. Nobody wanted to hear about how these murders did not simply
j er: happen at the whim of a deranged mind, but were the logical manifestation of
edp: deeply held sexist attitudes. "Calm down, " one man said to a woman who wanted
to speak out, in an exchange captured by CBC television. As always, women
were being told to be silent when anger and rage at the murders were more
fitting.

••

Another aspect of the horror genre is its sexual subtext, whether it's Freddie
'indc Kreuger assaulting a nubile young co-ed, or vampires biting helpless maidens, or
:J to~ even the vulnerable baby-sitter being stalked in an empty house.
tere:
In e_v~ry case, the very passivity and helplessness of the victims creates
not what Williamson calls a "frisson" in the audience. Fear is sexualized, as is the

oloJQi innocence of the victims.

'w

The media accounts of the massacre played up all these elements, to the
~orrified yet insatiable curiosity of the audience. The premier, the mayor. even
n.enm,. the prime minister all invocated the youth and innocence of the victims.
lta

18

:
18

n~~

18

. The gory telling of details about the massacre. complete with elab_orate
diagrams of the killer's progress through three floors, all played into this desire.
These are all codes of representation which we often unconsciously respond to,
SO used are we to seeing them re-created on the screen as fictions

One photograph, taken by Gazette photographer Allen Mcinnis, depicted one
dt~e 0~the murdered women sprawled in a chair. CBC television also had a short
;y!Tf oiece of video footage of this same scene. The photographer had to climb on the
1irlyC: backs of two students and shoot through a cracl< in the curtain to get the shot.
11aW

orne1

Never mind the clear lack of judgement in running this shot, if only to spare
Urther pain in family members and friends. The truly disturbing thing about this
1nga Shot is the way it is coded almost like a porn photo.
1

was

and
The young woman is seated in a chair, with her head and one shoulder
,peat· lhrown over the back of the chair. Her long hair hangs down, while her throat is
t ra~ e~Posed and vulnerable. For anyone familiar with pornography, this shot is
,e "' strangely familiar. The erotic undercurrents of this shot could not have been lost
either the photographer or the editors/producers at the Gazette and the CBC.

°"

Another strong element of pornography's coding is the playing upon the
voyeuristic fantasies of the spectator. Part of the pleasure of being a voyeur
comes from the knowledge that the image you are viewing is both authentic, yet
unable to return your gaze. The Gazette photo was taken unawares. with the
curtain still visible in the frame. This only heightens, at an unconscious level, the
desire of the viewer.

••

What I've tried to map out, in an admittedly fragmentary manner, is a way to
better understand how events become meaningful to us through the media.
Despite the media's assertions of objectivity, there is nonetheless a very narrow
terrain upon which meaning is created. In this case, a feminist 'reading' of the
events of December 6 is not even possible within the limits mapped out by the
media.
Instead, the goverment and the church took over and controlled the
ideological determinants of the potential for meaning of the massacre. The
funeral became a state-run affair. presided over by no less than 80 male clergy.
The radical potential of mourning these women was effectively silenced as we
were told by Cardinal Gregoire that the murders were "an act of God." thus
beyond the control and responsibility of men.
I monitored four stations during the funeral -- CBC Newswatch, CFCF,
Quatre Saisons, Tele-Metropole. Both CFCF and Tele-Metropole win the prize
for obnoxious colour commentary during the funeral broadcast. Theirs was like a
sporting event, with non-stop play by play.

' cuts to close ups of
Another problem with the coverage was the constant
grieving family. This incredible invasion of private grief makes for great television .
The only really moving parts of the funeral were the moments of complete
silence, and the two brief readings by women students. It is amazing that in the
more than two hour long service, in honour of 14 students murdered because
they were women, only two women spoke.
When one looks at the context which framed the funeral -- 80 male clergy
presiding, mostly men speaking, male dignitaries in the front pews -- it is obvious
what is happening on the terrain of meaning making. Close up of Cardinal
Gregoire. Cut to a close up of Brian Mulroney. Cut to a slow zoom into one of the
caskets. In a very real way, through the manipulation of representation. the
massacre of these women has been colonized by patriarchal institutions.

.
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Students' Administrative Council Used Book Sale
ALL SALES FINAL
* Books and Monies not picked up on the specified dates become the property of S.A.C. *

SUN.

MON.

TUES.

WED.

THURS. FRI.

1

2

3

4

SAT.
6

5

.

I

7

.
14

21

28

.

8 '

9

10

11

~

12

~

13

Drop-off

Drop-off

llrop-off

Drop-off

Drop-off

Drop-off

9-4

9-8

9-8

9-4

9-4

9-4

15

16

17

18

19

20

Book Sale
& Drop-off

Book Sale
& Drop-off

Book Sale
& Drop-off

Book Sale
& Drop-off

Book Sale
& Drop-off

Book Sale

9-8

9-8

9-8

9-4

9-4

9-4

22

23

24

25

26

27

Closed

Book Sale

Book Sale

Book Sale

Book Sale

Book Sale

9-4

9-4

9-4

9-4

9-4

29

30

31

1

2

3

Book &
Money
Returns

Book &
Money
Returns

Book &
Money
Returns

Book &
Money
Returns

Book &
Money
Returns

Book &
Money
Returns

11-8

11-8

11-8

9-4

9-4

9-4

Assumption Lounge,
University Centre
For further information
contact:
S.A.C. Office -253-4232 or
ext. 3905/3906

Student~~
Adm1n1~t•at1•e
Council

NOTICE: TO ALL STUDENTS, ALUMNI AND OTHER MEMBERS OF THE
UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY, AND THEIR GUESTS.
This notice, co-written in co-operation with the University of Windsor Students' Administrative
Council, the Director of Student Services (license holder for the University of Windsor), Subway
Management, and the Ontario Liquor Control Board Inspector Ron Thompson , is to clarify the rules,
regulations and practices under policy and law, which are in force at the Subway Pub, basement
University Centre Building, University of Windsor, Ontario.
1. The Subway Pub is part of the liquor license for the entire University Campus. There is only
one license which applies to all designated rooms. This license is designated by the LLA as a
"canteen license" .
-

2. As a "canteen" the law requires us to insure.that albpa.tron2 are not only 19 years of age or
over, but also to ensure that they are bona fide members of the University of Windsor
Community (students, staff, faculty or alumni) .
3. Thus, under the LLA, the Subway Pub is required to check the identification of all the intended
users of the facility to determine age and campus affiliation .
4. According to the law, any person who is unable or unwilling to produce proof of age or
affiliation, is deemed "undesirable" and can and will be denied entry.

Our intent in enforcing these laws and policies is not to inconvenience our patrons, but to ensure
that our responsibilities under the law are being faithfully discharged, for the purpose of safeguarding
the liquor license of the entire University. We would hope that all patrons will cooperate in this with
us.

Jackie Carr

Ron Thompson, Inspector
Liquor License Board of Ontario

Preiident, Studen,s' Administrative Council

9-:::~ - ~ -

J. David McMurray, Director/
...
Student Services, University of Windsor
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ARTS
KILLING A RAT
by Bernard A. Helling

It seems that all we can understand is sex, hate, greed,
fear,and death: deadly sins made small and squeaky... Personally l prefer big-eyed kittens on black velvet.
If the artist was making some obtuse statement on the
mass media, one must ask; what has he done- except for
getting his pug on the tube, and offering up the anti-art
boobs like Jesse Helms another easy target- to alleviate or
offer a solution to this condition? Some of our politicianslazy artists too, have seen the mileage that arch sleaze
SenatorJesse Helms has made south of the border, by scaring middle america with a few obscure pieces of questionable art. Helms pressured the American government to
cut funding to a minor exhibition that featured a plastic
crucifix in a jar or urine.
'Obscene!• cried the man who has for 20 years. supported every tin-pot, right-wing, torturing, embezzling,
crackpot third-world dictator who has contributed to his
campaign expense fund, as a friend of democracy and
AMERICA!. Somoza, Marcos, Pinochet, et al... the blood
on this man 's hands dwarfs any trifling obscenity of a plastic religious artifact in a jar of piss.
And nowwmeofour lazy politicians are learr.ing how
to do this dog act too. Our new federal Minister of Revenue
took on a Toronto gay musical called Drag Queens in
Outer Space. Shocking! But surely all the gay taxpaying
citizens o~ Toronto (and there must be a few of them...)
deserve to see some of their tax dollars at work in the arts
too. Could it be that Minister Jelinek is out hunting opportunity targets?
Docs this mean that an election is coming soon?
And why is a publicity-starved opportunist like Mr.
Freeside out providing him with fresh, gooey brush with
which to tar the entire range of Canadian art?
l listened to the artist explain/ rationalize/ defend his
art on CBC's Morningside: no exegesis, no context, no
explanation ... not even an admission that the whole thing
was a game of media reaction. Just incoherent coy drivel
about thousands of rats being killed daily across the
country. Sheil!
Artist Weirside should be careful if he intends to frick
around with the media. Very quickly the media becomes
the performer, star, and the art itself. If you read the small
print fast enough you might catch the line on the credits

As performance art in Canada begins to slowly pull its
way up to a level of public acceptance, it must confront the
false controversy of Sniffy the art-rat and his erstwhile executioner. Parallelogrammecan go waste its time running
considered pieces on the lack of support for performance
art in western Canada. In the plugged-in, global, freemarket village of the '90s, such efforts are the sign of
shortsighted wimps. 'Ya want FAME, 'ya snuff a rodent
for the 10 o'clock news. Instant public reaction. 15 minutes
of fame.
Let us call our Vancouver rat-man Bill Neerson. Let
us recall that his performance was to consist of the nearinstant crushing of a pet-store rodent.(usually sold as snake
food) between two canvasses, assisted by some fifty odd
pounds of concrete slab.
Previous works by the artist included the wellpublicized consumption of a slice of human testicle, (stock
#19847, Acme Medical Supply Co., Carcass, Calif.,
$49.95, postpaid and duty free!) as well as a pair of fetusskull earrings that netted our macabre media-mad boy a
$1,050 fine from a British court.
Clearly Mr. Neerron 's art can be taken two ways: as
an exploration of the social ascription of value to varied
classes of life, or as a cynical attempt to turn himself, as
artist, into a three-day wonder. In the latter case, he has
succeeded admirably. A lot of other Canadian artists now
hate Wecrton 's guts: he has grabbed the attention of the
fickle eye of the media, while they have not. Perhaps they
should contemplate a public kill in'.
Mr. Ncarrson's work, while outrageous, is hardly
novel. The Romans considered mortality not only the subject of great art, but great sport as well. Early clements of
the Christian mythos are full of collaborations between the
faithful and lions. Bull and bearbaiting. cockfights, dogfights and heretic burnings were all big-time entertain-

ber at many monasteries.
Ritual cannibalism has long been an article of faith
among Western religions. Taboos against the eating of
' long pig' are thought to have derived from the oft-reported
protein poisoning that occurred when one famine-starved
wretch ate his equally starved neighbour. Well fed warrior
types suffered no such ill-effects. Today, we refrain from
eating our dead out of the hold-over attitude that places us
above the lesser beasts, in deference to the jobs in the
funerary industry, and because the diet of the average
North American makes for greasy and stringy chops.
Using shock tactics to sway the public mind {find the
oxymoron in this sentence) is not a new thing either. Vlad
the Impaler had a unique way of convincing neighbouring
kingdoms to stay away. (Vlad came from an area we now
call Romania ... ) More recently, the Wizard of Menlo Park,
Thomas Edison was know to have sponsored the public
electrocution of dogs at state fairs. Edison believed that altemating current electricity was a safety hazard, and hit
upon a sure-fire way of demonstrating his concerns to the
public.
ln the 1970's, the National Lampoon, in it's last fit
of creative brilliance before turning into a masturbation aid
for pimply man-children, put a picture of a dog with a gun
at its head on their cover. 'Buy this magazine or we 'II kill
this dog!', the caption proclaimed. New York's Spy
magazine recently revived the theme with an American
flag and a pack of matches.
The problem with Mr. Neerside ·s performance is that
it eschewed any of the wealth of context available to the
act. Was this naivete, laziness or plagiarism? Surely a great
artist will at least give a nod of the hat to those that he or
she have 'borrowed' an idea from. What happened to postmodernist chic? More troubling was the artist's wounded
and self-pitying stance before a crowd that wanted to exercise its own brand of performance art on him. Exit the

m,.
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routinely turned up as articles of ecclesiastical jewelry.
The skull of St. John the Baptist as a child was a big num-

Perhaps Nearsise planned to make some comment on
the limiting symbology that is available to the mass media.

Hell, we don't even have to spell tiis name rijfif. Nat
week, no one will even remember whats-his-namc.. .O

Stupid Wounded-Puppy Tricks
Daddy's Bov, by Chris Elliott and Bob Elliott,
with a foreword by Da\·id Letterman.
Reviewed by Karl Mamer

Daddy's Boy is Chris Elliott's attcm pt to parody the various
autobiographical novels written by
children of celebrities -- children who
have suffered horrors as the son or
daughter of a public figure. In his book,
he portrays himself as the dark sheep in
the family. A family ruled by the mercurial and ambiguously authoritarian
Bob Elliott, world-renowned and loved
member of the radio-humorist duo Bob
and Ray.
Unfortunately, if one is familiar
with the brilliant, deadpan humour
Chris Elliott brings to Late Night with
David Letterman, Daddy's Boy fails to
match it. Elliott is best when he is an arrogant, envious cuss. However, in
Daddy's Boy, Elliott portrays himself
as a milksop. This becomes tiresome
after a few chapters. Only in the first
chapter does Elliott's empty bravado
come through: he announces to a group
of alcoholics at an AA meeting that he
is the one with the problem, not them.
He's the son of a celebrity; their only
problem is they drink too much.
After every chapter, Chris allows
Bob Elliott to reply to his ludicrous contentions (many of which are obviously

the plots of movies Chris has seen). Instead, Bob chooses
not to bother with his son ·s ranting but to talk about
whatever happens to be on his mind as he sits on the patio
of his cottage in Maine. He ponders about an idea he has
for a Finnan Haddie Festival (finnan haddie is a smoked
fish). He relates conversations he's had with his neighbour,

a man who can only speak on one subject: the history of
lighthouses in America.
Bob Elliott's chapters are funnier and better-written
than his son's. The detached tone with which he writes,
humorously juxtaposes Chris' feigned bitterness. Still,
Chris' contribution to Daddy's Boy is not without a few
chuckles. He amusingly portrays his
consuming passion for Gold-Toe
socks. Also witty is Chris' depiction
of his family as media royalty: the
Elliotts · Christmas is spent surrounded by television news crews assigned to report to the enamoured
public what the ''Elliott scamps"
have gotten as presents (Gold-Toe
socks).
Though Daddy's Boy is funny
in parts, Chris does not make full use
of the rich opportunity for sarcasm
behind the book's premise. In some
parts, he tends to needlessly draw out
his jokes. In other parts, he passes up
chances to expand his ideas into really nasty, evil commentaries. A really
nasty, eril foreword in the book by
David Lettennan gives the reader an
example of what Daddy's Boy
should be all about. Yet, Elliott cripples his novel with his woundedpuppy viewpoint. Elliott might have
been trying to parody the sympathy
aspect of abused-children-ofcelebrities autobiographies. But his
skill is in making people hate him,
not in winning their sympathics.O
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RADIO CHAOS

LSAT
GMAT
Prep Courses for
JAN. 27 GMAT

,

FEL3. 10 LSAT
l -800-387-5519
(-U6} 923-PREP (7737)

.

•L - - - - - - - - -

social science society
..

1------S_o_ci_a_lly SP.eaking._____
Hockey Weekend January 27 - 28

Toronto vs Montreal

~.

Includes Return Rail, Hotel Accommodations,
and Hockey Ticket
Train leaves Saturday" January 27 at 9:00 a.m.
Returns Sunday Januari 28 at 8:00 p.m.

$120.

1

by Bill Stoat ~
Those of you who saw the Windsor Feminist Theatre's
touring review, A Girl's Guide to Chaos;it SAC's pub back
in November, will ~emember how well the troupe brings stage
e9medy to a bar-room setting. Those of tou who missed it
would be well advise~ that your chance.tMee this innovative,
raunchy, and extremely funny productfon is coming again on
Wednt1$day, January 17 and Thursday, January 18, at the
Radio 'tavern, 546 Ouellette Ave.
The Radio is back in, business as one of the city's most
comfy watering holes, after a four-ye;v hiatus as a strip club.
Back in the glory days before the invasion of the pecle~the
Radio featured some of Windsor's most promising bJnds,
served up a great lunch to downtown busi,Jtess~t~,. and ~i;
uded the kind of cjass that the fictional 'kiclfs!llace in Uie
movie Casablartca promissed, but whlch-:. imitati~ 1ei~
delivered.
'
" ~ " ~~
... All 9fwhich m~esitaperfectvenuefoiChao&:tbepl~~,
that expk>res the fuI,}fiier side of women look'itli'f()f tb¢:perfect
relationshfl')- wi!)t the 'perfect guy•. As L~urje K.omanBaldwin, one o'f the actors has said, II ... an intimatesbow requires an intimate setting."
~, ~
Intimate might be putting it a bit mildly. This play gets
downright raunchy at th'1es, but never turns into anything near
a man-hating rant. Do11't )et the 'feminist' label turn jou off
this show, we ar~talkingcomedy, not sermon here. I-Vck, this
play doesn't even suf~from the curse of the decaqt; yuppiefication ! So why not head downtown this weelv~ see for
yourself what Hye theatre in a lively setting is ltkt! The show
starts at 9 pm.

0

February 4

Detroit Pistons vs Utah Jazz*
* Must have own transportation

$30.oo
For more information, call Gino at 969-6107 or
the S.S.S. Office at 253-6063

755 Ouellette
Downtown Windsor
256~2385

C
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Top 40 Dance Music

Check Out Our Outline For The School Year!

University of Windsor Party Headquarters

1) Dancing & Good Times 7 Nights A Week.
2) Great Food All The Time. 10% Student Discount.
3) Monday - Tuesday ~ Wednesday Food Specials
Including Our Famous $2. 95 Big Big Burger.
4) Exciting Games Room.
5) The Place To Be -- All Your Friends Are Here.

A
rr

Monday to Wednesday
6 p.m. - 9 p.m.

c~r

* Sunday - Teen Night
00

$5. Cover
Non-Alcoholic Event
6 p.m. - 11 p.m.

2960 HURON CHURCH RD. at Grand Marais (519} 966-3388
Hoffest Spot In Windsor

trc
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Tired of squishing rats with 25 kg. weights?
Have we got the job for you!
-.~I~
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The Lance: better ~

~

The Lance needs an Associate Photo Editor.
Submit resume and cover letter to
Kevin Johnson or Laura Gould,
The Lance, 2nd floor University Centre
elng fed to snakes.

Fear
No
More

Rudy's
2185 Wyandotte West
* Student Discount *

Great Moments in
Transportation History

Ball Forrestry Is Recruiting
Summer Labourers For

Tree Planters
Covered Wagon

Steam Locomotive

allows pioneers to cover
a lot of territory

completes trips faster

Approximate Workterm:
May l st to June 29th
Location: Fort Francis (Kenora area)
Hard work * 6 days per week
excellent earnings

Automobile
mass production makes
transportation affordable

The perfect vehicle
for your adverfising. 1

-8000 circulation covers a lot of territory
-reaches your customers every week
-competitive rates make ads affordable

For advertising rates and
information, contact
Central Advertising Bureau
Stephen DeMarco, director
253-2288
The Lonee: why re-Invent the wheel?

Sign up for an interview on
February 8th or 9th

Career Planning & Placement Centre
Dillon Hall
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Don Says:
8

Catch Exciting NHL Action On My Big Screen
And 9 T.V.'s

351 Pelissier Street

(~xandotte)_

Monday - Saturday 11 a.m. '~il 1 a.m.
Sunday 11:30 a.m. 'til 11 p.m.

256-DONS
"Purveyors Of Fun"

Licensed Under The LLBO

Remember: Your Gold Card is good for 2 for 1 wings daily 4 - 7 p.m.!!!

JEAN CHRETIEN
Canada's Next Prime Minister?

Fri. January 12, 1990, 9:30 a.m.
Moot Court, Faculty of Law

l>y I

Join the Chretien Committee
For more information contact:
Ed at 977-0126 or Becky at 255-1862

IO~

gra

Sponsored by the University of Windsor Chretien Committee

Assumption University's

Christian Culture Series

Ho
sol

Du

Presents

Sr. Fran Ferder, F.S.P.A., Ph.D., D.Min.
Co-Director of TARA Centre
(Therapy and Renewal Associates)
Speaking On

"Human Sexuality -

Wi
fir·

Sat
the
tin

tw
Gr

a
rea
the

God's Good Creation"

Ma
an
CJV

Date: Sunday, January 14, 1990

hu
m

Time: 8:00 p.m.

be
Iha

Place: Assumption University

400 Huron Church Road
Windsor, Ontario

co
all

fa
lh
ctl

Adults: $5 .00
Students: $2 .'JO
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SPORTS
Open season on men's b-ball
by Paul Mayne

Women down Brock
by Paul Mayne

The women's basketball team
opened the season on a bright note
with a 57-52 victory over the
Brock Badgers last week at the St.
Denis Centre.
Leading scorers for the Lancers included Sheila Windle with
13 points, Denise Perrier with 12,
and Alison Duke helped out with
10 points. Windle and Perrier also
grabbed 9 rebounds each, while

Brock was led by Hurtz with
14 points and Sperg who added
12.
A key to the Lancers' victory
was their ability to out-rebound
the Badgers. Windsor recovered
42 rebounds to Brock's 28. Of the
42 rebounds for Windsor, 33 were
defensive.
Windsor played this Wednesday against Waterloo, and will
travel this weekend to face McMaster on Saturday .o

Trying to get organized
during the holidays is hectic
enough, but getting a basketball
team organized is even more difficult.
That is what Lancer basketball coach Paul Thomas has had
to put up with during the last few
weeks.
"1 've decided
hate
Christmas," joked Thomas. "It's
difficult to get things going during
this time."
With a number of his players
out of town for the holidays, attempting to organize a practise
was like pulling tcth.
Despite the problems, the
Lancer team did practise during
the holidays and was even
scheduled for a couple of preseason tournaments.
The Can-Am tournament,
which was held in Windsor between Christmas and New Year's,
allowed the Lancers to play actual
teams rather than just scrimmages
in practise.
Windsor came away with a
win over Queen's before they ran
into their alumni. The Lancers fell

Lance photo by Rob Wanen

Lancer Carlo Boniferro (34)

to the Alumni by one point, on a
shot with just 3 seconds left in the
game.
The next big event for the
Lancers was the Northwood tournament held in the States. Due to
problems with NCAA rules, the

Lancer team skates to consolation crown
On SundaJ, the Lancers took

the consolation championship

Last weekend, the Lancer
Hockey team grabbed the consolation championship at the
Duracell Tournament in Toronto.
Windsor dropped their first
game to Concordia 7-1, but then
moved on to defeat York and
Western, 4-2 and 5-3, respectively.
In the Lancers' opening loss,
Windsor's only goal came in the
first period from Dan Mahon.
Windsor turned things around
Saturday and defeated York for
their first win. Dan Mahon continued where he left off and added
two goals, whileJ. D. Urbanic and
Grant Larsen each scored one.

with a win over Western. Grant
Larsen, Steve Hamelin. and Jeff
Mascarin each scored for
Windsor. Dan Mahon had another
two-goal performance for the
Lancers.
Dan Mahon was the standout
for the Lancers over the weekend.
In the three-game series. he had 5
goals and 4 assists to take charge
for Windsor. Mahon was involved in 9 of Windsor's 10
points in the tournament.
The Lancers continue their
season this weekend. playing on
the road against RMC on SaturLonee photo by James Crump day. and the Uni\ersity of Toronto on Sunday.O
Lancer goaltender Mark Segui~ (30) makes the glove save.

weekend tournament was called
off and no games were played.
So, thus far the break has been
pretty quiet for Windsor, who arc
no douht more than practised out
and ready for the regular season .
One person who is anxious is
Coach Thomas, who secs a great
basketball season ahead.
"It' s one of the tightest conferences I've seen in a lo ng time,"
he said. "I'm really looking forward to it."

Thomas realizes that a great
team docs not always mean a successful year.
"You can have a great season,
play awfully well, and come out
without a win," he said. "You
could lose every game by a point."
With that in mind, the Lancers
realize the difficulty of the task
ahead, as the regular season
begins.
Windsor opened the regular
season at home against Waterloo
on Wed. Jan. 10, and will travel to
Hamilton to face McMaster on
Sat. Jan. 13th, and to Waterloo to
play Laurier on Wed. Jan. 17th.O

Dave Briggs

armc.hair gladiator

r--------------------------------------------------------Oddly enough. the Canadian they had to.
The reason I thought the pic- be remembered by those who still
When I first saw it my first
reaction was, "Oh no, not again!"
There it was, a large photo on
the front page of the Globe and
Mail.
In the picture, sticks, helmets
and hockey gloves were strewn all
over the ice. The players were
huddled in one large group, and
my first thought was that this had
been yet another hockey brawl
that ended in disaster.
Upon a closer look I discovered the players in the picture
all belonged to the same team. In
fact, I slowly began to realize that
they werc't fighting, they were
celebrating!
The Canadian junior hockey
team had just won the gold medal
at the world junior hockey championships, and as the grainy picture seemed to indicate, they were
lllighty happy about it.

ture depicted a brawl (besides the
obvious reason that hockey fights
tend to be the norm rather than the
exception) was my memories of
1987 when Canada was forced to
give up their first place finish (and
the gold medals that would have
followed) after being disqualified
for pounding on the Soviet's
junior team in one of the longest
hockey brawls in international
hockey history.
This time there would be no
reason why the Canadians could
not claim their gold medals and
stand proudly on the ice al the
arena in Helsinki while the
stadium speakers blared out
Canada's national anthem.
In retrospect, the end of the
tournament. and the extraordinary
circumstances that led to the
Canadian's triumph should long

find pleasure in watching athletes
suceed for the thrill of it.
On the final day of competition, the Soviets needed only to
defeat Sweden to win the gold.
Canada needed to defeat its opponent, Czechoslovakia, and have
the Soviets lose or tie the Swedes.
With only a couple of minutes
left to play, and the Canadians
leading the Czechs 2-1, an announcement came over the arena
loudspeaker that sent the
Canadian bench and most of the
spectators into a frenzy.
The word was in. With only
one second left on the clock, the
Swedes had tied the Soviets 5-5.
The Canadians held on to their one
goal margin long enough, and the
wild celebration that ensued will
long be remembered by the
players and their coaches.

They did it because they
juniors did not receive the kind of
media attention they deserved.
wanted to. They did for you and
In a sports world filled with me, and most importantly they did
stories of athletes strung out on it for themselves.
Lately. sports have taken on
drugs, and multi-million dollar
contracts. this was the kind of that ragged edge that is common
story that should have been to the rest of society. What was
reported, if nothing more than for once used as an escape for life' s
problems has now become just as
its inspirational value.
Mayl>e society and the sports sad as the real world.
Yet, through it all, some moworld have become so jaded by
corruption and scandal that we fail ments st,11 manage to shjne
to realize a good thing when it through.
For me, nothing can top the
comes along.
lsn 't this the kind of story we image I get when I think of the
should be looking to make an ex- Canadian team jumping around
their dressing room dousing each
ample of!
Those 19, 20, and 21 year-old other in the standard victory
Canadian hockey players placed celebration.
For them. the fact they didn't
C'am1da back on top of the world
junior hockey heap, and yet they have champagne didn't matter.
didn't do it for the money, and For them. soft drinks were just
they didn't do it because they felt fine.O
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Training In Art Therapy
Candidates who ha11e completed a 8 A
w th an interest ,n either psychology
edi.cat on mental heath of v,suat arts
are e g b e 10 enrol in a comprehensive
two year tra,n,ng progran" 1n ART
THERAPY
For further inlormabon about tra,n ng
and student 't'Orkshops. please contact
the Toronto Art Therapy Institute
216 SI Clair Avenue West
Toronto Ontano M4V 1A2
(416) 924·6221

Wrestling team third
hy Da,·e Briggs

Michigan, while Windsor tookoa
Lakehead.
Windsor fared much bettc,
against Lakehcad. The match
were split nearly 50/50 hctween
the two schools, but WindSOi
emerged with a higher point total,
allowing them to escape the unen.
viable title of the worst team OIi:
of four.
Once again, Windsor sho\\ed
improvement in the meet. Thou
they did not win many match;
against Western, the tearwrestled well and is slowly ontti:
rise.
The club's next meet \\ill~
this weekend at Queen's Uni\er

Last weekend, the University
of Windsor wrestling club placed
third out of four teams in the
University of WcMern Ontario Invitational wrestling meet.
Windsor edged out Lakehead
for third spot, but finished behind
the host team, which finished in
second. and Eastern Michigan,
which grabbed top honours
Each team's point totals were
determined by their performance
in head-to-head competition.
In the first round, Windsor
tangled with Western. Western
won nearly all of their matches
and moved on to face Eastern sity in Kingston.a
I'

655 Univcrsity W. 254-8861
(former!~ Streamer,)

Live Rock & Roll Bands All Week
Starting at 9 p.m.

Volleyballers go west

HITMEN

by Paul Mayne

Play resumes for the University of Windsor's women's volleyball team this weekend with an
invitational tournament at the
University of Saskatchewan. The
Huskiettes will play host to eight
teams from across the country.
On Thursday, the Lancers will
scrimmage against their hosts in a
pre-tournament match.
The actual tournament will
begin on Friday, with Windsor

Jan. 8 - 13
Coming Next Week
Thurs 18., Fri 19., Sat. 20"""""--~-~-.,.,The Fashion

taking on the University o
Manitoba in the afternoon
then playing the University
Winnipeg later in the evening.
Saturday, the Lancers' I
scheduled game is against t
Huskiettes.
Other teams involved in
tournament include the Universi
of Calgatr,flle 'UHl~ersity"O·-.......""
berta. the University of Regi
and the Jock Athletics.
The tournament playoffs
tinue through Sunday.O
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New Trojan--Enz®with Spermicide
helps reduce it.
Now you can reduce the risk of scxuallv transmitted
diseases with new Tro1an,Enzs.C.Ondoms with Spermicidal
Lubricant. We've added Nonoxynol,9 spermicide to our
quality condoms, so you can be confident about protection.
Use new Trojan,Enzs with Spermicide.
And don't take risks with love.
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campus rec.

·classifieds

CAMPUS RECREATrON
FITNESS PROGRAMS

for more details.
Finally, Campus Rec offers
the Cardiac Club tor the older
Make Campus Recreation's members of our community. This
Fitness program a part of your club provides exercise activities
New Year's resolution. Our for those people who want to
programs begin the week of prevent heart problems, or have
January 29th, but, to whet your existing heart conditions. For
appetite, a week of free classes more information about the Carwill be offered Jan. I 5-19.
diac Club, or any of our other
The free classes are scheduled sports clubs, don't hesitate to
for Mon., Wed., and Fri. 12 noon- phone Campus Rec.
! pm, and 4:30-5:30 pm. These
CAMPUS RECREATION
classes will be taught at an intermediate level with instructions SKI TRIP
provided fo beginners and for adThe Campus Recreation
vanced individuals so that program is pteased to annoi~nce
everyone benefits from the clas- the return of tlte annual ski tdp to
ses.
Mount Brighton, Michigan. The
Registration for all fitness outing is scheduled to take place
programs will take place on Tues- on Friday, January 26. The bus
day, January 23 and Wednesday, will depart from the Human
January 24 at the University Kinetics building at 3 pm and
Centre, from 10 am to 3 pm.
return at approximately I am.
Included in our vast array of
Typically, we have heen
fitness classes are: beginners, in- forced to turn away interested
termediate, and advanced level parties who have procrastinated
classes, aquafit, stretch and in signing up. Entry is limited to
strengthen, and low-impact clas- the first 50 participants who have
ses.
paid their fee of$35 ($25 for those
CAMPUS RECREATION taking their own equipment).
SPORTS CLUBS
This fee includes the bus ride,
In the second semester, the border tolls, and lift tickets. LesCampus Rec department is proud sons are also available for those
to continue to offer many sports who would like to take one.
clubs.
Enroll now at the Campus
If you are interested in martial Recreation office.
arts, we have a variety to choose
from: Aikido (Mon. and Wed.
CAMPUS RECREATION
evenings); two types of Karati: Is- SPECIAL EVENTS
shinriju (Mon., Wed., Fri., and
Campus Rec also hosts a numSun. evenings), and Ryu Kyu ber of special events to interest
Kempo (Wed. and Sun. even- you. We have a 'Skating Night
ings): Judo (Mon., Wed., and Fri. Out' on Wed. the 24th at Adie
evenings); and Tae Kwon Do Knox Arena, and a Mt. Brighton
(Mon. and Thurs. evenings). Ski trip on Fri. the 26th.
Anyone interested in these sports
In February, a 'Campus Famiclubs can call Campus Rec for the ly Fun Day,' a mixed triples volinstructors' phone numbers.
le yba 11
tournament.
a
Since there are no registration squash/racquetball, and a snooker
dates for these clubs, we en- tourney are all slated.
courage those interested to attend
Also in February, Campus
a session to sec what it is like first. Rec and the Heart and Stroke
Those deciding to join such a club Foundation present 'Dance For
must register with the instructor.
Heart Day.' For pledge forms and
Campus Rec also provides further information please contact
other sports clubs, including Bad- our office.
minton, Rugby, Squash, and
Campus Rec features a 'Great
Wrest I ing. All clubs run Golf Getaway' to South Carolina
separately, so it is important to for slack we~k. and a badminton
contact the Campus Rec hotline tournament in March.

MEN'S AND WOMEN'S filled with people stretching;
EGUARD ,.,EETING for the Fac;ulty
COMPETITIVE
AND bouncing, and bending to music
Human Kinetics poo1:saturday.
nuary
20th, 1990. 10:00 am, room
RECREATIONAL LEAGUES
for an aqua fit class.
201, Faculty of Human Knetlcs
This segment of the program
Bronze Cross will be offered
building. New guards are weloffers participants the oppor- on Sunday nights and kayaking
come. All guards bring your sw1mtunity to take part in a variety of will take place Sunday mornings.
mi n g qualifications. Guards
attending meeting will be given first
activities. Leagues arc usually six Scuba diving (all equipment
choice of hours. For more Informaweeks in duratton. followed by a provided) starts in the classroom,
tion. please contact Peter Powell.
playoff system. Participants arc and is later fol lowed by a pool ses253-4232, ext. 242.2.
given the opportunity of rcgbter- sion on Wednesday nighls ..
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom, kitchen,
ing in teams or individually.
Last but not least is the Cambathroom. Call 253-8973. Ask for
Within most team sports. pus Recr~ation Early Bird Swim
Linda.
there are two levels of competi- program. Just think, all term you
ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY C~APEL .
tion. These levels have been could be swimming laps from 7-8
973-7034~ Located between the
• · .
· • - · UnlvJ;irslty Centre and Huron
developed to ensure. that every am each •wej«tay
morning..
Ch .-.h n~ •• . • d
.
.
•
_
,
U! ...•• """' MOSS. 5un ays, 10.30
participant is given the opporReg1stra 100 for all these
am.an~ 4~0 pm, Mondays, 11:50
lunil°"Jo choose _.,')level of com- programs w:ilJ. b~ held ii the;; a:n:-ut~rgy pt the.Word and Competi'tton best suited to his/her University Centre, Conference
munion Service; Tuesdays, 5 pm.
interest level and/or playing Room A on 'Jucsday, January 23,
Moss tdllowed by dlnn~u. Wednesday to Friday, l 1 :50 om Moss. All
ability. The rnmpetitive "A"
and Wednesday, January 24 from
are welcome to attend. Feel free
leagues offer high-calibre com- JO am-3 pm. For more informato drop by the Cote tor coffe.e. to
petition within a highly structured tion, please call the Campus
use the Library for study, or jusf
league. The skill demands for the
come and relax.
CAMPUS
REC
IN"A" league arc higher and this
TRAM URALS
LESBIAN/GAY STUDENTS on camleague provides the challenge that
pus please call 973-4951 for InforJoin
a
Campus
Rec
men's,
many campus recreation parmation on meetings and events in
ticipants enjoy in a program. Fol- women's, or co-rec league. Camthe Windsor/Detroit area.
lowing league play, a playoff pus Rec offers a variety of inADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS
structure involving only the "A" tr am u ra I activities, both
(A.C.A.) - 12-step support group.
recreational
and
competitive,
for
league participants concludes the
711 McEwen St. Holy Name ot Mary
participants to choose from. For
season.
Church (basement). Sundays, 8
pm. All are welcome.
The more recreational "B" women, there is ice hockey and
basketball
and
for
men,
basketleague offers participants the opportunity to participate within an ball, volleyball, and ball hockey
environment where the skill are scheduled to begin at the end
of January.
demands arc not as high. The
Several co-rec leagues will
recreational "B" h!agues arc also
also
commence at this time, inhighly structured and use a
Unlw.-.ltv of Wind.or
playoff system involving only cluding volleyball. innertube
waterpolo,
badminton,
and
triples
"B" league participants.
Ethics For
volleyball. Captain's meeting for
Ice hockey. volleyball. hall
The Nineties
hockey, basketball and slo-pitch all league teams begin the week of
Seminar
Serles
the
22nd.
are only a few of the leagues ofMondays
fered by the campus recreation
JOB OPPORTUNITIES
7:30 • 9:30 p.m.
program.
The campus recreation
Recreation Hotline, 253-4232 program is c1lways looking for
January 22
Ext. 2456.
energetic students to assist in the
Johnson/Dubin &
A Sense
administration and delivery of the
AQUATICS
of
Responsibility
campus recreation program. OpCampus Recreation has many portunities as program superPresenter
Dr. Pasquale J. Galasso
aquatic activities organized for visors. sport managers, officials,
the New Year.
and/or office assistants are availJanuary 29
The majority of the aquatic able. Flexible hours and competiEthics &
programs will take place on tive wages make campus
The
Mass Media
Saturday morning. Campus Rec recreation an attractive employPresenter
offers adult learn-to-swim, stroke ment opportunity for students atDr. Stan Cunningham
improvement, diving aquafit. all tending the UniHrsity of
the Red Cross colours, and parent Windsor. If interested. please
. Weekly Suppers -·
and tot programs.
contact the Campus Recreation
Ttiursday at 5:30 p.m.
Tuesday and Thursday nights Office as soon as you arrive on
• Jona College 208 Sunset
from 9:30-10:30 pm the pool is campuJ.
973-7039

--------~~----

PREGNANT
ANO NEED HELP?

Call ...

0
0
966-7181 0

DOMINO'S

8trtfJrillfJt
at 252-3322

PIZZA

~ .._.
l'J

~

l rJ).

..

We Provide Free
Pregnancy Tests.
Medical Referrals.
Community Referrals.
Accommodations and
Legal Advice

No sweaung • 1ust results
or your money back

Student Rate
only

~
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Tanr-1ng 1s our only business·
We have trained consullants
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ARE WE A BACKWARD NATION? Not really. It's just that sometimes we get a little mixed up. For instance, we got a little mixed up with these
pictures. Can you guess which ones are printed backward1

va
th
Ira

pi
Ce

ca

:I

Ii. ......

See page 15.
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Chretien woos local Liberal support
by Lisa Fortin and Michael J. Cohen

As part of his self-proclaimed mission
"to see if there is water in the swimming
pool before I jump in," potential Liberal
leadership candidate Jean Chretien made a
brief stop at the university last week to address more than 300 people in the Moot
Court.
The former cabinet minister joked with
the audience about the obvious campaign
overtones to his visit, even though he will
not officially announce whether he is runniog or not until Jan. 23. Chretien said he
enjoys lecturing at universities because it
prepares him for the tough questions in Ottawa, as student crowds are "always
tougher than anywhere else."
During a very short introductory
speech; Chretien - looking more and
more like a person who has already thrown
his hat in the ring - painted a very bleak

picture of Canada.
"There is a low morale in the nation,
there is a sense we don't know where we're
going, we have a feeling we 're an adjunct
of America," he said. His solution for these
problems was the Liberal party, which he
said would not be "serving big business or
serving unions, but serving the people."
Chretien spent the vast majority of his
time fielding questions from the audience
on everything from Meech Lake to free

trade.
One of the architects of the 1982
repatriated constitution, Chretien said the
Meech Lake constitutional accord is
flawed and should be renegotiated, but not
scrapped.
He suggested moving the controversial
clause recognizing Quebec as a 'distinct
society' into the preamble of the constitution where it would be a statement of fact.

In its present state, it is open to definition
by the Supreme Court after ratification and
Chretien said the clause poses a danger to
the Charter of Rights.
Rather than give each province a veto
over further constitutional discussion. he
proposed a veto for each of Canada's ·four
regions.

I made. I'm sorry I was minister of justice,
I should never have been minister of justice
... I'm sure that any of my opponents, if
they had my C.V., they would not throw it
in the wastebasket," Chretien said.
He saved his biggest attack on the Mulroney government for the Canada-US trade
pact. Were he to become prime minister,
Chretien compared passing the accord , Chretien said he would have to renegotiate
in its present state to negotiating a legal the agreement to Canada's best advantage.
contract and working out the details after it He critici7ed Mulro~ey for even proposing
is already signed.
the deal at a time when Canida hMJ a trade
When asked to comment on former surplus with the US.
Liberal party president Iona Campagnolo's
"When you have a $20 billion surplus,
description of him as "yesterday's man,"
you know what you do? You shut up!"
Chretien flew into a long answer in which Chretien said.
he argued his vast experience is an asset,
If Chretien does decide to run for the
not a detriment.
party's top position, he will face the con"Should I apologise for my experience? vention in Calgary on June 23, the same
We have (Prime Minister Brian) Mulroney, day as the deadline for ratification of the
a guy who has no experience. I'm sorry I Meech Lake Accord.
O
was minister of finance, a terrible mistake

Windsorites rally to protest Via Rail cutbacks
by D. Eldon Dawson
More than 150 vocal, placard-carrying
protcstors braved cold temperatures Sunday afternoon to rally against massive cuts
at Via Rail, Canada's passenger train line.
A mock funeral procession. in which an
imitation Via train was carried hy pallbearers including Mayor John Millson and
local MPs Herb Gray and Howard McCurdy, left Our Lady of the Rosary Church
and proceeded two blocks along Riverside
Drive to the Via rail station.
The protestors staged an anti-Conservative, anti-Brian Mulroney rally, decrying
the elimination of close to half of Via's
trains and more than 1500 jobs nationwide.
Anglican minister Geoff Coupland
"There was a sense that each island that the turnout and appealed to those in attenprcsidcd over the "funeral", citing his con- makes up this country was united and dance "to continue to fight for Canada."
cern for those who will lose their jobs be- drawn together by that single track. We're The University of Windsor student encause of the government cuts announced witnessing the demise not only of a rail- couragcd more demonstrations.
last year.
way,"hesaid. "We'rebeginningtowitness
"Let this be the last spike in Brian
"I'm concerned about the sense of grief the demise of a country and we should all Mulroney ·s political coffin. Next election
tbat surrounds not only those lSOO, but grieve."
day, we won't be marching to the funeral
e1·ery Canadian who cares what it is to be
Following the solemn eulogy, flowers of Via rail, we'll be marching to the funeral
Canadian," Coupland said.
were laid across Via's main Windsor line of Brian Mulroney's political career,''
• He went on 10 emphasize how the and a moment of silence was followed with Baylis said.
Canadian" line, running from coast to a group rendition of O Canada.
Meanwhile, Lisa Tripp, a vice president
coast h
Organ·,zer and Common Front of the Students' Administrative Council,
, as united Canada in the past. The
line was one of the victims of the cut.
spokesperson Kathy Baylis was happy with called the cuts "a tragedy and a mistake"

~week: _ Big heist at Subway

Professor scare tactics

for the many students who use Via to commute to thei~ homes.
"As students from one end of Canada to
another, we represent 400,000 people. The
Ontario and Canadian Federations of students passed motions to save Via rail,"
Tripp said. "Students need Via Rail and are
willing to stand up and fight for it."
Following the rally, Via ticket agent
Linda Outes discussed her dissatisfaction
with the cuts that affect her and her coworkers in Windsor.
"The Conservative government has not
only cut rail service which links Canada
coast to coast, but also caused havoc and
uncertainty with many lives," she said.
Dutes was particularly upset with the
handling of the cuts. Although the cuts
were announced last April, eight months of
questions were n9t answered until last
week when employees were finally made
aware of their fates. After eight years of
continuous service, Dutes is now considered the junior employee in Windsor.
But, she feels lucky.
"Three of my fellow co-workers have
been 'displaced' while other workers are
still waiting for answers. We must continue this fight until the trains are rolling
again," Dutes said.
0

No alternatives for local baf_)ds

-
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diversions /
Arts
January 25

Don McKay will be reading from his works, 3:30
pm, In the Oak Room, Vanier Hall, U of W.
January 28

The AGW opens the exhibition "Cecil Buller:
Modernist Printmaker• at the Graybiel Gallery.
Workshops
January 22

3 to 4 pm and Jan. 23 5:30 to 6:30 pm. The
Academic Advisory Centre is holding a
workshop on "Memory and Concentration." For
information call 253-4232, ext. 3288.

ch

January 24
"Time Management." Held at 3 until 4:30 pm or
Jan. 25 from 5:15 to 6:45 pm. For more informaEMERGENCY FUND, 427 Bloor St. West, Toronto,
tion call 253-4232. ext. 3288.
Ontario, M5S l X7 or through Iona College or Lincoln Road United Church in Windsor.
January 29
"Mastering your Text/Improving your Reading
Skills.• 3:00 to 4:30 pm or on Jan. 30 from 5: 15 to Ja nuary 23
6:45 pm. For information call 253-4232, ext. 3288. "Remembering Tiananmen Square" at the
Detroit Sane/Freeze Forum. For information call
Lectures
(313)/548-3920.
January 22

Iona presents "Johnson/Dubin and a sense of
responsibility," with Dr. PasqualeJ. Galasso as the
main presenter. 7:30 to 9:30 pm.
January 29

Iona presents "Ethics and the Mass Media" with
Dr. Stan Cunngingham as the main presenter.
7:30 to 9:30 pm.
Etc.
January to ?

SalvAide has established an emergency fund to
assist those injured in government attacks on Salvadorean neighbourhoods. Donations would be
appreciated and can be sent to: SAL VAIDE

se
th•
re
pr·

mi

live entertainment. It will be held at CAW Loco
444 (Tecumseh E. and Turner) at 7:30 pm. Tickets
are $8 in advance and $1 Oat the door, available
at the Third World Resource Centre, 125 Tecum.
seh W. (252-151 7)

to

co
ag
ab,

OV•

February 6 to M arch 3 1

The Hiram Walker Historical Museum is holdingtts
2nd annual Windsor Collects exhibition. Deadlines for submission of loaned collectibles is Jan.
January 24
A Volunteer Fair, featuring 50 community agen- 28. Call Hugh Barrett at 253-1812.
cies, is being held in Ambassador Auditorium, U
of W, at 9 am until 3 pm.
February 9
(7 pm) to Feb. 11 (4 pm) Assumption University5
January 27
holding an Antioch Retreat at Holy Redeeme1
"Special Education Event on Refugees and SupCollege in Windsor. Call 973-7034 for information
port of Canadian Council of Churches Court
Challenge." 21 videos and films and a guest
speaker. Held from 10 am until 8 pm at the Fe bruary 10
Roseland United Church. Donation of $5. all wel- The U of W Valentine's Charity Ball for the Big
Sisters/Big Brothers of greater Windsor. Formal atcome.
tire, big b and/DJ and Casino. 6 pm at the
Giovanni
Caboto Club. Tickets are $30 for stuFebruary 3
dents.
$40
for non-students. Call 253-4232, ext
A benefit for Radio Farabundo Marti of the FMLN
3905,
3906.
2000. 3231 or 3230.
in El Salvador. Guest speakers. dinner. music and

Swiss Chalet,
Welcomes Back All
Students & Faculty
To The University of Windsor
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Each meal features Chicken Soup. a charcoal-bro,led Quarter Chicken. fresh-OJI res
or baked polato. tangy sauce and toasted roll Please present coupon before~
L1m1t one coupon per purchase Nol valid ,n comb1nat,on w1lh any other ottei Valli
any time of day This coupon has r\O cash value
Offer valid unl1I Ap11I 1 1990

Each dinner features a hart rack of charcoal-bro,led Bar-B-0 R,bs. fresh-cut tries or
baked pota10. Bar-B-0 sauce and toasled roll Please present couoon belore ordertng
Ltm11one coupon per pvrchase Not valid ,n comb,natoon with any other otter This
coupon has no cash value
Otter valid untll Ap11l 1, 1990
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Soup and Dinner
For Two
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Each d nner lealures a charcoilJ.bt'Olled Quarter Chteken lresh-cut frie$ or baked
polalo tangy sauce and toasted roll Please presenl coooon before orde11ng L,m,1 one
co~pon per purchase Nol valtC ,n comb<nahon with any ol/ler offer This coupon has
no cash value
Offer va6d unll Apnl 1. 1990
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Each dinner features a c:hatcoal-broiled Qua,ter Chtcilen. fresh-cut fnes or baked
polalo. tangy sauce and toas1ed roll. Lrmd one coupon per purchase Nol valid in
comblnabon With any ofier ollef This coupon has no cash value.
Ofter valid until April 1, 1990

L

Sales tax eX111.
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(Take-out $3.99 per dinner)
Each dinnel' tealullS a hall rack of charcoal-broiled Bar-8-0 Ribs, lresh-cul Ines or
biked potalo, S.-8-0 sauct and lollled roll Pllllt prnenl coupon belore ordenng
Linlll one coupon per l)Uldlase. Nol valid in CIOfflblnation with 1111'( other offer. This
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Each dinner features a half ractc of charcoal·broiled Bar·B·O Ribs. trest,-cul • '
baked polalo. Bar-8-0 sauce and toasted roll. Please present coupon t,,JIOlt 1111
Limd one coupon per purchase. Not valid ,n comblnabon with IIJll'f other olfef
coupon has no cash value
Offer valid unlit AQ,il 1, 1990
Sales 111 extra.
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SAC referendum on choice aborted?
by Prema Oza

Students might not get a
chance to vote on abortion this
semester after all. A dispute over
the bylaws has placed the planned
referendum on the issue in a
precarious position.
Last semester, Students' Administrative Council (SAC) voted
co to hold a referendum to decide if
:e~ council should take a position
b~
against the recriminalization of
Jm.
abortion.
The move narrowly passed
over the opposition of SAC president Paul Brisebois. However,
Jtts
now there is speculation as to
Dd·
whether the referendum will take
on.
place at al I.
At the time, council scheduled
the referendum for January, but
since then, executive members
lyis have argued that SAC bylaws re11e1
quire the vote must be held within
ion 30 days of the decision to hold
one.
According to the SAC vice
Big president for university affairs, the
IOI· I maller is void since the deadline
the I has since passed. The original
SIU· decision to delay the referendum
ext to this semester was made because
council had already scheduled a
vote on changes to the student
drug plan, Lisa Tripp said.
SAC chair Scott Rogers disagrees with her interpretation of
the constitution.
"The SAC executives want to
make this a unilateral decree, but
it is for council to decide. In order
to veto a motion, it has to go to
council," Rogers said. "In the
1

meantime, council has passed this
motion and that's a directive for
the executive to get into action."
SAC vice pres ident administration Mike Akpata is also
critical of the delay.
"There haven't been any
preparations made, and if it is
shoddily run then there is no

point," he said. "I think we should
have a referendum. Queen 's had a
referendum and there were no
problems."
Brisebois takes the opposite
view.
"(Abortion) is a divisive,
destructive issue. It would only
split up the campus community

and make the campus a battleground for pro-choice and prolife groups," he said.
Briscbois added he fears an affirmative vote will inspire students with strong anti-abortion
beliefs to withhold their SAC fees.
The issue arose when
delegates to a Canadian Federa-

lion of Students (CFS) conference
asked SAC to give them direction
on an impending re~olution opposing the federal government's
plans to put abortion back in the
Criminal Code.
Without an established position, the Windsor delegates left
the room during the CFS vote. O

Nun tells crowd:

Human sexuality a good gift from God
by D. Eldon Dawson
Downplaying physical sexual
intercourse, Sister Fran Ferder
emphasized the more intimate
aspects of personal human
relationships.
In a talk entitled "Human
Sexuality, God's Good Creation",
Ferder said that "intimacy is get. ting psychologically naked. it is
undressing our heart and our mind
and our spirit -- it's much more
than simple physical intercourse."
The Seattle native explained to
the crowd at Assumption University Sunday night that human
sexuality is a much broader entity
than penetration o r physical sex.
"Sexuality is the orienting
energy -- the fire, the passion, the
drive within all human beings
from the time we are born until the
time we die," Ferder said.
"Making love, the physical bringing together of the genitals is but
a minor aspect of this."

She said that society tends to
trivialize sexuality and intimacy
and wrongly equates physical sex
with these terms. "Intimacy is the
connection forged by the long
hard work of self disclosure: the
hurts, the fears, the personal
stories of our innermost revelations, that's sexuality," she said.
She went on to say that God intended sexuality and sexual
pleasure. "This God who lights
fires in our tlesh is a very erotic
God who intended us and
Photo courtesy Assumption College
designed us to have powerful
Sr. Fran ferder.
urges."
Ferder conceded that physical perience the importance of incarintercourse is a necessary com- nation -- God's movement into
ponent of such intimate re latio n-

flesh -- a nd that human sexuality

ships but emphasized that "these
pelvic urges" are not as all-impor-

reaffy is God's good creation."

She described this as part of
tant as society has deemed them. the long journey of sexuality. At
She also emphasized the em- the end of this journey is a time
bodiment or incarnation theory.
when a person can engage in self
"When we feel the real-life disclosure or "spiritual nakedpresence of God dwelling in us. ness."
that's when we have begun to exSister Ferder also encouraged

people not to feel insecure about
having fantasies about sexuality
and talked of society's general insecurity. "Sexual fantasy (impure.
thoughts to Catholics) prepare us
to interact with others at higher
levels. We must first imagine
before we can actually act," she
said.
The soft spoken part-time instructor at Seattle University said
that most people were not comfortable with their body or their
own sexuality. "In our society.
you need an absolutely flawless
body or you· re just not accepted."
She said that plasti~ surgery had
increased by more than 1200 per
ce nt in n:cent years and that both
males and females were now undergoing cosmetic surgery.
Ferder's lecture was the fourth
this year of A~sumption College's
Christian Culture Series, now in
its 56th season, the oldest ongoing
university lecture series in
Canada.
0

New system secures St. Denis
by Astrid Obersat

.c,ittf!

Sbron Riesberry monitors new security cameras.

~

Vi.'<1

_..

watches the monitors explained
the cameras may miss potential
problems. They move much too
fast for her to see clearly or stop to
focus on nothing at all.
She added that people walk
through the doors despite the
alanns.
None of the monitors record
for later use in case of a crime
having been committed.
There have been no complaints by students or others using
the facility, Riesberry said.
O

Former Subway pub manager to respond to charges
by Caeri Bertrand-Crump

--

The university's athletic
centre has a new security system.
St. Denis centre manager Dennis Hastings said the move is a
way to cope with vandalism.
There have been a number of incidents, including the flooding of
the gymnasium floor in December, 1988.
Completed Dec. 21, the new
system allows viewing of the field
house, gymnasium. and halls by
hidden video cameras.

The cameras are monitored
from the booth at the participants'
entrance on the west side of the
building, and there are additional
monitors in the equipment room
and the Campus Police office. The
staff in the booth and equipment
room can communicate with those
in the gymnasium through walkietalkies in the event of an incident.
There are also alarms on the 47
doors in the building.
Yet despite the precautions,
the system still has flaws.
Sharon Riesberry who

The former managerofthe Subway Pub
lllay get something he is asking for - the
chance to be heard by the Students' Adlllinistrative Council (SAC).
. Council is expected to consider a mo~ overturning the Board of Directors'
dismissal of Chuck Blewett at
~ednesday's SAC meeting. In an inter~w, Blewett stated he wanted a hearing
~ ore council to defend himself against
December 21 firing.
International Students' Society president Chris Cheng said council needs to hear

both sides of the dispute.
"It shouldn't be up to just a few executives to fire people. I may think after hearing the whole story that Blewett deserves
to be fired, but I think we should as student
representatives be allowed to judge for ourselves."
Vice president Mike Akpata expressed
concern over the opinions of the students
and council regarding Blewett's firing.
"It was not an act of malice. We don't
just sit up there and flip a coin and say,
'okay, guys, heads he stays; tails he goes'.
It's not like that. We felt the Subway was
in jeopardy and we had good reason to act

the way we did."
Cheng's motion also addresses the
executive's hiring of vice-president
Finance Alan Drouillard without publicly
advertising and interviewing for the job.
"There are other people on campus who
may have wanted the job and should have
been able to apply. The Board of Directors
shouldn't do all of this hiring and firing
over Christmas when there were no emerge11cies," Cheng said.
Akpata said the meeting of the board on
December 21 was an emergency situation.
"In our eyes, the operations of the Subway were in grave jeopardy, and the meet-

ing was necessary. We didn't meet behind
anyone's backs," he said.
"We are responsible for acting to maintain the Subway and its licence for the corporation, and we are not about to lose the
licence for alcohol on this campus.
Western lost their licence, Guelph lost their
liquor licence and we're not going to be
next."
There are three other motions on tbe
agenda that will address this issue, including a constitutional amendment to the
hiring and firing process which would limit
the powers of the executive.
0.
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What a coincidence.
A referendum that ran into opposition from
powerful student council types might not be held
after all. The scheduling set by its opponents m ght
contravene SAC bylaws.
The story thus far ...
Last semester. pro-choice councillors asked SAC
to back their stand against the imminent
recriminalization of abortion. After council deeded it
had no mandate to do so. the pro-cho1cers asked for
a referendum of the student body to set such a policy.
This motion was approved over the objections of
primarily anti-abortion councillors
The same people who didn't want a campuswide vote at all argued for a date set In this. the
second semester. citing scheduling conflicts with
November's drug plan referendum.
Now. as the abortion referendum draws near.
members of the SAC executive find an obscure bylaw
that requires a vote within 30 days of the referendum· s
approval by council. As that deadline has passed. we
are Informed the students won't get a chance to give
SAC direction on abortion. The referendum is
automatically cancelled.
While opinions differ on the interpretation of this
clause. it was never mentioned during council's discussions of when to hold the vote.
It may be nothing more than coincidence. but 1t
looks from the outside like a deliberate attempt to
subvert the democratic process. Council heard the
arguments against holding the referendum and
rejected them. To have its decision overturned by
constitutional sleight of hand is unconscionable.
SAC is certain to hove discussed the matter at Its
Wednesday meeting after we 've gone to print.

-
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Will the forces of dark prevail?
WIii the anti-abortion councillors respect the will of
council and vote in favour of holding the referendum?
Will the pro choice members back aown in the
face of a determined a'"ld tenac,o JS opposition?
Tune n next week.
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Privileged domain
The word ·public' has more than one connotation. A public park or library Is, traditionally, a place
maintained by a city for the free use of the populace.
Another connotation is the public In ·public
transponation· (for Instance). That is. something that
Individual citizens must pay for to the extent that they
use it; in Windsor's case. public transportation Is buses
-· you pay each time you ride. or buy a pass valid for
some period.
Windsor's public parks are excellent; Its public
transportation 1s abominable.
Windsor's city council. labouring under typically
barbaric Tory delusions. has confused these two distinct connotations of the word 'public.' The council
recently decided that Essex County residents owe the
city $30 fer. as a Windsor Star editorial put it. the
"privilege of using the services of the Windsor Public
(sic) Library.• The $30 would buy Essex County citizens
a 'library pass' something like a 'Tranzip. ·
The Star editorial writers applaud the decision.
Their ·argument': the annual fee comes to $2.50 a
month. a "good service at one of the best bargains
around"; if all the 8.456 county residents who have
library card now pay the fee to renew. more than
$250.000 would enter the library coffers and. hell. "city
taxpayers deserve that break." But. In truth. their justification bolls down to this: "It is only fair that those
who use the library should pay •• If only a token
amount -· for the service they receive."
Residents of Windsor pay for the right to use the
library when they pay taxes. Essex County residents
who don't pay Windsor municipal taxes were. before
the council decision, getting a free ride on the use of
the library. So what?
It's a local tradition for Wlndsorites to move to the
county to avoid city taxes. This has led to considerable friction between the city and the surround-

Ing towns and townships·· the library business is nothing new
The Star speculates that Essex County might 1rrpose a similar charge on Windsor residents to use their
libraries. which. considering the county libraries. 1s o
risible forecast at best. The Star calls the Windsor
Public library a 'good service at one of the best bargains around.' a euphemism for 'the only half-way
decent library in the county.'
What the council's decision recalls 1s the Dearborn
City Council's rul!ng to exclude Detroit residents from
that town's public (sic] parks-· effectively to make 1t
Illegal for blacks to use those parks. The exclusion of
Essex County's poor from Windsor's publtc [sic]
libraries Is almost as obscene and twice as philistine.
That in a supposedly enlightened society those ncapable of coming up with 30 bucks should be
denied the use of the library is ... Tory, or. which Is the
same thing. bourgeois babbitry. Access to informo·
tlon and education are not 'privileges.· they are rights
·· the sort typically denied by Progressive Conservo·
tlves and other proto-fosclsts. The right wing confuses
resources (like the Information in a library) with com·
moditles (like hot dogs). Hot dogs. once eaten. ore
gone. Knowledge and Information are the un·
diminishing common property of all humanity.
Of course. Councillor Sheila Wisdom points out
that people can share these 'library subscription'
cards. So. for instance. a family can use a single cord
between them.
I have a better idea: Harrow's Town Library cord
will be kept at the Village Hut Beauty Salon on Talbot.
Harrow residents: Pick it up on your way Into Windsor
and drop It off on your way back.
Oh·· and don't forget your due dates. ·cause
everybody pays for the privilege of using the llbrorv
.. Lawrence oeck

a
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Sturk says SAC 'something slimy'
by Ted Sturk

qualified,that isn't the point. The job ofdistributing the $1.5 million dollars that SAC
has to play with should not be handed out
just because you know Paul Brisebois personally.

Something slimy is going on in the
upper echelons of your Student's Administrative Council (SAC). I get back
from Christmas vacation and not only have
The proper procedure, as outlined in
they fired Chuck Blewett (an underhanded SAC's by-laws, would have been to anslimy move if ever I've seen one), but nounce a vacancy, advertise for the posithey've hired Alan J. Drouillard to be V.P. tion, have the Appointment Search
Finance without any vote whatsoever by committee (members of student council)
the entire council. (It was like "Hey Al, interview prospective candidates for the
need a job?")
job, and then when everyone is satisfied
To top it all off, they changed the logo! that the best person has been picked for the
Jesus Christ - has anyone besides me job, the committee would bring their selecnoticed this stupid, monstrous example of tion to the entire council for its approval.
non-intelligence at work? I mean, let's face Am I the only one who ever reads the byit, the old logo sucked, but at least it didn't laws?
resemble something dreamt up in a satanic
Last but not least, Mr. Brisebois, using
ritual/acid flashback.
his Board of Directors, fired the Subway
The reason given for the logo change pub manager, Chuck Blewett.
was that SAC had run out of stationery and
For those of you who don't know, the from CJAM seems to me a sort of unnecesThey fired Chuck at Christmas. They
they figured "Hey, why not change the logo Board of Directors is the mini-student sary coup de grace.
didn't sign his separation slip (He couldn't
along with the new stationery?" Like is that council that meets to decide on issues that
The Students' Administrative Council collect unemployment because of that.)
a stupid, dumb, evil decision or what?
Mr. Brisebois feels the entire council real- is supposed to be by the students for the stuPerhaps as one person put it, the SAC
Not only is it stupid, dumb, and evil, it's ly shouldn't be bothered with.
dents. This seems to me to imply the utmost executive is "just like a bunch of little kids
undemocratic. From coast to coast the
In the case of the firing of Chuck, it of democratic and fair principles. Along playing Monopoly." I'd like to think my
logo of the SAC of University of Windsor seems to me that the Board of Directors with that, although SAC is a business, hard-earned student fees aren't in the hands
represents something. (Or at least it did was used to lend a kind of democratic jus- would seem to go the fairest of the fair of of a bunch of little kids but it's beginning
until the satanic decision was made to tification to the event. Barring the man good Jabour relations.
to look a lot like Disneyland.
O
change it.)
I may be mistaken, but I'd like to think
that logo represented the principles of
truth, justice, and democracy.
When Ryerson 's student union decided
to change its logo a couple of months ago,
it had a contest. A full meeting of student
What on honour It Is to recall his dreom.~~~=~=R.evafend Mortin Luther King is his name,
representatives arrived at a consensus that
they needed a logo change and a method
In words of his so often screamed,
his dream unfulfilled would be o shame.
was chosen whereby a new one could be
"Let freedom ring", but not only that,
--Kim Elliott
implemented.
"Let freedom ring" Is where it Is at.
If Ryerson's methods and Windsor's
His famous words of flberty, equol/ty and life.
This past week, people across North America
methods seem to contrast sharply, it's beHis never-won struggle to abolish poverty and strife.
recalled the contribution made by civil rights leader
cause they do.
His unselfish sacrifice for with his fife he gave.
Martin Luther King Jr. If you missed his birthday, it's not
But wait. There's more. YourSACalso
His Joining hands of on oppressor with that of a slave. too late. Area churches and the AfriCanoda Youth
hired Alan J. Drouillard for the post of
Non-violently his peaceful troll was blazed.
Council will hold further King commemorations In
finance vice-president. Did anyone see any
Blacks and whites unified and praised,
February, Black history month. Watch the Lonee for
advertising for this job'? The entire student
the man who left us free to stand
details.
council was.not informed of the hiring.
to practice democracy throughout the lands.
Although the person hired may well be
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King's dream to be remembered

mail
vandalism bad
Dear Editor,
Recently, SAC purchased an information board for the main purpose of informing the students of the happenings at the
Subway Pub. The board would have cost
a great deal of money, but because of the
hard work of Steve DeMarco, the Director
of SAC's Central Advertising Bureau, the
Board cost us nothing because he was able
to sell advertising to pay for it.
On Monday, January 15th, I went
down to the Pub to look at the board and
found that someone had vandalized it with
an obscenity regarding the President of
SAC. I cannot believe that a student or students at this University would be so immature as to deface a piece of property. You
may feel that way about the President of
SAC, but you really have no right to ruin
the board. I basically want to tell whoever
Wrote on the board to grow up! You are
supposed to be a mature University student(s) and if you are not, then maybe you
shouldn't be here.
We are not sure if the board can be
cleaned and we just may have to buy new
plexiglass, which is going to be very expen-

sive. Now our board that cost students
nothing to produce is costing students
money if the glass cannot be cleaned. So
if you know who did this, pleas<' thank
them for wasting your money.
One very irate vice president,

Lisa Tripp
Vice President University Affairs

image negative
Dear Editor,
As you know, the University of
Windsor has made great strides in improving its image. We must continue to overcome the myth of last chance university.
To do this, we must extend a dignified
invitation to all students entering any one
of the faculties on campus. This can be accomplished by the actions that we perform
during our university life. When one faculty is represented in a demeaning fashion, it
reflects upon the entire university community.
This year, the Engineering Society has
tried to improve its relationship with other
clubs and organizations on campus. I realize that there have been problems in the
past, but I also feel that engineering students have made great strides in trying to
improve their image.

In light of this, I was greatly distressed
to see the article in the Lance entitled
Saturday Night Live at Leddy. This article
totally detracts from everything that we
have been striving to obtain. If our reputation is already set in stone, then anything
that we try to do to improve our image is in
vain.
We would hope that any subsequent articles about engineering students would
reflect this positive and progressive attitude.
Sincerely,
John Siepelinga
President, Engineering Socidy

plan still on
Dear Editor,
As the semester opens, one concern of
students that has been brought to my attention is the expiry date on the drug plan
cards. The cards are set to become invalid
on January 15th, 1990.
Students are still covered by the plan,
only the cards have become invalid. This is
to ensure that people who graduate in the
winter graduation period or those students
who don't return for the second semester
don't have valid drug cards and thereby
make illegitimate claims.

New drug cards for the second semester
will be once again mailed out to the student
population at large.
During the lapse time between Jan. 15
and the reception of the new drug cards,
pay for your prescriptions as usual. Then
simply bring your receipts to the SAC office to be sent for reimbursement.
If anyone has any questions or requires
any additional information, please feel free
to contact me at the SAC office.
Respectfully,
MikeAkpata
Vice-president,
Students' Administrath·e Council

The Lonee welcomes readers'
opinions. Letters to the editor should
be typed, double-spaced, and no
more than 500 words In length. Letters wll not be printed unless they are
signed by the author and Include a
telephone number for confirmation.
Please address to the editor and
deliver to the Lonee offices, second
floor, University Centre, by 6:00 pm
the Tuesday before publication.
The Lance reserves the right to
edit for space, and to refuse to publish material of a sexist, racist or
homophobic nature

-
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Entertainment Events To Ring In
The New Decade
Friday January 19
Ten Secon ds Over Tokyo
... Back by popular denzand

February 7
Robert Penn

January 23 - 27
Cliff Erickson Week

February 9
Lee Aaron

Winterfest January 29 - February 4
January 29
Comedy Night in the Subway
January 31
Talent Show ...
Sign up and win a chance to go to
Ontario Championship in Toronto,
And win a recording ·contract

Student~~
Adm1n1~t•at1..-e
Council

-

February 2/3
Hopping Penguins &
The Bourbon Tabernacle Choir

Pitchers $6.50

tudents
Private Student Residence

*
*

* 5 minute walk west of the University
* Free parking
* Modern kitchen & laundry facilities
Furnished rooms (desk, bed, fridge & wardrobe)
Flexible payment structure - All utilities included

Donlon Hall 258-0046
Head Resident Steve Parker - 971-9881

rights talk froin the left
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White men to blame for everything
This week's column was written by guest columnist
Michael Naccarato.

our racist, sexist jokes.
can always do a little better, that it is never enough to do
And who is to blame?
just one good thing ... Once we accept this as an absolute
Take a hard look at Canada, underneath the veneer of
For too long we have focused on those others, those truth we can get on with the business of social ( r)evolution.
our Parliament, our high standard of living, the clean evil others who do the bad things. The insane Marc Lepine,
The concept of collective responsibility is not as
streets and what do we see?
the greedy corporations, the insecure bigots, we have lo- ephemeral as might appear at first glance, and in fact leads
Millions of Canadians live below the poverty line. calized our social ills and in the process made them vague
us directly to some hard realities.
Many women are harassed, violated, demeaned. Many eth- and abstract. It's always someone else.
Who are usually the racists? Whites.
nics are ridiculed, some even literally spat upon. A higher
"I'm not racist or sexist. ln fact, r support women's
Who are the homophobics? Heterosexuals.
proportion of blacks are shot by police, apparently because right to choose an abortion. r go to demonstrations against
Who is prejudiced against ethnic groups?
of their colour. Most homosexuals are persecuted and the institutionalized racism in South Africa./ sympathize."
Anglophones.
ostracized. Native Indians are regarded as second class
Regardless of an individual's particular orientation our
Who are the sexists? Men.
citizens.
problems will persist unless each of us takes collective
WHAM.
And who is to blame?
responsibility for the actions of our people. lf one Canadian
White, heterosexual, anglo men. We are to blame. This
Canada refuses to take strong, unequivocal moral is evil then we are all evil since it is our environment which is not a diatribe and it is not categorization since we ourstands on key global issues of our time. Beyond mere produced this person or at least tolerated him or her.
selves have accepted collective responsibility. It is simply
words, little action is taken against South Africa's apartAs Dostoevsky wrote (noting however the sexist lan- a statement of fact that WHAMs tend to be directly in.heid, El Salvador's state terrorism, China's brutal repres- guage), "No man on earth can judge a criminal until he un- volved in all the problems I've mentioned and others r
sion. Oh yes, but our words are noble.
derstands that he himself is just as guilty as the man haven't. Yes, we are indeed the problem.
And who is to blame?
standing before him ... For it is possible that if I myself had
BAM.
We have NGOs, royal commissions, the Charter of been upright, this man would not be standing before me
So here is the idea. WHAMs talking to WHAMs about
Rights and Freedoms and a seat at the UN. We give to accused of a crime."
WHAMs. WHAMs talking to others about WHAMs.
charities and to food banks and sign petitions and then we
Hence the cornerstone of this column: Now is the time WHAMs examining their role and then acting.
get into our GM car, fill up with gasoline from the Shell to assume our collective responsibility for the horrors of
What precisely will we do? Let's talk about it.
station, buy our Coor's beer, retreat to our home and tell our world. We are to blame. Once it is understood that we
Thank you ma'am.
D

the extremist

The politics ofthe easy enviro-cure
by D. Dexter Finisteris

has been crying wolf.
Aside from some really fast and loose footwork around
the concept of lag time, Corcoran does bring up a valid
point. One case of cry wolf would be a serious blow to
public support of environmental policies.
l have a deep fear that it is already happening. Consider
the ozone layer and your refrigerator. To recap: CFCs, a
widely-used class of refrigerant gases, are believed to be
responsible for groWjng "holes" in the earth's 020neJayer.
Climatic disasters, skin cancers and famine from ruined
crops are predicted. Expensive regulations on
refrigerators, air conditioners and other cooling applications are being considered. Already we have limited the
amount of CFCs used in spray cans. Now we are going
after styrofoam (or the CFC- laden bubbles in it). Dupont
has announced a replacement for the most "damaging"
CFC's - but it will cost 5 or IO times as much.
We might have to all go out and buy new fridges and
air-conditioners, as well as pay hefty fees to dispose of the
old ones. At least the ozone layer will be safe ...
Skeptics arc already asking; what about the third
world? What if China modernizes and 1.5 billion people
want fridges? Will we tell them "sorry"?
But I am bothered by an even more frightening question: are CFCs the problem? To recap: CFCs in the high
atmosphere are broken down by ultraviolet rays. Free

An ecologically sensitive body politic might well be
beyond our limited capacities. This is a frightening
thought, but one that must be addressed.
Before we demand that millions are spent on "green"
measures, we had better be sure of our facts, and our
prioriti.e&.-.Utcr all, money is scarce and only one major
foul-up is needed to turn a fickle public away from a
blanket endorsement of "green" policy.
The Globe and Mail's Report on Business can usually
be counted on to supply the position of the corporate conservative class. Columnist Terence Corcoran usually can
be counted on to take an extreme free-market position, but
becomes positively scary when he makes sense.
ln one column, Corcoran questioned the wisdom of the
Ontario blue box recycling program. Now that the market
for recycled materials is glutted, goes the argument,
municipalities will have to pay even more to get rid of their
cans, newspapers and bottles. In the meantime, money
can't be found to deal with seriously toxic waste. Compared to the nuisance of newspapers. Corcoran argues that
his favorite bugaboo, big government has once again taken
a position that is more PR than substance. He foresees
anger and resentment when the public learn that someone

chlorine atoms then break the ozone down into straight 02
type oxygen.
OOOPS!
If this is the case, the chlorine is the problem, not the
CFCs. Your swimming pool, as well as our tap water is
putting a whole lot more free chlorine into the atmosphere
than any amount of ancient Frigidaires, car air conditioners. spray cans and styrofoam burger cartons. Stop
chlorinatins water? Sure. but be prepared for yearly

typhoid and cholera epidemics that would kill millions.
This can't be right. Maybe chlorine is heavier than
CFCs, so the latter go higher, faster. ...
(Think about this slowly!) No luck there. Perhaps the
chlorine is different (Oh come now!)
If "free" chlorine is as much of a hazard as CFCs, then
all the patriotic buyingofover-priced new equipment, banning of styrofoam and PR activities surrounding the issue
(think of the pollution caused by the manufacturing...) will
just be a sham, and a hidden windfall to a few select companies. What will the public think when they find out later,
or even get the slightest hint they were duped?
Along with one ill-conceived policy, all others would
fall. and we could well all go back to fouling our nests with
impunity.
So please, someone, tell me how, and under what circumstance chlorine is not chlorine. Please.
O

ruminations of a proletarian

Sturk proposes to sleep like a log, age like a dog
by Ted Sturk
Sleeping __ everybody does it, but no one really talks
about it much except to comment on their lack of it.
AH of this is surprising, considering one-third of our
lives is spent in slumber.
(f I were to live to say, 75, I would have slept for 25
years. Assuming I didn't get eight hours of sleep per day,
you could round that figure off to oh, 18-20 years. (Which
would amaze me, since some days r get 12 hours of sleep.)
Actually then, when we say someone has lived 45-50
years they've actually only been awake for two-thirds of
that, or about 3o years.
This revelation raises a few questions.
If people didn't sleep for 75 years. would they look a
hell of a lot older? (They'd probably be dead but that's beside the point.)
'
Second, if people were born and then slept their entire
lives, would they still look like a newborn at age 80? (It's
an experiment I sometirnes grow wistful thinking auout
and w·1sh my paren ts h ad enro IIe d me m.
· )
Should there be a little disclaimer on everyone's death

certificate and tombstone? For example: Age 55 years (but Einstein, John Lennon....
he slept through 20 of them.)
Sleep, unfortunately, has all kinds of negative connota-.
Maybe we should use the dog-years concept. Wh<!n a tions. "Asleep at the switch" is the most t:'Ommon, but there
dog is one, it's actually seven, and when it's seven, it's ac- are others.
tually 2000 years old. So, when humans are 30, we could
If you don't learn anything in class, people automaticonsider them 20 and when they 're 60, they'd actually be cally assume you were asleep. Never to my knowledge has
40.
the first assumption been that the professor is a cretinous,
What it boils down to is that sleeping should not count egotis!ical, myopic, monoton~us. ,;elf-~ggran~izing bor~.
. as part of a person's age.
. .
.
~till, the unfortunate fact 1s, sleep 1s nothing. There 1s
I
When people remember their hves, sleep 1s not a stand- n~thmg we ca? do ab~ut the fa~ that we spend about o~e· out event. Noone r~members ag~d sleep. No one remem-1 thud of our hv~s do:ng nothmg. We could try staying
bers a bad sleep, e1ther. l'!'ey ~1g~t reme.mber they w~re a~ake, but l thmk people would get pretty _goddamned
awake all night, but who m thetr nght mmd would thmk bitchy and grouchy by about the second or third day.
that significant?
.
.
Th_e be.st way. t~ look at sleep (ra~her than as a waste of
You may not believe this, bu~ nowhere m_any, famous your hfe) 1s t~at 1t 1s sort of pr~uct1ve.,
..
person's memoirs do they mention a good mght s sleep.
After all, if people are sleepmg, they re not out shttmg
(Reagan's should, but d~~'t.) Xaviera Hollander d_oes in throat~ with a ~sty razor, or pu~hing people in_ fron! of
The Happy Hooker, but 1t s_ not exact!~ the same thmg:
speed mg gasolme trucks, or robbmg_ the last pension _dime
It brings famous people mto a new hght when you thmk from poor grandmo_the~, or foreclosmg farms, or losmg to
about it. You think, wow, gee: they slept for 15 o! 20 ye~rs the Oakland Athletics ~n five ~ames.
and still did all that'· Manlyn Monroe, Jams Jophn,
I could go on, but I m gettmg... hungry.
O
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classifieds
, RCA VHS VCR: Top loader, remote:
$150: 128K MS_DOS 21 computer
and printer $250. good for word
processing. w/software. Boss guitar
& hardcase $150. Older electric
typewriter $90. Can . Army
trenchcoats/ralncoats. small sizes
$15 each. Call 256-8054.

CASA CHAVELA
l 0% off with Student 1.0.

From Around the World
405 Pelissier

-

254-6865

* Sweaters
* Masks
• Folk Art
* Jewellery

FOR SALE: Two small refrigerators.
suitable for snacks and beverages
Both working. $50 each. Moy be
seen at Iona College. 208 Sunset
Ave. Telephone973· 7039.

* Cards

• Tapestries
• Sculpture
• Clothing

Welcome back Bean.

Open 7 Days

IN THE SKY
10% off with Student I. 0.
· FROM THE ORIGINAL TO THE EXOTIC"

* Sweaters

Monday to Wednesday
6 p.m. - 9 p.m.
C~gs

¢

* Folk

Art
* African Carvings
* Scarves
* Whips

* Tapestries

* Clothing
* Jewellery

Handcrafted Imports From Around The Wor1d

300 Ouellette Ave. ( Palace Complex)
Open 7 Days

* Sunday - Teen Night

$5. ° Cover
Non-Alcoholic Event
0

6 p.m. - 11 p.m.

2960 HURON CHURCH RD. at Grand Marais (519) 966-3388
Hottest Spot In Windsor

TRAVEL CUTS PRESENTS

LONDON RETURN 99
When booking one of
3 Contiki Holidays:

Toronto / )lontreal
Departure~

"

European Contrasts
:31 da};. • from ~55/day,

"'"""'....~~~---~~-~-

EUROPE

European Adventurer
40 da~;. • from ;;;5:~/<la}

Grand European
52 clays• from S5l/da~

for 18-35s

AIKIDO: The Japanese art of self.
defence. Beginner classes starting
Jan . 24 at St. Denis Centre. Call 2523388 to register.
ROOM FOR RENT: In a two-story fur.
nished home In the downtown
area. Wanted. clean. non-smoking
male graduate student. full
privileges. Call 253-7146 or 7362897.

~ue~
~

~~1RAVELCUTS

Ide, o«lr,
~~.

•~GoingYourWay!
For full details <·ontal't your Travel Cuts office and rt•<·eive a copy of the new Contiki bro<·hure.
Toronto 979.2,106 / 977-0441 • Ottawa 2:38-5493 • Montn•al 288-11:30 • Winnipc·g 269-95:{0 • Waterloo 886-0400 •
Gudph 76:3-1660 • Sudbury 67:3-140 I • Qlwlwc· Cit} 654-0221 • Halifax 424-205 t • Fn·d1•ric-ton 45:~-4850
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88/89 HURON RCMP's: If you
haven't heard yet. we're having a
get-together this Saturday, Jon. 20.
9 pm at Faces. We look forward to
having you there.

~

ROOM AVAILABLE: In ctean. newly.
renovated house to share with 2]
mature female students. Laundry.I
parking. AC. l O m in. walk to the U.
1
$250/month. Phone Peter 256·
2542.
ROOM AVAILABLE: In large furnished house. Five min. walk to the
U. Reduced rent In return for
household duties. $200/month, ol
included Phone Margaret 256·
3721.
MOVING SALE: All furniture and
household Items, including 1976
Buick Regal (48,000 miles), 26'
Remote RCA Colour TV. Sharp
Carousel Microwave, Sony stereo
and speakers. Bauhaus solo.
tables. chairs. brass lamps, antique
clocks. area rugs and numerous
other Items. Call 256-3532.

RCA VHS VCR: Top loader, remote
$150; 128K MS DOS 21 compute•
and printer $250. good for word
processing, w /software. Bass gu1to1
& hardcase $150. Older electnc
typewriter $90. Con. ArmY
trenchcoots/raincoats. small sizes
$15 each. Call 256-8054.
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ROOM FOR RENT: Kitchen facilities
Downtown area. 977-8978.

to, ufdMe, ,,,da,*,

by

SEE THIS CLASSIFIED AD? It was FREE'
If you want to sell a kerosene.
powered blender, ask for volun-,
leers. notify people of an event. or!
even tell that special someone
something gross. this is the place to,
do It. Call us at 253-4060 or drop by
the Lonee offices on the 2nd floor
of the University Centre.

GARAGE FOR RENT: Downtown
area. 977-8978.
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ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY C HAPEL.
973-7034. Located between the
University Centre and Huron
Church Rd. Mass: Sundays. 10:30
om and 4:30 pm. Mondays, 11 50
am. liturgy of the Word and corn·
munlon Service: Tuesdays. 5 prn.
Mass followed by dinner. Wednesday to Friday, 11 :50 am Mass. A
are welcome to attend. Feel tree
to drop by the Cafe for coffee. to
use the Library for stuoy, or just
come and relax.
LESBI AN/GAY STUDENTS on corn·
pus please call 973-4951 far infor·
motion on meetings and events Ill
the Windsor/Detroit area.
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS
(A.C.A.): 12-step support grouP
711 McEwen St. "Holy Name of MOf.'
Church (basement). Sundays. S
pm. All are welcome.
T-SHIRT: Designs for WlndsOI
Gaming Society are weicorne
Due time: Saturday Feb. 3. 1 pm ot
the Vanier Lounge.
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Phone registration may mean an end to long lineups
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3400 U~iversity o.f ~in~sor
students avoided standing m Imes
for hours, dealing wi~h cran~y
registrar staff, .and findmg out m
person that their classes. wer<: full,
thanks to telephone reg~stratt?n.
Registrar Frank Smith said he
is very pleased with the first test
of Windsor's new telephone systern. The system allows students
10 register by calling a special
number from any touch tone
phone and entering personal code
and the numbers of the courses
they wish to take. The system also
allows them to call back and drop
courses if they find they have
made a mistake and will not
register students in classes which
are already full.
According to Smith there were
a few glitches in the system, but
they are now in the process of
being ironed out. These problems
resulted in some students getting a
busy sig!'lal when there was in fact
aline open.
According to a survey
answered by most of the 2800
third and fourth year students and
600 part-time students who used

it, the system is a real time saver
over the standard in -person
registrati?n.
In an mformal survey taken by
the lance in the University
Centre, all the students who used
th~ s~stem seemed to be happy
with 1t.
"It's a good system, I've gone
to other universities and used their

telephone registration but this systern is the best," said special B
comm. student Ken Leeder.
John Graham, a fourth year
biology student, commented that
"it was easy, no line ups ... I give
it two thumbs up because I hate
line ups."
"I loved it. There were no
problems at all," third year arts

student Deirdre Roberts said of
the new system.
~mith said the system will be
a~adable to all students beginning
w1th.s~mm:rschool this year. The
admm1stratton plans to refine the
system ove~ t~e next couple of
~onths to give 1t a faster response
time.
The registrar's office will also

Volunteer fair good for you

be rewriting some of the instructions for the new system. Some
students, according to Smith,
thought because they had a
registration time of 9:00 a.m. on a
specific day, that was the only
time they could register. In reality
people can register at any time following their a!loted registration
time.
0

Live longer through altruism, coordinator says
by Lance News Staff
A recent study draws a correlation between people who
volunteer and people who live
longer.
That is just one of the reasons
Volunteer Fair coordinator
Caroline Carnerie urges students
to come out and get involved.
Now entering its third year, the
volunteer fair is an annual oneday event where different community groups that use volunteers
set up recruitment booths in the
Ambassador Auditorium.
The fair gives students access
to opportunities that many do not

even know existed in Windsor.
Carnerie pointed out volunteering is not simply a one-sided
affair where a person gives their
time and effort and receives nothing in return.
"The skills that you get are so
transportable from one organization to another," Camerie said.
"Most volunteer organizations
give good training," she said,
"Many have extensive computer
training."
Volunteering can also be a
good source of credible references.
The personal growth side to
volunteering can not be over-

· looked either. It is a great place to
meet people and it gives people
the chance "of finding out their
own strengths and weaknesses."
Carnerie draws on her own experiences ac; a student. Coming
from Stratford, she knew no one in
Windsor. Since then she has met
many people and made many
friends through volunteenng. Her
volunteering also paid off in
career opportunities and she is
now a paid staffperson for the
Aids Committee of Windsor.
Her advice to new students is
that if they do not discover the
community beyond the campus,
they will be missing out on oppor-

tunities university has to offer.
She suggests that students who are
not sure where their talents lie or
which ag~m;y they want to volunteer with should sign up with a few
agencies and offer a couple of
hours a week to each rather than a
larger commitment to just one organization.
This year's fair is the largest
yet, attracting over 55 community
agencies ranging from the
Canadian Cancer Society to local
theatre groups. The fair takes
place on Wednesday Jan. 24 from
9:00 to 3:00 m the University
Centre's
Ambassador
Auditorium.
0
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Master of Industrial Relations, Queen's University

u.

56·

A twelv~month, multi-disciplinary program for students wishing to pursue
careers in the broad field of industrial relations and human resource management.

fur·

EACH

the

REGULAR TACO

to,

, a!
156·

EACH

VALUE MENU

Value menu includes Soft Tacos,
Bean Burritos, Nacho chips with Salsa and
Cinnamon Twists. Only 79~ each.
All day, every day value. Only at Taco Bell.

Jndl
976
26'

orp

Admission Requirements: A four-year bachelor's degree with upper second-class standing (or a three-year degree with relevant and substantial
work experience and demonstrated evidence of academic potential).
Successful completion of a basic university-level course in both micro- and
macro-economics is also required. A course in statistics is highly desirable.
Students from all academic fields are invited to apply.
Information/
Application s:

School of Industrial Relations, Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario K7L3N6
Telephone (613) 545-2193

Great choices.
Great prices.
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Super Bowl Specials

"

every

TACO ~11ELL.
· Offer valid at part,cipatmg Taco Berl Restaurants .
Not valrd with any other offer
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STUDY

I

IN FRANCE
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0:30

Students can enjoy a unique
opportunity to earn university
om·
credits coward a Canadian
pm.
B.A. while studying in the
nes·
south of France near Nice.
;. Al
The Universite canadienne
tree
en France offers two pro3, to
grammes. A full 8-month
session (Sept.-April) offers
1ustl
studies in Humanities.
Social Sciences and
languages. in both English
om·
ilnd French. An intensive spring session in May-June features courses in
nfor·
French as a second language. History and 1memaoon3! Business.
its ,n
Fec!eraJ/Provincial student assistance and scholarships may apply.
liir 1nfonnation. call or write:
1:50

~

ITE CANADIENNE EN FRANCE

ucs 17~urenuan University. Ramsey Lake Road. Sudbury. Ontario

)UP·
,1()1/

1s.

e
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P3E 2C6.
05) 673-6513. Ontario (800) 461-4030 or
lJCF, 68 Scollard Street. Toronto. Ontario MSR I G2.
14
16)964-2569. Canada (800) 387-1387. Ontario (800) 387-5603

OUELLETTE
, Downtown
_. Windsor

Maanificent

10roor T.V.
and our other
10 T.V.'s
for your enjoyment
** Check This Out **

Information SessionUniversity of Windsor
Mon., Jan. 29, 1990 at 12:00 noon
Conference Rm. A-Univen,ity Cir.
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Pizza
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Medium or Small

N

Valid every Mon ..Tues.. Wed.
After 5 p.m. til Jan. 31/90
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Combo
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Potato Jackets

C
0
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Chicken Fingers
Reg. $11.95
NOW
only $7.95
Valid every Mon .. Tues.. Wed
After 5,p.m. til Jan. 31/90

SCORE - 0 .... ···························-·
w
Chicken
I
T
Wings
Between Periods of
Every Hockey Telecast on our
1O Foot 819 Screen T.V

Cash Prizes
& More
so get a

Laurentian . . Universlce
University '.\:'.I. Laurentien.ne

2

"Break-Away and Shoot"
on down to

Peachy's

*
*

H

C
0

u

p
0
N

18
for the price of
12
Valid every Mon., Tues., Wed
After 5 p.m. til Jan. 31/90

.... ·······················-······
*
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social science society

-

Socially Sv.eaking
Hockey Weekend
January 27 - 28
rd,oronto vs Montreal

~

The Cleary
International Centre

$120.

Februar) 12th at 8:00 p.m.
(519) 252-6579

201 Riverside Dr. W. Windsor • Ontario
Turn left out of tunnel on Park. Turn right on
Ouellette to Riverside. Turn left on Riverside .

..

00

February 4
Detroit Pistons vs Utah Jazz*

* Must have own transportation

$30.oo

For more information, call
Gino at 969-6107 or
the S.S.S. Office at 253-6063

Hospice of Windsor INC.
House of Sophrosyne
John R. Park Homcstcad_.,,-,,.....;.;;a,..--=--..........-,,u
Essex Region Conservation Authority
AIDS Committee of \Vindsor and Essex

Windsor and Essex County

Alive (Canada) INC.

Child Abuse Council of

Arts Council - Windsor & Region

Windsor - Essex County

Art Gallery of \Vindsor - Essex Co.

Citizen Advocacy Windsor - Essex

Big Sisters of Greater Windsor

Companion Animal Visitation Program

& Essex Co.

Community Information Services

BANA - Bulimia Anorexia Nervosa

Distress Line

Association

Essex County Association for

Canadian Cancer Society

the Mentally Retarded

Canadian National Institute ·

Extend-A-Family

for the Blind

Girl Guides of Canada

Canadian Mental Health Association

Harmony in Action

Canadian Red Cross

Heart & Stroke Foundation

Cerebral Palsy Association of

Hiatus House

DO IT FOR YOURSELF
DO IT FOR YOUR COMMUNITY!!!!!
WEDNESDAY JANUARY 24, 1990
9:00 AM to 3:00 PM
University of Windsor, University Centre
Ambassador Auditorium
Free Admission and Refreshments

Lung Association
New Beginnings
Ontario March of Dimes
Reaching Out
Robinson House
Scouts Canada · Windsor District
Sexual Assault Crisis Centre
Sundowners
United Way
University of Windc;or
Students' Administrative Council
University of Windsor
Peer Counselling Centre
Villa Maria Home for the Aged
Volunteer Services of
Windsor and Essex
Volunteer Leadership
Development Program
Young Leaders Tomorrow
Windsor Association for
the Mentally Retarded
Windsor Public Library -adult Literacy
Volunteer Fair Committee 1991
Four Theatre Groups
Grace Hospital

Sponsored by: The University Centre, Students' Administrative Cou ncil,
Volunteer Services of Windsor/Essex County, Peer Counselling Centre and the Social Science Society.
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Hiram Walker Museum
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201 Riverside Dr. W. Windsor

Tel. Sales 9-5 Weekda\ s and Saturdays
(VISA MASTERCARD)
Window Sales 11-5 Wcekdajs and Saturdays

b

II

Includes: •
Return Rail, Hotel Accommodations,
and Hockey Ticket.
Train leaves Saturday January 27
at 10 a.m.
Returns Sunday January 28
at 5 p.m.

Tickets $14.00 - $22.00 (Can.)fl/Q{'/
The Cleary Box Office
.... 1 .
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Equality: dream or reality?

I
I

(Editor's note: this is the first
in a series of articles on feminism
and related issues.)
by Lynn Bezaire

"In twenty years, women will
rule the world." "Preferential
treatment is just another form of
discrimination - this time directed
against men. "Feminists believe
that all men should be subservient
to women."
These are but a few of the misconceptions that distort the issue
of feminism. Upon entering the
nineties, it is clear that the issue of ,
gender discrimination is one that
Canadian society as a whole must
, come to terms with. Nowhere is
the outcome of this more crucial
than in the university community.
It is in this setting that the attitudes, beliefs, and values of
tomorrow are formed.
The patriarchal domination
that has pervaded this society
since its beginning is the very root
of this misunderstanding. The essence of democratic politics and
capitalist economics - the foundations of our society - is competition. The result: a struggle for
power.
As political and economic
matters have been traditionally

LSAT
GMAT.
l'l"cp Cnurscs for
JJ\N. 27 GMAT
Fl:.U. IO LSAT
1-800-387-5519
1.tl6J 923-PREP (7737)

Will be in the
University Centre
Tues. January 23 Fri. January 26

C.nptac Plant

male-dominated, it is the male
perspective that prevails. This
perspective assumes that the
feminists' mandate is the acquisition of power and control over
society. The societal changes advocated by feminists have
generated a fear that these changes
wi II unhinge society. The
feminists' struggle for equality
has been misinterpreted as a struggle for supremacy.
As a consequence, the perceived threat of feminism has
earned women the undeserved
role of scapegoat. Those who stir
the waters and initiate change
have been forced to shoulder the
blame of all that ails society.
With the corning of a new

decade, dreams of progress
abound. How is progress possible
without the consideration and allowance of new and different
perspectives to emerge?
If society allows the fear of
change to completely reject the
women's perspective, the chances
of progress are dubious. In a community dedicated to learning, this
would be an academic step backwards.
Is egalitarianism a Utopian
dream? Or is it within reach of
humanity?
The answer to these questions
ultimately lies in the students of
today. It is in their power to create
a fair and equitable society for the
fu~re.
0
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To Display its Finest
Vacation Fashions
For the Winter Break
* Sweatshirts * T-shirts * Shorts *
* And Much More *

•liJuFFALOES, TIGERS, RAZORBACKS,
JAYHAWKS, MUSTANGS, COUGARS,
OWLS, RAMS, WILDCATS, BADGERS,
LONGHORNS, LIONS, BOBCATS AND
~ fHE ASS0RTEDWJLDUFE
GATHER HERE ANNUALLY.

The Lonee: Read 1t. Then recycle it.

When mid-terms are one for the books and the
call of the wild beckons, chart a course to
South Padre Island this spring break.
South Padre Island offers something for every
species-from Bobcats to Buffaloes. Wild or
tame. As the premier coastal destination in
Texas, South Padre offers balmy tempera·
tures, beaches as broad as your imagination
and ample accommodations from high rise
condos, to camping on the beach. Take a
refresher course to South Padre Island this
spring break and discover a vacation play·
ground that's a breed apart.
For free Spring Break Information.
call the South Padre Island Yisitor and
Convention Bureau at 1·800-.H3·2368.

e

••

••

South Padre Island Visitor & Convention Bureau
P.O. Box 3500CM South Padre Island.TX 78597
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Lonee photo by Karl Mamer

Whose feet are those??? Can you guess what this
person looks like? (See answer below.)

by Karl Mamer, Lance Leddy correspondent

"'
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nother semester has started and that means
another four months of spending your time
in the Leddy Library. If you have been at
the University of Windsor as long as I have
(five years, though some of my comrades at
the Lance who are working on their third
MA have spent that amount of time just in the games
room) then you 've undoubtedly discovered that there are
some fascinating things to read and do in Leddy.
Yes. Leddy is not merely a repository for scholarly books
about irrigation systems or journals about sub-atomic
particle husbandry No Some wonderful. funny stuff lurks
~~~~--=="F'~----ln there. I have complied a short 11st of some the more
~-~~-----"--...-~~~:
interesting publications to read and suggested a few
creative ways to kill those three hours you have between
your last day-class and your upcoming night-class.
The Nuremberg Trial (1984) by Ann Tusa and John Tusa
(call number JX5437.8.T87): Finally. a funny historical
non-fiction book about the Nuremberg trials of major
German war criminals. Now when I say funny, I do not
mean to imply there is anything funny about the Holocaust.
But, while their well-researched book explores the historical
and legal Implications of the Nuremberg trials, it also
includes a large number of anecdotes arising from the
human side of the proceedings. For example, It tells of a
noted general who on meeting Hermann Goering -- Hitler's
right-hand man now stripped bare of his uniforms, his
swagger stick. and his morphine -- could not believe that
the Allies had "all this time been fighting a war against a
bunch of jerks."
Clam Plate Orgy (1980) (call number P96.P75.K4) and
The Media Sexptoltatton (1976) (HF 5822.K37) both by
Wilsor;i. Bryan Key: Humour is always best when it is
unintentional. Clam Plate Orgy and The Media
Sexptoltatlon are filled with it.
In these two books. Key, formerly a professor at the
University of Western Ontario, argues the public is being
assaulted by subliminal advertising and suggestions in
practically every magazine, newspaper, and Renaissance
work of art in existence. Yes, Renaissance works of art. This
is part of the unintentional humour. Key goes to great
lengths to convince the reader that Michaelangelo's
frescos on the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel are subliminal
depictions of oral sex -- I'm a humourlst by trade and I
can't make up stuff this good. He also argues that the
models on the covers of Playboy and Penthouse magazine
are not females but males. It is a subliminal ploy meant to
excite men's latent homosexual tendencies. O.K.
Readers really have to suspend disbelief to enter Key's
fantasy world, but this becomes difficult when the author
tries to argue that his publishers, despite their strong
denials, have hidden subliminal messages on the cover of
one of Key's own books.
Oh yeah, next time you eat a Ritz cracker, look closely
because the word "sex" is baked right Into each and every
biscuit.
Fads and Fa/lac/es In the Name of Science (1957) by
Martin Gardner (call number Ql 73.G35): The famous
skeptic and member of the Committee for the Scientific
Investigation of Claims of the Paranormal (CISCOP., a
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Boston ... Thls goes on for pages.
Punch (call number A Pl 01.PB ser): Believe it or not.
Leddy actually gets Punch, that vicious, evil, satirical
magazine published In Britain. As Americanized
Cana~lo~s, a lot of the punch in Punch Is lost on us, yet
there 1s still enough venom in each issue to kill you with
laughter.
The Plain Truth (call number AP2.P55): If you don't get
around to train stations that much and you don't wont to
miss every informative issue of The Plain Truth, don't worry
because Leddy gets It. As it Is a free magazine, one con
be nearly certain this serial will not disappear from the
shelves in the next round of Journal cuts. Although I do
wonder if the magazine Is truly free. The subscription card
soys It Is. It says you don't have to send any money
whatsoever to receive every Issue of The Plain Truth right in
your home, but if you would like to make a donation, well ...
Actually, if you want to know the plain truth about this
claim, don't believe it. I have mailed in those free
subscription cards hundreds of times without a donation
and nothing has ever come.
Windsor This Month (call number AP5.W54): Certain
rich, lucky, deserving people get Windsor This Month
malled right to their estate. I'm not one of those rich, lucky,
deserving people. But, no longer do I feel disenfranchised
from the rest of Windsor, for the publication comes right to
my second home, the Leddy.
If I have time to kill in Leddy, I con read about Windsor's
up-and-coming stars, which restaurants take American
Express, and how to make a perfect cappuccino the
Koren Hall way -- all in the latest issue of Windsor This Month.
~ ..
. eoding magazines and journals for three
hours IS not the only WOY to make your every
·: · / . ,i;_ visit to Leddy more exciting than a free trip
1
• :~
II ·
·. to Disney World. There are a myriad of
.r ·
·
· stimulating things you can do ... aciua,ly.- - c>
· · · there are only three things I know of and on
the fun scale they range from pathetic to slightly fun. I'll list
them here in ascending order of enjoyment.

(~: ,m ·:

~ii~ii,-1,;i,.......,...._.

Suggestion/ Question Box Hijinks: It is clear why this is
first. There is only a limited amount of fun you can hove
with the Suggestion/Question Box that the kind librarians
have placed near the check-out desk.
Once, to avoid getting right to work on on assignment
I left the question ''What is the origin of the phrase, 'It's like
waiting for the other shoe (or boot) to drop'?" The question
was answered, though not to my satisfaction. The answer
was, rudely, "The question box was not provided for these
kinds of questions." Well, soooooorrrrryyyy! After that, I left
the some question in the box every other week for a whole
semester, hoping if they kept having to go through the
trouble of crumpling it up into a little ball and throwing it
Into a garbage can, they would just answer it. They never
did.

Movie Time: In the back of the reserve reading room,
tucked away behind the microfilm readers, are three or
four VCRs. They're rarely used. So why don't you use them
for your own personal enjoyment? Just rent a movie at
7-11, toke it to the reserved reading room, and plop it into
one of the VCRs. You'll need headphones, as, believe it or
not, the reserved reading room is designated as a quiet
area. If anyone comes along and question what you are
doing with the VCR, simply tell the person you're toking
Literature in the Cinema as a correspondence course.
Whose Feet are those: This Is the most fun you can
have In Leddy. A friend taught me this game. It requires
you to sit at one of those four-seater desks and look down
at the feet of the other people seated there, and try and
figure.out what they look like. You're usually dead wrong,
but it's still more enjoyable than studying

***

What can the library do to make your frequent (or not
too frequent) visits slightly more enjoyable? The pat,
predictable answer is, •not a hell of a lot• But think for a
minute. wouldn't cots be a good Idea? Nice comfortable
cots where you con stretch out between classes. (An Idea
unslmllar in most ways but one to Ted Sturk's
.
nice-warm-tunnels-between-buildings proposal.) Since
they put those new couches In the student centre. good
places to sleep ore hard to find. One proctlcally has to Join
the Lance or C.!JAM to hove access to a normal straight.
flat couch.

I The Leddy Library: it's not just books, you know.
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Introduces
Jennifer
A New & Exciting Stylist Brings Her Artistic Flare
To Salon 51 O

30%

off

all hair services with Jennifer only

Appointment Preferred
Monday & Wednesday -- 9:30 - 5:00
Tuesday, Thursday & Friday -- 9:30 - 7:00
Saturday -- 8:30 - 4:00

. 551 Pelissier Street
973-4977

..

New Year Spee ia Is

fil111111m
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TOMORROWS TECHNOLOGY
AT YOUR TOUCH

JV<ptR MAH:

Stick Pens
Medium Bic &
Pape rm ate

Sale 19c
L. Hi Liters

Sale 59c

Vinyl Binders

From
$2.29

ELECTRONIC
TYPEWRITER
XL1500

Reg. $279.99
Sale $219.99
• Full Line Memory Co1rect1on
• WordEraser!I
• Correcting Cassette and Right
Ribbon System"'
• Relocate
• Auto Center
• Auto Return
• Auto Super/Sub Scnpt

MEMORY
TYPEWRITER
XD4600
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Capital knows no country
-K.Marx.
Movies like Michael Moore's Roger & Me have no
business sticking their grimy faces into Hollywood's
temple of Mammon. It is bad enough when, instead of
babes and hunks pouting, rutting, and shooting at each
other to the tempo of a lush electro-synthesized beat, the
movie-going public gets to see real-life shnooks like themselves being thrown out of their apartments on Christmas
eve, or having to kill, skin, and eat cute little bunnies for
their next meal. It is tantamount to high treason to suggest
that star-spangled American corporate capitalism has engineered this appalling human pain and misery, as an integral part of its five year plan for increased profitability.
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"you fucked up ... you trusted us... "
-National Lampoon's Animal House.
"This is not Romania, A group of dissidents cannot
simply demand that it~ leader be replaced. We 're 110/ playing that little game ... "
-David Radler, capitalist and press baron.
One of the cold comforts that Romanians enjoy, now
that they have forceably wrested their country back from over high-tech armament companies. While unemploythe goons and thugs that ran it for forty-odd years, is mob ment in Flint was going up above 50 per cent, GM execujustice. Fearless Leader getting a bullet in the brain? You lives were awarding themselves multi-million dollar
betcha! We, however. live in a civilized society. One of the bonuses.
·- • - - - . ,
drawbacks to this lies in the curious fact that those who are
responsibleforthekindofwide-scalehumansufferingthat
a
Flint, Michigan was put through, (or closer to home; that
•
nad'
f r from Via Ruil cut . or un mploy
t~""==(
~ ~
1
insurance 'reforms' ,) -our captains of industry and our
~
J
~
.;,
1
political masters, will ne\'er experience any repercussions
_ _,,
f rom their actions greater than being chased around by a
,-..
· -got
-mess. JH1y can't stupidity
trouble-maker with a movie camera.
"Stupidity
us into this
The corporate raider, the hack politico, the facelesl- get us out of it?"
MBA with a great new plan to boost quarterly profits, and
-Will Rogers
the greasy little scumbag p.r. expert who 'sells' the
Moore's movie rested on the simple conceit posed in
program of pain to the stunned community might well his question: "What would General Motors Chairman
sweat a bit over back-room intrigues...
Roger Smith do if he saw the effects of the plant closings
They will never have to skin bunny rabbits to feed their close-up?" Thus begins what is presented as a rather simple
children.
quest to corner the chairman and get him to tour Flint, to
"Fuck the Doomed... "
see first-hand the results of the plane closings that his ex-R.M.Nixo11, per Hunter S. Thompson.
ecutives engineered. Of course. all of this is just a delightSometimes, however, the system develops cracks ful sham on the part of Moore. You do not get to be
large enough for innovative trouble-makers like Michael chairman of General Motors by falling for the blandishMoore to slip through and land a big cream pie in the face men ts of scruffy pinkos with 16mm cameras.
of our lords and masters. Roger & Me is such an effort,
Not that this stops Moore.
one that succeeds in a way that can only be regarded as
"They should get up in the 111omi11g... "
truly subversive: for one thing, this movie looks like a
-ad, ice from a Grosse Point matron to the unsimple, low-budget documentary. For another, it's funny. employed.
Repeat; funny. No, you don't get it yet. I said/w111y!!!
Roger & Me holds a deeper. nastier. and far more imMoore knows that you can get more from the public portant message for its audience. one that it has to be trickwith sugar than with vinegar, and so smothers Roger & ed into digesting. Its clements are quite simple: The heroic
Me with a particularly large dollop of laughable irony, individualism promoted as the handmaiden of democracy
clever juxtapositions and antic sight gags. Thank goodness in America actually serves to isolate individuals, and
for that. Under the sugar lies a heaping helping of vitriol, render them powerless to take action against attack by the
white lead and arsenic. Open wide...
collective power of corporate America. Old standbys like
, . • - • _ ,_ - - - - ,
union power and organized pressure through the ballot box
I , , JI
don't work when each worker's joblessness is accepted as
~
a personal failure by the worker, and the rest of society.
"'.II
Losing your long-term factory job and going on welfare is
almost as bad as catching AIDS in America- and
promises the same slow, painful decline.
' - - - - - - -.J
"Cheer up America!"
"I'm mad as hell and I'm 1101 going to take it any
-Anita Bryant quotes Margaret Thatcher to the
longer! "
unemployed of Flint Mi.
-Howard Beal, in Paddy Chayersky 's Network.
"J 'isit Fli11t on Vacation!"
Michael Moore grew up in Flint Michigan, the son of
-Slogan from Flint hospitality training film
sons of General Motors autoworkers. When he returned
And the vultures always lie in wait: These are the ones
home, he found a city devastated by layoffs and plant clos- who will sell your once-fair city a new luxury hotel,
ings, at a time when GM was enjoying record profit levels. automotive theme park, or office complex, to be built with
The workers were just sitting around taking it on the chin. what's left of your city's tax monies. You can recognize
The unions appeared unable to cope: Under fire in an age them by their favourite words; 'tourism', 're-training'
ofReaganomics, they were pursuing a strategy of appease- and 'positive mental attitude'.Too bad when the hotel
rnent and accommodation with management, and were get- goes bankrupt and the theme park closes down after eight
ting sold up the river. GM was shipping jobs to Mexico, months. Too bad that the re-training turns out to be an exdemanding wage concessions and using the savings to take cuse to give the lqcal bur er franchise a,$2.00 r s1..1bsidy
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to employ an ex-auto worker for :-.ix months on minimum
""age. And too bau if the poor geekjm,t can't kcl'.p up with
the frantic pace behind the counter.
''... They gfre a dollar bo1111.~ 011 holidays... "
-ex-autolforker .\elling blood al Flint Pla\ma
If Roger & Mc means one thing to the people of
Windsor, it serve:-. as an object lesson to those politicians
flnd boo:.t

o i:rawl out-'6 thecwoodwork every time

this city goes into a recession with grandiose plans for
tourist attractions and campaigns to develop our
'hospitality industries·. Now we ~ave a sure-fire way to
deal with these knaves: Make them watch Roger & Me
five times. If this doesn't bring them to their senses, they
could then. in all good conscience. be whipped like dogs,
tarred and feathered and run out of town on a bus (as there
will soon be no rails left in Canada...)
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"Assholes drii'e imports" . _ -..J
-Flint graffiti
"Buy the cars that help to kill your neighbours ... "
-JJ'i11dsor graffiti
The problems with the North American automobile industry arc serious and complex. They involve decades of
sloppiness and neglect by some of the highest paid corporate muscle in the world. In that a film like Roger & Me
can only briefly allude lo\\ hat is behind its decline -30
years of creative p.r. and no engineering- the dispassionate viewer can at times recoil from the simple. surface
text of this film. But of course. this only leads one to the
deeper message that it contains: Why, in a democratic
society. do the many suffer for the follies and greed of the
few?
Academics and labour theorists may prattle about
democracy in the workplace. It remains to be seen how the
workers could force General Motors to build cars that are
engineered as well as a BMW. and do so in America (or
Canada).
"What's good for General Motors is good for
America."
What is more telling about the decline of a once (and
still quite) mighty America institution is that a film like
Roger & Me could swing a full-scale distribution deal with
Warner Brothers. Could it be that the wave of Japanese
take-overs in Hollywood are having an unexpected effect?
Or is it that the message of Roger & Me is, in the the words
of Voltaire, "... an idea whose time has come"?
-Bernard A. Helling
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I was playing host to the I.once rhinovirus over the weekend. I went to bed
with a high fever and awakened on Saturday morning to hear the whispering of
Lovecrnftian beings drifting from my closet.
" ... go, go to the Art Gallery of Windsor. go today .•."
My closet generally gives me good advice, so I went.
Right now at the AGW you can sec Work Station by Eleanor Bond, a Winnipeg artist who explores the nature of work and the position of workers in the
twentieth century. Particular attention is paid Ill the flaws of the post-industrial
society.
Let me tell you ...
As you walk in the room you will notice seven large-~ak pain ings. Common
to all: the view is from a height, there arc no people, and there is water flowing.
The elevated angle of vi::,ion removes the viewer from the situ 1tion. and on,:
reacts to the scenes of factories and warehouses as if they wcr · coMplctely foreign.
They demand attention. Office buildings are sooty black, void of life: the overturned desks and chairs are reminiscent of the Marie Celeste. Mills and mining
towns arc like the abandoned bones of dinosaurs, picked clean by scavengers.
No people are necessary in these scenes. Mass production and advancing technology remain where people have been displaced.
Instead of people there is water, \Cry blue, very beautiful. It seems to be a
character witness, refuting the myth of the industrial revolution as the great in,provement over agrarian society. For the purpose of industry water is diverted. polluted. and returned to its source. Only recently we have realized that the damage
will not magically disappear.
So consider: for the purpose of industry. young people are gathered, molded
to the appropriate functions, and dispensed with when those functions become obsolete. The people do not magical!) disappear. and Bond portrays the results in a
somewhat surreal manner.
After examining the paintings. look at the drawings. There are nine drawings
of work stations. and the trappings ol each profession arc easily recognizable. The
place of work and the functions performed arc becoming more identifiable than the
workers themselves. The effect is quite chilling.
If you work. or ever have plans to work. Eleanor Bond would like to tell you
something. Work Station" ill be in town until Februar} I~-

The General Memetics Institute Bulletin on Office Automation:

Step One: Replace the Boss with a Machine.
Step Two: Break the Machine

KLEIN BOTTLES ...
by Chester Malthus
It's difficult for me to express my dismay. Turning to page 157 of the December 1989
issue of Scientific American, you will sec (nested ostentatiously in a page of that magazine\
annual index) an advertisement. This ad, for me, signifies my angsty feeling that the cightics
will never ·end' -that the ·decade of greed' will not meet"' ith closure .
It's an ad for a blo\.\-n-glass sculpture of the Klein Bottle. Not the clean bottle -an unthrcatening thing- the Klein Bottle- the spacial extension of the Mob1us strip
I've al\.\-ays found the Mobius strip. with its single edge and single surface. threatening
enough. How can the inner side of the strip be the outer side'? It challenges my whole familiarity
with the idea of a 'side.' But there it is, relatively straightforward. Take a paper band, put a
single um" twist in it, and there's your Mobius strip. Hut now suppose there was an analogou,
' twist ' that somebody could effect on a sphere; that 's the Klein Bottle. The sphere. having
once separated everything inside it from every thing outside 11, woulJ no longer have that
capability. Any point inside is a point outside and vice versa.
There's a passage in Lewis Carroll's Bruno and St/vie in which somebody puts the twist

Student~,.
Adm1n1~t•at1~e
Council

JEAN
CHRETIEN

SAC is running a logo contest.
The first new draft is presented above.
All or any submissions should be presented to
The SAC Office before February 02, 1990.

Drug Plan Opt Out forms for
2nd semester
Available in the
SAC Office until· Jan. 24/90
You must have proof of being
in a plan And not have made
a claim 1st semester.

Canada's Next
Prime Minister?
Join the
Chretien Committee
For more information
contact:
Ed at 977-0126 or Becky
at 255-1862
Sponsored by the University of
Windsor Chretien Committee
-- ---

- ---
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PLA YFEST '90
by Nigel Williams and Bill Stoat

ing artist gets stifled by the university environment. This
is an opportunity for us to do what we want, the way we
There has been talk around the Windsor theatre arts want to do it!"
community about someday holding a fringe festival, in the
And what will they be doing?
tradition of the hugely popular and successful Winnipeg
The first play up is David Beare's Strangers. Beare is
and Vancouver festivals. While we are not yet at that point, a fourth year Drama-in-education student, who has taken
the School of Dramatic Arts' Club SODA is laying the the theme of male-female relationships and whomped out
groundwork for such an enterprise with next week's a nifty mix of comedy and drama. The curtain goes up at
Playfest '90.
8:00 pm, Thursday, Jan. 25.
Playfest '90 is a mini-festival of three oousual,
Right after Strangers, see Botticelli, directed by third
original, and rarely seen one-act plays, to be staged next year acting student AJex Lemay. No, this is not a play
Thursday and Friday,Jan. 25 and 26. These plays are com- about a renaissance painter; its about a little word-associapletely student produced, directed, and acted. They are tion game played under harrowing conditions. Someone
funny, controversial, hard-edged and ambitiously once speculated that humour is an interrupted defence
provocative; the kind of works that put the 'live' back in reflex. To two soldiers in a fox-hole, reality is something
live theatre.
that must be defended against.
Did I mention the innovative, special, one-time-only
The next night, Friday the 26, finish off the festival
ticket price? No?
with Crawling Arnold, a refreshing look at one person's
They're free!
struggle to hold on to what they have. Arnold is an absurd
Absolutely free, with pre-show entertainment by stu- and very funny look at family life. It is directed by Steve
dents from the music school. Want more? They'll even Beneteau.
throw in free java.
Playfest '90 is being staged at the School of Dramatic
Why?
Arts Experimental Theatre. For more information, call
One of the organizers gives the following Club SODA at 253-4232, extension 2809.
'explanation' for this outburst of creative energy:
.. "The raw creativity, the instinctual balls of a perform-

..• READERS

to a purse. So all the money outside the purse is really inside it, and since he owns the purse, he owns all the money in the world.
The 'sphere twist' is impossible in three dimensions, I gather, but here's this blown-glass mode/ of the twisted sphere being sold through
Scientific America_n. To think people would want something like that in their homes! 1magine the constant anxiety of seeing the rhetoric
of insideness and outsideness deconstructed on a daily basis, and you' ll see why l would sooner have a velvet Elvis icon on my mantlcpiece
than a Klein Bottle anyday.
Even if it did make me the richest man in the world, consider this: all the garbage and filth is in the Klein Bottle, along with the Pacific
Ocean, the Ford Company, and the Megallenic Clouds, and I'm in there with them! What's more, space and time being the same things,
I'm stuck in there with Hitler and all the rampaging Mongol hordes!!
Good thing it doesn't really work.
But there's this ad, near the end of the last issue of the decade of Scientific American, an issue otherwise devoted lo lame articles about
birds of paradise, metalic microclusters and the symbolism of the Mithraic mystery cult. It squats as a taunting monster, jeering all who
would think that, Jan. 1, 1990 having come and gone, we are now 'outside' the eighties and 'inside' the nineties. "Outside nothing!" bellows the Klein Bottle, flaunting its seductive curves.
I, who was never inside the eighties, will never be outside the eighties. Never having gotten inside to, as it were, comprehend the
mechanisms that moved that brave, bold and utterly superficial decade -- to 'see what made it tick' -- I was nevertheless unable to avoid its
omnipresence (which is always al.re.i4y..a{lQ.WQiabu:,a il6. · ~
·
·
W~
c ·
b 1
Strozier, whose lecture on The Place ofthe Reader in Po.,;tmodemi.,;m I attended last Sun ay at the Detroit Institute orArrs, f was 1sutun!d
to the surface' of a decade which was/is, only ever a surface to begin with.
And I don't even have to tell you about the lecture now, because you were never entirely not there in the first pface.
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New Trojan--Enz® with Spermicide
helps reduce it
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with Spermicidal Lubricant.

Valid only on package of 12.
Mr. Dealer: Caner Products will pay

Now you can reduce the risk oi sexually transmitted
diseases with new Trojan-Enz• Condoms with Spermicidal
Lubricant. We've added Nonoxynol-9 spermicide to our
quality condoms, so you can be confident about protection.
Use new Trojan-Enz~ with Spermicide
And dont take risks with love.

}<)ll S1.00 plus normal handling
when redeemed by }OOf consumer

againsl purchase ol lhe product
specified. Apphcat,on for
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So you think
you got a scoop?

Unlwralty of Wlndao,

Ethics For
The Nineties
Seminar Serles
Mondays
7:30 - 9:30 p.m.

Let everyone in on it!
If you have a potential news story, call the
Lance News Department at 253-4060, or
253-4232, ext. 3909 or 3910.

January 22
Johnson/Dubin &
A Sense
of Responsibility
Presenter:
Or. Pasquale J. Galasso

Ask for Michael Cohen, Dave Dawson, or
Kevin Johnson.

Stanley's
Cup

January 29
Ethics &
The Mass Media
Presenter:
Or. Stan Cunningham
Weekly Suppers ··
Thursday at 5:30 p.m.

PART/ClPACT/ON
MAKES
PERFECT

Iona College 208 Sunset
973-7039

~~to
'

The Lonee: more than two scoops in every box.
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Don Says: Be Here January 28 for Windsor's
___
e
Best SuperBowl Bash
351 Pelissier Street

"Purveyors Of Fun"

(~Y.andotte)_

w

Ja1
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u
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Ed

w

Monday - Saturday 11 a.m. ' ~il 1 a.m.
Sunday 11 :30 a.m. 'til 11 p .m.

(l~

256-DONS

(I:

Licensed Under The LLBO

(I~
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Remember: Your Gold Card is good for 2 for 1 wings daily 4 - 7 p .m .!!!

Nominations for Students' Administrative Council Positions
Open on Monday January 22, 1990 at 9:00 a.m.*
And Close Friday February 02, 1990 at 4:30 p.m.*
For the Following Positions:

M,
Jar

Qi:
Ja1

Ry

w

Student~~
Adm1n1~t•at1..-e
Council

President
Vice President Administration
Three (3) Student Senators
Six (6) Student Affairs Positions
Faculty Representatives
For more information contact:
The C.E.O. in the S.A.C. Office
253-6423 or 253-4232 ext. 3905/3906

*
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The Lancer
Locker
OUANOWIAA
Scores
Men's Hockey
Jan.13
Windsor 6 RMC 3

Jan.14
Toronto 8 Windsor 0

Women's Basketball
Jan. 10
Windsor 76 Waterloo 55

Jan.13
McMaster 94 Windsor 68

J,fea's Basketball
Jan.10
Windsor 87 Waterloo 67

Jan.13
McMaster 87 Windsor 69

omen's Volleyball

Jan. 12-14
U. ofSaslcalchewan Tournament
Uof S Alumni def. Windsor
(15-7, 15-9, 15-11)
Edmonton Volleyball Oub def.
Windsor
(15-10, 15-12, 15-10)
U of Regina def. Windsor
(15-8, 15-6, 15-10)
U of S def. Windsor
(13-15, 15-8, 16-14, 15-6)

Team flat-/ooted
by Dave Briggs

peting in the pole vault and long
jump. Weinberg's pole vault of
The sun-splashed isle of Bar- 4.60m broke his own school
bados must have seemed a million record of 4.50m.
miles away to the athletes who
Weinberg was the only Lancer
were suffering from the harsh who received two medals in inrealities of January in Windsor.
dividual events.
Straight from their week-long
Fairhall pointed to fatigue as a
training camp in the tiny island na- reason for his athletes' poor
tion, the University of Windsor second-event performances.
track and field teams found them"Usually their (Windsor's)
selves hosting, and competing in, first event was okay, and their
the U of W Invitational Team second event was brutal," Fairhall
Challenge last Saturday.
said.
Though most athletes were
Fortunately, many of the Lanstill sore from the gruelling two-a- cers managed to put together good
day training camp workouts, the enough performances in their first
team still fared well, but coach events to earn a medal.
Dennis Fairhall let it be known'
Geoff Hedwick placed second
that his team is not in mid-season in the high jump, while teammate
form.
Ted Battison also grabbed a silver
"We were very flat, I felt, in a for his efforts in the triple jump.
lot of events," Fairhall said.
Bill Bailey and Rob Robinson
"Some people performed really were, respectively, Windsor silwell, but we were flat."
ver-bronze tandem in the shot put.
The men's team was able to
Add to that, Mark Garant's
finish in second place in the team bronze in the pole vault, Don
standing, behind the University of MacGregor's bronze in the 300m.
Pittsburgh, but ahead of their On- Luke MacKinnon 's bronze in the
tario rivals, the University of 1500m, and third place finishes by
Western Ontario and York both the 4x200m the 4x400m
University.
relay teams, and the men have 74
The Lancer women finished poinls.
fourth, behind the Eastern
For the women, Inna Grant
Michigan Hurons, the Pittsburgh received the silver for her perforPanthers, and the Western Ontario mance in the 60m, and collected
Mustangs.
the bronze, along with Charlotte
Seven Lancers qualified for La Rose, Joanne Vande Wiele and

- ·•- ,,-t.~h~adian Intcr~ll~~tc ~ letic Union's national track cham15-6.
pionships. with performances that
Upcoming Events
' met or exceeded CIAU standards.
Irma Grant's time of 7.76 in
the 60m made her the lone woman
individual qualifier.
n's at Windsor (7:30 pm)
For the men, the CIAU
. 21
qualifiers were: Joe Ross (60m
hurdles 8.40), Chad Lamoure
(60m 6.9), Geoff Hedwick (high
jump 2.0tm), Chris Weinberg
(pole vault 4.60m), Bill Bailey
(shot put 13.98m), and Rob
Robinson (shot put 13.91m).
mat Windsor (6:00 pm)
As well, both the men's and

women's 4x200m relay teams had
times below the CIAU qualifying
lph at Windsor (8:00 pm)
.24

rat Guelph (8:00 pm)
.20

standards.
The Lancers' only gold
medalist at the meet was Doug
Tilson. Tilson, through hampered
by injuries, managed to record the
fastest time in the IOOOm.
Dccathlete Chris Weinberg
won two silver medals while com-

Lonee photo by Jomes Crump
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women's 4x200m felay team.
Freshman Crystal Garrett was
the only other individual women's
medallist. Garrett picked up the
silver in the 3000m.
The women's 4x400m relay
team of M.J. McKeever, Mary
Lou Belanger, Loraine Henry, and
Karen Miller, were bronze medallists.
A major factor in the success
of the men's team was its improvement over last year in the
field events.
Fairhall feels that ifhe had had
this year's field event athletes
with his strong track performers
from last year, he would have won
the Ontario University Athletic
Association championship.
Another change from last year
is the team's change of training
camps from Cuba to Barbados.
Though the camp sounds like
it was all fun and no work. the ath-

letes will tell you differently.
"We are feeling the stresses of
the camp now." Fairhall said. "We
trained twice a day. so the fitness
level went from here (indicating a
level near to the ground) right up."
As well. Barbados proved to
be a much easier country to get
around in.
"Last year in Cuba, we had a
problem because of the language
factor, and we didn't get to the
track as much as we wanted to,"
Fairhall said.
"This year, it was a lot better

Runners in Hamilton
by Dave Briggs
Last Friday, two University of
Windsor track athletes posted
strong performances at the Hamilton Spectator Indoor Track and

Field games held at the Copps
Coliseum.
Lancer Luke MacKinnon won
the bronze medal in the university
section of the men ·s 1500m with
, a time of 4:06.
"I really was (surprised) because everyone had an enormous
billing on the start line," MacKinnon said. "During the race I
just sat back and let them do the
work."
The races took place on a track
only 129m in circumference (the
St. De(\is Centre track is 200m).
"It was an interesting race because on such a small track there
was jostling right up until 400m to
go," Mac Kinnon said .
Fellow Lancer. Lisa Hartlieb,
placed fourth in the university section of the women's 1000m. Her
time was a personal best of 3:05
(which she bettered the following
morning at the U of W Invitation-

indsor at Western (7:00 pm)

n's Volleyball
.)9
incisor at Western (8:00 pm)

.25

••••""a. at Windsor (8:00 pm)
's/ Women's Fencing
. 21
Sectional I at McMaster

rat Western Invitational

Ing
ing Club at Guelph Open

hccausc we were at the track every
dav. We got a lot of good competition in."
,
The team has spent this week
at home in Windsor. training for a
meet this weekend in London at
the University of Western Ontario.
The team practiced over two
hours a day from Monday to
Friday.
Next weekend, Fairhall hopes
to have his teams in mid-season
form when the U of W will host
the Can Am Classic.
O

alt
U of Pittsburgh's Darffll GIiiespie clears 2.06 m to wia th~ !l(lld.
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Lancers trounce Waterloo
by Paul Mayne

655 University W. 254-8861
tformcrly Streamers)

Live Rock & Roll Bands All Week
Starting at 9 p.m.

The Fashion
...

Thursday January 18,
Friday January 19,
Saturday January 20 ___..~Show Time 9:30

With a new season on their
minds, and new uniforms on their
backs, members of the men's basketball team came out of the starting gate last week with an 87-67
trouncing of the Waterloo Warriors.
The Lancers showed their
stuff to about 500 fans at the St.
Denis Centre, but mostly they
showed their stuff to the Warriors.
Windsor came out playing aggressivcly by pressing Waterloo,
but unfortunately, the press just
was not clicking.
"We started off with a fullcourt zone," coach Paul Thomas
said, "but it gave them a number
of easy baskets."
The Lancers gained a 15-11
lead when Theo Tsaprailis made a
nice running save on a loose ball
and gave Geoff Astles an easy
hoop.
Windsor had problems breaking the Warriors' press, and could
not seem to pull away with their
lead. Windsor had a four-point advantage at the end of the first
quarter.
The lead began to grow a little
more during the second quarter,
and the Lancers entered the dressing room holding a 44-36 advantage.
Jeff Nekkers and Dennis
Byrne both had 12 first-half
points, including a couple of 3pointers by Byrne. Carlo Boniferro added 10 for the Lancers.
"Carlo did a great job of setting the tempo in the first half,"
Thomas said. "That helped an
awful lot.''
The Lancers started the second
half with a couple of quick baskets
and pushed their lead to 12.

Waterloo kept playing tough
and even brought the lead down to
eight, but that would be as close as
they would get the rest of the
game.
Windsor took advantage of the
fact that the Warriors were not
playing well and grabbed a 55-40
lead with 16:00 remaining.
The lead reached 17 before
Waterloo made one last-ditch effort with a 7-0 run that cut
Windsor's lead back to 10 with
8:30 left.
The Lancers had ideas of their
own, and they did not include letting the Warriors back in the
game. They began a 14-6 run that

was capped off by an Andre
Morassutti jam that gave Windsor
an 81-63 lead with 5 :00 on the
clock.
"Considering the time off, we
played pretty well," Thomas said.
Boniferro had a game high 22
points. Byrne added 21 to the
cause, while Jeff Nekkers tossed
in 14. Chris Daly helped out with
a strong second half, scoring 10
points, to finish with 12.
Thomas was impressed by the
play of Byrne.
"He started playing great
defense," Thomas said. "We already know he can score."
Windsor then took their per-

feet record on the road to face the
McMaster Marauders over the
weekend. The outcome was not as
pleasant as the home opener, as
the Lancers fell to McMaster 87.
69.
The score does not reflect the
play by Windsor throughout moM
of the game. Things looked fine in
the first half as the Lancers held
their own in wha1 was a very
physical game. At halftime
Windsor and McMaster were tied
at 40.
Second-half action is where
things went competel y in the other
direction for Windsor. They were
outscored by the Marauders 47.
19.
"We were pretty evenly
matched throughout the game,•
Thomas said. "We just had a disastrous fourth quarter."
A disaster is a good way to
describe what happened to
Windsor. At the end of the third
quarter the teams were separated
by only one point.
McMaster ended up winning
by 18. No matter what they did,
nothing would drop for the Lancers, as they struggled the whole
final stanze. Windsor wound up
hitting only 34 per cent from the
field for the game.
Leading the way for Windsor
was Nekkers with 14. Byrne
dropped in 12. Boniferro and Daly
each had 10.
Windsor travelled to Laurier
on Wednesday to play the Golden
Hawks. The team returns home
this weekend to play Guelph on
Saturday.
The Lancers remain at holl?C'
for one more game against the
Western Mustangs next Wednes·
day. Both home games get under
way at8 pm.
0
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Thursday Night
Pub Night
Is Back
11

11

Experience our new
Sound & Light Show
complimented by the music of
John Byja
Get there early and beat the rush

Gain Experience While Pursuing
Your Education

~

~

~

~

Essex Councy Associauon
for Community Living

A n agency prov1'd'rng a w1'd e range o f
programs and services to people with a
developmental handicap and their families.

Requires:
Part-time Residential Counsellors
To work with adults and/or children with a
developmental handicap in a variety of
residential settings throughout
Essex County.
QUALIFICATIONS: Students in the faculty
of Social Science or
Education
Submit resume to: Cheryl Harvey
Manager, Human Resources

Blue Room overflow lounge Wait in comfort, not in line.

E.C.A.C.L.
49 Talbot Street North
Essex, Ontario N8M 1A3
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Volleyballers disrupted by McMaster
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by John Marentette
The University of Windsor
men's volleyball team resumed
league play Friday, Jan. 12 at the
St. Denis Centre. The team went
into the night in fine shape, having
just finished in first place in a tournament at Mohawk College in
Hamilton.
Lancer Michael Dueben was
named the MVP for his fine play,
and Marco Fratarcangeli made his
first appearance as a Lancer.
Best of all, the team had
sported a much-improved mid, season record of 3-3, and undoubtedly appeared to be ready for
, bigger and better things.
In fact, Lancer Coach Linda
Leckie even considered the possibility of knocking Western off
for the second spot in the league's
eventual playoff pecking order.
High hopes? Maybe. Unreachable? Not on your life.
Windsor most recent opponents were the McMaster
Marauders, a team that did not
cause them too much concern.
After all, the Lancers earned a
sweep at McMaster on opening
night.
When the Lancers fell behind
10-4 in the first game there was
not reason to panic. Indeed,
Windsor has started slowly in
each of the home matches this
season.
Unfortunately, however, the
team never woke up. The scores
were 15-6, 15-9 and 15-5. 1-2-3.
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the
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developing for months, and for the
first time all season the boys have

',

a losing 3-4 record.
Coach Leckie can take consolation in the fact that she has a
young team. A shadow of incon:
sistency has followed the team all
season.
If anything in particular was
physically missing from the
Lancers' performance, it was their
traditional game attack. AJI too
often, the Lancers tried getting
back into the game by purposely
failing to return opponents' hits if
the ball had a good chance of landing outside the endline. Obvious1y, this style of play was
unsuccessful.
Regaining possession is one
thing, sustaining an attack is
another. Whatever the case, there
are many question marks as to
what the "Lancer game" really is.
It seems necessarv that the
Lancers attack the ball. After all,

it was not a McMaster team that
proved too much for the Lancecs.
In a game of psychological warfare, the Lancers shut out themselves. The Marauders were merely
there to witness the accident.
Perhaps it is best to know that
the Lancers do not suffer from a
lack of talent. At times, they are
explosive and have their opponents running for cover, but
such mental blocks are only sur"..
mountable by the players themselves, who have not yet understood
how to win.
Leckie, who described the
Lancer performance as "pathetic,"
was, needless to say, very disappointed at the loss. A coach can
only do so much for the players,
after which they are on their own.
Bigger and better things? Don't
answer that. It is a question for the
men in gold and blue.
O

Lonee photo by James Crump
Lancers Marco Fratarcangeli (5) spike~ one past McMaster.

Club wrestles for respect
by Dave Briggs
. .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. . 1

Last weekend, the University
of Windsor wrestling club competed successful! y at the Queen's
Open in Kingston.
Nine wrestlers competed for
the club, and oul of30 matches the
club amassed a respectable record
of 16 wins and 12 losses.
"We are competing against
some of the best wrestlers in
Canada, and they are rather impressed with how weU we are
doing," Windsor coach Tim Taffolo said.
.,
"Other coaches are already
saying that Windsor will be a team

I-

to look out for in the future.
At Queen's, both Jason
McCoy and Jim Renaud wrestled
well enough to finish in fifth
place, while Trever Hines finished
in eighth spot in his weight
division.
'Tm looking for a better performance personally," McCoy
said. "though for now I'm satisfied with a fifth.
''We're all looking to improve
and make the placements even
h,ghcr," he continued.- - - ~
The club continued practice
nightly this week and will be
headed to Guelph this weekend to
compete at the Guelph Open. 0

UNIVERSITY OF SASKATCHEWAN
·College
Student Dinners
Resume Tonight
At 5:30

AND RESEARCH

PREGNANT
AND NEED HELP?

Call ...

[lirtbrilbt
at 252-3322

We Provide Free
Pregnancy Tests,
Medical Referrals.
Community Referrals.
Accommodations and
Legal Advice.

The campus of the University of Saskatchewan
is located on the banks of the South Saskatchewan
River in Saskatoon - a city of 180 000 which is
the hub of agriculture, potash and mining
industries as well as a growing manufacturing
sector. This modern campus combines beautiful
gothic buildings with contemporary designs in a
unified plan that is conducive to a good
academic environment and quality of student life.
Our College of Graduate Studies and Research
draws on a tradition of excellence and modern
research facilities to provide exceptional

ir \-----J.
~ !~
v;.,.::, (!

···<:;.

"t-1rc~

opportunities for acadenuc and professional
development
The Uni\·ersitv of 5.iskatchew;in has 15 000 fuli
timt' students in 13 colleges :\test offer
graduate tram mg at the Master.., and Ph.D le'llel
COL.LEGE Of GRADl ATE STl'DIES
AND RESEARCH
Agricultun.·
Law
Arts and Science
Nmsing
Commerce
Physical Education
Dentistry
Med1cme
Education
Pharmacy
Engineering
Veterinary ~lcdidne
In addition to a first rate faculty, students can
utilize a wide rangt' of Research Institutes
located on campus. These include: the 100-Mev
electron accelerator laborator\' NRC - Plant
Biotechnology Institute; Agric.ulture Canada
Research Station: \'eterinary Infectious Disease
Organization; National Hycfrology Research
Institute, Saskatchewan Research Council and
others located in Innovation Place, an industrial
research park adjacent to the University.
University scholarships are available. For
1990-91 Master's and Ph.D. level awards will be
in excess of S 12,000 and S 15.000 respectively.
Supplements may be available for exceptional
students.

For More Informatlon on Admission Requirements. Registration and Scholarships please contact:
College of Graduate Studies and Research. University of Saskatchewan. Saskatoon, Canada S7N OWO
TOLL FREE: 1-800-667-2519
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Icemen split
weekend games

THE NATIONAL THEATRE
SCHOOL OF CANADA ·

by Jim Parry

Acting
Design
Production
Playwriting
Directing

The Lonee: Reod It. Then recycle it.

• books
• herbal apothecary
• tarot ca1ds
• c1ystals
• ,ncense
• classes

AUDITIONS
DEADLINE FOR APPLICATION
FEBRUARY 15th

.

If you are interested in finding out more about
the School, please write or telephone:
The National Theatre School of Canada
5030 St. Denis Street
Montreal, Quebec
H2J 2L8
Tel.: (514) 842-7954

Magick
Store
ClL~Futon
~~Futon
Mexican Jacket .
8Styles
$14.95

It's everything you think 1t 1s:

Cha/Iengmg

Interesting

Demanding

And everything you may not think 11 1s:

Important

Prestigious

Rewarding

hitelhgent men and women of good character, compassion
and courage are required by this progressive Police Force
You must meet the basic requirement for the Pohce Force.
must be able to successfully complete academic. physical
fitness, psychological and medical tests as prescribed.
We would like to hear from you CALL US (416) 453-33U or wnte

PEEL BECIONAL POLICE FORCE
7750 BURONTJlRIO ST., P.O. BOX 7750,
BRAMPTON, ONTARIO L6V 3W6

9

Unusual Gift Ideas for Body, Spirit & Mind

lNTtRNATlONAL BAZAAR
255 Ouellette, 2nd Floor
252-8686

PEEL REGIONAL POLICE FORCE IS HIRING
CONSTABLES & CADETS
. Most career opportunities offer a challenge. Most provide
attractive wages and benefits. Most recognize achievement.
But very few ·1obs give you the chance to fulfill a vital role
1n your community to make an important contnbut,on. A
career with the Peel Regional Police Force offers 11 all'

.A
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Hurting from injuries incurred
during the Duracell tournament
last week, the Windsor Hockey
Lancers split their two games over
the past weekend.
Two Lancer starters are lost
for the season. Marty Haidy, who
was the subject of a feature article
in the Windsor Star, suffered a
severe knee injury while defenceman Shane Whelan was disabled with a separated shoulder.
The Lancers are also plagued
with numerous day-to-day injuries which are causing some
players not to play at the top of
their game.
On Saturday, the Lancers
defeated the RMC Redmen 6-3. It
was the second time this season
that Windsor downed the Redmen.
The Lancers were Jed by Dan
Mahon who is making the most of
his increased icetime by continuing his hot play from last
weekend's tournament, where he
was named to the first all-star
team. Mahon scored three times
for the victorious Lancers. Jeff
Mascarin added two goals and
Jamie Baker had a single to round
out the Lancer scoring.
On Sunday, the Lancers were
handed their worst defeat of the
season as the University ofToronto Blues defeated them 8-0.
The Lancers played poorly
and the score reflected that fact.
Head coach Rick Cranker said
that the LancerS' came out flat
against Toronto and played as
poorly as the team is capable of
playing. Cranker added the team
might have been due for this type

of defeat considering how well it
has played of late.
Cranker hopes a week-long
rest and the three-week homestand will help cure those nagging
injuries which are rendering some
of the Lancers incapable of playing their best.
He is, however, pleased by the
performance of Mahon who has
responded well to increased
icetime, and the added responsibility which has evolved from
the injury situation.
The Lancers now have a
record of 7-6 overall, which
should keep them in fourth place
in their division going into the last
half of the regular season. With a

,

11

•
playoff position almost guaranteed because RMC and Laurentian are virtually permanent
residents of the basement, the
Lancers must try to move up in the
standings to get home ice advantage for the playoffs.
The next five games at home
are critical if the Lancers want to
take a serious run at the top two
positions in the division.
The Lancers will begin a new
decade of hockey at Adie Knox
Arena when 1heyliosf'fne Golden
Gails from Queens University on
Saturday Jan. 20 at 7:30 pm, and/
the Ryerson Rams on Sunday Jan.
21 at 3:30 pm.
O

Train for careers
where the jobs are!
* Architectural Technology

* Chemical and Environmental
Engineering Technology
* Civil Engineering Technology
* Electrical/Electronics
Engineering Technology
* Mechanical Engineering Technology
St. Clair College has openings for direct-entry
applicants in the above programs for January 1990
start dates.
·

It's not too late to apply!
Semester II starts January 22, 1990
Semester I starts January 29, 1990
Advanced standing is available for appropriate
Grade 13, O.A.C. and University credits.
Call 966-1656, ext. 471, 472, 473, 474, or call
the Admissions Office at 972-2727.

Technology works!
~ST.CLAIR
~COLLEGE
Of AN'LIW ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY

I

-
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Women take Athenas
by Jim Parry
Close games were not part of
the University of Windsor
women's basketball team's week.
The Lancers dominated the
Waterloo Athenas, then had the
misfortune to run into 6th-ranked
McMaster, who ruined Windsor's
perfect 3-0 record.
In the Waterloo game, Margott Piggott and Sheila Windle led
the Lancers to a convincing 76-55
victory.
Falling behind 8-2 early on in
the game, the Lancers rolled off a
14-to-2 run and never surrendered
the lead for the rest of the contest.
Toe Lancers relied on the quickness and the overall speed of their
team, which constantly put pressure on the Athenas when they
tried to move the ball upcourt.
Taking a 43-35 lead into the
second half, the Lancers overcame a small run by the Athenas
before blowing the game wide
open. The Athenas faded in the
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last part of the game, as they could
not match Windsor physically.
Piggott had an outstanding
game with 21 points, nine
rebounds and five steals to lead all
scorers. Close behind was Windle
with 18 points and four steals.
Michelle McCrory led the
Athenas with 15 points.
Head coach Joanne MacLean
was pleased the strategy to pressure the Waterloo backcourt had
worked so successfully.
"They 're a good team, but they
couldn't handle the run ... and we
have eight to nine players who can
run the floor," Maclean said.
Maclean added Pigott played an
outstanding game and showed her
athletic talent as well as her abi lity
to make a lot of steals.
On Saturday night, the Lancers ran into a pumped-up McMaster team which handed them
their first loss of the season, by a
94-68 margin.
McMaster shot an incredible
60 per cent from the field and an

I
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Tired of being pressed
under 25 kg. weights?

early second half run put the game
out of reach. The Lancers also did
not help matters much by missing
20 free throws.
Piggott led the Lancers with
15 points and seven rebounds,
while Allison Duke and Debbie
Perrier chipp~d in 12 apiece. McM astcr was led by Gloria
Tanasevic with 19 points and
Laureen Crich with 18 points.
Maclean was not pleased with
Windsor's performance, but admitted it would have been an upset
to beat McMaster at home.
"McMaster played their home
opener, so their team was all
psyched up ... they played well and
we played mediocre," MacLean
said.
The Lancers will try to get
back to winning form when they
travel to play Laurier on Wednesday, Jan. 17, and return home to
host Guelph on Saturday Jan. 20.
Tipoff is 6:00 pm.
O

Volunteer at
the Lance!

The lance: one volunteer is worth two pressed men.

Open For Lunch
From 11 :00 a.m.
Tel. 254-8686
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campus rec.
This semester's men's Intramural Leagues are quickly approaching and will include
basketball, volleyball and ball
hockey.
In its traditional time slot,
Mondays and Wednesdays at 711, the Basketball League begins
Monday Jan. 30 with Jeff Turner
once again at the helm. He will
chair the Captains' Meeting on
Monday Jan. 22 at 4:30 in Room
202 at the Human Kinetics Building. Immediately following, at
.i:30, the V.ol~ball League has its
captains' meeting being run by
Everton Gary Shakespeare. Play
begins Tuesday Jan. 30.
Jon Batten's Ball Hockey

League kicks off Tuesday Jan. 23
at 5:30 in Room 212 at H.K. with
the mandatory captains' meeting.
Games will be every Tuesday and
Thursday from 7-11 at Cal-Tee
(formerly Hands) High School on
the corner of California and
Tecumseh Road.
This semester we are offering
two women intramurals and three
mixed intramurals. The two most
popular women intramurals happen this semester. The captains'
meeting for women's ice hockey
will be held Monday Jan. 25-, at
5:30 pm in room 202 at H.K.
Building. The captains' meeting
for women's basketball will be
held Tuesday Jan. 23, at 5:30 pm

Organization of Part-time
University Students
253-4232 Ext 3231 or 258-4687
Room 101. University Centre

Pick up your tickets for
The Charity Ball February 10, 1990
in the OPUS Office
Rm . 101, University Ctr.

~,ERFECT
rPAPERS
Word Processing Service
Laser Printer

in room 20 1 at the H.K. Building.
In the Mixed Intramural sector, Campus Recreation is offering Mixed Inner-tube Water Polo,
the ever-popular M_ixed Volleyball, and very competitive 3o n-3 Volleyball. The Mixed
Inner-tube Water Polo captains'
meeting will be held on Monday
Jan. 22, at 4:30 pm in room 202 at
the H.K. Building. The 3-on-3
Volleyball captains' meeting will
take place in room 202 at the H.K.
Building on Monday, Jan. 22.
Ther · , .a limited number of te m
entries this semester, so be sure to
bring your bond fee to the
captains' meeting.

.·~ ., . . . -- ., . . . . !'~I
One p,zza with peppero,11, mushrooms. green peppers and
bacon
0., " ' " w,1"
aod

•

Two 12' p,zzas
.
$16.34 plus tax
Two 14' p1uas
.
$20.39 plus tax
~ention coupon when ordenng. One coupon per order.
L1m1ted time offer.
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HOTIL
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HOTIL
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HOTIL

TAX

Yoolt recerve 0<1e medium ch~se pizza lor only S5 99
plus tax Addibonal toppings 99c each Mention coupon
when ordering One coupon per order

----·ill.
I

limited lime ofter.
Coupon required

One Call Does It All .....

...

HYAn

REGENCY

...

special prices for students of the
University of Windso,~-----,

S81 Campbell Ave., Windsor
(Corner of Wyandotte W.),

$721

I ..,()IIMATtON CONTACT

945-9753

•

Excel Business Equipment announces the availability of
IBM* - compatible Turbo XT* computers at

TIIAVl1. l'REEII - - - - .... , - - - . • ,oll MIIIWATIONS
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Everybody wants to get straight A's!
Let's show yQu how to fE!:/:f;l;tJ others!

Come in and let us design an affordable and useful system
for you. Other models also available at low low prices.

INTO•
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This system is easily tailored to your needs and desires either at
.the time of your purchase or at a later date:

CONTINENTAL

• .

~--·················
LUNCH SPECIAL
$5~!
•

With Student IDs and while quantity lasts

!l lATAI MARGARITA VERANO AQUAMARINA

•
.

I
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Only $595.00*

CANCUN

~

••
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The System Includes:
* 4.77/10 MHz. 8088 CPU with
640K memory
* 5.25" 360k floppy drive with controller
* Parallel, serial. clock/calendar
* Monochrome Hercules monochrome card
* 101-key keyboard, power supply, metal case

Excluslve Speclal For
February 24 • March 3, 1990

I'

,•

A DIVISION OF ANEXT COMPUTERS NC.

256-1797

• registered trademark of International Business Machines Corp.

Monitor extra
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50 COMMUNITY AGENCIES
to show you how you can
experience the mutual benefits of
· volunteering.

5(' CAREER

DEVELOPMENT

~EXPERIENCE

. ...

~

PERSONAL GROWTH

~AWARENESS

RELATIONSHIP BUILDING

5Y'SKILLS

5Y' COMMUNITY

ENHANCEMENT 5r'REFERENCES

DO IT FOR YOURSELF
DO IT FOR YOUR COMMUNITY!!!!!

Wednesday January 24, 1990
9:00 am to 3:00 p m
University of Windsor, University Centre
at 401 Sunset Drive
Ambassador Auditorium

h

Free Admission and Refreshments
Sponsored by: The University Centre, Students' Administrative
Council, Volunteer Services of Windsor/Essex County, Peer
Counselling Centre and the Social Science Society.
For more information contact Caroline or Janine at 973-0222.
Pe,;_gn: K.E. Jon¢S

1190

Ya can't
come see
the Gyros King I
no more!
See page 5
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Liberals and Stalinists, an opinion, p. 5

MFA show review, p. 13

Women volleyballers still undefeated, p. 21

Date set for
abortion vote .
by Prema Oza

Lance photo by Jomes Crump
"An opportunity to use full colour," said Lance editor Kevin Johnson of why he chose to run a photograph
of anonymous construction workers renovating old St. Denis Hall.
The building, between the Computer Centre and the University Centre, is being converted into a gymnasium slated for use by education students when their faculty moves to main campus.

Students will get a chance to
voice their opinions on the controversial issue of abortion after
all. Students' Administrative
Council (SAC) will hold a
referendum next month asking the
student body whether they are in
favour of SAC taking a position in
support of the re-criminalization
of abortion in Canada.
According to the SAC
women's commissioner it is not a
moment too soon.
'Tm upset that they didn't
give us enough time," said Pat
Papadeas, "but I'm happy about
the result."

The referendum will take
place at the same time as the SAC
elections for next year, which will
put student politicians in the hot
seat.
According to Papadeas, "a lot
of people wanted to avoid having
the election and the referendum at
the same time. Now they have no
choice."
Student council will not take
sides in the referendum, said
Christine Ozimek, SAC vice
president external affairs.
Papadeas plans to head up a campaign for the pro-choice side,
while no one has yet come forward to present the other ~ide of
the issue.
O

iGreeK gru6 Of cultural huO now only at roadhouse pub
I
1

by D. Eldon Dawson
The flame at the Olympic restaurant has been extinguished -- at
least temporarily.
The Olympic -- one of the
university community's favourite
eateries -- has closed its doors.
Former owner, John Fabos,
recently sold the building and its
contents, located on the corner of
Wyandotte and Askin.
"It was a tough decision,"
Fabos said. "But, we felt we had
reached the saturation point and
couldn't increase sales anymore."
Fabos, who also owns Bottom Ups and Johnny's Roadhouse, cited increases in taxes and
the minimum wage rate as other

reasons that forced him to close
the Greek restaurant.
"We cater to university students, professors and workers so
we didn't feel we could justifiably increase the prices on our
menu," he said.
But Greek food fans should
not despair.
Fabos, who owned the Olympie for nine years, is hopeful the
new owners will re-open the restaurant and added he is willing to
"train whoever follows in the
Olympic tradition."
Third year dramatic arts student Alex Lemay, a frequent
visitor to the Olympic, said he
misses the food already.
"I feel Windsor has lost a cul-

tural hub and it will be sorely
missed," Lemay said. "It was a
good place to hang out with fantastic souvlaki."
Martina Obersat, a third year
art history student agreed the
closing of the Olympic will leave
a gap.
"It was a real student kind of
place and people you knew were
there. It had some vegetarian
cuisine ... and we're going to miss
it," she said.
Fabos is optimistic that the
Olympic will re-open and assured
us that the same Greek food that
made the Olympic so popular is
available at Johnny's Roadhouse.

~
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SAC to settle·· with· Blewett ·
by Caeri Bertrand-Crump
What has been referred to on
campus as the 'Chuck Saga'
seems to be over.
Students' Administrative
Council (SAC) authorized its
board of directors to pay a settlement of up to six months' salary to
former Subway pub manager
Chuck Blewett.
Blewett's firing created a
controversy when he, students and
councillors publicly demanded to
I know why the five-year manager
Was dismissed.
A defiant council, angry over
the directors' December dismissal
of Blewett, was subdued liy information given in a closed session
Jan. 17.

II
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~week:

Acting on legal advice, SAC
went in camera to reveal some of
the allegations against Blewett
that resulted in his dismissal.
Blewett was allowed to briefly address the meeting to defend himself.
SAC vice president administration Mike Akpata
summed up the meeting afterwards.
"Councillors were mad and
didn't know the facts. We (the
board) presented our documented
case that had been to legal counsel
and university representation, and
council said, 'oh, okay, I guess
you were right!'"
Blewett, who asked for the
chance to address this meeting to
clear his name, said he is satisfied

End cruelty to animals

with the outcome of the four week
battle over his former job.
''I'm happy now because the
students supported me and made
SAC promise me what I want,
which is separation pay and a
good recommendation," he said.
Blewett said his next obstacle
is getting his separation papers
and benefits straightened out,
which he said SAC submitted to
the government late, unsigned and
riddled with errors.
He also plans to file a complaint with the Ontario Human
Rights Com ission stating that
SAC has violated his rights in banning him from broadcasting on
campus/community radio station
CJ AM-FM.
0

Review of My Left Foot

Lance photo by Jomes Crump
Wistful would-be diner mourns passing or Olympic. The restaurant,
popular with the university crowd, has changed ownership.The Olympic
spawned a downtown satellite after moving to its last location from what
is now Byblos' Donairs next door.
So long, Olympic, it's been good to know ye.

Coverage of women's basketball

The Lonee, Januorv 25, 1990. page 2.

diversions
FILM
Wednesday, February 14
- The Atomic Film Society presents Swamp
Women (col. 1956) in the basement of the
Dominion House. 3140 Sandwich St. $2 to Join the
society

MARDI GRAS BALLS

- The Art Gallery of Windsor's first Mardi Gras Ball
will be held on Saturday, February 24 at the
Gallery. There will be a Cajun dinner prepared
by the chef of the Hilton Hotel Dancing and
entertainment. Costume is optional but the
committee hopes people will wear masks. For
more information please phone the Gallery at
258-71 l l. or Louis Fry at 945-2722.

.
LECTURES
Saturday, January 27
- Special Educational Event on Refugees and
Support of Canadian Council of Churches Court
Challenge. an all day event (9 am to 8 pm) to
be held at Roseland United Church. Guest
Speaker: Barbara Jackman. Sponsored by the
International Law Society. Donation: $5. Call
966-301 O for more information.

the exhibition Cec/1 Buller: Modernist Printmaker
in the Art Gallery of Windsor's Graybiel Gallery.
At 2:00 pm Curator Patricia Ainslie of the
Glenbow Museum in Calgary will give a tour of
the exhibition. Following the tour. refreshments
will be served by the Volunteer Committee. The
exhibition continues through March 4.

Friday, February 2 to 11
- Three Peas In a Pod. an exhibition of works by
Pina Frabotta. Chris Hummer and Grahame
Lynch will be at the Common Ground Gallery.
Mackenzie Hall. 3277 Sandwich. Opening
reception is Friday, February 2 at 7:30 pm.

Beginning Thursday, February 8
- Register for a three part workshop on Prints vs.
Reproductions. a workshop beginning February
8 at Mackenzie Hall Cultural Community Centre.
This three week programme will explore the
controversy between original prints and
photo-mechanical reproductions. It's a must for
people interested in purchasing art or just
learning to evaluate quality. The cost is $15. For
more information. call Mackenzie Hall at
255-7600.

ARTS

... .
...

Sunday, January 28
- The public is invited to attend the opening of

Monday, January 29 to February 2
- Lug A Mug Campaign. 9:30 am to 4:30 pm in
the University Centre. Help preserve your
environment! Pay $2.50 for a reuseable plastic
port-a-mug and help reduce the 3/4 of a million
styrofoam cups used on THIS campus in a year

Tuesday, January 30
- Workshop: Making a Personal Commitment to
the Environment: Beyond the Rhetoric. Leader:
Pat Hartig. Environmental Lawyer. At the House
of Shalom, 247 Brock St., Amherstburg. 7:30 pm.
(
~

Wednesday, January 31
- Film Night. The Miracle Earth at 7 pm in the Oak
Room. Free popcorn.

- Workshop: Sustainable Development and the
Great Lakes. Leader: John Hartig. Environmental
Scientist International Joint Commission. At the
Great Lakes Institute. 304 Sunset 7:30 pm.
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THE ENVIRONMENT
Wednesday, January 31
- "The Significance of the Events in Eastern
Europe." Guest speaker: Hardial Bains. National
Leader of the Communist Party of Canada
(Marxist-Leninist). 5 pm in Conference Room A.
University of Windsor.

Nuclear Future". 7 pm in the Oak Room (below
Vanier). Free cookies and coffee ... LUG YOUR
MUGI

Friday, January 26
- Creationfest: A dinner. speaker and music to
celebrate the environment. Guest speaker: Jose
(Pepe) Tavara. Peruvian Economist and Latin
American Debt Analyst. Trinity Lutheran Church
Hall. 1215 Parent Avenue. 6:30 pm. $10 per
person. RSVP 252-1517 or 252-6692.
Monday, January 29
- Guest Speaker: Ian Fairlie. Greenpeace.
Nuclear Specialist. author of Greenpeace
Energy Action Pack. Speaking on "Canada's

Friday, February 2
- Environmental Coffee House. Featuring Los!
Patrol, Dierdre Roberts. Gail Nielsen and others.
8:00 pm at the Dominion House. in the
basement. $2 donation. Advance tickets
available at the Lug A Mug sale all week.
ETC.
Monday, January 29
- Students interested in attending the
Lesbian/Gay students group should note that
the first meeting of the year will be held at Iona
College. 208 Sunset, at 7 pm.
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254-8861

655 University W.
(formerly Streamers)
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(Big Screen is Coming)

Pool Tables
Video
Basketball Game
D.J. & Dancing
Thursday, Friday,
Saturday ·
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Good Greek &
Finger Foods

25c Hotdog
50c Hamburger
Monday to Thursday
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Campus clinic gets new legal pad
by Melanie Poulin

ting. Also the students that come
here have to go through the faculThe University of Windsor's ty and the other students going to
Community Legal Aid clinic and from class. Most of these
(CLA) received new office space people want anonymity and the
this year after lobbying 12 years new location will be able to ensure
for a bigger facility.
that a bit better."
The organization received ofThe clinic is funded by difficial word sometime before ferent organizations including the
Christmas that it was moving to a Ontario Legal Aid Plan run by the
house at 354 Sunset Ave.
provincial government, the Law
CLA directors Tom Atkinson Foundation and the university.
and Robin Dodkin intensified The university is also allowing the
their efforts for a new location last organization to stay in the house
summer. Atkinson saidCLA rent-free.
needed a change because of a lack
The group wants to make the
of space in the old office in the new house accessible to the physibasement of the Law building.
cally disabled by installing a
"When we first started, we wheelchair ramp as well as other
had 100 active files but now we' re renovations. Atkinson admitted
up to 600 open files as well as per- that the renovations are "a really
forming more duties. We also deal expensive proposition." The
with Community Legal Education wheelchair ramp alone is esand have an increased number of timated at $15,000.
volunteers, including 150 law stuCLA is looking at fundraisdents," Atkinson said.
ing to cover the cost of the ramp
Space was not the only but Atkinson hopes the Law
problem in the previous location. Society and the Faculty of Law
As Atkinson pointed out, "it is will be able to help out. The direcmore so a poverty clinic. People tors are also negotiating with stuwho come here feel intimidated dent council for more funding. O
by having to enter a university setThe new CLA house, 354 Sunset.

Lance photo by Bogdon l(owolczyk

CUSAD III held in Windsor

\cAfriCanadian students liiscus-s identity
by Sungee John
The University of Windsor
hosted over 60 students from Ontario universities and colleges for
the third Corference for the Unity
of Students of African Descent
(CUSAD 111) held Jan. 6 and 7. Organized by the Black Students'
Alliance, the conference touched
on issues of importance and interest to African Canadian students.
"The purpose of this and the
past two conferences was to bring
together African and Caribbean
voices in the hopes of coordinating a unified voice which would
network with different segments

of the communities we represent,''
said Black Students' Alliance
president Dee Baptiste.
Saturday opened with a
keynote address by Dr. Pedro
Noguera, a lecturer in AfroAmerican Studies at the University of California at Berkeley, and
workshops continued through the
day. Workshop leaders included
MP Howard McCurdy; U of W
race relations officer Sub has Ramcharan; Dudley Laws, an activist
in Toronto's black community;
and Kim Elliott, director of the
AfriCanadian Youth Council in
Windsor.
The sessions conveyed the

message that students can and
must take political initiative.
McCurdy, a candidate for the
leadership of his New Democratic
Party, urged black students to
enter politics.
"(Never) run on the hasis of
eschewing your blackness." he
said. "Racism is a barrier. It will
confront you in subtle ways, but if
you develop the ski I Is and
knowledge ... you have the opportunity to ... answer the question 'Is
there room for us?' with a
resounding yes."
One of the most critical concerns arising from the conference
was the issue of identity. The

workshop on pan-Africanism,
conducted by the All-African
Peoples' Revolutionary Party.
engaged the students in animated
debate which carried into many of
the other sessions.
One CUSAD veteran rated
this the most successful yet. Geraldine Stephenson attended the previous two conferences and was
happy at the attendance at this one.
"I like seeing new people.
They bring fresh ideas and
motivation." She added the focus
of this conference was different.
"There was more of an emphasis
on people of African descent and
the African diaspora. The other

conferences dealt with Atnca anll
its future."
Stephenson is president of the
Academic Coalition for Equality
at the University of Western Ontario. which will host CUSAD IV
Feb. IO. Along with the issue of
identity, the conference will discuss the future of Africa and the
role of African intellectuals, as
well as controversial Western
professor Phillipe Rushton, whose
genetic theories many consider
racist.
O
(Ed. note: this article was
suhmilled in time for last issue,
hut due to <;pace constraints, could
not be run until now.)

0SAP cheat sentenced to serve 10 days hard time
by Chuck Sinkevitch
Trying to beat the Ontario
Student Assistance Plan can land
you in jail.
According to a memorandum
released by the Ministry of Colleges and the Universities Awards
Branch, a student who tried to
SCam the system must now spend
some time behind bars.
Candy Decko appeared in
Prov1nc1al
· · Court in Belleville
after being charged with an offence under the Canada Student
loans Act.
Decko applied for a Canada
lllldent loan through OSAP in
l986-g7 and again in 1987-88.
On her application she
declared that she had always been
I l'C •
Sident of Ontario. After she
IIC&otiated the loan administrators
llflhc plan found out she had pre-

viously lived in Alberta and had
defaulted on a previous Canada
student loan.
Decko pleaded guilty to the
charge and was sentenced to ten

administrator at St. Clair College
said OSAP investigators are becoming more aware of students
who try to rip off the system.
When her office is aware of
someone trying to bilk the
program, they report the offender
to the Toronto office.
"We don't actually do the investigating. That is done through
the Ministry."
She added that, on occasion,
someone might report a student
directly to the ministry and their
office would not even know there
is an important investigation
going on.
Ministry investigators audit
, the financial aid office at St. Clair
days in jail and was barred from every two years. "It is not as much
receiving further financial help of a financial audit," said Bondy.
"They look for proper
under OSAP and the Canada Studocumentation of figures given by
dent Loans Program.
Cathy Bondy, financial aid the students. That's why when we

do ask students for documentation, we aren't just trying to be a
pain."
The office was audited last
year.
With two years between
audits. Bondy said it was possible
for a student to be caught after
graduation.
"I've heard of students being
out of !!Chool for three or four
years before they arc caught and
then they have to pay back all of
their OSAP," which she said could
be quite a financial burden.
She could not recall any
recent incidents of students from
this college being caught for
OSAP fraud, but she did mention
that there were several known
cases at the University of
Windsor.
O
(Reprinted with permission
from The Saint, St. Clair College.)
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A
tax
attack
New figures indicating the federal government's
planned Goods and Services Tax (GST) w I hove on exponential effect on book prices come as no surprise to
political observers.
The more students learn about the GST the less they
like it. Consumption taxes are regressive because rich
a nd poor a llke m ust consume at lea~ eno ugh to survive.
and unlike the income tax. the GST w II levy the some
rote irrespective of ability to pay.
According to book publishers and sellers. prices wlll
rise not only the 7 per cent rate of the tax. but up to 12
per cent. The difference Is accounted for by the
companies· anticipation they will see sales volume drop.
Funny how a sudden 7 per cent price jump could push
some buyers out of the market. A 12 per cent hike will
make reading inaccessible to even more.
The GST marks the first time in Canadian history that
the government will tax publications. Coupled with cuts
In postal subsidies to magazines. the move appears to
be port of a brood assault aga:nst reading .
It's on Ironic development. considering the millions

of dollars the government is spending on basic literacy
p rograms
The implications for students extend beyond the
issue of access to materials
like all consumers. students are faced with a situation in which expenditures will rise faster than income.
Unlike the government. however. we con-·t get our
ves out of a defic't position by raising levies against other
people.
Already strapped, we'll find it more difficult to meet
our needs for food (taxed), clothes (taxed), transportation (taxed), and entertainment (taxed).
All this tops a corning 8 per cent tuition boost, and 11
the universities ore not exempted from the GST (still up
in the air). still higher tuition in the future.
University of Windsor president Ron Ianni Is "mildly op·
tlmistic" that education will get special treatment.
We know special treatment is not 1n the cards for us
as consumers. and if It were. it would not be enough.
The more we learn about the GST. the more we learn
it hos to be dumped.

Star chambers
For the SAC junkies who hong around the office.
living from backstabbing rumour to backstabbing
rumour and from meeting to meeting, lost week's flurry
of activity must nave seemed like rnonnoh from heaven.
This was due to the series of meetings- three In as many
days - which dealt with the controversial firing of pub
manager Chuck Blewett.
Bu1 this is not another editorial on Blewett's sudden
dismissal. Rother. It is to discuss the subject of in camera
meetings. Many people - Including many members of
this campus· student governments and societies seem unaware of the meaning of this small, but overused term.
Quite simply In camera means that all guests at the
meeting, Including the media, ore asked to leave and
the meeting Is held In private. In the case of SAC. that
means all people who don't actually sit at the meeting
table must leave when the meeting goes In camera.
There are some legitimate times when meetings
should go In camera.
One such Instance came up last Wednesday. The
SAC executive wonted to present SAC's case for firing
Blewett. SAC and Its lawyer felt that It would damage
SAC's legal position If ft1at Information became public

at that time
Two days later. the next council meeting went n
camera for no reason at all. SAC was discussing the foe'
that details of Wednesday's ,n camera session hod been
leaked by councillors to the Windsor Star. President PolA
Brlsebois called for thls in camera meeting even though
any details d iscussed during the session could be rouric
In that morning 's edition of the Star
Worse abuses of the in camera convention can be
found in meetings of the Social Science Society (SSS
This body uses closed meetings to discuss dirty politiCS
and petty confrontations. For organizations like the SSi
In camera sessions ore designed to keep the details o'
their meetings away from public scrutiny and the ridicule
that would ensue If social science students ever saw h011
their society conducts business.
Student organizations such as SAC and the SSS mil
remember that while in certain cases it Is legitimate to
go in camera, this privilege must not be abused.
They are first and foremost democratic institutions
that must be open to the scrutiny of their constituents.
-

M ichael J. Coh6°
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My brother dug up an old (Eugene)
Whelan button the other day - a too-big,
green-stetson-on-white sort of Whelan button from the 1984 Liberal Party leadership
convention.
Windsor residents will recall the convention with a modicum of bitterness. Our
home-town boy, the Agriculture Minister
with a pidgin English dialect all his own,
Eugene Whelan, went down to spectacular
defeat. He was creamed, dessimated, mutilated -- in a word, twomped. The Grits, forsaking the legacy of the Pierre
'philosopher-king' Trudeau, consigned
Whelan, Don Johnston and Jean Ch ·
to (temporary) oblivion. Thus
tragi-comic five year reign of J
Now the Libs are 'gearing
cliches,' the style guides warn me ...
elect a new leader. Jean Chretien will be
running, but Eugene Whelan remains
silent.
Local supporters of the Chretien campaign have been hocking party memberships in the lobby of the University
Centre. Theirs is not the table with the
'Party Naked' t-shirts; it's the one with the

bright red Comite Chretien Committee
pamphlets and the photocopied articles
from the Windsor Star. "Hey kid, wanna
buy a membership?" It costs a little more
than two coffees and happy customers get
a free red 'Chretien' button. I've see,q,~
on lapels all over campus.
Anybody who tinge
ly over the array
paraphenalia on the tab
about why s/he shout
support Chretien con
Paul Martin Jr. It's a

p
tile floor of som
uron ine motel.
Staggering into the bedroom, you find the
television tuned to a dead channel. You flip
around, looking for the date, the time of
day, anything to orient your self. You find
a news programme: it's 1992, and the
Liberals have won a landslide federal vie-

tory' thanks to the new prime minister -- the
Right Honarable Herb Gray. You remember, albeit vaguely, having cast a vote ...
Not for me, brother. I broke away and,
finding a handy receptacle for the red
~ !hlet that had been forced into my
along the line, stumbled

re in the rational
any of an authoritarian Stalinist!
"Thanks," I mumbled, taking the sheet
in hand. "I was in eastern Europe in
November -- Berl in -- just a week after they
opened the borders. It'll be interesting to
read what your party has to say about the
situation."
Walking along in the melting snow, I

began to read: "The Enlarged 6th Plenum
of the Central Committee ... " I skip a
paragraph or two, till I saw one which
began: "First of all, the processes ... " Slowly, the story of the counter-revolutionary
revisionist betrayal of the proletarian
revolution unfolded.
Everything sounded jake to me until I
read how "Only in Socialist Albania is
socialism being constructed according to
the will of the people." My vision began to
fog. I sat down, but already I was having a
vision in which I sat on the roof of the
~ddy library clad entirely in black. firing
int bullets from a cheap Chinese
ctionary running dogs scur' the lawn below...
answered the door after the
, helped me over to a sofa and
brought some tea. When l could talk, I told
him what had happened.
"I need something," I said, "like a
medallion - to ward them off, understand?"
He did. If you see anybody walking
around with a big green Whelan button on
his chest, that's yours truly And don't offer
me anything coloured rell, please - it's
just this 'thing' I have about red.
O

Kev's got an itch what can't be scratched no more
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employed, and near destitute, I gained
some consolation in knowing that paradise
I'm sorry. I'm so sorry. There was noth- was just a bus ride away. I returned to the
ing else we could do. Western civilization Olympic Dec. 18.
A barren shop greeted me. The only inis no longer the same.
The Olympic is dead. No restaurant formation available was a sign that said,
will ever be able to take its place. The "openinpsoon". l was more frightened than
Lance i~-currently operating in a stupor piqued. Who was meddling with my
(nothing new, really).
beloved Olympic, and what were their
I suspect few people noticed, but I have , fiendish designs?
I was embarassed. What if the old place
been away for the last eight months. One of
the last things I did before leaving for the needed a few renovations? That delusion
anal-retentive retirement community of was simple enough to swallow. I waited.
The editor finally toldme the bad news.
Victoria was indulge myself in a gut"Yup", he said in a matter-of-fact way
wrenching feast that would make any vampire cringe -- gyros platter, extra feta on the that made me want to stuff garlic in his Blue
salad. While living among the savages, I Stratos, "The Olympic is closing down for
got through many a sleepless night making good".
I went through all the normal phases
my plans for a rehash of that garlic-laden
that one goes through during the death of a
repast.
I returned Dec. 17. Although un- loved one. I was initially shocked. l tried to

by Kevin Wilson
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I was away. I broke down a few days later.
I'm trying to get through life one day at
a time now, with the help of a group of
equally anguished mourners. We meet occasionally, and reminisce about the good
times, what Olympic meant to us, and how
we live after losing something so close to
everyone.

stammer some sort of reply, but the words
just lay there, being searched by the road
block in my throat.
I denied the whole thing afterwards. I
attributed it to some crackpot invention by
the editors of Workers· World magazine.
After that, I blamed vegetarians, garlic
rights activists, and myself -- for having
been unable to patronize the Olympic while

The Olympic is gone, but the memories
remain. It was a place to feel anti-social at.
One meal there, and you never had to worry
about some idiot coming to you to solve all
his problems. or discuss that new analysis
of Kierkegaard.
No one would ever argue your points at
lance meetings, lest you spent too much
time refuting them.
Indeed, I could use a little of that garlic
magic right now, but nothing will ever
make me feel the way that Olympic gyros
did.
0
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I wish to express my disappointment in
the university and its lack of course offerings and availability. One of the reasons I
chose the University of Windsor over
Western and Ottawa was the size of this
campus.
l anticipated moderate-sized classes
and a concern for the students. The latter
was demonstrated to me at March Break
Orientation and at Headstart. Also, I was
anxious to be a part of a top English
program. However, I now find myself to be
an English major who is unable to get into
any English courses.
I understand that with a larger enrollment, there are problems involved while
adapting to the change. Since enrollment
has been continually on the rise for some
time now, it puzzles me as to why the faculty and administrators have not come up
With solutions to a growing concern.
I also wonder where the larger income
generated by higher tuition fees and greater

enrollment is being used if not to improve
education and expand courses and offerings.
During my first semester I thoroughly
enjoyed the courses I took and hopefully
will again this semester. It is unfortunate
that I may be forced to transfer schools to
acquire the courses and degree I desire. For
a university with so much potential, it is
discouraging to see it cannot keep up with
its own growth. I am sure I am not alone in
this situation and that there are many other
students waiting to know what can or will
be done.
Thank you.
Leslie Calhoun

logo not
Dear Editor,

On behalf of not only myself but also
a wide host of other people (SAC
executives, students, and non-students
inclusive), I would like to state my
opinion regarding a certain portion of the
opinion piece from last week's lance on
page 5, namely "Sturk says SAC
'something slimy'".
The portion to which I refer is the

third paragraph in particular, which begins, "Jesus Christ -- ... ". For starters,
I (as well a~ many others with whom I
have spoken) am appalled at the choice
of words chosen (let alone printed). Is
there no journalistic code of ethics which
your paper/your writers use as a guideline for good, or rather acceptable
writing techniques?
Second. and most important of all. is
the fact that this was to be an 'opinion
piece· and therefore should have been
written as such. I don't recall anyone
having taken a consensus regarding the
appearance of the old logo or the proposed new logo. As a matter of fact, I
work in Centre Graphics and deal with
hundreds of people weekly, (students and
non-students alike), and lo and behold,
not once did I hear a negative statement
about the new logo.
Although some were amused, the descriptions which Sturk gave of the new
logo were as literally bemused as his
knowledge of the graphic arts field
obviously is. Granted, art is something
which is open to interpretation, but
considering the field of graphic arts is a
profession necessitating both formal
education and experience, I think that
until Sturk can make claim to both of
those he shc.ild net '':' to speak as if he

does possess the know-how.
One wouldn't tell a doctor how to
perform within the field of medicine,
correct? On the same note, why should
Sturk feel that he is qualified to tell a
graphic artist how to design a logo?
Here's a little advice, Mr. Sturk. Just as
you wouldn't have somebody else write
your articles for you, why not let the
graphic artist do what he's trained to do,
such as the design of logos.
Julie Veres
Typesetter, Centre Graphics

rhe Lonee welcomes readers·
opinions. lettP.rs to the editor should
be typed, double-spaced, ond no
more than 500 words In length. Letters will not be printed unless they are
signed by the author and Include a
telephone number for confirmation.
Please address to the editor and
deliver to the Lance offices, second
floor. University Centre, by 6:00 pm
the Tuesday before publication.
The Lance reserves the right to
edft for space. and to refuse to publish material of a sexist. racist or
homophobic nature.
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GST to boost textbook prices by up to 12 per cent
by lta Kendall

-

..

MONTREAL (CUP) If you're
still groaning over the cost of your
textbooks this year, just wait until
next January.
In 1991, the federal
government's proposed goods and
services tax (GST) will push the
price of textbooks up by at least
seven per cent, with Canadian
books costing as much as 12 per
cent more.
Proposed GST legislation, introduced Dec. 19, is a seven per
cent tax which will be added to
goods and services at the retail
level.

hidden manufacturer's sales tax
(MS1) of 13.5 peJ cent which is
tacked onto about one-third of
Canadian manufactured goods
before they reach the consumer.
The GST is expected to
generate $18 billion in revenue,
what the MST brings in now, according to federal finance department public relations official Rick
Doyon. However critics argue that
the tax is compounded. It is paid
on new books and then again
when those books are resold.
The GST will be applied
across the board with few exceptions, making books, magazines

and newspapers taxable for the
first time.
Concern about the effect the
tax will have on the Canadian
publishing industry has prompted
publishers and booksellers to form
the Don't Tax Reading Coalition.
The Toronto-based coalition
is lobbying the government to exempt the Canadian publishing industry from the GST, as well as
encouraging other groups, including students, to join the fight
against the tax.
"Students will be hit hardest
by this tax," said David Hunt,
spokesperson for the coalition.
"They spend more on books,

magazines and newspapers than
anyone else. Students can't refuse
to buy compulsory textbooks just
because the prices go up."
A study by the Association of
Canadian Pub I ishers suggested
GST would increase the price of
the average Canadian book by 11
or 12 per cent.
"The increase in book prices
due to the GST will reduce
demand for books and will lead to
smaller print runs, smaller or nonexistent profits," Hunt said. "This
will force publishers to raise
prices by more than seven per cent
just to make up for lost sales."
Don't count on savings at

used or discount bookstores
either. The GST will have to be
paid on those sales as well.
Canadian University Press, a
national cooperative of student
newspapers is also a member of
the coalition. The organization
joined the lobby group last month.
Most of the nation's
newspapers are also contributing
to the campaign: the Canadian
Daily Newspaper Publishers Association and the Canadian Community Newspaper Association
are members.
O

Young Liberals suspend Ont. president in leadership power struggle
by Jacques Poitras
OTTA WA (CUP) A power struggle between Jean Chretien and
Paul Martin supporters in the Ontario Young Liberals (OYL) has
led to the suspension of OYL
president Nick Masciantonio.
The suspension comes after
months of backroom dealing
within the party's youth wing.
The OYL executive board
voted
14 to suspend Masciantonio and Liberal Party of CanadaOntario youth coordinator Darren
McArthur, as a result of "inappropriateness and illegal activity,"
according toa formerOYLexecutive, close to the affair.
Masciantonio supports
Montreal MP Paul Martin Jr's bid
for the leadership while the executive members who suspended him
support other candidates, including Jean Chretien, the former
cabinet minister who announced
his bid th is week.
"This happens at all leadership campaigns," said the former

Jan.

.

It is designed to replace the

OYL executive member. "h's just
games."
The struggle is over the Sept.
29, 1989 deadline for submitting
campus liberal club memqerships
to the 9'(L. Hanging in the
balance is the right of campus
liberal clubs to send delegates to
the Federal Liberal leadership
convention.
According to the OYL's
rules, accredited campus clubs
can send four delegates to a convention. When the Ontario wing
of the Liberals approved the deadline in December (retroactive to
this fall) they may have helped
Martin win part of the youth vote
at the June convention, party insiders say.
Many liberal clubs at Ontario
universities didn't find out about
the change and missed the deadline. When the proposal was approved in December, they were no
longer eligible to send delegates to
the convention.
But at least six new clubs
were formed in September on

several community college campuses in northeast Ontario. Unlike
their establ ishcd counterparts at
the universities, they applied
directly to the Young Liberals of
Canada for approval.
By-passing the OYL allowed
the new clubs to avoid the September registration deadline and
send delegates.
Jeff Atkinson, a Chretien supporter from Carleton University
leading an internal investigation
into the incident, said the move
was a power play by Martin operatives.
He says Martin supporters set
up the clubs as an easy way of getting delegates.
Liberal party policy allows
four delegates to any campus
Liberal club, regardless of its size.
The OYL said the procedure
was irregular, but the 11ational
youth organization said "too bad,"
Atkinson said. "People were in an
uproar."
The OYL decided to oppose
the September deadline a week

before the party approved it, and
the OYL board directed Masciantonio to argue against it.
But at the Ontario party meeting, Masciantonio relayed the Ontario youth opinion, then told them
he was personally in favor of the
deadline.
Masciantonio said he supported it because most of the letters he had received from Young
Liberals were in favor of it.
Besides, he said, anyone who
opposed the deadline could have
gone to the meeting and spoken
against it.
Atkinson
said
Masciantonio's speech and subsequent lobbying swung the vote
and the deadline was retroactively
approved.
But Masciantonio said the
vote was not even close and he
didn't make the difference.
Atkinson said Masciantonio
acted improperly. "As the president, he said it (the procedure) was
good ... even though the youth
wing had instructed him (to argue)

otherwise."
Atkinson claims Paul Martin
Jr. supporters stacked the meeting
to ensure the deadline was passed.
OYL board members called
an emergency meeting for Jan. 14
to deal with Masciantonio's actions.
The board members at the
meeting decided impeachment
would make the incident look like
cutthroat leadership politics, so
they decided to suspend Masciantonio and McArthur.
Ali Velshi, a Chretien supporter, was appointed acting
president. Masciantonio is still
president, but has no authority.
Martin supporters are calling
the suspension a purge, but Atkinson disagreed. Sixteen of the 21
voting board members attended,
and Masciantonio was the only
Martin suppof"-tcr ~
"If we were going to purge
the board, we had the votes there
(Sunday) to purge the board," he
said.
0

Pick up your tickets for
The Charity Ball February 10, 1990
in the OPUS Office
Rm. 101, University Ctr.
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Series on equality

I

Misunderstanding breeds fear of feminism
(Editor's note: this article is
second in a series of articles on
feminism and related issues.)

are often misunderstood by men
and women alike. The feminist
demand for equitable status and
full participation in society is by
no means intended to result in
female domination.

towards a common goal that are
necessary if equality is to be realized."
In addition to this need for
cooperation, a sense of responsibility must be maintained.
Tracy Wood,a member of the
law school's feminist organization Women in the Law points out,
"Women cannot become complacent. The position we find ourselves in today has heen hard-won
hy those before us. We cannot ahdicatc our responsibility to ensure
that all women arc afforded the
same opportunity for education
and employment. This is especially true of the university community."
The willingness and commit- ,
ment of the university to adopt a
new attitude and outlook towards
the role of women within the community is the responsibility of
each of its members. The acceptance and implementation of this
change is in our hands.
O

by Lynn Bezaire

It does, however, constitute a
c
hange
in society· that some
· Ignorance breeds fear. Fear of
what is misunderstood can be a people find difficult to accept. If
lethal weapon and the perceived this is to be come to pass, a comthreat posed by feminism ex- mon ground must be found.
Religious studies professor
emplifies this. Education offers a
logical resoloution to this Pam Milne encourages her students to address her by her first
problem.
Without this misunderstand- name. "As a means of creating a
ing, women would feel free to ex- common ground, this serves to half the student population the portant that both men women have
press their views openly in the reduce the distance between scarcity of women faculty means lhis experience."
· classroom, to walk alone across professor and student," Milne there are very few female role
Stam also views the cstabcampus after dark, and to write said.
Iishment of common ground as an
models for students.
their full names on tests and asShe believes reducing disLydia Stam, president of essential step to resolving inesignments -- actions that are, at tance is an important part of the Windsor's Environment Aware- qualities. "Feminist groups magpresent, inhibited by intimidation. mentoring process. Yet this ness Association, and a student at nify very important and very real
It would be unfair to give the process is jeopardized by the lack the university agrees. "I have issues," she said. "They play an
impression that this stance is of women professors at the never had a female professor. It's important educational role. But it
characteristic of men only. university. Combined with the frustrating to be without an is organizations comprised of both
Feminism and issues related to it fact that women make up roughly academic female mentor. It's im- men and women who are working
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A students' guide to train travel after the Via Rail cuts

I

by William Wood

l·

Well, the proposed VIA cuts
have come and gone. There is
nothing anyone can do about them
now, save the obligatory cursing
and swearing, so here is a practical guide of the various changes,
and how they will affect the outof-town student, or the avid
traveller amongst us.
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Where there used to be five
tTaTeilmg to and from
Windsor, now there arc but three;
however, each of these is an infamous 'Rapido,' which supposedly gets you to your home or
concert 25 per cent faster.
ain

Lance photo

Great Moments in
Communications History
~

I

additional 40 per cent, for half off
total.
This presents an interesting
predicament. Students by necessity travel mainly on the
weekends. The solution is to have
a flexible schedule. You can leave
on the 5:15 Thursday and come
hack on the 12:35 Monday; or, if
you either have Friday classes or
just don't want to miss out on puh
nig,ht, take the Saturday morning
tram at o:05 or 0:00.
Rail cuts may make travel
difficult and somewhat of a hassle,
but it is still not impossible. At
least not yet.
O

Planning A
_Winter Getaway?
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Pony Express
relays mail across country

3 Day Weekend Sf ecial

only $69.

r
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400 free kilometres

I
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These trains, whose rates
were hiked about 20 per cent
across the board for the WindsorToronto corridor, leave Windsor
for Toronto (and every place with
at least fifty people in between, 1t
seems) at 6:05 and I 0:00 am, with
an afternoon train leaving port at
5: 15. They arrive from Hogtown
at 12:35, 5: 15 and 11 :25 pm daily.
The one-third discount to students has been slashed to 10 per
cent, ..., · -appli -anytim and
without advance purchase requirement. But if you buy your
ticket five days in advance, and
refuse to travel on the peak days
Friday and Sunday, you save an

1989 Pontiac 6000LE

The perfect medium
for your ad message
Telephone
direct dialogue established

- widely distributed
- talks to your market
- no Morse code required

For advertising rates and
information, contact
Central Advertising Bureau
Stephen DeMarco, director

. 253-2288
The lance : we've got your number

We try harder
Avis features GM cars
"Avis and 'We try harder· are
re91stere~ trademarks of Aviscar Inc.
1988 Av,scar Inc.

391 Tecumseh Rd. E.
258-AVIS (2847)

CAA Rates Available
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Lug a mug, chug a coffee, hug the earth
by Jennifer Johnston

The use of styrofoam cups at Windsor
is the target of a new campaign on campus
run by the Environmental Awareness Association.
The group encourages students to purchase a special mug which can be used over
again when buying cofffee from Food Services, instead of the disposable styrofoam
cups.
The Lug-A-Mug campaign is just one
of the events scheduled for Environmental
Awareness Week, Jan.29 to Feb.2. The
University of Windsor club's mandate is to
make all students more environmentally
aware. President Lydia Stam wants to show
people they can live an environmentally
sound existence without altering their life- by the end of the semester.
The association and its campaign are
style drastically.
supported
by student council, Food SerThe group was founded in September
1989 with the hopes of attracting ten mem- vices, and the housekeeping department.
bers. The club has outstripped all expecta- Originally granted an unprecedented $900
tions and now boasts a roster of 200, and is from student council's special funding, the
looking to increase its membership to 500 group has since also received a loan which

was co-signed by the Nursing, Social
Science, Human Kinetics, and Engineering
Societies.
Food Services will provide a special
refill price for the Lug-a- Mugs and is
donating posters to promote the event. The
refill price will be available on an ongoing

basis, not only for the week. In addition,
Housekeeping has opened a special bank
account for the proceeds from the
aluminum can recycling program. Although the money belongs to the university, Stam hopes it will go towards
something of environmental significance.
An important gesture of university support came from the president Ron lanni's
executive assistant, Charlie James. James
has approached the group about drawing up
an environmental policy for the school.
Starn pointed out this is a major task and
targets completion within a year.
Environmental Awareness Week kicks
off Jan. 29 with Ian Fairlee, Greenpeace
nuclear specialist and author of Greenpeace Energy Action Pack. Jan. 31 is film
night featuring a showing of The Miracle
Earth, and Feb. 2 is the date for the Environmental Coffee House featuring Lost
Patrol.
Throughout the week the Lug-A-Mugs
will be sold in the University Center. O

classifieds
ROOM FOR RE N T· Large room.

$250/month, first and last. Avoiable immediately. Non-smokers.
Paul, 255-1576.

1

I

GARAG E FOR RENT: Downtown

area. 977-8978.
ROO M FOR RENT: Kitchen facilities.
Downtown area. 977-8978.
HOUSE FOR RENT· 3 bedroom brick.
llvlng room and dining room.
closed-in front and back porches.
newly redecorated. full basement.
$690/month plus utilities. Call 973·
8359.

...

ROALD: Do you miss me? I couldn't
care less. I would like you to return
the following items: my goldfish
bowl, my calculus text. that piano
wire I was saving, and my Ju 1e
Brown CD . If you would like to beg
my forgiveness again, I've got on
800 number. Call me. Lethargically
yours. Josephine K.
GET All YOUR VALENTINE GOODIES

at X--Art & Pop Culture 1n the base·
ment of Mackenzie Holl. 3277
Sandwich Street. 977-6160.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY ROB MITCH E
From all your friends at the Kildare
and Pierre houses.
WAN TE D: Females to fill Pours 1ove

pit.
POOL LEAGUE forming at Nine Ba
Heaven, 1326 Ottawa St. League
night will be every Monday n,ght
Final orientation meeting · Mor·
day. January 29 at 7 pm. can 256·
1527 for information.

\X,'hat's the best part about being a CMA?
The rewaras don't stop at five.
The CMA designation 1s the hallmark of a winner It brings public recognition and the chance
to meet stimulating people while performing
interesting and important work as a respected
professional.
Cert1f1ed Management Accountants enJoy
excellent earning potential and with it, the
opportunity to lead the lifestyle of their choice.
Currertly, over half of Canada's CMA profes-

sionals hold senior management positions.
The Society of Management Accountants
offers a program of professional studies and practical experience which ensures successful entry
into the business world, and a rewarding lifestyle.
Put yourself in the picture. Enroll in the CMA
program. Call or write: 70 University Avenue.
Suite 300,Toronto,Ontario MSJ 2M4 (416) 977-7741
Ontario Toll Free 1-800-387-2932.

CMA

The Society of Management Accountants of Ontario
SETIING THE STANDARD

GENERAL A UDITIO N S are be111g
held for Leamington· s newly estob·
lished dinner theatre • Theatre on
the Dock. Included rn the upcorn·
ing season are 4 smash comedv
hits and 1 maJor musical. Most parts
will be paying positions. We are
looking for 13 men aged 20-50, and
17 women aged 20-60. To arrange
on audition contact Judy Major at
326-6790.

ADULT C HILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS

(A.C.A): 12-ste psupportgroup.711
McEwan St. Holy Name of Marv
Church (basement). Sundays. 8
pm. All are welcome.
Designs for Windsor
Gaming Society are welcome.
1
Due time: Saturday, Feb. 3, 1 pma
the Vanier Lounge.

T-SHIRT:

1990 CANADA WORLD yoUTII

PROGRAMS. Closing date tor OP
pllcatlon Wednesday. Januarv 31
Call (416) 922-0776.
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Now On
Sunday Night
DJ Rob will be here for
your dancing pleasure.

...

-' k3
·
College

Above: performance artist Adrian Norvid demonstrates sound,
memory and routine at the School of Visual Arts, last Thursday.
Below: Julie Bell's Prints and Drawings at the Windsor Printmakers
Forum, through Feb. 16.
Lance photos: above, Bernie Helling; below, Bogdan Kowalczyk.

Superbowl Sunday
Big Screen T.V.
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Building
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Taco Bar $4. 95 AII-U-Can-Eat
Giveaways & Specials
All Day and Night

Main
Campus

®

Ontario

Ministry of
Colleges and
Universities
Sean Conway. Mm1ster

Financial
assistance for
Ontario students
1989-1990

Apply Now!

The Cleary
International Centre
201 Riverside Dr. W. Windsor

February 12th at 8:00 p.m.
Tickets $1 4.00 - $22.00 (Can.)
The Cleary Box Office

((lr/eJ.
F..

t.•••

(519) 252-6579
Tel. Sales 9-5 Weekday s and Saturdays
(VISA/MASTERCARD)
Window Sales 11 -5 Weekdays and Saturdays

-

201 Riverside Dr. W.

OSAP applications for
1989-1990 should be
~ubmitted at least 90
days before the end of
the school year.

bank, or any other
lending institution, the
forms necessary to
maintain your
interest-free status.

One OSAP application
lets you apply for:

If you have already
applied for assistance
and want to appeal for
additional assistance,
please rontact as soon
as possible your
Financial Aid
Administrator to obtain
the deadline and other
information.

• Ontario Study Grant
• Canada Student Loan
• Ontario Student Loan
If you received a loan in
the past, but not this
year, you must obtain
from your Financial Aid
Administrator, your
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Dawn of the Profs from Hell!

by Karl Mamer

not limited to, the incorrect use of "it's/its" the comma
splice, dangling participles ..." Student are sc;red not only
~y _the ~a~t that they would not recognize a dangling part1c1ple if 1t demanded they hand over their wallets in a dark
alley, but by the obvious "but be not limited to ... " grammatical mistake contained in the course outline. This indicates marking will be biased. subjective, and inaccurate.
A definite get-the-hell-out situation.

Nothing is ever expanded upon. Issues in the text are never
made more relevant with timely examples. Films are never
Long gone are the days when a dozen or so beardless
shown.
youths were able meet on some marble flight of stairs, give
The Endless Digression
themselves nicknames like Plato or Iceman, sit at the feet
Students like to hear professors tell entertaining asides
of a learned teacher, and become educated. The inventions
about their trips to NATO headquarters in Belgium or their
of the overhead projector, the multiple-choice test, and the
personal problems. This is very much appreciated by all:
teacbing assistant have made education for the masses Jl9S·
the longer the aside., the less note-taking there is to be done.
sib~
Some
professors, howevei-, regress into areas that ev~~e
eems, however, many profe~ors would like to see The Plants
h.O. students working under this unfortunate aca
ic
a
to the ~alistic systetn of~. Students are gro'NEvery stu
t knows t~two worst things to converge
ave
no
firm
grasp
of.
Worse
stilt,
because
the
prof~r
j ··
i
·
inspaceaadtimEareaprofjlllorwhomarksoaabell curve
s not said "put your pens dQwn for a moment", .it is clt!·i
jftg sptctod at ero es~~'" re,r;,nse to burgeoo~ andthechaocddtstributi~iftheuniversity'stopfivestue11~ ment a full, full,
das~s, are ~Y:N
i...... ,
·s information wiU be tested. V ou see, :wflat see1J1s-a
sevcaftl diffe~ scare tactics«M ~first day of etas~..
and _Uarryueck in . e cl~ss. To capitalize on th~s •fteen minu&e off-the-cuff digress1on is, iR fact, ..,~.
~ their s'libtent lists to a lengt\¥,,proximating tbe u~ . nraJ fear, cisfty professors will have several of their
rehearsed. Professors spend years acquiring the ability~
cienf ideal. So~e of these tactics .itrepuel and higbl~'lfJ . crack T As in ~ndance th~ f rrst few days of claa;s to give
make
their' memorized asides, stock jokes•. • kill-'em:1 different met
the impression;dte A to B+
berths on the curve have been
fecb!C, ome~ ,arc JUSt crue1. S ey{J
t/{
every~time
anecootesflow through!lheirmJtc· . asgra~
t
d
d
predetermined. Of the sciil'C tactics explored so far, this
pror.sors userv persua e Stu ents ~ Sign Out have been
fully
as
dolphins
courting underwater. The stul.lcnt, as the
....._
t I
method is the IJ)()St ineffec&ive because its prima facie as~nct>vered. Ln y are:
.
·
. . h
1
unguided drift net, must capture it all.
Th«itndless~~k List
sumptaon 1st at the students' minds are paying attention
to the events aod the developments of the course. In The Leadership Gap
A good way to start a sullen retreat ot idents to the
This triclc is very effective a ainst students with reality, howevh. students' brain functions do not rise
limited funds i!o spend on textbooks: The professor repub
is
for the professor to relinquish control and directilh•
above the pressing concerns of homeostasis until the
quires the students to buy three hardcover texts (all new professor utters the words, "your mid-term Thursday will of the course to one or two students who believe that, beeditions, of course), a soft-cover book of selected readings.
cause they have a unique perspective on Bertrand Russell,
cover ... "
a work book, a dictionary of technical definitions, the
their opinions arc critical to the class' understanding of the
professor's own spiral-bound collection of lecture notes Welcome to the Pleasureless Drone
material.
that printed out on a dot matrix printer with three of the
Some professors are so boring, drone on with such
Professors who capitalize on the Leadership Gap ploy
pins not working, and a CMS primer. Naturally, two of pointless and slowly paced speech, that their banality can are those most likely to teach their classes using that radithe texts and the CMS primer are never used.
only be the work of careful and deliberate planning. The cal method: the small discussion group. Every class is
If the threat of having to deforest Canada to the tune humourless, dull lecture style is not a rapid way of rcduc- spent breaking up into groups of four or five people to talk
of$250 fails to scare away enough of the class the first day. ing a class list to a handful of die-hard matriculants. It is, about something the professor never fully elucidates.
then during the next class the professor is likely to an- in reality, a form of slow psychological warfare, developed While the collectives arc struggling to make sense of it all,
nounce s/he has forgot to mention that students are re- by the Rand Corporation, that can be employed to convince the professor bounds from discussion group to discussion
quired to pay a$ 15 photocopying fee.
students not to come to class all that often. This method group, listening in on the conversation (though never long
The Grammar Lock-Out
starts showing results after the second week. By the fourth enough to get a grasp of what is being discussed) and then
The single most effective way of starting a stampede week, attendance begins dropping geometrically. The the professor poses obscure, unanswerable questions to the
of drop forms to the front is for a professor to direct the drop-off reaches asymptotic level a week and a half before group about the duality of existence.
students' .11Lention to page three of the course outline; to the mid-term. The day of the mid-term secs a rise in attenTo be fair, and to prevent a flood of letters to the editor.
the part that states, "It is the philosophy of the department, dance to nearly JOO per cent, but by the next class, atten- it is important to impress upon the gentle reader that not
as well as the professor, that the demonstration of gram- dance is back to its pre-mid-term asymptotic level. The all professors create a state of affairs in their classes akin
mar skills is an essential part of demonstrating com- Rand Corporation's paper on this method outlines three to the Black Death. Some professors conduct truly inspired
teaming sessions. And the ones that don · 1 arc more likely
petence. Therefore, term papers and exams wi ll he marked different approaches a professor can take:
to be terribly scrioul' and busy academics than malevolent
for sentence structure, spelling, and errors in punctuation . The Verbatim Read (or the Classic Lecture Style)
~Raper or exam with more than three grammatical errors
The professor simply repeats to the students. almost punishcrs of the much-abused undergrad.
Still, one wonders ...
CJ
w'"'11l oe given an F. Grammatical errors include, hut he jsic I word for word, the materia l contained in the textbook.
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Nominations for Students' Administrative Council Positions
Open on Monday January 22, 1990 at 9:00 a.m.*
And Close Friday February 02, 1990 at 4:30 p.m.*
For the Following Positions:
Students~
Ad11Un1st•at1•e
Counctl ·

President
Vice President Administration
Three (3) Student Senators
Six (6) Student Affairs Positions
Faculty Representatives
For more information contact:
The C.E.O. in the S.A.C. Office
253-6423 or 253-4232 ext. 3905/3906

* S.A.C. Wall Clock Time
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CANADIAN ENIGMA. Steve's a tad puzzled - he's got only
60 seconds to find a cool Canadian. Can you give the guy a hand?

I

:I

by Bernard A. Helling

A first year MFA exhibition is a curious I itual: not
quite a rite of passage; more of a snapshop documenting
development and transition in the progress of a1 ..irtist's
growing skills and sensibilities.
Such exhibits serve a number of purposes at the Lebel
building, beyond the purely academic concerns of the participants. Fl.il0w MFA candidates are afforded the opportunity of gauging the strengths and weaknesses of their
contemporaries. BFA students get to check out the works,
treatments and leanings of once and future session instructors. Everyone who shows up at the opening gets
munchies and a dip in the the punch bowl. All in all, one
of the more interesting and pleasurable traditions in the
fine arts on this campus.
Ray Cronin, Gunhild Hotte, and Nadine Norman
offer the viewer a number of challenging and accomplished pieces that deserve the attention of the greater
Windsor art-viewing public. At other universities, where
more enlightened policies prevail, this show would be
presented in an area of campus more exposed to the greater
student body. Until the administration decides to honour
its pledge to reserve space in the University Centre for exclusive gallery use, students and the public will have to
decide whether the trip out to Huron Line and College is
worth the effort.
In this case, it is.
Most immediately prominent in the exhibit are the
three sculptures by Ray Cronin. Two work on an eye-andbeam shaped theme, though the artist resists the suggestion that he was attempting any simple visual pun. On a
deeper level, the beam pieces, especially the horizontal
work that sits in the center, calls to mind themes of symmetry and balance. The third piece, a chiselled stalagmite
shape on a vertical column, is undoubtedly the strongest
of the three, for its use of shape, texture, line and the arrested power that the placement suggests.
Gunhild Hottes' lithos offer the viewer a more complex and disturbing thesis, one that traces its lineage to
post-war European traditions. An unsettling choice of imagery is juxtaposed with a strong and vibrant colour treatment that is simple, direct, and totally at war with the
dread, emaciated bodies that stare out at us.
From a purely themati1., pvint of view, the strongest of
these pieces must be View from the water well #3. Here,

First Year MF A
exhibition at
the school of
Visual Arts'
Lebel Gallery
this month
Above:
people exchange
their spuds for
candles during
Nadine Norman's
We Recycle.
Side:
man vanishes
behind
Ray Cronin's
beam sculpture.
Below:
Gunhild Hotte's
View from the
water well #3.

Lance photos by
Bernard Helling
Holte pays her tribute to the euro-roots of her imagery. As
well, a number of her title treatments utilize the semiotic
conceit of iconography; international symbols for material
hazards - explosive, corrosive, etc., which become captions for the wounded subjects that hang on the wall.

Nadine Norman's interests clearly lie in the direction
of installed works and performance art. Her largest work,
We Recycle, owes a clear debt of inspiration to restated
ri~uals of the kind that last semester's visiting artist Sharo11
Kh·Jand works with.
On vpcning night, the assembled facully anti slutlcnts
walched as Norman and two young assistants led the
crowd through a riLual/performance that invited people to
exchange potatoes as symbolic worries, for votive candles
lit in a 'shrine' of earth and transcendent images. To close
the circle. these images were produced using the venerable
potato-stamp method: inside our worries lie Lhe possibility
of renewal, etc.
While there was was some good-natured grumbling
about being subjected to two performance art episodes in
the same night, (performance artist Adrian Norvid staged
a work earlier) almost everyone deigned to exchange their
'worries' for a candle. Norman ·s other works include a
tableau of dried flowers and a grave-like patch of ground,
and a large smearing of what first appears to be dirt, on a
huge white surface.
The smear is a 'snow angel'; the medium is ash-a pile
of which lies at the foot of the piece. No further comment
is necessary.
As the exhibit will hang for the rest of this month. the
public will have ample opportunity to venture over to the
Lebel Gallery during daylight hours, Monday through
Friday, to see all of the works for themselves.
One day, our university administration will wisen up
and recognize the contribution that the university's artistic community can offer to the quality of the greater campus; make permanent gallery space in the heart of the
campus available, and perhaps even set aside some cash
to purchase some of the finer works made by its students.
Until then, do not let mere questions of convenience
stand in the way of your enjoyment of a powerful and worthy exhibit.
0
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Career Planning & Placement

ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY CHA

973-7034 Located between
University Centre and Huro
Church Rood. Moss Sundays JO:
am & 4:30 pm; Mondays 11 :50
· liturgy of the Word and c
munlon Service; Tuesdays s
mass followed by dinner at
price; Wednesdays to Fridays 11:
moss. All ore welcome to att
Feel free to drop by the cote
coffee, to use the library for s
or just come and relax.

presents:

A "Mock Interview" Session
with

ALLAN SKOV
Coordinator, Recruitment Union Gas

Thursday, February 8, 1990 at 7 p.m.

FOR SALE: RCA VHS VCR: To

Office of Student Affairs
(W. Leddy Library)

..

loader, remote: $150; 128K MS2 l computer and printer $2
good for word processln
w /software. Boss guitar & horde
$150. Older electric typewriter $90,
Can Army trenchcoats/ra1ncoo1s,
small sizes $15 each. Call 256-8054

Successful interoiewing depends on
being prepared and knowing what to expect. .
This is your opportunity to observe and expenence
the techniques that interviewers use.
If you would like to volunteer to participate in
a short "mock interview" contact:

PART- TIME / FULL-TIME POSITIONS

Career Planning & Placement,
Rm. 163 Dillon Hall

LONDON RETURN 99

fil·

available. direct marketing field.
Lucrative and room for advance.
ment. Coll Steve 966-2217 and
leave a message If not home.
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APOLOGIES to Fronk Tridico, whose
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name we forgot to include in fht
Lance contributor's 11st.
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FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED, for2

TRAVEL CUTS PRESENTS

by

SU•

w

bedroom apartment on California.
everything included, $250/mth.·No
lease. Coll 252-0397.
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CONGRATULATIONS, Dave and
Klmberley!l!!ll!III From the Lonee
staff.

w

ho

St.
CAROLINE- TAKE ME, I'm yours. Ted

time.
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ANGUS. George and I hove been

w

DIAL 666-EVIL -

for a real gOOd

pa

When booking one of
3 Contiki Holidays:

Toronto / llontreal
Departures

European Contrast!o
31 day!' • from S-55/day
European Adventurer
40 day!-\ • fronr ~53fchty

EUROPE

Grand European
52 days • from S5 ll<lay

thinking. You can't ploy with ou1
cows any more.
LUCY: Why don't you let me

show

you what a real man con do for o
woman. - Charlie Brown
THE WORLD WILL END at 3:36 p.m.

tomorrow. Ho. Ho. Ha.

VOO

wi
1r

lf

hove it rough. but why don't you try
looking around you once in o
while? - Louro.

1

HA, Ho. Hal

•·<·•..

!@#$%.
%$#@!!@#$$%%.
- So there Bruce, you loser!!
BUCKY: Franky and Joey think you

stink. But I don't.
ANNA: I love your legs, your bOdY,
your whole personality, will you
marry me? - Louis.
TONY, GINO. I never knew you Hked

Hank Snow records. You ore redtf
fucking weird. But that's okay. Vito.
ALICE: llsTen to the m ice In th8
aquarium. Taste the spice of th8
trees on the roof. And abOve al
don't second guess the horse with
no name. - The White Rabbi
LED ZEPPELIN, the Rolling Stones. th8
Who, - they were then. New Kldl
on the Block are now.
stick It~
your ear. Frank, you fruit loOp.

so

5w, ~ "'"fl"
4U.,,,.~4tlo«4
lib,~

~~1RAVELCUIS

th1
cd

101

LOOK, LUKE , I know you think

for 18-35s

thl

~~"""·

iar~ Going Your Wayl

For full details contact your Travt>I Cuts office and rt>l'eive a copy of the new Contiki bro.-hurt•.
Toronto 979-2406 / 977-0441 • Ottawa 238-5493 • Montreal 288-1130 • Winnipeg 269-9530 • Waterloo 886-0400 •
Guelph 76:i-1660 • Smlbury 67:i-1401 • Quebec City 654-0224 • Halifax 424-2054 • Fredcrit·ton 453-4850

'books
• herbal apolheeal'I
• tarot cards
' crystals

-

' mcense
• classes

Magick
Store
~~Futon
·~~Futon
Mexican Jacket •
&Styles
$14.95

A

~

.,

Unusual Gift Ideas tor Body, Spirit & llltrd

lNftRNATIONAL riJNJ.
255 Ouellette, 2nd Floor
252-8686
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GRAD
PORTRAITS
by a Master Portraitist

sound system will be so impressive that the small
screen will be more than compensated for.
Ever since the Park Theatre turned its back on
"People will rememberthe quality of the sound,"
)NS
film and become a playhouse, Windsor has been he said.
ield.
forced to go across the border to watch independent,
In its previous incarnation, the Windsor Film
lCealternative
and
non-Hollywood
films.
While
films
Theatre
was located where the Park Theatre is today.
Dnd
I such as Nightmare On Elm Street Part 5 and Ski
Giglio ran the theatre from April '84 to Dec. '85 at
! Patrol have th1..1r charms (I suppose), there is somethat location. He expects this new incarnation of the
1ose
Windsor Film Theatre to do very well.
the ; thing to be said for a film that is directed at a more
"Considering the location (near the university),
discerning audience. Thankfully the gap in
' Windsor's cultural diet will soon be filled through the relatively low overhead, and the reduced size 1012
· the efforts of Domenic Giglio (pronounced jih-lee- relative to the previous theatre- it should do well."
rrno
Giglio is currently looking for one or two stu.-No , oh. if you please). Giglio is reopening the Windsor
dents to co-manage the theatre, students interested
· Film Theatre.
The Theatre will open Feb. 17, at the former in the exhibition business and in getting their
and
home of the Lucky 8 Arcade at 2135 Wyandotte projectionist's licence. Applications will be avail,nee
West, between Reade's Photo and Clarke's able in the Student Placement Office. The Windsor
Stationery. Former Lucky 8 patrons might doubt that Film Theatre will show what Giglio calls "films of
films which, for one reason or
Ted , there is sufficient room for a theatre, but Giglio said d istinction" another,
don't
get
much commercial play. Giglio
the building was almost perfectly suited to his needs;
100d
it came complete with a rear entrance and a concretre will show one or two first run films a week from
partition for a projectionist's booth. The new Tuesday to Sunday evening, with no holdovers.
,een Windsor Film Theatre w ill have 128 seats, with a
Monday night and Saturday afternoon will be
1 our
devoted
to ethnic C hinese fi lms, with both English
three-foot space between each row.
Giglio said this is six inches more than typical and Cantonese or Mandarin subtitles.
Friday and Saturday midnig hts will be devoted
theatres provide, so even extra tall fo lk like arts
to
classic
repetoire theatre flicks such as A Clockeditor Bernie Helling can stretch out in comfort.
work
Orange
and Stop Making Sense.
The theatre will have a full concession stand,
Admission
will be $3.00 weeknights, and $4.00
with popcorn, pretzels, nachos, and even espresso.
weekends.
You
can be sure that the l ance Arts SecThe 'throw' (the distance from the lens of the projector to the screen) is 50 feet. T he screen itself is only tion will be keeping an eye on the fare at this newest
0
16 by 7 feet, but Giglio said that the stereo surround version of the Windsor Film Theatre.

1335 Wyandotte St. E.
Windsor, Ontario

253-4535

Exclusive Special For
February 24 • March 3, 1990

LOWEST PRICES GUARANTEED!
AIRFARE, HOTEL & EXTRAS INCLUDEOI
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Essex Coun{} Association
for Community Living

A n agency prov1·ct·mg a w1·ct e range o f

programs and services to people with a
developmental handicap and their families.

Requires:

Part-time Residential Counsellors
To work with adults and/or children with a
developmental handicap in a variety of
residential settings throughout
Essex County.
QUALIFICATIONS: Students in the faculty
of Social Science or
Education
Submit resume to: Cheryl H arvey
Manager, Human Resources

E.C.A.C.L.
49 Talbot Street North
Essex, O ntario N8M l A3

SAC is running
a logo contest.
The first new •draft
is presented above.
All or any submissions
should be presented to
the SAC Office
before February 02, 1990.
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WANTS You IN DATIONA BEACH
FOR SPRING BREAK!

Win a Trip For Two
To Daytona Beach, Florida!
Stash your cash ... because you might just win a trip to Daytona
Beach - in the Bud weiser. Spring Break Sweepstakes.
There ore 6 grand prize packages to be won in Ontario alone ... so
chances are even better that you and a friend will be on your
way to Daytona Beach this March 11th-17th ( 1990). All you
have to do is enter! Grand prize includes:
e Return airfare for two
e Deluxe beachfront hotel accommodations
e $200 (U.S.) spending money
e A week of fun and rays ... and planned Beach Club
activities
Entering's easy-Just fill out the coupon below, and send it in!

Bud.Beach Club Activities
Bud hits the beach - with Daytona Beach's best Spring Break
activities and hospitality.
e Bud Beach Club open dally
e Beach Volleyba ll a nd Water Games
e N lght llfe Actlvltler. & Specials
e Budweiser 's FREE Spring Brea k concert March 15th
on the b e a ch. Bud rocks Spring Break like nobody
else-with major acts like Richa rd Marx, Squeeze,
and the Starship!

Just a Reminder•..
Florida's drinking age is 21, so if you're under age, please don't
drink. If you are 21, be sure to bring a valid i.d. to prove it.

'

"Budweiser*Spring Break Sweepstakes''
Rules and Regulations
1. To enter, complete ·he Official Entry Form or print your
nome, address, telephone number. University/College
ond age on o ploor P!ece of paper ond moil to:

"Bud-Ise r Spring Break s-epstakes"
P.O . Box 9 152
Saint John, N ew Bru nswick E2L 4Y 1

Enter os o~en os you wish. Eoch entry must be sent in o separate envelope bearing sufficient postoge.
No Purchase Nece ssory.
2. There will be six ( 6) Grand Prize s awarded consisting of return economy airfare tickets for two ( 2) winners
including seven (7) d~, six ( 6 Jnights hotel accommodation at the Daytona Beach, Clo rend on Plaza ( based
on double occupancy) and S200.00 U.S. spending money. Departure from the Pearson lnte,not1onol
Airport (Toronto Jwill be on Sunday. Morch 11, 1990 and the returning flight from Doytono Beach will be on
Saturday, Morch 17, 1990. Winners will be responsible for arranging their own economy class trove! to
Toronto; Lobot!'s w II reimburse winner1 for these costs upon submission of receipts. Prize does not include
transportation in Doytono Beach, meals, service charges, gratuities and personal expenses. Approximate
retail value of prize is S 1,500.00.
3. Entries must be rece ved no later than the s-epstakes Closing Date: Midnight, F9bruary 14, 1990.
Random draws will be mode on February 16, 1990 at 10:00 a.m. in Saint John, New Brunswick from among
all eligible entries received. Chance of being selected for the prize is dependent upon the total number of
erigible entries received. Prize winners and their travelling companions agree to sign Release Forms releasing
the sponsor and its agents from any liability occurring as o result of the prize being awarded; o standard
declaration form conforming compliance with the contest rules and occeptonce of the prize as awarded. All
winners must agree to the use of their nome ond/or photograph in any related publicity without compensation.
No substitution for, or transfer of the prize will be allowed. All winners will be notified by moil.
4. The contest is open to all residents of Ontario, hov1n9 reached the legol drinking oge, except employees,
representatives and agents of lobott Breweries of Conada, its alfiliated companies, their odvertising and
promotionol agenc,es. licensees and their employees, the independent contest judging orgonizat1on ond
persons with wham they are domiciled. Employees and contractors of the applicable liquor Control

,c; 1989 Anheuser·8usch, Inc., Brewers of Budweiser, Beer • St. Louis. MO., U.S.A.

licensing Bureaus, and members of their immediate families ore not eligible. The contest ts subject to all applicable
Federal, Provincial and Municipal lows.
S. The liquor Control Boord 1s not connected with this contest 1n any manner whatsoever, and is not liable in any way
whatsoever in regard to any matter which relates to the contest.
6. All entries become the property of lobott Breweries of Conodo and none will be returned. No responsibility will be token
for entries lost, misdirected or delayed. No correspondence will be entered into except with the selected .-ntront.

iENTRYFORM.:ENHi~&WIN!-1
Win a Trip For
Break away to Daytona Beach-with Budweiser, -th,s March. You
hove to enter to win! Just fill out & mail this coupon to the address
listed below.

I
I
I

Name

1

City, Province

I
I
I
I
I

L

Age

Address-------------------

Postol Code

Tele. No. (

',.,_.•

Burned out?
Take a break! Spring Break.
In Daytona Beach •.. brought
to you by Budweiser ..

'

Enter the Bud-Iser Spring Break
Sweepstakes. Grand prize includes,
• Return alrlare for two
• Deluxe beachfront hotel

University/College
Moil your entry to:

accommodations

" Bud-Iser Spring Break s-epstakes"
P.O. Box 9152

Saint John, New Brunswick
· Must be 19 years old to enter.

lwo To Daytona
Beach, Florida

E2l 4Y1

----------

• s200 (U.S.) spending money
• A wee k of fun and roys ... and

plonned Beach Club activities
(March 11·17, 1990)

--------

i
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earthly po'Wers

A futurist looks back at the 1990s
by Dave Seburn

people.

Population
A power surge hit my computer when I was working
on my first column for the 1990s. It was to be a retrospective piece on the last 10 years. Lost it all.
The strange part was how it happened. l was typing
away, when I felt this tingling sensation, like a mild electric
current passing through my body. The computer screen
started to glow. A spectrum of colours passed across as if
some kind of energy field was surrounded it. I reached out
hesitantly to touch it and got zapped. Knocked me off my
chair and burned my fingers.
As I said, I lost what I was working on, but when I
returned to the computer (after a couple of stiff drinks) I
found the following text stored in its memory under the file
name I had been using for my article.
Look for the full story in an upcoming issue of the National Enquirer.
I'm not claiming the following article really does
come from an issue of the Lance from the year 2000, but
I'm not sure how else to explain what happened. Maybe
someone frQm our future sent me a message. Maybe it was
just a miltfon-to- one coincidence: you know, two people
working on the same computer, separated only by time,
and linked together through some whimsical fate of high
energy physics. You can decide for yourself.
The 1990s will long be a memorable decade even if
many of us wish they could be forgotten. Nonetheless, it
seems appropriate, in this column, to review the significant
environmental events of the last ten years. And it is only
fitting to start with the cause of most of the problems:

Only fifty years ago, the population of the Earth was
only 2.5 billion. It doubled during the year 1987. Less
than forty years to add 2.5 billion people to the world. In
the last 13 years, we've added another one billion people,
bringing the total to approximately 6.1 billion.
Mexico City ranks as the number one city in terms of
population with an official population of a whopping 23
million. It is estimated the true population is at least one to
two million more than this.

Drought
According to data from the UN, the country of Mali
is officially the first fatality of the environmental crisis.
Continuing drought throughout the early years of the
decade caused widespread starvation. Food aid was
provided but organizers underestimated the severity of the
problem.
No accurate count of the dead exists, but estimates
range from 10,000 to 30,000. Evacuees poured over the
borders to the neighboring countries to the north and south.
The d issolution of the governmeni a year and a half later
w as purely a symbolic enaing.

Air Pollution
Canada began to get a truer idea of what smog was all
about in the last decade. Toronto has even banned cars
from its core area. At least 25 deaths have been attributed
to air pollution. Today it is routine to see fashionably
dressed young men and women on Yonge Street sporting
filter masks in every colour of the rainbow.
It's hard to thumb our noses at them since our air is

nearly as bad, if not from us then from our incinerating
neighbours to the north. Some days, I can't even see the
Ambassador Bridge from campus.

Dioxin Spill
Do I need to say any more? Quite possibly the worst
chemical accident in the world and it occurred here in
Canada. Dioxin leaked from a storage center near Hamilton into the groundwater of the area. Eventually it ended
up in Lake Ontario and is estimated to have killed over
40,000 people mainly in Hamilton and Toronto once it got
into city drinking water.
Almost everyone I know seems to know someone who
died because of this accident. I don't think I'll ever be able
to look at a glass of water the same way.

Extinction
Estimates of species extinction seem totally incredible. Yet the most conservative estimates give figures
of 5000 species of plant, insect, and animals vanishing
every year. Some scientists estimate that figure is absurdly low. Instead of killing off only 50,000 species in the past
decade, they argue the true number is closer to 100,000.
Mo.st of these species extinetioni. occurr~d in the
wopiCS'and itffect species that-were pootly ·Sllldiitl or-comunknown.

plttety

'In Concfusion
Despite all the problems, people do seem more aware
and willing to take action. For example, many US states
have begun banning disposable diapers. There is hope.
So, at least we haven't killed ourselves off yet. Mind
you, I can think of 50 or 100,000 species who might not
think it such a bad thing if we did.
O

eyelash babies

Caeri 's confessions of·a coerced·coller:tor

•

,ble

by Caeri Bertrand-Crump

When I hit 21 I did a little housekeeping (une bonne
surprise, you say ...). Casting a long dull look on the row of

the little glass-eyed carcasses I'd carted around since
childhood.

ever wanted to.
Collect clowns. Or dolls, or matchbooks from foreign
countries, or Pez dispensers, or charms for a bracelet.
It's just this phenomena that happens to young girls.
They hit 3 or 4 and some enterprising aunt or godmother
or even a dad gets this bright idea. Surveying the realm of
toys and kitsch available to girls at Christmas time, one of
them (or, worse, all of them) says, "Hey! I'll get this cute
but useless stuffed clown (or figurine, or charm, or
Cinderella book) and then I'll say that she can collect them!
And every year I'll know what to get her until she's 30!"
Sure, it gets the frazzled buyer off the hook, but kids
(like me) get stuck collecting things you never wanted for
the rest of your days in a capitalist society.
Where there's a retailer, there's something to collect,
right?

stuffed, porcelain, painted and glittering clowns lining my
room, I felt that socially-induced twinge of embarrasment.

"Uuggh! My childhood sucked anyway!" I yelled at
the ceiling. The ceiling, like the row of dolls, just stared
blankly.

Geez, 'I'm an adult now' (or so the song goes) and I've
still got a room full of dolls. They gotta go.

It seemed so simple and refreshing, until the first one,
the handmade three foot psychedelic clown, hit the bottom
of a box. I definately heard a shallow cry.
"Ooohhhhh!" I stomped around my room, frustrated
and kicking around Shakespeare books. Someone mistakenly thought I collected them a few Christmases ago
and now I have the complete works of the Bard five times
over.
"I gotta get rid of these stupid, dumb, useless, cute,
reminiscent-of-my-childhood, can't-throw-'em-out-"
I stopped. I knew that I didn't have the heart to ditch

I find that now when I am shopping I tend to gravitate
to the clown/Shakespeare/silly pens/charms/matchbook
sections of stores, and not because I like them.
Because, by some great decree, / collect them.
I always thought moving out of a brash capitalist
society woulcl cure my collectivitis. but with the brouhaha
in the communist countries lately my only escape is now
Albania. I don't think anyone ever escaped to Albania.
So I'm s~uck in Canada, surrounded by stores filled
w ith clowns and matchbooks and a room of glass eyes and
little taffctta dresses.
A pack rat of Christmases past.
0

ruminations of a proletarian
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It's somewhere between love and madness
by Ted Sturk

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

.J

If you ever get the chance to write your own column,
I've got some advice for you.
First, kill the person who inspires/asks you. Shoot
them in the head, run them over with a car, whatever it
takes, but kill them, and do it as quickly as possible for
your own benefit and theirs.
Any person who would suggest a column deserves
death. When the old editor here, Scott Ingram, acquiesced
tomy begging and pleading for a column, what he was really doing was sending me down the long, slow, torturous
road to total insanity. In his mind, he probably thinks he
did me a favour, but to me it is obvious now that Satan subverted Scott's mind when he gave me this job .
Believe it or not, I haven't slept for 65 days. I can't.
Every waking moment is spent thinking up fresh, innovative ideas that consecutively get discarded. If you think this
is a dumb idea for a column. you should have seen the discards.
Along with the ideas I think up, now that I write this
Column everybody in the world plagues me with their
ideas. It':- gotten to the point where strangers arc accosting
me on the street, sometimes violently.
The conversation will go something like this: "Say,

don't you w rite a column?" I' ll then say "Who wants to
know?" and my assailant w ill b lurt out "Well, I've got this
terrific idea ... " at which point I'll run away screaming.
I'm not saying I' m not appreciative - I am. If I had
a lot of money, I would give it to all the smart, nice, good,
and witty people who have given me ideas. I have never
used those ideas, never will. but to all those witty people I
say "Thanks. Thanks a lot!!"
Anyway, my life is hell. Granted, there are some days
when that hell resembles something out Gary Larson's The
Far Side or Matt Groening 's Life in Hell, but there are other
days w hen it seems like it cou ld be encapsulated in Dante's
Inferno. I realize I brought this on myself, but I prefer to
compare it to the person who tries that first ampoule of
heroin or rock of crack cocaine. (Not that I would know.
but I'm assuming that it is the same highly addictive thing.)
Of course, with drugs I wouldn't ( or would I?) be
receiving the thousands of letters of fan mail each week,
the hundreds of phone calls from around the world. (Last
week a little old lady from Topeka, Kansas called.) Or the
numerous personal congratulations from people all over
this campus (although they arc becoming a bit tedious.)
Nor, naturally, would I be receiving the million dollars a
week the Lance pays me.
Obviously. with all the seeming benefits of my job,

there's bound to he a few negative aspects. Like the occasional dirty. filthy. obscene phone call (I thought the
976-SEXX people had called me back!) and even the occasional ominous, dire death threat.
I can no longer cat. My last meal was about a month
ago, and I've been subsisting on toothpaste and those little plastic things that fit in the ends of pens ever since. I
smoke about 500 cigarettes a day and wish I could jam a
few mere in. All social intercourse has ceased - the last
time I went out was sometime around Hallowe' en with my
brother and sister.
My column controls me like the hand of Satan would
a puppet. In my few scant mpments of rest, I've noticed
that I have doodled 666 (the number of the columnist) on
my pillow and on my face. l'm beginning to realize that
Satanic intluenccs arc holding me prisoner to writing this
column and it's obvious to me that I must have made some
kind of unconscious deal with the devil.
Unfortunately, neither Satan, Lucifer, nor Beelzebub
have been a hell of a lot of help in coming up with ideas
for this space. They haven't written anything for me late·
ly to the best of my knowledge either.
I don't know how long I can continue - If you never
read R11mi11ationsofa Proletarian again. it will be because
I have been consumed by the fiery flames of Hades.

n
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by D. Eldon Dawson

ast week, Canada passed the first
anniversary of the heralded free
trade agreement with the
superpower next door. The
apparently doomed and certainly
controversial Meech Lake Accord
has dominated the front pages of
newspapers Canada-wide for
many months now. But how much does any of us
really know about either issue?
As university students, we ar,e the wodd's _.,.,..,,,~.._-"_~,aa,,
future leaders, the "movers and shakers" of years
ahead and yet we are - like the rest of Canadians
- left in the dark.
All we know is what we are told by the mass
media; magazines, radio, television, and of course,
newspapers.
But the mass media have their own agenda.
Critical analysis and explanation of the
complicated political issues of our time is neglected
while government rhetoric fills the news pages.
Quintessential in-depth examinations are avoided
at all costs.
Why?
Because the media suffer from a nasty,
debilitating disease. Its name? Oligopoly.
The media of not only Canada but the rest of
the world have become oligopolistic; in other
words, ruled by a very few. They are bedridden,
unable to escape the confines of this
all-encompassing sickness.
Thus, a small powerful group of mammoth
private organizations have begun to dominate the
world's mass media. Media critic Ben Bagdikian
predicts that within five years, five to ten corporate
giants will control most of the globe's important
mass media.
virtual monopoly in the magazine, book, and
Such international companies will not only
motion picture indutries. Now the more than 250
create the 'product' (news, information, and ideas),
million free citizens of the 'good ole U.S. of A' must
but will disseminate it to the public around the
choose to watch and read the products of this giant.
world.
The media are in bed with big business and we
Together, they exert a homogenizing power
all suffer. According to Bagdikian, "Unless
over ideas, culture and commerce that affects
information in their media clarify and sharply
audiences larger than any in history.
delineate differences in value and importance,
In essence, information has become the world's
citizens lose the ability to discriminate what is best
dominant resource and the media, naturally, have
. . . (and) lose their influence over the truly
become 'big business.' Although it is apparent this
conflicting forces in the world.
illness has infected Canada, as seen in the murky
"The media are no longer neutral agents of the
presentation of the issues of free trade and Meech
merchants
but essential gears in the machinery of
Lake, nowhere has the disease spread more
corporate
giantism," Bagdikian writes. "And
quickly or with more frightening consequences
increasingly
they are not only needed but they are
than in the United States.
owned
by
the
corporate giants."
Mergers, takeovers, and buyouts have created
For
example,just
across the border in Detroit,
information monopolies second to none.
the
two
major
competing
daily newspapers joined
Newspaper chain ownership runs rampant in the
forces last year. The Free Press and the News
US - Gannett (USA Today), Hearst and
merged, legally, under a "joint operating
Knight-Ridder, three of the world's most
agreement" (JOA) under which the editorial and
prominent chains, dominate.
news gathering departments remained
Meanwhile, one of last year's most celebrated
independent while the other departments were
mergers, the Time-Warner marriage, created a

IIA
which gro

c

interest. rr
manufact

consolidated in an effort to cut costs.
Does this bother you?
Well, what if our major supermarkets me.
under a similarJOA?Wouldn't it be just wond
if Miracle Mart, A & P, and Dominion all me
Can you imagine the public outcry and subseq
controversy if thi~ happened?
One large homogenized supermarket "se~
this diversified community would be,
unacceptable atrocity in our society.\
oligopolistic media are tolerated and acce
without question.
Look at last month's U.S. invasion of Pan
Operation Just Cause - what a cruel ironicj
The American superpower sent more
24,000 troops into tiny Panama in a slio11'. ~
strength to demonstrate president George B Goe
manhood and hatred for General Manuel No .
.
li .
on.
~ d h IB~b~.
h
Ironically, it was the U.S. government
·
helped Noriega assume power. Noam Cbom~
November 1988 presented a series of five l
on CBC radio discussing the U.S. style

t"

is a private enterprise, owing nothing to the public,
a o franchise. It is therefore affected with no public
mphatically the property of the owner, who is selling a
t roduct at his own risk."
- The Wall Street Journal
~acy that allows such atrocities.
~ccording to Chomsky,
In 1989 in Panama the notorious drug dealer
ral Noriega, then still a US favorite, ran a
dulent election legitimized by the attendance
:ge Schultz (then Secretary of State), where
Pta1sed the vote as a triumph for democracy se
having been briefed by the CIA and the U.S.
i be.
ador that Noriega had stolen upwards of
ty. ) ~O ballots in order to ensure the election of his
acce, 1dates."
Five Years later, the US decided it no longer
oured this "democracy" and forcefully
brew the ruler to bring "their democracy"
toP<>wer.
8UtasNew York Times columnist Tom Wicker
: ~ut, "The United States has no historical
. :given right to bring 'democracy' to other
ions."

ent And what of the violations of international law
omskJ tality? Was there any mention of these? No.
Ject e~d,. the American media resorted to
style ading, ignoring the high civilian casualties

f

and immorality of the U.S. action.
Tom Brokaw was asking when "we" would
capture Noriega when he should have been trying
to discover the reasons behind the heinous
American actions and questioning the legality and
morality of them.
Jeff Cohen, the executive director of Fairness
and Accuracy in Reporting (FAIR), a New York
based media monitoring agency, told CDC's.Media
File last week that American journalists forgot
their mission in Panama as independent reporters.
"Most (journalists) acted like they were part of
the US invading forces," Cohen said. "They gave
short, one-paragraph graves to murdered
Panamanian civilians and great triumphant
coverage to flag-covered U.S. coffins. Meanwhile,
in Romania, deaths were routineiy reported."
This is not an isolated case.
American involvement in the decade-long civil
war in El Salvador has too seldom been left out of
reports coming from that country.
Last year alone, according to the Christian
Science Monitor, Washington shipped $80 million

worth of weaponry into the war-torn country and
poured in $1.4 million of "aid" each day.
Thus, American money helped fund the
murders (committed by Salvadorean military) of
six Jesuit priests last November on the campus of
the University of Central America.
This was another example of the US trying to
impose its style of democracy on yet another small
country. Unsolicited murderous armed attacks all in the name of democracy!
Critical reports treating these and other
US-supported atrocities with candor somehow
elude the news pages and television shows.
And so, the American media, like their
Canadian counterparts, tend to be self-serving and
skirt around threatening issues.
What are our alternatives? The mainstream
mass media have a lock on the information vault
and the combination will be tough to crack.
Hopefully, increased public awareness is a
start, for, as Bagdikian points out, "It is in
diversity and openness, that the genius of (Canada
and) the United States can flower."

•
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So you think
you got a scoop?

Unlver,lty of Wlnd,or

Ethics For
The Nineties
Seminar Serles
Mondays
7:30 • 9:30 p.m.

Let everyone in on it!
If you have a potential news story, call the
Lance News Department at 253-4060, or
253-4232, ext. 3909 or 3910.

February 5
Personal Ethical Problems
in Scientific Research
Presenter:
Dr. Dennis Tuck

Ask for Michael Cohen, Dave Dawson, or
Kevin Johnson.

February 12
Temptation, Ethics &
Public Service
Presenter:
Dr. James P. Clarke

Weekly Suppers ··
Thursday at 5:30 p.m.
Iona College 208 Sunset
973-7039

:

.'

Don Says: Be Here January 28 for Windsor's
.........
e
Best SuperBowl Bash
351 Pelissier Street

* Great Prize
Giveaways
11

(~Y.andotte)_

Monday - Saturday 11 a.m. '~il 1 a.m.
Sunday 11:30 a.m. 'til ll p.m.

256-DONS

Purveyors Of Fun"

Licensed Under The LLBO

Remember: Your Gold Card is good for 2 for 1 wings daily 4 - 7 p.m.!!!

Students' Administrative Council
Used Book Sale
. ALL SALES FINAL
Books and Monies not picked up on the specified dates
become the property of S.A.C.
SUN.
21

28

MON.

TUES.

WED.

FRI.

THURS.

SAT.

22

23

24

25

26

27

Book Sale

Book Sale

Book Sale

Book Sale

Closed

Closed

9-4

9-4

9-4

9-4

29

30

31

1

2

3

Book &
Money
Returns

Book &
Money
Returns

Book &
Money
Returns

Book &
Money
Returns

Book &
Money
Returns

Last Day:
Book &
Money
Returns

11-8

11-8

11-8

9-4

9-4

9-4

Assumption Lounge, University Centre

For further information contact:
S.A.C. Office -- 253-6423 or ext. 3905/3906
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The ,Lancer
Locker
OUANOWIAA
Scores
Men's Hockey
Jan. 20
Windsor 7 Queen's 3
Jan. 21
Windsor 9 Ryerson 4

Women's Basketball
Jan. 20
Windsor 67 Guelph 35
Jan. 24
Western 66 Windsor 56

Men's Basketball
Jan. 20
Guelph 79 Windsor 68
Jan. 24
Western 93 Windsor 80

Women's Volleyball
Jan. 19
Windsor def. Guelph
(15-12, 15-6, 15-13)
Jan. 20
Windsor def. Laurier
(15-7, 15-5, 15-17, 15-8)
Jan. 23

Windsor def. Western
(7-15, 15-5, 15-7, 15-10)

Men's Volleyball
Jan. 19
Western def. Windsor
(15-6. 15-8, 15-9)

Events
Men's Ho,:key
Jan. '27
Lauricr at Windsor
(7:30 pm)
Jan. 31
Humber College at Windsor
(7:30 pm)

Women still perfect, 8-0
by Jim Mitchell
Last weekend, the University
of Windsor's women's .volleyball
team resumed league play with
two victories over the University
of Guelph and Wilfred Laurier.
Since neither Guelph nor Laurier
have powerful teams, Windsor
had an excellent chance to gain
confidence and let the women try
new positions, which will no
doubt prove valuable come
playoff time.
The women noticed a drastic
change in the style of play compared to what they faced in the
Saskatchewan tournament. The
OWIAA play proved to be much
slower, and it took a bit of time for
the Lancers to adjust.
Windsor took the first game
from Guelph 15-12 and never
looked back from there. Although
they were victorious in the next
two games (15-6 and 15-13), the
coaches weren't really happy with
their performance.
"They must learn to play with
more maturity and self-discipline," said head coach Marge
Holman.
The third game against
Guelph did provide an opportunity
to shift players around and give
everyone a chance to play. Cheryl
Smith was moved from her usual
power hitter position to middle
hitter. T his was a first for her in her
four-and-a-half seasons al
Windsor. The coaching staff
believes Smith is playing at the top

of her game and is . really
demonstrating her leadership
abilities.
The second match on the
weekend took place on Saturday
against Wilfred Lauricr University in Waterloo. Again Windsor
faced an outclassed opponent,
though Laurier has improved
some over the break and has acquired a fifth player over that time.
Windsor dominated play and
defeated Laurier 3 games to l with
scores of 15-7, 15-5, 15-17, and
15-8.
Again the match gave Holman a chance to move players.
around and give experience to the
rookies. One of these rookies gaining valuable experience is Nancy
Gyurcsik. Gyurcsik has replaced
Lisa Thyssen, who decided not to
come back to school this semester.
Gyurcsik is doing a good job
and the coaches are very pleased
with her play, especially under the
rookie pressure.
Debbie Massong is also
seeing action at the middle hitter
spot and is performing well. She
responded on the weekend with a
couple of blocks and kills.
Smith turned in another outstanding performance over the
weekend, and in the eyes of the
coaches is having a fantastic year.
Rookie Denise Brett is constantly improv ing on defence and
passing and has blended in nicely
with the veterans.
Windsor played a tough

Lance photo by James Crump

Chris Brecka (3) and Cheryl Smith (10) attempt to block.

match against the University of Bay next weekend to play the
Western on Tuesday Jan. 23 (see much-improved Lakehead team.
lancer Locker for results). The .The Lancers' next home game is
Western squad will be looking for Feb. IO against the University of
revenge after the three game blast- Waterloo at 2:00 pm.
ing that Windsor handed it in the
The team hopes to build on its
first semester. Windsor hopes to victories and carry on into the
keep its unblemished league play playoffs. As long as Windsor
record intact, and should be able to
lays near its ability it should be
defeat Western if the team plays to able to win the Western Ontario
tis ab1lit1cs.
League Championship.
O
Windsor travels to Thunder

Windsor thrashes Guelph, 67 35
• by Lance Sports Staff

Women's Basketball
After losing two straight, the
University of Windsor's women's
basketball team knew this quickly
had to end, and what a way to end
it. Windsor played unwelcoming
hosts to the Guelph Gryphons
Saturday at the St. Denis Centre,
and delivered a 67-35 thrashing.

Jan. 27
Windsor at Waterloo
(4:00pm)
Jan. 31
McMaster at Windsor

(6:00pm)
Men's Basketball
Jan. 27

The victory moves the Lancers to 4-2 on the season and gives
them a tie for second with Mc, Master and Brock. Windsor
stands only one game behind
Lakehead for first place.
The Lancers ran away from
the opening minutes and never
looked back. In fact, they held
Guelph scoreless for just over 4
minutes and during that time built
up an 11-0 lead.
The Gryphons kept close
though for the first half, only trailing at halftime by 9 points, 35-26.
Unfortunately for Guelph,
there was a second half to play,
· and what was about to .happen
wouldn't easily be forgotten.
Windsor came out smoking
in the second half by outscoring
the Gryphons an amazing 32-9.
Who said basketball was supposed to be fair?
Coach Joanne MacLean was
able to use the whole bench during

Windsor at Waterloo
(2:00 pm)
Jan. 31
McMaster at Windsor
(8:00 pm)

Indoor Track and Field
Jan. 27 ·
CAN-AM Classic at Windsor
(10:00am)

Wrestling
an. 27
Wrestling Club at Western Open
10:00 am)

Lancer player meets opponent
eye to eye.

the game. It was a team effort in

Guelph was led by Mamie
the literal sense.
Taking charge for the Lan- MacDonald. who had 11 poi!ltS.
The Lancers will travel this
cers was senior guard Sheila
Windle who cashed in 18 points weekend to face the Warriors of
on the evening. First-year Human Waterloo. They will return home
Kinetics student Denise Perrier on Wednesday to face McMaster
. at the St. Denis Centre at 6 pm. O
also helped out with 15.

Performer of the week
Brad Belland
Sponsored by Don Cherry's
Restaurant
Editor's Note: the Performer
ofthe Week is a new installment in
the Lance. In an effort to highlight
University of Windsor athletic
achievements, the Lance, in conjunction with Don Cherry's Restaurant, will be giving out $20
vouchers each week till the end of
the semester.
The performer of the week for
the period ending Jan. 28 is
University of Windsor hockey
centre Brad Belland.
Over last weekend, Belland
scored six goals and added an assist to lead the Lancers to respective wins over Queen's University
and Ryerson.
Belland, a Belle River native,
has amassed 15 goals and 13 assists thus far this season, to lead
the Lancers' team scoring race

with 28 points.
In Windsor's 7-3 win over
Queen's last Saturday. Belland
tallied 4 goals and an assist. In the
Lancers' 9-4 victory over Ryerson, the second-year business student contributed two goals.
For being selected the performer of the week, Brad Belland
will receive a $20 voucher from
Don Cherry's Restaurant at 351
Pelissier Street in downtown
Windsor.
Belland can contact the
Lance (253-4232, ext. 3909) to
find' out how to pick up his
voucher.

The choice of Performer of
the Week is made solely by the
Lance Sports Department and
does not in any way reflect the
i·iews or opinions of the Unfrersity of Windsor Athletic Department or Don Cherry's Restaurant
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Icemen down Rams, Queen's
I

by Jim Parry

I
...

..

Balance. One important
aspect which separates winning
teams from mediocre teams, and
something the University of
Windsor's hockey team showed
during its weekend sweep that
demonstrated the team's quality.
On Saturday, Brad Belland
had his second four-goal game of
the season as the Lancers downed
Queen's 7-3.
The Lancers struck first in the
game, as Belland skated down the
right side and blasted a shot past
Golden Gael netminder Todd
Lance. Queen's tied it moments
later as Jason Rogers was left in
front of the net and one-timed it
past Rob Seguin.
The Lancers went ahead on an
excellent play by J .0. Urbanic,
who went around three Queen's
players before beating Lane
through the legs.
Ho\vever. Queen's stormed
right back as a player was left
alone again in front to beat Seguin,
and tie the score at 2, before heading into the intermission.
In the second period. the Lancers went ahead to stay as they
· scored three goals in just over a
minute to seal Queens' fate. Steve
Hamelin started the scoring. as he
cashed in a rebound from a
Dwayne Brunet shot to make it 32.

Belland then scored off a
faceoff and Urbanic tallied his
second from a pass by Dirk Gebhardt to up Windsor's lead to three
only 3:53 into the period.
Queen's answered not soon
after, as two men were left alone
in front of the net and John Corrique beat Seguin. But Belland
would again strike from the right

side of the ice (where he always
seems to score), to make the score'
6-3 heading into the third period.
Belland scored his fourth goal
of the game in a lacklustre third
period, and when the buzzer
sounded it was Windsor who was
victorious 7-3.
On Sunday, Dan Mahon had
four points while four other Lancers managed two points or more
in a 9-4 pounding of the Ryerson
Rams.
The Lancers scored twentyseven seconds into the game as
Belland took advantage of a Ram
turnover and beat netminder Gerry
Iuliano. Gebhardt converted a pass
from Hamelin to make the score 20 and Jamie Baker scored for a
three goal Lancer lead only five
minutes into the contest.
Ryerson's Brian Barren put
his team on the scoreboard by
taking advantage of a loose puck
in front of the net to beat Seguin.
and narrow the gap to 3- l heading
into the second period.
Luke Ducharme converted a
pass from Mahon early in the
second to stretch the Lancer lead
back to three and Mahon scored on
a wraparound to give the Lancers
a 5-1 lead at the end of the second
period.
Ryerson tried to get back into
the game by capitalizing on Lancer mistakes. First Seguin misjudged the puck on a dump-in and
Rick Bent scored an easy goal.
Dirk McNaughton responded for
the Lancers, but Ryerson cashed in
on two more Lancer mistakes to
close the margin to three at 7-4.
Gebhardt had other plans as
he st0rmed over the Ram buelinc
and overpowered a Ram dcfencemen and Iuliano to end the
Ryerson comeback. Belland

scored his second of the game and
sixth of the weekend to cap the
scoring at 9-4.
Head coach Rick Cranker
was pleased with the outcome as
the Lancers moved within two
points of Western and closer to

echoed by Baker who stated that
the Lancers have surprised people
who predicted the team would
struggle for sixth rather than battle
near the top of their division.
The Lancers have evolved
into a better team due to the per-

the much-heralded Lancer team
, which lost in the first round last
year? Only time will tell.
But as Cranker said, "They
are playing as a team, not as a
group of individuals, which was
the problem last year."
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Lance photo by Jason Kryk

(I

Lancer goalie Mark Seguin falls on loose puck.

second place Laurier. Cranker
went on to say the team has far exceeded the expectations placed on
it, but that the momentum needs to
be maintained heading into the
playoffs.
This same sentiment was

rt

formances o f players like Baker,
Gephardt, Hamelin, Jeff Howard
and Seguin who have insured this
team will not have to rely on the
scoring of Urbanic, Mahon and
Belland in order to win games.
Will this team do better than

The Lancers' push for the top
continues as they set their sights
on the visiting Laurier Golden
Hawks on Saturday Jan. 27 at the
Adie Knox Arena. Game time is
7:30 pm.
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$1*0FF
ANY

FOOTLONG SANDWICH
or
LARGE SALAD
with the purchase of
Large Drink

~·,,~~,,--------------- -·
Expires Feb. 14/90
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La_ncer ~ &F downs Western again
by Dave Briggs
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For years, the University of
Windsor's men' s and women's
track and field teams have had
plenty of room for improvement.
These days, the Lancers find
themselves in confined quarters,
with both teams nationally ranked
and the men only one notch from
the ceiling.
Last Saturday, both teams
justified their top five rankings
with strong performances at the
Don Wright Team Challenge meet
at the University of Western Ontario in London.
Toe men, now ranked second
in Canada behind Western,
walked away with the team title at
the meet with 111 points. Only
seven points behind in second was
the host team.
The women, currently the
fifth best team in the nation,
managed to wrap-up second place
with 78 points. The Western
women grabbed top honours with
99 points.
"We were really proud of the
athletes (this week) after last
week's meet where they ran a bit
flat, and their team spirit was lacking," said Windsor's head coach
Dennis Fairhall.
"We had a meeting on Monday for 45 minutes at the start of
practice and we told them we were
unhappy with their performances
(two weekends ago) and they
responded to the challenge."
Windsor's Joe Ross had a terrific meet, snatching gold medals
in qs:>Jh. the 6Qm .burdlcs and the
Om. Ross' gold in the 600m was
a bit of a surprise as he was running the event for endurance training. Ross currently is ranked number one in the nation in the 60m
hurdles.
One of Windsor's biggest
surprises at the meet was the performance of freshman Derek Bergey. Bergey captured the gold in
the long jump with a jump of
7.04m, a distance long enough to
qualify him for the Canadian Intercollegiate Athletic Union's
track and field championships and
rank him as the top long jumper in
the country.

We knew he had the ability, 13.19m), Blackburn (60m
but we didn't know he had the hurdles, 9.81), Chad Lamoure
ability to jump 7.04m this early in (60m-7.23), Mary Lou Belanger
the year. That was a nice surprise," (600m- l :40. 9), Alex Patterson
Fairhall said.
(pole vault-3. 70m), and Gus
Other Lancer gold medalists Alonzo (long jump-6.52m).
were: Irma Grant (60m-7.88),
The University of Windsor
Chris Weinberg (shot put- will host the CAN-AM Classic
14.52m), Don MacGregor(300m- this Saturday at the St. Denis
34. 9), Mark Garant (pole Centre. As oppossed to Windsor's
vault-4.15m),GeoffHewick(high
jump-2.01 m), the women's
4x400m relay team, and the men's
4x200m and 4x400m relay teams.
Windsor qualified 11 more
people for the CIAU champion- by John Marentette
ships. Besides Bergey, Weinberg
qualified in the shot put, Darlene
The OUAA men's volleyball
Dunn qualified in the triple jump, schedule has not coincided with
and both the men's and women's the Lancer "spirit" of things. Fol4x400m relay teams qualified. lowing a dismal performance
That ups Windsor's CIAU contin- against McMaster a week earlier
gent to 24 participants already in (described by Coach Linda Leckie
the young season.
as the "biggest disappointment of
On top of the gold medalists, the year"), the Lancers were
the Lancers had a long list of sil- definitely in need of a "pick-up".
ver and bronze medal winners.
Unfortunately. last Friday
One of the more notable sil- called for a meeting in London
ver-medal performances was that against the always-tough Western
of freshman Crystal Garrett in the Mustangs, certainly not what the
1500m. Garrett continues to im- doctor ordered.
Catching the Mustangs "flatpress many in only her first year
footed" is about as easy as holding
of intercollegiate competition.
As well, fellow-freshman Michael Jordan scoreless.
Anthony Black continues to show Western has for many years
his forte for the high jump. Black sported one of the league's best
won the silver medal with a jump teams.
In fact, Western still clings to·
of 2.0lm. Earlier in the year,
Black set a school with a jump of the hope of unsettling Waterloo
2.13m at the Lancers' Blue and for the top spot in the west
division. And if that isn't enough
Gold meet.
Other Lancer silver medalists incentive, the Western-Windsor
were: Karen Miller (triple jump- rivalry is one of the league's fier1l.09m), Rob Robinson (shot put- cest and always seems to generate
14.43m). Ted Battistone (triple excitement.
Unlike the previous week, the
jump-13.47m), Joanne Van Deresults
of this match were unWiele (300m-41.7), Yvette
Blackburn (long jump-5.21m), surprising. Western pasted
Sue Garrett (shot put-9.69m), the Windsor in three straight victories.
In fact, when posting defeats
men's 4x400m relay team, and
both the women's 4x200m and of 15-6, 15-8 and 15-9, it is tough
to determine by how much the
4x800m relay teams.
Lisa Hughes, the OWIAA Lancers actually improved their
record holder in the longjump was play. Yet Coach Leckie says her
a bronze medal winner at team put forth a much stronger efWestern, but her story was not all fort, despite the result.
With the help of a mean
a happy one. Hughes is, at first
schedule.
the Lancers now hold a
diagnosis, lost for the season with
record of 3-5, their worst win-loss
a severe Achilles injury.
Other bronze medal winners output of the season. But, like all
were: Dunn (triple jump-1 l .04m), mean schedules, this one too has a
Brett Lumley (triple jump- catch. The next four games for the

last two meets, which were team
scored, this meet will not have
final team standings, which will
allow schools to concentrate on
individual performances.
"What we're probably going
to do is focus our athletes on hitting one key event," Fairhall said.
"We've had two team-scored
meets where you had to get

pumped and gel pumped and we
had to do a lot of events.
"Now we want to back off
and try to hit a mid-season peak in
one event."
The Lancers will host York,
Western, Waterloo, McMast;r,
Laurier, Brock, Laurentian, and
RMC on Saturday.
O

Lancer volleyballers downed
by marauding McMaster squad
·

Lonee file photo

Lancer ,·olle}ball team in recent action.

Lancers will not only close out
their regular !-t'a~on, but will indicate how successful this year has
been for them.
If the Lancers seriously intend on being a legitimate contender in the playoffs, they must
plan on earning respective victories against Brock, Laurier and
Guelph. Without a doubt, these
games are critical, and the season

finale against Waterloo could
prove interesting as the Warriors
could still be holding an undefeated record. Couldn't that be
fun?
Yes, the OUAA schedule has
not coincided with the Lancers'
emotional swings.
As for the Lancers' "spirit" of
things...well, we'd better wait
and see.
O

PREGNANT
AND NEED HELP?

Call ...

(lirtbrilfft
at 252-3322

0
CfiaU JYow
0
966-7181 0

Southwestern Ontario s most highly advanced
tann,ng tac11ity
Tanning ,s our only business ·
We have trained consultants
No sweating · Just results
or your money back

Top 40 Dance Music
University of Windsor Party Headquarters

12-3155 Howard (in Round House Centre)
across from Devonshire Mall

Student Rate
only
* Monday - Thursday

6 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Chicken Wings

We Provide Free
Pregnancy Tests.
Medical Referrals.
Community Referrals.
Accommodations and
Legal Advice.·

*

Every Thursday
Mystery Draw

(Try your luck to win prizes)

~
2960 HURON CHURCH RD. at Grand Marais (519) 966-3388
Hottest Spot In Windsor
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What's new in residence?
If you know, give us a call.
The Lance news department wants to hear from you if
you have a potential news story happening in residence.
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Call us at 253-4060, or 253-4232, ext. 3909, 3910.
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Everybody wants to get straight A's!
Let's show you how to !EXC-ELJ others!
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Excel Business Equipment announces the availability of
IBM* - compatible Turbo XT* computers at
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special prices for students of the
University of Windso~----....
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The System Includes:
* 4.77/10 MHz. 8088 CPU with
640K memory
* 5.25" 360k floppy drive with controller
* Parallel, serial, clock/calendar
* Monochrome Hercules monochrome card
* 10 I-key keyboard, power supply, metal case
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Lancer Jay Idler (44) goes strong to the basket.

Only $595.00*
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With Student IDs and while quantity lasts
This system is easily tailored to your needs and desires either at
.the time of your purchase or at a later date.

Come in and let us design an affordable and useful system
for you. Other models also available at low low prices.
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581 Campbell Ave., Windsor
,I

EQUIPMENT

A DIVISION OF ANEXT COMPUTERS INC.

*

(Corner of Wyandotte W.),

256-1797

registered trademark of International Business Machines Corp.

ATTENTION!
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ENGINEERING and SCIENCE STUDENTS
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Examine an alternative path to successful careers.
Seneca College's Applied Science/Engineering Technology
programs provide:
• practical applied studies in modern. computerized labs
• m.1ny co-op programs
• over 90'Y., successfu l placement record
• possible direct entry to second semester
• advanced standing for Grade 13, university credits
Spring Semester Starts January 29, 1990

Monitor extra

Develop in-demand knowledge and skills in Biological,
Chemical. Civil. Computer. Electronics. Fire Protection,
Mechanical, or Resources Management professions.
For more information call the Technology Division at

(416) 491-5050, ext. 2440

,,w SENECA COLLEGE
OF APPLIED ARTS ANO TECHNOLOGY
1750 FINCH AVENUE EAST NORTH YORK ONTARIO

Hair Salon
(519) 258-2490

M2J 2XS

Looking For A Great Summer Job
With The Federal Government?
Career Planning & Placement
presents a seminar on COSEP

2185
Wyandotte West

(Career-Oriented Summer Employment Program)

* Student Discount *

Tuesday, February 6, 1990
Sessions at:

10:30 a.m. & 2:00 p.m.
Assumption Lounge (University Centre)
Andrea Darichuk, Youth Specialist
Employment & Immigration Canada will:

• provide tips on filling out COSEP
application forms
• indicate types of jobs available and locations
• answer your questions about the
selection and interview process

Hair Salon

R Udy' S

Hair Salon

Bring along your roughly completed application form.
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]lioopsters drop third straigbt990.poge2S
by Paul Mayne
Difficulty continues to plague
the University of Windsor's men's
i basketball team as it dropped two
games this week and lowered its
' record to 1-3 in the young season.
Windsor suffered its second
r0ad loss, losing to Laurier l O1-86
I Wednesday, Jan. 17. The squad
then returned home Saturday Jan.
zo 10 play the Guelph Gryphons
and lost that game 79-68.
At Laurier, the Lancers
played well, despite sustaining
some injuries. Dennis Byrne was
out with a neck injury he suffered
in the McMaster game and during
the Laurier game, Jeff Nekkers
went down with a bad ankle
sprain. It is unsure when Nekkers
'will he able to return, but he
should be out at least two weeks.
Windsor played well against
the Golden Hawks throughout the
game, thanks to the outstanding
~lay of Carlo Boniffero and Theo
Tsaprailis, who together combined for 57 per cent of the
Lancers' points. Boniffcro had 30
\ points, and Tsaprailis contributed
1

1

I
1

I

ump

! 19.
Unfortunately, the Lancers
could only manage to pull within
six points of Laurier, and that was
1 late in the game. The talented
Laurier team finished strongly,
and upped the final margin to 15
points.
Other Lancer contributors inI eluded Chris Daly with 12 points,
and Andre Morassutti with l 0.
Last Saturday, the Lancers

1
I
1

1
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Mike Ogley (30) looks for help underneath.

came home hoping to use the
home court advantage to defeat
Guelph, but instead, Windsor ran
into a hot Gryphons team who
walked away with the win at the
St. Denis Centre.
From the word go the game
belonged to Guelph. The
Gryphons came out running hard
and grabbed a quick 10-3 lead.
"They got out of the gate so
fast," said Windsor's head coach
Paul Thomas. "It looked as if in the
first four minutes it would be a 45point blow out."

It didn't turn out that bad, but
at times it sure looked as if it was
heading in that direction. Windsor
was just not getting very many
good shots. The shots they did get
were not falling, and some weren't
even making the basket.
The tight defense Guelph
employed was causing Windsor to
force plays and take unwanted
shots. The Lancers struggled
through the first quarter scoring
only 13 points. Guelph held the
lead at that time by nine.
Guelph continued its hot

shooting in the second quarter
moving its lead to 30-16 with 7:30
left in the half. Windsor committed a number of little mistakes,
which began to add up. Despite
their play, the Lancers managed to
remain within striking distance of
the Gryphons, trailing only 41-31
at halftime.
"We needed a chance to
recover," Thomas said. "It was an
even game then (from half-time)
on."
It wasn't an unreachable
quest, but the Lancers had to play
a lot better in order to overtake
Guelph in the second half.
Dennis Byrne led Windsor in
the first period with 9 points. including two 3-pointers. Mike
Ogley added 6. The Gryphons
were paced by Rene Luypaert with
11.
The play in the second was
much better by both teams. Early
in the second half, the Lancers cut
Guelph's lead under IO for the first
time since the first quarter, 51-42.
Guelph, still holding the hot
hand, pushed the lead up to 15, 6449, by the end of the third quarter.
Windsor made one more run
at the Gryphons and sliced the
deficit to eight following a 10-3
run which narrowed the gap to 6759, with only 4:02 left in the game.
The Lancers had their chances to
win, but couldn ·1 hit critical free
throws when they needed them.
Guelph took advantage of
Windsor's ineptitude at the stripe
and started a 7-2 run to increase its

lead to 13, which for the most part
ended Windsor's chances in the
game.
Guelph's head coach, Tim
Darling, was upset.at the officiating, but did not want to use this as
an excuse for his team, or to take
anything away from Windsor.
"I was impressed by them
(Windsor)," Darling said. "We
beat them by 53 last year. It's not
the same team."
Leading the way for Windsor
were Dennis Byrne and Mike
Ogley. each with 17.
Guelph was led by Ray Darling with 15. Luypaert and Mau
each added 14.
Some of the problems the
Lancers arc having can be attributed to the number of injuries.
Byrne was out with a neck
problem. Nckkers is still out with
an ankle injury. Chris Daly has
needed stitchc:-, in his mouth, and
Henry Valentini has had a nagging
injury all year.
Of course, injuries are part of
the game. so they should not he
used as an excuse, though being
healthy would be nice.
In their first four games the
Lancers are averaging 77.5 points
per game, while allowing theiropponents an average of 83.5 points.
Windsor will travel to Waterloo to face the Warriors this Saturday. Waterloo is the only team
Windsor has beaten this year. The
Lancers return home on Wednesday to play McMaster at the St.
Denis Centre. Tipoff is at 8 pm. O

tudents
Private Student Residence
* 5 minute walk west of the University
* Free parking
* Modern kitchen & laundry facilities

·e)

* Furnished rooms (desk, bed, fridge & wardrobe)
* Flexible payment structure - All utilities included

Donlon Hall 258-0046
Head Resident Steve Parker
rm,

- 971-9881
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.c ampus rec.}
CAMPUS REC
COMING ATIRACTIONS
Campus Rec Family Fun
Day: Saturday, Feb. 3, Lpm-3 pm,
St. Denis Centre
Cardio-Pulmonary Resuscitation (CPR): Sat./Sun., Feb.
3/4, 9 am-4 pm, $45.00
National Coaching Certificalion Program: Levell, Feb. 9, 10,
11. fri. 7-1 Opm, Sat. 9:..( pm, Su11.
8 am-t2llOOll. ·
•

Yep. I've .decided. This year
I'm going to find something else
to do on Super Bowl Sunday.
I mean, what's the point of
watching the Super Bowl
anyway? The game itself has
taken a back seat to the hype. and
all I really care about is the game.
Yeah. Maybe I'll curl up in
front of the fire with a glass of
wine and a good communications
textbook.
It's not that I don't care about
football. On the contrary, I'm a
huge football fan, but the hype that
precedes, predominates, and follows the game has reached such
nauseating proportions that even
commenting on the hype has become hype.
I mean, is anyone really interested to know that John Elway has
a brother named Phil who owns a
convenience store in Baton Rouge
and once sold Joe Montana an Oh

Beginning on Thursday, Feb.
1, Co-Ed Volleyball will start at
the St. Denis Fieldhouse.
Forty-two teams participated
last semester resulting with the
champions being the Sliver
Spikers in the competitive league
and the Bionics in the recreational league.
This semester looks to be a
season with 'approximatety 30 to
35 teams pllrticipadng. The league

Henry1 bar? •
Hmmm, maybe I could find a
few people interested in getting
together for a road hockey game...
Another thing that turns me
off about the Super Bowl is the
amount of useless statistics that
people are actually paid to research.
Mid-way through the first
quarter I'm expecting to hear this
conversation between the commentators:
John: "You know, Pat, the
49 'ers are 4-0 in games this
season when they have scored on
their first and third possessions
while playing in an i11door
stadium."
Pat: "With those kind ofnumbers behind them it defi11intely
looks like San Francisco will be
Super Bowl champions for the
second straight year."
To me, any football game that
needs to be supplemented with
more than the usual number of

runs on Thursday evening from 7
pm-10:30 pm.
Attention alumni, faculty ,
and staff members. We are providing you with the opportunity to
spend some quality time with your
children playing a number of challenging co-operative games and
activities.
Please take time out of your
schedules to join us for a couple of
hours of fu" during our Family

statistics can't be much of a contest to begin with. Shouldn't the
game stand on its own? Or does
the generat public need to be bombarded with football "tid-bits'' to
stay awake?
Maybe I'm a bit unusual, but
I can actually sit through the whole
game without being told that Ronnie Lott flosses after every meal.
Heck. I guess I could go
skiing this Sunday.
Of course what Super Bowl
would be complete without a halftime show guaranteed to make you
sick faster than the 12 hot dogs
you ·ve just stuffed in your face?
There's nothing I enjoy more
than watching "Up With People"
dance around a guy who's attempting to lip-synch to a bad
cover version of an Elvis tune.
Where do they find a guy who
can't dance, can't synch, and is
willing to wear a neon-orange
suit'?
I guess I could sit at home and

Fun Day, Feb. 3, between 1-3 pm.
For more info and to pick up by
For more information call the pledge cards, contact Linda at
Campus Rec. Hotline at ext. Campus Recreation. 253-4232
#2456.
ext. 2456.
me1
The Heart and Stroke Fountear
dation and Campus Recreation
tirnc
present: Dance for Heart.
athl
Jump, hop and kick those
mid-winter blues away. Come
. wor
join us in 3 hours of aerobic acin C
tivites 3n Sat\frday, F.eb. 10 from
side
12:30-.t·~
tion
L

Iisten to some of my Beatles CO 's.
Not onJy have the prices for
advertising during the Super Bowl
reached ridiculous dollar rates, but
ridiculous proportions as well.
Please someone introduce me to
the marketing genius who came up
with the idea for having animated
hcer bottles play a make-believe
football game. You know, the
thing that scares me the most is
that people actually bet on this
"Bud Bowl" thing. C'mon, give
me a break, has the American
society really disintegrated this
much?
The Super Bowl is no longer
a sporting event, it is a celebration.
People who don't give a whiff
about football are using Super
Bowl Sunday as an excuse to
pound away a few brews, and
proclaim January 28 as a holiday.
More and morel find myself
enjoying getting together with
friends to watch the game more
than seeing the game itself. Of

wor
The
retu
lost
secc
course) this stems from the fact you
that I have no interest in the tealllS feel
playing. In fact, I rarely have a,w: buil
interest in the participants seei~ also
as I'm a Detroit Lions fan.
cha1
The Lions, as you may already know, haven't been at a rapi
Super Bowl, unless you count Rur
Super Bowl XVI which some
players may have been at, seeing has
as the game was played in the Pon- . Cat
tiac Silverdome.
abo
You know, I've finally gotiL
I could spend Super Bowl Sundav toge
sitting around the lance offic~ yea:
talking about great Literary works bee
with the "artsies" on the staff. mer
Wow, and then maybe later we j
could see how much money we feel
could get together to save this rot- exp,
ting planet of ours. You know. awa
Sunday just may be the most en- atth
lightening day of my life...
east
Naw, pass the popcorn. What iJ fa
time's the game start, anyway? O 3

Introduces
Jennifer
A New & Exciting Stylist Brings Her Artistic Flare
To Salon 510
off
all hair services with Jennifer only

Appointment Preferred
Monday & Wednesday -- 9:30 - 5:00
Tuesday, Thursday & Friday -- 9:30 - 7:00
Saturday -- 8:30 - 4:00

551 Pelissier Street
973-4977 •
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OUAA/OWIAA Statistics

byJennifer Johnston

Hockey

WEST DIVISION GP
Laurier
15
Waterloo
15
Western
15
WINDSOR
15
Guelph
13
Brock
14

Did you know that we have
men's and women's curling
teams? Neither did I, and it's about
tirne we take notice of these fine
athletes (yes, I said athletes!).
In the last two years the
women's team has placed second
in Ontario. Not too shabby considering it hardly gets any attention.
This year bot~ the men' s and
women's teams are rebuilding.
The men's team has only two
returning players this year. They
lost three when the skip, vice, and
second graduated. Although it is a
young team, coach Bob Rumfeldt
feels that it is a team which can
build towards the future. The team
also had to regroup after a roster
change at Christmas.
"The team has been maturing
rapidly over the last few weeks,"
Rumfeldt said.
The women's team also only
has two returning players. Coach
Cathy Moncur was optimistic
about the team's level of play.
"If you look at how they came
together in the early part of the
year, as compared to now, there's
been such incredible improvement," Moncur said.
Both Moncur and Rumfeldt
feel curling would get much better
exposure if the rink wasn't so far
away. As it is, the teams practice
atthe Windsor Curling Club on the
east side of the city.
The coaches would like to see
a facility at the athletic complex

RMC

13

Laurentian

17

w

L

13

2
3

11

9

T
0
I
2

4
6

9

0

7
7
11
15

6
5

2
2

f
115
81
75
66
56
70
38
49

0
2
0
0

A

TP

38
39
59
54
58
83
89
122

26
23
20
18

12
12
4

4

:\ten's Basketball

w

WEST DIVISION GP
Guelph
4
McMaster
4
Western
4
Brock
4
Waterloo
4
WINDSOR
4
Laurier
4
Lakehead
4

The tea~s will be competing
in their East-West Combined Sectionals this weekend and wi ll be
hosting the Ontario championships the weekend of Feb. lO at the
Windsor Curling Club.
"There will be some great
curling going on here that
weekend," Moncur said.
The men's team fee ls that
Laurentian or U of T may be the
teams to beat, and the women's
team said Queen's usually has a
very strong club.
So far the men have started
slowly. 0-5 in OUAA competition, and were 1-1 at the Western
Invitational. The women have
posted a 2-3 record in OWIAA
competition.
O

L

3
3
3
2
2

I

1
2
2
3

3
3

F

A

318
342
293
296
265
310
329
295

258
301
270
304
282
334
364
335

MW
8
6
5

3
3
1

0

ML
0
1
3
4

TP

5

6

6
7

2
0

Women's Basketball

WEST DIVISION GP
Lakehead
6
Brock
6
McMaster
6
WINDSOR
6
Western
5
Laurier
5
5
Guelph
Waterloo
5

GW
5
4
4

GL
I

2
2

Presents

Dr. Margaret O'Gara, Ph.D.
Faculty of Theology
University of St. Michael's College
Speaking on

"Authority In The Church"

•

TP
10
8
8

4

2

8

3

2
3

6

5
5

0

2
0
0

Christian Culture Series

Adults: $5.00
Students: $2.00

2

2
2

WEST DIVISION MP
WINDSOR
8
8
Brock
7
Western
9
McMaster
Lakehead
6
7
Waterloo
Laurier
8
9
Guelph

16
12
10
6

Assumption University's

Date: Sunday, February 4, 1990
Time: 8:00 p.m.
Place: Assumption University
400 Huron Church Road
Windsor, Ontario

6
4
4

Women's Volleyball

Men's \'olleyball

WEST DIVISION MP
Waterloo
8
Western
7
McMaster
8
Lauri er
7
WINDSOR
8
Guelph
7
7
Brock

TP
6
6

4

0

MW

ML

8
6

0

5
4
3
2
2
1

2
2
5

3
5

6
8

TP
16

12
10
8
6
4
4
2
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BREED
ILLITERACY

JOEY CONCRETE and the Cement
Heads
by Jeff WIiiiams.

Tax Books, Magazines
& Newspapers

EACH

That'swhatOttawaisdoingby

REGULAR TACO

EACH

VALUE MENU

sta;,ping its Goods & Services Tax on
books, magazines and newspapers products so important to our growth
and independence that Canadians
have bought them tax-free since
Confederation.

If it weren't so devastating, the irony would be laughable.

BEATRICE: If you can't stop squ1g.
gllng with the no-minds I don't see
how we can go on. - Liz.

Value menu includes Soft Tacos,
Bean Burritos. Nacho chips with Salsa and
Cinnamon Twists. Only 79e each.
All day. every day value. Only at Taco Bell.

HARRY: George says you're a big
asshole and you pick your nase. 1
told him to shut up. - Sally.

Great choices.
Great prices.

POWER CORRUPTS. Electric Power
will kill you. Chemical power con
scald you. People oower 11
democratic. Batteries are not 111•
eluded.

Here's the damage a 9% increase in the cost of books, maga:i:ines
and newspapers can do:
• Because they are highly price sensitive, sales of Canadian publications
could drop by 20%. This will mean less variety and selection at
bookshops, newsstands and libraries across the country.
• The very people on whom Ottawa isspcndang millions of dollars to
male more htcratc - poorer and less educated Canadians- will be hit
hard.
•,Since you don't pay federal tax on books, magazines and newspapers
now, this will mean a 100% tax increase.

NAOMI: If I can't sleep with vou.1·i
have to stop eating hot rocks. and
you know what that means!

"

TACO ~'BELL.
Otter valid at part1c1pahng Taco Bell Restaurants
Not valid with any other otter

5150 TECUMSEH RD E. • 3054 DouGAllAVE
6707 TECUMSEH RD. E. • 1790 HURON CHURCH

But something can be done. The Goods & Service, Tax is coming under attack.
II won't talc effect until 1991. So. there is time to convince the federal
government ,tis making a terrible mistake ,n taxing the lifeblood of our
culture.

-

En

LIFE IS a yawning gateway for~
you red squirrels. - the existentiOIII
cow.
JUNEBUG: why don't we ever wa~
low in the mists of our obscuntv.
soliloquize on the apex of the
galaxy, or bounce off the ceiling
anymore? - Trellis-face.
TED STURK is some kind of literary
God. - W.0. Mitchell.
IT'S TIME to call for the Blue. -The
Red Zone.
ROB - You can't eat what you
can't see. So stop eating 011
burgers and get a job. - Sid.

73% chose Rio.
27% chose Vail.

THE STAMP COLLECTOR'S CLUB has

a meeting on February 2. SAC club
office 4 pm. Everyone is welcome 11
CHLOE: Toys In the attic are really
hard to play with. I don't really think
you're stupid. - Brian.

othf
in tt
tire

bee,
Cou
Sha
IOW

ANGEL BREATH: Put a lid on Ille
steaming broccoli heads. They coui
never liked you. It was me. all me
-Sandy.

THE DOOR
never opened on the way. Maybe
the hinges ore rusty. Harriet. 1f you
still wont to gtve me a chance.
want you to know that I would cut
off my leg and my nose for you. Ozzie.

Cou

The

be~

PART-TIME/FULL-TIME POSITION~
avallable. direct marketing fi~ £on;
Lucrative and room for advonct and
ment. can Steve 966-2217 and low
leave a message If not home.
APOLOGIES to Frank Tridico. whOSt
name we forgot to Include in ltlt
Lance contributor's 11st.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED, foil
bedroom apartment on CaliforniO.
everything Included. $250/mth.-No
lease. Call 252-0397.

resi

Cm
boi:

dan

yea

CONGRATULATIONS, Dove 0~
Klmberleyllllllll!! From the Lo

1
~

\

Maff
CAROLINE· TAKE ME. I'm yours. Ted

by
DIAL 666-EVIL time.

for a real g

BUCKY: Franky and Joey think you
stink. But I don't.

.,.

bei

ant

lo

Co

tot

100o/o chose sugarless Dentvne for fresh breath.
The ballots are in for the Sugarless Dentyne VAIL/RIO Sweepstakes.
On January 31, 1990, 10 lucky winners will be given their choice of a fabulous
trip for two to Rio de Janeiro or Vail, Colorado. Thanks to everyone
that chose Sugarless Dentyne for fresh breath and good luck in the draw.

Dentyne
SUGARLESS; SANS SUCRE
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See Opinion piece
page 5
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A private party has turned into a major public fiasco
for four members of Cody Hall House Council.
Two weeks ago, a "keg party" was held in the room
of Cody Hall treasurer Brian Hentschel, despite new
regulations forbidding such events.
The party got out of hand when students reported
chairs being thrown out of a third floor window. The screen
was ripped from the hall window and various items were
cast to the ground. Other damage included holes in the
walls and the unnecessary spraying of a fire extinguisher.
Because the party was held in Hentschel's room and
other House Council members attended and participated
in these actions, the party became associated with the entire nine-member council and many students became upset
because they thought the keg was bought with House
Council funds.
"That's definitely a blatant lie," said council president
Sharon Wroblewski. "No House Council money went
towards this party," she said.
Head Resident Chris Bumbacco confirmed that no
council money was used to fund the party.
"I have gone through the books and no money was
\a~en for this purpose as far as I can see," he said.
umbacco teels that students are justifiably disillusioned with council, but added that those involved have
admitted wrongdoing and "have done the responsible
thing."
"It was many students' perceptions that it was a House
Council executive-only party when in reality, it wasn't.
There were certainly more residents than council members," he said.
The Head Resident said "those involved have come
forward with the realization that they're not above the law
and with the understanding that some retribution must fol-

7 ono low."

e.

whose

), 1012

1farnt0
1th.·NC

, and

Lonee

Hentschel said one of the primary problems is that
residents were subject to widespread, untrue rumors.
"The keg was paid for by our own funds -- not House
Council's - and damages were all owned up to within 24
hours," the treasurer said.
Hentschel admitted that council's reputation was
damaged and regretted the entire event.
"Traditionally, there is a party to kick off the new
year," he said. "We did not do this to spite or insult anyone.

Cody Hall, (inset) hole in wall.

Glenn Kaiser, who has lived in Cody for two years,
We realize our mistake and are sending out flyers to clarify.
reflected
the attitude of most residents interviewed.
to the residents, council's position."
He
believes
council was not representative of Cody
The Resident Assistant for Cody's third floor, Tim
residents
and
that
that "type of party was stupid."
Large, said that most residents "are really steaming" about
"They
will
be
paying for their crimes and at least now
the incident.
they're
beginning
to
try to improve," Kaiser said.
"It's just totally beyond belief," he said. "Council was
Residents'
opinions
were also apparent from strongly
specifically told of all new alcohol policies. It seems
worded
anti-council
posters
pasted over holes in the hall
there's one set of rules for House Council and another for
walls.
the rest of the residents."
Wroblewski said that although the council members
Council, because of these actions, was forced to meet
"should
have known better," they will not receive preferenwith residence services last week and Residence Life
tial
treatment.
Coordinator Meri Kim Oliver said it was "basically an in"Damage was done by some members of House Counformation session."
cil
as
well as other individuals - it was not planned or
"They have a lot of work ahead of them. They must
deliberate.
They're guilty and will be dealt with accordlet residents know that they are still responsible executive
ingly,"
the
council
president said.
of House Council," she said. "We have no real authority
Those
involved
will appear before the Cody Hall judiover discipline. They must go through the same jucicial
cial
board
later
this
week.
O
process by their peers just like everyone else."

Tuition increase nothing new for Windsor students

IIS, Ted

I g()()(I

b~ Kevin Johnson

University of Windsor

University of Windsor students are
ink ylJ. being short-changed by provincial funding,
and next year's tuition increase isn't going
IO help. According to figures from the
Council of Ontario Universities, tuition accounted for 22.9 per cent of Windsor's
'Ill' .....
Operating revenues last year, compared to
aprovincial average of 18.4 per cent.
This means Windsor students are bearing more of the load than their counterparts
in other cities.
The university plans to increase tuition
~xt year by 8 per cent, the maximum alOll'ed by the government. Most schools are
expected to match the raise, which will
amount to over $120 a year for full-time
undergrads at Windsor.
de University president Ron Ianni
fended the increase. "15 to 20 per cent of
Costs is not untoward," he ·said. Last year,

-

....

300
Total tuition
and operating
250
grants. 1980-89

Indexed against base year
1980 = 100
Total tuition

200

Operating grants

150
Source: Council of Ontario Unh·ersities

100
1980

1983

1986

1989

Since thc80s began, underfunding by the provincial government has meant
slower &rowth in its grants to the University or Windsor than in tuition
collected from students.
tuition covered 18.6 per cent of the he said.
He added he does not think higher tuiuniversity's total costs.
Ianni said the school needs to tap every tion should deny access to education.
"We've got to look very carefully at
source of funding available. "We as a
student
loan programs to prevent any stuuniversity community have been knocking
dent
from
being barred,'' Ianni said.
on the door of anyone who will listen tous,"

SAC election coverage commences

Look out for Babyfish

Meanwhile, the president of Students'
Administrative Council faults the government for the tuition hike. Paul Briscbois
said the raise was necessitated by a low
level of funding from Toronto.
Last November, provincial treasurer
Robert Nixon announced operating grants
will be increased by 8 per cent -- but that
includes greater enrollment and inflation.
"It's an outrage." said Brisebois. "If you
work out all the pr~grams they 're giving us,
it's a cut in funding."
He said the university has "reacted
responsibly" to the provincial budget.
Council is not actively planning to
protest the tuition increase, he said, but is
lobbying with other student groups and the
administration for higher operating grants.
If the board of governors approves the
8 per cent hike, it will raise most students'
tuition from $1517 to $1638 per year. O

Track team at Saginaw Valley

•
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diversions
ARTS
Friday, February 2 to 11

- Three Peas In a Pod. an exhibition of works by
University of Windsor visual arts students Pina
Frabotta, Chris Hummer and Grahame Lynch will
be at the Common Ground Gallery, MacKenzie
Hall. 3277 Sandwich St. Opening reception is
Friday, February 2 at 7:30 pm.
Thrusday, February 8 to March 8

- the University of Windsor's School of Visual Arts'
Faculty Exhibition will take place at the Lebel
Gallery. Huron Church at College.Opening
reception Is Friday, February 9. For more
information call the school at 253-4232. ext. 2828.
MUSIC
Friday, February 2
- Environmental Coffee House. featuring Dierdre

Robert. Lost Patrol and Gail Nielsen. at 8 pm in
the Dominion House Tavern Basement. $2
suggested donation. Advance tickets available
at the Lug-A-Mug sale. For information call
253-7840.
Friday, February 2

- the School of Music - Artists series presents the
School of Music alumnus Robert Fazecash
performing works for piccolo. trumpet and piano
, and music for jazz quartet at Moot Court at 8 pm.
1 For tickets and Information call the School of
I Music at 253-4232 ext. 2780.

I Fnday,
. February 9 to 10
- the Windsor Symphony Orchestra - Seagram
Pops Series presents Howard Cable. conductor.
with Alain Trudel. trombone. at 8 pm in the Cleary
Auditorium. For tickets call 252-6579.

They will solo with the Windsor Community
Orchestra. directed by James Tamburini.The
concert will take place at Ambassador
Auditorium at 8 pm. For tickets and information
call 253-4232. ext. 2780.

Thursday, February 8

- Academic Advisory Centre: "Researching one
Preparing Term Papers." at 5: 15-6:45 Prn. Tp
reserve a place. 253-4232. ext. 3288.
Friday, February 9 to Sunday February 11

LECTURES
Sunday, February 4

- Assumption University's Christian Culture Series
presents Dr. Margaret O'Gara from St. Michael's
College speaking on Authority in the Church. The
lecture will be at Assumption Universuty, 400
Huron Church Road. Admission is $5 for adults
and $2 for students
Monday, February 5

- J. Taracha. senior research engineer. Shell
Canada will discuss History and Evaluation of the
Shell Fuelathon. Reception and dinner at 5:30 in
the Blue Room in the University Centre. Call Joan
Halko, GM Windsor. at 255-4226 for tickets and
Information.
Monday, February 5

- Iona College. as part of their Ethics for the
Nineties series presents Personal Ethical Problems
in Scientific Research featuring Drs. Dennis Tuck
and Dietmar Lage from the University of Windsor
and Dr. Wallace I. Findley. The lecture will take
place at 7:30 pm at Iona College, 408 Sunset. For
more information call 973-7039.
MISCELLANEOUS
Monday, February 5 to 6

- Academic Advisory Centre: "Exam Preparation
and Strategies." Monday: 3-4 pm; Tuesday:
5:15-6:45 pm. To reserve a place. 253.4232, ext.
3288.

- Assumption University will be sponsoring c·
Antioch Retreat. it is designed especially 1~
students and young working adults. A tirne lo:
prayer, growth and relaxation. For rnore
information call 973-7034.
Saturday, February 1O

- Valentines Charity Ball, proceeds to go to1tie
Big Brot.hers and Big Sisters of Greater Windsoi
Cocktarls at 6 pm and dinner at 7 pm at 1~
Giovanni Caboto Club. Tickets are $30, studenti
$40, non-students. For more information co
Christine Ozimek. SAC at 253-6423 or 253-4231
ext 3905/6.
PARTIES

Friday, February 2

- the International Students· Society hosts or
International Food and Culture Night, at 6 pm
Ambassador Auditorium, University Centre. Fe,
more information call Gangaram Singh or Cti
Cheng at 253-2900.
BENEFITS
Saturday, February 3

- a benefit dinner for Radio Farabundo Marti (c
the FMLN in El Salvador). The dinner will lok:
place at CAW Local 444 Hall (at Tecumseh one
Turner Road). Tickets are $8 in advance and$'
at the door and are available at Iona College
CAW Local 444, CJAM-FM. and the Third Wo
Resource Centre.
FILM
Wednesday, February 14

I

Sunday, February 11

Wednesday, February 7

the School of Music - Ensemble Series presents
the Fourth Annual Student Concerto Night,
featuring three of the finest talents at the school.

- Academic Advisory Centre: "Stress
Management," at 3-4:30 pm. To reserve a plce.
253-4232, ext. 3288.

\

C

- The Atomic Film Society presents Swor:·
Women (colour. 1956) in the basement of·~
Dominion House. 3140 Sandwich St. $2 to join tr
society.

]

J

Student~~
Ad...,n,~t•at,...-e
Counc,I
•

Women's Reproductive Rights
Referendum

S.A.C. Candidates
Forum

The Students' Administrative Council passed a motion
calling for a referendum on the following question:

\Vednesday February 14
12:00 Noon
University Centre Lounge

Are you in favour of S.A.C. taking a position in support
of the movement to prevent the recriminalization of
abortion in Canada allowing women the continued right
to reproductive choice? 11
Yes or No

11

Oe

All Candidates Should Be Available
For Questioning

There will be a forum Tuesday, February 13
12:00 Noon
University Centre Lounge

m

nu

ki

w

For further information contact Jeff Kehoe, CEO
at 253-6423 or ext. 3905/3906.

This forum will allow one representative
from each side to speak.
For more information contact
Jeff Kehoe, CEO, at
253-6423 or ext. 3905/3906.
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Jona gets Ridd of El Salvador

Canadian aid worker tells of abuses
by D. Eldon Dawson

named Daisy who worked with un·• ·
'
While this is one small positive
employed peasants, who was beaten,
measure, Ridd said that "US aid must stop
Amidst the most severe outbreak of repeatedly tortured and raped by the same
completely before the ruling ARENA
violence in El Salvador's ten year-old civil treasury police who held her.
government will have the will to attempt a
war. Canadian Karen Ridd and four other
Daisy was held for three days and then :,, _.. .
negotiated settlement."
members of Peace Brigades International forced to spend four weeks in a woman ·s,
Ridd, who was working in a church
were captured, interrogated and detained jail before finally being released.
refugee centre when she was arrested, is
by the Salvadorean National Guard.
"Daisy then returned to work knowing
worried about the unarmed civilians in El
After more than five hours of intense that she could be recaptured. We heard
Salvador.
questioning coupled with death threats, yesterday that after going missing for six
"The war that has been fought in the
Ridd was told she was free to go but that days, she was found murdered," an emo-.
countryside for years has been moved to
the others were not. She refused to leave tional Ridd said. "The world is a less bright
the cities to put increased pressure on the
until they too were released.
place since she was killed and silenced."
government," she said. "Unfortunately but
Within a day, all were freed and forced
Ridd strongly denounced US involve-,
predictably the government has aerial
to leave the country.
ment in the war that has claimed more than I
bombed the poorest residential slum a~eas,
Since returning to Canada, Ridd has 72,000 victims in the last decade and said
indiscriminately killing civilians."
spoken with high-ranking government of- there has been more that 500 years of.
I "Now there is a substantial flow of
ficials to discuss Canada's role in the crisis repression blanketing the country.
people who had nothing and have even lost
and is currently touring the country in an
She noted that El Salvador is not an iso-'
that, looking for refuge," Ridd said.
effort to inform Canadians of the Sal- lated case but that other countries, such as
Ridd suggested that people help convadorean situation.
Chile, South Africa and Sri Lanka, are also
Lonee photo by James Crump tinue the fight against this repression by
Ridd tried to downplay her actions in a experiencing similar perils.
Karen Ridd.
petitioning members of parliament and partalk Tuesday afternoon at Moot Court.
"lt is the same issue just with different
"The response of members of the ticipating in rallies.
"It seems so insignificant compared to faces and different levels of repression," military being broughtto trial is historical,"
She is hopeful of returning to El Salwhat Salvavdoreans must endure every
she said.
she said. "Such US external pressure to cut vador to continue her work with Peace
day," said the 28-year-old Winnipeg naRidd is hopeful that the massacre last off aid (an act many say led to them being Brigades International, an organization
tive.
November of six Jesuit priests will not be brought to justice) shows what the US committed to non-violence and protection
She talked about a Salvadorean friend in vain.
could do if it decided to help."
of human rights.
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Ronald McDonald told to drop packaging
by Astrid and Martina

0~

Lance photo by Jason Kryk

Demonstrators picket McDonald's.

le

company's Toronto-based public
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affairs supe,.ilot, said die food

for a special tax on disposable
take-out containers with revenue
dedicated to waste reduction efforts. and Lo reduce excess packaging by supermarkets.
Dianne Wright. chair of the
Campaign to Reduce Excess
Packaging. said McDonald's is an
industry leader and the company
has an influence on behavioural
patterns.
She
acknowledged
McDonald's has made improvements in its recycling, but argued
that recycling is not enough.
"Recycling is a minimalist
approach," Wright said. "It
doesn't addrcs.o; the question of
our throw-away society."
A
spokesperson
for
McDonald's of Canada said the
company is a good citizen, but
there are environmental tradeoffs to be made when serving 1.5
million customers every day.
Marcia Finlayson, the

wrapped in paper contaminates it
so that it cannot be recycled.
Polystyrene can be washed and
then re-used to make plastic
products.
''When paper biodegrades,
ink leaches into the environment
... that plastic is chemically inert
is actually a benefit," she said.
Finlayson questioned the
benefits of using regular dishes
and
cutlery.
Washing
McDonald's daily dishes would
create 500,000 gallons of soapy
water, she said.
At least some of the protestors are willing to make that tradeoff.
"When
they
recycle
styrofoam to make plastics, they
release even more pollution (in
the process)," said Sherrill Tucker. The mother of two pledged to
boycott McDonald's until the
company "wakes up and smells
the pollution."
a

Chanting "Hey hey, ho ho,
excess packaging has to go,"
about 30 demonstrators protested
McDonald's restaurants' use of
what they consider environmentally unsafe packaging outside the
franchise at Huron Church and
College Avenue Saturday.
According to literature distributed by the group, the polystyrene styrofoam packaging used
in just one day of sales from
McDonald's burgers takes up
50,000 cubic feet of landfill space
and weighs 350,000 pounds.
These figures do not include
packaging from other products
such as fish or chicken
sandwiches. Polystyrene is not
biodegradable and can take up to
500 years to decompose.
The Jan. 27 protest kicked off
a year-long local campaign with
three objectives: to encourage
fast-food restaurants to provide

Ontario Hydro named worst polluter by Greenpeace
by Jennifer Johnston

EO

re-usable dbhes and cutlery for

Ontario Hydro is the "largest nuclear
lllenace" in the world, said Ian Fairlee,
nuclear specialist for Greenpeace as he
kicked off Environmental Awareness
~eek with his keynote address Monday
Right.

Fairlee, speaking about the future
Canadian environment, focused on the impact of nuclear energy. His statements
~ere grim, telling the audience that Canada
15
ll0t the faultless country many think it is.
He pointed to Ontario Hydro as the
rld's largest manufacturer\distributor of
llllc:lear power. On the surface, that may
harmless. but after further investiga"

0

~--111

Romania and trade sanctions were imtion, the effects prove devastating.
One example of recent Ontario Hydro posed, he said the devastation would be
"greed" was the sale of a nuclear power greater if development of this new power
source ceased entirely.
plant to Caeucescu 's war-tom Romania.
"The hypocrisy levels, when it comes
Ontario Hydro sold the country a reactor under the agreement that it would "be to nuclear (power), are extremely high,"
paid for in barter" (repaid with produce, Fairlee said.
He had many simple, inexpensive ideas
jam, pickles, etc.). During his reign oft.error Caeucescu was so intent on repaymg for the general public to make a healthy
the' debt, that he took food targeted for his contibution to the environment.
According to Fairlee, insulating door
own people and exported it to Canada.
frames.
caulking windows, and purchasing
While Romanians were starving, Onenergy
efficient
light bulbs are just three of
tario Hydro still maintained its profit marmany
methods
of reducing energy congin.
s
um
ption.
Environmental
Awareness
When asked about the travesty,
Lonee photo by James CNmp
secretary of state for external affairs Joe Week winds up Friday with the EnvironClark said it was a question of priority. Al- mental Coffee House at Dominion Greeapacespokespel'SOll lu Fairlee.
though diplomatic ties were cut off to HouseO
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There is a spectre haunting Students' Administrative
Council- the spectre of Irrelevance.
As candidates busy themselves preparing for the
SAC election campaign next week, many voters are
ready to scrap the whole exercise In favour of having
the university administration run everything.
With a president who hopes to leave his post the
legacy of a charity ball. SAC appears to have lost track
of the 'vision thing'. It no longer sets an agenda for student activism.
It is no longer a leader.
What is to be done?
We look for a candidate who Is willing to articulate
an agenda, who is prepared to name specifics. who has
a sense of perspective and history. If one exists. here are
some of the items that must be addressed:
SAC has closed itself off from the students. It Is difficult for ordinary constituents to get copies of meeting
minutes. even if those meetings aren't in camera. Outreach is not a priority.
This is partly the result of a council structure that has
become professional and bureaucratic. It's difficult to
get students to volunteer when they see others getting
paid full time for the same work.
It's time to re-assess this direction. Has
'professionalism' paid off?
The SAC hiring process is also open to question.
Again, council has made noises about more control. This
cannot wait until after the election. We should see
specific positions in this issue now.
These Jobs are not all gravy, but some appear to be.
Can SAC Justify full-time salaries for all its positions? Let's
hear the candidates tell us what purpose they serve
beyond the reward of cronies.
The SAC president is paid $15,000 a year, and vice
presidents get $10,000 each. Neither we nor they should
take for granted that these posts are self-Justifying. If we
continue to have full-time presidents, we should pay
them a living salary. How well have full-time presidents
served us? Too often, full-time veeps with nothing to do
devise grand schemes that prove a waste of energy for
all involved. Empire-building may be inevitable, but not
on the payroll.

The full-time entertainment coordinator has exlsteo
only since 1984. The post was created for a studeni
politico who dropped out of the vice presidential race
to leave Jon Carlos Tsilfidis unopposed and acclaimeo
Since then, it's been held by a singularly unsuccesstu
"professional", and several student types.
What is its mandate? If it's booking pub acts. we trust
the pub manager can do that. Beyond that, the
position's function seems to be to blow as much money
as possible on Orientation, and maybe one massive 11·
conceived big name show in the spring. The rest of the
year is spent in hibernation.
Election to the SAC executive means election to the
executive of Its subsidiary, Student Media Corporatior
but rarely do candidates mention this in their platforms
What can we expect from these bodies? Will CJAM ge·
its power boost? WIii the media be subject to tighter control. or can they 1001< to autonomy?
What are the functions of the Women's Centre, Pee·
Counselling, the Subway pub?
What are our goals as members of the Ontario anc
Canadian Federations of Students? If we have no agerr
do. why are we spending $56,000 a year to belong?
Should SAC get involved in political questions hKe
abortion. the GST, Via Rail cuts. or apartheid? An answe·
to this speaks volumes about one· s philosophy of studen1
government; It's been a while since we've been offereo
a cogent reply to that question.
The university has a lot on its plate, what with expon·
sion, fund raising, community relations, and issues of cor·
porate sponsorship of education. Where is the studenl
perspective? We cannot trust the university administro·
tion to always act in our best interest, but SAC is so buS'/
being buddies we fear our concerns are not alwo'/S
voiced.
It's been a long time since students saw their leaders
offering imaginative solutions with the ability to follow up
with concrete proposals and hard work. We're looking
for a sign candidates even grasp the problems.
Voter apathy is always high, but we need more tho~
personalities to bring us to the polls. We need a reosor
to care.

8% no solution
Tuition Increases are easy targets. Nobody likes
them. But It would be a mistake to let the next round of
hikes pass without comment.
The Lance must agree with the universities that the
provlnclal government Is not llvlng up to Its responsibilities. We further acknowledge the particular neglect
of this university.
Unfortunately, that's not the whole story.
In approving an 8 per cent raise In tuition, the univer. slty will no doubt make noise about how this should not
llmlt opportunity, that the senior governments should up
student aid, etc.
No matter how one feels about Windsor's enrollment
cap, It Is naive to believe that Ontario treasurer Robert
Nixon will hold the llne on operating grants, then open

his wallet to needy individual students.
The "pay us now, we'll pay you later" approach to
funding does not carry much water with those staring
big tuition and book bills (not to mention OSAP debts)ill
the face.
Any price hike forces some people out of the
market, but education Is not a commodity llke others.II
Is a right, an Investment In our futures and that of socie1Y
as a whole.
Students appreciate quality education. That's w''W
we· re willing to devote years of our lives to the pursuit of
knowledge.
We shouldn't have to devote twice as long to poY
off the bills.
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Cody Hall House Council not worth keeping: resident
by K. Klassen
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What do Cody Hall's House Council and the federal
government have in common?
A) They are both elected bodies.
8) They don't adhere to their promises.
C) Their ranks have been rocked by scandal.
D) All of the above.
If you picked D, you can pass any 100 level course.
On Saturday, Jan. 20, Cody Hall's House Council held
an "unofficial party". (The reason for the party is unknown
because they sure as hell did not deserve a party for their
hard work.)
A keg of beer was purchased as refreshment for the
party. Who paid for the keg? Some of the people who drank
from the keg were not asked to pay any money. The HC
treasurer has not even paid for half of his floor fund yet.
Would he, and maybe a few others, pay for the keg from
their own pocket? Doctoring the books by saying it was
video game money has been done before.
The keg may have gone unnoticed, but because of the
present situation (which I will explain shortly) a spot check
on the HC's books will probably be made; but it is doubtful that misappropriation of funds can be proven.
This party has just begun. By the end of that Saturday
evening, two holes were kicked into the drywall, several
lights and an exit sign were broken, a window screen was
destroyed by throwing chairs out the window and a fire extinguisher was emptied.
The party occurred on third floor in an H.C. member's
room. This room also happens to be notorious for parties,
damage and discharged fire extinguishers within the
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the building. They could buy food or subsidize Cody clothing or anything else that does not involve the promotion of
alcohol: instead, they break all rules and hold a party for
themselves.
Further, several winners of the Hallowe'en costume
contest still have not received their prizes.
There is more. Another HC member, the entertainment coordinator, hires himself as DJ for the Cody parties.
Would you believe he pays himself about $200 each party.
Hey SAC! How is that for a misappropriation of funds?
There are probably other problems with HC and Cody
Hall in general; no elected body can please everyone. But
come off it people, this is ridiculous.
Even if Chris Bumbacco, Cody Head Resident cannot
prove that HC paid for the beer with council money, he can
still discipline HC for having a keg in the building, aside
from the individual bonds and fines.
Sometimes you really have to question the democratic
process. Who voted for the HC of Cody Hall last year
anyway? The people who got elected were not my candidates. I guess the election took place after a keg party.
I seem to remember from some Canadian history that
some guy named Joe something was prime minister for
only a few seconds. He did a shitty job and was ousted. I
also remember our great neighbour across the river
dumped Richard Nixon for being a crook.
What am I suggesting to you, Cody Hall? HC still has
a semester left to under serve its people.
Clark did a shitty job. Nixon was a crook. Cody Hall
HC seems to be both.
CJ

mail

Dexter right

::on- {Dear Editor,

Pee·

1 · · ·

genera v1cm1ty.
B~cause nobody confessed, third floor will have to
collecttvely pay for the damages. The amount may not
have been more than S12 each but we are talking aboutstudents who buy Aqua Velva to keep themselves busy while
standing in pub line ups.
Two HC members are alleged to have created the
holes. Several witnesses saw another three HC members
breaking the lights and the exit sign. Also, it is alleged that
most of the HC members present joined in the illegal act
of discharging a fire extinguisher.
To top off the evening, it is also alleged that the HC
president was seen enlarging one of the holes with a few
good kicks.
The worst part is perhaps the most worrisome to Cody
Hall residents: not a single member of HC made an attempt
to stop the destruction.
Let me give you a background of Cody life. Last year,
people loved living in Cody. The people were nice; the parties were great and HC did things for the building and its
residents. This year, life in Cody has been dismal.
People are nice to only a few other people, the parties
are lame and HC has done nothing. As a matter of fact, last
semester HC did not even have a meeting for over a month
and a half.
Why are the parties lame? Well, that is not entirely
HC's fault. Residence services has become very strict on
the promotion of alcohol. Last year HC bought several
kegs of beer for several parties throughout the year.
This year, no kegs are even allowed in the building.
HC has taken on the attitude that if you cannot buy beer
for a party, then you do not have to do anything else for

Dexter was right.
An ecologically sensitive body politic
might well be beyond our limited capacity,
that is, if we continue to treat the environment and economics as a dichotomy. Our
economy must soon be driven by renewable resources and if these resources are not
available our environmental disaster will
soon be an economic disaster.
As Cameron Wright from the Essex
Windsor Waste Management Committee
clearly pointed out when he spoke to the
EAA in November, it is a myth that we live
in a disposable society. When garbage is
placed at the end of the driveway and taken
away, it doesn't disappear, it's put somewhere else. Landfill sites not only take up
valuable space, they destroy prime agricultural land and are a horrible source of
ground water contamination. I think you 'II
agree that these are two very important
resources.
Burning wastes (as we have the
pleasure of experiencing, thanks to
Coleman Young), allows for increased sulphur and CO2 into the atmosphere. The
gases increase the acid rain problem and
the greenhouse effect. Considering that
over half the world's human population
lives on coastal areas an increase in sea
level due to global warming will cause a
1massive displacement of people and great
loss of prime agricultural land.
I do think this would probably result in
economic chaos. We must also take into account the contaminants such as heavy metals and dioxins present in the fly ash.
These contaminants are a source of water
llOllution, crop damage, act as respiratory
irritants ... the list is endless.
The issue of human health for both the
burning and burying of waste is becoming
~ore and more apparent. Environmentally
induced illnesses such as cancers and lung
disease are an increasing phenomenon.
Although no direct causal relationships
have been established. it has been noted hy

both the scientific and medical com- tic view. Dr. D. Haffner, Associate Direcmunities that these diseases as well as birth tor of the Great Lakes Institute. asked that
defects are predominant in regions of high I invite you to take his Applied Ecology
pollution. Increasing health problems course in the fall. Until then, I'll keep my
result in increasing health care costs. These hands out of journali m if you keep )Our~
costs must be absorbed into Canada's al- off the environment movement's throat.
ready large deficit.
A significant portion of the scientific
Lydia Stam
community exists, not to rectify, but to
figure out to what extent we have depleted
our environment. Billions of dollars have
been spent for research and billions more
will be spent in an attempt to heal these Dear Editor,
ecological wounds. r hold onto a wild
I am writing to you because I have only
dream that maybe, just maybe, we will get
recently
become aware of some of the alit together environmentally and we can
legations
which have been made against
divert this spending into other areas such as
me in secret, behind my back. through
world hunger and homelessness.
Recycling has been a source of small rumours and without any semblance of
scale economic disruption, but as with any proper due process. Since a proper hearing
change there are oscillations before equi- has never taken place, the truth has not
come out.
librium is resumed.
It is in my interest and your own that it
Yes, recycling has taken the form of a
should.
major public relations scheme, and as a
For instance, it has been rumoured and
result, people are aware of the increasing
alleged
that I have personally endangered
solid waste problem that exists. Now that
the
license
of the Subway by smoking
we have a starting ground, and the recydrugs
on
the
premises. / deny these allegacling programme has served as a firm fountions
and
am
willing to take a drug test to
dation we can start addressing issues like
prove
that
I
am
drug-free. Two years ago
toxic waste management.
similar
unfounded
charges were made
Now to address your plea for an exabout
me
in
a
letter
to
the SAC, the license
planation of chlorine. As you stated
chlorofluorocarbons are responsible for holder and others. At that time they were
ozone depletion. This is because it is a light ignored as unfounded, both by the SAC and
gas and when released into the environ- the license holder. To further prove my inment it is capable of reaching the high at- nocence at that time, I requested a drug test
from Dr. Shaw of the Howard Avenue
mosphere.
Once in the high atmosphere it can Medical Centre.
But since I am a high-profile SAC
break down, releasing chlorine which is
employee,
I remain a perfect target for this
responsible for ozone depiction. Pure
kind
of
assassination
by lies, innuendoes,
cholorine gas is too heavy to reach the high
rumours
and
half-truths!
atmosphere, whether evaporated from a
Furthermore, I have learned from the
swimming pool or released directly in a
Windsor
Star that I am alleged to have
gaseous state.
To appease your deep fear of new "authorized" the removal of"cases" of beer
refrigerators, it should make you happy to by unnamed students from the Subway. I
know that the propellant is what must be also deny this allegation. I challenge any
changed, not the refrigerator. air con- person to prove that there is any substance
ditioner, or other cooling appliance.
to this allegation.
In conclusion Dexter, I ask that you I
Get answers to ihese questions: Who
rethink your perception of the relationship were the students? When d;d the "event"
between the environment and the 1 take place? Why was neither I or the Day
economy, and maybe take on a more holis- Manager notified of it? Do the inventory

SAC wrong

records support the claim? Why was no
legal action taken at the time?
If the record is checked closely for the
facts. it will be shown that none of these
qustions can be answered satisfactorily because thts mc1dent nel·er took place!
And the same is true for all of the allegations.
I have been a good pub manager for five
years. I should have been told of these allegations and been given a chance to
defend or explain my alleged actions. But
throughout this sordid affair I have been
denied normal due process because a
straightforward approach to these allegations would have shown them for what they
are, and would have revealed to the councillors and the students the fact that it is not
I who deserves to be removed from office
for actions contrary to the interests of the
Corporation and the students.
I am outraged by what I am hearing, by
the denial of my due process, and by the
secretive and deceptive behaviour of persons responsible.
I urge you each to seek out the truth, set
the record straight and to make all necessary attempts to restore my reputation and
finances.
Council has authorized the Board to
pay me six months pay and write me a letter of recommendation. That is the minimum I can accept and I seek your support
in getting it.
Respectfully,
Chuck Blewett
The Lance welcomes readers'
opinions. Letters to the editor should
be typed, double-spaced, and no
more than 59() words In length. Letters will not be printed unless they ore
signed by the author and include o
telephone number for confirmation.
Please address to the editor and
deliver to the Lance offices, second
floor, University C~ntre, by 6:00 pm
the Tuesday before publication.
The Lance reserves the right to
edit for space, and to refuse to publish moterlal of a sexist. racist or
homophobic nature.
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Lab secrets: pets butchered for science
by Astrid Obersat
Shock and disgust: those are
the only two words to describe
what ( felt when I read what Essex
Mayor Jim McPherson is planning.

(brace yourselt) the kitty doo-doo
is a health hazard. Councillors
heard numerous complaints from
the residents on this issue.
However, my main concern
in this story is the selling of the
cats for~edical research. Natural-

r- .

ritual. Facilities in the laboratories
are disgusting. The animals are
usually kept in cages where there
is not enough space to move freely.
For example, rabbits are kept
four or five to a cage.
The bottoms of the
cages are wire mesh, so
the animals ' feet become tender. Also, they
are not cleaned regularly; feces stay there and
the stench is atrocious.
Animals are not fed at
regular daily intervals,
and are not fed well, so they
deteriorate and begin to die, slowly and painfully.
Staff practices arc also sometimes questionable. Either under- '
trained or understaffed, they Watch out, Essex, this could be your cat.
Imagine not being able to
This was the case in a
cannot perform their tasks propermove.
Human beings have the
Michigan lab where an untrained
ly.
staff member tried nine times to ability to communicate in Ian.
put a catheter into a dog, prolong- guage, but animals do not com.
prehend. They do not speak. The}
ing its pain and anguish.
Consider also the dog used in will fight until free from the cona day long "demonstration" at traption. They will continue, even
eastern Carolina University's lab, if it means cutting through layers
where an instructor jokingly cut of skin or breaking bones.
While some would draw coninto an inadequately anesthetized
dog, so that the dog felt every in- tras ts between humans and
animals, sympathetic scientists do
cision.
The instructor shrugged off not. CBC correspondent David
the animal's whimpers as "reflex." Suzuki explains, "Their central
Many cruel non-research pro- nervous system closely resembles
cedures go on in medical labs. For our own. They may know pain,
fear and anguish, just as we do."
instance, cutting off guinea pigs'
Animals suffer more thJr,
toes is done for identification.
A lab technician at the Hazel- physical pain. The idea of living
ton Laboratories in Maryland had for weeks or months in such con·
this to say about the procedure: finement is barbaric. Most animals
"The animals were visibly trem- kept in such captivity begin to sufbling. Where their toes were, only fer from seve re depression be·
bloody stumps. They were licking cause of neglect.
The medical research for
their mutilated feet but it seemed
to cause more pain, so they which we mutilate animals is un·
stopped. Yet they were in cages justified. Much animal research i1
performed purely out of scientific
with a wire mesh floor.''
Veterinarian George N. Bates curiosity.
We do not live in utopia.
said it is an "acutely painful exAnimals
do not have to surfer
perience and could very well take
needlessly,
but they continue to in
a week or more for the soreness to
our so-called 'civilized' times.
subside."
Animals have been sacrificed
Monkeys are also used in experiments. In the accompanying and unless the public wakes upand
photograph, one is clamped becomes aware, much more blood
0
upright into an instrument so tight will be shed.
he cannot move.

.

cutting ol+
guinea
'JJ
• d one
pigs toes is
1fior identi-Fication.
J•

The Essex town
council has passed a .
bylaw "to regulate the
being at large or
trespassing of cats ...
and providing for im- j

•••
•

pou~ding them and
causing them to be sold
or
humanely l
destroyed."
The bylaw states the cats will
be sold for medical research or
killed after three days at the Essex
animal clinic if nobody claims
them.
The reason for all the uproar
_about the cats in Essex is that

,

Jy, most cats roaming the streets of
Essex arc pets or former pets, so
they have a particularly hard time
adjusting to conditions in the labs.
Where the animals are kept,
how they are poked and prodded,
the whole thing is like a satanic

"So tight he cannot move."

proletarian, babies

Random thoughts on wheels: the state ofpublic transit
by Ted Sturk and Caeri Bertrand-Crump

at the soon-to-come yellow bus for nearly half an hour.
"Come on, bus! Hurry up! J 'm cold and it's almost

Public transit: don't leave home on it.
When God created the world, we're pretty sure He
didn't have any public transit in mind.
Somewhere, in the random deliberations of the human
mind over the last 80 zilUon years, this ungodly idea hit
the streets. Public transit is random thought on wheels.

1990! Damn bus ... arrggghhh ... come on, bus!"

In all the good intentions of our forefathers, a good
idea got lost. (Then again, every time we take Windsor
Transit, we get lost too.)

It is obvious some kind of alien mind controls the
thought processes of bus and train schedulers, and taxi dispatchers.
Anyone who ever caught pneumonia or malaria waiting for a bus that never came knows what we mean.
Most people muller at the metal phantom under their
breath. "Mutter ... damn bus ... I hate Windsor buses ...
cost too much ... ~ Last year one of us watched a burly man,
bundled up in the cold beyond recognition, stomp and yell

Like we said. half an hour. That left us questioning not
only the reality of transit, but the capacities of local mental institutions.
Unfortunately, we're optimists. Being optimistic, we
tend to have high expectations when we wait two or three
days for a bus. Our expectations may be a little on the steep
side.
For example, we expect a clean bus, normal passengers, a pleasant bus driver and a route to someplace livable.
When the metal jaws of horsepower arrive we tend to
be a little let down. First of all, there's four to five hundred
people on the thing, there's no standing room and you're
wondering while handing over your looney if you can hang
like an opossum from the railings.
'Bus drivers are always rude, as if they' re in a hurry but you know that can't be true. The last time any given
driver had a nice day was when s/he was six and killed the

neighbour's cat. Straightening out their driving gloves.
they yank on the steering wheel and lurch into traffic uPon
which you stumble and crash into an odious old lady.
Once you get situated between the teenager with a
walkman blaring Poison and the hacking old man. you
can't see out the window to find your stop. You're notonl)
miserable, you 're lost.
Is it too much to ask for certain people to avail them·
selves of basic hygiene products? (You know who yoU
are.)
We're sorry. We generalized. We inferred that other
transit systems could possibly be as bad as WindsorTrdn·
sit. We actually believe that's impossible.
Maybe our experiences with Windsor Transit have
just been one ugly mutually shared nightmare that no one
else has experienced. Who knows?
.
But then again, how does anyone really know thatevrl.
grotesque, smelly aliens haven't taken over our city trdn·
sit system?
Next week ... is Canada Post controlled by Satan? 0
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Former environment minister slams stalling
by Frank Philcox
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former environment minister
John Roberts spoke at the Law
School's Moot Court last Wednesday about the difficu lt ies in
negotiating transboundary pollution agreements with the U.S.
Roberts, now a professor of
politics at Concordia University,
began by d iscussing the historical
evolution over generations of environmental policy in Canada.
The first phase, in the early
t960s, was prompted by an
emerging environmenta l moveme nt, a n d commu n ity action
groups. T his led to the establishment of Env ironment Canada
in 1970. He said that the earliest
governmental initiatives focussed
on finding the sources of pollution
and getting the polluters to clean
up. During this first p hase, an
abundance of legislatio n, including the Clean Air Act, was passed.
But, as Roberts suggested, this
"policeman" approach was reactive, expensive and often ineffective.
The second p hase was something Roberts called the "pre-emptive pollution control" phase. In
the mid-70s terms like "Conserver
Society" emerged, the C lub o f
Rome spoke of dim i nishing
resources and the "population
bomb," and the Science Council of
Canada was born. Public policy
emphasis was on t h e sound
"management" of resources.
The third phase, that e merged
in the 80s1 is one which links cnvhonmentaf considerations to
economic decis ion making. In this
stage, all government departments
became integrated in the formulation of environmental policy. The
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de partments of trade and commerce , energy, transport and
others all must now consider the
environment in their policy
making.
Canada's first major treaty
with the US, Roberts said, was the
Boundary Waters Treaty Act of
1909, laying the groundwork for
later transboundary agreements.
According to Roberts, one successful agreement is the G reat
Lakes Water Quality Agreement
of 1972. He said that this treaty
was integral in reducing phosphate emissions in the Great Lakes
and in turning back the tide of
eutrophication. T he downside of
this treaty, Roberts conceded, has
been its failure to reduce the emissions of toxic substances in the
lakes.
The acid ra in problem is
another story.
Roberts suggested that acid
rain negotiations have been unsuccessful for a number of reasons.
First, he said, it is quite clear that
there has been a lack of political
will on the part of the Ronald
Reagan and George Bush administrations. The political and
economic costs involved in being
decisive have also made some of
the major U.S. decision makers
squeamish. Elaborate cost/benefit
analyses along with calls for more
research have also stalled the
negotiations.
In 1980 Canada and the US
signed an agreement of intent to
negotiate transboundary air flow
p ro ble ms, to update existing
regulations and to work toward increased scientific cooperation.
When President Reagan came into
office, however. this agreement
was scuttled.
Training in Art Therapy
Candidates who have completed a BA
with an interest in either psychology,
education, mental health of visual arts
are eligible to enrol in a comprehensive
two year training program in ART
THERAPY
For further mformabon about training
and student workshops, please contact
the: Toronto Art Therapy Institute
216 St. Clair Avenue West
Toronto. Ontario M4V 1A2
(416) 924-6221
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Local AIDS group
defies boycott
by PremaOza

group states, "we feel we would
be jeopardizing our right to confidentiality if we apply for this
wa iver and that this policy
threatens, for no public health
reasons, our ability to travel. HIV
should not be used as a basis for
restricting travel. Travel restrictions for persons with HIV/AIDS
have proven to be an ineffective
way to prevent the spread of the
disease."
The ACW plans to send
delegates to the conference because members hope to have an
impact on US policy by taking advantage of the opportunity to
demom,trate at the co nference.
ACW d irector Steve Lough

Despite boycotts by other
agencies, the AIDS Committee of
Windsor (ACW) is planning to attend the Sixth International Conference on AIDS in San Francisco
this summer.
Among the boycotting agenc ies are the International Red
Cross and Red Crescent Societies,
the International Association of
People with AIDS, the British
Hemophilia Society and Scandinavian PWA (persons with
AIDS) groups.
The Vancouver Persons with
AIDS organization explained it is
boycotting the con fere nce because of the ~lie,¥ wbic
r- saAdib.e Wift~o~Bf~
ces people with the HJV infection join the boycott because that
to apply for a waiver from a law would only give the Americans
which normally restricts such what they want. a conference free
people from entering the country. of "unwashed people with AIDS
A statement released by the and community workers."

Lough added by having representatives at the conference, the
ACW can learn of new treatments
in advance of the standard method
whic h is from the medical journals.
Lough pointed out AIDS conferences like this are no longer
"faceless" with just doctors and
scientists because PWAs (Persons
with AIDS) and community
workers have gotten involved.
"People with AIDS help
broaden the scope among all the
researchers and technicians. Last
year. they were very vocal." says
ACW education director Beth
Lister.
Last year's conference in

MQP.lLCal wiwc~d many confrontations between border officials and delegates from other
countries who travelled via the
United States and were detained
and/or deported.
0
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The Law of the Sea conference was another valuable
meeting that Canada helped to initiate. Through this conference, international laws were enacted to

deal with offshore fishing limits,
marine pollution, and spills. He
said Canada should step up its lobbying efforts in Washington but
should, at the same time, focus
some of its efforts internationally
to resolve transboundary air pollution problems.
It is through international
agreement and resolve that moral
suasion and pressure can best be
applied to recalcitrant nations like
the US, Roberts said.
O

VALUE MENU

Cinnamon Twists. Only 79¢ each.
All day, every day value. Only at Taco Bell.

Tran·

quality treaty.
Roberts closed by suggesting
that Canada has always been more
successful in negotiating multilateral accords. Canada was integral in creating the successful
World Conservation Strategy, he
said.
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"It was quite clear that the
Reagan administration thought
environmental regulations were a
drag on the economy," Roberts
said.
Canada had to mount a largescale lobbying and pressure-tactic
campaign just to defer Reagan's
desire to gut the existing Clean Air
Act. But Canada's lobbying, its info r mat ion campaign and
documentary films have done little to further the cause of a comp re hensive transboundary air

5150 T ECUMSEH RD. E. • 3054 DouGAUAVE
6707 T ECUMSEH RD. E. • 1790 H URON CHURCH

551 Pelissier Street
973-4977
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Student editor canned by student council
by And) Riga
LENNOXVILLE Que. (CUP} ·· Bishop's

University's student council changed the
locks on the campus newspaper office Jan.
19th a day after impeaching the editor and
taking control of the paper.
The council voted to impeach Elliott
Soifer Jan. 18 claiming he "mismanaged"
The Campus ' finances and ruled the paper
without staff input. The council then
named ant "interim" replacement .
The Campus' entire editorial board and
all but three of the staff members have
resigned in support of Soifer.
The weekly Campu.\ and the :;tudent
council have been at loggerheads since the
new paper published a column criticizing
the council's spending habits last November. At that time. the council threatened to
cut the paper's financing.
Soifer, who has yet to be officially
notified of the impeachment, said the council was embarrassed by the column and is
now overstepping its authority to suppress
further criticism.
Soifer said no one told him the council
was discussing impeaching him. He only
learned he had baeen fired when a Campus
reporter covering the meeting called himthe night of Jan. 18.
Council president Dean French said
Soifer published potentially libellous
material in Tlze Campus, opening up the
possibility ofa lawsuit against the council.
"The impression was (also) made that
the editor-in-chief was making divine
editorial decisions by himself," French
said. "In our opinion, student funds should
not be given to a paper where one student
is making all decisions."
The Campus had the column in question

reviewed by a lawyer who said it did not get rid of me."
The staff is putting out an underground
contain libellous statements, Soifer said.
The paper has run two apologies for inac- paper under the name The Independent ••
curacies in the column, one in the sub- and will continue to fight until The Camsequent issue and another in the last issue, pus becomes financially and editorially
autonomous, Soifer said.
Jan. 18
Campus staffers are preparing a camSoifer said the allegations of autocratic
paign
to have the council impeachment
rule at The Campus which is editorially dedecision
revoked, including another edipendent surprise him because "the paper

- .... .0,
.. ,!

has always been run democratically."
The fact that the staff has stuck together
since the impeachment proves this, according to Soifer, who was elected editor by
staff members last February.
"77,e Campus' is not stupid. I think (the
council isn't) giving the staff much credit.
If I was doing something wrong, the staff
would have done something about it
"They were j ust looking for a reason to

tion of The Independent and a petition
drive.
The council has announced that it will
continue to publish The Campus. French
said a new editor will be elected within
weeks.
The opinion piece that sparked the controversy appeared on Nov. 16. Written by
staff member Jiri Tucker, it criticizes the

and calls the student pub staff "deceptive.•
Soifer's supporters say the council has
no right to impeach the editor.
Th e C ampus ' con s ti tut ion has
provisions for impeaching editors - a two
thirds majority vote of staff members. The
student council 's constitution says the
council is only responsible for the financial
management of The Campus.
"The council constitution doesn' t say
the council can ' t impeach the editor,•
French said. "We interpret that to mean we
can."
French said since the council is rcspon.
sible for how The Campus' money is spent,
it has the authority to impeach the editor.
Although he admitted impeachment is a
drastic measure, French said that he saw
nothing wrong with the way the decision
was made.
"I would sec the impeachment as a
problem if it was a couple of red-necks who
made the decision, but here you have intelligcnt (student representatives) seeing it as
a solution," French said.
French said that although there is support at the university for an independent
Campus, most students support the
council's decision to fire Soifer.
Soifer said his impeachment illustrates
the need for independence for Tlze Campus.
"We arc going to go for complete
autonomy now," he said. "We don't want
to get stepped on agam. We want editorial
and financial control, with a board ensuring proper financial management.
"A newspaper has to be independent if
it is to fulfill its role in society. With a new
newspaper or a newspaper run by the coun·
.:ii students"" ill be ill-informed.
O
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!Communications prof criticizes media ethics
by Cindy Kavanaugh
The one thing our modern democracy
• tacks is education.
Communications professor Stan Cunningham, former Windsor mayor Elizabeth
I(ishkon and Rev. George Cox all agree
that education is needed to create public
awareness of the media's lack of ethics.
In Monday night's lecture at Iona College entitled "Ethics and the Mass Media"
the trio examined such issues as monopoly
ownership, propaganda, and the inefficiency of the media's own self-monitoring activities.
Cunningham, who teaches a course in
media ethics, said regional press councils
in Canada are only somewhat effective.
"The ethical dimension (of mass
media) is seldom raised and when it is it's
often muted and minimized," he said.
He also thinks that the press ombudsperson appointed by the print sector
has "too low a profile to encourage a healthy degree of public awareness," he said.
"Sadly too, there are probably less than
half a dozen courses in media ethics in our

Canadian universities."
Kishkon, a former broadcaster, emphasized the need for balance and integrity
in news reporting.
"Ethics, in my view, should be as much
a part of the journalist's training as is the
use of language and vocabulary," she said.
"But I don't see much chance of that happening."
She cited the destruction of the previous mayor, David Burr, as evidence of
"terrible journalism" and the media's lack
of balance in reporting.
Burr "was destroyed by one-sided
coverage," she said. "And we can wonder
whether the treatment of our present mayor
by a media which wants to elevate him to
sainthood will be just as destructive, if not
to him, to us, the taxpayers. The balance
was lacking then and the balance is lacking
now. The honesty of the coverage is questionable."
Education is one way of creating ethical awareness, she said.
"We simply have got to demand that
teachers try to instill a sense of proper
decision making - proper ethical choices

SAC to host OFS conference
by Michael J. Cohen

The University of Windsor's delegation to the Ontario Federation of
Students'(OFS) winter conference
returned with resolutions guaranteed to
raise the university's visibility and prestige
in the students organization.
The organization - at its conference in
\ Thunder Bay last month - unanimously
accepted a bid by Windsor to host the annual OFS eneral meeting, coming up this
summer.
(
"It was well worth the preparation on
presentation," said Students' Administrative Council (SAC) vice-president, Mike
Akpata.
Akpata, who was a member of the

delegation in Thunder Bay, said the conference will allow SAC "to showcase the
University and our facilities to all of Ontario."
Akpata was also elected to the O FS' executive at the conference.
The position on the executive was
made possible due to the resignation of a
member from the University of Western
Ontario.
Akpata said his position, which he will
occupy till June 1991, should give SAC a
stronger voice in the student organization.
"It will allow the University of
Windsor SAC to really contribute to OFS,
and hopefully make some positive changes," he said.
0

- in the kinds of work that their students
turn out," she said.
One device Cunningham suggested to
promote awareness is writing letters to the
editor. "There should be more space for
feedback from the public so the public can
express disenchantment and discontent,
also its praises," he said.
Kishkon said she wants better coverage
of news and that being more vocal is the
way to make a·difference.
We should take responsibility "to
demand more than blood and guts on the
television screen, to demand more in-depth
stories from our newspapers, to challenge
inaccuracies where we see them, and if we
see a good story ... tell somebody about
it," she said.
Cox, a retired United Church minister
and former journalist for the church, said
journalists should check their facts. But he
added, "We all know what can be done with
facts. Truth can be cherished as an ideal,
but it can also be a vicious weapon," he
said. "There should be a commitment- a
dedication to honesty."
The growing concentration of ownership has broader ethical significance and is
one reason the media needs to develop an
awareness of ethics, Cunningham said.
"A miniscule number of corporations,
dominated in turn by a handful of individuals, exercising enormous economic
and organizational power over what we
see, hear and read," he said. The situation
is worse in Canada where the proportion of
media concentration is the highest among
industrialized nations, Cunningham said.
"The business ofcollecting information
and the dissemination of viewpoints is monopolized by too few ," he said. "We are
continuously nudged to accept, often unwillingly, the prevalent schemes, values,
and frameworks ... of the industry giants."
There is also a moral dimension to
propaganda, Cunningham said.
Propaganda is an unavoidable presence
and a mass phenomena with an "abusive
and dissembling relationship towards the

1

'
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Prof. Stan Cunningham.

moral values of honesty and truth. Information and propaganda have become virtually indistinguishable."
The media should aim to better itself,
Kishkon said.
"The media is no better and no worse
than all of us ... they should strive to be a
little better than all of us." Kishkon said.
"We should demand it."
"Ethics and the Mass Media" was the
second in a series of four called "Ethics for
the Nineties" presented by Iona College.
The third seminar entitled "Personal Ethical Problems in Scientific Research" is
Monday, Feb. 5 at 7:30 p.m.O
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Interested In reviewing a movie, an album, a novel,
an art exhibition, a play, or simply discussing how
deconstruction has changed your life?

Yes?

1

Then the Lance needs YOU!
To find out what's going on, come up to our staff meetings at 5:45 p.m.,
Thursday afternoons, 2nd floor, University Centre. Or simply call
the Lance at 253-4060 and ask for Bernard Helling, Kevin Johnson or
Laura Gould.

The Lance: the author is not dead.

Everybody wants to get straight A's!
Let's show you how to /EXC-EI.,J others!
Excel Business Equipment announces the availability of
IBM* - compatible Turbo XT* computers at

special prices for students of the
University of Windso,.L-_ _ ___,

..

The System Includes:
* 4.77/10 MHz. 8088 CPU with
640K memory
* 5.25" 360k floppy drive with controller
* Parallel, serial, clock/calendar
* Monochrome Hercules monochrome card
* 101-key keyboard, power supply, metal case

Only $595.00*
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U of W holding the ball

(

The university plans to give a
valentine to charity this year.
Proceeds of a fundraising
Valentine's ball are to benefit Big
Brothers/Big Sisters, an organization that arranges adult companionship for disadvantaged
youth.
The university will hold the
ball Saturday, Feb. 10 at the
Caboto club, 2175 Parent St. at
Tecumseh Rd. East. The evening
is formal, 'black tie optional', and
features a six-course dinner, live
music for dancing, and a casino.
Student council president
Paul Brisebois, an organizer,
hopes the first-time affair becomes an annual event bringing
together the university and the
greater community.
"It's a way for us to try to have
a positive relationship instead of
negative," Brisebois said.
He called the choice of the
Big Brothers organization a
"natural," as many students par-
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the University Centre desk.
Although the tickets are ex.
pensive, Brisebois said they are
not out of line for a charity event.
In addition, organizers have ar.
ranged for a special discount on Barb,
formal attire rentals at Merla's. . in co•
Ticket sales are slow, but since
Brisebois predicts they will pick begar
up as the event nears.
"
Still, not all plan to attend.
resol,
"Charity begins at home,'
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Lack of equality threatening
(Editors note: this article is seldomly necessary to proceed
walk across campus to the library
third in a series of _articles on from informal mediation to more or to the computer centre after
formal, legalistic action," Lanz dark isn't being afforded the same
feminism and related issues.)
said.

by Lynn Bezaire
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The lack of equality between
men and "".omen i_s a threat to a
democratic society such as
Canada. [ts most damaging consequence is the belief it_ is justifiable
10 treat individuals differently, on
the basis of sex.
The heavy case load of the
University of Windsor's Sexual
Harassment Office proves the
university community is not immune to this type of discrimination.
Sexual Harassment Advisor
Barbara Lanz has spent 24 hours
in consultation with complainants
since the winter semester classes
began just over two weeks ago.
"Most of the cases are
resolved at the informal level. It is

Sexual harassment ranges
from offensive "jokes" to "grade
bargaining" and Lanz points out
that "most cases of harassment
occur between students. lt isn't always a complaint lodged against
faculty or staff."
She fee ls the high number of
incidents of harassment on campus are due to socialization.
"It has a lot to do with
upbringing. What may have been
acceptable behavior at the high
school level simply isn't tolerated
here. Students' perceptions about
male and female roles cause them
to assume that their behaviour is
appropriate. They ask, what's the
big deal?"
Men on campus are able to
limit the women's activities, often
unaware they do so, Lanz said.
"A student who is reluctant to

e

opportunities as a student who
isn't forced to deal with this fear.
This fear of potential harm to her
well-being leaves the female student at a disadvantage," she said.
"It also helps to shape her perception of her place in the com- .
munity."
Lanz emphasized that "the
goal of the Sexual Harassment Of- ,
fice is to change unacceptable be- ·
havior, not to provide means of
retribution. Its primary function is
education. In a community comit
ted to education, it is essential that
each member feels safe and secure
-- both intellectually and physically."
As a community with a
reputation for liberal thinking, it
should be a conscious commitment on our part to see that the
goals of the Sexual Harassment
Office are realized.
O
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University showcases technology

O by Rob Steinke

The University of Windsor
could save as much as $ 140,000
in energy costs this year, and the
\ aew heat pump system responsible is attracting a great deal of
interest.
At a recent technical presen~·
talion
sponsored by the American
:)
Society of Heating, Refrigeration
~ and Air Conditioning Engineers
HRAE), representatives from
Gas, Detroit Edison and
1
irf,btt \vere told of
breakthrough.
This system, installed last
ear,
supplements
the
iversity's hot water supply by
taking heat from water in the

I.

Detroit River. Heat pumps make
it possible to generate hot water
by using the cold river water.
Small amou nts of heat,
which are present in even cold
water, are drawn out and saved.
When this heat is accumulated, it
can raise the temperature of hot
water by as muc h as 40 degrees.
"This kind of system is unique. Usually, river water is used
as a coolant, but we're using it as
a heat source," project engineer
Dan Castellan said. "The beauty
of it is we can take heat out of
water as cold as 40 degrees. We
think we have a winner here."
Castellan added the system
wi ll provide most of the

university's hot water in the summer, reducing the need for large,
gas-fired boilers. He also
predicted industrial and residential appli~tions that would enhance its popularity.
The sytstem cost $760,000
and was installed by Cogeneration Associates Lim ited. The
Ministry of Energy contributed
$200,000 to the project.
Ministry Spokesman Bob
Young said the campus was the
JlCrfect setting for this type of experimental project.
"The university provides the
size and scale something like this
needs, as well as a ready supply of
expertise," he said.

253-4535

IUFFALOES, TIGERS, RAZORBACKS,
JAYHAWKS, MUSTANGS, COUGARS,
OWLS, RAMS, WILDCATS, BADGERS,
LONGHORNS, LIONS, BOBCATS AND

OTHERASSOaIEDWllDUft ~ GATHER HERE ANNUALLY.

~

Student~·
Adm1n1~t•at1..-e
Council

Nominations For All S.A.C. Positions
Close Friday, Febr uary 2 at 4:30 p.m.*
Campaign begins Monday, February 5 (5:00 p.m. *)
- Campaign closes Tuesday, February 20 (8:30 p.m. *)
- All campaign material must be down
Tuesday, February 20 (8:30 p.m. *)

Advance Polls:
General Advance Poll Tuesday, February 20
8:30 a.m.to 4:30 p.m. *
At University Centre
Faculty of Education
Election Day:
Wednesday, February 21
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. *
For further information contact Jeff Kehoe, CEO

* S.A.C. Wall Clock Time

When mid·terms are one for the books and the
call of the wild beckons. chart a course to
South Padre Island this spring break.
South Padre Island offers something for every
species-from Bobcats to Buffaloes. Wild or
tame. As the premier coastal destinationin
Texas. South Padre offers balmy tempera·
tures. beaches as bro:td as your imagination
and ample accommodations from high rise
condos, to camping on the beach. Take a
refresher course to South Padre Island this
spring break and discover a ·vacation_play·
ground that's a breed apart.
For free Spring Break Information,
call the South Padre Island Visitor and
Convention Bureau at l ·800· 343-,2368.

e

••

••

South Padre Island Visitor & Convention Bureau
P.O. Box 3500CM South Padre Island.TX 78597

t is 7 a.m. on a winter morning and blowing snow. We are
on Portage Avenue in downtown Winnipeg - across the
street is the newly-built, pastel-coloured Portage Place. an
upscale shopping mall for the young and affluent. Leonard
Kruger stops to check an object he sees out of the corner of
his eye.
"Damn shoes," Kruger says. "I can find all the touques
I need but I never find any damn shoes."
ThJs is one of the most concise passages I have ever
heard him say. It doesn't take long before he's in full non
sequitur form. My btg mistake is letting him know I'm a
student.
''You don't know anything. None of you do." (Here it comes). "Do you
know your roots?" He means the Greek roots of words. He's been grilling
me for the past 20 minutes on this particular ignorance.
Diminutive and always bundled up, Kruger is well-known for such
academic quizzings. After all. he was an academic.
He received his PhD in astronomy from the University of Chicago
over 40 years ago. and taught there for several years. No one knows for
sure why he ended up here in Winnipeg. Some say he might have had
family here at one time, but he's not saytng.
At a Main Street eatery. the proprietor greets us. "Leonardi We
haven't seen you in a week."
Kruger smiles. "He's good. He knows things. Not some lazy student,"
Kruger says gesturing towards me. He mumbles something about Padua,
Italy, and sits down.
The owner soon brings Leonard some food. He doesn't want to be
identified publicly as a source of free food. "Leonard is welcome here. We
give him food when he wants it," he says. He adds that Kruger never
takes the favour for granted and pays an amount of money at the end of
the month for the meals.
At the University of Winnipeg. Kruger ls legendary. He's been known
to walk into classes and interrupt the lectures, interrogating the
professors and students about far-ranging topics. He is almost always
disappointed by the answers he gets. "Don't know anything," he says.
''He's been on these streets for years," says Alice Steele, who lives in
the Winnipeg core-area. "He Just pushes around that cart and collects
the most fascinating things."
Almost simultaneously I can see Kruger pulling a length of brightly
dyed fabric from a cardboard box several feet away and adding it to his
collection - which consists mainly of returnable bottles. He can't be
bothered with a lot of people, though. He often pushes the cart down the
side of the road to avoid the crowded sidewalks.
This has led to problems. Last spring Kruger was hit by a car. Many
wondered if he were dead when he stopped coming around to his usual
haunts.
"It's amazing how many people know about him. I Just wish he
wouldn't live on the street," says Tina Reyburn, a second-year University
of Winnipeg student.
Kruger isn't forced to live on the street, he says. He insists he has
money. To prove his point he pulls out letters from different people
thanking him for providing the funds for scholarships they received.
There are two bursaries in Kruger's name given annually to
graduating Winnipeg high school students with the highest grades.

The closest thing Kruger can call home is a regular place to sJ
the downtown Salvation Army. "They usually don't bother me there
don't know much, though," he says.
One person Kruger doesn't mind being bothered by is Olga. She
to be a nurse, she looks like she's in her mid-60s.
"I don't want to live in geriatric towers," she says. She is proba
young to live in housing for the elderly, anyway.
"People have the misconception that the homeless are sort of 0
societal trash - like they couldn't make the grade or something,'
Alison Freeman, a researcher who is completing a survey for Statls
Canada on the country's economically disadvantaged. "The maJoriti
what people call 'street people' come from middle-class origins.• ·
She adds that many of those on Canadian streets aren't there
because they can't afford accomodations, though there are a lot wh:
can't. But most common are the shattered lives or the disintegratJc
their immediate families. Disoriented. they fall to the streets.
"Sons. daughters often make no efforts to contact or help out.
Sometimes no one can find their family even if they are believed to
be alive," says Freeman.
She quickly adds that often street people are there because thq
been turfed from institutions. "Most are outpatients from overcrO\\
psychiatric facilities," she says.
Olga and I are standing next to a shoe store Just off Main Str
are skating on a little rink built on an open lot. It's minus 22 degr
out. The kids and Olga couldn't care less about the weather.
A girl falls flat on her face. There's blood on the ice. Olga and I
over. Olga cleans her up, calms her down and then carts the girl
bus to the hospital.
On the bus, Olga talks about her past. "I used to be a floor nur
Medicine Hat. I was there for five years, then I got a Job in Califor
She moved back to Winnipeg to take care of her mother who was d
Olga never went back to California.
Olga is a tall woman with neat pepper-brown hair and wide eJ
wrinkles at the corners. She looks like she could be a career nurst
except for the torn stockings.
After the girl has been taken care of and her parents contacted
head back down Main Street. There's a grocery where they let her
her bags for a short time of the day.
On the bus I ask again why she doesn't have a place of her owri,
After all, the "geriatric towers" must be better than the street. ''I
can't afford to have an address - they cut down your welfare che
she says. She then insists she prefers to live this way anyways.
There are over 40,000 homeless people in Canada. "In a coun.
such enormous wealth - I know this is really cllched - but howo
earth can we do this to people?" asks Freeman.
In Winnipeg. some of the contradictions are painfully obvious.
Portage Place, the major component of the North Portage Develop
Corporation development plan (University of Manitoba president A!
NaJrnark is the head of the corporation) displaced many low-rental
accommodations and small businesses further into the North End
Winnipeg. But it left behind the street people.
Ironically, the affiuent neighbourhoods of Tuxedo and River He
are literally minutes from the depressed core area.
Langside Street is one of the most glaring paradoxes. Along its

by Donne Flanagan, Prairie Bureau Chief,
Canadian University Press
Lance photo by James Crump
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dUaptdated houses and crumbling apartment blocks. But before it
~ at the Assinibotne River. it turns into the exclusive territory of the
thy, called East Gate.
Murders, poverty·related deaths and health problems are common to
gslde Street. Murders have happened in houses within a stone's
·os~fthe granite gates which greet the shiny Mercedes-Benz and

The next day, I have a date With Kruger at a Downtown shopping
· 1arrive tn Ume to see hlm get thrown out and hit with a loitering
· lie hardly looks like someone who could afford to pay.

''Leonard. what are you going to do about the finer I ask. He stares
up at me in a bewildered face and starts to walk off with his cart. I can't
hear what he's mumbling about.
He doesn't know me today.
I'm discussing my experiences with Freeman at a University of
Manitoba cafeteria when a man lets it be known he's been listening.
"You know what the real problem is?" he says. "The problem is those
people are allowed to get away With anything." He says his family's house
was broken into and a year later the police still doesn't know who did It.
"Where do you live?" asks Freeman.
"Tuxedo." he answers.
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Of Spring

FEBRUARY AT YOUR ART GALLERY
EXHIBITIONS
n·ork Station: Eleanor Bond

Magick
Store
~~Futon
,~~Futon

to February 18 • contemporar)' painting and drawing
Robert Kezien: On Re.850n
to Februal) 18 • contemporal) photography
AGW: Selected Prints from the Permanent Collection
to March 4
Cecil Buller: Modernist Printmaker
to March 4 • Twentieth century prints

Mexican Jacket 8Styles
$14.95

ART PROGRA.\tML'iG EVENTS
Februal) 16 AGW Friday Art Lecture Series
Professor Michael Farrell
Landscape. Still Life and Portraiture
6:30 cocktails; lecture 7:00
For ticket/dinner information 258-71 I I
Februal)' 22 Visitors in the Arts 7:30 p.m.
Artist Mary Scott
Admission is free
February 24 Mardi Gras Gala
. .
Cocktails/Dinner/Dance 6:00 p.m. · 12 m1dmght
For information: 945-2722

lNTtRNATIONAL BAZAAR
255 Ouellette, 2nd Floor
252-8686

classifieds
FOR SALE: Entertainment centre /
wall unit, 4•5•, wood veneer finish, 1
yr. old, glass, hinged door, brass accents. $ I 60.00. Call 256-9549.

Work, on display from your permanent collection
Resource Centre: open weekdays 1-4; Thursday 1-8
Uncommon Market/Art Rental & Sale,
AGW Restaurant

Programnung al the AOW " made P"'"ble b) grants from 1hc Oniano Art- CouncJI,
The Canada Council. and ).1u,..um A,miance Program of Commun1cat1ons Canada

PROGRAMMES
AND SERVICES

AGW

GUIDE

ART GALLERY OF WINDSOR

445 RIVERSIDE DR. W., WINDSOR, ONTARIO N9A 6TB 15191258-7111
GALLERY HOURS TUES. WED. SAT: 11-5 THURS, FRI: 11-9 SUN· 1-5

,._

• 7,000 Character Memory
• 16 Character Display
• Spell-Right• 50,000 Word
Electronic Dictionary
• Correcting Cassette
• Right Ribbon System"'
• WordFind•
• List
• Full-Line Correction
• WordEraser•
• Auto Half-Space

253-3332

• Auto Center/Return
• Relocate
• Auto Underscore
• End of Page Warning
• Dual Pitch
• Bi-Directional Print
• Stop Codes
• Battery Back-Up
• Bold Print
• Forward/Reverse Index
• Keyboard II

•

Eve
For next to no
Leave it to Smith Corona to come
up with a typewriter that offers all these
sophisticated features at a very unsophisticated price.
Features that give you word processing capabilities like Display and Memory
So you can edit, revise and make your
work letter-perfect. The Spell-Right~
50,000 word Dictionary makes sure that

_A
9

~

Unusual Gift Ideas tor Body, Spirit & Mind

REGULAR FEATURES
•
•
•
•

• books
• herbal apothecary
• larot cards
• cryslals
• incense
• classes

your spelling's perfect, too. There's even
an exclusive fumble-free Correcting
Cassette for quicket; easier correcting tape
changes.
The Smith Corona XD 4600. Now
you can have
SMITl-t
it all without
~ IE CORON~
having to
TOMORROWS TECHNOLOGY
ATYOURTOUCH··
spend it all.

fllllllllE

For more information on this product. wmc to Smith Corona C.orf>orauon, 65 locust Avenue, New Canaan, CT 06840
or Srruth Corona Canada, 440 Tapscott Road 'x:arborough, Ont.ano Canada MIB JY4

DARYL- please contact Chris from
lost semester's Applied Ecology
class. Leave message with the
editor of this paper or In room 107
MH.
CANTERBURY COUEGE hos ovalloble one half of o double room for
female student & 3 single rooms for
male. Apply 172 Patricio Rd. or
phone 256-6442. Also - now accepting oppllcatlons for Intersession & summer school & 1990-91
school year.
TYPING. IBM & Apple compatible
laser printing. Coll your secretary at
253-TYPE (8973).
PROCRASTINATORS: Sociology,
Psychology & Criminology books
for sale. Price negotiable. Call 2582892.
ROOM FOR RENT, shared OC·
comodatlon. Between Downtown
and the University. $250/month plus
utllltles, available Marcdh l st.
Relaxed atmosphere. Male or
female. Please coll 252-6879.

b

HOUSE FOR RENT: A large, clean 4bed room house, about a 15
minute walk from the tl'niversity.
available Immediately. Hos a
driveway, large backyard deck.
central air and much more. Also
available. 2-bedroom apartment
at same location. Fridge and stove
Included In both. For more Information call: 258-0842 (Mon.-Frl. 9:005:00 pm) or 966-7080 (after 7:00 pm
and weekends).
DO YOU LIKE the Body Shop. Coke
Classic, and can tolerate ·stupid
Mike' stones? If so. please report to
me the next time my roommate's
away. No hyperventilators. please.
FOR SALE: RCA VHS VCR: Top
loader. remote: $150; 128K MS-DOS
21 computer and pnnter $250,
good tor word processing.
w/softwore. Bass guitar & hordcose
$150. Older electric typewriter $90.:
Can Army trenchcoots/roincoats.
small sizes $15 each. Coll 256-8054.
WINDSOR/KITCHENER / HAMILTON
Student pointers needed for the
summer in the home towns of
Windsor, Kitchener and Hamilton.
Contact Paul ot 256-5386,
ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY CHAPEL
- 973-7034 - Located between
the University Centre and Huron
Church Rd. Mass: Sundays 10:30
om & 4:30 pm; Mondays 11 :50 om
Liturgy of the Word and com·
munlon Service: Tuesdays 5 pm
Moss followed by dinner at cosl
price: Wednesday to Friday 11 :50
om Moss. All are welcome to at·
tend Feel free to drop by the Cafe
for coffee, to use the Libra.ry for
study, or just come and relax
LIVING IN THE FACE OF AIDS is the
focus of a new series of seminars
called Confronting AIDS to begin
February 3. 1990. If you are a person living with AIDS or If you hove
tested antibody positive and are
Interested 1n Confronting AIDS you
can coll Bruce ot the AIDS Committee of Windsor 973-0222 between
the hours of 9-5 Monday to Friday.

l

LOST; one SWM leftist, last seen
wearing a suspicious turtleneck. If
found, approach with caution:
considered extremely tlckllshl
Reword offered If returned olive &
rested.
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Shining through darkness

Lonee photos by James Crump

Impressive and complex statements of identity, survival
and transcendence. Margie Kelk's exibit continues
through Feb. 4, at Artcite.

by Caeri Bertrand-Crump
Margie Kelk
Morality Tales
Artcite until Feb. 4

'

Morality Tales is an exhibit about the levels of human
thought: how we perceive ourselves, women, the living
and the dead, our environments (physical, mental, emotional) and art.
Toronto artist Margie Kelk works in acrylic paint on
plywood and canvas, layering her surfaces in a fashion
similar to Montreal abstractionist Jean-Paul Riopelle;
trowelling, slathering and ornamenting the work in endless
layers to create a third dimension, a message space closer
to the message space (society) we live in.
Kelk's use of colour is particularly striking - vibrant,
even florescent jewelled tones merge in and out of the images, an illustration of contrast between concepts and their
environment.

In Plus ~a change the energy-laden colours emerge as
the flesh of women who are submerged in the muddy black
of their environment. The women shine through the darkness; they surface despite the slathered oppression. The
result is a strong statement about the power of women and
the depth of the societal darkeness, jubilant and depressing al the same inslanl.
Riotous colours comhine with carving and simple
shapes in the twin works The Fruits of His Labour and
Mentally we Ride Around, Blowing Ourselves Off Die
Ground. The depiction of the etheral horse and shadowy
rider (the onlooker), floating in the blue-red fiery environment of paper-doll cutouts and chalkboard scrawls, leaves
a positive image.
The flying subject is the childhood philosopher,
'blowing· out of reality into the land of quesitons and fantasies, out of the darkness and voyeurism of the first piece
and into the vibrant chorus of the second. Again. the question posed concerns the oscillation between good and bad.
If imagination is this beautiful and free, is it the only thing
we know that is so good? Kelk has a way of slyly painting

on both sides of the coin.
This theme of humanity and philosophy surfaces in
The Silent Conversation. Again the men/women are
vibrant, one is dusted in florscecence (stardust?) yet is undefined, or visually silent. The scene is illuminated on
shreds of canvas, alluding to the tearable, unstable quality
of human life.
The pasted-on globe between the faces lends to a further outerworldliness: Where are we and our lovers in relation to our concepts of space, geography, reality? Where
do we place it all within our mental (imaginary) Jives?
Does death, the black, swirling side of this canvas, take us
further from earth or closer to it and its secrets? The endless questions brought about by the sharp, vivid contrasts
of blue sky and black night are powerful and compelling.
Kelk 's use of the media is resolved and final: there is
no hesitation or discontent. Kelk's show exhibits not only
her ethereal work, it showcases an artist in touch with her
environments. These works are a bridge, a springboard into
the realms of real and imagined. humanit) and our space,
and the levels of space itself.
D

Spring is here, but will finish by March
by Lisa F~rtin
Perched on a scaffold at Mackenzie Hall, Spring
Hurlbut is hard at work. Wearing dusty overalls and rubber gloves, she shapes and molds the plaster on the ceiling.
She's been at it eight hours a day, five days a week, since
December. She must get the work done by March, as
another contract awaits her in Toronto then.
She is not, however, some contractor hired to fix the
ceiling at Mackenzie Hall. In fact, she's a rather pretty
woman, with nice glasses and blond hair and a trim figure.
She speaks softly, sounding a little tired after a long day of
working the heavy plaster above her. Even as I watch her
at work, I find it a little hard to believe that she could possibly be the creator of the massive, swirling sculptures of
which she's shown me pictures.
This particular sculpture is special to her. It's her first
permanent site-piece. The end result will be some estimated five to six tonnes of creamy-coloured plaster
adorning a big column in the old courthouse, and for the
first time in her career, the sculpture will not be tom down
after exhibition. For as long as the courthouse stands, tt will
remain for all to admire.
It is no small undertaking. Steel beams had to be installed in the ceiling of Mackenzie Hall to support its
Weight, and the permanent nature of lhe work required the
Toronto-born artist to' develop new technology for its inte-

rior support. using chicken wire and cement. ·
When I last spoke to her, in October, the work was still
in its preliminary stages, but she expected to be doing the
actual sculpture soon, and indeed hoped to have been done
by now. Unfortunately, delay after delay held the work up.
and she began in earnest but in December. I asked her
when she expected to finish.
"I've given up on estimations," she said. "It has to be
done by March, though. I've got a commission in Toronto."
Presently, a good deal of the sculpture's ceiling section has been completed. It's fascinating to watch her
work lhe plaster. shape it to her vision. I noticed it didn't
look quite like the conceptual drawing on display in the
hall, though.
"It kind of shapes itself," she told me. It's not entirely finished in her mind bef<ie she begins; the conceptual
drawing is but an idea, an approximation. "I sometimes
feel like I'm just the instrument."
If you'd like to watch her work, she welcomes visitors.
She prefers talking informally about her art, on a one-toone basis with interested individuals, rather than giving
lectures or seminars.
You can drop in Mackenzie Hall Tuesday throu,11
Saturday between 9 and 5 and. while you're there, cl!G
out Artcite and Common Ground and X and all the other
neat stuff...
(]
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Left Foot leaves a big impression
can't have a quarter of a quarter." Grabbing a piece of chalk
and a slate, Brown tries to write one-sixteenth but is unDaniel Day-Lewis plays Christy Brown, a painter able to do the 6 properly.
Daniel Day-Lewis plays Brown from age seventeen
with cerebral palsy who died in 1981 at the age of 49 from
on.
Unlike
most American films and T.V. treatments of
choking. His life was documented in his autobiography
titled My Left Foot. Now a new film based on it has been similar subjects, Brown is neither rejected nor mistreated
by family or peers. Brown is seen playing soccer with
released with the same title.
It doesn't take long for us to learn that Christy Brown friends and brothers. Huddled in a comer, he blocks a possuffers from almost total paralysis and can only control his sible goal and kicks it into the opposing net using his left
left foot, with which he paints, draws, puts records on turn- foot.
The rest of the film deals with Brown and family
tables, plays soccer and performs many other chores. The
film begins with Brown waiting to speak at a benefit in his trying to cope with hard times. His father, a hard and crushonour. As Brown waits, the nurse with him finds a copy ty man incapable of expressing warm emotions, gets fired.
of his book. We then flashback to his father at a bar sulk- His mother is pregnant again, and Brown is in bad need of
a wheelchair. The most tragic moments occur when Brown
ing over the news that his newborn son is deformed.
For the first nine years of his life, Brown was written is trying to cope with his frustrations with women. Brown
off as a vegetable. We find Brown at seven lying under the falls in love with his speech therapist. When he tells her
stairs as helpless as a puppy. He is not alone however, for that he loves her, she mistakes it to mean platonically, and
he has 13 brothers and sisters. His mother was pregnant a tells him that she loves him too, and then announces that
total of 22 times. Of all the people in the world. only his she is engaged to the man next to her. Brown then explodes
in a frustrated rage, shocking the patrons of the restaurant
mother believes he understands the world around him.
In several attempts, Brown tries to prove he can un- they are in. The scene is as sad as it is tragic and Day-Lewis
derstand. When his sister is doing homework, she asks her docsn 't really need to move his body at all; his eyes do all
ly devoted to a character on the big screen. My I.eft Foot
father what "one quarter of twenty-five percent is." Her the acting necessary for the scene.
father replies: "Twenty-five J)l;!rcent is one quarter, you
Not since E.T. have Iseen an audience sound so warm- lets you experience the joy. sorrow and disgust without
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - ~ making you feel as if you arc being manipulated. Director
and co-screenwriter Jim Sheriden shows an uncanny eye
for dramatic detail lacking in most American films today.
Daniel Day-Lewis delivers what could be the performance of the decade. We aren't presented with some showoffstar making a hero out of what really is an ordinary man.
This is in fact quite obvious from the first moments of the
film . Day-Lewis bobs his head, rolls his eyes, and drools
so realistically it's almost hard to believe they didn't cast
a real cerebral palic in the lead role.
All the cliches inherent in f'lms of the genre are
thrown out the window with a sensitive filming of what
Windsor-renowned Alternative Dance Party II (finally, a basically is not a downbeat film. Most of them are so unby Todd Schaus
welcome sequel). Run. walk, crawl. stagger or even catch relentingly bleak that you can't help but leave the theatre
Tired of repetitive mp? Ha:. your brain been the hus (take the Crosstown 2 or the IC to Sandwich and with a bad taste in your mouth. What we see is a human
reduced to mu:-.h from endless assaults from mindless Mill. Walk I block. It's next to the jail.) to MacKenzie story and not another empty-headed "disease of the week"
metal? Are you stuffed to the cranium with that gutless, Hall -3277 Sandwich by the bridge. For the Rrice of a one- flick.
talentless musical phenome non known as "the New Kid.., block ride in a Wind,or ra xi ($5). you can boogaloo ' til you
All the other performances are warm and appealing.
On the Block" et al? Is alternative music the only music puke from 8 till 12 Friday February 2.
A special mention should go to young Hugh O'Connor for
that satisfies your thirst for something different? Then is
CJAM':. own Chris Mangin is DJing so you know playing young Christ) Brown, a performance that will
there a dance for you!
it will be worth attending. So if you arc dissatisfied with probably go undeservedly unnoticed at the Oscar,.
Back to MacKl!nzie Hall for another kick in the the same old bar scene with its stale music accompaniaMy Lefl Fout is a wonderful film with a positive feel
pants of complacent music lovers everywhere, is the ment. check this out.
:J
O for the human condition. It should not be missed.
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by Geoff Isaac
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2600B.C.
'.~ '-:.1200A.D.
The Egyptians introduce ·- ~ Marco Polo introduces
yeast to the making of
pasta to the West
bread

The Cleary
International Centre
201 Riverside Dr. W. Windsor

The perfect introduction
to the student market

February 12th at 8:00 p.m.
Tickets $14.00 - $22.00 (Can.)f.1/rfei
The Cleary Box Office
... 1,•••

(519) 252-6579
Student Discount
Upon Presentation
of ID

Tel. Sales 9-5 Weekdays and Saturdays
(VISA/MASTERCARD)
Window Sales 11-5 Weekdays and Saturdays
201 Riverside Dr. W.

1880 A .O.
St. Louis World's Fair
Introduces ice cream to
the cone

- always rises to the
occasion
- guides you over new
ground
- matches your needs

For advertising rates and
information, contact
Central Advertising Bureau
Stephen DeMarco, director

253-2288
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Playfest works... Playfest

'

' by Ted Sturk and Tyler Warcop

proveJ most enjoyable.

Playfest '90 was a dramatic extravaganza that no one
on this campus should have missed. It was great, it was
free, and you should have been there.
If the plays this reviewer saw Thursday night, Jan. 25,
were any indication of the level of talent on this campus,
there is no reason the event couldn't be a rousing success
every week.
Although there was a pronounced lack of seats,
everyone who attended managed to find a place to sit,
thanks to the efforts of Club SODA volunteers.
Staged on in a small, cramped room in the drama
building, (the experimental _theatre) in front of an audience
of about 200 people, the plays Strangers and Botticelli

Strangers, written and directed by David Beare, feature~ Mychael Shara playing the man, Linda McDougall
playmg the woman, and Joel Leesaw playing God.
Strangers is a humorous look at the interaction between an irreligious man, a very religious woman, and
God, provoking very deep thoughts about the human condition. Strangers also has a beautiful and haunting melody:
"You Are the Light of the World" by the chanteuse Lesley
Walsh.
The production flowed despite its spartan set, with no
props save two park benches and a "no-activity"sign. The
lighting, always important when used to support a sparse
set, was impressive.
Botticelli is a drama about two men in a foxhole.

deliv;;;::·~. .

~ge1'.

Directed by third year acting student Alex Lemay, it starred
Lemay and Martin Moreau as the two G.l.'s.
Botticelli is a fast-paced action/adventure and an introspective look at two G.I.'s under fire. The men play a
humourous if sometimes trivial word association game. It
brings you right to the front lines!! Again, the set was extremely spartan, which worked well as the scene was mostly played out in semi-darkness. Again, the light work was
sensational.
The people who organized Playfest '90, Club SODA
and all the others have done a spectacular and fantastic job.
Keep it up, and here's hoping that club SODA does something like this again, soon!
0

lloUOoJncompr.£bcJ1sible: Arnold's continued antics kept the audience enthralled. in the concluding play. Crawling Arnold, of- ~ - ~ ~ - - - ~ - _ Lance photos b y James Crump
Club S.O.DA:s Playfest '90.
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Even Arnold had fun;

Crawling Arnold wraps up club SODA fest
The second and last evening of Playfest '90 featured
Crawling Arnold, directed by Steve Beneteau. Arnold is
an absurd comedy which depicts an extreme example of
sibling rivalry. Arnold, a 35 year old man, takes up crawling when he comes to visit his parents who are blessed with
a child at the ripe old age of70 years. Arnold's jealousy of
the new child springs from the jealousy he feels towards
his father and mother, who at 70 can still have children
while

about.
The atmosphere of the play is constantly overshadowed by a scheduled air-raid drill. Obedience is mandatory. The drills become part of the family's everyday
routine. As Arnold repeatedly disobeys by crawling, he
manages to puzzle everyone while at the same time becoming his own person.
Sounds incomprehensible, doesn't it? Fortunately,
Beneteau uses this odd plot to his advantage and his actors

manage to give a straightforward, humourous interpretation of the play, which was met by the audience's resounding approval.
All in all. Crawling Arnold was a fine finale for
Playfest '90. Club SODA has more surprises in store for
this campus. Watch the Lance for details.
--Lance Arts Staff
O

PREGNANT

CASA CHAVELA

AND NEED HELP?

Call ...

10% off with Student 1.0.

From Around the World
405 Pelissier

(lirtfJrigfJt

254-6865
* Cards
• Tapestries
* Sculpture
* Clothing

* Sweaters
* Masks
* Folk Art
* Jewellery

Open 7 Days

at 252-3322
Exclusive Special For
February 24 • March 3, 1990

LOWEST PRICES GUARANTEED!
A1RFARI!, HOTEL I EXTRAS INCLUOEOI

CANCUN

IN THE SKY
10% off with Student I. 0.
"FROM THE ORIGINAL TO THE EXOTIC"

* Sweaters
* Tapestries
* Clothing
* Jewellery

* Folk Art
* African Carvings
* Scarves
* Whips

Handcrafted Imports From Around The World

300 Ouellette Ave.. (Palace Complex)

Open 7 Days

EL IATAB MARGARITA VERANO AQUAMARINA
HOTEL
$411

HOTEL
$511
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$571
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PftlCI IN CANADIAN DOU.AM
SIGN UP TODAY I .IOIN ntl NNI

945-9753

We Provide Free
Pregnancy Tests.
Community Referrals.
Accommodations and
Legal Advice.
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U.K.'s PIG a treat
-~e

c,_\~·-~~~-----

b_ye_ms_toat_ _ _

Would you pay good money to see a guy called Clive Pig sing a song called Surrounded by cows? I've heard the song, and a few others, and I would. Since I realise that.
you may require a bit more information before you can effect a mental re-adjustment of
your attitute/ priority stack, let me add that certified, bona-fide, music expert types have
compared Clive to:
Dr. Robert of the Blow Monkeys (N.M.E.)
T.Rex playing with the Violent Femmes (Boston Rock)
Bowie crossed with the Three Mustaphas (Folk Roots/UK)
Robyn Hitchcock, Paul Roland and Billy Bragg (Option)
Part David Byrne and part Mr. Rogers (Times Union)
Well, I'm glad that's clear now. Nothing like the considered opinions of my colleagues in the music industry to get right down to the nut and define the essence of a
performer's style
Right!
And while I'm at it, let me thank them all for making my life, as an entertainment
writer so much easier; now that I can communicate to you in terms that you will understand and believe.
Right!
Sometimes, like that kid who cried wolf, the typical music-industry hype gets to be
a real pain in the southern regions. Like when a truly original act comes along...
Let me level with you. I found out that Clive Pig was comming to Windsor, to play
a gig at the Radio Tavern. I've heard Clive's music, I appreciate his stuff, I think you
should haul down over to the Radio on Feb. 7 and catch Clive, and Windsor singer Deirdre
Roberts, 'cause it's gonna be one fine evening of music. My problem is that I have to
figure out a way to tell you just what kind of music this bald, goateed, folk-rock-punk-alternative-huh(?) performer-par excellence plays. See above. Then try again.
Clive Pig, or Piggot - his real name, plays fun, bouncy acoustic absurdities that
somehow get to the root of the craziness everyone gets a double scoop of in this life. No
angry vicarious 'we were screwed into going off to war to be slaughtered' Bragg-isms,
no Costello staccatto angst in rhyming couplets. Just clean, good music with a human
edge.
Sounds good to me. Go see this show, it'll sound good to you.
'Nuff said.
D
Bill Stoat is the pen name of a Wuulsor-based writer.

by Bernard A. Helling
Chris Hummer, Pina Frabotta and Grahame Lynch are visual arts students at the
University of Windsor. With more than a little chutzpah, and a lot of hard work, they have
pooled their resources and energies to bring their exhibit, Three Peas in a Pod to Common Ground, Windsor's alternative artist-run gallery.
Common Ground has recently seen a change in the make-up of its core supporters;
a change that promises to increase the ties between the community and the Lebel crew.
Based on the evidence of this show, it is a welcome change, and one that was long ovc1•
due.
While the trio of Hummer, Frabotta and Lynch share studio space, their works show
an individuality that belies any collective implication suggested by the show title. All
three show a strong, personal vision in their works; a complementary, but necessarily discrete view of the world.
Chris Hummer works in a cool range of finely transparent acrylic colours. His
abstracted interior scenes suggest portraiture, architectural forms and a situational
memory. Put more conventionally, the people in his living rooms and doorways are not
quite there, or always have been there, or... See the work and you'll get the point. Even
if you don't you'll be impressed by the way that Hummer plays with light and, in his
layered works, with the illusion of depth.
Pina Frabotta likewise favours a transluscent use of pigment, but prefers egg tempera
to acrylics. Pina's palette is biased towards bright, vibrant colours. This, and the strong,
subtly disquieting subject matter of her paintings make for a decidely 1990's view of the
role of the woman and the artist. They also serve to illustrate the maxim: "Future Shock
is the feeling you get when you aren't paying attention.
Grahame Lynch has the ultimate summer job for an artist: he's a gravedigger. Suffice it to say, his works are rather short of fluffy kittens and circus parade imagery. Not
that he specializes in brooding, lurking dread either; Lynch's paintings, sculpture and
photographs instead exibit a quiet, thoughtful, elegiac tone, more like a walk in a
graveyard on a nice day, than a midnight encounter with loss and dispair. I found the
photographs particularly effective.
Three Peas in a Pod opens on Friday, Feb. 2, and runs through Feb. 11. The opening reception starts at 7.00 pm, Friday. Common Ground is located in the Lower level in
Mackenzie Hall, 3277 Sandwich Street, at Brock.
Cl
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Career Planning & Placement

w.

presents:

A "Mock Interview" Session

Top 40 Dance Music

with

University of Windsor Party Headquarters

ALLAN SKOV
Coordinator, Recruitment Union Gas

Thursday, February 8, 1990 at 7 p.m.
Office of Student Affairs
(W. Leddy Library)
*

Monday - Thursday
6 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Chicken Wings

* Every Thursday

Mystery Draw
(Try your luck to win prizes)

$

Successful interoiewing depends on
being prepared and knowing what to expect.
This is your opportunity to observe and experience
the techniques that interviewers use.
If you would like to volunteer to participate in
a short "mock interview" contact:
Career Planning &t Placement,
Rm. 163 Dillon Hall

2960 HURON CHURCH RD. at Grand Marais (519) 966-3388
Hottest Spot In" Windsor

Don Says:
<9

February 5
Personal Ethical Problems
in Scientific Research
Presenter:
Dr. Dennis Tuck

February 12
Temptation, Ethics &
Public Service
Presenter:
Dr. James P. Clarke
Weekly Suppers ··
Thursday at 5:30 p.m.
Iona College 208 Sunset
973.7039

On February 6th I'll be in my newly renovated
restaurant on Pelissier, to watch the Bruins
take on the Wings. Join me.
351 Pelissier Street (~Y.andotte)_

* Great Prize
Giveaways
"Purveyors Of Fun"

Fe

Ethics For
The Nlnetles
Seminar Serles
Mondays
7:30 - 9:30 p.m.

Monday - Saturday 11 a.m. '~il 1 a.m.
Sunday 11:30 a.m. 'til 11 p.m.

256-DONS
Licensed Under The LLBO

Remember: Your Gold Card is good for 2 for 1 wings daily 4 - 7 p.m.!!!
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The Lancer
Locker
OUAA/OWIAA
Scores
Men's Hockey
Jan. 27
Laurier 5 Windsor 3
Jan. 31
Humber College 8 Windsor 6

Women's Basketball
Jan. 27
Waterloo 70 Windsor 65
Jan. 31
McMaster 86 Windsor 80

Men's Basketball

r

"

e
k

r-

it

Jan. 27
Waterloo 82 Windsor 72
Jan. 31
Windsor 85 McMaster 83

Men's Volleyball
Jan. 25
Windsor def. Brock
(16-14, 11-15, 13-15, 15-11, 15-7

d

Upcoming Events

a

1e

l·
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J

Men's Hockey
Feb. 3
Windsor vs. Brock
(Alumni Reunion)

7:30
.
Fetr.4
Laurentian at Windsor
3:30

Women's Basketball
Feb. 3
Windsor at Western
4:00 pm

Men's Basketball
Feb. 3
Windsor at Western
2:00 pm

IWomen's Volleyball
Feb. 2
Windsor at Lakehead

8:30pm
Feb. 3
Windsor at Lakehead
4:00pm

Men's Volleyball

IFeb. 2

Windsor at Laurier

I8:00pm
I

Indoor Track and Field
Feb. 3
Windsor at Saginaw Valley State
College Relays

Grant classic at U of W meet
by Dave Briggs
The St. Denis Centre has become a national focus for university track and field.
The centre, home to
Windsor's track and field teams,
has gained notoriety as the base of
one of the country's best
programs, headed by one of
Canada's best track coaches, Dennis Fairall.
Last Saturday, the athletic
fieldhouse was in the limelight
again, as the university hosted 19
teams (including nine OUAA opponents) in the Can/Am Indoor
Track Classic.
The home teams grabbed a bit
of the spotlight themselves as both
the men's and women's teams
walked away with top honours.
The biggest story of the meet
was Lancer Irma Grant's three
gold medals. Grant defeated the
field in both the 60m and the
300m, as well as making up a
quarter of the top womens '
4x200m relay team.
Grant's times in the 60m and
300m were fast enough to rank her
as the top woman athlete in those
events in Canada.
Fairall said Grant had a stellar
performance, and that her three
gold medals were quite an
achievement.
The performances of the
men's and women ·s teams were
solid enough to justify their
respective first and fifth national
rankings going into the meet.
"I was concerned at the start
because we had a real shaky start,"
Fairall said. "Usually what happens is the first few meet events set
the tone; that's what I've always
found.

I

"I think once we went one, '
two in thewomen's4x200m relay,
and then won the men's 4x200m
relay, then they were off to the
races. What happens is people
start hearing their teammates'
names and they get fired up."
Decathlete Chris Weinberg,
still hampered by a groin injury,
won two gold medals with a contribution to the men's 4x200m
relay team, and a phenomenal
throw of 15.02m in the shot put.
"Chris Weinberg's throw was
incredible,tosaytheleast,"Fairall
said. "15.02m from a decathlete is
further than Dave Steen or Mike
Smith ever throw."
Other Lancer gold medallists
were: Doug Tilson (600ml :20.91), Darlene Dunn (triple
jump-11.53m), Joe Ross (60m
hurdles-8.44, and 4x200m relay),
Chad Lamoure (4x200m relay),
Don MacGregor (4x200m relay),
M.J. McKeever (4x200m and
4x400m relay), Joanne Van De
Weile (4x200m and 4x400m
relay), Lorraine Henry (4x200m
and 4x400m realy), and Mary Lou
Belanger (4x400m relay).
Lisa Hartlieb also turned in a
terrific performance that earned
her gold in the 1000m.
"I wasn't expecting to win it
because I was seeded fifth when I
went in, so I knew there were four
girls that were going in with better
times than myself," Hartlieb said.
Windsor·s lone silver medallist in an individual event was
Derek Bergey. Bergey was second
in the long jump with an effort of
6.85m.
The rest of the Lancers' silver
medals went to relay runners. The
women's "B" team were second in
the 4x200m relay, and the men got

silver performances out of their
4x400m and 4x800m relay teams.
In the bronze department,
Windsor's medals came mostly
for field events.
Darlene Dunn in the long
jump, Karen Miller in triple jump,
Anthony Black in the high jump,
and Ted Battiston in the triple
jump all finished with third place
honours.
Crystal Garrett broke the IO
minute mark in the3000m and was
awarded the bronze medal for her
efforts. Teammate Don MacGregor was Windsor's final
bronze medalist. His showing

came in the 300m.
Though the meet was not
scored as a team meet, Windsor
did come out on top when individual points were tallied.
The Lancer men downed a
strong York contingent by 26
points, and the women finished a
surprising 21.5 points ahead of
York.
After three straight weeks of
intense competition, the track
teams will be tone it down a bit as
they head to the United States to
compete at the Saginaw Valley
State College Relays this
weekend.
O

Lance photo by Jason Kryk
Oecathlete Chris Weinberg competes during weekend meet.

Lancer volleyballers badger Brock
taking its opponents seriously
enough.
In short, it was a long night.
Things in game four appeared
The University of Windsor's rather shaky for the Lancers.
men's volleyball team braved despite the fact they led midway
several storms at the St. Denis through the game.
Centre against the still-winless
Just when Windsor seemed to
University of Brock last Thursday steal momentum from Brock,
night. The Lancers eventually won starter Jude Popp was disqualified
the series in five games.
for arguing a controversial call.
In a match that extended the With a valuable Lancer glued to
legal limit, the Lancers made a the bench, the team seemed to
progressive step towards estab- wake up.
Jishing a firm playoff spot in the
Questionable calls or not, it
OUAA Western Division. More was time for Windsor to exhibit
importantly, it put an end to a I 'the Lancer game'. By taking the
losing streak that had reached four affair 15- l I, the Lancers forced a
games since their last win Nov. 17 fifth and deciding game.
against Guelph.
From that point on everything
In the first game, with j ~etu~ned to normal. W!ndsor ~as
Windsor down 14-10, Lancers inspired, and won an 1mpress1ve
Steve Diakowsky and Todd 15-7 deciding game to send Brock
Robinson pounded late spikes to home not with a cigar, but with
waste a good effort by the Badgers another goose egg for their collecand give Windsor a narrow, come- tion.
from-behind 16-14 win.
The Lancers scored 8 straight
Brock managed to show some points, and 11 of 12 in a streak that
pride when almost magically, they led them to victory in the fifth
won successive 15-11 and 15- L3 game.
Windsor fans withstood a
contests.
two-and-a-half
hour marathon,
Jolted with the threat of a sudand went home satisfied with the
den defeat in the match, Windsor
seemed stunned, perhaps not Lancers' victory.

by John Marentette

Now with a 4-5 record, the
4ncers are again in a position to
make a move. Next on the agenda
is a critical date with the Laurier
Golden Hawks, a team that broke

their hearts earlier in the year.
Windsor plays Laurier in
Waterloo on Friday, February
2nd.
O

Performer of the week
Irma Grant
Sponsored by Don Cherry's
Restaurant

For being selected performer
of the week, Irma Grant will
receive a $20 voucher from Don
Cherry's
Restaurant at 351 PelisThe pert•. mer of the week for
the period ending Feb. 4 is U niver- . sier St. in downtown Windsor.
Grant can contact the lance
sity of Windsor track and field
(253-4232, ext. 3909) to find out
sprinter Irma Grant.
Last weekend, Grant captured how to pick up her voucher.
three gold medals at the Can/Am
Track Classic. held at the University of Windsor.
Grant obtained her first gold
medal in the 60m with a time of
7.67 seconds. Her second medal
came in the 300m where she ran a
The choice ofperformer ofthe
41.55. Both of these times rank I
Irma as the number one women's week is made solely by the Lance
sprinter in Canada in both these sports department and does not in
· any way reflect the views or
events.
The second-year student got 1 opinions of the University of
her third gold as part of the Windsor Athletic Department or
· Don Cherry's Restaurant.
O
· women's 4x200m relay.
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Do you yearn to know thl umta of newspaper layout? Hanker aftlr rolls of llnatape anti
registration marks? Wield an X-acto II daftly II Zorro did his sword?
Do you wonder how certain graphic t1chnlqu11 ware achieved. qu11t1on how I photo was
converted to I bunch ol llttle data or puule at why the type In this Id la so condenud7
II you know what w1'r1 talking about (and eapatlally If you don't), then come up to the
Linc,. 2nd floor of th, University Cantre. Tuesday and Wednesday nights whan production
11 going on. Hang around and bug people untll they tall you what they're doing. After 111.
It's your newspaper.

Icemen slip, 5-3
by Jim Parry

,-------...J

Imagine fighting and struggling to reach the top of a mountain. You can see your final
objective, you reach for it but you
lose your footing and fall to the
point where you can barely see the
top.
That could have been the feeling of the University of Windsor's
men's hockey team as they
squandered leads of 2-0 and 3-1
before losing to the first-place
Laurier Golden Hawks 5-3.

The Lance: see you there.
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Downtown
Windsor

All
the
Sports
All
the
Time on our
Magnificent
10' T.V.
and our other
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so get a
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The Lancers and the Golden
Hawks set the tempo for the whole
game in the first few minutes; fastpaced and very physical. Windsor
struck first at the 2:06 mark of the
first period, as Jeff Mascarin
scored on a rebound from a Bill
Mazzoni shot to give the squad an
early lead. Steve Hamelin would
later score as he poked in a goal.
after a flurry of shots, to beat netminder Rob Dopson.
Dopson would keep Laurier
in the game for most of the first
period. as his goaltending foiled
any chances by the Lancers to increase their lead heading into intermission.
The Golden Hawks would
break Lancer Rob Seguin's attempt for a shutout as Peter
Hdbton u11c-ti111cd a shot past the
netminder with only one second
left on a Laurier powerplay.
J.D. Urbanic responded for
the Lancers as he tipped in a pass
from last week's OUAA athlete of
the week, Brad Belland, to put the
Lancers in a seemingly comfortable position.
But the Golden Hawks tandem of Greg Puhalski and Mike
Maurice, who are one and two in
league scoring, had different
ideas. Puhalski took a Maurice
pass with only 32 seconds left in
the period to beat Seguin and close
the Lancer lead to 3-2 heading into

Dave Doyon misplayed a
puck in centre ice which went
down towards the corner, then
Seguin tried a clearing pass
around the boards only to have
Maurice block the shot and pass it
to Dan Marsden who hit the open
net.
Puhalski added his second
goal of the game and Maurice
picked up his fourth assist of the
night to make the final score 5-3.
Head Coach Rick Cranker
was obviously disappointed with
the loss as the Lancers dropped a
game they should have won.
Cranker said his team played well.
but made some costly mistakes
which cannot be made against
teams like Laurier.
"I guess lliat is
in first place and us in third,"
Cranker said
While the loss to l.auricr was
a disappointment, the Lancers
proved they can beat the bc\t
team:-. if they play their best hockcy. There is time to get bad to th~
top of the mountain again.
The Lancers play their final
two home games of the regular
season at the Adie Knox Arena
this weekend. Saturday night, the
Lancers host the Brock Badgers at
7:30 pm, and on Sunday the
Laurentian Voyageurs come to
Windsor. Gametime is 3:30 pm.O

Now Accepting Applications
For The Following Positions:
all hair services with Jennifer & Larry only
Appointment Preferred
Monday & Wednesday -- 9:30 - 5:00
Tuesday, Thursday & Friday -- 9:30 - 7:00
Saturday -- 8:30 - 4:00

"'
"'
"'
"'

Food Prep.
Line Cooks
Dish Persons
Bar Staff

"' Servers
"' Host/Hostess
"' Busser

"Join the team of one of Ontario's
fastest growing family style restaurants."

551 Pelissier Street
973-4977
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Valid every Mon., Tues .• Wed.
After 5 p.m. Iii Feb. 14,'90.
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(And Just Dandy Place To Be)

OUELLETTE

the third.
This goal seemed to deflate
the Lancers who came out for the
third looking tired. When Belland
was assessed a game misconduct
for fighting at the 6:54 mark of the
period, it was only a matter of tirnc
until Laurier tied it up.
That took all of25 seconds, as
Marc Lyons beat Seguin after he
was set up by Puhalski and
Maruice to get the equalizer. The
go-ahead goal was scored as
Laurier capitalized on a Windsor
mistake.

Send your applications to:
2950 Dougall Avenue
Windsor, Ontario
N9E 1S2
Attn: Charlie Long
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'Women come up short twice
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by Paul Mayne

I

I

The University of Windsor's
women· s basketball team finds
themselves back at .500 this week,
.after falling to Western last Wednesday 66-56, and losing on Saturday to Waterloo 70-65, to even
their record at 4-4.
Wednesday's game at the St.
Denis Centre began as if it would
come down to the final minute.
Western came out with a full court
press on Windsor, but the Lancers
solved the press and trailed
Western by only two, 14-12, at the
end of the first quarter.
Windsor pulled things even at
24 with 3:20 left in the first half. It
looked as if things would go into
halftime all even.
Western, though, used the last
few minutes to regain a 7-point
lead, 32-25, as the first half ended.
Western should have been
stopped from opening up that

much o f a lead going into the half.
It would have been nice to open
the second half on even ground.
"I was pleased with the play,
but I'm also disappointed because
Western was beatable," Windsor
head coach Joanne Macl.,ean said.
MacLean 's disappointment
was evident in the second half as
the Lancers played catch-up basketball. Windsor had chance upon
chance to take the game back, but
could not pull ahead of the Mustangs.
Windsor was down only
three, 36-33, with 16:09 remaining. It was at this point that the
Lancers had golden opportunities
to obtain the lead.
Short baskets were not being
made, and lack of concentration
caused a number of unforced
giveaways.
The biggest disappointment
though was at the foul line, where
shots must be made. The Lancers

n

by D. Eldon Dawson
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lance photo by Jason Kryk
Lancer Alison Duke jumps it up with Western's Claudia De lulio (SJ.

continued on page 23

True blue fans deserve Leafs' success
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could not capitalize on their good
fortune, and allowed Western to
take back what they once tried to
give Windsor, the lead.
Western quickly found themselves with an eleven-point lead,
47-36, with 11 :39 left.
"It comes down to the foul
line," MacLean said. "I don't
know how many we missed, but it
was certainly more than ten shots."
Windsor ended up shooting
50 per cent (12 of 24) from the
line.
Later, Windsor took another
run at the lead with the help of
Alison Duke and Margaret Piggott. Windsor ran off 10 straight
points and saw Western's lead
shaved to a single point, 47-46.
This was as close as Windsor
would get as the foul line came
back into play. More missed shots
late in the game from the line made
it evident it wasn't Windsor's

Toronto Maple Leaf fans, like
their blue and white jerseys, are
coming out of the closet this
season as the tough, entertaining
Leafs forge toward first place in
their division.
Currently, the Leafs are in
seventh place overall in the NHL,
scoring more goals than any other
team.
"Fans" who have berated the
teafs in seasons
past have suddenly transformed
into Toronto supporters who' ve
"always secretly been Leaf admirers."
The bandwagon is being

*
~~us

f~~

Pick up your tickets for
The Charity Ball February 1o. 1990
in the OPUS Office
Rm. 101, University Ctr.

weighed down by heavy-hearted
Detroit fans who collectively leapt
off the Red Wing express as soon
as it started to derail at the conclusion of last season. It seems
more people have faith in the illfated VIA Rail than in the sluggish
red and white caboose state-side!

(ed. note: not all Red Wing
followers have traded in their re'd
jerseys for Maple leafblue, Dawson)
Amazingly, the key to the
Maple Leafs success 1his year has
been their penchant for winning at
home. The Leafs have discovered
a way to win at Maple Leaf Gardens. recently winning six games.
tying one and losing just one in an

eight-game home stand. In their
last 12 games, thi:y earned 19 out
of a possible 24 points, losing just
two times.
Somehow, new coach Doug
Carpenter has instilled a sense of
confidence in the Leafs that has
been missing for nearly ten years.
It seems incomprehensible this is
the same team that John Brophy
and "C'hief' George Armstrong let
coast uncaring through 80frustrat·
ing games di.tring last year's futile
campatgn.
It is this confidence, along
with some key acquisitions. such
as Tom Kurvers, captain Rob
Ramage and Lou Franceschetti.
which has bolstered the Leaf line-

up, finally gelling into a top-flight
consistent scoring machine.
It seems the voices of critics
who only months ago emphatical1y denounced the trades that
brought Kordic and Kurvers to
Toronto and the "premature"
naming of Ramage as captain.
have quickly and quietly been
quelled by the performance of this
year's edition of the Leafs.
Although suspect goaltending, especially on the part of an inoon. ·. tent Allan B ter, has 'fflSI
them many goals and a few games.
the Leafs have managed to maintain their pace and are only five
points behind the division-leading
Chicago Black Hawks.

Perhaps if Leaf general
manager Floyd Smith can obtain a
highly ranked, top-calibre goaltender and if owner Harold Ballard can be persuaded to stay in a
Miami hospital, the Leafs might
also enjoy a successful postseason.
Real Leaf fans have been dazzled before by short-term Leaf
successes. Flashes of brilliance, in
the past, have always been followed by long droughts and a
string of defeat . s 1h · ecent
surge just a mirage, or arc we finally seeing what the Leafs can really do?
Only time will tell.
O

Organization of Part-time
University Students
253-4232 Ext. 3231 or 258-4687
Room 101, University Centre

~,ERFECT
rPAPERS
Word Processing Service
Laser Printer

J
Dance & Listen To All Of The Best Music
By All Of The Greatest Classic Rock Artists ...
Rolling Stones, Van Morrison, Janis Joplin, The Who, Etc.

Also
Sunday February 4th
Detroit Turbo
Ticket Giveaway

* Remember your student
card gives you 10% off
on all regular-priced
food items.

755 Ouellette
Downtown Windsor
256~2385

Bentley's has something special for you
every day of the week!
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ATTENTION ALL GRADUATES!

Take your classmates home
on a CLASS-COMPOSITE...
the best way to remember
"the way we were ... "

MAKE YOUR APPOINTMENT NOW at the CENTRE DESK,
Student Activity Centre, Main Floor.
GRAD-PORTRAITS WILL BE

TAKEN:

February 12, 13, 14
SAC 2nd. FLOOR

Lancers dominant
by Jim Mitchell
Windsor extended their unbeaten streak to nine games in
women's volleyball with a 3-1 win
over the University of Western
Ontario. It was the team's first big
conference test since before the
Christmas break. This leaves
Windsor in command pf the West
Division with Brock in second and
Western and McMaster in third
and fourth respectively.
Although Windsor head
coach Marge Holman thought the
match was Windsor's weakest
performance of the year, in her
eyes it also featured some excellent volleyball.
"Jill Bahri played some of her
best volleyball ever," Holman
said.
Holman felt Bahri must just
learn consistency to reach her full
potential. Cheryl Smith once
again turned in an outstanding performance, along with Chris
Brecka who had a strong defensive game.
"Cheryl did the best job of any
captain I've ever had at showing
leadership," Holman said.
Game one saw Western
dominate on the scoreboard, but
not on the court. Windsor made far
too many mental mistakes allowing Western to take the game 157.
Windsor was actually ahead
(7-5) but failed to score another
point. The game made Holman ask

CAMPUS RECREATION
SPECIAL EVENTS
Thanks to the 56 students who
participated in the Campus Rec.
Skating Night Out held last Wednesday, Jan. 24. The evening of
leisurely public skating proved to
be a big success.

Loaded with pepperoni,
smothered in an extra
helping of our 3 cheese blend. There's a mouthful
of zesty pepperoni in every bite. It's the perfect pizza
for pure pepperoni pleasure. Or come in for
our $1.99 Pepperoni Personal Pan Pizza for lunch.

~

CAMPUS REC. SKI TRIP
The Ski Trip to Mt. Brighton
scheduled for Jan. 26 was cancelled due to poor skiing conditions and has been re-scheduled
for Friday, Feb. 16. Please contact
our office at ext. 2456, for registration information.

which team is in first in this con.
ference and which team is in third.
From then on, the Lancers woke
up and started 'to play more like
themselves.
Windsor swept the next three
games with scores of 15-5, 15-7
and 15-10. Although the players
were not happy with their play
they were pleased with the results.
They'll take a win any way they
can.
Again, this match gave Holman opportunities to play many or
the rookies and give them experience. Holman is especially
pleased with the play of Nancy
Gyurcsik. Gyurcsik has come in
for extra coaching and in the eyes
of Holman, she has improved her
hitting 100 per cent. She expects
Gyurcsik to continue coming in
for the extra help, making her a far
better player. Gyurcsik has
replaced Lisa Thyssen and is playing very well under the pressure of
replacing an established veteran.
Windsor travels to Lakehead
this weekend to play two matches.
Holman expects Lakehead to be
very tough and looking for an
upset. Lakehead must to overtake
McMaster to win the last playoff
spot.
"We must be confident and
ready to play," Holman said.
Lakehead is coming off a win over
Wilfred Laurier and has two
players with provincial team experience. This should be another
good test for the Windsor team. O

SQUASH/RACQUETBALL
TOURNAMENT
Campus Rec. is holding its
annual Racquetball and Squash
tournament, at Windsor Racquet
Club. It is scheduled for Saturday.
Feb. 10, from 10 am until 3 pm.
Contact our office, ext. 2456, for
further information.
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Makin' it great!

Every Day Of The Week
Mon: 1Oc Peel 'n Eat Shrimp Night
Tues: VI p Night
Wed: Rib Night -1 lb. Back Ribs $6.95
Thurs: Ladies' Limo Night
Fri & Sat: Dinner & Dancing
Sun: Sunday Brunch -$8.95 11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
We specialize in large groups. Larger gatherings
can even reserve our private party rooms!
Come on in. the more the merrier!

* 7995

Tecumseh Rd. (Just east of Lauzon Rd.)
974-8484
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Men's basketball woes continue
by Paul Mayne

Nothing would please the
University of Windsor men's basketball team more than to find out
how to get off its losing ride. This
ride, which stops at the basement,
has been booked by the Lancers
for this campaign.
Windsor added two more to
the loss column, losing to the
Western Mustangs last Wcdnes
day, 93-80, and dropping a game
Saturday to Waterloo, 82-72. The
Waterloo loss was Windsor's fifth
straight.
Lancer coach Paul Thomas
recalls a statement he made earlier
in the season.
"Like I said, you can play
great basketball and not end with

I

a win."
How true, because the Lancers are playing good basketball,
but the wins arc just not coming.
The game on Wednesday was
played before close to a full house,
at the St. Denis Centre.
For the first few minutes, play
was end-to-end and very quick.
That didn't last long, as Western
burst away with a 12-2 run to grab
a quick 16-6 lcad. The march was
led by John Sticfclmcyer who had
10 of those points.
Western was playing well,
and getting fairly easy shots. To go
along with this offense was a very
tight Western defense, which gave
Western a 22-13 lead at the end of
the first quarter.
Windsor began to draw closer

with the help of Theo Tsaprailis Byrne with 13. Also helping out pointers, they were 6 of7 (85.7 per
and Mike Ogley, who contributed were Boniferro with 12, and cent).
great efforts late in the fir:;t half. Tsparailis with 11.
"They (Waterloo) just got
The Lancers soon pulled to within
For Western, it was the one- away from us in the second half,"
four point\, 35-31, with 3:14 left man wrecking crew. John Stiefel- Thomas said.
in the half.
mcyer had an impressive 35-point
The loss puts the Lancers at 15
this
year.
Windsor cut the deficit to one showing, 23 of those in the second
at the break on a Boni ferro jumper half.
Jeff Nekkers returned to the
at the buzzer. This capped an exWindsor moved on to Water- lineup and had 21 points to lead
cellent first halfof play on the part loo to try and put an end to their Windsor. Byrne added 14, and
of both teams.
losing streak, but could not, as the Chris Daly contributed 12.
Waterloo was led by Andy
The second half lived up to Warriors avenged an earlier defeat
Zicnchuk with 26. Chris Troyak
the first hairs billing. Windsor to the Lancers.
came out still pumped from their
Windsor was in striking dis- and Ron Braley added 19 and 15,,
first-half surge, and kept pushing tance at halftime, trailing by only respective Iy.
The Lancers took on Mcit at Western. The game remained three, 38-35.
tied at 57-57 at 12:42. The Lancers
In the second half, the ever- Master Wednesday at the St.
fell behind by fourattheendofthe popular "nothing will drop" Denis Centre (sec the Lancer
third quarter.
syndrome hit Windsor again. Locker for results). Windsor
Windsor kept after Western Windsor ended up shooting 33.8 returns to the road as they travel to
and with 8:36 left in the second per cent (23 for 68) from two-point London 10 take on the Western
half a triple play by Boniferro was range for the game. As for 3- Mustangs on Saturday, Feb. 3. 0
good for three, and Windsor was ,__:::__ __::__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--,

on top 64-63. much to the delight
of those at St. Denis.
The way things have been
going lately, though, you had a
feeling something would go
wrong.
Something happened, all
right. For the next four minutes the
Mustangs outscored Windsor 152. Western seized the 12-point
lead, 78-66, and pretty much had
the game with only 4:43 remaining.
"We had a letdown and they
(Western) drove down the middle
and dished off," admitted Thomas.
"We didn ·1 react to it even though
we knew what they were doing.
That .,., as the game ~:.1;1;i.•, '.~t:.r<'
"l did see a lot of bright spots
clcsp11c tfie lo s,
omas uil ed.
"J think we showed thut we could
play with the big teams in the
country."
Lonee photo by Jason Kryk
Leading the way for the LanWindsor's Carlo Boniferro (34) drives against Mustang Dave o rmero d (5 ). cers were Ogley with 16 and

IThe Lance isn't printed
on recycled paper,
but it is printed
on recyclable paper.
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Women's b-ball
continued from page 21
night. A late 8-0 run by Western
gave them the IO-point victory.
"We made a good run at
them." Mac Lean said. "It would
have been nice to win "
The La nee rs were led by
Alison Duke with I 7 points and
Margaret Piggott with 12.
Top scorers for Western were
DcbKraemcrwith21,andClaudic
De Julio with 15.
On Saturday. Windsor faced
the Athenas at Waterloo.
The l...ancer.; were favoured to
~\:'.....2.ver the 0-6 Athenas. but
in
c
up ';';i!li
h:nsh
\\Ckomc. as Waterloo "on ilfcir
lirsl game.
In the hcginning. the game
looked to follow expectations as
Windsor held a 6-point halftime

lead.
The second half seemed
harmless until the seven-minute
mark when Waterloo took the lead
and held it for good.
"It's a team we should have
handled," Macl..ean said. "We had
too many unforced errors."
The Lancers were paced by
Alison Duke with 16. Sheila
Windle had 15. while Heather I
Quick added 10.
Waterloo was led by Michelle
McCrory with 22 points.
The women returned to action
as they faced McMaster on Wed- I
~ .u..ry I tnc:; - m t.. n rel s
the Lancer Locker for results).
Windsor will be away over the /
weekend to face Western on
Saturday in London.
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The lance· Read 11. Then rec,c e 1t.

(tormerl) Strc3mers)

Featuring

Satellite T.V.
(Big Screen is Coming)

Pool Tables
Video
Basketball Game

D.J. & Dancing
Thursday, Friday,
Saturday

Good Greek &
Finger Foods
25c Hotdog
50c Hamburger
Monday to Thursday
Bring along your roughly completed application form.

7 p.m. - 12 a.m.

"Where Down
To Earth
People Meet"

655 University \V.
254-8861
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Chris Brecka digs for life's best
by Dave Briggs
Once in a whale, along comes a person
"'ho touches lives, and whose unquenchable zest for life inspires others.
It is a quality that is rare, one that is envied, and it is !>Omething that m es >se
select few able to touch others an leave a
lasting impression.
Chris Brecka fits this category.
Brccka is a fifth-year student at the
University of Windsor, and while this
alone docs not make her unusual, the other
parts that make up her life, do.
Brecka is most famous for heroubtanding .ithlctic ability. She's a fifth-year
veteran of the university's intercollegiate
women's volley hall ream, and currently
shares the team's captain duties with her
good friend. Cheryl Smith.
Brccka also manages to find time for
her husband Dan, her school work, and a
part-time job al the St. Denis Centre. Her
grades play an especially important role
this year as she wishes to gain admission to
teacher's college.
Through it all, she abo manages to
remain one of life's more upbeat players.
"She's a great friend," Smith said.
"She's always happy, always smiling,
never down. I always say she's got ever) thing I want and can ne,.er have. She's got
a happy life. She's got a good husband.
She's got a home.''
Lately, Brecka's life has changed considerably, since she learned she was pregnant.
Brecka is expecting in late May or early
June, which makes her playing voile) ball
interesting.
While she isn't sure she can play the
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Lonee photo by James Crump

Brecka takei. break during recent team ltOrkout.

\Y

the decision whc.!!.JjJave-rt, and hopefully
Time seems to be her~:.:.'.:°dc
J'!! l5e abl1.: lo play and I won't have to make now, as her team (currently undefeated)
fairly confident she can finish the-~m- that decision."
races toward the OWIAA championships
paign, slated to end in March.
Brccka's husband is one of her biggest with a good shot at winning the gold.
You would think that playing would
Those around her are echoing her sen- fans and would probably secretly miss
timent:., quietly hoping that Brecka, an watching his wife and her teammates play. take a back scat to the birth of her first child,
OWIAA albtar last year, will be available
Brccka, whose power posilion makes but volleyball is not merely a sport to
for the provincial and national champion- diving for balls a key component on Brecka.ltissomethingthatshehasdevoted
ships.
defense, says her play has not changed, more than ten years of her life to.
though there was a period of adjustment.
She started playing in grade school, but
Can she play \\ hile pregnant?
The answer to date has been a resound"Before Chrbtmas, when I was Mill ad- not at a competitive level until she attended
ing Yes! Brecka says her doctor told her as justing to all these changes, I was getting Windsor's Riverside High School.
long as she does not experience discomfort. frustrated because I was going through a
After five years at Riverside, Brecka
she can continue to play.
period where 1was tired. and I had fatigue," competed two years al the club level. and
Her husband, Dan, prefers to leave the Brecka said.
spent the summer of 1985 on the provincial
decision of whether to play or not up to his
"I've been playing for so long that I've junior team with Smith. a Riverside team.,..ife.
never had to play over fatigue because I've mate.
"He's great," says Brecka. "He·s really
never gotten tired."
"When I started playing cluh, that's
excited abou1 this, and I'm sure he":. conHer diving for balls seems to be the when I really started liking it a lot," Brccka
cerned that everything goes okay, but he, main concern of those who do not know her said. "It was much better than playing high
knows that I'm not going 10 pul my baby in style of play. Brecka protects her body school. You get exposed to a lot more
jeopardy or anything.
when she dives, being careful not to dive travelling around Ontario ''
"He tru:.ts me that I'm going to make on her stomach.
She then spent fi-.e years under the

~:,: . . , f ~ a . ~ yt:ar":,, :c:?!?" MVP is

Lance photo

Brttka (3) and teammates prepare to ddend opponent's attack..

tutelage of Lancer coach Marge Holman,
who currently steers the worn n' s volleyball program.
"Right from day one, Chris has probably been one of the most dedicated athletes
that has ever come into the program," Holman said. "Her desire and dedication to the
sport arc just phenomenal."
For Holman, the news of Brccka's
pregnancy came as a bit of a surprise.
"I had a mixed reaction hecausc I think
a lot of Chris and Dan and the marriage that
they have," Holman said. "I know how
close they arc and how important this is to
them. so I was really happy for them
"I suppose I was a little bit disappointed
in the timing, and maybe a little concerned. '
but the way I 'vc approached it is that's their
life and I have no intention of trying to interfere with that."
In the beginning, Brecka was treated a bit
like breakable goods hy her teammates.
After a brief adjustment period, though.
they began lo realize what her well-conditioned body was capable of.
"As far as I'm concerned, she's a player
on the court, she's not a pregnant player on
the court," liolman said. "She's a player on
the court who's doing her job, and it's not
affecting any of my decisions."
As Smith and Brecka 's fifth and final
year of university volleyball draws to a
close. there could not he a better sign of
life's transitions that the imminent birth of
Brccka's child.
"It's hcen a pleasure to play with her the
last five year," Smith said. "I'm really
going to mi sit. I think I'm ready to go on
now. five years is enough, but I'm really
going to miss it."
Docs Brecka wish anything .special for
her child?
Only that he or she be healthy. Whe1
asked what she would like her child to be
like, she simply answered that she would
like her son or daughter to be like her hu"-·
band Dan.
For my money. if the child ends up like
its mother, that would he just fine.
C1
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Abortion referendum thwarted, p. 7

Caeri on Kezeire, p. 15

Hockey team triumphant, p. 19

Vitella avoids society impeachment!
1

b) Caeri Hertrand-Crump and Michael J. Cohen

While seeking higher office, student council presidential hopeful Gino Vitella almost lost the one he has.
Vitella, who finally resumed his presidency of the Social Science Society (SSS) Jan. 23 after a suspension
against him was lifted, faced impeachment proceedings
Tuesday for violating that suspension.
At an SSS meeting Feb. 6, political science representative Abe Elias brought forth a motion of impeachment, charging Vitella disobeyed his two-month
suspension by attending and voting at meetmgs of
I Students' Administrative Council (SAC) and SAC's
Board of Directors.
After a long, heated debate and a secret ballot, council members decided in Vitella 's favour and allowed him
to stay on as president.
Vitella was relieved at the outcome of the meeting.
"This is round three. Three times they've tried (to fire
me), and all three times it came out unanimous with full
support of the council.'' said Vitella. "I had more than three
quarter.:. of the executive and that telb me ·hey • If council lihows this much confidence in me all the time, then I
must be doing something right."
thas, along with two executive council members.
resigned over the failed impeachment.
"I am Tt: i ning from the council as part of my responsibility to council," said Elias. ''l brought forth the motion
as a rcspon,ible memher of council. I have to resign to
allow council to stick with\\ hat they bclie"e in and back
the president."
Executive councillor Kim Morneau resigned over
what she fell was an injustice.
"I cannot sit by and watch this council fall apart and
support somebody who blatantly goes about doing things.
He lies to council. disregards the constitution. and. I don't
know about the rest of this council, but I don ·1 find the consitituion a trivial thing that should be thrown in the garbage
over personal issues and Gino feeling he's such a nice
guy," Morneau said after the meeting.
The November suspension stipulated that Vitella was
not to act as president or vote at SSS or SAC until the

I

Three strikes, he's safe. Social Science Societ) pre,ident Gino Vitella.

society passed a constitutional amendment to reinstate his
presidency.
Records from an in-camera SAC meeting Jan. 17
show Vitella attended and voted. The meeting concerned
the firing of Sub\\ay manager Chuck Blewett.
Vitella denied he violated his suspension by voting at
SAC. He said the only vote, he cast during hb suspen,ion
were on proxies he carriecl for St\ councillor Greg Peikov ich.
The record shows that Petkovich was also in aliendance and voted himself at the Jan. 17 meeting.
Minutes from Board of Directors meetings Dec. 7.
Dec. 23 and Jan. 16 show V1tella attended, pre,ented motion, and \'Oted. SAC' president Paul Ori,ebois defended
\'itclla's right to attend and vote at the Board of Director,·
meetings. Yitella wa, elected to the hoard b) council ln,t
May and that position has nothing to do with hi., SS$
presidency, said Brisebois. "ho chairs ill> meetings.
He added Vitella cannot gi\C a proxy to :,,omcone who
docs not :,,it on the board.
SSS \ ice president Steve Burke, under the orders of
the suspension, was to "fufill the duties of the presidency
of the SSS in the interim."

Brisebois knew about Vitella's suspension, but said it
did not apply to board meetings.
"I don't care "hat they do at Social Science ... (the
Board of Directors) is out of their jurisdiction." he said.
Elias said he introduced the impeachment because
Vitella broke his promise to the society by continuing to
act as president.
"It'. ror the sate o Justice. He's done something
wrong and as an elected official he has to be held accountahle to council and his corn,titutents," Elias "aid prior to the
meeting.
Vitella \\ as ::.u,.,pcnded by SSS council after It was
learned that he had dropped to a part-time academic status.
The SSS constitution stated at the time that the president
must be a full-time undergraduate student. The document
ha, since been amended to allow the president to attend
school on a part-time basis
"I think it's the be t thing that \\e continue on and get
thing done for the rest of the year," said executive council
member S) Ivia Habib. "We ·re going lo be having election,
in t\,o month., there', no point in gomg around tr}mg to
impeach some hod) Let's get the business of thi, semester
done fir,t. and let's move on."
'.'"l

Where it goes

Student council fees explained
, \( IIA>IC''

The basic fee covers all office
expenses (council's office space
is provided free by the university).
including furniture. equipment.
and supplies.
This money also goes to the
salaries of the executive: the
president, four vice president:,,
and several commissioners, and
their program budgets; and the
salaries of support staff: full-time
entertainment co-ordinator and
his budget. business manager,
secretary, and pa,t-tim; help.
As well. these funds arc
devoted to p1:bli, ity and
pamphlets. and additional funding
for the various student societies.
The General Services fee
goes to the Peer Counselling
Centre and its paid co-ordi11ator,
the Women's Centre and its paid
co-ordinator, club operating
monies and varied 1,peciat events.

by Ke\in Johnson
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SAC Financial Breakdown:
.. Annual fees per student

Next year's increase in drug
plan fees will push annual student
government levies to $134.50 per
student.
The increase, approved by a
campus-wide referendum in
November, will take effect in September. It pushes the drug plan
from 26 to 42 per cent of student
council fees.
Like most of the student fees.
the drug plan funds are not spent
at council's discretion. but are
passed directly to the receiving
body. Drug premiums are paid to
the insurer, Green Shield.
Only the Students' Administrative Ceuncil (SAC) basic
ft:e of $32.50 and its general services levy of $11.00 fall complete ly u nder ,the council's
budget.

Interviews, news, analysis
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and the used book sale and its paid
staff.
Society fees revert to student
organizations in most faculties.
membership dues are paid to the
Can:idian and Ontario Federation
of Students, and Community
Legal Aid receives a direct levy of
$5.50 per student.
In addition, $15 per student
goes to the coffers ofSAC"s whol1y-ow ned subsidiary Student
Medi:l Corporation, which
ope-rates campus/community
radih station CJAMfm, student
newspaper the Lance, and Centre
Graphics design and resume service.
Finally, a referendum passed
ta,t year established a SO.cent collection for the Special Needs committee, which works to ensure
access for disabled people across
campus.
0

Lee Aaron bomb metal
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diversions ·
PARTIES

ARTS

Saturday, February 10
- the Slovak World Congress (Windsor Chapter) w·
hold Its Tenth Annual Masquerade Boll at the Siovot
Centre, 1520 Chandler Road. Cocktails at 6 pm ano
dinner will be served at 7 pm. Tickets are $15, Odutts
and $10, students and retirees. For more Information
or tickets coll Janka Kopeck, 977-4973; Anezko
Kadlec, 735-3921; Loco Bogin. 944-5355.

Frtday, February 2 to 11
- Three Peas In a Pod. on exhibition of works by
University of Windsor visual arts students Pino Frabotta.
Chris Hummer and Grahame Lynch wlll be at the
Common Ground Gallery. MacKenzie Hall. 3277
Sandwich St. Opening reception Is Friday. February 2
at 7:30 pm.

1

Thursday, February 8 to March 8
- the University of Windsor's School of Visual Arts'
Faculty Exhibition wlll toke place at the Lebel Gallery.
Huron Church at College.Opening reception Is Friday.
February 9. For more Information call the school at
253-4232, ext. 2828.

Sunday, February 18
- Assumption Campus Community Is celebrating theu
Fourth Annual Mardi Gras Celebration. Festivities
begin with the 4:30 Mass followed by food and fun. To
help cover costs of food and decorations the
suggest a $2 per person donation. For those who col
please bring desserts. Located between the UniverSi~
Centre and the bridge. Coll 973-7034 for more
Information.

Friday, February 9 to March 4
- Montreal artist. Andre Clement's photographic
Installation Camerae Lumlnosae will be at Artclte In
MacKenzie Holl,3277 Sandwich St. Opening reception
for the artist is Friday. February 9 at 8 pm.
Until Friday, February 16
- a solo exhibition by local artist Julie Bell at Windsor
Printmakers Forum. The show con be seen at 384 Pitt
St. E.• Suite 204. call 253-9493 for more Information.
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Until February 18
- the Art Gallery of Windsor Is showing Eleanor Bond's
Work Station In the Walker Gallery. The gallery Is
located at 445 Riverside Dr. W .. and can be
contacted at 258-71 11 .
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Saturday, February 24
- The Art Gallery of Windsor will hold its first Mardi Gros
Boll at the gallery. There will be a Cajun dinner
prepared by the chef of the HIiton Hotel. Dancing ond
entertainment. Costume is optional but the
committee hopes people will wear masks. For more
information call the gallery at 258-7111 or Louise Fry
945-2722.

AWARD BANQUETS

LECTURES

Until February 18
- the AGW will continue to show Robert Keziere's On
Reason in the Photography and Atkins Galleries.

Until March 4
- the AGW continues to exhibit printmaker's Cecil
Buller work In the Graybiel Gallery.

Until March 4
- prints from the Art Gallery of Windsor's collection are
shown In the Eonsor Gallery.

MUSIC
Friday, February 9 to 1O
- the Windsor Symphony Orchestra - Seagram Pops
Series presents Howard Cable, conductor, with Aloin
Trudel, trombone, at 8 pm In the Cleary Auditorium.
For tickets coll 252-6579.
Sunday, February l l

- the School of Music - Ensemble Series presents the
Fourth Annual Student Concerto Night, featuring
three of the finest talents at the school. They will solo
with the Windsor Community Orchestra, directed by
Jomes Tomburlni.The concert will toke place at
Ambassador Auditorium at 8 pm. For tickets and
information call 253-4232, ext. 2780.

Sunday, February 11
- Canada's jazz guitarist, Ed Bickert will perform with
Dove Young on boss. Donald Walden on sax and
Rondy Glllspie on drums at the Art Gallery of Windsor,
445 Riverside Dr. W. at 2 pm. Tickets ore $9 in advance
and $10 at the door. Available at South Shore Books,
Blondie Cleaners. The Uncommon Market (AGW) and
all Somethln' Special Shops. Coll 944-9798 for more
Information.
Monday, February 12
- the Cleary Auditorium presentsJub//otion Dance. on
Afro-American dance ensemble. at 8 pm. For tickets
or more Information coll 252-6579.
THEATRE
Thursday, February 15 to 18, 21 to 25
- The University Players present Sam Shepherd's A Lie
of the Mind. a comedy directed by Richard McKenno
at Essex Holl Theatre. For tickets and further
Information coll 253-4232. ext. 2804.
FILM
Wednesday, February 14
- The Atomic FIim Society presents Swamp Women
(colour, 1956) In the basement of the Dominion House,
3140 Sandwich St. $2 to join the society.
Friday, February 9 to 11
- the Detroit Film Theatre wlll be presenting The New
Animation Celebraflon, showing the finest In modern
animation. 5200 Woodward Avenue. Coll (313)
833-2323 for tickets and Information.
Friday, February 16 to 25
- the Detroit FIim Theatre presents Claude Chobrol's
Story of Women (Fronce, 1988), 5200 Woodward
Avenue. Coll (313) 833-2323 for more Information.
READINGS
Frtday. February 16
- E~ge~e McN?moro. a poet, short story writer and
University of Windsor professor and Leila Pepper, a
Windsor poet wlll read from their new work at the Old
Court Cafe In MacKenzie Holl, 3277 Sandwich St. The
event Is sponsored by The Bookroom at the Court.

Saturday, February 17
- the Clifton Gront/WOSH award is presented each
Friday, February 9
year to a local individual who has mode on
- the Muslim Student Association will be holding an outstanding contribution to furthering workplace
open forum of Islam. Questions and discussion of health and safety, they will be presented at the
topics will be based on interests of the participants. Teutonic Club, 55 Edlnborough St. The event will
Assumption Lounge, University Centre at 10:00 om. For include cocktails. dinner and dancing. Tickets are $18
more Information coll Adel Esayed at 977-5855.
and con be purchased at the Health and Safely
Centre. 1731 Tecumseh St. E. or call 254-4192.
Friday, February 9
- the Muslim Students Association presents ls/om and Monday, February 19
Christianity: Slmilarltles and Differences in Room 208 - program for architectural designations, citations ano
Memorial Hall at 11 :30 om. Call Adel Esoyed at commendations and awards will be presented Art
977-5855 for Information.
Johns wlll be presenting Hiram Walker-Allied Vintners
Restoration information. Mackenzie Holl, 3277
Monday, February 12
Sandwich, 7:30 pm.
- Iona College presents Temptation. Ethics and Public
Service with Dr. Jomes P Clarke, University of Windsor
DEMONSTRATIONS
professor, Hon. Paul Mortin, Sr., and Rev Judith
Keenan Horris. Iona College is located at 408 Sunset
Saturday, February 10
and the event starts at 7:30 pm.
- the Canadian Abortion Rights Action League
(CARAL) will march and demonstrate in response to
Wednesday, February 14
the proposed Federal Bill C-43, which would, If passed.
- The Humanities Research Group presents Or. David place abortion back In the criminal code. Members
Herh~y. professor of history at Brown University and and supporters ore asked to gather In front of the
president of the American Historical Association will District Court Building at 11 :45 om. For more
discuss the Family and Government In Renaissance information contact Janet Greene-Potomskl al
Florence In Madame Vanier Lounge at 4 pm. For more 944-8989.
information coll 253-4232. ext. 2323.
MEETINGS
Friday, ::ebruary 15
- the Fourth Annual Bernard Cohen Memorial Lecture Friday, February 9 to Sunday February 11
In Criminal Low will be presented by Austin M. Cooper,
Q.C. entitled Susan Nelles: The Defence of Innocence - Assumption University will be sponsoring an Antioch
Retreat, it is designed especially for students aria
at 5 pm in Moot Court. A reception will follow.
young working adults. A time for prayer. growth ano
relaxation.
Friday, February 16
For more Information coll 973-7034.
- the Art Gallery of Windsor - Friday Art Lecture Series
presenJs Dr: Michael Farrell, professor of art history at Monday, February 12
the University of Windsor, discussing Landscape. Still
Life and Portraiture. Cocktails will be served at 6:30 - the Lesbian/Goy students group wlll meet at 7 pm.
pm, lecture at 7 pm at the AGW Restaurant. For dinner Iona College, 208 Sunset.
reservations coil 258-7111.
Tuesday, February 13
- the Navigator New life Gatherings presents Love.
Monday, February 19
· Or. Geor~e ~- Crov-:ell, Deportment of Religious Dating and Marriage - Developing o Unique Design
Studies, University of Windsor discusses The Power of 624 Rosedale Avenue, 7:30 pm. Call Steve or Juliet at
Nonviolent Action In Conflict and Defense, Iona 252-2765 for more information.
College 208 Sunset, 7:30 pm.
MISCELLANEOUS
Thrusday, February 22
- Calgary artist Mary Scott wlll be at the Art Gallery of
Windsor, 445 Riverside Dr. W., 7:30 pm. Call 258-7111
for more Information.
BENEFITS
Saturday, February 10
- Valentines Charity Boll, proceeds to go to the Big
Brothers and Big Sisters of Greater Windsor. Cocktails
at 6 pm and dinner at 7 pm at the Giovanni Caboto
Club. Tickets are $30, students, $40, non-students. For
more information call Christine Ozimek, SAC at
253-6423 or 253-4232, ext 3905/6.
Thursday, February 15
- The Heart and Stroke Foundation Is hosting A Hearty
Good Time. on evening of food and entertainment
featuring the "Gaylords". This will toke place at the Top
Hat Restaurant and tickets ore $25. Coll 254-4345 for
ticket Information.
Saturday, February 17
-An Evening of Fashion at Fogo/or, and proceeds from
the dinner and show. which begins at 6:30, are
donated to the AIDS Committee of Windsor. Tickets
ore $25 and ore available from the ACW at 973-0222
or Madrigal at 944-0884.

Saturday, February 1O
- a Find your Heart Swim is planned for Adle Knox and
Holy Rosary pools. Special games and candy, plus
good times for the entire family ore planned between
l :30-3:30 pm in both focilltles, small admission fee. con
255-6877 for more information.
Tuesday. February 20
- the Bulimia-Anorexia Nervoso Association (BANA) wi
be presenting a self-esteem workshop at 3602 Wells
Avenue at 7 pm. Mory Koy Lucier, acting director, wm
discuss eating related disorders.
Wednesday, February 21
- a Stuffed Bow Wreath workshop will be held at the
Edward St. Neighbourhood and Senior Centre. 1150
Edward St., from 6:30 - 9:30 pm. The cost Is $5 for
materials. Interested persons are asked to coll
945-7426 for a complete materials list and registration
Information.

Wednesday, February 21 and 28
- a workshop is being offered by the Forest Glade
Community Centre, 3215 Forest G lode Drive
Participants will make flowers and decorative
centrepieces with paper. cost Is $7 plus materials. For
a complete materials list and Information on
registering, coll 735-3536.
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Pope "central figure," says Catholic
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D. Eldon Dawson

papacy recognizing the uniqueness of the local church as a place
Stressing the importance of of worship will he welcomed by
the role of the papacy in ecumeni- other denominations.
cal dialogue, Margaret O'Gara
"Other churches can agree
said any future re-united church with this and the pope becomes
requires a better understanding of much more appealing as a minispapal authority.
try of unity into one church of
In a talk entitled "Authprity Christ," said O'Gara, a professor
in the Church", O'Gara said that at St Michael's College at the
although Jesus Christ is the Univer!'>ity of Toronto.
supreme ruler, the central figure
The wish to unite into a full
on earth is the pope.
communion is echoed in the inter"The papacy is the central national community ''by a v.orld
issue facing the Roman Catholic that desperately needs the united
church ... and it is also a big issue proclamation of Christ (and) by a
in ecumenical dialogue among desire to be united fully with all of
the Christian churches," said O' our brothers and !'>istcr'> from other
Gara.
churches," she said.
The Toronto native exo·Gara fccb the papacy
plained to the crowd at Assump
should not be looked upon as a
tion University Sunday night that personality but as a figure that
the papacy is undergoing a shift speaks to and for all the Christians
towards a community-based of the world.
church and likened ecumenical
"This shift (to a communitydialogue to a gift exchange be- based papacy) locates the Bishop
tween churches.
of Rome within the college of
According to O'Gara, a bishops as a centre and servant of

communion, shaping our understanding of practice," she said. "It
is this shift that makes the pope
much more appealing to Protestants, Anglicans and Orthodox
Christians."

Moral dilemmas are facing scientists
by Lawrence Deck
Scientists face as many moral
dilemmas as anybody, but given
the unique importance of their research in the modern era, the
question is posed: "What personal
ethical problems are unique to the
project of science?"
Dr. Dennis Tuck, head of the
university's chemistry department and himself a researcher in
the field of innorganic chemistry,

maintains that the unique ethical
prohlcms facing individual scientists arise at th ree distinct levels.
The scientist has responsibilities
to science, to his peers and
forebea rs, a nd to socie t y.
Temptat ions to 5h irk these
responsibilit i es arise from
"egocentric impulses," Tuck said.
Different scientists have different
motivations, Tuck pointed out,
"some have a motive 10 serve
people, some like to be fi rst, some

like to show off, some like the
power."

Tuck addressed an audience
at Iona College in the third of four
seminars in the college's "Ethics
for 1tie N ineties" series, last Mo nday. He wus joined on a panel by
Harrow Research Station director
Dr. Wallace Finlay and Dr Dietmar Lage of the university's
religious studies department.
Tuck pointed out that the
scientist's duty to science, is 10

Few challenge SAC seats
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by Lance news staff
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Nominations closed Friday
for Students· Administrative
Council (SAC) elections, and
most races are over before they
began.
Only two students threw their
hats in the ring for the three student senate spots, so they are considered automatically elected.
Greg Kindiak and Kay Peters will
assume their senatorial duties in
the fall. The senate is the
university's academic ruling

body.
Of the 15 council scats up for
grabs, four arc conte'.'ltcd. four
were filled hy acclamation. and
seven remain empt).
Four students arc contesting
the three social science spots up
for grabs. They arc Michael Cum-
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Lance photo by Bogdan Kowalc zyk
O' Gara also talked about
widespread misconceptions about
papal infallibility.
She said that although many
pei.>ple think whatever the Pope
says is infallible, this is simply not

the case.
"Papal infallibility helps
validify the 'assistance' God
gives the papacy to act as
spokesperson of what the whole
church believes," she said.
O'Gara abo said dissent
within the Church must be dealt
with in a more appropriate manner. Dissent does not usuq, the
authority of the pope but is a test
of the papacy.
"Our treatment of dissent is
one area where, in practice, the
Roman Catholic church has not
made the shift," she said.
O'Gara encouraged frankness rather than blind defence of
the pope saying the Church's
views on slavery and torture are
two examples of practical fallibility.
O'Gara's lecture was the
fifth this year of Assumption
College's Christian Culture
Series, now in its 56th season, the
oldest ongoing univer::;ity lecture
-.cries in Canada.
0

mins, Cam ille Shako, Tobias
Thcilcs. and incumbent Paui Williamson.
The single law seat is sought
by C in da Seria nn i a nd Ron
Simunduic.
The acclamations included
Jason Cle me ns and S harro n
O'Flaherty, business reps; Victor
Lopes, engineering; and science

Lance photo by James Crump
SAC CEO J.K.

rep Abby Hackham. Another
science scat went unfilled.
The other empty positions
are arts, education. drama, human
kinetics, nursing and social work.
According to SAC chief
electoral officer Jeff Kehoe, the
vacancies ""i II be filled b) byelection next fall. Kcl1oc. a former
SAC chair. was appointed to the
position after academic pressures
forced the resignation of past
CEO Tim Fairhcad.
n

Races wide open
h) Lance ne~s staff

This year's Students' Administrative Council (SAC) elections feature a wide-open list of
executive candidates. one of the
large:.! fields in recent years.
All told. four men are running for SAC president, and six
candidates are seeking the vice
presidency.
T he four presidentia l
nominees are current vice president Michael Akpata: third-year
public administ ration student
Ch ris Clark: Joey Esteves. a
second-year engineering student;

and Social Sch:ncc Societ) president Gino Vitella.
The vice presidential candidates arc Timothy AlbcrtBates, Ste, c LaFlammc, Julie
Lawson. rrcd Sherman, 1\:d
Sturk. and David Wilcox.
The candidates will address
voters in a public meeting Wcdnesda). Feb. 14 in the University
Centre cafeteria.
For in-dept h election
coverage, read the Lance next
week, when we ""ill run interviews with all candidates in a special feature supplement.
Cl

objectively and dispassionately
put her "own pct theory" to the
test, a responsibility that is crosschecked by the community that
reproduces her expcrimcnl'.'1. The
penalty for 'cheating' ~ for fal sifying experimental data, for ex-

am pie is professional
ignominy. Tuck illus1rared this
point with a passage from C.P.
Snow's 1934 novel The Search,
the story of a researcher whose
career is destroyed when duplication of an expc:ri111t:nt discloses
his falsification of results. Thus
science punishes error, intended
or unintended.
Tuck
stressed
that
"knowledge is neutral," and that
the scientist's responsibility to
society is not to avoid researching
theories with potentially
dangerous results, bul to try to
Jircct his own studies to the good.
in any casl. whac e,perimcnta!ion :s p0ss1blc, ~if you don't re">Carch it, s0mconr. will"; 10 avoid
testing a theory is no ·~uarantcc
that ii will not be tested. Ul1ima1dy. the puhlic must trust the
sc1cn:1fic community.
Lage demurred 011 this last
point. lJ:.ing an analc,g} original1) dcploycJ hy Martin I uther in a
dehatc
\I, ith
schola'.'>!ic
philosophers. I age matnt.iincd
lhal knowledge b not neutral - it
bas inseparable from application
as smoke and heat are from fire.
Lage, whose speciality is medical
ethics, is currently al work on a
book about research ethics. He
pointed out that in this day and
age, when recombinant-DNA
processes arc producing artificial
life-forms, society as a whole is a
laboratory test-group. Genetic
engineers have the potential to
'invent' some species fundamentally incompatihle with humanity.
Perhaps we will go out "not with

the big bang of Dr. Strangelove,
but with the whimper of (Kurt]
Vonnegut's Cat's Cradle."
Maybe the public ought to have
the same 'consent rights' as those
who volunteer for laboratory experiments: this would mean completely informing citizens of the
risks involved. and asking them
for their legal consent. Ultimate1y, though. the public cannot
leave it to the scientific community to keep their best intere::;ts
at heart.
Wallace, who represented
the local community on
Monday's panel, most exemplified the scientific sense of
wonder. He questioned what he
saw as a confusion in the United
Church's Sunday-school curriculum, a confusion over the
relationship of science and techno logy with religious faith.
Simply put. we undcr'.'lland the
universe through laws, Wallace
said. '.'IO science docs not represent
a new creation but rather a revelation of the existing creation. The
ethical problems 1ha1 Wallace
focused on concerned the human
lo--s of perspective that can result
from constant progress. Ultimately, though, Wallace agreed with
Tuck - the public must trust
science, because in the struggle
against disease and idiocy,
humankind must fight or flee.
And ifwe arc to fight the darkness
of mortality and ignorance,
science is our only reliable
weapon.
The seminar series will conclude next Monday, February 12,
at 7:30 p.m. v. ith a discus,ion of
"Temptation, Ethics & Public
Service." The keynote speaker
will be Dr. James P. Clarke. For
more information, call Iona College at 973-7039.
O
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We here at The Lonee. as fellow members of
Canadian University Press. were obviously disturbed at
recent events at Bishop's University student newspaper
The Campus as reported in Andy R'ga's article lost week
(Student editor canned b y student council, The Lonee,
Feb 1, p 8)
The dispute was over material in on opinion piece
criticising their student counc l's spending habits and
running of the pub. After the article was deemed
"potentially libellous· by Bishop's student council president Dean French. an apology and correction were run
But apparently the council found the accusations embarosslng enough to feel jusned n firing the ed tor. a though this is entirely out of Its constitutional Jurisdiction
It is on ugly example of censorship and autocratic
action aga.nst a supposedly ''free· student press. But disturbed as we were at the counc 11 's actions. we were encouraged by the reaction of the Campus staff.
The staff walked out in protest of the editor's dismissal. and began an underground publlcatlon called the
Independent to lobby for an autonomous newspaper
at Bishop· s.
People may scoff at the student press. saying It possesses no genuine po1it1cal or economic power. and
may point to destruction of The Campus as an example
of just how little power we really hold.
Yet the publishlng of The Independent. under circumstances that must have been downright harrowing,

is a show of force transcending ecomomics or politics.
Not only does ·t have the potential of being far rnore embarrassing to the student council than the original allegations could have ever been, it shimmers with the
possibility of effecting actual change.
The story hos spread Ike wildfire At the Ontario
Regional Canadian University Press conference this
weekend. the announcement that Alaln Guilbault from
The Independent was n attendance brought loud applause and cries of support. Everyone knew.
If we knew. it seemed everyone at Bishop's must
know. They must be angry; the censoring of The Campus, in a way, might be the best thing ever to happen
to them . The Independent might actually accomplish
what It set out to do: expose the student councillors for
what they really are. In a sense Guilbault and his paper
represented all our dearest-held Ideals, so often cynically forgotten in the day to day drudge of putting out a
paper: honesty, truth, integrity, and most importantly.
the power to effect change.
And so it is that we ask for your help. We'll have a
booth set up in the University Centre this week. We're
recruiting volunteers for The Lonee; but we're also raising money for the beleaguered Independent.
If you hold freedom of the press as dearly as we do,
please contribute. Even the smallest donation will be appreciated.
- Lisa Fortin
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Sacclamation
Does anyone know that student council Is having its
election Feb. 21? Does anyone care? Judging by the
lack of nominees. most people would rather watch
Gllligon·s Island re{uns than become 'elite· Members of
our 'dignified' student government.
As a matter of fact. only the salaried positions have
sparked a modicum of competition. In the race for president. there are four nominees; for vice president there
ore six. Hmmmm. money as the motivation here? You
decide. Cynical? No, just realistic.
After that it's Death Valley in the Land of the
Acclaimed.
Only social science and law actually have more
nominees than positions.
Facultles llke arts. education. drama. human
kinetics, nursing, and social work couldn't even bribe
someone Into running for their representative positions!
Just think. If we don't find someone to fill these positions
now. we'll have to have a by-election. More fun.
Who thinks someone will want the jobs then if they
couldn't give them away now?
Can you say apathy? I knew you could.
In the middle of all this. there are some who are slam-

ming the Women's Centre for trying to get women to run
for SAC positions.
We should be cheering the centre tn its effort to get
people to actually run. Only five of the 22 nominees are
women. Gee. that's representative of our student bodY
... right.
With disinterest running rampant. anyone who car
be encouraged to run should be given a medal.
Maybe people are only running to improve their
resumes. Since nobody feels SAC actually means any·
thing or gets anything done. they couldn't be running
for the sense of accomplishment that comes with the

Job.
Sue me 1f you don't like this line of thinking. but be
prepared to sue many more who feel the same way.
So, let's applaud those who are running and wish
them luck. If you see nominees out on the campaign
trail. try not to burst their bubble. They think they are
going after a prestigious job filled with lots of responsibility. They also think that if they do a good job, Santo
will be good to them this Christmas.
Happy voting.
- Jennifer Johnston
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Student council has achieved goals
by Paul Brisebois
In referring to your editorial "Setting
the table" in last week's Lance, l find your
opinion lacks depth and research. This
year, Students' Administrative Council
(SAC) has achieved many, if not all, of its
objectives. I am making specific reference
to the Campus Life Improvement Program
(CLIP).
First, we did, in fact, have the referen-

dum on the drug plan. AJso, I chaired the
University Centre Advisory Board committee which finalized the drawings on an
expanded University Centre guaranteeing
its composition before asking students to
contribute financially.
We have improved the Women's
Centre by employing a co-ordinator and
look to its continued involvement in student life. We are actively reorganizing the
internal workings of SAC, to save money
and not have lo Look for a raise in student

fees.
In the planned University Centre, SAC
has space allocated for a permanent used
bookstore, and as an aside, this year's used
book sales have been outstanding, and

made money for many students.
SAC's involvement in OFS/CFS has
been unprecedented in its goal to reassess
both those organizations. We have challenged them to ensure their finances are in
order and that student concerns are being
articulated.
Through events such as Homecoming
and the Charity Ball, SAC looks toward
unifying this campus but also establish a
positive relationship with the City of
Windsor through co-sponsored events.
In addition, the entertainment department has introduced creative nights in the
Subway to generate not only revenue for
students, but as a means of interaction.
SAC has established areas for information distribution in the University Centre.
As of late, there is an information board in
the University Centre basement which will
not only provide for upcoming events but
will also generate revenue for students
through advertising.
SAC has fulfilled its mandate to the students of the campus. However, SAC did
not stop there.
For the first time, the president of SAC
sits as a voting member on the Board of
Governor Executive Committee. All issues

of importance are brought to this committee and now the students have a voice. A
member of the SAC executive is on the
OFS executive, maintaining not only the
interests of this campus, but of students
across the province.
SAC has taken action to ensure accessibility is assured in any new building on
campus and that existing buildings arc put
as a priority bid for renovation. ln addtion,
SAC has acquired $10,000 for Special
Needs and Accessibility from outside campus sources.
SAC is addressing the lighting problem
on campus and actuively pursuing means
of security for those traversing campus.
SAC has assumed leadership roles at
rallies and supported efforts dealin~ with
human rights.
SAC has been a strong advocate at
Senate, ensuring that our programs are current and the requirements that are established by outside accrediting agencies are
met immediately.
We have also fought for student rights
in the classroom against abuses. with
course outlines and requirements. We have
made our concern known about "the
quality of education" and against the un-

dermining of the credibility of university
programs.
SAC organized one of the foremost
orientation programs in years with a very
first "Off-campus frosh".
SAC has tried to re-establish Sunday
night films to address the growing concern
on the lack of non-alcoholic programming.
SAC took an active role in the "Head
Start" program for first year students,
presenting student issues and involvement.
This year, SAC has made some very
difficult decisions in a great number of
areas but they were always made with the
good of the student body in mind. You. the
students. have entrusted that SAC function
in a responsive and effective manner. and I
say to you it has.
SAC has not lost the "vision thing", on
the contrary, SAC has always been pointed
in the direction of maintaining a strong student government.
If, in the Lance's view, our approach to
student concern is to "professionalize",
then so be it. This SAC has achieved
results.
0
Paul Brisebois is president of the
Students' Administrative Council.

Star failing Windsor's downtown: retailers
by Gord Carson
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Retailers in border cities across Canada
are plagued by resident shoppers taking
their ~siness 10 the US. In Windsor,
however, many downtown merchants say
their businesses are further prejudiced by
the major local newspaper, the Windsor
Star.
According to store owners on
Windsor's Pelissier Street, the Star does
not do enough to promote downtown shopping, instead giving coverage to Detroit.
"They take pictures of closed
storefronts but ignore businesses that are
doing well," said Franca Policella-Palomba, owner of Marilyn Brooks women's
boutique. "They should be supporting
shops in Windsor. If you make your money
in Windsor you should spend it in
Windsor."
Star editor Carl Morgan defended the

paper's business coverage.
"I think we do that all the time through
covering store openings," he said. "We
generally take a position that favours (local
boutiques) through our fashion articfes."
Morgan pointed to communities across
the country where cross-border shopping is
a problem. The Dec. 29 edition of CBC
Weekend included a feature on residents of
Toronto, Kitchener and Hamilton who
travelled to New York to shop, as well as
Vancouverites who have set up camp in the
US to allow Canadians to stay 48 hours and
return without paying duty on purchases.
"There's a very serious danger in shopping in Detroit. It erodes Windsor's tax
base," Morgan said. "Shops are forced to
close through lack of business. The result
is that people in Windsor pay more taxes."
According to a small survey, most
Pelissier Street merchants think the Star
has been unfair in its reporting of Windsor

business, although they fault content, not
quantity.
One retailer pulled out an upbeat fullpage story from the Burlington Spectator
headJiried "Downtown Oakville is AJive
and Well."
"Now why can't they do something like
that?" she asked.
Margaret Entwhistle, who owns
Colours beauty salon. thinks the problem
lies in a different direction. "I don't think
the U'indsor Star should accept advertising
from across the river," she said.
According to Morgan, the paper does
not actively pursue US advertisers. Still, he
believes some good may come of the situation.
"People shop in Detroit because the
prices are lower and the selection is better,"
he said. "It's bad for us now, but it may be
better in the long run because it will force
Lance photo by James Crump
our retailers to be more competitive."
O

Lug-a-mug provides no environmental solution
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by Kevin McCurdy
Last week during the Lug-A-Mug campaign I couldn't help but notice a CBC
camera operator jostling around the
University Centre, encouraging people to
drink from their styrofoam coffee cups. Little did I know I would soon be a victim of
this eager agenda-setter.
He focused the camera on my face the guilty party, then the styrofoam cup the weapon.
As a communications student I understOOd his reason for taping me, as the shot
clearly showed not all people are jumping
on the lug-A-Mug bandwagon.
Now, don't get me wrong. I'll support
almost anyone who feels strongly enough
about something to take a stand. So, here's
this student's stand.
Why should I pay $2.50 for a plastic
cup that will be lugged around in my book
~ag for a few days and then, in all
likelihood, be retired io the kitchen cup-

whatever it is they do with them, whereas
the plastic cups will roll around in my book
bag, dripping coffee on my notes.
Of course, some people will rinse them
out first - but not me. Besides, the
styrofoam cup makers tell us their cups arc
safe to use and no CFCs arc given off when
burned - at least I think that's what no
CFCs means.
Ah, yes, but I'll also be drinking
petroleum ifl use styrofoam cups-so I'm
told by one of the EAA 's fliers. I guess. to
be safe. I'll just have to drink less than a
thousand cups of coffee a day from now on.
Nevertheless. if we use plastic cups,
how do we dispose of them when the time
comes? Have you ever seen plastic burn?
Now there is an environmental concern. Of
course, we may decide to bury them, but
board to live out the rest of its cheap, plaseven then they make very poor compost.
tic life as a cheap, plastic, nonWhile the styrofoam cups are easy to
biodegradable cup? It seems the other cups
use, the plastic cups feel like a child's cup.
are easy enough to use. The plastic cups. on
And if you think the appearance arguthe other hand, are cumbersome.
ment doesn't hold coffee, think again.
The styrofoam cups can be recycled, or

Surely there are students who wouldn't be
caught dead lugging a mug. It's simply not
cool.
Other people, no doubt, will see their
new yellow cups as a symbol of their allegedly environmentally conscious natures.
With all the time anG effort being spent
on the environment, can ·1 someone
develop a safe, biodegradable cup? l know
I'd pay a few pennies more for one.
Agreed, it's good to be concerned about
the environment, t>ut did the Lug-A-Mug
campaign hold the right answers to our pollution problem? At last count there were
over 100 plastic mugs sold, sources say.
I think it's time we stopped revelling in
the excitement of making a statement and
started making one that really counts.
Nonetheless, if you purchased a mug
last week. stick with it. Until the perfect
mug comes along, we'll simply have to
keep open to new ideas - or drink the
water.
0
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CANADIAN TWINS. Only two of these Canadians are identical twins.
Due to a mix-up at the hospital, they were separated at birth. See how quickly
you can reunite them.
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Judge Zuber comes back to school
by Rob Steinke
The University of Windsor's
law faculty has welcomed an old
friend, Mr. Justice Thomas Zuber,
back to the school as part of his
six-month judicial sabbatical.
The Court of Appeals and
Supreme Court judge will use the
time for study and reflection, and
will act as "a roving resource" according to law dean Neil Gold.
Zuber attended high school in
Windsor and graduated from Assumption College in 1948. After
being called to the bar in 1951 , he
began his practice in Windsor,
specializing in both civil and
criminal law.
From 1955-68, he taught
commercial and industrial law at
the university, and was a special

lecturer from 1969-72. The
federal government appointed
him to the Supreme Court of
Ontario's trial division in 1972
and to the Court of Appeals in
1975.
Zuber called the difficulty
students encounter trying to enter
law school "worrisome". In his
time, everyone was admitted w ho
graduated from university and
who could pay tuition.
This "draconian" system,
where students who had not
proved themselves after one year
were weeded out, had a failure
rate of over 50 per cent.
"They feel that with the high
admission standards, it is impossible for too many of their chosen
geniuses to fail," said Zuber.
He feels it is "simply an ii-

Lance photo by James Crump

The irrepressible Justice Thomas Zuber.

lusion" that some law schools in
Ontario are better than others.
While Osgoode Hall, the oldest
law school in Ontario, may be
regarded as the place to study, thet
fact is that the teaching personnel
is highly mobile.
The reputation of Windsor's
law school suffers only because it
is the newest in Ontario. The first
graduates from here would have
been called to the bar in 1973, and
are just now getting into the
mainstream and establishing
reputations.
There are six law schools in
Ontario which produce about
1,000 graduates each year. fn his
opinion, the current ratio of one
lawyer per 600 people is too low.
Zuber will be at the university until June 30.
0

SAC rescinds referendum on reproduction
by M ich ael J. Cohen

Lance photo by Michael Karsh C ohen

The referendum was cancelled at the Feb. 7 council meetIn their third attempt to kill ing. Engineering representative
the plan ned "abortion referen- Victor Lopez asked SAC to redum", members of the Students' scind its decision to call for a camAdministrative Council (SAC) pus-wide vote.
opposed to the plebescite finally
"[ feel school is not a place to
won out this week.
discuss abortion rights," Lopez
The referendum was slated to said. "There are enough issues to
take place the same day as SAC's divide the students already."
general election, Feb. 21. It was
Lopez added "There are
designed to poll feeling toward other groups you can go to if you
SAC supporting lobbying efforts want to discuss this."
by the Canadian Federation of
The one voting supporter of
Students (CFS) against the re- the referendum was Angelo
criminalization of ab_ortion . .....-.~-Epifani, vi president of theSoThe whole idea of holding cial Work Students Association.
the referendum has been con"Students have a right to give
troversial and sparked heated their input, especially on the day
debate since its inception at a of the election. Elected officials
SAC meeting in November.
should be in touch with their con-

stituents," he said.
Epifani also said he was
afraid cancelling the referendum
set a bad precedent by rescinding
an important SAC motion.
Women· s Centre director Pat
Papadeas dismissed critcism that 1
abortion is not a student issue.
I
"l feel it is a student issue 1
and the Women's Centre will
continue to treat it as a student
issue," she said.
"l know some students had a
problem with the wording, but
let's remember the origin of the
wording ... it was not broug ht
about just to see if the students
were pro-choice or anti-choice, it
was whether to direct the CFS to '
lobby or not."
:J

Angelo Epifani, ddender of referendum.

Dr. Joseph A. Belsito,
B.Sc., D D.S

Dental Surgeon
Family Dentistry

Evening Appointments

2095 Wyandotte St. W. , Windsor, Ont. N9B 1J8
Ph. (519) 258-1240
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Experience Counts

ISS night
features foreign
cultures and food
by Dee Baptiste

(formcrl} St re ame rs )

Featuring

Satellite T.V.
(Big Screen is Coming)

Pool Tables
Video
Basketball Game

-~--

D.J. & Dancing
Thursday, Friday,
Saturday

Good Greek &
Finger Foods

.........

"Where Down
To Earth
People Meet"

25c Hotdog
50c Hamburger
Monday to Thursday
7 p.m. - 12 a.m.

Debaters finish 26th
655 University \V.

254-8861

social science society

S

1-------------Q_(_i_a_l_ly

Last Friday 's annual International Student Society (ISS) food
and culture night transformed
dreary Ambassador Auditorium
into an exciting showcase for the
variety of ethnic groups that compose the University of Windsor
community.
According to Richard
Lanspeary, the ISS staff advisor,
Canadian students need to "throw
out the welcome mat and provide
a ready handshake" to their international brothers and sisters. In
return, the international students
try to show Canada the best they
have to offer by staging this event.
The crowd hushed as the dancers leapt in a quick shuffle of feet
as bodies moved magestically
across the stage.
Guests were also treated to a
full, three-course meal wita over
11 main courses to choose from,
from West Indian curry goat to
Portugese sausage.
By all acounts, the food was
excellent "with an incredibly
wonderful variety" said third year
social work student Sharmaine

SP.e aking_______....,.

The S.S.S. and S.A.C.
present the

Chicago Hockey Trip II
February 18, 1990
$45 Non S.S. Student
$40 S.S. Student

(Price includes ticket and transportation)
Bus Departs: 7:00 a.m.
E.T.A. in Windsor: 11 :30 p.m.

The top individual speaker
was Adrianna Czuchnowsk),
The University of Windsor who suprisingly, finished in the
Debating Society sent four teams top third of speakers.
to the 40th anniversary McGill
Valihora said debators are
Winter ·carnival Debating Tour- outgoing and see tournaments as
nament last weekend.
an opportunity to socialize ""ilh
The top team, made up of students from other universities
Sco tt Val e ntine a nd Mike as well asa way to improvepubli:
Valihora, placed 26th out of 91 speaking skills.
teams. winning five of their six
The debating c lub meeb
debates. They defeated tea ms Tuesdays fro m 2:30-5:30 in room
from the University of TorontO, 2139 of Eric Hall and WedneCarlcton, Western. and McM.:istcr days from 3:30-6:30 in room 21:
before narrowly losing to Queens Eric Hall.
and just missed the octa-finals
For more informatio n, call
by Lance nt>ws staff

L.(_f_m_a1_1_6_1_ca_m_s_)._ _ _ _ _ _ _M_i_ke_V_a_·l_ih_o_ra_a_t_96_9_-8_2_2_
0_
. _n1
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Restaurants ,

~~

Now Accepting Applications
For The Following Positions:
"' Food Prep.

* Line Cooks

The Windsor Society of Criminology Is Sponsoring:
Mr. Brian Molony, Compulsive Gambler
Embezzled in excess Of 18 million dollars,
Convicted of theft and sentenced to a six-year jail term.
When: Thursday, February 15 at 7:00 p.m.
Where: Memorial Hall, Room 109
,

Joseph-Jupiter.
After dinner, the real excite.
ment began. The capacity cro\\d
witnessed great live pcformances
including a musical East Indian
play, a professional belly dancer
and a traditional Japanese dance.
However, the judges cho~
the Indian Student Organization's
performance of Bhangra (a tradi.
tional acrobatic dance) as the \\inner and a West Indian comedy skit
as the runner up.
The winning team of Jasdecp
Singh, Harinder Bhooi and Samu
Tailor have been dancing together
since 1984 and this was their
second consecutive victory in el
many appearances at the ISS e,.
travaganza.
Aside from the feast and the
fun, the night provided the campus community with the opportunity to see more clearly the
diversity of ethnicity here and 10
experience the wonders of oo:
varied backgrounds
"The international students
on this campus have once mori
contributed to the community well
in excess of their numbers," sa~
law professor Emily Carasco. O

Members of the Criminology Society, and Faculty:
Free Admission.
Non-members: $2.00 -- Memberships available at the door.

"' Dish Persons
"' Bar Staff

"' Servers
"' Host/Hostess
"' Busser

"Join the team of one of Ontario's
fastest growing family style restaurants."
Send your applications to:
2950 Dougall Avenue
Windsor, Ontario
N9E IS2
Attn: Charlie Long
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Driving to school may no
longer mean worming your way
through the Huron Church Line
bottleneck.
Plans are in the works to
make Huron Church more accessible by widening the road to six
lanes.
The plans are part of a report
submitted to the Public Works
Commission and are currently
awaiting final ratification by city
council.
The report illustrates a twostage plan to improve traffic flow
from Patricia to Dorchester
Roads.
Phase one of the plan will involve Tecumseh Road West, College Avenue, and Huron Church.
Huron Church north of Dorchester will be widened to basic
six lanes plus a fourth left-turn
lane. City planners hope to begin
work this spring in order to be
completed by the end of this year.
Phase two of the report pertains to College, Patricia and
Wyandotte Street West, and is to
be completed by the 1992 construction season.
According to transportation
planning consultant E. Feamley,
the main reason for the expansion
is traffic growth.
"This year alone we are
seeing 150-200 trucks an hour. In
approximately 14 years from
now, we 'II be seeing an estimated
increase of up to 500 trucks per
hour," he said.
Fearnley is responsible for
the plan along with the Wind,orhascd cn~incering firm of Lafontaine, Cowie, Buratto and
Associates Ltd.
In addition to traffic growth.

Here's some news to make you jump for joy:
You are presently holding in your hands the only paper in
Windsor delivering a rundown of University athletics, reviews of
local artists' shows, the latest on the University community and
SAC, and so much more.
We at the Lance sincerely hope that you and your friends see this
before your bird does.
The Lance: read it and leap.

Introduces
Jennifer & Larry
New & Exciting Stylists Bring
Their Artistic Flare
To Salon 510
I
Feamlcy added that other structural considerations were also
taken into account such as structura l requirements and the
upgrading of capacity needs.
all hair services with Jennifer & Larry only
"The present roads are over
Appointment Preferred
20 years old and have surpassed
their expected life expectancy,"
Monday & Wednesday -- 9:30 - 5:00
said T. W. Szalay, director of road
Tuesday, Thursday & Friday -- 9:30 - 7:00
engineering. "Back then no one
Saturday -- 8:30 - 4:00
could have anticipated so much
truck traffic and since free trade
we can expect an increase in traffie. I feel we have addressed the
concerns of the public and now
wc just have to wait and sec if
council will adopt it."
75 per cent of the cost will bJ
borne by the provincial government. Szalay said. The balance
will be paid by taxpayers.
[J . __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.
==::;;l,JL--11L...J.1....JiL..u....--1iL....U

551 Pelissier Street
973-4977

S.A.C. & The Black Student Alliance

Summer Positions

Present The

Office of Conference Services

call

Title:

1

Conference Desk Coordinator
Conference Assistant

Duties:

Responsible for 111eeting the needs of the
Conference delegates and daily operations of
the Conference Desk.

Term:

May 2 to August 31, 1990

Remuneration: Coordinator - Salary plus on-campus
accommodation
Assistant - $5.25 per hour plus on-can1pus
accommodation

.

Please send a resume with covering letter to:
Beth Rigg
Conference Services
Room 12, Vanier Hall

Live in the Subway Pub
Friday, February 16

University of Windsor
on or before February 23, 1990.

---------- - -
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Magick
Store
~--~Futon
~~Futon
Mex,can Jackel •
8 Styles
$14.95
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Unusual Gift Ideas for Body, Spirit & Mind

INTERNATIONAL BAZAAR
255 Ouellette, 2nd Floor
252-8686

classifieds
ENGLISH DEP'T VALENTINE'S DAY
READING 11·30 Wednesday. Feb

14. Iona College, 408 Sunset

0
0
966-7181 0

S0uU-wes1crn Qr,tar o s rriost highly advanced
tar, g tac ,1y
Tunr,1ng 1s our only bus ness ·
We have trained consu tants

Top 40 Dance Music

No sweat ng 1ust results
or your rrioney back

University of Windsor Party Headquarters

12-31 55 Howard (in Round House Centre)
across from Devonshire Mall

Student Rate

IF YOU DO NOT SEE your classified
this week. it is only because we
have limited space to work wrth
and attempt to insert the most
' timely ads Please do not hesitate
to resubmit yours.
600 COMICS FOR SALE; many titles;
Fender villager 12-stnng guitar $300
or best offer, b/w TV $30 or best
offer Call John ofter 6pm at 9718511.
ROOMS FOR RE NT in 4 bedroom

only

house. close to U., very clean.
$250/mth. Coll Peter at 256-2542.

*

Monday - Thursday
6 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Chicken Wings

* Every Thursday

Mystery Draw
(Try your luck to win prizes)

W IND SURFING EQU I PM ENT FO R
SALE. 7.2 M2 U.P.V. Slalom Soil.

Rotho Wove Most and North
Aluminum Most. Call Robofter6pm
at974-1891.
BLAC K 1k DEC KER vacuum cleaner.

1 yr. warranty, all attachments incl.,
$100. Call 253-2963.

2960 HURON CHURCH RD. at Grand Marais (519) 966-3388
Hottest Spot In Windsor

C OME JOIN lntervorslty Christion
Fellowship every Thursday at 5:30
pm rn Vanier Lounge tor 0101estudy
and singing. Also. meet us for
prayer and breakfast Wednesday
mornings 7:30 orn at Knox Church
(next to Harvey's). Great funr Great
fellowship!
:
THERE WILL BE a doncethon tor the

Heart and Stroke Foundation of
Ontario at the St. Denis Centre on
Saturday. Feb. 10. Anyone interested tn sponsoring a participant
should contact Dr. Lynda Dovey 1n
the French Dept.• ext. 2064.
NA VIG ATOR spaghetti dinner $4.
6pm Sun. Feb. 11 at 624 Rosedale
Ave. 252-2765. All welcome.
INTERESTED IN SMALL G ROUP BIBLE
DISC USSIO N on some of life's big

questions? Coll Frankot971-8974or
Lisa at 256-6983.

..

SUMMER SUBLET. California at
University. 2 min. from campus. 2
bedroom home fully furnished.
Avail. Moy 1 • Aug. 31. $250/mth.
incl. 971-8694.
YO, DROOLERI Hows 'bout cream
cheese on' oysters. earl g rey on'
b o c k rubs this weeke nd? Your
JELLO-M AN.
INTERESTED IN BElONGING TO A
SORORITY? Coll Tommy 735-1793 or

Kris 254-3596.
ROOM AVAIL. N O W ON CAMPUS.

Electa Holl. d ouble. fema le. Coll
948-2128 o r 971-7892.
CUSTOMIZED VIDEO PRODUC·
TIONS. Freelance v,deos for wed·

dings. video dating, parties. videos
to send home. etc. Call 252-1305
for details.
AVAIL. IMMEDIATELY for morned
students. 1 bed. apt. in Geottrev
Fisher Holl. married student
residence of Canterbury College.
Please. no children or pets. Apply
to the College at 172 Patricio. 256·
6442 Canterbury also now oc·
cepting applications for married
and single student residence tor In·
tersess1on. summersesslon ond
1990/91 school year.
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Centre serves women
(Editor's note: this ts the
fourth m a series of articles on
feminism and related issues.)
by Lynn Bezaire
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The mystique surrounding
feminism has turned it into a dirty
word. Feminism is not an evil
force determined to destroy
society, but merely the recognition of the differences between
women and men.
These differences do not
create inequality. Gender inequality results from the devaluation of women based on these
differences. This devaluation is
supported by the many systems
around which our society is structured.
The educational system is no
exception. The Women's Centre
was established to deal with issues facing women students. As
student council's Wome n's Issues Co-ordinator a nd spokesperson for the centre Pat Papadeas
points out, "Our main goal is to
Jeal with issues of concern to
women, as they arise."

As a drop-in centre, it
provides services ranging from
referrals to other agencies, to
resources for tenn papers dealing
with fem inist issues. The centre
also offers supportive atmosphere
for women students.
"The centre has an all-female
staff. T he o nly qualificatio ns
necessary to work at the centre are
sensitivity to the issues and a
commitment to providing support
for women suffering the consequences of inequa li ty," said
Papadeas.
The centre has an exclusionary policy during its drop-in hours
fro m 11 to 3 Monday through
Friday. Men are not allowed in the
centre for this period.

"This helps to ensure that the
centre maintains a comfortable,
safe atmosphere. For women
dealing with gender-based
problems, the presence of men at
the centre would be intimidating,"
Papadeas said.
Papadeas thinks that "Gender
inequality within the educational
system is evident in countless
ways. Examples such as the lack
of female role models and the use
of the word 'he' to refer to all
people, as seen in textbooks and
heard in the classroom serve to
alienate women."
Papadeas encouraged female
students to challenge this when it
occurs.
The admittance of women
into the academic comm unity
does not constitute a victory large
enough to permit complacency.
"We mus t now work towards
achieving equality within this
community if we desire to participate in it equally," she added.
Starting next week this series
will begin to focus specifically on
the problems facing women on
campus today.
0

Local club nationally recognized
by Cindy Kavanaugh
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The Windsor chapter of the
International Association for Students in Economics, Commerce,
and Computer Science (AIESEC)
has received a prestigious award.
AIESEC p resident Rick
Hunt said the organization was
recognized as the "most improved
local organization of AIESEC in
Canada" for 1989.
The award is based on the
performance of the local during

the past year and was presented at
a national conference in London
in January.
The Windsor local also applied for and was granted full
status standing in AIESEC
Canada and AIESEC lnternationa I. This standing gives the
Windsor local voting rights in na-

r

tional and international affairs.
AIESEC is the largest nonprofit, student run organization in
the world. The organization is
based on an international student
work exchange program, which
gives students an opportunity to
experience internationalism first ,
hand.
'.'J

"IIIUFFALOES, TIGERS, RAZORBACKS,
JAYHAWKS, MUSTANGS, COUGARS,
OWLS, RAMS, WILDCATS, BADGERS,
LONGHORNS, LIONS, BOBCATS AND ~
OTHER ASSORTED WILDLIFE ..41l
GATHER HERE ANNUAtLY. ~
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\X hen m1d·terms are one for the book:, and the
call ofthc wild beckons, chart a course to
~ouch Padre bland thb spring break.
South Padre bland offers something for every
spec1CE_s-from Bobcats to Buftaloes. \X ild or
tame As th~premier CQastal destinatiotl in
Texas South Padre-offers balmy temperature~, beaches a.s brbadas your imagination
and ample accommodations from high rise
condo~, to camping on the beach. Take a
refresfier course. to ~uth Padre island th is
spring break-and d1scovec a vacation play·
ground that's a breed apart.
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The Cleary
International Centre
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For free Spring Break Information ,
call the South Padre Island Visitor and
Convention Bureau at 1·800 · 343- 2368.

201 Riverside Dr. W. Windsor

February 12th at 8:00 p.m.
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Tickets $14.00 - $22.00 (Can.)
The Cleary Box Office
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Tel. Sales 9-5 Weekdays and Saturdays
(VISNMASTERCARD)
Window Sales 11-5 Weekdays and Saturdays
201 Riverside Dr. W.
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South Padre Island Visitor & Convention Bureau
South Padre Island.TX 78S97

P.O. Box 3500 CM
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Canadian untverstt,es have been
establlshlng sexual harassment pollctes since
the early 19BO's, both to provide o Jess
oppressive environment for women staff,
faculty and students and also os a legal
buffer. But as The Uniter's Irene Chomokovskl
writes, the existence of a policy doesn ·t mean
much If It's gathering dust.

by Irene Chomokovski
Canadian University Press

lone and powerless That's how
Terry - not her real name felt when she saw her professor
was 'coming on' to her. But
what would you do if your
well-liked prof told you you
were 'good looking.' or tried to
kiss you, or patted your ass?
Terry is one of the few people who go
through the entire ordeal of a formal university
sexual harassment panel hearing. She told
eight people at the University of Winnipeg
every personal detail about her experiences.
Studies estimate two in every ten female
undergraduate students and six in ten female
graduate students will encounter some form of
sexual harassment - the unwanted sexual
attention linked to a threat, or a reward, or
behaviour which makes work or study difficult
at university.
Universities and colleges across Canada
have been establishing sexual harassment
policies-since the mid-1980s to protect
themselves against lawsuits. In 1985 a
secretary, fired after she complained abou1
being harassed, sued Brock University for $1 .5

...

....

million
But universities often end up with more
than they bargained for, according to Marilyn
McKenzie, the sexual harassment officer at the
University of Manitoba. "Once they are on the
bandwagon and once they get a policy in
place and have some publicity and someone
doing the job, the cases start coming forward."
Before the University of Manitoba hired its
sexual harassment officer in 1984, only four
cases had been reported. Within four years,
they had 89 cases.
"I think those ·four Just couldn't stand it,"
says McKenzie. "We don't know many others
there were. But it wasn't fashionable to
complain and so people didn't. And if they
did complain they usually got fired. It was the
victim that was made to pay the price.''
The University of Winnipeg's policy was in
place by the spring of 1987. But when Terry
knew she was being sexually harassed by her
professor, she didn't even know the university
had a policy
A casual glance around the U of
Winnipeg's small downtown campus shows
clearly that the university's policy keeps a low
profile. The yellow and black posters once
found In some women's washrooms nave
'disappeared' from campus: they haven't
been replaced.
In the nearly three years since U of
Winnipeg implemented its policy, only two
people have filed formal sexual harassment
complaints.
McKenzie says only the 1Jniversities with
policies and procedures in place combined
with publicity and education get the large
numbers of cases reported. "The ones who
don't have a policy or have a policy sitting on
the most dusty office shelf with no posters. no
brochures and no education ... they have no
cases.•
When Terry fourid out about the U of
Winnipeg's sexual harassment policy, she filed
a formal complaint.
Sexual harassment complaints at the
University of Winnipeg are dealt with through a

committee process which allows for Informal
and formal complaints through a panel
hearing. After the hearing, the panel writes a
report, making recommendations and
providing "all relevant information to an
appropriate administrator who shall determine
the course(s) of action to be taken ... "
Although the panel's recommendations
are confidential, Terry's lawyer has advised her
that she can legally release any information
she chooses. But neither the professor's name
nor anything other than the panel's
recommendations can be made public for
fear of libel or slarder suits.
"Conduct was not appropriate (to the)
student-teacher relationship that existed. His
actions just do not meet the professional
standards required under the circumstances."
the report said. It went on: the professor
"acted in an amoral and unethical manner. "
Terry went through the formal hearing to
convince herself that what happened to her
was not her fault. She was disappointed.
Though the professor made a "gross error in
judgement" according to the committee's
report. they found no evidence that his
actions were not welcomed.
Terry calls the U of Winnipeg's sexual
harassment policy "a joke."
She criticizes committee members for not
having any formal training in. sexual
harassment. She adds that she finds it difficult
to believe that people sitting on the
committee would have an easy time judging
their peers.
The current chair of the University of
Winnipeg's sexual harassment committee Is
Tom Carter. a geography professor.
Committee members do not have any
formal training in sexual harassment and this
lack of expertise 1s a concern. says Carter.
"It's been the opinion of the committee,
and it's certainly my opinion, that even the
committee members should have more
opportunities for education ... to gain expertise
in this area. Certainly the committee does its
best. but at times we don't necessarily feel
adequate."
Carter says the policy is relatively new and
the university is "struggling with the whole issue
a little bit, but that's not unique because all
universities are struggling with this issue."
The committee structure and formal
hearings to deal with complaints of sexual
harassment are popular in Canadian
universities. If a university has procedures
written out for complaints. it usually involves a
committee. Some universities- such as
Guelph, Lakehead and McGill - simply lump
complaints of sexual harassment onto the
duties of existing administrators, without setting
up a formal committee.
McKenzie, at the University of Manitoba,
says asking full-time employees to take on the
additional responsibilities that a sexual
harassment committee asks is unfair. "It
becomes something that is foisted upon you
or that someone may be interested in,• she
says. "But it Isn't a priority. It's a committee with
extra activity."
McKenzie, a social worker specializing in
human sexuality. has advised the University of
Winnipeg to switch to a dual advisor or single
advisor model. She says it would be more
effective to have a single investigation officer
rather than a large committee structure
consisting of completely different
backgrounds and different value systems.
But Carter doesn't see a conflict of interest
when peers judge their own. Not all large
universities have opted for a sexual
harassment officer model, he says. "They feel
that a panel of individuals is able to deal with
the problems in a more unbiased fashion.''
According to Carter, members of the U of
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nnlpeg's sexual harassment committee
eceive many inquiries from people wanting to
now if their 'problem· could be termed
sexual harassment. Committee members then
examine the policy with the person and
,orovlde advice.
"" "B some- * +"-er" don't want to proceed
a formal process. They don t wan o f'le a
omplaint. So they may Just come for advice,"
says. "At times it may well be sexuo.
orassment. but unless they want to proceed
1th a formal complolnt, we can't really help
em out.•
A person who decides to file a formal
mpfaint at U of Winnipeg must tell their story
a panel of eight people - two f acuity, iwo
ppoit staff, two students and two
min1strators. At the University of Calgary. it's
n people. At Laurentian. It's 11 . And many of
he committee structures demand equal
presentation of men and women .
Carter says 1t is unfortunate that people
oy be too intimidated to lodge formal
evances, but that the committee con do
e about that. There should be more
counsellfng services for those who do not want
'o file formal complaints. he adds.
Efforts ore being made to mprove the U of
Winnipeg's sexual harassment policy and
Procedures. says Corter A ful. time sexual
arossment officer would have the expertise
to deal with complaints and could more
ffect1vely publicize the sexual harassment
P<>hcy, he says. And because the committee
·1 sure there would be would be enough
ornplalnts on campus to Justify a full-time
s1t1on, they hove not ruled it out as a
If-time position, according to Carter.
But until the university revises its sexual
rassment policy. Carter says the committee
esn·t want to embark upon a large
ucational program If the sexual harassment

S 1 L r.•: ,,~ C E

"educational program ls strengthened there
as well as several suspensions. letters of
wlll probab '/ be more foimol complaints and
reprimand and letters of apology.
more formal hearings. he odds. Any revision to
McKenzie says she doesn't wont to take
the U of Winnipeg's sexual harassment policy
the 'fun· out of the workplace- she Just
would not take effect unt next September.
wonts to "eep ~he sexua hara ;sment out of
Terry, who says her professor hod power
the workplace a!ld out of universities. "When I
over her ocodem,c coree1. co~not oppeal""""'-=- go oppo1,..,•ed people thol:Jght I was go,ng to
he case becous0 there ore not provisions to
ruin careers. destroy marriages: she says.
do so. She doesn t feel the committee
"People were going to come forward and he
addressed her fear enough. "Fear is intangible.
and get professors Into trouble. None of that
The panel 1eft ou' that thing ."
has happened. The vast majority of cosec: rJre
The professor who allegedly harassed her
handled right here (in my office). on an
continues 1ecturing And the odds say he will
Informal basis •
repeat
"Generally speaking. the hard-core
Policy and procedure guidelines on sexual
harosser(s) ... repeat. That's the way they get
harassment routinely carry phrases such as
their thrills. It's the misuse of power And they
"sexual harassment will not be permitted ..."
know exactly what they're doing." soys
(Guelph), and "the University cannot and will
McKenzie.
not .. condone behaviour on campus that Is
Out of 21 sexual harassment policies on file
unacceptable" (Laurentian). But at many
with the Canadian Association of University
universities, victims of sexual harassment don't
Teachers, only five use a harassment officer
know where to go or what con be done. And
model like the one at University of Manitoba.
even ofter enduring the scrutiny of an eight to
York University has by far the most extensive
ten member committee. the results may be
provisions with a sexual harassment education
unsatisfying.
and complaint centre on campus.
Under the one or two person advisor
Terry considered suing her professor for
model, people who feel they have been
sexual harassment but the media hype such a
harassed and decide to file a written formal
case would generate as well as the burden of
complaint. go through a series of interviews
legal fees changed her mind.
with the sexual harassment office s) and,
She talked to the Conaaion Human Rights
usually, the head of the deportment Involved
Commission. which guarantees that all persons
At u of M, the sexual harassment officer
hove the right be free of sexual harassment,
writes a recommendations report, the dean
but she was told sexual harassment would be
then reads the report and makes the decision
very difficult to prove because the only
but the dean's decision must have McKenzie's
witnesses are Terry and her prof.
She believes her professor is guilty of sexual
approval. The results range from a verbal or
harassment. Terry believes 'it' wasn't her fault
written apology, a letter which soys any further
and coesn't want what happened to her to
questionable behaviour w1 I not be tolerated.
happen to someone else. She wants the
a reprimand. a suspension without pay, or
University of Winnipeg's sexual harassment
expulsion.
policy Improved.
Since J985. there have been two dismissals
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Remember All
Your Valentines

20% Off
Featuring Gund,
Russ & Dakin

... with a Hallmark card and gift on Valentine's Day,
Wednesday, February 14.
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The best-kept secret in
WINDSOR

Swiss Chalet,
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chicken + ribs
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CHICKEN DINNERS
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FOR JUST$
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25

PER DINNER FOR JUST$

(Tako-out S3 99 per d nn r)
See back •or deta1 s

Each d,nn • features a charcoa,-bro,led Quarte• Chicken
fresh-cu· fr es or baked potato tangy sauce and toasted ro I
P ease present coupon before order ng Limit one coupon per
purchase Not va. d m combination with any other oiler
ThlS coupori has no cash value
Offer va dun Apnl 1 1990
Sa es tax extra
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HALF BACK
RIB DINNER

I

'
FOR JUST

$

95
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See back for details.

Each dinner features a half rack of charcoal broiled Bar-8-Q
Ribs, fresh-cut fnes or baked potato, Bar-6-Q sauce and
toasted roll Please present coupon before ordering Limit one
coupon per purchase. Not vahd In combination with any other
offer. This coupon has no cash value.
Offer vahd until Apnl 1, 1990
Sales tax extra.
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Each dinner features a half rack of charcoal broiled Bar-8-Q
:
Ribs. fresh-cut Ines or baked potato, Bar-6,Q sauce and
toasted roll. Please present coupon before ordering. Limit one I
coupon per purchase. Not valid in combination with any other I
offer. This coupon has no cash value.
Offer valid until April 1, 1990.
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Sales tax extra.
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Each dinner features a charcoal-broiled Quarter Chicken
fresh-cut fries or baked potato tangy sauce and toasted rel
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I
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Offer vahd until April 1, 1990
I
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Reason: A mirage on the horizons of truth
semiosis and the artist/curator/technologies to feed, supply and judge that belief ('knowledge'). The act of see.ing
these stone scapes through the lens of the camera is a frnction of knowledge over belief - to stand among it is a halftruth, a physical experience of the remainder. The belief
remains a restriction of time. a result of fables and folklore.
Enchanted by these photographs. the ultimate
knowledge in this exhibit is only too apparent: that the
Roman who held the chisel. posed for the artist. or commissioned the work is. was the true holder of knowledge in
his physical. concrete experience of it. Our voyeurism
through grainless prints into a past. foreign land is the ultimate belief; their <;culpting the ultimate knowledge.
(Anothe,- exploration of the idealized history of beauty and
our modern interpretations of it can be locally seen in
Visual Arts Professor Barrie Jones' work. Look for his
Artcite show in March and a AGW .show late in the }'Car.)
Subthemcs surface in the images - technology
(photographic and electric) intruding or inhabiting these
historical marble structures. The photograph Pal. Venezia;
,Sala Regia is stark in its, icw; electrical outlets spit plugs
across the proasic floor, forcing the etherial beauty to meet
the shocking jolt of the black electrical cord, fusing a
powerful charge of new versus old.
The most dominant imagery is doorways and entrances - getting in and out of palazzios the way looking at
the images pushes you in and out of reason. The doorways
beckon, the trappings of 'knowledge' beckon, and you're
hooked.
When the double binds of On Reason snare you in a
glossy web you'll oscillate within them for a long time to
come.
Of course. you· d have to historically define a long
time...
O

by Caeri Bertrand-Crump
Robert Keziere
On Reason
.,\rt Gallery of Windsor until Feb. 18
"UltimaLely, all knowledge comes down to a belief... "
So Vancouver arLisL Robert Keziere opens his exhibit
of photography. On Reason. This is not whimsical, surrealistic imagery - Keziere presents a series of 11 x 14 contact prinLs (that means the negatil•e is 11 x 14) that depict
historical architecture and sLaLues in Rome, Italy. The
'historical· concept brings us back Lo Lhe Lhesis stalement
and the questions that, in ga?ing into the gossamer prints,
come to the viewer's mind.
Staring into the photographs of smooth marble staircases and slanting mediterrancan sunshine, you can believe
in the image; practically drink that sunshine into your skin.
But, recalling the knowledge proclamation, should we? We
believe in the semiosis before us because, in modern
reason. seeing is kn owledge; 'seeing is believing·
(television). The equation of the two words is modern
teaching and is an accepted societal practice.
So there we are, gaping at the classical arches and curves of the chisled bodies, completely unaware of the context. Is there a pile of crushed Coke cans two feet away? Is
the statue really as large as it is portrayed, or is it really six
inches tall? Herein lies the problem of knowledge and
reason-:- it all ends in belief. Keziere has corrupted your
mind and education; you can almost hear him laughing
from the bellows of his camera.
The graceful palazzios and sensual arches pictured are
the remainder of a past, a lost culture. Lost in that our only

··xk>··
knowledge of it is based on fragmented beliefs taken from
the detective work of 'history.' These silver gelatin prints
arc already a remainder of us in their existence, and now
represent a concrete knowledge of the lost past to us. As
knowledge, these photographs do revert back to societal
beliefs-beliefs about beauty and limitation in photography.
concepts about curatorial art, and ideas about art in society.
There we are, plunked back in belief, entranced and abandoned by those gorgeous black and white arches.
The evolution of knowledge over belief (and in this
exhibit's case vice versa) is the main concept that is unravelled in these shimmering, delicate stone portraits.
Seeing history in these prints is belief; believing in the

a benefit

Wh kill
Rog er' s
Rabbit?
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by Sara Hillis

Lonee photo

by Chester 'Comrade' Malthus'

I

Stanley's Tavern, once notorious for weekends of Speed Metal and Windsor Punk (a distinct and much-maligned
musical genre), had declined to the point of headlining ·country rock' while the local alternative music scene shifted
(back) to the Radio Tavern. For a while, it looked like the gig was up. and the wrecking ball would finally fall. A goodbye party was being organized along a bring-your-own-seating theme, as it was supposed that the furnishings would
have already been hauled off. Things looked bleak for the local alternative music scene in town; a hoppin · local music
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scene needs lebensraum.
Enter the economic re-adjustment, and presto; plans for more riverfront hotels can be put off a few years. Leases
get renewed. Joy returns. Now under new management, Stanley's will host a Grand Reopening Party this Saturday,
February 10th. More than merely the resurrection of an alternative Stanley's, Saturday's event is a benefit for the l~al
anist-run/funded independent gallery Artcite. Artcite and its art-retail outlet X are both located in MacKenzie Hall on
Sandwich.
Heading this week's bill is Windsor's Luxury Christ, the band that has been and can only be misportrayed by the
Written word. Not necessarily because they are transcendantly brilliant, mind you, but principally because they are ~ even their detractors could tell you - original. Back from an extended tour, whi~h saw th~m play to packed h~uses
~n Montreal and Toronto, Luxury Christ returns to Stanley's like a fish returns to 1t~ spaw~mg gro~nd .. They w11l ~e
JOined by Detroit's Gran/a/loon, who, deriving their name from Vonnegut's word for mgenume orgamzat1ons (cf. Ca~ s
Cradle), play a sort of music I've never heard - that is, I've never heard their stuff. But they ha~e a.good rep. // ~·e
heard them; they merge funk rhythms with traditional rock guitar li11es AED.J There may be a thud band, but Artc1te
awaits confirmation.
X, the Artcite store, will have a booth at Stanley's where art and novelty items will be avail~ble. X is renowned .for
selling the wildest alternative 'zincs, cassettes and records, as well as limited edition books, pri.nts, .postcards, greeting
cards and sculpture by independent artists. No doubt some of these, a~d som~ stand~rd novelties h~~ x-ray specs and
.Chinese finger traps, will be hocked at the benefit. Artcite members will receive a ~uicc_,unt on all ~ items.
Unconfirmed rumour has it that there will be a 'Rename Stanley's' contest, which 1s not a bad idea by any means
(my entry: The Grimy Dive. /Try 'spawning ground' AEDJ. Other spontaneous madness will be... spontan~ous.
.
Cover will be four dollars at the door, with a discount for Artcite members. Two-for-one coupons are widely ~v~tlable (drop by the Lance, we have a few) pick one up and bring someone near and dear. Remem~r though, this 1s a
benefit for a good cause, so be generous; 10 support Artcite and X is to support the noble cause of artist-run gallery space

iii Windsor.
And we could all stand to be a bit more noble, now couldn' t we?
I

•

Chester Malthus is the pseudonym of a local freelance writer.

0

Last week I was listening to a radio program where,
amongst other topics. the broadcaster gave a re·,iew of the
movie Roger & Me. He was taking calls from the public,
asked to give their opinions of the film. It was amazing to
me the number of people that called in to give the 'thumbsdown · review based on one incident that occurs in the film.
There has been some controversy about this movie due
to the fact that one scene contains the "explicit butchering
of a rabbit." These people who called in to the radio show
based their entire view of this film on this single ~ne.
What a great example of true hypocrisy. My question
to all of them is: "What did you have for dinner last night?"
Guaranteed a large percentage of them would respond by
saying they had eaten some type of meal. My oh my, how
truly naive you are. Where do you think meat comes from?
Truth be told, animals are killed on a daily basis in a manner similar to the one shown in the movie so that we can
have our own meat for dinner.
But I must confess I was a lttle squeamish myself
watching a rabbit being skinned.
The woman responsible for the death of the rabbit was
butchering for basic survival. As the film made clear, the
rabbits she raised were her source both of income and of
food.
This scene could have easily been edited out without
spoiling the film. But I think Michael Moore, writer/director/producer, was explicitly explaining to the audience a
simple premise of his creation, the contrast of basic human
subsistence against the indulgent big-bucks class in
society. Moore showed the women who had been jobless
since the GM plant closings in Flint, Michigan, versus four
GM executives· wives. According to the wives, the jobless are lazy -there are plenty of job opportunities out there
for them. Of course, all these women cared about were
their friends, the golf game at hand, and the few haut~
boutiques left in Flint.

Continued on page 16•••
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Rabbitredux .. ·(fromp .15)

It astonishes me that people who complain about the scene are
many of the same people who have seen Rambo Ill six times -the la1ter
a film that depicts the slaughter of human beings. How ironic. Thei
can't watch what they eat everyday being killed, yet they can watch~
human body be blowed to bits ahd not be phased at all.
Roger & Me is a well-crafted, humourous documentary. It is Well
worth seeing, and before you become enraged at the sight of the cute lit.
tie floppy-etlred bunny being murdered just remember what you had for
dinner!
O
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Attention All Graduates!
Take your classmates home
on a Class-Composite ...
the best way to remember
"the way we were ... "

'

MORE ...
by Larry Deck

The
French
philosopher Jea
Baudrillard has callet1
the United States of
America a 'giant
hologram . ·
H11
metaphor for the
pomp, flash, and total
insubstantiality of the
land of the free an.
home of the brave 11
enhanced almost daily
by the ongoing farrag
that is the mainline
criticism of Roger &
Me.
Earlier this week, Michael Moore and Rhonda the Rabbit Butcher
appeared on Donahue. I didn ·t catch the sho\\<, but,,,. hat .->f importan"
• could I possibl} have missed? The establishment press has been doing
its very damnedest to trivialize Michael Moore's subversive ma~tcrpiece b} shifting the spotlight from the movie's three-nng circus ol
proletarian misery and vapid bourgeois hypocrisy onto the side,.,ho\\ d
Rhonda the Butcherwoman of Flint
A more insidious counter-subversion could not conceivably ha11
l>een planned. Every time another moronic big-city dail} rc,·ie\\ei
simpers about the butchery of that rabbit. Roger Smith -the only re
butcher in the whole damn film -laughs all the wa) to the )'acht club
The American (and Canadian) public has once again demonstrated.
for those of you "'ho were foolhardy enough to expect better. that the
are one and all devotees of the Cult of the Trivial.
And while Michael Moore ·s definitive portrait of the blind rampage
of the Juggernaut that is intcrnal1onal capital goes to the board overth4

I,,,,~.

Make your appointment now at the Centre Desk,
Student Activity Centre, Main Floor.
Grad-Portraits will be taken:
February 12, 13 & 14
S.A.C., 2nd Floor

slaughter of a rabbit, millions of bcaklcss chickens struggle to move in

Faculty & Secretaries are welcome!

New Trojan-Enz®with Spermicide
helps reduce it.
Now vou can reduce the n~k of ~xt1ally tran,mim•d
diseases" 1th new Tropn-Enz~ Condoms wuh Spcrmiodal
LubncanL We've added Nonoxynol-9 spenmodc to our
quality wndoms, so you can be confident about protecuon
Use new Tro1an-Enz* wuh Spcnniodc
And don't take mks wuh love

-..--m,,--·----llOJPOl'Y. .. ,.,__ __,
---··--..

.,...,.,_.,.,..., _ _ _ _ tslm

one cubic foot of shit-caked wire cage so America can have her egg1
sunny-side up.
Cheer up, America.
Fuck the doomed.
1

r-------------------------------------~

Save$1.00
on 1rojan·En: Condoms
wuh Spermicidal LubncanL
Valid only on pack.ige of 12
Mr. Dealer CarlCr Pl'odUCIS w, pay
you $1 00 plus no<m.~l hondlinq
When rcdoemcd by yQUr consuC'ler
agamSI purehase al too product
SPCCdlCd ApphcaloOfl tor
redemP(JOn on any other boszs
oonstlll..

lrnud.

For rC'dC'1TlpllOfl ma I IO HE RBE:RT
A. WAnS LIMITED. Box 2 I 40.

ToronlO, Ontmo, M5W 1H 1
Enter oPPOSl1e #non Coupon
Debd Sl!P
0019'.:

L-------------------------------------~
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BABYFISH: CassCorridor'Zine!

'

by Bernard Helling
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Baby.fish is the kind of magazine you would not want your
parents to see. That ~ it is disorganized, ohscc~e, anarchic, lewd,
and rather ugly-looking. You could probably ignore it and save

yowselfS3.
This would beam istake. I have three reasons why you should

uack down a copy ofBabyfish. But first, let me tell you a little about
iL
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Thisisthcthirdi~eofBabyftsh,a 'zineofpoctry,art,photography and subversive nonsense, ix,it out by an eclectic as<;ortmcnt
ofenthusiasts over in Detroit
and based around the
CassfWayne 5tate campus
area. Dropping by the food
00-0p would probably put
you in touch with someone
who knows someone, who
might know where to pass a
word on to people planrung
the next isruc. My copy was
I attachedtoabrickandlobbed
at the ans office. You could
probably call 'X' in the basement of Mackenzie Hall to
get your copy (sans brick).
Maybe some record stores
will have it. Who knows ...
Baby.fish is an APA: a
small,
self-published
magazine format collection
of pages that were submitted
in required number, by the
contributors and bound
together by the publishing
coUective. This is a fast and
cheap way to put out a magazine. lf you want to contnbute, you
supply the l 00 (or 500) copies of your page.
Don't think that it will just sit around in stores in your
hometown; small, powerful and cheap comix,iters, Xerox technology and a fairly efficient postal system mean that a 'zine like
Babyfish will go off to other 'zincs. which do nothing but note and
review the existence of these kind of thin~. Addresses get
published, 'zincs get swapped back and forth, weird projects like
·X' order five copies on consignment, and the whole thing spreads
like topsy.
Think of 'zines as the publishing equivalent of a chain letter.
Mast ·
are -.till pretty interest-Oriented. By far the la . .
cluster of interests lies in the fields of alternative (loud ugly. lowtalent gar.1gc-l'land} music and science-fiction. Sci fi types have
been doing 'zincs since the invention of the genre as a popular
liter.tr) form (say I <fl.7) If they didn't invent the idea, they sure as
aU heck populariz.cd it. Now everyone from afticionad~ofcows

to mildly paranoid conspiracy thoorytypes ix,itout their own 'zincs.
Tired of the party line from Time magadnc? Have I got a deal for
you ....
ThiskindofthingisloosclydcfinedundcrthetcrmPostmedia
Seeingas we have all thl. wonderful tochoologicaJ stuff, why can·~
we ix,it out our own newspapers, m~nes, book.", l"CO)rds, and
tapes?
While we're at it, how aboot making a movie with the camcorder, recording your friend 's band, borrowing the office fax to
send off rude slogans to every widget maker in the Southern US,
get your campus station to tr.idc progrnms with a rebel radio station in fJ Salvador, or put on your own talk show on the cable community access station?
Wheel:ccc! who needs
Hollywood?
In the sixties, radicals
tried to get on 1V and in the
newspapers. In the nineties,
the 'IV and the papeis know
better: now you have to roll
your own media.
Not that Baby.fish or j5
ilk are the Wall St1T?e1 Journal. As befits the
'alternative' nature of the
exercise, 'zincs probably go
a bit too far for the tblcs of
the general public.
Babyfi\h is, by all
standard:;, obscene. Close
im;pcction indicates that the
obscenity is at least goodnatured. No individuals are
deoosed, exploited orotherwise put upon --except
American politicians.
There is a lot of bad poetry, and a bit of fine stuff, bad photography
and a few very good pix, a lot of anarchy, radicalism, off-beat
sexuality. pseudo-wia:an mystici~ ecology rants, and squawks
about inner city crime, dru~ and cop-related haS!>les. ln short. the
usual ...
So you should pick up Babyfish (1) if this kind of stuff interests you as a bonus. there's a fine, ~rt article in Babyfish by Mike
Gundcrloy of Factsllt!et 5 (a major 'zine that reviews other 'zin~),
on food co-<>µ,; and community action as anarchy in action, (2) if
you have never seen this kind of !>lUff before, becau.-;c the world
docs not revolve around your narrow prejudices and ttus i.-. a relatively painless way_ to see other, db,tinctly off-centre points of view,
an<l (.1) lx..'alusc you might wan! rn see how a ·zme r- done:..,., ,nu
c-Jn make your own.
I krxlw of three or four that arc made, or being planned, right
hen: in WinlNn. When they :,end me copies. I'll try to revi~""' them.
too. After all. there\ more to n:ad out there than Jime magazincO

The Lance isn 't printed ~
on recycled paper,
~~e
but it is printed
on recyclable p~per.
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CASA CHAVELA
IO% off"' ith Student I. D.

From Around the World
405 Pelissier
254-6865
• Cards
• Tapestries
• Sculpture

• Sweaters
• Masks
• Folk Art
• Jewellery

• Clothing

Open 7 Days

JN THE SKY
1ooo off w ith Stu dent I. D.
·FROM THE ORIGI N AL TO THE EXOTIC'·

•
•
•
•

1

Sweaters
Tapestries
Clothing
Jewellery

•
•
•
•

Folk Art
African Carvings
Scarves
Whips

Handcrafted Imports From Around The World

300 Ouellette Ave. ( Palace Complu )

Open 7 Days

ONE, at tht Subway Pub Feb. 17.

BFA BEAT BACK
hy Bruce .\ 1 iller

It has been a long time since Wtnd"°rh~hadany homegrown
reggae mll',ic, like the kind BFA ll'ied to play. Sinre the Lasalleba..ed band left town two year.. ago, there has been a lull in the local
reggae/ska scene. a<; Wmdsor had to import band<; to satisfy the
hunger for the regg;ic beat. Well the wait i-. finally over: the n:ggac/ska oond nwnoo ONE will perform on Feb 17 at SAC's pub.
In what is the d~t thing to a BFA reunion their old fans could
hope for, Two ex-BFA membcrs have joined forces with four new
members from Toronto to bring back the live beat to Windsor.
Formed in mid-1989, the group ha... developed a ~ng following
in the Toronto area. They play both originals and popular favourites,
such as Marley's "One Love" and "Lively Up Yoursclf', as well as
tlk · Ne\\- Beat" mll'>ic coming from today "s Jamaican reggae stars.
Here is an eveningoflivcly mll-.ic that is sure to get everyone dancing.
The oond ONE w.c, formcd largely from the efforts ofrw o of
the BFA members. Guitarist Rob Demarco and lead singer Otris
Taylor. Both Windsornatives<.tarted BFAin theearly80'san<l had
compiled a coUection ofover sixty originals O\.Cr the six year., that
the band performed. Now joined by Paul Bruntland on drum.-. and
Jeff Edge on lead guitar, wjth Ian Lauson (ex - Black Orchid),
JonathanShyman (Jerid10)andTun Lane roundingoutthe~und
ONE take. the mll-.ic ~riously. Wind'l()r - nonnall)' boring indu.-.trial-tv~ town. ha-. a h~c reggae-hungrysubcullun:; ONEoffcis up a fc-JSt for the faithful.
ONE ishcing prc:-.cntcdatthc puhwiththe aidofa kx:al li-Jtcrnity. lickeL,fnrthisonc-timecvcntwillcost$5.CXlinadvancc,~.(Kl
:it the uoor. A hco1h ""ill he :-.ct up at the Stu~'flt \ Centll' all wi:ck.
Don ·1 mi,-. \Vm<l.'4,r \ premium Reggae hand.
[J
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Don Says:
Bring your sweetie to Don Cherry's on
Valentine's Day for romantic
dinner specials and a chance to win
a beau tiful $200.00 gold bracelet.

"Purveyors Of Fun"

351 Pt:lissier Street (at Wyandotte)
Monday - Saturday 11 a.m. 'til 1 a.m.
Sunday 11:30 a.m. 'til 11 p.m.

256-DONS
Licensed Under The LLBO
Remember:

Your Gold Card is good for 2 for 1 wings daily 4 - 7 p.m.!!'
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Getting
Married?
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Book with us between
February 14 and
February 28
to receive a free folio.

I
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By appointment only

1553 Bruce A venue

256-2544

Student~~
Adm1n1~t•at1..,e
Council

Need A Job?
Anyone interested in working as a
poll-clerk for the S.A.C. election to
be held on February 20 and
February 21? If you are eligible to
work in Canada and are able to work
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., please leave
your name at the S.A.C. Office or
contact:

Jeff Kehoe, CEO
253-6423

or
253-4232 ext. 3905/3906

Don't Forget
To Attend:
Women's Reproductive
Rights Forum
Tuesday, February 13
12:00 Noon
University Centre Lounge
and

S.A.C. Candidates' Forum
Wednesday, February 14
12:00 Noon
University Centre Lounge

•,
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The Lancer
Locker
OUAA/OWIAA
Scores
;\1en's Hockey
Feb. 3
Windsor 10 Brock 7
Feb.4
Windsor 8 Laurentian 6

Women's Basketball
Feb. 3
Western 73 Windsor 67

Men's Basketball
Feb. 3
Western 111 Windsor 74

Women's Volleyball
Feb. 2
Lakchead def. Windsor
(15-11, 15-8, 7-15, 15-8)
Feb. 3
Lakehead def. Windsor
(15-4. 10-15, 15-5, 15-10)

:\fen's Volleyball
Feb.2
Lauricr def. Windsor
(13-15, 15-2. 15-9. 15-9)

Upcoming Events

Windsor at UQTR (2:00 pm)
Feb. 11
Windsor at Ottawa (3:00 pm)
Women's Basketball
Feb. 9
Lakehead at Windsor (6:00 pm)
Feb. 10
Lakehead at Windsor (6:00 pm)

Men's Basketball
Feb. 9

Icemen win twice in goal- fests
by Jim Parry
Sometimes the best defense
is offense, and the University of
Windsor Lancers used this tactic
in a weekend sweep over Brock
and Laurentian.
Outscoring the opposition
18-13 for the two games, the Lancers lit up the scoreboard whiie
yielding an incredible number of
goals for a team which is oriented
toward defense.
On Saturday, the Lancers
hosted the Brock Badgers during
the annual alumni weekend and
played not-so-oldtime hockey,
winning 10-7.
Brock opened the scoring as
Ricardo Vidale accidentally
tipped in a Badger shot to beat
netminder Rob Seguin for the
early lead. However, minutes
later while on the powerplay, Dan
Mahon skated into the clear and
beat Dennis Schrapp to tie the
game up.
Brock went ahead again as
Dave Bell was awarded a penalty
shot on a questionable call and
beat Seguin for the 2-1 lead.
The Lancers started off a
spree of goals at the 9:00 minute
mark as Grant Larsen finished a
nice three-way passing play to
even it up at two apiece. Twentynine seconds later Dwayne Wes.
taway scored for the Badgers and
nineteen seconds after him
Mahon scored his second of the
game.
Bell put the Badgers into the
lead heading into the second. as
he beat Seguin between the legs
for a 4-3 Brock lead.
The Lancers tied up the score
early in the second as Dave
Doyon scored from a pass from
Luc Ducharme and took the lead
as Jeff Mascarin scored on a
wraparound.

Lonee photo by Jason Kryk

Windsor's Dan Mahon (20) celebrates one of his four goals against Brock.

Brock's Mark Gilbert tied it
up thirty-three second later, but
eight seconds later, the Lancer
went ahead for good as Steve
Hrynewich scored to put them
ahead 6-5.
J.D. Urbanic, Mahon and
Jamie Baker added more goals to
put the Lancers in a comfortable
8-5 lead with one period left to go.
In the third, Greg Kyle took
over in net for the Badgers, but he
couldn't stop Mahon who picked
off an errant pass for his fourth
goal of the game.
Brock added two more goals
in the latter part of the period to
make the final score I0-7 in
favour of the Lancers.
Mahon led the assault on the
scoresheet with six points, followed by Urbanic with four
points and Larsen and Hrynewich
were behind him with three points
apiece.
On Sunday. the Lancers
jumped out to a quick 5-0 lead and
coasted the rest of the way in an
8-6 victory over the Laurentian

Voyageurs.
Doyon started the Lancer attack in the first period as he took
a pass from Mahon :md Brad Belland for the early lead.
Mahon continued his torrid
pace as he scored on a nice oneman effort to put the Lancers
ahead 2-0.
Belland, who sat out a game
suspension. started to get into the
act as he scored a goal from an Urbanic pass. After Larsen stretched
the Lancer lead to 4-0, Belland
rook- t+te ·• cct>ff. ~kared up rhe
middle, ;ind heat the I .aurcntian
netmindcr.
To its credit. Laurentian
came back, scoring two goals
before the end of the first and adding one early in the second to cut
the gap to 5-3.
Belland responded for the
Lancers. as he notched his hat
trick on a nice passing play from
Urbanic and Doyon
The Voyageurs and the Lancers traded goals for the rest of the
period as Urbanic and Mahon tal-

lied for an 8-5 Lancer lead heading into the third.
In the third, the Voyageurs
scored one more goal but some
good saves from Seguin allowed
the Lancers to hang on for the 86 victory.
Belland kd the way in the
point scoring with five points
while Doyon added four and
Mahon and Urbanic chipped in
three points each.
The weekend goalfest was
not an encouraging course of
events for head coach Rick
Cranker, who said the Lancers
have to get back to playing defensive hockey if they are to be successful in the playoffs.
"We gave up some glaring
mistakes .... When we run up
against the good teams we' II get
buried playing that type of style,"
Cranker said.
Cranker added the team must
try to maintain crucial home-ice
advantage for the first round of
the playoffs.
With the sweep, the Lancers
have moved into a third-place tic
with the Western Mustangs with
22 points. Second place and a
first-round hyc arc almost out of
the question. so the Lancers must
try to gam some momentum heading into the pla~offs.
Thi, will depend on the
return of Jeff Howard anti Dirk
Gephardt, who arc expected back
this weekend. If the Lancers stay
away from injuries they could
pose a serious threat to Laurier
and Waterloo.
Windsor is on the road this
weekend as they travel to Quebec
to take on the UQTR Patriots
Saturday, Feb. 10 at 2:00 pm.
Then on Sunday Feb. 11. they
travel to take on the Ottawa GeeGees at 3:00 pm.
0

I Lakehead at Windsor (8:00 pm)
Feb. 10
Lakehead at Windsor (8:00 pm)

Women's Volleyball
Feb. 10
Waterloo at Windsor (2:00 pm)

Men's Volleyball
Feb. 10
Windsor at Guelph (7:00 pm)

lndoor Track and Field
Windsor at Virginia Tech.

Men's and Women's Curling
Feb. 10-11
OUAA/OWIAA Finals
at Windsor Curling Club

Miscellaneous
last weekend, University of
Windsor Wrestling club member Jim Renaud placed third in
the 63kg division at the Espoir
Championships in Toronto.
Renaud will be going to the
Canadian Espoir Championship
Feb. 9 and 10 in Quebec.

Performer of the week -Dan Mahon
Sponsored by Don Cherry's
Restaurant
The performer of the week
for the period ending Feb. 11 is
Lancer hockey left winger Dan
Mahon.
Over last weekend, Mahon
scored six goals and three assists
to lead the Lancers to wins over
Brock and Laurentian.
Mahon, a Maidstone native,
has amassed 17 goals and 18 assists thus far this season to lead
the Lancers· team scoring race
with 35 points.
In Windsor's I 0-7 win over
Brock last Saturday, Mahon tallied four goals and two assists. In
the Lancers· 8-6 win over Laurentian, the third-year social science
student contributed two goals and
an assist.
For being selected the performer of the week, the 6 "2"
Mahon. an Essex District High

School product, will receive a $20
voucher from Don Cherry's Restaurant at 351 Pelissier Street in

The choice of performer of view: o.~ opinions of the Univerthe week is made solely by the sity of Windsor Athletic DepartDon Cherry's
Lance sports department and
0
does not in any wa re ect the

Lance photo by Jason Kryk

Performer of the Week Dan Mahon receives award and a big "thumbs up" from Don Cherry.
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Lancer fencers gear up for OUAAs
by Jim Dominguez

and women's teams competed in
the York Invitational. The LanThe Lancer fencing team had cers were led by the men's sabre
some disappointin,ll results earlier team, who placed second.
this season, but it is finally living
The men's epee finished
up to its potential.
fourth and the foil team was a disOn Jan. 13 and 14, the men's appointing ninth.

The women did not fare quite
as well, finbhing ninth in foil and
10th in epee.
The York tournament was' a
warmup for the first OUAA West
Sectional at McMaster University
the weekend of Jan. 20.

Coach Eli Sukunda was
pleased with the results for the
men's team at the sectional. The
men were led by the performance
of the sabre team who turned in a
first place finish. Individually,
Andreas Sautter placed first and

O'Neil steps closer to CFL
by Dave Briggs
Playing university football in
Canada is not nearly as rewarding
as playing in the spotlight at a
school south of the border.
Many wonder why people
bother to play at all up here, but
for those who do step on the
Canadian university gridiron,
love of the sport seems to rank
above all else.
University of Windsor
linebacker Mike O'Neil is a prime
example of someone who loves
football.
"I'm not playing football so
much for the money. I enjoy playing the sport," O'Neil said. "I'd be
playing whether 1 make a lot of
money or not. I fl make the money
that's great, but it (football) gets
your foot in a lot of doors with
respect to jobs afterwards.
"I'm playing football for the
love of it. not so much for getting
rich."
O'Neil's dream of playing
profcssionall) in the Canadian
Footbsall League b one step
closer to reality Ihis week after he
attended an invitation-only CFL
evaluation camp in Toronto la-.t
weekend.
"l had some good stats. Actually I had the best results
in a lot of the stuff. I fared
really well against the other

'-------------

Pick up your tickets for
The Charity Ball February 10, 1990
in the OPUS Office
Rm. 101. University Ctr.

..

linebackers," O'Neil said.
O'Neil Joined 59 other
Canadian-ho n players. and nine
other linebackers, at the University of Toronto ' s field house
where he was prodded. poked.
and evaluated from head to toe by
CFL coaches and directors of
player personnel.
On Friday. 0 'Neil arri\ cd
and was promptly put through a
series of tests that included
measuring his height, weight, and
body fat. As well, he was subject
of a close-up video of his body
while stripped down to his
skivies.
On Saturday, the Lancers'
#51 was put through tests of
agility, strength and speed.
The tests included running
the 40, doing tests in vertical and
standing long jumps. as well as
running pillon drills.
In the strength department,
one of the t sks was to bench
press 225 pounds as many times
as possible. O'Neil managed it 18
times.
Later in the morning,
linebackers were put against running backs in a one on one drill
which gave O'Neil the chance to
sqaurc oft against former Lancer
running back Chris Porter.
O'Neil feels confident that
his performance at the camp has
placed him higher on many CFL

~ ,ERFECT
rPAPERS

Lancer Mike O'Neil has Cf'L aspirations.

teams· list ot priorities.
"There were a few surprises.
A lot of players that I had heard
about, nominated all-Canadians
and that, did not perform very
well," O'Neil said. "They looked
good on paper. but when they got
there and you took a good look at
them. they didn't do very well."
The Perth-horn player v.as
the only athlete who rcP,re ented
the University of Windsor's football team at the camp. an honour
he deserved him after four )ears
of distinguished service here.
O'Neil currently holds the

Photo courtesy of Mal Webster

honour of being Windsor·.., alltime leading tackler. a mark he set
early this past season.
A!'. v. ell. the 24-year-old
human kinetics student has been a
first team OUAA all-star scktion
twice, in his second and third
seasons.
This year, an ankle injury
severly hampered O'Neil. but he
has recm, ercd 1.. nearly l()t I per
cent, which is enough to increase
his odds of being a CFL draft pick
later this month. on February
24th.
O

Robert 1-allennucnl was second.
"The sabre dil'ision is very
competitive this year in our sectional," Sukunda said. "Only two
sabre teams qualify from our sectional but we have the three best
teams in the province."
The men's epee team also
placed first at the first sectional
tournament. Mark Fulmer helped
the cause with a first-place show.
ing and Adam Fallenbuchl was
fifth.
Sukunda said the men's epec
is the pivotal team in Windsor\
bid for an OUAA title.
low
"If we can qualify two from
me
sabre and two from epce. we have
\\ it
a good shot at the title,'' Sukun<la
,ai
said. "There arc a number of
Fai~
teJms who have OUAA title
hopes including Queen's, Ottawa
the
and Trent as well as traditional
tra
fencing powers Western and
Toronto."
Windsor will have to go to
the OUAAs without anyone from
foil because they failed to qualify.
This weekend, the men travel
to Brock University to compete in
the second OUAA West Sectional. This tournament will have
serious implications for their title
hopes.
On the other side of the coin,
the women have qualified four
fencers for the OWIAA. Bridget
O'Shaughnessy and Katie Smith
will be competing in foil as Julie
Wa
Quenneville and Tuyen Nguyen
Un
will in epee.
l<kl
The women's team is rclathe
t i ve Iy new· and Sukunda i5
pleased with its result:..
The OUAA fi~n-a,-s~w"""'i_ll_b_,.e,,._a--41

I

RMC Feb. 17 and 18. Sukunda is
making no guarantees for his fencers, but he says they will be competitive.
(J

Introduces
Jennifer & Larry

Word Processing Service
Laser Printer

A new eatery is open to serve you and
your clients in Olde Sandwich Town:

New & Exciting Stylists Bring
Their Artistic Flare
To Salon 51 O

Olde Court Cafe
at

Mackenzie HalJ
3277 Sandwich St.
971-8353
Join us for a poetry reading by
Eugene McNamara & Leila Pepper
8 p.m., February 16

all hair services with Jennifer & Larry only
Appointment Preferred
Monday & Wednesday -- 9:30 - 5:00
Tuesday, Thursday & Friday -- 9:30 - 7:00
Saturday -- 8:30 - 4:00

I. Wortley and staff are open from 10 am. daily.
Closed Sunday.

Stop by for breakfast or lunch meetings.
We offer only the finest in 'home cooked'
meals and baking, done in our own kitchen.
(Spcciahzmg io ca1ering for office part1c,; and meetings)

551 Pelissier Street
973.4977·
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U of W Canada's best in men's T&F

by Dave Briggs
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team is still the top-ranked university team in Canada is indicative
of its performance in Saginaw.
Though Windsor was highly
competitive, the meet had a
relaxed atmosphere that Fairall
liked.
"It's nice to go to a meet
where the athletes don't have to
look over and see who's beside
them and worry about them, because they don't know who they
are," Fairall said.
"Where as if there was a
Western or York (athlete beside
them) they would be putting pressure on themselves to outdo
them."
Overall, the Lancers collected 17 medals; 6 gold, 8 silver,
and 3 bronze.

As the University of
Windsor's track and field season
enters its fifth week of compcti
tion, the expression "low-key
meet" is quickly being erased
Crom the teams' vocabulary.
Just when the men's and
women's teams are supposed to
rake it easy and not concentrate on
intense competition, they turn
around and put forth another ternfic performance.
"We tried to go into the meet
low-key after having two team
meets. and again, we came up
with outstanding performances,"
-aid Lancer head coach Dennis
Fairall.
Last Friday, the majority of
the men's and women's teams
The women's 4x400m team
travelled state-side to Saginaw continued its dominance on the
Michigan to compete at the track, and M.J. McKeever, LorSa~inaw State University Invita- raine Henry, Tanya Bielby, and
1io~al meet in the school's new Mary Lou Belanger all collected
$20 million indoor facility.
gold medals for their contribution
The mere fact that the men's in the event. The women 's

4x400m team, though made up of
different runners each week, has
yet to come up with anything less
than the gold in competition this
year.
Doug Tilson 's time of
2:27.67 in the 1000m not only
gave him the gold, but also
qualified him for the CIAU championships, while ranking him as
the second fastest in that event in
Canada.
Other Lancer gold medalists
were. Irma Grant (55m-7.38),
Lisa Hartleib (800m-2: 19.53),
Bielby (IOOOm-3:04.02), and
Brian Forsey (600m-1:23.59).
The big story in Windsor's
group of silver medalists was
freshman shot putter, Rob Robinson. Robim,on set a school record
(breaking a record Chris Weinberg set last week) with a throw of
15.09m, a mark that ranks him as
the best shot putter in the country.
He 's making the transition
from the high school shot which
is 12 pounds, to one that is 16

Lancer high jumper Geoff Hewick attempts to dear 2.0lm.

pounds, so that's an outstanding _ way.
performance," Fairall said.
Jumpers went to Syracuse in
The I ist of Lancer silver
an effort to improve their distanmedalbts features: Lisa Hunter
ces and qualify for funding to
(600m-l:43.23), Crystal Garrett
travel to the CIAU finals later in
( lSOOm-4:48.90), Joe Ross
the year.
(300m-35.98, and 60m hurdlesDecathlete Chris Weinberg
7. 79), Al Herron (600m- l :24.49), • used the fast runway to his adJohn Cress (JOOOm-8:39.86), and
vantage and set a school record in
Geoff Hewick (high jampthe long jump with a performance
2.03m).
of7.22m. The jump earned WeinRounding out the Lancers
berg the bronze medal.
who received medab were Jackie
Karen Miller won the bron1e
in the triple jump with a distance
the knowledge that the Lancers McVillk who "'as third in the
of 11.44m. The jump is a personal
have only to get better, even if it 1000m, Dave Scarrow who won
the
bronze
in
the
3000m.
and
the
best for Miller, and ranks her
means waiting a year She does
men's
4x400m
relay
team
which
fourth in Canada.
not preoccupy herself with the
also
earned
the
bronze.
The Lancers' final medal
possibility of any miracles the rest
Hurdler
Brad
Carroll's
perwent
to Ted Battiston in the triple
of this year
jump. Battiston won the bronze
"We need a lot of help right formance may be lost in the shufmedal with a performance of
now. yes, but I'm more concerned fle. Carroll, competing in the 55m
hurdles
for
the
first
time
since
he
13.37m.
with our own schedule than
suffered
an
inJ·ury
last
year,
amazThis week the team will
anyone else's." Leckie said.
ingly
qualified
for
the
CIAU
travel
lo Blacksford, Virginia
Perhaps this is the hottom
finals
in
a
race
where
he
placed
where it will compete n a meet at
line. The Lancers"',11 play .igamc
fifth.
Virginia Tech. This 1s the team's
in Gucll_)h this Saturday in ~a_n_c_f-- ~ Windsor' jumpers did not
major trip o uic ~<·,ir, and is a
fort to better rhei• •ccnrd As for
compete i,, Sagmaw. and instead.
weekend in~ hich Fairall hopes to
their chances of making the
travelled to Syracuse University
qualify more athletes for the
Pla.voffs ... we had better wait and
Sunday to compete on what is
CIAU
away from the hectic comsec.
0
known as a fast long jump runpetition of the OUAA.
n

Hawks drop volleyballers
by John Marentette

For the University of
Windsor's men 's volleyball team,
this might be a fitting time to put
the season into perspective.
The Lancers were defeated in
Waterloo against Wilfred Lauricr
University last Friday night. The
Joss puts a damper on any hope
the Lancers may have had of
clinching a playoff spot.
Now with a 4-6 record, the
Lancers absolutely must win thetr
last two games of the season, as
well as needing assistance from
other teams in the league if the)
arc to move on.

Windsor lost in four games
despite erasing an 8-0 deficit to
capture the opener. After the first
game, it was the more experienced Laurier team which
proved too difficult to handle.
Laurier's 3-games-to-1
match win clearly gives the Golden Hawks an edge in the quest
for the fourth and final playoff
spot in the west division.
Not only does Laurier sport
the better record overall, but it
won both matchc, vcr,u,
Windsor this season.
Coach Linda Leckie, realizing the shm possibilities of a Lancer post-season, finds comfort in

Great Moments in
Windsor History
1~

Student~~
Adm1n1~l•at1..-e
Council

-

1929 - Ambassador
Bridge completed. joining
ncorporated. joining the the neighbours of Windsor
towns of Walkerville, Ford and Detroit
City, Sandwich, Riverside. - - - - - - - - - - - ,
aod Windsor
1935 - Border cities

1962 - University of
Wmdsor incorporated.
Jo1ntng Catholic, United,
and Angllcan colleges

t

The perfect link to
campus
- distributed across the
border cities
- takes the high road
_ non-denomlnatlonal

For advertising rates and
information, contact
Central Advertising Bureau
Stephen DeMarco, director

253-2288
The lance: moves with the times

The drug cards have been mailed
for the winter semester. If you have
not received your Drug Card by
February 16th, please come to the
S.A.C. Office. As well, any prescriptions can be turned in at the
office.
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Six haunts women
by John Marentette
When the women's basketball team gets together to reflect
on this past year, players may be
preoccupied with a couple of"sixpacks."
The Lancers fell prey to two
of the best teams in Canada last
week in ballgames that surprisingly had little in common. But
whatever the case, after two hardfought losses, the margin of
defeat stands out: six points.
Windsor lost to McMaster, 86-80,
on Wednesday before falling to
Western three days later 73-67.
Against McMaster, the
home-town Lancers traded hoops
through most of the first half.
With the Marauders up by three.
Windsor capitalized on a Macmissed lay-up when Sheila
Windle banked in an important
basket. Moments later it was

2185
Wyandotte West
(519) 258-2490

*

Student Discount *

PEPPERONI

irs··

Loaded with pepperoni,
smothered in an extra
helping of our 3 cheese blend. There's a mouthful
of zesty pepperoni in every bite. It's the perfect pizza
for pure pepperoni pleasure. Or come in for
our $1.99 Pepperoni Personal Pan Pizza for lunch.

...

Some restrcions may apply

wm.

Instrumental in the Lancer
cause were Heather Quick wj~
22 points and Windle with 20.
Quick was again the leadine
rebounder with 10, while Mc~
Cartney handed out 9 assists.
A game in London on Saturday against the University c!
Western Ontario was no ea~l
task, either. The Lancers cnterec
half-time with a rather comfon.
able 45-34 lead.
The Mustangs were far froit
through, however, as they deah
the Lancers a severe blow by scor.
ing the first ten points of th:
second half. With the tide of em0•
tion flowing in their favour, tilt
more-experienced Mustang1
were able to hold off the Lancen

halftime, with the score knotted at the rest of the way for the win.
Windsor's leading score
41.
was
Margaret Piggott with 2:
Windsor's momentum carried into the second half, while Quick, the leading Lancr
however, and Lancer veteran Pam rebounder, pulled down II
McCartney gave her team some rebounds, and added 15 pointsll
breathing room at 53-45. With the her own.
Despite the two losse:
game slowly getting out of hand,
it was time for McMaster to call Coach Joanne Maclean liked tJ,
team's effort.
on one of their leaders.
"1 'm pretty pleased wrt.hthe·
Vicki Morrison stepped forperformances,"
Maclean saic
ward, nailing a bucket before
"It's
tough
to
play
one defense!,
dishing a quick pass to a teamthe
whole
night
, especial!,
mate for another hoop. Moments
later, she returned to make three against two of the best team~
more timely baskets to give Mc- the country."
The Lancers arc now in hi
Master not just the advantage, but
water as far as the playoffs a'.
breathing room of their own.
With McMaster holding an concerned, having to face the L
84-74 lead in the final minute, the task of winning all four of 1h, ·
Lancers were in need of a miracle. remaining games. This Fridayar.
McCartney and Allison Duke Saturday the team will enterta'
combined to cut the lead to six northern visitors from Lakehead
with thirty seconds left before University in Thunder Bay. &JC
Windsor stole the in-bounds pass games tip-off at 6 pm in the S!
and Tracey James got a prayer Denis Centre.
"
answered on a long jump.!r.

Open For Lunch
From 11 :00 a.m .
Tel. 254-8686

Makin' it great!

Lili 'E.i Tft.E OFFER M P11Q' r PJ · R£STAU!WITS ""LI P'
LJ>cll Glltr /wiJ .lDie Yon fn

What little hope there was or
catching up vanished when Mc.
Master hit both sides of a one.
a~d-one at the foul line to ice the

••••••••••••••••••••

••••
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••
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..............•...•
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•O ""'"
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a
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a
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•

"

$12
$16.34
29 ..
plus, "'
lax • I,
Two 14 pizzas
$20 39 olus lax
•. Mention coupon when ordering. One coupon per order. •• 1
Limiled time offer.
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11'1 ·.
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•

~

LUNCH SPECIAL
$599
PLUS
TAX

••

•

,.

You'll receive one medium ch~se p,zza for only $5 99
plus lax Add1t,onal toppings 99c each Mention coupon
when ordering. One coupon per order

i!ll.

Limited hme offer.
Coupon required

One Call Does It All .....
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Men squeak by Mac, smeared by Western

sor

Mc.

inc.
: the

by Paul Mayne

trailing by five, 20-15.
The Lancers evened it at 26The Lancer men' s basketball 26 late in the second and found
team got back on track as it edged themselves behind only one at
the McMaster Marauders last halftime, 41-40. Despite the
Wednesday 85-83 at the St. Denis shaky first half, Windsor was still
Centre. The train soon derailed in it.
when the squad lost at Western in
"We had a bad first half,"
a 111-74 thrashing.
Thomas said. "Going into half one
Last Wednesday's win at down, was a lift."
home was not a pretty one, but
Windsor seemed to bring that
when you get a victory you don't lift into the second half as they
complain about the play.
snatched the first six points and
Lancer head coach Paul held the five-point edge, 46-41.
Thomas was aware this was not
Each team began their own
the easiest of wins and noted how little spurts. McMaster ran the
frustrated he was during the next seven points and took back a
game.
two-point lead. Windsor then
"It was like pulling teeth to answered right back with five and
get the win," Thomas said.
grabbed back the three-point lead,
The first couple of minutes 51-48, with 13:12 remaining.
had Thomas upset as the
Late in the third quarter
Marauders scored the first five Boniferro took over and picked
points. They were running right some Marauder pockets. He made
by the Lancers and were being a couple of open court steals and
very aggressive on the boards.
laid in a few easy baskets to
Windsor bounced back strengthen the Lancers' lead at
quickly after a time out, and even 61-55 to end the third.
held an early l 0-9 lead after
The fourth quarter dido 't
Tsaprailis canned a triple. The begin the way Windsor had
first quarter ended with Windsor planned. McMaster seized ten

neer
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ling
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from
deah
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h 2:

ntsd
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:iall)
1ms~

in hi:!
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tory of the season.
Thomas knew the importance of the game and was glad
that Windsor prevailed .
"If we dido 't win this one
things would have been tough,"
he said. "Now things look a little
brighter."
Marauders head coach Barry
Phillips was definitely not
pleased with his team's ~rformance.
"In this game · you expect
your seniors to come and pick you
up when you need it,'' he said.
"Our backs were against the wall
and your seniors got to come into
play. I just felt that that didn't happen.
"When seniors make those
kind of mistakes it's tough to
win."
Windsor was led to victory
by Byrne with 21 points. Boniferro and Henry Valentini each
added 15. Jeff Nekkers lnd Andre
Morassutti each had 10.
McMaster was Jed by Jeff
Zownir with 22 points. Ed
Madronich contributed 18 points.
On Saturday, the Lancers

were shown the harsh reality of
the tough Western offense.
Windsor came out playing
pretty well, but eventually the
Mustangs were just too powerful.
"They got to every rebound,"
Thomas said. "They made all their
transition baskets. They just shot
amazingly well."
The game was pretty much
over by halftime, as Western
opened up a 21-pornt lead, 58-37.
Second half play was pretty
much a copy of the first. The Mustan gs dominated throughout.
Windsor was out-rebounded 3723 in the game, and turned the ball
over 21 times.
Byrne had 16 points to lead
Windsor. Daly helped with 14
points. Nckkcrs and Boniferro
each had 10.
Western was paced by John
Stiefelmeyer with 22 points.
James Green had 20 points.
Windsor will stay at home for
a couple of games as the Lancers
host the Lakehead Nor'Westers
over the weekend. Games will be
on Friday and Saturday night.
Tipoff for both is 8 pm.
0

campus rec.

.ana!
n II

~thf·
said

straight points and saw itself in
front once again, 65-61, with 8:00
left.
The lead switched hands a
few more times until all the action
came within the last five minutes
of the game. A barrage of triples
began, as things started to heat up.
Both of the Lancers' 3-pointers at
that time came from Dennis
Byrne, who had four in the game.
The triples were immediately
answered by McMaster who kept
up with the Lancers, trailing them
by only two, 81-79, with 2:06
remaining.
This game came down to the
last few seconds before Windsor
pulled it out.
With the score tied at 83, the
Lancers set up for what they
hoped would be the last shot, and
the win. Byrne put up a triple but
it fell short and Chris Daly was in
the right place at the right time
and sank the easy three-footer for
the two-point lead.
McMaster got off a lastsecond desperation shot, but the
long bomb fell short and Windsor
came away with its second vie-

1

Campus Rec Special Events
Squash/Racquetball
Tournament
On Saturday Feb. 10, there
will be a squash and racquetball
tournament at the Windsor Indoor
Tennis Club, located at 2475 McDougallat St. between 10 am-3
pm. The cost will be $3.00 per
person, available at the Campus
Rec office until Friday, Feb. 9.
Mt. Brighton Ski Trip
The trip w ill be on Friday
Feb. 16, and will cost $25.00

(with equipment) or $35.00
(without equipment).
Registration forms and additional information will be available in the Campus Rec office, so
sign up now!

Campus Rec Participant of the
Week:
Scott Sargalis is proud to be
Campus Recreation's Participant
of the Week. After four years of
active participation in the Campus Recreation program, his efforts have finally been applauded.

He is currently involved in
mixed innertubc waterpolo.
mixed volleyball, ball hockey, ice
hockey, and was selected for his
continued interest in these areas.
The entire staff would like to
thank this fourth-year political
science student with the
C.R.P.O.T.W., for the week of
Jan. 22-26, 1990.

Campus Rec Family Fun Day
On Saturday, Feb. 3, Campus
Recreation held a Family Fun

Day. University faculty members,
community members, and their
children, came out and enjoyed a
number of fun-filled games.
Thanks to everyone who participated, and a special thanks to
Sue, Darlene and Peter for volunteering their time to make this day
a success.

Recreation Association (OIRA)
Student Conference at Brock
University.
All of the delegates from the
University of Windsor enjoyed
themselves and the new ideas that
were collected will definitely enhance our program. Remember.
get involve<f in Campus Rec, "just_
for the fun of it!"
CJ

"Just for the fun ofit"
On Friday, Feb. 2, the Campus Recreation supervisor staff
travelled to St. Catherines for the
20th Annual Ontario Intramural
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Vote for

Joey

ESTEVES
S.A.C. President

U - CAN
University Coming Alive Now

fine lingerie & intimate apparel

Choose from such lines as:

- Clasilk
- Private Expressions
- Linda

You Don't Have To Have A Valentine
To Have A Good Time At Bentley's ...

Valentine's
Day Bash
Wednesday,
February 14, 1990
j Specials

I

j Great Pri~es

Just Another Excuse T~ Party!

For Valentine's Day

15o/o Off

I

256-2385

For Students & Alumni
February 8 - February 14

755 Ouellette Ave.

971-8392 125 Park St. W.

Free Parking At Rear
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This is the SAC
Election Issue ..
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special election featu_r_e_,_P_P_·_2-_s_ _ _
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C~ndidates put through their paces
b", Caen Bertrand-Crump
..an d Jennifer Johnston

"

,

-----------Squeezed between glossy
James Dean posters and
mimeographed
campaign
slogans, Students' Administra:ive Council (SAC) electoral candidates won and lost votes with
their mix of honesty and rhetoric
in the University Centre Wednesday.
Presidential hopeful Mike
Akpata, currently SAC vice president, spent more time defending
the actions of the current administration than speaking about
"Everyone forgets all of the
his own campaign.
good things that happened as soon

Lonee pho_
t o by Jason Kryk

as an election hits," he said. When
he did get a chance to discuss his

We asked, they answered
Many of the candidates
This week's lance contains
seemed
unaware of the issues
the annual Students' Administrative Council (SAC) election which the SAC executive must
preview. The lance news staff face. Instead these candidates
asked111l the presidential and vice tried to t,nswcr the questions from
presidential candidates five ques- their own private agenda, which
in many cases produced answers
tions.
These questions were irrelevant to the questions. Other
developed by the lance news candidates used this forum to
department and were designed to offer inovative soloutions and
force the candidates to deal with ideas on many of the issues.
The lance encourages all its
issues they will face should they
be successful in their bid for the readers to go out on Feb. 21 and
exercise their vote. Students who
SAC executive.

I

don'texercisetheirvotearesending a message that they do not
care what SAC does with the
$134.50 per year they hand over
to the student go\.emment. They
also lose their legitimate right to
criticize SAC policies. due to
their apathy at the polls.
All the answers were printed
verbatim except in cases where
they had to be edited for space
considerations.
O

· · ·
own pnor1t1es,
A k pata e n .
couraged students to use their
power to effect change.
Social Science Society pre:,,idcntVitcllawasonthedcfensivc,
.
answering questions about m1sleading his society council during
his Christmas :-uspcnsion by that
body.
"Yes, I did vote during that
time.and, well, I'm sorry," he told
the students. Vitclla had earlier
denied voting during the suspcnsion.
The proposals of another
presidential contender, Joey Esteves, to cut his wages and use the
savings to decorate campus for
Christmas proved popular.
According to Chris Clark,
SAC should be selling the university to the community through the
local private media, and school
pride should be a priority.
"We are salesmen, and we
have to make them want to buy
our product," lark :.aid.
The vice presidential candidates each spoke of the different
aspects of student life they represent.
Fred Sherman emphasized
the upcoming federal and provincial cuts to universit) funding.
calling on students to seek a better university experience through

· union.
·
t hcir
"We should demand that
education be a right and not a
privilege of the elite," Sherman
said.
Business representative Ted
Sturk said SAC needs to become
more professional. and should
hire someone to deal with the drug
plan full-time.
Campus safety and rising student costs were primary planks in
Julie Lawson 's platform. She discussed the system she is working
on for safety awareness.
Tim Bates joined the ranks of
the defensive when an angry
questioner asked him to explain
why he disrupted a rally held by
the Students Against Apartheid
last year.
"I was failing physics. and I
couldn't · hear the professor because of the rally," Bates told the
booing crowd. Students heckled
him, asking if he was capable of
ju~ling school and SAC, and
whether he felt his class was more
important than the survival of a
race.
David Wilcox. whose speech
~as peppered with profanity.
talked about keg parties and causing trouble at Board of
Governors· meetings. "because
that's what I get off on "
O

Mandela 's release means hope for South Africa
b} Tracey Wood
It's difficult not to be excited. The winds of change
,;cem finally to be blowing through South Africa.
On Feb. 2, South African president F.W. de Klerk
declared "the season of violence has come to an end." He

analysis
went on to pronounce the unbanning of the African Na!1onal Congress (and numerous other outlawed organiza'.ions). the partial lifting of the state of emergency and the
urminent release of Nelson Mandela after 27 years in
prison
Feb. 11, Mandela walked to freedom. The hype was
~uddcnly real. lL was time to start talking about resolving
the country's immense racially based problems. The
World's reaction was predictable. Apartheid was as good
asgonc.
Given the miraculous events in Eastern Europe. the
dismantling of apartheid should be just as swift. But it's
not that simple.
While de Klcrk made significant concessions, he did
not fulfill the AN C's Harare Declaration preconditions to
negotiations. While he unbanned the ANC. he did not
release all political prisoners or lift the state of emergency Mandela stated in his Cape Town address. "only such
a normalized situation which allows for free political aclivi1y can allow us to consu lt our people in order to obtain
a mandate."
In other words, while the state of emergency exists,
lhere also remai ns deten tion w ithout trial and indisCriminate state sanctioned acts o f repression . It is not safe

~ issue: March 1

for political exiles to return .
Hennie de Klcrk. South
Africa's ambassador to
Canada, justified the continued state of emergency in
order "to control the
threatening activities of the
extreme right." Peter Mahlangu. the ANC's chief representative to Canada.
pointed out a stale of emergency is not neccssar) to
control these situations.
"The police arc there to
respond to problems. Is that
not how it is done in
Canada'?"
The police in South
Africa also present uni4ue
complications. Witness
their activities on the day of Mandela 's release.
In central Cape Town. police confronted youths singing. dancing and in some cases. looting shops. They
opened fire. At least three people died and 13 were injured.
It wasn ·1 the right wing the police were shooting at.
It must be understood that all the talk and steps taken
are in pursuit of creating a climate condusivc to negotiations. De Klcrk has not suggested scrapping the laws a nd
the constitution which form the basis of apartheid. Apartheid still exists and therefore the fight against it must go
on.
T his is not the time to talk about the lifting of sanclions. The bottom line is these are still just talks about
having talks. T here has been no concrete change to the sys-

Student council elections results

tern. Mandela said "the
sight of freedom looming
on the horizon should encourage us to redouble
our efforts. It is only
through disciplined mass
action that our victory can
be assured ... To lift ~anctions now \\Ould be to run
the risk of aborting the
process towards the complete eradication of apartheid."
The international
community (and in particular UK pnmc minister
Margaret Thatcher)
speaks of lifting sanctions
to reward de Klcrk for hts
brave steps forward.
What must be kept in mind is t~at de Klerk is simply taking
minor measures toward justice for the people of South
Africa.
The United Nations has continually called for aparthcid 's dismantling and the isolation of South Africa for
perpetrating a brutal ~crime against humanity." There
should be no rewards for simply acknowledging that which
is right.
Sunday night at least three thousand people danced
and cheered in the street in front of the AN C's Toronto o ffice. Mandela 's release was cause for celebration and
euphoria. Monday morning, they got back to work.
A luta continua.
a

Music reviews

Coach charged with racism

I

SAC Vice president
University Centre Advisory Board task force vice-chair
President's advisory council on student life
OFS campaign committee
OFS executive
CFS student's rights committee

Chris Clark

What is your definition of pro-active government and what kind of pro-active agenda should
SAC set with the university administration?

What is the most important issue in this cam.
paign? Be specific.

I call pro-active student government the way that I've behaved over the past year. Pro-active means that you're supposed
to anticipate the problems. You·re not supposed to wait for them
to be dumped in your lap. I think the big thing is SAC is going to
have to deal with the administration. From what I've seen and
the way we've worked this year, it's no longer direct confrontation. You've got to realise the administration are professional
people and you treat them with professional courtesy first and
enunciate your points to them. Most of the time you get a lot more
done than screaming, swearing, or coming across like a child to
them. It doesn't mean you kowtow to them, but you expect to be
treated as an equal and you treat them as an equal. Be it through
C-33. be it through making employers pay for OHIP, be it through
the Ministry of College and Universities (MCU) 8 per cent tuition
increase or their 8 per cent increase in funding, or be it through
the OCA and all the other unions. You have to take the initiative
because that's the only way you are gomg to win.

The most important issue is the 8 per cent tuition increase
and the 8 per cent funding increase the Ministry of Colleges art.1
Universities gave the school. The rationale behind that is that~
cause the university, like any employer has to pay full OHIP a!'ll
UIC, this money going to the university is not a true 8 per ce~
increase. After inflation and after OHIP and UIC, at most un~.
sities it's around 3.5-4 per cent. This university is going to l:E
close to the break even point or one point below break even ~I'll
This means they're going to have to cut something. I want~
know what they are going to cut. They're going to cut out~
I feel are the least occupied classes which are your arts ana ~
cial sciences. Look at the business building, need I say more'
Business has got the money. What about dramatic arts?~
about fine arts? I think nobody realizes that there are deep se~
issues in this campaign as opposed to getting cheaper ~
prices in the pub.

We should be a little bit more looking towards promoting the
things our school is doing well, as opposed to looking so much
at the things that haven't been going so well. I think we've had
too much media attention directed towards the various problems
we've had within the administration and not enough promotion
of the good. There are so many things that this school does that
are good, or would like to do that are good. Yet no one is aware
of the possibilities that we have here. I believe that we should
have a good working relation with the administration, yet at all
times the president should remember who put him in the position.
He's not supposed to be getting so cosy-cosy with the
administration that he doesn't forget he's there to represent the
interests of the students.

For myself, my most important issue would be the pride a
the school and the poor image we have of ourselves. As
mentioned before, promoting the school and getting us SO:!'E
good coverage as opposed to constantly harping on the 001
things. I'm going to stick to my agenda and what I feel~
important and try to not get off track. I'm sure there will be lotsd
issues that come up but that's the. one I'll be focussing on.

I strongly feel that my program. the UCAN program, is all
about making the students aware of the common problems we
all face; like co-op programs, lack of library resources, ecc. I lhink
SAC should take the role of lobbying the administration and using
all of the available OFS and CFS institutions to help us get the
things we need for our education. I know that we got cut $600,000
for our periodicals. I think those are essential for our education.
I think that's why we're here, to get the best education possible.

To be honest, I'd have to say educational.wise, like I mentioned about the periodicals being cut - those are very iml)(J·
tant. I've heard a lot of students complain that they get essa~
back marked down for lack of current material. That's beca~
they stay in the library looking for current material for three hol1i
and they find two periodicals dated back to 1969. TeacherssaJ
·well, go to the States, go to Wayne State,• and a lot of stu<!Ed!
don't have the transportation and I think that our province
government should provide us with that. We're here to gel~
best education possible, so education is one of my main focu55

My definition of pro-active government is one with full participation, pro-active government where everybody gets involved. It's not just a couple of people doing most of the work,
it's a total team effort. The pro-active agenda I would set with
SAC and the administration is that everybody helps everybody
else out, everybody lends a hand. This could be achieved by, for
instance, if we were having a major band playing, then everybody
in residence knows. Everybody who represents Mac hall, Laurier
hall and Tecumseh hall does their part telling everybody in the
dormitory what SAC has planned.

I think the most important issue in this campaign is proba~
ly the fact that we're going towards a University Centre expa,"
sion. Students have to shell out money and they should be'II
aware of what's going on, how much they have to pay, and w~J
they are going to get. They can't be led into paying a certati
amount of money this year and then next year being asked~
next year for more money.

Fourth year, communications studies
Social Science Society president
Member: SAC board of directors, University Centre
Advisory Board
President, Communications Club
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Second year, political science/history
Engineering and Science SAC proxy
Member: Environmental Awarness Association,
CANUSA, The Navigators

Gino Vitella
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Third year, public administration
Vice president student council, SI. Anne's Secondary
School

Joey Esteves
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Do you think students get fair value for the
$7.00 they each must pay for CFS and OFS? Why
or why not?

As a board member of the Student Media CorWhat is your position on in camera council and
poration, what would be your number one priority executive deliberations?
for the corporation?

Initially when I started off last year, I was unsure of the position of the two organizations. Being on the executive of the OFS
now, I see the work the OFS is doing in Toronto. The largest
issue the OFS is pushing right now is the differential fees and

Well based on the SMC and the feedback I get from the
members, I think that it's going to be autonomy for CJAM and the
Lance. I've spoken to people at other universities about how they
run their radio station and newspaper and it's strictly hands-off
approach. The priority for CJAM again, is to get that power boost.
The Lance went through a dramatic turn around mid-semester
and I think as long as they keep putting out the paper on time
and keeping the advertisers happy, whether they bash SAC or
not is irrelevant.

Well, based on The Windsor Star's article on SAC's in
camera meeting, and based on Social Science's two in camera
sessions, what's the point of having them? You have an in
camera session when you want to give the facts to council or
people there, so they are able to make educated decisions, not
to hide or pull the shade down in front of general student's eyes.
When you re dealing with in camera sessions, you're dealing with
very sensitive issues, usually legal and important issues, and if
misfacts are given out it greatly changes the position of the council or the executive where they have to bargain from.

If we were getting fair value, the majority of students wouldn't
know. I think this causes a feeling of apathy because if you don't
know why sould you care. The $7.00 comes off and you don't
see it and it's like you never had it. If you're doing good programs
I think you should let the students know that you're doing some
good programs, that work is going into it. We're providing
somewhat of an interest groups for the students, an outlet for
their interests, especially when they stand up on various issues,
against the rising cost of tuition and whatnot.

It's getting really repetitive but I think you can see where I
stand as far as promoting the school. Promoting a positive image
and I think you have to start right at the top, the president has to
have a positive image. You can't be focussing on one interest
above the other; you have to try and represent the students as
a whole. Stay away from smaller interests that are focussed on
just a small group of people.

Being that I'm a student of public administration, I spend a
lot of time studying the various structures within the government.
One of the things I feel quite strongly about is if the president
wants to have and in camera meeting, he has to show that there
is a valid reason for it and there should be stricter guidelines as
to why you have in camera meetings. With the government, in
camera meetings are called only when it deals with property, personnel, and litigation. Overall I think SAC meetings should be
much more open.

I think that OFS is an important organization because, as we
know, funding comes from the provincial government. If (there's)
something we ever have to lobby for, we need an effective lobby
organization, so I think it's very important. I support OFS.

I would say is to maintain it, improve it where possible, and
by improving not to take from any other part of the corporation
where it's needed, or anything from the students where it's really
needed.

Personally, in my opinion, I feel that the students of this
university have the right to know what is going on. If somebody,
let's say fouls U!), in procedure or whatever else, I don't think they
should try to hide it from the students. Because after all, we're
the ones who elect them into office, and we should at least be
aware of what is happening. I don't think that most students
should be deprived of being in a SAC or Social Science or etc.
meeting because of something that they feel will hurt the
coporation or etc. So I think the students have the right to be
there, and that's why they pay SAC fees.

OSAP, independence for disabled students. If we had a full time
lobbyist who could meet every day with every single MP, fine we
could do away with CFS and OFS. But I don't think we have the
$200,000 we would have to pay that person to do an effective
job. If the Students use their CFS Student Saver cards which
were given out at registration and are available to students at the
SAC office, they could get back their $7.00 within a day. I really
think students get value for their money from CFS and OFS.
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Students do get a fair value for $7.00 they each pay to the
CFS and OFS. But only the students who know what takes place
and what is done at CFS and OFS know they get fair value. The
student outside of student government who doesn't know what
CFS and OFS do, is unaware of what they get out of CFS and
OFS. But anybody who sits on SAC, sits on the Board of Governors or the advisory boards, is aware of what goes on at CFS
and OFS.

My number one priority is to basically have all the media
corporation working together and not have friction with anything.
Basically striving to be a little bit less controversial, working
together to make the corporation bigger and better and more
well-known so that people know about it.

Through personal experience I have to say that in camera
council and executive deliberations are very important. I know
that some people don't think that in camera benefits anybody but
I think that when legal matters and other touch issues are brought
up, that in camera is the right way to go. You don't have so many
different people telling different sides of the story, basically SAC
people know what's going on and the in camera meetings should
be kept.

•

First year, major
undecided
President, Turf Club,
Lucan, Ont.

What is your definition of pro-active government and what kind of pro-active agenda should
SAC set with the university administration?

What is the most important issue in this earn.'
paign? Be specific.

The way I see SAC it's a government elected by the students for the students. What it hasn't done for me and a lot of
other students is let them know what they're doing, so I don't see
them as pro-active. I've talked to students lately and they're like,
'I'm not gonna vote in the election. I don·t even know what SAC
has done this year.'
With the administration I sort of worked with Paul Brisebois
last fall on getting a registration put into place for minimum people
required to open a new section of a course. I know they're quite
involved with the administration, but as far as I can see they've
kept up that end What I'd like to see is them go back to the other
end, back to the students.

To me, responsibility. I feel in the past few years SAC has
not been responsible to the students. They've been responsible
to themselves.

SAC should definttely get a higher profile as far as representing themselves on the Board of Governors here at the university. I think it's ridiculous to have only one seat on the board.
We've really got to lobby for more seats: it's that simple.

Student awareness, student involvement; those four words
it's really simple. The students have got to know what's going Oil
and then they've got to get involved. Campus life has really ga
to improve here. Over the years I've seen it go downhill aoo
think it could really be improved with just a few things. We'verp.
to have some sort of liaison between students and everythtr.;
else that goes on here vis a vis billboards, closed circuit televisl::
systems, Just things that will let the students know whats g~-:;
on.

I think one of the main things is we need to do something
about the course selection problems on this campus. Students
are Just not able to get the courses that they want or need to
graduate. I think a good example of this is expository writing. HK
needs it to graduate and it works so that the higher you are on
the ladder, the lower yoo are on the list to be put into the program.
However, you need it to graduate. English as well needs it. In fall
semester, first years get first choice, so I think we have to do
something about the whole process of registration as well as
something about course selections. It's a major issues.

Registration is a viable thing that I think we need to oo
something about because it's affecting our education, but I thin.I
that campus safety is also affecting our education, expeciatJ
considering the problems we have been encountenng Cl'
campus this year. There's undeniabaly been problems v.iL':
campus safety, in reference to the assaults that have been goii
on on campus. I'm in the process of organizing with the sooa
work department a safety program which involves campus
police, putting up some more light. Do you know at this timei
takes 2-3 days to change a burnt-out lamp?

My definition of pro-active government is response, immediate and satisfactory response, to student demands and
desires and to create awareness of a problem. It is a government that intiates policies and seeks out students, finding out
what they want. It's working on matters of primary concern to students such as OSAP, deregulations, campus security, food
plans, hygeine and health on campus. Pro-active is to seek out
students· wants and carry through what can be done to the best
possible point.

There are three important issues. With the ctty posstij
closing the parking spots on Wyandotte, something has to I.E
done. I have, in the works, a plan where SAC can act as a broker
between students and homeownersnandowners in the area t
rent parking space in a private lot or driveway. The residera
food plan is also an important issue. I have a petition circulating
residences that will apply pressure to the universtty to ans"~ '
student demands for price fairness, and variety in meals. There
has to be an awareness created as to the amount of assultsthal
take place on this campus. When students are in danger, we
should know about it. I want us to hire students to patrol areas. •
especially under the bridge, so that students are not scared to
come to school.

Pro-active government is the type of governement which is
constantly in touch with students needs, that doesn't hesitate to
go out and ask students what they want. It's the type of
government that gets involved in sit-ins and demonstrations.
SAC has to represent the students in a pro-active manner with
the administration. There can·t be any compromises.

The most important issue in this campaign is that if 1t.e
pattern follows of years past, then only about 1Oper cent of the
student body is going to vote. I think the most important thing~
to do something to remedy the apathy that students exhibit aboll
their $1,500,000 contribution to SAC.

I think SAC should be representing the students. I think
residences are getting the shaft, just from the alcohol policies,
fike no keg parties. Although I can understand it, it's just that it's
a form of prohibition, not being allowed to have drinking parties.
Like, say, the one at Cody, stuff like that happens but the only
reason why it happens is because they weren't allowed to have
it in the first place. Vanier Hall is a sewer to eat in and people
who live there have to eat there. Whether you have to have a
half meal plan or a whole meal plan, most of the people in
residence don't want it because they don't like it.

Residence, I think, or people living off campus. cornir,g
down to Windsor, even compared to last year, is not half as gaol
as it should be, just because the rules are tighter. Quiet hours«
Thursday night; if you have to have them, then why have Pi.t
Night on Thursday night? You got people coming back drunk and
stupid. I guess you could say, ,l's going to happen, geltl~
bonded for yelling and screaming at 1:30 in the morning. I d(t.
think you should get bonded because I think it's better to gel
drunk and pass out in your room and maybe yell than it is to 1umP
in a car. I think people who live in residence such as, Mac Hal
Huron Hall, Tecumseh Hall and everything do drink respon~
on the whole. There's always going to be the odd guy ~
doesn't.

Third year,
communications studies
House Council
Executive, Electa Hall
Public Relations Officer,
Shell UK
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Steve LaFlamme

Third year, criminology
Member: Women's
Centre

BA political science,
University of Windsor
Member: Caribbean
Students' Association,
Black Students'
Alliance, Students
Against Apartheid,
Students'
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..., African
Association

Third year business
administration
SAC business
representative
Columnist for The Lance
Volunteer at CJAM

Second year, business
administration
Treasurer, 2nd floor,
McDonald Hall

David Wilcox

Do you think students get fair value for the
$7.00 they each must pay for CFS and OFS? Why
or why not?

As a board member of the Student Media CorWhat is your position on in camera council and
poration, what would be your number one priority executive deliberations?
for the corporation?

Like, I said, they don't know what they're getting. SAC is
there, they're doing what they can but students don't know what
the hell is going on. Student education by SAC about whatthey're
dOing is not up to snuff.

A lot closer contact. I know SAC is here but I'd like to see just
an agenda of what they're doing. Majority of sudents are kind of
pissed off because they have to pay SAC so much money and
from what they see they're getting let down.

I don't feel it's responsible. What have they got to hide from
the students? If they can't let students m, what are they hiding?
Ifs not responsible, it's not honest as far as I can see.

I definitely think they do. Iwas attending university before the
CFS was approved here by the students in a referendum and
rve noticed that on-campus activities have greatly improved
because of the involvement of the two organizations.

Basically, it is to have our media services really improved. I
used to write for the Lance. I really know what you guys (the
Lance) are running on and I know what the Jam·s (CJAM)
running on. If you guys don·t get any more money you·re just
going to have to shut your doors. There·s no reason why the
Lance shouldn't run colour every week. Everybody should be
paid a bit more because people are making a dollar an hour for
the hours they put in. The Lance and the Student Media
Corporation are the only things drawing the students together at
this time. We definitely have to invest for the future.

I don't think there should be such a thing as an in camera
meeting. SAC"s track record over the last two years has not been,
by any means, commendable. As far as the scandals and the
fallacies that have occurred due to the in camera meetings and
the things that have gone on, it shouldn·t be allowed anymore.
Any student has the right lo be at any meetrng; they should be
able to know what's going on.

I think both federations are positive. I think we can get more
than we are but I think we've been well represented this year. I
think that we can get $7.00 worth out of CFS/OFS, and it is
important to remain part of these organizations.

It is important that the autonomy of the Lance and CJAM
remain intact, the Lance in particular, considering what happened this year. I think it is important for the Lance to remain as
impartial as possible. It's what gives our students a voice.

For the most part I don·t know if I agree with that. We're a
student government representing students and I know that I want
to know what is going on with the government. I think there are
issues where it is vital to close, but as a general idea I don·t agree
with it. As hopefully, a member of council in the future, I wouldn't
want to lose my perspective as a student wanting to know.

I believe in representative democracy to a certain extent
and I feel that these bpdies are in fact utilizing all routes available in support of student concerns. Last year one candidate
talked about separating ourselves from these bodies, but once
elected must have realized the strength of the OFS on the provincial level and CFS on the federal level. Working with these bodies
a cumulative energy, which is students from other Canadian
universities acting together, can successfully affect a common
objective.

I definitely feel that the media as a whole should be allowed
a large percentage of independance so that they can mount an
effective opposition to SAC's decisions and actions that the student ~ody might not either be aware of or support. The media is
a privileged position to spot check the student government,
which will encourage the executive to be on their toes and
respond effectrvely to student needs.

I don't support is to the extent that it creates an aura of
suspicion about the council. I feel that the present administration defimtely misused the in camera mode, and as a student I
can·t help wondering if the matters discussed in those sessions
are of such a potentially dangerous nature that would Justify
keeping the students out In camera sessions are only important
10 the extent that keeprng some legal and personal matters on
the quiet side could only benefit the students in the end.

I think it's very important for schools across Canada and ·
Ontario to have a sense of duty and I do believe that they, CFS
and OFS, are valuable. But, I believe there is a definite problem
1n exhibiting those services to the average student.

My number oi1e priority for the Student Media Corporation is
to make it more autonomous from SAC. such that the incident
where Chuck Blewett was removed from CJAM could not be
repeated.

The only justifiable excuse for a!l in camera meeting is one
where should the proceedings become public, ,t would involve
the loss of a great sum of money. I felt that the in camera was
greatly abused this year and I think it only serves to elevate the
egos of the people inside the room in that they're privy to
something that somebody outside is not.

People who live in residence, being on campus, no they don't
because they just don't know. I don't know, I don't even know
What that means.

Just to be more responsive to the students, both on and off
campus. I think whether it's, whatever program you're in,
business (which I'm in), or HK, or social work, or anything, I think
they should think more of the students than making money, which
1 think the school has turned into just from the way they've
increased the programs.

No, I don't think that's right. I th:nk the general public should
be allowed to participate. The school is only 11,000 people. I only
think that about 2000, not even that, people would be interested
in showing up. So they make h an open forum. But even Hyou
have to do it at the University Centre, something that's big
enough, like if you're firing a guy, whether ifs for good reason or
not, I think it should be made open because there's a lot of
backstabbing going on. It's buHshit.
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ARTS
Until Friday, February 16
- a solo exhibition by local artist Julie Bell at
Windsor Printmakers Forum. The show can be
seen at 384 Pitt St. E.,
Suite 204, call 253-9493 for more information.
Until February 18
- the Art Gallery of Windsor is showing Eleanor
Bond's Work Station in the Walker Gallery. The
gallery is located at 445 Riverside Dr. W.• and can
be contacted at 258-7111 .
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Until February 18
-the AGW will continue to show Robert Keziere's
On Reason in the Photography and Atkins
Galleries.

staf:

Friday, February 23 to March 23
- Ken Gray's Recent Works will be showing at the
Windsor Printmakers' Forum at 384 Pitt St. E., Suite
204. Opening reception on February 23 from 7 10 pm. Call the gallery at 253-9493 for more
information.
Until March 4
- the AGW continues to exhibit printmaker's
Cecil Buller work in the Graybiel Gallery.
Until Morch 4
- prints from the Art Gallery of Windsor's
collection are shown in the Eansor Gallery.
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MUSIC
Thursday, February 15
- Luxury Christ will perform with the Cereal Killers
at the Radio Tavern, 546 Ouellette Avenue.
Friday, February 16 to 18
- the Original Beatlemania will be appearing at
the Stage West Theatre, 121 University Avenue
W. Tickets are $15. Call 977-7728 for more
information.
Saturday, February 24,25
- Windsor Symphony Orchestra Masterworks
Series will be held at the Cleary Auditorium. 201
Riverside Dr. W. Dwight Bennett, conducting with
Ruth Laredo, piano. performing the Tchaikovsky
Piano Concerto No. 1, music of Couture and
Brahms will also be presented. Coll 252-6579 for
tickets and show times.
Thursday, March 1 to 4
- The Mamas and the Papas, led by original
member John Phillips. will appear at Stage West
Theatre, 121 University Avenue West. Tickets are
$15. Call 977-7728 for more information.
Friday, Morch 2
- The Moscow Philharmonic will perform at the
Cleary Auditorium, 201 Riverside Dr. W .. at 8 pm.
Tickets are from $20 to $33 and are available
from the Cleary box office or call 252-6579.

THEATRE
Thursday, February 15 to 18, 21 to 25
- The University Players present Sam Shepherd's
A Lie of the Mind, a comedy directed by Richard
McKenna at Essex Hall Theatre. For tickets and
further information call 253-4232, ext 2804.
Thursday, February 15 to 19, 21 to 24
- Theatre Windsor presents Picnic by William Inge
at the Windsor Community Playhouse. 2520
Seminole. Show at 8 pm, dinner at 6:30 pm.
Brunch and matinee shows are also available.
Call 944-1968 tor tickets and reservations.

Lonee photo by James Crump

LECTURES
Friday, February 16
- the Art Gallery of Windsor - Friday Art Lecture
Series presents Or. Michael Farrell, professor of art
history at the University of Windsor, discussing
Landscape, Still Life and Portraiture. Cocktails will
be served at 6:30 pm, lecture at 7 pm at the
AGW Restaurant. For dinner reservations call
258-7111.
Monday, February 19
- Or. George H. Crowell, Department of Religious
Studies, University of Windsor discusses The Power
of Nonviolent Action in Conflict and Defense,
Iona College 208 Sunset, 7:30 pm.
Thursday, February 22
- Calgary artist Mary Scott will be at the Art
Gallery of Windsor, 445 Riverside Dr. W., 7:30 pm.
Call 258-7111 for more information.
Thursday, February 22

- The Crisis In Eastern Europe, organized by the
Marxist-Leninist Study Group at the SAC club
office, 4:40 pm.

FILM

Friday, March 2
- Professor of Art History at the University of
Windsor, Michael Farrell discusses Photography
os Invention in the Art Gallery of Windsor's
Chrysler Auditorium at 9 am. The gallery is
located at 445 Riverside Dr. W. and call 258-71 l 1
for tickets.

Friday, February 16 to 18, 23 to 25
- the Detroit Film Theatre presents Claude
Chabrol's Story of Women (France. 1988). 5200
Woodward Avenue. Call (313) 833-2323 for
ticket information and show times.

Tuesday, March 6
- Chaviva Hosek, MPP Oakwood. will be
speaking on Women in Political Life, for
International Women's Day in the Blue Room in
the University Centre, 8 pm.

Friday, March 2 to 4
- Jim Jarmusch's film Mystery Train (U.S.A., 1989)
will be showing at the Detroit Film Theatre at the
Detroit lnsitute of Arts, 5200 Woodward Avenue.
Call (313) 833-2323 for more information.

READINGS
Friday, February 16
- Eugene McNamara, a poet, short story writer
and University of Windsor professor and Leila
Pepper, a Windsor poet will read from their new
work at the Old Court Cafe in MacKenzie Hall,
3277 Sandwich St. The event is sponsored by The
Bookroom at the Court.

BENEFITS
Saturday, February 17
- An Evening of Fashion at Fogolar, and
proceeds from the dinner and show, which
begins at 6:30. are donated to the AIDS
Committee of Windsor. Tickets ore $25 and are
available from the ACW at 973-0222 or Modrigal
at 944-0884.

PARTIES
Sunday, February 18
- Assumption Campus Community is celebrating
their Fourth Annual Mardi Gros Celebration.

Festivities begin with the 4:30 Mass followed by
food and fun. To help cover costs of food and
decorations they suggest a $2 per person
donation. For those who can, please brln~
desserts. Located between the University Centre
and the bridge. Call 973-7034 for more
information.
Saturday, February 24
- The Art Gallery of Windsor will hold its first Mardi
Gras Ball at the gallery. There will be a Cajun
dinner prepared by the chef of the Hilton Hotel.
Dancing and entertainment. Costume is
optional but the committee hopes people wHI
wear masks. For more information call the gallery
at 258-7111 or Louise Fry, 945-2722.
AWARD BANQUETS
Saturday, February 17
- the Clifton Grant/WOSH award is presented
each year to a local individual who has made
an outstanding contribution to furthering
workplace health and safety, they will be
presented at the Teutonia Club, 55 Edinborough
St. The event will include cocktails, dinner and
dancing. Tickets are $18 and can be purchased
at the Health and Safety Centre. 1731 Tecumseh
St. E. or call 254-4192.
Monday, February 19
- program for architectural designations,
citations and commendations and awards will
be presented. Art Jahns will be presenting Hiram
Walker-Allied Vintners Restoration information.
Mackenzie Hall. 3277 Sandwich, 7:30 pm.

MISCELLANEOUS
Friday, February 16
- a wine and cheese reception for David Herlihy,
president of the American Historical Association
will be held in Assumption Lounge in the
University Centre from 2-4 pm.
Monday, February 19
- Career Planning and Placement centre
presents a resume writing workshop in the front
lounge, laurier Hall. 6 pm. Call 253-4232, ext.
2456 for more information.
Tuesday, February 20
- the Bulimia-Anerexia Nervosa Association
(BA NA) will be presenting a self-esteem
workshop at 3602 Wells Avenue at 7 pm. Marv
Kay Lucier. acting director, will discuss eating
related disorders.
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Brisebois breaks pub rules
by Jennifer Johnston
Students' Administrative
Council president Paul Brisebois
has been accused by Subway pub
staff of circumventing its rules.
Last Friday night, Brisebois
overruled the Subway's identification policy and allowed a
patron, who had only a birth certificate and meal card, entrance to
the school pub. Under the LLBO
regulations, the only acceptable
ID is a student card or proof of
University of Windsor affiliation
when accompanied by an Ontario
photo ID (Age of Majority), valid
passport, Ontario photo licence,
or citizenship/armed forces ID.
When denied access, the man
began to argue with two doorstaff.
After stating the pub 's ID policy,
they referred the matter to Sandra
Feyen, acting night manager.
Feyen also explained the policy to
the man.
He said he was upset since he
and the group he was with were

all in their late 20s to early 30s.
While all this was happening,
the man's friends brought the
matter to the attention of
Brisebois, who was at the pub for
a social evening. When the situation was explained, Brisebois told
the door staff to let the man in.
Unhappy with Brisebois'
decision, Feyen, along with SAC
vice president finance Alan
Drouillard and Christine Ozimek,
vice president external affairs,
went into the pub office to discuss
the matter further.
During
this
meeting
Brisebois overrode Feyen's
authority and told her to let the
man in. Brisebois said the man
was threatening to write a letter of
complaint to the lance if he was
not allowed in.
"I stand behind my decision.
I don't feel I was wrong," he said.
Brisebois stated the man
"was clearly 30 years old" and
didn't have a licence because he
didn't drive. The president thinks

the man's other documentation
was sufficient.
Feyen disagreed. "We were
looking at it from a legal aspect,
as where he (Brisebois) was looking at it from the political aspect,"
she said.
Brisebois left the office after
making his decision but Drouillard and Ozimek apologized to
Feyen.
"It was not right of Paul to
undercut the supervisor of the
pub's decision," Ozimek said. "If
he felt there was a problem with
the enforcement of the policy it
should have been discussed at a
later time."
Feyen said the pub's ID
regulations are stringent for the
benefit of its patrons.
"If we (the pub) lose our
licence, that's it for the entire
campus," she said.
SAC is currently developing
a more official student ID card
which would also be acceptable
as pub ID.
0

lance photo by Jason Kryk

Lance Associate Photo editor Jason Kryk captured Christopher Merner
sharing a smile with Lt. Bob Ronse. Ronse had just finished putting out a
fire at the home of Christopher's Lincoln Rd. neighbours

U Vic student council refu,ses
to release anti-abortion
conscientious objectors
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VICTORIA (CUP) - The University of
Victoria's student council rejected two
students' request to opt out of the student
association last week.
Third year law students Judith Stone
and Craig Sicotte asked to have their membership in the association revoked and their
fees refunded because they disagree with
the council's position in favour of abortion
on demand.
In letters to council executives, the students said they found themselves "in a very
painful situation in that (they) are member(s) of, and supporting a society which
violates (their) religious convictions by
supporting 'universal abortion on
demand'."
They said they did not choose to become members of the society but were

"forced to by registering at UVic."
British Columbia law says participation in a society cannot be forced. but the
student council's constitution says all students become members of the local,
provincial, and national students' associations when they register for a course.
The council rejected the request because it would set a dangerous precedent.
"If we allow them to get their fees back.
we would be forced to increase other fees
to balance out the lost revenue caused by
t!ieir pullout," council vice-president Brian
Menzies said. Menzies said allowing sludents to leave the society would make it impossible to budget.
Menzies added that the two should exercise their rights as members of the society
and influence council policy.
0

Pro-choice demonstrators rally against abortion bill
by Trasie Sands
About 20 protestors braved
the biting cold Saturday morning
to rally against the new abortion
law, Bill C-43.
Leading the protest was Janet
Greene-Potomski, Executive
Director of the Women's Incentive Centre, a feminist organization whose mandate is to promote
the status of women. GreenePotomski said Saturday's protest
had "absolutely nothing to do
With abortion. It (had) to do with
the controlling of women. "
The rally, in front of the
Essex County Courthouse on
Goyeau Avenue, was held to
protest Bill C-43, which will
Tllake it virtually impossible to obtain an abortion unless a woman's
~ental or physical health is in
Jeopardy.

II

The protest included a march
to the Detroit River where a
memorial service was held for
"the women who have died due to
seeking abortions that were not
safe," said Greene-Potomski.
She added Bill C-43 not only
makes the statement women cannot be trusted to make sound.
moral decisions, but it also forces
women to seek unsafe abortions
or to self-induce abortions when
one cannot be legally obtained.
She also said "Bill C-43 is the
legalization of bigotry."
During the march, the protestors chanted "Don't lose the right
to choose" and carried signs with
slogans such as "A woman's
body, a woman's choice" _an~
"Every child a wanted child.
Once the protestors arrived at the
river, several voiced their
opinions.

Lance photo by Pat Castagna

Pro-choice protesters demonstrate on the steps of the courthouse
·
the m.?"
One protestor sa1'd "h
t ere 1s
.
nothing worse than an unwanted ". An~ther protestor said this
child" and that too many un1s ~~ is.sue about the com11
wanted children are brutalized by mod1hzat1on of women.
She
their parents. "Are we bringing also said too many women have
children into this world to have had to be "smu~led across th,e
these cruelties imposed upon border for abortions ... I don t

think we want to create any more
refugees for health care."
Following the speeches.
Greene-Potomski and two protestors threw a funeral wreath into
the river and everyone observed a
moment of silence.
One of the demonstrators expressed disappointment the turnout was so sparse, even though it
did receive a fair amount of media
coverage.
The rally was sponsored by
the Ca~adian Abortion Rights
Action League, an organization
whose purpose is to stop the
criminalization of abortion and to
make sure that safe, legal abortions are available to Canadian
women. There are about 30 chapters throughout Ontario trying to
educate the public and government about women's rights.
O
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Our ballot is in
The Lonee is located next to the student councll offices In the University Centre. Our reporters attend every
SAC meeting. The staff hears most of the rumours: we
print what 1s newsworthy.
Our observations of the candidates for next week's
elections are just that - our observations. the d istillation
of many disparate views. We invite you to take them for
what they are, and if our opinion helps you determine
your opinion. we thank you tor your vote of confidence.
President
SAC vice president Mike Akpata Is our pick for the
job. His year in the executive gives him the necessary experience, and under the microscope, he has displayed
no fatal flaws
Al<pata is well-spoken and franl<, both publicly and
privately He has been energetic In the service of his
constituents. and has made h mself approachable
The interest he has shown in many Issues leads us to
believe he possesses a broad notion of student unionism,
and we 1001< for more of the same if he takes on the top
post.
On the down side. his enthusiasm sometimes causes
him to wander from his own job description into those of
his cabinet colleagues. As well, Akpata has a tendency
to eschew the team n favour of ndividual effort which
hardly endears him to his co-workers.
Akpata Is In the unenviable position of having a
record to defend He has to take the heat for everything
the executive has done tor the past five years, and rightly observes that at election time, voters are slow to
remember the good points ol any administration .
He may have made some enemies, but that is a sign
of a leader willing to make some noise. Akpata Is the
strongest of the four vying for the presidency.
Chris Clark's education in public administration 1s a
good background for student government, and no
doubt contributed to his push for professional hiring
practices But his lack of any real experience makes his
candidacy less welcome than It could be.
He has never served on SAC. and putting a newcomer In the position of heaaing up a million dollar corporation Is seldom a wise move. He probably feels his

King thing
As promised, the Lance Is bringing you news of
Martin Luther King memorials In the area This Saturday, Feb. 17, Sandwich Baptist church at 1600 Peter
Street wlll hold a memorial service between 9-11 am,
followed by a breakfast. The breakfast costs $7 for students, $11 for others.
Also. several Windsor black organizations are
presenting a Black History Celebration the same day
a t l pm at the College Ave. Community Centre, 3225
College. The day will feature a number of performances. Including the Fountainhead Theatre group· s ·The
Power of Harriet T."

new face presents an advantage, but somewhere In•
studies. Clark should have gained a better unde,
standing of organizational reality. Politics involves wor
Ing your way up.
Joey Esteves is another SAC neophyte too 1mpat1e
to run for a subordinate post. He brings to the campog
a useful focus on education. but also a somet
surprising Ignorance of the structure of student counc
Esteves appears to have picked up at least t
rhetoric quickly enough, but his proposal to cut I
president's salary seems more of a gimmick than t
result of a well-cons dered re-evaluation of SA':
priorities. He sounds good, but has shown little dept"
his grasp of issues
Inexperienced candidates who immediately run f.
paid positions raise doubts about their motivation.
Social Science Society president Gino Vitello ha
served on student council. and on Its board of direc:oc
He headed up a club, and now runs the largest stude·
society on campus Therefore. his offices g ve V te 10 t•
experience to be SAC president.
However. during that time. he has scarcely dist'
gulshed himself He undertook few 1nit1atives. and ·
more busy defending himself than pursuing an act,1
agenda In fact. Vitello was suspended from his a,
society, and members tried three times to impeach l'e
Although he cl alms the challenges were a personal ver
detta. the fact he .red to his cou'lcil is a matter of reco·c
Vice president
Steve Laflamme Is a student of the media. ano
shows in nis smooth, confident presentation. Best in I
role of critic, LaFlamme Is short on specifics. as to beei
pected from someone with absolutely no organizator
al experience on or off student council.
Julie Lawson is also new to the scene. She preser
a long wish list which she has so far examin~d only sLlpe
ffcially, but at least she has a stated agenda . In add1! ·
she has an active support network which will stand he
In good stead if elected.
Fred Sherman has never sat on SAC, but his merr
bership in a number of campus organizations gives I'(
a great deal of related experience. He discusses noW
problems. but solutions. Sherman would take some t,m;
to adjust to the particular vagaries of student gove"'
ment.
However. lack of time on council may not be:
problem for this post. since like both Lawson and i e'
man. neither of the last two SAC VPs had direct cour
experience.
Ted Sturk is the only candidate for vice presidentc
rently serving on council, which makes him the moste
perlenced. While his public speaking lacks punch, ti
deserves high marks for his role as a consistent critlC
SAC secrecy. We at the Lance also appreciate h;3cc:
for greater student media autonomy. Unfortunate
Sturk probably leads council in failed motions, disp!O'i
Ing a weakness In organizing support.
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Take time to enjoy the chocolate pudding
hy David Seburn

Like a lot of people this winter I've
been dueling with a particularly aggressive
nu bug: aching joints, zero energy, and a
persistent sore throat.
Anyhow, one evening last week l was
looking for something to soothe my throat.
And I'd had my fill of soup. l rummaged
around the cupboards and located one of
those tin pudding cups. It's been there since
last summer, purchased along with siblings
in the package for a camping trip (really
· roughing it).
I opened it, got out my spoon and
polished it off rather quickly, my throat enjoying the soothing chocolate creaminess.
Aside from the brief respite from my sore
throat, I can't say I really enjoyed the stuff.
That's probably why it's been sitting in the
cupboard collecting dust for six months.
While I was spooning it down. I read
int · 1he label of ingredients. I'm sure you·ve
lde
read ingredient labels before, with weird
NO't
things listed on them that sound like chemical defoliants. Nothing new there. I'm acitie'
1ually a compulsive label reader.
>01g·
Whenever I go to the supermarket I
time
read labels, not so much because I'm
Jnc
paranoid about mind-altering, DNA,t tr~
destroying chemicals. No, I view it as
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cheap entertainment. Some people read the
tabloids while checking out, I read the
labels of stupid products.
My favourite example is a granola
cereal that came out a year or so ago. It
came in this clear plastic container in two
or three different flavours. One was
blueberry with sick-looking blueberries in
it. I had to stop and investigate. Lo and behold, the label forgot to list blueberries.
Mind you, it did have apple bits and artificial blueberry flavouring.
Anyway. what's chocolate pudding's
number one ingredient according to this
unnamed multi-national corporation?
Water. Hmmm. The next ingredient is concentrated skim milk, so the water, I suppose, is to fully re-hydrate the skim milk.
Next, of course, is sugar (or liquid sugar
and dextrose). Fine. Then we have
modified corn starch, cocoa, modified
tapioca starch, and salt.
Now comes the good stuff: sodium
stcaroyl-2-lactylate, artificial flavour.
colour.
Sodium stearoyl-2-lactylate? Yes, indeed. It is, of course. a sodium salt of a lactylic ester of fatty acid used as an emulsifier
or plasticizer. Or, if you prefer, an organic
compound, comparable to an inorganic salt
formed by the reaction of lactic acid and al-

cohol.
Artificial flavour, of course, is something every product has to have these days.
And what would chocolate pudding be
without colour?
Big deal, right? Maybe if you ate a
thousand litres of the stuff you'd die of cancer. The point is this: have you ever eaten
homemade chocolate pudding? I don't
mean the stuff Bill Cosby advertises (although even it is better-tasting than the
stuff in the pudding cups).
If you've never eaten homemade
chocolate pudding you don't know how
good it's suppose to taste. On a scale of 1
to 10, homemade scores a 10; instant pudding from a mix gets about a 7; the pudding
cups get a 5 or a 6.
I'd call that being ripped off.
Don 't just believe me. The cocoa
manufacturers of South America may have
bribed me. Try the chocolate pudding taste
test. Make some yourself and taste the difference. as they say.
For being patient enough to read this far
I am going to reveal to you (at absolutely
no charge to you or your loved ones) the
Deep Dark Secret for Making Lip-Smacking. Taste Bud-Popping. Nirvana-Inducing
Chocolate Pudding.
Mix together in a saucepan (surely

you've got something to cook in!) 1/2 cup
sugar, 1/3 cup cocoa, 3 tbsp cornstarch, 1/2
tsp cinnamon (adds a splendid touch), and
1/4 tsp salt. Add 2 1/4 cups of milk and
bring to a boil while stirring constantly.
Let it boil for a full minute and blend
in I tsp of vanilla. All done. Just pour it into
containers and put it in the fridge.
If you aren't convinced it's the best
chocolate pudding in the world, then I
guess you deserve to cat out of a tin can.
What's all this got to do with the environment? Attitude, I suppose. Chocolate
pudding isn't the only thing that comes in
a can and doesn't even taste half as good as
the homemade original.
Somewhere along the line we've
sacrificed quality for "convenience." Yct
many of these products end up costing
more. so you end up having 10 allot more
of your working time to pay for them. You
don't end up saving time. you end up
spending more of that "free" time working.
Good trade off: more work for worse
food.
As the old saying goes. maybe we
should slow down and smell the roses. And
enjoy the chocolate pudding.
[1

The 90s are just the 60s upside-down, says Yorke
by John Andrew Yorke
The University of Windsor is a revolution waiting to happen. If you think the
recent events in Eastern Europe were
revolutionary, just wait until you see what
is happening in your own school.
Every where you look you sec John
Lennon glasses. fuzzy wool ponchos, paisley skirts covering black-knit knee-highs,
ungroomcd goatees, neon peace symbols,
a wide assortment of wacko bandannas,
and the ever-so-fashionable bell bottom
pants.
Don 't worry, you're not having an acid
flashback, this is Windsor, 1990, and we're
looking for a cause.
The 60s had the civil-rights movement.
the peace marches, the anti-Viet Nam war
demonstrations, the university protests,
and of course Woodstock. Perhaps we
could be so lucky to have such fashionable
causes. This university is ready to put fear

into the hearts of
" '
perpetrators of injustice.
•
The recent action the students (
have taken against '
//;~:,,,.
shrinking course
?-" './,,;.
selections and
growing class sizes
symbolizes our
determination; the
concern and anguish felt for the
closing of the
Olympic
Restaurant represents
our sentimentality;
and an ability to
elect a stude nt
council that is
daring enough to live on the cutting edge
expresses our radical attitudes.
As a voice of the revolutionary faction

N''~

3f--J
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acid house.
7) Finally, in the spirit of Carleton
University, we should ban Rick Astley
from ever stepping foot on the Windsor
campus.
Let us appeal to the unjust, suppressing
establishment (that we will never join,
really) first with reason and allow it to be
aware of our opprobrious attitudes. We
must abandon Greenpeace. Amnesty International. animal rights. the environment.
the homeless. and famine relief in order to
focus our attention on important issues.
The ever-so-active student movement
is going to make the pica to release Nelson
Mandela look trivial. We must unite heh ind
a cause we can associate with. and when we
find it. we 'II be unstoppable. Join the
movement and be a part of the generation
that was. or is. or something.
Remember Ted Sturk is Bart Simpson
and he's watching you!
0

which is growing with every pop-quiz and
attendance check, I would like to give a list
of demands that should be met before we
can move on to establishing our revolutionary cause:
I) Beat-poetry readings on Cafe Tuesday at the Sub-Pub. (Every reading should
begin with "First Party at Ken Kessey·s
with Hell's Angels" by A. Ginsberg.)
2) Sturkian lectures in Vanier Hall
every Friday night.
3) An abstract sculpture raised in the
centre of the campus to symbolize peace,
unity, and love among all our friendly students (negotiable).
4) Freedom for all political prisoners
who have been unjustly incarcerated because of their views on Meech Lake.
5) A continued protest against the
federal government so we could, if we're
lucky, lower the GST to 6.5 per cent. ( What
a victory.)
6) A SAC-subsidized tauoo parlor and
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Mugs nice
Dear Editor,

I'd like to address last week's opinion
piece (Lug-A-Mug no environmental
solution, the lance, Feb. 8) by Kevin McCurdy.
So Kevin, what grade are you in? I
1ntctf thought that trying to look or be cool went
oste1· out when we left high school. You think
carrying around a yellow plastic mug isn't
ch, ne
;ritiC d cool; try walking around with no hair when
h;scd the acid rain gets to it.
It's too bad you don't have the manual
nateil
dexterity
to use these EAA mugs; that
usplm'
handle must be getting in the way!
By the way, styrofoam cups can be
recycled, but how many times have you
~aken them home to bring on your own to

the local recycling plant? As far as l know.
there are no recycling boxes for styrofoam
cups on campus. Think about it, they all go
into landfills.
I'm glad you at least told those people
who did do something, albeit small, for the
environment to "stick with it." No solution
is perfect, but at least the EAA has taken a
step in the right direction. You should try
it, too!

Matthew McDonald, B.Sc

Real nice
Dear Editor.
Hats off to the Environmental Awareness Association. The selling of these neat
yellow and blue mugs might ap~ar a drop
in the bucket, but aren't most things good
till the last drop?
Two weeks have passed since the EAA

It is easier to look down upon it and say
held its awareness week. It ended on
"what's the use?" but it's better for all to
Groundhog Day. By the way. the
groundhog did not see its shadow, so as strive onward caringly, trying to better the
legend holds, it's going to be an early circumstances around us.
spring.
Edward Raymond
On Friday evening there was a lot of
celebrating in the Dominion House Tavern. l
The Lance welcomes readers'
The Association had some very good local ,
opinions. Letters to the editor should
talent come in and play. One gent played
be typed, double-spaced. and no
his guitar and sang. There were also a
more than 500 words In length. Letcouple of wonderul female singers, Gail
ters will not be printed unless they ore
Nielsen and Deirdre Roberts, who played
signed by the author and Include o
guitar and sang some original songs.
telephone number for confirmation.
The evening's entertainment continued
Please address to the editor and
with the intense music of Lost Patrol.
deliver to the Lance offices. second
The whole reason for the gathering was •
floor, University Centre. by 6:00 pm
our collective concern for the environment.
the Tuesday before publlcotlon.
Living on the planet which is third away
The Lance reserves the right to
from the sun, we all need to be a lot more
edit for space. and to refuse to pubresponsible for our actions, great or small,
lish material of a sexist. racist or
towards the environment. each other, and
homophobic nature.
the species around us.
1
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Students off to Morocco
by Cindy Kavanaugh
Two students will represent
the University of Windsor at the
World University Service of
Canada's (WUSC) international
development seminar in Morocco
this summer.
Susan Olsen, a 21-year-old
fourth year international relations
, student, and Students' Administrative Council president
Paul Brisebois are two of 30
Canadian representatives, said
profc!-.sor Don Briggs, the director
of the university's Institute of International and Developmental
Studies.
"'I his is a <significant rcprc1 sentation for this university. We
think this will help to attract more
students to our existing committee," Briggs said in a press relca-.c.
The six-week seminar is
dcsi•med ''to provide an opportunity for students to study the
problems of a developing
country." Briggs said an an interview.
According to geography
professor Frank Innes. the students do individual projects on
any aspect of society to collect information for a report. The students were selected based on their
proposab submitted to Ottawa.
Olsen said her project deals
with women in secondary education in Morocco. She said she
was "ver) honoured and a little bit
surpnst:d" that she was selected.

Lance photo by Jomes Crump

Susan Obcn addrc"c~ a mcctini:
of the Social ScicnCl' Socict~.

"Morocco is one of the more
advanced developing countrb
hut there is still a 70 per cent illiteracy rate.'' she said. "And 80
per cent don't make it to '>Ccon.
dary school. I'm hop1 ng to sec ii I
c.in change that."
In 1987. John W. Gartkc \\,1
the last student to represent th
university at a WUSC intema.
tional seminar in Zimbabwe. He
studied Zimbabwe's international
economic position since independence from South Africa, JC·
cording to the report on the
seminar.
WUSC, which was founded
in 1939, is involved in
Zimbabwe's development
through refugee scholarship support and a country-wide cducat ion program. WUSC now
administers $25 million annual!}
in health, education and development projects in 20 countries.
In Canada. WUSC has local
committees on 50 university cam·
puses.
iJ

Native students honoured
h.Y T) ler Warrnp
Two law students have won
the Leroy Freeman Alliman
Memorial Award for this
academic year.
Second year student Wanda
Corston and Bonnie M issens,
third year. received the award and
$500 bursary.
The award is given annually
on the basis of merit to !-.ludents in
a program of studies concerned
with or of direct bcncfil to Indians, Inuit and Metis of Canada.

Both intend to use their legal
!-.kills to benefit Canadian natives.
Miss<:n intends to return to Sa~·
katchcwan where she will focus
her career on native i!-.sucssuchas
land claims.
Administered by the Facult}
Native Stlld'es Group (initiated
hy John Jambs and Max Hedlc))
the award was established in 1983
in memory of Leroy Freeman Al·
timan. a member of the Walpole
Island Indian Band and Uni\cr·
sity of Windsor student,\\ ho died
prior to graduating.
1

Open For Lunch

....

From 11 :00 a.m.
Tel. 254-8686

Don't Forget To Attend The
All Candidates Meeting
On Wednesday, February 14 at 12:00.
Treat Your Valentine
And Come To The Forum.
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Candidates Please Remember:
Campaigning closes Tues., February 20 at 8:30 p.m.
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by that date.
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The Lance invites YOU
to our Skills Seminar Series
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Learn everything you need to know to work at a student
newspaper, very much like the Lance, from our skillful
staff.
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Exhibit A.

Prank not harmless
by Lynn Bezaire
Late Saturday evening,
returned to my room in Laurier
Hall to find the poem taped to my
door had been defaced.
What was intended as a
harmless prank caused chilling
fear to run through my body. The
poem, taped to my door by a supportive friend, was merely an
elegant statement of fact. The vicious, angry words scrawled
across it seemed to challenge the
legitimacy of this statement.
This incident proves, despite
many cries to the contrary, the existence of a strong undercurrent in
our society directing anger
towards women. There is a double
message being sent to the young
men of today; the traditional attitudes toward women are still
perpetuated while the new at-
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titudes of equality are forced upon
them.
The idea that "being a
woman is like being a person" is
still new to many young men.
The defacing of this poem illustrates the most crucial stumbling block on the way to an
egalatarian society: men do not
fully comprehend the consequences of their actions against
women. I don't imagine the person responsible for this envisioned the fear and pain that his
actions caused me.
We are not isolated beings.
Until this fact is recognized and
we begin to deal with one another
as persons, women will not be afforded the respect and dignity that
all human beings deserve.
Until then, the angry undercurrent directed against women
will continue to manifest itself in
events such as this.
0

Southwestern Ontano·s most highly advanced
tanning fac,hty
Tanning ,sour only business ·
We have trained consultants
No sweating • 1ust results
or your money back

12-3155 Howard (in Round House Centre)
across from Devonshire Mall

News Gathering

2:30 pm Tuesday
Feb. 20

Desktop Publishing

6:00 pm Tuesday
Feb. 20

Layout for Beginners

6:00 pm Wednesday
Feb. 21

All seminars are free and offered at the Lance offices,
2nd floor, University Centre.
The Lance: Those who can, do. Those who can't, come learn.

When cash flow is low
do you go?
With TRANSOOLLAR, this March Break you can have cash
sent to you from home to any location in North America in as
little as fifteen minutes. Save the card below.
Our customer service number will help you locate the
TRANSOOLLAR agent nearest you and nearest to the sender
back at home. There are hundreds of TRANSDOLLAR and
Western Union locations across the continent• as well as the
United Kingdom, Haiti and the Dominican Republic. So. when
cash flow is low. you know where to go.
• includes Puerto Rico. Hawaii, Alaska & U.S. Vrrgin Islands

Student Rate
only

Customer Service Number

L 1·800·~·1877

L------------------------~
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Article and cartoons by Kristen Palmer
Begin with Jorge white canvas and #6 palette knife.

H

ere·s the story: I was strolling through back issues of the Lonee. and
between the articles on anlmal rights and the Molson Canadian ads I
noticed something was absent. The fire of my existence, Mathematics.
was not mentioned anywhere. Such neglect should not go uncorrected,
hence this article.
The Department of Mathematics and Statistics is cloistered away on
the ninth and tenth floors of Lambton Tower. There are 23 faculty
members, who collectively possess an astounding sense of humour, which
may explain their general goodwill when they're questioned at length by
disheveled Journalists.
As I was tracking down a variety of math creatures, a picture of the
department began to form. Let me tell you what it looks like.
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Burnt sienna: rectangular walls ore defined by their shadows.

ft the math department had a patron saint, it would be Father Faugl-it.
He was a Basilian priest who came to the University of Windsor in 1955.
from St. Michael's school in Toronto. Fr. Faught became head of the rriath
department at what was then Assumption University. There were only two
professors in the department then; by 1960 there were eleven members.
Fr. Faught's devotion to mathematics and his emphasis on teaching
were what attracted many of the professors to Windsor, even when they
had offers elsewhere Although Fr. Faught passed away in 1975. he is still
talked about: he was a bridge player. loved opera music. was outspoken
and dynamic, and whenever a student needed some of his time, he
gave it. There is a memorial bursary in his name, which is given out every
January. when funds are thinnest. Fr. Faught would approve.

Cadmium red. woodgrain on walls.

So
.....

I asked Dr. Francis Lemire. "What do you do all day anyhow?"

I had a general idea; every professor has a schedule with lecture

hours and office hours and preparatory hours marked oft, along with
some nebulous thing called a research time slot.
Now the quality of instruction at Windsor is noteworthy, but the
research isn't too shabby either. Most of the math department members
are active researchers. doing creative work.
Dr. Lemire sketched out the process as a progression from "what if"
hypotheses to solid conclusions, with the occasional dead-end marri:1g
the landscape. A math creature will approach a large tangled problem.
study it, and gnaw off one corner.
"Given o set of objects satisfying such-and-such conditions. what if o
particular result Is true?·
Prussian blue and white: oval In upper right hand corner.

The research in applied mathematics is very significant. At the University
of Windsor there Is the Fluid Dynamics Research Institute (FDRI), consisting
of a dozen Windsor professors, six from the math department. They are:
Ors. Krishan Duggal, Om Chandna, Purna Kalonl, Nader Zamani, Cormac
Smith and Ronald Barron. The FDRI holds bi-monthly seminars, and its
members work. together to enhance each others research.
Dr. Chandna says that fluid dynamics is the study of how fluids move in
a universe of bodies. A fluid is anything that flows or may be poured. Air,
water, oil, molten steel, even rising smoke can be described by fluid
dynamics.

.

There's calculus involved, ladies and gentlemen. wholesome sM !}ratfit
integ ration. and differential equations galore.
1ysitu
In the automotive industry, fluid dynamics is applied to car desigr Whe
studying the way air passes over a vehicle one may choose the shape rib,
that minimizes the friction of the air. Fluid dynamics predicts such thin sOi
how the wind on the sidewalk will behave if a 75-storey building is put e-u1
certain location. Or, closer to home. it can explain why gale force w, hap.
seem to seep out of the very fibres of Erie Hall.
bas~

ldt
th i:

Cadmium yellow. ceillng beams and floorboards ore lit from beh111d wm
1
~e~woc
~
/ asked Dr. Lemire to give me some insight into pure mathematics. He
rattled off something about doing research with Dr. Daniel Britten on10
(pronounced lee) groups, lay algebras, pure algebra, and mentioned
other people and stuff like vector analysis, and then everything in the _
universe dwindled to a point and vanished.
When I regained consciousness. I asked if there were any interesti~Q
examples I could use that would be typical of pure mathematics
research. Lemire discussed the mathematical model of small particle
physics.
The difficulty with studying the atom is that you can't see inside it.
What you have to do is hit the atom with another sub-atomic particle,
and observe how many things fly out of the collision, where they go on
how long they exist.
Aside : in pure mathematics, the objects manipulated are very
abstract. Indeed, one amusing aspect of Algebra 121 is the numberol
people who are lost by vector spaces. I myself was rather taken by the
poetic cadence of the material: "Given o set of objects described bY
axioms stated, the objects w/11 behove in the following manner." Chan ....
the axioms and you change the behavior.
An algebraic system can be chosen such that the behaviors of the
mathematical objects have physical counterparts. The best
1
mathematical model can be used to predict real-life occurences th0
have yet to be observed.
The beauty of abstraction is that it can exist and progress without
physical reference. It's almost worth the pain of learning Epsilon-Delta
definitions.
Raw umber and white: o vaguely human form slumps In o corner.
ploying cards In one hand.
~
.k
.l. here are six department members In Statistics research: Ors. oerric
Tracey, Karen Fung, Myron Hlynka, Sudhir Paul, Chi Wong and Tim TrOY
1
Statistics and probability are an application of mathematics to such
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Permanent green: splash In lower left corner tapers up to squiggle
across the eel/Ing.
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this point my buddy in the business faculty wlH say, "Sure, math's
interesting, but what about the dough, the moolah, the folding money?"
Money? Imagine this, old son: a couple of years ago I was in a car on
the expressway, when what to my wondering eyes should appear but a
Cadillac with this licence plate-AC2 ARY.
The profession of actuary is considered one of the top ten in regards
to Job satisfaction, financial return and working conditions. There ore only
10,000 actuaries in North America.
Actuarial math is business oriented. It's an application of statistics and
probability to questions of solvency, risks, Insurance. premiums, ...vorious
kinds of large-scale data
Do you need a math degree to be an actuary? Heck no.
The Society of Actuaries has a system of examinations, analogous to
the Bar exams for law. Survive ten of these and presto! you become an
Associate of the Society. Get through all 30 and you get to attach an FSA
to your name: Fellow of the Society of Actuaries.
There's a catch. though, ... only 40 per cent pass any exam. Pity.
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Fluorescent orange: randomly dispersed smudges .

What are math students like, you might ask?
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tu1•.sl10\fic control. information processing, error detection. cost and profit,
i11Situa1ion wrth data to be collected and studied
;ign Wherever there Is a social structure, statistics can find a way to
1ape ribe it. Consider "When to remove a goalie in a hockey game In
hin~ sot queueing theory", a title of one of Dr. Hlynka's papers. A queue is
put, e-up of things; it has a beginning, an end, a certain order. and
, w'<> ·haps a rate of change. Queue theory is being applied to the
bassador Bridge problem. Do we need another bridge? How long
uld the lines be? Will it take less time to cross over if one more customs
th is opened?
~hioc With faster computers, more information is being processed, and the
1entiol for error is increased. Dr. Fung is working on out-lyers, the values
any given data set which don't fit. When there 1s an error 1n accounting
ords or grade entries. there must be a way of locating the mistake and
·reeling
it with the least amount of disruption in the system.
s. He
)n lo Of the various branches of mathematics, statistics relies most strongly
ned Ohysical observations.
the

They're a strange breed, part ferret. part fractal geometry All math
people have a pronounced sense of humour, a Larsonesque eye for the
absurd. I believe it's a self-defense measure, a reaction to the professors
who find questions like this darned amusing. If N is an even integer
between 1 and 1,989, what is the probabilty that N squared is divisible by
8? (A contest question. courtesy Dr Selby.)
The students at Windsor ore not only a laugh-riot. but quite clever as
well. Dr. Chandna makes the observation, ofter 21 years of teaching. that
students today are more knowledgeab1e than they ever were before.
with a genuine interest in learning. As weJI. there are more women taking
math. and their competence is unquestioned.
There are 28 graduate students in math, half of them having U of W
scholarships. Pure mathematics Is offered up to the MSc level. and there
ore 17 students working towards doctorates in either Applied math or
Statistics.
The University 1s actively encouraging exceptional local students with
University Teaching Assistant Awards. These UTAAs cover tuition tor up to
four years, and In second year the recipients begin their teaching
assistant work, mostly grading. Six are given out each year. and a B
average is required to maintain it. By fourth year, only three or four
students still have UT A As.
The sub-culture of math majors who don't have scholarships is
well-textured and interesting. 1·ve been told. which will no doubt be a
comfort to me next semester.
I digress. On a closing note, I asked Dr Chandna what teachina 1s like.
He said, 'There is a two-way communication, a smile in the eyes when
a student learns. The goal is to help as many people as possible
understand what they d d not know before. We are challenged to poss
on something to the next generation."

Postscript: this article is hardly on exhaus1,ve survey of the Department
of Mathematics and Statistics. Rather. I've tried to give an impression of
the remarkable stuff a student will happen upon on a casual stroll through
the offices. Many thanks to Drs. Duggal. Chondna, Lemire, Hlynka, Kaloni,
Selby. Harold Atkinson, and everyone else who had something to say.
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Wisdom teeth explained

Introduces

Pull now, save later
by Dr. Joseph A. Belsito, DDS

Jennifer & Larry
New & Exciting Stylists Bring
Their Artistic Flare
To Salon 510

all hair services with Jennifer & Larry only
Appointment Preferred
Monday & Wednesday -- 9:30 - 5:00
Tuesday, Thursday & Friday -- 9:30 - 7:00
Saturday -- 8:30 - 4:00

551 Pelissier Street
973-4977

IPEPPERONI
RS™

The third molars normally
enter the mouth when a person is
between 18 and 21 years of age.
This is also the time at which
people supposedly reach the age
of wisdom. Hence the name wisdom 100th.
The development of the third
molar is highly variable. It is a
well-known fact that this
variability is due in part to the
continuing evolution of mankind,
with the brain and central nervous
system enlarging at the expense
of he maxilla and mandible
(upper and lower jaw).
Concurrent with this evolution, there has been a change in
the human 's diet from one requiring great tearing and occlusal
force, to a diet containing foods
which are softer and processed for
us The recent opening of
McDonald's in Moscow can attest to this. All in all, the third
molars will eventually be a structure of the past.
Presently. however. the
general practitioner and th1.; oral
and maxillofacial surgeon msut
deal with malposed and impacted
third molars and decide on the
best approach whether to keep
them or not.
An "uneruptcd" tooth refers
to a tooth which is not in functional position, whether it is blocked
from fu ll eruption or will erupt in
the future. An "impacted" tooth is
any tooth which has failed to erupt
into normal position and function
in the normal time expected for
such appearance and is not expected to.
As wisdom teeth attempt to
erupt. they more than likely will
exert pressure against the ad-

n
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jaccnt teeth. This abnormal force
can damage the roots of these
teeth and also force other teeth out
of position.
Wisdom teeth arc very susceptible to decay because they arc
difficult to reach and brush.
Moreover, their usefulness as
molars achieve a utilization rate
of5 percent maximum so you use
them very little.
,
Frequently they are thel
source of gum disease and severe
infections ot the throat, causing
strep throat and tonsillitis. The
t} pc of bacteria inhabiting thi~
area spreads in the blood system
and can cause damage to an already damaged heart.
Furthermore, older people do
not recover as quick ly from any
!'.urgical involvement as do the
young, and the jaw bone becomes
de nse at age 25 and up. Post
operative healing will be slower
and the incidence of post-op comp lications is highest after age 25.
For these reasons most impacted teeth (be it third molar or
cuspid. lateral incisor or
molar in order of highest to lowest
frequency) should be removed as
soon as surgery can be conven iently scheduled.
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Great Moments in
Communications History

...

Loaded with pepperoni,
smothered in an extra
helping of our 3 cheese blend. There's a mouthful
of zesty pepperoni in every bite. It's the perfect pizza
for pure pepperoni pleasure. Or come in for
our S/.99 Pepperoni Personal Pan Pizza for lunch.
IMJTED ·'

I ~ N G RESTAURAN'TS. 'Pl.USP.:;
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Makin' it great!

Pony Express

, Telegraph
almost nstant transm,ss,on

relays mail across country

The perfect medium
for your ad message
Telephone
direct dialogue estabhshed

- widely distributed
- talks to your market
- no Morse code required

For advertising rates and
information, contact
Central Advertising Bureau
Stephen DeMarco, director
253-2288
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EPHEMERA:
With the spring break looming ahead, and the
prospect of a week without the Lance (and without a
paycheque- betcha those SAC-types still get paid ... ) the
Lance Arts Section presents a listing of what's new,
notable and diverting, for those Jong hours when you are
trying to avoid the 45 page research paper due the first
week of March:
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Huge photographs of doors and windows seem to be
in season around these parts: While Robert Keziere's
works can still be caught at the AGW, Artcite has
responded to the challenge with an even bigger photobased exhibit. Andre Clement's Camerae Luminosae has
huge trompe-l'oeil {that' s fool-the-eye to you heathens)
photos, wall fragments and similar stuff, that brings a bit
of lookathat back to art-watching.No art·history degree required. The show stays up until March 4.
Downstairs, at X, consider dropping a few bucks on
some of the neatest counter-cultural stuff available over
the counter in this town. Of special note, Mike
Gunderloy's infamous Factsheet Five is in stock. Issue
#34 is chock full of 'zine, tape and book reviews, and contains a definitive introductory essay on mail art, the best
way short of joining Starfleet, to make sure that you will
never be lonely again.
No press release or whatever from Common Ground
have shown up on the Arts desk, but it's a fair bet to assume that at least two shows will be up at Windsor's most
alternative gallery in the next three weeks. Common
Ground is right down the hall from X. in the basement of
Mackenzie Hal1.
At the Bookroom at the Court, on Friday, March 2,
three Detroit poets; Pat O'leary, Sophie Rivkin, and Jan
l\fordenski will read from their works. This week, Friday
16, catch Eugene McNamara and Leila Pepper reading
from their works. Both readings take place at 8.30pm.
Mac~nzie Hall, home of Artcite, X, Common
Ground, The Bookroom at the Court, and a nice cafe, is at
3277 Sandwich Street, at the corner of Brock. That's about
4 or 5 big blocks west from campus.

Still up: Cecil Buller: l\todcrnist Printmaker is at
the AGW until March 4. Over 60 works show what modernism meant, back when it meant something. These are undeniably powerful works; the legacy of a powerful
Canadian artist. Go see.
At the Windsor Printmaker's Forum; an exhibition
of recent prints Ken Gray. The show is called Evidence

means that you can make it to the opening on Friday, Feb.
23, from 7-lOpm. While you are there, ask about the
workshops that the WPF regularly puts on they're a fun
and moderately priced way to pick up some useful artistic
skills.
Want more art? Drop by the front hall of the School
of .vi_sual Arts, A.KA. the Lebel building, A.KA. the
building over from Macdonald's on Huron Line and examine art by the Faculty at the School of Visual Arts.
That's Visual Aris folks, where we kick the hell out of the
old saying about those-who-can't-do-teach. Powerful
stuff. Be sure to check this one out, as the first Lance of
next month v.. ill fraturc a cull..:ctive re, i(..\\. uf 1hc.. show by
the students! You'll \I.ant to be able to keep track of what's
being said about what.
Is it Saturday yet? On Saturday, Feb 17, al 10 to 12
am. (aaargh!) CBC Radio{fV will be holding a public
forum on Downtown Wind~or: Dead or ..\tin ('?). al 20
Chatham St.E. The press release gives a number, 2553411, as the seating will be limited. Wanna get on TV?
Tell 'em that the city merchants should pressure the city
into giving university students a special deal on bus passes Then we'd all zip downtown and spend money like
drunken sailors. Who knows? If they can get up at 10am
on a Saturday, they'll believe anything.
If Drama is your thing, the next two weeks will leave
you gasping for breath. First off; Sam Sheppard's,\ Lie
of the l\tind, presented by the Unin rsity Pla)·ers. opens
this week and continues next week Thursdays through
Sundays. Call 253-4565 for times, seating availability and
price info. Lie is high-voltage, dark psycho-comedy, and
has nothing to do with about three or four overly cute scifi short stories I read when I was a kid about someone really being the figment of someone else's imagination. OK.
so I have this problem with Sheppard ... but I have no
problem with the sterling performances that the Universit. · Pia. ·~rs put into hi. wor. . ·e is. afier all. Sh p · s big
thing. University of Windsor prof Richard ;\le Kenna is
directing. This is a must-see .
Drama in Windsor is also available with food:
Theatre Windsor has been running a dinner theatre now
since last summer, and by all accounts are doing a booming business. this week and next, catch Will iam Inge ·s Picnic, directed by Nicholas Ayre. Dinner and show runs $2 1.
bru nch/show $15, and show alone $8. They should send a
whole pile of review tickets over here to the Lance so we
can really do a story on them. In the meantime. the word
on the street has nothing but good to say about their act.
Theatre Windsor is al 2520 Seminole St.. call 944- 1968
for more info.
Meanwhile, this weekend only. Stage West has
snapped up the original cast version of Beatlemania.
Since its debut on Broadway in J976. Beatlemania has
proven to be one of the most enduring. and endearing
music reviews around. In case you \·e been living in a ca-. e
some\\ here; the show profiles the music of the Beatles
during the head) earl) days of their caree r. when beat-

wake of the fab four's appearance on the Ed Sullivan show.
That's Friday, Feb 16 through Sunday 18, with the whole,
on-stage, memory/penny- lane extravaganza. Tickets are
$15. Stage West is at 121 University Ave. W., call 9770548 for info.
Now that we're on the subject of music, you will
definitely want to make a point to haul on down to the
Radio Ta\'ern, on Ouellette, this Thursday 15 around 9pm
and take in Windsor's own Luxury Christ. Why does the
Lance Arts section continuous! y pump this band? Because
they rock in a way that could destroy pop music if it ever
caught on. (They also get their press releases in 3 weeks
in advance, unlike the mainline acts that go down in the

In rehearsal for A Lie of the Mind
lance photo by James Crump

Pub.)
This weekend at the Pub. (that's SACs Pub) we do
know what's coming up' We got press releases' Joy
returns! Friday. catch The Saltalites, a fantastic reggca
band lhat will give your ears a lrcat and your feet a beat.
Saturday. get set for more reggea music. v,:ith a bit more
of a ska navour. from ONE. with members from the late
Windsor/ Lasalle rave band BFA. returning to their old
stompin· grounds. The week after. nothing happens-who
knows? Keep your eyes open in the U. center for lastminute anners put up by folk.s who can ·1 get press releases
in on time'
Big-name acts in Windsor: Try the Tragically Hip,
Jive in Windsor. like you've seen them on Much Music.
Jennifer says they sound like the Grapes of Wrath, only
harder. You figger' it... Nex t Thursday, Feb. 22. they'll be
at the Key West Club, on Wyandotte W., at Victoria.
Doors open at 7pm. Call 254-5131 for info.
More music fun: Rt member The Band? Well. one of
its strongest members, Rick Danko is nov. solo, and will
be performing at the Park Theatre. Sunday Feb. 25. T ickets are $12. call 256-2240. Also appearing; Windsor's own
Deirdre Roberts. Sounds Good !
The University's School of Music continues to open
its doors to the public.Next up; soprano Sandra RadrnnJi
accompanied by Kathleen Gable. Feb. 21. 3.30pm, at the
recital hall of the School of Music. Oh yeh it's free' (r m
beginning to enjoy classical music ... )
There you have it. Who said there was nothing to do
in Windsor? You reall) didn't want to do that 45 page
paper tonight anyways ... Aren't you glad you picked up
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SCharacters in Pieces
Gina Lori Riley Dance Enterprises
reviewed by Kevin Johnson
Children' s programming should be both
entertaining and educational. Gina Lori Riley' s
latest work, 5 Characters in Pieces. is a testimonial to her belief that dance can serve that
purpose.
The show is intended for children between
the ages of eight and twelve, but also found an
~ppreciative audience among their parents at
lls debut last Sunday at Mackenzie Hall.
Few children are exposed to the art of
dance, and the troupe hopes this work will appeal to their imaginations.
It opens with five dancers (Mark Lefebvre, Kathleen
Mecher, Martine Nemeth, Corrine Nicoloff, and Kerri
Weir) covered in layers of clothes which firmly establish
l~~ir characters, or more accurately, caricatures. As the
'
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work progresses, they trade and eventually discard their

costumes.
Direct interaction with the audience catches the
children's attention, and the piece appeared to keep it even

.'

after the bright colours were replaced with black,
and the quirkiness of movement replaced with
grace.
The symbolism is necessarily heavy-handed
for adults, but seems much less so for the tar- '
getted age bracket. Following the performance,
the company discusses with the children the
relationship between appearance and character.
When the new show is performed in schools,
learning plans are distributed in advance to the
teachers. The focus is not on what the dancers do,
but what it means.
Its meaing is one vital to the development of
young minds. In 5 Cltaracters in Pieces, the combination of movement, costume, and music (from
Space Trio) adds up to an effective medium for
Riley's message.
The company has cut down substantially on its touring, but will take this work to Toronto next week for a number of school shows.
O

Super Specials
every
*MONDAY* TUESDAY*
*WEDNESDAY*

(And Just Dandy Place To Be)

All
the
Sports
All
the
Time on our ...
Magnificent
10' T.V.

Downtown
Windsor

Monday
Night
Special
"$999
for

and our other
10 T.V.'s
for your enjoyment
so get a
11

8reak-Away
anJ Shoot
on down to

1

50
Wings
..____
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Peachy's

1

SEND BAD POEMS
to the Lance
before
March 2.
Maybe your bad
poems will get
printed in the
·Poetry Nook,•
which is the
new Lance page
of pap, doggerel and
lyrics about
, flying. Only
bad stuff,
please.

Organization of Part-time
University Students

Paul McCartney, Phil Collins, Four Tops, Doob1e Brothers,
Rod Stewart, Eagles, Crosby Stills Nash & Young,
Supertramp, Steve Miller, Rolling Stones, Temptations,
The Who, Beatles, Journey, Doors, Smokey Robinson,
Simon & Garfunkel, CCR, Martha Reeves, Police, Queen,
Billy Joel, Billy Squire, Aretha Franklin.

Sunday
Nights

253-4232 Ext. 3231 or 258-4687
Room 101, University Centre

r*•ERFECT
rPAPERS

Word Processing
Service
Laser Printer

Top 40 Dance Music
University of Windsor Party Headquarters

at
* Monday · Thursday

Open

6 pm. - 9 p.m.

Chicken Wings

*

Every Thursday
Mystery Draw

(Try your luck to win prizes)

'Tit

1 a.m.

755 Ouellette Ave.

2960 HURON CHURCH RD. at Grand Marais (519) 966-3388
Hoffest Spot In Windsor

I,

-

-
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School of Music shows off stuff
by Todd Schaus

Just what goes on behind closed doors at the School
of Music? To most of the university, to paraphrase Churchill, the school is "a mystery wrapped in an enigma".
For all but a privileged few, it is simply a somewhat
plain-looking building that can be seen en route to 7-11 or
Harvey's.
Inside the Music Building, though, lurks a plethora of
talented, dedicated musicians who rarely get the chance to
test their mettle in public.
The Fourth Annual Student Concerto Night provided
that rare chance for three of the university's most talented
solo performers Sunday, Feb. 11. For a small fee, one was
able to hear Robert IGlbom 's agile bounding about the
upper registers on his trumpet, Tracey Atin's crystalline
soprano and Ross Osmun's mastery of the keyboard.
Orchestral music for the occasion was provided by the
Windsor Community Orchestra. The orchestra was conducted by James J. Tamburini, a former Wayne State faculty member, with U of W's own Ed Kovaric acting as con-

There is an alternative to loud schlock music.

certmaster. Both a love for the music and seemingly
boundless enthusiasm on the part of the musicians enhanced their performance.
"Fingal's Cl!ve Overture'' ("The Hebrides"), a seascape by F. Mendelssohn-Bartholdy, led off the evening's
music. While the opening strains of the piece conveyed an
aura of mystery and a sense of awakening, the music then

)

The Sattalites are coming to town! If you love music that's a rcggaeh,ka mix, you won ·l wanl Lo mi~s Lh!s ban~. 1
These guys have been selling out shows in Toronto for years and are considered local club heroes up there. ThelT music
is no stranger to the local scene either. In the past they have sold out Windsor venues that left fans begging fo~ more.
They can convert even the most uptight, non-musical person to jump up and get on the floor to dance. You won t want
to miss these guys on Friday night at the Subway pub in the University Centre. Advance tickets are $5.00 and tickets
will be available at the door fo r $6.00. Doors open at 8pm. Get your tickets before it's too late!

The Lance isn't printed 1-\"1

on recycled paper,
but it is printed
on recyclable paper.
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The Lonee: Read ,t. Then ,ecyc e 11.

EACH

EACH

REGULAR TACO

VALUE MENU

Value menu includes Soft Tacos,
Bean Burritos, Nacho chips with Salsa and
Cinnamon Twists. Only 79C each.
All day, every day value. Only at Taco Bell.

Great choices.
Great prices.
TACO Q'BELL.
Otter vahd at part,c,patmg Taco Bell Restaurants
Not vahd with any other otter

5150 T ECUMSEH RD E. • 3054 DouGAU.AVE.
6707 T ECUMSEH RD.E. • 1790 H URON CHURCH

bloomed with an exhuberant joviality that grabbed the
audience's attention and never let go.
Immediately following was the first concerto of the
night, Hummel's concerto in E 11at. Kiborn's performance
was sterling especially considering the complexity of this
demanding piece.
Next was a string piece by Mozart: AJlegro K. 156. a
delightful piece, wonderfully performed. Of special interes: was the fact that guest conductor Angelo D' Amico, a
music teacher from Massey high school, led the orchestra
despite a broken arm .
. To conclude the first half of the programme. Tracey
Atin sang two areas: Una voce poco fa from Rossini's "The
Barber of Seville", and another from "Romeo and Juliet"
infusing the former with sauciness and the latter with
warmth.
After a light first half. the orchestra pulled out its
·heavier' pieces beginning with "Pelleas and Aft'lisande",
a prelude by Gabrielle Fouray.
The final concerto. Beethoven's Concerto No. 3 in C
minor. ~howc..iscd Ross Osmun ·s prowess on the piano.
His inspired performance earned a standing ova1ion.
"Rhoumanian Rhapsody" hy G. Encsco. was the
orchc-.tra ·s coup de grace. Perfect as a last choice. it gave
1he orchestra a final chance to ~trut its stuff.
The S1.:hool ofMusicand tht! Windsor Community Orche\tra excel at bringing a wide range of fine musical experiences performed by local and student artists, to the
Windsor Community.
Next up: the Univrcsity Jazz EnsemMc. directed oy
Les Sahina on Wednesday, Man.:h 21 So. if you \\a nt to
he entertained. come to the Ambassador Auditorium at
8:00 pm.
,.,

,ti.
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~he Lance will not be publishing the week of February 19-23, but
will return to the stands around the university and c ity the
following week on March 1st.
This is a good opportunity for you to c atch up on any reading you
may have fallen behind with in school due to your obsessive reading
and rereading of the Lance.

~
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The Lance: Our slack week comes before your slack week.

So
b)

re

J:

C/J
social science society

'--_____S_o_ci_a_lly S peaking._ _ _ _

--4

The S.S.S. and S.A.C.
present the

Chicago Hockey Trip II
February 18, 1990
$45 Non S.S. Student
$40 S.S. Student

(Price includes ticket and transportation)
Bus Departs: 7:00 a.m.
E.T.A. in Windsor: 11:30 p.m.

S.S.S. Volleyball Tournament
Sunday, March 11, 1990
4 - 8 p.m. at St. D enis Centre
Munchies and Drinks will be there along w ith Cash Prizes.
All team lists must be in 1 week before March 11, 1990.
All are wekollle,
Keep watching for news of the S.S.S. Spring Semi-Formal,

March 23, 1990.

Introduces
Jennifer & Larry
New & Exciting Stylists Bring
Their Artistic Flare
To Salon 51 O

"Tremors is too much fun to pass up. Cult Movie Alert!"
--Robert del Valle, The Metro Times
Karl: First a plot summary: Giant D U N E type worms cat up a
small desert town (dessert town? maybe this was some kind of visual
pun). The protagonists cut footloose and kill the monsters. The guy
gets the girl.
Do you think this is the makings of a cult film, Astrid?
Astrid: No, it's not. Cult fi lms are usually bizarre: I walk out of a
cult film thinking it was the strangest movie I've ever seen. I wasn't
thinking that after Tre mors.
Karl Was the movie at least fun? T he guy from the Metro Times
says so, you know.
Astrid: Not really. I want to see fun movies again. One viewing
of Tremors is enough for me.
Karl: Me too. I wouldn't stay up until 4 AM to watch Tremors
on cable TV.
Astrid: I'd only stay up to 4 AM to watch a comet or Hell-Raiser.
Karl: Was there anything you liked about Tremors?
Astrid: I liked the giant sand worms.
Karl: I liked the ornithopters and the survivalist couple. Or were
they men tats? Maybe, I'm getting a couple pictures confused. Anyway,
they were the only interesting vertebrates in the film. Did you know
Michael Gross from FamilJ Ties played the male survivalist?
Astrid· Yes, I noticed.
Karl I didn't. With him ""earing that baseball cap and shooting
everything, I was fooled. I' m fooled by everything in movies. I' m such
a passive viewer. Hollywood films tre m .de for cow-brained people
like me. I'm glad theatres arcn 't slaughter houses. Boy, I'd be in big
trouble: "Go stand in hat line and wait in it until you get up to the guy
with the mallet' "Sure thing."
Astrid: Well, with all the gore they splatter across the screen.
th · ·1. ren't far different from sl ·ughter houses.
Karl· Did you find T remors u11ncccss<1rily gory? Though. I can't
imagmt: a time when an O\'Cr ab •dance of blood, harpoons being
rammed through stomachs, and heads bursting open is necessal) -1
mean except for the reasons of character development. of course.
Astrid: Overlooking the Ghm,thustcrs-typc slime that no\\cd
everywhere, I would say Tremors wasn't too visually offensive
Though, I did have a hard time stomaching what happened to the horses.
Karl : What happened to the horses?
Astrid: They were eaten hy the worms.
Karl: Oh. But, hey, what about that realistic love sub-plot'?
Astrid: Oh yeah, I haven't seen a more believable relationship
since Top Gun. I know I've fallen in love with man) men right after
having the hell scared out of me.
Karl : Why do directors put love sub-plots in films when they only
make the picture look stupid?
Astrid: Karl, you're questioning Hollywood. Next thing you
know you'll start questioning authority, getting arrested at ARMX. or
wearing turtle necks -keep it up mister, and CSIS will start a file on
you.
Karl: Sorry, I'll return to the fold. Tremors: Good Stuff, you bet.
Astrid: Right.
0

''----------------------

all hair services with Jennifer & Larry only
Appointment Preferred
Monday & Wednesday -- 9:30 - 5:00
Tuesday, Thursday & Friday -- 9:30 - 7:00
Saturday -- 8:30 - 4:00

551 Pelissier Street
973.4977·

GRADUATION
PORTRAITS
by
Phyllis
- Paramount Studios 327 Ouellette Avenue
• special student rates •
• free 5 x 7 gift photo •
• no sitting charge •
• cap and gown available •
also passport photos and wedding coverage

Telephone: 253-4833 for appointment.
Evenings call 253-8847
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Gursky marks enigmatic return of Rich/er
reYiewed by John Andrew Yorke

MORDECAI

RICHl.ER
Where are you going?
North.
Where North?
Far.

SOlS)MOI\

GURSKY

·'~~,

Mordecai Richler, Canada's lost literary son, has
returned to the Great White North with Solomon Gursky
Was Here, his ninth novel and first in five years. The
majority of the setting occurs in Montreal, Toronto and the
Canadian Arctic, but to refer to this book as strictly
"Canadian" would be a naive misconception. Indicative
of Richler, the book has both strong Jewish and American
influences and deals mainly with characters and their interactions with one another, not getting caught up in a
struggle for national identity. Filled with satirical anecdotes and enigmatic mysteries, this is Richler at his best.
Solomon Gursky Was Here is structurally complex,
chaotically jumping around, usually without notice, from
chapter to chapter, making it confusing and sometimes
frustrating to the reader (it wouldn't hurt to have pen and
paper handy to mark down everyone ·s name and reltio11ship). Richler's technique, however, challenges the reader
10 fully explore the novel and, therefore, get the most out
of the read. The language doesn't just flow, it unfurls and
ii seems to guide the reader as if it were poetry.
The premise of the novel revolves around Moses
Berger, an alcoholic writer who becomes obsessed with the
mystery that surrounds a wealthy Jewish family, the
Gurskys.
Moses' main focus is Solomon Gursky, who disappeared in the midst of a highly publicised trial. Solomon
was last seen in the arctic flying a twin engine plane into
a blizzard. The wreckage of the plane was found, but no
body.
As Moses discovers more about Solomon's enigmatic '
life, he becomes more obsessed with discovering the truth
of what happened and how the Gurskys really accumulated
/ their wealth. Facts become hard to trace since someone
[ destroyed all the ~wspaper articles written abo~t the t~ial
and no one seems willing to discuss it. Moses finds himself battling his obsessions with the Gurskys, women, and
alcohol. His character seems to reflect Richler himself and

RICHLER
SOLOMON,

GURSI<Y

WAS HERE

creates a good rapport between the reader and the author.
As the story develops, Richler offers a variety of interesting anecdotes and colourful characters that serve as
dangling carrots enticing the reader to continue. The novel
offers plenty to the literary-minded, without sacrificing the
plot. The descriptions are vivid and never overexposed:
"1983 it was. The season of the sodden partridges,
drunk from pecking at fallen, fermented crab apples.
Lea\ es had to be raked. It was nippy out there ..'' The
quality of the work stays consistent through the more the
500 pages, never disappointing the reader.
Don't let the length or the complex structure intimidate you. The dialogue is realistic and the narrative
flo'"'.S effortlessly, only challenging the reader when necessary. Richlt:r weave~ a colourful and entertaining novel
into a splendid literary pattern. Make sure to put Solomon
Gursky Was Here on your reading list; it is the perfect escape from the omnipresent pressures that surround you. 0

Vote for
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MORDECAI

50 /0111011 Gursky Was Here
by Mordecai Richler

I

ESTEVES

J

121 University Avenue West
( Formerly the Capital Theatre )

S.A.C. President

U - CAN
University Coming Alive Now
original cast live on

February 16, 17 and 18
tickets $15.00

a>

~

q
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- - and coming u p - - - - - -· - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -

Grad Portrait
Special

# &V
.J

stage

(Sitting Included)

THE MAMAS & THE PAPAS
in concert

1 Week Only
8x10 (1) Sx7 (2)
Wallets (6)
Only $49. 95

1335 Wyandotte Sf. E.

253-4535

March 1, 2, 3 and 4t
tickets $15.00
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Don Says:
Come on down and see my
Newly renovated restaurant and
Don't forget to bring
Your Gold Card.

"Purveyors Of Fun"

351 Pelissier Street (at Wyandotte)
Monday - Saturday 11 a.m. ' til 1 a.m.
Sunday 11:30 a.m. 'ti! 11 p.m.

25~D0NS
Licensed Under The · LBO
Remember:
Your Gold Card is good for 2 for 1 wings daily 4 - 7 p.m.!!!

SCOTIABANK'S MBA SCHOLARSHIPS:
SUPPORT YOU CAN BANK ON.
Even the most dedicated student needs
financial support. So in 1987, Scotiabank
created a unique scholarship ior outstanding
MBA students. The Scotiabank Scholarship
Program reflects our commitment to the
education and development of future business
and community leaders.
Scotiabank awards two scholarships annually at both Dalhousie and McGill Universities.
Each Scotiabank Scholar will receive $12,500
per year and be offered a position of employment with Scotiabank between
Dalhousie University
Graduate Adm1ss1ons
Hahfax. r-.ova Scoua
B3H 4H6

PREGNANT
AND NEED HELP?

Call ...

irt{Jrild)t

academic years.
Applicants should be under 28 years of
age on September 1st, 1990, and must be
Canadian citizens, landed immigrants, or
citizens of Caribbean countries (Dalhousie
only) or Asian countries (McGill only). The
deadline for applying is April 16th, 1990.
Students must also complete an application
to the MBA program at either university by
this date.
For more information, write to your
preferred university today.

Scot .1a ban k

~
~

~ McGill University
~ MBA Adm1ss1ons Office
\1.\1.\1. IOOI Sherbrooke St W
Montreal. Quebec

H3A IG5

at 252-3322

We Provide Free
Pregnancy Tests .
Community Referrals
Accommodat ons and
Legal Advice

-

Big Brothers of Windsor-Essex County
present

University of Windsor
Big Brother Week·
March 12 - 15, 1990

Stop by and see a Big Brother representative
at the following locations.
Student Centre

Monday thru Thursday
March 12th - March 15th
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Main Lobby

Residence Halls

Monday, March 12th at I0:00 p.m.
Cody Hall - Games Room
Tuesday, March 13th at I 0:00 p.m.
Mac Hall - Stagshead

t
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The Lancer
Locker
OUAA/OWIAA

Scores
Men·s Hockey
Feb. IO
Windsor 4 UQTR 4
Feb. 11
Ottawa 10 Windsor 4

Women's Basketball
Feb. 9

Lakehead 89 Windsor 55
Feb. 10
Windsor 65 Lakchead 63

~fen's Basketball
Feb. 9
Windsor 87 Lakehead 86
Feb. 10
Lakehcad 82 Windsor 71
Women's Volleyball
Fch. 10

Windsor def. Waterloo
(15-l, 15-7, 15-11)

Men's Volleyball
Feb. 10
Guelph def. Windsor
(15-13, 15-9.13-15, 15-12)

Upcoming Events
· ....

• ~, .!r

..

Feb. 17

- - '"

, Windsor at Brock (7:30 pm)
. Feb. 18
wrndsor at Laurier (2:00 pm)

Women·s Basketball
..Feb. 17
Lauricr at Windsor (6:00 pm)

Men's Basketball
Feb. 17
Laurier at Windsor (8:00 pm)
Feb. 21
Windsor at Guelph (8:00 pm)

Women's Volleyball
Feb. 16
Windsor at Mc Master (8:00 pm)
Feb. 17
Windsor at Brock (8:00 pm)

Men grab one in weekend games
by Paul Mayne

Slowly, Windsor's lead was shut off. So for a couple of
cut down, and the score was 67- minutes everyone stood and
With three games left in the
58 at the end of the third quarter. waited while "Blame it on the
season, the playoff picture for the
The last quarter is what really hurt Rain" blared for no apparent
University of Windsor's men's
the Lancers. Lakehead controlled reason.
Maybe that was a sign of
basketball team seems to be
the fourth with a 19-9 run at the
fading. The playoffs are not totalLancers that eventually cut the things to come. The Lancers
ly out of the question, but their
lead to three, 84-81, with 1:10 should have blamed it on the offense. Lakehead came out with
remaining games will decide if
left.
Lake head evened the score at the first five points of the half and
86 for the first tie of the game, never looked back.
During the half the Lancers
before Henry Valentini was sent
to the line to shoot two. His first went through a six and a half
shot was short and with disgust he minute scoring drought. But
glanced at the clock and saw only Windsor pulled as close as five
:03 on the clock. Henry then points. 57-52, by the end of the
calmly stepped back to the line third quarter.
Lakehead again lived by the
and his second attempt hit nothing
3-pointer.
They struck for eight
but net.
more,
most
of those in the second
"I was happy Henry was the
one shooting." Thomas said. "He half.
"Their (Lakchead) offense is
played a great game. so it was fitgeared to set up for that and
ting that he shot the la-.t •)ne."
Leading the way for the Lan- they're v1:ry good at it," Thomas
cers was Jeff Nekkers with 18 ,aid. "They live and die with the
points. Dennis Byrne added 16 3-point shot. If it works for you,
points. Moras-.utt1 and Jay Idler great."
Windsor·, top scorer WU'.'>
contributed 13 and I I, respectiveNckkcr,
v.:ith 18 points. B} rnc
ly.
Lakchead's high scorer was had 15 point.... including 3 triples.
Jeff Byerley with 28 points, in- Carlo Boni ferro had I 0.
The Nor'Westers were led hy
cluding six triples. Ray Fo-.ter had
Byerley
v. ith IX. including five
19. v.hile Mike Lalonde added 13
triples. John Laplante and Peter
points.
Saturday's game. won by Buchan both had 16 points.
Lonee photo by Jason Kryk
Boniferro 's 10 point evening
Lakchcad. was not one ofthc helWindsor's Chris Daly (42) pounds the glass and figh ts for the ball
ter paformanccs hy either tec.1m. rabed his career scoring total to
with Lakehead's Ray Forster (32).
Play in the first half wa'.'> prett} 939. This now places the Lancer
the Lancers will enter post-season tained it'i comfortable lead
team captain first as the all-time
slow.
throughout the rest of the half and
play.
J@ading
s.corerat the University of
l.:akehead
wa:.
up
at
the
end
arrived at halftime up 13 points,
Lancer head coach Pau
Windsor.
Boniferro passes Phil
of
the
fir,t,
24-22.
Windsor
Thomas stated the ubvious about 51-38.
Hermanutz
who held the mark
matched
points
with
Lakchead
for
"I thought in the first half we
his team .
with
929
points.
most
of
the
second
quarter.
"We can't afford to lose any played a very fine offensive
These last few games are exgame," Thomas said. "We had Halftime saw things even at 42.
more games," he said.
tremely
important for Windsor. A
Thomas
was
more
than
happy
to
Windsor tried to help out its tremendous discipline. I ()nly
\.\
in
in
every
game is pretty much
have
a
tic
at
halftime,
because
he
playoff cause last weekend as the rememtier one shot I didn · t want
needed
to
assure
them a spot in the
didn't see much in the first half
team hosted the Lakehead Nor' - them to take."
playoffs.
The Lancers began the that he liked.
Westers Friday and Saturday
"It"s all or nothing for our
"We were lucky to be tied at
second
half a little slower than the
night.
guys.''
Thomas said.
The Lancers eked out a one first. The lead was still theirs, but halftime," Thomas said." fwenty
The
Lancers return to action
seconds into the game, that's
point win on Friday. 87-86. it was dwindling.
at
home
this
\.\Cekend as they play
Besides the fact that when I was yelling more than
Lakehead stormed back the next
host
to
the
Laurier Golden
ever. You could just sense a flatnight to take an 82-71 victory. Windsor"s shots weren't dropHav.
ks.
Windsor
will look to
Windsor now holds a 3-6 record. ping. they were also being bom- ness."
Second half action was avenge an earlier loss to the
Things began well for barded by Lakehead 3 pointers.
delayed momentarily as the Hawks. Tipoff is 8 pm, Saturday.
The
Nor'Westers
canned
nine
Windsor in the first half. The LanO
public address system wouldn't at the St. Denis Centre.
cers came out strong, hit the triples in the game.
boards, and were just playing
great. Lakehead managed only
four shots in the first three
minutes of the game, and trailed
Windsor by seven, 18-11.
By the end of the first quarter,
Windsor had a ten point lead, 3020, thanks to nine early points by
Andre Morassutti. Windsor main-

Pe,former of the week

_Carlo Boniferro

Men's Volleyball
Feb. 16
Waterloo at Windsor (8:00 pm)
Feb. 20
Playoff matchups
4th place at 1st place
3rd place at 2nd place

Sponsored by Don Cherry's
Restaurant

Track and Field
Feb. 16
Windsor at Eastern Michigan
University
Feb. 18
South Windsor Knights of
Columbus meet at St. Denis
Centre

Fencing
Feb. 17-18
OUANOWIAA finals at RMC

Swimmin~
Feb. 16
OUAA finals al Laurentian
1,

Lance photo by James Crump

Windsor native Mike Smith curfs a rock into play for Western during
the Ontario University curling championships last Saturday at the
Windsor Curling Club. The University of Windsor did not qualify for
the championships. McMaster defeated Western 9-8 to win the
women's title, while Queen's downed Laurentian 4-1, to win the gold
medal in men's competition.

and tenth in the country. The fifthyear captain is known as the
leader of the team. and has had an
impressive carcer at the University of Windsor.
For being ,elected performer
of the week. Carlo Bonifcrro will
receive a $~0 voucher from Don
Cherry· s Restaurant at 35 I Pelissier Street in do\.\ntown Windsor.
Bonifcrro can contact The
l.ancc (253-4232, ext. 3909) to
find out how to pick up his
vouctier.
0

The performer of the week
for the period ending Feb. 11 is
University of Windsor basketball
player Carlo Boniferro.
Over last weekend. Boniferro. 24, became the all-time leading scorer in Lancer basketball
history. His 10 points on Saturday
night gave him 939 for his career.
This surpasses the old mark held
by Phil Hermanutz.
Boniferro. a criminology
The choice of Performn of
major, has been a regular starter
for the past four seasons. He has the Wet'k is made solely by the
gained many All Star honours in Lance .sports department and
various tournaments in the past. does nut in any K·ay reflect the
and for the last two years he has 1-iews or opinions of the Unin•rsity of Windsor Athletic Deparlbeen an OUAA All Star.
Last season, the 6' 1" guard m en r or Don Cherry's
was third in conference scoring Restaurant.

LSAT
GMAT
Prep Courses for
MAR 17 GMAT

JUN LSAT
l-800-J87-5519
(416) 92J-PREP (7737)

(formcrl, Streamer~)

Track at V. Tech
by Dave Briggs
It was another standard week
for the University of Windsor' s
men's and women's track and
field teams.
Fortunately, this year. a
standard week for the Lancer
track squads includes outstanding
performances at whatever meet
they are attending.
Last Saturday was no different, as the blue and gold
snatched 15 medals as the sole
Canadian representatives at a
meet at Virgina Tech in Blacksburg.

Featuring

Satellite T.V.
(Big Screen is Coming)

Pool Tables
Video
Basketball Game

.,...l,s.,..U':.,..~

D.J. & Dancing
Thursday, Friday,
Saturday

"Where Down
To Earth
People Meer

Good Greek &
Finger Foods

l(..

25c Hotdog
50c Hamburger
Monday to :t:hursday
7 p.m. - 12 a.m.

655 University \V.

25~-8861

Who ·s com mg on campus to give answers to these questions?

Mr. Jim Golightly
Senior Human Res~urces Manager
Domtar, Canada

Bring your lunch

it' s a "Bro\vn Bag Special"

It will be interesting!

Location:
Date:
Time:

Oak Room, Vanier
Monday, February 19th
Noon -- "Brown Bag"
Lunch

Refreshments: Juice, Coffee,
Cookies

Be There!

Over 20 NCAA division I
and II teams were in attendance to
see one of Canada's top university track and field programs walk
away with three gold medals,
seven silver and five medals of the
bronze variety.
"Some events were very
tough and very competitive," said
Windsor's head coach, Dennis
Fairall. "The women ·s sprints
were really competitive."
The Lancers have now
qualified 27 athletes for the
Canadian Intercollegiate Athletic
Union's championships. which
has already exceeded Windsor's
record for the largest CIAU contingent by five athletes.
"I don't think we were disappointed in anyone's performances," Fairall said. "I don't think
vou can go into every meet expecting PBs (personal hests}. We
are hoping to get the PBs at the
OUAAs and the CIAUs."
At Virginia Tech, the women
managed to qualify their 4x800m
relay team for the C IA Us, and win
a gold medal in the process. The
team of Lisa Hartkih Paula
Radovich, Jackie McVit1ic. and
Tanya Bielby finished ahead of
the opposition with a time of
9:34.2.
Windsor's bus was delayed
on the way to Virginia due to a flat
tire, making the teams arrive later

than expected, at 2:30 am.
"We were up at 9 o 'clock the
next day, so in some of the races
they (the Lancer.-.) looked a bit flat
because they were tired," Fairall
said
Freshman Anthony Black
was the winner in the high jump
with a performance of 2.03m. His
height tied him with teammate
Geoff Hewick, but Black was
awarded the gold because he had
fewer allempts than Hcwiek.
Hewick was awarded the silver
for his efforts.
Darlene Dunn rounded out
the list of Lancers who won gold
medals for her 11.23m in the
triple jump.
In Windsor's list of silver
medalists, Gus Alonzo had a
notable performance of 6.69m in
the long jump.
Other Lancers winning silver
medals included: Crystal Garrett
(the milc-5· 15.7), Mark Mac.
Donald ( I OOOm-2:32 I}. Karen
Miller (long jump-5.07rn), the
men's 4x800m relay team
(8.03.6), and the women's
4x400m relay team (4:04.4).
Darlene Dunn added a
bronze medal in the long jump to
her gold in the triple jump to make
her the only Windsor dual
medalist in individual events.
Other Lancer bron1e medal
winners \\Crc: Irma Grant (55m7 .19). Luke MacKinnon (the
mile. 4:24.7), Ted Battiston
(triple jump-13.86m). and the
men ·s -h400m realy team.
This wccl,.cn<l, the Lancers
will attempt to qualify a few more
athletes for the CIAU champion·
ships with a meet at Eastern
Michigan University on Frida),
and one hosted by the South
Windsor Knights of Columbus
track club at the St. Denis Cenire
Fair \II plans to use the
Eastern Michigan meet to deter·
mine who will make up the
various relay teams. Windsor has
varied its rela)' line-up each \\eek.
and has been successful with a
number of different athletes.
"We 'vc always had this
problem every year where v,e
haven't had four people stand
out," Fairall said.
0

READ THISI

business thaf s going on Is
also addressed at this
meeting. This Is a good
time to meet Lance staff
and to get some Idea of
Lance editorial meetings
what the paper is about.
are held at 5:30 on Tuesday
If you want to catch us in
evenings. At these
the
act of actually
meetings the Lance staff
producing
the paper, the
discusses editorial topics
and what the editorials for best nights to drop by are
Monday, Tuesday and
that week's paper will
actually be. If you're
Wednesday.
Interested In having Input
Of course, you can stop
In our editorials, this Is the by our offIces on the
time to come.
second floor of the
nterested In Joining
the Lance, but not sure
when the best times to
show up are?

Lance staff meetings are
held Thursday evenings at
5:30. Story lists for the
upcoming Issue of the
Lance are read at this time
and any other Lance

University Centre Just about
anytime you feel like It and
generally there will be
someone there to answer
your questions.
Th• Lane.: Get to krtOWu~
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Women bounce back to split weekend
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5- 7 with a exciting victory over

by Dave Briggs
Entertaining one of Canada's
top women's basketball teams is
a tough assignment. Entertaining
such a team two nights in a row is
something few teams relish.
The Lancers took on the role
of such a host, and managed to escape with a split, and their dignity.
Last Friday, the Lakehead
Lady Nor'Westers downed the
Lancers 89 to 55 at the St. Denis
Centre. The following night,
Windsor turned the tables on its
Thunder Bay visitors, and scraped
out a well-deserved 65-63 victory.
In the Friday match-up,
Lakehead (now 11-2), dominated
after the first ten minutes of play,
in which the score was knotted at

.
,
.
.
Lance photo by Ja son Kryk
Windsors Sheila WmdJe (6) looks for an open teammate in a forest of Lakehead defenders.
Nor'Westers dominated underthe
Windsor missed the scoring
Sharron Knowles had 16 points.
glass, and ended up grabbing 48 punch and leadership of Margaret
For Windsor, Alison Duke
rebounds to the Lancers' 29. The Piggott, who was hospitalized last
contributed 20 points. while Anne
loss was Windsor's fifth in a row, Wednesday due to an emergency
Weber and Sheila Windle both
while Lakehead continued a win- appendectomy.
had 10 points.
ning streak that has continued
L.akehead's Kathy Harrison
On Saturday, the Lancers
since they last lost Jan. 12 to and Pamela Leitch both led all
ended t heir five-game losing
Brock.
scorers with 23 points. Team mate
streak,_ and upped their record to

18.
Windsor ( now 5-7), fell behind by 14 points, 43-29 at the
half, and slunk behind even further in the second stanza.
Lakehead pumped in 37 field
goals, while Windsor could only
manage 23. As well, the Lady

Icemen return with one point in two ttieS
On Saturday, the Lancers
spotted the UQTR Patriots an
The University of Windsor's early 3-0 lead barely ten minutes
men's hockey team lost a chance into the game, and the Patriots'
to clinch home ice advantage for home record made it seem like it
the first round of the playoffs, as was going to be a long afternoon.
However, the Lancers fought
they could o nly manage one point
back with a strong second period
during the past weekend.
The Lancers came back from where they closed the gap to 4-3.
~~-goai .deficit to tie the and added a goal in -the third, to
UQTR Patriots 4-4, and then force the game into overtime.
In overtime, the Patriots outtravelled to Ottawa to face the
played
W indsor, but netminder
Gee-Gees, where they received
Rob
Seguin.
who played an outcapitol punis hment in the form of
standing
game,
kept UQTR at bay
a 10-4 defeat.

by Jim Pa rry
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the Lady Nor'Westers.
The
loss cut short
Lakehead's eight-game winning
streak, and exhilarated the St.
Denis Centre crowd.
L.akehead and Windsor tied
with 25 field goals in the match.
The Lancers' top scorer was
Heather Quick who had 19 points.
· Duke pop~d in 18 points, missing only once in her 11 attempts
from the foul line. Knowles led
· the Lakehead scorers with 15
points,
T.he· win places Windsor
firmly· in fifth place in the
OWIAA west division. The Lancers are four points behind the 74 Western Mustangs.
With two games left to play,
the Lancers' playoff hopes are in
jeopardy as only the top four
teams in the division quah(y for
the playoffs.
The Lancers will host the
L.aurier Golden Hawks this Saturday at the St. Denis Centre. Tipoff is at 6pm.
0

· said the combination ot tne roao
trip and the physical play of both
teams led to the Lancer result.
He added the UQTR game
showed a lot of character which
should come to the forefront
come playoff time. Cranker went
on to say the Ottawa game was
disappointing, but Ottawa played
w~U ~o !bey ~nied.to win.
While the Lancers did fail to
Jeff Mascarin, Dave Doyon.
clinch the home ice advantage.
Steve Ha m e l in a nd Luc
Guelph is the only team which can
Ducharme scored in a losing
catch them from behind. Western
cause.
dropped both games this
Head coach Rick Cranker

and salvaged the tie for the Lancers.
J.D. Urbanic led the way with
two goals, while singles were
added by Brad Belland and Dirk
Gephardt.
On Sunday, the Ottawa GeeGee's scored four unanswered
goals for a 6-2 first period lead
and nc-..er looke~ ~

weeker'ld. leaving the Lancers in
third place by one point. ·
If the Lancers w ind up with
ho111e-ice adv·antage they· will
host the first-round playoff game
which will be held on Feb. 20 at
7:30 at the Adie Knox Arena.
The Lancers are on the road
as they close out the regular
scawn. On Saturday Feb. 17, I.hey
travel to Brock
play t he
Badgers at 7:30 pm and then face
the Laurier Golden Hawks on
Sunday, Feb. 18 at 3:30 pm.
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Women's Reproductive
Rights Referendum
Will Not Be Held

II
Ban the bucket and get rid
of the greasies! Get the
Fresh Alternative at Subwav.
Choose from a wide varietv
of delicious sandwiches and
salads made fresh before
your very eyes.

In

t

•

.. ----- -- - --- - - -- -- - - - - - - - - ,
BUY ONE

Pursuant to a S.A.C. motion passed
Wednesday February 7 to .rescind,
The Women's Reproductive Rights
Referendum will not be held.
There will be no forum on
Tuesday February 13 at 12:00.

REGULAR FOOTLONG

GET ONE
OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE FOR.ONLY

99c*
• With purchase of a large soft drink
(excluding Super Subs)
Expires Feb. 28/90
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Lancers crush Athenas in 3 straight

IF ANYONE HAS FOUND on ollve

by Jim Mitchell

green. non-winter-type parka that
was lost either In or between the
Computer Centre. the U. Centre
and/or Memo11ol Holl on Tuesday,
Feb 13 between 2: 15 and 3:30 pm.
please return to the Lonee office.
Reward offered. Sentimental
vo1ue. It's ugly. what do you want
1t tor?

Windsor got back on track
last Saturday, with a 3-0 victory
over the University of Waterloo
Athenas in women's volleyball.
The Lancers played quite well
showing consistent and all around
good play.
The match was quite important for Windsor, after the team
.suffered a two-game defeat at the
hands of Lakehead the previous
weekend. Lakehead's two wins
are Windsor's only league losses.
The four playoff teams in the
west division have now been
decided going into the last
weekend of regular season play,
but the final position of the four
teams is yet to be determined. The
teams making the playoffs are
Windsor, Brock, Western and
Lakehead universities.
Windsor plays two very important matches this weekend,
going against McMaster Friday
night and Brock University on
Saturday. Brock and Windsor will
have identical records of 11-2 if
Lonee photo by James Crump Windsor defeats McMastcr.
Lancer Chris Brccka (3) attempts to tip it past an Athena defender.
Windsor's head coach Marge

WINDSOR/KITCHENER/HAMILTON

Student pointers needed for the
summer months. in the home towns
of Windsor. Kitchener and Hamilton. If interested contact Paul at
256-5386.
CANADIAN CROSSROADS INTER·
NATIONAL • Crossroads gives

Canadians the opportunity to 11ve
and work on development
pro1ects 1n Third World countries
and to promote development and
: education In Conodo.11 you ore interested and/or can help us out
f noncia!ly contact Ed Raymond al
258-4180. Crossroads is o federally
cho•tered chorttoble orgonizahon,
No. 0374041-21 13 Thank you.
fOR SALE: Ef')terto,nrner-t centre /

wal unit, 4'5". wood veneer finish. 1
vr. old. gloss. hinged door. brass accents $160.00. Coll 256-9549
PROCRASTINATORS: Second year
Sociology. Psychology & Cr1m1no1ogy books for ~ale. Price negotiable. Coll 258-2892.

Men spikers look to future

THE WINDSOR WOMEN'S INCENTIVE
CENTRE 1s proud to announce the

The men's volleyball team is
on the brink of being eliminated
from the playoff picture. With one
contest remaining in their
schedule, they now know that it
may be their last, following a
match loss in Guelph last
weekend.
The Gryphons won only their
second game this season in front
of their home fans. However, like
in most Lancer games this year, a
Windsor loss occurred primarily
as a result of unsynchronized
team play.
The opening game was close
throughout, but Guelph came out
on top. 15-13. In game two. the
momentum hardly changed with

ROOM FOR RENT 1n old brick home
downtown. Use of kitchen. Coble &
utilities included. Non-smokers.
$250/month. Poul. 254-9511 .
SARNIA ... Live in Sornro? Need a
~ummer 1ob? Trip·e-A Student
Pointers Is looking for painters
($6.00+) and crew chiefs ($7.00+).
For more Info coll Greg at 1-6797827 or 344-3755 (during week or
Feb. 18).
ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY CHAPEL ·

...

973-7034 - Located between the
Un vers1ty Centre and Huron
Church Rd . Moss - Sundays 10:30
om & 4:30 pm. Mondays 11 ·50 om
- Liturgy of the Word and Communion Serv,ce . Tuesdays 5 pm
Moss followed by dinner at cost
once: Wednesday to Fr,doy - 11 :50
om Moss. All are welcome to attend. Feel free to drop by the Cafe
tor coffee. to use the Library tor
study. or 1usl come and relax.
SUNDAY.FEBRUARY 18-Assumption
Campus Community 1s celebrating
their 4th Annual Mardi Gros
Celebration. Fest1v1t1es begin with
the 4:30 pm Moss followed by rood
and tun. To help cover costs or
food and decorations. we suggest
a $2.00 per person donation . For
those who con. we ask you to bring
dessertslf Bring your talent... instruments. skits. do o dance. or sing o
song. We ore located between the
University Centre and the b11dge.
Coll 973-7034 for information

Guelph once again prevailing, 159.
With their backs firmly
against the wall, the Lancers
earned a victory in game three,
15-13, before Guelph clinched the
match victory in the fourth game,
15-12, putting the quest for the
OUAA playoffs a long way from
Windsor's outstretched hands.
Among the brightest Lancer
performer was Dennis Tremblay.
who continued his much-improved play. In fact. a good effort
was spread rather evenly
throughout the Windsor team, in
spite of the outcome.
Coach Linda Leckie conceded the fate of her team with
some optimism.
"No matter what happens

by John Marentette

three recipients of the Windsor
Women of the Year 1990Aword: Dr.
Pamela Milne. Associate Professor
of Religious Studies; Rose Olivero.
Teacher; Susan Zanin, Vice-P11nc1pal, Shawnee.

Another uction-packcd evening was spent at the St. Denis
Centre by those involved in the
women's intramural basketball
league. Last week ·s games
provided ample practice for the
new teams: the competitive play
was much improved.
This week's winners include
the Despcrados, the Happ y
Campers, Glohes T110, and the XCons.

• ,,ysta.s
• ncense
• dasses

Men's Hockey, League A
Sport Manager: Dave Little

Magick
Store
~~Futon
· ~~Futon
~

9

lNltRNAllONAL
255 Ouellette, 2ndBAZAAA
Floor

m.-.

ls~

(
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now ... ," Leckie said, "already,
we 've had an excellent year. And
we can only look forward to next
year."
Indeed, the Lancers' improvement has been remarkable
in comparison with years past.
and the season finale next
weekend at the St. Denis Centre
against Waterloo should prove to
be an interesting battle.
The Warriors are one of the
top volleyball teams in Canada,
and they will be trying to protect
their perfect regular season
record.
Windsor will square off
against Waterloo this Friday at
8pm.
0

att
int
Women's Ice Hockey
After the first two weeks of
exciting girls' hockey, two teams,
Suicidal Tendencies and Law,
remain undefeated.
The highlight of last week's
games has to be Karen Dunn of
the Bridge team. She scored four
goals as her team defeated Cartier
6 to 4.
Come out to Adie Knox
Wednesday, Feb. 14 and watch
HK take on Cartier at 10:30 pm.
and Suicidal Tendencies pl;iy the
Bridge in the nightcap game at
11:30 pm.

Women's Intramural
Baskethall

'boO•S

UnulWI GIii /du1 tor Body, Spirit & Mind

-

campus rec.

• herba a;>olhecary
' •arol cards

Mexican Jacket 8 S1y1es
$14.95

--

Holman believes McMaster will
be tough since the squad is out of
playoff contention and has nothing to lose. Windsor will not be
able to sit back against McMaster
and must take the game to it.
If all goes well Friday, the
west division championship will
be decided on Saturday. Since the
first place team from the West
conference plays the fourth place
finishers from the East division,
positioning is vital to post season
success.
In the Waterloo match, .
which Windsor won with scores '
of 15-1, 15-7 and 15-11. everyone
saw court time, which is very important with playoffs coming up.
Outstanding performance~
by
from the match included
Stephanie Blonde who in
Holman's eyes quietly played an
• me
outstanding game. Blonde had 35
to~
assists for the match.
file
Other notables were Cheryl
Smith and Jill Bahri who comthe
bined for 27 kills. Bahri provides
ve~
powerful hitting game that excites
sor
not only the crowd but her own
pla
teammates.
Ki1
The team is trying to peak for
the
the up-coming playoffs and Holman hopes to sec an indication of
cac;
that peaking in this weekend's
pO!
play. She hopes the late season
Se1
losses to Lake head have put some
I Wi(
fire back in her players and will
motivate them through the next
Ell
few weeks.
anc
"This is the biggest weekend
va1
of the season," Holman said. A
weekend that could have a direct
impact on their playoff success.
The OWIAA league: cttampiom,hips arc Feb. 23-25 at the
me
University of Waterloo. The
cas
Canadian Championships are
pla
here at Windsor and will take
las
place Mar. 8-10. Since Windsor is
cia
hosting the CIAU championships, it gets an automatic berth in
or
the tournament. However, the
wi
Lancers are hoping to enter the
Canadian finals as the OWIAA
fo1
gold medallists.
0
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Pts

Bungy Hunters
H.K. Hacks
Law
Killer B's
Chiefs
V-Steaks
Donlon Hall
Frosh Boys
Tendencies
Beavers

7
5
5
4

0
0

14

2
2

3

3

3

3
2
2
1
0

3
5
5
5
6

0
0
1

0
0
0
0

10
10

8
7

Name
Tee Hall
Doobie Brothers
H.K. Nads
Chiefs

w
5
5

Rubber Heads
Student Painters

5
5
4
3

Cougars

l

Rebels
Lambdas
Beavers

1
1
0

a

Men's Raskethall

After the completion of two
weeks in the West division, which
is played on Monday nights, there
is a six-way tic for first place. Always Fresh, House II House, and
Roy's Rulers seem to be among
the strongest teams in the leading
pack.
The East division, which
runs on Wednesday nights, began
this week. Come on out and watch
the teams at play!

ha

Stf

wl
wl
I

ha
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by

N.B. Ski Trip to Mt.
13righllrn, rriday Feb. 16. hn infl1
call Cris Casey. 256-3220 lH
Campus Rec office, 253-4232
ext. 2456.

Men's Hockey, League C

Men's Hockey, League B

Name

0

'.\1ixed 3-on-3 VolleJhall
Weck one of mixed 3-on-3
volleyball was as action-packed
as anticipated. This semester's
teams arc made up of a good crop
of talent which should make for a
very competitive league.
One of the teams taking the
lead for the fir.-.t week of regular
season play is3 Blind Mice. They
finished th1.: evening with six
points, tied with the ne .... comers.
2 Men and a Uahe. Close behind
them with four points is Triple
Sec who arc sure to he contender,
again this semc~tcr. Fortunately
it's early in the season, ,md no one
is out of the race yet.
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Pts
12
12

2

2
2
1
0

3

()

8

2
6

1
0
0

7
2
2

0
l

5
5

5

0
0

11

10

2
0

Name

w

Care Bears
Aardvarks
Beavers
L.A. Intoxicants
Gunzo's

8
4

Dawgs

Crusaders
Tri Lambdas
4x4 Skins
Reds

4
4

3
3

2
2

I
0

L
0
l
2
2
2
4
5

3

5
6
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Pts

0
1
l

16

0

8

l
0

7

1

5

0
0
0

4

9
9

6

2
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Boos for federal budget, p. 4

Date rape awareness, pp. 6- 7

LPs reviewed and collected, pp. 19-21

Issue not black and white

Coach denies racism
by Dave Briggs
The reputation of the university's
men's basketball coach is in jeopardy following a charge of racial discrimination
filed by two black students.
Dr. Paul Thomas, the 21-year coach of
the Lancers, is the subject of a formal investigation by the university's ombudsperson and race relations officer after former
players Todd Thomas (no relation) and
Kim Elliott said the coach's handling of
them was racially motivated.
The investigation is the first official
case for Or. Subhas Ramcharan since his
position was created at this university in
September. Ramcharan thinks the findings
will be precedent setting.
The charge, filed Feb. 13. stems from
Elliott's dbm1ssal from the team last year
and Todd Thomas' non-selection to the
varsity team this year. [nstead, Thomas
played with the Crusaders, the newlyformed junior varsity team.
"I think there is a lack of black players,"
Elliott said. "[ think that is racially
motivated, and l believe that Doc (Thomas)
can 'tcome forward with a substantial complaint with respect to my basketball ability
last year, and I th ink I was dismissed for racial reasons."
Elliott said he was good enough to start,
or at least play regularly, in his fourth year
with the team.
"I waited four years before I made any
formal complaint thinking that maybe
there's something wrong with my game,
maybe there's something wrong with my
attitude," Elliott said. "I would ask, I would
infer about this, and l was never ever given
a straightforward 'Work on this and I'll
have another look at you'."
Coach Thomas said Elliott's dismissal
~temmed from an incident in late 1988
when the 26-year-old player missed curfew
while on a road trip where the team played
a series of exhibition games.
"Had that not occurred he never would
have been dismissed. It was sole Iy because

of that, it had nothing to do with his basketball," coach Thomas said.
"I've been coaching basketball now
close to 50 years, and I've never had any
slightest inkling of any of this. I don't want
this as an end of a lifetime of everything
good about sports, just because of one guy
who got kicked off the team and won't
admit that the reason was non-racial."
He disputes Elliott's ability. calling
him inconsistent, at times very good, and at
others, not so good.
Elliott said he did not get enough playing time to acclimatize to varsity basketball
or to show Coach Thomas what he could
do as a player.
"He (Elliott) must know that there's no
way that he's going to sit if he's that good
because I'm not about to lose basketball
games ifl have somebody there who could
win them," Thomas said.
Following his dismissal, the coach offered Elliott a chance to work with 't he team
in a number of other capacities.
"What I got out of that discussion was
confirmatio n that it was racially motivated Coach Thomas directs La ncers a2ainst Bn,rk.
because for one thing. l wanted to just play ly, said players of lesser ability were pla) ers in the la,t ten years, a number' that
hasketball," Elliott said. "He suggeMed I brought up to the varsity team from the both Elliott and Todd Thomas consider too
could do anything else for the team but play junior varsity team before him. Since he low.
basketball . I could manage, I could coach was the only black player on either team,
Coach Thomas agreed the number is
the team, I could go along on the trips.
he believes his non-selection was racially low. but ,aid he can only select the team
"I just don't think that he wanted me to motivated.
from the players who try out, and for the
represent the school in basketball," Elliott
"It was an insult actually. I took it per- longest time the conference disallowed the
said. "I think that part of it is racially sonally." Todd Thomas said . "I saw other recruitment of players
motivated."
basketball pla)ers put up before me, and [
"E, en after our conference allowed it.
Todd Thomas filed his complaint be- thought I could contribute more to the team we as a ~chool still had a stand against it.
cause he felt he was good enough to play than they could."
It's only in fairly recent years that we 'vc
on the varsity team.
The coach said he thought Todd under- had the freedom to recruit, so we just took
The 22-year-old Massey high school stood he was only 10 play for the Crusaders, "'hat came," coach Thomas said.
Now. Elliott b calling for Thomas' disproduct was ·a member of the university's and the situation had nothing to do with
missal.
intercollegiate football squad, and also race.
"I think he should be removed from the
wanted to play for the Lancer basketball
"I love Todd," Coach Thomas said. "I
like his exuberance. He"s reall), a happy program l haven't asked that as part of the
team.
Coach Thomas said he never con- person: he ·s just a good person to ha, e formal complaint," he ~id.
The 63-year-old Thomas is a few years
sidered Todd Thomas for the varsity team around. a good person to be on the team."
Thomas
subsequently
quit
the
from
retirement.
because he was a football player who
started playing basketball after the var.-ity Crusaders when he said he felt his taknts
had been overlooked too long.
squad had been chosen.
See • Basketba ll coach ," p. 7.
11tc Lancer roster has listed four black
Todd, a friend of coach Thomas· fam i-

Police nab residence bandit at Tecumseh hall
by \1ichael J. Cohe n
A resident of Tecumseh Hall received

arude surprise when she came home to her
lop floor room and found a strange man
perched on the six-inch ledge outside her
\\indow.
Arthur Vernell Thompson 22, of
Detroit, has been charged by Windsor
police with two counts of break and enter
and one count of possession of stolen
property.
Sociology student Tammy Jessup said
Thompson entered her room sometime
after she left for class at I0:30 a.m. Her
th"1rd floor room is part of a four-bedroom
student apartment she shares with three
other women. Before getting to Jessup's

Next week:

Bad poetry supplement

room, Thompson rifled through the jewelry drawer ofone of her roommates, Claudia
Steffler.
Even though Steffler did not leave the
apartment all morning. she believes
Thompson may have gotten in while she
was in the shower. Thomp on bec~me
tr.ipped in Jessup's room after hearing Steffler and the other two roommates, Christina
Olivera and Charlotte Larose, return from
class.
Thompson was discovered by Jessup's
- boyfriend, Ted Williams. shortly after 2:30

scare Jessup. He came up with this excuse
after he saw some research on Jessup 's
desk relating to a paper she was writing on
suicide, Olivera :;aid.
While waiting for campus police to arrive. Thompson tried to escape but was
tehased by Williams and residence assistant
Scott Sargalis and captured by the campus
police in the parking lot.
The second charge of break and enter
arose out ofa theft earlier in the day in Elccta Hall. In addition to these two thefts, campus police director Jim Foreman said there
p.m.
is a very strong possibility Thompson may
Thompson told Williams he had been be tied to other thefts that have occurred in
let in by one of the other roommates. When the residences during the last couple o f
Williams persisted, Thompson said he was months.
CJ
on the window ledge as part of a prank to

OWIAA championship results

The Environment and you
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d iversions
ARTS
Friday, March 2 to April 8

Wednesday, March 7

Tuesday, March 6

- School of Music: Wednesdays student recitals,
w ith Janice G irard . winner of the 1989
Eckhardt- Gramatte
National
Music
Competition, performing a recital of piano
music in room 139 at the School of Music, 3:30
pm. Coll 253-4232, ext. 2780 for information.

- Chavlva Hosek. MPP Oakwood. will be
speaking on Women In Politic o/ Life, for
International Women' s Day In the Blue Room at
the University Centre, 8 pm.

- the Art Gallery of Windsor presents Rita
McKeough: Embrace. a site specific installation
In the Walker. Atkins and Photography Galleries. 1
The artist will be present at the official opening
on Friday, March 2 at 445 Riverside Dr. W. Call
Thursday, Marc h 8
258-71 l l for more Informatlon
- the Windsor Symphony will be performing music
by Jewish composers and an exhibition of works
Until Sunday, Ma rch 4
- Andre Clement's Camerae Lumlnosoe.a by Windsor's Jewish artists. featuring the
photographic installation, is at Artcite in University of Windsor's Susan Gold-Smith, will all
be a part of the Jewish Cultural Arts Festival at
Mackenzie Hall. 3277 Sandwich St., 977-6564.
the Jewish Community Centre. 164 l Ouellette
Avenue. Admission is $8 for the symphony. the
Until Sunday, March 4
opening
is free. Seating Is limited. Call 973-1772
- the AGW continues to exhibit printmaker's
for
information
and tickets.
Cecil Buller work in the Grayblel Gallery.
Friday, March 9

Until Sunday, Marc h 4

Thursday, March 8

- Le Cercle francais presente Question de Cholx:
Lo decision Daigle . Professeur Lois Macdonald,
Faculte de Droit, 5 pm. Hall de Faculte.
M onday, Marc h 12

- Timothy E. Dugdale will present his M.A. thesis
titled Interpreting David Lynch's Blue Velvet: An
Ethnography of Small Town America Inverted
and Possible Extensions to Small Town Canada
for examination in Room 4117. Lambton Tower
BENEFITS
Thursday, March 15

- the School of Music will Join forces with Wayne - the Atomic Film Society p resents The Seven
State University to present a program of music Samurai (Japanese. 1954), Kurosawa's classic
for string quartet at Moot Court, University film about a 16th century Japanese village
Avenue and Sunset, at 8 pm. For tickets and which hires professional warriors to fend off
information call 253-4232, ext. 2780.
b a nd its. A b enefit for the Common Ground
G allery. Doors open at 7:30 pm at Mackenzie
FILM
Hall. 3277 Sandwich St. Tickets are $2.

- prints from the Art Gallery of Windsor's
collection are being shown In the Eansor Gallery.
Until Thursday, March 8

. the Faculty Exhibition continues at the Lebel
Gallery, School of Visual Arts. Huron Church at
Colleg e. C a ll 253-4232. ext. 2828 for more
information.

Friday, March 2 to 4

- J m Jarmusch's Mystery Train (U .S.A., 1989) will Saturday, March 24
Lost Patrol performs a perky benefit for the
be showing at the Detroit Film Theatre at the
Detroit Institute of Arts. 5200 Woodward Avenue. movingest gallery in town: Common Ground. In
the b asement of the Dominion House. Special
Call (313) 833-2323 for more information.
guest to be a nnounced. Tickets are $3. common
ground members $1.
READINGS

MUSIC
Thursday, March 1 to 4

- The Mamas and the Papas. led by origino
member John Phillips, will appear at Stage West
Theatre. 121 University Avenue West. Tickets are
$15. Call 977-7728 for more Information.

Friday, March 2

- three poets from the North shore of the Detroit
River will rea d from their recent works. Patrick
O'Leary. Sophia Rivkin and Jan Mordenski will be
at the Olde Court Cafe at 8:30 pm
Mackenzie Hall. 3277 Sandwich St. Call 258-2726.

Friday, March 2

- The Moscow Philharmonic will perform at the
Cleary Auditorium, 201 Riverside Dr. W .• at 8 pm.
Tickets are from $20 to $33 and are available
from the Cleary box office. Call 252-6579.

ti

THEATRE

LECTURES

~e

Thursday, Marc h 15 to 18, 21 to 25

- the University Players presents Fiddler on the
Root, a musical comedy directed by the 1990
Music Theatre Artist-in-Residence, at Essex Hall
Theatre Call 253-4232, ext 2804 for tickets and
information.
MISCELLANEOUS

Sunday, March 4

Friday, March 2

- Windsor Classic Chorale presents a program of
music, Sacred SeNice, hosted by Richard
-Householder. University of W ndsor. School of
Music at 8 pm All Saints Church. City Holl Square
Ticke ts are $7 a dults, $6 students. For information
coll 258-4934.

- Professor of Art History at the University of
Windsor, Michael Farrell discusses Photography
as Invention in the Art Gallery of Windsor's
Chrysler Auditorium at 9 am. Tickets are $10. The
g allery is located a t 445 Riverside Or. W., call
258-7111 for tickets.

Thursday, March 15

- the Office of Alumn i Affairs and the
Department of Student Services celebrate the
Grad uating class of 1990 at Vanier Hall, 4 to 7 1
pm.

Welcome Back U. of W.
Here's Another Break
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SUBWAY CLUB (roast beef. turkey, ham)
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SAC election results

Esteves, Sherman
triumph at polls
b.) Kc\·in John.,on

lance photo by Jomes Crump
25 years after Malcolm X was gunned down in New York City.members of the university's Black Students'
Alliance (BSA) gathered in the University Centre lobby to commemorate the spectacular career and untimely
: death of the legendary black leader.
; . Malcolm, ~ ~uslim ~nd ~ne-time member of the Nation of Islam, preached a radical anti-integrationist
, policy. Emphasmng the nch history of black culture in Africa and Asia, he called on the blacks of the world to
' join forces in an international struggle for human rights, a struggle to transcend the US movement for •civil
rights'.
Malcolm gained notoriety in the '60s by preaching what man) interpreted as a philosophy of ,iolent re, olulion. But as BSA spokesperson Dee Baptiste pointed out, \1alcolm supported only retaliatory ,iolence _ that h,
~elf-defence against oppression.
Malcolm X was assassinated on Feb. 21, 1965. He was 39 years old.

11
j

I

Out with the old, in with the
new.
Change was the byword last
week as students went to the polls
and elected two newcomers to the
top posts of the Students' Administrative Council (SAC).
Joey Esteves defeated current vice president Mike Akpata
in a close presidential race, while
Fred Sherman handily won the
vice president spot in the Feb. 21
election.
The lead in the presidential
balloting changed hands several
times as the votes were tallied by
faculty, and Akpata led by one
going into the final poll, the ad-

.C JAM to help collar racist caller
;

by Karl Mamer

The executive of CJAM
· campus/community radio station
is helping the Windsor Police
capture a white supremacist who
has been harassing the station for
more than two years.
The man, a Michigan resident who refers to himself as the
Grand Dragon, Spartan of the
New Nazi Party, frequently
phones and mails material to

CJAM.
CJAM assistant music director Ed Blake said the mail ineludes not only hate literature but
tapes commenting on various
subjects,
ranging
from
supremacist rantings to lucid
commentaries on articles he has
read in literary magazines. The
tapesareusuallyerased,thenused
by the station for other purposes.
Blake, who is helping organize CJAM's end of the
supremacist's capture, said the

Grand Dragon's material leads
him to believe he is intelligent and
infonned, yet very disorganized
in thought.
Many times he will ramble
for 20 minutes on tape to make a
single point, Blake said.
The Grand Dragon has
probably been physically present
in CJAM. He seems to know
something about the station personnel and their lives, Blake said.
Headdeditisunlikelythemanis
dangerous.

However. shortly after the
multiple slaying of women in
Montreal by Marc Lepine. the
supremacist sent a !>tatement conccrning the tragedy to CJAM. accompanied by a death threat if it
was not read over the air.
Even if the suprcmist is identified, Windsor police may be
limited in what they can do'to a
Michigander. even a twisted one,
from this side of the border.
0

vance ballots cast Tuesday. Esteves pulled ahead. fini!>hing 7 J
votes in front of Akpala, 836-765.
The other presidential contender!, finished well off the mark.
Third place was nailed down by
Social Science Society president
Gino Vitella. who garnered 34 I
votes. ahead of Chris Clark, with
215.
Jn percentage terms, Esteves
earned 39 per cent, Akpata 35,
Vite Ila t 6, and Clark I 0.
The six-way split in the vice
presidential race allov. cd Sherman to come out on top with 737
(35 per cent). Julie Lawson was
the runner-up at 567 (27 percent).
Steve Laflamme finished third
with 344 (16 per cent), business
rep Ted Sturk pull cu dov. n 309
(14 pcr(:Cnt), 0.t\C Wilcox gut 99
(5 percent) and Tim Bates won 80
votes (4 per cent).
In the contest for social
science repre<;cntatives on council. Camille Shako (407 votes),
Michael Cummins (383). and incumbent Paul Williamson (361)
beat out Tobias Theiles (218) for
the three available seats.
Cinda Serianni dominated
the balloting for Jaw rep. finishing
with 117 \Ole to Ron Simundic's
43.
All new representatives "'ill
take office at council's annual
general meeting in April.
O

Federal budget will hurt students in a variety of ways
by Andy Riga
OITAWA (CUP) Michael Wilson has let his budget axe
fall on university funding.
In his Feb. 20 budget, the federal finance minister announced $2.5 billion wilt be slashed from federal transfer
payments, which the provinces use to help pay for postsecondary education and health care.
While Canadian business leaders lauded Wilson's "no
new taxes" budget. students across the country couldn't
help but worry about its consequences.
The cutbacks - $869 million this year and $1.5 billion next year - could mean higher tuition, lower quality
education and an underfunding crisis in Canadian universities. according to student leaders and university administrators.
Whichever way you look at it, the effects of the
heavy- handed cutbacks will sooner or later trickle down
lu students, according to Jane Arnold. chair of the
Canadian Federation of Students (CFS).
She estimates that over the next five years, province<;
will have $3 billion less in federal money to pump into the
country's universities and colleges.
"Provincial governments now have to decide where
lhey're going to get the money to make up for these cuts,"
Arnolu said. "I'm IOO per cent positive tuition will go up.
"There ·s no way the provinces arc going raise taxes to
make up for the cuts. And as fees skyrocket, we 'II sec a
decrease in accessibility."
Arnold said students have plenty to complain about
When it comes to the Mulroney government.
It was announced recently that federal summer jobcreaiion programs for 1990 will be cut by $41 million,
\\hich according to CFS will mean 24,000 fewer jobs for
Mudcnts this year.
Also, late last year the government announced a new
3!>Cr cent tax on student loans, while the new the goods

and services tax will increase the cost of books, supplies,
food, clothes, and transportation by seven per cent.
Arnold said Wilson's budget sets a dangerous precedent - and she's worried the slashing will continue as the
Tory government becomes increasingly obsessed by the
federal deficit.
"Post-secondary education is headed down a
dangerous path," Arnold said. "We as students realize what
the deficit is - we 're the ones who are going to inherit it.
"But as we head into the 21st century, we should also
be thinking of the future of the country. In the long run.
higher education wilt h.: what makes us more competitive.
"What's happening to education is a result of shortterm thinking," she said.
According to the Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada, the federal government's contribution to
funding as a percentage of gross national product has
decreased by 20 per cent over the past 12 years. During the
same period, enrolment increased 35 per cent.
The l 990 budget cutbacks continue that trend.
"Post-secondary education and health care are carrying the burden of two-thirds of the reductions announced
by the government in the budget." "aid association president Claude Lajeunesse.
"That's exaggerated and unfair."
Lajeunesse said Canadians arc getting a "confusing
message" from a hypocritical government that has
proclaimed post-secondary education a priority.
"In spite of the promises and the importance assigned
to post-secondary education, it has been singled out for
most of the cuts."
He questioned the timing of the cuts, just months after
Prime Minister Brian Mulroney announced the creation of
a national task force on what it calls "human resources
development."
"How can they create this task force and at the same
time cut back on transfer payments?" Lajeunesse asked.

That point was echoed by the New Democratic Party's
post-secondary education critic.
"Mulroney can't have it both ways - first he says
education is a priority and then he makes these significant
cuts." he said. "What we 're seeing is Mr. Mulroney reneging on his commitment to first-class education for
Canadian studenl'i."
Axworthy predicts tough times for students in the future.
''What I think we 'II see is university presidents saying
'we don't want to s.:e a decrease in quality' and there will
be further pressure on student fees."
Axworthy pointed to other cutbacks, including a $39
million reduction in spending on science and development
programs over the next two years.
"Research and development is one of the vehicles we
can use to make ourselves more competitive in the world
market, something this government is always talking
about," he said. "The cuts are more than short-sighted,
they're stupid."
"Nobody in their right mintl will refuse to invest in the
future-and that's exactly what the government is doing,"
Axworthy said.
O
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The federal budget game is getti1g tiresome.
Politics is the art of the possible. and in Canada, it's
possible to stick it to students without risking a genuine
political backlash.
University students are in an unfortunate position poised to join society's elite, but not yet members. When
our interests are threatened. we cannot call on the
resources available to say, the financial, industrial, legal,
or medical powers.
At the same time, our privileged standing prevents
alliance with other disadvantaged groups, such as
labour. women, the elderly. ethnic minorities and the
poor. They have had mixed success in mobilizing support
for their programs.
Finance minister Michael Wilson's Feb. 20 budget is
proof students haven't had much luck in that department.
While big business got a hold on taxes. and the Tories
made no major cuts to social programs, the budget
slashed provincial transfer payments by about $2.5 billion over the next two years - money that goes in part
to fund education.
Observers are already predicting lower quality and
higher fees for post-secondary education.
Outside the universities, there is little screaming. Instead, we're told it was an "easy" budget. one that hurt
hardly anyone.
The country as a whole will suffer as a result of the
government's reluctance to invest in education, but
that Is hardly the point. The point is students have lost
another battle, and it was never even close. We're easy
pickings for the Conservatives.
Our representatives at the local and even national
level can garner some sympathy, but there's no

evidence of discontent at a level that could make Wil·
son reconsider.
In Windsor, our student council got some airplay with
a hastily-called media conference to protest the cuts.
but the timing may have had more to do with the next
day's SAC election than the just-released budget.
Meanwhile. the cuts to provincial transfers is only one
aspect of the assault against university students. Earlier,
employment minister Barbara McDougall announced a
switch in funding away from youth employment toward
programs to keep secondary students in school.
The difference? A whopping $300 million over the
next five years.
The money amounts to a one-third cut in the sum·
mer Employment-Experience Development (SEED)
program, and the Canadian Federation of Students
predicts it will mean 24,000 more jobless students this
summer.
Instead. the government will boost campaigns lo
convince high schoolers not to drop out. The 100.000
people leaving high school every year 1s a national dis·
grace. but so- is the debt load carried by university
graduates whose education represents an essential so·
cial Investment.
With tuition always climbing, those students who
aren't independently wealthy work and save their earn·
ings to keep student loan debts as low as possible. The
government's latest initiative frustrates that effort.
Of course, that scarce matters to those in a position
to make a difference, because we have neither the
numbers nor the influence to make them care. As 1onQ
as we're willing to take it, Wilson and all of his ilk ore onlY
too happy to dish it out.
- Kevin Johnson
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Consumerism can't save environment
by Steve Robinson

I

I would like to address the Environmental Awareness Association.
The emergence of an environmental
awareness among University of Windsor
students has been seriously jeopardized by
your recent LUG-A-MUG campaign. This
may come as a shock to those who have
worked so hard to sell your tacky yellow
mugs and your pseudo-environmental
ethic, but your recent campaign resembled
a marketing assignment from the School of
Business, and I'm afraid that only the Business School will recognize your hard work.
As far as spreading an ecological
awareness and addressing the roots of our
current ecologic crisis, most ecologicallyminded people would give you an F. You
either failed to recognize the roots of man's
war on nature or you chose to ignore them.
In either case you have seriously undermined, in your own little way, the entire
purpose of the ecology movement in
Canada and the rest of the world.
The purpose of an environmental
!'Nareness organization should be to address the causes of the ecologic crisis and
try to eradicate them, not perpetuate them.
By marketing and selling little yellow nonbiodegradcable plastic mugs you reinforce

II

,

........

L
the consumer-oriented tendencies already
rampant in our society.
When I see one of the EAA mugs, I immediately think of the millions of Mac's
Milk mugs that are lying m the trunks or
back seats of most automobiles. These
mugs represent technology gone to waste.
A product that is meant to make our lives
easier eventually becomes a nuisance and
is discarded.
We buy them because they are trendy;
it has suddenly become fashionable for students to be seen carrying an EAA mug, but
how long will this last, and what will happen to the little mugs when the fashions
change? They will probably end up in the
back seat of your car beside the Mac's Milk
mugs.
In addition to the problems associated
with your product and your methods, I find

it quite disturbing that EAA has not addressed the main issues involved in the
search for an environmental ethic, namely
Western man's domination of nature (I use
the term "man", not humanity here because
I want to make a point later in the letter).
The sole cause of the current ecologic
crisis is man's determination to dominate
his natural surroundings. I seriously doubt
whether the purchase of an EAA mug will
convey this message to the average student.
On the contrary, I think the marketing
of these mugs only reinforces the attitude
that man can dominate nature through the
rational exploitation of resources or
through the application of appropriate
technology.
The ecologic crisis stems from our
desire to subjugate nature to our demands.
The crisis cannot be solved solely by
changing our choice of products; we must
be willing to change our outlook on the
"purpose" of nature and humanity's place
within it. We must curb our insatiable greed
for products that have no real use or that
merely convey our social status.
Furthermore. the EAA fails to recognize the link between Western man's
domination of nature and his domination of
women and minorities and Third World nations. The search for solutions to the cur-

rent ecologic crisis must begin with a challenge to white man's domination of everything he comes into contact with, including
nature, animals and other humans.
The EAA should have more in common
with the Students Against Apartheid and
the Women's Support Group than with
recycling campaigns waged by the technocratic establishment. The revolution that
frees nature from man's domination will
eventually free everything else, and when
women and minorities are no longer exploited and discriminated against, nature
too will be free.
Environmental groups must question
the nature of Western man ·s domination of
his surroundings which means they must be
anti-authoritarian and anti-status quo. Environmental groups of the 1990s must
strive for a society based on non-hierarchical and anti-authoritarian relations. humanoriented technology. and decentralized
economies and communities.
When environmental groups persist in
using the methods and adopting the
philosophies of modern technocratic
society to achieve their goals. they undermine their entire purpo~ for existence and
jeopardize the ultimate goal of the ecology
movement.
Food for thought, EAA.
0

What the lance must decide is whether
it is merely a Windsor Star-in-training, or
a memoer of the ultcmative press. The latter view is e\. ident in your arts section,
where there were two good reviews of
Michael Moore's film, Roger & Me . No
General Motors ads for the l.ance I guess.
It's important to criticize governments,
and to be independent from them. as the
Bishop's University case illustrates. But
it ·s also important to be aware of other, perhaps greater. perhaps more subtle. threats
to "freedom of the press."
Sincerely.
Jim Winter. Ph.D.

vile and repugnant act as this. And there are
certainly many more of them. The Mark
I.::epme Incident Jn Montreal demonstrated
that misogyny is not (as a Montreal student
remarked) "something you would expect
only in the United States. It i~ a social illness - however created - that is here in
our c, 1untry, in our city, and on our campus.
That the "battle of the se:ices" continues,
especially at the University of Windsor, is
not an idea we should profess. One would
expect the a, erage student on this campus,
with a high school education, to be relatively free of prejudice:..
This is a myth. of course. So. the goal
of unive~ity ,hould be to think and act in
accordance with some sense of rationality,
so that one should recognize a fellow student, regardless of race. sex. religion, etc.,
as a worth) human being
If this seems implausible, then) es, Ms.
Beza1re. women \I. tll be in fear for a long
time.
I applaud the Sexual Hara sment Office. the Women's Centre, and any other
organiz.ttion, professor or individual that
works to create a healthy attitude and atmosphere for \I.Omen on this campus.
But now I ask all men to look in,1de
themselves and sec if they harbour such a
hatred as this student has. We arc going 10
have to learn and keep learning to rid oursel\ cs ofthi, di--ease.
Robert Jarm i

mail

grow up
Dear Editor,
In regards to the article "Prank not
harmless" (the lance, Feb. 15, p. 11), men
and women stand together as persons, as
equals.
It is not justifiable to make such degrading remarks, based upon a sexist view. The
decade of the nineties must bring change
for young men and women, who regretfully live their lives in an unliberated world.
Instead of accusing the young woman
who wrote this poem of being a feminist,
face the fact that this poem may question
human existence. Take this poem's expression at face value: a poem directed toward
what women are, and not a poem which
directs malice towards men.
Grow up and realize we live in a changing society.
Jennifer :\ld)onald

I
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be aware
Dear Editor,
Your Feb. 8 editorial discussed the admittedly unacceptable events at Bishop's
University, where the student newspaper
editor was fired by the students' council.
The editorial concludes, "If you hold
freedom of the press as dearly as we do,
please contribute" money to the
beleaguered newspaper.
This raises the question of just what
type of· freedom of the press· you hold dear
at the l.ance. Casual observation suggests
that, like your mainstream counterparts
,uch as the Windsor Star, you aspire to
freedom to criticize governments (SAC),
v.hile promoting business.
For example, your front page on f'eb. 8
carried two stories: one on Social Science
Society president Gino Vitella, and how he
faced impeachment hearings, the other
describing an increase in student govemrnent levies for next year.
Clearly, Lance staffers have learned
how press freedom allows them to be critical ofgovernment. Now, what of other real

or potential constraints, such as business
interests? I note that your issue carries
plenty of advertisements, whole page~ of

ads for Molson Canadian. restaurants. hair
stylists, and the like. Nothing to distinguish
you from the mainstream media here.
We even see an example of the old advertising-editorial "tit for tat," whereby
Don Cherry's Restaurant runs an ad on
page 18, and on page 19. the lance runs a
photo of smiling Don Cherry, presenting
the athletic perfonner of the week award,
"Sponsored by Don Cherry·s Restaurant."
The only question is whether the "big
thumbs up" sign given by Cherry in the
photo is for the award winner. or the free
advert bing.
A local hu:.inessman like Cherry \\ho
gets a pholO and ,tory in the paper in return
for a S20 aw.1rd, i-, the re.ii "performer of
the week"
Eb.cw here in the same 1<;sue, we learn
that dl)Wnlo\\ n retailers fed the Wimlmr
Swr is not doing enough to promote
downtown shopping. Now far be 1t from me
10 defend the Windsor Star, but the day it
falls short in husiness promotion\\ ill be the
day hell freezes over.
The lance quotes local economist and
newspaper editor Carl Morgan: "'There's a
very serious danger in shopping in
Detroit." he says, and he doesn't mean the
risk of being shot. "It erodes Windsor's tax
base ... Shops arc forced to close through
lack of business. The re:-ult is that p<:ople
in Windsor pay more taxes." As he lives in
Tecumseh. this probably doesn't upset
Morgan too much.
Since 80 per cent of its costs arc borne
by advertisers. you may be sure that businesses have the car of Morgan and the
Windsor Star. This was certainly the case
when the Star aligned itself with the Chamber of Commerce and Do" ntO\\ n Business
Association, and backed the free trade
agreement editorially. Meanwhile, the
people of the area overwhelmingly rejected
the Toriec; and free trade.
Downtown (and uptown) business has
its champion in the Wuulsor Star.

Associate Profes..,or
Communication Studies

keep learriing
Dear Editor.
It 1s with shock and concern that I "rite
in regard to the poem given to l.) nn
Bczaire that \\as violent!) defaced .
Whether it \,as intended to be a prank or
not. this defacement points 10 a larger issue:
that mbogy ny is a serious concern that
should not go unnoticed on thi, campus.
Its seriousness. acknowledged b)
..... omen who arc its\ ictims, must be recogni,ed by any man who harbours hatred
tm\ards women.
Unfortunately. I am not sure ho" 10
prescrihe an) recommendations. other than
sane pie.is.
Writing "Fuck you bitch" on a poem on
a female re:,idence door is far more ,erious
than setting off fire alarm, during
scheduled exams. Where the latter may he
eradicated by threat of puni,hmcnt and
line. do we have such a mandate for 1mplic1t hatred towards women?
We must acknowledge that the Sexual
Harassment Policy and Procedure is
"de,1gned to protect and g°',em all member.; of the university community m a fair
and consistent manner." Yet the question
of implicit hatred toward women is a more
difficult cancer.
It 1s hard not to be outraged by such a

The Lance welcomes teoders'
opinions Letters to the editor should
be typed. double-spaced, and no
more than 500 words In length. Letters wlll not be printed unless they are
signed by the author and include o
telephone number for confirmation.
Please address to the editor and
deliver to the Lance offices. second
floor. University Centre. by 6 00 pm
the Tuesday before publication.
The Lance teserves the right to
edit for space. and to refuse to publish material of a sexist, racist or
homophobic nature.
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Training in Art Therapy
Candidates who have completed a BA
with an interest 1n either psychology.
education. mental health of visual arts
are eligible to enrol in a comprehensive
two year training program in ART
THERAPY.
For further 1nformat1on about tra1n1ng
and student wor<shops. please contact
the Toronto Art Therapy Institute
216 St. Clair Avenue West
Toronto. Ontario M4V 1R2
(416) 924-6221

The Lance isn't printed ~
pn recycled paper,
but it is printed
·
on recyclable paper.
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New & Exciting Stylists Bring
Their Artistic Flare
To Salon 510

Rape not so rare

sa

ho

harassment, sexual assault, and
the fears and isolation associated kn
"The definition of torture is therewith, should no longer act a~ i 63
as follows: bodily and a barrier to women attending I psychological torment per- post-secondary institutions.
lo\
petrated against the will of the
Rape affects all women pc
victim with the aim of annihila- regardless of age, race, religion. ' rei:
tion of her personhood by break- and mental capacity.
Rape is not caused by a us
ing her resistance. Rape is the
term applied in the case of a woman's physical appearance. h cor
woman who refuses sexual rela- is an act of violence agains1 def
tions imposed on her by force. women in the form of sex.
rap
We need to resocialize ourLegally, rape is recognized as a
crime with physical aspects only; selves and to stop blaming the vie- mit
namely the penetration of the tim. In a court of law, the women saic
vagina by the penis against the should not be treated as the ac. not
will of the victim. In effect, cused. Further society should no
however, the real crime is the an- longer be given the option of
nihilation by the man of the denying the existend of rape"tlt
woman as a human being. It should punish the assailant.
means breaking her resistance by
Rape is, and has always been.
a taboo subject. Unlike commoo
means of sex."
(Diana E.H. Russell and assault, women who have been
sexually assaulted are not led to
Nicole Van do Ven, 1984)
Statistics show that over the feel free to talk about the crime the
period of our lifetime one in three committed against them or det
women will be sexually assaulted. receive emotional support from
Of these sexual assaults, only 52 those around them.
If we ever want to make asig·
per cent will be reported.
It is time that all students, nificant difference we must see
faculty, and staff at the University that the silence and shame is shal·
of Windsor become concerned tered. Only when the perpetrator
with the frightening incidence of is no longer allowed to feel rape
sexual assault or violence against is his right can we work toward,
women on our campus and every solutions.
:J
campus across Canada. Sexual
by Julie Lawson

all hair services with Jennifer & Larry only
Appointment Preferred
Monday & Wednesday -- 9:30 - 5:00
Tuesday, Thursday & Friday -- 9:30 - 7:00
Saturday -- 8:30 - 4:00

551 Pelissier Street
973-4977

Harvey's Is
Buying The Drinks! *
11

11

And You Save $1.84
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HARVEY'S
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Enjoy Harvey's I
I
Dinner For 2 1
I for only $6.49 I
\ which includes I
2 Hamburgers, I
1
\ .. 2 Fries and I
V1arvey's will buyl
1
your soft
I
1
I
drinks.

Enjoy Harvey's
Dinner For 2
for only $6.49

This Offer

Top 40 Dance Music

I

I
I
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Expires March 16/90
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Good Only'-----'
at 2380 Wyandotte St. W.
• One Small Pop Per Person Per Visit

University of Windsor Party Headquarters

*

Monday - Thursday
6 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Chicken Wings

*

Every Thursday
Mystery Draw

(Try your luck to win prizes)

$
2960 HURON CHURCH RD. at Grand Marais (519) 966-3388
.
Hottest Spot In" Windsor
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Rape:

TREE PLANTERS
WANTED

Facts and myths
facts: (selected from: the On-

nen

tario Women ·.\ Directorate Fact
Sheet on Sexual Assault)
- One in three women will be
sexually assaulted at sometime in
their lives.
- Women of all ages and physical types, from every cultural, racial.
religious ,
and
socio-economic background including disabled and elderly
women are sexually assaulted.
- Sexual assault is an underreported crime with estimates
from 5 to 9.7 per cent of incidents
reported to police.
- 80 per cent of sexual assaults
arc wholly or partially planned in
advance.
- Sexual assaults committed by
more than one assailant are almost always planned.
- 60 per cent of all sexual assaults take place in a private
home.
- Sexual assault victims who
knew their attackers range from
63 to 84 percent.
- Acquaintance rapc has the
lowest reported rate with only I
per cent of acquaintance rape
reported.
- I out of 12 male students in a
US acquaintance rape survey had
committed acts that met the legal
definition of rape or attempted

rape.
- 84 percent of men who com-

mitted rape, as defined hy the law.
sJid what they did was definitely
not rape.

$750.00/WK
ACHIEVABLE

- Acquaintance rape is most
likely to occur on a university or
college campus.
Myth: "Women often say no
when they mean yes."
Fact: No means no.
Myth: "A person who has
had consensual sex in the past
with their partner can't be raped
by that person."
Fact: Anytime a person docs
not want to have sex but is forced
to do so. that act is rape.
Myth: "A person who has
had several sexual partners cannot be a victim of rape."
Fact: Whether or not the victim consented determines
whether or not a rape occurred.
The extent of the victim's prcv ious sexual activities is irrelevant.
Myth : "Agreeing to kiss or
pct means a woman has agreed to
have intercourse with a man."
Fact: Everyone has the right
to say no to sexual activity no
matter what has preceded it.
Myth : "When men arc
sexually aroused they need to
have sex."
Fact: Men do not phy'>icall}
need to have :.ex aftc.!r becoming
aroused.
Myth: "People who don't
tight back haven·t been raped."
Fact: llaving sex against
your will means you have been
raped, whc.!thcr or not you fight
back
n

sighat·
atlX

ape
rds
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"I've known Doc for three.!
years and there is nothing that I've
Other people associated with seen in my three years that leads
the program have come to the me to be Iievc.! that he·s racist in
defence of the coach.
any way. shape, or form," Nek ·
Nick Grabowski, an assistant kers said
Y. ith the Lancers who has coached
"I 1ust hope Doc doesn't get
with Thomas for 21 year.;, said the hurt as far as being called a racist
charges shocked him.
person. I think it would be a
l
"I couldn't believe that travesty to c.!nd his career with this
someone could come up with a mark against him I think it's
charge of racial discrimination ridiculous."
against Doc," he said. "He doesn't
Both university president
have a prejudiced bone in his Ron Ianni and athletic director
body."
Bob Boucher have bec.!n informed
Jeff Nekkers. a close friend by Ramcharan that a full invesof Elliott and a starter for the var- tigation is underway.
sity basketball team the last two
Boucher and Ianni have
years, also disputes that coach agreed to co-operate in the im,c.!sThomas discriminated against 1igation, and have declined to
black players.
comment.
0

PROSPECTIVE GRADUATES IN
MOLECULAR GENETICS
The Karina Gana Probe Laboratory (MGPL) at
Dalhousie University invites enquiries from
graduate students and senior undergraduates who
are interested in the application of recombinantDNA technology to problems in marine and
fisheries biology.
The IGPL offers exciting opportunities for
students graduating in 1990 with a BSc or MSc to
apply molecular genetic techniques to fundamental
and applied fisheries problems, and to obtain
training in advanced techniques.
While we are
looking primarily for technicians,
graduate
degree programmes and work-study programmes are
also possible.
The JIGPL is associated with the
Ocean Production Enhancement Network, a federal
Centres of Excellence programme .
Enquiries to
the ~dministrative Assistant, Karina Gane Probe
Laboratory, Department of Biology, Dalhousie
University, Halifax, NS, B3H 4Jl.

r.)ERFECT

l-800-265-2914

rPAPERS

Word Processing
Service
Laser Printer

P•nduluM Tc••
Planting Co. Inc.

social science society

1------S_oc_i_a_lly: S P.eaking _ _ _ ___

Basketball coach~-,
charged with racism
Continued from p. I.

CALL

Volleyball Tournament
March 11, 1990
at the St. Denis Centre
All team lists should be in to Steve Burke
at least one week prior to the tournament.

Social Science Society
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -Spring Semi Formal
March 23, 1990
at the Hilton
Tickets on sale soon!!

social science society

Nominations have opened for
Social Science Society
President
and
Vice President
Elections
Please submit all applications to
Rob Sanvido
G130 WHN
253-6063
Nominations close March 12, 1990.
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exua
wareness
Monday, March 12, 1990
Self-Defence Awareness Workshop

Thursday, March 15, 1990
Self-Defence Awareness Workshop

Assumption Lounge, University Centre
7 p.m.
* Registration: $5.00
At Door: $6.00 (if space available)

Assumption Lounge, University Centre
7 p.m.
* Registration: $5.00
At Door: $6.00 (if space available)

Tuesday, March 13, 1990
Campus Safety Audit

Monday, March 19, 1990
Assertiveness Training Workshop

A physical inspection of campus
to determine unsafe sites.
Organized by the
Windsor Students For A Safer Campus
All interested meet at the Blue Room
(2nd Floor University Centre)
6 p.m.

Blue Room, 2nd Floor University Centre
6 p.m.
* Registration: $5 .00
At Door: $6.00 (if space available)

Wednesday, March 14, 1990
Date Rape Seminar
Presented by the
Sexual Assault Crisis Centre
Assumption Lounge, University Centre
8 p.m.
* Registration: $2.00

* Please register at Sexual Assault

Awareness Information Table at
University Centre Main Lobby;
Monday - Friday 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
or at the Women's Centre,
2nd Floor University Centre.
Please indicate if you require
child care services at registration.
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LSAT
GMAT

Lance series
on equality

Prep Courses for
MAR 17 GMAT
JUN LSAT
1-800-387-55 l 9
(416) 923-PREP (7737)

Choice a right
by Lynn Bezaire

The issue of abortion has
provided a battle ground for those
determined to protect the status
quo and those fighting to promote
the status of women.
The misconception that
feminists are 'anti-life' must be
dispelled if they are to win the battle and the integrity of women is
to be realized.
Feminists have taken a prochoice stance which is neither
anti- or pro-abortion. The controversy surrounding the issue
stems from questions concerning
the timing of an abortion, the roles
of the prospective father and the
state in the decision.
These questions overlook
one important fact. The decision
to bring a child into the world is a
i personal one that should be made
only by the pregnant woman.
Only women can give birth.
Therefore, it must be a woman's
decision.
To argue otherwise disregards two fundamental elements of the issue: that of
responsibility and of the right to
• 5ccutity of person as guaranteed
in the the Charter of Rights and
Freedoms.
Women shoulder both the
physical responsibility for bearing children and an overwhelming proportion of the care and
raising of children after they are
born.
In consideration of this, advocating the right of a prospective
father or the state to force motherhood upon a woman is ludicrous
in a society in which the protection of individual rights and
freedoms is supposedly held
sacred.
Legislation
limiting
women's access to safe abortions
prove that society has a long way
to go before egalitarianism is
realized in this country. There is
not one instance in our society
in which women have the power

to make a decision that affects
men exclusively.
The impending legislation of
bill C-43 will recriminalize abortion. If it is passed, a woman's
right to shape herown destiny will
be denied. The bill will limit
women's right to individual
freedom and security of the person.
Under Bill C-43, an abortion
is considered a criminal offense
unless "a medical practitioner ...
is of the opinion that, if the abortion were not induced, the health
or life of the female would be likeIy to be threatened."
The proposal turns a blind
eye to the precedent set in 1988 by
the Supreme Court of Canada,
which declared the previous abortion law unconstitutional. The
decision in the case against Dr.
Henry Morgentaler, who operates
several abortion clinics, stated
"forcing a woman by threat of
criminal sanction to carry a fetus
to term, unless she meets certain
criteria unrelated to her own
priorities and aspirations, is a
profound interference with a
woman ·s body and this is an infringement ofsecurity of the person
as guaranteed by our Charter of
Rights and Freedoms."
The pro-choice position, supported by this decision, does not
advocate the use of abortion as a
means of birth control. It merely
recognizes the competence of
women to make responsible
decisions.
For some, the decision not to
go through with a pregnancy,
painful though this decision may
be, is the most responsible alternative.
Abortion is a student issue.
For women students, a pro-choice
victory ensures they will have a
choice between finishing their
education and parenthood, in the
event of an unintentional pregnancy. This is a choice their male
counterparts will never face or be
held responsible for.
O

We know, we know not enough time to
write 'em never mind type 'em
{:2: 1s·j

o-811
G': Bj}

You can rely on your secretary to finish
your paper on time - and do a great job!

253-TYPE

<s973>

Attention All Graduates!
Take your classmates home
on a Class-Composite ...
the best way to remember
"the way we were ... "

Make your appointment now at the Centre Desk,
Student Activity Centre, Main Floor.
Grad-Portraits will be taken:
March 13, 14 & 15
S.A.C., 2nd Floor

Faculty & Secretaries are welcome!
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Don Says:
The break is over.
Now it' s time to get back
To some serious fun.

"Purveyors Of Fun"

531 Pelissier Street (at Wyandotte)
Monday-Saturday 11 a.m. 'ti! 1 a.m.
Sunday 11:30 am. 'ti! 11 p.m.
256-DONS
Licensed Under the LLBO
Remember:

Your Gold Card is good for 2 for l wings daily 4 · 7 p.m.!!!

Open For Lunch

A new eatery is open to serve you and
your clients in Olde Sandwich Town:

.•••

From 11 :00 a.m.
Tel. 254-8686

PREGNANT
AND NEED HELP?

.••

Call ...

. .... •...................

~

Olde Court Cafe

•
•

• o..... WOh ......,. '"" m,~,oom,

at

Mackenzie Hall
3277 Sandwich St.
971-8353

•

Join us for a poetry reading b)·
Eugene McNamara & Leila Pepper
8 p.m., February 16

I. Wortley and staff are open from 10 a.m. daily.
Closed Sunday.

Stop by for breakfast or lunch meetings.
We offer only the finest in 'home cooked'
meals and baking, done in our own kitchen.
(Specializing in catering for office parties and meeting,)

Career Related
Volunteer Experience
Volunteer Career Assistant
Hours:

Service:
Position:
Duties:

One p,zza w,th pepperon,. mushrooms green peppers and
bacon

3-4 hours/week plus time to
work on your career related
project
September to March
Volunteer
Advising students on jobs
available, application procedures, programs and
services of CP&PC and
assisting in the daily
operations of the Centre

Excellent Preparation for Any Career

An opportunity to meet Employers,
learn job search techniques and
gain exposure to career options

•
•
•
•
•

I
••

ra

Two 10· p,zzas
$12.29 plus tax
•
Two 12' pizzas
$16.34 plus lax •
Two 14 p,zzas
S20.39 plus tax •
M.ention coupon when ordering. One coupon per order.
L1m1ted time offer.
•

I

I
,,

•

Strtbrilbt
at 252-3322

a fg .

•=
~--·················

=a~

l i.affl,

• •

•

LUNCH SPECIAL

$5~!

=

TAX
You I receive one meo,um cheese p,zza for only S5 99
plus tax Add1t,ona1 toppings 99c each Mention coupon

I

•

!!if,;,;;,~;~:;~;:·'" ~ "i1•
~

~rlJIIT"'

m.

We Provide Free
Pregnancy Tests.
Community Referrals.
Accommodatrons and
Legal Advice.
Birthrig ht does not advocate
the termination of pregnancr

Career Related
Summer Work
Assistant Co-ordinator
Hours:
Employment:
Salary:
Duties:

Career Fair

3 days/week , flexible hours
May to mid-October
$7.50 per hour
To assist in the planning,
organizing and promotion
of Career Fair '90

Excellent Preparation for Any Career

Fabulous experience in developing
leadership, organizational and
marketing skills.
Job description available in CP&PC
Application deadline date March 9/90

Job description available in CP&PC
Application deadline date March 16/90

Career Planning & Placement
Dillon Hall

t

, .r.- ·.:-,..,., .-,.-.- .......... , .....
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The Lancer
Locker

Icemen surge into playoffs
by Jim Parry

OUAA/OWIAA
Scores
Men's Hockey
Feb. 17
Windsor 5 Brock 4
Feb. 18
Laurier 5 Windsor 1

Playoffs
Feb. 20
Windsor 9 Brock 6
Feb.22
Windsor 3 Waterloo 2
Feb.25
Waterloo 5 Windsor 1
Feb.27
Waterloo 8 Windsor 4
(Waterloo wins series 2-1)

Women's Basketball
Feb. 17
Laurier 69 Windsor 60
Feb. 24
Brock 61 Windsor 53

Men's Basketball
Feb. 14
Brock 103 Windsor 87
Feb. 17
Windsor 78 Laurier 69
Feb. 21
Guelph 100 Windsor 64
Feb.24
Brock 106 Windsor 96

Windsor def. MacMaster

(15-0, 15-9, 15-9)
Feb. 17
Brock def. Wind~r

(15-9, 17-16. 15-6)
()WIAA dlamploasbips

Feb.23
Toronto def. Windsor
(15-11, 17-15, 7-15, lS-8)
Feb.24
Windsor def. Western

(15-7, 15-5, 16-14)
Feb. 25
Lakehead def. Windsor
(15-5, 8-15, 9-15, 15-8, 15- IO)

Men's Volleyball
Feb. 16
Waterloo def. Windsor
(15-11, 15-11, 13-15, 15-8)

Upcoming Events
Women's Volleyball

Mar. 8-JO
:CIAU's at Windsor

Finals at

Lancer lc,men
Eliminated

The Waterloo Warriors are
discovering what fans of the
University of Windsor Hockey
Lancers have known for a while.
This team is for real.
After dumping the Brock
Badgers 9-6 in a sudden death
playoff game, the Lancers went
on to upset the #3 ranked Warriors
3-2 at home before losing at
Waterloo on Sunday 5-1 to even
the best of three series at one
apiece.
On Thursday night, a packed
and exuberent Adie Knox arena
witnessed the best game of the
year as the Lancers beat Waterloo.
The Warriors scored the first
goal at the 2:33 mark as Craig
Shaw tipped in a shot from point
to beat Rob Seguin and put them
into an early lead.
The Lancers were not to be
denied on this evening which saw
the team take the Warriors off the
puck by using their aggressive nature and fizzling off a potent offensive attack.
The Lancers tied it up as Luc
Ducharme fed a pass to a wideopen Dan Mahon who beat Warrior netminder Mike Bishop to tie
up the score heading into intermission.
The Lancers scored early on
in the second period as Dirk Gebhardt scored on a rebound from a
J.D. Urbanic shot to give the Lancers a 2-1 lead.
Late in the second, Clark Day
finally managed to beat Seguin
after several shots as the Warriors
tied it at 2-2 all heading into the
final period.
Brad Belland scored the winning goal on the powcrplay as he
muscled his way past Warrior
defenders to beat Bishop in the
top corner.

lance photo by James Crump

Lancer Brad Belland (22) puts it past Waterloo's '.\1ike Bishop to notch 3-2 ~ictory for Windsor.

The Warriors pressed to tie
up the score but the excellent
penalty killing and the netminding of Seguin erased any Warrior
hopes and when the whistle blew
the Lancers had beaten the #3
ranked team in Canada 3-2.
After the game, head coach
Rick Cranker called the upset of
Waterloo the best game the Lancers have played since Christmas.
He added the Lancers used their
overall physical size to keep the
Warriors off the puck and off the
scoresheet.
Cranker also noted that while
it was a big win the Lancers would
still have to defeat Waterloo at
home which is no easy task.
"They are still the #3 ranked team
in Canada, so we're not going to
take them lightly."
Sunday. the Warriors

Men one touch
from OUAA title
by Jim Dominguez
It was close, but it just was
not meant to be.
The University of Windsor's
men's fencing team was edged by
one point by the University of Ottawa in the OUAA championships held the weekend of Feb. 17
at the Royal Military College in
Kingston.
Ottawa won the tournament
with 33 points, ahead of
Windsor's 32 points and Queen's
27.
Lancer coach Eli Sukunda
said the team had the chance to be
the Ontario University champions, but the epee team did not
come through.
"We lost by one touch in the
last match," Sukunda said.
The Lancer sabre team had a
strong showing with first pl_ace
finishes being turned in by

recovered from their shock as
they beat the Lancers 5- l in a
game which was closer than the
score indicated.
The Lancers were not able to
physically dominate the Warriors
as they did Thursday but the netminding of Seguin. who kicked
out 38 shots during the game,
coupled with a goal by Mahon,
left the Lancers down 2-1 heading
into the third period.
But a fluke goal from behind
the net gave the Warriors the lead
and while the Lancers pressed to
tie the game Waterloo scored
twice more in late minutes to cement the victory at 5-1.
Cranker said the combination of home ice advantage and
the inability of the Lancers to
muster any offence led to the
Warrior victory. Cranker added

the team will have to return to its
aggressive style to help Seguin,
who has played very well this
season and seems to be getting hot
at the right time.
The Lancers do have the confidence they can defeat Waterloo
and score on netminder Bishop
who has stonewalled Windsor in
the past but they cannot afford to
get back to the all-out offensive
style which they showed in their
victory over Brock.
Unfortunately, the third
game is being played too close to
our deadline for the lance to
cover it, but the score can be
found in the Lancer Locker.
Coverageofthegameorsubsequent games if they beat Waterloo will be provided m next
week's lance.
O

Performer of the ·week: Chris Weinberg
Sponsored by Don Cherry's
Restaurant

The Perfonner of the Week
for the period ending March 4 i~
_ University of Windsor track and
Andreas Sautter, Robert Fa!knfidd dccathlete Chris Weinberg.
buchi and Scan Shearon. Sautter
Over last weekend Weinwas the imJivi<lual w inner and
berg. won a gold and a silver
Fallenbucl was second.
medal at Macomb College's
The Lancer epee team placed
Monarch Invitational in Warren,
third, while Bruce Bray of
Mich.
Queen's was the individual winWeinberg. a Sandwich
Secondary school graduate, won
ner.
the shot put with a throw of
Sukunda said Ottawa's vie
14.67m, and placed second in
tory was the result of the ir
the pole vault with a personal
dividual foil winner, Pu
best jump of 4.60m.
Apsimon.
Thus far in 1990, Weinberg
"They have a national team
has
won
four gold medals and
member (Apsimon) and he was
three
silvers.
He has competed
responsible for 20 of Ottawa's 3:t
in long jump, pole vault, shot
. points," Sukunda said.
put, and was a member of one of
· One final note, Theo Northe Lancers' 4x200m relay
' velle of Toronto was the recipient
teams.
of the George Tully trophy
Weinberg is one of
awarded to the fencer who is most
Canada's top rated decathletes,
proficient in skill, style and . and is gunning to compete in the
sportsmanship. The award is
decathlete for Canada in the
named after a former McGill
1992 Olympics in Barcelona.
University fencing coach.
O
Though bis recent groin in-

jury has hampered him some. his
coach. Dennis Fairall, hopes ,
Weinberg will be able to pole
vault, high jump. longjumpand
run the hurdles for Windsor at
the OUAA championships this

weekend.
Last season, Weinberg
competed in four events at the
OUAA championships and
scored in all of them, amassing
17 of the Lancers' 88 points.
For being selected the athlete of the week, Chris Weinberg will receive a $20 voucher
from Don Cherry's Restaurant
at 531 Pelissier St. in downtown
Windsor.
Weinberg can contact the
Lance (253-4232 ext. 3909) to
find out how to pick up his
voucher.
C]
The choice of Perfonnu of
the Week is nuuk solely by tlte
lance sports department tuUl
does not in any way reflect tlte
views or opinions oftlte Uni~rs ity of Windsor's athletic
departmerst, or Don Cleerry 's

Restaurant.
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Courtesy Bicycles
introduces

The All New "Alien" Design
1n Mountain Bikes
21 Speed
* STI
Shifting
System

*

NORCO PINNACLE
•

3150-54 Sandwich

252-0080

ROADHOUSE
Featuring

Satellite T.V.
(Big Screen is Coming)

Pool Tables
Video
Basketball Game

D .J. & Dancing
Thursday, Friday,
Saturday

Good Greek &
............_..... Finger Foods

_

25c Hotdog
soc Hamburger
Monday to Thursday
7 p.m. - 12 a.m.

"Where Down
To Earth
People Meet"

655 University W.
254-8861

Lancers look to future
by John Marentette

It wasn't supposed to happen, and it dido 't.
The University of Windsor's
men's volleyball team closed out
their most improved season with
a loss against the mighty Warriors
from the University of Waterloo.
The Lancers weren't supposed to put up much of a fight.
They had contributed only a lacklustre effort through most of their
home games this season, and no
one should have expected the
Lancers to prove otherwise
against a team ranked fifth in
Canada.
Windsor, who mathematically had no chance to catch Laurier
for the fourth and final spot in the
OUAA Western division, weren't
supposed to be motivated for the
last game against a team that had
yet to lose a single match all year.
But sometimes, the circumstances surrounding an event
are special, and this was no exception. Team captain Greg Konrad
was playing the last volleyball
match of his productive Lancer
career.
Coach Linda Leckie
reminded the players of the significance of the game during a
pre-game meeting, but she
needn't have. The Lancers wore
their hearts on their sleeves for the
entire night and, at the same time,
proved the Warriors were, well ...
beatable.
The Lancers were able to salvage a hard-earned win by the end
of the match, and were nearly able
to steal another.
Windsor showed surprising
initiative in the first game by
taking a 2-0 lead. only to see

Waterloo race back with four
straight of their own.
With the Warriors padding
their lead from then on, they exercised a lesson of humility by acing
Windsor on a game-point serve
that notched themselves a win.
In game two, Windsor again
followed an unfamiliar script by
taking a quick 1-0 lead, but even
quicker (and even more familiar,
for that matter), the Warriors
came back with four straight of
their own.
But Windsor wasn't through.
Lancer Jude Popp's spike moved
Windsor to within 5-4, and eventually the Lancers grabbed the
lead. Following a Waterloo
timeout, the Lancers continued
where they left off, opening up a
10-5 margin under the surprising
excellence of John Parent.
Great teams are usually far
from through and Waterloo
turned on its burners to tie the
game at 11-11. From that point,
the 'great' team also didn't care to
look back, astonishing the
Windsor fans by continuing their
run with four more to win 15-11.
The 10-1 Waterloo run
spoiled the bravest Windsor effort
of the year, and gave no more
room for error in what was quickly becoming reality for the Lancer
team.
Game three proved scarcely
different. Waterloo held an 8-5
lead, trying to sweep the series,
then paced on to a 13-9 lead.
Everything seemed to be forgotten but one thing; this was
Konrad's last night of action.
With Konrad serving and the
crowd coming to life, Windsor almost magically countered with
six straight points, the game-win-

ner coming when the Warriors
found thcmscl ves clumsily
knocking balls back and forth between the net. A 15-13 Windsor
win definitely perturbed Waterloo.
A win in game four and the
Lancers would have tied the
series to send the match to fifth
and final stage, but that didn't
happen. Waterloo won it, 15-8, to
take the series, 3-1.
The Lancers finally fell to
earth when Jude Popp couldn't
save the ball after it bounced off a
teammate.
Greg Konrad left his mark in
fine fashion, as did the whole
Lancer team. But even during an
evening when the team may have
actually tried too hard, it was hard
not to notice all the smiles.
Indeed, they were having
fun, though it meant niuch was
coming to an end. Without a
doubt, the team made great strides
this year.
Now with the season behind
them, Coach Leckie put the 198990 campaign into perspective.
"It's been great. It was hard
to get motivated sometimes for
the last few games, but it was still
fun," she said. "We've had a great
year and next year should be even
better."
Lancer Todd Robinson was
rewarded for his fine season with
a nomination for OUAA Rookie
of the Year.
But if you could nominate a
whole team for such an award, the
1989-90 edition of the-- Lancer
men's volleyball team would
definitely fit the bill. And with the
team's abundance of youth, the
squad and its fans should await
next year with anticipation.
O

Great Moments in
Medical History

1000 8.C. Egyptian
priests work to heal the
sick. mummify their
mistakes

1543 Andreas Vesalius
writes De Humonls Corporis
Fobrico, the first accurate
human anatomy
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The perfect prescription
for your sales figures
1880 Louis Pasteur
discovers
infectious germs

- produces no nasty side-effects
- the low cost is easy to swallow
- gives relief of market woes

For advertising rates and
information, contact
Central Advertising Bureau
Stephen DeMarco, director

253-2288
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1 Vo_lleyba~l team i:mmersed i~ turmoil .
by Dave Braggs

After a season of success, the
University of Windsor's
women's volleyball team is in turmoil following an unsuccessful
weekend at the Ontario university
championships at Waterloo.
The team's turmoil is highlighted by the decision of co-captains Chris Brecka and Cheryl
Smith to leave the team in the
middle of the OWIAA championship tournament, before Windsor
plays as the host team in the
Canadian championships.
Both players were visibly
upset about their decision to leave
1he team, but neither would not
comment on why they made the
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"I don ' t think I want to comment on it, it' s fairly complicated," said Windsor's head
coach Marge Holman. "J had a
discussion with them and they
chose to leave. It was their
decision."
The Lancers, highly touted
for the majority of the season,
came completely unglued and
were swept 3-0 by Brock two
weekends ago in a match that
determined the first place team in
the OWIAA west division.
"lt's kind of a disappointing
finish to what was a reasonable
season," Holman said.
Brock, by winning the match,
earned top honours in the

d1v1s1on , while the Lancers fell to
~cond place. The positioning had
an effect in the OWIAA championship tournament, as Windsor
had to play a tougher Toronto
squad, while Brock played Carleton.
Still, Holman was oplimistic
about the team 's chances to win
the OWIAA tournament.
"I was expecting to win and I
thought we had a reasonable
chance to do so," Holman said.
Windsor lost their opening
match to Toronto 15-11 , 17-15, 715, and 15-8, to fall out of medal
contention and into the consolation round in the eight team tournament.
"What cost us in the Toronto

match was 24 mis-serves/ Hot- team in the tournament. Whtie at
man said.
one time, Windsor was conOn Saturday, the Lancers sidered a viable threat, now there
defeated Western 15-7, 15-5, and chances arc few and far between.
16-14. It was following the match
The loss of Lisa Thyssen earwith the Mustangs that Brecka 1ier in the year, along with Smith
and Smith made their decision to and Brecka has left a large cavity
walk.
in the composition of the team.
The team went on to face
The team is now made up of
Lakehead, and played well, but some very talented young players,
still lost to the Lady Nor'Westers but they lack the experience to
15-5,8-15,9-15, 15-8,and 15-JO. carry the team far.
"I would like not to finish
Next weekend, Windsor, and
the St. Denis Centre will be the eigth," Holman said. "I think we
national focus for Canadian can finish in seventh.
university women's volleyball as
"The positive thing I'm lookthe site of the CIAU champion- ing for out of it the playoff exships.
perience at that calibre of
The Lancers, as the host volleyhall "
0
team, gain a berth as the eighth

Women hoopsters end mediocre season
by Paul Mayne

one that put us out of the playoffs

full stop," she said. Windsor lost
g

The basketball year came to
an end for the Un iversity of
1
Windsor women's team last
weekend. The 61-53 loss to the
Brock Badgers Saturday night left
the Lancers with a 5-9 record for
the season.
"It's been a disappointing
year," said head coach Joanne
Maclean. "We played the best
teams and we were close to them,
we played the worst and lost to
them."
It was obvious well befo,e
season 's end that a playoff berth
was not in the making for the
Lancers. Mac Lean knows exactly
where to look
"The Waterloo game is the
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that game 70-65. The Athenas
were 0-6 at the time.
Not to point fingers, but
Maclean is aware of the
problems that faced the Lancers
this year and stated the most obVIOUS one.
"There was no sustained effort, no group effort," she said.
"You Just can't play that way.
You won't win games in our
league that way."
Maclean is looking for better things next year with possibly
some new recruits. She knows
exactly what she's looking for
"A point guard is what I
need," Maclean said. "We need
to find some leadership at the

L::>nce photo by Ja son Kryk

___

guard spllt."
"There 'salso the liule things,
hut houom line is we have to find
someone to run !he show."
The end of the season also
brought to a close the career of a
couple of Lancer players.
Pam McCartney, a fourth
year graduating student in human
kinetics will look forward to
either attending the Faculty of
Education or graduate school next
year.
McCartney, 22, has provided
team leadership from day one,
and uses her basketball smarts
and good anticipation on the court
to help run things.
Last season, McCartney won
the Demarco Trophy for the
university's female athlete who

___________________________

Lancer Sheila Windle (6)
lay-up.
..:_.::__
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Assumption University's
Christian Culture Series

he

Presents

Sr. Margaret Farley, R.S.M., Ph.D.
Professor of Christian Ethics
Yale Divini ty School
Speaking On

"Divorce and Remarriage:
A Moral Perspective"
Date:

Sunday. March l 1, 1990

Time: 8:00 p.m.
w

Place: Assumption University
400 Huron Church Road
Windsor. Ontario

Adults:

$5.00

Students: $2.00

makes outstanding athletic and
academic contributions.
Also saying goodbye is fifth
year student Alison Duke, who
wraps up a fine intercollegiate
career at Windsor. Duke was ·
selected to the OWIAA all-star
team twice and was awarded
Lancer Female Athlete of the
Year last season.
Duke, currently a master's
student in human kinetics. is planning a career in coaching.
There's no belter p lace to
start coaching than where you left
off. She will join the Lancer
coaching staff as an assistant next
year.
0
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Do you yearn to know the ucrets of newspaper layout? Hanker attar rolls of llnetapa and
registration marks? Wtald 1n X-1cto as daftly as Zorro did his sword?
Do you wonder how certain graphic techniques ware achieved, quastlon how aphoto w11
converted to I bunch of llttle dots or puula 1t why the type In this ad Is so condanud?
If you know what we're talking about (and aspactally If you don't}, than coma up to tbs
Lsncs. 2nd floor of the University Cintra, Tuasday and Wadnasday nights when production ' - - - - - - -......J
Is going on. Hang around and bug people untll they tell you what they're doing. After all.
It's your newspaper.
The Lance: see you there.
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Career Related
Summer Work
.

Assistant Co-ordinator
Hours:

Career Fair

3 days/week, flexible hours

Employment: May to mid-October
$7 .50 per hour
Salary:
Duties:

To assist in the planning,
organizing and promotion
of Career Fair '90

Excellent Preparation for Any Career
Fabulous experience in developing
leadership, organizational and
marketing skills.
Job description available in CP&PC
Application deadline date March 9/90

Nite

Lonee photo by Jason Kryk

Windsor's Carlo Boniferro (3-1) dives for a loose ball against Launer.

Men's b-ball ends
with losing record ,
by Paul Mayne
You thought it might go on
forever, but thankfuJiy the
University of Windsor men's
basketball season ended last
weekend with a 106-96 loss to the
Brock Badgers at the St. Denis
Cen tre, which rounded out
Windsor's season at 4-10.
The Badgers led from the
tipoff and never lost the lead.
Of note in the game was a 30point performance by Carlo
Boniferro who increased his
career point total to 1,011.
Boniferro ends his career 17th on
the all-time OUAA scoring list,
and ranked first in Lancer career
points.
Sure, you can pick a few
bright spots out of the season:
Boniferro with his scoring
record, the consistent play of
Dennis Byrne and Jeff Nekkers,
and the much- improved play of
Henry Valentini. But on the
whole, the season is not one you
care to remember.
Through the year the Lancers
had their chances to creep into the
playoffs, but as was the case all
this season, Windsor couldn't
comeupwiththebiggameswhen
they needed them.

As the final few games
neared, the playoff were within a
couple of wins but Windsor
ended up losing four of its last
five.
"I suppose it' s lack of confidencc", Lancer coach Paul
Thomas said of his team ' s lackadaisical effort.
The Lancers record, 4-10, is
the worst record Windsor has
posted in the 21 years since
Thomas has been the head coach.
There are many different
reasons one could come up with
to figure out why the Lancers
played like they did. You can look
at the inconsistency of scoring1
from the big players, lack of concentration on the part of the entire
team, or whatever it may be. But
Thomas views the season in his
own way.
"We had so many guys hurt
in different combinations, we lost
so many," he said. "Sometimes it
seemsyou'relookingforawayto
lose rather than a way to win."
Whatever the case may be,
the bottom line is that this was a
poor outing for the 1989/90
Windsor Lancers. You could be
optimistic about the future, but
the future may not be any
brighter.
O

Lancers fired up for OU/OWs
by Dave Briggs
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With the Ontario track and
field championships in Windsor
this weekend, the University of
Windsor geared up with another
strong perfonnance in a year of
exceptional results for the track
and field Lancers.
This time, the meet was in
Warren, Mich. at Macomb
College's Monarch Invitational.
On Saturday, Windsor picked up
18 medals, and solidified their
p<>sition as one of the best track
and field programs in Canada.
"I'm really proud of our athletes and what they've accomplished this year," said
Dennis Fairall, Windsor's head
coach. "Week after week they've
risen to the challenge and performed outstanding."
The meet allowed Fairall the
opportunity to make final
decisions of who would compete
in the OUAA/OWIAA championships as only 25 men and 25
women are allowed to compete
for each team.
"I think the onus is on us to
field our best team at the conference championships and that is
why we have to make some
serious decisions on who to put in
what events," Fairall said.
At the Monarch Invitational,
Windsor grabbed seven gold
medals, seven silver medals, and
four bronze medals.
Gus Alonzo, a long jumper,
was one of the nicest surprises in
the list of gold medal winners.
I
"He's really come along,"
, l-1li,all said. ~He 1s hitting the
board right on."
I
Decathlete Chris Weinberg,
who is just getting over a groin injury, had a terrific meet, winning
the shot put with a throw of

J

14.67m, and netting the silver in
the pole vault with a jump of
4.60m, a personal best.
Fairall is impressed that
Weinberg recoverd from his injury so quickly.
"The reason he can be off for
a month and come back like that
is because he trains year roundm,"
Fairall said. "It's not because its
an easy sport. His level of fitness
is at a fairly good level year
round."
Other Lancer gold medalists
were: Sue Garrett (shot put7 .77m), Darlene Dunn (triple
jump), Brett Lumley (triple jumpl 3. 36m ), Angela Humphrey
(880yards-2:22.2), and Joanne
Van De Wiele (300yards, 37.5).
Yvette Blackbum was a dual
silver medalist, placing second in
both the 60 yard dash, and the 60
yard hurdles.
"Yvette had a good meet,"
Fairall said. "She's always a late
bloomer. As we get closer to competition time she comes on."
Other Lancers placing
second included: Paolo Catenacci
(1500m-4:03.0), Derek Bergey
(long jump-6.65m), Jackie McVittie (880yards-2:23.2), and
Jamie Sova (triple jump-12.90m).
Brad Carroll was one of
Windsor's four bronze medalists.
Carroll placed third in the 60 yard
hurdles with a time of 7.9
seconds.
Joining Carroll as third place'
finishers were the following Lancers: Steve Murray (1500m4:03.8), M.J. McKeever
(300yards-37.8), and Dave Walls
(triplejump-12.26m).
Fairall is now looking ahead
to this weekend when the St.
Denis Centre will be the site of the
OUAA/OWIAA finals.
"Some of the races are going

to be very very close and very
very fast. You're going to see a lot
of great times just because a lot of
people are gearing for this meet,"
Fairall said.
Fairall is hoping that the
men's team, which is still the
number one track and field team
in Canada, will be in strong contention for the OUAA championship, bre'aking a 17-year
stranglehold the University of
Toronto has had on the title.
Fairall expects to finish in the
top three, with his strongest opposition coming from York and
Toronto, both of whom have wellestablished programs, and more
than one full-time coach.
"I look at the fields in a lot of
events, and it's probably the
toughest year in some events,"
Fairall said.
Following
the
OUAA/OWIAA championships,
the Lancers will be headed to
Winnipeg, Man. where they will
compete in the Canadian championships.
The OUAA/OWIAA is important because some of
Windsor's athletes need to move
up in the national rankings in
order to be funded by the
Canadian Intercollegiate Athletic
Union (ClAU) to travel to Winnipeg.
The OUAA championships
kick off this Friday, with the first
event, the men's 4x200m relay,
starting at 6pm. Competition is
expected to continue until 10pm,
before starting up again on Saturday at noon.
Only the relay events will be
finalized on Friday, as the
majority of the event finals will be
on Saturday.
O
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Introduces
Jennifer & Larry
New & Exciting Stylists Bring
Their Artistic Flare
To Salon 510

>

all hair services with Jennifer & Larry only
Appointment Preferred
Monday & Wednesday -- 9:30 - 5:00
Tuesday, Thursday & Friday -- 9:30 - 7:00
Saturday -- 8:30 - 4:00

551 Pelissier Street
973-4977

EACH

REGULAR TACO

VALUE MENU

Value menu includes Soft Tacos,
Bean Burritos, Nacho chips with Salsa and
Cinnamon Twists. Only 79e each.
All day, every day value. Only at Taco Bell.

Great choices.
Great prices.

"

TACO ~11ELL.
Otter 11ahd at oar· ..:.:.,pdt1r,~: Taco Bell Restaurants
Not
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any Other Offer

5150 TECUMSEH RD E. • 3054 DouGAUAVE.
6707 TECTTMSEH RD E • 1790 HURON CHURCH

Capture Spring's
Presence
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Here's how you can get 50% off
regular one way coach fares along
the Quebec-Windsor corridor. Save
40% by taking the train on our
discount days - Mon., Tues., Wed. ,
Thurs. , or Sat. Then flash your
student I. D. for an extra 10%
discount.
The sum is simple. But it adds
up to a sensational 50% saving including all the on-board fun and
freedom that only train travel allows.
Ask for complete conditions at any VIA Station and while you're there, drop an entry into the
contest box ...

YOU COULD WIN A TOSHIBA
COMPUTER WITH
WordPerfect®.
• Seats limited - purchase early
(min. 5 days in advance) with
student I.D. • Blackouts: Dec. 151
Jan . .3. Easter (Thurs., Sat., Mon. )
Mondays following Victoria Day,
Canada Day, labour Day,
Thanksgiving• Regular 10%
discount to full time students applies any day,
without restrictions.• Minimum adult fare after
discounting:$ 7.

VIA'
• Reg stered 1rademark ot VIA Rad Canada Inc

"'Trademark of VIA Aa I Canada Inc

• RegtStered trad&mar\t of WordPerfect Cocporation
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Faculty Exhibition
Lebel Gallery, through March 8
miewed by Bernie Helling, Chester Malthus1,
and Caeri Bertrand-Crump
----- ~ It is often said in academic haunts that those who can-

a restrained Iinc drawing of a \I. ide-hi pped, bathing suitcd
(presumably female) bum. Go figure ... BH
Joe DeAngclis never fails to delight. His Racconti
ltalia11i is a charming, Merz-type wall sculpture, a bright

Jain Baxter has operated for years in the ill-understood
and basically inane domain of conceptual or idea art. His

pastiche of miniaturized Italian architectural motifs. Elsewhere in the galler} are two small watercolour studies
of Venice - Canale, Scuola Sa11 Rocco and Canale, St.
Pantltelon - that display an impressive mastery of that
medium.
The incredible thing about DeAngelis is that he
manages to raise a heartfelt smile, and not by
simpleminded visual puns or by cleverness, but b) making
the viewer (this one, at any rate) feel like a little kid again .

~butions t-0 lhat genre include a series.of words printed

CM

not do, teach. This canno'i be said of the teaching faculty
of Visual Arts, whose works are currently on display in
LeBel gallery. This exhibit showcases talents that are
refined and perfected, and work that is raw in power and
energy.

in outline typefaces to be colored in the shade they evoke
(like 'SEE' {red}, and 'HOUSE' {white}), which may or
may not give you some idea of his ouvre.
His two submissions to the show are somewhat
unimpressive. Red and Green is two head-shaped frames
stuck all over with toothpicked baking cherries - red
cherries on one head, green on !'other. Women's Rights
redolent of Marcel Duchamp's "Why Not Sneeze?" is a
bird cage over-stuffed with vulvous pink shells. On top of
the cage is a Playboy Bunny-type collar. Ha ha(?). CM
Fragments of £space Historique is Syh'ie Belanger's
installation of markings. The gleaming black art deco sign
isa marking, as all signs are markings in society. This one
is carved in bold Times Roman type and graciously bears
TEMPS D 'EX-POSITION on its glossy surface.
The graceful black metal columns extending toward
the ceiling are markings;"Of elegance, architecture, history
and power. The small square of black, glistening sand on
the floor is about markings; the viewer can make his or her
own mark, footprint, in the piece and thus become part of
the markings system in experiencing them.
Soon it becomes apparent that the whole collection
consists of objects pregnant with meaning, and that these
meanings are being flexed to show their strengths. The text
of the deco sign begins to verge on a pun, then falls inward
on itself, endlessly.CBC

Child and Portrait are busts by Dan Boles that
demonstrate that the scultor's art lies as much in suggestion as in representation. Details, such as the texture of the
child's face, or the peaked eyelids ofportrait convey more
of the spirit than the flesh, in these restrained and thoughtful works. BH
Particle Stream # two, is Brian E. Brown· s proof that
You can do a heckuva lot with red, yellow, black and white
paints, even if you don't mix them. The trick lies in making
the droplets small enough. Try this as a simple entree to
the piece. then notice the vague forms, the suggested
shadows, and the energy beneath the surface of the muted
COiours. But don't look too long, lest you fall in. BH
Sanctimonious Love Rebus #5 continues Judy
Chappus' work with large repeated icons. To the left is a
5Jt6 array of photographs, photocopies and "line shots"
'Nhich repeat a detail from a religious painting; specifically the wounded palm of Christ. Immediately to the left is

And isn ·1 every man and woman a column (of strength,
meaning. or beauty) in his or her own life? These are gorgeous, painstaking, mind-warping columns of art. CBC
Bronze is a filling medium for myth - almost a
mythopoesis in itself. Dennis Knight clearly appreciates
this; his bronze altars and ' temples· have graced previous
faculty exhibitions with their austere and brilliant presences.
Here is Tita11ia. the Dryad. mistress of the woods,
Oberon ·s queen. Knight renders a proud, estimably regal
face framed by a wooden looking crown. Inside her robes,
Titania is the forest itself: banded branches twist toward
her face. A powerfully magical piece of work, utterly

- ~ - -notewo rthy, Titania is another triumph for Kn ight. CM

A Manitoba Me1111011ite Wedding with great grampaw
Goss 's Electroslwck Therapy, is the title of an installed

collection of prints and sculpture by Dan Dingler.
Everything about this piece con fronts and challenges, from
the title, through to the colour scheme, the imagery,
thematics, textural complexity and the dissonance of these
themes as they unfold to the viewer. Close anal}sis might
reveal either an elaborate joke or a struggle with too many
simultaneously struggling story lines. A number of women
I've spoken with find fault with the piece as well; the
woman might as well be a chess-piece. This only goes to
show you what can happen when her family doesn't show
up.BH
Tony Doctor is a painter who can submerge you into
his colour-laden view of nature with a few impressionistic
strokes. His landscape Klie11burg Fields is reminiscent of
the Group of Seven for its swarming, merging, driving
depiction and bold, occasionally surprising use of colour.
The still lifes of polled nowers are larger than life.and
perspective plays a pivotal role here, with the viewer
hovering like a bee ready to strike the bright, welcoming
blooms. This is what oil and canvas was made for. CBC
en masse. Adele Duck's malestrom of organic shapes
suggests a clash of personalities. as well as a clash of
colour and textures. Plaster whites colour masses, with
tooled textures swirl into blue-turquoise-green depths. Red
flashes provide both accent and counterpoint to the mood
of the work. The result is playful. rather than somber or
distant. BH

Barrie Jones is a photographer who uses the medium
to explore the realm of history and evolution. process and
paint. Column #9 and Column #IO are two augmented
photographs of people, specifically the artist and a woman.
They both stand facing the viewer in these large-scale
prints, their hands clasped behind their heads. sporting
painted-on bath towels and watery. turtle-like spots.
So where do columns come in? The subjects stand as
modern people transported back into the time of columns
and togas by their modern bath attire: the addition of
draped fabric invokes a past life. a past resemblance. The
animal spots. also added to the original modern print, recall
a previous man. covered in pigments and earth. far
removed from thi!'> he1nkall) -rcpn.1Juccd man in context
but similar in design.

Window, Bill Law's sculpture in concrete, light and ,
zen circuit design is now more noticeable for the hole in \
1
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beauty by the hand of a mind that knows the demands of
materials and form, and knows how to make them sing.
Compassion for buiding materials! Even the power supply regulator heat sink was a piece of elegant sculpture in
miniature. If only ;1 hadn't been millimeters from the hot
output jack connection. Next time ... BH
John Pufahl's ::omputer enhanced photographs of Indian Rock Art are striking. simple and sad. They depict native depictions of canoes and people that are uncluttered
lines and curves. That the grainy images here are pushed
through a computer in order to reach the viewer is a sad
tribute to technology and industrialization taking over the
natural. native world. These historical arching lines, and
the glossy paper they're imprinted upon, bring the pain and
philosophy of colonization and man's domination of the
environment to a tangible synthesis. The black and white
images are more arresting in their contradiction; the colour
image makes the idea more garish in its representation of
the red pigment of the rock art. CBC
Pieces of the Point. Susan Gold Smith's entry, is fascinating. Four pieces, basically, the dominant one being a
large pencil sketch of a partially de-barked branch. Two
acetate photocopies of a picture of a beach that dwindles
diagonally into the distance arc placed edge to edge to form
a point. Two blueprint-sized photocopies (about 17" by
40"), one of a map of Point Pelee, the other of a table
covered with branches, stones and shells, round out the
work. Small catalogues on a bench reveal Gold Smith's
methodology: "COLLECT SORT ALIGN SELECT
ORDER DRAW REPEAT ENLARGE NAME." CM

Two framed compu-graphic prints constitute Rod
Strickland's contribution.
Upper Canada is two images, one of a docking ship(?),
the other of a stylized computer-generated bowling pin
with a cube balancing on its vertex at the top.
North Star is a black star in a frame on which Strickland has mounted five one-inch airplane models in a
See "Jast die fac," p. 22.
1

- Chester 'Comrade' Malthus i.s 1M pa..,_ of a
local freelance writer.

-
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Do You Love Me

Elvis Presley

All Right Now

Creedance
Clearwater Revival

Bang-A-Gong

Free

Up Around
The Bend

Sweet

Ballroom Blitz

The Contours

Devil With
A Blue Dress

Mitch Ryder

All Shook Up

T-Rex

By
Sin
abi
tod
smc
act~
gro
pro

)OU

CANADIAN MUSIC. Match these Canadian tunes with their performers!
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Omar & the llcmlt:rs, J\Ionkc.} Land Antoine/A&M

Cortney Pine, The Vision's Tale, Island ISLC-1260

ANTCll

Cortney Pine is intent on persuing a career as a jazz
musician while remaining in England. According to the
promo pack, this has been a qick way to starve in the past.
Still, jazz is where serious Jove of music meets pop culture, and Pine is betting that the country that spawned the
Sex Pistols is ready for serious, intricate, precise musicianship. Taking no chances, he has cut The Vision's Tale
stateside with Ellis Marsalis on piano, Delbert Felix on
bass and Jeff Wattson drums. Pine does originals and plays
around with classics like Johnny Mercer's Old Cowhand
... and Hoagy Carmichael's Skylark. Jazz fans will swoon,
recover, then run out and buy two. The rest of us mortals
will shuffle on towards Jerusalem, to be bored with vapid
pop. Most arrogant liner-notes I've real.I in a long while.

omar Dykes has a distinctive voice that he uses to powerful effect on this debut album. While his power as a
boogie/Mississippi/Howling Wolf type singer is indisputeable, his lyrics and concepts are strained. Either that
or he writes for Sesame Street. A strong voice who has yet
to find his words.
del Amitri, Waking Hours, A&M cs9161
This is a perfect example of the dangers (and rewards) of
aformula. If you want to hear talented musicians do songs
in a contemporary pop/rock mode, this band's for you.
Watch these brave lads, they'll go far. Songs like Move
away Jimmy Blue are aimed right at the market and will
sell; so be the first on your block ... lf however, you are
tired ofU2/AJarm/Midnight Oil/early Police, etc., retreads
vou might balk at another heaping of the same. Interesting
iyrics, but looking for something unique to call their own.

The Gear, Blim, Chocolate Moustache CMR8901
The Gear are based in Warren Michigan, somewhere
around 1978-1979, when garage music meant that you
knew how to play, but didn't want to sound like Stix.
Result: A greater Detroit version of early Clash in a light
vein, Buzzcocks easy on the fuzzbox and/or (you thought
we'd forgot ... ) the Flaming Groovies. As a follow-up to
their four-song EP, In the new Hitsville, Blim brings you
12 reasons to stick with vinyl as a viable vehicle for the
young band on lhe move. Angry Young Man on side one,
and Rise and Fall on the nip, stood out for me. This is a
buy. Also try the real thing live, as the Gear plays greater
Detroit on a semi- regular basis. The Gear can be contacted
at 31 l 9 Stolzenfeld, Warren MI, 48091

Vain, No Respect, Island ISL-12~8

Aerosmith Light: less filling, tastes ... well huh, only their
groupies know for sure. Clothing by Metal-R-Us of
Westmount. Lips by Dr. Demento. No, really, wait a
second ... Beneath a failed marketing concept is a band that
knows how rock and could rule the cosmos if only they
could get their vocalist to take up a three pack-a-day habit
and grunge out their guitars. If r want precision ['II go to
Japan. More speed metal fast now!

It Came From Canada #5 Compilation, Og Records
OG25CA/ OG25

Deja Voodoo's Van Herk 's other job is collecting the kind
ofban<ls that would appear on the Pebbles anthologies if
they were yank, and then cramming them into another It
came from Canada collection. This one is as tasty as the
previous versions we've come across. Deja Voodoo is here
(Let Elvis Die), as well as the Dick Van Dykes (Chain Letter Massacre), Chris Houston (Stupid TV Christians) and
..domething- called Supreme Bagg Team that doe.s a
hilarious sludge-rock version of Light foot's If you could
read my Mind. Fast, grungy, fun. Production is good
enough. We await CD release. Og Music is run out of Box
182, Station F, Montreal H3J 2Ll Buy every single thing
they put out!
Gun, Taking on the World A&M CS5285
Glasgow's Gun names influences as diverse as Metallica,
AC/DC, INXS and Alex Harvey. The liner notes thank,
among others, Bowie. Trev swears there is a strong Tin
Machine strain here. I agree. One heckuva sophisticated
debut: Gun rocks while avoiding the twin pitfalls of gothic
overproduction and your fave four recycled Zep riffs.
By All Means, Beyond a Dream, Island 7 91319-4
Since By All Means is by no means Quincy Jones, and only
abit like Marvin Gaye, the success of this band will have
to depend on how good the videos are ... What can we say:
smooth, confident, enjoyable, just like tons of other R&B
acts. A bit of reggae beat slipping in could only help this
group move out of the herd. In the meantime, you 'II
probably hear them first with The More you give, the more
)'ou get, which has a nice motownish feel to it.

n.
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Helen Schneider, A Walk on the Weill Side. CBS
l\1K45703
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GRANfALLOON

Granfalloon. Pho-net-ic Records

Grandfalloon is a Vonnengut term for a proud, but meaningless association. This local Detroit-area band has
played a few times over on this side of the ditch, and is
rapidly bui Iding that side-benefit oflife in the border cities:
an international following. Melody meets dissonance. then
gets lost again, while a clean, simple pop beat keeps time.
Bug your fave record store Lo stock this fine debut album.
better still, go to one of their gigs and buy it in person.
Granfalloon can be reached through their singer Djeto Juncaj, at 18505 W. Eight Mile Rd., Detroit, MI. 48219

Kurt Weill led a double life as a musician; experimental
composer and writer of popular show tunes. Who was Kurt
Weill? Does the tune .\lack Lhe Knife ring any bells? Helen
Schneider is a woman with greal pipes. Do you think that
Frankie was gonna get the last word on material like this?
All vour fave Weill tunes are here; Pirate Jenny from
Thr;epenny Opera, How can you tell an American, from
Knickerbocker holiday and ten more .. A for Helen's
pipes ... Again, wow! Add 10 this the synthesizer magic of
Larry Fast worked on the piano wizardry of Bruce Coyle
and you have a modern CD classic a sophisticated
analogue to Dark Side of the Moon; the record that
everyone ends up having two of.
Paul Janz, Renegade Romantic, A&:\1 CD5288
Paul Janz is Canada ·s newest pop-star chance at show in·
them damn yanks that we can do iljust as well as they think
they can. This man writes hi" songs; along with a lush engineered sound. the result can be heard on Much Music
every two hours. Curiously enough, this is a case where
hard work and talent as opposed to vapid hyped-up goop,
is paying off. The 10 songs on this CD come through
beautifully. another rarity in these days when tripe gets on
CD faster than light moves through the void. Get this now.
as at least seven of these tunes will be passing through the
hit machine over the next year.

Sandii & The Sunsetz, East Meets West, Spy 1 A&J\f
SPYlOOI

From Japan, via Australia and Spain comes Sandii and the
Sunsetz, mixing East pop with West pop to get Global pop.
Behind Sandii's silky voice are the keyboard and directorial talents of Makoto Kubota. who knows how to engineer a solid Abba-like sound. But hey, you could go as
far back as Phil Spector if you wanted Lo get into the roots
of the concept. Sticky Music on side one works just fine.
side two has a version of Jimmy Mack that will get right
into you. INXS likes Sandii & Co. You should too.
The Black Earth, President, Current,A&l\f CRLlOOt

John James, Big Fat Soul, Attic LAT1269
lohnJames got to LA by way ofTrawna. Now back in the
TO, with a contract from the record gods, he works late
into the night to complete his sinister master plan; the
fusion of R&B with hip-hop. Playing sax for Corey Hart
\1/asn't good enough, no, ... She Bought Love, on side two
IS abig thing in European, Brit, and Canadian dance clubs,
wen into its sixth mix, and going strong. Who sez you can't
go home again?

Gee; Trawna ain't the only city infested with art-bands! It
squashes my mind like a bug rendering me unable even Lo
tell it. Disposable sincerity wanged my smelly nipple and
grew armpit hair on its eye balls. Without sleep I stooped
to folly and placed automatic hand upon the gramophone.
Inner City, Paradise Remixed, Virgin VL3082

This is not yar average House Music: this here's technobeat edgy stuff that shows a bit o · Kraftwerk and Yellow
in it's mix. So while you still get all the 140 BPM dance
fun, you also get vaguely angst-y minor key refrains. Tfthis
don't get you out running to buy this juicy package, you
have no life left in yar dance shoes and should trade them
in for penny loafers.

Yo-Yo Ma & Emanuel Ax, R.Strauss/ Britten: Sonatas,
CBS MK44980

It's Marriage at Cana time: I've been saving the best for
last. Yo-Yo Ma is the god of Cellos. Emanuel Ax rules the
grand piano. Together on this CD they show off. The
Strauss Sonata for Cello and Piano, Op. 6 in F Major and
Benjamin Britten's Sonata for Cello and Piano. Op. 65 in
C Major were made for this kind of treatment. Everything
about this disk sounds more. Best of the year might be an
understatement. They'll be using this one to sell CD
players.
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by Sarah Roebuck
The Band? Of course I know The Band!
Theatre Alive was a full house Sunday night as
Windsor warmly welcomed Dierdre Roberts and Rick
Danko for an evening of top-notch musical entertainment.
Dino Casagrande and Marilyn Harvey, the local
promoters of the former Park Theatre, made an excellent
move featuring such choice performers.
Originally from Woodstock, Ontario, Rick Danko
defies any apathetic attitude towards Canadian talent. In
1962 he formed The Hawks with Garth Hudson, Richard
Manuel, Levon Helm (from Arkansas) and the indispensable Robbie Robertson The Hawks backed up Ronnie
Hawkins, then changed their name to The Band when they
began playing with Bob Dylan.
In 1972, The Band was on the cover of Time magazine
when they toured with Dylan. Songs like "The Weight,"
"The Night They Drove O ld Dixie Down" and "Cripple
Creek" were big Band hits in the late 1960s and early

Roberts· vocal style is all her own, but is comparable to
Joni Mitchell's.
Her music is the answer to the often dry well that
greets
the public's thirst for intelligent music. She is cur. rently seeking a contract with True North Records: with
luck, she will receive the recognition her talent deserves.
Despite the miserable weather and the beginning of
slack week, turnout for the show was good, indicating a
definite need for quality musical events waits to be filled
in the Windsor area.
Congratulations to Casagrande and Harvey. Hope you
do it again soon - and many thanks to Rick, Dierdre and
all involved for a great show.
O

Just the fac
Continued from page 17.
horizontal row. To be perfc1,;tl) straight, I have no idea
what to make of these things. Ci\-f

l970s.
The Band broke up in 1978 after being together for
over 16 years. In celebration of almost two decades of success, the group held a massive concert in Winterland Arena
on Thanksgiving Day in San Francisco, billing some of the
most prominent stars still respected and much admired
today, such as Joni Mitchell. Eric Clapton, Neil Young.
Van Morrison, Muddy Waters, Ringo Starr and of course,
Ronnie Hawkins and Bob Dylan.
Lance photo by Sarah Roebuck
The performance was recorded and made into a three
record set known as The last Waltz, and considered by
Danko played for close to two hours, also jamming a
many to be the best concert in rock and roll history next to
few songs with recording guitarist Colin Linden near the
Woodstock in 1969.
end of his show. The crowd's excitement was evident
Since the break-up of The Band. Rick Danko has apthroughout the performance as Windsor showed its appeared on Robbie Robertson's solo album two years ago
preciation for true talent.
and has released his own solo album.
Opening for Danko was Windsor's own Dierdre
On Sunday night. Danko met with an enthusiastic
Roberts. She has been playing her folky acoustic and
audience at Theatre Alive. Backed up by a harmonica
electric guitars for close to a year and a half primarily at
player who also sang harmony, Danko arrived relaxed in
the Grad House. the Dominion House and for poetry readslacks, T-shirt and sneakers with an old acoustic guitar
ings at Mackenzie Hall, but Sunday was her first perforstrappt.:U a1ound hb neck.
mance at Theatre Alive. Her frame is tiny and her stance
The comfortable atmosphere in the small theatre alis
unimposing, but Roberts' voice was clear and powerful
lowed for friendly exchanges between the performers and
the audience as Danko encouraged to sing along to songs and her riffs - all her own - were absolutely radiant.
Gail Nielsen accompanied Roberts with resonant harlike "Mystery Train." "Twilight," "Raining In My Heart"
•
monies
for several songs in conclusion of her performance.
and the most popular cut, "The Weight" .

When cash flow is low
Where do you go?
With TRANSDOLLAR. this March Break you can have cash
sent to you from home to any location in North America in as
little as fifteen minutes. Save the card below.
Our customer service number will help you locate the
TRANSDOLLAR agent nearest you and nearest to the sender
back at home. There are hundreds of TRANSDOLLAR and
Western Union locations across the continent• as well as the
United Kingdom. Haiti and the Dominican Republic. So, when
cash flow is low, you lmow where to go.
• includes Puerto Rico. Hawaii. Alaska & U.S. Vrrgin Islands

Windsor/Athens/Ruins is a mixed-media installation
by Shirley \' ano\er. Piece one is a photograph of wooden
houses that merge through multiple exposure to create a
blackish void. Newspaper text makes a contextual border;
snippets of Mandela reports. Exxon spills and Canadian
industrial scheming.
This is Windsor, a city caving inwards. too busy surrounding our minds and houses with far-reaching events
to notice our faltering floors. Above the image is a silverframed, gauzy photograph of a Greek ruin (the Parthenon?), exposed over and over on the film.
The many images create a growing quality - this is a
diffuse, larger-than-life icon of man. This is the kind of I
ruin we worship over the ruins that populate our neighborhoods back in Windsor. Below the Windsor image.
mediating the two. is a wafer of a log, attached to the wall.
A split mars the circle's perfection. The delicate space
stops at the centre of the circle and points at eleven o'clock.
Nature telling us time is a paradox; time is a man-made
constraint. nature ·s constraints are light and darkness. This
wood clock sums up the whole idea - we are looking at
the wrong deterioration, the wrong ruins white-time,
vironmental and man-made, is running out.
Windsorites should look around at our personal, industrial destruction and our fading icon:. to see ""here our
concerns should lie. This is power installation al its most
provoking. CBC
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Mini Basketball

Get a genuine NCAA· Mina-Basketball for
only $2 99 with any pizza purchase.
This $10 00 retail value 1s available while
supplies last at participating Pizza Hut·
restaurants only.
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CAMERA

Camerae Luminosae
installation by Andre Clement
Artcite, through March 4
reviewed by Caeri Bertrand-Crump and
Larry Deck

on camera obscura. The latter is a wacky
18th century novelty, a darkened room with
a small aperture in one wall where the external objects form an image on the opposite
wall; to be inside this thing is like sitting in
a camera.
Back in the late 17th century, a Jesuit lay
So what's the play? Is it that whereas in
brotherbythenameofFraAndreaPozzopainted
the camera obscura you're sitting in a
a ceiling mural in the church of Sant' Iganazio in
camera, in Camerae Luminosae you're sitRome. Not just any ceiling mural this. Pozzo, a
ting in a photograph? Or ....
visual perspective theorist, decided to depict the
Physically, the installation is like the inglorification of St. Ignatius - the opening of the
sides of a format camera, the layout of
celestial vault, Ignatius being carried to Christ in
progressively smaller prints like the bellows
heaven, the whole pop - so that if you stand on
of such cameras. The first doorway is broba certain metal plate in the nave floor, it really
dignagian, the last lilliputian (if he can show
looks like the church architecture soars to an
off, so can we), if you don't stand in the right
aperture through which the heavens are visible.
place, but wander around between the prints,
The church is one of the great classic exyou blow the illusion (and the point, natch).
amples of trompe-L'oeuil, the art of perspective
It's like feeling the nail on the frame, or
illusions. There are many more; it was the trend,
climbing into the vault of Sant' Ignazio's to
at one point, for artists to draw flies or nails on
see where the walls end and the painting
the frames of pictures. What these things represtarts. Reasserting your power over the artsent is, well, showing off - the artist flaunting
ist.
his technical prowess, his power over the viewer.
The doorway. like we said. is the same
"See that nail? Touch it! Go ahead! Neat, huh?"
in each print. but Clement moves the rubble
Yeah, neat. Fuck off.
on the floor in front ofit to make each image ,
Montreal artist Andre Clement has somedifferent.
thing neat installed at Artcite till March 4. It's
It's another gimmick that vanishes the
called Camerae Luminosae. What it is, it's six
more closely one looks at the piece, but inihuge photographs of a doorway in somebody's
Clement's enlightening Camerae.
lance photo by James Crump
tially Clement's manipulation of the subject
apartment. The door itself has been cut away in each case "clever visual play on the physical processes of photog- plays tricks on the naturalism of photography. Photos are
to reveal the next photo, and behind all these is a picture raphy and the 'objective' nature of the art-viewing ex- supposed to document, depict, but Clement creates a corof a window. In this fenestration is a video screen, the perience. " But replace the word 'photography' with
ridor that never was, a cluttered apartment you can only
monitor of a camera pointed at a tree out the window in the 'representation' in that blurb and you have an accurate
visit in this installation.
gallery's back office.
description of any competent trompe-l 'oeuil.
It's like Waitingfor Godot, an extended description of
Camerae
Luminosae
is
certainly
competent,
certainly
someth;ng
always only absent (hypotyposis is it? Our dicSo the gimmick is: if you stand in the right place, it
effective.
But,
as
with
pretty
much
any
optical
illusion,
tionary
is
substandard).
looks like you' re looking down a sort of corridor with a
about the most you can say for it is "clever."
'Nuffsaid. This thing is worth seeing, but if you leave
window at the other end.
The title itself is interesting. Perhaps it's a disclosure the gallery with the impression that you've seen a sort of
A hell of a lot of work clearly went into this installa- of our own ignorance, but neither of us has ever heard of temporarilly impressive artistic one-liner, don't say we
1i~And it definitely is. as the Artcitc program puts 11. a
a camera !uminosa, so we hazard the guess rhar rrs a ptay didn·t warn ya'.
F.J
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MARCH AT YOUR ART GALLERY
EXHIBITIOl\'S
Rita .UcKeough: Embrace
'.\-larch 3 - April 8 • Installation • D1al,1guc "uh Detroit
lrith Lens and Brush: Image.~ of the ffestern Canadian Land~cape
\farch 10 · Apnl 22
ART PROGRAMMIJ\G E\'E~TS
\tarch 2

March 9

AGW Frida} Jtorning Art Lecture Series
Professor Michael Farrell
9:00 a.m. Phorograph_1 a, Im cmion
Official Opening Celebration
Rita McKeough. Embrace
7.30 p.111. Rcccp11on to meet the artist
Admission is free
AG W Friday ,'\-lorning Art Lecture Series
Professor Michael Farrell
10:00 a.m. Photograph_\ a, Art
AGW Friday Art Lecture Series
Professor Michael Farrell
Landscape. Still Life and Porrrauurc
6:30 cocktails: lecture 7:00

March 14 Lecture: The Artist and Designer in the Theatre
Co-sponsored by the AGW and the Canadian Federation of
University Women · Windsor Clut.
Susan Benson. Stratford Festival costume and se1 designer
11 :30 a.111. Admission is free
March 2l AGW Annual General Meeting of Members 7:30 p.m.
March 25 Official Opening Celebration
With Lens and Brush:
images of the Wesrern Canadian Landscape
Tour by Curator Chris1ophcr Jack.~on
2:30 p.111. Graybiel/Eansor Gallern::s
Admission 1s free

REGULAR FEATURES
• Works on display from your permanent collection
• Resource Centre: open weekdays 1-4: Thursday 1-8
• Uncommon Market/Art Rental & Sales • AGW Restaurant
Programming at the AG\V ,, mtuJc pc-,,,1tilc ~} l!r.Jnh frnm lh~ On1ann A1, C't)UOl'il.
Thr CanatlJ Cuunnl. ,m<l Mu,cum A,,1,1an1,,.:i: Pro!!r.tm ol' C'onunun,..,·a11,,1)\ Can.idJ

AGW

ART GALLERY OF WINDSOR

PROGRAMMES
AND SERVICES

GUIDE

445 RIVERSIDE OR. W. WINDSOR. ONTARIO N9A 6TB 15191258-7111
GALLERY HOURS· TUES, WED, SAT. 11-5 THURS, FRI 11-9 SUN 1-5

Technical
University
of Nova Scotia

Industrial
Research
Internships in
Engineering and
Computer
Science

The Technical University of Nova Scotia has established a number of Industrial Research Internships in
specific areas of endeavour.
The Internships will support outstanding graduate students in engineering and computer science who are
Canadian citizens or landed immigrants.
The program will provide funds to supplement the
scholarship earnings of selected students to a maximum of $26,000 annually. In exceptional cases,
internships will be offered to candidates who ar13 not
scholarship holders. Internships are awarded for one
year, and may be renewed for subsequent years, on
satisfactory performance.
Applications will be received for the 1990/91 academic
year for projects related to:
•
•
•
•

enhancement of nutritional values in dairy foods
steel slag utilization in asphalt mixes
modelling techniques for geotechnical processes
sensory based intelligent systems for manufacturing
processes
• dust explosibility studies
Internship holders are expected to proceed toward a
degree at a full-time pace and will be engaged in
projects of significance to Canadian industry.

To apply, please write by March 15, 1990, to:
Dr. Tom Gill, Associate Dean
Graduate Studies ancl Research
Technical University of Nova Scotia
P.O. Box 1000
Halifax, Nova Scotia
B3J 2X4
Applications should include: summaries of educational experience and employment record; an indication of academic
standing; descriptions of extra-curricular activities or special
projects that are pertinent to the position.
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Seating slows cinema
by Scott Ingram

..

The opening of the new Windsor Film Theatre has
been delayed. The theatre, which will be Windsor's latest
showcase for filf1ls of distinction, was supposed to open on
Feb. 17 it is now opening on Tuesday. March 6.
"It's turned out to be a lot more work than I thought it
would be," said Domenic Giglio, the theatre's proprietor.
Giglio ha'> completely gutted and rebuilt the interior:
he has installed a projectionist booth, washrooms, and a
sloped floor for the seats. At the moment it is the scats
themselves that are giving him trouble.
Giglio recent!} acquired a number of seats from the
Windsor P.accwa} grandstand. Most of the scats required
a vertical base. however, and were not suitable for the
theatre
Despite this setback. Giglio is confident. "I 'II definitely be opening on the 6th, come hell or high water," he
grinned. "Even if I have to seat people on milk crates but
that won't be necessary."
If the theatre opens with milk crates those who do get
proper scats will find themselves sitting in artifacts of

Windsor moviehouse history. Giglio has reclaimed seats
from the first Palace Theatre and the former Royal Theatre
on Sandwich (now the L&L Bargain Barn & Flea Market).
Once moviegoers get into their historic scats they will
be treated to the following schedule of films:
March 6-11 at 4:30, 7:00, and 9:00 Little Vera The
controversial Russian film about despairing Russian

l

youth.
March 13-18 alternating between 7 :00 and 9:30 Little T/11ef and Wish you were here.
March 20-25 alternating between 7:00 and 9:30 Per1
sonal Services and Romero, which deals with the assasination of Archbi::,hop Ocsar Romero in El Salvador.
March 27-April l Speak111g Part,; Sex, lies. video, and
bohemian angst.
The Windsor Film Theatre is located at 2135 Wyandotte West at the old home of the Lucky 8 arcade.
Note: Giglio is still looking for students to co-manage
the theatre, but has not as yet contacted the Student Placement Office. The lance apologizes for any inconv cniencc
this may have caused.
0

by

wa~
Domenic Giglio works on the proj~ctor al the Windsor Film Theatre.

Lance photo by Scott Ingram
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• herbal apothecary
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Unusual Gift Ideas for Body, Spirit & Mind

INTERNATIONAL BAZAAA
255 Ouellette, 2nd Floor
252-8686

classifi4Mls
DID YOU GIVE BLOOD In ArnbOSsodor Auditorium Feb. 14? Do you
have short brown hair and a moustache? Did you say 'hi' to a girl with
short brown hair, lying on a cot,
with a needle In her arm as you
walked by her on your way to the
Juice & cookies? That was me.
Christine. Please leave a note with
Lisa c/o the Lonee.
TYPING: Great work, laser printing.
Coll Lindo ony1lme. 253-8973.
THERE IS NO HEAVEN, no afterlife.
Death is just an endless, deep
sleep. Sorry.
ROOMMATE WANTED
for 2
bedroom basement apartment at
GIies & Victoria. Non-smoker.
$300/month, coble laundry &
hydro Included. Available Moy 1st.
coll 258-9450.
PERSON NEEDED to share 4
bedroom house. l Ominute walk to
U. $176/month +utilities.Coll Rondy
at 971-8265, Donna at 97 7-5549 or
Daveot253-0643. Available March
l.

\Vhat's the best part about being a CMA?
The rewaras don't stop at five.
The CMA designation is the hallmark of a win·
ner. It brings public recognition and the chance
to meet stimulating people while performing
interesting and important work as a respected
professional.
Certified Management Accountants enjoy
excellent earning potential and with it, the
opportunity to lead the lifestyle of their choice.
Currently, over half of Canada's CMA profes-

s1onals hold senior management positions.
The Society of Management Accountants
offers a program of professional studies and prac!ical experience which ensures successful entry
into the business world, and a rewarding lifestyle.
Put yourself in the picture. Enroll in the CMA
program. Call or write: 70 University Avenue,
Suite 300,Toronto,Ontario M5J 2M4 (416) 977-7741
Ontario Toll Free 1-800-387-2932.

CMA

The Society of Management Accountants of Ontario
SETIING THE STANDARD

ROOM FOR RENT: Old brick home,
downtown. Use of kitchen. Coble &
utilities included. Non-smokers.
$250/month. Coll Poul at 254-9511.
THE DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY
presents guest speaker, Prof. Lynda
Longe. Scarborough College on
Thursday February 22 at 8 pm ot
Canterbury College. Her topic:
·women and Democratic Theory:
the case of Jeon-Jacques Rous·
seou.' Everyone welcome.
SUMMER SUBLET 2 min. walk to
Campus. California at UnlversilY·
Gorgeous home. Fully furnished, 1
room avoilobte. Moy to Septemb81
$225 Inclusive. 971-8694.
THERE IS NO HEAVEN, no atter11fe.
Death Is just an endless. deeP
sleep. Sorry.
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I MPP recounts struggle

I

by Lynn Bezah-e
Women have come a long
way, but they still have a long way
to go, said prominent Ontario
Liberal MPP and long time
women's activist Chaviva Hosek.
She addressed a full house Tuesday night in the Blue Room in
honour of International Women's

Day.
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Speaking about women in
politics, Hosek stated, "all human
beings are born into politics, it's
only a matter of how conscious of
this they allow themselves to be."
This year marks the twentieth
anniversary of the Royal Commission on the Status of Women
in Canada, "a very important moment in the history of women in
Canada," Hosek said.
She added "it was a combination of the frustration felt by the
middle class women unable to use
\l!eireducation and women whose
't!Iorts in the civil rights movement had gone unrecognized that
ought us into the last wave of
lhe women's movement."
In 1967 a group of women
fought for a royal commission to
111,estigate the status of women in
Canada. Hosek joked "in the
tnitcd States they have marches
rallies - in Canada we have
IO)al commissions."
She said one of the main
':aSOns for the government final! forming the commission was
t"Laura Sabien, then the prcsi.int of the Canadian Federation
University Women threatened
march 1,000.000 women on

by Michael J. Cohen
Student council prcsident-

&

rs
1.

Royal Commission on the Status
of Women.
"The politicians at the time
dido 't know she couldn't deliver
them so they got very nervous."
The final report, which came
out in 1970, is based on four basic
principles which are still valid
today, Hosek said.
Thc first was recognition of
women's rightto work outside the
home.
Second, that caring for
children is the responsibility of
both parents and society.
The third principle was
society has a responsibility to
offer women special treatment related to maternity.
Finally the report said
women need a period of time
where they would be able to overcome their disadvantaged position with the help of affirmative
action.
Hosek said these prin6pa1s
offer am,wers tu many of the questions US feminists are struggling
with today.
"The Royal Commission
crystallizes some values that we
have here which arc different
from American values."
Canada is ahead of the
United States in some areas. But,
she was quick to point out governments in Canada, including her
own, arc doing far too little in the
area of daycare accessibility.
The one issue the commission failed to address is that of
violence against women.
"What that tells me," said

Hosek, •;s how vc,y ,eecnt our

consciousness of that issue really
is. It wasn't until the early '80s
that I heard that there was such a
thing as wife battering, excuse my
innocence."
Hosek demonstrated its
prevalence in Canadian society
by quoting statistics showing
domestic violence ·to be the number one health issue in Canada.
The normal human reaction
to this kind of issue is denial,
Hosek said.
"It is another version of the
struggle between private and
public. Presumably, wife battering has been going on forever.
The difference is that now we arc
Lonee photo by Jason Kryk
Cha\iva Ho~ek addre,,cs a packed house.
talking about it. It is no longer
private, it is public."
of women but for the abolishment were not afforded much better
The distinction between
of slavery of others.
treatment during the civil rights
private and public, according to
She related the story of two movement of the 1960s. She said
women were expected to be part
Hosek, is a source of gender incUS women in the 1830s who were
quality in our country. "Women
pelted with rotten tomatoes when of the movement as the
were suppm,ed to be dedicated to
they spoke out against slavery at secretaries and coffee servers.
the private spliere an men to th.~e----,.-.a ~p u=bhc forum rn South Carolina.
Even with all the hurdles
public sphere. It 1s a notion based
1 his attack was launched not he- women still face, Hosek said she
on fantasy, in which the private
cause of their pro-abolitionist remains optimistic because of the
sphere is somehow safe and needs
stance but because they were con- gains the movement has already
t o be protected from the
sidered out of a woman's place.
made.
c,
encroachments of history,
According to Hosek women
politics, and economics." she
said.
Hosek discussed the difficulty women have faced in gaining
acceptance and confidence in the
ST. JOHN'S (CUP) The Green
and an office.
public world of politics. She
Party isn't "mainstream" enough
Council executive Wade
noted the initial movement by
for Memorial Univer.;ity's stuBrake said the council decided to
women into the political realm
dent council.
ratify only groups representing
was through their involvement in
In a unanimous \Ole Feb. 7.
"mainstream" parties because
movements of liberation. But as
the council decided not to give the
they would have more clout when
Hosek pointed out, these moveparty official status, which would
it came to educating politicians on
ments were not for the liberation
have made it elig1blc for a budget
issues that concern students.
"Once we ratify one minor
political party everyone will
come to us," Brake ~aid. "We had
to put a cap on it somewhere.
Estc.!vcs said he hoped the
"Our funds are limited," he
decorations will not offend nonsaid. "If we were to ratify every
Christian students. 'Tm not doing
group that approached us, we'd
it because it's Christian or
have to raise student fee~."
Catholic ... I just hope that by putBut the group trying to set up
ting up decorations it will spark a
the chapter says it will continue to
,mile during Christmas exams."
the fight for recognition. "It's imHigh up on Esteves' list of
portant to have another political
other priorities will be trying to
party coming from an entirely difpre-.cnt the cutting of periodicals
fcrent point of view than that of
at the university's Leddy Library.
the three big parties," said
As well. he hopes to develop a coMichael Stowe, a member of the
op programme with local mayors
group.
which would sec students work in
Stowe also questioned the
municipal administration.
council's assessment of the Green
Most immediately, Esteves
Party's influence.
must set up an appointment
"There are at least nine
search committee to hire the rest
university campuses in Canada
of next year's SAC executive. He
with ratified Green Parties. and
also plans to play an active part in
some of them are very large
1a;..._ _.:..:,__.:..:,_ _:..;._~.;.....~~~~~~~
President-elect Joey Esteves.
Lonee photo by Michael "Karsh" Cohen the Canadian Federation of
groups," he said.
have every intention of keeping it. campaign, getting a TV for the Students' presidents' transition
"We're here to stay, and the
I have already looked into what University Centre and a stereo for conference which Windsor will
sooner people realize that the bethost March 30 to April 1.
O ter."
O
people called the gimmick of my Vanier I Ia II ."

No greeners!

New prez says he'll keep promises
ckct Joe Esteves has not been
'l!ified yet, but one of his main

e.

Pa,l;ament HH Hf she d;dn 't get a

~paign promises has already
lien a twist in interpretation.
During his campaign Esteves
·omised voters he would cut
l\ooo from his $15,000
::tsidential salary if elected. Es:cies was to use the savings to pay
some of his other campaign
mises, such as a television for
University Centre and campus
nstmas decorations.
Now, instead of a <-'Ut, Esplans to take his full salary
:!j rebate $5,000 back to student
ncil to cover these programhe told the I.once in his first
1tl\'icw since winning the elcc.,

'hat was my promise and I

_w_e_e_k_:::.. . :. . . _F_:_r.::.. .e__
e__t_ra~d-e:._re_p_o_rt.:c_a_r_d_ _:_c=---o-m-=b-a-;tt;-;:i-:-n-=g-=r=a=c:::is=m=-----.Embrace at AG W ----C..,....IA..---U_v_o""""ll_e_y,,_b_a-11-re-su_l__,ts
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diversions,
READINGS

ARTS
Until Thursday, March 8
- the Faculty Exhibition continues at the Lebel
Gallery. School of Visual Arts. Huron Church at
College. Call 253-4232, ext. 2828 for more lnfor·
motion.

Saturday, March 1O to April 22
- The Art Gallery of Windsor shows With Lens and
Brush: Images of the Western Conodlon 18451890. an overview and analysis of artist's treatment of the West Canadian landscape. 445
Riverside Dr. W. Call 258-7111 for more information
Until Friday, March 23
· Ken Gray's Evidence of o Struggle will be show·
Ing at the Windsor Printmakers Forum at 384 Pitt
St. E., Suite 204. Coll the gallery at 253-9493 for
more information.

Until Sunday April 8
• the Art Gallery of Windsor presents Rita McKeough: Embrace. a site specific nstallatlon in
the Walker. Atkins and Photography Galleries.
445 Riverside Dr. W. Coll 258-7111 for more information.
MUSIC
Friday, March 9
- Deidre Roberts and Gail Neilsen perform in the
basement of the Dominion House.
THEATRE
Friday, March 9 to 11
- the Up In Arms Theatre Company. comprised
of students and graduates of the University of
Windsor. presents David Mamet's Edmond. Per·
formances are at 9 pm in the Subway Pub in the
University Centre. Tickets are $5 at the door: $4
in advance. Call 253-4232. ext. 3905/6 for information.
Thursday, March 15 to 18, 21 to 25
- the University Players presents Fiddler on the
Roof, a musical comedy directed by the 1990
Music Theatre Artist-In-Residence, at Essex Hall
Theatre. Call 253-4232. ext. 2804 for tickets and
Information.

Friday, March 16
- Senior Curator at the Art Gallery of Windsor will
Friday, March 16
speak on Aspects of Photography In the Twen.
- Adele Wiseman. Writer-in-Residence at the tie th Century In the Chrysler Auditorium at 10 arn.
University. will read from her work In progress in Tickets are $10. 445 Riverside Dr. W. Call 258 7111
the Olde Court Cafe located in Mackenzie Hall, for information.
3277 Sandwich St. at 8:30 pm. Call 258-2726 for
Friday, Morch 16
more information.
- Michael Farrell, Art History professor at the
University of Windsor will discuss Landscape, StDJ
Life and Portraiture at the Art Gallery of Windsor
Restaurant at 7 pm. Tickets are $10 (dinner not
LECTURES
Included). Call 258-7111 for reservations and
tickets.
Friday, March 9
- Professor of Art History Michael Farrell. University
MISCELLANEOUS
of Windsor discusses Photography as Art in the
Chrysler Auditorium at the Art Gallery of Windsor.
445 Riverside Dr. W .• 10 am. Tickets are $10. Call Tuesday, Morch 13
- Ecumenical Campus Ministers will hosta Lenten
258- 711 l for more information
Series at noon at Assumption University, The
theme Is To be Wholly Human is Holy and the
Friday, March 9
- Professor Michael Farrell, Art History will discuss topic this week will be Coping with University Life.
Landscape, Still Life and Portraiture at the Art Coll 945-4901 for additional information.
Gallery of Windsor's restaurant. 7 pm. Tickets are
$10. dinner not included. Call 258-7111 for more Thursday, March 15
information.
- the Office of Alumni Affairs and the Department of Student Services celebrate the
Sunday, March 11
Graduating class of 1990 at Vanier Hall. 4 to 7
-Sr. Margaret Farley, professor of Christian Ethics. pm
Yale Divinity School will be speaking on Divorce
Thursday, Morch 29
and Remarriage: A Moral Perspective at Assumption University, 400 Huron Church Rd. at 8 - the animal rights group ARK II (Windsor
pm. Tickets are $5, adults and $2. students. Call chapter). will meet at the Main Library, 800
Ouellette Avenue at 7:30 pm. Students ore
973-7033 for more information.
encouraged to attend.
Monday, March 12
SEXUAL ASSAULT AWARENESS
- Timothy E. Dugdale will present his M.A. thesis
titled Interpreting David Lynch's Blue Velvet. An Monday, March 12
Ethnography of Small Town America Inverted
- Self-Defence Awareness Workshop, Assumpand Possible Extensions to Small Town Canada
tion Lounge. University Centre. 7 pm. Registration
for examination in Room 41 17. Lambton Tower
$5. At door: $6 (if space available).
at 11 am.
Tuesday, March 13
Thursday, March 15
- Campus Safety Audit. A physical inspection ot
· the Atomic Film Society presents The Seven
campus to determine unsafe sites All interested
Samurai (Japanese. 1954), Kurosawa's classic
meet at Blue Room (2nd fl. Univ. Centre), 6 pm
film about a 16th century Japanese village
which hires professional warriors to fend off bandits A benefit for the Common Ground Gallery. Wednesday, March 14
Doors open at 7:30 pm at Mackenzie Hall. 3277 - Date Rape Seminar. Assumption Lounge. Unrv
Centre. 8 pm. Registration $2.
Sandwich St. Tickets are $2

classifieds
Try Us For Great Tasting
And Low Calorie Fresh

ASSUMPTION
UNIVERSITY
CHAPEL973-7034 Located between the U.C. and Huron Church.
Moss Sun. 10:30om & 4:30pm, Mon.
11 :50om-Llturgy of the Word and
Communion Service, Tues 5:00pmMoss fo lowed by d nner at cost
price. Wed. to FrL 11 :50om mass. All
welcome. Drop by Cafe for coffee.
use library for study, or just come
and relax.

TREEPlANTERS WANTED, $750/wk
achievable. Coll l-800·265-2914.
Pendulum Treeplonting Contr. Inc.
TO THE PERSON WHO SUBMITTED
JENNIFER CLASSIFIED IN ENVELOPE:
Please contact the Lonee r1ght
away. Ask for Kev nor Louro.
ROOMMATE WANTED
for
2
bedroom basement apartment at
Victoria & G les. $275/month Incl.
laundry, hydro ano coble. Avail·
able Moy 1st. Call 258-9450.

Hot Healthy Foods
Frozen Yogurt

Magick
Store

Zos1E's 1f
1800 Huron Church Rd. (beside Taco Bell)
1-- -

ATTENTION STUDENTS Come furnish
your houses at ou1 moving sole
Must sen many household Items.
1080 Wallace Ave., (South Windsor)
March 10. 11. 17. 18 from 10am to
6pm. Call969-6189.
SUMMER SUBLET 2 min. walk to
Campus Ca forn,a at Umveislty.
Gorgeous. fully furn shed. 1 room
avail. Moy to Sept. $225 Incl. 9718694.
RECONDITIONED
ELECTRIC
TYPEWRITERS $125 and over. Call
256-8054.
TIRED OF RENTING'? 10 m,n. walk to
U. 5 bedrooms. Jiving room/dining
room, large kitchen with pontryfoyer, a arm system, furnace, 100amp service. fndge, stove. washer.
dryer, dlShwosher, & minl-bfinds to
stay. AD thlS home needs Is five
people with $1800 each for a
downpoyment and you could live
for S188/month. Will assist with
financing. Coll Joanne for more
info 977-8670.

• books
' herbal apolheCa'Y
' iarol cards
• Crysta s
• mcense
• classes

-
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Mexican Jacket •
8 S1y1es
$14.95

977-1182

------- ----- -
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INTtRNATlONAL BAZm

Free Yogurt

255 Ouellette, 2nd Floor
252-8686

with any purchase of equal or greater value.
Not valid with other offers.

PREGNANT

Offer expires March 22, I 990.

AND NEED HELP?

Call ...

Cltrtt,riufJ

I

I

at 252-3322

I

I
I

.,

Unusual Gift Ideas for Body, Splr,t &it:

Eat-In or Take-Out

r---- .... - - -

I

.A_

<Ctr;_f:)

Regular $4.95

Faces
Mexican Style
Taco Bar

I

I
I

I
I
I
I

I
I

I

All U Can Eat Mon. 5 p.m.-12 a.m.

1

L--------------------J

We Provide Free
Pregnancy Tests.
Community Referrals
Accommodat1ons a-,d
Legal Advice
Birthright does not advocafl
the termination of pregnancY
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Macinnes out of Africa and tells all
by O. Eldon Dawson
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Last November, Namibia
I held its first independent elections after more than seven
decades under South African rule.
Because of the complexity of
this separation from South Africa,.
officials such as former principal
oflona College Murray Macinnes
were employed so Namibians
could be ensured of a free and fair
election.
Macinnes spoke of his role as
a member of the Canadian contingent of the United Nations Transition Assistance Group
(UNTAG) in Namibia at Iona
College Monday night.
"South Africa at various
times, wanted to take over and
keep Namibia for itself," MacInnes said. "In 1966, the United
Nations declared it was an illegal
occupation ... South Africa was illegally in Namibia and should
remove itself as soon as possible."
Later, in 1978, United Nations resolution 435 stated elections should be called under UN
jurisdiction and South Africa
should leave immediately.
"But, in that last 15 years,
South Africa, to maintain its control ·· just as it has throughout

Murray Macinnes.

South Africa -- has used its police,
recruited new police, and used its
army to maintain control over the
civilian populations in Namibia,"
Macinnes said.
Suddenly, however, last
April, Namibia began to be
demilitarized .. the barriers and
control of people were removed
and a war that started in 1966
ended.
"In April with the passing of
another UN resolution, it was
decided that an election would
take place and that the SW APO
(South West Africa Peoples Organization) militants and the

Lonee photo by James Crump

guerillas outside of Namibia
should be allowed in to vote along
with the refugees."
The Council of Namibian
Churches was charged with this
"tremendous task" to move about
75,000 people scattered around
Zambia and Angola back to
Namibia. Soon after, refugees
quickly poured back in.
Because nearly 80 per cent of
Namibians are illiterate, many attended rallies where they learned
how to vote. Many civilians only
recognized familiar party symbols and needed more information and education.
According to Macinnes, in-

eredible tension between civilians
and anti-insurgent police forces
intensified as civility between the
two sides was now expected and
required in order to have fair elections.
"It was difficult in such a
pressure cooker climate to convince people that their vote would
be secret, that they could express
their will and that their elections
would be free and fair," said the
former principal of a South
African developmental school
which taught agricultural and carpentry skills.
Despite the radical changes,
the intense climate, police
presence, and UNTAG observers,
98 per cent of Namibians braved
primitive conditions to vote.
Macinnes, who was a
Canadian observer during the
1980 elections in Zimbabwe, said
more !han 1500 voters lined up
outside a one-room schoolturned-polling station to cast their
ballots on the first day of the election.
"Each person faced 12 persons at six different stations in the
voting process before !hay were
allowed to vote," he added.
"Later, on the second day, so
many people voted that they ran

,ecary

out of ballots. People ignored intimidation and scare tactics and
were intent on voting," Macinnes
said.
During the election, some
kids playing in a field inadvertently found a landmine left over
from the war and were both killed
in a fatal explosion. Macinnes
said this stressed the extent of the
transition in Namibia.
Although he felt their
presence as international observers was worthwhile, it also
"underscored the fact that only
weeks before this was a war
zone."
The SWAPO party won by a
huge margin but had to merge
with its major opposition, the
Democratic AJliance because it
did not achieve the required twothirds majority.
This new constituent assembly convened as Namibia's
first parliament and "is doing better than expected" according to
Macinnes after overcoming some
early mistakes.
The former head of the
African section of the Genevabased World Council of Churches
spent four weeks in Namibia
overseeing that country's first
democratic ,clections.
0

Tuition may take hike
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by Ian Jack
Canadian University Press
TORONTO (CUP) The Ontario
government is considering a hike
m next year's tuition fees that
could be as high as 15 per cent,
say officials of both Ontario's stu ·
dent and professor federations.
The tuition fee increase
would be announced this spring
and take the form of a seven per
cent fee hike, tacked on to the 8
per cent increase already announeed last November.
"We've been told by a very
reliable source that tuition will be
increased again," said Greg Elmer
of the Ontario Federation of Students (OFS). "The number we
were given was 7 per cent."
Elmer said that would bring
the tuition fee for a full-time arts
and science student up by $225,
from about $1,500 to $1,725.
Bob Kanduth of the Ontario
Confederation of University
Faculty Associations said his organization has heard the same
rumours. "We've been hearing
that the Treasurer may indeed be
considering the idea of increasing
fees yet again. Certainly that's the
rumour mill."
Susan Hanna, a spokesperson for Ontario education miniSier Sean Conway, refused to rule
out another tuition fee increase
for next year.

But, she added, "the discussions about tuition are discussions
dvoc# that go on all the time." Kanduth
gnancY said tuition fees almost went up
sharply in November, when they

are usually set, and in fact were
only scaled back to the 8 per cent
announced after Conway objected.
"Conway apparently dug in
his heels in November," said Kanduth, who predicted the provincial cabinet would be more
inclined to raise tuition still higher
in the wake of the federal
govenment's cut in transfer payments to Ontario. Those cuts are
estimated to cost colleges and
universities anywhere from $77
million to $100 million.
OFS is so convinced there
will be a hike the organization has
called a rally for March 15 at the
minister's office in Toronto.
"It's a way for our members
to vent their feelings over the cuts
in transfer payments and the drastic increase in tuition," Elmer
said.
He said these possible increases would "set a precedent for
students to pay where the government has traditionally picked up
the tab. It's like the GST. lt starts
at one amount, but the potential is
there to just go up and up."
Meanwhile. Ontario treasury
official Harriet Dekoven said the
Wilson budget won't necessarily
mean cuts to post-secondary
education.
At a press conference last
Wednesday, provincial treasurer
Robert Nixon said he would
honor all previous spending commitments, including the 8 per cent
increase to post-secondary education.
0

The new Subway manager Dalt Benusa draws a brew.

New face at controls of Subway
by D. Eldon Dawson
Six weeks after the controversial firing of Chuck
Blewett, the Subway Pub has a
new manager.
Late last month, the
Students' Administrative Council
(SAC) hired Oave Benusa as the
new night manager of the student
pub.
Benusa, who has worked in
the restaurant business in both the
United States and Canada since
1976, is looking forward to this
new challenge.
But being new to the campus
community, Benusa is "a little unsure of what students want" and is
currently studying the clientele.
"Marketing and advertising
definitely need to be looked at,"
said the new pub boss. "l want to

put marketing in the students·
hands and create an atmosphere
they feel comfortable~:-"
According SAC vice president finance Alan Drouillard,
Benusa was "the best p..:rson for
the job" and was chosen f1om 15
applicants.
"He has outstanding
qualifications and the background
to do a good job," Drouillard said.
"We're (SAC executives) not pub
managers so we will give serious
consideration to any ideas he
comes up with."
Benusa foresees no problems
in dealing with SAC and feels
comfortable with the newly
elected executive.
"I think that if I can prove
myself by producing the numbers,
and take responsibility, there will
be no problems," he said.

,o

The new manager, who most
recently worked for the
Studebaker restaurant chain in
Windsor, said he hopes to introduce more "theme-type things"
such as frat nights and residence
parties next year.
SAC
president
Paul
Brisebois is encouraged by
Benusa's "inn'Jvative ideas" and
believes he will work hard for
both SAC and the students.
"Once I get a good feeling of
what students want, I hope to really expand the activities and give
students a better grasp of their
pub," Benusa said.
The new pub boss worked for
11 years for the Continental Restaurant chain before moving to
London where he gained tavern
management experience as a
property manager.
a
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upset my philosophy professor so much he cancelled
the day's lecture. Obviously, he took the incident and
its Implications very seriously.
However, some people do not.
I have heard students comment "wasn't it supposed
to be a joke? People should Just lighten up." A Joke? The
anonymous author of a certain letter to the editor thinks

cast

per.
The

sho
Tak
eigt
in I

so.
The defacing might well have been intended as
"humour" but does that justify the action? Does this make
it acceptable?
The first stanza of the poem reads "Being/a
woman/is like/being/a person". Consider If the poem
read "Belng/(French Canadian. Sikh, Black, Inuit, Indian,
Jewish, German. or ltalian)/is like/being/a person" and
was sadly defaced with a racial slur and words ref erencing a racial stereotype. would one be so quick to exorcise this from his conscience as a mere joke? Hardly. The
outrage on campus. and the community in general.
would be great.
Is not calling a woman a bitch a slur? Is not "having
a big cock satisfy you!" a stereotypical view?
But It was all Just a joke! Well. some people are not
laughing. Humour is not a device that lets you say some- logic does not make you want to renounce any con.
thing without impact or consequence, for almost any nection you have with humanity, you should rethink yo1.J1
eth,cs.
joke is at the expense of another.
Does the writer, by saying "... if they could appreciate
Those in high positions or status (eg. politicians) are
fully able to pay the price. Those striving to establish their a good joke people wouldn't rape them". imply that
equality should not be expected to tolerate it. however. women should gladly gratify every man's sexuo
demand. accept abuse. and revel in humiliation in exThey should not be expected to laugh it off.
Lynn Bezaire should not be expected to sublimate change for a rape-free existence?
Who would most benefit from this state of affairs?
her pain into a good chuckle because someone
The
writer's attitude and the humour of whoever
thought it would be funny to call her a bitch and ask her
defaced
Lynn's poem are simply not acceptable-· 01
if she would be satisfied by a big cock.
acceptable
to wom en or men.
But we expect women to countenance what we
Listen Jokers, let me be the first to tell you this: there
would not expect any other oppressed segment of
society to tolerate. What is worse, as the mystery writer is more to life than beer and your penis. Don't believe
believes. if women do not "lighten up" they are then me? Come up to the Lance and we'll talk about it.
- Karl Mamer
somehow responsible for rape. If this backward jump in

Mug hugger
The critics of the university's EAA (Environmental
Awareness Association) and the Lug-A-Mug campaign
have got it wrong.
Overly impressed by their brilliant insights that 1) the
Lug-A-Mug is nonblodegradable (!) and 2) the EAA has
taken a none-too-revolutionary stance, they forsake the
course of considered, rational critique and resort to
histrionics.
For example, last week's correspondent Steve
Robinson thinks the situation is really serious.
"The emergence of an environmental awareness
among University of Windsor students has been seriously Jeopardized by your recent Lug-A-Mug campaign" ...
"In either case you have seriously undermined. in your
own llttle way, the entire purpose of the ecology movement in Canada and the rest of the world."
It's a good thing Robinson qualified the latter with 'in
your own little way' - otherwise I might be Inclined to
soy he was exaggerating.
But seriously, Robinson's argument, motivated by
some quasl-Schumacherian Idealism, raises what in
another context would constitute a genuine indictment
of the Lug-A-Muggers.
He writes: "Environmental groups of the 1990s must
strive for a society based on non-hierarchical and antiauthoritarian relations. human-oriented technology.
and decentralized economies and communities."
The EAA on the other hand - by implication - persists "In using the methods and adopting the philosophies
of modern technocratic society to achieve their goals.•
Consumerism Is right out.
The EAA might Impress the business school, but they
ain't impressln' Steve.
Well, It's been said before and elsewhere, but
maybe people need it repeated. An evironmentally
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aware pseudo-anarchic utopia is not a goal that's ro·
tionally adopted by a student organization with a smo,
if devoted membership.
Like ·world peace,· and food for everybody,
Robinson's revolutionary society is the bugbear of a per·
son less concerned wiih doing things and more con·
cerned with niggling about the grand ideologico
underpinnings of 'Western' society (whatever that is).
To Robinson and those who think like him. some
questions.
Did you know the cups were sold at cost?
Do you have any idea how much styrofoam pollu,
tion has already been prevented by the expedient of
reusing cups?
Do you honestly think you can stop people drinking
coffee on this campus?
Do you understand that 'Zero Pollution· and the
'Steady State' are asymptotes of the ecological move·
ment and not potential reallties (read Ecotopla)?
To Robinson in particular: What is 'human-oriented
technology?' Is the technology of modern medicine.
with its undeniable reliance on certain sorts of pollution
and 'consumerism' human-oriented? If it ain't. and if
that means it has to go, as Emma Goldman said. I don't
want to be a part of your revolutlon.
The thing that some environmentalists (like the Earth
First! organization) own up to Is that the banishment of
technology. capital and other forms of exploitation 15
going to result inevitably in an incredible loss of human
life.
Good thing? Who goes first? Who decides? oev
take the hindmost!
Fuck the doomed.
-
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David Suzuki to appear on campus
by Dave Seburn
Yes, that's right, Canada's own scientist/broadcaster/environmental activist is coming to Windsor. Not in
person mind you, but that's not the important thing, is it?
The important thing is what he has to say.
We (the Environmental Awareness Association) are
showing the CBC-produced series "A Planet for the

II:

fasex County. Because his family was of Japanese origin
(although both his parents were born in Canada) they were
interned during WWII. After the war, they were released
from a camp in central BC but were not allowed to return
to their home on the coast.
The family came to Ontario and Suzuki's father got a
job on a peach farm here in Essex County. Suzuki and his
siblings attended a one-room school in Olinda and later

I

Taking" hosted by Suzuki. It's an~
went to grade nine in
eight-part programme first shown
Leamington
Secondary
in 1985. A lot has changed since
School.
1hcn, but the same issues are still
In hi's autobiography
here and the ideas behind the shows
----------------J Metamorphosis, Suzuki talks
are still valid. Each episode is basically self.contained so about spending his summer:; picking berries, working on
ii doesn't really matter if you see them all.
potato diggers, and harvesting onions.
When it was first shown on the CBC. it attracted an
They moved to London in 1949, but Suzuki claims he
average of almost two million viewers per episode. This preferred high school in Leamington to London.
made it one of the most popular shows in the CBC's hisThat's certainly a long way from the media star Suzuki
tory.
has become. Last fall when he was in town to autograph
David Suzuki, as most people know, is a geneticist books at Southshore Books, the line-up filled the store and
who gained fame as the host of CBC's The Nature of spilled out onto the sidewalk.
Things. He was also the first host of the radio show Quirks
Getting back to the series, I hope you will come out to
and Quarks, still on CBC radio each Saturday at noon.
sec some of it. It was filmed, literally, around the world:
What you might not know is he has connections to North America, Asia, Africa, and Europe. from the

Himalaya mountains to the Queen Charlotte Islands; from
the Kalahari Desert to the great Pyramids of Gizeh.
Perhaps you saw the series when it first appeared on
TV, but that was five years ago. Now you're a university
student and you can think for yourself, and hopefully you
feel an obligation to do so. With education comes responsibility. There's more to life than just finding yourself a job
that pays fifty grand a year so you can buy yourself a
BMW.
Life will continue long after you are gone. What that
life will be like is up to you. You can either ignore
problems or you can take some modicum of responsibility.
You don't have to change your life, just take a small step.
Come on out to see one of our films.
The price is right - free - and there's always a discussion period afterwards for you to rant or rave, agree or
disagree.
The films will be shown every Wednesday night at
7:00 in the Oak Room. on the lower level of Vanier Hall.
Don't stay home and be a couch potato. Bring a friend
or two and come on out learn about your world. We don't
bite. Promise.
0
Dai·e Seburn is a member of the Environmental
Awareness Association.
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Ed. note: the following letter was sent
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ta our offices two weeks ago, after we ran

O'

a column by I y11n Bezaire which described
the sexist defacmg of a poem she had
posted 011 her residence door. fl is objec1io11ablc 011 a number of grounds, i11cluding that it ts ano11ymous, and 1i ould
normally not merit prmtmg. The Lance has
been urged by members of the university
/l'ome11 's Centre to publish it as an example of the misogy11y 011 campus. We will
not publish any similar material in the future.
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uptight
Dear fascist pigs:
After reading your article on sexism
·11wards women, I only have one thing to
say to all the female rights activists out
there ... lighten up'
After reading the defaced letter I can
only say one thing: it's extremely funny. I
should have known that only a girl would
lake a good joke and make something out
or it. Chicks these days are much too uptight about everything.
Maybe if they could appreciate a good
)Oke people wouldn't rape them.

nu-

: omitted
Dear F.ditor,
I think it should be noted that although
e· tommentary was made on most of the candidates in your front page article "Candidatec; put through their paces" (Feb 15).
1 candidate running for vice president,
Steve Lanamme, was not mentioned at all.
These matters are very sensitive during
election time. Coverage of the candidates
outd be full and complete, if done at all,
norder to be fair to them and to the stunts reading your paper.
The least to be asked is to have a printed
?ology for the omission of Steve
.aOamme. Remember that these sorts of
'rrors, whether abscnl-mindcd or
:tlibcrate, do not improve Lhe reputation of
lance.
Sincerely,
Joel Vachon

ne

erroneous

unless we are gh·en big bucks, since the
debate has already consumed paper approximately equfralenc to the Stein \·alley
forest.)

Dear Editor,
A response to Steve Robinson's recent
contribution ''Consumerism can'· save environment" (the lance. March I) is required to dispel an erroneous impression of
the EAA' objective1, with respect to its
Lug-A-Mug campaign.
Robinson's adopted style of accusatory
rhetoric attacks lhe efforts of the EAA as
either irresponsible or malicious. His
ideological analysis of EAA 's cup campaign reflects a system of thinking that supports a parttcular understanding of human
relations, which despite its own difficulties
raises ver) importani issues
Robinson encourages readers to question whether the consumption of coffee is
necessary. and if it is, what would be the
most reasonable environmentally sound
practice for coffee distribution. ("We must
curb our insatiable greed for products th; t
have no real use or that merely convey our
social status.")
Although Robinson's own position is
unclear on these issues, the EAA has always maintained if you drink coffee at the
very least don't drink from styrofo;im.
Either bring a mug from home (purchased
Lonee photo by Jason Kryk
somewhere else) or buy a mug, at cost, that
The real Dr. Paul Thomas.
is made available through the efforts of the
Erratum: the photograph on page 1 of
club.
the
March
1 issue of the lance is mistakenThis in itself encourages the reduction
ly
identified
as Lancer basketball coach
of some of the , ast waste in society and
Paul
Thomas.
In fact, the photo is of assispromotes a community community effort
tant coach Nick Grabowski.
in the enormous task.
By withholding an alternative to the reusable plastic mug. Robinson has ironical1y contributed to the malaise and
possessi\ e selfish character of contemporary life. In his demand for an all or noth- Dear Editor.
The recent SAC elections further estabing approach to complex social dynamics,
lish
this universit) 's careless regard for our
Robinson skillfully isolates the reader with
student
government. Not only does it seem
the erroneous impression that an) associathat
we
enjoy being ridiculed by other intion with, particularly the sale of, the
stitutions,
but we seem complacent putting
"tacky yellow mug" is reactionar) and un18
million
dollars of our SAC fees into
progressive .
To this I say: Robinson, you get a fail- completely inexperienced hands.
The election of Joey Esteves is sad. Aling grade.
though
I like Mr. Esteves personally, and I
John Kieffer
feel he was the hardest-working candidate,
(Ed. note: tl11s is the \'e')' last tlung the he is sorrowfully underqualified for the job
Lance will print regartling the lug-A-Mug of SAC President.

careless

As a House Council president I am
aware that the Commerce Society has
qualification remictions on their president
while we let anyone run and win the
highest position in our student government.
I believe that the problem is not within
the SAC bylaws but within the electorate.
Once again v.. e have believed the
candidate's rhetoric. Once again \\e have
believed the grandiose promises.
We are all 10 be blamed for the direction of our student government and our
choice of candidates. I doubt that anyone
who \'Oted for Jon Carlos v..ould ever take
responsibility for putting him in office.
Regardless of what they think, they voted
in a crook.
No matter what happens next year I
can't believe we elected a president
without any prior SAC experience. It truly
shows how politically impotent we are.
We voted for a guy whose campaign
centred around cutting his wages. Big deal.
If I knew we were looking for anyone
for SAC president. / would have run. I
could use S15.000 and I've already spent a
year on council ... but what does that matter anyway?
Respectfully,
~lartin White
President Cartier House Council

Lance letters policy
The Lonee welcomes readers'
opinions. Letters to the editor
should be typed. doublespaced. and no more tt1an 300
words In length. Letters will not
be printed unless they are
signed by the author and include a telephone number for
confirmation.
Unsolicited material has no
guarantee of publication, and
wlll not be returned.
Please address to the editor
and deliver to the Lonee offices, second floor, University
Centre by 12:00 noon the Tuesday before publication.
The Lonee reserves the right
to edit for space, and to refuse
to publish material of a sexist,
racist or homophobic nature.
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Be a campus big shot! Here's how:

• • SUMMER 1990

The Lance is now accepting nominations for the positions
of Editor in Chief and Production Manager for the 199091 publishing year.
Nominations close March 15, 1990, immediately following
adjournment of the staff meeting. Contact CEO Karl Mamer
c/o the Lance, 2nd floor University Centre, if you are
interested in running.

EUROPE AND AUSTRALASIA
FOR 18 - 35's
Combat vacation boredom!
From $55/day inc. meals stay
in our Beaujolais Chateau,
the Medici's 13th century
VIiia In Florence, a converted
nunnery In Venice, explore
Russia, ride camels In
Australia, go ballooning In the Outback, or bungyJumplng In New Zealand. For a copy of our video and
brochure call Contlkl Holldaya:
Toronto 593-4873
Ontario 1-800-387-2699
Rest of Canada 1-800-268-9140
or call TRAVEL CUTS at the number below

*

Introducing ARCAM from England

THE BRITRAIL FLEXIPASS

ARCAM
audiophile products

See Britain on your schedule, not ours.

8 r1·tRa1·1

The Flexlpass let's
you decide when you
want
to
travel.
Unlimited travel on any one of 15,000 trains dally to
more than 2,400 destinations. You can stay in one
place for a few days and still get your money's worth.
Choose any 4 days of train travel In an 8 day period for
$159. 8 days in a 15 day period for $229. 15 days in
a 1 month period for $329 (Economy Youth Passes).
For travellers seeking the ultimate In value we suggest
the Consecutive Day Pass. 8 days for $195. 15 days
for $285. 22 days for $355. 1 month for $409 (Economy
Youth Passes). Youth ages 16-25. ·
For more lnfonnatlon
CALL TRAVEL CUTS AT THE NUMBER BELOW
~'u

- No. 1 producer of budget amps
- Britain's #1 manufacturer of
compact disc
- Leading edge of digital technology

Intro SP-eclal
- ARCAM Alpha Integrated Amp
30w/ch 5 year warranty
$419.· reg. $495.-

-

--

-,

.

- Alpha CD
Europe's #1 Seller
$899.- reg. $999.·Black Box 0/A Converter
Upgrade any CD to
current state of the art
$799.- reg. $899.-

Student Work Abroad Program

ar · ·...

with American J-1 visas. The new application
deadline Is April 1, 1990. Check out your nearest
TRAVEL CUTS office for details. And don't forget
SWAP can also get you working in Britain, Ireland,
France, Australla, New Zealand, and Japanl
A program of the Canadian Federation of Students

Vlnyl Heads
Get the most out of your record
selection from the world's most
prestigious turntable manufacturer.
Linn of Scotland
The new Basik is outstanding!

-------------------------I

) The International Student
• Identity Card (ISIC) Application •

I

I

Worldwide proof of full-time student status. Discounts
1n over 65 countries and 6,000+ locations in Canada.
1
1
I
1 Name:
Permanent Address:
I

1

I

Student #
Date of Birth

with cartridge

I

Citizenship
Institution

1
1
I Elfglblllty: Curren! bona fide Ml-dme 11\Jdents al an lnsbMon ol h gher loarnlng I
achoo!. EnoloM. 1) Cerdfl~ cheque or money order lor $10 I
I o,pluaat $1a aeconda,y
IOf poatage payable to : The C1n1dl1n Federation of 91udenle. 2)
I Puaport alze photo. 3) Prool of full,Ume atudent atatua: a photocopy of a valid I
I atuoent card or a Jener lrom a reglatrar eonf1rmlno run,ame atatua bearing the I
aeal ol the lnsdtulJOn. Mail 10: Th• Canadian Fld1rallon of S1ud1nt1
I
I
171 Calleo- SlrMt, Toronto, Ontario M5T 1P7

L-----------------------J
CUTS at
The Pink Palace on Corfu is the
number one studenVyouth resort
in Europe. You will meet
hundreds of fallow travellers basking In the sun on this
beautiful Greek Isle. Pick up your Eurall or Youthrall
pass at one of the TRAVEL CUTS offices below and
we'll throw in a free night at the Palace.

Thursday

Super Specials

VOYAGES CAMPUS ~· lRAVELCIIIS
Partout avec vous!

.a,,a

GoingYourWay!

All You Can Eat
Salad & Pasta
$3.95
4 p.m. - 8 p.m.
8 p.m. - DJ

TRAVEL CUTSNOYAGES CAMPUS has been serving
the travel needs of Canadian students for over 20
years. Literally hundreds of thousands have discovered
the reliable and low cost service that has made it
Canada's national student travel bureau. In today's
topsy-turvy travel market, you can depend on TRAVEL
CUTSNOYAGES CAMPUS to deliver the travel
arrangements you want at the lowest fares anywhere.
TRAVEL CUTS GUELPH
University of Guelph
519 783-1880

GREG

-

TRAVEL CUTS WATERLOO
University Shops Plaza
519 888-0400

Playing all your favourites
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TRAVEL CUTS TORONTO
416 en-0441

416 97&-2408
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Don't forget Wednesday
Wings only 20c
Rock & Roll D.J.
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LSAT
GMAT

Lance series
on equality

Prep Courses for
MAR 17 GMAT

JUN LSAT
1-800-387-5519
(416) 923-PREP (7737)

Women must
fight for place in
the public sphere
by Lynn Bezaire

The loudest complaint made
against feminists is that they make
an issue of everything. Those who
voice this complaint disregard the
fact that until a problem is recognized it will remain unsolved.
Recognition of the problems
facing society is hindered by fear
and complacency. The element of
fear is a natural human reaction
and forgivable. Complacency
however, is unforgivable and
must be eliminated if problems
are to be solved and an equitable
climate is to be achieved in
society.
In her speech at the University of Windsor this week,
Chaviva Hosek focused on the
distinction between public and
private life.
Hosek pointed out that, until
recently, women's participation
in society was limited strictly to
ie private realm. Caring for the

home and family was more than
women's responsibility, it was
their reason for existence.
Women's struggle to gain acceptance into universities and formally enter public life began in
the 1870s. This struggle is more
than just a fight for equal job opportunities. Education provides
an opportunity to learn how to
think and to function as a productive member of society. It was the
first step in breaking down the
barriers preventing gender
equality.
The women who fought to
gain admittance into universities
saw education as an issue in itself.
This victory is still enjoyed by
women students today but it
should not lead to complacency.
Rather, it should provide the incentive to recognize and struggle
to solve the issues facing society
today. Only by bringing private
problems to the public's attention
can they be solved.
O

JOHN INGLE

TRAVEL INSURANCE
NOMAD

INTERNATIONAL

TRAVEL PROTECTION

TOLL FREE 1·800-387-4770
If you are planning a vacation, study or work term abroad, be certain
to go with JOHN INGLE TRAVEL INSURANCE.
Our NOMAD PLAN is all-inclusive, affordable and renewable coverage
for hospital, medical, extended health care, prescription drugs, trip
cancellation and more. Call for your free brochure today.

0
0
966-7181 0

P.'C
Peer
Support
Centre

Peer support is a learning situation in which students listen to help
facilitate the growth and development of other students.
In order to meet students' needs, the Peer Support Centre
offers various services:

Library
"Personalized, self-help books"

Tutorial
"Need a tutor? Want to be a tutor?"

Resource Centre
"Great help for projects and personal information"

Volunteer Job Bank
"Exciting community jobs, list updated regularly"

Positive Plus
"A unique radio show that deals upfront with social issues"

One-to-One Discussions
"We care, ·we listen"

Referrals
"Within the campus and outside community"

Students Helping Students
Together We Can Make A Difference
Come By And See For Yourself!

Office Hours
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. Monday - Friday
256-PEER
2nd Floor University Centre, University of Windsor
Sponsored by the Students' Administrative Council

Attention All Graduates!
Take your classmates home
on a Class-Composite ...
the best way to remember
"the way we were ... "

Southwestern Ontario s most highly adv;inced
tanning tac,hty
Tanning 1s our only business ·
We have trained consultants
No sweahng • 1ust results
or your money back

12-3155 Howard (in Round House Centre)
across from Devonshire Mall

Student Rate
We feature
Windsor's
best
selection
of the
newest
fashions
in
~wimwear"

'Get The
TAN
That Gets
OTICED"

Only

Make your appointment now at th~ Centre Desk,
Student Activity Centre, Main Floor.
Grad-Portraits will be taken:
March 13, 14 & 15
S.A.C., 2nd Floor

Faculty & Secretaries are welcome!
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Lug-A-Mug
Sale

When help is needed. I
The Red Cross.
I

March 12-16
University Centre
Price: $3

With your help ~ed Cross provides a blanket of
services and programmes in your community
Please support your local Red Cross branch

~

So, what are

~
~---..--

doing tonight?
Interested in

~~

YOU
GRADUATION
PORTRAITS
by
Phyllis
- Paramount Studios 327 Ouellette Avenue

and other alcohol and health issues?

* special student rates *
* free 5 x 7 gift photo *
* no sitting charge *

Set aside some time and plan to attend
a cool workshop for the fun, information and
entry into a free raffle for a
"Don't be a D.I.C.K." T-Shirt

* cap and gown available *
also passport photos and wedding coverage
Telephone: 253-4833 for appointment.
Evenings call 253-8847

We are interested in what YOU have to say.
See your RA for the date and time
"Be Aware or Be Square"

a)

~

A workshop presented by:

P.'G

Peer Support Centre

~B~CCHUS

(Sitting Included)

1 Week Only

~

Super Specials
every
* MONDAY * TUESDAY
* WEDNESDAY *

Special

a-(5'.)
~

a

Grad Portrait

~

Health
Services

5x7 (3)

~<L

Wallets (9)

*

Only $39. 95

Monday Night Special
$9.99 for 50 Wings

1335 Wyandotte Sf. E.

253-4535

Downtown
Windsor

All
the
Sports
All
the
Time on our ...
Magnificent
10' T.V.
and our other
10 T.V.'s
for your enjoyment
so get a

"Break-Away
and Shoot"
on down to

Join us for a
St. Patrick's
Day Bash
Top 40 Dance Music

Saturday,
March 17
• Green Beer
• Food & Drink
Specials

University of Windsor Party Headquarters

*

*

Monday - Thursday
6 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Chicken Wings

$

Every Thursday
Mystery Draw

(Try your luck to win prizes)

*

F

Friday Food Special*
Halibut Dinner

(Fish&e :

Peachy's
2960 HURON CHURCH RD. at Grand Marais (519) 966-3388
Hottest Spot In Windsor
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Fou11d guilty of discriminatio11

Dean quits over report
TORONTO (CUP) The Dean of
D1vinty at the University of
Toronto's Trinity College
resigned after a report said he was
hostile to a female professor's apPointment to a tenure stream position.
Peter Slater helped produce a
"poisonous political climate,"
which led to professor Marsha
Hewitt filing a complaint of
gender disrimination, according
to the report
U of T's grievance review
panel ruled in favour of Hewitt.
The ruling stated Slater had
•expressed such determined hos
tility to Professor Hewitt's candidacy before the search began
that he ought not to have been a
member of the search committee ...
"Some of the Dean's comments to Professor Hewiu border

on gender harassment. It is abundantly clear, however, that the
Dean contributed to the
poisonous political climate that
enveloped the search process," it
said.

roblowe
1

James spader

badinfluence

Trinity provost Robert
Painter recently eleascd a statement stating Slater's resignation
would best servt. the interests of
the college.

"I think the dean simply felt
that given the judgement of the
(grievance) review panel it would
be appropriate for him to step
aside;," said Painter
Slater would notcommenton
hi~ resignation or the ruling of the
grievance panel.
"I believe there arc people
trying to work out a statement that
would be acceptable all around,
and I don't want to queer that." O

I
I
I
I

Wilson defends cuts
VANCOUVER (CUP) Michael
Wilson shrugged off the nearly
S2.5 billion cut in federal transfer
payments to the provinces for
health and education in the next
t\\-o years.
According to the Canadian
Federation of Students, the cuts
announced in Wilson's Feb. 21
budget will mean $30 million less
for post-secondary education next
)Car.

it

The federal finance minister,
at the University of British
Columbia for a speech Mar. 1,
said it was "up to the provinces

themselves· to de;al with the cuts
in last week's national budget.
"Let's put that in perspective," he said. ''It's less than one
per cent of their revenues in year
one and a shade over one per cent
in year two, so it's not a major adjustment for them to make."
Wilson also said recent comments from provincial education
ministers that these cuts would
hurt post-secondary education
were unfounded.
" It's up to the provinces
themselves to make their own
policy decisions," he said.
8

SUBJECT TO
CLASSIFICATION

OPENS FRIDAY, MARCH 9TH
AT A CINEPLEX ODEON THEATRE
NEAR YOU.

Spring is here and it's time for the
Social Science Society
to present the

Champagne and Candlelight Semiformal
at the Hilton Ballroom
Cocktails at 6 p.m., Dinner at 7 p.m.
2 bottles of wine per table, dancing to follow dinner
00
$30. /couple
3388
dSOf

Tickets available at the Centre Desk
and WHN G130 S.S.S. Office
or call 253-6063
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Be a campus big shot! Here's how:
The Lance is now accepting nominations for the positions
of Editor in Chief and Production Manager for the 199091 publishing year.
Nominations close March 15, 1990, immediately following
adjournment of the staff meeting. Contact CEO Karl Mamer
c/o the Lance, 2nd floor University Centre, if you are
interested in running.

cash flow is low
do you go?
With TRANSOOLLAR, this March Break you can have cash
sent to you from home to any location in North America in as
little as fifteen minutes. Save the card below.
Our customer service number will help you locate the
TRANSOOLLAR agent nearest you and nearest to the sender
back at home. There are hundreds of TRANSDOLLAR and
Western Union locations across the continent• as well as the
United Kingdom, Haiti and the Dominican Republic. So. when
cash flow is low. you know where to go.
• includes Puerto Rico, Hawaii, Alaska & U.S. Virgin Islands

[ 1-800 ·361 ·1877 JCustomer Service Number

L------------------------~

Introduces
Jennifer & Larry
New & Exciting Stylists Bring
Their Artistic Flare
To Salon 510

Student tax tips
by Adam Cappelli
It's tax time again and students hopeful of a big refund are
more anxious than most to file
their tax returns.
This refund comes in handy
around the end of April or beginning of May as your financial
position dips into single digits.
Thus, it is critical that you file
your return immediately so you
receive your refund before the
summer.
Filing a quick return is made
more difficult each year as the
federal and provincial budgets
result in constant revision to the
tax rules. To help expedite this
process , the University of
Windsor Entrepreneur's Club
will hold a tax preparation seminar next Wednesday.
For those of you who can't
wait, here are a few pointers to
keep in mind.
First, there arc two major
changes to the tax rules for 1989
that arc applicable to students:
I. A green form in the
General Tax Form entitled the
Proposed Federal Goods and Service Tax Credit is included and
must be sent out because most students may qualify for a GST
credit. This credit will be paid by
the federal government in advance every three months beginning December 3 1, 1990. The
actual amounts of these credits
have not yet been determined
since legislation has not been
passed. This credit will repalce
the current Federal Sales Tax
Credit (maximum $100).
2. Those students entitled to
claim a disability amount may be
entitled to claim expenses paid for

an attendant (ie. nurse) who
provided care that enabled them
to earn income. A Tl29 tax form
must be filled out if you qualify.
The tax return is divided into
five parts.
Part one is personal informa.
tion. Part two calculates total in.
come which, for students, will
likely include summer earnings,
OSAP grants, scholarships, bursaries, training allowances, research grants, and teaching
assistant earnings. An allowance
of $500 can be deducted from
scholarships, bursaries etc.
Part three calculates taxable
income. As a full-time student,
you may be eligible to claim
moving expenses (Line 219) if
you moved to start a job, including a summer job, to start a business, or to attend university.
However, moving expenses
to school can only be claimed to
the extent that you have included
in your return your award income
such as fellowships, bursaries,
scholarships and research grants.
Such expenses may include
travelling costs, transportation
and storage costs and can even include the cost of cancelling an unexpired lease. But it does not
cover the expense incurred in subsidising a subletter to take over
your lease.
Students should also rcmem,
bcr that this is an exemption, not
a credit, and therefore onli
reduces taxable income on which
federal tax payable is calculated.
Part four includes tax credits.
Obvious ones here are the basic
amout of $6,066 plus tuition and
education amounts. Here, you

See "Tips", next page.

Part-Time Only
Telemarketing ·
I need three jobs per week to be sold:
should take three hours or less (I hope).
Pay is $30 each job. If interested, call
Dave 252-2409.

Featuring

Satellite T.V.

all hair services with Jennifer & Larry only
Appointment Preferred
Monday & Wednesday -- 9:30 - 5:00
Tuesday, Thursday & Friday -- 9:30 - 7:00
Saturday -- 8:30 - 4:00

(Big Screen is Coming)

· Pool Tables
Video
Basketball Game

D.J . & Dancing
Thursday, Friday,
Saturday

Good Greek &
_,_~,..., Finger Foods

551 Pelissier Street
973-4977

25c Hotdog
50c Hamburger
Monday to Thursday
7 p.m. • 12 a.m.

..Where Down
To Earth
People Meet·

655 University W,
254-8861
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Lance election eligibility

Tips on taxes

who
hem
'orm
ify.
into

Continued from page 10.

minutes to do yourself.
The tax seminar will be held
Wednesday March 14 at 5:30 pm
in room 2222 of the Business
Building. Students are encouraged to ask questions that
will be addressed by a Revenue
Canada spokesperson. This is a
free consultation so bring your tax
returns.
There is only room for 40 students, so please arrive early.

can directly reduce your federal
taxes payable by 17 percent of the
total of the above credits.
rma-,
Finally, part five contains the
.I in- I federal sales tax credit and the
Will Ontario tax credits that will be
ings, deducted by most students who
bur- qualify.
, reBe sure to sign the return as
ting failure to do so will delay the
ance return several weeks. Don't pay O
from S25 to someone like H&R Block
Adam Cappelli is President
for a return that would take you 15 of the Entrepreneur's Club.
mble
dent,
laim
9) if
:ludbusi-.
1

1

Those wishing to be qualified Lance electors must have
contributed to two (2) of the previous six (6) issues of the
Lance and must have attended two (2) of the previous six
(6) lance staff meetings.
Here are the names of those who are currently lance staff
members: Ron Albrecht, Dee Baptiste, Lorne Beaton
C~eri Bertrand-Crump, Dave Briggs, Pat Castagna'.
Michael Cohen, James Crump, David Eldon Dawson,
Lawrence Deck, Lisa Fortin, Laura Gould, Bernard Hell·
in~, Scott Ingram, Kevin Johnson, Jennifer Johnston,
Cindy Kavanaugh, Jason Kryk, Karl Mamer, Paul

nem~. not
only
which
ated.
edits.
basic

n and
, you

I·

'

Mayne, Astrid Obersat, Martina Obers:n, Prema Oza,
Kristen Palmer, Mary Popovich, Trasie Sands, Todd
Schaus, Rob Steinke, Ted Sturk, Tyler Warcop, Kevin
Wilson.
Boldrace indicates those in danger of losing their
eligibility before the election.
These regular contributors have not yet met the requirements for voting eligibility; Lynn Bezaire, Terry Brown,
Catherine Haza, Bogdan Kowalczyk, John Marentette,Jim
Mitchell, Jim Parry, Dave Seburn, Kimberley Yetman.
Please contact Lance Chief Electoral Officer Karl Mamer
to find out how you can become eligible to vote.
The Lance: just another word for noth1n' left to lose.

Career Related
Volunteer Experience

Alumni affairs event
approaches anon

~nses
ed to
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Volunteer Career Assistant
Hours:

by Lance News Staff

As spring approaches and
many students look forward to
graduating, the Office of Alumni
Affairs is busy planning its annual
spring bash for the graduating
class.

The party has become one of
the rites of graduation for
Windsor students over the past
few years. Mark Fracas of alumni
William Sommerville (right)
affairs says he thinks this event with your favourite alumnus (inmakes the University of Windsor sert photo, left). Note the missing
unique from many other institu- race. This photo was altered with
tions because it allows the univer- the help or white-out.
sity president to meet all the
Fracas said the event is also a
graduates in an informal setting. pat on the back to students who
At a large university such as get through university. Anyone
lie University of Toronto many who goes through university
graduating students only see the knows it is a big acomplishment
president when they go up to the to graduate and this is just one of
podium to recieve their diploma, the ways his office recognises this
Fracas said.
achievment, he said.
The purpose of the reception
This year's celebration will
~to acquaint the newest members take place Mar. 15 from 4:00 pm
of the university's alumni with to 7:00 pm in Vanier Hall. All
their alumni association. Fracas graduating students and faculty
assures the new graduates there are invited to attend. Because of
will be no solicitation of funds at the limited amount of pizza and
theevent,just information on how refreshments, non-graduating
aew graduates can get involved students are discouraged from atwith the asssociaiton.
tending.
O

3-4 hours/week plus time to work on your
career related project
Service: September to March
Position: Volunteer
Duties:
Advising students on jobs available, application
procedures, programs and services of CP&PC and
. assisting in the daily operations of the Centre

Excellent Preparation for Any Career

An opportunity to meet employers,
learn job search techniques and
gain exposure to career options
Job description available in CP&PC
Application deadline March 16/90

Volunteering -A Great Way To Grow

Organization of Part-time
University Students
253-4232 Ext. 3231 or 258-4687
Room 101, University Centre

~)ERFECT

rPAPERS

1g

ay,

Word Processing
Service
Laser Printer

Courtesy Bicycles

"You can make the world a far better place for those you touch
by volunteering your time and effort."
Helping hands are needed immediately to fill the hundreds of
community jobs available through the

Volunteer
Job Bank

introduces

"At our bank, you won't earn a penny,
but you'll cash in on experience and skills."

The All New "Alien" Design
1n Mountain Bikes
*
*

21 Speed
STI
Shifting
System

A Service Of The

Peer Support Centre
256-PEER

w.
2nd Floor University Centre, University of Windsor

NORCO PINNACLE

3'I50:!54°S'al-taW1~11.''"IU2S2~008fl

What Better Way To Feel Good Avout Yourself!
1111
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arth is dying! Save the environment!"
You've heard this a lot since you hit university.
The environmental movement is growing socially
and politically, and slogans like these are becoming more commonplace in daily life. You always agree with the ideas, but when
you read them there's always that little nagging question in the
back of your head.
•isn't it a big, overwhelming goal? How can I, a University of
Windsor student, possibly save the earth?"
While you can't save it alone, you can help, and combined
with the other green-thinkers around, your small efforts can go
a long way in the salvation of the environment. Here is a handful of easy things you can do here in Windsor that can make a
difference.

Some of
the
problems
we face:

Easy
steps
toa
greener
Earth
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Landfills are quickly running out of space. Unless we
seriously start reducing, reusing and recycling, we're
soon going to be drowning in garbage.
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They're cutting down the rainforest - killing countless
animal and plant species, and removing a major source
of oxygen.
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It
t's 3 a.m. You're in the
ways inh-:rit si
intellectual den of the µc111y, ~. , x_ or seven at a
/
University Centre and need and not for greed cc:111
craving a Coca-Cola (not an
make a green impact in our
environmentally or politically
capitalist society by slowing
sound purchase, but this is
consumption, not to mention a
about small steps in student
happy effect on your pocketlife). Instead of popping a
book.
looney into the vending
When you're buying food,
machine, take a refreshing
think about what went into its
jaunt to 7-11 (also a big exproduction. Read the label.
ploitative corporation, but...)
Are there 25 ingredients you
and buy a glass bottle of the can't pronounce? Generally,
stuff. Although recyclable,
the more ingredients and addialuminum cans use the
tives, the more wasteful the
equivalent of half the can full of product was to make. A healoil in their production, and are thier and environmentally
made from bauxite, which sweeter choice is to shop as
comes from endangered rain organically as possible, and as
forests.
locally as possible. Local
Dr. Alex Gnyp, a Univer- products are not shipped long
sity of Windsor professor of distances (using up fuel, creatCivil and Environmental En- ing pollution) and their purgineering, says glass is an en- chase supports the local
vironmentally friendlier choice. economy.
"Glass is an environmentally cleaner product that we
should use more often in the
marketplace, and it can make
a difference. Staying away
from plastic and aluminum,
and using more glass, can
save precious resources,"
Gnyp said.
Speaking of packaging
and containers, keep the
amount of wrapping a product
comes in mind next time you're
The Windsor Market, at
shopping. Is there unneces- McDougall and Chatham, is a
sary plastic? Can you get it in place to get local, fresh foods
something
recyclable
or at reasonable prices.
reusable, like paper packaging
While you're at the market,
or a container with a lid? If you or anywhere else, bring your
can, it's another small green own bags to carry your purnotch on your environmental chases. This is an easy way to
ladder. Does your favourite seriously cut plastic consumpproduct come excessively tion. Most North Americans
wrapped? Write the manufac- have the longstanding habit of
turer, urging them to switch taking a plastic bag for every
packaging methods.
purchase, one that is excesAnother thing to consider sive and destructive. Gnyp exis need - do you absolutely pressed hope it's a habit
need those Twisto-Cheezo- students can change.
Munchos, or another plastic
"If you don't take plastic or
disposable lighter (you'll al- paper bags, but bring your

"The
students of
today are the
people to
create that
change."

own, you save trees and oil. If
everyone would do it there
would be a sizable difference,
and the students of today are
the people to create that
change. Students are young,
receptive to new ideas , and the
majority are prepared to accept the fact that the environment is degraded and requires
nuturing."
You're on campus and
your last course has left you
tired and hungry. When you
reach for a cup of java, make
that cup a reusable Environmental Awareness Association (EAA) mug. EAA president
Lydia Stam says the association has sold 1,000 mugs on
campus so far, and has 500
more on order.
When
complementing
your coffee with a snack, go for
recyclable plates, and food
that isn't wrapped in plastic.
Stam says her group is working
with
the
Grand
Marketplace to make food
packaging
environmentally
safer and less wasteful, but the
main problem is awareness.
"I was driving down the
street with my stepsister the
other day and she threw a
wrapper out the car window.
She didn't even realize what
she was doing, but when I
pointed it out to her she did.
We all need to think about the
things we do and the things we
buy, on campus or off."
A final food note: consider
eating less meat. Besides the
proven health benefits of a
meatless diet, cattle raised for
Western meat consumption
are often fed by Third World
crops and involve rainforest
destruction. Fast food meats
are usually wastefully packaged, and contain residues of
pesticides, hormones and antibiotics. A green choice is to
cut back on meat
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Industry is dumping tonnes of assorted toxic chemicals iRet
into the land, the water, and the air every day, including
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the sulphur that causes acid rain.

by Caeri Bertrand-Crump phi
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Oil spills are becoming atarmlngly common, poisonin9 CFc
our oceans and killing wildlife.
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hen cleaning
around your
apartment,
room or house, don't scrub
with chemical preparations
marketed for household use.
Baking soda is an effective,
environmentally friendly
product that is cheap, comes in
a recyclable box and cleans
without noxious bleaches.
Bleach in general is a bad idea;
go for phosphate-free laundry
powder for a friendlier, cleaner
wash.
Living
in
downtown
Windsor or on campus means
your chances of sharing your
dwelling with cockroaches or
ants are better than average.
Instead of using expensive
pesticides in your armed fight
for your space use an organic
concoction from the store, or
mix your own The Canadian

newspaper or newsprint, tin,
aluminum or steel cans. glass
bottles (as long as you can see
through the glass), used motor
oil and fine paper can go into
your box for curbside pickup.
Windsor's Blue Box program
has been very successful.
"We have a cooperation
rate of 70 to 80 per cent, and
the university has even implemented a separate recycling
system on campus," Bate said.
When you're pitching
something out, think about
other uses for it. Could someone else use it? Donate things
to second hand stores and
charities, who will often pick up
large items right from your
door, rather than donating
them to landfills or incinerators.
Landfills are a problem in

A

re you really
watching TV, or is
it just for company? When an energy consuming appliance is not in
need, turn it off! It's a simple
thing we often don't consider
out of habit, but waste doesn't
stop at the garbage can.
Think about the heat you
use Stopping up drafty windows and doors can slow
down your consumption rate
and help cut your bills if you
pay utilities.

Electric blankets are not
just wasteful, they have been
found to contribute to miscar·
riages and decreased fertility.
Consider an extra blanket, and
wearing a sweater around at
home, rather than consuming
energy you may not need
Next time you draw a long ,

I hot bath, think about how
much water you·re using.
Showers use less water than
baths, and shower head adaptors can further cut water use.
If you pay for water the savings
can come in handy, and you
can reserve long baths for
when you need them most.

"Consider an extra blanket, and
wearing a sweater around at
home ... "

"We are a wasteful society, but
recycling will ease the need for
landfills in the future."

'',

Green Consumer Guide has a
host of recipes that enable students to make cheap, safe
!household cleaners and bug
repellants to help the environment and the finances.
When cleaning up your
lstudy space, don't pitch everything away mindlessly Keep a
stack of recyclables for your
Blue Box. Ronald Bate.
ls Refuse Co-ordinator for the
ng City of Windsor, says any

l

nearly every North American
city, says Bate, and Windsor 1s
currently rushing to find a new
site.
"We have to find one by
1992, and no one wants it .,;.;in-'-L-----~~~-------=·~~---~------~~·-~ -~-~
their back yard I don't beCarbon dioxJ-ie being spewed into the atmosphere is
cause I've seen the crap that
believed to ca1.1- e the wGreenhouse Effect,• a potentially
goes into them and I'm very
disastrous warming of the Earth's atmosphere.
fearful of them, · Bate said.
"We are a wasteful society, but
recycling will ease the need for
~7t,•-·
•<Ji=t.. ~
~
-·~,c;.."_..-~
landfills in the future "
.
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hies by JoAnne DeBortoli

ach student uses
over two trees a
year in paper. A
good way to help make up for
that loss is to plant trees where
you can . If your parents or
friends own a house, help
them plant trees in their yard.
If you rent a house. ask the
landlord if you can plant saplings. It seems small. but
keep in mind that, like any proactive social or physical
change. environmentalism
begins at home.
Local high school students
have taken on the idea. In October Students for Global
Awareness planted 19 trees in
the Windsor area. saying in
their ceremonies that the
plantings
·symbolized the
committment of each of us to

·--·~- ;~

Travelhng? Instead of driving, take a train . Trains help
preserve riatural habitats for
animals and use less space
than highways. Cars don't just
destroy more space, they
create dioxide and toxic emissions that contribute to the
greenhouse effect. Using your
car less and walking or using
mass transit more can help
combat global warming, acid
rain and damaging health effects. Bate says the evidence
of our polluting habits turns up
on our cars as an ironic inconvience.

·F1u rther Acti·on ·
-

What
else can
/do?

:

work for a healthier, cleaner
environment." The group is expected to continue the plantings this year, setting an
example for younger and older
students.

-
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119 CFc•s from aerosol cans and refrigerators are punching
holes In the ozone layer, letting in cancer-causing
Ultraviolet rays. ,
, ,1 , ,,
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pril 22 is Earth
Day, a day thatenvironmen t al ists
devo te to act ivities that
promote g reen awareness.
Activists are planning concerts, art exhibits, lectures and
demonstrations. Contact the
following local groups to find
out what you can do:

·

:
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·

"Parking near the university, the foundries nearby
pump out stuff that leaves a
film on your car. Imagine what
we're doing to our air, water,
food by driving and incinerating," Bate said. • We have a
defininite problem that we all
need to look at.
Gnyp agrees, stressing
that environmentalism is not
something we can each conquer alone.
·it· s a lifestyle thing that we
need to change. We have to
stop jumping into the car ta
drive a block for a pack a
smokes. But we need leadership to do that, to convince
other people to change with
us. Students, the generation
that can adapt to new ideas,
are the environmental hope of
the future."
M

.

.

-

Clean Water Alliance
255-1717
Third World Resource
Centre 252-1517
On campus:
Environmental
Awareness
Association 253-7840
In Detroit: Evergreen
Alliance (313) 833-3443

j

~
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Here's how you can get 50% off
regular one way coach fares along
the Quebec-Windsor corridor. Save
40% by taking the train on our
discount days - Mon., Tues., Wed.,
Thurs., or Sat. Then flash your
student I. D. for an extra 10%
discount.
The sum is simple. But it adds
up to a sensational 50% saving including all the on-board fun and
freedom that only train travel allows.
Ask for complete conditions at any VIA Station and while you're there, drop an entry into the
contest box ...

YOU COULD WIN A TOSHIBA
COMPUTER WITH
WordPerfect®.
• Seats limited - purchase early
(min. 5 days in advance) with
student I.D. • Blackouts: Dec. 15/
Jan . .3. Easter (Thurs., Sat., Mon.)
Mondays following Victoria Day,
Canada Day, labour Day,
Thanksgiving • Regular 10%
discount to full time students applies any day,
without restrictions. • Minimum adult fare after
discounting: $7.

VIA'
'Registered 1ractemark ~ VIA Ra I Canada Inc

"'Trademark of VIA Ra,1 Canada Inc

• Reg,ste<ed trademark of WOfdPerlect Corpo,ahon

.............
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Edmond: Into the abyss_
Edmond
by David Mamet
Up in Arms Theatre
Subway Pub, Mar. 9-11
by Kevin Wilson
What qualifies as a bold theatre experiment? It is far
simpler to list what does not qualify: Showboat is not.
Ditto for Anne ofGreen Gables ,A Chorus line, The Phantom ofthe Opera, or any other production that appeases the
"discriminating" minds, tastes, and pocketbooks of most
pseudo-theatrical buffs abounding in the '90s.
Theatrical derring-do -- is there a venue for it in
Windsor? Try this on for size: take a young, angry man
trying to discover the meaning of life. Fold in ample portions of existential angst with just a smidgen of hope (set
aside for much later). Add a bold director and cast with one
of the most innovative playwrights of the 20th century and
you end up with Up in Arms Theatre Company, staging
David Mamet's Edmond in the Subway this weekend.
This is the first production by Up in Arms, an amalgamation of University of Windsor drama students and
alumni. Director Scott Mcfadyen hopes to use the group
as an alternative learning opportunity to "learn within the
overcrowded university environment". The title role is
played by third year BFA acting student Alex LeMay, with
the eight other actors doing double (and sometimes triple)
duty playing the remaining 26 characters.
Edmond renounces his secure upper-middle class
upbringing for the streets of New York City. It is his last,
angry lashing-out at his own life, which he has come to
believe meaningless. In his descent into despair, Edmond
begins to explore previously untouched aspects of his
psyche. His search for self unearths a repressed hatred of
women and racial groups.
The more Edmond learns about himself, the more
violent he becomes. Ultimately, he murders a woman, and
is finally imprisoned. In prison, he is raped by his cell mate,
(a black man) and later, a close relationship develops between the two. The ultimate irony lies in the fact that
Edmond's fury and anger is ultimately released, but his
body remains imprisoned.

Edmond learns about 3-card Monty: not the road lo riches.

Edmond crouches for the kill.

Mamet has created a compelling story, rich with symbolism and inspiration. By merely glancing through the
script, one can easily see parallels between Edmond, and
Herman Hesse's Siddhartha, who also renounced a life
which guaranteed comfort in search for answers.
Like Edmond, Siddhartha's soul is freed, but all tangible evidence of life is lost in the quest. Beckett's
Vladimir and Estragon are other notable sources which
Mamet has drawn on.
Edmond, like this duo, wiles away his life, waiting,
sear~hing fouomethjug t~t may or mlO' not ey;q.be there.
The stage design in the Subway is a director's and
stage manager's wet dream: a multimedia production,
making full use of the Subway's intimate surroundings and
powerful sound system; with live music, and video
screens, reminiscent of Tennessee Williams' The Glass
Menagerie. While not theatre in the round, per se, all seats

Lonee photo by Jason Kryk

are extremely close to the stage, allowing maximum
audience participation in certain scenes.
Local musician David Ragus has written an almost
completely original score for the play, which will be performed live during the play. After the show, Windsor's
own Luxury Christ will play.
Up in Arms represents the kind of theatre sorely lacking in Windsor's cultural community. Few groups in
Windsor are willing to take the risk of being, for lack of a
better word, fresh, and even fewer wish to offend the
audience's sensibilities by not being understood. Edmond
challenges our minds, and traditional values while entertaining us.
Few things do that for only five bucks a pop.
O

The Subway pub is located in the basement of the
University Centre, University of Windsor. For ticket information, contact Students' Administrative Council at 2536423.

Lance photo by Jalon Kryk
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Educational
Travel
Planner '90
The Complete Canadian
Guide to Learning Vacations
Around the World

University of Windsor
Students, Faculty & Staff
Luxurious surroundings and a majestic view of the Detroit Skyline
Will provide a perfect evening at a perfect price.

Indulge in an evening of
Fine Dining For Two

$39.95
Complete with appetizer, soup or salad, entree,
wine, coffee or tea, and dessert.
8% P.S.T. Included - Suggested Gratuity Not Included

Expires Mar. 31 / 90

&LEAVE

i

. "Windsor's Downtown Storage Facility"

Conveniently located near the U. of W.,
secure self-storage at economical rates.
Safe outside storage for cars. Stop in at
694 Cameron, just south of Wyandotte, or
call 254-5422.

Special Student Rates

(519) 254-5422

I •

I
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Art classes
Language schools
Retreat centres
Cooking courses
Study tours
Archaeological digs
And more!

March is
Red Cross
Month

+

The Canadian Red Cross S0c1e,y

W'f4111QO n l
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~ I:.'"'I c-na.oc•'

Hundreds of alternative holiday
experiences to meet any budget:

S7.95 from bookstores or from Student
Services. Athabasca University. Box
10.000, Athabasca, AB, TOG 2RO.Add
$2.00 for postag<' and handling.

Reservations Required. Please Call (519) 971-0828

CITY
LOCK

U+tAUL

Felt and Samurai

VISA

A United Way Agency

- ~ ENfAlS -

6 U ,n1

by Bernard Helling

Lance photo by Scott Ingram

As winter fades into spring, the art returns to Common Ground,
and the fund-raising events quickly follow. Within the next three
weeks, you can catch two noteable shows, and take in two boffo begging sessions, diguised as entertainment. But first, the art:
Jo Norman is a student at the University of Windsor's school of
visual arts, whose work follows up the investigations of the sculptural
processes popularized by the late Joseph Beuys. Beuys-type materials
abound; earth, honey, text-blocks, flat piles of construction materials,
even the ubiquitous felt. To these, Norman has added materials of his
own; long strips of fine paper (to be honey-ized), pins, parrafin, and
found wood and metal. Fat and beeswax didn't make the line-up. The
imagery involves the country, the bee theme, and elemental lust,
which appears to be directed at a warm red-hair(ed) individual. Undoubtedly, she is of the fine-boned type.
This is up-to-the-moment sculpture in the european mode, so be
ready for a mind stretch. Be ready also to get out to it now, as the
closing reception is this Friday (11th) evening.
On the 16, Citizen Advocacy, a group show of works by disabled
artists, opens for a two week run. The show closes March 30.
Now for the "events": Thursday, March 16, 8:30, come down to
Common Ground for a screening, from 16mm, of Akira Kurosawa's
classic, "The Seven Samurai". Admission is only $2.00 for thge film
that brought Japanese cinema to the west, and inspired Hollywood's
"Magnificent Seven".
The following Saturday, March 24, drop by the basement of the
Dominion House for a night of music by Lost Patrol and folk-singing sensation Dierdre Roberts. Come early; when these two acts
played for the Enviromental Awareness Assocciation, the place packed up by 9:30. Admission is a measely $3.00. Be there!
Common Ground is located in the basement of Mackenzie Hall,
Windsors old county courthouse that now serves as a cultural center. 3277 Sandwich street, corner of Sandwich and Brock. Thats the
second light after you pass under the Bridge going west nn University, Riverside Drive, Sandwich, so now you have no excuse...

Students'
Administrative
Council

is now accepting resumes for the foUowing 1990-91 positions:
Vice President External Affairs
Vice President Finance & Operations
Vice President University Affairs
Chief Electoral Officer
Chairperson for S.A.C. Meetings
Residence Issues Coordinator
Women's Issues Coordinator
Women's Centre Coordinator
Interviews will be scheduled the week of March 20th, 1990.
Please forward your resume to Joey Esteves at
The S.A.C. Office, 2nd Floor University Centre.
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25% of original

Mamas & Papas

by Kevin Johnson
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With one of the original four members, the
reconstituted version of the Mamas and the Papas would
do well to match a quarter of its original ability to please
an audience.
Fortunately, the new group can do better than that, and
offered the proof at Windsor's Stage West last weekend.
Belting out the old hits with conviction, the group was
warmly recieved by an audience that ranged from teenyboppers to their grandparents.
From the opening "California Dream in·" to the encore
"Monday, Monday," the trademark harmonies and playful
arrangements carried the tunes, helped by a backup foursome which delivered the music forcefully and faithfully.
Founding Papa John Phillips has revived the '60s pop
group with the help of his daughter Mackenzie and longtime friends Scott McKenzie and Spanky Mcfarlane (of
Spanky and Our Gang, a little-remembered contemporary
of the Mamas and Papas in their first incarnation).
The older Phillips joins others of his generation out to
prove they can still rock, and though the edges are a little
worn, he and the rest of the group obviously enjoyed themselves - a quality more performers could use.
Still, Phillips did seem more comfortable with his
leads on the more bluesy offerings, with McKenzie doing
a bang-up job when given a chance to shine.
Cass Elliott is missed, as the Mamas arc definitely the

once. Her big ballad, "Love Song," co-authored by her
father, allowed her to demonstrate she has a better than
passable voice, but the piece was one of the weaker ones
in a generally well-structured set. Her youth, however, was
an obvious asset; her exuberant dancing sometimes was
the only movement on stage.

lighter half of this ensemble. Mcfarlane started weak, but
her performance grew confident once she worked her way
through "Sunday Will Never be the Same," the only
genuine hit from her Our Gang days.
Former television actor Mackenzie Phillips is the least
experienced singer, and she lost track of the tune more than

Overall, the tight harmonies and syncopated rhythms
were well-executed, and the songs have lost none of their
catchy charm with the years. Early on, the instrumentation
threatened to overwhelm the voices, (a disaster for a group
whose main strength lies in its vocalizing) but once they
hit stride, the group, and the audience, never looked back.
Only the occasional mention of the good old days of
drugs and love served to remind that this is a group that has
seen better days, but McFarlane's invocation of the magic
name Cass rang more than a few bells.
The most poignant moment!> came when the group
asked the audience to try to keep Stage West afloat. The
theatre has run into difficulties finding a niche in the
Windsor/Detroit market, but manager Mike Lesperance
denies rumours it will close soon.
The show's four days were the most successful yet for
the venue, and Lesperance is negotiating with a number of
acts to fill up what is now an empty bill. Still, he said, with
Beatlemania and the Mamas and the Papas providing
moderate crowds, ''people around here are a lot more positive than they were two or three weeks ago."
O
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Electric Gypsys make eclectic music at Pub
by Cindy Kavanaugh
The Electric Gypsys is a funkadelic rock 'n roll band
which stresses a return to progressiveness. "We want to
push the boundaries a little (and) ... bring back progressiveness," said 20-year-old bass player Jason Filiatrault.
"We're not a glamour band at all," chimed in Joe
Janisse, the group's 21-year-old drummer.
In January, the Electric Gypsys placed first in the Subway Talent Show. The Gypsys displayed their "superior
energy" at the pub on March 7 when they opened up for a
cla ic '
and '60s Windsor band. Bad Apples
Although they would like to play more originals. the
Gypsys weren't afraid to play a cover tune with a twist.
The band did a fantastic version of Jimi Hendrix's "All
Along the Watch Tower'' Wednesday night. All three

brought their individual influences to the band, including
Jimi Hendrix, The Cult, Rush, The Violent Femmes, and
jazz.
Guitarist Steve Ruppert, 22, said before the show,
"We're trying to go along the lines of the Red Hot Chili
Peppers and Fishbone."
The band doesn't want to come across as not fun or
too serious, Ruppert said.
Filiatrault agreed.
"We're just trying to be as natural as we can I guess,
and not have that wall between u" 11nd the audicm.: ." he
said.
Although this band claims no weaknesses, they are
looking for a singer.
"Yo(.al!> arc a strong part in this band," Filiatrault said.

Great Moments in
Electrical History

186 7 Siemens invents
first electrical dynamo

1780 Coulomb

The perfect jumpstart for
your business

devises formulas to
measure electrical
force

- reaches dynamic readers
- always current
- generates cash flow

For advertising rates and
information, contact
Centra l Advertising Bureau
Stephen DeMarc o, dire ctor

253 -2288
The l ance: putting a spark in your soles

· · · ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · - - . . .

·we care a lot about our musicianship -- we're perfectionists."
The band appeals to the university crowd because students are willing to listen to different music and are more
accepting, Ruppert said. The Electric Gypsys said they
enjoy playing bashes and are available for univer..ity parties.
"The university is the only place we want to play."
Ruppert said.
Currently, the trio is recording a demo tape of original
songs and covers. Judging from the crowd r ponsc Wednesday night. the Flectric Gypsys are a band that will be
going places. Besides, as Ruppert said it's hard tu find
places to play originals 1n Windsor. so they arc planning
to go to Toronto in May.
0
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Author Crad Kilodney Larry's God-ny

\

of 1,000 kilometers.

by Larry Deck
In spite of some deft self-promotion and repeated attempts to be recognized by the entrenched forces of
Canadian 'literature,' Toronto's Crad Kilodney is a
household name in few houses besides my own. If you've
never read any of his idiosyncratic fictions, it's your loss.
Kilodney doesn't publish with the big houses. Titles
like his World Under Anaesthesia (1979), Gainfully
Employed In limbo (1980), and Blood Sucking Monkeys
from North Tonawanda ( 1989) are not to be found in the
catalogues of Random House, McClelland and Stewart ~r
even Lester & Orpen Denneys. Kilodney publishes them
privately under the auspices of 'Charnel House Books.'
(Four anthologies have been issued by other small presses,
including Malignant Humours ( 1988) by the local Black
Moss Press.)
These slim volumes. a few of them perfect-bound but
the majority in stapled pamphlet-form. are collections of
short stories and poems and. rarely, novella-length produc-

ln another story, "The Discovery of Bismuth," Kilodney represents a conversation between two passers-by
overheard from an apartment building. The conversation
seems to be largely cribbed from some high-school 'social
issues' essay, complete with abysmal grammar and spelling.
In "Filling Orders in Albania," our narrator is the first
order-filler in that country, working under the first
foreman, filling orders from the first Cardex clerk. He likes
his work, and comes up with a little song:

Filling orders in Albania,
it's a new kind of mania.
Filling orders in Albania,
yah, yah, yah.

it, Kilodney, "miffed because his own work had been
rejected by the competition three times, arranged for short
You may think you're getting the picture. You ain't.
stories by Faulkner, Kafka. Pirandello, London, Gorky,
Kilodney
is also editor of last year's First Charnel House
Sherwood Anderson and 0. Henry to be submitted to the
Anthology of Bad Poetry. The contents are uniformly
competition with changed titles and under pseudonyms."
The Globe continues: "In the best tradition of such awful and hilarious. Consider:
literary hoaxes, of course, all seven were rejected early in
tions.
"Holes"
The older titles are drastically appreciating in value the process ... " It generated some embarassment and some
by Deen Engels
publicity, both of which seem to have cooled off.
because of their limited-edition pseudo-cult status.
He lives, I am sure, a life of spartan austerity.
So why get excited about a guy who is ignored by the
in my hands are holes you drilled them
As
for Kilodney's fiction, it is simply nonpariel. I first
establishment to the point that he self-publishes his
many times you let me down
encountered him through the above-mentioned Black
material?
absent are my brains you killed them
Well, there are a number of interesting things about Moss collection which included his "Hard Working Garbut i'm glad you're back in town
Kilodney that set him above and beyond the run-of-the- bagemen of Cleveland" and "Lightning Struck my Dick"
as
well
as
"Office
Workers
Dreams"
and
"Filling
Orders
mill vanity press masturbators who publish volumes of
Some of this week's "Poetry Nook" may be bad
in Albania"; they all come highly recommended.
their vile poetry for friends and other victims.
enough
to be in the next (second) anthology. Interestingly
I would be lying, I suppose. if I said Kilodney's writIt is difficult, even under the best of conditions and
enough,
though, this First contained largely unsolicited
most enlightened governments, to make a living writing ing is • not classifiable· - a typical dodge. He is, but there
fiction. It is relatively impossible to do it by any other tack are many classifications (black humour, metafiction, pas- material that Kilodney reprinted from slush piles and
vanity press publications.
tiche, picaresque, satire ... ) Not all of them apply to all
than writing novels.
He has not asked anybody's permission to reprint the
A few people make it writing short stories for major stories, of course, but worse is the problem that, having
poems,
but "if any author demands payment for a poem
enumerated these things, I can hardly present a clear picmagazines and, later, anthologies, but it ain't easy.
reprinted
here without permission," he writes, "he can have
Kilodney goes several steps farther. He is almost cer- ture of how they fit together to make his unique style.
it, no problem."
Take his recent "Blood Sucking Monkeys from North
tainly the only Canadian author making a living selling his
New titles come out of Charnel House every few
Tonawanda"
(to
be
found
in
the
collection
of
that
name).
books on the street. He's been doing it since 1978, in
months,
and Kilodney has released his first cassette
weather good and inclement, on the s idewalks of Factsheet Five's Mike Gunderloy has accurately described
production:
"The First Kilodney Cassette," a "full hour of
downtown Toronto. You might see him sometime. He's it as a horror-pastiche, laden with annoying authorial inentertainment, featuring six stories ... and two very objecthe stalky, round-faced, sort of grizzly-looking character trusions and ultimately containing a section of somebody
tionable new performance pieces ("Jesus Christ" and
else's
novel.
On
the
back
of
the
collection's
lurid
cover,
with the sandwich-board that reads "Worst-selling
"Bobby Clarke"), interspersed with bits of weird music,
Kilodney
describes
the
story
as
one
mode
of
the
•
KilodCanadian Author - Read My Books," or "Vile Smut sound
effects, and other surprises."
ney-89 Thermonuclear Literary Device':
Cheap!"
For
more information, contact Kilodncy at Box 281,
In this mode you can effect total destruction of an enTwo years ago, Kilodney gained some fleeting
notoriety by banjaxing the I 0th Annual CBC Radio tire city and generate a powerful electromagnetic pulse Station S, Toronto, MSM 4L7. And be prepared for what
Ivan Stang has called ' High Weirdness by Mail.·
0
Literary Competition. As the Glohe and Mail would have sufficient to paralyze all communications within a radius

Introduces
Jennifer & Larry
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New & Exciting Stylists Bring
Their Artistic Flare
To Salon 510

From Around the World
405 Pelissier
254-6865
* Sweaters

* Cards

* Masks

• Tapestries
* Sculpture

• Folk Art
* Jewellery

all hair services with Jennifer & Larry only
Appointment Preferred
Monday & Wednesday -- 9:30 - 5:00
Tuesday, Thursday & Friday -- 9:30 - 7:00
Saturday -- 8:30 - 4:00

* Clothing

Open 7 Days

IN THE SKY
10% off with Student 1.0.
"F ROM THE ORIGINAL TO THE EXOTIC ..

551 Pelissier Street
973-4977

•
•
•
•

Sweaters
Tapestries
Clothing
Jewenery

• Folk Art
• African Carvings
• Scarves
* Whips

Handcrafted Imports From Around The World

300 Ouellette Ave. (Palace Complex)
Open 7
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Fast Feet Flying
there are always other
footprints
burned into the snow ahead of me
i try
to fit my own shoes in them
- remnants of some other success
wondering how much
bigger or smaller
they really are
(because the snow goes so fast
beneath you, it is not a true size)
stepping in and out of
their marks
i wonder
if they ha ve seen
God.

I wish I were a humble bee
Flying to bud, flower and tree
But angst, I am filled with thee
Because I am allergic to sweet honey
Ere the hives break out on me.

If I Could Fly

If l could Fly.
I would fly above all you mean-hearted fiends,
who make fun of me in dark donn hall quips
but the windows don't open at Mac Hall
but I have a shotgun and my piles hurt
Piles,
of clouds, racing onwards towards the dawn
2

by Mikhaila Kaliew

I wish my jacket were black and yellow
But that colour scheme just makes me bellow
A pastel tone is much more mellow
Like those little pink and green marshmallows
That don't weigh me down when I play the cello.
I wish I could deliver a sting
That would make those afflicted really sing
Like my telephone, ring, ring, ring;
Or a streetcar, ding, ding, ding;
I desire that type of thing.
But yet the hive was fumigated
And on my nerves, it really grated
My brain, my thorax, palpitated
"The end is nigh," the queen bee stated,
With all but dead, I masturbated.

by Sports lllustrated
If I could fly,
you'd be the first to know, you bastard.
You who gave me a 'C' on an essay you damn well know was worth B+ -minimum!
You who wrote
"Poor composition, questionablr grammar."
r11 be over your bald, spotty head in a second -How would you like a Canon AP 200E in the skull you miserable piece of
fuck?

A Jeep Agape

In Deference to Leonard Cohen
Jesus lay,
I killed him by proxy
Summarily tried, and labelled unfit,
six millions took mine.
On rue Ste Catherine,
The cry rose
"Merde a la Reine D'angleterre!''
And the Westmounts lamented their diaspora.
The little Quebecois boy
proferred his anus
I accepted
Why then, do the old men
In the cafes
Politely insist I relinquish
My testicles
On a plate?
Wasn't circumcision enough?
by Stevie Sexpert

When you whet my dreams,
You sharpen my desires.
You appeal to me
Like a bald tire.
I want to put my axle on your hub
And motor through the night
Down our highway of love.
But Dad won't give me the keys
So I'm left here on my knees
Worshipping at the gas bar of your smile.
Every word you say to me
Is high-octane fumes, you see
My engine won't last me that last mile.
The spark plugs, the windshield bugs
All conspire while I admire
Your shining chrome. I make my home
In your upholstered backseat mire.
by Kyle Angus MacKentzie

I Will Be Free

3

Toe-Jam
Dreams
of
YESTER-YEAR
And
The girls
of
Sports Illustrated
laugh at my ears.
Dark Nights
of
Hard things
and
tattoos
Later.
in
Prison,
I carved
a
chicken
out of
wood.

From the dawning of life, man has envied the sky
From the dawning of life, man has wanted to fly
If I could fly, the neighbour's mutt
These men have tried to spread their wings
-i• to the sky. I'd fol'fhrigllt put.
~ ~ - - - - - - ~ ~ Made of rubber, canvaiij and~l'4,f>rillj& - - - - - - ~,~~- ~----.-.__""
to,..---.~......_---~-~~-~.IThat dog that taunts me in the night
Yet we have only succeeded from inside pressure glass
celebrate
after my gal and I have had a fight.
From the sky to see that earthen mass
Fuckin' pooch! Let's you and me both see
To be free from the caging hulking jet
my
Schistosomyisis.
how you like a drop from some 200 feet!
Is something I'm hoping will come as yet
I want to be free to fly and dance
by "Duke" Davis, March. 1990
4
Among the clouds, gone that earthen trance
Where the air is fresh and the sky is clear
If I could fly
To float on a bed of thoughtless cheer
into the sky
Close to where the sun shines proud
into the night
Maybe rest or nap upon a cloud
up oh so high
Oh how I wish I had some wings
then you'd know
Not of rubber. canvas or steel springs
While Sleeping on my Stomach
you, down below,
I am one of the few this day
how very much superior I am to all of you, you fuckin' sheep!
Who on the ground not wants 10 stay
I had a Dream
I want to live where I belong
that I was involved in a high stakes
by lschmael Shmenczy
Where I can sing to a precious song
lawn mowing race with recently
Up w!K!re the birds and planes have flown
released African National Congress leader
Nelson Mandela
Is where in my mind I have always known
I will be free.
He had won the race and
Hai-Ku (Fa-Q)
began to sip lemonade
by Carolyne R
from a glass that was shaped
like Nuclear missile (long and projected)
it's raining
Defeated and Humbled
the sky is crying for me
Arc Welding at Dawn
I feigned disgrace
what a sad
by claiming I could not mow
motherfucker
Blow torch me,
as fast as Mr. Mandela
Lover.
because I did not want to end
by Pat Medicine
Fasten me
up with horrible grass stains
With your expert hands
on my pretty Frock
To your thighs
For all time.
I wonder what that means?
Cover me with Kno-Rust
So even the
Clive Lennox
Elements cannot
Separate what
We have done.
Let them look
For the union
Label
On your work (me).
But
What right
Does Local 101
Have in matters
Of the heart?
None.
W. 0. Henry
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Don Says:
Don't miss my wild St. Patrick's Day Bash,
Saturday, March 17.

"Purveyors Of Fun"

• Irish Specials
• Pot of Gold D raw
& More

531 Pelissier Street (at Wyandotte)
Monday-Saturday 11 a.m. 'til 1 a.m.
Sunday 11:30 am. 'til 11 p.m.
256-DONS
Licensed Under the LLBO
Remember:

Your Gold Card is good for 2 for 1 wings daily 4 - 7 p.m.!!!

Open For Lunch
Students

From 11 :00 a.m.
Tel. 254-8686
rlJ\
• • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
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The University Ombudsperson and Race Relations Officer

' I

I

I

You have a problem of an academic, administrative, or race relations
nature with any part of the university, its departments or units, have
exhausted all normal grievance channels and don't know where to turn
for help!
You will get independent advice in an informal and confidential way,
and where possible, a mediated solution to your problem. The Ombudsperson
has been given broad investigative powers, university-wide access to personnel
and information, and the authority to ask questions and require answers that
may resolve your problem.

:

I
One pizza with pepperoni. mushrooms. green peppers and
bacon.
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Two 12 pizzas . . ..
.
$16.34 plus lax
Two 14' pizzas .. ..
. . .. .
$20.39 plus tax
M_ention ~oupon when ordering. One coupon per order.
L1m1ted time offer.
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LUNCH SPECIAL

$5~:s

For an appointment ...

a
I
I

Subhas Ramc haran, Ph.D .
Office of the Ombudsperson and Race Re lations Officer,
253-4232, Extension 3400
Office Hours: Monday - Friday, 11 a.m. - 3 p.m.

I
II

TAX

You'll receive one medium cheese pizza for only $5.99
plus tax. Additional toppings 99c each Mention coupon
when ordering. One coupon per order.

em

.. .

Limited time otter.
Coupon required.

One Call Does It All .....

present

University of Windsor
Big Brother Week
March 12 - 15, 1990

Stop by and see a Big Brother representative
at the following locations.
Residence Halls

Monday thru Thursday
March 12th - March 15th

Monday, March 12th at 10:00 p.m.
Cody Hall - Games Room

10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Main Lobby

Tuesday, March 13th at 10:00 p.m.
Mac Hall - Stagshead

I
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Big Brothers of Windsor-Essex County

Student Centre

I

~
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The Lancer
Locker

Lancer track men nipped by Blues
by Dave Briggs

OUAA/OWIAA
TRACK & FIELD
MEN

Final Team Standings
I
2

3
4

5
6
7
8

Toronto (126)
Windsor(120)
York (107)
Western (102)
Queen's (58)
McMaster (27)
Waterloo (22)
Lakehead (6.5)

WOMEN
Final Team Standings
1

2
3
4

5
6
7
8

York (144.5)
Toronto (116)
Western (92)
Windsor (62)
Queen's (57)
McMaster (35.5)
Guelph (15)
Laurier (11)

Windsor's Results
Gold
Brad Carroll
(60m hurdles- 8.43)
Rob Robinson
(shotput- 14.64m)
Irma Grant
(60m-7.62)

•

Sil,·er
boo MacGregor
(300m - 35.14)
Doug Tilson
(600m -1:21.45)
Derek Bergey
Joe Ross
Chad Lamoure
Don MacGregor
(4x200m relay- 1:30.67)
Anthony Black
(high jump- 2.07m)
Bill Bailey
(shot put - 14.47m)

Bronze
Geoff Hewick

1

(high jump - 2.07m)
Chris Weinberg
(60m hurdles - 8.46)
Derek Bergey
(long jump- 6.86m)
Inna Grant
(300m - 40.68)
Darlene Dunn
( triple jump - 11.22m)
JoAnne Van De Wiele
M. J. Mc Keever
Yvette Blackburn
Irma Grant
(4x200m relay- 1:44.10)
Lorraine Henry
Mary-Lou Belanger
M. J. Mc Keever
Karen MilJer
(4x400m relay - 3:58.37)

UPCOMING
EVENTS
Women's Volleyball
March 8-10
CIAU's at Windsor

Indoor Track & Field
March 9-10
Windsor at CIAU's (Manitoba)

For most of the season, the
University of Windsor's men's
track and field team led a fairy tale
existence. It held down the top
spot in the national rankings nearly every week, did well in every
meet, and generally believed
Windsor could knock off Toronto
as the perrenial Ontario University Athletic Association powerhouse.
This past weekend, as the
fairy tale neared its conclusion,
the Lancers did not receive the
happy ending they so richly
deserved. Instead, when they
kissed the frog expecting to
change it into a princess, all they
ended up smooching was an ugly
slime-covered amphibian.
Last weekend, Windsor lost
the OUAA men's team championship by six points to Toronto
at the Lancers' home facility, the
St. Denis Centre.
Windsor head coach Dennis
Fairall was justifiably disappointed by coming so close to a
OUAA title, though he was more
than pleased with his team's effort.
"It was sort of a 'what if' feeling," Fairall said. "rt was just injuries that cost us.
"Everybody really gave
gutsy efforts. Regardless of how
they ran or competed, virtually
everyone gave 110 per cent. They
really dug deep, and it appears
that we peaked at the right time."
Injuries to key Lancers at key
times was the prime reason
Toronto was able to knock off
Windsor to win its 18th consecutive title.
"We expected them to win it.
After our injuries, we expected
them to win it by a larger margin,"
Fairall said.
Decathlete Chris Weinberg,
who was expected to compete in
a number of events, was sidelined
midway through the meet when
he injured his hamstring during
the long jump.
The injury kept Weinberg out
of the pole vault, an event in
which he is ranked third in the
province. As well, he was unable
to compete in the high jump,
though he had qualified for the
final round in that event.
"For us to win, all he would
have had to do was clear one
height in the pole vault," Fairall
said.
Teammate Doug Tilson was
also hampered by a hamstring
problem and was unable to score
points in the 1000m, though he
did win a silver medal in the
600m.
Add to that hurdler Joe Ross'
battle against mononucleosis, and
Windsor was left without a full
contribution from three of its key
athletes who had the potential to
scoremorepointsfortheteamhad
they been healthy.
Even with the injuries, the
team title was not decided until
the final two events, the high

Toronto's Anthony Deserio
snuck past Windsor's Anthony
Black in the high jump, and the
Varsity Blues' 4x400m relay
team managed to win a bronze
medal, just ahead of Windsor's
fourth place finish, to edge the
Lancers out for the title.

Alex Stamat puts his 4th place shot.
just six points short, it is unfortunate that a second place finish
will leave such a bad taste in so
many people's mouths. after a
season of almost nothing but good
things.
The Lancer women's team
were also fonmdable opponents
at the meet. The Windsor women
placed fourth in the Ontario
Women's Intercollegiate Athletic
Association's team standings, behind York, Toronto, and Western.
Individually, Windsor
walked away with their biggest
haul ever at the provincial championships. The collective men's
and women's teams snatched
three gold medals, five silver
medals, and seven bronze medals.

York athh:te when the two
squared off at the CIAU championships.
Grant was the women's only
gold medalist, while the men featured two gold medal winners.
Brad Carroll won the 60m
hurdles, just nosing out York's
Andrew Stark at the finish line.

Carroll was a surprising winner in
the event as teammate Ross was
the top ranked hurdler in the
province.
Shot putter Rob Robinson
was the other Lancer gold
medalist. His throw of 14.64m
was enough to put him ahead of
teammate Bill Bailey's silver
medal performance of 1447m.
Don MacGregor was a dualsilver medalist for Windsor. MacGregor placed second in the 300m
with a time of 35 14. and was the
anchor for the men's 4x200m
relay team.
Joining MacGregor on the
relay team was Derek Bergey. Joe
Ross, and Chad Lamoure.
Picking up bronze medals for
Windsor were: Geoff Hewick
(high jump-2.07m), Chris Weinberg (60m hurdles-8.46), Irma

Grant (300m-40.68), Darlene
Dunn (triple jump- l l .22 m),
Loraine Henry , Mary Lou
Belanger, M.J. McKeever, and
Karen Miller (4x400m relay3:58.37), and JoAnne Van De
Wiele, Irma Grant, Yvette Blackburn and M.J. McKeever
(4x200m relay-1:44. lO).
Windsor is now concentrating its efforts on the national
championships which will be held
this weekend at the University of
Manitoba in Winnipeg.
The team will be sending 17
men and 11 women, making this
the largest Lancer contingent ever
at the CIAUs. 13 men, and 4
women were ranked high enough
nationally to have their trip
funded by the CIAU.
The University of Windsor
has picked up the tab to allow the
other 11 athletes to compete.
Though they lost the OUAA
title, Windsor's men's team is still
ranked number one in Canada. In
the OU AA. the top eight finishers
in each event are counted toward
team scoring. In CIAU rankings,
only the top six finishers are
counted toward national rankings.
Windsor had more athletes
ranked in the top six than Toronto did. The Lancers are only half
a point ahead of the University of
Mzmiti,ba mthe- rnn ings.
Though they enter the national championships as the top
ranked team, Windsor may have
difficulty winning the team title
a~ several of their multi-event athletes arc still hampered by injuries.
Weinberg. who normally
"ould compete in the 60m
hurdles, shot put. pole vault, high
jump and long jump. may only be
able to compete in the shot put.
"I hope to be top three, but
that's going to be tough without
Chris (Weinberg)," Fairall said.
As well. the condition of both
Ross and Tilson is questionable.
leaving the hopes of a national
title in jeopardy.
O

In all, 21 of 25 competing
Lancer men contributed to the
team's scoring, while 14 of the 17
Lancer women added points to
their team's cause.
The field events were a highly successful area for the Lancers.
They compiled their highest ever
Sponsored by Don Cherry's
point total in the field, an area norCarroll, a second year enRestaurant
mally dominated by Toronto.
gineering student, ran the 60m
In individual performances,
hurdles in 8.43 seconds. He nosed
The Performer of the Week out York's Andrew Stark who ran
Irma Grant electrified the crowd
for the period ending March t 1 is an 8.44.
and her exhubcrant teammates by
University of Windsor hurdler
For being selected Performer
defeating her rival, York's France
Brad Carroll.
of the Week, Brad Carroll will
Gareau in the 60m.
Last weekend, Carroll com- receive a $20 voucher from Don
Grant blasted out of the
eted
in the OUAA/OWIAA Cherry ·s Restaurant at 531 PelisP
blocks and was able to hold off
Finals
at
the St. Denis Centre and sier St. in downtown Windsor.
Gareau and defeat her by more
than a tenth of a second.
came away with a gold medal in
Carroll can contact the lance
the 60m hurdles.
(253-4232 ext. 3909) to find out
"I think it was important for
Carroll. 21, who has not run how to pick up his voucher.
O
her (Grant) to get a good start,"
much this year due to injuries,
The choice of the Performer
said Windsor assistant coach
pleased not only himself with his of the Week is made solely by the
Molly Killingbeck. "She got a
performance, but also coach Den- Lance sports department and
goodstartandshedidn'tgiveanynis Fairall.
does not in any way reflect the
thing away for the rest of the
"It was a suprising win," views or opinions of the Univerrace."
Fairall said. "He's been strug- sity of Windsor's athletic departGrant and Gareau began their
riv ally last year when Grant gling all year with injuries. Brad ment, or Don Cherry's
defeated Gareau at the OWiAA is a talented athlete and he ran a Restaurant.
tight race."
t th
h _ I_::o:st~o~~e:__:========================...l
Lj_u_m_p_a_n_d_t_h_e_4x_4_o_o_m_r_c_la_·Y
_·__c_ha_m_pi_o_n_sh_i_ps_-._t_en

Performer of the week
Brad Carroll
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Four Lancer athletes shine as all-stars
by Dave Briggs

.

As another year of university
athletics draws to a close, members of various sport committees
face the unenviable task of acknowledging the feats of certain
athletes over others.
The selection of athletes to
the various provincial and national all-star teams is a consolation
prize to those athletes whose
teams have already finished their
season.
This year, four University of

.

Smith was named an all-star
for her fifth consecutive year, an
accomplishment that should not
go without considerable praise .
This season, as co-captain of
the squad, Smith had a hitting efficiency of 35 per cent (4 per cent
higher than her career efficiency
of 31 per cent), a passing efficiency of 2.14 per cent and accumulated 100 blocks.
Brecka, her co-captain, was
named an all-star for her second
consecutive year. Brecka had
489 digs this season, and has

Windsor athletes received such a
consolation prize as they were
selected to provincial all-star
teams.
Cheryl Smith and Chris
Brecka, former members of the
women's volleyball team, were
both honoured with a selection to
the Ontario Women's Interuniversity Athletic Union' first
all-star team, while Lancer hockey stars Dan Mahon and Brad Belland were chosen as Ontario
University Athletic Association
second team all-stars.

Heavy hitters in
town for nationals
by Paul Mayne
Some of the country's best
women's volleyball teams will be
meeting at the St. Denis Centre
this weekend for the Canadian Intercollegiate Athletic Union National Championship.
Teams from across Canada
will be competing for national
honours during the three day
event.
Along with the host Lancers,
participants include: the University of Regina, Laval Univcrsity,
University of Manitoba, Mt. Allison University, University of
British Columbia, York University, and the University of Victoria.
This is the first time Windsor
has hosted such a prestigious
event and Lancer head coach
Marge Holman is looking forward to the action-packed
weekend.

"It will give great exposure to
the university across Canada,"
she said. "It's good for the image
of the school."
Competition gets underway
T hursday afternoon with four
matches slated. Play continues
throughout the weekend and
fi nishes off with the final Saturday night at 7:30.
Those interested in attending
any of the games can call 2534232 (ext.2437) for ticket information.
Student tickets are $3.00 per
session for the qualifying rounds.
Each session consists of two
games. $5.00 will buy admission
to the medal round. Students can
purchase a full package for $8.00
which entitles them to attend all~
games during the three days.
Make a point to attend some
of the matches as some excellent
volleyball no doubt awaits.
O

.

for 40 points, while Mahon, a left
winger, tallied 17 goals, 19 assists, for 36 points.
Belland was ranked seventh
in the final OUAA scoring. race,
while Mahon ended up in fifteenth place.
Both players helped power
the Lancers in one of their most
succesful seasons in recent
memory. Belland, a second year
business major, is expected to
return next season. Mahon is also
expected to return as he is only in
his third year of eligibility.
0

amassed 1 l3 aces over her
university career.
For both players, the all-star
selection is a fitting cap to five
years with the Lancers.
Unfortunately, both players
left the team recently for unstated
reasons, making their all-star
awards bittersweet.
Mahon and Belland were the
Lancers' top scorers in OUAA action this season.
Belland, a centre on the
team's most productive line, led
the team with 18 goals, 22 assists,

1990 CIAU Women's Volleyball Championship
at U of W St. Denis Centre
Day 3,
Sat., Mar. 1O

Day 2.
Fri., Mar. 9

Day 1,
Thurs .. Mar. 8
Regina
vs.
Laval
1pm

loser

1 pm

Winner

Winner
Winner
6pm
Loser

Loser
Loser

Winner
Winner
5th place 7th place
2pm
Loser
6th place

Day 3,
Sat., Mar. 1O

Day 2,
Fri., Mar. 9

Manitoba
vs.
Mt. Allison
3pm

12 noon

Winner
Bronze

Winner

Winner
CIAU
Champion
7:30pm
Loser
Silver

4pm
Loser
4th place

Loser
8th p lace
Loser

UBC

3 r:?m

vs.
York
6pm

Loser
Winner

MARCH
Sunday/Monday/Tuesday/Wednesday{Thursday/Friday/Saturday

Winner
Loser
8pm

.
Loser~

_

Winner

Victoria
vs.
Windsor
8pm

·- _ Winner

.

~

l

R~

a••
c~

l~/y

K~

Every
Sunday
Night

Mon., Tues.,
Wed.
Nite
Specials

'
755 Ouellette

,

Enjoyalittle basketball with your pizza

I
Classic

I

~

.,,

\ II
I

$2.95
20 Item Burger
20¢ Wings

Food
Specials

• Plus P.S.T.

Mini Basketball

Get a genuine NCAA· M1ni-Basketban for
only $2 .99 with any pizza purchase
This $10.00 retail value is available while
supplies last at part1c1pa11ng Pizza Hui·
restau rants only

I
I
I
I
I
I

L
L·
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Icemen slashed by Warriors

OUAA/OWIAA Statistics

by Jim Parry

being selected to the OUAA was supposed to be in a rebuildsecond all-star team. Brad Beling period, but ended up surpassThe Waterloo Warriors land and Dan Mahon, who
ing the accomplishments of last
proved too much to handle as they finished 1-2 in Lancer scoring and year's team.
eliminated the University of among the league M:oring leaders,
More importantly, the LanWindsor Lancers from the hock received the well-deserved nod
cers served notice they will a team
ey playoff picture Feb. 27.
from the selection panel.
to be reckoned with heading into
Waterloo defeated the LanThe Lancers season has to be next year's campaign.
0
cers 8-4 to win the best of three viewed as successful. The team
series 2-1.
Brad Belland led the Lancers
with two goals, while Dan Mahon
and Luc Duchanne added singles
in the losing cause.
Windsor head coach Rick
Cranker said the Lancers ran into
a Warrior team which had everything going its way, but bad
breaks hurt his team in the final
two games of the series.
Cranker was optimistic about
the Lancers' chances heading into
next season. He said barring personal or academic problems the
Lancers should have most of the
team back.
Two Lancer players were
Lance photo by James Crump
rewarded for their fine play by Lancer and Warrior battle alon~ board~ for a loose puck.
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OWIAA AI.L ~TARS

WOMEN'S BASKF.TBALl,

W~tDhblon

FINAL STANDINGS

Chris Brecka (Wlndwr)

f..AST DIVISION
Laurentian
loronto

Ouawa
Queen's

York
Carleton
Ryerson

WEST Dl\'ISIOS
Lakehead
McMaster
Brock
Western
Laurier
Wlnd~r
Guelph
Waterloo

Kelly Breutlgam (Lakehcad)
Cry511J Moser (McMnster)
Dina Powis (Western)
Janice Simmons (Brock)
Chnyl Smith (Windsor)

GP GW GI. TP
12 12 0 24
12
8 4 16
7 s 14
12
12
7 s 14
12
6 6 12
12
1 11 2
12
11 2
GPGWGL TP
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14

12
12
9
9

2 24
2 24
18

s
s

18
8 12
9 10
2 12 4
2 12 4

6

s

HOCKE\'

Ot;AA I..cague
f'INAI. STANOINGS
Wntern Oivl,1011
\\'
L
Launer
Waterloo

Wind~or

19
17
12
1l
9

Western
Brock
Guelph
10
Laurentian 3
RMC
2

3
4
9
9
11
12
18
20

1

A

p

S1
SB
95
88

38
3S
2S
24

126

20

100

20

155
177

4

f

0 160
122
I 101
2 99
2 128
0 102
0 67
0 52

6

W0!\1f..N'S \ 01.LF. \ BALI.
Eastern Dhison

RESLI.TS
Gold ~lcdol
SlherMcdal
Bronze Medal
4th place
5th place
6th place
7th place
8th place

\\

I.

T

14
Ouawa
13
York
13
McGill
12
Toronto
10
Concordia 9
Queen's
8
R}erson
7

5
8

2 124

UQTR

York
Olta"-a
Bruck
Toronto
Lakehcad
Wind~or
Western
Carleton

8

8
12

13
14
15

F

p

A
70
91
84
7J

30

108
I 102
2 93
0 113 JOO
0 80 78
0 8S 125
0 76 137

27
27
26

20
18

16
14

campus rec.
Campus Rec Participant of the

Week

recipient Last semester he was a
member of a mixed softball team
and championship teams in both
men's Football and mixed Volleyball. This semester, he is involved with men's Basketball and
Ball Hockey, as well as returning
with his mixed Volleyball team.
Everyone at Campus Rec thanks
Vince for his continued involvement in our program.

Drew Rankin has been
selected as last week's Campus
Rec Participant of the Week!
Drew is six years old and is in
grade one at Princess Elizabeth
Public School. He loves to swim.
draw and play Nintendo with his
two older brothers. He is a member of the 44th Beaver Patrol at
1
Riverside United Church Drew
received this award for his par~ Campus Rec Women's Ice
ticipation in the Campus Rec Hockey~ - - - - - - - - -Red/Maroon aquatics here at the
Suicidal Tendencies conUniversity of Windsor.
tinued their winning ways last
Vince Rocca, il second-year Wednesday as they crushed the
Psychology major, is this week's Bridge
_:_11-2. Li;£ Gillcspe
_:_scored

5 goals to increase her leagueleading total to 7, while Karen
Dunn added a pair for the Bridge
to increase her total to 6.
In the only other game, Cartier, who remained winless in
their first two games, walked all
over the injury-plagued H.K.
team by a score of 8·0. Sue Brongo had the hat-trick. while Connie
McCutcheon and Dina Cellotte
had a pair each.

Campus Rec Women's Basket-

ball
Tuesday nights are hot at the
St. Denis centre, as Women's Intramural Basketball continues.

Victors this week include the
Petunias, the X-Cons, the Happy
Campers, and Globes Too.

Dance for Heart
On February 10, Campus
Recreation held its very first
Dance of Heart Aerobathon. It
enabled the University of
Windsor community to raise over
$800.00 to thb date and this
figure should double by Jhe deadline next week.
Instructors: Kimberly Hicks,
Sandra Gagnon, Rod Sallomon.
Melissa Monk. Deborah Wolr.
Sherri Charron, Kandi McElary,
Linda Simctic

Sponsors: Gold's Gym,
Goodlife Fitness, Hiram Walker
Ltd., Balloons Arc Us, National
Sports Centre, Bob Reaume
Sports, Collegiate Sport, Campus
Recreation.
Wanted: Campus Recreation
needs qualified referees for the
following Intramural Leagues:
Basketball, Hockey. If you are interested, and v. ould like to make
some extra money as a referee,
plea.se,..conta 1 P. ul t - 2911
or 253-4232, ext. 2456.

____ ___ ________________________

u

Secret Spice.

~

New Date Monday, March 19
Who's com mg on campus to give answers to these questions?

l\lr. Ji1n Golightly
Senior Hu1nan Resources IVlanager
D0n1tar, Canada

Bring your lunch -- ifs a "Brown Bag Special"

It'~Go~l''
"'
l§l~Cll)_!J

One bite of the BM T and you've got a
spicy secrc1 you c.m·1 keep to yourself1
h's Subwav·s zcsue,t sub - four different
meats and frcsh. free f1xm·s all piled high
on fresh-baked bread Footlong or 6". 1t"s
different from any th mg >·ou\e ever tasted
•
• NJ
The secre1·s just a bite away1Stop by
~ I J•
Subwayfor1he BM.T.

It will be interesting!

SlicedSpice.

i. W •\fl
1fht1"Al(f·

•
1

Super Price.

lI 99¢ Footlong B.MI.
with purchase of a large soft drink

I Wnh this coupon. get a fooclong BM T sub for 99{ wher. purchase a foot·
long BM T at the rtgular pnce
I
good
11h
~j I J:.1u1;rc, I
I '") oihn o1kr hxpircs March 22/90
.._ - • · I
}'OU

Location:
Date:
Time:

Oak Room, Vanier
i\1onday, i\larch 19
Noon -- "B rown Bag "

Lunch
Refreshments: Juice, Coffee,
Cookies

Be There!

. _______________
..
971-9209..1 ' ; ; ; ; ; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - . Gooda1panK1pi(1ngS1omonly Noc

1n«>mh1o.ilklll ..

12424 University Ave. W.

,

"
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S'CUSE ME, EH. Imagine this room is a party. All the bottles and cans
represent people at the party. Imagine you're at the party and you really need
to use the washroom, but it's on the other side of the room! See how
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CIAU volleyball ~h~mpionship, pp. 5, 23 & 24

Photo show delights, p. 13

Trade deal assessed, p. 3

Quebec tuition fight heating up

Students arrested for sit-in protest
b} Kevin Johnson
Quebec university students
raced with a massive tuition increase are going above and
beyond in their fight against
higher fees for post-secondary
education.
Riot police threw nine McGill University students in jail for
overstaying their welcome at a
politician's office Mar. 9. The students, part of McGill's Coalition
Against the Privatization of
Education, occupied Liberal
~NA Jacques Chagnon's office
in protest of his support for a
proposed 130 per cent university
tuition fee hike. Police removed
the students after almost eight
hours of negotiations.
The occupation is the latest in
aseries of moves against the tuiJion increase, which have included rallies and several
universities voting in favour of a
student strike. The proposed 130
pei cent jump would push tuition
at McGill to within several
hundred dollars of tuition at Ontario universities.
According to coalition member Micha~! Temelini, a graduate

of the University of Windsor, the
Quebec student movement has
begun seriously considering a
campaign around the issue of free
education.
"It's something that isn't
being discussed in other provinces," he said. "I guess Quebec students are a little more radical than
the rest of Canada."
Mar. 4, McGill students
voted in favour of a strike, but
Temclini is not sure the call will
be heeded.
"More important is that it's in
solidarity with the other schools,"
he said.
The Mar. 9 occupation began
as a meeting between Chagnon
and over 20 students, including
members of the coalition and representatives from Universite de
Quebec Montreal. The protestors presented alternative funding
solutions to Chagnon, and asked
him to change his stance on the
fee hike. They also demanded
Chagnon arrange a meeting between Quebec education minister
Claude Ryan and student leaders
and that Chagnon initiate a parliamentary commission on the underfunding of post-secondary

a

Lonee photo by Jason Kryk

Complacent Wind!>orites enjoy unseasonably warm weather while McGill counterparts languish in prison.

education.
Chagnon spoke to students
for about an hour before leaving
his offices. The Universite de
Quebec students left too, but e
McGill students stayed to write
letters to Chagnon while he was
gone.
Chagnon returned to continue the debate, and told the students their suggested alternative
- a special education tax on corporations - was not viable.

"(Corporations) are sufficiently taxed already," he said.
"Why shouldn't students in
Quebec pay as much as students
everywtiefe else in CaAada?"
Coalition members said
Chagnon was not representing the
80,000 students in his riding. Instead. they said. he was representing the needs of business.
When Chagnon refused most
of their demands, the students announced they would not leave the

office.
Police arrived at about 7 pm.
The students gave themselves up
peacefully to arrest. as about 20
supporters cheere,d;--Tite prot~

tors were charged with mischief
and released two hours later. They
are scheduled to appear in court
July 10.
CJ
Tlris story was prepared with
the help of the Canadian University Press.

Students pan prof; he threatens revenge
WATERLOO (CUP) A Wilfred
Laurier prof shook up a class
when he threatened to seek
academic revenge on students
who gave him a bad review.
Business professor Jim
Fisher dropped in on the second
semester portion of a full year
class which he had led during the
first half. According to witnesses
in the mandatory accounting
class, Fisher then pulled out three
professor evaluation forms - including one with profanity in it and put them on an overhead
projector for the class to see.
The students say Fisher then
told them he knew who wrote the
evaluations because he recognized who wrote the handwriting.
They said Fisher then reminded
them they had a couple of years
left at Laurier.
"He dido 't allow us to comment," one student said. "He said
What he had to say and walked
out. He was pretty irate at the
time."
The evaluations have a standard questionnaire and a sheet for
comments. Students do not have
lo submit their names, but they

.Next week:

must specify the professor and necessary," class representative
course group. Laurier professors Garry Scott said. "Everyone felt
do not have to participate in the ashamed that three evaluations
faculty-run evaluations, but if reflected badly on our group."
Fisher later apologized to the
they do, they cannot see them
until after they submit their final class section, saying he never
meant to threaten anyone.
grades for the course.
"Student input is very valuAfraid of having their group
able,"
said faculty director Jim
"blacklisted" for the next two
McCutcheon.
"It's unfortunate
years. the group decided to
that
a
small
number
of students
apologize to Fisher on behalf of
.could
do
this
to
the
class."
the few who were "unnecessarily
McCutcheon said the incirude" in their criticism.
"We felt an apology was dent would discourage professors

from taking part in the evalua- talk to other profs," said business
tions.
student Daniel Story. "It could be
Fisher said he hoped his ac- so easy for.(a professor angered
tions would make the evaluations by bad evaluations) to affect our
more effective, and get students to future marks."
take them more seriously.
But business student Mary
Fisher said when students Gilbert doesn't think students will
evaluate professor, they "are not be afraid to give negative evaluajust evaluating the professor, but tions in the future. She said they
affecting his whole family."
will make more of an effort to disBut students say they won't guise their handwriting and give
ever treat evaluations the same more thought to what they write.
way for fear of future reprisals.
"All (a professor) has to do is

Extension cord blamed for Laurier blaze
by Lynn Bezaire
Laurier Hall residents
received a surprise last Thursday
when a fire alarm turned out to be
the real thing.
The fire started on the first
floor of the women's residence
and was contained to room 115.
The room's residents, Barb Clutterbuck and Lisa Wielhouwer,
were out of the room at the time.
The fire marshall first

NCAA basketball preview

thought faulty wiring caused the
fire, but later determined a faulty
extension cord was the villain.
Roxy Denniston-Stewart of
Residence Services pegged the
damage at approximately $3,000.
The room had to be repainted. a
desk top replaced, and the curtains and mattresses had to be
thrown out due to smoke damage.
Clutterbuck estimated the
damage to her personal belongings at between $600 and $700

but expected her parents· insurance will cover the loss.
Clutterbuck is current! y staying with friends in Laurier and expects to be back in her own room
by the weekend. Her roommate,
Wielhouwer left for a holiday in
Florida the morning after the fire.
Laurier residents evacuated
the building quickly after realizing this alarm was the real thing.
Many residences including
Laurier are targets of false alarms

Cuban travel scam ?

set off as pranks. But as Laurier
resident Liz Gi!lespie pointed out,
·•who's wasted enough at 8:00
pm to pull it?"
At present there are no
regulations stipulating the kinds
of extension cords allowed in the
residence buildings. DennistonStewart.said residence services is
looking into this and will draft
new rules for next year's
Residence Handbook.
D

Campus skateboarder crackdown
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THEATRE

ARTS

.. ....

Thursday, March 22

Frtday, March 16 to 30

Thursday, Morch 15 to 18, 21 to 25

- Common Ground Gallery wlll host Citizen Advocacy,
a group show of works by disabled artists. Organized
by Michael Johnston. The gallery Is at Mackenzie Hall,
3277 Sandwich.

- The University Players presents Fiddler on the Roof. a
musical comedy directed by the 1990 Music Theatre
Artist-In-Residence. at Essex Hall Theatre. Call 2534232, ext. 2804 for tickets and information.

Until March 18
The Tenth Annual Photography Exhibition Is being
held at the Centre Gallery, Main Campus. All works
are by students of the School of Visual Arts.

Frtdoy, Morch 23 to 25

Thursday, March 22
- Greg Murdock's recent work wUI be shown In the
Lebel Gallery In the School of Visual Arts, Huron
Church Road and College, In conjunction with his lecture at 7:30 pm.

Friday, March 23 to Aprtl 8
- The Actor's Studio makes Its debut with two one-act
ploys, Laundry and Bourbon and Lonestor at 8 pm,
Fridays through Sundays. Tickets ore $7 or $8. 152 Pitt
St. W., 254-6527.

Until Wednesday, March 21
- CecH Day, guest artist from St. Michael's Prlntshop In
Newfoundland, wlll be working In the Windsor
Printmakers Forum producing a limited edition of 25
prints. 384 Pitt St. E., Suite 204. 253-9493.

READINGS

Until Friday, March 23
- Ken Gray's Evidence of a Struggle will be showing at
the Windsor Printmakers Forum at 384 Pitt St. E.. Suite
204. Call the gallery at 253-9493 for more information.
Until Sunday April a
The Art Gallery of Windsor presents Rita McKeough:
Embrace, a site specific Installation in the Walker, Atkins and Photography Galleries, 445 Riverside Dr. W.
Call 258-7111 for more information.

- Theatre Allve presents Chicago at the Park Theatre,
804 Erle St. E. Tickets ore $10; dinner package is $25.
Call 256-2240 for show times or ticket Information.

- Adele Wiseman. Writer-In-Residence at the University, will read from her work In progress In the Olde
Court Cafe located In Mackenzie Holl. 3277 Sandwich
St. at 8:30 pm. Call 258-2726 for more Information.

Thursday, Morch 22

- Fronk Patterson, Ireland's greatest living tenor.
presents A Great Night for the Irish with Eily O'Grady.
piano and harp. and the Cassidy Brothers. Tickets ore
$18-$25. Call the Cleary Box Office at 253-6579 for tickets and information.
Saturday, Morch 24

- Lost Patrol performs a perky benefit for the movingest
gallery in town: Common Ground. In the basement of
the Dominion House. Special guest to be announced.
Tickets are $3, common ground members $1.

Saturday, March 17

The Croatian Centre will be holding o Saint Patrick's
Day Celebration from 4 pm to 1 om, 5259 Tecumseh
Rd. E. Fomllles ore encouraged to attend the afternoon activities. Adult admission Is $5.
The Ecumenical Campus Ministers present Theo/og~
col Concept of the Process of Salvation at Assump.
tlon University, noon. Call 973-7039 for information.
MEETINGS
Monday, March 19

LECTURES
Friday, March 16

- Senior Curator at the Art Gallery of Windsor will speak
on Aspects of Photography In the Twentieth Century
in the Chrysler Auditorium at 10 om. Tickets are $10.
445 Riverside Dr. W. Call 258-7111 for information.

There will be a meeting at 7 pm In the Vanier Student
Lounge, Vanier Hall. to discuss the Detroit and Windsor
area concerning common environmental Issues and
goals and to consider the possible joint Earth Doy
event. Sponsored by the Environmental Awareness
Association and presented by the Earth Network of
Detroit. Everyone welcome and lug your mug.

~

s
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Wednesday, March 21

Friday, March 16

- The University Jazz Ensemble will present Its annual
concert featuring classic and contemporary works for
stage band in Ambassador Auditorium in the University Centre at 8 pm. Tickets are $6. adults; $4, students.
Call 253-4232. ext. 2780 for information.

Thursday, March 22

- Ambassador Romon Diaz of the Republic of the
Phlllppines
will speak on The Recovery of Morcos Wealth
Problems and Prospects, 8 pm at the Vanier Student
Lounge.
PARTIES

Tuesday, March 20
Frtday, March 16

MUSIC
Wednesday, Morch 21

- Vancouver artist Greg Murdock will be speaking at
the School of Visual Arts. Huron Church Road and College at 7:30 pm. Call 253-4232, ext. 2828 for more information.

- Michael Farrell. Art History professor at the University
of Windsor will discuss Landscape. St/II Life and Portraiture at the Art Gallery of Windsor Restaurant at 7 pm.
Tickets are $10 ( dinner not included). Call 258-7111 for
reservations and tickets.

0

Every Wednesday evening at 7:30 pm the Navigators
meet to discuss relevant student themes, group songs
and fun. Vanier Reserve room. Call 252-2765 for Information.

j
MISCELLANEOUS

Saturday, March 17

- Young Offenders Act Symposium. with speakers
Rondy Semeniuk (Crown Prosecutor), Brian Wegant
(Justice for Children). and Pauline Murray (Director of
Maryvale) at the Faculty of Law. 9 am-3 pm.
Tuesday, Morch 20

The Faculty of Law and the Student Law Society
present Michael A. Hines speaking on The Low and
MondotoryRetirementot65 at 1:30 pm in Moot Court,
Faculty of Law. For more information contact Ed Corrigan. Chairperson S.L.S. Special Events at 253-4232.
ext. 2932 or Ernest Guiste at 971-0016.

t

Wednesday, Morch 21

The Environmental Awareness Association presents
the continuation of the film series A Planet for the
Toking. discussion follows the film. 7 pm, Oak Room.
Vanier Hall.

C
E
I
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Saturday, Morch 24

II

The Lung Association presents a new asthma awareness seminar. a half day information seminar by
professionals for adult and teen asthmatics. 9 am-12
pm, $25. Call 256-3433 for reservations.
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DON'T WAIT
'TIL SEPTEMBER
- Prime Affordable
Housing Now Renting
654 Randolph, 5 Bedroom
$1350.00

434 Glengarry, 3 Bedroom
$697.00

600 Brock, 5 Bedroom Apts.
$1325.00

440 Glengarry, Apt.#1, 3 Bedroom
$691.00
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498 Caron, 3 Bedroom
$725.00

440 Glengarry, Apt.#3, 3 Bedroom
$691.00
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All units include fridge, stove, microwave, parking, air conditioning
Utilities are extra. Laundry facilities available in some· units.
All units are in excellent condition.
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Committee on disabled charges:
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'' School failing us''
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University of Windsor president Ron Ianni shakes hands with Wayne State University president David
Adamy, after signing a five year agreement to expand and improve the exchange program between the two instituitions. The exchange of students between Windsor and the Detrot-based institution has been going on for
several years but officials from both schools believe that the agreement will lead to an expansion of the number
offaculties involved in the program.
The agreement will affect approximately 250 students who are involved in the exchange program each year.
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The university's policy on
special needs and accessibility is
under attack.
Paula Smith, the chair of a
studcnt committee on special
needs, estimates l 00 Windsor students are learning, seeing, hearing, or mobility impaired. In an
interview this week, Smith said
the university's failure to adopt an
official access policy is inexcusable.
She and othermembers ofthe
Special Needs and Accessibility
committee are gathering signatures for a petition to the Board of
Governors, asking that body to
implement a report prepared for
president Ron Ianni in August
1987. The report proposed to
guarantee academic and physical

Brisebois stuck with car rental tab for trip
by Michael J. Cohen
Students' Administrative
Council (SAC) president Paul
Brisebois received a surprise last
week when he had to pay his
travel expenses for a sojourn in
Ottawa two weeks ago.
Brisebois originally expected council to pay the $389
rental car charge for his un...authorized trip.to Ottawa, but was
forced to back down under pressure from other members of the
SAC executive.
The SAC president was supposed to attend an Ontario
Federation of Students (OFS)
confe'rence on francophone issues
in post-secondary education. But
he took the car rented for the trip
and went to Ottawa instead.
Brisebois was invited to the
conference at Laurentian University in Sudbury from Mar. 2-6 by
SAC vice president Mike Akpata.
As a member,of the OFS executive, Akpata was supposed to
attend the conference himself but

asked Brisebois to take his place
as the confrence was to be held in
French and Brisebois is bilingual.
The president of the Laurentian French student government
and host of the conference expected Brisebois.
"We were really looking to
having Mr. Brisebois at our conference," Jean Dennie said. "In a
sense it would have been nice to
have some from the south, from
Windsor come to the conference."
Brisebois said he was in
Toronto the Thursday before the
the conference and decided not to
make the drive from Sudbury to
Windsor alone Sunday. He told
the lance he had originally lined
up a friend to make the trip with
him but that person got sick.
Brisebois said he then called
a friend in Ottawa who promised
to drive back to Windsor if he
came up to Ottawa. Brisebois said
he justified the trip because he had
to meet with officials from Car1eto n University·'s student
government to discuss plans to

copy Carleton's successful orientation program at Windsor.
Brisebois said he phoned the
OFS office in Toronto and told
them he would not be going to
Sudbury, but conference organizers. at Laurentian said they
never heard from him. [n a letter
to SAC, Dennie told of their
frustration in trying to reach
Briseboise. He said they waited
around all Friday evening for
Brisebois to arrive and only after
calling Brisebois's mother in
Windsor did they find out he had
gone to Ottawa.
Brisebois also said he had
some reservations about the
weather and driving conditions up
to Sudbury. Dennie disputed this
claim, saying the weather was
perfect on the day in question.
Bruce Linton president of the
Carleton University Students'
Association told the lance in a
phone interview he knew nothing
of the Laurentian conference but
had been expecting Brisebois. He
said they scheduled Brisebois to

come to Carleton that weekend
because it was a convenient time
for both.
The original cost of the car
rental was to be $189. The OFS
was going to c:ontrihute $100
towards the rental costs, but
decided against the paymnent
after Brisebois did not attend the
conference.
The $189 rose to $389 after
Brisebois st-ayed an extra two
days in Ottawa and late penalties
were charged. Brisebois wanted
SAC to pay for the rental because
of the lobbying he did on the
university's behalf while in
Toronto and Ottawa. This view
was not shared by other members
of the executive and he was forced
to pay for the rental out of his own
pocket.
Brisebois said he paid for it
himself because "it's near the end
of tile term, it was turning into a
contentious issue and it just
wasn't worth it."
O

access for the disabled.
However. Dean of Students
John Hoffman said while the administration may not have a written policy, it is ''committed to
making the university accessible." The office of student affairs has a full-time special needs
coordinator dealing not just with
the mobility impaired, but on a
broad spectrum of issues, Hoffman said.
Smith said there is a general
lack of awareness of the difficulties faced by disabled students.
She said a number of buildings are
not adequately accessible to the
mobility impaired.
"It was hard enough for me
walking around when it snowed,"
said Smith, who has a learning
disability. "Snow means some
handicapped students jusl can't
get into their classes."
The university currently has
plans to make the entire campus
acessible, but that takes time and
money, Hoffman said.
"H's expensive, and we get
no help from the government on
that. I think the university is
making moves on Chis during
these times of extremely tight
budgets.'' he said.
"I think something is being
done, but I can see from the point
of view of the students there is
frustration that not enough is
being done."
As an example, Smith
pointed to the difficulties the
vision impaired encounter just
getting around campus. The writing on outside signs is too small .
for the seeing impaired, and
should be raised or depressed so
the blind can read them by touch,
slic said.
Hoffman acknowledges
there are shortcomings, in particular in programs to serve the
hearing impaired during lectures.
However, he said sometimes
there are limits to what the university can do.
0

Free trade booster reserves judgement on deal's first year
by Frank Philcox
One of Canada's most prominent supporters of the free trade agreement, political economist John Crispo, said the verdict
on the deal is not in yet.
"Although it is difficult to be definitive
on what 's happened, we've done relatively well so far despite high interest rates and
a high dollar," Crispo said. "What's hurting producers in Canada is not free trade,
it's the high interest rates, a high dollar, and
the deficit."
Crispo said the Mulroney administration saw free trade as a means to an end.
Canada was after secure access to the US
market because 75 per cent of the country's
exports go to the US. A gradual lifting of
trade barriers through free trade was
viewed by the government of prime minister Brian Mulroney as the best way to
guarantee future access to the US market.
Crispo noted two major reasons for the
successful passage of the agreement. The
first was that John Turner "who was on
something" said he did not want any deal

with the US. The second boost for the deal
was ex-Supreme Court Justice Emmett
Hall 's endorsement.
Now the deal is in place, one of the
major tasks over the next six or seven years
is to work out a comprehensive subsidies
code, he said. One of the problems now is
the US thinks everything in Canada is subsidized while subsidies in the US don't
exist.
To address this problem in the shortterm, Canada is calling for a "net/net" approach to the subsidies dispute, said
Crispo. A nel/nel approach would look at
subsidies on both sides of the borders when
a dispute is raised to see which side is subsidizing the most. The side with the lesser
amount of subsidies would then get to slap
a counter-duty on the country's goods to
cover the difference.
"Under the current regime. if the US.
for example. rai,cs a dispute. only the suhsidics in Canada arc looked at while any US
subsidies are ignored." This approach,
Crispo said, is unfair to Canada, particularly when it is the Americans who are raising

a vast majority of the disputes.
Apart from the politicization of trade
disputes and the current glitches in the dispute resolution process, said the deal's
record to date has been good. "There has
been no massive unemployment or disinv es tm en t, two things many of the
'naysayers· prophesized, and if those occur
it'll be because of the massive debt in this
country," Crispo said.
He then criticized the media for only
presenting the downside of the story. The
media only wants the bad news so it's not
surprising plant closures arc given so much
attention, he said.
"We knew all along that some of these
industries, like the textile and furniture industries, wou Id be losers under ( free trade)
so the adjstmenls that are taking place
aren't surprising."
To Crispo the closure of unproductive
and inefficient industries should not be lamented. To compete 10 a global
marketplace, restructuring and realignment is necessary.
Crispo said there have been many win-

ners under the deal. General Motors. for example. recently closed an Illinois plant and
transferred production to London. Other
winners include Cargill, Dofasco, and
Alcan.
Canadian firms and subsidiaries must
develop a niche in order to survive.
Canadian firms that realize "specialization
and efficiency" are important can restructure themselves accordingly and will then
thrive. Crispo said.
In closing, Crispo reiterated free trade
is necessary for Canada's future economic
well-being. If the Ge'leral Agreement on
Trade and Tariffs (GATT) works and
economic barriers come down all around
the world, Canada could pursue multilateral trade relations knowing fn.:e trade
has safely secured our bilateral trade rcla"But no matter which way GATT goes,
we win," Crispo said.
"Canada's problem is its inferiority
complex. Canadians are very good at competing. If we could only get over this inferiority complex, Canada will become a
better Canada.''
O
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Centre silent
Women are being raped at the University of Windsor,
and the Women's Centre isn't doing everything in its
power to help stop it.
Stories of on-camQus and university area ropes have
been reaching the Lance since the end of October. The
Women's Centre, which has admitted to knowledge of
, the rapes. has refused to assist the Lance in its investigation and. in betrayal of its mandate. has not informed
University of Windsor women of the danger they face.
The Women's Centre recently held a sexual assault
awareness week on campus. During this week the sole
mention of the rapes on campus was in a general story
on sexual assault in the Lance by Women's Centre member Julie Lawson.
Mention ot the on-campus assaults was buried
within the artic e and occupied only one paragraph.
"It is time that all students, faculty, and staff art the
University of Windsor became concerned with the
frightening incidence of sexual assault or violence
against women on our campus and every campus
acoss Canada," Lawson wrote.
The Women Centre's campaign lacked impact because it dwelt in the vague generalities of national statis-

tics. Nothing was done to bring the message home, to
make it of immediate importance to university women.
Unwillingness or inability to plainly state the ugly truth
rendered the campaign almost useless.
If the Women's Centre wants to make a real change
for the better on this campus it must abandon its low
pofile. It must work proactively, it must forewarn and arm
women with information on the dangers present on this
campus.
Lawson and Women's Issues Coordinator Pat
Papadeas urged the Lance to print a hateful letter
aimed at a feminist member of our staff to demonstrate
the prevalence of misogynist attitudes on campus. but
would let the more violent issue of sexual assault go uncovered.
The Lance did not seek the names of victims to inform the students of the danger. We understand the
need to protect the privacy of victims of sexual assault.
There are those who will say that it is the Lance's duty
to inform the students. They are right, but it is difficult to
do so without the cooperation of responsible parties.
In this case it is the Women's Centre's responsibility
to break the silence.
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Missed serve
The Univers ty of Windsor distinguished itself in its hosting of the Canadian lnteruniversity Athletic Union
women's volleyball tournament last weekend.
The three-day event showcased eight teams from
across Canada and brought this prestigious tournament
to Windsor for •he first time.
Sharon Pyke, the co-ordinator of the tournament.
put a lot of time and care into organizing the weekend
so it would come of with no hitches. It did. She spent over
a year and a half studying similar effort elsewhere, and
with the help of between 50 and l 00 volunteers, gave
Windsor something to be proud of.
If there was any letdown during the tourney, it was
the way it was covered by the local media. It was disappointing to see such an event. which comes to
Windsor once in a lifetime, was not given enough attention.
The Windsor Star carried Its stories well into the sports
section. In a city where local sports happenings are not
at an all-time high, something of this nature should be
given prominence.

CBC Channel 9 also fell short in presentation of the
tournament. You would think local television would
want to cover a happening like this, not only as a sports·
related story, but a source of pride for the city.
It was disappointing, but not unexpected. that The
Sports Network (TSN) did not even do a piece on the
tournament. The cable television sports specialists cover
every major university championship except women's
volleyball.
It was not the only sports event happening, but when
your city gets a chance to impress the rest of Canada.
it's something the media should get involved in.
Bringing in some of the best volleyball Windsor's ever
seen, It gave a favourable perspective on the university
and the city.
Once again, to all those Involved in the planning.
set-up, and successful completion of the entire tourna·
ment, congratulations on a job well done.
To all those involved in the coverage ...
- Paul Mayne
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Canada a country without a cause
by Ted Sturk

to

·n.
th

So I unpack yesterday - shirts, pants,
socks, underwear, deodorant, toothbrush,
and that's it. There's nothing else in the bag
but empty space. A vast chasm of nothingness.
I was sure there had been a Canadian
identity in there somewhere, but now, apparently it was gone.
Was it only a dream? I mean, one of
those dreams where everything seems so
plausible and realistic that you actually
1hink you 're awake?
Of course it was a dream. It was only
wishful thinking on my part that somewhere, in my errant ramblings, I managed
10 pick up a Canadian identity to my life.
Obviously, I know I'm a Canadian, but
what docs that mean? Neither the dictionary nor the encyclopedia are a hell of a lot
of help. Farley Mowat was recently quoted
in Metropolis as saying that "Mordechai
Richler is unCanadian". A lot of people can
tell you what a Canadian isn't. "Well, uh,
we're not American," "We're not greedy,"
'We're not that ambitious," "We're not, for
1he most part, very psychotic."
The underlying theme here seems to be
that if the Americans are something, then
we're not.
Another theme might be that, for a rich
and successful Canadian, the only logical
next step is to become American or at least
live in the US. Look at Neil Young, Wayne
Gretzky, Alan Thicke, Rich Little, Robert
Campeau, Jack Kent Cooke, Ross
.bllnston.
Did these people sell out? Who knows?

Perhaps they reached a
limit beyond which
being Canadian could
not take them.
I wanted to write
this without referring to
our neighbours across
the border. But it's impossible. Besides, it's
convenient. After all,
they're the ones who
can say: (with pride,
without any trace of
irony)
"I'm
an
American. goddamn
it!", they're the ones
who can burn a flag and
somebody actually
cares.
They· re the ones
people want to blow up.
When 's the last time
somebody blew up a Canadian plane, or a
Canadian embassy?
For Americans, a massive armed forces
strength (and continuous use) seems to
imbue them with that sense of national
pride required of any country.
When the United States was at a loss for
a war for a month or two there, they invented one - the drug war.
Let's face it, naval blockades and
armed battalions aren't stopping drugs, but
the pictures look pretty neat on the evening
news.
SPY magazine put it best.
"In the same week that 23 Americans
were killed in Pana01c1,_ in OperatiQ.ll Just
Cause, 36 were estimated to have died as a

about, both pro and
con.

7•
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Meech Lake
doesn't work. Bilingualism almost
works, but doesn't
quite cul it. (For me,
anyway; it's hard to
fight a pitched battle
on the street with a
French Canadian
when I can't always
find one.)
Abortion might
do it. but the two
sides need to get
more extreme, perhaps a few more
burned
down
clinics, a few
hostages?
The environment might suffice but there ·s just too
damn many people out there who are proenvironment. Perhaps a struggle within the
movement might work here. The people
who are for using recycled paper fighting
the people who would rather slit their own
throats than use any kind of paper, since it
originally came from a butchered tree.
I think the only solution. if I'm ever to
get the remotest resemblance of a Canadian
feeling in me. is to do as the United States
would do - invent a cause.
How about if the nuclear industry suddenly became really evil, blew up a few
plants, killed a few thousand people? For
the love of God. come on!
~ ~ - - - ~ ---I- ~ -~
I need a cause.
0

fRAMKTRIDICO
result of street violence in New York city
alone." But who cares?
Don't get me wrong, I'm not suggesting Canada should build up its armed forces and get into a few protective
interventions. (That's what the United
States is for.) Besides. with the Cold War
almost over, there's really no point.
Part of the problem is that with no warmongering. dictatorial, and egotistical bastards ruthlessly wielding power in Ottawa,
there's no chance to assert ourselves as outraged, peace-loving Canadians.
What Canadians need. to build that sort
of sense of Canadianism that everybody
wanL'> (_whether the)'.'11 admit or not) is a
common cause everynody can get excited
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Tolerant theory must be put into practice

at

by Subhas Ramcharan
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As Canada enters the last decade of the
second millennium and as we celebrate the
International Day for the Abolition of Racial Discrimination, one of the greatest
challenges facing the nation is to transform
the ideals of multiculturalism from a
iheoretical construct to a functional, realistic policy.
Although the Charter of Rights and
Freedoms, Canadian Human Rights Act,
and the Canadian Multiculturalism Act all
~pell out our commitment to the equality of
all peoples and cultures, racism and racial
discrimination are ingrained in our society.
They exist in our institutions, in our
prejudicial attitudes, and in the stereotypes
that we hold toward non-white groups.
But while legislation of the type we
have in Canada can act as a catalyst for
change, as Martin Luther King noted,
'legislation cannot change the hearts, it can
only restrain the heartless."
Reducing racism and racial discrimination in Canada therefore requires more than
equal rights legislation. It involves the
creation of a national consensus to implement policies and methods that will reduce
personal and institutional discrimination,
and further attitudinal change.
It also involves the recognition of the
equality of all groups and cultures, and
most importantly the willingness of the
P<>werful to share the scarce resources of
~ciety with minorities.
In the 1985. study entitled "Who Gets
the Work?", two researchers found clear
and blatant discrimination present in the
Toronto labour market. Our 1989 study of
the "Hiring of Racial Minorities in the
Public Institutions in Windsor" found over-

whelming evidence that racial minorities
were being discriminated against, with
marked underrepresentation in all public
institutions other than the University of
Windsor.
Even in that institution less than 2 per
cent of its employees in skilled and unskilled positions come from the racial
minority population. When minority
workers are hired. as the first annual report
of the Employment Equity Act stated. their
overall average salaries were less than for
other groups.
Various research studies have indicted
our school system for abrogating its
responsibility as an agent of change.
Canadian textbooks still contain biases and
stereotypes of racial minorities, and the
majority of our native and black students
are still channeled into special education
and basic level courses.
Without equal education opportunities
and the ability to achieve generational
mobility, the tragedy of a society stratified
by race will continue for another generation.
The experiences of the racial minorities
in the justice system are horrendous.
Two research studies commissioned by
the royal commission investigating the
wrongful conviction and incarceration of
the Micmac Indian, Donald Marshall Jr.,
found that prejudice against native Indians
and blac.ks in Nova Scotia was prevalent,
and led to discrimination against them in
the justice system.
These studies found that "racist attitudes and practises are significant aspects
of contemporary Nova Scotian society and
play an important role in the treatment of
blacks and Rative people". These results. as
well as the commission's finding a two-

tiered system in Nova Scotia, can be extrapolated to describe the inequities and injustices faced by these groups in any
province in Canada.
A 1985 study of 14 police forces across
Canada found extremely low minority participation, ranging from zero to less than
four per cent. This body of evidence flies
in the face of the human rights guarantees
all our people are supposed to have. and it
suggests the reality of the experience of our
racial minorities in the institutional structure of society is still one of ascription
rather than achievement.
The media in Canada today continue to
portray society as all-white. Visible
minorities are underrepresented in
programs and as employees, and their role
in society is undervalued.
In this age of mass _communication, the
media's role as agents of social change is
crucial, and it is of paramount importance
this institution reverse its discriminatory
hiring and program policies.
The picture we have drawn so far as to
the role and status of the racial minorities
in Canada 1s bleak. But the main lesson
learned is that legislating equality is
doomed to failure if the will of the people
to support the legislation is not present.
On paper a host of federal and provincial laws affirm our commitment to
equality and theoretically we stand as a
model for other multiracial societies of the
world. Yet the hypocritical attitudes ingrained in our psyche show up in the
evidence of prejudice and hate, discrimination in employment, housing and in our
school system, that is the Jot of those who
happen to have a dark skin colour.
The goal for the nineties, therefore,
must be a concerted effort by all sectors of

society to join together to begin the process
of eliminating this scourge from our midst.
As the publication "Eliminating Racial
Discrimination in Canada" so correctly
points out, only a commitment by all sectors in society (business, labour, professional groups and the public at large) can
forge the coalition that is needed if attitudinal change is to be successful.
The role of the education system is crucial, for young children team their attitudes
from their parents. their peer groups and
their 1eachers.
By openly facing up to the problem in
school we can begin the process of understanding first. why we discriminate. and
second, how we can reduce it. We are a
multicultural nation, and the school curriculum must reflect and teach the equality
of all cultures and groups.
Let there be no mistake!
There cannot be equality of opportunity
for all groups until there is acceptance of
the equality of their cultures.
Society faces a major challenge as it
progresses through this decade. The goal of
creating a social, cultural and economic environment where achievement replaces
ascription is attainable.
But this can only occur if our society
and its institutions change to reflect our
new demographic reality. Only when we
realize that categorization by race is dysfunctional can the coming together as one
people with common values and aspirations occur.
A truly multicultural society based on
mutual respect, equality of all cultures. and
equality of opportunity can emerge if there
is the national will for its creation.
0
Dr. Subhas Ramcharan is the Unfrersity of Windsor's ombudsperson.
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1992 Euro-union discussed
by Kevin Wilson
The prospects of a unified
Europe in 1992 - and the challenges change in Eastern Europe
will bring - were the central
topics in a symposium held last
Friday at the university.
The symposium dealt with
the political and economic implications of a fully integrated
European Common Market, and
whether or not the rapid political ·
changes in Eastern Europe will
have an effect.
"I think it's safe to say that
Western Europe's sch e dule
towards integration will not be affected by the changes taking place
in Eastern Europe ," political
science professor Lloyd BrownJohn, one of the symposium's organizers, told the Lance.
"The only sort of fly in the
ointment right now is the prospect
of a reunification of the two Ger-

-

Lance photo by Jomes Crump
University president Ron Ianni and French professor Lynda Davey
break in the new Cafe Fran~aise, a place to have a coffee and try your
French. The care is located in Sunset Ave.'s Maison Fram;uise.

manys, which is not expected to
be a barrier to integration," he
added.
The long term effects of
political change sweeping Europe

Students ' grades lowered: too high

..-

OTTAWA (CUP) Carleton students who took a second-year
religion course had their marks
lowered because "students arc not
able to earn marks that high,"
university officials say.
Sessional lecturer Gillian
Smith, refused to lower the final
marks for her "Death and Afterlife" course when the department
first asked. But Smith later
decided to re-mark the students to
prevent the department from failing half the class .
Smith, a second year PhD
student, had taught the course for
two years at the University of Ottawa without complaint from the

administration there.
"I will never teach at Carleton again," she said. "If I made
the course too easy then it was my
mistake- the students should not
be penalized."
Religion department chair
Steve Wilson said Smith's first set
of marks were unnawrally high.
"120 students don't all get As and
Bs. It never happens. experience
has shown me that it wouldn't."
But even when Smith remarked the- class using Carleto n's
'bell curve· policy - which says
only five per cent of students
should get As, while 35 per cent
should get Bs-only 3 out of 120

students got less than a B.
Smith wrote a letter to the
class explaining what happened.
"I feel the students have a
right to know if they're bemg
shafted," she said.
She also said students
shouldn't take religion courses. "I
don't believe they (the department) are interested in what
you're capable of, only in maintaining their status quo."
Some students in the course
were shocked hy the departmen!'
policy.
Charmaine Cartier, a
second-year student said the incident is a poor reflection on Car-

leton and had her parents write a
letter to Wilson.
"They're telling you you're
an A+ student, but you really
don't deserve to be," said Cartier.
Carleton's ombudsperson
Jim Kennelly said he has been approached by five or six students
from the course who want their
marks raised. But he said the bell
curve policy wasn't the problem,
but that students just weren't
aware of it.
''Students should not be led
on, thinking they ' re doing really
well, when it's actually a matter
of inconsistent standards."
0

were al s o di s cu ssed. The
academics in attendance seemed
unanimous in their opinion
Eastern European nations will
eventually be granted admission
into the European Common
Market.
"There's no doubt in
anybody's mind that Eastern
Europe will eventually be adI mitted into the Common Market,'
Brown-John said. "It might take
some time, because of the formal
process, but it is an inevitability.'
The symposium was attended by about 60 people from
the academic, economic and
political community including the
West German ambassador to
Canada.
Brown-John said the German
diplomat "was definitely our biggest catch ... I was quite intrigued
by the amount of time h-e s~
with us. He attended the entire
symposium. Ambassadors don't
usually do that sort of thing." O
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Views on remarriage behind the times, says nun
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Church updates stand on divorce
by D. Eldon Dawson
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Bob Dylan said, "the times,
they are a-changing," and Sister
Margaret Farley offered no objections Sunday night, saying the
church has become "modernized"
moving from a time when it did
not even recognize divorce and
remarriagetothepresentacknowledgement of some divorces and
the inevitability of remarriage.
"There 's hardly a family
today, even within the Roman
Catholic Church, that hasn't been
touched in some way by divorce
and remarriage," Farley said.
"The breakdown and loss of a
marital relationship is real now
for almost everyone whether in
the lives of our relatives, our
friends or ourselves."
Speaking on the moral
perspective of divorce and remarriage, the Yale professor of
Christian Ethics told the crowd at
Assumption University the official teachings of the Roman
Catholic Church are still outdated
despite recent developments and
some changes.
She said the official teachings of the Catholic Church which
say marriage bonds simply cannot
be broken has been altered somewhat as most modern theologi,ms
recognize marriages can truly die
and "like a dead body cannot be
resuscitated."

"But even now, the Roman
Catholics only acknowledge the
possiblility of release (divorce) if
it was determined something was
originally wrong with the marriage," Farley said.
"My own position is that a
marriage commitment can be
released on the same ultimate
grounds that any extremely
serious com ittment can be
released. There arc three circumstances under which this almost unconditional comittment
may be released," she said.
She said if it is impossible to
sustain the marriage, it is possible
to get a divorce.
"If it (the marriage) has
deteriorated to the point where
reconciliation is impossible where love is now hatred and utter
destruction looms - it constitutes a release," Farley said.
Secondly, she said if a marriage has lost its raison d'etre, it
should be released.
"If this framework of marriage turns out to block the love
because it places them in a sheer
light to which they are tragically
ill-suited, then the obligation to
this particular framework of comitted love ... may be required to
come to an end."
Farley also said she thinks a
divorce is allowable if another
obligation takes priority over the
marriage and comes into conflict

Mexican Jacket •
8 Styles
$14.95

~

INTERNATIONAL BAZAAR
255 Ouellette, 2nd Floor

I

abortion. "Everybody on council
is of the opinion that there's no
justification for us to take a stand
on it."
York Pro-Choice Network
member Martha Kanya-Forstner,
said abortion affects students, and
it was important for student
voices to be heard on the issue.
"Choice is under attack," she
said. "To think that female students will not be affected by
recriminalization of abortion is
not reality."
Donato said the council is
there to be the voice for students
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ROOMMATE NEEDED to shore 4
bdrm house. Walking distance to
the U. $175/month + 1/4 utillt1es.
Coll 971-8265.
DO YOU GRADUATE IN JUNE? Are

you Interested In International
Development? ODAP - the Overseas Development Associates
Program ls accepting applicants
for April 30, 1990. Information on this
programme con be obtained from
Christine Ozimek. VP External In the
SAC office, ext. 3905. 3906.

over the commitment.
Despite these circumstances,
she stressed it is never justifiable
to ever stop loving any person. "It
is still possible to love that individual at least with the love that
is universally due all persons."
The dilemma of remarriage is
one Farley called,"the most difficult question of all to the Roman
Catholic church." Farley said the
position of the Roman Catholic
Church is that it is never ap-

York also aborts referendum
TORONTO (CUP) A proposal
for a campus vote on abortion was
too hot for York's student council
to handle.
"I don't feel we should be involved in a political matter" said
council executive Caroline Winship, "Abortion is an important
issue but I don't think council is
the forum to deal with it."
The council decided 6 to 1
against holding the vote at a
recent meeting.
Council president Peter
Donato said there are "more concerning things" to deal with than

Magick
Store

and provide services for them.
But he said, "In a case such as this,
where do you draw the line'!"
Donato drew the line at abortion, voting against holding the
campus vote. He said the council
ought to develop a policy manual
on issues like abortion.
''The [council J is not ready to
tackle the abortion issue. Why do
something that you're not ready
to handle?" said Donato. "I sound
like I'm double talking. It is going
to happen someday, but not while
I'm president."
0

propriate to remarry or to question
the law of God which governs
marriages.
"Arguments (against remarriage) are strongly entrenched in
the Roman Catholic tradtion,"
Farley said. "There is no release
to the marriage commitment."
Farley said there arc serious
problems with this tradition.
She likened the death of a
spouse to a divorce, saying when
such a death occurs, we don't
believe the person is really gone
but that he or she will live forever
(in spirit) in the heart. Yet, to the
C,athoijc.cb~,.rC,4Darriage isn
justified when a marriage dies.
"It takes no account of
human freedom. Our power of
choice for self determination is
great but is not a power that can
finish our future before it comes.
The bonds that we form are simply not indestructible" and should
be allowed to be broken under
certain circumstances.
Farley's lecture was the sixth
· this yearof Assumption College's
Christian Culture Series, now in
its 56th season, the oldest ongoing
university lecture series in
Canada.
0
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ROOM MA TE NEEDED to shore the
expenses of a large 3 bdrm. opt.
Avail. Moy l or June 1. Non-smok!lng, quiet female preferred. $270 +
utll./month. 977 -6716.
. NEAR U OF W 2 bdrm., living room.

dining room. both. kitchen, basement. $650 +. 972-3924.
'BANA presents topics related to
eating disorders: 'Sports. Fitness &

Eating Disorders' featuring Dr. Dick
Moriarty. Moryvole Campus. 3602
Wells Ave., Cottage #1. Morch 27.
1990. 7-9 pm. General public welcome . Advanced registration
preferred. Free! Contact BANA office for this and future worlcshops _k ~--- •-•
253-7545.
ROOM FOR SUBLET: One room to
rent In a 2 bedroom opt. Only 2
blocks from university. $372.50 incl.
-Coll258-7312.
SUMMER SUBLET (Moy to August): l
bdrm. opt. (2 single beds). fully fur.niShed, security building, laundry
foe .• coble TV. parking, 5 min. walk
to U. (Wyandotte & Partington).
$495/mo. Incl. Coll 258-3311.
FOR RENT: 1 bdrm. In a 2 bdrm. opt.

10 min. from U. $250/mo. Coll
Dionne 253-7925.
KARL: Your life 1s a swirling void no
longer. I love you. and I've got two
plane tickets to Switzerland .
Madelaine.
CRUISE LINE OPENINGS Hiring nowl
Coll (719) 687-6662 (USA)
TREE Pl.ANTING IN NORTHERN ONTARIO. Potential to earn a full

summer's wages in 6 to 8 weeks.
Contact Arbor International at
(416) 463-4573.

Original Taco
•
Soft Taco

.

IF ANYONE HAS FOUND on olive
green. non-winter type b oby that
was lost either In or between the
Computer Centre. and/or
Memorial Holl on Tuesday, Feb. 13
between 2:15 and 3:30, please
return to Its mother. Reword offered. Sentimental value. It's ugly,
what do you wont It for?

...

Bean Burrito
Nacho Chips with Salsa
Cinnamon Twists

'sak'A

FIVE GREIi CHOICES. All DAY EVERY DAY.

ROOM FOR RENT In beautiful 3
bdrm. house. 5 min. walk to U. Sum-

''

mer sublet with option to rent In the
new school year. Aval. May 1st.
, Rent negotiable. Con Adam 9777538.
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TACO .-~~'BELL.
5150 TECUMSEH RD. E. • 3054 DouGAUAVE.
6707 TECUMSEH RD. E. • 1790 HURON CHuRcH

ATIENTION OSHAWA STUDENTS

Need a summer lob? Call Chris at
254-1548.

'RECONDITIONED
ELECTRIC
TYPEWRmRS $125 and over. Cal

256-8064.
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WINDSOR FILM THEATR-E
2135 WYANIX1ITE ST. WEST,
Surrl3.y

(519)254-FIIM

MARCH 1990
Wednesday

M::>nday

~
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1

1

7 & 9:30pm

ll

Little Vera

7&9:30pm

The Little
Thief

18

12

Chinese
T.B.A.

19

Chinese

T.B.A.

ROMERO

25

7 & 9:30pm

7 & 9:30pm

7 & 9:30pm

7 & 9:30pm

Little Vera

Little Vera

Little Vera

Little Vera

Little Vera

l~

The Little
Thief 7:00pm

(La Petite Voleuse

26

Chinese

T.B.A.

(La Petite Voleuse)

7:00pm

7:00pm

ROMERO

20

9:30pm

7 & 9:30pm

27

SPEAKING
PARTS

Directed by Vasily Pichul. 27, and written by his wife, Maria
Khmelilc. 27, Lillie Vera shallers the rules of Soviet cinema. Set
in a listless industrial seaport in the Ukraine, it documents the
dacent of a streetwise youth who lives in a cramped apartment
with an alcoholic father and a shrewish mother. Declaring her
independence by railing her hair and sporting leather minis, Vera
falls in wiLh a cadre of comrades-wilhout-a-causc - teem1gers
who arc nearly suffocated by hopelessness and boredom. Sex and
alcohol are their anodynes, and in a brief but graphic scene, she
loses her virginity in a students' hostel. That moment of bliss is
followed by a faked pregnancy and a suicide a11cmpt, and the film
leaves little hope for Vera's future. As one American critic put it,
"Never has there been such a bleak. kitchen-sink look at the daily
life of the Soviet citizenry."
Best Picture: Chicago International Film Festival, •Best Actress:
Chicago International Film, Festival, •Critics Prize: Venice Film
Festival, Special Jury Award: Montreal International Film Festi-
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The Little
Thief 7:00pm

WISH YOU 9:30pm
WERE HERE

LITfLE VERA
U.S.S.R., 1989, Vasily Pichul

"LIUle V.-a II• funn7, • abrutve. and

J4

1:0~:;m

WI HYOU
WERE HERE

The Little
WISH YOU 9:30pm Thief
9:30pm
WERE HERE
La Petite Voleuse

PERSONAL
SERVICES

(La Petite Voleuse)

7 & 9:30pm

7 & 9:30pm

tnae...1:he could be the

dllcio¥ery of tlte 7esr. Go!"
-Vincent Canby. New York. TilM,
•IJtde Ven Is the strident ,oul of rd>dllon-1ou can hear the ,ouncf
of brak.1111 gl...oa.."
-Tinu

The Little Thief (La petite voleuse)
France, 1989, 110 minutes, Claude Miller
Designed u a companion piece to his classic The 400 Blows
~ i s Truffaut died before he could direct th.is tale of love and
larceny involving a rebellious teenage girl in 1950's France.
Adapting Truffauts original 30-pagc treatment, his longtime assistant, Claude /Miller has done the job with style and keen sensitivity. Charlotte GainsbolD'g is perfect as Janine, Truffaul/Millcr's
Little Thief, an unloved 16-year--old, whose mother has abandoned
~ to the care of a wcakwilled uncle and spiteful aunt. K.leptomarua is precocious Janine's instinctive form of rebellion. She steals
&om her c~mates and shoplifts from local stores. Aft.er being
caught, Janine le.aves her village is disgrace and goes to work for
awell-to-do~uplc. Theallureofdanger,however,stayswithher.
She takes up with an older married man for a while and resumes her
life of petty crime with a boy her own age, with whom she falls in
love. J_anines lucltlessness and her tough kid spirit, however le.ave
~ poiled between a diffiailt dtildhood and a uncertain future.
Elepntly ~graphed and featuring a moving performlJICe by
~~ae ~ainsbourg u lhe soulful dtild-woman. The Little
Thief II a biuasweet tale of lost innocence." -

7:00pm

PERSONAL
SERVICES

21

9:30~m

22

PE SONAL
SERVICES

9:3oM'

RO ERO

7 & 9:30pm

ROMERO

28

SPEAKING
PARTS

7 & 9:30pm

SPEAKING
PARTS

Wish You Were Here
Great Britain, 1987, 91 min., David Leland
The revival of British Cinema continues, largely fueled by the experimental Channel Four, and in Wis You Were Here the ingredients
are here again. This time it is David Leland who co-wrote the
diswrbing Mona Lisa, twning his hand to directing th.is saucy tale.
The wickedly rebellious, sixteen-year-old Lynda wafts through Wish
You Were Here wi1h all the m.isclt.icvous charm of a young girl who
knows her growing sexuality can tum the heads of boys with a shake
of her hair or a flash of her thighs. Exhuberant and willful, she finds
herself in a stuffy, provincial backwater determined to crush her high
spirits. Bereft of affection since the death of h.!r mother, and sadly
misunderstood by her rigid, military father, Lynda flirts with men and
sex as a way of expressing herself and her power.
The adventurous and gutsy Lynd.a. given a performance of unaffected and touching sincerity by Emily Lloyd, invests Wis You Were
Herc with a disarming irmocencc and energy that barely conceals the
poignancy that lies beneath her desperate search for love. Full of
comic invention and spirit, Leland has made a directorial debut of
considerable promise.

Personal Services
Great Britain, 1987, 103 min., Terry Jones

~
The Windsor Film Theatre
2135 Wyandotte St. West
(519) 254-FILM

17

(La Petite Voleuse)

iLa Petite Voleuse~

Stop Making Sense

Stop Making Sense
Midni ht

Midni ht

7:00pm

23

PERSONA
SERVICES

7 & 9:30pm

24

ROMERO

9:3oM'

29

7 & 9:30pm

30

SPEAKING
PARTS

7 & 9:30pm

SPEAKING
PARTS

31

Speaking Parts
Canada, 1989, Atom Egoyan
From the internationally celebrated director of Family Viewing,
another disorienting excursion across the tentative terrain of postelectronic disaffectation. Lisa (Arsinee Khanjian) is hopelessly
infatuated with Lance (Michael McManus), or at least with images
of Lance. Her desire draws her to late-night video emporiums,
wher~ re:1\11 f ~ in which
be fteelingl,r~llld,cc
an exua. (Late iruo the night, she kneels close to the screen, S<..nitinizing). Lance, an ambitious young actor blessed with Christlike good loolcs, worlcs in an exclusive hotel where he servica
rooms and guests alike. Cleaning aroom one day, Lance discovers
a script and plots a private audition for its author, Clara (Gabrielle
Rose). Astonished by the young man·s resemblance to hc:r
deceased brother, the subject of the film, Clara pleads his case to
the film's quietly autocratic producer (David Hcmblen), then
plunges into an affair with the aspiring young actor. Lance gets the
part, but must confide to Clara that the producer is planning to take
unspeakable liberties with her story. She begs Lance to intervene,
even at the risk of his career. Lance is tom, but ultimately falls
sway to a strangely foreign sensation: a sense of responsibility, of
sympathy even. for someone else. Through the cold, unyielding
surface of this emotionally parched, overmediated world, something resembling a hwnan feeling begins to blossom.

a.--

Festival of Festivals

fluential films of the 1980s."- Festival of Festivals .

- Jay Scott, Globe and Mail.

Stop Making Sense
U.S.A., 1988, Johnaton Demme
David Byrne and his eclectic pop band The Talking H~ads
produced the best concert film of all time. A live rendition of the
album Stop Making Sense, this film is masterful in it's timing and
b'ealment of the music. Not to be missed by Talking Head.r fa11.
Midnights only.

AdmiM,iop
Weekdays
and midnights $3.
Fri., Sa~un. $4.
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ROMERO
Australia, 1989, John Duigan

m the Salvadoran people. Let my blood be the seed of freedom and
Archbishop Oscar R~ero.
Romero ~ a powerfully moving film based on the heroic real-life story
of ArchbishopOsc• Romero and his evolution from an apolitical man
o f ~ ~ a charismatic leader of the Salvadoran people. The 1980 us a s ~ of the Archbishop u he celebrated mass remains for many
~ po1~t symbol of the ongoing tragedy that is El Salvador. Australian director John Duigan'1 cool, understated directing style provides
~e perfect context for~ ~ely emotional story of the archbishop's
life~ dealh. Angry political films often serve u a catharsis for their
audiences, but Romero's strength and appeal lies in its ability to
present a complex political situation in a very personal and dramatic
manner. RaulJulia, in the central role of Romero, delivers a hatmting
performance of a man who, in changing himael( manages to change
the world. "Varicty" calls Romero " ...one of~ most politically in-

1

'

Atom Egoyan was born in Cairo, Egypt in 1960. He received his
degree from the University of Toronto in lntanational Relations.
He hu worked u a direct.or in thealre, television, and film. His
second feature film Family Viewing, won the Toronto-City Award
for ExceUence in Canadian Production at the 1987 Festival of
Festivals, u well as awards at the Berlin Film festival and the
Montreal Festival du Nouveau CinemL His fearure films are:
Nut of Kill (84), Family Viewing(87). Spealcing Parts (89).
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••speaking Parts is difficult to categorlu, which is buNDe
or Its many virtues. Near tbe beginning, a woman visits a
'modern mausoleum', pushes a button on a marble panel
bearing the name of her brother and contemplates bis video
Image. The rest of the rum k an Intellectual and lntermlt·
tentJy emotional study of tbe means lovers, In tbe broadest
sense of tbe term, use to create Images of tbe beloved In
their own minds.-Plot-wlse, Speaking Par15 Is a movie
about tbe making of a movie, but 115 plot ls a pretext ror
Atom Egoyaas compeUlng explondon or romantic love, this
side or, and beyond, tbe grave."

a sign th~t hope will soon be reality." -

LITTLE

16

7 & 9:30ftm

The Li tie
Thief

Terry Jones is best known as one of the me:rry madmen of the ribald
Mo~ty Python comedy troupe. He co-wrote the Life ofBrian and Holy
Grall and wrote the screenplay for Jim Henson's Labyrinth.
Cenainly there's no more curiously revealing celebrity in contemporary ~ritain than "Madam Cyn" the beloved talk show guest and
convicted bawdy~use operator lcnown as Cynthia Payne. Payne's
blend of frankness m sexual mauers and traditional tea-time civility
has m~ her ~esistible to citizens in Thatcher's England.
F~ ~~r David.Leland (Wish Yoi, Were Hue) and Terry Jones,
P11111c s life was nfe with opportunities for barbed and ribald social
satir~. Paine's most frequent and demanding clientele came from
pr~':54:lY that strata of Brilish society (the doctors, barristers and
polit1C1ans) that served to protect Britain's image as a bastion of moral
correctness and sexual civility. It's th.is hypocrisy that comprises both
the comedic and political core of this hilarious adaption of Madam
'sadventures in the skin trade. Swring Julie Waters of Edw:a1ing

!have often been threatened with death. If they kill me, I shall arise

Helga Steohcnson, Futival of Festivals

7 & 9:30pm

The Little
Thief

,s

Huroa
Qurdl

(Bridie)
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WINDSOR FILM THEATRE
2135 WYANIXJITE ST. "WEST,

(519) 254-FIIM
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Chinese
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sex, lies and videotape

Monrreal won the Special Jury Prize and provoked the kind of

passionate response that is typical of Arcand' s work. Dealing wilh the
Stevai Soderbetgh's highly impressive directing debut caused a way in which Christ's message has beat distorted through history, the
sensation at Carmes this year when it won the prestigious Golden film focuses on Daniel, a young act.or hired by a Montreal church to
Palm for Best Film - virtually unheard of for an independent direct a more contemporary and relevant version of the annual Passion
American film by a first-time director. But, sex, lies and videotape Play. Daniel, who will play Jesus himself, sets off to find four actors
is OQf of the...most ~-'4 andiefwed,Jilros q{Jhc Yeaf, lt.b~ a., to play roles in his re-vamped version of the play, gathering his own
hypnotic- ability IO mesmerize its audience while meticulously bam:h,f·di9CiJ,fes•arotmd !tint iirtl,e pnke•. -5towfy. e-tentrstm-Mn
stripping away a thin veneer to uncover the psychlc defenses with echo parts of the biblical story itself. While the play turns out to be a
which its characters protect themselves. John and Ann are yolUlg success, the church finds the play too controversial. Wiclced flm
and successful. Into their apparently idyillic abode comes the ensues as Arcand skewers various aspects of contemporary life: gushy
gentle, soft-spoken Graham, a college friend whom John hasn't critics, TV commercials, church attitudes, overcrowded hospitals, the
seen for years. Graham begins to act as a catalyst for the hidden, police, and much more. "I wanted to make a movie of ripping
simmering frustrations of the couple, as well as Ann's sexually contrasts, from madcap comedy to absurd drama...," claims Arcand,
adventurous sister who is intrigued by the enigmatic stranger. As who has succeeded beyond his wildest dreams. It is precisely the juxSoderbergh's beautifully conceived and written script begins to taposition of these contradictory moods that give the film its strength.
probe deep into the recesses of his charact.ers' lives, it is apparent Boldly conceived and superbly executed, Jesus of Montreal is everythat Gral)am has a unique ability to draw iJllimate, sexual confes- thing we could hope for (and more) from lhe consistently ingenious
sions out of people, confessions which he vidoo1.apes, stores, and mind ofDaiys Arc1n.d. It is moving and provocative, lacerating in its
catalogues. 'The film deals wilh people not coming out and saying insights, tender in its compassion.
exactly what they 're thinking or feeling ...," notes Soderbergh. He -Festival of Festivals
has also elicited refreshingly honest perfonnances from a quartet of She's Gotta Have It
relatively unknown young aciors. It's no surprise the Cannes jury
awarded the Best Actor prize to James Spader. who makes an U.S.A., 1986, 100 min., Spike Lee
indelible impression as the troubled yolUlg man who appears out of Shot in twelve days on a total budget of $150,000., this stylish first
lhc blue, video camera in tow. to change his friends' lives forever. feature leaves audiences good-humoured indeed. It tells the story
of Nola Darling, an independent woman of the 80's who thrives on
- FtStival or Festivals
her freedom. The film is set up as a quasi documentary, told mostly
Apartment Zero
by the men in her life. who try to discover what makes her tick.
U.S.A., 1988, 124 min., Martin Donovan
The film provides a wide range of pleasures, all of them enhanced
Adrian LeDuc runs a dying repertory cinema in Buenos Aires, by a superb jazz score and wonderful black and white cinematograknows every arcane detail of film history, and has decorated his
phy.
fashionable apartment with film posters and elegantly framed portraits of stars. But Adrian. a suspicious and reclusive yolUlg man, The Last
England
is forced to take in a boarder to help pay the rent. Enter charming Great Britain, 1987, 87 minutes, Derek Jannan
Amcricanruca!JackCarney,whoinstantlybecomespopularwilh It is impossible to do justice to The Last of &gland in the space
Adrian's neighbours and even manages to win Adrian·s friend- allotted. The merest sketch will have to do. Its intent is clear: it is
ship. Meanwhile, a series of unexplained murders takes place about the horrors of F.ngland under Thatcher but its violent, apocalyplhroughout Buenos Aires, and it is suspected that a former Argai- tic vision is mapped onto a fluid marriage between a cinema of
tinc death squad killer is responsible. Although the timid cinephile personal poetics and the collaborative performance-oriaited avantrefuses to get involved, he is already more involved than he garde of the 1970•s. The images are br~thtaking in ~eir strength~
realiz.cs. With its lUlconventional sexuality, gradual merging of urgency: a naked man screwing another in full terronst garb on agiant
characters, political context, violent eruptions, and disquieting British flag; a group of refugees huddling on a dock menaced by
sense of dislocation, AparlrMfll Zero is reminiscent ofThe Tel'IDl1l terrorists/soldiers in fatigues and black ski-masks; Tilda Swinton in a
ITdKisso/theSpiduWoman, with a dash of Psycho thrown in for fantasy wedding dress twirling endlessly and then shredding the dress
&OOd measure. Donovan has set his oddly funny thriller in a stylish with giant phallic scissors; and the_ rose garden which
as a
old apartment building where the eccentric neighbours delight in of civilization and regeneration. Art Blakey once said about Charlie
minding everyone else's business. And when the story takes us out Parker, "It wasn't just the way he could play sofasto.-so sweet, it was
of the building, Donovan paints a fMCinating and ominous portrait thewayhegotfromnotetonote..." lnTheLasto/En,land,it'snotjust
ofBuenos Aires as a modem city full ofliving ghosts. Confidently the way the images are so strong or the cutting so fL~t, or the way it
PIObing controversial sexual, moral, and political themes. Apartmultiplies meanings so effortlessly, it's the way it gets from shot to
lflellt Zero is a daring and unusual film. It is a deliciously twisted
shot.
Ind rivetting creation with an absurd comic sense.
A Clockwork Orange
FtJtwal of F esti.-als
Stanley Kubrick's jaunt into the future is~ cult c!assic.
Jesus of Montreal (Jtsus de Montreal)
You11 only find this on midnights. Not for the faint of heart. Great
Canada/France, 1989, 118 min., Denys Arcand
classic
sountrack. Come sing in the rain on the 20th & 21st only.
ltsM.s of Mon1real is the eagerly anticipated new film by Denys

U.S.A., 1989, 100 min., Steven Soderbergh
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Arcand, the gifted direcior of the hugely successful The DecliM of

~ American Empirtt. At this year's Cannes film futival.Jes,u of

I
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The Windsor Film Theatre
2135 Wyandotte St. West

(519) 254-FILM

mo':tl

Diva
Jean-JaquesBenieux'sfirstfilmtookEuropcbystorm. Oneofthe~t
French Films of the last decade, Many have never had the opportunity
to see this classic. fl ere it is. 27th & 28th at midnight only.

True Love
U.S.A., 1989, Nancy Sovoca
The American big-city style - the look, the walk, the voice. the
attitude- is a mugging waiting to happen. Faces say, "Get lost!"
before you can ask for directions. And this applies evai if it's your
own streeL
In the working-class Bronx neighbourhood of New York City
11la1 this movie lives in. Donna (Aruiaf>ella Sciorra) nfM'fchieI
(Ron Eldard) are a .:ute couple. They have great sex. Day after
tomon-ow, they'llmakeatW\dsomebride and groom at the church.
But they are wise to big-ciry style. It is very hard to balance
youthful dreams when you move so fast and cany such a big chip
on your shoulder.
On its smart, engaging surface., True Love is a homemade Moonstruck. Its story teems with the endearing staeotypcs of ltaloAmerican comic opera: the tightly knit, murually exclusive frater.
nities and sororities lhat might occupy any Sicilian piazza.
Donna's girlfriaids, domesticcoconspiralOrs. will gossip all nighL
For Mikey and his ;,a}s, heaven is an evening a1 Dom• s B.watching The Honeymooners on TV. Does Michael know that
yesteryear's television characta, the Kramdens, may not be the
perfect models for marriage in the late ·sOs? No, because for him
nothing has changed. A man is the king of his castle. and love
means never having to say"Honey, I'll behomerightafta-worlt."
Director Nancy Savoca is a hometown anthropologisL She
Jcnows that the urban Italo-American in full flourish is an endangered species and wants to preserve its edgy mannerisms on film.
But she is honest enough not to offer a happy ending. Donna's
frozen grimace as she po6es for the wedding photo tells it all. This
marriage is destined to be a series of battles whose lines are
alreadydrawn. Richard Corliss

Queen or Hearts,

Great Britain, 1989, 115 min., Jon Amiel
Quun of Hearts is a picaresque. hum.an epic, recounting the adventures and miudvenlll1eSof an Italian family, owners of a coffee
shop in London. The film, which coven 20 years of their life.
portrays the trials and tribulalions of this close-knit family seen
through the eyes of Eddie. a precocious ten year-old boy. Romance and rcvaige provide the beckdrop to this affectionate and
charming tale of &family's struggle to survive. It was love at first
sight for F.ddie's molher and father, but his father had to $al his
mother away from the clutches of an arranged marriage in Italy.
The spumed lover, Barbaricci.a, who swore a blood oath of
revenge. is delermined IO regain for himself what he feels is
rightfully his and follows the newlyw,lds to their new home in
London. Y earr. pass and dilldrm are born, including the adventuresome F.ddie. His manories consist of a collection of heartwuming and humourous incidents int.errup(ed by the growing
pains of youth and the surprise arrival of a f:u-spirited grandfather. But, the tormented Barbariccia, ddermined to exact his
revenge, enters the fray IO disturb Eddie's idyllic world. Jon
Amici, director of the awud-winning T/te Suwing Detective,
applies a sheen of rose-spectacled memory to Queen of Hearts,
mining a rich territory of family reminiscence.
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sues and attended two of the previous six staff meetings.
The following arc currently staff members:
Ron Albrecht, Lome Beaton, Caeri Bertrand-Crump. Dave Briggs. Terry Brown, Pat Castagna,
Michael Cohen. James Crump, David Dawson, Larry Deck, Lisa Fortin.Laura Gould, Bernie Helling,
Scott Ingram. Kevin Johnson, Jennifer Johnston, Cindy Kavanaugh, Jason Kryk, Karl Mamer, Paul
Mayne, Astrid Obcrsat, Martina Obersat, Prema Oza, Kristen Palmer, Mary Popovich, Trasie Sands,
Todd Schaus, Rob Steinke, Ted Sturk, Kevin Wilson
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Domestic violence must end

'

'

by Lynn Bezaire

BE A BUDDY I I
Buddies volunteer to act as mentors
to newly admitted students and help them
adjust to university life. Volunteers
will also assist in the summer Head Start
'90 Orientation Program.

For information and applications,
contact the Academic Advisory Centre/
Office of Student Affairs (West Library)
Telephone: 253-4232 Ext. 3288
1iT1

,.

"'r.·

Application deadline
is March 30, 1990.

OFFICE OF STUDENT AFFAIRS
ACADEMIC ADVISORY CENTRE

Introduces
Jennifer & Larry

This year marks the 20th anniversary of the Royal Commission on the Status of Women.
While it leaves adolescence behind, controversy continues to
follow the report as it enters its
third decade.
The Commission's findings
clearly defined the means for
women struggling for social,
economic, and political equality
to achieve their goals. But it failed
to mention something very important: the pervasiveness of
violence against women.
This is not surprising in light
of the fact that the issue of domestic violence did not really surface
until the early 1980s. Now in
1990, it is the country's number
one public health issue.
Up until 100 years ago,
women were kept in their place
with the rule of thumb that allowed men to legally beat their
wives -- as long as the instrument
used was no thicker than their
thumb.
Although wife beating is
neither legal nor socially acceptable today, recent studies show
that one in six men will beat the
woman he lives with. 60 per cent
offemale homicide victims in this
country are killed within the family context.
An estimated 500,000
women in Canada are victims of
wife battering; of these, less than
5 per cent win their case in court.
Windsor's shelter for battered women, Hiatu s House,
reports that 30,000 women passed
through the home last year. Due
to lack of space. the shelter has to
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Senate accepting accolades
by Lance News Staff

New & Exciting Stylists Bring
Their Artistic Flare
To Salon 510

turn away two women for every
one it accepts.
Dr. Glen Lawson, a clinital
psychologist, says, "men are conditioned by society to perpetuate
violence.
1
"Men are raised to look for
power and women who support
them. Society has used women's
bodies to fulfill the ir sexual
desires and needs while using
men's bodies as cannon fodder."
Studies indicate 90 per cent
of the victims of wife battering are
between the ages of 25-35. Interspousal violence usually begins
within the first five years of marriage -- often during pregnancy.
Lawson attributes the strong
current focus o n the issue to changes in women's economic status
and society's increased concern
about children.
I
Current statistics show boys
who witness domestic violence
are 1000 times more likely to
commit the crime themselves
than those who did not. It is also
believed that children of battered
wives are at a greater risk of being
abused --factors that contribute to
the cyclical aspect of wife battering.
Public health and educational systems are working alpqgside
agencies like Hiatus House I()
break this cycle. The hope is that
education and increased visibility ·
of the problem will change at-1
titudes and free women from this
type of oppressive abuse.
Success will only come when
women arc afforded the respect
they deserve. Only then when the
victimization ends, will the cycle
be broken.
0

\I

The Senate, the University of
Windsor's governing body on
academic affairs, is looking for a
few good teachers.
Nominations are now being
accepted for this year's recipient
of the Alumni Awards for Excellence in Teaching. The annual
award comes with a $1,500 prize
and is presented at the spring convocation.
Students aware of a professor

who goes above and beyond the
call of duty and is truly deserving
of this award are encouraged to
make a nomination.
Nominations should be in
writing supported by five faculty ·
members and five alumni and/or
current students. Information on
. t he criteria required can be
received by writing the Sen ate
Standing Committee on Teaching
Awards, University of Windsor.
Windsor, Ontario N9B 3P4. 0

all hair services with Jennifer & Larry only
Appointment Preferred
Monday & Wednesday -- 9:30 - 5:00
Tuesday, Thursday & Friday -- 9:30 - 7:00
Saturday -- 8:30 - 4:00
Investment Opportunity

551 Pelissier Street
973-4977

Solid 3 Bedroom Brick Home
8 Minutes From University of Windsor
Low Taxes, Gas, Parking

Only $82,900. Call Lisa Stevenson
At 972-1000 or 948-3339

0
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Witness to drugs' effects

Local group helps addicts
and depression.

by Wendy Woodhall
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In March 1983, Paul went
back to school and realized political science was not for him. All
his feelings of depression intensified and Paul was hospitalized
for a nervous breakdown.
He went back to school again
in late 1983, only doing drugs in
a social setting. During the summer of 1984, Paul returned to
heavy drug use and quit school for
good. He got a job at General
Motors and tried to get back on his
feet.
Paul became bored with his
job and succumbed to pot, alcohol
and cocaine. These drugs relieved
his stress and were accepted in his
work environment. He was soon
recommended by a substance
abuse counsellor to seek help at
Narcotics Anonymous.
Paul knew he needed help so
he went to a clinic in Buffalo and
when he returned, attended meetings at Narcotics Anonymous.
Narcotics Anonymous (NA)
is a 12-step program of recovery
which stresses spiritual (not
religious) principles such as
honesty, open mindedness and
willingness. It was adopted from
Alcoholics Anonymous and is a
non-profit fellowship. NA has
only one requirement for membership -- a desire to stop using.
Addicts are taught to live
without drugs and learn to lean on
one another for strength and support. NA likens addiction to a dis-

Paul is a drug addict. He took
his first drug at a party when he
was 15 and is fighting for
recovery at present. In high
school, Paul was on the student
council; he was popular, intelligent and was invited to most of
the Friday night parties.
In 1978, Paul started at the
University of Windsor, majoring
in political science. During his
first year, he quit drugs and was
happy, stress free - and coasting
through his education with a B
average.
By second year, Paul became
confused about his major, the
academic pressure increased and
he found it hard to keep up. He
began using drugs two or three
times a week and when he
stopped, he experienced minor
withdrawal symptoms.
Pot and hash relaxed him and
took away his self-doubt and allowed him to go on in school. Paul
ended up on academic probation
anyway.
During the summer, Paul
continued to party two or three
times a week. When he began his
third year, he still doubted his
major and continued his drug use.
After third year, needing 11
credits for his degree, Paul played
in a band, worked full time and
hung around the university. He
felt like a lonely, depressed loser
and he began smoking drugs a lit-
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see addicts as sick people trying
to get well. There is no known
cure. but addiction can be arrested
at some point, and then recovery

Centre. or call the Narcotics
Anonymous Hotline at 977-8063
to talk to an addict.
0

Complete or partial moves and packing
Courteous, efficient service
Licensed, bonded, insured
Local, long distance and international
Free estimates with no obligation

20 %

Newcomers are given simple
rules to live by such as: stop using
for today, alcohol is a drug, and
take it one day at a time. The most
important reminder is to keep
coming back to meetings.
Narcotics Anonymous has
many success stories, but there
are also addicts who try to stay
drug-free but slip up occassionally. Less successful are those who
keep using because they have not
yet had enough misery. NA wetcomes them all with open arms.
Paul has been going to NA
meetings for three years and he
recently celebrated having 30
consecutive days without drugs or
alcohol.
He says drugs and alcohol
represented a good time, and
eventually he needed to get high
to have that good time. Paul
knows he has himself now, he is
getting his confidence back, and
that is good enough for him.
There are many meetings in
Windsor for addicts to go to, for
information about NA drop by the
Peer Support Centre, on the

them daily.
In 1982, Paul tried cocaine
and five months later he was expcriencing fear, paranoia. anxiety

Agent for MaeCosham Van Lines

MacCosham

is possible.
The nature of addiction is almost 100 per cent psychological,
drugs, more a symptom than disease. The 12 steps are the principles which change the way an
addict thinks, acts and copes with
life. Addicts use drugs to lessen
the pain of reality, whereas the
steps help to change reality instead of hiding from it.

\~ more often 'llTitn he was using

Glen's
Moving & Storage Ltd.

Discount for groups of 2 or more
(minimum 50 mile radius)

4080 E.C. Row

945-3622

Attention All
Environmentally
Concerned:

~

There will be a
meeting March 19th at 7 p.m. in
the Vanier Student Lounge, Vanier
Hall, U. of W. campus to discuss
and develop an international link
between the Detroit and Windsor
area concerning common
environmental issues and goals,
and to consider the possible joint
Earth Day event sponsored by the
U. of W. Environmental Awareness
Association, presented by Earth
- -- ,- Network of Detroit.
Everyone Welcome. Free Coffee.
Lug Your Mug.

Organization of Part-time
University Students
253-4232 Ext. 3231 or 258-4687
Room 101 , University Centre

social science society

Word Processing
Service
Laser Printer

r*•ERFECT
rPAPERS

Election for the positions of President and Vice President
Advance Polls Wednesday, March 28, 1990
Regular Polls Thursday, March 29, 1990
Open 8:30 a.m. Close 4:30 p.m.

Open For Lunch

,r

From 11 :00 a.m.
Tel. 254-8686
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•. One pizza w1lh pepperoni. mushrooms. green peppers and
bacon
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,o· pizzas
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Two 12'
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Two 14' pizzas
.
$2039 plus lax • ~
Mention coupon when ordering. One coupon per order. • 1
L1m1ted time offer.
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HEY, LOOK AT THIS!
Coming Up ... The Social Event of the Year
The Social Science Society's

LUNCH SPECIAL

$5!:s

••
•

TAX

You·n receive one medium cheese pma for onty $:, 99
plus tax Add11iona1 toppings 99c each Mention coupon
when ordering. One coupon per order.

!ill.

L,m,ted t,me offer
Coupon r~quired

One Call Does It All .....

11

•
•

:

11

at the Hilton . Ballroom, Friday March 23, 1990
Cocktails at 6 p.m., Dinner at 7 p.m. Tickets: $30/couple

8

•=~-11

~

.-n.run,~~

Champagne and Candlelite Semiformal
includes dinner, wine. dancing

•
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VIA Rail
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introduces
an equation
that·really
computes~~~~
Here's how you can get 50% off
regular one way coach fares along
the Quebec-Windsor corridor. Save
40% by taking the train on our
discount days - Mon., Tues., Wed.,
Thurs., or Sat. Then flash your
student I. D. for an extra 10%
discount.
The sum is simple. But it adds
up to a sensational 50% savingincluding all the on-board fun and
freedom that only train travel allows.
Ask for complete conditions at any VIA Station and while you're there, drop an entry into the
contest box ...

YOU COULD WIN A TOSHIBA
COMPUTER WITH
WordPerfect®.
• Seats limited - purchase early
(min. 5 days in advance) with
student l.D. • Blackouts: Dec. 151
Jan . .3. Easter (Thurs., Sat., Mon.)
Mondays following Victoria Day,
Canada Day, Labour Day,
Thanksgiving• Regular 10%
discount to full time students applies any day,
without restrictions.• Minimum adult fare after
discounting:$ 7.
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Photo show surprises and delights
School of Visual Arts
Fith Annual Photo Exhibition,
Center Gallery, through March 18
reviewed by Sarah Atkinson
I photograph to find out what something
will look like photographed.
-Garry Winogrand

two-inch nails. Jf Lynch's framework is
topographical, then McKay's is archeologicaJ.
ft resurrects the same feelings of poignancy as
hit me when, as a child, I first read about the discovery of frozen woolly mammoths in the north.
I suspect this piece is vague self-portraiture, or
at least a thinly veiled statement on the (hu)man
condition. Three post-Baconian portraits flank
Photography is a tool for dealing with
the larger piece to the right: abstract expresthings everybody knows but isn 1 attending to.
sionist neo-primitivist faces fading as if from
-Emmet Gowin
exposure to the elements. (We can only hope
some of the critical adjectives fade with them ...)
This is not the place to question the value
And then there's Gisele Poisson's refreshof photography. It is the photo exhibit I was set
ingly non-traditional mother and child: a naked
about to review and not the concept of its
baby resting on a nude woman's stomach validity. So, whether or not I choose to share
conventionally unflattering, it would be poigthe sentiments of a theoretically off-the-wall
nant if it weren't so damn real.
Susan Sontag, who proposes (think: metaphor
The organic theme explored by Betty
ofcamera/gun, shoot/kill): "Eventually, people
Bartlett's series of closeups, some of green pepmight learn to act out more of their aggressions The best photo show ever.
lance photo by Jason Kryk pers, :;ome of human anatomy, some it's not imwith cameras and fewer with guns, with the price being an speed slower than the movement of a rocking figure sue- mediately evident which, reiterates the essential
even more image-choked world," the show still hangs cinctly conveys nervous energy, more successfully than similarities between all organic forms, ourselves included.
there, asking to be observed, scrutinized, judged; by me, or does her more involved collage "Parameters". The
by whoever else walks in. Not only does the show persist simplicity of a single image often gives the observer more
No mixed artist show of the '90's would be complete
(until March 18), but so does the space in this column.
space and silence in which to voluntarily develop what a without a rash of varied references to mortality and polluPerhaps I'm jaded; maybe I look at everything within more rambling piece seems to force. Giving weight to this tion. It's a task in itself to express these themes
Windsor's city limits under unnecessarily dimmed lights; is David Yee's (untitled, as are most of the works in the photographically without appearing cliche, and few in the
maybt: it ·s because even my expectation reflex has been show) portrait uf a young girl crouching. The chilli grins exhibit come close to failing. Among the most effective is
mutcJ anJ muJuicJ. Short uf saying the pen has gone flac- ""i th the unscl fcunsl.iuus cunfil.h.:ncc uf a coy ucllc.: ,.111J a Kevin Lock's public washroom composition: a toilet
cid, I'll end this preambular apology/disclaimer with a crone simultaneously. The camera ·s finest focus is on the framed by half a dozen photographed examples of graffiti.
suggestion: if you enjoy looking at photographs, especial- hand-repaired crotch of the old jogging pants she i'> "ear- The slogans require careful scrutiny to decipher, but once
ly fresh experimental altempts, go see the exhibit with your ing, a subtle focal oddity that sustains the feminine strength that is done. the toilet gets the last word.
own eyes. You need not read further.
and candor of the young subject. This piece and Susan
The only piece in the exhibit that contains a substanBut when the observer/critic allows the scales to fall Smith's "Reflections of a Dreamer", show that human tial text is Heather Harris's "Once upon a time". It tells a
beauty still has a place in serious (i.e. non-commercial) art story of suffering and degradation of the human spirit.
from her eyes, she begins to sec ...
Light and gesture, shadow and stru(;,ture; these are the photog_r.,.a.__p-h.c.eyc.~
~~u:..s.c:cing
.:_ the sardonic juxtapositioned styles of the fairytale
concepts that have beckoned the photographers in this stuThe exploration of form and shape figure heavily in and the somewhat illiterate journal entry of a down-anddent exhibition. Playing with fire is Alison I. Ouelletle in the show. Grahame Lynch ·s topographical epic is capable outer. It is unfortunate onl) that the piece's unkempt disher triptychal woman with bonfire. The intense overex- of telling many non-verbal stories; comprised of twenty- play interferes with a more fluid reading.
posure of raging flames serves to create a perceptual four photographs, four wide. six deep, the piece ·s systemic
Joanne Barton ·s headless Michelangelan figure inset
paganistic hierarchy with the elements at the top and the form supports a right-brained quilt of obscure images.
over an image of a garbage dump, is a pessimistic question
rejoicing, worshipping human figure at the bottom. A difSomewhere between a beast and a ghost is the subject mark, while Julie Duff's photo of a ruodown theatre is a
ferent ~ind of kinesis is present in Dennis Chadwick's (un- of a large work by Alex McKay. A figure lies supine and silent cry from the post-urban wasteland, a tacit surrender
titled) dog in motion - almost frighteningly close to the translucent, black and white but for a crude reddened heart to gentrification. as the spray-paint on the wall reads "time
O
viewer; and Barbara Bondy's "Mere Image" - a shutter and feet.the former of which is subsequently framed by for a change". But maybe rm misreading.

llii
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Paradise and bicycles: the heroic myth
Barrie Jones
Looking for Paradise
r\rtcite until April
by Caeri Bertrand-Crump
Paradise... is a lot like where you are right now... only
much, much... bette1:
- Laurie Anderson (Language rs A Virus)
Paradise is a place. You probably think it least
re~embles where you arc; you would have to travel across
land to get there, riding like a pioneer off toward a new
world.
Paradise, for some. is in Canada, and the way to get to
it is by bicycle.
Barrie Jones, a Windsor artist and professor, decided
there were enough of these helmeted hunters to set out with
camera to photograph their journey. The resulting show is
a photo excursion into excursions, a technological
reproduction about those who produce, merely by seeking
it, paradise.
Each colour print is the private showcase for each
cyclist. Geared up, dressed down, tanned. pale, athletic,
shapeless - each individual 'pioneer' poses with their
bike, staring off into the horizon where their paradise is, or
PDssibly will be upon their arrival. (It ·s all a matter of perception.)
Socially, cycling is a fascinating phenomenon: a
11'0rldwide love of day-glo clothing, walkmans. and bike
Paraphrenalia; of strain and sweat and dangerous driving.
The unfolding of each cyclist on the grey-streaked gallery

wall (making the wall disappear and the photographs stand
on their own) is an exhibit of objectification in art. Here
they are, all grouped together like a mass consciousness.
How many are really out there - thousands? 80? The
viewer is left to decide if every cyclist on the street is
pedalling to paradise, if these people are part of a mass or

sub-culture. ( It ·s all a matter of perception.)
The technological iron) is vivid - these venturers,
armed with gear-shirting. saddlebagged. renective
transport. , isuall) in\'oke the hor,;e dri, ing, saddlebagged
pilgrim. Jones captures their ·exact' image. framing it in a
clean, sterile gallery, remo, cd from the dusty environment
in which the) "ere ·made'. The , iewer is left "ith a gloss) depiction of a ne\\ pilgrim. a new bike, a ne\\ road. all
thank, to a con:,tantly e, oh ing technology. We may have
a fmntkr pa.'-l. an in,urmountable terrian in our memories
(the insunnountahlc terrain of memory), but we have conquered. No,, pilgrimage i, a personal pedalling, a gleaming ride tOY. ard a glbtening cit). Paradise has heen brought
to )OU b) Barrie Jones. and Ciba-Geigy.
paradL~e: ll. any place that offer!> perfect happiness...
Do these people find this heady location? Does cycling
take them unequi\'ocabl) to complete bliss? Jones didn't
ask. and nor can" e. That the) 'JI find it. a definitive noun.
seems ludricrious. That thC) ·11 pedal until they do is fascinating.
Jones' glossy documentation of cyclists across Canada
(this exhibit \\ as shown in Yugosla\'ia in 1989 as 'TransCanada Bicyclists') raises questions about the reality of
physical location, the consumeri~m in cycling, the ideology of travel.and the idea of paradise as the elusive oasis
of perfection.
Paradise could be anywhere.
This month it is at Artcite.
0
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Art helps us find each other...
by Ted Sturk

-
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Bernie, the lance's arts editor, has been griping
that this campus needs more art and sculpture strewn
, about its grounds. He claims that the campus should
show a bit of pride, and spruce itself up with sculpture, like Queens or U of T has. I have a better reason:
so we won't get lost. Think about it. There really are
no good points of reference on this campus. I know
this because I tried to think of one the other day.
I was with a friend, discussing the usual earthshattering events like "What are you doing tonight?"
and "I don't know, -what are you doing?" I had a
class and he had an overdue appointment with his
parole officer. I started to say: "I'll meet you at..." and
I was momentarily taken aback because I couldn't
think of a single specific spot on this campus. A feeling of vertigo suddenly overtook me as I realised that
there is nothing that anyone could call a landmark
around campus. This place is so non-descript, that you
could hide another campus in it, and nobody would
ever find out.
Where do you meet someone on campus? You
could say " the doors of the U.C., the Library,
Memorial Hall," but which doors? -Front doors, north
doors, side doors? Besides that, doors are not safe.
Those buildings have whole multitudes of people
going in and out of them. Your friend could get jostled,
kicked, bumped, bruised, spit on, and even trampled
if there's a stampede into or ou'.tt_ of the building. Or a
mid-term. Everyone knows trampled friends are no

fun for anyone.
There exists a veritable cornucopia of concrete
benches one could meet a pal at, but none of them have
names or numbers. One might think that the concept
of naming a bench is sheer idiocy, born of cheap hallucinogenics and long lonely nights at the Bridge
tavern, but remember, frozen yogurt has its own banner, and the Rolling Stones just finished a world tour.
Why not a bench called Bob?
Half the time, you overhear people say "I' II meet
you in the lobby", or "I' ll meet you in the U.C.". I've
done the same thing myself, but every time I do I could

just kick myself. Life is hard enough without having!
to go into a place that contains roughly seventy zillion
people (half of whom look somewhat or exactly like
your friend), look vainly around, and finally give up
in despair. Of course, during the entire looking around
process, you know that everyone of those seventy zil1ion people is looking right at you, thinking or even J
worse, talking out loud: "Look at him, he can't find
his friend, what a geek!"
If this seems like a funny, strange, or dumb way
to lead up to the fact that we need sculptures on cam.
pus, it probably is, but it makes just a shade more sense
than naming the benches.
I could say: " A sculpture, a sculpture, my
k ingdom for a sculpture. Oh but for a clear, well.
defined sculpture. To fill the campus with love, with
sadness, with inspiration. Oh, to feel the joy, the tranquility, the inner-peace of a sculptor's creative
power." I could except that, a) it's been tried before,
and b) people would start looking at me funny and
wondering if I am some kind of art student... or worse.
There'd probably be a commission set up to study just
what kind of a guy I think I am, and my life would be
ruined, destroyed, over.
What I will say is that it would be nice, if only a
little eccentric, to be able to say Gust once): "I 'II meet I
you by the bronze lion at high noon" or "I'll meet you
under the statue of the slaughtered calf when the moon
is full" or "The rally was held today at the tomb of the
unknown student. She would have been proud".
These statues don't even have to be abstract
things made out of big sharp pieces of rusty metal. Obv iously, we'll need statues of business professors too,
those great, wise, academic guys. (so what if they look
like two humungous pieces of rusty metal.) And of
course we'll need at least one of President Ianni.
(three pieces...)
As a last resort perhaps 3 or 4 guys from the foot-,
ball team could go over to Detroit and steal Joe Louis'
fist. I 've always kind of admired it ...
So there you have it: sculpture on campus! If you
want to talk about it, just try and find me. I'll be the
guy sitting by the center entrance this afternoon.a

Assutnption University's 1990
Christian Culture A -wardee

(

t

C

Hon. Eugene F. Whelan, O.C., P.C.
Former Member of Parliament and
Federal Minister of Agriculture
Speaking On

"Are We Doing Enough"
Date:

Sunday, March 25, 1990

Time: 8:00 p .m.
Place: Assumption University
400 Huron Church Road
Windsor, Ontario

All Welcome
Admission Free

Reception to
Follow
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Greil Marcus on punk and culture:

The horror, the horror,
deconstruct them all!
by Lorenzo Buj

they reach for an uplifting malevolence, ·as in the private
p lay-by-play delivered during the mad hilarity of group
chaos at the last Sex Pistols gig.
When it wasn't stupid, petty, and fascistic, punk was
a promise that the wild and beautiful violence of life was
vibrating at the precipice of everyday apocalypse. But
between the promise and its implied demands (demands
fan ning out from the music, then reformed a nd fired
back by its adherents), the self-cancelling ideals of punk
were always being sucked back into the aesthetic vortex
that was o ne condition of their actualization. Likewise,
the searing rage forced itself into a menage with the existential ugliness which in fact was its privilege to exploit.
Marcus starts (and never ends) with the Sex Pistols,
convinced that "any good punk song can sound like the
greatest thing you ever heard"; then moves on. expanding the frame, using the Pistols as a radioactive fragment
in a great code that includes the Paris Commune,
situationist raptures of the here-and-now. the Michael
Jackson experience, gnostics, heretics, and Dadaist blasphemers.
His sense for bizarre congruities and echoes sounding each other out across space and time is remarkable.
Compositionally, the effect is enhanced by an omission
of ligatures, which results in a stylistic reinscription of
the very coincidences he is trying to thematize. And
then sometimes it feeb as if the book simply fell
together from things he'd been clipping and collecting
over the years: memories, fantasies. newspaper scraps.
notes from abandoned projects. excerpts of outdated essays. snatches of music and bits of poetry taking uncanny residence in the unconscious.
In the end. an insistent but indirect sympathy with
his subject matter. a tender decorum, underwrites the
residue o f confess ional longing and autobiographical
refl ection in this book. If ultimately too s lig ht, too
romantic in its political committments. the book keeps
reminding you that its operative word is "secret." and it
there fore begs for a patient anagogic response - a corollary to the probing. mature anguish that compe ls a midd le-aged man to come to terms with the teenage
revenant in his psyche.
O

My life is for itself and not for a spectacle
-,Emerson, Self-Reliance

Greil Marcus, author of lipstick Traces: A Secret
History of the 20th Century ( 1989) and Mystery Train:
Images of America in Rock 'n' Roll Music (1975), will
be speaking at the Detroit Institute of Arts this Saturday,
March 17, as part of a symposium on - what else? postmodernism and theory. Also lined for that day arc
feminist film critic Laura Mulvey and television critic
Mark Crispin Miller.
Lipstick Traces is a stunning and marvelous book, a
recursive meditation on "the spirit of negation," an aberrant trans-historical force that has fueled orgies of social
protest and political disgust, or, more likely, propelled
avant-gardes, secret societies, restive anarchists, and
petty thugs with a theological axe to grind.
Marcus is drawn to moments of cabaret kairos. the
frenzied atemporality of fear, desire, love, aggression,
grimacing in an ecstasy of nihilistic or utopian outpour1ing. When he claims that Jonathan Richman's "Road
Runner" sbows that "the power of rock 'n' roll was all in
its leaps from one moment to the next, in the impossibility of the transitions." I am awed by this simple
revelation, perhaps because of its analogue in Emerson's
Self-Reliance: "Power ceases in the moment of repose;
it resides in the moment of transition from a past to a
new state, in the shooting of the gulf. in the darting to an
aim."
There are many images in Marcus of compressed intens ities, microcharged synapt ic leaps. risks hurled
across the void and originating beneath all thresholds of
"consciousness" - images that deny the wicked pieties
of the past. the fatalism of the future, and the paralyzing
reificatwns of life in !he capitalist present.
John Barlow. a frie nd or mine. once ohscrved that
George Grosz as Dada Death, on the Kurfurstenda mm, Berlin, "romanticism is a revolutio n of moments." lt·s a tidy
1918.
summary o f Lipstick Traces and its passions, even when
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Attention Woodstock Students
Summer Jobs Now Available
W ith Student Painters

Phone Brock at
(519) 641-6052

LSAT
GMAT

Prep Courses for
JUN
LSAT
JUN 16 GMAT
1-800-387-5519
(416) 923-PREP (7737)

U) Larrl Drake

1

Plus Au Sud/OOC Records, a
French label, has released
TACK>HEAD En Concert, the
first live album from this British
ensemble. If I hadn't heard it, I
would refuse to believe that the
sound ofTACK>HEAD in concert
had been faithfully reproduced.
I saw TACK>HEAD at
Toronto's R.P.M. club in '88, where
they appeared with Mark Stewart
and Gary Clail. Drummer Keith
Le Blanc, lost behind a barracade of
percussion devices, laid down the
rythms that make him King of the
Beat. Bassist Doug Wimbush and
Guitarist Skip MacDonald did their
thing in style, and producer Adrian
Sherwood mixed the whole thing
from a board that (for all I could
tell) had 1,000 channels. The
sound was utterly nonpariel. I
seriously doubt I will see a better
show till the band returns to these
shores, and I definitely did not expect to hear anything like it in the
meantime.
This disc proves the improbable
is possible. Recorded at the Ritz in
New York, it has all the sternumshaking sonic depth and solidity of
the TACK>HEAD I danced with
for four hours. I welcome with outstreched arms and ears (me,
Dumbo) the thundering bass and
juggernaut drums of the band that
one lance reviewer has called the
'most life-threatening vinyl-excreting organism on the planet.'
YTV has begun to screen Deke

Wilson s Mini-Mysteries, the ongo-

press has gone apcshit over it.
(Well, the Stars Ted Shaw, in a
typically daft and inscrutable
proclamation, has complained
about the show's 'sexism,' but wej
can ignore that.)
j
I only watched Monday's pilot
episode, so maybe my 'samplej
group· is too small for me to basej
an accurate judgement on it. What
I saw was a show with strangely
poor sound quality, a cretinous
script, and largely abominable ac.
ting.
Eddie Hawkeswood, who plays
Deke, was quite good, despite the
occasional totally unnecessary
look of puzzlement that I blame on
the director. His co-stars' perfor.
mances I also blame on the direc.
tor: they alternately display
unmotivated irritation and un.
motivated exhuberance it's possi.
tively surreal.
The script is peppered with a
base, punning sort of humour the
sort of which is the standard of
YTV's You Can't do that on
Television. Unfortunately, you
can. You can and you do.
Worst of all though, and I've
heard that people involved in
producing Deke deny this: the
whole idea of ' Deke Wilson' is
derivative of Encyclopedia Brown
to the point _of patent plagiarism.
The kid works out of his garage.
He charges 50 cents (no 'plus expenses,' but hey, that would be too
obvious). He has a sort-of
girlfriend who is braver than he is.
There's a quasi-villainous kid.
Cripes, ought we to spell it out?
Deke: rhymes with weak. This
cliche will put Windsor on the map
like Autoworld put Lansing on it.
I'd rather watch a melodramatic
variation on Dukes of Hazard with
mayor Milson tooling around in his
TransAm. Jack Milson's MiniMiseries? Yah got that number for
YTV'?

ing adventures of a 14-year old
sleuth who lives and works in
Windsor.
Deke ·s the brainchild of locals
(University alumni among them,
including the concepteur, erstwhile
Lance editor John May), and it is
larded with references to the City
1
of Roses ("This should help put the
'Larry Drake' is what Larr~
city on the map," spake co- Deck calls himself these days CJ
producer Peter Freele), so the area
!
L-------------------------_JI
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Lance to Elect New Executive

It We

The Lance will elect its Editor and Production Manager

for the 1990-91 publishing year on Thursday, March 22
at the Lance office, 2nd floor, University Centre. Polls
open at 1 pm and close at the end of the staff meeting, roughly 7 pm. An all-candidates meeting will also
take place on March 20, 5:30 pm (at the Lance office).
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Ken Gray's "Drinl<lng pickle Juice"

P'.•:

struggle worth the
1

•••·

Lonee photo by Pat Castagna

trip for the textures

When cash flow is low
Where do you go?

1

With TRANSOOLLAR, this March Break you can have cash
sent to you from home to any location in North America in as
little as fifteen minutes. Save the card below.
Our customer service number will help you locate the
TRANSOOLLAR agent nearest you and nearest to the sender
back at home. There are hundreds of TRANSDOLLAR and
Western Union locations across the continent• as well as the
United Kingdom, Haiti and the Dominican Republic. So, when
cash flow is low, you know where to go.

Evidence of a struggle
exhibit by Ken Gray
Windsor Printmaker's Forum Gallery
through Mar. 23
re"iewed by Trasie Sands and Bernard Helling
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It is said that the life of an artist is one of struggle. Ken Gray,
however, is not exactly a struggling artist: he is an award-winning
printmaker who also teaches in Philadelphia. His work is full of themes
of struggle, urban dread and angst, all that good city stuff.
Gray's work has images of brick wall-like surfaces, love poems
being slowly washed down the kitchen sink, and plenty of dark, muddy
colours. What sets his work apart from the ranks of cliche is his textural
technique, which carries the pressing inherent in the printing process to
the extremes. Gray uses the presses not just to print, but to emboss, creating relief patterns that compliment the printed images. The texture is the
thing here, with or without the struggle theme.
One piece has the texture of bathroom tiles, another catches the
engraving of the logos on bars of soap; still another, a grid that matches
the abstract grid pattern of the piece. Other embossings serve to separate
small swatches of bright colour from dark, muddy backgrounds.
A notable exception to Gray's concentration on textural treatment is
the amusing Drinking pickle juice, a picture with bright colours that conveys the sheer sense of joy that comes from munching on wierd things.
The other works arc decidec.Jly short on whimsy.
Ken Gray clear!) has a few ideas about the boundaries the printmaking process can be pushed to. If you are interested in printmaking, or just
want to see a challenging show, drop by the Forum Ga lery. The WPF is
located at 384 Pitt St. E., phone 253-9493.
O

• includes Puerto Rico. Hawaii, Alaska & U.S. Virgin Islands
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Great Moments in
Ecological History
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March, 1966. Ronald
Reagan says: A tree's a
tree. How many more do
you need to took at?

A paper you can trust
April, 1966. Ronald

Reagan says: I'm a
guy who t,feeds every
time a tree is cut down.

- staff looks at trees a lot
- almost everyone on staff
owns a lug-a-mug
- paper rarely lies to nation

For advertising rates and
information, contact
Central Advertising Bureau
Stephen DeMarco, director
253-2288
The Lance: real trees in every issue.

Now Open Thursdays
Until 2 a.m.
For Delivery

32 oz.
only
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$3.95
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Thursday
D.J . Music
Pasta & Salad
AII-U-Can-Eat
$4.95
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Edmund held ove;l

Pub play r~turns
For those of you who missed
the independent production of the
controversial David Mamet play
Edmond, last weekend at the pub,
or for those of you who can't get
enough, here's your last chance:
This Friday, the Up in Arms
Players will reprise their show...
And what a show it is!
Staging of the play in the pub
has led to an innovative use or
video and live sound, as well as
short, quick scene changes, and a
fluid rythym to the action that
keeps the pace moving at a
breakneck speed.
Alex LeMay as Edmond, falls
to the level of mean-streets
paranoia convincingly, while the
multiple personalities of Cate
Barnes. Lance Brathwaite,
Patrick Gosling, Angela Hunter,
Mark Lefebve, Scot Mcfadyen
and Scot Telfer,jump from high to
low society in the wink of an eye.
The original musical score
will again be performed with the
play. In addition, steps have been
taken to ensure that the actors can
be better heard throughout the
pub. After the show, live music
has been scheduled. Curtain time
is 9:00pm, Admission, $5.00. O
-Bernard Helling

Come to Sheridan College in Oakville and develop
the skills necessary to enter the management
and supervisory levels of the fast-growing
telecommunications field. We will train you to meet
the demand to optimize voice, data and video systems
and services in business, industry or government.

Telecommunications Management
One-Year Program
Oakville Campus

-

Many of our graduates over the last six years have had
university degrees from a variety of backgrounds and
gained a major competitive edge in the job market with
their additional telecommunications skills.
To discuss your potential of becoming a
telecommunications manager, please call:

John Abrahams (416) 849-2848; Fax (416) 845-9925

Call today for September 1990
enrolment.

Edmond loses his mind

I
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Top 40 Dance Music
University of Windsor Party Headquarters

r
*

* Monday · Thursday

Every Thursday
Mystery Draw

(Try your luck to

win

'

prizes)

6 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Chicken Wings

CANTERBURY COLLEGE

....

University of Windsor • Windsor, Ontario
More than 30 years of service. The Anglican
College, founded in 1957, and affiliated with
the University of Windsor.

Choose aCheese Lover'sT~
Pepperoni Lover's™ or·
Meat Lover's™ Pan Pizza
for only $9.99 each
and ~u' re scoring big
on taste and value.
LIMITED TIME OFFER AT PARTICIPATING
RESTAURANTS. *PWS P.S.T.

WINDS()R

972-FAST
• Pizza Hut is a Registered Trade Mark of Pizza Hut Inc. Registered user PefJSI-Cola Canada Ltd
• Pepsi is a Registered Trade Mark of Pepsi-Cola Canada Ltd

~~
-nut.

Makin· it great!

A unique residential community of 175
students designed to foster academic
excellence and mutual understanding in a
_ home.Jike .itmosphere where one can study
4uielly and get to know others with ~imilar
and varied interests.
FOR SINGLE MEN & WOMEN (for Academic Year, Intersession and
Summer School)
• 4 Town House units, newly constructed and furnished (1988). [ach
self-contained house accommodates 12 students in air-conditioned
single rooms.
• 7 former homes converted for student living, each ~elf.contained
and accommodating 5 to 12 persons in single or double rooms.
FOR MARRIED STUDENTS, Canterbury offers Geoffrey Fisher Hall, a
38-unit apartment building. All suites .ue one bedroom and
unfurnished. (Adjacent to the Library, Main Campus of the
University, and a riverside park.)
Applications now being accepted for Intersession and Summer
School and 1990-91 Academic Year.

For Information ,md Application~ contact:
C.mterbury College
I 72 Patricia Road
Windsor, Ontarm, Cdn.iJa N9B 389
(519) 256·6442

(
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1800 Huron Church Road 977-1182
Chicago
Theatre Alive
directed by Brian Raisbeck
Park Theatre, Mar. 23-25, Mar. 30-Apr. I
by Kevin Johnson
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The company that the Raisbecks built is putting
down deep roots in the fertile soil of Windsor.
Theatre Alive, founded by high school teachers
Brian and Florence Raisbeck, is gearing up for its
seventh production, Bob Fosse's '20s-era musical
Chicago later this month. With this work, the
amateur company continues its tradition of taking
on challenging but popular musicals, like their earlier offerings Jesus Christ Superstar and Sweeny
Todd.
Chicago is cynical but very stylish, with great
. music and the opportunity to show off a lot of jazzy
: jitterbugging. The University Players staged the
play's Canadian debut in 1982.
Director Brian Raisbeck was considering Evita
when Ron Stephens, his principal at Catholic
Central, asked him to listen to the Chicago
soundtrack. That hooked him.
"It turns out Ron just wanted to play Cellophane," Raisbeck laughs. Stephens won the role
of Amos, who sings the show-stopping number
"Mister Cellophane".
According to Stephens, Fosse 's widow said the
play was intended as his comment on the corruption
of the United States in the time of Watergate-bred
cynicism. The book is based on Maurice Watkin's
1925 Chicago. Fosse 's version hit Broadway in
1975, and features snappy tunes like "All That
Jazz." Although it isn't exactly high drama, it's certainly entertaining.
The story surrounds Roxie Hart, who murders
i her lover in a bedroom quarrel at the start of the play.
We follow her through jail, trial, and the career built
on her resulting infamy.
1

I

1

In the America of Chicago, crime pays, and
money, power and sex make the world go 'round.
With such a bleak message. Theatre Alive will need
a lot of glitter and energy to carry off the play, and

Raisbeck is sure the company is up to it.
"We've got a great group," he says. "I'm told
the orchestra is just terrific."
Musical director Jack Jones is fielding a large
jazz band to handle the exacting but fun score.
Much of the company has University of
Windsor connections. The female leads arc alumni
Jenny Brown and Patricia Hennessy-Laing,
Stephens lectures in the drama department, and both
Raisbecks graduated from the university. In addition, University Players alumnus Bill Kraft, now
working for the Stratford festival, is acting as costume director.
Theatre Alive is developing its own following,
a move Raisbeck welcomes.
"It's not really the Raisbecks' group anymore,"
he says. His wife Florence acts as producer, but the
troupe has incorporated, and elects its board.
"It's open to everyone," Raisbeck says, and
promises this is more than a platitude.
"I don't want to get stuck with all the same
people," he says. "You hold open auditions, and you
can't give people roles because they've worked
hard. If there's somebody new, and if they're good,
you have got to take them."
This show is the second in the Park Theatre for
the group, which took over the lease of the Erie
Street venue last year. The building represents both
challenge and opportunity. Raisbeck says the
amateur troupe has spent about $7000 making the
former cinema suitable for live theatre.
"I don't want to leave the building empty," he
said. "It could be used by other (theatre) groups,
even for a film series."
To this end. he is sounding out other members
of the Windsor arts community to see if there is interest in forming a cooperative to share resources.
Raisbeck says he is encouraged by the increasing
number of theatres in the city, but adds groups cannot expect support just because they exist.
''That was a problem with Stage West," he says.
"That guy went around calling Windsor
'lunchbuckct' and everything. saying he thought
we'd be more loyal. I don't demand loyalty.
"I just say please sell your tickets."
O

(beside Taco Bell)
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Any Size Of
Fresh Frozen Yogurt
1 (Expires Mar. 29/90)
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Any Regularly Priced I
Hot Food Item
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(Expires Mar. 29/90)
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Introduces
Jennifer & Larry

267 Pelissier St.
Phone: 256-7866

Digital AT-286 Computer
- 1 Meg Memory
- Parallel/Game/2 Serial
• 1O1 Keyboard
- 1.2, 1 .44 Floppy Drives
- 40 Meg Hard Disk
- M.S. Dos 3.30
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New & Exciting Stylists Bring
Their Artistic Flare
To Salon 510

Mono $1475.00 I VGA $1995.00
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"Windsor's Downtown Storage Facility "

Conveniently located near the U. of W.,
secure self-storage at economical rates.
Safe outside storage for cars. Stop in at
694 Cameron, just south of Wyandotte, or
call 254-5422.

all hair services with Jennifer & Larry only
Appointment Preferred
Monday & Wednesday -- 9:30 - 5:00
Tuesday, Thursday & Friday -- 9:30 - 7:00
Saturday -- 8:30 - 4:00

Special Student Rates
I •

(519) 254-5422

551 Pelissier Street
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-TECH NO$LAUGHTER,
AMERIKAN STYLE
by Lorenzo Buj

· ···..:··:i

·ve now seen Robocop again for
·-.:_:: the seventh time. but just as I'm
· getting bored, suffering under a
surfeit of postmodern gibberish,
getting ready to write the movie
off as a crafty European hallucination of Amerika as anti-pas·: toral paradise, my good friend
Martin Deck informs me that
: Robocop II is due out this sum. mer.
·.:
And I immediately panic,
wonting to get my kicks in before the moment passes.
Because, you see, never hos there been a pop film
that so explicitly dramatizes aspects of postmodern
academic theory and their relationship with a cyberpunk aesthetic (designer subjectivity, social disoccumulotion, consumerism as sign consumption),
thereby revealing how readily we are historicizing,
processing, and retailing our most recent cultural transformations.
The movie first fixated me with the high Hollywood
Style by which it exploits the cynical co-habitation of
corporate and bourgeois values in order to explore the
violent drama of contemporary American culture.
So with Thom Jurek over In Ann Arbor set to bring
William Gibson. Bruce Sterling. John Shirley into town
early November, and with Artie Kroker taking performance theory to the masses, one needs join in with a
few enlightened morbidities of his own regarding Poul
Verhoeven, the American psyche, and the 1980s.
Robocop is actually a dead police officer (Murphy)
whose body has been destroyed but whose brain has
been partially salvaged so that he may be resurrected
into new cybernetic "flesh" as the ultimate low enforcement employee. A do-good cybercop patrolling the
dangerous streets of old Detroit. his real battle is
against the trickle-down evils of Omni Consumer
Products (OCP), the big business conglomerate financing his creation and construction.
He is caught between the cross-purposes of Dick
Jones and Bob Morton, the former displaying the coolly
rational killer Instinct of a life-long corporate climber
trying to fight off yuppie competition within the company ranks. Trying to get a contract for ED 209, a
monstrous, murderous piece of police machinery,

Jones enlists crime lord Clarence Boddicker in order to
destroy Robocop and his yuppie originator. Morton.
Morton dies, but Robccop lives, eliminating Boddicker
and finally destroying Jones thanks to a few words from
OCP's benign old president.
The dynamics of this ore compelling, as politics and
economic allegories are subsumed within an Oedipal
romance set in the OCP boardroom. The romance culminates in the victory of a messianic son. a cyborg who
moves toward the rec•Jperotion of bourgeois identityif in name only - within the conservative framework of
a corporate structure.
But the joke's on Robocop. Any heroic individuality
he might have outside the corporation is based on inauthentic premises. As law-enforcer good-guy and
nightly news hero, Robocop is merely the materialization of what Murphy was all along: a middle-class
father who miscast himself as T.J. Lazer, wanting to act
out the role of TV hero for himself and perhaps, secondarily, for his kid. And as redeemer figure crocking
down on evil so good citizens con still walk the streets
or sleep at night. he is both alienated victim of street
crime and sacrifical locus of corporate violence.
The violence wasting old Detroit revolves around
an axis that joins a cloud-scraping corporate
boardroom and the basement of a besieged inner city
police precinct. As it turns out. ascent and descent is
really of no consequence, for there is no escape and
no long-term stability within the system. When Robocop
finally blasts Jores and sends him tumbling from the
top, he happily descends to do his street-level duty,
duped that he has recovered some kind of identity.
But violence is expenditure without end. It is immanent. not transcendent. excess, permeating the social and economic world at every level, energizing and
endangering both heroes and villains with on indifferent and unqualified frequency.
Indeed, sociological commonplaces are in order:
American violence is regenerative, not utopian; it is a
constitutive moment in the liquidation and production
of commodities as well as selves.
Those who overlook this wlll deplore the brutality,
the gore, the special-effects excesses of American
cinema; will quantify violence. treat it as so much unnecessary •conrent" and will moralize what Peckinpah
and Craven. or Leone and Verhoeven, for that matter,
have known all along: violence is a permanent aberration of the American ''spirit," a downside facet of the

ideology of self-reliance. The
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ideology.
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charismatic than despotic. always in collusion with the
sacrificial system whose power grid their personalities
energize. And when they are deposed. crucified. or
cashed out like old, outworn coinage. it is according to
the dictates of a media system that first injects their
simulated selves into the mass psyche and then
evacuates them as so much devalued electronic capital.
Even as marginal an episode as the mayoral candidate run amok is illustrative of this. showing (as Don
Delillo did on a number of other counts in White Noise)
that hostage crises are only legitimated once they
have become media rituals. This. after all, is a world
where nearly everything. and especially "action," is converted into sign-values and is fed through the totalizing
process of sign consumption and exchange.
Robocop thus speaks to, and reflects. a psychosocial landscape where capitalism and commodity circulation has simply taken over as primal nature. No
longer the expansive edenic landscape of Emerson,
Whitman, and luminist painting. No more "Representative Men" or Brothers and Sisters in Democratic vision.
The vistas have receded. The politicians, pop stars, and
evangelists are recreating America as shrineland. The
naked dead have their living impersonators, while their
tired ghosts are trotted out for promotional orgies or assorted nostalgia capers.
Popstars, punks. presidents, prophets, psychics. superkillers. anchormen. zombies, humanoids. robots.
mutants, laboratory offspring of all persuasions - in
America this is nothing less than a pop cultural parade
of freaks in a gothic carnival where two worlds meet,
where the supernatural and the natural reveal they are
mutually implicative aspects of a single system of appearances. governed now, as always, by cycles of
production and consumption, annihilation and exchange, by a socio-economic physics of matter
without mass, by vagrant signs self-actualizing themselves as referents.
Verhoeven, yet another errant European tourist a la
Jean Baudrillard, has reinvented and repackaged the
codes that are constitutive of American self-identity,
finally retailing his representational fantasy so it becomes part of the ongoing mythology of its target culture. I would hope that in this last decade before the
milleniol turnover, Robocop II doesn't disappoint my
own chiliastic approbation of the USA as outoerotic
marvel and catastrophic toy of a demonic demiurge.

-
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Don Says:
Don't miss my wild St. Patrick's Day Bash,
Saturday, March 17.

"Purveyors Of Fun"

• Irish Specials
• Pot of Gold Draw
& More

531 Pelissier Street (at Wyandotte)
Monday-Saturday 11 a.m. 'til l a.m.
Sunday 11:30 am. 'til 11 p.m.
256-DONS
Licensed Under the LLBO
Remember:

Your Gold Card 1s good for 2 for 1 wings daily 4 - 7 p.m. !!!

PREGNANT

A new eatery is open to serve you and
your clients in Olde Sandwich Town:

AND NEED HELP?

Call ...
Featuring

D.J . & Dancing
Thursday, Friday,
Saturday

Satellite T.V.
(on the Big Screen)
Pool Tables
Video
Basketball Game

"Where Down
To Earth
People Meer

irtbrigfJt

Olde Court Cafe
at

at 252-3322

Mackenzie Hall
3277 Sandwich St.
971-8353
I. Wortley and staff are open from 10 a.m. daily.
Closed Sunday.

Live Bands Are Back!
Special Guests March 23, 24
Revolver March 30, 31
Bad Apples April 6, 7
8 Guys Named Moe April 27, 28

Good Greek &
Finger Foods
655 t:nivcrsity W.

Stop by for breakfast or lunch meetings.
We offer only the finest in ' home cooked'
meals and baking, done in our own kitchen.

We Provide Free
Pregnancy Tests.
Community Referrals.
Accommodations and
Legal Advice.

254-8861
(Specializing in catering for office parties and meetings)

Birthright does not advocate
the termination of pregnancy.

Students
Donlon ·Hall Residence - Rooms Available

1

Summer/Intersession '90

May 15 - August 31, 1990

$500.00
Complete

Fall/Winter 1990/91

Flexible Payments
* Monthly
* By-semesters
* Yearly (8 months)
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Bonus:
Pre-register by August l /90 and
receive a chance for drawing of cash prizes
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Free parking, fridge, kitchen, laundry and more!
5 minute walk to the University of Windsor

245 Detroit Street
Call Steve Parker, Head Resident at 971-9881
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The Lancer
Locker
CIA U Track & Field
Final Team Standings

Men

by Dave Briggs

The 8-0 lead was too much
The University of ~ritish
After a long series of back to
back sideouts, Victoria finally· for Victoria to overcome, and Columbia won the consolation
The women's volleyball managed to pull away to win
though they rallied briefly, the crown with a three-game sweep
season reached its pinnacle last game three by a score of 15-10, lo. Bisons were too strong and
of Laval. UBC won with scores of
Saturday in the Canadian Inter- give them a two-game-to-one
cruised to a 15-9 win that placed
15-8, 15-13, and 15-11.
university Athleti c Union ' s lead in the best of five match.
them on top of Canada· s women's
Mt. Allison University
championship game. rt was only
volleyball
heap.
finished
one notch from last
Game four was as exciting as
fitting the match was the most the first three, especially as
place.
in
seventh, with a four"Victoria ·s best chance to get
prestigious of the year as the ac- Manitoba was trying to stave off us was in the fourt h," Bentley game win over the University of
t ion reached the impressive elimination, and Victoria was said. "They didn't do it, and we Windsor Lancers. The Mounties
proportions expected in the na- determined to win the national
felt good."
won hy tall) ing scores of 15-6,
tional championship.
crown in four games
11-15. 15-10. and 15-6.
The championship was a first
In a war that lasted well over
Other than S.iwatzky's selecThe game was back -andfor Bentley at Manitoba, who had
two hours in Windsor's St. Denis forth from the get go, and was
finished second in his first year as tion as MVP. the tournament
Centre, the University of highlighted by numcroussideouts
the B1sons' coach three years ago, showc.1sed six all-star-.. Selected
Manitoba edged out a 3-2 match as the teams battled to control the
while finishing fifth in the last two from the victorious Bisons were
victory over the University of service.
seasons.
Rana Hackbart and Lisa KachVictoria to grah top CIAU
•
honours.
"We knew it was going to be
Regino
Winner
Loser
a tough match and it was," s aid
vs.
Regino
Lovol
Manitoba's head coach Ken
Winner
Laval
MOnRODO
Bentley following the conte st.
Winner
Winner
"That's the toughest match we 've
Laval
CIAU
Loser
Loser
played all year. but it was also our
Champion
Mt.
Alli
Reglno
Winner
Winner Winner
Manitoba
best match of the year."
Loser
Winner
MonitoDo
5th place 7th place
Bronze
vs.
Mt.
Alllson
Manitoba
The match was as exciting• as
UD\..
York
Mt. Allison
Mt. Allison
they come. as both teams blockcd,
Loser
dug. and nearly ripped the co vcr
loser
Silver
Loser
Loser
off the ball.
8th place
4th place VICTono
6th place wmdsor
UBC
Regino
In the first game, Manitc>ha Laval
Loser
Winner
VS
got out to 2-0 lead before the p reUBC
York
Loser
loser
York
viousl} top-ranked Canad ian
wmdso
York
Winner
team. the Victoria Vikings. put
UIS~
Winner
together a string of points to cli mb
Victoria
Victoria
on top 7-3.
Loser
Winner
vs.
Manitoba battled back, a nd
Windsor
Victoria

Manitoba (58)
Toronto (58)
3. \\ indsor (41)
3. York(41)
5. UBC (32)
6. Western (30)
7. Sa-.;katchewan (16)
8. Queen's (11)
Women
1. York(60)
2. Manitoba (44)
3. Saskatche\\ an (33)
4. Sherbrooke (21)
4. Toronto (21)
6. Western (20)
7. Windsor ( 19)
8. Calgary (17)
Windsor's Results
Gold
Anthony Black
(high jump· 2.08 m)
Irma Grant
(60m - 7.64)
Silnr
Brad Carroll
(60m hurdle - 8.41)
Doug Tilson
(600m - 1:18.85)
Rob Robinson
(shot put - 15 23m)
\~omen's team
(4x.:?00m rela) - 1 4 1.17)
i~ e c · · !!1 .
i:1'(i~::!~_nr::--- ~ - ctt:~ ~ ·
forom
there
the
Bisom, manage dto
(4x400m relay - 3 17 43)
hold
off
a
late
Viking rally. and
The Bi-.ons and Yikes traded
Bronze
#
ended
up
notching
the
"in
111 the points all the way to the 11-point
Don MacGr\;gor
mark hefore the Bison::-. pulled
first game, 15-10.
(300m J4 70)
In
game
two,
the
teams
ahead
by a 14-1 l score Manitoba
Mer steam
managed to nail down the final
traded
points
right
to
the
tinish,
(4x200m rela) - I 2Q 78)
hut thic; Jjmc Victoria was \ ic- point to \\in 15-12 and force the
torious.
1,he t\\ o teams pt1umkd national title to a deciding game.
CIAt; \Vomcn's
fhe deciding match was
the ball hack and torth and neither
Volleyball
played
111 rally point style. al ll)\\ opened up more than a four-point
ing
either
team to score point,; on
lead . In the end, the Vikings won
Thursda) l\lar. 8
by a slim 15-13 margin, evening each pl,t), regardless of whirh
Regina det. I a\.al
team .,.. as ,crving.
the
match at a game apiece.
li5-1 I, 15-9. 15-12)
Alter four games "'here the
After
winnmg
game
t\\O,
~1anitoba def. Mount Allison
teams
nearl} k1ded and hit for
Victoria
seemed
to
find
its
ll5-0, 15-2, 15-10)
every
ind.
the opening of g.1mc
groove,
and
sped
to
a
9-3
adYork def. British Columhia
five
was
4uitc
surprising.
vatage
over
Manitoba
in
game
(ll-15, 13- 15, 15-10, 15-8.
Michelle
Sawatzky.
selected
three.
15-9)
as
the
tournament's
most
valuable
Manitoba, a team noted for
Victoria def. Windsor
its fortitude, did not give up, and player. keyed a Manitoba rally
'15-2. 15-3. 15-6)
Frida) Mar. 9 ·
before the crowd knew it. the when she oeg,m the match serving
Bisons had pulled within two of eight con,ecut1.,•e point::. for the
lhamµit111,hip Semi-I inals
Bisons.
\tanitoba def. Regina
the Vikings. at 11 -9.
1s-n. 15-IJ, ts-10)
Victoria def. York
15-8. 15-6, 15-13)
Consolation Semi-Finals
1.a\J( def. Mount Allison
11-15, 15-1, 15-12, 11-15.
7-16)
Brnish Columbia def. Windsor
15-3, 15-6. 15-5)
Saturday l\tar. I0
Gold \1cW11 Game
Mannoba clef. Victoria
15-10.13-15, 10-15, 15-12,
5-9)
Bronze Medal Game
York def Regina
5-15, 11-15, 15-12, 15-11,
S-7)
Co;isolation Final
Bll1sh Columbia def Laval
1990 ('IAll Women•, Volleyball Champions. the l !nin~rsity .or :\taniloha
15-8, 15-13, 15-11)
1.
I.

bt

·Bisons nip Vikings for CIAU title

,

-,

1990 CIAU Women;s Volleyball Championship

Se,enth-Place Game
Mount Allison def Windsor
5-6, 11-15, 15-10, 15-6)

Bison~. From left lo right. Top: Ken Bentle) (coach). Jud,> <,rndl, L) nne
Geisel, Marni Rauhaus, Christine Toe\\s, Lisa KachCO\\Sk). Lara
\\ in~lone, assistant. Hott om: Rona Hackbart, 1\1 irhelle Sa" atl.k), Leanne
Schade. l.,ori Loochuck, Maureen Bray (manager)

Windsor

In lh bronze medal match.
the OWIAA champion York
Yeo,\omen came back from a 20 defcc1t to snatch third place
honours mer a surprised team
from the University of Regina.
York \\On the mmch with
~cores of 5-15, 11-15, 15-12, 1511, and 15-7.

I

-,
ko" sk~ , "hile Victoria. the silver
medalist-., were represented by
Lara Melville, and Sharon Weitzel. Rounding out the all-star
squad \I.ere Lon Ann Mund! of
Regina. and the sole Ontario representative. York University's
Cheryl Guay.
O

Performers of the week
Irma Grant
Anthony Black

D_on MacGregor
Sponsored by Don CheIT) 's
Restaurant

2.08m.

MacGregor brought home
three medals for the Lancers, inEditor's note: Due to the cluding a silver and t\\O bronze.
conchmon of the mtercollegiat<' His si lver was in the men 's
season and a lack of compemwn 4x400m relay. The bronze medals
in fo/lowmg weeks, the Lance ha.\ came in the men 's 4x200m relay
selected three Performers of the and the 3UOm.
Week for the period ending Mar.
Each athlete also recei-.ed
18.
all-Canadian honours for outThe Perfom1ers of the Weck standing performances.
for the period ending Mar.h 18 arc
for
being
selected
University of Windsor track stars Performrr., of the Week, they
Irma Grant, Anthony Black, and will each receive a $20 \Oucher
Don MarGregor.
from Don Cherry's Restaurant at
All three returned home from 531 Pelbsier St. in do" nto\\ n
the CIAUs in Manitoba with Windsor.
O
medals and all-Canadian
17re chmce of Performt•r of
honours.
the Wct•k is made ,oldy hy the
Grant, a second year student, Lance sport,\ clepartml!nt and
grabbed a gold in the 60m. She does not m any ~a) n'flcct the!
also gol a silver as part of the wews or opinions of the Univer
women's 4x"00m relay.
sity of Wmdsor Athletic DepartBlack, a first year student out m en t, or Don Cherry's
of Toronto. received hb gold Restaurant.
medal in the high jump, clearing

----~-------------------------------------'

....- ------------ -------------------------- - ---------------------------------]
Lancers meet their match at CIAUs
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first round.
After Windsor scored the
opening point in game one, UBC
reeled off an overwhe lming
streak of 10 straight points,
making the point early the squad
was not to be tampered with for
long.
The match was another
sweep, this time 15-3, 15-6 and
15-6. The Lancers were tired, yet
they had to play again.
The final match for the Lancers was a battle of winless teams
to determine the dubious honour
of who would finish in last place
in the tournament. Mount Allison
had also failed to gain a victory in
its first two performances and was
trying to avoid the basement.

by John Marentette

The University of Windsor's
women's volleyball team
received a rude awakening in the
Canadian lnteruniversity Athletic
Union (CIA U) championship volleyball tournament held at the St.
Denis Centre last weekend.
The Lancers, in the tournament as the host team to round out
the field at an even eight teams,
were in over their heads as they
had to contend with some of the
best teams in the nation.
Windsor ( 10-4 overall this
year) was without the skills of its
three best players, Chris Brecka,
Cheryl Smith, and Lisa Thyssen.
Thyssen left the team after
Christmas when she didn't come
back to school, while Smith and
Brecka left two weeks ago for unstated reasons.
Windsor had its first taste of
excellence in the opening match
against the University of Victoria.
The Vikings, ranked number one
in the country, dominated the
match throughout, jumping in
front quickly and then holding on
for three straight wins of 15-2, 153 and 15-6.
The Lancer effort was admirable, particularly in the
tremendous play of third-year
player Jill Bahri.
The Lancers experienced a
scary moment in the third game
when Lisa Domina was hit in the
head by a vicious spike from one
of the UVic players.

Windsor tasted defeat once
again in game one, 15-6, before
exciting the crowd with a rousing
15-11 win in the second game.
The Lancers were tough again in
the third game, but finally lost 1510, and were silenced in the fourth
with a 15-6 loss. The Mounties
had avoided fi nishing eighth, and
Windsor was, well ... tired.
The Lancers gave an impressive effort throughout the tournament, considering they only took
part in the CIAU because they
were the host team.
Coach Marge Holman said
her team became mentally tired as
the tournament wore on, something that's awfully hard not to
believe when you take i~to ac-

count three uphill battles against
the nation's finest.
The CIAUs were a good experience for the Lancers, if only
becasue they were able to learn
from it. T he stark reality of what
it takes to win against stronger
teams from the west coast can be
quite harsh, but Holman and her
team knew the going would be
rough.
Unfortunately, the "jolt'' the
team was thought to have needed
ended in a concussion.
Indeed it may be a long time
before Windsor gets another opportun ity to try for national
honours. Next time, they will
need to earn it.
O
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CIA Us a success for city
by J im Mitchell

Lonee photo by Jason Kryk

Lancer Den ise Brett d ives after
ball.

The jolt left the Lancers with
one less player for the remainder
of the tournament. further
prohibiting any success they
hoped to achieve.
Windsor's second match,
this time against the University of
British Columbia the next day,
was not any easier. The Thunderbirds had beaten UVIC earlier in
the year and were steaming after
losi ng to York University in the

Last weekend, Windsor was
the proud host of the CIAU
women's volleyball championship for the first time in the
school's history. According to
most feedback the tournament
wa~ a major success.
Sharon Pyi.e chaired the
committee in charge of organizing the tournament and did a marvellous job over the past year and
a half. Pyke even flew out to Saskatoon to study last years tournament and pick up some pointers.
Eight teams from six provinces competed in the tournament.

All teams stayed at the Windsor
H ilton and were received with
fruit baskets and flowers in their
rooms. These were the small
touches that made this tournament special for many of the participants. Other little touches that
impressed were free pop after
matches for the players, free parking, pins commemorating the
event, and balloons matching
each school's colours on their
table at the banquet.
Pyke was also very impressed with the support from the
local community. For example,
the Brick supplied nice couches
for the hospitality suites.

This tournament was special
in another respect because it may
be the last time Windsor plays
host for a long time. There are
about 35 universities that play
volleyball and all want their opportunity at hosting the national
to~rnamcnt. !t may be another 30
years before our next chance. This
makes it all the more important
Windsor did a good job at running
this event.
Pyke acknowledged the importance of the help she got, "I
would do it again as long as I had
the same committee and the same
support from the community." O
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social science society
HEY, LOOK AT THIS!

Coming Up ...
the

Social Event of the Year
the
Social Science Society's

... Champagne and
Candlelite
11
Semiformal
at the Hilton Ballroom Friday, March 23, 1990
Cocktails at 6:00 p.m. Dinner at 7:00 p.m.
Tickets: $30/couple
includes dinner, wine, dancing

/
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Lancer track men Canada's third choice
by Dave Briggs

Fairall 's plan to bring quality some outstanding performances, third in the 300m, and was the
track teams to the University of and when the final event ended, anchor leg in the bronze medal
It's too bad some may reflect Windsor.
the Lancers were represented by winning men's 4x200m relay
on the 1990 Univers i ty of
The women's team also had an unprecedented 1 I athletes on team. Ross, Derck Bergey, and
Windsor track and field season an impressive finish. After finish- the all-Canadian list.
Chad Lamoure rounded out the
with a feeling of bitterness. After ing fifth in Ontario two weeks
Two Lancers won gold other three positions on that relay
a most impressive year, which ago, the Lancers managed a • medals marking them as the best squad.
from coast to coast in their events.
The Manitoba Bisons shared
Sprinter Irma Grant ex- the national team title with the
ploded to a first place finish in the University of Toronto Varsity
60m. Grant not only won the gold, Blues. Uuth teams wound up with
but defeated rival France Gareau, 58 points, while the York
a recent member of Canada's Yeomen tied the Lancers with 41
Commonwealth Games contin- points.
gent, in the process.
The Lancer all-Canadians
Anthony Black, a freshman
out of Toronto, was the other Lancer grabbing top honours. Black
cleared 2.08m in the high jump to
surpass all his C1>mpetitors.
Shotpuller Rob Robinson
walked away with a sil"er medal
after he contributed a school
record throw of 15.23m. Robinson was only outdone by 13ajon
Paunovic of Manitoba who
recorded a throw of 15.29m. ·
Hurdler Brad Carroll aiso
won a silver medal. His time of
Lance photo by Jason Kryk
8.41 in the 60m hurdlers was good
Windsor sprinter Irma Grant defeated rival France Gareau in the 60
enough for second best, and allMetres to win the gold medal at the Canadian championships.
Canadian honours.
saw the Lancer men's team seventh place finish in the nation.
Joining Carroll and Robinranked first in the nation nearly
Windsor's men's team son on the Lancer silver medalist
from start to finish, the cxpecta- entered the tournament as the top list was Toug ·1 ilson, "ho ran a
1ions for a national championship ranked team in Canada. A number time of 1:18.~5 while hampered
were extinguished last weekend of injuries to key athletes at key somewhat by a hamstring injury.
\\ hen the men finio;hed in a tic for times left the Lancers with a less
The women's 4x:!00m rcla)
third in the Canadian lnteruniver- ·han healthy contingent.
team of Yvette Blackburn, M.J .
Lancer hi~h jumper Anthony
sity Athletic Union's indoor track
The biggest loss was dccath- Mc Keever, Lorraine Henry, and
medalbt with a leap of 2.08 metres.
and field championships held at lete Chris Weinberg, who v. as Grant, finished in second spot were: Grant. Black. Carroll, Macthe University of Manitoba.
ranked nationally in a number of with a time of 1:41.17, v.h1le the Gregor, Tilson, Ross, Rubinson,
Finishing third is nothing events. Weinberg suffered a men's 4x400rn relay te.im also Herron, llcnry, McKeever, and
short of spectacular, and severe hamstring injury two won silver. The men's team con- Ulackburn.
ldn'I
cat~ooc:enitee._,,,.,_,1<,e-1 . ago I I
On-I rio
, Ttl l ,
• Dnn~~~H d COu
ennis fnirntt
wi1h a footnote in anyone. ·s mind. championships. He was only able l\1acGregor, .,nd Joe Ross, who could not be rcachrd for comThe finish was Windsor's to compete in the shotput al the was battling mononucleosis.
ment. :is he !cit for Florida im·
MacGregor added two more mediately after the team arrived
highest to date, an J clears a major CIAU dJJmpionships.
j stumbling block in coach Dennis
Individually, Windsor had medals to his h.1ul when he placed back in Windsor.

I

With luck, the season will be
remembered as Windsor's best
ever in track and field. The team
surprised many, and was only a
couple healthy people away from
its first national championship.
Fairall has laid the foundations for what may be an outstanding track and field program in the
years to come. That's quite an accomplishment when he's battling
schools like York and U ofT, who
hoth have more than one full-time
coach, and arc located in national
training centre sites.

lance photo by James Crump

Black was Windsor's other gold

This year. an exuberant Lancer team, combined with excellent coaching. made the Lancers
111111 the vi:1hlc cnntcmkr.. they
crc.

t

cnr. \~ ith th

chemistry, Windsor just may find
lhcmselves doused in dmmpagnc
in a national championship
celebration.
0

Avis can't improve your luck
but it can give you
a great deal
on a car rental.
Saturday March 17
Irish Classics and Green Beer
Monday March 19
Jelly Roll Jazz with Ian Smith
Tuesday March 20
Acoustic Cafe with Steve Beneteau

3 Day Weekend Sf ecial

only $69.

9

400 free kilometres

Wednesday March 21
Comedy Night - 2 Comedians
No Cover

'

1989 Pontiac 6000LE

Thursday March 22
D.J. John Edwards
Friday March 23
National Velvet Live
2 Shows, 6:30 p.m. (all ages show)
Saturday March 24
C.S.A. Dance Party

We try harder
Avis features GM cars
"Avis and "We try harder are
reg,stere~ trademarks of Av1scar Inc
1988 Av1scar Inc

391 Tecumseh Rd. E.
258-AVIS (2847)

CAA Rates Available
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at

campus rec.
Men's & Women's
Hair Stylists

00
II OFF
Our Quality Haircuts to all students upon presentation of valid student I.D
Offer valid at University Mall location only.
Hours: M-F 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
We use and recommend
Sat. 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.

J 0

C 0

Hair Care Products

253-8534

2686 Tecumseh Rd. W.

Li1Jda

Barol}

Pl}otograp~y

Getting
Married?
Book with us between
March 15 and
March 31, 1990
to receive a free photo
By appointment only

1553 Bru ce A venu e

VI.SA

Ca m pus Ree's Y ear-End
Rece ptio n a nd A ppreciat io n
Night
On Thursday March 22. the
place to be is the Multi-Purpose
Room at the St. Denis Centre.
Among those to be honoured arc
this past year's winners of all intramural leagues and the Campus
Recreation Participants of the
Week.
Also, on tap for the program
are a non-participatory fi tness
demonstration, a martial arts exhibition, door prizes, a challenging sports quiz, video displays,
and the annual Campus Rec slide
show.
Finally, the winner of the
prestigious H K Society and
Father Murphy trophies will be
announced.
We then head over to Faces
for some music, dancing and
stimulat i ng conversation.
Everyone is welcome and dress is
casual (what else?).

Apply now for a job next
year. Campus Recreation is a student-based organization on campus, which provides recreation
and leisure opportunities for students, staff and faculty at the
University of Windsor.
Eight supervisory position~
arc opening. including.
I. Super" isor of Officials
2. Supervisor of Men ·s
Sports
3. Supervisor of Women's &
Co-Ed Sports
4. Superv isor of Puhl icily &
Promotions
_ _5_. _S___upervisor of Agua tic!->.

Personal Enhancement & Sport
Clubs
6. Co-supervisor Fitness
(Education)
7. Co-supervisor Fitness
(Administration)
8. Supervisor Special Events
Honoraria range from $500$1000. Terms of employment arc
from September-April. If you arc
interested in applying or would
like more information about the
positions, please contact Kandi
McElary, 253-4232, ext. 2449 or
Sue Morin, ext. 2456.
Applications available at the
Campus Recreation office of the
Department of Ath lctics &
Recreational Services. Application deadline: Friday, March 30,
1990. 4:00 pm.
(her-30 Hockey Tourna ment
If you arc a student. faculty '
or staff member over the age of
30. enter the Campus Rec. Ovcr30 Hockey Tournament. It will be
held at the Adie Knox Arena on
March 19 and 20 (Mon . & Tues.)
For more info about registration
contact the Campus Rec Office at
253-4232 ext. 2456, or call Dave
Bowman at 254-2071
Staff, Facu lty Ladies
Racquetha ll Night-Out
Campus Rec is holding its
annual Ladies Racquetball Night
on March 28 at Windsor Indoor
Tennis Cluh from 8:00 pm to
11 :00 pm. There isa minimal cost
of $3. T his fee is payable at the
fac ility on the night of the tournament. Call our office now to ensure ..)'Our sno~t.,____..._ _~
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JOIN A LEAGUE , TEAM,
CLASS PROGRAM OR CLUB

S12.ring Fever '90

BEACH
PARTY

Whe n a tree falls in the forest,
does anybody care??

755 Ouellette

woul
team
ment

Wild erness Reforestation Cares! !

Tree Planting
Opportunities
Now
Available

Wednesday Nite March 21
Hula Contest
. Limbo Contest
Hula Hoop Contest
Great Prizes!!!
LOTS of Fun
Wear Your Beach Clothes

recor

cxcit
have
rimis

Where:
When :
Why:
How:

time
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T
Gui

Northern Ontario
May 1 - June 30
Competitive Wages, Hard Work, Good Times
APPLY NOW
at your Student Placement Centre
Deadline: March 31. 1990

Hun
exp£

On-Campus Interviews To Be Scheduled

S7.!I~
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armchair gladiator

Lancers in '89/'90: Few exp ctations met
by Dave Briggs
Just recently, I' ve noticed a
startling s imilarity between
people who are fans of the Detroit
Lions, and those who are faithful
followe rs of the University of
Windsor' s athletic teams.
Both are eternal optimists
who have spent a lot of time praying for a day when a higher being
reaches down, touches the team
they so desperately want to succeed, and transforms it into world
beaters.
The Lions have finally gotten
on the road to improvement
without the assistance of a higher
power, but for some of the U of
W's intercollegiate teams. help
from a deity may be the only solution.
As I look back on the last few
years of Lancer athletics, barring
a few major exceptions, the athletic department's reputation is
still wallowing in the mediocrity
ii was famous for when I was in
high school.
Over the past year, the track
and field program. the hockey
team, the men's soccer team, and
the golfers and fencers were the
I only teams that should be credited
as having outstanding seasons.
The rest of the Lancer teams
either did not attain what was expected of them, or they were
simply despairingly bad.
The football team could be

more backing from the athletic
department than any other.
This year, the team should
have beaten Guelph, Laurier, and
Waterloo, but the fact is they
didn't. Maybe it is about time we
started to evaluate the job Musselman is doing.
His sole responsibilty is to
coach football, and there doesn't
appear to have been enough improvement in the team to date to
justify his position.
Another
season
of
mediocrity, and people will soon
be calling for Musselman ·s head
on a platter. Considering the fuss
surrounding the creation of his
full-time coaching position three
years ago, many academics may
be wringing their hands with glee.
I agree with having a fu!l.......,..__lime.fuo.tbaU coach..1 helieve the.
achievers. Sure, the team seems to sport has become too demanding
have improved in the three years for someone to he successful
that John Musselman has been while dividing his time hctween
their head coach, but those watch- football and teaching. I just think
ing from the stands generally only
too many people have become
remember two things: the team's soft, and have laid off criticizing
record, and whether it made the Musselman 's less-than-sparkling
playoffs or not.
results.
The football team has been 3The football team is probab4 in both of the last two years, and ly the best on the list of those who
did not make the playoffs either failed this year. Both the men's
season. That hardly qualifies the and women's basketball squads
squad for immortalization in the have left people asking, "What
hall of fame.
happened?"
Oh, I admit, the team ·s 5-2
The men's team was frightrecord three years ago was both fully bad considering its talent.
exciting, and promising, but what This year, the Lancers finished
have we seen since then to be op- with a 4-10 record, and did not
timistic about?
make the playoffs, though six
The team's 3-4 record men's teams qualify for the
wouldn't be so hard to take if the OUAA west division playoffs.
ream wasn't given special treatThe most surprising thing is
ment. Musselman is the only full- this year's team featured all the
time coach on the university best players from last year, with
payroll, and his team is given the addition of several promising

Educational
Travel
Planner '90
The Complete Canadian
Guide to Learning Vacations
Around the World
Hundreds of alternative holiday
experiences to meet any budget:
Art classes
Language schools
Retreat centres
Cooking courses
Study tours
Archaeological digs
And more!
S7.!15 from bookstores or from Studrnt

Servit:rs, Athabasrn l'niversity. Box
10,000, AthabaS1:a, AB, TOG 2RO. Add

$2.00 for postag(' .&nd handling.

newcomers. Last year, the team at
least made the playoffs.
Where does the problem lie?
Some say it is the coaching.
Coach Paul Thomas has
made a name for himself in basketball in years past, but unfortunately his skills have slipped
somewhat in the twilight of his
career. The grumbling both on
and off the team became louder
than ever this year when the squad
failed to meet expections.
The women's basketball
program simply may have had an
off year. Coach Joanne Maclean
runs a good program, and is highly revered by many around her.
Unfortunately the team
finished with a miserable 5-9
record, and also failed to make the
playoffs, though only four t.:ams
q.LLali(y fur the .,.p1!.ll>ffs_ jn the
OWIAA west division.
The women's team was inconsistent all year. At one moment, it was extremely
competitive, and at others, simply fell apart. Hopefully this campaign was not a preview of what
is to come in the years ahead.
To add to the tale of woe, this
year"s women's volleyball team
was an exl!rcise in frustration for
those involved, and for those who
followed the team.
The team was highly touted.
and in fact. was the best team in
the OWIAA west division until
the last week of the season when
they lost a match against Brock
that determined first place.
After the lo~s to the Badgers.
the team ripped apart. Tension ran
high. and during the OWIAA
championship tournament (in
which Windsor finished sixth),
OWIAA first team all-ic· ITS

Cheryl Smith and Chris Brccka
left the team due to disagreements
with coach Marge Holman.
Combined with the loss of
Lisa Thyseen earlier in the year,
the women were left with a
skeleton crew under a ton of pressure.
The fact is the team should
have done better than it did. The
Lancers cou Id have been the
OWIAA gold medalists, but instead, they ended a successful
season in a bitter fashion.
The men ·s volleyball team,
on the other hand, improved considerably over its predecessor
from a y~.ir ago.
Unfortun.itely. the men did
not go as far as they would have
liked. hut there is a good chance
for improvement in the future.
The Lancer women' s soccer
team was an cxacise in horror.
The lc.im was almost winless this
season, hut did manage to scrape
out two wins, and finish with a 29-1 record.
What is to blame for the soccer team's futility? Who knows,
all I can say is they have only one
direction to go from here, and ifs
not down.
Add to that unsuccessful
seasons for the women ·s tennis
team, the swimming teams, and
the curling teams. and it seems
like Windsor's athletic department has a problem on its hands.

It is true that not all of this
year's teams did poorly, but the
majority did. I'm not as naive to
think every team can be a winner.
but when a high percentage of
teams don't cut the muster. our
athletic program loses its good
standing in the community.
In fact. I'm ecstatic over the

Canadian championships. The
team played well all season, and
was often ranked in the top ten nationally.
I'm not saying this year has
passed without some team success, I'm just wondering if there
was enough.
There have been reports from
• inside the athletic department itself suggesting there is too much
politicking going on within the
confines of the Human Kinetics
building, and athletic director
Bob Boucher is partly to blame.
.Boucher should shoulder just
as much responsibility for the
department's failures as he takes
foi: its successes. One man is not
to blame for all the department's
woes, but he can be the solution.
Maybe I've gotten caught up
in the win win win attitude, but I
don't think so. All I'm looking for
is respect for this institution, and
in particular the intercollegiate
teams that represent it.
Is it all in my mind, or is the
University of Windsor still perceived as last chance university
when it comes to many of its athletic teams'?
I hope not, because I think
many of the school's athletes are
still suffering from an inferiority
complex that has plagued this
school for too Ieng - something
only a healthy dose of success will
cure.
0
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We know, we know not enough time to
write 'em never mind type 'em

Courtesy Bicycles
Spring Tune-Up Special

results of the hockey team, the
track and field teams, the golf ·
team, the fencing team, and the
me.n ' s soccer team.
How much more can you ask
for when your men's track and
field team finishes in third place
in Canada, or when your hockey
team makes the playoffs and goes
farther than anyone expected
them to in a year in which many
predicted them to miss postseason competition?
How about a golf team that
won the OUAA championship. or
a fencing team that missed an
OUAA title by one point, and is
still one of the most highly
regarded teams on campus due to
the coaching of Eli Sukunda?
The men's soccer team can
also be considered a success story
this year. Though it lost in the first
round of the playoffs, the Lancers
lost to a team that went to the
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Now 'Til The End Of The Month!

Only $29.95

Reg. $34.95

3150-54
Sandwich
252-0080

You· ~n rely on your secretary to finish
your paper on time - and do a great job!

253-TYPE <s973>
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131 Park St.
911-1542
(Closed Mondays)
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Introducing ARCAM from England

ARCAM
audiophile products
from A&R Cambridge

- No. 1 producer of budget amps
- Britain's #1 manufacturer of
compact disc
- Leading edge of digital technology

(

Intro SP-eclal
- ARCAM Alpha Integrated Amp
30w/ch 5 year warranty
$419.- reg. $495.-..

-
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-Black Box DIA Converter
Upgrade any CD to
current state of the art
$799.- reg. $899.-

- Alpha CD
Europe's #1 Seller
$899.- reg. $999.-
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LINN

Get the most out of your record
selection from the world's most
prestigious turntable manufacturer.
Linn of Scotland
The new Basik is outstanding!
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is now accepting resumes for the following 1990-91 positions:
Vice President External Affairs
Vice President Finance & Operations
Vice President University Affairs

3

Chief Electoral Officer

Chairperson for S.A.C. Meetings
Residence Issues Coordinator
Women's Issues Coordinator
Women's Centre Coordinator
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Deadline for applications is March 23rd, 1990.
Please forward your resume to Joey Esteves at
The S.A.C. Office, 2nd Floor University Centre.
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U of W more popular, p. 3

Tastes great: Haselden's light, p. 15

Campus cops crack down on kids
by Lawrence Deck

ject to a charge under the law," Stewart
said.
The minimum fine under the act is less
than $100, but fines can exceed $2000 in
more extreme cases. Nathan Major, a student at Assumption High School has been
caught skateboarding several times by
Campus Police. He said the police
threatened him with a $1000 fine if he is
apprehended so much as walking on
university land again.
The warning was insufficient to make
him stay off the campus. His friends Dillon
Lansberry and Troy Lemieux, students of
Forster and L'Essor high schools respectively, have also returned to skate on campus despite repeated run-ins with the
police. In general, skateboarders have been
unresponsive to security's attempts to drive
them away.
As Horniachek pointed out, the fact
that skateboarders are technically trespassing on university property may not be sufficient to prevent liability in the event of a
lawsuit.
The administration maintains a
general liability policy which would include protection from negligence. But 1f a
suit was brought on grounds of negligen~e.
the university might be required to
demonstrate it had warned !:>kateboarders of
the dangers involved in their activities.
The campus safety officer has said this
would mean posting notices that
skateboarding is prohibited on the campus.

They come to the campus in small
groups, performing death-defying stunts
on the university's concrete benches and
open railings.
Few if any of the young skateboarders
wear helmets or padding, and the obvious
hazards of their sport make them a problem
for the administration and campus security.
The potential for injury-to the skateboarders themselves or to students, faculty or
university staff- and subsequent lawsuits
are an on-going threat facing campus officials.
"Without a doubt it is of concern to the
administration," said finance director A.
Dale Horniachek, whose department
manages the university's insurance
policies. "There is always the potential in
1he modem court system that the university
could be held responsible in the event of an
accident."
Campus Police have expelled
skateboarders from the grounds, on oc' casion confiscating their boards and even
threatening to press criminal charges.
Campus Police Sargeant Peter Stewart
explained the teenagers are considered
trespassers, and as such could be charged
under the Trespass to Property Act, a part
of the criminal code.
"If you 're not faculty, staff, a student
or an .::uthorized visitor, you could be sub-

Lonee photo by James Crump

Skateboarder goes airborne.

Some !:>kateboarders ha,e exacerbated
the situation by harrassing members of the
faculty and staff. Campus Police claim
there have been several incidents. including one involving a woman staff member
who was leaving the parking lot between
the University Cl!ntre and Assumption College, a favourite area for skateboarders.

Teenagers allegedly skirted the woman·~
car, shouting abuse.
While this offensive behaviour may be
characteristic of only a small number of
skateboarders. security officers say they
are not in a position to discriminate.
O

,Parking permit line-up set for University Centre
by D. Eldon Dawson
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Campus police are trying to
avoid long lineups and irate students by changing the location of
their parking permit sale.
Formerly held in the cramped
quarters of the Campus Police office in Windsor Hall North, this
year's sale will take place in Ambassador Auditorium Monday,
Apr. 2.
"Hopefully, this will be a
more comfortable setting" for students wanting parking privileges,
said Campus police Sergeant
Peter Stewart.

Students check out campus dark spots
ing, sightlines, visual and aural
isolation, escape routes, nearby
W indsor Students For A land use, movement predictors,
Safer Campus conducted a cam- signs, and the overall physical
pus-wide safety audit last Tues- design of the campus.
Julie Lawson, chair of the
day eve ning. The group was
formed as a response to the group's implementation commit'Montreal incident' last Decem - tee, explained, "Montreal conber, and sought to identify poten- firmed the general fee ling o n
campus-it destroyed the illusion
tiai assault sites o n campus.
Members formed groups of that acts of violence don't happen
four and covered the entire cam- on university campuses."
The group began as a project
pus, noting features such as light-

by Lynn Bezaire

Next week:

Play reviews

between the Women's Centre and
the vice president of the Social
Work Society, Angelo Epifani.
Membersh ip consists of approximately thirty students.
the
Nick
P l ubani,
university's assistant vice president of operations said he plans to
use the results of the safety audit
as a guide to the steps that must be
taken to ensure greater campus
safety for students.
T he chair of t he group's

Award-winning athletes

report committee, Jackie Prince,
plans to have the report compiled
by the end of this week. Results of
the safety audit will be available
to the university community
pending the completion of the
report.
Any student interested in obtaining a copy of the report can
pick one up at the Women's
Centre, on the second floor of the
University C.entre.
O

Student protests mount

"We've tried everything in
the past," Stewart said. "Nothing.
including lotteries. has worked so
far. so the · first come-first served'
format will prevail," but in a more
spacious and comfortable environment. He said accessibility
to the University Centre and the
Grand Market Place would help
make the students· wait more
bearable.
According to Stewart, there
are approximately 600 available
parking spots at a cost of $95 for
the school year.
"In the past, we've always
been able to serve the students.
With the two new permit-only
parking lots (Lots U and V) and
two new pay-while-you-park lots,
there should be no problem," he
said.
According to Stewart, the
venue was changed to better accomodate those students who are
willing to wai~ but jokingly added
"only serious shoppers" arc encouraged to attend.
Students are reminded they
need to know their license plate
number to purchase a permit and
they will go on sale beginning at
Sam Apr. 2.
0

Sikhs find justice

-
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diversions
Austrian Classics with baroque violinist Joog
Schroeder. featuring the works of Hondel. Boch.
Mozart and Mendelssohn. Tickets ore $8.50 or $19.50
Until Friday, Morch 23
- Ken Gray's Evidence of o Struggle will be showing at Cleary Auditorium. 201 Riverside Or. W. Coll 252-6579
the Windsor Printmakers Forum at 384 Pitt St. E.. Suite for tickets and concert times.
204. Coll the gallery at 253-9493 for more information.
Sunday, March 25
Until Thursday, Morch 29
- the Windsor Community Orchestra. led by Jomes
- students of the School of Visual Arts will be present- Tomburini. will be performing with the Windsor ComIng their work at the LeBel Gallery, Huron Church at munity Choir and Philip Adamson at St. John's
College. Opening reception will be held on Morch 23 Anglican Church. Sandwich and Brock. at 8 pm. Tickat 7 pm Contact the school at 253-4232. ext. 2828 for ets ore $6. adults; $4. students and seniors. Coll 253information.
4232. ext. 2781 for tickets and information ..

BENEFITS

ARTS

Friday, March 30 to April 12
· Robert Voyvodic's watercolour paintings will be
shown at the Windsor Printmakers Forum. He is a
graduate of the University of Windsor's School of
Visual Arts. Opening Reception Friday, Morch 30, 7-10
pm .. 384 Pitt St. E.. Suite 204. Coll 253-9493 for lnformotron.
Until Friday Morch 30
· Common Ground Gallery will host Citizen Advocacy,
a group show of works by disabled artists. Organized
by Michael Johnston. The gallery is at Mackenzie Holl.
3277 Sandwich.
Until Sunday Ap ril 8
• the Art Gallery of Windsor presents Rita McKeough:
Embrace, o site specific installation in the Walker. Atkins and Photography Galleries. 445 Riverside Dr. W.
Coll 258-7111 for more information.
Until Thursday, April 12
- Barrie Jones. instructor at the University of Windsor's
School of Visual Arts. presents his photographic installation Looking for Paradise at Artcite, 3277 Sandwich.
Coll 977-6564 for more information.
Until Sunday April 22
- The Art Gallery of Windsor shows With Lens and Brush.
Images of the Western Canadian 1845-1890. on overview and analysis of artist's treatment of the West
C a nadian landscape. 445 Riverside Dr. W. Coll 2587111 for more information.
MUSIC
Friday, Morch 23
- the Olde Sandwich Song Circle will be hosting
a nother evening of music and song at 8:30 pm. Mackenzie Holl. 3277 Sandwich.
Saturday, Morch 24 a nd 25
· the Windsor Symphony presents Germon and

Wednesda y, Morch 28
- cellist John Stokes will perform In the Windsor
Symphony's Baroque Series at Mackenzie Holl. 3277
Sandwich St. at 8 pm. Tickets ore $13. Coll 252-6579 for
tickets and information.
Saturday, March 31
- a Cabaret. featuring music. poetry. prose. dramatic
and performing arts. performed by students of the
university will toke place in the Ambassador
Auditorium. Doors open at 7 pm. Tickets ore $7.50 and
available at the Music Building. Southshore Books and
the Bookroom at Mackenzie Holl.
THEATRE
Thursday, March 22 to 25
- the University Players presents Fiddler on the Roof. o
musical comedy directed by the 1990 Music Theatre
Artist-in-Residence. at Essex Holl Theatre. Coll 2534232. ext. 2804 for tickets and information.
Frida y, M a rch 23 to 25
- Theatre Alive presents Chicago at the Pork Theatre.
804 Erie St. E. Tickets ore $10; dinner package is $25.
Coll 256-2240 for show times or ticket information.
Friday, March 23 to April 8
- the Actor's Studio makes its debut with two one-act
ploys. Laundry and Bourbon and Lonestar at 8 pm.
Fridays through Sundays. Tickets ore $7 or $8. 152 Pitt
St. W., 254-6527.

LECTURES
Sunday, M a rch 25
· Assumption University's Christion Culture Series
presents Eugene Whelan discussing Are We Doing
Enough. at 8 pm Coll 973-7033 for information.

Saturday, Morch 24
. Lost Patrol performs a perky benefit for the movingest
gallery in town: Common Ground. In the basement 01
the Dominion House. Special guest to be announced.
Tickets ore $3. common ground members get $1 off.
PARTIES
Sa turday, March 24
. the Pakistani Student Association presents a Dinner ·
and Culture Night in McPherson Lounge. Electo Hall .•
Doors open at 7 pm. Tickets ore $4 in advance, $6 at
the door. Coll 971-8442 for information.
;
1

MEETINGS

Thursd ay, Marc h 29
- the animal rights group ARK II (Windsor chapter). will
meet at the Main Library. 850 Ouellette Avenue at
7:30 pm. Students ore encouraged to attend.
MISCELLANEOUS
Saturday, March 24
- the Lung Association presents a half day information
seminar by professionals for adult and teen
asthmatics. 9 om-12 pm. $25. Call 256-3433 for reservations.
Sa turday, March 24 to 25
- the Sunporlour Woodcarvers Club will hold their Third
lnternotlonol Woodcarving Festival at the Cleary Con- ·
vention Centre. 201 Riverside Dr. W. Admission is $3. I
I

Saturday, Morch 29
- on assertiveness training seminar for women will be
held at Iona College. 208 Sunset. This full day seminar
will cost $35. including materials. Coll Janine Kissner at
948-4653. evenings or 973-0222, days for more information.

1·

I

Sunday, Ap~l
- a special luncheon will toke place at the Coboto .
Club at 2175 Parent Rd. E. to commemorate the 10th '
anniversary of the assassination of Archbishop Oscar
Romero of El Salvador and the 3rd anniversary of the i
twinning o f Windsor and Los Vueltos. El Salvador.
Guest speaker will be Bishop Thomas Gumble. Tickets
ore $35. Coll 974-8795. 252-1517, or 254-2359 for more
information. Proceeds of this event will go to fund
projects of Los Vueltos. El Salvador.
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Shortage of course spaces far from over
by Cindy Kavanaugh

1ner
Hau.

The lack of space in the
English department's expository
writing course is what one
English department professor
called "a perennial problem"
which won't improve until students put pressure on the administration.
The problem has become a
fixture at the University of
Windsor over the last couple of
years. Demand for the course always greatly outstrips the limited
supply of places in the introductory English class.
Dean of Arts Joseph Culliton
said financial and faculty resources are limited. "With our present
resources a lot is being done by
scssional instructors."
Culliton said the course
should ideally have only 25 students in each section, but classes
often reach the 35 student maximum.
For the past two years
registration has been limited to
first year students to satisfy the
need for them to improve their
writing skills, Culliton said. The
course is not designed as an option for third and fourth year students who have already been
writing ·:ssays.
English Department head
Richard Homsey defended his
department's policies, saying it
offers as many sections of the
course as possible.
"It's a very important course
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Windsor applicants up

• I

by D. Eldon Dawson

I

r

change that by including more of
central and eastern Ontario in our
The University of Windsor is efforts." Saso said.
' becoming more popular every
Sayers said applications to
year, according to figures the province's 16 universities
released by the Ontario Univer- jumped by 30 per cent during the
1980s but attributes the current
i sities Application Centre in
Guelph.
levelling off lo the pm,t-hah)
But for the first time in ten boom decrease in population.
years, the number of applications
"The population base from
to most other Ontario universities which university applicants are
has not increased. By mid- drawn is shrinking," Sayers said.
February, more than 55,800 stu- The number of applicants would
dents had applied, slightly fewer be even lower if not for the inthan last year's record high. ac- creasing number of high school
cording to Will Sayers of the students who plan to continue
Council of Ontario Universities.
their studies, he added.
However, first choice apOntario Federation of Stuplications for enrollment at the dents official Greg Elmer said
University of Windsor have in- population trends are only partialcreased 10.5 per cent over last ly to blame for the drop.
year. Overall applications, on
He said many students are
which the university appears as leaving the province and going to
one of the applicant's three "places like McGill University in
choices, increased 6.3 per cent, Montreal, or Dalhousie Univerthe fourth largest increase in the sity in Halifax." About 24 percent
province.
of people between the ages of 19
The university has seen sig- and 24 attend university, Elmer
nificant increases for the past added.
Overall, the University of
three years, which high school
Windsor
had 7,203 applications,
liaison director Joe Saso at425
more
than last year. Of these,
tributes to a recruiting campaign
that has broadened the 2,173 potential university stuuniversity's focus to emcompass dents made Windsor their first
choice, an increase of 206 over
more of central Ontario.
"Our studies have shown that last year.
0
This story was prepared with
the University of Windsor is not
particularly well known outside the help of the Canadian Unfrerof this area. We've been trying to sity Press.
1
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... designed for campus-wide enrollment," Homsey said.
But many students who want
or require the course, find themselves unable to sign into the
class. First year communication
studies student Brian Clelland
said he tried twice to get expository writing but was unsuccessful. Although he does not
need the course for graduation,
Clelland, like many students,
wants to improve his writing
skills.
Michael Holosko is undergraduate coordinator for the
school of social work, which requ ircs expository writing for

graduation He said his faculty is
now seriously looking into the
availability problem.
Many social work students
try unsucessfully for three years
to enroll in the 26-100 course but
arc unable to get into it. Holosko
said in cases such as this, he tries
to accomodate students by help-

ing them find another class where
they can learn writing skills.
"It is important for social
work students to have a good
handle on good writing skills for
when they enter the profession."
he said.
According to Holosko, the
English department has becn ac-

commodating, but the growth in
the number of faculties requiring
the course and higher enrollment
have increased demand for the
class.
Presently, the social work
faculty council is looking into
ways of solving the problem, such
as starting their own in-house
writing skills course or finding
other courses in the English
department to teach the required
skills, Holosko said.
Meanwhile. the English
department is also trying to
n.:medy the situation.
The coordinator of the expository writing program, Kenneth Long and the director of
continuing education Walter
Uegama arc investigating
software packages and distance
education materials which would
allow teaching assistants to
monitor classes at less expense,
Culliton said. However he
pointed out these solutions are
still unproven.
To alleviate the current bottleneck. five sections will be
added over the spring and summer sessions.
0

Coach Thomas, accusers to talk
by Dave Briggs
The university·s ombudsperson has arranged a meeting between a coach accused of racism
and the former players who
charged him.
Subhas Ramcharan, who is
formally investigating University
of Windsor men's basketball
coach Paul Thomas, has been
busy collecting information since
the charges were filed Feb. 13.
The investigation is the first
for the ombudsperson and race
relations officer since his position
was created last September. The
case may set a precedent for the
university, Ramcharan said when
the issue was first brought to him.
Black players Todd Thomas
(no relation) and Kim Elliott said
they filed the complaint because
the coach's handling of them was
racially motivated.

Their charge stems from
Elliott's dismissal from the team
last year and Todd Thomas· nonselection to the varsit) team this
year. Instead, Thomas played
with the Crusaders. th~ newlyformed junior varsity team.
Though coach Thomas said
Ramcharan has yet to sit down
and interview him formally, he
said the ombudsperson is ve1y
thorough.
"He ·s apparently leaving no
stones unturned," coach Thomas
said.
The 63-year-old coach maintains his innocence, and said he
would like to resolve the issue
soon. Thomas said he is grateful
for support from those around
him.
"There really seems to have
been a groundswell of support,"
coach Thomas said: ''People have
been letting me know 'Don't

sweat it, there's nothing to this' ."
Todd Thomas said tie would
like coach Thomas to admit to his
racial prejudice. The coach discriminates against a black style of
basketball, \\hich made him treat
the two unfairly. the first year student said. He also would like the
coach to relinquish some control
over player decisions to the assistant coaches. Currently, the coach
is the sole determinant of who
plays.
Elliott has refused to comment, saying he feels the lance's
original Mar. 1 story on the complaint was not fair to his position.
Ramcharan said in order to
be thorough. he may not be able
to deliver his findings to university president Ron Ianni for
several weeks.
'Tm looking at every possible option to get a mediated settlement." Ramcharan said.
:1

Centre seeking volunteer career assistants
by Lance News Staff
The Career Planning and
Placement Centre is once again
on its annual quest for candidates
for the Volunteer Career Assistants Program.
The program. which has become an active and vital part of
the centre, offers students a
chance to get involved in the day
to day running of the centre as
well as an opportunity for personal development.
According to centre cousellor Maureen Taub, the volunteers
have "a chance to meet and talk to
a whole range of employers."
Taub added they will also have a
chance to gain "first hand
knowledge" of the best ways to
get good jobs after graduation.

In addition to this. the centre
offers volunteers counselling on
professional development,
presentation and managment
skills.
Students chosen for the
program also have a chance to
''develop interpersonal and
leadership skills impressive to
employers and graduate selection
fOmmittces," according to a
· release from the centre.
The duties of the student
volunteer.. include, handling and
directing student enquiries,
promoting the centre's services
on campus, and greeting and
familiarizing recruiters with the
centre's procedures.
The Career Assistants will
also be asked to partake in two
"special projects" per year. These

projects can centre on one of
many issues dealing with the
centre such as organizing a career
night or seminar with guest
speakers from a chosen career
field. Other projects may include
developing a career-related
newsletter or research work for
the centre's library.
The deadline for applications
is Apr. 2. Applications should be
sent to Marleen Taub at the centre
in the basement of Dillon Hall,
and should include a resume,
cover letter. transcript of marks
and courses, and a list of three
references.
For more information contact the Career Planning and
Placement Centre. Room 163,
Dillon Hall.
0
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Vive la differe nee

Access to higher education is under fire across
Canada, but some students are doing something about
it.
In Ontario, university students look forward to a certain 8 per cent increase in tuition next year, with perhaps
an additional 7 per cent to come.
Contributors
Lynn Beza1re
Quebec students were told in November to anPot Castagna
ticipate a massive 150 per cent fees jump. Even this
Mory Holbert
ridiculously large increase will not bring tuition in that
Catherine Haza
province as high as Ontario fees. Quebec universities
Bogdon Kowalczyk
John Morentette
look like a bargain compared to our costs.
Jim Mitchell
But the Quebeckers are not willing to simply swallow
Donna Palmer
a
rate
accepted as normal in Ontario. They've begun a
Jim Parry
campaign to lobby for lower tuition. in.ecting into the
Sharon Roebuck
Fronk TlldlCO
political discourse a discussion of the benefits of univerMarsha Way
sal free education.
The effort to bring attention to their concerns has inThe Lonee, the weekly student
cluded rallies. a spreading student strike- encompassnewspaper of the University of
ing almost one-quarter of the province's students - and
Windsor , Is published every
Thursday of the fall and winter
several incidents of civil disobedience, one ending in arsemesters by the Student Media
rests.
Corporot1on, with o clrculatlon of
In contrast 700 Ontario students organized by the
8.000.
'! OFS landed outside education minister Sean Conway's
Opinions expressed in the
office last week. The event was hardly major media, and
Lance are not necessarily those ot
in fact scarcely made a ripple on any campus.
the University of Windsor or
In 1976, the Parti Quebecois came to power promisStudents' Administrative Council
Signed editorials are the responing to eliminate tuition. Once in office, the PQ Instituted
sibility of their authors alone. Una freeze on rates with a view to allowing broad access
signed editorials are produced by
to
university.
the Lance editorial board. but
The planned Increase will change the progressive
may not reflect the beliefs of all Its
members.
course set by Rene Levesque. whose death has made
Contents ore copyright 1990.
him a popular national martyr. Students there feel this
Nothing may be duplicated In
betrayal keenly.
any way without the prior permisOntarians have never engaged in serious considerasion of the editor. All rights
reserved.
tion of the laudable ideal of free post-secondary
The Lance ,s a member of the
education. We remain rooted in the Protestant work
Canadian University Press and the
ethic that makes people feel guilty for getting anything
Ontario Community Newspapers'
free.
Association.
It's time to stop looklng at subsidized education as
The Lance
a
handout
for the elite. It is a social investment, one that
Second floor. Unvlerslty Centre
University of Windsor
pays real dividends. A more educated society produces
Windsor. Ontario
a healthier economy, better-informed democracy, and
N9B 2S7
happier populace.
Telephone: (519)/253-4060. or
In this age of international competition, we cannot
253-4232, ext. 39()9
afford to skimp on the education of our youth. It would
For advertising rates and
information, contact
be Just as large a mistake to think our schools need only
Central Advertising Bureau
provide basic work training. Intellectual challenge is
Steve DeMarco. director
necessary to all members of an information society.
Telephone: 253-2288
The Quebec student movement has begun to ad-

dress some of these issues, and its hardline stance - to
the point of being jailed for principle - has won 1t a
place on the political agenda. We owe them a debt of
thanks for setting the standard against which we can
measure our own student leaders. The OF S's unimaginative "rally followed by a march" formula does not build
support among students or the larger community.
Ontario students would do well to emulate the example set by our Quebec counterparts, who are going
the limit to resist tuition fees lower than ours. Is the student movement here prepared to call for a student
strike to demonstrate our determination?
A distinct society, indeed.
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Apathy rules
The Social Science Society is the largest student organization on campus, with a membership of almost
3,000 students, and a budget approaching $40,000. but
during the campaign to elect new SSS leaders. nobody
voted.
Two people were acclaimed to run the biggest and
fattest student group at this university. The blame for this
malaise should not rest entirely upon the shoulders of the
students, nor is it unique to the SSS.
The scandals surrounding outgoing president Gino
Vitello left many people with a bad taste in their mouths.
The current SSS executive bungled the electoral process
by barely advertising the elections, and not announc·
ing the nominations at all. One-half of a quarter-page
ad was used to announce the upcoming election in last
week's issue of the Lance. Nomination forms were
posted on the door of the SSS. By virtue of the sheer lack
of advertising, many students are not only ignorant of
the Social Science Society elections, but of the entire
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The same is true of the Commerce Society (the
second largest club on campus) and the Lance, both
of which have acclaimed, or will acclaim their new ex·
ecutives.
Apathy, however, is inexcusable. Who are these
people we've put in charge of tens of thousands of dol·
lars? Why has nary a peep been heard about their ex·
perience? And why is nobody dismayed by this
breakdown in the democratic process?
Unless students take a more active role in the deter·
mination of their leaders, no one will ever know.
- Kevin Wilson
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Lance wrong to knock Women's Centre
bJ Rachel Black

formation which it might have in regard to
a sexual assault on campus.
B) The l.a11ce has made the assumption that the Women's Centre has such information.
C) The fact is, the Centre has exactly
the same information 1hc l.ance and
everyone else on this campus has with
regard to sexual assaults - a busload of
rumours.
When the truth comes down from the
journalistic ivory tower, we just don't have
any cold hard facts for the l.cmce to sensationalize. Misdirected anger, at a simple.
albeit tragic, lack of information, only
comes across as a nasty temper tantrum on
the /,ancc 's part.
Rape is a very serious issue, deserving
of serious, focused attention. the kind
which requires networking of support. not
ill-formed accusations thrnwn at those
working hardest for change. We need the
ltmcc to recognize our ctforts, not dis-

credit them. It is difficult enough to stimulate student interest in the events and concerns of lhe Centre without the negative
portrayal oflhc Centre which the l.a11ce has
put forth.
71,e /,1111ce urges the Centre 10 work
"pro-actively." Thanks for the sage advice.
But I wonder where the Lance staff wai.
when Pat Papadeas had council pass an
amendment which allows for the Women's
Centre to send a representative to both CFS
and OFS to sit on the women's caucus.
Where was the Lance when the Centre and
Windsor Students for a Safer Campus
(WSSC) ran the campus safety audit? No
l.ance rep at the Date Rape seminar? The
Self-Defense Workshop? I wonder where
the l.ance will be when we run our As!-.Crtavcncss Trnimng Workshop. or when \I.C
attend the Women and the Law Conference
If tl,c Lance is looking for an issue to
focus on, their energies could be much bet-

ter spent addressing the issue of why
women on this campus, a<; well as on a national level, do not feel that they can speak
out in the wake of a sexual assault and seek
support or pro<;ecution of the offender.
The ~vague generalities" of national
Matistics arc the "ugly truth" which need to
be addrc~scd. Why arc they all we have to
go on? We need lo work together as a
universitycommunity to change thi... It is
e\•cryonc's responsibility to break the
deafening silence which surrounds sexual
,1ssault.
Jf the editorial statf has any more questions or accusations. I would appreciate 1t
1f the members of the staff would speak to
mvself or Pat directly, instead of hiding behind the function of an cdnorial.
n
Rachel Black is the Women s Centre
Cuorclmator.

validation

sensation

Dear Editor,
I have just sent this letter to SAC
oping something will be done. I think it
~ould be in your interest to sec what I have
S(nt
Councillors,
I would like something done conccrnJI!& validation of student cards for students
ho haven't officially received their loans
111d have had their fees deferred. I did not
•ecci\c a validation sticker and I am a full
me student here.
l'he problem is that you must have that
KJcker or else you cannot take a book out
fthe library. utilize the Human Kinetics
:icilitics, etc. rm sure rm excluded from
:her services such as the drug plan as well.
The point is.when my loan docs come
my studem fees get paid, and the year is
r.er. I won't even have had a chance to use
l.ose services! Just as an asi<lc, at Human
nctics there is a flyer up at the entrance
there you present your card to the dooran) stating that if your card is not
alidatcd this week, you won't be able to
er.
Can SAC help students such as myself
,pass this bureaucratic red tape?
Sincerely,
Joel Vachon

Dear Editor,
A few words to express my enjoyment
of the article re: homemade chocolate pud·
ding. I made up the recipe and served it to
friends who raved about it. and I had to give
them the recipe. Please give my thanks to
the author of the article and ma} we all take
time to "cnjoj the chocolate pudding!"
Jone Rath\\cll

pen it does not mean that a problem of
sexism exists.
It seems that many feminists arc in the
habit of seeing every srr.all incident as
apocal) ptic evidence of socict) 's hidden
desire to keep \\Omen in a state of servitude. I lad a similar poem about men been
deface<l, it "ould ha\ e gone unnoticed.
Most rational thinkers realize that
today's" omen are being afforded the same
rights anJ privileges as men. and \\Ould
pass off the defacing of a poem as noihing
more than an unfortunate but.,.. holly insignificant act.
Michael Nicholl,

called"\\ ind!.or Students for a Safer Campus" (\\'SSC)
This committee's main priority is to
make this Cc]mpus safer for C\ er) one. Right
no" at is looking at the ground areas of the
campu, and then each building. This committee has done a safct) audit of this campus "hich 10\ oh·cd a ph) :.ical inspection
of the l.Jni\Cr,it) of Windsor grounds to
determine safe and unsafe sites on campus.
\\ SSC \\ ill t?e ubm 1t1ing a report to
the unher ... it) administration on what
dangerous area, \\ere found. As Y.CII, the)
arc suggc,ting recommendations for impro\'ement,.
In regards 10 the sexual assaults that
ha, e been occurring on campus. ) e:, the
\\'omen's Centre \\Ould agree that this is a
problem. and through WSSC we arc looking into this in more detail. But if )OU" ere
to a,k Campus Police they" ould ,tate that
there ha, not been a sexual a~sault on campus. due to the fact that none were reported
to them.
Therefore. this prot ,em t. . , not really worr) them that much WSSC 1s presently \\Orking "ith Campus '?o:1ct to make
this campus a safer place to be during the
da) and night hours.
If you have any safety problems or if
you want to help this committee out, drop
b) the Women's Centre. This committee is
open to anyone interested in making this
campu, a ,afcr place.
Sincerely.
Paula ~mith

Sometimes, I just have to wonder
~here the /,am:e gets its information. My
:uriosity on this mailer has been piqued by
ilSrccent editorial entitled. "Centre Silent"
e La11ce, Mar. 15).
Initially, I have a hard time with the
gic that leads the Lance to the conclusion
:h:lt because the Women's Centre would
1release what would be highly confidcn1informarion, with regard to sexual as1.1Ults. that the Centre is somehow violating
mandate and not "doing everything in its
:ower to stop sexual assaults." Now that I
r,c a grip on the logic involved in the
,a11n•'s accusations, I am tired. Tire<l of
!(fending the Centre.
So. I will explain this simply for those
r~e editorial staff who do not understand
~ modus operandi of the Centre.
A) The Women's Centre would he in
lation of its mandate in relcasing,my in-

I

_J

ail

mprecatio,z
ar Editor,
I read in tft,, l.ance called "Mug Hug(Mar. ~) \\ hich I felt was a fine aniclc,
,nding a good point. This was until I
dthe last sentence.
"Fuck the doomed.'' is a very cmolionS!atement for the conclusion of this ar... However, Larry Drake {.\ic} seems to
get his point of view, which to me
ilded like he, in general, wants to make
v.orld a better place to live. Why swear
? It is a shame a point can't be made
out unacceptable language.
I am disappointed the last sentence
pri11ted. Larry really didn't need to put
- he could have very easily rephrased
don't think a newspaper should sink so
Sincerely.
Wendy Woodhall

demonstration
Dear Editor.
Certainly the l.ance calls them as it
secs them, hov.:cver, in thi'> case it is obvious that either an optometrist or eyeglasses arc in order.
On a positi,·e note. I "ould like to congratulate the Lance on its demonstration of
the Women ·s Centre confidentiality. It is
my understanding tha(they arc here to suppon women, not the Lance\ mandate.
As the coordinator of the \Vi ndsor Students for a Safer Campus I would like to
voice my dismay at the lance for its lack
of participation at not onl) the Tuesday
night audit but all sexual assault awareness
week. (Hats off to rhe Windso, Star's interest).
If the Lance is truly concerned \\ ith
women on campus and not the popularity
of its paper. its focus would not be on printing ghoulish and confidential facts but
rather informing its reader- of the result, of
the safety audit.
,\nj.!clo Epifani
Coordinator,
Windsor Students for Safer Campu,

subjugation

vocation
Dear Edilor,
After reading Martin White ·s letter
about the election of Joey Esteves, we an:,
to say the least. offended. Not onl) has Mr.
White stomped all over the student bod) of
which he h1mselt is a part, but he has taken
it upon himself to seemingly \'Oice the
opinion of Cartier Hall.
We \\Ould like it to be kno" n hat · c
letter "as his own opinion. and I ucs n t
reflect the opinion of the whole bu1ldang.
Martin White has also come into positions
of D .•.·er .... ith little or no experience. He
h.,s a··:>arentl) done a decent job during his
llmt ·1 those pO!sitions.
There arc man) ofus in Canicr Hall as
"ell a, off campus ,, ho feel Joey "ill do
the best job: obviously. seeing a, he won.
Man) people get into things in which
the} ha, e no experience and do fine. If no
one "as e, er given the char.cc to tr), they
could nc, er succeed.
We "ould like it to be known we
bclie\'e in the saying "one voice, one vote"
and we wish Joe) all the best in the future.
Sincerely,
Lisa Kitelc)

Dear Editor,
Lately a great deal or a11ention has
et al.
been given to the issue of sexism on campus. Apparent!) this volatile topic "as
kindled by the defacing of a poem aqout
women.
It is unfortunate that people allo\\ one Dear Editor,
isolated incident to cloud their perception
In regards to the nrrkle "Centre Silent"
of the current state of affairs. The claims that the I ancc printed on March 15. 1990.
that this <lefaccd poem is proof of women's I'm appalled with your accusation that the
subjugation is not just erroneous. but Women's Centre is not "doing C'ierythmg"
ludicrou,. Because one foolish man about the rapes or assaults tha. arc going on
decided to get overly "creative" with hie; at the Campus. It has set up a committee

accusation

The Lance welcomes readers'
opinions. Letters to the editor
should be typed. doublespaced, and no more than 300
words in length. Letters wlll not
be printed unless they are
signed by the author and Include a telephone number for
confirmation.
Unsolicited material has no
guarantee of publication. and
will not be returned.
Please address to the editor
and deliver to the Lance offices. second floor. University
Centre by 12:00 noon the Tuesday before publication.
The Lonee reserves the right
to edit for space. and to refuse
to publish material of a sexist.
racist or homophobic nature.

-
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One week after the opening of the border between the
ermanies, two University of Windsor Students travelled to
Berlin.
This is what they saw.
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The real Grad House haunts imposter.

Introduces

I Grad House delayed

New & Exciting Stylists Bring
Their Artistic Flare
To Salon 510

30%

off

all hair services with Jennifer & Larry only
Appointment Preferred
Monday & Wednesday -- 9:30 - 5:00
Tues9ay, Thursday & Friday -- 9:30 - 7:00
Saturday -- 8:30 - 4:00

\',

found asbestos in the walls of the :11enti
former Gignac House. After ,1:fine
Despite numerous delays, the removing the hazardous material ~rpet
president of the Graduate Student a building permit was issued Mar'. jfjca
Society (GSS) said there is still no 14, much to the relief of Gatti. tanini
Plans for the new Grad dso e
set timetable for the completion
House
include a downstairs ~ains
of a new Grad House.
lounge
and
bar. The second floor ntin
The new student pub was
V.
supposed to open in January but of the new bar will provide more
various setbacks have stalled the meeting rooms for campus clubs :bat n
project. GSS president Peter Gatti such as Amnesty International. ;'()dies
Gatti said affordable food :ontn
predicts it will be ready by May.
According to Gatti, interim will continue to be served in the ~xual
manager AJan Jones quit after just new facility but its capacity will lress
a month because he failed to com- increase to four times its current uone
plete the "daily inventory control" size. The new pub will be able to alue
They 2
requested by the GSS executive. accomodate 170 patrons.
The GSS also hopes to build mtimi,
Former manager Zdenko Siftar
an outdoor patio and improve ac. their rr
was rehired to fill the vacancy.
[reedo
A further delay came soon cess for disabled customers.
Ziftar told the lance more T
after, when two unnamed students
approached university om- students must be hired for the ex- iues i
budsperson and race relations of- panded Grad House. He added he rontro
ficer Subhas Ramcharan about will attempt to "provide more rape.
questionable accounting proce- entertainment from students" as must h
create,
dures. Ramcharan cleared the well.
The
Grad
House
is
changing
cordin
Grad House and is "very positive
about the success of the new" pub. location because the university\lcondu
Finally, the building permit new business building will be ilefian
O 11
was held up because workers built on the former siic.
.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___.~shif

by Mary Halbert

Jennifer & Larry

-

by Ly

551 Pelissier Street
973-4977
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Restaurant & Nightclub

Monday

Men's Nite - Sports, Games

Tuesday

Amateur Nite "Live out your wildest dreams on stage"

Wednesday

Ladies' Nite - Special draws, prizes

Special
(Sitting Included)

1 Week Only

~ ~

"Something Special Every Night Of The Week"

Grad Portrait

(1) 8x10 (2) 4x5
3 Wallets

~~

t

1335 Wyandotte Sf. E.

253-4535
'

CITY
Thursday

Singles' Nite - Computer dating game

Friday & Saturday Dance Contest & Long Island feature

LOCK

&LEAVE'

"Windsor's Downtown Storage Facility"

Sunday

Rock Nite - "Jam with the Band'.'
Everyone welcome

DJ. Brian 7 nights a week
Live Music - Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday - Sunday
House Feature - 32 oz. Jug of Beer $3.50
15¢ "Red Fox" wings every night of the week
Games Room - pool table, darts, video, pinball

801 Ouellette

977-6583

Conveniently located near the U. of W.,
secure self-storage at economical rates.
Safe outside storage for cars. Stop in at
694 Cameron, just south of Wyandotte, or
call 254-5422.

Special Student Rates

(519) 254-5422
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Rapists also victims
by Lynn

Bezaire

t

I
I

est
E~•. '
CLUB

presents

Women's existence in the
'the i1cntieth century continues to be
fter ~fined by their sexuality. The
rial, trpetuation of this kind of objec• ·ficat io n undermines the
,1ar.
•
~minists' struggle for equality. It
1
rad ·so ensures that violent acts
airs :gainst women, like rape, will
loor :ontinue.
Women are raised to believe
1ore
lubs nat men have access to their
ii. 'Odies over which they have no
·ood ;ontrol. To avo id unwanted
the ~xual attention, women learn to
will ress "sensibly", not to walk
rent tlone outside after dark, and the
le to 1alue of self-defence classes.
:bey are raised under a process of
1uild intimidation designed to control
: ac- iheir movements and restrict their
freedom.
nore These preventative techni: ex- 1ues imply that women possess
d he rontrol over a situation involving
nore ·Jpe. If a woman is raped, she
," as ~ust have broken one of the rules
created to ensure her safety. Acgingi.:ording to the unwritten laws of
itv's conduct governing society, her
I ·be lefiance is punishable by rape.
o This attitude has successful~ shifted the blame from the perxtrator of the crime to its victim.
E1en this view of perpetrator and
,ictim becomes questionable,
owevcr, upon closer scrutiny.
Women arc not victims. To

I[

THE

believe otherwise supports the
view that men naturally and rightfu lly "prey" on women. Instead,
the rapist is the victim - the victim of a society whose fundamental power structure supports the
humiliatio n and violation of
women.
The flaws in this power structure become more and more evident as women are allowed to
prove their intellectual worth. As
their capacity to function as a contributing members of society becomes increasingly apparent and
more widely accepted, women
are able to assume a fair proportion of the responsiblity previously shouldered exclusively
by men.
If nothing else, this societal
change should help to alleviate
the pressures facing those in the
public sphere to such an extent
that acts of violence in the private
sphere will become obselctc.
By defining women's existence in terms of their intellectual
worth rather than their sexuality,
it is possible to remove the rules
restricti ng their freedom and
movement.
This will be achieved when
society faces the reality of acts
such as rape and begins to ask, not
what the woman did to get raped,
but why her assaillant sought to
humiliate and violate another
human being.
0

The
Shuffle Demons
Thursday, March 29
Doors Open 8:00 p.m.
$5.00 Cover

------- -- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -,
Bring This Coupon To Key West To Receive

$1 •
170 Wyandotte W.

Notice is hereby given of elections for the
following positions on the G.S.S. Executive:
President
Vice President Finance
Vice President External
Vice President Internal
Social Director
Senator (2 positions)

Word Processing
Service
Laser Printer

University of Windsor • Windsor, Ontario
More than 30 years of service. The Anglican
College, founded in 1957, and affiliated with
the University of Windsor.

..~ =- _
~

-

-

A unique residential community of 175
students designed to foster academic
excellence and mutual understanding in a
home-like atmosphere where one can study
quietly and get to know others with similar
and varied interests.

FOR SINGLE MEN &c WOMEN (for Academic Year, Intersession and
Summer School)
· 4 Town House units, newly constructed and furnished (1988). Each
lflf-contained house accommodates 12 students in air-conditioned
tingle rooms.
• 7 former homes converted for student living, each self-contained
and accommodating 5 to 12 persons in single or double rooms.

FOR MARRIED STUDENTS, Canterbury offers Geoffrey Fisher Hall, a
JS.unit apartment building. All suites are one bedroom and
unfurnished. (Adjacent to the Library, Main Campus of the
University, and a riverside park.)
Applications now being accepted for Intersession and Summer
School and 1990·91 Academic Year.

For Information and Applications contact:
Canterbury College
172 Patricia Road
Windsor, Ontario, Canada N9B 389
(519)~6442

254-5131

Graduate Student Society
Notice of Elections

253-4232 Ext. 3231 or 258-4687
Room 101, University Centre

CANTERBURY COLLEGE

off the cover

--- -- - --- -- - - - - - - - - -- - .. -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -'

Organization of Part-time
University Students

r.')ERFECT
rPAPERS

00

The election will be held on April 05, 1990.
Polling will take place at the G.S.S. Office,
Room 102, University Centre,
between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.
A second poll will be located at the Grad House
between 5 p.m. and 8 p.m.
Nominations open Friday, March 16, 1990 and
close at 5 p.m., March 29, 1990.
Nomination forms will be available at
the G.S.S. Office between those dates.
The President's position pays the same as
an 8-month Graduate Assistantship.

Graduate
- .stu<:ient
• society

I111

Association des Etudiants Diplomas

Dr. Neil Billington
C.E.O.
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• books

Open For Lunch

• herbal apothecary
• tarot card&,
• crystals

• mcense
• classes

From 11 :00 a.m.
Tel. 254-8686

Magick
Store

ft.A
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$15 • 00*
of

•••
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The· purchase of any
regularly priced pair of

•

Wrangler '

•

DELUXE FEAST

••
•
•

One pizza with pepperoni. mushrooms. green peppers and
bacon
One p,zza with pepperoni and mushrooms
Two 10· pizzas .
.
.
$12.29 plus tax
Two 12· pizzas
.
$16.34 plus tax
Two 1• pizzas
. ..
$20.39 plus lax
Me~tion coupon when ordering. One coupon per order.
L1m1ted ltme offer.
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•
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•
•
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•

$5~!

• Sweaters • Sports Shirts
• Tops • Denim Jackets
• Skirts • Socks

•

TAX
You II receive one medium cheese pizza for only $~.99
plus tax Additional toppings 99c each Mention coupon
when ordering. One coupon per order

••em
•

• Cash Purchase Only

I
I.

945-6181

4729 Wyandotte

: ,

Limited time offer
Coupon required.

One Call Does It All .....
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INFORMATION
ON THE PROPOSED GST
AND STUDENTS.
• Under the proposed GST*
most students will qualify for
the GST Credit and will be
better off than they are now
under the present Federal
Sales 'Tux.

• NO GST charged for
Goods
and
Services
Tax

occupational skill courses
such as secretarial schools,
trade schools and business
colleges.

• NO GST charged on basic

• l\!O GST charged on fees
by publicly-funded colleges
and universities if the
courses lead to diplomas or
degrees.

Information
for Students

groceries; food services
included in residence fees or
long-term meal-plans.

• NO GST charged on
residential rents including
university residences and
boarding houses.

• NO GST charged on lab
courses and mandatory
computer courses leading to
a diploma or a degree.

• NO GST charged on

• NO GST charged on compulsory student-association
and athletic program fees.

Canada

scholarships and bursaries,
loans and many other financial services; health and
dental care (including
prescription drugs, glasses
and contact lenses); and
municipal transit fares.

Call the GST Info Line toll-free now for the
informative pamphlet: Information for Students.
1 800 267-6620 9 a.m.- 5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
Telet. ommunications device for the hearing impaired: 1 800 267-6650

Canada's GST. Information you should know.

•••

Department of Finance
Canada

Mexican Jacket •
B Styles
$14.95

4

~

Unusual Gift Ideas for Body, Spirit & Mind

INTERNATIONAL BAZAAR
255 Ouellette, 2nd Floor
252-8686

LUNCH SPECIAL

Calvin Klein Jeans

by Parliament.

• .

••••••••••••••••••••

or

*The GST legislation is
currently being considered

.

~~Futon

M1rnstere des Finances
Canada

Canada

Educational
Travel
Planner '90
The Complete Canadian
Guide to Leaming Vacations
Around the World
Hundreds of alternative holiday
experiences to meet any budget:
Art classes
Language schools
Retreat centres
CoQking courses
Study tours
Archaeological digs
And more!
S7.95 from bookstores or from Student
Services, Athabasca l 'niversity. Box
10,000, Athabasca. AB. TOG 2R0.Add
$2.00 for postage and handling.

classifieds
BANNA PRESENTS topics related to
eating disorders; "Sports. Fitness +
Eating Disorders• featuring Dr. Dick
Moriarty. Where? Maryvole Com·,,
pus. 3602 Wells Ave. Cottage #1. /

!\

LISA: I'm sorry. Ted.
ROOM FOR RENT: Available Moy

1st. 1617 University Ave. W. One
bedroom in 4 bedrom house.
$225/mo. Coll 972-7776 ask for
Adam.

I

ROOM FOR RENT: Available Moy l

1st. 108 7 Janette Ave. One
bedroom available. Clean with all
the luxuries: TV, VCR. Stereo.
washer/dryer etc. $250/mo. plus
utilities. Coll 252-9705 (Cindy} or
972-7776 (Adam).
FOR SALE: CD PLAYER - portable
stereo with CD player (20 track
memory. random playback}. cos·
sette player/recorder. AM/FM
stereo. x-boss. graphic equaliser.
detachable speakers. 3 months
old, paid $400 - asking $300 firm.
Coll 945-0794.
ASSUM PTIO N UNI VERSITY CHAPEL
- 973-7034. Located between the
University Centre and Huron
Church Rd. Moss: Sundays 10:30
a.m. & 4:30 p.m. Mondays 11 :50
o.m. liturgy of the Word and Com·
munion Service; Tuesdays 5 p.m.
Moss followed by dinner at cost
price; Wednesday to Friday 11 :50
o.m. Moss. All ore welcome toot·
tend. Feel free to drop by the Cafe
for coffee, to use ttie library for
study. or just come and relax.

Ii

ROO M ATE N EEDED: To shore the ex·

penses of a large 3 apt. Avaitobe
Moy 1 or June l. Non smoking.
quiet female preferred. $270 +
util/m Coll 977-6716.
RO O M FO R RENT: Sublet in 2
bedroom apartment. only two
blocks from university. $372.50/mO,
utilities Included coll 258-7312.
ROOMMATE NEEDED to share

4

bedroom house. Walking distance
to University. 175/mo. + 1/4 utilities.
Coll 971-8265.

I
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·Retrometer no mere polariscope

Student inventors win big

Beachwear

by D. Eldon Dawson
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teams in the London contest arc
confident they will be able to sell
Two inventive University of their invention. Initial reactions
Windsor engineering students from both "academics and inplaced second at the Canadian dustries have been excellent,"
Engineering Design Competition Womack said.
last weekend.
"Pratt and Whitney (a jet enTim Rocheleau and Glenn gine manufacturer) has already
Womack invented a stress-testing expressed interest in the
device about one-tenth the size of retrometer," Womack said. He
similar utensils currently in use added they are going to the
and at one third the cost.
General Motors Technical Centre
The fourth year mechanical next week to try to s_ell them their
engineering students took first new invention.
place at the regional competition
The attention and demand for
held in London during the first the new device is mostly due to its
weekend of March - the fourth dramatically reduced size and
time in nine years a University of price tag.
Windsor engineering team has
"We're using a retro-reflecwon the prestigious prize. The tive sheet manufactured by 3M
duo then finished second at the that reflects light back to where it
national contest held at the came from, similar to the reflecUniversity of British Columbia tive material on street signs,"
last week.
Womack said."This allows us to
Their invention, the reduce all the sizes so that we can
"retrometer", uses optics to stress scale down the optical lenses we
test models of mechanical com- use."
ponents and is the culmination of
The retrometer has netted the
their four-year engineering team two $1000 prizes along with
program.
a $500 award from the Canadian
"It's an improvement on the Industrial Innovation Centre in
o\d polariscope," said Womack. Waterloo. They plan to use the
"It allows us to retain accuracy, money to obtain a patent for their
double the sensitivity and sell it invention.
for one third the cost."
Walter North, the associate
According to Womack, dean of engineering who oversaw
polariscopes currently sell for ap- their project, said "it's a heck of
proximately $75,000 and their an innovation" especially connew device will sell for just sidering the students used parts
$25000.
they found discarded around the
The duo, who defeated 13 engineering department.
O

• T-Shirts
• Tank Tops
.We will be in the University Centre
Tuesday, March 27
Thursday, March 29

from 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Enjoy a little basketball.with your pizza
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Mini Basketball

Get a genuine NCAA· Mini-Basketban for
only $2.99 with any piua purchase.
This $10.00 retail value is available while
supplies last at participating Pizza Hut·
restaurants only.
Some restncl1ons may apply limit ooe Basl<etbaU per meal purchast

---------------==---------, ' Fluid flows and heat transfer
Men's & Women's
Hair Stylists

The untold story
by Kristen Palmer

00
II OFF
Our Quality Haircuts to all students upon presentation of valid student 1.D.
Offer valid at University Mall location only.
Hours: M-F 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
We use and recommend
Sat. 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.

J Q

( Q

Hair Care Products

253-8534

2686 Tecumseh Rd. W.
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More than 60 faculty members and students turned out to the
Moot Court last Thursday for a
lively lecture by Dr. Efram Sparrow , consid e red on e of the
world's finest researc hers in heat
transfer technology.
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lecture was the effects of fluid
flow on th~ transfer of heat. ~par- "'~ f!/~~¢,.:;i$,¥t;t~~~
row descnbed research as a Jour,.
~ ~
ney along "highway s and
" ·
byways".
Second, when a fluid is acted
On the "highways" , re- upon by a force that pushes the
searchers study well-behaved fluid off a surface, the threefluids that follow the boundaries dimensional flow pattern chanwhich contain them. But in prac- ges. When water travels down a
tice, Sparrow pointed out, fluid curved plate, centripetal force
flow is not so predictable and pulls the stream toward the centre
some interesting "byways" result. of the curvature. The flow pattern
The Minnesota professor touched compensates for this, forming
on two of these "byways" last longrollsofwaterwithaxesinthe
Thursday.
direction of travel. T his situation
First, he spoke of separated also tends to increase the rate of
flows that occur when a fluid is heat transfer.
bou nded by surfaces which
Sparrow's talk is part of the
c ha nge direction rapidly. Spar- Distinguished Lecture Program
row offered the example, if one spo nsored by t he American
introduces a blunt surface into a Society of Mechanical Engineers
stream of water, eddies will form and co - sponsored by the
as the flow of water separates mechan ical engineering departfrom the surface. It is in the ed- ment, the society of Ontario
dies, or so-called "dead water" Professional Engineers, and the
regions, that the rate of heat trans- University of W indsor's Fluid
fer is at a maximum.
Dynamic Research Institute. O
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The Social Science Society is now accepting
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Administrative Assistant
Chief Electoral Officer
Interdepartmental Coordinator
Media Director

Public Relations Director
Secretary
Social Director
Treasurer

Please enclose resumes in a sealed envelope to the attention of
Kimberly Morneau, President 1990-91, or Jacque_line Touma,
Vice President 1990-91.
Resumes may be dropped off at the S.S.S. Office (G130 WHN)
no later than Monday, April 2, 1990 at 4:30 p.m.
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Forum stresses need Lance Short Story Supplem
for public colleges
by D. ~ldon Dawson
More than 250,000 students
are now enrolled in Michigan
universities - the highest enrollment in 15 years. But financial
support for the state's system of
higher education has seriously
declined over the same peroiod.
Michigan now ranks 32nd of
the 50 states in appropriations per
full-time student and 35th in the
per cent of state tax revenues
dedicated to higher education.
The third of five regional
forums designed to increase understanding of the importance of
a strong system of public universities for Michigan's economic
future will be held in Detroit Mar.

29.
This series of programs
brings together the presidents of
Michigan's 15 public universities
to meet with alumni, community
leaders and others concerned for
the future of higher education in
Michigan.
Featured speakers at the
Detroit forum include Blenda J.
Wilson, chancellor of the University of Michigan-Dearborn.
Wilson, now in her second
year as chancellor, is the first

woman to preside over a fouryear public university in the State
of Michigan. She formerly served
as executive director of the
Colorado Commission on Higher
Education and was an officer of
the Governor's Cabinet.
The forum will be held at the
Engineering Society of Detroit in
the Rackham Building and is
sponsored by the Presidents
Council of State Universities and
a 74-member host committee of
community leaders from the
greater Detroit metropolitan area
and follows similar forums held
earlier this year.
"The quality of our universities has wide-ranging influence
on our competitive position
among the states," said Glenn
Stevens, executive director of the
Presidents Council. "Quality
schools, community colleges and
universities draw people, business and investment to Michigan
like nothing else can (and) these
forums are a way of bringing attentiion to the need that Michigan
maintain the strongest possible
commitment to education as we
meet the challenge of the future."
The forum is open to the
public and will begin at 5pm. O

Fire alarm ignored
OTTAWA (CUP) A supervisor
io\d 60 Carleton students to ignore a fire alarm and keep writing
their chemistry exam, Mar. 12.
Wayne Archer, a chemistry
lab technician was proctoring the
Chemistry 100 exam when the
alarm went off.
Archer, also a fire warden for
the building, wouldn't comment.
Chemistry department head
Ron Shigeishi said Archer "acted
reasonably."
He said Archer left the room
10 investigate the alarm after it
started. Archer tracked down the
source of the alarm. Shigeishi said
he discovered it was false after a
90 second search.
"A delay of just over a minute
is not going to pose a risk when
the supposed danger is so far
away," said Shigeishi.
But a student who was in the
building at the time, who re-

quested anonymity, disagreed.
"Why even bother having
fire alarms when something like
this occurs?" she asked.
The university's vice president academic Dennis Forcese
called the action "a violation of
(administration) policy ... An
alarm is an alarm and people are
to scoot when it goes off."
Forcese said there will be a
security report on the incident.
The student said the incident
"sets a dangerous precedent,"
especially in a science building
where there may be flammable
chemicals.
Shigeishi said although there
are potential dangers in Steacie, it
is no more dangerous than other
buildings.
"It's not as ifwe are sitting on
a mountain of dynamite waiting
to explode," he said.
O

Glen's
Moving & Storage Ltd.

a

Agent for MacCosham Yan Lines

MacCosham

Since 1913

. ....?
M ov1ng
•
•
•
•
•

Complete or partial moves and packing
Courteous, efficient service
Licensed, bonded, insured
Local, long distance and international
Free estimates with no obligation

20 %

Discount for groups of 2 or more
(minimum 50 mile radius)

4080 E.C. Row

945-3622

The Lonee is publishing a short story supplement in its
April 12 Issue. Entries should be previously unpublished
and authors should be amateur. Only one entry per
person please. Stories should be typewritten and
double-spaced and between three and four pages
long. Deadline for entries Is Wednesday, April 4, at noon.
Submit entries to the Lance, 2nd floor, University Centre.
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We Always Have
The Best Prices
The Best Food &
The Most Fun

Corne Give Us A Try!

755

Ouellette

Remember ...
Sundays Nights Are
CLASSIC ROCK NIGHTS
--~~~~~~~and---------------

the "Games Room"
featuring

The World's Largest
Pinball Machine
as seen on Ripley's
Believe It Or Not!
plus

Hang-On, Pop-A-Shot, V-Ball
& many more
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by Astrid Obersat
he albino rabbits, still conscious, are placed in stocks so only
their heads protrude. This will prevent them from clawing at
their eyes, held open with clips at the lower lid. Then 100 milligrams of a concentrated solution such as Foamy Shaving Creme
==== or Soft & Dri deodorant is dripped into their eyes, which are then
held closed for a couple of seconds while the rabbits scream in pain. The
rabbits break their necks and/or backs desperately trying to escape.

In the Skin lrritancy Test, researchers apply cor ~eit'.
rosive substances directly to the shaved and
f':ifica
abraded skin of test animals. For up to two weeks .ectio
the animals are continuously co°?ned in restraint Maje
devices and many suffer from spmal cord injuries, 1he o:
bums, rashes, and cracking of the skin.
ty th
Once this test is completed, animals are either 'L Th
recycled for other tests or thrown out... often liter ·esst
1

~
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The procedure described above is the Draize
test, designed in 1944. It is one of the cruellest tests
ever devised and millions of rabbits die every year
because of it.
This is the wonderful world of cosmetic and
product testing.
No pain-relieving drugs are administered. Experts claim their use would interfere with test
results. If anaesthesia is given, the relief is only temporary. Damage to the eye is recorded at intervals
over an average period of 72 hours. The test can
last 7-18 days.
Rabbits are well-suited to the Draize test because they have ineffective tear ducts which
prevent them from blinking or washing away any
of the test substance. Their well-developed third
eyelids, large orbital glands and fur around the eye
is something to consider when looking at the test
results.

Alter

... It would take 5 1/2 pounds of
lipstick to kill a human ...
Reactions to the substances can include swelling of the eyelids, inflammation of the iris, ulceration, hemorrhaging, massive deterioration and
blindness.

"l consider the Draize test archaic, cruel, irrational
and dangerous and has nothing to do with human welfare."
- Dr. Murray Cohen, Mt. Sinai Medical Centre.

In the Skin Jrritancy Test, researchers apply corrosive substances directly to the shaved and abraded skin of animals

In 1985, L'Oreal wanted to test sunscreen on
mice. The workers placed tape around each
animal's head, then taped them down to a board.
The animals obviously struggled through the procedure.

Another test used by the industry is the Acute
Toxicity Test or Death Test. The most common level
is the Lethal Dose 50 per cent or LOSO. Designed in
the 1920s, it measures the single dose needed to kill
50 per cent of the animals in the experiment.
Anything from Right Guard Deodorant to
Paper Mate Ink is force fed to animals through a
tube to the stomach or through holes cut into their

... Those who do survive until the
end of the test period are killed
and examin£d ...
throats. This test can cause instant death by the
stomach rupturing or by the sheer bulk of the
chemical dosage.
One recent experiment in the Journal of the
American College of Toxicology involved force
feeding rats massive quantities of lipstick. The
LOSO result found it would take 5 1 /2 pounds of
lipstick to kill a human.
Rats are perfect for these experiment:, because
they cannot vomit. If they could, maybe they
would have temporary relief but instead this
cam,es severe pain and eventually death.
Other tests involve injecting &ubstances under
the skin, into a vein, or into the peritoneal lining of
the abdomen or applied to the eyes, rectum or
vagina.

... Close to 200,000 animals in
Canada lose their lives to these
tests overy year...

A rabbit's eye after the Draize Eye Irritancy Test

In these tests, painful conditions continue until
death intervenes. In chronic cases, caged animals
are dosed daily for up to two years. Signs of
poisoning include diarrhea; discharge and bleeding from the nose, eyes and mouth; convulsions;
vomiting; skin eruptions; constipation or ruptured
organs.

... Animals are either recycled for
other tests or thrown out - often
literally ...
Those who do survive until the end of the test
period are killed and examined.

The test material was applied to their skin ~nd
they were placed under a sun simulation machme,
in this case for about one and a half hours. When
the staff checked the board, all the mice were deadi
half the mice had died of heat exhaustion.
The subjects were thrown out - still taped to
the board - into the trash. That was after 1:00 pm.
The animals had been taped to the board since
about 9:00 that morning.

"With the advances in the technology of culturing
cells of human origins, it should be possible to conduct
such (toxicity) tests on cultures of human skin... I d~n
see any justification for resorting to such tests (~raize
and LD50). The information can be readily olitamcd
using assays."
-

Dr. Richard San, Chief of the Carcinogen

Testing Laboratory at the Cancer Research Centre
All these tests are done every day in Canada.
Close to 200,000 ariimals lose their lives to thern
every year. The comparable figure for the United
States is about 2 million.
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y cor ~either the LOSO nor the Draize Test are
jfically required by any type of consumer
eeks ..,ction legislation in Canada.
raint ~fajor companies plead that animal-based tests
Jries !he only way to ensure consumer safety, but in
.ty they are used because industry is in the
ither LTheir legal departments and insurance comliter es suggest they do them to "cover" themselves
1seof a lawsuit, but the tests can be misleading.
.yproduce confusing data that pose hazards to
an health.
Alternatives to animal experimentation do

The single most important alternative is the
yof human disease in individuals and specific
lations. Researchers can use human volunclinical case studies, autopsy reports and
11cal analysis linked with clinical observation
disease. Results are far more accurate than
using unnaturally confined animals.

Animal-based tests are only used
cause industry is in the habit ...
nether alternative is the use of tissue and cell
res grown outside the body. Each generation
tdentical cells almost without limit, there-

I

.•

toxic side effects of chemicals, drugs and pollutants. It provides a medium far superior to
animal tissues because it is human and is entirely
without cost.
Dr. Bruce Ames of the University of California
at Berkley invented an in vitro test which checks
substances for carcinogenicity by using strains of
the salmonella bacteria which produce cancer in
humans and other mammals. This test takes 2-3
days and costs a few hundred dollars, rather than
the 2-3 years and $150,000 required for typical
animal tests.
Sophisticated mechanical models are used as
subjects for safety testing, such as car crash studies
and tests of fireproof fabrics and as teaching
devices. Complex models are now available for use
in medical and surgical training and can provide
reactions to many differ~nt drugs.

•

fore providing a constant supply of identical test
materials that can be kept free of contamination for
years. This is almost impossible with living, changing animals. These tests are extremely useful for
toxicity and irritancy testing.
Mathematical models can be useful to make accurate predictions of the functions of human systems. Computers provide information that cannot
be gained from experiments using living creatures.
These simulations are already used in a variety of
anatomical systems, organ functions, in studying

... Alternatives to animal
experimentation do exist ...
heart attacks, in nerve cell and neuromuscular research. Computer models of the human circulatory
and respiratory systems are now used as a teaching device in most medical schools.
HUMTRN (pronounced HYOOM-tran) is an
ever-changing computer data bank that provides
access to 10 million bits of information about how
a human body will react to any given substance. It
is programmed to eat, breathe, perspire and age.
The human placenta which is usually discarded after birth can be used for practicing techniques of micro-vascular surgery and for testing

... It's easy to buy cruelty-free
products ...
A simulator has been created that includes a
heart circulatory system, lungs and a respiratory
system, along with a means of testing responses to
drugs and kidney functions.
Despite these alternative methods, whenever
you see "new" or "improved" on a product, you can
be almost certain it has been retested on animals.
We as consumers have to remember we have a
right to buy a product that is natural and not tested
on living creatures. Already over 200 companies
have decided to use natural ingredients and cruelty-free methods.
Call or write to companies to tell them you do
not approve of their methods. Tell people how
product testing harms animals. Explain to retailers
why they should carry cruelty-free products on
their shelves.
Even if you aren't willing to get involved, it is
easy just to go down to your local drug store and
buy cruelty-free products. This does not involve
sacrifice.
You'll find your soap makes you cleaner and
your cosmetics make you more beautiful when you
know no fellow creature suffered for your vanity.
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eGerman Shepherd is in agony, convulsing and shaking as a result of an oral LD/50.
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VIA Rail

introduces
an equation
that really
computes
~F-·

Here's how you can get 50% off
regular one way coach fares along
the Quebec-Windsor corridor. Save
'"
40% by taking the train on our
L_ discount days - Mon., Tues., Wed.,
Thurs., or Sat. Then flash your
student I. D. for an extra 10%
discount.
The sum is simple. But it adds
up to a sensational 50% savingincluding all the on-board fun and
freedom that only train travel allows.
Ask for complete cond itions at any VIA Station and while you're there, drop an entry into the
contest box ...
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YOU COULD WIN A TOSHIBA
COMPUTER WITH
WordPerfect®.
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• Seats limited - purchase early
(min. 5 days in advance) with
student I.D. • Blackouts: Dec. 15/
Jan. 3. faster (Thurs., Sat., Mon.)
Mondays following Victoria Day,
Canada Day, labour Day,
Thanksgiving • Regular 10%
discount to full time students applies any day,
without restrictions.• Minimum adult fare after
discounting: $ 7.
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Ron.Haselden' slight fantastic at Lebel

\£..~
'~

by Bernard A. Helling ancl Caeri Be1·trancl-Crump
Controversy is no stranger to the fine arts, and although
the greater North American public might not realize it,
such controversies historically center around the question
of whether a certain work is art, rather than whether a work
of art is offensive to public taste. Shocking images may
provide excuses for politicians looking to raise the blood
pressures of the booboisie, but such sideshows are irrelevant to greater ongoing debate over what is, or is not

art.
The boundary of the general public's idea of what constitutes art lies somewhere at the Picasso-Henry Moore
limit. Collectors and galleries have pushed a bit farther out,
surpassed only by fringe publications, alternative galleries
and finally, artists themselves. Little wonder the public
gets mightily cheesed off when it sees art it doesn't understand, (and therefore fears) showing up in public spaces,
being taken seriously by art-type people, or worse, being
paid for with public money.
"My 8-year-old could do that" is now such a commonplace it has lost all effect. Now the peanut gallery must
demonstrate its complaints, in the manner of the Ottawa
Valley area farmer who found out it took 9 hours, and $200
worth of paint (as opposed to an hour and two cans) to
reproduce Barnett Newman's Voice of Fire.
If this farmer had been the first to do it he might well
have had something, though he would have done better to
scoop the inventor of the paperclip. The public sees noth-

Lance photo by Bernard Helling

ing wrong in acknowledging the worth of a widget like a
paperclip because the public understands the utility and
worth of a paperclip.
The public has a harder time with art. Too bad it doesn't
stop here. Voice of Fire can be hung on a wall; bought and
sold. As Joseph Beuys once intoned, "art= capital". Warhol insisted "it isn't art until somebody pays for it." The
public respects big price tags.
How does the public deal with art that is made equally
from it's surroundings and from light? You can't hang it
on a museum wall, it is best seen at night, and it demands
the kind of patient, open-minded appreciation that a TVbesotted public on the defensive against the clerisy of the
art world is not about to give. You gotta be some kind of
big talent if you want to make art under such wonky condi1.i.ons.
Ron Haselden is some kind of big talent.
He is also in town for the next few weeks, and as visiting artist-in-residence at the School of Visual Arts, he will
command a small army of art students and other volunteers
to create a "light installation" on the roof terrace of the
Leddy Library. Big-time public art comes to our campus!
Haselden is an establ_ished artist in England who specializes in site-specific installations and sculpture. What
this means is a lot of his art is made to fit and work specifically with its surroundings. Furthermore. he likes to work
with light, and light has properties which make it illusive,
transitory, and vulnerable to the lighting conditions in the

surrounuing area. As a sculpt.or, his work is as far from Lonweight stone blocks as you could get.
As the European public is a bit more enlightened on
such matters, Haselden gets rave reviews for his work in
England and on the continent.
Last Monday, those of us who caught his lecture at
Lebel found out what he does and what he has planned for
our campus. The least that can be said about Ron
Haselden's work is that it is supremely well considered. fn
one of his pieces, he caused to be constructed a scaffolding tower around a tall tree in the English countryside this is not the kind of art that you can bang off in a 10-hour
frenzy of inspired madness - it takes months of planning
and hard work.
The results, to judge from the slides shown to us, were
impressive:
"It was like the trees were as surprised to see us as we
were to see them. ft was like we were invading nature, but
we never disturbed a single tree." or:
"We felt seriously safe because we could no longer see
the ground."
Other works by Haselden have amazed east-end Londoners with such spectacles as the glowing outlioe of a
rearing horse bolting from the window of a "burning"
building, or let them see the front room of the Kings Cross
Automatic Gearbox Center appear to jump up and down in
the night.
for his smaller works, Haselden is currently interested
in books and lights. The results of this fascination are
numerous bookcases and piles of books that firefly-like
bugs appear to hop over and through. In action, the effect
is charming, witty and downright pleasing in the way any
fine work of traditional flat art can be.
Haselden's plans for this campus are far more &,,mbitious. At a meeting after his lecture, he spoke of his plans
for a huge light-trellis structure, 12 feet high. and drawing
a 50-60 fool arc across the roof patio of the Leddy Library.
The section of this light-wheel will hold some I 200 lights,
which will flash in a cascade to simulate the appearance of
a gigantic, slowly revolving wheel. Theose noisy truckers
on the Ambassador Bridge are in for a big surprise.
Actually, Haselden couldn't have found a better place
for such a work if he had gone to Las Vegas. An evening
stroll by the riverfont, the lights on the bridge, and along
the Detroit skyline, these sights have long been one of the
few aesthetic delights available to the industry shocked
Windsorites. Perhaps it takes the finely tuned eye of a
master artist from another country to point out to us what
we have so long ignored.
O

Wayzgoose: when creative writers flock together
by Sharon Roebuck
The magic of art comes when private images from
highly original brains are transformed into public symbols.
If this is true, I wish to dedicate the month of March, not
only to kidneys, but to art as well.
The magic is everywhere. Art lovers, like March hares,
are mad-hatting it around Windsor with giant clocks,
hoping to at least take in half of what is going on. There's
Fiddler on the Roof at Essex Hall, art films at the newlyClpened west-end cinema, poetry at Mackenzie Hall, plays
It the Pub, photography exhibitions, art shows and music,
IWeet music, behind every door.
But before the page is ripped off your calendar to
ltveal April and your exam schedule (truly, the cruellest
IIIOnth), the art frenzy will reach its highest point Mar. 31
~a celebratory extravaganza which combines a marathon
ltading of all Wayzgoose members with an MA Creative
Writing Alumni reunion and the Second Annual Arts
Cabaret.
"Wayzgoose" may echo with the late spring image of
large, honking, migratory birds spread across the sky, but
ltcording to the venerable OED, the etymology of the term
Pfoves quite different. From the seventeenth to the
lineteenth century, Wayzgoose was a traditional celebration - a large diner, followed by an excursion into the
l'Ountry - among printers in England at Bartholomew-

time, the season of working by candlelight.
And then there came gaslight, and the Wayzgoose
went the way of "compleat" and other such anachronisms,
until Adele Wiseman, University of Windsor's writer-inresidence, rescued the term from the moldy shelves of
oblivion.
It is now the name of an association of creative writers
(students and faculty) from seven universities: Michigan,
Michigan State, Macomb College, Wayne State, Windsor,
Guelph, and Western Ontario; who take turns playing host
for the purpose of sharing their prose and poetry.
Flying into the second term. all members will be in
Windsor Saturday. Mar. 31 to join the creative writing
graduates for The Grand Wayzgoose. Admission is free,

with readings from 9 am to 12 noon and 1 to 4 pm in the
Blue Room and Assumption Lounge in the University
Centre.
Though two simultaneous venues have been prepared,
readers will appear in both rooms, so everyone will have a
chance to hear each. The event will feature a display and
sale of books previously published by Wayzgeese and
creative writing alumni, along with a chapbook of selec, lions from the works of the participants, scheduled for
issue as a souvenir. Rumours linger Generation '90 will be
printed in time for the Wayzgoose and that it will thus
receive the attention it deserves.
The culmination or the day's festivities will be the
University of Windsor's unique interdisciplinary Arts
Cabaret which involves students and faculty from the
English department, and the schools of drama, music. and
visual arts. Beginning at 8 pm in the Ambassador
Auditorium, the evening includes free hors d 'ouevres and
· a cash bar, all for $7.50. Last year's cabaret was an early
sell-out, so secure your tickets now - at the School of.
Music, South Shore Books, or the Bookroom at the Court
in Mackenzie Hal I.
If art lovers don't go completely mad before March is
over. you will know them when April comes. They'll be
walking much slower with a strange gleam in their eyes,
and saying over and over, "Ahhh, March ... the magic, the
magic... "

a

.LSAT
GMAT-

Prep Courses for
JUN
LSAT
JUN 16 GMAT
1-800-387-5519
(416) 923-PREP (7737)

Super Specials
every
*MONDAY* TUESDAY*
*WEDNESDAY*

Monday
Night

All
the
Sports
All
, the
Time on our
Magnificent
10' T.V.

Downtown
Windsor

20¢

Wings

and our other
1OT.V. 's
for your enjoyment
so get a

"Break-Away
anJ Shoot"
on down to

We will be showing
All the NCAA Playoff
Games on our 10-foot
Big Screen and
Ten other T.V.s.
Be here Mon., April 2
For the NCAA Final.

L ______,

Peachy's

•

131 Park St.
971-7642
•
(Closed Mondays)

Introducing ARCAM from England

ARCAM
audiophil.e products

- No. 1 producer of budget amps
- Britain's #1 manufacturer of
compact disc
- Leading edge of digital technology

from A&R Cambridge
Intro SP-eclal
- ARCAM Alpha Integrated Amp

Pell'sJFKhit book:

No.1 withabullet
Assassination Rhapsody
by Derek Pell
Semiotext(e)
121 pages; $8.95.
•
reviewed by Larry Drake

Harold Jaffe's introduction to
this hollow-point bullet of a text
describes its genesis succinctly:
The "Warren Report" on the
Assassination of President John
F. Kennedy, issued in 1964, can be
seen as one ofthe seminal texts of
the Postmodern era ... it is a
patent fictio11alization of the
"news" and of recent history; it
interfaces the high seriousness of
a US preside11t s assassination
with the thousandfold trivia of
marginal data, without adequately distinguishing "high" from
"low"...

Few people have any
familiarity with the gargantuan
Warren Commission Report itse If, but the historiographical
sub-genre of Kennedy assassination literature has secured itself as
a thriving cottage industry in the
wider enterprise of 20th century
historical analysis. At any given
cocktail party, one can inevitably
find or start a conversation about
the Zapruder film and the incontrovertible (?) evidence that there
was another gunman in the 'grassy knoll' at Dealy Plaza. You can
really spice up the evening by
trotting out the hypothesis of
Mafia complicity in the assassination (from Co11tract on
America), or by maintaining that
the U.S. secret service 'swapped'
Kennedy's body with someone
else's to get rid of the 'best
evidence' (from Best Evide11ce).
In other words, lots and lots of
people, despite never having laid
eyes on the mounds of evidence
compiled by the Warren Commission, have had some voyeuristic
look at them through the pages
and pages of notes at the backs of
Best Evidence and its kindred
texts.
Fewer, I think, are familiar
with the parodic tributes to the
media coverage and Commission
Investigation of JFK's demise.
The character of the Dealy Lama
in Wilson and Shea's Illuminati!
trilogy, and J.G. Ballard's "The
Assassination of JFK Considered
as a Downhill Motor Race" (itself a tribute to Jarry's "The Passion Considered as an Uphill
Bicycle Race"), are largely forgollen little gems.
The neglect of these parodies
is sure to be emended onceAssassination Rhapsody has had its ine vita b Ie impact on the

postmodern scene.
Jean Baudrillard wrote "the
very definition of the 'real' has
become: that for which it is pos.
sible to- give an equivalent
reproduction" (Simulations, also
in a Semiotext(e) edition) thatthc
real is always already simulated
hyperreal. The plethora of
simulations of the Kennedy as.
sassination, which are run/played
out simultaneously in the spaceo
the contemporary mediaseape
have rendered the 'actual event:
the 'original' to use the argot 0
reproductions entirely de trop.
That anyone could honestly
pretend, in this day and age, to tell
the 'real story' about November
22, 1963 is utterly risible.
Pell makes no such claims. Jn
19 'brief units,' whose
' modalities' range from collage to
conceptual art to absurdist pas.
tiche, he maps a murder of JFK
that is, for me at least, that much
more valuable for its being as
blatantly unreal as the Dealy
Lama.
Consider a 'bullet theory
poem' consisting of pictures o
shells of various gauges arranged
like a text. Consider Appendix B
(Oswald's Underworld Ties) a
picture of six kinds of necktie.
Read this:

Many rumors and speculations difficult to place in this
report also required considera,
lion or investigation by the Com, '
misswn. The Commission's
findings are set forth below.
Speculation.Texas School
Book Depository is the tallest
building in the world.
Commission Finding. The
Texas School Book Depository is
seven storeys tall; a tall buildi11g,
but certainly not the tallest.
1

Speculation.
Marina \'
Oswald's recipe for caponata
calls for 2 tablespoons of garlic
powder.

Commission finding. Marina
Oswald stated her recipe requires
only I /2 tablespoon of garlic
powder.

..

Consider a postmodern his·
tory of one of this century's most
startling 'events,' written with uo·
bowed cynicism and uncannyY,it.
Consider modernity on the wa)
out.
:J
• 'Larry Drake' is what Larrt
Deck calls himself.
•• For a copy of the recipe,
send a S.A.S.E. to: Marina's
Caponata, c/o President's Com·
mission on the Assassination of
President John F. Kennedy, 200
Maryland Ave. N.E., Washington
D.C. 20002

30w/ch

5 year warranty
$419.- reg. $495.- Alpha CD
Europe's #1 Seller
$899.- reg. $999.-

-Black Box D/A Converter
Upgrade any CD to
current state of the art
$799.- reg. $899.-

Courtesy Bicycles
Spring Tune-Up Special
Now 'Til The End Of The Month!

Orily $29.95

Reg. $34.95

Vlnyl Heads
Get the most out of your record
selection from the world's most
prestigious turntable manufacturer.
Linn of Scotland
The new Basik is outstanding!
with cartridge

3150-54

Sandwich
252-0080
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by B.Helling
The picture lo the right looks a lot better in colour. It ·s
an untitled work by visual arts student John Pecoravo. You
can see il, plus a whole lot more of the works of the visual
arts students at the Lebel building until Thursday Mar. 29,
at the University Centre Gallery (the quiet study room) and
the Lebel Gallery (the front hall of the Lebel building, College at Huron Line, across the street from McDonalds.)
But that' s not all; if you drop by Lebel this Friday, Mar.
23 at 7pm, you can catch the opening reception, eat a whole

1g. The
,itory is
uilding.

fl.

Marina

buch of little pieces of cheese and meat, and swill a whole

po11ata
f garlic

lot of white wine - if you 're fast.
Lebel: We put art in your face.

O
More than 20 pieces, all with the same name
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It Larry

You like musicals? You like a fun evening at the show,
with plenty of singing, dancing and great dramatics done
in a light vein? Oh boy, Are you in luck:
The University of Windsor's Essex Pia) ers are currently staging their production of the all-time fave musical Fiddler 011 the Roof. Remember If I were a rich man?
What? You missed it? Oy Geivalt!
Get your butt in gear and call the Essex Theatre box office 253-4232, extension 3244 to get your tickets for this
last weekend's shows.
Hurry, seats arc going fast.

The lance .isn't printed

~
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on recycled paper,
V0~.
but it is printed
on recyclable paper.

\tJ

recipe,

The Lonee: Read 1t. Then recycle 11
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Introduces
Jennifer & Larry
New & Exciting Stylists Bring
Their Artistic Flare
To Salon 510

Top 40 Dance Music
University of Windsor Party Headquarters
Live Band · Rough Mix

Wednesday, April 4 &
Thursday, April 5

h!

1

)

* Every Thursday

Mystery Draw

* Monday - Thursday
6 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Chicken Wings

~

(Try your luck to win prizes)
*

Friday Food Special
Halibut Dinner

all hair services with Jennifer & Larry only
Appointment Preferred
Monday & Wednesday -- 9:30 - 5:00
Tuesday, Thursday & Friday -- 9:30 - 7:00
Saturday -- 8:30 - 4:00

*

_:e

(Fish & Chips with Coleslaw)

---~1_s_c
____

2960 HURON CHURCH RD. at Grand Marais (519) 966-3388
Hottest Spot In Windsor

551 Pelissier Street
973-4977
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Don Says:
"Purveyors Of Fun"

531 Pelissier Street (at Wyandotte)
Monday-Saturday 11 a.m. 'til I a.m.
Sunday 11:30 am. 'ti! 11 p.m.
256-00NS
Licensed Under the LLBO

I'll be in my Windsor restaurant
Wednesday, March 28
doing a Live Radio Show with WLLZ.
Meet me there.

rr

\\

Remember:

Sa

Your Gold Card is good for 2 for I wings daily 4 - 7 p.m.!!!

D

PREGNANT
AND NEED HELP?

Call ...
0
0
966-7181 0

Southwestern Ontario s most highly advanced
tanning fac11oty
Tanning ,s our only business •
We have trained consultants
No sweating • iust results
or your money back

12-3155 Howard (in Round House Centre)
across from Devonshire Mall

Student Rate
"We feature
Windsor's
best
selection
of the
newest
fashions
in
Swimwear"

"Get The
TAN
That Gets
NOTICED"

ROADHOUSE
Featuring

Satellite T.V.
(on the Big Screen)
Pool Tables
Video
Basketball Game

only

D.J. & Dancing
Thursday, Friday,
Saturday

BirtlJrilbt
at 252-3322
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Live Bands Are Back!
Prime Time March 23, 24
Revolver March 30, 31
Bad Apples April 6, 7
8 Guys Named Moe April 27, 28
Hitmen May 11, 12

'

Good Greek &
Finger Foods
655 l:nhcrsit)' W.
254-8861

We Provide Free
Pregnancy Tests,
Community Referrals.
Accommodations and
Legal Advice
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The Lancer
Locker
Scores
WindsorFC Nationals Indoor
Soccer Tournament at the St.
Denis Centre

Senior Men
Sat.Mar. 17
Leamington 3 Barrie 1
Teutonia 3 Hamilton Serbs 2
Windsor Croatia 3
Windsor F.C. Nationals 0
Dundas 3 Windsor Polonia 2
Windsor Caboto 2
Bramalea Thistle 2
Waterloo 1 Windsor Anglo 1
Hamilton Serbs 3 Barrie 3
Windsor Croatia 2 Dundas 0
Bramalea Thistle 2 Waterloo 0
Windsor FC Nationals 5
Windsor Polonia 1
Windsor Teutonia 3
Leamington 1
Windsor Caboto 3
Windsor Anglo 0

Sun.Mar. 18
Preliminary Round
Leamington 2
Hamilton Serbs I
Windsor FC Nationals 2
Dundas I
Bramalca Thistle 11
Windsor Anglo 0
Windsor Croatia 4
Windsor Polonia I
i..alal<'"'·,or ~toni~3-J3arri 1
Windsor Caboto 3 Waterloo 0

Semi-Finals
Bramalea Thistle 4
Windsor Teutonia 1
Windsor Caboto 2
Windsor Croatia 0

Final
Bramalea Thistle 4
Windsor Caboto 1

CIAU Hockey
Final

Sat. Mar. 17
Moncton 2 Laurier 1

UPCOMINC

EVENTS

Fri. Mar. 23-Sat. Mar. 24
Windsor Classic Indoor
Games for the Physically Dis.abled at St. Denis Centre (7pm10prn/7am-5pm)

n. Mar.25
University of Windsor High
ool Boys Soccer Toumant at St. Denis Centre (9am-

6pm)

Sports Editor's Note: It has
become sort of a tradition in the
lance sports department to annually lay down our predictions
for the United States' national
collegiate basketball championships, the NCAA tournament.
I'm not the sort of jerk who
would let a great tradition like this
one die. Instead, myself and three

other colleagues have endeavoured to make jerks out of
ourselves with our predictions for
the winners of the tournament.
In the following pages you
will find predictions from Paul
Mayne, Jim Parry, John Marentette, and myself, Dave Briggs.
I want to make it clear we are
not experts in this matter, but I'm

us a break, don 't come up to the
lance office yelling and scream-

sure once you read some of the
picks you'll be well aware of that.
Due to the fact we are a
weekly newspaper, our predictions were made well ahead of the
date of circulation. At the top of
each person's predictions you'll
find the date they chose those
gems. In other words, if someone
predicted Michigan to win, give

ing about it, we had to make our
predictions as early as possible to
be fair.
I hope you enjoy our attempt
at prognostication. And now,
here's our picks ....

Paul goes Runnin' with the Rebels
by Paul Mayne

It doesn't get any better than
this. No, I'm not talking about Old
Milwaukee, I'm talking college
basketball. NCAA RULES!
Compared to any other
playoff setup, the NCAA tournament is full of the most exciting
games. No matter where a team is
seeded, a win is never guaranteed.
Sure, I have teams that I'd
like to see do well such as
Michigan (so much for that idea)
and Michigan State (so far so
good), but I don't have an ultimate favourite team. I just like
0 a.W.atching ~wesome bas~tball.
'
So far, there have been
numerous games that have just
been spectacular. For example,
Ball St./Oregon St., Michigan
St./Murray St., Ball St./Louisv i l le, LSU/Georgia Tech,
UCLNKansas, Dayton/Illinois,
Xavier/Georgetown. I expect
even better games in the near future.
I made my selections on the
morning of Thursday Mar. 15,
just before I sat out in my back
yard to watch the Michigan State
game.
In my mind I thought my
picks were flawless, but as I take
a look at them now, they leave a
little to be desired.
But hey, I'm sure all of us
have lost a number of teams because of all the upsets. I can see it
now, everyone has their list of 64
at home with a bunch of lines all
through them, just like mine. The
only difference is that I'm stupid
enough to show mine.
I'm not completely dead, although I'm barely breathing, hut I
still have a chance to be right in
some places.

l

(These predictions were
made on the morning of
Thursday, Mar. 15.)
Southeast
Winner: Syracuse (24-6)Led by Detroiter Derrick
Coleman (18.2), the Orangemen
look strong for a final four bid.
Leading scorar Billy Owens
( 19.3) is there to help Coleman
out underneath. Stephen
Thompson (18.0) can add a lot to
the team if he gets the hot hand.
Runner-up: Louisiana

I'm sure the finals is somewhere
he'd like to shine. Coleman is fantastic as well but it will be
Stacey's time to shine.
Georgetown vs. Oklahoma
The Hoyas will find themselves on top in this one. Mourning
and Mutombo will be swatting
and scoring throughout the game
to continue Georgetown's run.
Oklahoma has the talent but not
enough to move on to McNichols
Arena.

Final
UNL\'vs.Georgetown
Runnin' Rebeb. Runnin'
~ebels,Jt"s gonna be the one for
Jerry Tarkanian. They'll be no
more chewing on that towel. Give
the MVP to David Butler who will
come up big on April 2. A lot of
people don't like the favourites to
Larr) Johnson ((ern and Stacey Augmon shine bright for the Rebel,.
win, but in this case UNLV has al I
State (22-8)-Sophomore sensaing his strong bench, to make an the right stuff. Tark the Shark will
tion Chris Jackson (28.8), who is
appearance in the finals.
finally get to wave that towel
Runner-up: LaSalle (29-1 )- rather than have it for dinner.
turning pro next season, will be
Not thought of as one of the major
the leader for the Tigers. With the
uNLV 88 Georgetown 85
7-foot towers Shaquille O'Neal
threats in the tournament. but
they're coming off their best
(13.9) and Stanley Roberts( 13.8),
P.S. Remember, NCAA
record in school history. Their RULES.
LSU shows a menacing picture
only loss was to Loyola
under the boards. They do have
Marymount. All-American
the ability to play well.
Lionel Simmons (26.2) is the
backbone of the Explorers. SimWest
mons also finishes his college
Winner: University of
career ranked third in NCAA
Nevada Las Vegas (28-5)-Winscoring history.
ning 15 of their last 16 games in
the regular season, the Runnin'
Midwest
Rebels plan to continue where
Winner: Georgetown (23they left off. Led by David Butler
6)-The Hoyas are no strangers to
( 16.5), Larry Johnson (20. 9) and
the final four. Expect them to
Stacey Augmon (13.5). they find
make some noise with Alonzo
themselves as one of the top
Mourning (17.0) and Dikembe
favourites.
Coach
Jerry
Mutombo (10.4). Guard Mark
Tarkanian is due for his chamTilman (20.0) leads the team in
pionship.
scoring. The strong point for the Sponsored by Don Cherry's
Runner-up: Arizona (24Hoyas is their powerful defense.
6)-The Wildcats. regular season
Restaurant
Runner-up: Oklahoma
co-champions, are led by forward
(26-4)-The Sooners enter the ,
Grapes himself will be
Jud Buechler ( 14. 9) and guard
tournament
with
seven
straight
heartbroken to hear, but due to the
Matt Muchlehach (II.I). Coach
wins. Turning heads is newcomer conclusion of the intercollegiate
Lute Olsen hopes to take his
Jackie Jones (14.9). The team athletic schedule last week, there
Pacific 10 tournament winners to
shou
Id get big things from Skeeter will be not be a lance performer
Denver.
Henry (17.8) who leads the team of the week.
in scoring.
As there are still athletic banEast
quets
to be held near the end of the
Winner: Kansas (29-4)-The
Final
four
school
term, the lance sports
Jayhawks, who led the nation in
Syracuse
vs.
l
lNLV
department
has kept two $20
shooting percentage (53.3), have
This
would
he
a
game
to
see.
vouchers
for
Don Cherry's ResMark Randall (13.7) and Rick
laurant
to
distribute
to the biggest
Calloway (12.8) to set the pace. You have to go with the Runnin'
award
winners
in
the
upcoming
Second year coach Roy Williams Rebels though. Augmon can just
O
will look to use all he can, includ- take control of games at times. weeks.

No Performer
of the Week
for me, thanks
- I'm drivin'

'
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Parry can already see, it's UNLV
"Where is Glenn Rice? Boy we
sure do miss him."

by Jim Parry
Once again, it's NCAA tournament time. which means it is
March madness. The madness
stems from the fact nobody can
really predict what is actually
going to happen, though the tournament is guaranteed to be exciting. The predictions which follow
will probably be wrong by the
time you read this. as no on knows
what Cinderella teams will
emerge and what so-called
favourites will screw up. One
thing for sure. Michigan won't
win. Too bad Detroit!

(These predictions were
made on Friday, Mar. 16.)
West
Winner: Unh·ersity of
Se,ada Las Vegas (29-5)-This is
thc best team heading into the
tournament. David Butler, Larry
Johnson and ~tacey Augmon lead
an impressive team ,,.. hich has
tou rname n t experience and
probably won ·1 forget the horror
of NC State and Rodney Monroe.
The shark will have his team running and flying and with their
seasoning they .,..ill outrun and
ouL,core all opposition.
Runner-up: Michigan (227)-This team has more talent than
it knows how to handle and coach
Steve Fisher has been trying to
calm down these egos all season
long. A humiliating loss will
bring Rumeal Robinson. Loy
Vaught and Terry Mills back to

Southeast
Winner: Michigan State
(26-5)-l'm not one lo jump on
bandwagons but I've been saying
all year that this team is the best
in the Big Ten and will last longer
than Michigan in the tournament.
Why? Steve Smith. This guy is
the best guard in college basketball today; call me when Chris
Jackson wins a big game! Overlooked all season. this team is
hungry for the spotlight and is
probably sick of having the
Michigan title taunted in its face
all season. This team has great
defence and an adequate bench
which will make it even more
tough.
Runner-up: Syracuse (246)-1"11 say it now: l hate this team
but it is very good Derrick
Coleman and Billy o.... ens Jr. lead
this team which has been suffcring from underexposure fora rare
season. This team might be able
to take this snuffb) the media and
generate it into a championship
season. but Steve Smith will beat
them at the buzzer.

were not able to defend their national championship last year due
to their NCAA violations. It really docsn 't matter because they
will get killed by whoever comes
out of the m idwest.
Runm~r-up: Connecticut
(28-5)-Who arc these guys?
Much like Missouri this team has
come from nowhere to be picked
in the top ten. Unlike Missouri,
however, this team will reach this
far only because the field is so
weak. Would be nice to sec how
they would fare in the Midwest.

Midwest
Winner: Georgetown (236)-This team also rates very high
on the most disliked list but they
have the best blocking centre
since Akecm played at Houston.
Alonzo Mouring and Diekembo
Mutombo block more shots than

any tandem and the outside shooting of Georgetown is pretty good
when they are hot. Coach John
Thompson must like his defense
because this team plays really
boring, but effective basketball.
Who would argue with one of the
most winning coaches in basketball history? Not me.
Runner-up:
North
Carolina (19-12)-This is a reach,
but this team might have a case of
the Gary Grant syndrome, which
is that once and overrated player
with an immense ego like J.R.
Reid leaves a team, they sometimes put it together after they arc
gone. Dean Smith is the smartest
coach in college basketball and
will probably discover some great
player who was hidden behind
Reid's ego and haircut. This team
will surprise some people.
Final four

UNLV vs. l\lSU
MSU will frustrate the
Rebels with their stingy defence,
but at halftime the shark will show
his teeth at Butler and Augmon
which will get the boys back on
track. Sorry, Cinderella's slipper
is shattered by the inside game of
Augmon and Johnson.
Georgetown vs. Kansas
Kansas will finally see what
a real team actually looks like and
after being rejected for the first
time, will look around and exclaim, "Toto. we· re not in the East
anymore." Georgetown will crush
them easily.
Final
UNLV vs. Georgetown
UNLV will cause the twin
towers of Georgetown to get into
early foul trouble which will open
up the running rebs and bring
Jerry Tarkanian 's first national
championship. This one will be
close, but UNLV will pull away
in the final minutes.
UNLV 92 Georgeto~n 86
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By the way. I am rooting for
the Minnesota Golden Gophers
ana I hope they beat everybody
else. but unlike some people
(wonder who. Dave) I don't pick
for sentimental reasons.
(That ·s because picking Minnesota to win anything would

Ea-st
Winner: Kansas (29-4)-The
guy who chose this regional must
have been from the land of Oz. because it is the weakest field for
any regional assembled. (Indiana
with the top seed?) Kansas has
been to the tournament and arc
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March Into Spring With These Specials
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Computer Paper
1

9 //x11

11

20 lb. clean edge computer paper
500 Sheet Package

Stick Pens
Medium Bic &
Papermate

Sale 19c

Reg. $14.29 Sale $10.99

3000 Sheet Carton
Reg. $75.49 Sale $56.99

Hi Liters
Diskettes

Sale 59c

3.5" HD(2 MEG) Reg. $54.99 Sale $44.99
5.25" OS/DD Reg. $16.99 Sale $12.99
5.25" HD(1.2 MEG) Reg. $25.99 Sale $18.99

Disk Storage Box
3.5 - 40 Capacity Reg. $12.49 Sale $7.49
5.25 - 50 Capacity Reg. $13.95 Sale $7.99

Liquid Paper
Std. Pen & Ink

Sale $1.39
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Yeah, I picked Michigan, shoot me·!
by Dave Briggs

Spartans, but they are strong
enough to defeat MSU in the
Southeast final. Syracuse is
driven by one of the best collegiate players in the United
States, Derrick Coleman.
Coleman, a Detroit Northern
High School product, will likely
show off more of the talents
which make him one of the
NBA's top draft prospects, when
he turns it up a notch in an attempt
to win a national championship.
Runner-up: Michigan
State (26-5)-Before you pelt me
with fruit,just listen to me. I don't
think the Big Ten Champs have
enough tournament experience to
go the distance this year. The fact
is, just because the tournament
falls on the same month as St.
Patrick's Day doesn't give me
any reason to believe the green

f or years I've wondered why

ibe NCAA has adopted the slogan
\{arch Madness for its national
~asketball championship touma111ent.
Beyond the fact that it's
catchy, and would probably make
1 great dance tune if someone
came along and put music to it,
March Madness has never held
any deep connotations for me,
until now.
You see, recently I've discovered its true meaning. March
Madness refers to the high rate of
national insanity brought on by
sitting glassy-eyed in front of a
television, watching endless
games between the United States'
top collegiate teams.
The slogan says even more
about sports writers who attempt
to tackle such a herculean event.
In fact, surveys show three out of
every five of these writers will be
found babbling to themselves in a
comer, while obsessively playing
with a ball of lint from their pockets.
l know, because after a few
hours of pouring through reams of
NCM basketball statistics, I not
, only discovered I know zilch
about US collegiate basketball,
but I also found myself contemplating how incredibly useful
my fingers are.
What I'm trying to say here
is that I admit to knowing the big
zero about the NCAA tournament. Oh sure, I watch most of it
tvery year,--bu-t lhere are just far
100 many teams like Geraldo
Rivera College, and West Bozo
State for me to keep accurate tahs
on them all.
But, as sports editor, I feel

Rebels will be the national champions, I can only assure him of one
thing. Mid-way through their
game against Michigan, the entire
team will develop a scratchy sensation in their throat. In other
words, the only thing that will
save UNLV from choking is the
Heimlick manuever, and I don't
think coach Jerry Tarkanian
knows that play.

East
Winner: Kansas (29-4)-The
Jayhawks have depth and great
team shooting. Kansas is tops in
the nation with a shooting percentage of 53.3 per cent. As well,
10 of the team's players average
more than tO minutes of playing
time a game. Coach Roy Williams should be one of four
coaches still working until the
final rounds of the tournament.
Runittr-up: LaSalle (29-1 )Don't asked me why J picked this
team. Let's just say I put my faith
in the hands of a higher pawer
when I chose this one. 1 asked my
dog. Seeing as we both live in LaSalJe, my dog's choice was sensible.

clad Spartans wilt have the luck o'
the Irish in the tournament.
Syracuse's Billy Owens.

compelled to join in this prognosticative free-for-all, and make a
complete idiot out of myself in
print. The others won't admit it,
but I don't think they know a heck
of a lot about the subject either.
So join with me now, as you
take a journey to the inner reaches
of my mind. Hopefully, unless
you find my selections wise and
thought-provoking, you'll get
some laughs out of my picks. I
sure got some when I looked at
some of the other selections.

(These predictions were
made on the morning of -Sat.
Mar. 17)
Southeast
Winner: Syracuse (24-6)The Orangemen are seeded
second behind the Michigan State

West
Winner: Michigan (22-7)Hey, get a grip on yourself, l
demand you to stop that laughing
for a second while l explain. Call
me a homer, a Wolverine lover, a
dork, whatever, but at least let me
tell you why I chose the U of M.
Michigan, the defending national
champions, still has the majority
of its players from last year. The
graduation of Glenn Rice was the
team's only loss. And besides,
coach Steve Fisher had yet to lose
in national tournament competition (until they were recently
smeared by Loyola Marymount).
--'fhat 's as-good a ,eason as any
other I've given.
Runner-up: University of
Nevada Las Vegas (28-5)Though fellow writer, Paul
Mayne, assures me the Runnin'

Midwest
Winner: Oklahoma (26-4)The Sooners will set sail for Denver after breezing through their
sectional. Though it had an early
first round scare from Towson
State, Oklahoma wil! learn from
its complacency and take no
prisoners until the team reaches
the final four.
Runner-up::-Purdue (2 1-7,1 think people around here are
biased toward the Big Ten. I know
I am. But I'm not as biased to
believe the Boilermakers can
make it to the Final Four. Nice try

fellas, maybe we'll catch you in
the tournament again next year.
The highlight of the tournament
will be when they defeat Alonzo
Mouring and company from
Georgetown. Yes, you read that
right, Purdue will beat Georgetown.

Final four
Syracuse vs. Michigan
l know what you're thinking,
and you're wrong, HA! Michigan
will not defeat Syracuse and get a
shot at a second straight championship. The Orange men will get
a bid in the title game after they
edge out the Wolverines in a close
one. It may take overtime to
decide this one. Coleman will
prove to be the difference.
Oklahoma vs. Kansas
I believe this is the
Jayhawk 's year. Kansas' incredible bench strength will take
the wind out of the Sooners' sails 1
by the end of the contest. Ok- '
lahoma coach Billy Tubbs will
get tickets to the championship
game as a consolation prize for a
good effort. Look for the
Jayhawks to win this one by more
than six points.
Final
Syracuse vs. Kansas
I like Kansas in this one. The
Orangernen will finally meet their
match. Why do I like Kansas, you
ask? Because four out of seven
coin flips tell me they are a Jock.
Williams will be celebrating a national championship in only his
second year at coach at Kansas.
An interesting precedent when
you consider Steve Fisher was a
rookie coach last year when the
Wolverines won the title.
Kansas 95 SJ rncuse 87
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Harvey's Is
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Buying The Drinks! *
And You Save $1.84
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Investment Opportunity
So lid 3 Bedroom Brick Home
8 Minutes From Unive rs ity of Wi ndsor
Low T axes, Gas, Parking

~

Only $82,900. Call Lisa Stevenson
At 972-1000 or 948-3339
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Enjoy Harvey's I
Dinner For 2 1
for only $6.49 I
I which includes I
\ 2 Hamburgers, I
2 Fries and 1
\Harvey's will buyl
1
your soft
I
1
I
drinks.

Enjoy Harvey's
Dinner For 2
for only $6.49
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John says, Tark will hit the mark
by John Marentette

some day.

The NCAA Tournament
consists of 64 teams, so there are
63 games to play to find out who
wins it all.
But let's not all be couch
potatoes until April. When all is
said and done, we'll be kicking
ourselves for completely devoting ourselves to a team like Idaho
State. Can we help it if they play
their games in the middle of the
night?
You might even become a
fan, if only for one night. Then
you may never see them again for
the rest of your life. This is because these same teams might as
well go home and start polishing
their Billy Packer impressions.
Really, for some, this might
be the only thing to look forward
to. Of course, there's always the
chance that 250 schools go on
probation. Or perhaps this team is
merely lacking a key ingredient to
their success; a miracle. How are
their chances? Nonexistent. Zip.
Forget it. None, maybe ever. A
prayer. Wish upon a star. Wait 'til
next year. Shooters, anyone?
Any forwards out there'?
But fair is fair. Many of these
teams are very good and deserve
considerable national attention -well, enough, anyway. The following are predictions for teams
that make it alive through the first
two weekends of play. If you are
a bettor, or even a sports fan, feel
free to hold anything against me.
I could only do the same for you

West
Winner: University of
Nevada Las Vegas (29-5)-ln the
words of the immortal Dick Vitale, "All the way, baby?" Maybe.
Jerry Tarkanian has chewed on
that towel long enough, and with

Midwest
Winner: Georgetown (236)-Georgetown can compete just
with their breakneck defense and
hard-nosed rebounding, but it is
sophomore Alonzo Mourning
who will have them rolling by
dawn.
Runner-up: Oklahoma

,roses Scurry fl)in' high for UNL\'.

no real favourites this year, this
team could be destined.
Runner-up: Arizona (246)- Arizona has a fine team, but
one has to question its ability to
knock off #1 seed UNLV in a
tournament. Face it. Mrs. Walker
has a better chance.

(26-4)-Sure, Oklahoma was rated
as #1 in the nation by the polls, but
doesn't it always seem Oklahoma
gets rated #l in everything,
whether they really deserve it or
not? Besides, considering their
coach's name is Billy Tubbs, it's
hard to give them any credit at all.

Southeast
Winner: Michigan State
(26-5)-The Spartans are on a roll.
They have a great coach in Jud
Heathcote, a great player in Steve
Smith, and a great scholar in Matt
Steigenga ... who also knows how
to play a little bit, I should say.
Runner-up: Missouri (265)-Missouri won't pose as an excruciating threat, even though
they should, which is why the #I
Spartans will have to take this win
in stride.
East
Winner: Connecticut (285)-Now let's get this straight. #I
seed Connecticut, playing their
regionals so close to home it
might make you sick. The Huskies will have Kansas running
home looking for Toto. Somewhere over the rainbow is a team
from Connecticut.
Runner-up: Kansas (29-4)The Jayhawks will play out the
ending to the Wizard of Oz.
There's no place like home,
there's no place like home ...
Final four
UNL V vs. Georgetown
Jerry chews and chews. In a
year when anyone's fair game, the
Runnin' Rebels have a certain
positive stigma associated with
the NCAA tournament. Alonzo
goes into mourning, but it isn't all
his fault. Any way you want to put
it, Georgetown has just never
really been a dominant force since
the days of Patrick Ewing. They
are lucky to even get this far. To

the most overrated team in co[.
lege basketball, maybe John
Thompson would be a better
coach if he did more sucking and
less wiping of the brow. Chew on
Jerry. You're in the final.
'

]
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Connecticut vs. Michigan
State
Ah, Connecticut, sweei
Cinderella liberty. Ya gotta love
these teams that come dancing
outta the East, huh? Remember
Seton Hall? Of course, the Snar.
tans will win, right? Wrong. Man
cannot live on Steve Smith alone
·
and the dropoff in Michigan
State's intensity from the regular
season serves them right. Good.
bye,
green
and white.
Connecticut's rainbow doesn't
stop here, and neither does lhc
buck.
Final
UNLV vs. Connecticut
Jerry chews and chews ... and
chews. But this team is more than
just a one-man show. This time
his wife Lois comes and even
twiddles her beads. Voodoo or
not, the Runnin' Rebels are packed, as are the Denver fans. Connecticut makes believers out of us
all, but all fairy tales do come to
an end, even if it's in the championship game, too. Just ask
Denver's football fans. Jerry
chews his towels, the Rebs do all
the rest.
UNLV 79 Connecticut 64
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Students

Donlon Hall Residence

- Rooms

an
de

Available

Summer/Intersession '90

Fall/Winter 1990/91

May 15 - August 31, 1990

Flexible Payments
* Monthly
* By-semesters
* Yearly (8 months)

•

$500.00
Complete

Bonus:
Pre-register by August l /90 and
receive a chance for drawing of cash prizes

1~
b-

a

C

A.

s,

Free parking, fridge, kitchen, laundry and more!
5 minute walk to the University of Windsor

rr
C

245 Detroit Street
Call Steve Parker, Head Resident at 971-9881
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Bramalea wins indoor soccer prize

in col. by Jim Parry
John
better
Indoor soccer made an un11g and usual appearance during the past
ewon, weekend, as the fifth annual
senior men's indoor soccer touroament hosted by the Windsor FC
:higan ~ationals was held at the St.
Denis Centre.
iWeet
The 12-team field , featuring
a love reams from inside and outside the
lncing Windsor area, competed for the
ember title and a $1000 first-place
Spar. payout.
;. Man
After the round-robin portion
alone. of the tournament, the Bramalea
higan Thistles met the surprising
~gular C~boto Club in the championship
Good1
hite.
oe~n·1
es the Campus Rec Badminton
Tournament
Campus Ree's Annual Badminton Tournament was a sueIt
ress! The three-flight tournament,
... and held on March 13 and 14 in the St.
e than Denis Centre fieldhose, attracted
s time ~8 participants, a record high!
cv~n Victorious in the A-flight were
loo or Divakar Rajamani and Susan
pack- Sabo over Eddie Wong and Xay
. Con- Tang in a tight match of 5-4
tofus 1playoft), 15-4. In the B-flight
1meto ('hiu-Fai Man and Roger Chau
cham- beat Peter Chang and Wing
;t ask Chang by scores of 15-11 and of
Jerr) 15-12. Yin-Ling Man and Len
do all Cecchini captured C-flight by
edging over Chiu-Leung Man and
hson Hui 15-7, 11-15 and 15-12.
1t 64

final.
Bramalea, which lost in last
year 's final, was looking for
revenge. Early on, it looked like
the team was going to have to settie for second-best once again.
In the second half, Bramalea
decided to control the tempo by
slowing down the high-flying
Caboto Club and getting back to
the tactics which made the team
successful throughout the tournament. The Thistles moved ahead
early on in the second half 2-1 and
survived some Caboto chances
before adding two insurance
goals to make the final score 4-1
in their favour.
Lance photo by James Crump

Bramalea was lead by Mike
Edwards and Pat Brodie who had
two goals apiece in the final,
while David Flay scored the lone
tally for Caboto.
Bramalea swept the individual awards as Brodie was
named the tourney MVP and
Mike Edwards won the "golden
shoe" award for being the top
scorer in the tournament with
eight goals. Bramalea netminder
Fred Manica took home top netminding honours.
Bramalea took home the
$1000 first place prize money
while Caboto had to settle for the
$500 runner-up purse.
0

campus rec.

Apply now for a job next
1ear. Campus Recreation is a student-based organization on campus. which provides recreation
and leisure opportunities for students, staff and faculty at the

University of Windsor.
Eight supervisory positions
are open, including:
1. Supervisor of Officials
2. Supervisor of Men's
Sports
3. Supervisor of Women's &
Co-Ed Sports
4. Supervisor of Publicity &
Promotions
5. Supervisor of Aquatics,
Personal Enhancement & Sport
Clubs
6. Co-supervisor Fitness
(Education)
7. Co-supervisor Fitness
(Administration)
8. Supervisor Special Events
Honoraria range from $500$1000. Terms of employment arc
from September-April. If you are
interested in applying or would
like more information about tlle
positions, please contact Kandi
McElary, 253-4232. ext. 2449 or
Sue Morin, ext. 2456.
Applications are available at

the Campus Recreation office or
the Department of Athletics &
Recreational Services.
Application deadline date:
Friday, March 30, 1990 - 4:00 pm.

Men's Basketball, East
League. Sport Manager: Gary
Shakespeare. Week ending
Mar. 7.

Men's Basketball, West
Lt'ague. Sport Manager: Gary
Shakespeare. Weck end ing
Mar. 12.

Name

Name
Always Fresh
House II House
Hoosiers
Hurricanes
Hogan ·s Heroes
Buffalo Soldiers
Roys Rulers
Law
Zac Pac
Bridge Tavern
Fratmen
NRG Xpressway
St. Denis Menaces
Lm Wips
Plugs
MBA

w
5

5
4
4
4
4

L
0
0
I

p
10
10

3

2

8
8
8
8
6

3
2
2

2
3
3

6
4
4

2

3

1
l

4

4
2
2

0
0
0

I
l

4
5
5
5

0
0
0

Hitmen
Public Enemy
Super Sophs
Finger Puppets
Cougars
Bricklayers
Booze Hounds
Jerry Squids
Northern Flight
NDG Maroons
Funnels
Cody Clippers
Main Nerds
El Guapos

w
4
4
4
4
3

L
0
0
0
0
]

3

1

2
2

2
2
2
4
4
4
4
4

p
8
8
8
8
6
6
4
4
4
2
0
0
0
0

Happy Campers
X-Cons
The Petunias
The Desperados
The Untouchables
The Too Tails
The Court Jesters

5
3
3
2
1
]

0

0
2
2
3
4
4
5

Co-Ed \'olleyball, Com petithe League. Sport
l\lanager: Shannon Riesberry.
Week ending Feb. 22.

Name
Supreme
Court
2
Idiot Savants:
1
The Sequel
0
Ball
Busters
0
Diggers
II
0
Brew
Crew
0
Playing It Cool
Women's Basketball. Sport Volleyball Junkies
Manager: Nanq ~e,ille. Weck Jammers
ending Mar. 16.
HK Hard Knockers
Sudden Strikers
~ame
\V L p Carbolic Smoke Ball
Globes Too
5 0
10 Rolling Stones

w

L

9

0

9

16
14
8

3

0
2
l
4
6

3

6

6

3

6
4
8

8
7
4

3
0
0
0

s
8

Great Moments in
Architectural History
.... I

lktinos and Kallikrates
build the Parthenon. The

--

ancient Greeks popularize
columns.

4dolf Loos builds
Steinerhous, the first home

made of reinforced
concrete.

The perfect home
for your ads
- sound foundation
- good neighbourhood
- room to grow

For advertising rates and
information, contact
Central Advertising Bureau
Stephen DeMarco, director
253-2288
The lance: our door is always open.

Now Open Thursdays
Until 2 a.m.
For Delivery

32 oz.
only
$3.95

Wyandotte

10
6
6
4
2
2
0

Thursday
D.J. Music
Pasta & Salad AII-U-Can-Eat
$4.95
Book Your

p
18
18

6
6
6
0
0
0

_,

~
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DON'T WAIT
'TIL SEPTEMBER
- Prime Affordable
Housing Now Renting
654 Randolph, 5 Bedroom
$1350.00

434 Glengarry, 3 Bedroom
$697.00

600 Brock, 5 Bedroom Apts.
$1325.00

440 Glengarry, Apt.#1, 3 Bedroom
$691.00

-

hy I

cam

the 1

498 Caron, 3 Bedroom
$725.00

440 Glengarry, Apt.#3, 3 Bedroom
$691.00

All units include fridge, stove, microwave, parking, air conditioning
Utilities are extra. Laundry facilities available in some units.
All units are in excellent condition.
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Cheap books, worthy cause, p. 3

Tales of O'Toole's town, pp. 4-5

Letters, p. 11

Disabled games, p. 17

Audit report says campus not safe
IJ}

Lynn Bezaire

The results from last week's
campus safety audit arc out and
the residences, University Centre,
and Leddy Library have all
rccicved low marks.
Julie Lawson, chairofthe implementation committee of the
Windsor Students for a Safer
Campus (WSSC), which conducted the audit, said the audit indicates fears expressed by women
,rudents walking on campus at
night are well-founded.
The group's preliminary
report said an unsafe campus acts
as a potential educational barrior
to women students reluctant to
take night classes, walk to the
Leddy, or use the Computer
Centre.
The members of the audit, in
groups of three or four, assessed
ten areas on campus. Each group
considered the general impres1on, lighting. sigtitlines, poss.1hlc
a\sault sites, eye and car isolation
and escape routes of the areas as
~e} features in determining their
level of safety.
The report emphasized the
number of possible assault sites
on campus, especially for residents. "It is mandat·)ry that a safe
environment is provided which at the present time is nonexistent."
Lawson said women in
residence tend to he targets of assault.

"They're younger, away
from home for the first time, out
later at night, and less cautious,"
she said.
The report cited MacDonald
and Vanier I !alb as "the most
frightening of the resident areas."
In particular, the ramps were
described as isolated, encompassing and trapping, poorly-lit and
extremely dangerous. The same
was said of the balconies. Cement
walls in the area were cited as hazardous because they obscure
visibility. More importantly, the
report identified many possible
assault sites for poor lighting.
"There was a shocking numberoflights found inoperable. For
~xample, between Vanier Hall
and Laurier Hall alone 18 lights
were out."
Laurier, MacDonald, and
Vanier Halls are plagued by poor
visibility, sight and sound
obscurities due to cement walls,
and dark an<l isolated areas
providing o-pportune hiding
places for a potential assailant.
Lighting also proved to be a
problem at Tecumseh Hall: the
auditors found all the lights were
burnt out at the front and back of
the residence. The inadequately
lit football field and the hills near
Mill St. were included as ideal attack spots in the campus area.
Elccta, Huron and Cartier
Halls were also cited for their
poor lighting and isolated areas
around the buildings combined to

Lonee photo by James Crump

WSSC memtJ.ers .\n~elo Epifani, Julil.' La-wson and Jackie Prince under :\lac Hall.

create possible assault sites.
The authl'r'> ,, th.: rl:port
wrote they could not state '>trongly enough the danger that exists in
the re-,idencc areas.
"These facts do not do justice
to the problem that e,ists in the
residence areas. The repercussions of the residence i'>'>ues discussed cannot he sufficiently
expressed \','ith words." the report
said.
The WSSC defined the
University Centre as the focal
point of the campus and said "it is
imperative for safety measures to
be implemented at the University
Centre." The report stated the
Centre is very dangerous in terms
of lighting and safety in general.
The front of the Centre. the
corner hehind the Computer
Centre, and the entire back area
were found to be dimly lit and unacceptably dark.

The hedges around the buildmg"" en: !>mcl to be ttiid:, ooscur-

ing visibility behind them.
Three main complaints made
by the group \\hich audited the
Leddy: possible assault sites were
found by trees near the west
librar~. the cement pit with a five
foot drop along the west side of
the library. and the poorly lit
recie\ ing area.
The auditors also felt the cement ~cats in front of the library
should he lit.
The track area at Human
Kinetks. although not frequently
tra, el led h) many students.
pnl\iced another "horrifying and
appalling situation." The gate to
the track was found unlocked by
the auditors -- Campus Police informed the w~sc the gate was alWa} s locked when the track was
not being used. The field area was
found to be completely unlit and

i-,ol.1te<l: a victim could not be
or hcarcl m this area.
A great deal of concern was
generated b) the hushes around
Parking Lot M. in front of the
University Centre. The giant
c\erg.reens on the north end of the
parking lot create u tunnel-like
,,rea
"The lack of lighting and
noise from traffic on Uni\ersity
A\enue and the Ambassador
Bridge seclude this area from
sight and sound.
"The shrubbery and trees
around the rest of the lot pose a
similar hazard," the report said.
These results were all part of
WSSC's preliminary draft of their
safety report. The group is planning to meet with president Ianni
and vice president operations
Nick Plubani. with the final drnft
of the report and a number of
rec0mmendation,.
O
~c~ n

Campus radio chief resigns
by Caeri Bertrand-Crump

•
Lance photo by James Crump

The Detroit Red Wings played themselves into the Norris basement
thi~ \tcck. The team, the local hometown contingent. -will miss the playoffs
de,pite the dominating pre,ence of Windsor native Bob Probert. The
ru~Rcd left -winger, a former all-star, returned to the team after a )ear otT
for dependency problems.
Aho\'e, dcfenccman Doug Houda cuffs dhision rhal Blackha-wk.

__

The campus radio station's
manager resigned Thursday after
the paid staff asked the Student
Media Corporation (SMC) to
review his job perfonnance.
John Bunn resigned from
CJAMfm Mar. 22 during an SMC
meeting called to review a letter
from the CJAM executive staff
which listed problems with
Bunn's effectiveness as the
operations manager of the community radio station.
"The situation (at the station)
was intolerable for everybody and
something had to give. I guess it

was me," Bunn said.
SMC board member Mike
Akpata described the situation as
one with little recourse for SMC
or the station.
"The staff came to us and we
felt their complaints were warranted. When we met with Bunn
he resigned."
Akpata said the year was an
unusual one for SMC, which has
had to deal with complaints about
the former editor and production
manager of the lance in December as well as Bunn 's resignation.
The SMC is the studentcouncil-owned publisher of the Lance
and the holder of CJAM's FM ,
broadcast licence.

SMC will be managing the
station finances until a new
manager can be hired.
CJAM 91.SFM is a 50-watt
station that broadcasts alternative
music, cultural and community
programs to the Windsor-Detroit
area. In its seventh year of FM
operation, the :-.tation is funded by
SAC ($7.00 per student annualJy), some advertising revenue,
and its own fundraising.
Some members of the staff
hope to hire a new manager from
within the station, but the position, which pays about $17,000
annually, will be advertised nationally.
O

Funny Christians
_____:Susan
: __:_:. . .:.___________________
_____ _________________________
_
Baseball predix
Nelles defended
Evils of advertising

Next__:_:__:_
week:

...;...
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Investment Opportunity
Solid 3 Bedroom Brick Home
8 Minutes From University of Windsor
Low Taxes, Gas, Parking
Onlv $82,900. Call Lisa Stevenson
At 972-1000 or 948-3339

FILM

Friday, March 30 to April 12
- Robert Voyvodic's watercolour paintings will
be shown at the Windsor Printmakers Forum. He
is a graduate of the University of Windsor's
School of Visual Arts. Opening Reception Friday.
March 30. 7-10 pm .. 384 Pitt St. E.• Suite 204. Call
253-9493 for information.

Friday, Morch 30 to April 1
- the Detroit FIim Theatre presents Cami/le
Claude/ (France. 1988). the passionate Ond
tragic life of France's talented female sculptor
at 5200 Woodward. Tickets $4 (US). Call tor (313)
833-2323 show times.

Tuesday, April 3 to April 17
- Common Ground hosts the drawings and small
sculptures of Jan Milito. located in the lower
level of Mackenzie Hall. 3277 Sandwich.

w

Friday, April 6 to April 12
- graduating visual art students present their
B.F.A. Graduation Art Exhibition at the Lebel Gallery, Huron Church and College and at the
Centre Gallery, University Centre. Opening
reception is on Friday, April 6 at 7:30 pm at the
Lebel Gallery, School of Visual Arts.
Until Thursday, April 12
- Barrie Jones. instructor at the University of
Windsor's School of Visual Arts. presents his
photographic installation Looking for Paradise
at Artcite. 3277 Sandwich. Call 977-6564 for
more information.

$15 .of
00*

MUSIC
Saturday, Morch 31
- a Cabaret. featuring music. poetry, prose.
dramatic and performing arts. performed by
students of the university will take place 1n the
Ambassador Auditorium. Doors open at 7 pm.
Tickets are $7 .50 and available at the Music
Building. Southshore Books and the Bookroom at
Mackenzie Hall.

The purchase of any
regularly priced pair of

Wrangler'

Sunday, April 1
- the University of Windsor's Ensemble Series
presents the University Singers. directed by
Richard Householder. with tenor Michael Shust.
Tickets are $6. adults; $4. students. Mackenzie
Hall. 3277 Sandwich. Call Michael Mccawley at
253-4232. ext. 2799 for ticket information.

or

Calvin Kein Jeans
• Sweaters • Sports Shirts
• Tops • Denim Jackets
• Skirts • Socks

Wednesday, April 4
- the University Wind Ensemble. a thirty member
group conducted by Les Sabina. will perform in
Ambassador Auditorium. University Centre. at 8
pm. Tickets are $6. adults; $4, students. Coll
Michael Mccawley at 253-4232. ext. 2799 for
more information.

,. Cash Purchase Only

4729 Wyandotte

ARTS

945-6181

Monday, Aprll 9
- two University of Windsor students travelled to
Berlin in 1989. they will present a slide-show
presentation of what they saw. Iona College,
408 Sunset at 8 pm. Admission $2.

THEATRE
Until Sunday, April 8
- the Actor's Studio makes its debut with two
one-act plays, Laundry and Bourbon and Lone.tor at 8 pm, Fridays through Sundays. Tickets are
$7 or $8. 152 Pitt St. W .• 254-6527.

PARTIES
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Friday, April 6
- the Cultures of India Association presents a Dinner and Cultural Program at the Sicilia Club,
1019 Highway 3. Doors open at 6:30 pm. Tickets
are $15. Call 977-7707. 255-6281 or 253-4232. ext
3067 for more information.

ENVIRONMENT
Monday, April 2
. Rick Coronado will be speaking on local environmental concerns, networking for change
and Third World ecological problems at Iona
College. 208 Sunset. at 1:30 pm. Tickets ore
$2.00. Call 973-7039 to register and for any information.
Wednesday, April 4
- the Environmental Awareness Association
presents the last film in the series A Planet for the
Toking. Oak Room. Vanier Hall at 7 pm. Admission is free.

MISCELLANEOUS
Monday, April 9 to 12
- a Book Fair will be held at the University Centre
and all books will be sold for $1. All proceeds go
to the South African Scholarship Fund to help
South African students study in Windsor.
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DON'T WAIT
'TIL SEPTEMBER
- Prime Affordable
Housing Now Renting
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654 Randolph, 5 Bedroom

434 Glengarry, 3 Bedroom

$1350.00

$697.00

600 Brock, 5 Bedroom Apts.

440 Glengarry, Apt.#1, 3 Bedroom

$1325.00

$691.00

498 Caron, 3 Bedroom

440 Glengarry, Apt.#3, 3 Bedroom

$725.00

F

$691.00

by~

<Ill

..
All units include fridge, stove, microwave, parking, air conditioning
Utilities are extra. Laundry facilities available in some units.
All units are in excellent condition.

CALL NOW 971-8200
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Whelan wins Christian culture award

w

by D. Eldon Dawson
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Eugene Whelan can add
another award to his list of
achievements.
Sunday night, the former
Essex-Windsor MP and federal
agriculture minister received the
t990 Christian Culture gold
medal award, presented annually
to someone portraying outstanding Christian ideals.
Political science professor
Richard Price cited Whelan's
lifelong penchant for "helping
people in need" as the primary
reason Whelan received the prestigious award.
The award is "to acknowledge his special contribution to
all members of the human family
in need- farmers, farm families,
farming communities and citizens
of the third world," Price said.
He also praised Whelan ·s
philosophy of life, calling it
"deceiving in its simplicity, focus
and generosity, a philosophy that
embraces the values represented
by the Christian culture gold
medal award."
Following the award presentation, Whelan told about 250
people at Assumption University
that Canada must do more to help
feed the starving and malnourished of the world.
"We have to realize that in
1990, over 15 million people the majority under the age of five
- will die of hunger, starvation,
and associated diseases," Whelan
said. "The worst part is that millions of starving people, who are
dropping like flies. will have to
wait while we get rid of our
deficit."

The gold medal recipient
called this current government
philosophy "unbelievable."
In a talk entitled "Are we
Doing Enough?", Whelan said
Prime Minister Brian Mulroney's
plan to slash foreign aid by $1.8
billion to reduce the federal
budget is not only "another Mulroney promise gone down the
drain", but immoral. He stressed
hunger and starvation can be
overcome if there's a political
will to do so.
Whelan cited Japan, the
world's largest donor to needy
third world countries, as an example Canada should follow.
"Japan's per capita debt is
larger than ours," Whelan said,
"but they help the most of any
country while we use the excuse
that we must eliminate our debt
before helping."
According to Whelan. there
is much more Canada could be
doing to help the third world.
"A report from UNICEF says
that in Canada, about eight
children out of 1000 die before
turning five years old while in Afghanistan, 300 out of every 1000
will die." According to Whelan
"there's something really wrong
when we're allowing that to happen.
"How can we not afford to
help? How can we still call ourselves Christians? I just don't understand the selfish attitude of
many in our society."
Whelan outlined ways of
helping the poorer countries.
He stressed the need for
cleaner water, better education,
more roads. infra~tructurc for
marketing, increased immuniza-

Lance photo by Jason l<ryk

Filipino ambassador Ramon Diaz.

Filipino ambassador talks
hy Mary Halbert

The prospect foJ the recovery
of the wealth of former dictator
Ferdinand Marcos was the theme
of a talk presented last Thursday
in the Madame Vanier lounge by
Filipino ambassador to Canada
Ramon Diaz.
Diaz discussed how as a
former chair of the Presidential
Commission of Good Government he was able to trace Marcos'
stolen wealth.
He presented a profile of the
charges laid against the ex-presi-

dent and his "cronies". The charges include fraud. interstate and
foreign transportation of stolen
properties and property taken by
fraud. obstruction of the administration of justice. presentation of false documents in official
proceedings, and scheming to
deform civil liberties.
The charges arc outlined in a
79-pagt· document. 29 pages of
which dictate holdings of stocks.
bonds, and property hank accounts around the world. Marcos
cronies are presently being tried
in New York.
0

tion and vaccinations and teaching farmers how to produce nutritional crops.
Whelan ,president of the
United Nations Food Council
from 1983-85, said he was at first
reluctant to accept the honour because despite his numerous accomplishments, he had failed in
many ways.
But in accepting the award,
Whelan joined a distinguished
group of former medal winners
that include Paul Martin Sr. in
1956, Marshall McLuhan in
1971, and Jean Chretien in 1983.
Although no longer a member of parliament, Whelan is still
active and is currently the president of the Agriculture International Development Association
of Canada.
In an interview after the
presentation, Whelan said he
"plans to do as much as he can in
his own little way, to keep telling
it the way it is and hoping to God
sooner or lacer we get a government that's more human."
The award presentation concluded the 56th season of the
Christian Culture series. the
oldest ongoing lectures series in
Canada.
D

Lonee photo by Bogdan Kowalczyk

Eugene Whelan bemedalled by Fr. David Heath.

Lawyer's comments "offensive"
by D. Eldon Dawson
and Kimberly Yetman
A Toronto lawyer "seriously
offended" University of Windsor
law professor Lois MacDonald
and other members of the
audience during a presentation at
the Moot Court last week.
Last Friday, during a taJk entitled "The Law and Abortion: the
Opposition View", Angela Costigan told ''an offensive joke"
MacDonald considered insulting.
Costigan said a woman's
favorite four animals are "a mink
in the closet, a jaguar in the
driveway, a tiger in bed and a
jackass to pay for it all."
As a result, MacDonald
stood up, called the "joke" offensive and left. Many applauded
her.
In an interview after the lecture. Costigan defended her actions.
"The purpose of the joke was
to suggest that men accept that
they have no right in the (abortion) decision." she said. She
added she speculated people were
offended because it was an ovcrgeneralization.
MacDonald said she felt "offended and insulted that another
woman who was a lawyer. would
characterize (abortion) in such a
misogynous light."
Ed Corrigan, special events
chair for the Student Law Society.
said MacDonald brought up a
legitimate point.
"ll was Just a matter of wrong
timing." Corrigan said. "I had to
intercede to point out that question period following the speech

would be a more appropriate
time."
Corrigan also said he felt
MacDonald's move was " a
deliberate political ploy" because
she does not adhere to Costigan ·s
philosophy.
"It was a spontaneous gut
reaction to a sexist comment," the
law professor said. "It was not
staged."
She said Costigan owed both
men and women an apology. She
said the "significant applause"
that followed her comments and
the exodus of about 25 people
after this stressed that others
agreed the joke was offensive.
The Toronto lawyer, who

acted as an intervener in the Chantal Daigle case and represented
Barbara Dodd, called the exit "annoying".
"Women cannot hope to establish lines of communication
with those holding other positions
if their response to hearing something they don't like is to leave the
room," Costigan said.
She said she was willing to
listen and respond to the differing
views but was not given the opportunity to do so.
However. MacDonald said
because Costigan ·s talk was entirely in "the framework of antiwomen" she could no longer
endure such commentary.
CJ

Sale to benefit scholarships
by Mary Popol'ich
Books for a dollar, even used
books for a dollar. are almost a
miracle. But organizers of the
Community Scholarship Fund
book fair. Apr. 9-12. are expecting more miracles than just
remarkable book bargains.
The four day book fair is part
of the effort to raise money for a
South African student to come to
the University of Windsor. Organizers hope to collect I 0.000
books donated by faculty. students and the community.
"The response has been positive, but we still need more
books," said faculty association
president Emily Carasco. cochair of the organizing committee.
"I \\-ant to emphasize that it's
not just textbooks we 're after,"

she said, "But just about anything
- children's books. novels.
comic books."
Donations can be dropped off
at the faculty association building
located at 366 Sunset or at the
University Centre desl...
A pick-up service has also
been arranged for the convenience of the communit}. Interested donors can call Carasco at
253-4232. ext.3366.
"Getting the books is half the
battle," Carasco said, "Selling
them is the other half."
Unsold books will be
donated to needy institutions here
and in developing countries.
The fair will be staffed by
,olunteers in the University
Centre ·s second floor Ambassador Auditorium Apr. 9-12. Tentative hours are 9 am to 6 pm. D
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ew things are certain in life.
born. we die, and someplace in between an O'Toole's Roadhouse
opens nearby. The very act of opening an O'Toole's sets into motion a
necessary chain of events: a line forms. the
line gets bigger. things get out of control. the
Windsor Star runs an article in which lawyer Pat
Ducharme·s name appears no less than three
times, the police start suggesting new parking
regulat,ons to bring the situation under control,
the issue of rowdyism is sidetracked. the Star
prints a letter to the editor saying "guns don't
kill people; people kill people", another
O'Toole's opens across town in a location
where l 2 other restuarants have failed previously, the events repeat themselves...
Like Ottawa. an O'Toole's is unaffected by
such things as a bad location. brutal weather,
or an economic downturn. In Windsor, where
the repeated changing of a bar's owner and
name is another of life's certainties. the
O'Toole's chain has proved remarkably (some
would say miraculously) robust.
I submit that this, the long-line-followsO'Toole's-Opening paradigm. is an innate. inseparable quality of the roadhouses. If this is
so - and Windsor's experience of O'Toole's
perserveronce seems to lend support - then
could not this ineluctable pattern be exploited
for the common good?
Consider the following: The world is rapidly
running out of room. yet it is full of desolate.
ba rren tracts Canada, the second largest
country in the world, has more than our fair
shore of wastela nds (i.e. the frozen North. im-

f

,,,

penetrable mountain ranges, Manitoba).

They will remain undeveloped and unpopulated for all time because their environment is
inhospitable relative to the more comfortable
climate that exists smac k along the CanadianAmerican border. The human psyche would
rather p ay $1000 a month rent to live in a windswept paper b a g flittering around 30 minutes
outsid e of Toronto than move up North.
To m ove the p o p ula tion a way from Toronto. a ll that is required is the a ir-dropping of an
O'Tooles into the tundra of, soy, the Yukon. A
line will form and a service economy springs
up for kilometres around.
I have laid out what I believe will form the
core the typical self-contained
O'Tooleconomy of an O 'Toole Town .

8ECK£R'S
Any advanced civilization can only
prosper if it has a steady and reliable supply of
c igarettes, newspapers with a sports section.
and lottery tickets, therefore the convenienc e
store is a cornersto ne of O 'Toolenomics . The ubiquitous Mac 's Milk chain, having saturated
every street corner in urbanized Canada, will
find a new opportunity for growth in O 'Toole
Towns across the nation.

-

_..
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Since~ompetition is an important part of
any economy, and competition means a
duplication of services with only the window
dressings and slogans differentiating the competing bi:Jsinesses, a chain like Becker's would
soon open in O ' Toole town to contest Mac's
Milk's bid for the nicotine needs of the
roadhouse's patrons.
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N
Banks seem anxious, desperate even. to locate their automatic tellers anywhere possible.
even in places one would would not expect
find one. I would not be surprised to find out
that Toronto Dominion doesn't already have
several Green Machines up North. waiting to

generate income from the O re.
searcher scientist. O'Toole T
generate most of the mon~Y 'or a,
ministration and urban servic ding
a single chartered bank on
money contract that would
rights to operate a moneY Per
mission to debit users outro ·Che
ges.
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A state of symbiosis exists between bars
and late-night drive-throughs. McDonald's,
which is a pioneer in the USSR, would I kely be
the first fast-food resturaunt to establish itself 1n
my brave new world.

--""i--""'-

The e xistence of a McDonald's implies the
existence of a Burger King right across the
street. So, naturally, Burger King will be quick
to find its niche in the O'Tooleconomy. Yet
with two ha mburger joints in operation. the
p roblem of on adequate supply of teena gers
to staff both resturaunts arises. Some form of
indenture d serfdom might have to be implemente d with the cooperation of high schools
to the south to solve the labour problem

E

s
Windsor lawyer Pat Ducharme, who has
made his name defending local bars in court.
w ill see fit to open a modest home t o operate
out of and take care of the roadhouse ' s legal
needs. Mr. Ducharme would undoubtedly
play a critical, god-like role in the
O'Tooleconomy should the government seek
to revoke the roadhouse' s drinking license.
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Two things can happen when people drink
beyond their tolerance: l) They throw up, or
2) They have sex with people they don't know
(well). While ample washroom facilities in
O'Toole Town will take care of the former
need, a mock-up and a parking lot witl take
care of the latter.

Beyond the core of O ' Toole Town are is
bound to arise several secondary services.
These businesses, though not crucia l to the
town. will nonetheless provide diversity to the
local economy: m a lls, money marts, stores
that sell those blinking light things that go
around your license plate .... Also, the local
government could mark all the streets as No
Parking zones. This would create not only a
cornucopia of ticket revenues for the town but
lucrative parking garages could be built to
cash in on the articially created need for
close, convenient parking.
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Attention
University of Windsor students, faculty & staff
Rich Enterprises presents

"Talk of the Town" Limousines

Book now for those special year end occasions
and summer parties.
Also coming soon: C ruise by Land 'n' Sea
Call for our special rates 945-3635

The Subway Pub Is Accepting Applications
For Experienced D.J. 's

• Must have knowledge of current music trends
• Term employment
• Part-time hours available
• Records and tapes supplied by D.J.
Interviews Scheduled for April 1990
Applications Available At The S.A.C. Office,
University Centre Desk and The Subway Pub

Introduces
Jennifer & Larry
New & Exciting Stylists Bring
Their Artistic Flare
To Salon 510

all hair services with Jennifer & Larry only
Appointment Preferred
Monday & Wednesday -- 9:30 - 5:00
Tuesday, Thursday & Friday -- 9:30 - 7:00
Saturday -- 8:30 - 4:00

551 Pelissier Street
973-4977

Go fish. Go figure.

-

1

by Ted Sturk

aren ' t any fish is that they' ve all
been scared away or killed by a
It's fast approaching torrent of on-rushing whiskey
springtime here in Windsor, the bottles.
secret fishing capital of Canada.
What most people don't
Those of you who have been in know and what I probably
Windsor for a while will know shouldn't be sharing in a column
what I mean.
is the fact that during Windsor's
But for those of you who are annual spring rains, and the floods
new to the city, and have never that follow, all the booze stored
experienced the boundless away breaks from its cardboard
panorama of Windsor in the confines and floats to the surface.
springtime -- then are you in for a
If you th ink you 're an altreat!
coholic, or would like to be, stay
First of all, are you an angler? away from this spot.
There w ill be certain technical anNaturally, the really big fishgling terms mentioned, but al- ing people are those who rent fishthough you may not be an angler, ing trawlers and go up and down
don't worry about it. Technical Windsor's streets with their huge
angling terms, although they nets behind them. Greenpeace is
sound great, really mean diddly currently campaigning against the
squat.
trawlers as they inevitably snag a
In the springtime in Windsor, number of small babies.
a great angling hush falls over the
The trawler lobby, however,
city. The Detroit River floods its claims that the number of habics
banks (as it does every year) and snagged is insignificant -- and bethe great thoroughfares of sides, not all of them drown.
Windsor (Tecumseh Road,
The reason you've probably
University Avenue. and Indian never heard of Windsor's annual
Road) slowly become wild, gur- fish shenanigans is very simple.
gling streams.
It's really embarrassing for a city
Across the city. all 200.000 to admit that it goes under water
residents begin to break out their every year for five or six days (In
fishing tackle, replacing old, rot- the etiquette of most major cities,
ten line, oiling hooks. and scam- this is afauxpas.)
ming earthworms from each
While the city does stand to
other's lawns.
pick up some conventions
Minute by minute, the little (Americans for an Underwater
brooks that were once Windsor's Existence, etc.), it would probabpaved roads fill with fish. Trout, ly lose more business than it
sharks, goldfish, piranha, they're would take in. Being rated a
all there. bubbling happi l y federal disaster area normally
through the depths.
scares people away.
Most of the big crowds
The ot h er reason is the
gather at the University Mall people of Windsor are basically
(which annual! y gets submerged). selfish. They don't want to share
T here. great schools of dolphins. all the fu n they have for four o r
tuna and moray eels gather to five days every year with the out- I
cavort and jump about. Molson 's, side world. I mean, they don't
and this year Labatt's, will start work, most party their faces off all
1
their "Big, Big" fish contests here. week, and a lot catch some very
Other hot spots for the casual fine fish.
angler include Wyandotte and
Some final tips for the fishOuellette and the Hiram Walker fest: 1) Buy a lot of beer (more
Distillery.
than you think a fami ly of four
Lobsters and crablegs tend to would need). If this year (as in
hang out o n top of the TD Build- some years past) the fish don't
ing and are, as one waterlogged show up, you won 't know the difveteran put it, "ripe for the pick- ference. 2) T he guy with the
ing."
waterproof stereo always wins. 3)
The Hiram Walker buildi ngs Watch out for trawlers and Greenreally don't have a lot of aquatic peace people. 4) Repeat #I.
life hanging about. However, this
Remember, if you happen to
means a couple of things. First, catch a dolp hin -- it's completely
there isn't a large fish-thirsty edible! Also, fi shing rods don't
crowd (since there aren't any kill people -- people kill people.O
fish). Second, the reason there

a

Glen's
Moving & Storage Ltd.
Agent for MacCosham Van Lines

MacCosham
Since 1913

. ....?
M ov1ng
•
•
•
•
•

Complete or partial moves a nd packing
Courteous, efficie nt service
Licensed, bonded, insured
Local, long distance and international
Free estimates w ith no obl igation

20 %

Discount for groups of 2 or more
(minimum 50 male radiu<,)

4080 E.C. Row

945-3622
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TV set on horizontal hold
prove to students that he is following up on his campaign promises.
If the lobby is not the best place
for the set, he' II find somewhere
else to put it, he added.
The television still has to be
approved by the University
Centre Advisory Board which
meets once a month. Esteves said
he would not approach the board
for approval at its March meeting,
but would probably have it on the
agenda in April.
Controversy arose over
Esteves' promise of a $5000 pay
cut if elected. The promised cut
was to pay for the television and
campus Christmas decorations. In
an interview with the Lance short1y after his election victory Esteves said he would offer a rebate
to SAC in lieu of the pay decrease.
The new SAC president said
he chose the rebate over the
decrease because of the implications involved with cutting the
presidential salary. Esteves said a
pay cut would set a precedent that
next year's president may feel
obligated to accept. He felt that
this would not be fair to future
SAC presidents. The new president also expressed concern over
the fact that proceeds from the pay
cul would go back into SAC's
general fund, over which Esteves
has no control.
"They can use that money for
whatever they want." he said. Esteves is concerned that, should the
money go into the general fund, it
will not be used to fulfill his campaign promises.
. for the present time the TV
issue is on hold pending the ruling
of the UCAB. At that time another
question may have to be answered
- who gets to operate the remote
control?
0

b) Jennifer Johnston

Will the University Centre
get a new television set? The
question still has to be answered.
New Iy-rati fi ed Students '
Administrative Council president
Joe Esteves promised to get a big
screen television for the centre,
but not all people feel this is a
positive move.
University Centre associate
director Mary Lou Thibert said
the addition of a TV may not serve
as many students as Esteves
thinks. She cited the example of a
room reserved for television until
the renovations to the centre
lobby in 1988.
"Quite honestly, that TV
lounge was really used by a select,
small group of people relative to
the total student population."
Thibert said.
Thibert said the lounge became littered with garbage on a
regular basis. She said the
proposed location (the centre
lobby) may not be the best for a
television since that space is used
on a regular basis for student
programs.
"I certainly see a place in a
student union for a TV lounge.
I'm still not convinced, personal• ly, that this is the place for it.
Should we expand, it's certainly
in the plans," Thibert explained.
In an interview earlier this
week Esteves said the TV is not a
priority at this time due to the upcoming Presidents' Transitional
Conference being hosted by the
university.
..
"We ·ve got so many things to
do," Esteves said, "but rd like to
get the TV in before the end of the
year."
The new president said the
installation of the television will

Lance Short Story Supplem
The Lance is publishing a short story supplement in its
'
E t•
Apr,'I 12 issue.
n nes should be previously unpublished
and authors should be amateur. Only one entry per
person please. Stories should be typewritten and
double-spaced and between three and four pages
long. Deadline for entries is Wednesday, April 4, at noon.
Submit entries to the Lance, 2nd floor, University Centre.
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social science society
.______
S_oc_i_a_ny Sreaking_____.
The S.S .S. would like to
announce the acclamation of
The President for
1990-91 Kim Morneau
and
Vice President Jacqui Touma

Good Luck Next Year!

by Llnn Bczaire

The issue of sexism on campus will be addressed Wednesday, Apr.
4 at 12 noon in the Assumption Lounge by four keynote speakers and
a panel, all faculty members at the university.
Topics for discussion include sexual harassment and feminist
methods of teaching.
All students and staff are welcome to attend the seminar to ask
questions and express their views on the issue.
CJ

A new eatery is open to serve you and
your clients in Olde Sandwich Town:

Olde Court Cafe
at

Mackenzie Hall
3277 Sandwich St.
971-8353
l. Wortley and staff are open from 10 a.m. daily.
Closed Sunday.

(Spcciali.:ing in catering for office parties anti mcctini,)
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Sexism seminar approaches

Stop by fur breakfast or lunch meetings.
We offer only the finest in 'home cooked'
meals and baking, done in our own kitchen.

11-,,'J ~ .,.W.,4 -11i<
~"" 1,,. I( ka«<H. ./At
,J ci..,J6/ -1Ae da,~,rd
bl..., ~ -tf,t.

Saturdays:
D.J s Greg & Tom - $3.00 - Requests All Nite
Food served all nite - Open from 9:15 p.m. to 4.15 p.m.
We play New Wave Modern RocK. Industrial House
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Open For Lunch
From 11 :00 a.m.
Tel. 254-8686

Top 40 Dance Music
University of Windsor Party Headquarters
Live Band · Rough Mix

Wednesday, April 4 &
Thursday, April 5

* Every Thursday
Mystery Draw
*

Monday - Thursday
6 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Chicken Wings

~

(Try your luck to win prizes)
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One p1ua with pepperoni. mushrooms. green peppers and
bacon

2960 HURON CHURCH RD. at Grand Marais (519) 966-~88
Hottest Spot In Windsor
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Two 12· pizzas
$16.34 plus tax I
Two 14 pizzas
S20.39 plus lax
M.ention coupon when ordering. One coupon per order. •
L1m1ted tome offer
•
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LUNCH SPECIAL
$599
PLUS

Halibut Dinner
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* Friday Food Special *
(Fish &~oleslawJ
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TAX
You·n receive one medium cheese pizza for only S:, 99
plus tax Add1t1onal toppings 99c each Mention coupon
when ordering. One coupon per order.

.
: .

Limited time offer.
Coupon required

One Call Does It All .....
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books
herbal apothecary
larol cards
crystals
incense
classes

Magick
Store
~~Futon
~VFuton
Mexican Jacket •
8 Styles
$14.95
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Unusual Gift Ideas for Body, Spirit & Mind

INTERNATIONAL BAZAAR
255 Ouellette, 2nd Floor
252-8686
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Educational
Travel
Planner '90

Iapp

The Complete Canadian
Guide to Learning Vacations
Around the World

Iplic

Hundreds of alternative holiday
experiences to meet any budget:

Sta:
stat

Art classes
Language schools
Retreat centres
Coc.king courses
Study tours
Archaeological digs
And more!
S7.95 from bookslore, or from StudP.nl
Services. Alhabasca l niversity. Box
10.000, Alhabasca. AB. TOG 2RO. Add
S2.00 for po,oage and handling.
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classifieds
Bored? Life Just doesn't hold the
same thrills? Need adventure(s)?
Join the Ted Sturk FAN CLUB send
money to Ted Sturk c/o The Lance
The Freedom Festival is looking for
ambassadors for 1990. Interested
parties of at least 18-years in age
should send a resume by Morch 31
to: International Freedom Festival.
174 Pitt Street West, Suite 301. P.O.
Box 391, Station A. Windsor. Ontario
N9A 6L7. Or call 252-7264.
FOR SALE: CD PLAYER. Portable
stereo with CD player (20-trock
memory, random playback). cossett e player/recorder, AM/FM
stereo. Just 3 mo. old. Paid $400. asking just $300. Wotto deal! Call 9450794, ofter 6:00 pm.
Do you graduate in June? Are you
Interested in Intern ational
Development? ODAP the Overseas Development Associate
Program 1s accepting applicants
for April 30. 1990. Work in Canada
through ODAP sponsorship. Information on this programme con be
obtained from Christie Ozimek. V.P.
External, in the SAC office ext
3905/6.

"What's the best part about being a CMA?
The rewaras don't stop at five.
The CMA designation is the hallmark of a winner. It brings public recognition and the chance
to meet stimulating people while performing
interesting and important work as a respected
professional.
Certified Management Accountants enjoy
excellent earning potential and with it, the
opportunity to lead the lifestyle of their choice.
Currently, over half of Canada's CMA profes-

sionals hold senior management positions.
The Society of Management Accountants
offers a program of professional studies and practical experience which ensures successful entry
into the business world, and a rewarding lifestyle.
Put yourself in the picture. Enroll in the CMA
program. Call or write: 70 University Avenue,
Suite 300,Toronto.Ontario M5J 2M4 (416) 977-7741
Ontario Toll Free 1-800-387-2932.

CMA

The Society of Management Accountants of Ontario
SETIING THE STANDARD

ROOM FOR RENT: Available May
1st. 1087 Janette Ave. One
bedroom ovai1oble. Cleon with all
the luxuries: TV, VCR, Stereo.
washer/d1yer etc. $250/mo. plus
utilities. Coll 252-9705 (Cindy) or
972-7776 (Adam).
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LOST CAT: block, mole, full grown
long haired cot, answers to name
of 'Sammy•, lost in U of w area May

be hurt, if found please coll. .. 2528157 or 254-8600.
Roo mate needed, walking distance to the U. 160/ month + 1/4
utilities. Coll 971-8265.

Hou ses For Rent: Avoilobe Moy 1st.
Four, five and six bedroom houses.
Laundry, Parking, Close to University. Coll Peter 256-2542.
The Home econom ics Department
Is hosting o retirement dinner in
honor of Professor Sue Goerzen on
Thursday, April 19th, 1990 at the
Rendezvous Tavern. Anyone wishing to attend please contact Voslerle Allard at ext. 2474 for
information/tickets.

I
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First application never received

CJAM's wait for power increase begins anew
by Caeri Bertrand-Crump
and Michael J. Cohen
The waiting game CJAMfm has been
~aying ended abruptly Monday when the
s1aff discovered it had not even begun.
The community radio station, located
in the basement of the University Centre,
has been waiting to receive permission for
a broadcasting power increase from the
Canadian Radio and Television-Telecommunications Commission (CRTC), but the
licensing body says it has never received an
application.
After the resignation of station
manager John Bunn Mar. 22, members of
1he station's staff found pieces of the application in Bunn's desk, sealed in the envelope it was to be mailed in a year ago.
Staff said the documents were not in the
I
station before the resignation.
I
CJAM 91.5 FM, a SO-watt station
funded and run mainly by students, is seeking an increase of 852 watts in order to
reach more listeners, consequently gaining
more revenue in advertising and listener
, donations and less from student coffers.
I CJAM is owned by the Student Media Corporation (SMC), a subsidiary of student
council.
Bunn, when reached at home, told the
Lance he forwarded the application for the

increase to the CRTC. He did not comment
1further.
CJAM music director Vera Colley
said the staff is shocked at the realization
the long-awaited increase was apparently
never asked for.
"Our former manager (Bunn) swore to
us for the last year that it was sent and we
were just waiting to hear if the increase
would be allotted," Colley said. "We can't
believe it was never even sent. Even if it
was sent, it should have been quickly discovered by the manager that the CRTC and
DOC (Department of Communications)
did not recieve the application."
CRTC licence analyst Eric Thomas
confirmed the package was not received by
either government body.
"We have one piece of correspondence from (former SAC vice president
finance) Steve Oeneau that implies intent
to file a proposal, but nothing else has been
received by us or the DOC. It is not the job
of the commission to complete proposals,"
Thomas said.
A notification of receipt of an increase
proposal is sent to any filing station immediately, Thomas said. Most stations
phone periodically to check progress of
their applications.
"It's good common business sense to
find out how the processing of such an im-

portant proposal is going," Thomas said.
A public notice, and possibly a public
hearing, would also be issued by the CRTC
in such instances. The complete Jack of any
communication in this case is indicative of
the CRTC's non-receipt of the package,
Thomas added.
SMC chair Paul Brisebois said he
often asked Bunn about following up the
station's request.
"I used to make a point of bringing up
the impending power increase to the former
manager, and his professional opinion was
that to call and check up on the proposal
with the CRTC would be 'badgering'
them." Brisebois said. "So now we have
conflicting information on the entire
proceedings. Someone is not being
straightforward, but it doesn't matter. Now
we have to get working to convince the
CRTC that we are serious about the increase."
The station's annual fund-raising
drives have suffered since 1987, when the
pledged money was said to be earmarked
for the increased power. When the increase
never materialized. listeners stopped
pledging. and the fund raisers became
money losing propositions. Colley said.
"With the increase in power we will be
taken more serious! y by the campus and the
listeners. and that would allow us to do

more for the community," said Colley.
Brisebois said he has ru.ked the CJAM
staff to file the proposal immediately, and
has allocated the SAC monies required to
do that. His concerns now lie in hiring a
new manager and seeing the increase
through.
"Hopefully we can find a kind ear at
the CRTC who will realize we are serious
to increase the power. I want to see a lot
happen with the station," Brisebois said.
The proposal, consisting of a technical
briefing, air clearance forms, a promissory
note from student council and a form asking for the increase, cost the SMC
$10,000, according to former CJAM executive Chris Uszynski.
Colley, along with programme director Marc Fedak and news director Mark
Crane, is currently rewriting the power increase applications and rebuilding communications with the CRTC officials in an
effort to file the proposal before June, when
parts of the required engineering briefings
will expire.
To receive new copies of the briefings
from the engineering firm E.W. Horrigan
will cost $200. Should the CRTC demand
a revamping of the technical brief. the cost
to the SMC will be $1.000.
O

Salvadorean lawyer looks to future with guarded optimism
1

hy Sungee John

I

In a presentation touching on
both political and economic difliculties facing Central America,
Felix Ulloa (from the lnstituto de
Estudios Juridicos de El Salvador) viewed the road ahead
with guarded optimism.
Ulloa is also the legal representative for the Democratic Convergence. the progressive
coalition which ran unsuccessfully against the ultra-right wing
ARENA party last year in El
Salvador's general election.
Speaking through a translator, Ulloa reflected on how the
lwo most recently held elections
in Central America (El Salvador
and Nicaragua) "demonstrated
the fact that it is possible to come
to power democratically. through
elections" even though rightwing governments were elected.

i

Ulloa predicts that over the
next five years. Central America
will b e characterized by rightwing governments. ••<fiiesc
governments will have to confront very serious problems such
as inflation, debt. and reconstruction. At the same time they must
deal with diminishing aid especially European aid which
will start shifting towards Eastern
Europe."
As history can attest. this
hold on democracy is very
tenuous. "As one of the pre-conditions for a successful transition
to democracy in Central
America," said Ulloa, "there must
be a fundamental change of US
policy towards Central America.
"This would involve the closing down of military bases in
Honduras; the disbanding of the
Contras; the reduction of the El
Salvador army to lhat of a peace-
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the Spring Conference of the Ontario Cooperative Programme for
Latin American and Caribbean
Studies (OCPLACS) held at
Vanier Hall and Iona College
Mar. 23-:24.
0

$
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ALL HAIRCUTS

VISA

OFF

Offer Valid To All Students Upon Presentation Of Valid Student 1.0.
At University Mall Location Only.
Hours: M-F 9 a.m . - 9 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.

(519) 254-5422
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North/South dialogue that began
in Cancun, Mexico in 1981.
"These are the realities we
are looking at in order to arrive at
the year 2000 in a state of
democracy."
Ulloa ·s address was part of

Men & Women's
Hair Stylists

Conveniently located near the U. of W.,
secure self-storage at economical rates.
Safe outside storage for cars. Stop in at
694 Cameron, just south of Wyandotte, or
call 254-5422.
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Lonee photo by Jome5 Crump

Fcli\'. l'lloa.

I

"Windsor's Downton:n Storage Facility"
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time army and the re-estab1ishment of a state of law with full
6ghts and liberties."
Ulloa emphasized international pressure must be placed on
the US to respect any accords
reached between the regional
governments.
"American policy has
created insular stations." said
Ulloa. "That is, islands within
Central America." This case by
case approach is also used by the
International Monetary Fund
(IMF) and the World Bank.
"They don't look at regions; the
debt has to be negotiated by
Central America as a whole."
Ulloa considers Canada ·s
role in the Organization of
American States (OAS) as one of
great potential in light of the role
it has played in the United Nations. Canada can also seek to
reactivate the process of

(i]UNIVBtSIIY Mil
2686 Tecumseh Rd. W.

We use and recommend

C0
J Hair
0 Care Products
253-8534
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Social behaviour
There are people at this university who do not represent the social behaviour we expect of those at an institute of higher learning.
The Lance recently learned of such people when we
investigated stories of vandalism taking place on campus.
The victims of these acts have been car owners who
are forced to be on campus late at night and park in
the university lots. For the most part the vandals have
struck on Thursday nights just after the popular university
watering holes have closed.
Campus police with the cooperation of the Windsor
police have been battling the situation for some time. It
is difficult if not impossible for them to watch all the lots
all the time. but not all the vandals get away.
A couple of weeks ago two janitors caught two very
drunk residents of one of the campus' residences,
returning home from a bar, smashing car windows and

De
pu

breaking radio antennas just for kicks.
These individuals were fortunate enough to have
dean of student affairs John Hoffman deal with their
case. rather ~hon the less sympathetic Windsor Police.
Hoffman settled the matter in a contructive manner
which included having the perpetrators work to pay off
the damages.
The isssue here is not whether it is right to get drunk
or not. The Lance would be the last publication to jump
on the popular nee-conservative bandwagon that lists
getting drunk as one the most heinous crimes known to
humankind.
Nor is this an issue of how people caught perpetrating such acts should be dealt with. The issue is does the
kind of person who starts kicking in another's car just for
kicks be part of the university community?
The Lance feels the answer to this question is no.
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UnijOrm thought
Tolerance has won out over some people's idea of
unchangeable tmdition. Sikhs are now allowed to wear
turbans as part of the RCMP uniform, thank the god who
may or may not exist.
The question is, why was this even an issue?
Women have been in the RCMP a long time, but
they do not wear the traditional uniform; they do not
wear the "sacred" Stetson.
There is no good reason for women's RCMP uniforms
to be diffe ent from men's. Rationally, there Is a good
reason wh Sikhs should be allowed to we'Jr turbans.
It's par of their religion. Our constitL on protects
soc ty fr, 1 institutions that systematic lly exclude

minorities. Should tradition take precedence over the
constitution?
Around the world. the image of the Mountie will
remain the man, his Stetson. and his horse. You can still
buy stupid plastic traditional Mounties in airports across
Canada. A woman in a little hat (or even. if you can possibly fathom, a Sikh in a turban) still gets her man.
Allowing Sikhs to wear their turbans does not Imply
c RCMP will have to wear the turban. This decision will
allow a minority to force its culture on the majority.
nply allows a minority the r-ight to partake equally in
institutions. Get it?
- l<arl Mamer
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Gatti not knowledgeable in Grad House workings, says former manager
Dear Editor,
I am writing in response to the article
hy Mary Halbert "Grad House Delayed" in
the Mar. 22 lance.
The article gives the impression that
Mr. Gatti, president of the Graduate Student Society, is knowledgeable in the affairs of the Grad House. As one who was
active in the affairs of the Grad House and
GSS for nearly four years I strongly disagree with this assumption.
According to Mr. Gatti I was manager
for one month and then quit "because I
failed to complete the daily inventory control". This is only partially true; I did quit.

As president of the society I was surprised
to find that he was unaware of the fact that
I was manager of the Grad House for seven
months, not one.
I must assume from his comments in
the article that Mr. Gatti did not read my
letter of resignation of Nov. 27, 1989. The
reason for my resignation was due to the
constant interference, on the part of some
executive members . in the day-to-day
operations of the Grad House.
Unfortunately, they did not want the
responsibility that goes with this. They
would prefer to make all the decisions and
then have the manager accountable for

decisions he was not consulted on, did not
agree with and had no part of.
This is a very demoralizing and idiotic
way to run any organization. [t was my
hope that my resignation would change
things for the better, however in my
opinion it has had the opposite effect.
The delay in opening the new Grad
House did not have anything to do with my
resignation as manager, the complaints
made to Dr. Ramcharan, or the finding of
asbestos in the walls of the former Gignac
House.
Rather, it was due to the fact that the
City of Windsor would not issue a building

permit to the GSS because of a possible
violation of the zoning laws, which as I understand it, have since been amended. In
short, a major portion of the information
given to the lance is a pile of crap.
If the GSS president was ignorant of
my presence for all but one of seven
months, the reasons for my resignation and
the real reasons for the delays in opening
the Grad House, one can only wonder how
informed he is on other aspects of the
society.
Sincerely,
Alan Jones

Campus sexism prevalent and significant, but not well understood
Dear Editor,

After reading Michael Nicholls' letter
printed on Mar. 22, 1990, I am more convinced than ever that the problem of sexism
on campus is not only firmly entrenched, it
is completely misunderstood.
Apparently, Mr. Nicholls would like
10 believe that the defacing of a poem about
; women by "one foolish man" is "nothing
, more than an unfortuante and wholly insig. nificantact".Theproblem,Mr.Nicholls,is
that the incident is highly significant and
symptomatic of an atmosphere on campus
• that continues to be downplayed and
shrugged off as unimportant. The defacing
incident is not an isolated occurrence, but
rather testifies to the existence of a discriminatory and sexist attitude towards
I women at the University of Windsor.
If we continue to bury our heads in the
sand and deny that the problem of sexism
exists, the conditions for women will not
improve. Mr. Nicholls contends that "most
rational thinkers realize that today's
women are being afforded the same rights
and privileges as men".
Where, then, were the rational thinkers
1

when the University found itself forced to
implement equity hiring policies because
female faculty staff were being deliberately underrepresented?
Where were the rational thinkers when
the lance, our only student newspaper,
failed to actively participate in the events
of the sexual assault awareness week?
Where were the rational thinkers when

the Women's Centre was censured for
standing by a confidentiality policy
protecting the distraught victims of sexual
assault?
Where were the rational thinkers when
the Women and the Law group found themselves harassed in the Christmas issue of
the Oyez for offering an alternative forum
for expression for women enrolled at the

law school? Why do rational thinkers, such
as Mr.
Nicholls, continue to deny that a very
real problem exists?
Yes, Mr. Nicholls, there is sexism on
campus. And yes, feminists will continue
to make its presence known and to work to
eradicate it.

Dear Editor,

for the new Grad House. The allegations
filed with him had no bearing on these
plans.
The discovery of asbestos in the Gignac House did not cause the delay in obtaining the building permit; rather, there
was concern about zoning laws that led to

this unfortunate setback.
Finally, the most criminal error: Mr.
Jones' tenure as manager was nearly seven
months, not one.
To be fair. the article had one virtue:
consistency. It was uniformly inaccurate.

Gra d 11ouse
u
de l ay due on lY to bUl·1ding
· perml·t
There are serious flaws in the article
entitled "Grad House Delayed" which appeared in the lance on Mar. 22.
It is implied that Mr. Jones' resignation was connected to the delay of the move
into the new Grad House. This is false. The
issue of relocation is primarily the responsibility of the GSS negotiating committee
and the GSS executive. Mr. Jones is not a
member of either of these bodies.
It is further implied that the impending
move of the Grad House was contingent
upon Dr. Ramcharan 's verdict with regards
to th<.: complaints filed with him. Dr. Ramcharan is in no way involved with the plans

Article riddled with inaccuracy
Dear Editor,

The article "Grad House Delayed"
published in your paper on Mar. 22 contained several factual errors which I would
like to correct.
First of all, I would like to correct the
statement, attributed to myself, that Alan
Jones' decision to resign as manager was
due to a failure to complete the implementation of a daily inventory control system.
Alan Jones left the Grad House after
working as the interim manager for more
than six months, and while he had not
finished introducing changes to the inventory system at the time he decided to leave.
there should he no suggestion that this was
his reason for deciding to resign.
Second, neither the inquiry regarding
accounting procedures raised through the
om bud person· s office nor the planned asbestos removal from the new house had
anything to do with any delays in completing renovations or opening the new Grad

House.
Although last summer we had hoped
that the new facility would be ready by the
New Year. we could not proceed with contracting the renovations until our financial
arrangements with the university were
completed. This was not done until the
November meeting of the university's
Board of Governors. about which }OU have
reported previously.
THc only subsequent delay in the
project was due to a municipal zoning
restriction which temporarily prc\.cntcd
the City of Windsor from granting a building permit. The zoning restriction was
removed when a new bylaw. being drafted
at th.: time our permit application was filed.
was introduced by the Ontario Municipal
Board at the end of February.
Sincerely yours.
Pete Catti

P1·c.,idcnt
(;raduatc Student SodctJ

Kudos to board-rat crackdown
Dear Editor,

In regard to the well-written article by
Lawrence Deck, bravo!
The truculently dressed skateboarders,
who seem to be everywhere these days, are
an intolerable nuisam:e on the campus. I
think that the university administration
should instruct Campus Police to order
these intruders off the university's private
property whenever they appear.
Has it not occurred to Campus Police.
when they get their names, to inform their
parents and their high school principals of

their insolent and malevolent conduct'?
I think the university should post signs
indicating that only persons with university
affiliation. such as faculty. staff, students,
alumni or authorized visitors are allowed
on campus.
The university should affirm that
skateboarding is unacceptable on its
private property. Skateboarding is a recently developed plague to the university community that must be stopped.
Scott Singh

:\Iona Gleason

Pardu Ponapalli

Foreign students a benefit here
Dear Editor,
It is an appropriate time, in the light of
current changes in the world. to inform fellow Canadians about the benefits of foreign
students.
Most of us are aware that the present
fee for foreign students is three times that
of a Canadian counterpart. For some, the
imposition of differential fees for foreign
students is only fair to compensate for the
tax that Canadian parents and students an:
required to pay.
However. it is important to consider
the benefits of foreign students. which outweigh the cost disadvantages. The benefits
derived from the admis-.ion of foreign students are longterm and both intangible and
tangible. Quite identifiable arc the educa t io na I. economical and political advantages.
Consequently. differential fees mean
less foreign -.tudcnts \\ hich translates 11110
a loss for the University of Windsor.

Canada and the academic world.
Foreign students arc an integral part of
maintaining academic standards in
Canadian educational institutions. John
Flint, former director of Dalhousie University Centre for African Studies suggests:
"A university is by nature a corporate
body of free thinking men and women. who
gather together. all of them in fact -.tudcnts,
to t:nrich each other intclkctually. By ih
nature there can be nothing more irrelevant
to this in'.'>titution than nationality. Discrimination on :my other ground., than the
academic is anathema to a university.tt
Differential fees reflect such discriminatory treatment. It is a barrier to the
vast reservoir of talent and perspectives of
foreign students.
Let"s ,tand united for a better world!
Oppo<,e differential foes '" ith courage and
a dear conscience!
Yours truly.
Gangaram Singh

Recognize sexism does exist
Dear Editor,

After reading the letter in the Mar. 22
issue of the! lance. written by a certain
Michael Nicholls. I felt compelled to write
and point out a few things that might help
Mr. Nicholls. and the masses that share his
naive view, get a better grasp of reality.
Mr. Nicholls states in his letter. with
regards to the recent defacing of a poem
about women. "It is unfortunate that people
allow one isolated incident to cloud their
perception of the current state of affairs."
Well, I would like to point out that this is
not one isolated incident but one of countless incidents that occur daily in the lives
of women.
I would invite Mr. Nicholls and those
who share his appalling point of view to
ponder for a moment the reasons why
women are terrified to walk on this campus
alone at night. or the reasons for the increasing incidence of rape on school campuses, or the reasons for the many instances
wumcn arc discriminated against simply

because they are \\Omen.
Is it because. as Mr. Nicholls sugge,ts,
"toda) 's women are being afforded the
same rights and privileges as men·?" I think
mll. As long as women continue to be tcrrorizcd. and discriminated against on a
daily basis, the realizations of, as Mr.
Nicholls calls them, "most rational
thinkers." arc quite erroneous, for it is apparent that \\Omen do not have equality of
rights and privilege.
Thus in closing I would invite all
people of Mr. Nicholls' persuasion to
rethink their attitudes towards women and
to realize that a problem of sexism does in
fact exist. Furthermore these people should
not make light of the fact that "one foolish
man decided to get overly ·creative· with
his pen," (as Mr. Nicholls puts it). for this
"creativity" was of a highly sexist nature
and sadly indicative of the way a great
many twisted individuals actually think.
Paul Truant
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Featuring

Satellite T.V.
(on the Big Screen)
Pool Tables
Video
Basketball Game

The Subway Pub Is Accepting Applications For
The Following Positions For September 1990

Experienced Wait/Bar/Door Person
and
Liquor Service (student satellite bars)

D.J. & Dancing
Thursday, Friday,
Saturday

its

M
ly

"Where Down
To Earth
People Meet"

ho

Live Bands Are Back!
Prime Time March 23, 24
Revolver March 30, 31
Bad Apples April 6, 7
8 Guys Named Moe April 27, 28
Hitmen May 11, 12

Interviews Scheduled For April 1990
Applications Available At The S.A.C. Office,
University Centre Desk and The Subway Pub
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Good Greek &
Finger Foods
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655 University W.

.._________________.I
254-8861
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YOUR 1989 INCOME TAX RETURN

de

fr,.
de

WHERE CAN I GO FOR HELP
WITH MY TAX RETURN?

-

w

expenses guide, a guide for pensions
and one for new Canadians, to name a
few. Check the list in your General
Guide. If there's one you need, contact
your District Taxation
Office or call the special
"request for forms" number
listed there.

Th

hu

PEOPLE

At tax time, many people have questions
about how to complete
their return and what information slips to include.
The first place to look for
answers is the General Tax
Guide that comes with your
return. It gives you step-bystep instructions,
and helpful tax tips.
But if you still have
...,.,
questions, Revenue
Canada offers a
variety of services to help you.

Q __

de

WHY SHOULD I Fill
OUT THE
GREEN FORM?

TIONS

WHAT KIND OF SERVICES
ARE AVAILABLE?
Revenue Canada offers phone enquiry
services with extended hours during the
peak tax return weeks. Check the back
pages in your General Guide for numbers
and hours in your region. For people
who require special assistance, there's a
program in which volunteers, trained by
Revenue Canada personnel, help those
who can't leave their home. There's
a special toll-free number listed in the
General Guide for people with hearing
disabilities, using a Telephone Device for
the Deaf, and there are audio and large
print guides for those who require them.

WHAT GUIDES DO I NEED?
Revenue Canada produces a variety of
special guides for people with different
income situations. There's an employment

The proposed Goods
& Services Tax,
now before Parliament, has two main
objectives: to make Canada more competitive and to improve the fairness of
the tax system for all Canadians. The plan
includes a new credit to offset part or all
of the tax for lower or modest income
households. To find out if you qualify, fill
out the green form that comes with
your 1989 tax package. Even if you don't
have to pay income tax, it's important
that you send in the green. form. If you
qualify for the Goods & Services Tax
Credit, you could receive credit cheques
every three months, starting this
December 1990.

WHAT IF I HAVE QUESTIONS?
Check your General Tax Guide. It has
most of the answers you'll need. If
you still have questions, contact your
local District Taxation Office by phone
or in person, and talk to the people
at Revenue Canada Taxation.
They're People with Answers.
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Carisa show was fashionable fun

by Marsha Way

The Caribbean Students' Association (CARISA) held
its second annual Culture and Fashion Show Saturday,
Mar. 24. The fashion portion was scheduled first and quickly Jived up to its name by being fashionably late (over an
hour).
Once the show began it soon became apparent they
were experiencing some technical difficulties. It was difficult to understand the announcer and there seemed to be
some bugs in the speakers (although at times it sounded
more like two dogs and a cat were trapped inside).
The clothes were provided by various Windsor stores.
There was a wide range of both men's and women ·s
fashions. While most of the outfits were well put together,
I did feel especially sorry for the model who had to wear
the red and white tablecloth.
Director Keith Palmer and producer Sharon Clarke,
along with all the models, did such a wonderful job of
entertaining, the audience nearly forgot about the long
delay before the show. We were soon reminded when the
five minute intermission turned into another half hour
delay.
Culture show directors Gail Strachan and Michelle
Whilby did manage to organize some fine entertainment.
The routines included music, dance, poetry, and skits both
humourous and dramatic.
One routine, the "Mina Kwenda Africa dance",
, demonstrated the exceptional dancing ability of Lowell

Lonee photo by Bogdan Kowalczyk

\lodels modelling.

Hall. This man can move! Lowell choreographed the entire routine, which involved six other dancers. Two other
extremely talented dancers are members of 2'NTense, currently touring Ontario with DJ Razor Blayd.
In the area of literary ability we found the talent of Dee
Baptiste, who was responsible for such moving pieces as

"The Dream" and "Conscious Lyrics".
The audience at times resorted to booing performers
off the stage. but this was usually done in fun. A great deal
of talent was displayed, but a number of routines had to be
scrapped due to the lateness of the hour.
Although the evening did not go off without a hitch,
all involved are to be congratulated for their efforts. O

Velvet ... natch
by Donna Palmer

Ted's excellent adventure
b)'

Ted Sturk
My girlfriend thinks site '.s fat,
girls always think that they 're fat

Welcome to the strange, twisted world of
Furnace Face, three guys from the Ottawa suburbs who had a dream and still have it. Originally known as Fluid Waffle, a popular Ottawa
band, the band lost one member and thus
metamorphosed into a tight trio.
Furnace Face opened Saturday night, Mar.
24, for Grandfalloon at Stanley's tavern. They
played to a sparse, mixed crowd that seemed to
have an unbelievably good time. Furnace Face is
composed of Tom Stewart on bass, Dave Dudley
on drums, and Pat Bannister on keyboard and
guitar. They have played mostly in Ottawa,
Toronto, and Montreal. The band is currently on
a North American tour covering such cities as
Chicago, Iowa City, and Traverse City,
Michigan.
Furnace Face has released a three-song EP,
Sucked into Drug/and, and a 14-song album, Let
it Down, is due to be released any day. The band
has a wide, diverse repertoire of songs well worth
listening to. The band describes its music as

The neo-psychedelic sixties be-bop band. National Velvet played on
stage at the Subway Pub on Friday. Mar. 23rd. for two shows. The first show
kicked off at 6 p.m., targeted towards an all age audience. Unfortunately, due
to late bookings, the public was ill informed. causing a dismal turnout.
However, the band was not discouraged and played on.
Their second appearance around 11 :30 had a much better showing.
Both the band and lhe audience became ver) energetic. Songs like Sex Gorilla (originally sasparilla). Bamm Bamm, and Shine On to name a few, left the
audience enraptured.
Opening for National Velvet was an Aerosmith wanna-be band, Black
Glama. The lead singer. resembling a bl.!ached out version of Stephen Tyler.
t\\ ice addressed the audience by saying "Hello Waterloo!". Despite a very energetic performance the audience did not respond. Perhaps they'll do better in
Waterloo. Black Glama will be backing up National Velvet for the rest of their
tour.
During a break in the band's hectic night, the Lance obtained an interview. The banu is comprised of Mark Storm on Bass, Maria DelMar on vocals, Garry Flint on drums, Mark Crossly on guitar, Tim Welch on guitar and
the 'Lurch' on the monitors.

"mutant-power-disco-rap 'n ·roll".
Grandfalloon was equally exciting, but perhaps should have opened for Furnace Face, since
I have buddies in the latter.
After the show. I was able to enjoy a couple
of large pizzas with Furnace Face. The group
shared \ iews on life, the universe. and pizza
joints. The band told the very harrowing tale of
how they are traversing the country with all its
stuff packed inside two twin '75 Dodge Darts.
At four bucks a pop. there should have been
far more people there. Furnace Face was great
and you missed it!
Ofcourse, you could a1·oid a similar mistake
this Friday by getting out to see Viv Akauldren
a11d Windsor's ow11 Mescali11e Ritual at Stanley's.
Viv will give the public a free sample at 6 pm on
the lawn at Artcite/Mackenzie Hall, 3277
Sandwich St. Then offto Sta11ley s fort both band
and the Circles of Light Light show.
Why all the fuss? lt'safundraiser for Artcite,
Windsors artist-run gallery. So come on down
and get psychedelicized, Friday Mar. 30. -Arts

Ed.

0

L(!nce photo by Steve London
Last year the band won a Casby award in England for the best independent video award. Their new album, Courage will be released at the end
of the month in Canada, Europe, and the U.S. For now they're touring Ontario,
but in April they will be touring outside of Ontario. In May, they head off to
eastern Canada and the U.S. and finally in September they plan to tour Europe.
National Velvet have been together for about 3 years now. They claim
to have a lot of fun despite the hard work involved. Most of their music is composed on the road. Inspiration for the music, Maria says, is from the audien-

~s.

Oversll, the band was really good, and I recommend you see them, buy
their album, and generally support this hard-working, hard-rocking Canadian
success story.
•
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LSAT
GMAT.

TAVERN

Prep Courses for
JUN
LSAT
JUN 16 GMAT
1-800-387-5519

Wing Wars ...
Windsor's Best

(416) 923-PREP (7737)

25¢
Not Pieces
Full Wings at Stanley's
4 - 9 p.m. Wednesday
(Minimum Order 4 Wings - Eat-in Onl})

340 Pitt Street East

252-31 I 8

APRIL AT YOUR ART GALLERY
EXHIBITIO"S
ffith Lem and Bru!th: JmaJ!e.\ uf the n e.\tern Canadian tand.\capt·
m April 22
n ill Opifrie
,\pril 7 - June J • \\aterrnlour, and dr,m ing,
Cont.-mpurar.1 Windsor ,1.b,traction
April 14 lune J • Wind,or ani,t, Bnan E. Bnn,n. Adek Dud...
Roben Ferraro, Scott Gregor). Taff) Hornell ,ind William Lt\\
Ja/Jan .\Jal.a: ,1. Retro.\pecti1e
April 21 June l • high!~ ind1, 1duali,ttl· 20th ,.:ntur~ pamttng, and Jra\\ ing,

The flat Side of the J,and,cape: The Emma Lake
\pril 2H - lune 10

,trti,t, · n ork\hnp,

ART PROGRA\Ull:'\G E\'E:'\TS
April 15 AG\\' \lember's Brunc.h 12 nolin
Official Opening Cl'lebration
Contcmporar) Wmd"ir Al>,tr.Kll<>n
2 00 p.m. Gue,t Curator. Eli,abcth Burrc.l
\\'alk-through tour
April ::!O

Film Fc,thal Celrbration of Black Cinema \

7·00 p.m. ,\dm1"ion 1, fre.:
April 21
April 22
,\pnl 29

Film Fc,ti,al Celtibration of Black Cinema\
12 nt1on Adm1,s1<1n 1, frc.:
Opening Reception for Sprin,z ."ielectiom '90
An Rental & Sale, i:;,h1bi11on 2 00 gm
Special Panel l)i-. u\Sion
The Paiphcr.\ and It., Rdation to the Ccmrc:

The Emma L1k<.' Art/\t, · Work-hop.,
?. 00 - 4:00 p.m. Admission 1, free
l'r ·grnmmmi df 1hc.•

\(i\\

1, madl· pth,1bk

b)

granh frl,m

lhC'

On!Jrn) ,·\ns C,,un1.1.

Th~ CanaJ,1 Coun(1I JnJ \1u,cum ..x,,1,1an'-°e Program Pt Commum~atwn, CanadJ

Introduces

PROGRAMMES
AND SERVICES

AGW

ART GALLERY OF WINDSOR

GUIDE

445 RIVERSIDE OR. W, WINDSOR. ONT ARIO N9A 6TB 15191 258-7111
GALLERY HOURS TUES. WED. SAT. 11-5 THURS, FRI 11-9 SUN 1-5

Jennifer & Larry

••

New & Exciting Stylists Bring
Their Artistic Flare
To Salon 51 O

all hair services with Jennifer & Larry only
Appointment Preferred
Monday & Wednesday -- 9:30 - 5 :00
Tuesday, Thursday & Friday -- 9:30 - 7 :00
Saturday -- 8:30 - 4:00

Just in case you have unusual shaped items.
this European styled case is designed
to handle them. Removah le shoulder strap.

LAcr.INA
Leather Accessori es
'

551 Pelissier Street
973-4977

405 Pelissier
Lower level

252-5033

-
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We're Your Quick Refreshing Alternative

?oBIE's
~t-~
cLl &,

1800 Huron Church Road (beside Taco Bell)

FREE
SANDWICH
Buy Any Hot Roast Beef, Moist Turkey Breast, New York
Stnploin Sandwich, or Swiss Cheese Crab Melt Sandwich
& Get Another Of Equal Or Lesser varue

977-1182

Of old men & the sea
by Karl Mamer

screen version of The Hunt for Red October could
have easily hammered in a female helicopter pilot
who was in love with the film's CIA analyst character, Jack Ryan, and for reasons unexplained, because
they would be wholly unbelievable, she is pregnant
with the child of the defecting Soviet caRtain Ramius
(played by Scan Connery). I mean Indiana Jones and
his pa shared a woman. Why not keep the trend
going?
I believe the makers of the film were content with
letting the latent sexual symbolism of big, deep
diving, torpedo-firing submarines (full of seamen, if
you insist upon me splicing on that old pun) fill the
hole left by the absence of a romantic intcrest. Then
again, maybe I should start dating again. Then again.
maybe I shouldn't.
The Hunt for Red October. though filled with
hard-driving action, goes <,lightly soft (I won't make
a reference to that dating thing. f would have if I.
say, used the word "nacci<l" in place of soft. Continue.) in the last 20 minutes "hen the defecting
Soviets join forces" ith the ere,, from an American
sub to fight off attacking Russians.
While critics argue Stallone ·s Rambo Ill failed
because the Soviets released their c, ii grip upon Afghanistan in time with the release of the film, their
theory is untenable in the light of the box-office succcs!s of Cl..inc.> ·. br:ri,Pcilr , whrth v.-:JSCOf'lt'l!iVcd
before Gorbachrist came to power. Hmmm ... does
this film portend a new era of scmi-intelligentl) "ritten action mm ies? Don't bet on it. but if anything
else. The Hunt/or Red October is, like I said. cool.:]

Some will argue Tom Clancy is the most
dangerous man in Amerika. What makes him so
dangerous is that his novels, which glorify the ascendancy of US military prowess, are read by the very
people Clancy pumps up.
Chiefs of Staff, admirals. generals, and members
of Congress devour his books. Superimposed on
these men reality of the dreary, day-to-day grind
of commanding the most destructive military power
in the world are images of brave soldiers playing
brinkmanship-chicken with Armageddon.
If wr: are going to argue that rap music makes
people rape, shoot joggers, and talk back to their
parents, shouldn't we also be asking what Clancy is
doing to those-in-control, besides giving them the
impression they all have big cocks?
You want frightening plus'! Dan Quayle is
Clancy's biggest fan. if you can believe he reads
something that doesn't have pictures in it.
With this in mind. I went to see The fluntfor Red
October so I could expose this film in the Lance as
a mindless. pre-glasnost incitement to sabre-rattling.
As it turns out, I can only say The Hunt for Red October is cool.
The film has almost all the excitement, action,
and I\\ ists of I3rucc \Villi<;'s Die /lard. Also, this
film has accomplished something no other Hollywood film maker would dare: it has no love subplot.
Book, which have no love sub-plot when made
into films somehow acquire one. The writers of the

:s
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Organization of Part-time
University Students

-,
)

253-4232 Ext. 3231 or 258-4687

Room 101 , University Centre

r..ERFECT
rPAPERS

Word Processing
Service
Laser Printer

Hair Salon

.,,,

RUdy' S

From Around the World
405 Pelissier
254-6865
* Sweaters

* Cards

* Masks
* Folk Art

* Tapestries

* Sculpture
* Clothing

* Jewellery

Open 7 Days

INTHE SKY
1 o o,o off with Student I. D.
" FRO M THE ORIGINAL TO THE EXOTIC"

* Sweaters
• Tapestries
* Clothing
• Jewellery

• Folk Art
• African Carvings
* Scarves
* Whips

Handcrafted Imports From Around The World

300 Ouellette Ave. (Palace Complex)
Open 7 Days

2185
Wyandotte West
(519) 258-2490
* Student Discount *

Hair Salon
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Don Says:
r

We've Got
Live NHL Playoff Action
Every Night On Our
9 T.V.s & Large Screen

"Purveyors Of Fun"

531 Pelissier Street (at Wyandotte)
Mond,w-Satunfov 11 a.m. 'til I a.m.
Sund,1y 11.30. am. til 11 p.m.
256-00NS
Licensed Under the LLRO

T
G

Remember:
Your Gold C.1rJ i~ good for 2 for 1 wing, dc1ily 4 - 7 p.m.!!!

[

PREGNANT
AND NEED HELP?

Jj~~,

Restau~M& Nightclub

.

Call ...

•'.t4 ~~

DJ. Brian 7 nights a week

Birtf)rigf.Jt

Live Music Tuesday, Wednesday ,
Friday - Sunday
House Feature 32 oz. Jug of Beer $3.50
I5i "Red Fox'' wings
every night of the week
Games Room pool table, darts, video, pinball

Origin<:I Taco
Soft Taco
Bean Burrito
Nacho Chips with Salsa
Cinnamon Twists

.

FIVE GREAT CHOICES. All DAY EVERY DAY.

TAcoO'BELL

M
4(
C

2(

B

at 252-3322
or visit our office at
380 Chilver Road

Ji

H
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5150 TECUMSEH Ro. E • 3054 DouGALLAVE.
6707 TECUMSEH Ro. E. • 1790 HURON CHURCH

801 Ouellette

977-6583

We provide Free Pregnancy Tests
Community Referrals. Accommodations
and Legal Advice

S.l
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Students

K
51
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C

Donlon Hall Residence - Rooms Available

C
51

st

A,

Summer/Intersession '90

Fall/Winter 1990/91

J,

4t

May 15 - August 31, 1990

Flexible Payments
* Monthly
* By-semesters
* Yearly (8 months)

$500.00
Complete

T

B

T

C

s

B
R

K

B
L

Bonus:

R
L
L
L
B

Pre-register by August l /90 and
receive a chance for drawing of cash prizes

s

Free parking, fridge, kitchen, laundry and more!
5 minute walk to the University of Windsor

L

L

F

L

245 Detroit Street
Call Steve Parker, Head Resident at 971-9881
-
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The Lancer
Locker
Scores
The Windsor Classic Indoor
Games for the Physically
Disabled

Fri. March 23-Sun. March 2S
Local Gold Medalists
Wheelchair Division
Maria Tosti (60m, 200m,
400m, 800m, shot put)

Christopher Bolla (60m,
200m,400m)

Brian Dupuis (200m, 400m,
weightlifting 57.5 kg)

Jeff Alten (60m)

Mike La Rochelle (air rifle)
Jim Steward (swimming:
IOOm freestyle, 50m back-

stroke, lOOm backstroke)
· Blind Dh·ision
Adam Bury (60m, 200m)
John Ciolli (60m, shot put
(1.80 m))
Tyler Emmett (swimming:
25m freestyle, 25m backstrQke;Jrack: 60m, 20Qm)

Kurt Thomsen (swimming:
50m backstroke, 50m freestyle, 100m backstroke)

Cerebral Palsy Division
Cornell Owen (swimming:
50m freestyle, 50m backstroke, weightlifting (65 kg))
Amputee Division
Jeff Tiessen (60m, 200m,
400m,800m)

The U of W ffigh School
Boys Indoor Soccer
Tonrnament at St. Denis
Centre

Sun. Mar. 25
Belle River 2 l<ennedy l
Riverside 3 Lowe 2
Kennedy 3 Leamington 1
Belle River 1 Riverside 0
l...Qwe 6 Leamington 6
Riverside 3 Kennedy t
Lowe 2 BeHe River l
Leamington 1 Riverside 0
LQwe 2 Kennedy 0
Belle River 2 Leamington 1
Semi-finals
Leamington l Belle River 0
LQwe 1 Riverside 0

Final
Lowe 4 Leamington l

Disabled athletes classic at St. Denis
by Paul Mayne
There are those who stress
winning as the only thing. Then
there are those who are just out to
compete for the sheer fun of it.
The latter example fits to a
tee the athletes who competed in
the Ninth Annual Windsor Classic Indoor Games for the Physically Disabled.
When I first ent~red '1he St.
Denis Centre I expected to see a
small set-up and a few participants, but I saw more than that.
I saw a group of people out to
have a good time, friends whether
they won or lost.
Not many of us would cheer
Lance photo by Jason kryk
for someone who had just beaten
Last-minute adjustments.
us in a race, but these athletes
weren't bothered by the fact they brought teams from nine provin- talent. American visitors included
lost because they knew they were ces and 27 states. Teams from · teams from New Mexico, lnalready winners.
Halifax, Edmonton, Calgary, d iana, Tampa Bay, Iowa,
The event, held at the St. Winnipeg, _and Saskatchewan Louisiana, and Michigan, just to
Denis Centre last weekend, were just some of the Canadian name a few.

Trojans tame Lions indoors
by Dave Briggs
A simple game, born centuries ago on an ordinary grass
field, looked somewhat out of
place last Sunday when it was
moved inside the confines of the
University of Windsor's St. Denis
Centte.
_
In an effort to avoid playing
outdoors so early in the spring,
Pat McNelis, Windsor's men's
soccer coach, designed a high
school toumamnent to take advantage of the university's spacious athletic fieldhouse.
The University of Windsor
High School Boys Indoor Soccer
Tournament began last year, and
so far, the W.D. Lowe Trojans
have been its only champions.
The Trojans bettered four
other schools from Windsor and
Essex County; notching the
championship with a 4-1 win over
the Lions from Leamingtion District High School.
"I thought we were the team
in the best shape in the tournament," said Lowe coach John
Vacratsis. "Even the teams that
platooned, we stayed a step ahead
of them. We've been doing a lot
of training in terms of running in
the last two weeks."
Lowe was led to crown by
Pete Obuchowski, whose twogoal performance in the final also
helped him win the Golden Shoe
award for the tournament's top
goal scorer.
Scoring began early, as the
Trojans went out in front :w
seconds into the contest when
Ohuchowski blasted a shot into
the top corner of the net.
Many thought they might see

a repeat of an earlier, high-scoring, 6-6, game between the two
teams, but after the initial goal,
neither team could find the net
until the Lions' Alipio Estrelinha
tied the score on a free kick just
before half-time.
The flip-side of the 15 minute

halves belonged to Lowe. The
Trojans began the second period
as they did the game, when
Obuchowski tallied his second of
the night just 90 seconds after the
resumption of play.
Mike Sideris scored later in
the half. and Otis Vacratsis, the
.1.0 w: n.a.m.e n1' 111 ost 'la Iu_a ble
player, finished the scoring witb a
goal on a penalty shot with only
30 seconds remaining on the
clock.
Teams from Riverside. Belle
River, and Kennedy rounded out
the five team field. Belle River
was a last-minute replacement for
St. Anne's who could not attend
due to a teacher's strike.
Belle River did not play like
a replacement. as the Nobles
ended up in first place after the
opening round, before losing to
the fourth-place Lions in the
semi-finals. Lowe defeated
Riverside 1-0 in the otber semifinal.
By the time the tournament
ended, the two finalists had each
played six games in the span of 10
hours.
Vacratsis used the fatigue
factor to his advantage, as he felt
his team was in better shape than
Leamington.
"I substituted a lot in the first
two games, but after that I basically played eight players. and I'm
happy they held up," Vacratsis.
The tournament, a recruiting
device for the Lancer soccer
squad, was a success accoring to
McNelis.
"It ran very smoothly. There
were some good games. r saw
what l wanted to see," McNelis
said.
McNelis said he was interested in scouting the younger
players on the area's high school
soccer teams as he is already
familiar with many of the players
close to graduation.
"The grade nines, tens, and
elevens are the ones I'm basically

interested in. I find them here, and
then I can watch them throughout
the year outdoors. and then watch
them next year and the year after."
The St. Denis Centre differs
considerably from other indoor
soccer venues, as its dimensions
arc nearly big enough for a regulation_outoQOI field.. The larger. outdoor nets were also used.
A typical indoor game is
played on a field the size of a
hockey rink, with side boards included.
"This facility simulates an
outdoor game," said McNelis
referring to the St. Denis Centre.
"You don·t have rebounds coming off boards in the back. You
don't have rebounds coming off
the sides, so if a player is close to
a line, he has to use his outdoor
skills to maintain possesion."
McNelis is looking to make
the tournament a two day event
next year in order to bring in
teams from London, Chatham a(!d
Sarnia.
0

Overall, there were over 500
athletes competing in the events,
which were spread over a three
day period. The call for volunteers was answered as 300 people
showed up to help out. The games
also included 100 officials and
157 coaches.
There were four disability
groups represented: blind athletes, wheelchair athletes, amputees, and athletes who have
cerebral palsy. All the athletes
had the chance to show their athletic ability in events including
track and field, air weapons,
rugby, boccia and weightlifting.
The main reason to participate in the Indoor Games is to
develop activity of mind, selfconfidence, dignity, discipline, a
competitive
spirit
and
camaraderie.
This was not more evident
than at the track races, where
teammates and even competitors
cheered on their friends. Onlookers literally followed participants around on the inside of
the track, shouting encouragement. It helped.
The exhilaration and sense of
satisfaction was enough for them.
whether they actually won the
race or not.
"It really doesn't matter who
wins." ,;aid volunteer Ann Girard.
"People seem to clap harder for
those who come in second or
third"
The spectators had a lot to
cheer about. Some of the athletes
were beyond amazing in their
abilities.
Blind runners had partners to
guide them in their races. They
went all out, sometimes getting
ahead of the help.
~-1ost of the participants in
the wheelchair races had enormous upper body strength, but not
all of them.
One who did not have the
ability to use his arms to move
himself simply turned around
backwards and used his one foot
to push around the track. He
See "disabled," p. 19.

Performer of the Week
Jeff Tiessen
Sponsored by Don Cherry's

Restaurant
The performer of the week
for the period ending Apr. 1 is
University of Windsor athlete Jeff
Tiessen.
Last weekend, Tiessen captured four gold medals at the
Windsor Classic Indoor Games
for the Physically Disabled at the
St. Denis Centre.
Tiessen, a fourth year student
with a dual major in communication studies and psychology, set
two new Canadian indoor records
for double-arm amputees.
In the 200m he ran a 25.5.
while in the 400m he pulled it off
in 56. 7 seconds. Tiessen was the
previous holder of these records.
He also still holds the record for
the 800m. long jump and high

jump.
The 24-year-old Kingsville
native will perform next in the
1990 Holland World Championships. He will also be looking forward to the Paralympics to be held
in 1992 at Barcelona.
For being selected peformer
of the week, Jeff Tiessen will
receive a $20 voucher from Don
Cherry's Restaurant at 531 Pelissier Street in d~wntown Windsor.
Tiessen can contact the
Lance (253-4232, ext. 3909) to
find out how to pick up his
voucher.
0
The choice of Performer of
the Week is made solely by the
Lance sports department and
does not in any way reflect views
or opinion of the Unh·ersity of
Windsor Athletic Department or
Don Cherry's Restaurant.
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Nominations for Lance Production Manager open
Friday, March 29 and close Tuesday, April 3. If
you are i nte r e sted in run ning for this most prestigious position , submit your nomination to Terry
Brown a t t h e Lance, 2nd floor, University Centre.
An all-candidates for um will take place on April
3 at 5:30 pm, followed by t he election.

I

Musselman reacts
by Lance sports staff
John Musselman, the
University of Windsor's football
coach, said a column in the lance
(Mar. 15, p. 27) did not accurately represent his position at the
university.
The Lance said Musselrnan's
sole responsibility is to coach
football. Musselman holds the
title of coordinator of men's athletics at the university; he said he

The Lance: Here we go again.

docs more work unrelated to football than almost any other coach ,
in the conference.
Musselman also said he felt
the piece was too critical of his
team, which he said has made
major strides in the three years he
has been its coach. Musselman
said his record of 11-10 with the
Lancers is respectable, and makes
the team better than the piece indicated.
O

campus rec.

I

Pa rticipant of' the Week
18th. Sweating will be Monday to
Sean Lindsay received the Friday from 5-6p.m. Also, on
honour for the week of Feb. 5-9. Tuesday and Thursday from 12Sean is a dedicated fitness en- 1p.rn. It will cost $10 for students '
thusiast. He is a second year MBA and $ 15 for others.
student who enjoys weight trainYou can sign up at the Caming, tennis, downhill skiing, and pus Rec. office Apr. 11, 12, or 16,
jogging.
from 11:30 arn-1 pm, or 4:30 pm8:30 pm.
Women's Intramural
Don't worry, there won't be
Basketball
a final exam!
Once again the action at the Work For Campus Rec.
St. Denis Centre was unstoppable
Apply now for a job next j
as t he Women's Basketball year. Campus Recreation is a stuLeague continued. As expected, dent-based organization on camthe Petu n ias, X Cons, the pus which provides recreation
Desperatos and the G lobes Too and leisure opportunities for stuwon their games. Next week's de nts, staff and facu lty at the
games w ill conclude the regular University of Windsor.
season schedule. Corne out and
Ho n oraria ranging from
support them!
$500 to$ I 000. Terms of employFinals Fitness
m ent are from September to
Help loosen that body during April. If you are interested in apexam time. Join us for aerobics in plying or would like more inforthe multipurpose room at the St. mation about the positions, please
Denis Centre.
contact Kandi McElary. 253It will be all levels of exer- 4232, ext. 2449 or Sue Morin, ext.
cise, beginning Wednesday.April 2456.

I

We know, we know not enough time to
write 'em never mind type 'em

Ouellette 755
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Thursday, April 5
Doors Open 8:00 p.m.
$5. 00 Cover

presents

You can rely on your secretary to finish
your paper on time - and do a great job!

253-TYPE

<s973>

University of Windsor
Students, Faculty & Staff

------------------- ------- ----

- -,

Bring This Coupon To Key West To Receive

$1 •

Ind ul ge in an eveni ng of
Fine D ining For Two

$39.95

00

Complete with appetizer, sou p or salad, entree,
wine, coffee or tea, and dessert.

off the cover

·--- -- - - -- - - - -- -- - - -- - - ... - - ---- - - - - -- - - -----'
170 Wyandotte W.

Luxurious ~urroundings and a majestic view of the Detroit Skyline
Will provide a perfect evening at J pt>rfect pri,·l'.

254-5131

Rcserztnlio11s Required. Please Call (5 Fl) 971-0828
Expire!> April 23 90
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s Disabled classic competitors
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Continued from p. 17.
fin ishcd la:,,t, but the fact he com.
plcted the race brought a smile to
his face and those around him.
There were many notable
local performances. Thirteenyear-old Maria Tosti took all five
events she entered: the 60m,
200m, 600m, 800m, and the shotput. In the process she also set a
meet record in the 200m with a
42.80, a new provincial record in
the 400m, and new junior
Canadian indoor record in the
60m with a time of 14.1 seconds.
'
Also making a clean sweep
was University of Windsor student Jeff Tiessen. He placed first
in the 60m, 200m, 400m, and
800m. Along with this came two
new Canadian indoor records for
double-arm amputees. He ran the
200m in 25.5, and the 400m in
56.7.
The Indoor Games began
back in 1982 as a small event.
Only 164 athletes took part at the
time, but things were just taking
off.
"We outgrew the St. Denis
Centre a couple years ago," said
events chair Celia Southward.
Since the Detroit Recreation
Department is one of the corporate sponsors, the idea of
having an international set-up is
not out of the question.
1
"It 's always a possibility,"
Southward said.
The popularity of the
Win1.hor games has grown
tremendously since Southward
came up with the idea nine years
ago.
"When we began, we had
certain ideas in mind," she said.
"We wantl!d an athletic competition that would be known to all
athletes.

Spring Tune-Up Special
Now 'Til The End Of The Month!

Only $29.95

Reg. $34.95

3150-54
Sandwich
252-0080

CANTERBURY
COLLEGE
University of Windsor
Blind youngster guided to linish.

~

Lance photo by Jason Kryk

"Something that they can say going to have eight countries next
'I'll be able to go to Windsor in year. Great Britain, Israel, and
February or March and compete.' Egypt have already confirmed.
It gives them the ability to say 'I The Bahamas is also interested in
can do this.' "
participating."
With all the interest in the InWith this growth comes the
door Games, Southward looks to excellence and high calibre in
plan for the future.
sport these games are striving for.
"We will have more changes
Next year's games will be
to the program for next year," she held at the St. Deni:,, Centre Feb.
said. "It keeps getting bigger, so 15 to 17. Anyone who would like
events would have to be spread to participate as an athlete. would
over a few days."
like to volunteer, or would simpNext year will also be a mile- ly like further information about
stone. lt will be the tenth anniver- local disabled sports opporsary for the I ndoor Games.
tunilics, can contact Tni: Winasor
Preparations for next year's Classic Indoor Games. 2450 McDougall Street. Wind.,or. Ontario.
celebration have already begun.
"Things are in place for our N8X 3N6.
0
tenth," said Southward. "We 're

Student Housing
SINGLE MEN & WOME:'11
· 4 Town House units, newlv constructed ,md furnished . Each self.
contained house accommoda.te~ I:! students in air-conditioned
single rooms.
• 7 former homes COIi\ erted for studenl linng, each self-contained
and accommodaling 5 to I:! persons in sini:;le or double rooms .

MA RRIED STUDENTS
· Geoffrey Fisher Hall Apartments.
· All 38 ~uttes are one-bedroom and unfurn1,hed (adJa(ent to the
Leddy Library and the Law Duilding)

l

Applications now being accepted for Intersession and Summer
School and 1990-91 Academic Year.

For Information and Applications contact:
Canterbury College
172 Patricia Road
\\'indsor, Ontario, Canada ;\;98 389
(519) 256-6442

Students'
Administrative
Council

B.MT~

Pu1 some spice m your hfe wuh the ze~1y tasie of 1hc
BM T1 It's go1 four different meats Its got vour cho;Le of fresh. free hxm·s Its
got bread that's baked nght m 1he swre And n s got a ,ecrer - a shcc of spice
tha1 makes the BM T different than anything
you've ever tasted. The secret 1s om - the BM T
1s herel Siop by Subway and try one today

Any student group wish ing to rese rve space
for special social events
(eg . dances, fashion shows. banquets)
1n the academic year of 1990-91 may do so
at the Rose Room , Van ier Hall,
on Friday, April 6 , 1990 at 9:00 a.m .
If bar services are required , deposits
(cheques payable to Students' Admin istrative Council)
and user fees (cheques payable to
the University of Windsor) must be received
for each function booked.
A deposit of $50.00 is required for functions
with attendance over 150 persons and a deposit
of $25.00 for attendance under 150 persons.
User fees are $20.00 for Ambassador and/or Vanier East
and $10.00 for smaller rooms .
This draw works on a pick-a-number system.
11

2al24 Univcrs· y
971-9209

st

11

For further information , contact Conference Services
at 253-4232 ext. 3277.
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Upcoming Events
In The Subway Pub

,

Zoom - March 30/31
Bon Jovi - April 1
Mark LaBelle - April 2, 3, & 4
Crash Vegas with
Fools for Jade - April 7
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Coming Soon
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Let Smith Corona Help You Out With
Your Term Papers At Terrific Savings
Electronic Typewriter
XL 1500

Memory Typewriter
XO 4600

Word Processing
Typewrite!
XO 7600

Reg. $279. 99
Sale $219.99

Reg. $349. 99
Sale $269.99

Reg. $599.99
Sale $449.99

Reg. $799. 99
Sale $549.99

2 Line By 40 Character Display
20,000 Character Fdit.ihlP Memory
Dedicated Cursor Keys
Full Word Processing Capabilities
Spell-Right" 75,000 Word
Electronic Dictionary
Word.Right" Auto Spell"
3 Line Memory Correcti\>n
Word Fraser" / l.ineErac;er'"
Correcting Cassette and Right
Ribbon System ""

• Ad1ustablc 8 Une By 80 Character
Backlit LCD
• 32,000 Character Editable Memory
• Built-In Disk Dnve
• 100,000 Character DataDisk Storage
• Block Copy, Move, Delete
• Insert
• Search And Replace
• Spell-Right" 50,000 Word
Electronic Dictionary
• Word-Right" Auto Spell"
• Tutorial Disk

• Full Line Memory Correction
• WordEraser'
• Correcting Cassette and Right
Ribbon System N
• Relocate
• Auto Center
• Auto Return
• Auto Super/ Sub Script

• 16 Character Display
• 7,000 Character Editable Memory
• Spell-Right" 50,000 Word
Electronic Dictionary
• Full Line Memory Correction
• WordEraser'
• Correcting Cassette and Right
Ribbon System.1"'

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
_

* Free Ribbon And Corrector With

UI

m
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Cc

Personal Word Processor
PWP 3

Purchase Of Any Of These Type writers *
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C hoose Fron1 T he Fi ne Fami ly Of S1n ith Coro na
Ty p e\vritc rs A nd Pe rson J l Word Processors.

TOMORROW S TECHNOLOGY
AT YOUR TOUCH
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!CLARKE'S STATIONERY!

2155 Wyandotte St. W.
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Pennys_
a v1our
Dis.tributed to 95,000 Christian Households in Windsor & Essex County
1 2 3 4 5 6

4012 Pilette Rd.

Windsor

555-4012

Delivery Info - 555-4012

Monday, April 1, 1990
IF ANYONE witnessed the
v1s1on ot Mary. Saturday between 2:15 PM and 2:30 PM
near the Beckers on Walker
Rd, please call 555-4012 and
ask for Terry

BL0W OUT SALE!
THE ARCHDIOCESE OF DETROIT IS
CLOSING ITS DOORS AND RELOCATING
TO THE SUBURBS
EVERYTHING MUST GO, INCLUDING
THE FIXTURES.
CANDLE$ FOR EVERY SACRAMENT
VESTMENTS AND EVENING WEAR
STATIONS OF THE CROSS (BUY'EM ALL OR BUY'EM SEPARATELY)
PEWS (MAKE GREAT PATIO FURNITURE)
FAX MACHINES BY THE DOZEN
BULLET-PROOF CHURCH BUSES
RELICS
MARBLE STATUES OF EVERY KIND (MAKE GREAT ORNAMENTS
FOR YOUR LAWN.OR DASHBOARD, ALSO GOOD FOR DRIVEWAY FILL)
PRICES SO LOW, THE DEALS WON'T LAST LONG!

ATIENTION! Secret society
now forming - Knights of the
Illuminated Templar Masons
(pro-world domination, ant1Je su It, part-time bridge
players). Will meet every
thtrd Tuesday 7.00 PM at the
YMCA for pot-luck dinner and
ntual sacnflce. All welcome.
Bnng food, sword, blood-red
robe. and virgin's skull.
CHOIR FOR HIRE. We do
oldies, the latest hats,
Gregorian chants, ska
Cheap rates and we take requests. Call 555-4012, ask
for 8111.
LOST, my faith, some place
between the Jim Bakker
scandal and the Mt. Cashel
affair Sentimental value.
Reward. Call 555-4012
OR IV EWOOO GOSPEL
Temple Lecture Senes come
see Rev. Mordecai Ezra read
from his latest book, Dale
Carnegie courses: Self-Improvement or False Apostate? Saturday 8 PM
BUSY? Hate 45 mm masses? Church 1ust not convenient any more? Well, at
Our Lady of the Dnve Thru
we'll have you m and out of
mass in under 4 minutes guaranteed 24 hrs a day, 7
days a week. Call ahead for
groups of more than six
Watch Saturday Star for 2for-1 coupons.
G REAT STARTER parsonage for young TV evan·
gehst couple 4 bd rms. air
cond dog house. full bsmnt,
in out dr pool, studio. up- link,
hsts $780 K. Lenten sacrifice
at $650 K Call 555-4012 for
appointment to see inside
IF ANYONE knows why Wilson Betchtal and Grace Jezreel cannot be 1oined in holy
matrimony, please call 1(233)-433-4012 Call collect
af you have photographic
evidence
SIMPLE, PROVEN method
will have you earning
hundreds of dollars m your
home by healing the sick,
cunng the bhnd, ra1s ng the
dead and stuffing envelopes
Send $5 to cover postage
and handling for free mforma
t1on pamphlet to Rev P
Dufour, PO Box 4012
Windsor, Ont.

----
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YOUR SOUL is at peril.
Wnte now for brochure, New

SIMPLE, PROVEN method
will have you earning
hundreds of dollars in your
home by healing the sick,
curing the blind, raising the
dead and stuffing envelopes.
Send $5 to cover postage
and handling for free information pamphlet to Rev P.
Dufour , P.O. Box 4012,
Windsor. Ont.

Sins for the 90s: Mora l and
Venal. Find out what you

may be doing wrong right now
as you read this ad. Hurry.
hurry, hurry! Send $5 donation to Trand Institute, P.O.
Box 4012. Toronto. Ont.
MOVING MUST SELL: Fourslice toaster possessed by
the Devil ($1 2), cable-ready
television inhabited by angel
($350), and stove with Jesus
manifesting Himself as a
grease stain ($125). Great
for theology or parapsychology student wanting to furnish apartment or complete
th esis. Call 555-4012.
Serious inquiries only. No
pilgrims.

DEPROGRAMMER will
return your child from the
edge of secula r-scientific
univer sity brainwashing to
the fold of the fundamental.
dogmatic creation faithful.
$100/day plus expenses .
Contact Deke Nephillm at
555-4012. Also, have truck
and will do yard work.

THE CHUR CH of Christ
Jesus Science First Universalist Sub-Genius Lutheran
(Reformed) would like its
parishioners to know ,ts Elder
Clergy 1s dissenting from the
Council of the Sub-Genius
Lutheran (Reformed) Mother
Church's decision to ordain
Atheists
and
former
Cathol ics.
This is an
abomination in the eyes of
Lord Rama Jesus Yahweh (I
Am Who I Am) Bob Dobbs
Krisna, also known as God.

A Safety Tip from Isaiah 5:8
HEYKIDSI
WOE TO YOU WHO FLY KITES
NEAR OVERHEAD POWER
LINES,
WHO PUT SCREWDRIVERS IN
OUTLETS FOR KICKS;
WOE TO YOU WHO PUT PEN-

SMILE, BAAL loves you!
HEAVEN: 144 000 will be admitted. Space still available,
main floor and lower bowl.
Reserve your spot. Send
$25 to Jehovah's Box Office.
P.O. Box 4012, Blanket. B.C.

NIES IN FUSE BOXES,
WOE TO YOU WHO FORGET
ELECTRICITY ANO WATER
DON'T MIX!
A message sponsored by Elmer the Safety Cherub

Coming to the Pontiac'Silverdo e April 19, 20, 21 is the

Monsters of Christian Rock
World Stadium Crusade!
Hear your favourite fundaMETAL bands kick out the psalms at
doubt-shattering levels!
,,, _.
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Scheduled to appear:
Bon Jehovah Ploughshares 'N' Roses
'
·
~
Faster Pentecost Apostle Crue
1~ 1 ~"'1' ,'
· :t\ ~ ~
-.C::'
J ep h th a 'T
sf!§.- C?.;
, u II ''
van Y.a h we h
-)~
;
Twisted Sistine Ozzy Salinger
,
__., _
Madonnica Iron Moses
~ ,
AeroPriest Unleavened Zeppelin
Black Swaggart Immaculate Whitesnake
Whole Lotta Thessalonians
Amy Grant
SPECIAL GUEST STAR JIMMY "SIGUE SIGUE" SWAGGART

Y.l~
' ~\ ·~

;~.§),

Serving '

~

Gates open at 6 PM. Tailgate Mass at 2PM in the parking lot.
Bring your unconverted friends and baptize them in the mega-decibel
WORD OF GOD.
~Tickets still availabe at all Ticket Pulpit Outlets and Hudson's stores!
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LEGALS
For sale by creditors
Religious theme park
- Includes water slide, hotel, gift shops, reinforced concrete
armoury/survival shelter.
- Will sell armoury contents separate, includes 500 AK-47
assault rifles, 10 000 rounds teflon-coated bullets, various
explosives (too many to list), main-battle ark, small printing
press and generator (EMP shielding will keep it turning out
Bible tracts even in event of surprise first strike).

Bids tendered April 12-21, 1990
Suite 4012
Holiday Inn
Windsor, Ont.

MOVING to
Fundamentalism, must sell all my liberal
translation, modern langauge
bibles cheap: The Funky
Dudes Hep Book (Old T &
New T), Jesus Christ Superstar: The Source Notes (New
T & Psalms), The Illustrated
Guide to the Battles of the
Bible (coffee table sized, fold
out maps). Pop-Up Pentateuch (great for preschoolers). First $50 buys
the lot. Call 555-4012, ask for
Simon Peter, Simon Peter
James the Almost as Great,
Peter John Simon Simon
Spam Spam Peter Terry
Eggs Bacon and Spam, or
Jane.

FOR SALE: Secondhand
christening gown. Acid green
polyester with black trim.
Used only once. Call 5554012. Please, no questions.
Best offer.
THE CHURCH of Our Lord's
Mother's Immaculate and
Sacred Womb is holding their
annual bazaar this week:
Arts. crafts. baked goods.
puppet shows, and a special
appearance from Bishop
Reveen with a sermon on
"How to love your neighbour
through self-hypnosis".
Open 4-10 Mon-Fri and all
day Sat and Sun.

THE IT TEMP-LE

PENNYSAYI OUR CARRIER
OF THE WEEK
1"A\I E: Kc, in Johnson
AGE:9
FA\ Ol'RITE FOOD: Hamburgers,
pepperoni pina
TURN ONS: Po"er, big business,
Protestant" ork ethic
Tl'RN OFFS: Statc-o"ncd business,
secular humanhm
FAVOURITE SA \'ING: "If a tree
falls in the forest, "ho cares?"
SPORT: Fishing" ith grenades.

Little Kevin has been deli\'ering the Pennysaviour
for over four months now. With the money he has
earned, he has purchased desktop publishing software
and 12 000 shares in Southam Inc. At school, Kevin is
the editor of his class newspaper and he says he's
feared by all. When Ke\'in grows up, he wants to be
an editor for the Windsor Star, a fighter pilot, or a fur
trapper. His heros are Rambo, Adam Smith, and
Oliver North. Though tltt PtnnJ(d~iour tncouraKn IIJ JO""I
11

11

tmpll>Jrrt 11> tptfld tlttir mottr,, Ott k ltoltrnmt ( hnflUJfl stuff, 11. tort not
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YOUR CHURCH OF
NOVELTY ITEMS, GIFTS,
AND GAGS IS HAYING A
SIDEWALK SALE!
LOW PRICES ON LISTED
ITEMS:
Powdered blood of
Crown of Thorns
Sea Monkeys Of Jehovah
St. Januarius
Beer
Lugger
144,000 little critters swim
Liquifies before your eyes.
Lotta laughs at church
in your own watery
Sprinkle some on dad's
picnics.
Keeps
your
hands
kingdom. Train them to
soap and watch the fun
form ecumenical councils. free for driving church bus.
begin! $1.25 for two 100
Good luck! $8.95.
$4.99 (with water softener
gram packets.
and critter food.)

Glow-in-the-dark
Book of rnelations
De,·il Mask
Decoder ring
Put it on before you step
Zowie! Be the first kid on
your block to predict the into a dark confession booth
and scare the Hell out of
Apocalypse! $5.95. Save
your father confessor! Baal,
$4 off regular price.
Belia!, Mammon, $22.98.

,.
Come and see our nelt' store in Devonshire Mall!
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Aunt Edna Says:
,,,r;,~y··~~

Hello friends. Have you wondered about Eternity
1)5(,'.~
'wf~ · •,, ~-'.,ll'! lately? I thought not. Do you have a sick. elderly relative
:,;~ ·~~
..._, . ,; or just some mysterious pains in your chest? I thought
~
...... 1•• i,..;~/
......,..1, 1f~:ij,:; so. Be one step ahead of the Grim Reaper and plan that
_ ~\>~\;.i inevitable funeral today at AUNT EDNA'S HOUSE OF
~<11.-~ifi.~ , ETERNAL REST AND DISCOUNT FUNERAL EMPORIUM!
We've got flowers. urns. caskets.
plots and all that boring traditional
stuff- why not be different? You followed the pack all your life, why not
make your last farewell an individual
statement? C'mon, you're dead. Lighten
up and have some fun!
Leave a final impression that will
alienate the guilty survivors and wreak
total havoc with their neural pathways!
/

it
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WE'VE GOT made-to-order pallbearers
to match the theme of your interment:

..

-

4012 Victoria St. West
Windsor
Opp . 555-4012

JUST WHEN YOU THOUGHT
IT WAS SAFE TO EAT MEAT
ON FRIDAYS ...

VATICAN III
The Final Chapter
THIS TIME IT'S PERSONAL.
COMING SOON TO A CHURCH
NEAR YOU.

• Leprechauns (cash bar available)
• Conklin Carnival Ride Attendants (seasonal)
• Chippendales (video extra)
• Cement Haulers (for special construction site burials)
• Sikhs in RCMP dress (for the dead bigot with a sense of humour)
• 'Gorillas in the Mist' (NEW!)
Don't want the waste of burning up a perfectly good casket just to
have it stuffed in an urn or scattered over the sea? Isn't that bogus?
Well now because of special factory-to-dealer incentives we're able to
offer you: UNUSUAL CREMATIONS!
Be fiscally responsible and choose from our three basic programs:
Poor Man: Monogrammed pill bottle with child-proof cap!
Mufafe Man: Bones hand-carved into Civil War chess figurines!
1?._ic/i Man: Eat the Rich Cajun-style Haute Cuisine Buffet!
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Housebound? Afraid you'll laugh? Had a hand
in their death? We have the perfect solution for you! We've teamed
up with your local cable company to bring you pay-per-View mourning in the comfort and isolation of your own home!

MC

ALSO: Delete Bin Urns; Depressing Digital

Re
op1

ATIENTION BEREAVED:

Dirges or House it up With all-requests DJ;
His and 'Hearse· motorcade for starcrossed lovers; Remnants; and Greek
Chorus available, all at special low rates!
THESE DEALS WON'T BE AROUND
FOR LONG, SO DON'T BE LEFT IN
THE DUST! COME DOWN TO AUNT
EDNA'S HOUSE OF ETERNAL REST
AND DISCOUNT FUNERAL
EMPORIUM - BEFORE WE COME
TO YOU!

5.

6.
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YOUR CHURCH suffering
from a lack of attendance and
apathy? A dose of religious
persecution is guaranteed to
fill your pews. At Speedy
Sanhedrin we can help.
Basic persecution package
includes crucifixion, jeering
crowds, and martyrdom. Ex·
ecutive persecution package
includes
upside-down
crucifixion, jeering crowd,
martyrdom, and ~onversion
of
persecutors
into
proponents. Call our Hotline
for the location of your
nearest Speedy Sanhedrin,
1-800-233-4012.
LOOKING FOR singer for
Christian Fundamental rock
band to perform traditional
covers only - NO INTERPRETATIONS. Must be willing to submit to a few tests of
faith and scalp examinatioil .
Call 555-4012, ask for
Scratch.

BUS TOUR to Bleeding
Madonna in Kitchener, Ont.,
$50. Shopping trip and
Frankenmuth-style lunch in·
eluded. Leaving April 20.
Call Key To My Kingdom
Tours 555-4012.
CHURCH FOR SALE by
owner: Fix'er upper handy
clergy's special. 1 1/2 baptismal fonts, organ, hardwood
pews, wall -to-wall stained
glass, poor box ($1500 a
week gross), meeting hall
converts to a parsonage in a
snap, bell tower, hunchback.
Take over balance of fiveyear bingo permit. Won't last
long at $250 000. Call 5554012 for appointment. Open
House every Sunday.
WILL SWAP one nun's habit
(size 7-8) for baby crib with
mattress. Call Mary Agnes at
555-4012.

CHRISTIAN NEW-AGE
Rock group, The Jericho
Plastics, seeks horn player.
Must be able to play real loud.
Influences Pink Floyd's The
Wall, Stryper, Jesus, Black
Sabbath. Call 555-4012, ask
for Rod.
THOUSANDS OF overseas
missionary Jobs (2K-3K a
year) available. Exotic and
challenging postings - Calcutta, Addis Ababa, Manitoba.
Send $75 for info to Overseas
Placement Institute, P. 0 . Box
4012, Toronto, Ont.
ARCHBISHOP WITH funnylooking hats available for
children's parties. Call HAHHOLY. We also have juggling nuns, dancing friars ,
and magic tricks performed
by Cardinal Perdeim - creator
of the Vanishing Vatican
Bank Account illusion.

•
CHRISTIANS! The Kingdom of Heaven on Earth is but
a generation and a few Presidential primaries away!
We, the Patriarchs at the Church of Christ The Philosopher-King, offer you the chance to enter the
select gene-pool of the New Eden. We are sending out 20 million marriage licenses via mail as well as
a one-step 'faux' ceremony/eligibility quesbonnaire for those who take up the Challenge of
Salvation.
Sit down with your beloved significant other and complete the sacrament/morality test together.
MATCH THE QUOTE WITH THE SPEAKER:
1. Religion is the opiate of the masses.
A. Cher
2. I am who am.
B. Terry Brown
3. Adam and Eve, not Adam and Steve.
C. Karl Marx
4. Black Babies for Jesus on Fire!
D. Yahweh
5. There's no excuse for not being in shape.
E. Elvis Hiter
6. Nowhere in the Bible does ii say Iha!
F. Jerry Falwell
Rock and Roll is the music of Satan.

BRING ALL YOUR WORKS OF HERESY, SECULAR-HUMANIST TREATISES.AND
GENERAL FILTH TO OUR STORE, CAST THEM UPON OUR FIRES, AND RECEJVE
CREDIT TOWARDS YOUR NEXT ,'\PPROVED-READING PURCHASE
THIS WEEK EXTRA CREDIT GIVEN FOR·
Origin of Species by C. Darwin
Catch-22 by J. Heller
Edible Woman by M. Atwood
The Charter of Rights by T. Devil
And anything by Shakespeare,
Judy Blume, Stephen King, Kurt Vonnegut,
or 8. F. Skinner.

MORALS QUIZ
Read the following statements and check your
opinion on the matter (one only)
Agree Disagree Whatever the Bible Says
Masturbation may be fun, but it's still a sin.
It was all Eve's fault.
Tithe!
The End is near!
Jesus wept.
And on the Seventh Day He made Led Zeppelin.
SCORING a) Men, d your lovoo one offered an
op,noon. cast lier oul and start anew! Plucl< the
weed from the lertrle ~Ids! Oon't let your see<l
lal on a Slaney plane! b) ff slle walled for your
cue. the Klngdom of Heaven on Earth is your's
and your descendants• Pra,se be and send ,n a
$SO process,ng fee, and wail to hear horn us tor
your orders•

COME ON DOWN. BRING A BUDDY. TELL A FRIEND.

Send your completed tests to:
THE PATRIARCHS OF THE CHURCH
OF CHRIST THE PHILOSOPHER-KING
4012 VICTORIA ST. WEST
KINGSVILLE, ONT.
N6E284

4012 Yonge St.
TORONTO
555-4012
(FAX) 555-4007
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ONLY A SHORT
240 MINUTE DRIVE
STRAIGHT OFF
THE BRIDGE!
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CHRISTIAN
MISSIONARIES need you to help
them save the people of the
world. Your tax-deductible
donation will put the Bible in
pay-by-the-hour hotel rooms
in Las Vegas, under the
windshield wipers of young
couples parked at the river,
and in University Frosh
packs. Send $5, $10, $20
donations to the Downhill
Brothers of Saint Aspen, P.O.
Box 4012, Toronto, Ont.
ROCKVIEW
LANDSCAPERS now have
pre-tab in-ground deserts for
sale. 40 days, 40 nights of
fasting in the convenience of
your own back yard. Act now
and get free 2-year supply of
locusts and honey. Scorpions extra. Come by our
showroom and see our many
different models. All deserts
guaranteed not to encroach
or expand during summer
drought.
ATTENTION THOSE of untested faith or fiddle players.
SATAN for hire. $50/hr. Will
take you to mountain top and
offer you the kingdoms of
man. or will jam for your immortal soul with fiddle made
of solid gold. Call HELL,
leave message.
LITURGY AGENT needs
freelance authors to pen new
prayers and creeds for
progressive churches in
North America. Write to
Psalms 'N' Such. P.O. Box
4012. LA. California for info.
WILL TRADE gopherwood
houseboat - three hundred
cubits at the water line, four
staterooms. stables. used for
only 150 days then dry docked - for Winnebago. Call 5554012. ask for Noah.
IMPORTANT MESSAGE
from the Yesterday Adventists: The Second Coming
has already happened. You
missed your chance for salvation yesterday. The
Church of the Yesterday Adventists would like to make
remaining days before damnation worthwhile. Visit our
Mission on 45 Chatham St.
East. No cover charge for 6
PM mass.
Fridays is
American Businessman·s
night. 20% exchange on U.S.
dollar.
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All
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Excitement
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The
Psychic
Realm ...
... Without the worry of HERESY
~
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Our stock includes
Crystal Crucifixes
Tarots of the Apostles
Elijah Boards
Lourdes Love Potions
Do-It-Yourself Plague Kits
171 VICTORIA ST WEST

IS YOUR life like: Fatima
without the secret/The Pope
without his hats/Mary without
the hail/The Eartl1 without the
Sun rotating around it? Then
this 42-year-old Christian
lady knows how you feel.
Reply FCO 4012.
GOOD CHRISTIAN family
seeks to give over
troublesome daughter to
good Christian man for marriage of convenience. Faith
must not waver at evocation
of Matthew 1: 18-25, re: immaculate conception. Time
is of the essence! Those with
family history of premature
births considered an asset.
FCO 4012.
CHRISTIAN MALE, gives
good testimony, seeks Christian woman, 18-35. who is
into candles, speaking in tongues, mutual stigmata, and
degradation. Discretion assured and expected. FCO
4012.
RECENTLY RELEASED
from my vows. ex-priest.
Christian male, 52 , seeks
woman, 40-54, for catching
up. Send letter. No photo
necessary. Anything looks
good to me at this point. FCO
4012
CHRISTIAN MAN, 40ish
seeks Christian female, 3542, with high moral standard~
for relationship based on
Christian principles of love,
mercy, and charity. No fatsos, women with dependents, cling-ons, or Catholics
need apply FCO 4012.

PE!'.N YSA \ IOL R !\OTE: This is another had belly bunon~. it.us effectively throwing the
in the Heres) or the Weck series that appears in pair's divine origin into lhe black void of conjecthe Pcnn)sa, ioor in cooperation nith the Diocese ture.
or London, Jesuits for Old Testament Justice.
One of the men began having doubts.
and the Fam ii) Coalition Part). It is a program
The discussion turned ll> the allegedly con"hich wek~ the publk's help to rein· in hlas- flicting scriptural evidence concerning the existphcm) and sacrilege.
ence of brothers and sisters of Jesus.
The Diocese is asking for help in excomThe two men then began lo cogitate (apmunicating two men who forsook the moral high- parently of their own free will - as if such a thing
road and wallov. ed in the guller of scientific exists) on the results of the recent carbon-14 tests
research, documentation, and just out-and-out . conducted on the Shroud of Turin.
speculation.
Finally, one of the men allegedly wondered
Last Wednesday, between 2 and 4 P.M. at the aloud: If Jesus spoke Aramaic, the Old testament
Second Cup, two clean-cul tran~gressors wearing was wrillen in Hebrew, and the New TeMamcnl in
beepers were observed having a casual, non-binding Greek, could it be possible that lhe King James verargument regarding the accuracy of the creation sion in Jacobean English might not be the actual
story in Genesis, when suddenly one of the suspects Word of God?
allegedlv suggested that Adam and Eve may have
This specious bit of heretical logic naturally cul-

CHRISTIAN FEMALE is
looking for lion to tame or
lamb to cuddle. I enjoy toast,
caterpillars. and Easter mornings. No serpents need
reply. FCO 4012.
CHRISTIAN
MALE,
Lutheran, seeks fun-loving
gal, 5'8" to 6'8" with 96 theses
to post. If you've got the hammer, I've got the tacks. i..et's
do some nailing. FCO 4012.
CHRISTIAN WOMAN, 43,
fisher of men, wants to land
Christian male, 35-47. I'm
tired of the water-into-wine
scene, Lazaruses who want
me to raise them from the
dead, and Daniels who spend
all their time in the den. Reply
with epistle, icon, and phone
number to FCO 4012.
CELIBATE CHRISTIAN
male, 52, all sermon. no
mount, seeks celibate
woman, 40-50. to sail with me
to Bermuda aboard my yacht,
No Monkey Business. FCO
4012.
CONSIDERED CHRISTIAN,
friends say I'm attractive. shy,
Bethsheba-sized. educated.
professional. I've been hurt
before, clean. FCO 4012.
JOSEPH SEEKS virgin for
wild ride upon my ass to Holy
Land. Discretion assured
and expected. FCO 4012.
CHRISTIAN MALE. 38,
Samuel 17:4, seeks woman.
Revelation 18:9, for Genesis
18:20 and a bit of Genesis
3:7. FCO 4012.

minated in a crisis of faith. and the 1v..o men fled the
scene.
They v.erc last reported in the reading room .II
the University of Windsor Library allcgcdh nipping
through anthropolog} journals.
If you have an} information. please contact
Heresy Busters at 555-TIPS. Rewards of up lo 30
pieces of ~ilver will be paid for lips which lead IO cxcnmmunication or penance. In all cases, caller, do not
have to give their name~. but God will know who you
are.
Old Testament Wisdom for the Wron~-doer #43
"Yahweh .vaid to Mt1.1es, '/ can see how headstrong
these people are! Leave me, now, my wrath shall
blaze out against them and devour them ... "
t:XODUS5:8
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WANTED: Explanation of the
term 'Superstructure' as it relates to secession. Call Belle
River Straights-Only United
Church at 1-519-555-4012
(toll free from Quebec).

~A/...~ o' I t.FAJ*t V
8V ~EV.BoB

PAAYER to St. Ian of Cumberland.
Aye
fav'r'd
protect'rate and wee
canonized lad who throws
aboot that bram caber as it
were butta split straw in the
strong ·ands oova right
pissed-off tavern-keep being
as he 'as to weark overtyme
again, I entreat ye to have a
look at this leg a mine. Ain't it
but no man's business how it
got t'lookin' all roe and
pearple like that? Christ's
Blood but it's been givin' me
troubles too, especially when
rm abut ha-filled up wit the
faremented inflooence uff the
Oivil 'lmself. Weel, that's
enuff keening for ya !'hear
from this olde gloss, and I'll be
amiss in tellin' ye that if I'm not
on this gammy leg in two
days, I'm comin' after ye with
both boots on. That'll learn
ya. Amen.

No SC66-f31<
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PENTECOST 2000: Quit
your belly aching and give.
PRAYER to St. Kodachrome.
Patron of People Who Work
In Overnight Photodeveloping Drop-off Booths. Oh everwatching Saint who views
and protects me v,a the parking lot security camera. thank
you for sending down your
uniformed security cherub
when those devil-worshipping skateboard punks tried
to tip over my booth onto their
boards and cart me down to a
construction site where I
would be mixed with sand
and poured into the foundation of a new strip mall. And
thank you ever-vigilant alphaangel for keeping my booth
clearly marked and identifiable to passing traffic, unlike
those of some other clerks
who, according to the union
newsletter, had their booths
needlessly crushed under
eighteen charging wheels of
death when the truck drivers
thought it might be fun to take
out an empty phone booth.
Thank you Holy Guardian for
keeping me from shuttering
off prematurely to the fiery red
glare of the eternal darkroom.
PAA YER to the Holy Virgin
By Most Accounts. Oh when
I find myself in times of
trouble, Mother Mary. your
words come to me , speaking
of wisdom. And in my hour of
darkness. you're standing
right in front me. speaking
those words of wisdom
(somewhat redundant by
now. but I'll let 1t be). When all
the lonely people livi11g 1n the
world agree there will be an
answer, hell, let it be. And
though now they may be
parted. Our Lady, there's still
a chance that they will see
there'll be an answer (like in
the form of a one-party system under God to decide
things for us). [Air guitar solo!
Yes. there will be an answer.
I pray to you Holy Mother. let
11 be. And McCartney tickets.
I want McCartney tickets. Let
11 be. Amen.
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THE PENNVSAVIOUR IS a special
publication produced by the staff of the
Lance. student newspaper of the
University of Windsor.
THE PENNVSAVIOUR Co-editors were
Karl Mamer and Larry Deck.
Punishment was meted out by Terry
"Maximus· Brown. Ad taskmaster was
Kevin Johnson. who forced us to make
ads without straw.

GRAPHICS, IDEAS, and layout help
were contributed by (in no particular
order) Kristen Palmer, Scott Ingram,
Alanis Walker, Larry Deck. Karl Mamer,
Terry Brown, Martina Obersat. Lisa
Fortin, Martin Deck, M.U., Paul, Dave
Briggs.
TYPESETTING AND KEYS provided
courtesy Kevin Johnson. who 1s
obviously typesetting this.

VINCE RICE for original sin.
LORNE BEATON, Behal, Scratch-Acid,
Aunt Janice, Uncle Jim. Grandma
Mamer, Grandma Mcleod (Terry
Brown's grandmother), God and his
many scribes, Magic Mike Cohen (Right
of God, no less). various fallen
evangelists, and Anthony Burgess and
Salman Rushdie for showing us the
way.

CtJ)Sf!!- LIP

oF

POPE/•

WE'D LIKE TO THANK the Windsor
Separate School Board for providing us
with not only the necessary religious
education from which stems a great,
deep well of bitterness but a sohd
schooling 1n the many facets of guilt.
PLUS THANKS to the Second Cup for
the continuous supply of coffee needed
to keep the whole operallon going.
OH YES, plus Laura Gould.

r
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MARY! Mary! Mary! Where
have you been? I waited at
the train station just like you
told me to, but you never appeared. Then the next day I
read in the Windsor Star's
Religious Page (that was
really putting the boot in) you
had visited a small group of
children in Juarez, only the
adults couldn't see you. just
the children! Well what was
the point in that? You warned
me that your works would involve a lot of travel, but this is
just silly. Regardless, you
could have at least called
then, and we wouldn ·t need to
talk now. Waiting to hear from
you. love always. Gerald.
PRAYER to the Holy Spirit.
Holy Spirit. You who makes
me tithe and in return shows
me the true market value of
the objects at the church
garage sales, I praise You
and ask all others to do so.
and I would have them tell two
friends to praise You, and
have them tell two friends and
so on, with the culminating effect that even more glory
rises from the bottom to the
top, Oh Holy Spirit. A person
may use this sales technique
in three consecutive

POPE-A-BELIA:
For a
limited lime only, we offer
blocks of tarmac kissed by
the Travelling Pope. Be the
envy of your parish, bingo
group, or convent. $25 per sq.
foot. Call 555-4012 and ask
for Jill or Bob.
CHURCH YARD SALE
Saturday. 10 AM to 5 PM,
1010 Wildwern Ad. Lots of
stuff: Plaid baptismal robes.
irregular sizes, $15. K-Tel
Smokeless Incense holders,
$5. Scratch 'n' dent items:
Baptismal font, $12 (small
head-shaped dent easy to
pound out). Tabernacle, $18
(needs new coat of gold paint
and velvet cushion, chalices
not included), wooden pews.
$25 (scratched, bad words
carved into seats, makes
good firewood). Call Ernie.
555-4012.
LOST: Tribes of Israel.
Answer to the names of
Reuben, Simeon. Joseph,
Dan. and Asher. Last seen in
chains in Babylon. Sentimental and historical value.
Call 555-4012. ask for Jacob.
DON"T BE turned down for
that pastorsh1p because your
sample failed Christian
Scientology will show you
how to pass a drug test
through the power of prayer.
Send $25 to P 0. Box 4012,
Gideon. Ont.

-~~--

Harley Davidson
lownder lots of chrome, asking $7000 must sell. 5554012

1984
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IS YOUR
CHILD GIFTED?
IS THE SCHOOL YOU ARE SENDING
YOUR CHRISTIAN CHILD TO NOT MEETING
HIS ADVANCED EVANGELICAL NEEDS?
ENROL YOUR CHILD IMMEDIATELY IN -

l1t t

See below and compare Mount Zion's curriculum to the alternatives ...
Mt. Zion
l) Allows

IE8X

Sunday School for the Gifted Christian Child

crusades before I demand to

be appointed to the Board of
Directors of the multi-million
dollar televangehcal ministry
you will have built up by then
And don't think you can screw
me on this, because remember, what the Lord giveth. the
Lord can also have appointed
to the custodianship of the
courts. Amen.

Monday. April

Public Board

Separate Board

condom machines
in wa.,;,roouis.

NO!

YES

SOMETIMES

Fm,cPrs SPtular belief
that there are no absolutes.

NO!

YES

MATH CLASS

3) Permits inter-faith dating.

NO!

iES

SOMETIMES

Free access to potentially
dangerous literature in
school library.

NO!

YES

SOMETIMES

NO!

YES

SOMETIMES

YES!

NO

SOMETIMES

ONLY IN

~1

4)

Allows minorities to foist
their culture and beliefs on
your child.

5)

4012 VICTORIA ST. WEST
WINDSOR
555-4012

6J All instruction taught in
the language of God {Eng!i!ih).

DO NOT RISK YOUR CHILD SALVATION BY CASTTNG
HIM INTO THE CLASSROOMS OF THE SPIRITUALLY UNCLEAN!
ATTENTION
HAPPY
CAMPERS! The ·sos are
over! Materialism is a failed
system! The 'Me' Generation
is being supplanted by env I romen tally-co nsc,o us
university graduates who
were born in the '70s! Repent!
Throw off the chains of Bay
Street and return to the
cloister of the church! The
time of retribution 1s at hand!
"If you live according to the
flesh, you will die; but if by the
spirit you put to death the evil
deeds of the body, you will
live." (Romans 8:13)
CHRISTIAN BIBLE Study
Group and Creative Writing
Workshop forming . Jesus
and Socrates didn't write anything down and the
authorities killed them! Learn
to express and record your
thoughts in an approved
Christian way. For more info
call Fr. Elijah Nabokov-Hubbard at Our Lady of the Red
Pencil. Don't be excommunicated, join now!
SITUATION WANTED: Will
pray indulgences in my
home Call Betty 555-1186
DOUBT CURED with ten
easy laser treatments• Painless! Irreversible! Neat sideeffects like Holy Visitation
and delusions of grandeur
Lose weight and quit smoking
too• Grand Inquisitor Laser
Therapy Clinic: Make an appointment today.

JOHN PAUL DEERE tractor
for sale. A loaded, ·54 John
EXXIII 6000 Reliable.
Vatican engineered. Vatican
made. Good running cond1t10 n.
Safety checked
Blessed $3500 firm. Call
555-4012 after 6 PM. Ask for
Brother Nimrod.
PRAYER to St. Jude. Come
once again dark master,
winged thing, and spread thy
talons across the face of the
Earth and rule as lord of this
world once again. I offer up
this soul to hasten your
return. Say the preceding
prayer 6 times a day for 66
days and your wish will be
granted. Honest.
PRAYER to Our Lady of Perpetual Motion. 0 blessed
Lady, protect me in my hour
of need. My workshop has
been burned to the ground
but the blue prints for my 500miles-to-a-gallon car engine
are safe where only I know.
Deliver me from the agents of
the Dark One, the oil cartels,
the solar energy people.the
Albertans. and the Trekk1es
(Just to be on the safe side).
Aid me once agam like you
did the time I discovered a
way to deliver payloads into
space for one-tenth what
NASA IS charging. And the
time I Joined the Freemasons
and then wrote that book.
Also. the time I went on a
COA weekend and got that
girl pregnant. So thanks for
favours received .

Bachelors

Be all that God wants you to be in today's all-volunteer
Jesuit priesthood. Join one of the most powerful and
terrifying forces on earth.
As a Jesuit priest you'll learn:
• how to terrlfy high school students
• how to evade American-backed death squads
• the fundamentals of rage
• the art of counter-reformation power lunches
The new Papal bull guarantees you one of the
following positions upon graduation from the Brebuff
Academy:
• High school principal
• Theology professor
• Artillery captain
• Papal bodyshield
For lnformatton on plans, entry requirements
and opportunities. visit the Catholic high
school nearest you or call collect
without obligation - we're In the
Yellow Pages under "Recruiting".

Not just a job.
It's a vocation.

Hot off
the cross ...

-

er, press.

University of Windsor. V

Volleyballers air complaint, p.3

Student services
dumps Marriott
by Michael J. Cohen
The university has decided to
1erminate its contract with Marriott services for the operation of
campus food outlets, and so far
lhc move has generated nothing
but cheers.
By June, Windsor will join the
ranks of five other Ontario universities who operate their own food
services.
Head of Student Services
David McMurray said the university has been unhappy for some
lime with Marriott's service.
"While they were providing
managment service they were
also using the university for
managment training," McMurray
said. Over the past few years the
university has organized a
managment team of 13 people to
stay on and run food services after
Marriott left.
McMurray promised the
university community will see
many improvements as Marriott's
$150,000 annual managment fee
is re-invested into the cafeterias
on campus.
Vanier Hall, the residence
cafeteria, is in need of about

$1,000,000 in equipment
upgrades, he said. As well the
university wants to start planning
for the expansion and renovation
of Vanier which has had no equipment or plant upgrades since its
completion 21 years ago.
The university also plans to
overhaul the residence meal card
programme. In the past, residents
have had to purchase a prepaid
mealcard. If they did not use the
total value of the card by the end
of the school year they were not
refunded for the unused amount.
Under the new system, students in the main undergraduate
residences, MacDonald, Laurier,
Cartier and Cody Halls, will still
have to buy a meal plan but have
a choice of three different priced
meal cards. Upon purchasing the
plan, the card will immediately be
reduced by 63 per cent which represents overhead and fixed costs
such as labour, power, and furniture.
When students present their
card for a purchase at Vanier, the
Crocodile, pizza delivery, or the
facility at the Faculty of Education, the price will be discounted
by the 63 per cent they have al-

Lance photo by Carolyn Cox
Students enjoy one of Windsor's rites of spring - camping out ror a much coveted parking pass.

ready paid and they will pay only
3 7 per cent of the posted price for
the food.
For example, when a student
comes to the cashier with a tray of
food totalling $7 .50, this person
will only be charged $2.77 on
their meal card. The other $4. 73 is
overhead and has already been
deducted from the card. Al the
end of the year students will be
able to claim any unused balance
of the card. The other residences
including Elecla, Huron, and the
unnamed new residence on Sunset, will have similar plans.
McMurray said the university
needs a base level of money Lo
cover overhead because the
provincial government considers

food service ancillary and does
not fund it.
Student council residence
commissioner Lori Ryan welcomes the changes in management.
"I think it's a positive move ...
we will get to maJce our own
decisions on what's good for the
university. The plan allows us to
keep food costs down and we'll
get to keep the staff we already
have."
Full-time food service
workers are employed by the
university and will not see their
job status affected by the change.
Canadian Union of Public
Employees (CUPE) Local 1001
president Nick Kokic, who repre-

sents full-time cafeteria staff, said
he was not officially informed of
the university's takeover of the
cafaterias, but he has heard of the
move and supports it.
"It's even better for our
employees. They won't have to
deal with middle people anymore.
It will be easier to enforce the contract because we' II be dealing
directly with the university," he
said.
McMurray said part-time
employees of Marriott will be rehired, but the university will make
an effort to hire more students.
Marriott ·s regional manager
Mario Lisi refused the Lance's request for an interview.
O

Law referendum rejects recommendation

Students oppose choice for dean
by Jennifer Johnston

Lance photo by Jason Kryk

Larry Deck enjoys a chuckle while indulging hlmselr in his ravourite
ltwspaaper. The rourth year philosophy student was elected editor or the
1-ce ror the 1990-91 publishing year.
Deck. who plans to rule with an iron nst. said he intends to run stories
lllout skateboarden on the rront page every week. "I can't get enough or
ltm cute little tykes," he said with a smirk.
The new editor is accepting applications ror sub-editor positions until
~r. 18. "The more minions, the better," Deck said.

Next week:

Lancer all-star athletes

Monday's referendum on the
search for a new dean of law will
compell the eight student members of the faculty council to vote
against the search committee's
recommendation to fill the post.
The committee announced its
decision in favourof Windsor law
professor Jeff Berryman as the
referendum was being conducted.
The Apr. 2 vote to determine
student support for the leading
candidates resulted in Patricia
Hughes receiving 44.6 per cent of
the vote, Berryman 23.6 per cent,
and other 31.8 per cent. Student
representatives o n faculty council
are bound to vote the same way as
the referendum results.
According to Sl..S president
Tom Atkinson, the students on
council are now bound to reject
Berryman at the vote.

"This is a pretty blatant
"It was mainly to say that as
result." Atkinson said. "It would students we can be an effective
he pretty hard for them (voting minority on faculty council." de
faculty members) to ignore this."
Vries said.
University president Ron
SLS chair Kamleh Nicola
pointed out that because no can- Ianni, himself a former law school
didate rccicvcd more than 50 per dean. said the committee has
cent of the vote, council repre- private information which insentatives are forced not to vote fluences its decision and he stands
for Berryman, but are not bound by the committee's judgement.
to vote for any of the other can- While he welcomes the students'
didates.
opinions, he disputes the charge
The faculty council, com- they were ignored.
"One can always say 'We've
prised of eight students and 24
faculty, will vote Apr. 17 to ac- been consulted, but if you don't
cept or reject th e searc h agree with us, the process is not
committee's recommendation of right'. I think they were consulted
Berrymen for the job.
in the best of good faith. The two
students
(on the search commitJustin de Vries, one of the students who pushed for the referen- tee) have been an intimate part of
dum, said he did not intend the the whole," Ianni said.
Roger Oown. one of the stureferendum to become "an aotidents on the search committee,
Berrymen or anti-Hughes issue."
Instead, he was more inter- defended the decision to recommend Bcnyman.
a
ested in democratic process.

Short story supplement

OSAP work-study to be scrapped?
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diversions
ARTS
Friday, April 6 to April 12

- graduating visual art students present their B.F.A.
Graduation Art Exhibition at the Lebel Gallery. Huron
Church and College and at the Centre Gallery,
University Centre. Opening reception Is on Friday. April
6 at 7:30 pm at the Lebel Gallery, School of Visual Arts.
Until Sunday April 8

- the Art Gallery of Windsor presents Rita McKeough:
Embrace. a site specific installation in the Walker. Atkins and Photography Galleries. 445 Riverside Dr. W.
Coll 258-7111 for more Information
Until Thursday, April 12

- Robert Voyvodic's watercolour paintings will be
shown at the Windsor Printmakers Forum He is a
graduate of the University of Windsor's School of
Visual Arts. 384 Pitt St. E.. Suite 204. Coll 253-9493 for information.

Monday, Aprll 9

- two University of Windsor students travelled to Berlin
In 1989, they will present a slide-show presentation of
what they saw . Iona College. 408 Sunset at 8 pm. Admission $2.

- Barrie Jones, instructor at the University of Windsor's
School of Visual Arts. presents his photographic installation Looking tor Paradise at Artcite. 3277 Sandwich.
Coll 977-6564 for more information .
Sunday, April 15 to June 3

- the Art Gallery of Windsor presents Contemporary
Windsor Abstraction, showing the works of local artists
Brion E. Brown. Adele Duck. Robert Ferraro. Scott
Gregory. Taffy Hornell and William Low. The opening
will be on Sunday. April 15 with a tour of the show by
guest curator Elizabeth Burrell. 445 Riverside Dr. W.. coll
258-7111 for information.
Until Tuesday, April 17

- Common Ground hosts the drawings and small
sculptures of Jon Milito. located in the lower level of
Mackenzie Holl. 3277 Sandwich
Until Sunday April 22
- The Art Gallery of Windsor shows With Lens and Brush·
Images of the Western Canadian 1845-1890. on overview and analysis of artist's treatment of the West
Canadian landscape. 445 Riverside Dr. W. Coll 2587111 for more information
FILM

BANQUETS
Friday, Aprll 6

Tuesday, April l O to April 15

- the Windsor Film Theatre presents Deny Arcand's
Jesus of Montreal (Canada/Fronce. 1989), 2135
Wyandotte St. W. Tickets ore $3 or $4. Coll the theatre
at 254-FILM for show times.
DANCE

- the Cultures of Indio Association presents a Dinner
and Cultural Program at the Sicilia Club. l 019 Highway
3. Doors open at 6:30 pm. Tickets ore $15. Call 97].
7707, 255-6281 or 253-4232. ext. 3067 for more informa.
tion.
Friday, April 20

Wednesday, April 11

- Gina Lori Riley's Dance Enterprises will perform their
latest work vox Animae at Stage West Theatre. call
977-5438 for more information. Benefit for the
Downtown Action Committee.
THEATRE
Until April 8

Until Thursday, April 12

Rose Voyvodlc, Elizabeth Klshkon and Pat Milla
Topics to be discussed: International human rights on~
employment rights.

- Waiting tor the Parade. performed by the School of
Dramatic Art at 8 pm each evening and a matinee
on April 8. Experimental Theatre. dramatic art building. For tickets call 253-4565.
Until Sunday. April 8

- the Actor's Studio makes its debut with two one-act
ploys, Laundry and Bourbon and Lonestar at 8 pm,
Fridays through Sundays. Tickets ore $7 or $8. 152 Pitt
St. W.. 254-6527.
LECTURES
Monday, April 9

- Fronk Marentette will be discussing The Town of
Sandwich: Its Post, Its Future at Iona College. 208 Sunset. Tickets ore $2. Call 973-7039.
Wednesday, April l l
- The Deportment of Philosophy presents External
t?easons and Practical Rationality by Prof Hons Hansen. in the Common Room. Canterbury College. 172
Patricio Rood at 7:30 pm.
Monday, April 23

- Poul Vasey, host of Morningwotch. will be speaking
on The Media Message at ono College. 201 Sunset.
Tickets ore $2. Coll 973-7039 for information.

F

- the eighth annual Women of the Year Awards Bon.
quet will held at Vanier East. University of Windsor at 7
pm. The recipients ore Pamela Milne. Rose Olivero
and Sue Zanin. Tickets are $20 and available until Apri,
12 at the Windsor Women's Incentive Centre, 4547
A
Wyandotte St. E. Contact Janet Greene-Potomski ot
944-8989 for more information.
kgiat
Univ(
FUNDRAISERS
say ti
Sunday, April 8
.lcnie,
-Artcite Inc .. Windsor's artist-run contemporary gallery .Iese!"'
in Mackenzie Holl will be holding a car wash from 9
Cl
am to 5 pm. Bring your car, van, motorcycle or bicycle
to the Firestone Service Station at the corner of Giles Smith
and Ouellette.
Lance
said ti
Saturday. May 12

- Kids and Culture. a day of activities including ethic
clothing. songs. dancing and food. at St. Anne·s
Church. 1000 St. Anne St .. Detroit. All proceeds to Al,
ternatives for Girls. an organization that gives assistance to homeless women. Call (313) 496-0938 for
more information.
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Thursday, April 12
team i
- Marxism-Leninism Today, organized by the Marxist, Ontar
Leninist study group in the SAC club office at 4·40 pm. ,hips
coacl
Thursday, April 26
MEETINGS

- ARK II (Windsor). on animal rights group will be meet, player
ing at the downtown Main Library at 7:30 pm. All are an ulti
welcome.
1lnoicc

c
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MISCELLANEOUS

Thursday, April 5 to April 8

- the Windsor Film Theatre will be showing sex. t,es and
videotape (U.S.A. 1989) and Apartment zero (U.S.A..
1988). at 2135 Wyandotte St. w Coll 254-FILM for
specific show times.

Tuesday. April 17
Monday• April 9 to 12
- a public forum on human rights with guest speaker · a Book Fair will be held at the University Centre and
Catherine Fozee. Head Commissioner. Human Rights all books will be sold for $1 . All proceeds ore going to
Commissioner will toke place at the Windsor Public the South African Scholarship Fund, a fund to help
Library 850 Ouellette 7 9 pm Panelists w 111 ·n
South African students study at the University of
1 I d
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DON'T WAIT
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Housing Now Renting
654 Randolph, 5 Bedroom
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All units include fridge, stove, microwave, parking, air conditioning
Utilities are extra. Laundry facilities available in some units.
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~~ Left team late in season, denied award
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: Fifth year volleyball stars cry foul
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After five years of intercol~giate competition, two all-star
University of Windsor athletes
<JY the athletic department has
denied them the recognition they
deserve.
Chris Breck a and Cheryl
Smith, co-captains of this year's
Lancer women's volleyball team,
;.1id they are upset after learning
the athletic department will withMild their fifth year awards.
The fifth year awards are
given each year in recognition of
university athletes who finish
their fifth year of competition.
Smith and Brecka both left the
ieam in March in the midst of the
Ontario university championships after a disagreement with
wach Marge Holman. The
players said Holman gave them
an ultimatum, and left them little
choice but to leave the team.
"We were asked to leave. She

said if your attitudes do not
change we do not want you with
us," Smith said.
A five member panel made a
unanimous decision to withhold
the award, said athletic director
Bob Boucher. The committee included Joanne Maclean, coordinator of women's athletics.
"It's unfortunate that it happened, but the award is not given
to people who don't complete the
year," Maclean said. "Whether
they quit late in the season like
these two. or after the second
game of the season.
''It was not an easy decision to
come to. ll was discussed for a
long time. "This was not a snap
decision."
Boucher said the situation was
unfortunate, but it would set a bad
precedent to give the award to two
players who did not complete
their fifth year.
The players, both OWIAA allstars this season, said they did not
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urges
better nutrition
y CindJ Kavanaugh

When you eat fast foods, grab
salad and skip the french fries.
at was the message of NationNutrition Month, sponsored by
he Windsor-Essex County
eah)l Unit in March.
\the organization offered
Smart Supermarket Tours"
pl~in that the food people eat
everything they do.
Tour guide Marge Wood, a
herapeutic dietician at Grace
Hospital. said it is important to
have,a varied diet and have foods
moderation.
"8asically, limiting fooo
oices may result in inadequate
d iritake."
Wood said to be food smart,
ople need to look at all the
oods you eat. While we all
hoose less healthy foods ocionally, the goal is an overall
ahhy fal-reduced diet, she said.
The Shop Smart tours
vided an information kit with
mph lets on how to choose lowt and high-fibre foods for bealy living and tiow to read food
bels.
Since most fast foods - hamrgers, fries, shakes and pizzas
are liigh in fat and salt but low
fibre, it is best to eat these foods
ly occ\ionally.
Woocf \dvises people who eat
t food to choose milk or juice,
ta milkshake or pop, and whole
heat rather than white buns or
ad.
Healthy living begins with
art food choices. Students
ould spend a high percentage of
cir food bills on fruits and
getables, with the exception of
~ives and avocadoes, Wood said.

In addition, Wood said to eat
more high-fibre foods and complex carbohydrates, such as pasta.
rice, corn, peas or beans.
Use smaller portions of meat,
fish and poultry. Remove skin
before cooking to reduce fat. Barbecue, broil or roast meat on a
rack instead of frying. To
tenderize meat use conventional
methods, like pounding, marinading or cutting across the grain.
Slow down on sugar, sail, caffeine and alcohol. Some sugars
are necessary, but excessive sugar
causes tooth decay. Use a blend of
spices instead of salt.
Lowering cholesterol isn · t as
important as lowering total fat intake. Wood said.
"We're too preoccupied with
cholesterol."
Companies use nutrition
claims, such as "no cholesterol,"
to sell products. These claims
may be true, but their importance
is often exaggerated.
We manufacture 80 per cent
of our cholesterol and only 20 per
cent comes from the foods we eat.
Wood said.
All margarines made from
vegetable oils are cholesterol free.
The healthiest margarine choice
is a diet, soft-tub margarine which
is twice as high in polyunsaturated fats than saturated fats.
Look for healthier cooking
oils such as com, sunflower and
safflower; avoid coconut. palm
and canola oils.
More tips on making healthy
food choices can be found in the
book Eat Well, Live Well: The

Ca11adian Dietetic Associatio11 's
Guide to Healthy Eating, for
$19.95, published by Macmillan
of Canada.
0

get a chance to present their side
of the story to the awards committee. Instead, they believe the
selection group was influenced by
Holman.
"I feel like she's trying to railroad us," Brecka said, "and it's
not necessary. 11
Holman has declined to comment, saying she docs not want to
get into a public verbal battle with
athletes. She said her door is always open to all her athletes, and
it would be inappropriate for her I
to comment.
According to Brecka and
Smith, the trouble started in the
final weekend of the regular
season when the Lancers lost to
Brock in a match that allowed the
Badgers to claim first place, and
lefl Windsor second.
Both players said the coach
had not complained about them at
any time during the previous four j
seasons.
Smith said Holman was un- .
usually upset about losing the
match. and told the team in a
meeting a few days later that she
would be furious at herself if she
was not still angry in September
about the loss.
Brecka said the team then
only practiced once before head- ·
ing to Waterloo for the Ontario,
championships. The Lancers·
were knocked out of medal con- ·
tention when they lost their first .
match to the University of Toronto.
After the team defeated
Western in a match the next day.
Lonee photo by James Crump
Brecka and Smith were con- Chris Brecka (3) displays her all-star style.
fronted by their coach.
Brecka said the coach then
ing." Brecka said.
"After the Western game we asked her and Smith to stay, while
According to Brecka, Holman
had a meeting and she was basi- the rest of the team left the room.
then said the two had until Mon"Then she said, the things she
day to decide whether they
cally saying things like she's been
•disappointed with what she's had said to the team were mostly
wanted to play with the team at
been seeing and hearing on the directed at Cheryl and I; that we'd
the Canadian championship tourteam; that we seem to have some let her down. and that she can't
nament that Windsor hosted. That
anger that we've been misdirect- believe the disrespect we've had
was when the two players left.O
for her after five years of playing at her." Brecka said.

I

Nelles' lawyer discusses case
hy Rob Steinke
One of the most highly
publicized criminal cases of the
past decade was brought back to
life in a lecture at the University
of Windsor's Moot Court on Mar.
27.
The Bernard Cohen lecture,
now in its fourth year. dealt with
the significant and interesting
aspects of Canadian criminal law.
This year's speaker, criminal
law specialist Austin Cooper, said
he could not picture "quiet. sane"
nurse Susan Nelles as a murderer.
In a lecture entitled, "Susan
Nelles: The Defense of Innocence", Cooper discussed the
"murder" of four babies who died
from Jan. 11 to Mar. 22, 1981, at
the Sick Children's Hospital in
Toronto.
Janice Estrella, Kevin Pascai,

Allanna Miller, and Justin Cook
each died on ward 4A from fatal
doses of digoxin, a powerful heart
drug found in their systems at the
time of death.
Nelles was a member of a constant care nursing team which was
responsible for these babies. She
worked with four other nurses on
the ward, a cardiac care department at Sick Kids.
After the death of Justin Cook
on Mar. 22. police began to search
for the killer.
On Mar. 25 Susan Nelles was
arrested.
Austin Cooper was retained as
the defence lawyer. After their initial meeting, he recalled Nelles as
being "reserved, quiet, polite and
sane". He couldn't picture Nelles
as a murderer.
The preliminary hearing
began Jan. 4, 1982, and according

to Cooper. it became obvious the
case against Nelles was highly
circumstantial. She had not been
on duty when the Estrella baby
died. rn fact, Nelles had no contact with this baby for the 10 hours
prior to her death.
Psychological and psychiatric
testing also showed Nelles to be
an unlikely suspect, Cooper said.
Still, the prosecution would not
withdraw its case.
On May 21, 1982, Provincial
Court judge David Vanek ruled,
"There is no evidence that a
reasonable jury, properly instructed. could have convicted
Nelles."
Susan Nelles was completely
exonerated, and a Royal Commission, led by Justice Grange, later
suggested the government pay
restitution to her.
The case r~Qlains unsolved. r:J
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Leftover fare
Few things in the Vanier cafeteria are as palatable
as the prospect of saying goodbye to Marriott, the company that has managed the university's food services
since 1986.
Anyone who has tried to choke down a meal on
campus will appreciate the fact the university has finally seen fit to drop the profit motive, and is in the process
of operating the food service itself.
The universlty's compromise on the perennial student complaint about leftover funds on the food plan is
an appetizer, r.ice but not fully satisfying. The entree good food at a good price - has not yet been served.
Director of Student Services David McMurray has
said Vanier Hall needs money pumped into food equip' ment as well as renovations to the building itself. We
hope to see some of the promises become reality ASAP.
The dining experience in Vanier would be a lot more
pleasant if the hall could lose some of its gloomy institutional feel. That might not be easy, but it may be worth
the effort.
The residence meal plan rivals hospital fare as a
source of ridicule, but students understand it's difficult
tor a food service to provide thousands of meals a day
and keep them healthy, hot and tasty at the same time.

Besides the complications of volume, menu
preparers must reduce seasoning to a lowest common
denominator level.
That's why food services must be flexible enough to
accomodate those who aren't served by the cafeteria
- especially people with special diets for health or
moral reasons.
This should point the way to upping the limit that can
be spent in the Mini Mart. possibly expanding its stock to
include a wider selection of basic groceries. Priority
should also be given to improving kitchen facilities in the
residences. and encouraging students to use them.
The university has moved to offset costs by joining o
purchase cooperative with the Laurier. Guelph, Water·
loo universities. It would do well to organize something
similar for all the residence students who do buy
groceries oft-campus every week.
The shift from Marriott's suppliers to local sources of
produce. meat and dairy goods will pump $2 million into
the local economy. The university's takeover of its own
territory will have concrete benefits for businesses.
We trust the move will also benefit campus con·
sumers.
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Blind justice
It's a sad state of affairs at the University of Windsor.
and those who have the power to change things will
not. The current problem revolves around the four deanships up for appointment at the school.
Two of the four recommendations hove been made
and call for men to fill the positions. In the case of the
Dean of Arts, a highly qualified external female candidate was chosen over an internal male candidate. At
the law school. the students held a referendum to show
they were not behind the recommended male candidate. Their vote saw the female candidate as the
majority favourite.
Ever since the school combined the positions of
dean of men and dean of women, the new post, dean
of students, has been filled by men.
This ,s just one of the problems that led the employment equity review commission to produce a recent

I '

report detailing the scarcity of women in upper ad
ministrative positions on campus.
In the quest for a new dean, an ad hoc search corn·
mittee is formed and its recommendations ore
presented to a faculty council. Unfortunately, the sarne
people who created employment inequity in the post
continue to sit on these committees and perpetuate the
problem.
University president Ron Ianni has the right to veto
the recommendations of the committees, but unless he
discovered a candidate is a mass murderer, it appears
unlikely he would exercise that power.
Holding a referendum, producing a conclusive
report, and general discussion have not worked. Unless
mandatory legislation is created to address this situatiOn,
nothing will change and these inequitable appoint·
ments will continue to go unchallenged.
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Career Fair '90 welcomes your input
by Gangaram Singh and Lisa Laforet
One of the most convenient, yet frequently overlooked sources of career assistance is the Career Planning and Placement
Centre in Dillon Hall. The staff is willing
to assist you in exploring careers which
capitalize on your strengths.
They also help in seeking job opportunities, writing resumes, planning for interviews and graciously accepting or
rejecting job offers. In addition, the placement office has material on various companies, offers workshops and seminars on
career planning and acts as a direct
facilitator of Career Fair.
In 1989, the University of Windsor's
Career Fair was one of the largest m Ontario. Over 300 students and 58 organizations attended the two sessions. This year,
with your cooperation and enthusiasm,
n(;!w dimensions will be added to build
upon last year's success.
Among these are a survey asking you
to supply information that will make
Career Fair '90 beneficial to all, and the introduction of a liberal arts component.
With your help, the image of the fair as

solely a business event will be changed and
the entire university will become involved.
The upcoming survey will investigate
the ways Career Fair '90 can help you. ft
will allow you to specify which employers
you wish to meet - either to find jobs or
simply to obtain information for the future.
Four ballot boxes will be placed in the
following places: Leddy Library, University Centre front desk, Vanier Hall
cafeteria and the Career Planning and
Placement Centre. Open ended que~tions
will be asked to encourage you to voice
your opinions.
You are advised to take these questionnaires home, give thought to your responses and then deposit them in one of the
above mentioned ballot boxes. Your
answers and suggestions will be tabulated
and if possible, wi II be used to shape Career
Fair '90.
The idea of a liberal arts component
originated at the University of Houston,
Clear Lake, in a special effort to include
this segment in Career Fair.
On the morning of this year's Career
Fair at the U nivcrsity of Windsor,
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C~REER
ASSISTANCE
employees of the liberal arts field will collaborate with faculty, alumni and students
to present workshops directed at liberal arts
students. Students are needed to help
decide the areas which will be covered, and
to help prepare the event.
By offering your time and cooperation
to this event. you will not only develop or-

ganizational skills, but will also make imporant contacts which may help in your job
search. ff you would like to volunteer. contact the oordinators of Career Fair '90.
By offering your input and cooperation
to the coordinators of Career Fair '90, you
can help make this year's fair the "best" and
not simply "one of the best" in Ontario. (J

'Shooting' is prudent for any non-student, quothe Mad Ted
by Ted Sturk
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Guard towers, barbed wire, dogs that's what this university needs. Probably
an armed helicopter (or two) going overhead at night wouldn't hurt.
We've got to keep those nasty. dirty,
smart-assed, little skateboarders off this
campus, and for that matter anyone else
who doesn't belong.
As a matter of fact, the only reason
anyone should be here is for the sole purpose of education, so perhaps a couple of
other measures are in line.
We've got to close down liquour services. This would include the Grad House
and the Subway Pub. No one is here for a
good time - they're here for an education.
Both of the aforementioned bars would
make great extra library space - God
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IL doesn't have to be just alcohol. Why
stop there'? Anyone who stops and talks.
has a coffee, should be marked with a piece
of chalk. If they're still there, 15 minutes
later, still not doing anytbing to further
their education, they' II just have to be shot
(again, not fatally). This will also go for
people who spend just a little too much
time outside on a nice day. (Even if they
have books open, you know they' re faking
it.)

Of course. we 'II have to have checkpoints. Two at the most, one at one end of
the campus. one at some other end ""here
nobody can find it. If you haven· t got
signed. sworn. notarized statements from at
least 16 people. stating you really do
belong at campus, I'm sorry. but you'll
have to be shot.
If you do possess the necessary p~,per:..
perhaps a little extra touch would be if you
were doused with some kind of ultraviolet
paint. That way. if skateboarders (or squirrels) do manage to sneak in past the dogs.
guards, and barbed wire. they won't have
the paint on, and the guards will know
whom to shoot that much easier.
With this new armed camp philosophy,
the university can solve that age-old thorn
in its side: illegally parked cars. Forget the

old, wimpy method of handing out tickets
- use a missile instead.
Think of all the unnecessary labour that
could be saved if, instead of having to get
out of his car. the university cop could JU:-.t
sit in his armoured personnel carrier (for
that's what they'll have to be). touch a button. and boom! No more illegally parked
car
Some would argue this isn't the solution. That a university, by definition should
be open to everyone. That kids are kids.
That with the stressload of the academic
environment. sometimes one needs to
relax. take a load off.
I say fuck that. If you're not here
legitimately. for an education. with everything you do oriented towards schooling.
be prepared to eat lead. Happy Easter. O
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knows we need it.
For that matter, take it a step further and
solve the problem of academic careers
being wrecked off-campus. Perhaps a new
law could be passed that any universily student caught in an off-campus bar will be
shot. Not fatally. but just enough to make
the person think twice the next time.

Dear Editor,
With the booksale to provide funds for
the South African scholarship approaching
(Apr. 9-12) I cannot as one of the few rational voices on this issue remain silent. As
a black African man it is my belief that this
South African scholarship is a fraud, but
more importantly the entire leadership at
the university should be questioned due to
its hypocrisy.
As President of the Faculty Association, Dr. Emily F. Carasco has been a leader
in the drive for this South African scholarship as well as the push for divestment of
the university pension fund. This bodes
well for her commitment to African causes
as well as human rights but IJI,llestion her
real commitment to Africa when she spent
time in Uganda.
Related to this failed leadership is the
action of the newly appointed ombudspcrson, Dr. Subhas Ramcharan. I find it most
interesting how the Office of Race Relations at the university docs not employ a
black individual. But by employing Dr.
Carasco ·s younger brother-in-law, Mr.

Gangaram Singh (who believes that the
Canadian taxpayer should subsidize all
foreign students) the perception is that the
word nepositism does not exist in the advanced vocabulary of Dr. Ramcharan.
A final hypocrisy evident at the university rests with certain black males involved
with the Students Against Apartheid. It is
very easy to play the role of the great emancipator and believer in civil rights for a nation that is 7,000 miles from Canada. But a
pattern of enslavement of the black female
is evident.
Men like this, some of who are at the
university, really should be more concerned about the problems in their own
lives or those problems they perpetuate for
the Canadian mosaic rather than apartheid
or any other civil rights issue.
These are the reasons why all individuals involved with the South Africa
scholarship are hypocrites because many
people have knowledge of the charges
stated above, but for political reasons
decided to look the other direction.
All efforts rather. should be to promote
non-violent negotiations and coexistence
between all societies within the entire
African continent. To achieve this,

economic growth and opportunity are vital
to all blacks and this will only occur" ith a
total free trade zone for the entire continent
as well as investment into all areas.
Kofi Adomako

referentia
Dear Editor,
What is wrong with the female intramural hockey at this school? It is exciting to watch and supposed to be fun to play
but at one of the semi-final games on Wednesday (Mar. 28). the game got to the point
of "win at all costs".
True, part of the reason for the girls'
hard skating and tough play was due to the
tension of the game and the desire to win
the semi-final so as to proceed to the finals.
However, I feel the major problem was the
refereeing of Joe "Elvis" Caprioth.
There was no reason that the game
should have gotten as out-of-hand as it did.
If Mr. Caprioth would have taken control
of the game at the first drop of the puck.
like a ref should, many penalties could have
been prevented.
While the play was going on at one end
of the ice, Mr. Caprioth was taking his time

skating from the opposite end of the ice.
Should the refs not be competent skaters,
able to reach the action of the game with
the same ability and efficiency of the
female player?
After the game. I overheard Mr.
Caprioth say. "They're worse than the
guys". I told him that he was "worse than a
real ref'. In order to prevent this from happening in future intramural events, it is
mandatory that the organizer of such events
find competent referees.
Roberta Brooks

apologentsia
To our readers,
The Lance apologizes to those involved
in the Graduate Student Society and the
Grad House for inaccuracies in our article
on the renovation and opening of their new
and improved facility "Grad House
Delayed" (Mar. 22).
We are grateful to those readers who
came forward to correct our errors.
We also would like to apologize for last
week's front page photo of students involved in the campus safety audit which
misidentified Paula Smith as Jackie Prince.
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The Abortion
Providers

CANTERBURY
COLLEGE
University of Windsor

~

(a 60 minute video)
Ten men and women candidly reveal their experiences as
abortion clinic operators, counsellors, and as doctors who
have provided abortions. They also explain the personal
reasons for their eventual switch over to a pro-life stance.
This is NOT the type of video you're likely to ever see on
TV, so don't miss this opportunity to get an eye-opening
insider's view of the abortion industry.
Admission is free.
Everyone is welcome.

SINGLE MEN & WOMEN
- 4 Town House units, newly constructed and furnished. Each self.
contained house accommodates 1::?. student~ in air-conditioned
single rooms.
- 7 former homes co," erlt>d for student living, each self-contained
and accommodating 5 to I:! persons in single or double rooms.

MARRIED STUDENTS
- Geoffrey Fisher Hall Apartments.
- All 38 suites are one.bedroom and unfurni,hed (adj.ict.>nl to the
Leddy Library and the L1w Building)

Applications now being accepted for Intersession and Summer
School and 1990-91 Academic Year.

For Information and Applications contact:
Canterbury College
172 PMricia Ro.id
Windsor, Ontario, C.inad.i

There will be two screenings:

Tuesday, April 10th at 10:00 a.m.
and
Wednesday, April 11th at 7:00 p.m.
in

Student Housing
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The Blue Room (2nd Floor, University Centre)
No talk will be given.
For further information. or to arrange a private screening.
please call Christine at 971-7877.
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Calvin Klein Jeans
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• Sweaters • Sports Shirts
• Tops • Denim Jackets
• Skirts • Socks
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• Cash Purchase Only

4729 Wyandotte

945-6181
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Choose aCheese Lover'sr~
Pepperoni Lover's™ or
Meat Lover's™ Pan Pizza
for only $9. 99 each
and you' re scoring big
on taste and value.
LIMITED TIME OFFER AT PARTICIPATING
RESTAURANTS. *PWS P.S.T.

2-31

t1
Just in case you have unusual shaped items.
this European styled case is designed
to handle them. Rernovahle shoulder strap.

\VINDS()R

972-FAST
• PIZZll Hut IS a Registered Trade Mark of Pizza Hut Inc Reg1Stered user Pepsi-Cola canada Ltd
• Peps, is aRegistered Trade Marl< of Peps..COla Canada Ltd

LA<rINA
Leather Accessories

P-k{.a

~ut~

Makin' it great!

405 Pelissier
Lower l.cvcl

252-5033
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believe otherw ise supports the
-• - -- -- -- - - view that men naturally and rightwomen's existence in the fully "prey" on women. Instead,
1ieth century has been and the rapist is the victim - the vienues to be defined by their tim of a society' whose fundamenlity. T he perpetuation of this tal power structure supports the
· of objectificatio n under- humil iation and violation of
. the feminists' struggle for women.
ity. It also ensures v iolent
The fl aws in this power strucagainst women, like rape, ture become more and more evicontinue.
dent as women are allowed to
~'omen are raised to believe prove their intellectual worth. As
have access to their bodies their capacity to function as con·which they have no control. tributing members of society besoid unwanted sexual atten- comes increasingly apparent and
women learn to dress "sen- more widely accepted, women
·, not to walk alone outside are able to assume a fair propor·dark, and the value of self- tion of the responsiblity prece classes.
viously shouldered exclusively
'. hey are raised under a by men.
~ of intimidation designed
If nothing else, this societal
,,ntrol their movements and change should help to alleviate
ct their freedom.
the pressures facing those in the
:hese preventative techni- public sphere to such an extent
imply women possess con- that acts of violence in the private
over a situation involving sphere will become obsolete.
. If a woman is raped, she
By defining women's exist·have broken one of the rules ence in terms of their intellectual
ed to ensure her safety. Ac- worth rather than their sexuality,
ng to the unwritten laws of it is possible to remove the rules
ruct governing society, her restricting their freedom and
•,e is punishable by rape.
movement. This will be achieved
:bis attitude has successfully when society faces the reality of
ted the blame from the acts such as rape and begins to
nal to the victim. But even ask, not what the woman <lid to
,icw of criminal and victim get raped, but why her assailant
1mcs questionable under sought to humiliate and violate
rscrutiny.
another human being.
O
~·omen are not victims. To

1-800-387-5519
(416) 923-PREP (7737)

Holy Week
catholic campus the university of windsor
a service of

assumption university

Apr il 8
Palm Sunday

Mass & Distribution of Palms
10:30 a.m. & 4:30 p.m.

April 9
Monday

Liturgy of the Word & Communion Sen ·ice ·

April 10
T u esday

Seder Supper - 5:00 p.m.
(Advance Tickets)

April 11
\ Vednesday

11 :50 a.m. Mass

11 :50 a.m.

April 12
Mass of The Lord 's Last Supper .. 7:30 p.m.
H oly Thursd ay - followed hy Adoration of The Blessed
Sacrament

April 13
Good Friday

Liturgy, Veneration Of The Cross
& Communion - 3:00 p.m.

April 14
Easter Vigil

Mass - 10:30 p.m.
- followed by Reception

April JS
Easter

!.l ass Of The Resurrection - I 0:30 a.m.
- followed b) Reception

• boc~s

• ~erbal apothecar)
' ta•?I cards

Shish Kebab

• cr,·stals
• 1nceese
• classes

House

Sacrame nt Of Reconci li ation - Available On Request
Chapel 2nd Floor

Phone: 973-7034

Magick
Store

, ~dsors Famous Fa;atel

,e sp~c1alize in vegetarian
&non vegetarian food

10% Discount
'oall students, faculty
& staff

Mex,can Jacket •

8 S1ytes
$14.95

. Alternative to Junk Food'

11 Wyandotte St. E.
258-3944
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Unusual Gift Ideas for Body, Spin/ & Mind

INTERNATIONAL BAZAAR

Jennifer & Larry

255 Ouellette, 2nd Floor
252-8686

0
0
0

Introduces
New & Exciting Stylists Bring
Their Artistic Flare
To Salon 510

Southwestern Ontario s most highly advanced
tanning tac1llty
Tanning 1s our only business ·
We have trained consultants
No sweating • 1ust results
or your money back

2-3155 Howard (in Round House Centre)
across from Devonshire Mall

tudent Rate
feature
lldsor's
best
lection
Of the

only
f"'¥• -;-;ry

i•"*

all hair services with Jennifer & Larry only
Appointment Preferred
Monday & Wednesday -- 9:30 - 5:00
Tuesday, Thursday & Friday -- 9:30 - 7:00
Saturday -- 8:30 - 4:00

wear"

t The

TAN
t Gets

TICED"

551 Pelissier Street
973-4977
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We don't need no steenking badges.
But we do need: a news editor, associate news editor, photo editor, associate
photo editor, arts editor, features editor, and sports editor. These jobs are a lot of
fun, but not much pay, but lots of experience, but not much sleep.
Apply with resume, cover letter and samples of your work to Larry Deck,
editor-elect, the Lance, 2nd floor University Centre, before April 18.
The Lance: we are the low around these parts.

Super Specials
every
*MONDAY* TUESDAY*
*WEDNESDAY*
Monday Night Special
$9.99 for 50 Wings

OUELLETTE
Downtown
Windsor

All
the
Sports
All
the
Time on our
Magnificent
10' T.V.

Monday Night
20¢ Wings
Tuesday Night
Texas Ribs
(20-24 oz.)
$8.95
Wednesday Night
Nachos $6.95

GST foes to vot
by Lance news staff
Opponents of the proposed
federal goods and services tax
will have a chance to register a
vote against it in a referendum on
campus Apr. 9.
The vote is part of a national
effort to gather ballots against the
GST and forward them to prime
minister Brian Mulroney, said
local organizer Ian McMahon.
McMahon, a constituency
representative for MP Howard
McCurdy (NOP - WindsorLake St. Clair), said he hopes the
campaign will result in 2 million
people lodging their protests.
"This is a way for you and me,
Joe Average, to get a voice on
this," he said. McMahon said the
Windsor organizing committee,
Citizens Against the Sales Tax, is
planning for 40,000 people to
vote in businesses, workplaces,
and schools across the city.
"Windsor's always been way
ahead of the rest of the country
when it comes to stuff like this,"
he said.
The committee will set up a

.

.

ballot box in the Un1versit
.
.
Centre Apr. 9, and 1s seeking pc
mission to hold votes in al
aca d em1·c b u1'Id'mgs, l'k
1 ea stude
.
.
counc1 1e 1ect1on.
.k
.
U n l 1 e an e 1ection, howeve
voters in this referendum won'
have much choice. The ball
used by the group have no spa
. d'1cate support o f the ta
to m
Those who favour the GST wi
have to abstain from the refere
dum.
The unpopular seven per
· Iated to beapp11e
· d toawi
tax 1ss
range of previously untax
goods and services in 1991.
Conservat ive governme
proposed the measure to replace
tax on manufactured goods.

and our other
10 T.V.'s
for your enjoyment
so get a

-
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Break-Away
and Shoot"

Watch the NHL Playoffs
On our Big Screen
And Ten Other T.V.s

on down to

Peachy's

1990 President's
Medal
Nominations are invited for the 1990 President's
Medal. Candidates must have a cumulative
average of at least 80%, must have taken at
least 20 courses at the University of Windsor,
and must have made an outstanding contribution to campus activities. Nomination forms
and further information in the Student Awards
Office.

Top 40 Dance Music
University of Windsor Party Headquarters
*

Every Thursday
Mystery Draw

(Try your luck to win prizes

*

Monday - Thursday
6 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Chicken Wings

Rough Mix - Live Band
Wednesday April 11
Thursday April 12
* Friday Food Special

1

&~r~
Halibut Dinner

Deadline for submission: May 11, 1990.
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Training in Art Therapy
Candidates who have completed a B A
with an interest 1n either psychology,
education. mental health of visual arts
are eligible to enrol in a comprehensive
two year trammg program m ART
THERAPY

residents choice
y Lance news staff

Windsor's student council
ayed host to student presidents
rom universities across the
ovince this past weekend.
The Presidents' Transition
Conference rotates annually bersi1 ween different campuses. It
I pei \lings together newly elected and
1
al utgoing student presidents to
ide Jtare information and ideas on
·unning student government.
evei SAC president Paul Brisebois
von' ;alled this year's conference "a
all°"lreat success." Every university
ipa '.n Ontario was represented, with
• ta_ :he exception of Wilfrid Laurier
wi md Western.
·ere
"There's a lot of stress people
go through w ith these jobs,"
r . Brisebois said. "This gives them a

chance to relate their experiences."
The conference included
seminars for the future and past
executive.
Personnel policy, budgetting,
and rules of procedure were explained for the neophyte presidents, while those leaving their
posts were counsel led in
strategies to deal with "life after
student council."
As well, Brisebois praised
university president Ron Ianni for
a dinner he held for the 24 participants at the exclusive Windsor
Club .
"I thought it was great. He let
us all ask whatever we always
wanted to ask a university president."
0

';; Why no performer?

ne
lace Sponsored by Don Cherry's
Restaurant
Due to the conclusion of the
University of W indsor's intercolgiate athletic season, there will
1>t be a performer of the week.
Our last award of a $20
YOucher for Don Cherry's Resurant w ill be given out next
week to o ne of the big award win-

ners from this Friday's athletic
banquet.
The final performer of the
week for the 1989/1990 athletic
year will appear in its regular
space on the front of the sports
section.
Check it out to see who the
lucky winner of a free meal at
Grapes' place will be.
0

For further information about lraimng
and student worl.shops, please contact
the Toronto Art Therapy Institute
216 St Clair Avenue West
Toronto, Ontario M4V 1R2
(416) 924-6221

Organization of Part-time
University Students
253-4232 Ext. 3231 or 258-4687
Room 101 , Universrty Centre

r.~ERFECT
r PAPERS

Word Processing
Service
Laser Printer

social science society
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______
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Good Luck To President
Kim Morneau ,
Vice President
Jaqueline Touma
And The Rest Of Next Year's Executive.

Good Luck To
Everyone With Finals
Pre school program, ages 2 - 5 and
summer or before I after school care,
ages 6 - 10

Easter Sunday

City of Windsor
WYANDOTTE DAY NURSERY
1585 W yandotte W.
255-5227

Brunch

at

Bentley's

Better than Breakfast in Bed"
From Around the World
405 Pelissier

254-6865
* Sweaters
* Masks

* Cards
* Tapestries
* Sculpture
* Clothing

* Folk Art

zes

*

Jewellery

Open 7 Days

Ribs • Smoked Salmon • Cabbage Rolls •
Perogies • Crab Legs • Chicken •
Full Salad Bar • Great Desserts
ss.95

Seniors s6. 95

Children s3.95
(under 12)

al *

.JNTHESKY

Jaw

Make Your Reservations Today!

1 O°'o o ff with Student I. 0 .
·· FROM T H E O RI G INAL TO TH E EXOTIC""

• Sweaters
* Tapestries
* Clothing
* Jewellery

* Folk Art
* African Carvings
• Scarves
• Whips

Handcrafted Imports From Around The World

300 Ouellette Ave. ( Palace Complex)
Open 7 Days

Open
Good
Friday

-~ ~ ,'---,

I ~~~~
755 Ouellette

256-2385

Happy
Holidays!

1
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Communications studies students from the
University of Windsor, under the direction of assistant professor Rhonda Hommer, attended the International Popular Culture Association annual
conference Mor. 7-10 1990 and documented the
event on videotape. Association members discussed topics ranging from "Vampire Women in
the Movies" to "Cyberpunk Theories" to the
television series Married With Chlldren. The students
ore currently creating a video presentation of the
event and will present their work at next year's conference in Texas.
This feature was researched at the four-day
event in Toronto exclusively tor the Lonee and
details new Ideas and discoveries In on area that
affects all of us over 500 times a day - advertising.

b y Caeri Bertrand-Crump

...

Grainy images wash the screen in waves of
flesh, rushing past the eye in a captivating current.
The headiness, speed, beauty of the flickering expanse pull you to the edge of your seat, leaning in,
grasping unblinkingly for more. What was that?
It was an advertisement. the fast-cutting, sensual, junkie-producing ad of the '90s. They're creative. beautiful, effective, and possibly dangerous.
According to panelists at the annual Popular
Culture Association conference. these commercials are the new violators of ad codes and consumer minds.
What is seen as trendy videography in
television ads - the sweeping pans, tilted shots,
blinking-like cuts- are contrived signals these ads
are, much like the viewer. searching rapidly for
reality.

~
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When these zooming shots leave the viewer
wondering what the ad is for, that is when the violation begins for sociology professor Steven Papson
of St. Lawrence University in Canton. New York.
There is no clear sign, or representation of what the
product Is.
"Depicting the product as the fragments of life
shown is reducing the idea behind the product. the
meaning of it, to a product itself," said Papson. who
spoke on television advertising at the conference.
"You are left with the Ideology of it and nothing
else. The idea becomes the commodity."
Papson cited a Levi's 501 ad as an example of
this new selling. The camera madly pans and tilts
as a man and woman ride In a freight elevator,
coyly eyeing each other's 501 s while a janitor babbles to the woman about cleaning floors. The
idea? These 501 s are part of the attraction In the
trendy elevator, and the sub-theme is how the
proletariat Is a hindrance, an annoying intrusion
into the elite world of 501 wearers. The imag es.

powerful without focusing on the Jeans; the ideas,
dlscriminatory and left as the commodity.
The ambiguity left in the viewer mind. like the
famous Reebok UBU campaign (flashing a series of
crazy images that don't feature the shoes) is often
countered by title cards to force the viewer to participate in the sorting out of the images and messages. according to Robert ·Goldman. who
presented a paper on crisis in television ads.
"In the mix of glamour, sex, realism and fetish
(shots which closely show only one body part as an
entity in themselves), the title cards sort out that
ambiguity," said Goldman.
He cited the Michelob Dry beer advertisements
as the most interesting use of type. Words like coo/,
crisp and phrases like drink it dry are juxtaposed
with quick shots of women and beer bottles cut to
the beat of African drums. The viewer is forced to
read the words and consequently participate in
the selling of the beer.
The study of ads and what the images mean is
often grouped into semiotics. the science of signs
(any object, image, word, etc.) and what it means
to a viewer. Advertising executives of the 90s are
flocking to the dicipline to learn the powers of discourse analysis and. consequently, exploitation. At
a recent advertising conference in Italy, executives introduced themselves as "semioticians.
sociologists and anthropologists who happen to
work in advertising."
The same panelists pointed out the new lnfiniti
luxury car ads as an excellent example of this rediscovered process. The ads ask semiotic questions
like, "What does your watch say about you?", as
well as commodity the ideology behind the car by
not showing it in the ads. preferring to show nature
scenes and quiet talk of Zen.
Selling the values and morals of countries and
products is not completely new to a dvertising; the
practice dates back to the early 1800s. Trade
cards, small 3x5 wooden placards, reflect the cultural attitudes of the 19th century in their advertis-

ing phrases and pictures. Michael Prichll
State College told the PCA conference
card-ads for Pillsbury and Singer sewing
reinforced the rampant colonize ·
materialism of the times through their i
slogans. These small collectibles were
mergings of art and type intended for a
and paved the way for the advertising
Advertising Is not Just harkening bo
past in ideas, but in art. The controver
can't be sold is over, said Birgit Wassm
nalism professor at University of Missouri.
facing of renaissance art in modern ad
the selling of a classical thinking, and a ·
Is buying.
"Ads use the sign that art has beco
central part of culture, through the yuppi1
tion - a sophistication, education and
tion of art has surfaced in the most
consumers," said Wassmuth.
Art carries the ideas of tradition. w
perfection, and these ads, like recen
clothing ads depicting a woman wearin
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eco
yuppi,
and

mos!
I

identical to that of a classic portrait, transfer those
This vicious paradox becomes monetarily clear
In the exposition of consumer freedom, or 'the
qualities onto the product.
If advertising is not relying on ideas and images more I buy, the more I'm free.'
"Freedom has become a big, consumeristic
to hook the consumer. it may be relying on subvalue,
and the Virgina Slims ads are the best exliminal graphics and words to sell.
ample
of this. 'You've come a long way. baby,·
Subliminal messages are stimuli below the contrivializes
the freedom of women to the freedom of
scious level of apprehension. such as latent images
smoking. They' re seemingly only free to get canwithin a picture or disguised noise within sound.
The professors and professionals attending the cer," he said.
Another cigarette ad that showcases this yupPCA conference did not solve the controversy
about the frequency and effects of subliminal ad- pitied freed om is the ongoing Marlboro ad camvertising, but instead pointed out in their debates paign.
"These ads show men as free In the wilderness,
the valid arguments of both camps.
The belief that subliminal advertising does not freed om fighters against the surgeon general and
come into common use today was represented by his print warning. 'I'm not gonna wimp out, they
Edd Applegate of Middle Tennessee State Univeris- can't take away my virility.'"
This virility is, of course. his freedom to smoke
ty. He said blaming subliminal advertising for winanother
Marlboro cigarette. Manca said.
ning over consumers makes it into a scapegoat.
If
there
is any consumer-left-over-from-the"There's been 50,000 people a year in the ad,
60s-guilt
out
there rampant in a yuppie mind,
vertising industry, so why aren't there more people
Manca
said
it
is wiped out by these manipulative
coming forward, saying 'we did this subliminal
campaigns.
campaign'? There aren't any."
"These ads say, 'you can enjoy your success.
Here we are after work, cashing in. This is happiness.'"
For any leftover doubts, Manca said the yuppie television shows are so full of boomers in
therapy that the message is that it is okay to have
some guilt. We can all be relieved of consumer
guilt, he said, just by watching television and seeing
the rich go through it for us
The yuppie dad is also becoming a corporate
image for some.advertisers. Deborah Morrison of
the University of Texas called it all 'The
Fragrance/Product/Car ...,f Happy Parenting.''
'These ads address the boomer men by showing them what they should be as fathers. The imPricilla Agnew of Saddleback College, Califor- ages say, 'this is the right kind of parenting': she
nia charged from the camp of those who believe said.
subliminal ads are rampant In our consumer
society. Armed with a slide show of ads containing
latent images, Agnew demonstrated to the conference her belief there is more to a picture than
meets the eye - at first.
To the cries of "Nobody has time in an advertising job to do this kind of garbage," Agnew pointed
out skulls. genitalia and faces hidden In popular
magazine ads for Esprit Clothing, Paco Rabane
cologne. and Camel cigarettes.
The nose of the company's cartoon camel,
Smooth Character. is the shape of an erect penis.
The same is true of the Domino's Pizza Noidcharacter. In her research. Agnew found a subject who
said, "I fell in love with the Noid the minute I saw it."
Agnew said this type of illogical reaction
Morrison cited a Kodak print ad as a prime exbrought on by subliminal ads. and the media
ample of this new role in the boomer generation
refuses to blow the whistle.
(the largest generation alive today). The image is
"The media never agree with this type of rea shirtless man caressing a small, naked baby, and
search. It's a conflict of interest for them to expose
Morrison said these are symbols of purity and
their advertsiers," she said.
renewal. The diffuse image is a sign of hope and
While no consensus was reached on the
perfect happiness, and the advertising professor
prevalence of hidden messages, a common
quoted the creator Thompson as saying, "More
opinion was reached on the Yuppie figure in
dads want to be this type of nurturing, helpful dad
today's ad world.
to their babies."
Luigi Manca of Wayne State College, North
Thanks to these new trends in advertising. men
Carolina told the PCA that yuppies, that new upper
and women can buy every quality they ever
middle class of baby boomers who are dedicated
wanted to possess. free of guilt or worry. The PCA
only to the pursuit of material happiness, are a
may have reached a consensus on one thing
myth.
during the maze of presentations, that the adver"There are no yuppies, Just a fantasy that has
tising of ideals, power and success Is at an all-time
been created by the boorners tor the boomers.
high. In Its Intoxicating heights, this grainy producConsumers create ads through demand and
tion and television dissemination of ideology can
market studies. and the ads create consumers,"
be lethal.
Manca said.

•
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Attention

i

University of Windsor students, faculty & staff
Rich Enterprises presents

"Talk of the Town" Limousines

Conveniently located near the U. of W.,
secure self-storage at economical rates.
Safe outside storage for cars. Stop in at
694 Cameron, just south of Wyandotte, or
ca11 254-5422.

~
Book now for those special year end occasions
and summer parties.
Also coming soon: Cruise by Land 'n' Sea
Call for our special rates 945-3635

Special Student Rates

(519) 254-5422

I •
••&.1100nc

f!"Cl 1·
I
.~.
.
'

LI-HAUL

"" C1'1't..Ot•
X ..... Y1

Bring 3 Friends
902 California
& You Eat
256-5001
FREE
0,,

/,College

~ ~

.............

~ ~

,~AVERN

April 6

Roberto Warren
"Life On Earth" &
Motor City Free Arts Group

April 14

Granfalloon And
Walk The Dogma

April 21

The Prehistoric Cavestrovers
- A Benefit for the Gina Lori Riley
Dance Company -

Coming Soon:
Jesus Lizard, One (Formerly B.F.A.)
... The Absolute Horrors
... John Drake Escape

Pitt
E. _ _ _ _ _252-3118
..J ....._340
__
_St.
__
_ _ _....

Students
Donlon Hall Residence - Rooms Available
Summer/Intersession '90

Fall/Winter 1990/91

May 15 - August 31, 1990

Flexible Payments
* Monthly
* By-semesters
* Yearly (8 months)

$500.00
Complete

VISA

A(NTAlS -

"Windsor's Only Musical Alternative"

Roadhouse

L-. -. ... .-.-. ... - - _._..., - - _. - - _. ...

-

StaJu,,

Sunday Brunch
Coupon

Expires
April 16 90

&LEAVE

'

"Windsor's Downtown Storage Facility"

..--__-·k~~

Af~

CITY
LOCK

Bonus:
Pre-register by August l /90 and
.
receive a chance for drawing of cash prizes
Free parking, fridge, kitchen, laundry and more!
5 minute walk to the University of Windsor

245 Detroit Street
Call Steve Parker, Head Resident at 971-9881
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Shuffle Demons rule at Key West
by Kevin Wilson

.Ji~r~

~

~ ~

For me, jazz used to be a lot of guys sitting
\ \i
around making noise for themselves; heavy on
the brass and sax, with a side order of bass and
•
snare.
~
Three years ago, a funny looking quintet
found its way into my stereo and changed my
life.
The Shuffle Demons have been around for
much longer than that. They got their start busking on the streets of Toronto, and playing small
clubs. Their debut album, "Streetniks", got
heavy airplay on campus radio nationwide,
while two videos, "Spadina Bus" and "Out of my
House, Roach" garnered an almost fanatical cult
following for these outrageously enrgetic
maestroes of musical mayhem.
A tour of Canada, and invitations to play many West last Thursday: apart from my chagrin at the dance
European jazz festivals (including Montreuil in Switzer- floor that never was, the Demons played a 90 minute set
land) provided the Shuffle Demons with the necessary fod- that left me speechless. From the "Shuffle Monster" to
der for a second album, Bop Rap, released on the Canadian "Spadina Bus", the Demons never failed to please.
The band played its usual fare of crowd-pleasers, such
label, Stony Plain.
Since I first heard the Shuffle Demons, in 1987, I have as "Funkin' Punkin", "Hockey Night in Canada", "The
seen them five times: twice in Halifax, once in Vancouver, Puker" and "Tequila", as well as some slightly more purist
and twice in Windsor. Each time, the Demons have won tunes like Gabi's "Gimi Suit" and a cover of a Sonny Rolover the audience with the energy of their tunes and an lins piece. The Shuffle Demons style permits a great deal
electrictrifying stage routine. Gig number five was at Key of improvisation, while maintaining a very tight routine.

'lJ

,&

In spite of their numerous solos, no member
of the band upstaged another.
The Demons are, however, first and
foremost, five individually gifted jazz artists.
In spite of the sometimes zany music which
has made them popular, jazz is where their
heart lies ... when they aren't at the Gardens,
cheering on the Leafs.
"We think that jazz has a future, and we're
stupid enough to love the music", said Demon
Rich Underhill, vocalist, saxophonist and
centre ice for the Shuffle Demons.
"We mix it up a lot, trying to play
originals and covers, depending on the
audience ... (some of) our big influences are
Sonny Rollins, World Jazz Orchestra, Bird ... "
The Demons have become rather busy of
late. Their new album is tentatively scheduled
for release "sometime in October". They are also planning
a show in one of Toronto's larger venues, and a tour of
Europe. Other projects may or may not be in the offing,
too. When a~ked if there was any truth to the rumour the
Shuffle Demons would play the national anthem at the
Gardens when the Leafs made the Stanley Cup finals,
Demon Dave Parker promptly replied, "No comment".
But after careful consideration, he said, "Yeah, when the
Leafs make the finals, that's when we'll play the national
anthem at the Gardens".
0

Finally:
Poetry
that works!
On the Ground

by Robert Flanagan
Black Moss Press, 82pps., 1990
Reviewed by Trevor Malcolm

Poetry, in this age of failing light, is a problematic exercise. Too often it falls into a swirling pit of "feelings
about my life, and things" that bores the living beejeezus
out of any poor fool who is stupid enough to wander into
its range. Oh angst! Oh submission! Oh dread!
Tar me scarlet, shrill Messiah!
Huh! Oh yes ... Exception department: Robert
Flanagan. His stuff rocks. It isn't anything like the loud
cannon-blast of Dylan Thomas' "force, that through the
green fuse, drives the flower, that blasts the roots of trees,
is my destroyer", or even Jabberwocky, but it still hits hard
and sure. It is also, the most non-poetry type poetry I have
run into in a long time. Vis:
Prone voter. Excited customer.
I am rebellion glued to a
revolving department store.
Current furred socket. Razor-sharp
promotion. My mouth
trap flexes wallet lips.
Obviously not you average poem
about young love and wanting to fly.
Robert Flanagans poems aren't
anything else. They are poems. They
are great tasting phocnetic morsels
that skitter across the facets of
reality, follow their due course,
and stop. Although not ncscesarily consistent in breadth
and scope of vision, each certain 1y penetrates the experience that birthed it.
I imagine his poems
might sound silly to some
people, due to the abrupt
changes of the clement of
experience being examined. It has the flighty touch of a
comic's rapid fire anulysis. but relics on a certain poetic
lack of cohesion to direct (or surpri~e) the mind of the
reader. This also conveys "Where Flannagan was at" when

Ron Haseldon 'slight sculpture on the Leddy Library roof patio: flashing li~hts
against the bridge and the river skyline.

he was writing. His is a very refreshing individualstic point
of view.
Contrast this bright and fruity compositon to the one
above.
Bands of colour which
fuse optically into one.
The intelligent dryness
of the leaves against
dead grass. Headlights stare
into autumn countryside.
We made choices. Our daily
mouths. Smoke in our chests.
A true rendering of the dynamic
mm·ements of confession. Blue
wind in red faces. Not forgetting
the food, nor the music. How
sex swept us into the cafes!
Smashing cockroaches we are prisoners but not in Montreal.
In the light of its tangy rancor consciousness throngs bubbling to the sluiced cucumber.
Blame ferments artifice to shambles in its splendid
aspect, without owning it oderiferously. Pangs of
the eyes pealed back land in satisfyingly dowsed heat.
Herc is a systems analyst technician without thought of
night or cellular gratification. Such fans have waved on
the coffins of masters.
Jlis is an absence of fish spunk.

n

Lonee photo by James CNmp

Play shows women coping

Waiting for
the Parade
by Donna Palmer
University of Windsor's School of Dramatic Arts
presents Waiting/or the Parade Apr. 3-8 at the Experimental Theatre at the School of Dramatics Arts.
This Canadian feature presented by John Murrel is a
story about five women, caught up in the home-front turmoils of the second World War. The drama focuses on how
five completely different women pull together and deal
with the stresses of men away at the front, rebellious
children and home-front prej,udice.
The cast consists of Shauna Black as Eve, Sharon
Grech as Marta, Karen Halmos as Janet, Sue Hilton as
Margaret. and Deborah Wadsworth as Catherine. Unh rsity of Windsor professor Deborah Cottreau will direct I is
presentation.
Members of the company hope students will come ut
and support the hard work put into their production.
For more information call Jeff Marontate at 253-4 ~2
extension 2815, and for ticket informationcall 253-456 IO

r---~---~~---~--~--~--,
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$1.00 Off

I
I

Regular $4.95

I

I

Faces
Mexican Stvle
Taco Bar

I

I
1

Expires May 1/90

All U Can Eat Mon. 5 p.m.-12 a.m.

C

I

I
I
I
I
I

CJAl

THI~

+=C
presents

The Shannon Bros.

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
1

L - - - - - - - - - - - - ________ J

Fridays
Kick off the weekend
with good song, good food
and great prices

at the TOP HAT
73 University Ave. E.

~

$

~

&a
ALL HAIRCUTS

~

Grad Portrait

Special
(Sitting Included)

,J

1 Weck Only

~<L

(3) Sx7

$29.95

Offer Valid To All Students Upon Presentation Of Valid Student I D.
At University Mall Location Only.
Hours: M-F 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.

We use and recommend

J O I C0

EUNIVFJtSRY Mr1U

Hair Care Products

2686 Tecumseh Rd. W.

We try harder

6 41

7-

8 •2.
9 RI
10 R
11 R

12 R
13 R
14+ I
15 1
16 R

17 1

a)

•

2+ -f

3+4 RJ
5 -5

nn

Men & Women 's
Hair Stylists

OFF

T+-=i

1335 Wyandotte St. E.

253-4535

253-8534

Going Home For Easter?
Call AVIS for a car rental
YOU can afford.

23 4

24 3

25+ .
26 F
27 F
28 4
29 1
30 1
3I l
32 33 4
34 ~
3536 ~
37 1
38 R
39 E
40+

Lai

no,

$IC
blac

cot
the~
hot

3 Day Weekend Sf ecial

only $69.

18 -~
19+*
20+ I
21 •1
22 2

floe.

9
The

400 free kilometres
A VIS features GM cars
1990 Pontiac Grand Am
)

F

C

'

391 Tecumseh Rd. E.
258-AVIS (2847)
CAA Rates Available

Avis features GM cars
lw-s Md ·11e try harder" are re,, "Jered tr-m.,rts ot Av,sca, Inc
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CJAM charts
CJAM-FM, 91.5 top 40 Albums: Mar25-Mar3 l
THIS WEEK/ LAST WEEK/ NUM. WEEKS,
+=CANADIAN,*= LOCAL,$= RE-ISSUE
l+ -1 -5 D.O.A.
MURDER
Restless
2+ -6 -6 Various
OH GOD MY
OG
3+ - - COWBOY JUNKIES CA UT/ON HORSES BMG
4 RE -2 CHET BAKER SDTK "LET'S GET LOST" Novus
5 -5 -2 Various
LONG MAN BLUES
Pearl
6 41 -1 TINKLERS
CASSEROL
Shimmy
7 - - Soundtrack
TERMINAL CITY RICOCHET Alt.Tent.
8 •23 -6 ORANGE ROUGHIES NUCKLE SANDWICH Nocturnal
9 RE -2 GLAS
CHORAL MUSIC OF THE USSR
Touch
10 RE -2 DOGBOWL TIT!.. .AN OPERA
Shimmy
11 RE -3 Various NECROPOLIS, AMPHIBIANS Musique Brut
12 RE -4 MOLTRIFFID
Self Titled
Independent
13 RE -4 MUSLIMGAUZE
UZI
Staalplaat
14+ RE -1 BREEDING GROUND OBSCURITY+ FLAIR Fringe
15 14 -4 PETER MURPHY
DEEP
Polygram
16 RE -2 NINA HAGEN
Self Titled
Phonogram
17 10 -8 GOD BULLIES MAMA WOMB WOMB Amphetamine
18 -9 -4 JOHNNY ANGEL
PRETENIOUS CRAPOLA
1 D.
19+•RE -1 BARN GOBLINS BARN GOBLINS II Independent
20+ RE -4 THE VINDICATORS Self Titled
OG
21 • RE -2 Various NOTES FROM THE UNDERGROUND Icon
22 22 -3 GYPSY KINGS
Self Titled
Elektra
23 47 -2 FREAKS AMOUR
REGRESSIVE
Nart
24 37 -1 SPI YOU WOULD IF YOU LOVED ME
NTS
25+ RE -1 KASHTIN
Self Titled
Capitol
26 RE -3 Various
SKAFACE
Moon
27 RE -2 SMERSH THE GREATEST STORY EVER... KK
28 42 -3 SOL INVICTUS IN THE JAWS OF THE SERPENT SVL
29 17 -3 THE CREATURES
BOOMERANG
Geffen
30 18 -1 THE EFFIGES REMAINS NON-VIEWABLE Road KIii
31 13 -7 KING MISSLE MYSTICAL SHIT
Shimmy
32 -7 -3 INDIGO GIRLS STRANGE FIRE
Epic
33 48 -4 THE YOUNG GODS RED WATER
Play It Again
34 35 -6 SAVAGE REPUBLIC CUSTOMS
Starkman&Son
35 - - BATZ WITHOUT FLESH A MILLION BRICKS NTS
36 32 -1 SEE DICK RUN
WHACK DING Elementry
37 19 -3 THE TELESCOPES TASTE
What Goes On
38 RE -3 THEY MIGHT BE GIANTS FLOOD Elektra
39 RE -8 GOD BULLIES PLAS TIC EYE MIRACLE amphetamine
40+ RE -4
VANCOUVER MUSIC ENSEMBLE
WESTLIGHT
Center Dies

classifieds
ROOMMATE NEEDED to shore 4
bdrm h ouse. Walking distance to
U. $1 75/mth. + utll. Co ll 971 -8265.
Avail. lmmed.
FOR RENT 1 bdrm. in a 2 bdrm. apt.
10 min. from tJ. $250/mth. Dionne
253-7925.
SUMMER SUBLET 1 bdrm opt. Furnished. coble, laundry & parking. 5.
min. from u. $495/mth. utll. Incl. 2583311.
SUMMER SUBLET l bdrm. In opt. very
close to U. $400. Brion or John: 2533956.
ATTENTION OSHAWA STUDENTS
Need summer job? Coll Chris at
254-1548.
ROOM FOR RENT Kitchen privileges.
Downtown area . 977-8978.
2 BDRM. APT. for rent. Avail. beginning of Moy. Negotiable. 971 -8563.
RM. FOR SUBLET In house. Furnished.
426 Curry . 10- 15 min . from U.
$235/mth, negotiable . 258-3346,
Dino or Chris.
CHEAP SUBLET Close to U in house,
on Mill. Fits 4. $175/mth. Avail. May
1-Sept. 1. 254-4469, 971 -7660. 2533955.
ROOMS FOR SUBLET. Furnished.
McKay & Univ. Rent nego. Corinna,
255-9761 .
USED ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS $125 or
less. 256-8054.
STUDENT DESK $75 or best offer.
Adam. 977-7538.

Educational
Travel
Planner '90
The Complete Canadian
Guide to Learning Vacations
Around the World
Hundreds of alternative holiday
experiences to meet any budget:
Art classes
Language schools
Retreat centres
Cooking courses
Study tours
Archaeological digs
And more!
Si,95 from book,torl', or from Stude nt
J0 .000 . :\thaba,ra, :\8. TO(, 2RO. \dd
S2.00 for po ,1.1g<· and handling.

- - - - - - - -- - -

/
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Lance T-shirts

now arnilable!
\\ /
$10 each. X-Large.
\ I•
black on white. 100 %
cotton. Get ·em ""hile
they're hot (they're pretty
hot!), at the Lance. 2nd II

::o:~~c:v::::,~.::,::, /'·:::=:=::::.....

AGW

- ----·

SPE(~IAL
EVENTS

AGW Film Festival
Fr ny Apr 20 1990 -, 00 p rn
Saturday Apr I 2 1 1990 12 00 1oor

Celebration of Black Cinema V
F,

~

Ol,1cr W0111L'fl dfllf Love (Cc11rnllc 8 11ops James Hate,)
Two Oolldrs c1nc1 ,l Orcc1m (Stanley Ne1sc:1)
Terr,to11cs (lsciac Ju 1cn/Sa•1kola)
Tin P,;ss1or1 of Remen'IJra•1cc
{Mau·cen Blc1ck'.\ OOl1 saac Ju •t 'l Sankola)
A ffotc ,n Rc1I>~ 10 • tHo•ace Ovc)
1iotel l 0noon (Ahmed Jamc1I Ret.1ke ~ 11m & V dco:
B V (;t~or,1<' s Oec1d (HE.'IHV Mc1rl n\
Dream nq R vL''~ (Mart ·1a l\t11le/Sa11kola)
Lc1nqstnn Hugt,e,; D1eJmket'pe1 (SI C ,1r Bour'1e:
r11,

t

I

p

I

1

pkl

1r

II r'lt'd

b11 Pt> 1r B~w, er

.111 l 1 , r 1ulf'J b•, ,
'\isw t lllJ 11d FOL "t\l' 0r
,rlh<'• ,tprr ldf ,. dl'O
'r' 1, tu .
,~ 1 I 11 ( '

,\chr ,son

Ci '"' € dJV r' ,(''1
r 111(' A•· F ,.

p 11: •y di , 1:>t.< '1 1 '

1,,,,.

4 4 -1 RMRSIDE UR W WINDSOR :JN1ARIO N9A b ti (5•9; ?58 71
GAL LERY H;JLJRS fUfS wrn SAT , , fl n URS rRI 11 9 SUN 1 ::>

for more information
please call
SCOTT SALTER

254-7070
• Basketball
• Gyros & Souvlaki
(Olympic style)
• Good Prices
• Pool Tables

.,..,

• Dart Board
• Card Games

• Dance

Sen i<:co..; , \th.aba,<:a l nh Pr,it~ Ho ,

,,

University of
Windsor
Triathalon Club

Floor

April 20, 21
Hitmen

April 27, 28
8 Guys Named Moe

May 4, 5
Mere Stranger

I

May 11, 12
Hitmen

May 25, 26
The Reputations
635 University Ave. W.

254-8861
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Don Says:
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We've Got
Live NHL Playoff Action
Every Night On Our
9 T.V.s & Large Screen

l'urvevors Of Fun"

531 Pelis~ier Street (at Wyandotte)
~1onda\'-Saturdav 11 a.m. 'til I a.m.
Sun°dav 11 :Jo· am. 'til 11 pm.
. , 256-DONS
Licen!-ed lJnder the LLBO
Remember:

Your Gold C.1rd is good for 2 for I wing~ daily 4 · 7 p.m.!! 1

Open For Lunch
Restau~m & Nightclub

--~4 K~

I

~

j}?S~~

•...................
~- •=•·,a••£3=i@=ai1:•
•

bacor,

L,

• ,

••

.~;-.

I

.

••••12, pzzas
o,m
.,,
.. ......
Tv.o
S16 34
pus 1a, .
Two 14 p,nas
.
S20 39 plus lax I ~
Menlton coupon when ordenng One coupon per order.
L1m1led lime oHer.
I

•
•
•

•

~

;"/I

• o~ "" ·""""'~ '"' • .,,,_,

a.

=~ll.
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Call ...

StrtbrilP)t

•

at 252-3322

.

or visit our office at
380 Chilver Road

. .

• !

••••m•••••••••••••••

LUNCH SPECIAL

L,

801 Ouellette

AND NEED HELP?

From 11 :00 a.m.
Tel. 254-8686

•. One p zza w,th pepoeron mushrooms g•een peppe•s and

D.J. Brian 7 nights a \veek
Live Music Tuesday, Wednesday.
Friday - Sunday
House Feature 32 oz. Jug of Beer $3.50
15c 11 Rcd Fox'' wings
every night of the 'Neck
Games Room pool table, darts, video, pinball

PREGNANT

•II
I
II

977-6583

You rece ,e one.,,~ um 0 e5e - "d 'or oo \ 55 99
pus •a, A~c,1 ooa· 1000 ngs 99c eacr Mention coupon
when o•denng One coupon per orde1

em

. ,

L1M1ted 1,me offer
Co,Joon ,equ red

One Call Does It All .....

Celebrate
The Season

I

•
•

..
•=em

~

~

-

.

:

·~

~

We provide Free Pregnancy Tests
Community Referrals Accommodations
and Legal Advice

·

--tt~

BUCl<Y BUNNY
A loveable little
basket stuffer!
Only $5.00 with any
$7.50 Hallmark purchase.

Send vvarm holiday
wishes to fan1ily and
friends this Easter.
Hallmark has the style
and sentiment that's
just right for everyone
on your list.

.
=

·~·

-rt~
Hours:
Monday - Friday
Saturday

9 to 9
9 to 6

E'S STATIONERY

2155

Wyan'dOtteSt.-W~
. 2s2-881
___J

a_
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The following predictions were made by I 3 of our staff members. The point system we awarded was as follows: First place
finishes 12 points, and then 8, 6, 5, 4, 3 and Ofor the last place
finisher. It was the same for the National league except without a
four~point finisher.
The predictions were tallied and the following is what came 11----------------------------------------,
out ofall ofthose numbers we received.
National League

East Divison
Predicted Finish
Pt. Total
1. Chicago
117
2. New York
99
3. St. Louis
90
4. Pittsburgh
61
5. Montreal
54
6. Philadelphia
14

West Oivison
Predicted Finish
Pt. Total
1. San Francisco
116
2. San Diego
100
3. .Los Angeles
80
4. Cincinnati
66
5.Hou~on
60
6. Atlanta
20

Amerkah League
East Oi"Visiou
Pm.fitted Ftnisb
1. T<>ronto

2. Sostol'I

Pt. T()tat
106
94

::t MUwiukee

92

4. Baltimore
S, New York
6. Cleveland

62
41
39

7. Detroit

38

West Divison
J>t. Total
l3 t

Ptedieted Finish
l. Oakland
2. Kans;iSCity
3, Catifotnia

4. Texas
5. Minnesota
6. Seattle
7. Chicago

104
8S
68
47
44
15

Interviewed; Dave Briggs, Dave Daws<>n, Jim Dominguez,
Gary £tlis, laura Gould, George Holovaci, Kevin Johnson, John

MarentetJe, Paul Mayne, Bud Rubino, Ted Sturk. Frank Tridico.

Here's the wind-up ...

by Dave Briggs
The air is filled with the smell
of freshly-cut grass and the tantalizing aroma of hot dogs cooking
over a barbeque. Surrounded by a
bright blue background, the sun
beats down creating large patches
of shade under the tallest trees.
Near the barbeque, an old
radio is playing summer's
sweetest song: the sound of Ernie
Harwell and Paul Carey calling a
game from the corner of
Michigan and Trumbull.
For many, summer is
baseball, and baseball is summer.
In a world caught up in fastpaced, more physically punishing
sports, baseball survives as the ul-

ti mate alternative. It is the perfect
companion for a lazy Sunday
afternoon.
Without it, summer would
seem unbearable. For hard-core
sports fanatics, days would seem
longer and hotter, and countless
hours would be spent pining away
for the cavalcade of sports that
begin in the autumn.
This year, as owners and
players grappled for more money,
baseball fans sat idly by, nervously chewing their nails, trying not
to think of what to do to fill the
numerous hours they had previously devoted to America's national pastime.
Fortunately, both sides have
their price, and we can start look-

ing forward to hearing the distinct
crack of baseballs against bats
once again.
Opening day, delayed a week
by the strike, is now slated for this
upcoming Monday. In an effort to
salute the heroes of the diamond,
the lance sports staff has devoted
the following pages to a sport that
carries a special place in the hearts
of many afficianadoes.
In the pages ahead, you'll find
the staff's predictions for the final
finishes of each of the 26 major
league clubs. As well, articles
devoted to each division are
provided for more analysis. [n
other words, to steal the game's
popular slogan, we've caught a
case of baseball fever.
_
O

Cubbies want Wrigley lit in October
by Dave Briggs
Whoooee! Hold on to your hats, boys
and girls, 'cause I'm back to make all your
sports prediction dreams come true.
I bet you're saying to yourself, "Wow,
I just couldn't get enough of this guy's topnotch NCAA predictions. Maybe I'll lay
down some money on his baseball picks."
Hmmmmmmm ... an interesting
proposition, but let's just hold off on the
bets until your insanity wears off.
Now that this is my second attempt at
prognostication, I think it's time that I took
on another persona. In the spirit of the
Windsor Star's Fearless Fathers (who is
that guy anyway?), I've decided from
hence forth to be known as Demigod Dave.
Kind of adds a little pizzazz to the piece,
don·t you think? (No-ed.)
I'm no 01' Fearless, but then. there
can only be one.
In an effort to shed some light on
baseball's National League eastern
division, let me dust off my combination Bamboo steamer,
baseball prediction device, and
recite the magic incantation.
Presto! Instant, accurate
predictions of the final
placement of each of major
league baseball's 26
teams, with healthy,
colourful

vegetables, packed with vitamins, to boot.
As I peer inside the steamer, I get the
feeling some mystical power is at work.
Maybe that's because my broccoli has
spelled out the winner of the division.
l. CHICAGO - Yeah, I know, all you
statistic enthusiasts out there will be
quick to point out the Cubbies haven't
repeated since the 1907-1908
seasons.
Well, I guess
the Cubs'
history
of

futility doesn't scare me as much as it
scares others. Ryne Sandberg is, without a
doubt, the best second baseman in the big
leagues. Andre Dawson, Mark
Grace and young catcher
Damon Berryhill round
out the list of the team's
best non-pitchers.
The team ·s hurlers aren't too shabby
either. as Mike Bilecki.
Greg Maddux, and Rick
Sutcliffe all won more
than 15 games in "89. Besides I really like
Wrigley Field.
2. ST. LOUIS How can you not admi re the managerial
talents (and the hip
haircut) of Cardinal
skipper Whitey Herzog?
The man has an amazing
talent for tailoring his
teams to fit Busch stadium. their
home venue.
This team probably has the best infield in the league. headed by perennial
all-star Ozzie Smith at short stop. Pedro
Guerrero is still an offensive force to be
reckoned with. Led by lefty Joe Magrane
on the mound, and a host of speedsters
in the field. the Cardinals are never far
from contention.
3. NEW YORK - All right, I
guess I can admit it. I am a teeny
bit biased against Lhe Mets.
Oh, all right, I hate their guts,
but that's not the reason I
selected them to finish in
third place. This team
is aptly described as
one which is talentladen.
Unfortunately,

they play in sports' pressure cooker, the
Big Apple.
Great players have difficulty winning
anything if they are busy killing each other,
and while Darryl Strawberry is wearing
orange and blue, there is a great chance this
will be the first team to spontaneously combust.
4. MONTREAL - The Expos are a team
in dire need of a great public relations
director. Do you ever get the feeling that
some players prefer undergoing
chemotherapy to playing in the great white
north?
It's too bad because this is a class organization that deserves better Oh well,
don't count on seeing the league's first
bilingual World Series champion this year.
Too many talented players have skipped
town via the free agency market.
Just think of the implications on
American TV ratings if the Expos were to
play in the fall classic. Doogie Howser
might just bt:at it out in the Nielsen ratings.
Oh well. at least Tim Raines still plays for
the Expos.
5. PITTSBURGH-All right. I guess I can
admit it. I am a teeny bit biased against the
Pirates. All right. I hate their guts, but that's
not why I selected them to finish fifth. I
don·t think they're very good.
Besides Bobby Bonilla. Doug Drabek.
John Smiley. and Andy Van Slyke, they
don't have many players to jump up and
down about. Jim Leyland may have his
hands full, even though the Pirates have an
outside shot at finishing much higher in the
division.
6. PHILADELPHIA - What can I say? I
could say the Phillies will finish higher
than sixth, or that they have the potential to
go all the way.
I could say that. but it would he a lie.
The city nfbrotherly love netter get u:-.cd to
a sea~on of god-awful lia~cliall.
I gues; there is an upside to
Philadelphia's likely futility. TV sports
directors from across the country won't
have to go far to find those ever-popular
baseball bloopers to round out the nightly
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We know, we know not enough time to
write 'em never mind type 'em

Cincy hunts for red October
by D. Eldon Dawson

You can rely on your secretary to finish
your paper on time - and do a great job!
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Original Taco
Soft Taco
Bean Burrito
Nacho Chips with Salsa
Cinnamon Twists
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FIVE GREAT CHOICES. ALL DAY EVERY DAY.

TAcoQ'BELL
5150 TECUMSEH RD. E. • 3054 DouGAll.AVE.
6707 TECUMSEH RD. E. • 1790 HURON CHURCH

With Pete Rose and his scandalous tenure behind them, the
Cincinatti Reds will emerge as the
surprise team of 1990, capturing
the National League West Crown.
After a season full of injury
and shrouded in controversy, the
big red machine will sputter back
to life in May and reach full throttle by the All-Star break.
Under the tutelage of former
Yankee manager and hitting instructor, Lou Piniella, the underachieving Reds will be
transcended into a cohesive hitting machine that will edge out the
San Francisco Giants and San
Diego Padres in an exciting
season-long three team dog fight.
l. CINCINATTI REDS Former rookie of the year and
third baseman Chris Sabo will
return to form in 1990, along with
last year's injury-riddled pitching
ace Danny Jackson, all-star
shortstop Barry Larkin, and right
fielder extraordinaire Eric Davis,
who must impress this season, his
option year.
Jackson, Jose Rijo, Tom
Browning, and veteran Rick
Mahler anchor a solid, if not spectacular starting staff. One of
baseball's best bullpens (and best
kept secrets), Ron Dibble (10-5,
2.09 ERA), Norm Charlton (8-3,
2.93), and former Met Randy
Myers (7-4, 2.35 and 24 SY) will
serve up aspirins that will give opposing hitters headaches.
While admittedly strong, the
Giants and Padres will challenge
all season but come up short.
2. SAN DIEGO PADRES-The
Padres are strong but unless they
get off to a much better start than
last year, they will be lost in the

Introduces
Jennifer & Larry
New & Exciting Stylists Bring
Their Artistic Flare
To Salon 510

all hair services with Jennifer & Larry only
Appointment Preferred
Monday & Wednesday -- 9:30 - 5:00
Tuesday, Thursday & Friday -- 9:30 - 7:00
Saturday -- 8:30 - 4:00

551 Pelissier Street
973-4977

shuffle.
The loss of Cy Young winner
Mark Davis will create an unfillable void that will cost the Padres
at least IO games. Newly-acquired Joe Carter will take time to
adju s t to National League
pitchers and stadiums, giving the
Redsjustenoughroomtotakethe
crown.
Padres manager Jack McKeon
is effective but simply not on a par
with taskmasters Tommy Lasorda
(Dodgers), Roger Craig (Giants)
or Piniella. Owner Joan Kroc
wants to sell the team which certainly does not foster a loyal, winning attitude.
3. SAN FRANCISCO
GIANTS - Last year's champions will be this year's underachievers. Roger Craig squeezed
more out of his aging team than
anyone thought possible but will
be unable to work the same
miracle in 1990.
Scott Garrelts is the ace of an
otherwise poor starting staff that
pegs 41-year-old Rick Reuschel
as their number two starter. Injury
riddled starters Mike Krukow and
Kelly Downs must remain injury
free and have spectacular seasons
for the Giants to have any chance
of repeating.
Weak hitting catcher Terry
Kennedy and defensively inept
shortstop Jose Uribe compose a
weak middle of the diamond that
will really hurt the Giants defensively.
4. LOS ANGELES DODGERS
- The pitching strong/hitting
weak Dodgers could challenge
the top three teams if they get any
type of hitting.
But aging veterans Kirk Gibson, Mike Scioscia, Franklin
Stubbs, Willie Randolph, and
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Fernando Valenzuela are the core
of this team, that obviously needs
a major facelift.
The signing of former Expo
Hubie Brooks might add an injection of enthusiasm but it wll be
short lived.
The Dodgers lost 31 games by
one run last year and will fare
even worse this year. Look for
some major changes before the
all-star break.
5. ATLANTA BRAYES - The
perennial basement dwellers will
finally emerge from the cellar in
1990 but will not challenge the
top teams just yet.
The acquisition of first
baseman Nick Esasky will help
but it will take time for Oddibe
McDowell, Lonnie Smith and
Ernie Whitt to mesh together as a
team.
If Dale Murphy can return to
all-star form and Whitt has time to
work with young pitching
prospects John Smoltz, Joe
Boever, and Tommy Glavine, the
Braves will be a force to be reckoned with in the NL West.
6. HOUSTON ASTROS-Aside
from starting pitchers Jim Deschaies and Mike Scott and power
hitter Glenn Davis the Astros are
a sorry lot that will contend - for
last place.
The Astros will sorely miss
right fielder Kevin Bass and aging
pitchers Jim Clancy and Rich
Rhoden will simply not be able to
return to earlier greatness.
A major league shakeup may
precede the Astros' season.
0
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Beantown Sox it to lowly A.L. East
by Paul Mayne
The boys of summer finally
get to do their thing next week as
the 1990 season gets under way.
As well, I get to do my thing
- predictions. Not everybody is
going to be happy with my selections, but I wasn't happy with
what I had to choose from.
[n what is a weak AL East
division, not many teams really
stood out above the rest. Considering what I had to choose
from, I did my best to find a winner.
Some of the teams can be
automatically eliminated just to
make things a lot easier. They
know who they are. It basically
comes down to a three-team race
between Milwaukee, Toronto and
Boston.
It can finish in any order. I
know Jay fans already have their
order, but this is the way I see the
AL East this year.
l. BOSTON - Last season the
Sox led the majors in batting
(.277) thanks in part to Wade
Boggs (.330) who was said to be
having an off year. The Red Sox
have the best crop of outfielders
in baseball. Mike Greenwell
(.308), Ellis Burks (.303,) and
veteran Dwight Evans (.285) will
be there to produce, as long as
they can stay healthy. The addition of free agent Tony Pena will
give aging Rich Gedman a break
behind the plate.
The pitching staff is pretty
much set with Roger Clemens
( 17-11 ), Mike Boddicker ( 15-11 ),
and M ikc Dopson ( 12-8). Spot
starters Mike Smithson and Wes
Gardner will help, but another full
time starter would help more. The
bullpen is no problem at all with

Dennis Lamp, Rob Murphy, Lee
Smith, and free agent Jeff Reardon (31 saves). It may only take
the Sox 90 wins to take the East
this season.
2. MILWAUKEE • Injuries
are part of the game, but the
Brewers had more than they could
handle. Eight pitchers spent some
time on the DL, most notably
Teddy Higuera(9-6). Now returning from back and ankle injuries,
Higuera, along with Chris Bosio
(15-10), will head the pitching
staff. The relief duties will go to
lefty Dan Plesac (33 saves) and
Chuck Crim.
Last year's MVP Robin
Yount (.318), and Paul Molitor
(.315) will be the backbone of the
offense for the Brew Crew. Adding Dave Parker (97 RBI) to the
already strong lineup will not
only give them extra punch, but
also bring along clubhouse
leadership. If the young players
such as B.J. Surhoff, Glenn
Braggs, and Gary Sheffield could
produce as is expected of them, it
would surely be appreciated.
3. TORONTO - With some
of the most talented players in the
game, the Jays should be expected
to finish higher, but they won't.
They don't have the team leader.
Mook1e Wi Ison (.298).
George Bell (.297), Kelly Gruber
(.290) and Fred McGriff (36 HR)
arc just some examples of the
talent. The only problem is the
team la<.:ks fundamentals.
Dave Stieb ( 17-8) was the
only starter to fin ish with a winning record. and the Jays still won
the East. Things must change because that can't be pulled off
again. Tom Henke (20 saves) and
Duane Ward (15 saves) will hold
down the relief duties.

I could sec the Jays winning
the East, but there will be squabbling sure to happen, as it always
does, and things will fall apart, as
they always do.
4. BALTIMORE - Fourth place
should be theirs, simply because
no one else is good enough to be
there.
Young Jeff Ballard (18-8) and
Bob Milack (14-12) will top the
Oriole pitching staff. After that
it's anybody's guess. Manager

Boston centretielder Ellis Burks.

Frank Robinson used six other
starters throughout the season.
Who knows how many he'll ned
this year? Reliever Gregg Olson
(27 saves), last season's AL
Rookie of the Year, is probably
the best pitcher they have.
Cal Ripken (93 RBI) was
again the big bat in the lineup.
Micky Tettleton (26 HR) was the
only other real offensive threat for
the O's.
Baltimore's 32-game turnaround last season was amazing,
but improving on their 87 wins
will be a difficult task. It is unlikely the birds will be able to regain
their lofty flight.
5. NEW YORK - Bucky
Dent is sure to have a rocky ride
in his first full season as Yankee
skipper. The only solution r see
for Steinbrenner is to take out an
ad in the Times. · Desperately
Seeking Pitching.'
The old grade school saying
fits the Yankees' outlook for the
upcomingseason. "Pitcher'sgota
rubber arm."
No pitcher had a winning
record, and only two, Andy Hawkins and Chuck Cary, managed a
.500 record. The move of Dave
Righetti (25 saves) from the
bullpen to the starting rotation
leaves a giant gap in the relief
department
The Yanks have the hitting
down, though. Steve Sax (.315),
Don Mattingly (.303), and newcomer Roberto Kelly (.302) lead
the offense. The return of Dave
Winfield, who missed all of last
season due to a back injury,
should help if he produces the big
numbers he is capable of.
6. DETROIT - It can't get
any worse, or can it? I don't think
so, but it will be another long sum-

mer at the comer of Michigan and
Trumbull.
Don't expect Jack Morris (614) to have another season like he
did. Frank Tanana will always be
there to give youa solid performance. Youngsters Kevin Ritz
and Brian Dubois look sharp for a
future pitching staff. Reliever
Mike Henneman (11-4), who led
the Tigers in wins last year, mans
the bullpen.
As for hitting, there is really
no one person you can look to for
instant offense. Lou Whitaker (28
HR) was basically last year's only
bright spot. Alan Trammell and
Matt Nokes are capable of belier
numbers. The signing of Tony
Philips will give them hopefully a
better fielding third baseman.
Slugger Cecil Fielder can't hurt,
and Lloyd Moseby just might
have needed a change of scenery.
Sorry Sparky, it's going to b.:!
a long 162 games.
7. CLEVELAND - See the
Yankees. Just switch their
problems. The tribe have the
pitching but the bats look to be
awfully quiet.
Pitching is no the main concern with Tom Candiotti (13-10)
and Greg Swindell (13-6). Bud
Black and John Farrell round out
the rotation. Doug Jones (32
saves) and Jesse Orosco should be
set in the bullpen.
Now comes the hard part, hitting. Dion James (.306) was really the only threat. Even with the
addition of young prospect Sandy
Alomar Jr. and veteran Keith Hernandez, it won't be enough. The
lndians couldn't hit last year, and
now they have to do it without Joe
Carter. Do Indians have dances to
help baseball teams? Now may be
1he time to find oul.
O
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A's always come first in A.L. West
by Jim Dominguez
It has been a long, tough road
for this division, but now the
American League West is
regarded as the best in baseball.
Three of the last five World Series
have been won by the AL West.
In this talent-packed division,
there are six teams that could
realistically finish on top of the
rival AL East.
It should be an interesting
year in this divsion. Here arc my
picks:
1. OAKLAND - The Oakland As were devastated by injuries last season. At different
parts of the season Jose Cansesco,
Dennis Eckersley. Bob Welch,
Mark McGwire and Walt Weis
wae all on the disabled list.
Despite being the walking
wounded. Oakland managed to
win 99 games en route to winning
the World Series.
Mike Moore, Dave Stewart
and Welch are as good a starting
three as you will find. The rest of
the rotation will be filled by Curt
Young and free agent Scott
Sanderson.
The bullpen of Eckersley.
Rick Honeycutt, Gene Nelson,
Todd Burns and Jim Corsi is as
good as any team in baseball.
The offense is led by the bash
brothers Cansesco and McGwire.
These two along with the Hendersons (Rickey and Dave) will drive
opposing pitchers batty.
There are no apparent weak
spots on this team. but the loss of

I

Tony Phillips, Storm Davis, Dave
Parker and Malt Young will hurt
its depth.
2. KANSAS CITY - The
Royals are blessed with an outstanding mixture of veterans and
youth. The leaders of this team are
George Brett, Bob Boone and
Frank White, but all three players
can still play.
The pitching staff has both of
last year's Cy Young award winners. Bret Sabcrhagen will be 26
this season and he has now won
two Cy Young awards. Mark
Davis is a key free agent signing.
After an outstanding season w ith
San Diego he becomes KCs new
stopper.
The Royals are also looking
for big years Mark Gubicza and
second year pitcher Tom Gordon.
Bo Jackson is probably the
most incredible athlete ever to
lace up a pair of spikes. Jackson
had good numhers last season (32
HRs 105 RBb) hut forthe second
year in a row he faded down the
stretch.
While Bo may know baseball.
the Royals will also need good
years from Kevin Seitzer, Jim
Eiscnreich and Danny Tartabull
3. CALIFORNIA - The Angels
opened the bank vaults to land the
most coveted free agent starting
pitc her, Mark Langston.
Langston give the Angels the best
starting staff in baseball.
Chuck Finley, Jim Abbott,
K irk McCaskill and Bert
Blyleven will rack up their share
of w ins this season.

The problem the Angels will
have their problems in the bullpen
where Bryan Harvey appears to
be the only bright spot.
The Angels have a much
maligned offense but they
managed to lead the American
League in homers last season.
Wally Joyner and Devon
White arc the big names in the
Angel lineup. Joyner had a good
season last year ( 16 H Rs 79 RBIs)
and White is the ignitor in the
line up (44 SB).
4. TEXAS - The Rangers arc an
example of a good team stuck in
a great division. They have a great
offense and a few good arms but
they arc a couple of players short.
If you ever heard that a team
had a 43-year-old as their ace you
would might think the team was
in trouhlc. When that 43-year-old
is Nolan Ryan you have a differe nt story. Ryan won 16 games
last season and totalled an amazing 301 strikeouts.
Another senior citizen, Charlie Hough. should rebound for a
better year and this is the year
everyone finds out just how good
Kevin Brown really is.
No question about ii, Ruben
Sierra was better than Robin
Yount last season. Sierra was
robbed of the MVP award. The
Rangers slugger had 35 doubles.
14 triples, 29 homers, 119 runs
batted in a nd a .30 6 batti ng
average.
Ju l io Franco s hould have
another fin e season but the man
the Rangers need to have develop

2424 University Ave. W.

is Rafael Palmiero. Texas
believes Palmiero will become a
legitimate power hitter.
5. SEATTLE - The Seattle
Mariners have been in the league
since 1977 and they arc still looking for their first .500 season. This
could be the year.
The player to watch on this
club is 20-year-old phenom Ken
Griffey Jr. Griffey was on his way
to ttie rookie of the year award last
season before slipping in the
shower. There arc few players in
the game with the potential of
Griffey and if he can stay healthy
Cooperstown awaits him.
The rest of the Mariner lineup
is talented. most notably Alvin
Davis and Jeffrey Leonard.
Dave Valle is an underrated
catche r and free agent Pete
O'Brien will he lp. Youngsters
Greg Briley, Omar Vizqucl and
Jay Buhner will also play
prominent roles.
The Mariners have a relatively weak pitching staff but Scott
Bankhead and Erik Hanson could
put up some decent numbers.
6. MINNESOTA - The Twins
won the World Series in 1987 and
three years later they are fall ing to
near the bottom of the division.
How could this happen? Lack of
pitching, that's how.
Minnesota only has one dependable starter in Alan Anderson. Other pitchers on the Twins
are Rick Aguilera, Kevin Tapani
and David West but none of them
have been consistent.
A lot of the Minnesota

regulars had off years in 1989 and
they will need to bounce back if
they want to stay in the race. Kent
Hrbek and Gary Gaetli both were
hampered by injuries, but Hrbek
put up some excellent numbers
for the time he was in the lineup.
Kirby Puckett was the first
right•handed hiller to win the batting title since 1981. Puckett had
another outstanding year despite
low power levels.
7. CHICAGO - The White
Sox are the weakest team in the
division and it will take a few
years before they become competitive again.
They have a lot of holes so
they might as well go with some
of the youngsters in the organization.
The pitching staff will consist
of Melido Perez, Greg Hibbard,
Jack McDowell, Eric King and
possibly Wilson Alvarez.
The bullpen is also weak
despite Bobby Thigpen and his 34
saves. Wayne Edwards should
make the varsity team this year
and look for Scott Radinsky to be
the closer of the future.
The White Sox best last
season was the aging backstop
Carlton Fisk. The Sox need to
pump some new blood into the
lineup and they think they have a
gem in Robin Ventura.
The only other bright spots in
the C h icago li neup are Ivan
Calderon and Carlos Martinez. O
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Turning the other cheek:
The Pennysaviour

controversy
continues
pp. 4,5, and 7.
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OSAP to axe work-study program?
by Jennifer Johnston
Almo!.t 100 students could be out of a
job come September. The students, who
particip.rte in the work-study program
through the Ontario Student Assistance
Plan (OSAP), ..may see the program cut if
the OSAP office does not get the extra staff
member it needs.
Through the student awards office, students who receive financial assistance can
apply for part-time positions on campus.
There are 40 employers who use the
program within the school, including
Students' Administrative Council (SAC),
the finance department, and the Lance.
Under the work-study program, students receiving assistance may only earn a
certain amount each semester without affecting the amount they receive from the
program. Costs are shared by the provincial
government and the employer.
Marie Renaud, director of student
awards, said the OSAP office is understaffed, overworked, and unable to serve
the students efficiently.
"The bottom line is that we're so
' seriously overworked in here, and that is a
very, very, work intensive program. It takes
about 60 per cent of one person's work day
to do that," she said.
According to Renaud, University of
Windsor students receive more than $12
million annually in loans and grants while
the number of participants in OSAP
programs has increased 14 per cent in the
last six years. In that time, the staff has not
increased.

Lonee photo by Scott Ingram
Work-study participant Cathy Brewer's hand is a blur as she reaches for the phone.

"We're logging a lot of overtime hours.
We don't feel we're giving very good service to the students," Renaud said. "We're
doing the best we can, but it's just not good
enough."
University vice president academic,
Gord Wood, only learned of the problem
when he spoke to the lance.
"I would think that we would move
pretty quickly now to see what we can do
to make sure that the program doesn't get
cut," Wood said. "I think you can be assured that we can't afford to let that
program get cancelled."
According to Wood, if the money is not

available for the extra staff, he will look
into transferring some of the work to
another department, such as the placement
office.
People involved in the program say
they are upset about the possible cut.
Cathy Brewer works through the
program as a receptionist at the lance. Like
most who participate in the program,
Brewer relies on the money to supplement
her OSAP funds. She said she needs her
wages to help with rent and food.
"It's not easy to get a job in the community that understands the needs of a stu-

dent (such as exams and holidays),"
Brewer said.
"A lot of times they don't want to hire
a student when they know that you' I! be
gone in April. On the other hand. the workstudy program is specifically geared to the
needs of the student," she said.
Dale Horniachek, director of the
university's finance department, also supports the program.
"We make great use of the students. l 'm
proud of the performance of the people we
have and we value them a great deal," Horniachek said.
Trudy Schaafsma echoed her boss'
comments.
As Homiachek's secretary, she supervised three students and had nothing but
praise for those who worked in her department this year.
"Without the students, it would really
diminish the efficiency of our department.
We've had super students this year/ she
said.
Homiachek said the school budget is up
for approval at the end of April and the office of student affairs should know shortly
after that if it can afford the extra staff.
John Hoffman, dean of student affairs,
confirmed the OSAP office has asked for
another staff member.
"A request has been made. None of
these things are automatic. I don't know
when the decision will be made," Hoffman
said.
Until then, the 96 students involved in
the program will have to wait for the
decision.
O

CJAM exec objects to restructuring
by Caeri Bertrand-Crump
The University of Windsor
student media went through
major organizational changes,
and not all students involved are
happy with them.
The student/community radio
station, CJAM-FM, and the student newspaper The lance have
been given new managerial structures by the Student Media Corporation (SMC), a division of
Students' Administrative Council
(SAC). While the staff of the
newspaper have supported the
implementation of a professional
production manager to begin next
semester, the student executive of
the radio station has rejected the
new moves for the six-year old
broadcasting facility.
Preceded by the resignation of
the station manager Mar. 22,
SMC voted Friday to amalgamate
two full-time positions,
programme director and station
manager, into one higher-paid
position.

Happy Easter

tions at the station," said Johnson.
CJAM staff said they don't
agree with the restructuring. and
most arc leaving their jobs over
the new system. Music Director
Vera Colley said the SMC ignored advice against the move
from the national radio association body, and is malicious in its
actions.
"This decision is uninformed
and based on a page of figures instead of reality," said Colley.
"Other community stations have
tried this and it always fails. This
move is pushing us back years."
The staff has cancelled this
year's National Community
Radio Association Conference,
which CJAM was to host in July.
Colley said since the staff is leavLonee photo by James Crump
ing, one new full-time person
CJAM programme director and interim station manager Marc Fedak.
could not handle planning a conSMC board member Kevin of radio, one administrative and ference or running a station alone.
The current seven person exJohnson said the move was in the one programming, conflict is ininterest of revamping organiza- herent. We want to try this opera- ecutive and Programme Director
tion as one position for one year, Marc Fedak, a seven year veteran
tion and revenue.
"When there are two positions to eliminate problems of com- of the station, are leaving May 1
that handle two different aspects munication and day to day opera- when tneir contracts expire. The

Music building ceiling 8 flat, p. 3

Dragon caught, p. 11

station is home to 150 vQlunteers,
who will be maintained by a new
general manager SMC plans to
hire within the next few weeks.
Johnson said SMC board
members, consisting of the current president and vice president
of SAC plus media representatives, are considering closing the station for an
undetermined time to 'clean
things up.'
"This is a board that cares
about the station. It would be
easier for a board to let it slide but
it is harder to get involved and
work for change," said Johnson.
"I think this is an activist board."
CJAM staff see this plot as the
end of student radio at Windsor.
"CJAM is dying a horrible
death. and this hoard is leaving a
mess for the new administration,"
said Colley.
CJAM and The lance are student media outlets funded by student fees through SMC and SAC
general coffers.
0
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diversions
MUSIC

BANQUETS

- the Windsor Symphony performs Verdi's Lo Trovloto,
with Nancy Hermiston. soprano. Richard Margison,
tenor, Gory Relyea. baritone and the Windsor Classic
Chorale, 201 Riverside Dr. W. Tickets ore $8.50 to
$19.50. Coll 252-6579 for tickets and show times.

Friday, April 20
- the eighth annual Women of the Year A words Banquet will held at Vanier East, University of Windsor at 7
pm. The recipients are Pamela Milne, Rose Olivero
and Sue Zanin. Tickets ore $20 and available at the
Windsor Women's Incentive Centre. 4547 Wyandotte
St. E. Contact Janet Greene-Potomskl at 944-8989 for
more Information.

ARTS
Wednesday, April 25
- graduating visual art students present their B.F.A
Graduation Art Exhibition at the Centre Gallery,
University Centre, and the Michigan Gallery, 2661
Michigan Ave., Detroit (runs until April 28).

Saturday, April 21 to 22

Sunday, Aprll 15 to June 3

- the Art Gallery of Windsor presents Contemporary
Windsor Abstraction, showing the works of local artists
Brion E. Brown. Adele Duck. Robert Ferraro. Scott
Gregory, Taffy Hornell and William Low. The opening
will be on Sunday, April 15 with a tour of the show by
guest curator Elizabeth Burrell. 445 Riverside Dr. W.. coll
258-7111 for Information.

Monday, April 30

- the Cleary Auditorium presents Sevenyashkl. the Bulgorlon State Folk Ensemble, 8 pm at 201 Riverside Dr.
W. Tickets ore $19 to $23. Coll 252-6579 for more Information.
THEATRE
Thursday, Aprll 12 to 15; Aprll 18 to 22

Until Tuesday, April 17

- Common Ground hosts the drawings and small
sculptures of Jon MIiito. located In the lower level of
Mackenzie Holl, 3277 Sandwich.
Wednesday, April 18 to May 2

- Nodine Norman presents her work at the Common
Ground Gallery. 3277 Sandwich.
Friday, April 20 to May 20

- Artclte hosts Andrew Forester's multi-media Installation Home, which examines the notions of home both
as a basic desire for security and as a potent tool used
to Instill xenophobia. racism and Increased acceptance of authority. Mackenzie Holl. 3277 Sandwich,
977-6564. Opening reception April 20, 8 pm

Until Sunday April 22

- The Art Gallery of Windsor shows With Lens and Brush:
Images offhe Western Conodlon 1845-1890, on overview and analysis of artist's treatment of the West
Canadian landscape. 445 Riverside Dr. W. Coll 2587111 for more information.
FILM

- the University Players present Nell Simon's Broadway
Bound, directed by Diano Mody Kelly. Essex Holl
Theatre. Coll 253-4232. ext. 2804 for tickets and Information.
Thursday, Aprll 19 to 22; Aprll 25 to 28
- Theatre Windsor presents Murder by the Book by Duncan Greenwood and Robert King. Tickets ore $8.
adults; $6. students, 2570 Seminole. Coll 944-1968 for
tickets and Information. Dinner and brunch packages
ovolloble.

- Artcite presents Wet Wild & Alone, a Canadian independent film short. In the Mackenzie Holl Court
Auditorium at 8 pm. Admission Is free. 3277 Sandwich.

Saturday, Moy 12

- Kids ond Culture, a day of activities Including ethic
clothing, songs, dancing and food, at St. Anne's
Church. 1000 St. Anne St., Detroit. All proceeds to Alternatives for Girls, an organization that gives assistance to homeless women. Call (313) 496-0938 for
more Information.
MEETINGS
Thursday, April 26
- ARK II (Windsor). an animal rights group will be meetIng at the downtown Main Library at 7:30 pm. All ore
welcome.
EART.. DAY CELEBRATIONS
Sunday, Aprll 22

LECTURES
Tuesday, April 1 7

- a public forum on human rights with guest speaker
Catherine Fozee. Head Commissioner, Human Rights
Commissioner will toke place at the Windsor Public
Library, 850 Ouellette. 7-9 pm. Panelists will include
Rose Voyvodic, Elizabeth Klshkon and Pot MIiioy.
Topics to be discussed: international human rights and
employment rights.
Monday, April 23
- Poul Vasey, host of Mornlngwotch, will be speaking
on The Media Message at Iona College, 201 Sunset.
Tickets ore $2. Coll 973-7039 for information.
. Monday, April 30

Thursday, April 19

FUNDRAISERS

- Beth Piet discusses living Longer. Living Better at Iona
College, 208 Sunset. Tickets ore $2. Coll 973-7039 for
more Information.

- the Windsor-Essex Earth Day Rally will take place at
Dieppe Park, 2 pm-5 pm. An afternoon celebrating
past environmental achievements and awareness; Including speakers. entertainers. demonstrations and
information booths.
DEMONSTRATION
Saturday, April 21

- to protest the deadly poisons emitting from the
Detroit Incinerator, the Evergreen Alliance will be marching on the incinerator in a mock funeral. New Orleans Jazz Style. carrying the caskets of 38 unknown
victims (38 deaths per million Is considered acceptable by politicians and technical experts In charge).
Gather at the Wayne State University, Gullen Mall
(Centre of the Campus) at 11 am. For more information call (313) 832-1738

MISCELLANEOUS

Monday, Moy 7
Thursday, April 26

- Artclte presents the second film in the series, Cinema
of Death. Mackenzie Holl Court Auditorium. 8 pm. Admission is free. 3277 Sandwich.

- Dr. Adolf Ehrentraut, Professor of Sociology, University of Windsor presents a slide lecture, Creating the
Post: Archltecturol Heritage Conservation of Japan at
Iona College. 208 Sunset. Tlc;kets ore $2.

Saturday, April 21 to 22

- Winpex 90, a postage stomp show and sale, will be
held at Mackenzie Hall, 3277 Sandwich, 10 om·5 pm
Saturday and noon-4 pm Sunday.

Do You Want The Job?
Video R8sum8!
Of course it is not for everyone.
Video provides the edge that sets innovators
Apart-and-ahead of the competition.

Ken Kupnicki
New Vision Video Productions
1050 Frank Ave.

Other Services:
Weddings; Film to Video

Photographer: R.W. Topping

Advantages
• In-depth Preparation
• Original and Personalized
• Direct Communication

• Cost Effective
• Unique and Noteworthy
• Attention Grabber

Don't Be Just Another Paper In The Pile - It's Your Future
Phone 254-5247 For An Appointment!
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Thrills, chills, and musical spills
by D. Eldon Dawson
Students at the school of
music were singing in the rain
Tuesday when a pipe from the
building's new heating system
apparently burst.
In a hallway adjacent to the
school's main office, a pipe broke
causing ceiling tiles to fall and
spilling gallons of water on the
floor.
Last
summer,
an
"abominable" amount of money
was spent replacing the old heating and cooling system, and according to the president of the
music society, conditions haven't
improved.
Natalie Norris said the building is pathetic and not performance oriented. She said they
have to tune the pianos and
stringed instruments almost daily
because of the problems with the
heating system.

"Instead of spending more
money on a new building, they
give us this 'system'," she said.
"In the eight practice rooms and
main classrooms on the
building's east side, students have
to wear t-shirts and shorts to be
comfortable. Then, they have to
bundle up to go to the other side
of the building."
Last winter, the music school
secretaries had to work out of
Vanier Hall because of the frigid
temperatures in the building.
"The main office and the adjacent listening library area had to
be temporarily closed because of
the breakdown," said secretary
Marie Green. She said a thermometer had to be kept on the
counter and monitored closely.
After the department
secretaries filed a grievance with
their union, the system was
repaired, at least temporarily.
University engineer Dan Cas-

tellan attributed Tuesday's
problem to "pipe failure, a normal
thing that happens after extended
use." Castel Ian was unsure of the
cause of the leak but is looking
into it.
Arts dean Joseph Culliton is
aware of the problem but would
not comment any further on the
issue.
According to Norris. many
students were "really ticked ofr•
about these uncomfortable surroundings.
"It really sucks," said first
year music student Stacey
Lawrence. "I'm surprised they
dido 't close the building down."
School of Music secretary
Laurel Liddicoat-Newton was
nearly hit by tbe falling tiles
when the leak first started early
Tuesday afternoon.
"It's a disgrace," she said.
"The conditions we have to work
under are ridiculous."
0

Photo courtesy Windsor Notes

Lance photo by Jason Kryk

Music students thought they were getting a new and improved upgraded
facility last June when as part of the rennovations to the music building a
new heating and cooling system (left) was installed. What they ended up with
this spring was a wet mess {right), when a pipe broke and part of the
building's ceiling collapsed, nearly hitting a passing student.

Student council creates new positions
by D. Eldon Dawson
The Students' Administrative Council
(SAC) is trying to dispel the myth that it's
a training ground.
SAC is currently in the process of
hiring a professional Programmer to take
over the position of Entertainment Coordinator. It has already staffed the newly
created Controller position (formerly business manager) and is seeking a full time assistant to the Controller.
Council hired a professional pub
manager two months ago, a new manager
for the campus radio station last week, and
is looking for someone to fill the new full
time professional Production Manager
position for the Lance.
SAC president Paul Brisebois said cost
efficiency was the main impetus for creating these new positions.
According to Brisebois, they were
formed because yearly turnover was simply costing SAC and the students too much.

In the past, SAC has spent too much
money sending new people to training
seminars and conferences each year; and
trained them only to hav~ them leave
soonafter, the president said.
"It's difficult to achieve goals, especially at the start of the year when new people
(who have these jobs) don't have any experience," Brisebois said.
This year's entertainment coordinator,
Tim Tremaine, said a full time programmer
is "definitely needed". He said he spent
much of the first four months of his tenure
in training and attending conferences and
the rest of the time trying to "get a feel for
the market".
"We need someone who plans to stay
for two or three years." Tremaine said, "so
it's managed as a business and not as a
venue for political promises."
Although he is not running for the new
job, Tremaine said he has lobbied for it
since he started last year, citing excessive
politics, a lack of manpower and minimal

pay.
Pub Manager Dave Benusa is happy
about the new programmer position.
"This is most definitely a positive step,"
Benusa said. "Before, it was not very cost
effective. We need someone with experience," he said.
He hopes that the new programmer will
better utilize advertising "to give students
a feeling for what's happening on campus
in weeks prior so they can plan their social
activities around them."
Brisebois hopes the new programmer
will work with University Centre Advisary
Board President Mary Lou Thibert to book
more "nooners" such as comedy routines in
the University centre. He also said he wants
them to work on homecoming, orientation,
and trying to involve off-campus frosh in
activities.
An Entertainment Assistant and a Special Projects Coordinator will aid the
programmer in these areas.
The other new position has changed

names but will not change faces.
SAC business manager Debbie Quintal
is now the new Controller and her duties
will not significantly change.
Council is lookin1Z for a aew finance assistant to help ,Quintal.
According to Brisebois, this will also
be a full time paid position to help handle
statements from CJAM, the lance, to perform Accounts Receivable and to enter
data.
"Right now, things are slipping
through," Brisebois said. "SAC is a $2.5
million corporation, and as trustees of the
students, we would be rcmisce not to ensure that everything is happening right."
The way to do this. according lo
Brisehois, is to hire professionals and to
move away from thinking that SAC is a
breeding ground for would-be business executives.
Brisebois predicts that the positions
will be filled by early May.
0

Earth Day 20
revolves around you
by Prema Oza

Lonee photo by Jason Kryk
Part of the new a nd improved Student's Ad ministrative Coun cil {SAC) 1990 - 91 execut ive, (left to righr) vice
president external affairs Michael Akpata. vice president Rachel Black, Sandra Hollingsworth Residence Issues
Coordinator a nd Sergio Gomes is the new Chief Electora l O fficer. Absent from the photo a r c president Joe Este, cs,
,·ice preside nt Fred Sherma n a nd new chair Paul Brisebois. The council did not ratify the hiring committee's recommendation of Michael Morrison for the positon ofvicc president fina nce. At its April 10 meeting, the council decided
to strike a new committee to re-inteniew the six candida tes who applied for the fi na nce job a nd bring their recommendation back to council.

Apr. 22 1970, US senator
Gaylord Nelson held the first
Earth Day celebrations to raise
public awareness of environmental issues.
In honour of its 20th anniversary, Windsor area groups have
organized an Earth Day rally to
celebrate the achievements of the
last two decades.
The rally will begin Apr. 22 at
2 pm in Dieppe Park with a host
of local celebrities, from CBC
newscaster Karen Hawryluk to
the acoustic musical group 2 Neat
Guys and 1 Neat Girl.
"What this is is an awareness
session to learn about what's happening and what they can do, to
think globally and act locally,"
said rally organizer E l aine

Weeks.
There will be 20 different
demonstrations and exhibits to
mark the rally, including free tree
seedlings and sales of T-shirts and
beverages, with proceeds to environmental causes. Live entertainment, information booths and
a number of speakers are also expected.
The campus Environmental
Awareness Association will
sponsor a free bus to a march
protesting 1he Detroit incinerator
Saturday Apr. 21. The hus will
leave the university's M parking
lot in front of the University
Centre at 10 am, and will return to
campus after the rally. which is
scheduled to begin at Way ne
State University at 12 noon, Apr.

21.
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The Student Media Corporation's decision to rationalize operations may create as many problems as it is intended to solve.
Last week, the SMC board (which runs the Lance.
CJAM-fm and Centre Graphics) amalgamated what
had been two full-time positions at the campus radio
station Into one mega-Job.
The move was prompted in part by a prolonged
period of crisis management. which saw two unpopular
station managers leave under duress, and no long- or
even medium-term planning.
No doubt the board was also motivated by a desire
to put the station on a sounder financial footing. Besides
a $1 O per student annual fee levy, the station has little
revenue.
The staff and board have engaged in a bit of a
chicken-and-egg game. Boord members don't want to
throw more down what they see as a fiscal sinkhole.
while the CJAM executive feels It's impossible to attract
more ad money without the people to put the station
on its feet.
Unfortunately, in making its decision. the board
neglected to consult the executive - those in the best
position to know what the station needs. In fact
programme director Marc Fedak had Just put the finishing touches on a new pay scale proposal when the
board radically altered the station's structure.
This Insensitivity to the contribution of volunteers and
poorly-paid part-time executives has set off a storm of
! controversy in the station. Workers there resent the
SMC's Interference in a situation they feel is under con-

trol.
When an organization Is task-oriented. it can sometimes lose sight of larger issues. CJAM's primary purpose
Is to produce programming, music. and information.
and to air it 24 hours a day. When It does so, the staff has
largely done what it has set out to do.
However. a series of mistakes in hiring managers has
left the station poorly organized. and with a disastrously
low community profile. The revelation that the station's
long-awaited power boost (a promise for several fundraising pledge drives) has not even been applied for is
an Indication of the trouble facing the station as it
prepares to build a base of support.
There Is no disputing the board could have taken
more time to seek the opinions of executives at the station. If It had, it might not be facing what some CJAM
staffers are terming a "mutiny".
In a parallel case at the Lance. the SMC sent a formal proposal for discussion and ratification by the staff.
That suggestion. originally distrusted. was eventually
adopted without opposition by both bodies. The
process serves as a model for the organization.
While CJAM stalwarts are right to feel left out. they
will compound the problem if they leave the station
without their expertise. They can contribute to the
development of a stronger campus/community link.
and should start with effective Input into the hiring of the
next station manager.
Whoever fills that post will have to regain the confidence of a wary staff. There is much to be done.

Joke not on you
"People aren't going to get the joke· we're going
to get letters" - that was on our minds as we sent the
Pennysavlour to the printers.
The Pennysaviour was not intended to offend Christians. if the reactions of many Christians we've spoken
with are any indication. offense was taken by a minority
of members of that faith. To those we did offend. we
apologize. But let us explain ourselves.
The Pennysavlour is a satirical comment on the commerc iallzation/ debasement of Christianity through
televangelism, the ascendency of the intolerant fundamentalist element, and the too-rigid course the
Catholic Church and some (but not all) Protestant
denominations have steered in an age that demands
flexibility. The satire does not lampoon 'Christianity' (as
If, with all the diverse sects and sub-sects that word even
denotes a coherent system of belief anymore); It calls
attention to phenomena connected to popular Christianity which have long since forfeited their rights to be
taken seriously.
Televangelism doesn't represent Christ, it represents
the almighty dollar, and It's a big fat joke. Likewise. those
who believe homosexuals should be quarantined on the
basis of their own reading of scripture are Jokes - in
much poorer taste than the Pennysavlour.

The Pennysavlour is for those who are disheartened
by the millions of dollars spent on Papal tours. the wake
of tacky souvenirs that follow. the Detroit Archdiocese's
attempted route out of the city, the hypocrisy exhibited
by those who tried to quash The Last Temptation of Christ
while at the same time driving around with "Jesus is a
Republican" bumper stickers on their cars. the use of the
Christian religion to Justify sexist. racist. and homophobic
attitudes. televangelist programs where the We Accept
Mastercard and Visa graphic is more obvious than the
preacher's piety, and some people's belief that the
public schools are the suitable place for Christian
religious indoctrination while certain subjects (math.
science. English) should be brought more in line with
Biblical teaching or what some believe the Bible is
teaching.
lf you think these phenomena reflect a turn for the
better in our society, you missed the joke before we
even made It.
That's what the Pennysavlour was all about. Isn't it
all clear now?
-

Lawre nce Deck
Ka rl M amer
Te rry Brown

Office over-worked
It's budget time at the University of Windsor. That
special time of year when each department knows
what it has and, more Importantly, what It has not.
This year the student awards office is especially Interested In the outcome of the budget. The office has
requested an extra staff person. If the money is not allocated for one. it Is not Just the office that suffers, but a
number of students who will be out of a job next September.
Without the extra staff person. the overworked and
understaffed office will cut the only discretionary
program It has - work-study, which offers part-time
employment to almost I 00 OSAP participants.
Staff argue the cut is the only way the office can better its inefficient service without an extra person.
Forty departments on campus rely on the students
who work on the program. Most cannot afford to pay

the additional staff If wages were not shared by the
government.
More importantly, students rely on the income
generated from the program for little things like food
and rent. Through OSAP, students are only allowed to
earn a certain amount each semester. This often poses
a problem for those looking for jobs in the community.
The work-study program is one of the few ways the
university actually helps the student to get by. Earlier this
year the school bought the OSAP office a computer to
help ease the work load. Nice gesture. Can we go the
distance and prove our commitment to a program that
most see as invaluable?
As university vice president academic Gordon
Wood said. money does not grow on trees. Just ask next
year's unemployed students on rent day.
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Windsor water wreaks havoc on brains
by Dave Seburn

"It has even been said that human
beings were invented by water as a device
for transporting itself from one place to
another... "
Tom Robbins
Even Cowgirls Get the Blues
Living here in the Great Lakes region
it's fairly easy for us to take water for
granted. Television images of drought
from Africa seem almost surreal.
There's lots of water. We all remember
learning in grade school that the Earth's
surface is nearly three-quarters covered in
water. There couldn't possibly be a lack of
water, could there?
Depends if you like drinking salt water.
Desalination is an option, but an expensive
one.
How much fresh water do you think we
have available to us in lakes and rivers
around the world in terms of a percentage
of the total amount of water? Or, to put it
another way, how much water is tied up in
the oceans?

Would you believe 97.6 per cent of our
water is salt water? Less than 2 1/2 per cent
of our water is fresh water.
That's still a lot of water for lakes and
rivers to have, considering how big the
oceans are, but we have to subtract off
some things first. Glaciers and ice sheets
account for 1.9 per cent of the Earth's
water. The remaining one-half of one per
cent of the Earth's water is spread among
the atmosphere, groundwater, and lakes
and rivers. To be precise, only 0.03 per cent
(that's three one-hundredths of one per
cent) of our water is to be found in lakes
and rivers.
Makes that water seem a little more
valuable, doesn't it?
Should we stop using water? Hardly.
Not drinking water will only solve one
problem and that's over-population. Besides, people don't really use up water
anyhow. Water is like beer: you don't buy
it, you just rent it.
Unfortunately, it's a bit more complicated than that. The water we get from our
taps and water fountains doesn't just magically appear. It's pumped from a lake and
chemically treated for human consump-

tion. When we're finished with it (when we
drain our sinks, or flush our toilets) the
water is chemically treated again (sewage
treatment).
The water then ends back up in our
lakes and rivers. The process is not a
neutral one. We end
up adding all kinds
of toxic chemicals
to our water system.
Anyone who's ever
seen the end product of a sewage treatment
plant knows ~hat I' m talking about.
We shouldn't take our water for
granted. It is not an infinite resource even
though it can be recycled naturally virtually forever. Every time we add some kind of
toxic alphabet soup to our water supplies
we reduce the total amount we have available for our future use.
We don't have to go any farther than
our own kitchen taps to know that.
Windsor tap water reminds me of a public
swimming pool. In fact there are days when
I climb from the shower that I have to
remind myself I haven't gone swimming.
Although from the reek of chlorine on my
skin no one would believe me.

As such, the statement that "the office
docs not employ a black individual" is
fahie. Secondly, .iccording to the Oxford
English dictionary, nepotism means
"undue favoritism towrds one's relations".
Mr. Gangaram Singh, who is employed on
the research project, is not related to me.
In fact, I met him for the first time in
October 1989, during discussions with the
president of the International Student
Society, concerning the needs of visa students on campus.
The position of part-time coordinator of
the project for a four month period. was advertised in·the Campus Placement Office
for a period of three weeks, and Mr. Singh
was one of three applicants for the position.
His qualifications and experience were superior to that of any other candidates and
include;
1) Career Fair Coordinator, U. of
Windsor, 1989
2) International Student Commissioner, 1988
3) SAC Student Representative, 1988
4) Presidential Aide to the president of
ISS, 1989
As well as other qualifications.
As such, he was ideally suited to coordinate a project where the vast majority of
the sample were from the visa student
population.
It is clear that much work needs to be
done on campus to improve relations
among various groups, and our office will
continue its effort in this direction.
Categorization of people on the basis of racial similarity is one of the major variables
associated with bigotry, and the student's
letter is replete with statements that are intolerable within a university environment.
Yours respectfully,
Subhas Ramcharan. Ph.D
Ombud~person and
Race Relations Oflicer

the group who presented the video segment
of the programme entitled "Group Performance."
There were many problems with the
operation of the equipment and by the time
the video began to roll. we were compelled
to observe a hazy screen which
demonstrated a gynecological examination. The equipment failed during this portion as well.
I found the implication at the conclusion of this segment of the video to be
very offensive, humiliating to women. and
distasteful. I feel that this subject matter
was totally inappropriate for a cabaret
entertainment evening. It completely
spoiled the rest of the evening for me.
JocclJn Fleming

E

And drinking the stuff!
In terms of carcinogens. drinking
Windsor water is about equal to being a
regular smoker. No wonder so many
people never want to leave Windsor they're probably addicted to the water.
If that's not
enough, there's al
ways lead. If you
wondered why you
did so poorly on
that la.st mid-term maybe you should check
the lead levels of your water. If you happen
to have old water pipes in your house or
apartment, chances are lead-based solder
was usec on them. Lead goes straight to the
brain and does really neat things to your
gray cells.
What can you do about it all? Buy a
water filter. Make sure you get one that
takes out lead as well as stuff like chlorine.
You won't believe the difference in the
taste. It honestly even makes coffee and tea
taste better. And your body will thank you.
"When the well is dry, we know the
worth of water.''
- Poor Richard 's Almanack

II

mail
To our readers,
A letter in the Apr. 5 issue implied Gangaram Singh 's appointment to the Office of
Race Relations was the result of nepotism.
Tlte Lance has no evidence whatsoever this
is the case.
The letter also stated the office has no
black employees. Singh denied this allegation. Tlte Lance apologizes for any confusion generated by this letter.

impressed by athletes
Dear Editor,
I wish to bring to the attention of all students the incredible talent the university
has in its athletic program. I attended this
year's athletic banquet and was thoroughly impressed by the talents of our students.
We have no less than 29 All-Stars this
academic year along with a whole host of
equally prestigious recognitions. We must
recognize the energy and devotion tliese
students put into their sports.
I hope that next year everyone makes
the time to attend some of the university's
sports events and reassure the athletes of
our commitment to them as they have
shown their commitment to us.
Sincerely,
Paul Brisebois
President
Students' Administrative Council

disturbed by letter
Dear Editor.
I find it most disturbing that you have
published a letter in the student newspaper
without checking the accuracy of the statements. The letter is replete with inaccuracies concerning the office of the
ombudsperson and race relations officer,
and maligns not only my integrity, but that
of a fellow student employed by the office.
Firstly, let me state that five interviewers are employed on a part-time basis
to conduct interviews with non-white students on campus. Given the coruposition of
the non-white student population, I was extremely careful to select interviewers to
retlect this sensitivity. The racial background of the interviewers were as follows;
one black, one Chinese, one East Indian, one of mixed racial background. one
white.

disturbed by video
Dear Editor,
I attended a Cabaret evening at the Ambassador Auditorium, Saturday, Mar. 31,
1990. Although I enjoyed all of the performances prcsemed by the Schools of Music.
Drama and Visual Arts. and the English
Department, l was very disappointed with

shamed by mudslinging
Dear Editor,
In response to the letter written to the
editor Apr. 6 about the poor level of officiating in women's hockey, it seems a
shame that a game supposedly based on fun
and sportsmanship has turned into a
mudslinging match. So be it.
Miss Brooks, I never pretended to be
anything but a $7 per game intramural
referee. Excuses are for losers. I am fully
aware that my officiating abilities are
somewhat suspect at times-my shoulders
are broad and I'm willing to take the blame.
But in your case it seems you are nothing but a coward, having to drag a perfectly innocent bystander into your warped
sense of sportsmanship. If you really cared
and had any guts you would don the black
and white yourself, so either put up or shut
up.
As for the rest of the league. they all impressed me with their ability and sense of
fierce competition and fair play. Looking
forward to another fun-filled year.
Joseph P. Capriotti

slandered by us
Dear Editor,
I did not find the insert Pennysaviour in
the Apr. 1/90 issue of the /,ance
humourous. You have slandered all Christians on campus and taken the name of God
in vain. I expect a public apology.
Yours sincerely.
Jerome Wagner

funded by tuition
Dear Editor,
This lt:tter is in regard to your recent
edition. Pennysaviour. This publication
was an attack against a section of society.
namely Christians. to which I feel I must
respond.
Freedom of the press does not extend to
the blatant abuse of any group. This point
was emphasized recently on campus when
an engineering paper was found to be offensive to women. SAC found it necessary
and appropriate to reprimand the club for
its publication.
This precedent also applies to this case
as I'm sure Christians on campus find Pennysadour just as offensive. However, the
lance has gone one step further and has
made Pennysaviour a section in the Lance,
the university student paper which is not
only readily accessible to the entire student
body, but is also funded by our tuition payments.
This overt missuse of funds to belittle
any group of people should 1101 go by
without punitive action being taken by
SAC itself. A letter in this regard has been
forwarded to SAC.
Sincerely,
Dr.Elizabeth J. Palmer

appreciated by friends
Dear Editor.
I must say that l thoroughly enjo} ed
your Pt'nn.vsa1wur supplement in last
week's paper. On probably the worst day
of my post-secondary career, I managed to
laugh hysterically at your little joke.
Obviously someone took great pains to
write it. The Christian attitude is usually:
"If one can benefit from it. then the effort
was worth it." You might even say that I
have been converted.
Before this, I had considered the Lance
a third-rate rag not even worth the effort of
lifting up. But now, with the knowledge
that !>Omeone ( or some people) at the Lance
is 1are funny. I anxiously await the next
issue.
Undoubtedly you will receive many
letters expressing disfavour. Ju~t remember that at least I and a number of my
friends appreciated it tremendousl}.
P.S. Perrault
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"Windsor's Downtown Storage Facility"

Conveniently located near the U. of W.,
secure self-storage at economical rates.
Safe outside storage for cars. Stop in at
694 Cameron, just south of Wyandotte, or
call 254-5422.

"Bookstore Annual Inventory"

Special Student Rates
I •
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(519) 254-5422
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The bookstore will be closed
April 26th, 27th, and 30th.
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Panel Discussion
Sunday. April 29, 1990
2:00 - 4:00 p.m

No transactions
will be possible
during this period.

The Periphery and Its Relation to the Centre:
The Emma Lake Artists' Workshops
Participants:
John O'Bnan, Author, Professor of Art History at the Urnvers1ty of
British Columbia. Guest Curator and catalogue essayist for the
exh1b1t1on The Flat Side of the Landscape
Karen Wilkin New York art cnt1c, author and workshop leader
Robert Murray artist and workshop participant
Grant McConnell, artist and workshop participant
Matthew Teitelbaum, Curator, Institute of Contemporary Art. Boston.
catalogue essayist for The Flat Side of the Landscape
This panel drscussron has been organized to co1nc1de with the exhrb1t1on.

The Flat Side of the Landscape The Emma Lake Artists ' Workshops
wh,ch continues through June 10

ATTENTION STUDENTS

'//I

SUMMER OPENINGS

•JIJVECTOR
MARKETlNG G4N4£14, LTD

s11~~~

• Pay increases with incentives
• All majors may apply, no experience necessary
• Gain valuable experience in marketing and advertising
• Internship and scholarships available

• Build communication skills
• Future management opportunities
• Flexible Hours
For early consideration, call now ... begin after exams

DETAILS TO BE COVERED AT INTERVIEW
FOR APPOINTMENT CALL

Scarborough/E. Toronto Area (416) 283- 1024
Oshawa/Pickering Area
(416) 564-2971
Kitchener/ Waterloo Area
(416) 564-2972
Hamilton/Burlington Area
(416) 573-2441
Mississauga/W. Toronto Area (416) 238-3372
Markham/N. Toronto Area
(416) 474-1616

IF LINE IS BUSY, PLEASE TRY AGAIN

Admission 1s free.
445 R1VERSIDE DR W .. WINDSOR, ONTARIO N9A 6TB (5191 258-7111
GALLERY HOURS TUES. WED, SAT· 11 ·5 THURS, FR1 11.g SUN 1-5
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lish material of a sexist, racist, or
homophobic nature".
Dear Editor,
Why should students who truly believe
f am ashamed to be a student at the in Jesus Christ as the Son of God and our
University of Windsor. This shame does Saviour allow His Name to be dragged
not come from my classes or professors, it through the mud, or worse, the lance?
comes from the lance. Upon reading the (Gay-bashing or anti-Semitism would not
Apr. 5, 1990 edition I was in shock.
be tolerated - but does the illustration on
Not only was your Pennysaviour sec- the left-hand corner of page 3 qualify as
tion biased and disgusting, it was also being of a racist nature?)
prejudiced. You must realize that as the
There is no fear in my mind that this invoice of Windsor you have a responsibility sert will discredit or reduce the effectiveto all the students. This kind of sen- ness of the Gospel - this has been
sationalism should be saved for The Na- attempted for almost two thousand years
tional Enquirer.
with no success.
If anything, I hope it motivates us to
I am sure that there are many students,
like myself, that will never pick up a copy find out who Jesus really is. It just concerns
of the lance again. It leads me to wonder me to think that a "student newspaper" can
how your advertisers will feel about your be irresponsibly used as an outlet for angry
sentiment against Christianity with blatant
petty article.
Nothing I can say can change what has disregard for the beliefs of so many stubeen done, but perhaps people will realize dents! These beliefs are not something that
that the lance is not the only opinion on we take lightly-we don't appreciate them
being thrown around.
campus.
Please remember, "No one is so sure of
Ryan Richardson
what he knows as an ignorant man."
Dawn E.L. Fyn
Dear Editor,
I understand that it is tradition every
Apr. 1 for university newspapers across
Dear Editor,
I did not appreciate the Pennysaviour at Canada to make light of other newspapers.
all! Is the lance finally revealing its true This year the lance spoofed the Pencolours? The timing is perfect- it's funny nysaver by creating the Pennysaviour.
I believe in freedom of the press and am
that an article, no, an entire section that is
an obvious attempt to offend as many against excessive censorship. I do underpeople as possible, would appear just two stand that the Pennysaviour was created in
weeks before the end of the semester, when good humour, or so I have been assured by
the final academic crunch of exams and es- editor Kevin Johnson, but I question some
says would serve to reduce public reaction of the classified ads in the paper.
Considering that this university was
- guess again.
I don't pay SAC fees so that I can be once a seminary, some of the ads were in
slapped in the face by a newspaper that is extreme poor taste. Jabs at the Mt. Cashel
supposed to entertain and enlighten. The affair are pitiful attempts at humour. Sure
argument will be that I'm overreacting the people who were involved probably
I may overreact to a paragraph, but eight won't ever read the Pe1111y!;aviour, but what
pages? Here's another newsflash - satire about their families? Their friends? We
should incorporate some element of stand the chance or reminding "ictims of a
humour. Whole Lotta Thessalonians? terrible past!
Vatican Ill? Oh, when may I stop this inHumour in any form is bound to offend
sane, madcap laughter?
some but issues like Christianity and some
The lance recognizes that no other of its mistakes -are not the best topics to
· group would stand for this public mistreat- make light of.
ment of their values and beliefs, which is
I realize that this insert was probably
why it reserves the right to "refuse to pub- aimed at televangelist rip-offs, but one has

sensational

traditional

motivational

Hum~s Chinese Restaurant
Grand Opening Specials
Lunch Specials
Dinner Specials
from $3.95
from $4.50
• Delicio,us Chinese Combinations
• Cantonese Dishes
• Dim Sum

Free Delivery & Carry-Out Service
2169 Wyandotte St. W.

977-0088

to question the authors when things such as
a crown of thorns beer lugger, ritual
sacrifices, and Joseph seeking a virgin for
a wild ride on his 'ass' (donkey or jackass
would have been more appropriate) to the
Holy Land are mentioned. I don't seem to
recall any scandals about the birth of Christ
and his crucifixion.
Is this the type of thing we want people
outside of the University to associate us
with? Windsor is a fairly young school and
is starting to build a strong and reputable
tradition on the foundation that was given
to us from the Catholic priests.
I suggest that next time a disclaimer explaining the reasoning behind such things
as the Pennysaviour and maybe just a little
more thought would be appropriate.
I'm sure University of Windsor students don't want their university to be
referred to as Bigot U.
Morgan Elliott

fell flat

Dear Editor,
If the Pennysaviour was your idea of an
April Fools' joke, I'm afraid it fell flat on
many of us. Frankly, I'm afraid you're
more than a little out of touch with the
grassroots and I resent my student fees
being spent to print rubbish.
Don't mix up Jesus with playboys and
boring old farts. You would never have
done such an obnoxious piece on issues
like the women's movement or gay/lesbians. OK, so you were given the "guilties"
at your seperate high school. Just say so.
Please don't drag into the mud the name
of the only one I believe can deal with the
"guilties" at the deepest level. Let's talk!
Sincerely,
Robert Stephen

representational
Dear Editor,
The Pennysaviour was a thoroughly offensive attempt at humour. The lance is a
student funded newspaper, which, according to the SAC Campus Compass, is a
"proud member of the Canadian University
Press", and which tries to "speak out for the
rights of the oppressed". Really.
Perhaps the lance feels that the
minority groups who "foist their culture

and beliefs on your child" (page 8 of the
Pennysaviour) are not oppressed? With
student funding comes a duty to provide
responsible journalism.
I am embarassed by the thought that
other university communities might interpret the Pennysaviour to be representative
of Windsor student humour. While student
newspapers should stimuh1te the free exchange of ideas, the desecration of fundamental beliefs only degrades the very
students the lance purports to serve. The
lance owes students a retraction of the
Pennysaviour.
Shannon Parsons

indefensible
Dear Editor,
As a student advocate and representative of one of the more active clubs on
campus,• would like to address the creators
of the Pennysadour. Let me say that, as a
person who until recent years tried to prove
the non-existence of God, I can relate to ,
their disillusionment.
I
Secondly, as a convinced Christian let
me acknowledge that often we've blown it
in representing Christ authentically to the
world. Too often even earnest believers
have been irrelevant, useless, boring, and
even obnoxious. Please forgive us.
Thirdly, however, let me offer a caution
directly to the producers. (n venting some
understandable frustration and bitterness
based on your own experiences and perceptions you committed the irresponsible act
of tarnishing the good reputation of an innocent party. Mt.Cashel? Jimmy Bakker?
Fine. We understand.
The indefensible thing is lobbing Jesus,
the Holy Spirit and God himself in
sodomizing priests and wayward demigods
from Hollywood, who have perhaps more
in common with Babylon than Jerusalem.
Institutional religion in Canada can
stand some waking up .and satire, but, it's
time to balance your bias and bitterness
kids and seperate the good fruit from the
dead leaves. No one said the Pennysai•iour
meant to be responsible journalism but you
definitely tread offensive ground in
slandering God. Do you really know who
you are messing with?
Steve ~1cPhee
The Navigators

Introduces
Jennifer & Larry
New & Exciting Stylists Bring
Their Artistic Flare
To Salon 510

(opposite TD Bank. between Randolph & Rankin)

GRADUATION
PORTRAITS
by )
Phyllis
- Paramount Studios 327 Ouellette Avenue

all hai~ services with Jennifer & Larry only
Appointment Preferred
Monday & Wednesday -- 9:30 - 5:00
T\Jesd;ay, Thursday & Friday -- 9:30 - 7:00
Saturday -- 8:30 - 4:00

* special student rates *
* free 5 x 7 gift photo *
* no sitting charge *

* cap and gown available *
also passport photos and wedding coverage
Telephone: 253-4833 for appointment.
Evenings call 253-8847

551 Pelissier Street
973-4977
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We don't need no steenking badges.
But we do need: a news editor, associate news editor, photo editor, associate
photo editor, arts editor, features editor, and sports editor. These jobs are a lot of
fun, but not much pay, but lots of experience, but not much sleep.
Apply with resume, cover letter and samples of your work to Larry Deck,
editor-elect, the lance, 2nd floor University Centre, before April 18.
The lance: we ore the low around these ports.

2185
Wyandotte West
(519) 258-2490
* Student Discount *

•

131 Park St.
971-7642
•
(Closed Mondays)

Visual arts school
called fire hazard
by D. Eldon Dawson
Art students at the Lebel
building had to remove their exhibits from the hallways this week
when the fire department argued
they posed a hazard.
Last Friday, the school held an
open house for art students to display their art and perform their
year-end projects, and many who
attended complained to the
Windsor fire department.
Fire captain Jim Kocsis said
people "complained to his office
about the blocked hallways and
genernl housekeeping of some of
the rooms."
Koscis said he told the administration all articles had to be
removed by Friday or he would
close down the building.
In early March, the faculty of
education was forced to remove
some of its art displays for the
same reason.
Education dean Michael
Awender said the fire marshal!
told him to remove two large art
displays from the faculty's main
lobby.
"These (displays) ran underneath the main stairwell and narrowed the passageway for people
leaving the building in an emergency situation," the dean said.
According to visual arts dean
Susan Gold Smith, their problem
arose because of a large quantity
of art that has accumulated along
the walls of the building.
The cluttered halls and classrooms are typical of the year-end
Smith said.
"The prohlem is that we have
no storage here," she said. "The
instructors were not upset. They
realized the severity of the
problem."
The art has to be removed by
Friday. But the problems didn't
stop there. Lebel students had

Lonee photo by Bernard Helling

A peformance and sculpture
piece at Lebcl,just one of the causes
of this week's uproar over fire
hazards at the art school.

other related problems this week.
A 12' by 12' structure by Otto
Buj which depicts discolored Big
Macs, was placed outside the
building, and had to be removed
because "it encroached on city
property." Buj is suspicious McDonalds complained about his
artwork, saying his play on advertising was "very ambiguous."
He wants to reconstruct his
artwork in front of the Lebel
building and with help from his
instructors is looking into
relevant by-laws.
Campus Police Sargeant Jim
Foreman was called by the
Windsor Police Department and
asked to have the exhibit removed
because the city is going to be
widening the street soon. According to Foreman, the city's inspector is continuing his investigation
into the matter.
O

Introducing ARCAM from England

ARCAM
audwphil.e products

- No. 1 producer of budget amps
- Britain's #1 manufacturer of
compact disc
- Leading edge of digital technology

from A&R Cambridge
Intro SP-eclal
- ARCAM Alpha Integrated Amp
30w/ch 5 year warranty
$419.- reg. $495.- Alpha CD
Europe's #1 Seller
$899.- reg. $999.-Black Box D/A Converter
Upgrade any CD to
current state of the art
$799.- reg. $899.-

Fine Quality Leather Accessories For Any Occasion

Luggage, Briefcases, Portfolios, Wallets, Belts,
Gloves, Desk Accessories, And More

Vlnyl Heads
Get the most out of your record
selection from the world's most
prestigious turntable manufacturer.
Linn of Scotland
The new Basik is outstanding!
with cartridge

LAGIINA
Leather Accessories
405 Pelissier
Lower Level

252-5033
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Lance series
on equality
b)' L) nn

Bezaire

The issue of sexism on campus was confronted b) a panel of
women's rights activists from the
University of Windsor last Wednesday in the Assumption
Lounge.
The seminar, designed to address the problem of sexual discrimination on campus, was
organized by philosophy student
Michelle Booth.
The panel of seven faculty
members spoke on various
aspects of the issue and its effect
on members of the university
community.
Barbara Lanz, the university's
Sexual Harassment Officer,
opened the seminar by admitting
the difficulty in addressing the
problem.
"Acts of gender discrimination on this campus are a daily occurance. They are represented in
too many forms and in too many
acts.
"The problem can be identified at every level of the university structure - no one is
immune,• Lanz added.
She attributes the prevalence
of sexual discrimination on campus to the "quiet, resolute acceptance of experiences tainted by
sexism."
Lanz likened its historical pervasiveness to a "well oiledmachine that has operated for a
long time and to the benefit of
many."
During her talk about the
'chilly climate' experienced by
women students, law professor
Leigh West discussed the subtle
ways sexism operates in the classroom.

Referring to studies done in
the U.S., West described how
professors "inadvertently erode
women students' self-confidence" by treating them differently than male students. She
cited examples such as the less at-

tentive and less enthusiastic
response of a professor to a
female students' class participation and the negative attitudes
held by academics concerning the
way women students approach
problem solving.
Professor Maureen Muldoon
of religious studies said
"academic tradition has rejected
the subjective approach most
often offered by women students."
In her presentation about
'feminist methods of teaching'
Muldoon said, "there is no such
thing as value-free research. Our
common human experience has
been defined by men - this does
not allow for the fact that
everyone experiences the world
differently."
Muldoon also criticized the
current educational system.
"The hierarchal nature of the
educational system has resulted in
students feeling removed from
the content of their studies: she
said. "The student has been
regarded as a blank slate or avessel t > be filled with knowledge.
Students are taught that their role
as 'learner' is completely dependent upon the teacher and subject
to the knowledge the teacher
wishes to reveal to the learner."
Muldoon offered the approach of co-operative learning
-an initiative to increase student
participation and interaction - as
a solution to alter the educational
system and to break down the barriers presently preventing women
students from realizing an equitable status in the classroom.
Human Kinetics professor
Marjorie Holman, spoke about
dealing with sexual harassment.
She emphasized that silence, as a
response to sexual harassment,
only reinforces the status quo
practicing it.
Holman gave the power imbalance based upon gender as the
explanation for the resistencc of
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Ontario Student
Assistance
Program
1990-91

Ontario

man) to acknowlcllge the
problem.
"The impact of this type of
harassment can be devastating to
the learning environment for
female students."
The basis for such resistance,
according to Holman, includes
fear of ridicule and intimidation
of the process involved in addressing the problem.
Speaking on 'employment
equity,' Pamela Milne, of
religious studies, called ttsexism
the privilege of the powerful in
our society. Women arc the victims of norms defined by men."
According to Milne, the
University of Windsor has one of
the wor..t records in Canada for
voluntarily hiring women faculty.
She docs not foresee women
achieving an equitable place in
the university for at least another
20 years - and even this would
require a firm commitment on the
part of the administration and
hiring committees.
Concerning the degree of support given by the administration
in promoting the status of women
on campus, Milne provided the
example of the neutral language
policy- felt by many to be a crucial step toward improving the
·chilly climate" on campus which "has been stalled on
Professor Charles James ... desk
for the past three years."
In closing the seminar, Ed
Crowley, a professor in religious
studies, discussed the need for
groups like the Support Group for
Women.
According to Crow Icy, this
group formed as a response to increased awareness of women
students' suffering from gender
discrimination.
"The group has promoted an
educational approach to soh mg
the problem. We felt our best
chances of success hed m trying
to change minds through the
educational process
D

We know, we know not enough time to
write 'em never mind type 'em

OSAP application
forms for tne 1990-91
academic year Nill be
available at your
Financial Aid Office by
mid-April.
One OSAP application
form lets you apply
for:
• Ontario Study Grant
• Canada Student Loan
• Ontario Student Loan
For additional
information see your
Financial Aid
Administrator.

..

Vous pouvez obtanir
des rensaignamants
en frarx;ais sur ce
programme at les
autres programmes
d'aida fmanciere ~
la Direction de
!'aide financiere
aux etud1ants.
Composaz le
(807) 345-4830 OU
le 1-800-465-3013.

Apply
Early!

Students'
Administrative
Council
Invites applications for the position of

STATION MANAGER/PROGRAM DIRECTOR
CJAM 91.Sfm
Responsibilities: The Station Manager reporting to the
Student Media Corporation Board will be responsible
for the day-to-day operations of the station, budgeting,
revenue projecting, and be directly 'n charge of ethnocultural/special interest information programming.
Qualifications: The ideal candidate will possess
excellent interpersonal and communication skills,
coupled with relevant experience within community
access broadcasting.
Please forward cover letter, resume, and supporting
documentation to:

HIRING COMMIITEE
Student Media Corporation
University of Windsor
401 Sunset Avenue
2nd Floor Student Centre
Windsor, Ontario N9B 3P4
(519) 253-6423 or
(519) 253-8871 - FAX
Applications must be postmarked no later than
April 23, 1990. Any and all inqumes can be directed to
the Treasurer of the Student Media Corporation,
Mr. Alan J Drouillard

Try Us For Great Tasting Hot Healthy Foods
And Low Calorie Fresh Frozen Yogurt

~PJ

Zos1E's~
1800 Huron Church Rd (beside Taco Bell)

977-1182

r------------------------I

Ul

Eat-In or Take-Out

I

W

Free Yogurt

I

You can rely on your secretary to finish
your paper on time - and do a great job!

253-TYPE <s913>

•

I
,m
I
I
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0

y purch e of equ I or grc ter value
Not va ad wtth other offc
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University gets
major grant

Students'
Administrative
Council

by Kimberly Yetman

The President, Mr. Joe Esteves,
Is now accepting applications for
The following positions:

Special Projects
Coordinator
Application deadline is
Friday, April 20, 1990, 4:30 p.m.
In the S.A.C. Office.

The University of Windsor
has been granted $80,000 to overcome the most frequent warranty
problem in the auto industry.
The money from the University Research Incentive Fund, is
targeted to help develop materials
which may bring about an end to
oil leakages.
The sum, matched by Joh
Rubber Inc, encourages a joint
venture between the university
and the company.
University of Windsor chemical engineering graduate Matt
Baumgartner went to Germany
and encouraged Joh Rubber to set
up shop in southwestern Ontario.
Baumgartner, president of Joh
Rubber, took German technology
and Canadian management to
make a product for the North
American market.
According to Lori Coon, Joh
Rubber product engineer and research development manager,
Baumgartner combined the best
of both worlds. One such innovation is the engine sealing system
Joh and the university have been
working on.
Dan Watt, the university's
project co-ordinator, says "there's
been a trend to get away from the
big three doing all the design
work - to commissioning their
suppliers to design and supply the
entire systems."
In 1989 Joh Rubber, along
with the university, received a
multi-million dollar grant from
the National Research Council to
work on the engine scaling ~ystem.
"Gaskets leak because they
use a hard gasket and they bolt the
cover down hard to try and effect
a seal and warp the cover which
leads to oil leaks," Watt said.
To remedy this, Joh uses a
thick silicon material for sealing
the cover. According to Watt, this
"soft touch" sealing system works
on very rough surfaces and also

partially eliminates engine noise.
"Very often customers equate
lack of engine noise with quality'
in their car," he said.
Despite being a small company with only 45 employees, Joh
is already making a mark in the
auto industry, and is currently
selling their product to Ford.
"Ford has made this cover its
new world standard, so all engines made by Ford everywhere
will have to adapt to this or similar
systems," Watt said.
The grant, used to buy research equipment for the engine
head cover project, has spawned
other interests, Watt said.
"The idea is to create the
capability to both design and
manufacture the composite
covers."
This project has many ties to
the University of Windsor. Students, professors, and graduates
all play a large role, Watt said.
"We get equipment we otherwise wouldn't have and it keeps
professors and students in touch
with the competition of real world
engineering," he said. Coon, Joh
Rubber coordinator and University of Windsor graduate, said
"things have evolved into a pretty
good working relationship." Shi!
said both the industry and the
university benefit from this coventure.
"It's an opportunity to take advantage of engineering talent at
the university and help create an
environment where the university
and industry both win."
The technology is becoming
the industry standard wtih
Porsche already using it and GM
planning to start in 1991.
"In the future, we will be comparing the performance of plastic
and aluminum ones. Plastic
covers are quieter, lighter and
potentially cheaper to make,"
Watt said.
Watt places the University of
Windsor right at the forefront of
this new technology.
a

Atrio of Wver's
Choose aCheese l..rNer's~
Pepperoni l..rNer's™ or
Meat l..rNer's™ Pan Pizza
for only $9.99 each
and ~'re scoring big
on taste and value.
LIMITED TIME OFFER AT PARTICIPATING
RESTAURANTS. *PUJS P.S.T.

WINDSOR

972-FAST
• Pim 1M as aAegislered hlle Mai1< d Pim 1M ~. Registered user Pepsi-Cola Canada Ltd.
• Pepsi is a Registered hlle Mai1< d Papsi-tAlla Cnda Lid.

...IIIL.

•

Makin' it great!

Original Taco

Soft Taco
Bean Burrito
Nacho Chips with Salsa

.

Cinnamon Twists

RVE GREAT CHOICES. ILL DIY EVERY DIY.

TACO Q'BELL.
5150 TECUMSEH Ro.E. • 3054 DouGAll.AVE.
6707 TEcuMsal Ro.E. • 1790 HURON CJfuRcH
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'Joke' denounced
by Lynn Bezaire

owner, Marino !I.aid he took this
action because he feels this type
of behavior reflects "an attitudinal
problem regarding gender
relationships ... that is not acceptable in society and especially not
in the so-called intellectual elite
of our society.•
In an interview, Marino said,
"This type of reprehensible behavior.. .is stupid and insensitive
and reflects a malaise in our
society which allows offensive
comments concerning gender,
race, religion, and ancestry to be
passed off as humour. If male
university students are allowed to
continue judging females by their
physical attributes and commenting on them in such a derogatory
manner, how will we ever solve
this problem in society in
general?"Professor Marjorie Holman, HK faculty member and
former Sexual Harassment Officer, said, "Minor, individual incidents accumulate to establish a
pattern. Such action was necessary to communicate to the students that this kind of behavior is
intolerable."
According to Holman, to
claim this type of behavior is 'just
a big joke,· is a prime example of
the ''society of excuses" in which
we live.
"If university students want to
be treated as adults, they must be
willing to be held responsible and
accountable for their actions,"
said Holman. "That the message
was intended as a joke docsn 't excuse this kind of behavior."
D

A recent incident of sexual
harassment in the kinesiology
department has renewed the
debate over the question of discriminatory comments and good
taste.
Department head Wayne
Marino stated in an open letter to
all kinesiology students that "Two
male, undergraduate students
were caught sending sexually explicit messages to a female student using the computer mailing
system."
According to Marino's letter,
the students were "quick to point
out that it was 'all a bigjoke"' and
the case has been given to the
Sexual Harassment Officer to
deal with.
"It was a minor incident. It
was a case of stupidity, rather than
a case of blatant sexual harassment," Marino said.
The culprits claimed the computer ID numbers were selected
randomly - the messages were
intended for no one in particular.
The owner of the ID number has
been cleared of any responsibility
because the number was used for
this purpose without his
knowledge.
The message in question
stated, "You have a nice set of
tits."
The ID number's owner admits the message is indeed sexist
but maintains a formal apology by
the students involved should rectify the situation.
In a letter to the ID number

Police identify dragon
by Karl Mamer
A white supremacist, known
to CJAM radio listeners as the
Grand Dragon, who has been
making threatening phone calls to
the campus station for over two
years. is finally l'n the verge of
being captured .
Music Director Vera Colley
and assistant Ed Blake. attempted
to ha .. c the man traced through a
phone tap on the station's
Windsor number. Unfortunately,
the Grand Dragon, a resident of

Hazel Park Michigan, regularly
called only the Detroit numher.
Alter failed attempt'> to bait
the supremacist into calling the
Windsor line, Colley and Blake
were able to arrange with
Michigan Bell to tap CJAM's
Detroit number. Windsor Police
and CJAM 's station executive arc
now in possesion of the Grand
Dmgon's name and home phone
number.
Colley says CJAM is thinking
about pressing charges.
O

PREGNANT

CANTERBURY
COLLEGE

AND NEED HELP?

Call ...

University of Windsor

~

Otrtf)rigf.Jt

Student Housing

at 252-3322
or visit our office at
380 Chilvtr Road

SINGLE MEN & WOMEN
• 4 Town House units, newly constructed ,:,nJ fumish,·d Each self.

cont.iined house accommodates 12 student~ in a1r-cond1tioned
single rooms.
- 7 former homrs comerted for \tudent h\'mg. each ~elf-contam .. d
and accommodating 5 to I:! persons in s ingle o r Jouble rooms

MARRIED STUDENTS
• Geoffrey Fisher Hali Apartments
- All 38 suites are one-bedroom and unfurnished (ad1.i~cnt to the
Leddy Library and lhe Law Building)

Applications now being accepted for lnter~usion and Summer
School and 1990-91 Academic Year.

For Information and Apphcat1ons contact·
Canterbury College
172 P.itncaa Rcl<ld
Windsor, Ontario, CmadJ N98 38<1

We provide Free Pregnancy Tests.
Community Referrals. Accommodations
and Legal Adv,ce

(519) 256-6442

Men & Women's
Hair Stylists

•

ALL HAIRCUTS

Offer Valid To All Students Upon Presentation Of Valid Student 1.0.
At Un1vers1ty Mall Location Only

Hours: M-F 9 a.m. - 9 p.m .
Sat 9 am. • 6 p.m.

UNMRSIIY Mm

2686 Tecumseh Rd. W.

J 0

C0

Hair Care Products

253-8534

,..

at

The Rendezvous
12010 Riverside Drive East

Thurs., April 19

Starts May 7, 1990

(One Night Only)
From 5 to 7 p.m. 10% Off
From 7 to 9 p.m. 15% Off
From 9 to 11 p.m. 20% Off

974-9050

We use and recommend

659 Ouellette Avenue
Tel: 256-7500
Open 7 Days A Week

Exclusive Bodies
Mixed Beach Volleyball League

To Register Your Team Call

OFF

No Other Discounts Apply!
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Scientific students

Lance T-shirts
now available !
$10 each. X-Large,
black on white, I00 %
cotto n. Get 'em w hile
they're hot (they're pretty
hot!), at the Lance, 2nd
floor, University Centre.

by Marsha Way

Th e Lance : One size fits all.

FALL1990
REGISTRATION
UNDERGRADUATE
ALL RETUR NING. FULL-TI ME UNDERGR ADUATE STUDENTS
WILL USE T HE NE W TELEPHONE R EGISTRATION SYSTEM TO
REGISTER FOR FALL 1990.
REGISTRATION MATERIALS AND IN STRUCTIONS WILL BE
DISTRIBUTED TO CURRENT, FULL-TIME UNDERGRADUATES
FROM THE OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR BEGINNING
MONDAY, A PRIL 16, 1990.
BRING YOUR STUDENT I.D. CARD TO PICK-UP YOUR
INDIVIDUAL PACKAGE.

GRADUATE
RETURNING, FULL-TIME GRADUATES SHOULD CONTACT
THEIR DEPARTMENT/SCHOOL/FACULTY FOR REGISTRATION
MATERIALS AND INSTRUCTIONS.

.-----------------------------------.
Students'
trative
• = ==iiCouncil

The President, Mr. Joe Esteves,
Is now accepting applications for
Two students from
The University of Windsor
To go to the University of
Prague, Czechoslovakia
For an exchange.
Approximate departure date is
The end of June
For a period of two months.
For further information please
contact the President elect
In the S.A.C. office before
Friday, April 20,. 1990, 4:30 p.m.

The University of Windsor is
once again hosting the CanadaWide Science Fair.
More tha n 10,000 students
from across the country have been
involved in this annual event
since the first fair in Ottawa in
1962. Dean of Science Datta Pillay is delighted the event will be
taking place in Windsor again
after more than 20 years.
This year, the University of
Windsor is one of the fair's major
sponsors along with St. Clair College and the four school boards of
Windsor and Essex County.
Approximately 500,000 students will compete in local
science fairs in hopes of representing their region at the
Canada-Wide Science Fair.
The event "is an exciting opportunity for the young students
in the high schools," Pillay said.
Thewinnersofapproximately
90 regional science fairs will participate in the national competition. Categories include life
science, physical science, engineering and computer science,
at three levels o f secondary
schooling.
The educational, industrial,
scientific and engineering com-

munities of Windsor and the surrounding area will provide the
more than 100 judges needed for
the panel. Winners will receive
various medals, prizes and
scholarships.
The 550 students who won
regional science fairs, along with
150 adult delegates, will participate in activities during their
stay.
For those interested in seeing
these disp lays of scientific
genious, the fair wil take place at
the St. Denis Centre May 13-19.
Public viewing hours are:
Thursday, May 17, 10 am to 3 pm
and Friday, May 18, 9 am to 12
pm.
There will be in teresti ng
projects, and you may even learn
something, so check it out.
O

Cultural kid's show
unite the members of the community."
Detroit's Alternatives for
The event offers the youths a
Girls is putting the fini shing good time and the chance "to entouches on the preparations for its hance their self-esteem as they
May 12 cultural extravaganza.
display and learn about clothing,
The Kids and Culture show art, and entertainment from
boasts ethnic clothing, songs, various cultures," Onuoha said.
dancing and food from various
Na e dine Burk, another
Windsor and Detroit organiza- Windsor student who is helping
tions, and is an annual effort by organise the event says that if the
the group, which helps women on event turns out to be half as fun as
Detroit streets.
it was to organise, everyone is in
Nze Onuoha, a University of for a good time.
Windsor social work graduate
The Kids and Culture event
student who works with the takes place from 1-5 pm on SaturDetroit program, says "the pur- day May 12 at St. Anne's Church,
pose of the cultural show is to 1000 St. Anne Street, Detroit. O

by Lance News Staff

Be An Ambassador
High school students often have strange ideas about
university life. They've heard horror stories, myths,
exaggerations, fantasies and, occasionally, a few truisms.
Through the Liaison Office, we encourage prospective
students to have realistic expectations about university life
in general and about life here at Windsor specifically. For
more than ten years we've counted on U. of W. current
students to help high school students discover the many
opportunities available here. We call these members of the
Liaison team our Ambassadors.
An Ambassador's most visible role is as a campus tour
guide. They also assist with many other Liaison activities
both on-campus and off-campus in Windsor and Essex
County.
·
We're looking for interesting and enthusiastic students to
be our Ambassadors next year. Your experience is of
great value to others planning for a successful transition to
post-secondary education.
Applications and information available at the Secondary
School Liaison Office, Room #110, Windsor Hall Tower.
Application deadline May 15, 1990.
P.S. - If you're graduating and you want to show your
enthusiasm for Windsor, don't worry. Ask about
the contract liaison officer positions. Application
deadline for these positions is June 29, 1990.

rd
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Animal-friendly shopping
by Astrid Obersat
Ever wonder where to buy
products not tested on animals?
Look no further, we have the
answer.
Unfortunately, most products
available on grocery store shelves
are tested on animals. Procter and
Gamble, Lancome, Johnson and
Johnson, and Gillette are
notorious for their maltreatment
of small creatures.
Alternative do exist. These
are generally advertised or
labelled as cruelty-free. An added
bonus to these products is that
they contain natural ingredients
which are healthier to the consumer and the environment.
The availability of crueltyfree products in Windsor is
limited butthey can be found. The
Body Shop in Devonshire Mall
carries only products that are not
tested on animals. They have a
full line of cosmetics, hair care
products and other nifty, nicesmelling things to make us all
more desirable. In addition, some
of their bottles can be returned to
the store to be recycled.
The city's two health food
stores - Mac's Health Store at
663 O uellette and the Health
Shoppe at Wyandotte and Ouellette - are also a great bet. They
carry a wide range of cosmetics
and cleaning products.
While major grocery and
department stores have not shown
much concern for these products
in the past, lately some items have
found their way onto their shelves. A politically correct hair care
line, Freeman's, is available at
Zehrs and Miracle Mart; Big V

carries their whole line, including
skin care products.
Zehrs also carries Ecover
cleaning products - laundry
soap, dish soap and bathroom
cleaner. As well as being crueltyfree, these products are also biodegradable. These items can
sometimes be found on sale making them even more attractive.
Marks and Spencer's, in
Devonshire Mall, has never
tested any of its products on
animals. They mainly carry
soaps, talcs and bath items.
John Paul Mitchell and Nexxus hair products are cruelty-free
and can be found in hair salons.
They tend to be expensive but
they do last quite a while because
of their concentrated formulas.
Recently, Avon and Revlon
announcedanendtosomeoftheir
animal testing, but these claims
have not been substantiated by organizations dealing with animal
issues. Since many of the smaller
companies have higher prices,
buyi ng products from these
brands may be a reasonable compromise between going broke and
supporting known animal testers
such as L'Oreal, Maybelline or
Max Factor.
Mail-order is a popular way to
receive cruelty-free products.
Many companies sell nothing that
is tested on animals. For a complete list of products contact
People for the Ethical Treatment
of Animals at P.O. Box 42516,
Washington, D.C., 20015-0516,
or Beauty Witho ut Cruelty
(USA), 175 West 12th St., New

York, NY, 10011.

.LSAT
GMAT

Prep Courses for
JUN
LSAT
JUN 16 GMAT
1-800-387-5519
(416) 923-PREP (7737)

DIR I Y RASCALS
Restaurant & Nightclub
"Something Special Every Night Of The Week"
Monday

Men 's Nite - Sports, Games

Tuesday

Amateur Ni te "Live out you r w ildest dreams on stage"

Wednesday

Ladies' Nite - Special draws, prizes

Thursday

S ingles' Nite - Computer dating game

Friday & Saturday Dance Contest & Long Island feature
Sunday

.
Rock Nite - "Jam with the Band"
Everyone weJcome

D.J. Brian 7 nights a week
Live Music - Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday - Sunday
House Feature - 32 oz. Jug of Beer $3.50
15~ "Red Fox" wings every night of the week
Games Room - pool table, darts, video, pinball

801 Ouellette

977-6583

0

• boo•s
• he<bal al)()lhecary
• 1aro1 cards
• crys1a1s
• incense

Shish Kebab

House

• classes

Magick
Store
~ ~ ~ ~ Futon
~ ~Futon
Mexican Jacket •
8 Styles
$14.95

Windsors Famous Falafel'
We specialize in vegetarian
& non vegetarian food

10% Discount

~

To all students, faculty
& staff

C?

·The Alternative to Junk Food"

--

Unusual Gift Ideas for Body, Spir,t & Mind

INTERNATIONAL BAZAAA
255 Ouellette, 2nd Floor
252-8686

121 Wyandotte St. E.
258-3944

Blast-off
"Blow the rest of your OSAP
at Faces"

Glen's
Moving & Storage Ltd.

A

Agent for MacCosham Van Lines

MacCosham
Since 1913

.
....?
M ov1ng
•
•
•
•
•

Complete or partial moves and packing
Courteous, efficient service
Licensed, bonded, insured
Local, long distance and international ·
Frte estimates with no obligation

20 o/c

Summer

Discount for groups of 2 or more
(minimum 50 mile radius)

4080 E.C. Row

945-3622

-

Best value for your
few remaining dollars
Freddy Face

Have a great summer Stop by for a visit

'~
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by Chris Lawson
Canadian University Press
April 1993 - another round of cuts to federal
transfer payments for provincial health and education programs has sent budget planners back to their
drawing boards across the country.
Meanwhile the Ontario government is faced with
what it calls expanded demand for post-secondary
education while its 15 universities and 24 community
colleges, starved for years, are clamouring for more
money, either through higher user fees or larger
grants.
For the fifth time in a few years, the ministry of
education hears a plea from a group of private technical colleges and a few interested individuals, to permit private, free-standing institutions to grant secular
degrees.
This time the answer is 'yes' and within two
years, Canada's first truly private university is born.
The province, using the newly-established private institution as an example, unveils its new strategy to let
market forces meet Ontario's post-secondary education needs.
Tuition skyrockets at the country's 'prestigious'
universities as administrators test the waters to see
what the wide-open market will bear. Students' debt
load increases, as the newly-privatized Canada Student Loan Program administrators have started charging higher interest rates for low-income students they
consider 'high-risk borrowers.'

CONTRACTING OUT HIGHER
EDUCATION
While there's no guarantee the federal
government's slow retreat from funding education
will force the provinces out of the post-secondary
education business, the other elements of the scenario
outlined are all there.
There are a number of groups lobbying the Ontario government to rescind a 30-year-old Jaw
prohibiting private universities, and the Secretary of
State announced recently that it will attempt to "contract out" the administration of the Canada Student
Loan program to a private company.
And with shrinking budgets, Canada's provincial
governments are going to have to make difficult
choices between taxes, education and deficits.
"We're definitely heading towards a more
privatized system," said Canadian Federation of Students chair Jane Arnold. "Whether we make it there is
another question."
Arnold said the federal government's two year
freeze in growth of transfer payments will put more
pressure on the provinces to find other sources of
funding for universities.
"The feds are looking to get out of their responsibility for a publicly funded system of education.•
The last chapter in this scenario - for Ontario, Alberta and Quebec at least - would have to be provincial government approval of a private university.
Arnold and others say provinces won't go as far
as allowing private universities just to ease their
budgetary burdens, but federal government pressure
may push them along.

PRIVATE CONTROL, PUBLIC
FUNDS
To a great degree, post-secondary education in
Canada is already private.
Most government and university officials repeat
this simple truth when asked if there is a trend
towards "privatized" higher education in Canada.
Pressed further, they say no.
In a wider context, privatization means selling
public sector services or state-owned corporations
into private hands, changing them from public services to profit-making ventures for private interests.
Privatization is tied to the concept of the user fee.
Where a public service is funded through the tax system by all Canadians - more or less according to
their
ability to pay - a private one gets its money
I

from the people who can afford the user fees.
Put simply, "those that ain't got, don't get."
Public companies or services can have user fees Via Rail, Petro Canada do - but they are often subsidized to meet popular needs.
Professors and university administrators also
have grave concerns about education standards at
private universities.

DEGREE MILLS
''We're not saying it's going to be bad because it's
private, but it doesn't mean it's going to be good,
either," said Association of Universities and Colleges
of Canada (AUCC) executive Pierre-Yves Boucher.
"With the public system there are quality control
mechanisms built into the financing process that ensure quality."
Both Boucher and Canadian Association of
University Teachers (CAUT) president Pamela Smith
say a private post-secondary system would encourage "fly-by-night" schools, and even shadier
academic dealers, the kind often found in the U.S.
In a recent example, the State of Missouri shut
down an accrediting agency that would approve any
college that had "a building, people and $1160" to pay
for an accreditation certificate.
To investigate the "International Commission for
Schools, Colleges and Theological Seminaries," run by
a husband and wife team, state attorney Erich Vieth
set up a bogus Eastern Missouri Business College,
had the agency review the qualifications of a faculty
list that included the name of the pig from the TV
show "Green Acres" and won full accreditation.
"People who want to set up private universities
say they can do it cheaper than the public system,"
Boucher said. "Now, the public system is already pretty lean. If the system that exists is lean, the only way

you can increase the production of graduates and
lower the costs is to lower the quality of the degree."
For Boucher, Smith, Jane Arnold and Ontario
faculty association official Bob Kanduth this means
creating "degree mills" to churn out graduates with
cut-rate degrees.
"I have no doubt we could - if we wanted to crank out a lawyer who knows the law in two years,"
Boucher, the A UCC's legal counsel, said. "But we'd
rather educate a lawyer in legal history, ethics and all
the other elements that make him part of society."

GEOGRAPHICAL CENTRIFUGE
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An Ontario government advisory committee on
ce
universities had two days of hearings in Jan. 1989 on
brt
Of
I
whether or not the province should permit private
ybe
universities. The entire second day of hearings was
kid':
dominated by members of the Coalition of FreeStanding University-Level Institutions.
ario
The coalition is made up mostly of private train....
of a
ing and theological colleges, among them the
Canadian School of Management, the Institute for
Christian Studies and the deVry Institute of Technolmet.:
ogy. One of the more vocal members of the coalition
~sai,
is a group - mostly of academics - headed by
former Ontario higher education minister Bette
Stephenson, which wants to start a private university
rese
in a small town 40 km north of Toronto.
omr
Most provinces don't regulate who can establish
uth
a university because the rather prohibitive costs of
ere'
starting one from scratch make it a moot point. Ontario, Quebec and Alberta have regulations on who
can grant degrees, but most provinces rely on selfpolicing organizations like the AUCC to look after
quality control and accreditation.
Quebec only very recently formalized government policy against establishing private degree-grant·
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"It would definitely be a university only an elite
could attend - those who can afford to pay," she said.
Students at American private universities pay as
much as $16,400 per year in tuitic n fees, while their
public school counterparts pay an average of $1,992.
(The per capita income in most American cities
averaged around $17,640 in 1989).
A recent study by two American professors
showed most students at 76 private universities came
from families with incomes well above the national
average.
More than 60 per cent of first year students at the
elite schools were from families with incomes of at
least $50,000 and 25 per cent have family incomes of
$100,000 or more.
At other colleges and universities, about 7 per
cent had family incomes of $100,000 or more.
"If we're getting into private universities, we
have to ask ourselves do we want two classes of
citizens in this country," said the AUCC's Boucher.
"I've always heard that every qualified person should
have equal access to education.''
Kanduth agreed.
"We could end up with a two-tiered system
where the best could go to the private system,
provided they could afford it, and the public system
would become the second class system," he said.

HARVARD OF THE NORTH
Wolfe U's backers are striving, they say, to
produce an independent, efficiently-run university
that will rival established private universities down
south.
"The only goal of this institution is excellence. We
will make that apply to faculty and students," she
said. "If they don't live up to it, they don't stay."
She said Wolfe already has a large number of
people interested in donating, but more are still being
accepted.
But most observers doubt Wolfe will be able to
drum up enough money to become a 'Harvard of the

es, while Ontario's law has been around
ian three decades.
Smith, a professor at the University of
'S it's no accident the strongest push for a
versity is coming from Ontario.
Ontario initiative because there is a
there with the income levels that could
" .::h a development."
;aid a private university probably couldn't
side of Ontario, and, if established, the
would worsen ail already existing pull
tral Canada.
Isee the reason for establishing a private
-especially one near Toronto," Smith
't see why we should have to contribute to
us centrifugal pressures in this country."
rt of money that the parents - who
ly be from a privileged elite - would inkid's private education, would be better
proving the public system."
tario ministry of Colleges and Universities
a of a private university to an advisory
or study in 1986. The Ontario Council on
-\ffairs (OCUA) looked into the matter,
me up with a recommendation.
said the issue resurfaced in 1989 and
inistry referred the matter to the OCUA.
ment-appointed committee released its
~ research and hearings in October 1989.
committee has yet to make a recommenduth said the issue wasn't considered
!there's stiJl no pressure on OCUA to come
~ommendation."

D CLASS SYSTEM
son says the private university - tentaJames Wolfe University- is needed to

keep pace with increased demand for university
education, something the province has been unable to
do.
David Anderson is a retired University of Toronto mathematics professor. He is one of the movers behind Wolfe U. He said there is a market for a private
university.
"lf you want to make the case that there's no
place for private endeavours in education, then you
have to make the case that there's no place for private
endeavours in business," he said. "Not even the
socialists - or the NOP in this country- are making
this case."
"A university is a business like any other, and
there are two ways to run a business - like a crown
corporation or a private business."
Anderson said Wolfe would be run "they way we
want, rather than the way the government expects it
to be run."
While Stephenson said tuition at Wolfe U. would
be "significantly higher" than tuition at public universities, Anderson said the group had contemplated not
charging tuition, and having graduates pay later.
"We're not proposing an institution where we
would get an elite group of only people with high
marks," he said. "We'll take people with 50 per cent."
Anderson said marks weren't always the best indicator of people's ability to perform at university. "If
someone knocks on our door, I propose to let them
in."

He said his university would loan students the
money they needed to attend.
''We'd loan money to every student equallyrich and poor - to put them on a level playing field,"
he added.
The CFS' Arnold doubts the real Wo1fe U. will be
as accessible as Anderson contends.

North'.
"It's just pie in the sky that someone can obtain
an endowment to come up with a Harvard of the
North," Boucher said. Harvard's endowment totalled
about $5.2 billion in 1989. At a 14 per cent return rate,
it added some 728 million to the university's budget.
Princeton's endowment was worth $2.9 billion.
Ontario education ministry official Jamie Mackay
said the province will spend $1.8 billion on its universities next year.
"There just aren't the huge sums of money floating around to be donated to universities that there
once were," said Kanduth.
Kanduth, Boucher and the CAUT's Smith say
there are lots of Canadian universities that could rival
America's Ivy league if only they were funded properly.

MAJOR BAIL OUT
Critics of private universities point out that almost all Canada's older universities started out as
privately funded, religious schools.
"One by one they went public because they
couldn't hack it," said CA UT official Tim Stutt.
If ever a private university were established, most
critics say it could never survive on its own.
When the crunch comes, Anderson said he would
rather see the school go broke than accept government funding. Most critics believe the university
would ask for provincial support.
"After four yf!ars of existence, the people in the
system - the staff, the students, the administrators will have an important stake in the university," Bob
Kanduth said. "They'll want to see it survive, and
we'll be into a huge government bailout."
And if the province agrees to fund a private
university, they will for all intents and purposes
enshrine the two-tiered educational system.
"If they could give us guarantees that they would
not seek public funds, our objections would not be so
great," Kanduth said. Even so, Kanduth said, it would
trample all over Canada's tradition of affording
qualified people a chance to get a university education.
"We understand that tuition fees are high/ he
said. "But historically they've meant that a good number of people have been able to go to university."
Anderson said he has campaigned for private
universities for 15 years. In 1988 he promised to establish one by last September, using church basements
and empty classrooms if necessary.

...
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2424 University Ave. W.

(519) 971-9209

Have A Great Sullllller And Relllelllber
The Sub-w-ay Will Al-w-ays Be There
When YOU Get Hungry.

..

--··········-·········-·········-·-···············-r··············~----·-······························.-·······································----········

ANY 2 _REGULAR
FOOTLONG
SANDWICHES

BUY ONE
FOOTLONG OR SALAD
AT REGULAR PRICE

$1*0FF

GET ONE

ANY

OF EQUAL VALUE FOR ONLY

99(

FOR
ONLY

FOOTLONG
SANDWICH

$6 99
•

• With purchase of a large soft drink
(excluding Super Subs)
Expires May 1/ 90

• With purchase of a large soft drink
One coupon per customer per visit
Expires May 1/90

• With purchase of a large soft drink
(excluding Super Subs)
Expires May 1/90

~~'

~¥141

~~9
presents

"W orldbeat Africa"
The First Time for Windsor - Direct from
London, England and Ghana, Africa

Upcoming Entertainment

Wednesdays -

Thursdays -

The Jam Bones

The Robert Penn Band

Open Wednesday thru Sunday 5 p.m. - 1 a.m.
66 Wyandotte Street East 254-8600
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The shape of things to come
by Caeri Bertrand-Crump
The reputation of an art school is built year by year on
the work of its graduating class.
This year, members of the graduating class of the
University of Windsor's Lebel School of Visual Art<; has
exhibited work to make themselves and their school proud.
This year's BFA exhibition covers three galleries, four
years of student work and the ground between (student)
pain and prestige. The art within the exhibit transcends student art school stereotypes; here is work that would shine
as pure creative energy in any context.
Within the walls of Lebel Gallery and Assumption
Lounge in the University Centre riotous colour-laden
prints dominate. The print work of Tom Litshko is startling
in its clean simplicity, and the colours and images of his
prints connotate the limits printmaking can be taken to.
Small-scale prints by JoAnne Weston like Earthworks and
Ancestral Music are glorious in their dense jewelled tones
and etheral lines. Weston's prints are the smallest framed
work in the exhibition, and stand out for their crisp glowing quality. Carl Kuramoto's print Angel Heart is a well of
light and dusk, drawing the viewer into the print to visually swim in the image.
Abstract paintings and drawings further merge the
galleries into a whirlpool of colour. Litshko and Weston
again stand out for their obvious mastering of the technique and realms of colour. In work like Litshko's The

Alex McKay, Ray Cronin and Jim Parks pour molten aluminum in McKa) 's performance at the Lebel BFA exhibition

Modern Thi11ki11g Man, the funky 90s representation meets

opening.

painting reminiscent of 60s abstraction techniques. Tracy
Bisnaire's No One Home is another image where 'youth'
meets skill - the boxy houses splash in near-neon tones: a
memorable piece. Barb Busch's large-scale black and
white drawing Religion is powerful in concept and execution, and imposing on the viewer to think through the challenge presented of religious thought and representation in
any form.
The third dimension of representation is explored by
Lisa Canzi in her sculptures, Colleen Schindler in her instillation and Alex McKay in his performance and
photocopy blankets.
Canzi sculptures like Ego Striking can be described in
a modem context as 'textural house parties': the endless
use of surface, shape and space create a wonderfully
familiar yet cuttingly fresh viewer experience. Schindler's
Liturgy is a series of multi-coloured (by print and paint)
drums that invoke an African drumbeat through their taut
paper skins and flying fringe.
McKay's performance art at the Lebel April 6 open-

ing encompassed molten aluminum and photocopied body
parts that were pieced together and contact printed ( making
the image like a negative) and paint. McKay's work. which
has in the past dealt witli North American Indian themes
in photography, has always been conceptually and representati0nally charged. His performance was the creation of
an aluminum cast of McKay's body; the metal poured
through a contact print of himself (which he painted with
red, while painting himself red) and into a sand mold. The
technical birth of art, and the process of creating art, combined with the technological sub-theme (of Xerox
machines and people interfacing and becoming part of
them) left a packed audience thinking through the metalinduced smoke. The fire marshal showed up on Monday,
the only wet blanked on the entire exhibition. A regimented clean up of Lebel is now in progress.
McKay's Santa Petronilla '89 is another photocopy
blanket, with copy from an early christian Martyrology
regarding the 'worthless' (untrue) story of the martyr

Opinions. bJ Trac~ Bi\11airc

Lonee photo by Bernard Helling

Petronilla. This depiction of the photocopied woman. hJng
upside down in a cross form, is a provoking statement
about modem (post-modern) women in technology and
myth-makir.g culture.
Several of these graduating artists have heen accepted
into top-rung art institutions for M.A. programmes, further
sharpening the reputation sword of Lebel. The current
Lebelspeak is filled with the promise of the 3rd year class,
already seen by some as equals to thi'> exemplary 4th year.
Those who value the arts on campus can be proud to
have seen such a display of imagination and talent.
While the lam:e, due to difficulties beyond our collective control, could not review the third gallery of the exhibit which is the Michigan Gallery in Detroit. The curious,
the supportive and especially the doubtful (who must stick
their fingers in to believe - how's that for a post-modernist
reference) may choose to witness the launching of maJor
talents into the sea of our culture. The BFA exhibition
radiates with promise and achievement.
0
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A new eatery is open to serve you and
your clients in Olde Sandwich Town:

classifieds
lWO BEDROOM BASEMENT APART·
MENT. Victoria and GIies, utllltles.

cable, laundry. Incl. $550 month,
avall. May I. Call 977-5880.

00*
.of
The purchase of any
regularly priced pair of

Wrangler

at

Mackenzie Hall
3277 Sandwich St.
971-8353
I. Wortley and staff are open from 10 a.m. daily.
Closed Sunday.

CaMn Kein Jeans

JOIN
THE
INTERNATIONAL
XENOPHOBIC CLUB and see the

worldl Ted Sturk, President.
ROOMS FOR RENT In spacious

Brittania, Jordache,
Sergio Valente,
Edwin Jeans,
Silver, Santana

Stop by for breakfast or lunch meetings.
We offer only the finest in 'home cooked'
meals and baking, done in our own kitchen.

• Cash Purchase Only

945-6181

4729 Wyandotte

Olde Court Cafe

I SAW YOUI I saw you In the Student
Centre (you know who you are)
and you were laughing, yes. howling at thePennysavlour. How could
you do this? What a putrid piece of
trash. Do not think you are alone. I
saw literally thousands of your Ilk,
mostly students, enjoying this bilious
bit of trash masquerading as
humour. May you rot In hell.

(Specializing in catering for office parties and meetings)

house on Rankin and Ur,lversity.
Avail. Sept. 1990. Rent $225/month
+ utilities. Call C.J. at 258-8668 or
Jen at 254-2538.
FOR SALE: Yamaha Distortion

Pedal. Like new. never used.
Bought for $90 selling for $70. Price
Is negotlable. Call 971-8013 ask for
Blaine.
FOR SALE: Matching dresser and

cabinet for the bedroom asking
$300 or best offer for the set. Call
252-3243 and leave a message.

Talk Of The Town
Limousines
Cruise By Land-N-Sea
Sunday to Thursday
$45/Hour
Friday & Saturday
$55/Hour

Stretch Limo
Six People

Sunday to Thursday
$59/Hour
Friday & Saturday
$69/Hour

WHY WAIT UNTIL SEPTEMBER? Large

bedroom in exquisite house (share
balance of house with other students). Lots of room! Air-condi·
tloned, laundry facilities. Avail. May
l summer rent negotiable. 3056
Alexander Blvd. Coll Curt at 2523001.
HOLY WEEK AT ASSUMPTION
UNIVERSITY CHAPEL 973-7034. Lo-

cated between the University
Centre and Huron Church Rd.
Thurs., Apr. 12., Mass of the Lord's
last Supper--7:30 p.m. followed by
Adoration of The Blessed Sacrament. Friday, Aprll 13--Good Friday,
3:00 p.m. liturgy, Veneration of The
Cross & Communion. Saturday,
April 14--10:30 p .m. Easter Vigil Service. Sunday, April 15--Easter-- l 0:30
o.m. Mass of The Ressurectlon. All
are welcome.
HEATED WATERBED for sale with
sheets. 7'5' x 4' I' approx. (single).
Must sell. $85. 258-4180.
SUBMISSIONS NOW BEING AC·
CEPTED for the Blasphemer, a

parody of the Lonee. Apply to
Christian Goodhumour. c/o the
Lance.
SUMMER SUBLET: 5 mlns. from the

Super Stretch Limo·
Eight People

2 Hours Limousine Regular Price

u.

4 bedrooms In a house on Rankin.
Cheap rotes! 971-0336.
FOR SALE: 11 cu. ft. frlgldaire, excel-

lent bar fridge. Good working condition, $75 or best offer. 971-0336.
COME SEEi COME SEE! MARGARET'S
AND LAURA'S EARRINGS at Art In

the Park on June 2nd and 3rd at
Wllllstead Park.

3 Hour Boat
Cruise - $200

LANCE/CJAM BASEBALL GAME on

Aprll 29. Not sure what ball
diamond and we hope at the
Grad House but we're not sure yet.
Call Kevin or Laura at the Lonee to
find out. Oh yeah, James, GIi says
he's playing third.

Extra Hours - $75/Hour

NICE TO HAVE YOU HOME AGAIN,
TOM PIDGEON. Martinis to follow.

Bookings For Special Occasions
Special Rates
Phone (519) 945-3635
After Hours
Bus. (519) 945-0095
Res. (519) 326-0397

HAPPY 22nd BIRTHDAY, JENNIFER.

Ya old lady.
A MEETING FOR ALL THOSE INTER·
ESTED IN PROSECUTING THE LANCE

will be held In the club office of the
Student Centre at midnight on
Friday, April 13. Bring your Ouija
boards.
CONGRATULATIONS SUSAN AND
KEVIN. Hope your hitch went off

"With Our Car No Place Is Too Far"

without a hitch.
GIVE IT UP LEAFS AND D. ELDON. As

If.
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Apathy crashes-out Vegas
much. (To be fair, one brave soul towards the back
of the dance floor was dancing by himself, reiusing
to be held back by the group mind.)
Once again, this was no fault of the musicians,
who performed in every sense of the word. Theirs
was an even more basic sound than Fools for Jade,
consisting simply of the lead singer, an excellent
lead guitar, an able bass, and drums. The sound was
initially marred by feedback problems, but that
didn't hurt the music one bit.
Crash Vegas opened with a barn-burner, then
kept the heat on for the next few songs before
moving into the spooky, measured "Julia Rain." followed by the more traditional-sounding "Land of
Plenty." Next came the current single, "Inside Out,"
which drew the biggest crowd reaction of the evening (still not very big). Then they increased the
tempo once more for one tune, before returning to a
slow sound dominated by a freestyle guitar.
rt was at this point. unfortunately, that your intrepid reviewer had to leave, regretful both at the
crowd's lack of reaction and for having to miss the
rest of the set, but still satisfied by a night of entertaining music. Windsor audiences-jeez! Where do
they think they are anyway? Toronto?
O

by Lorne Beaton

Crash Vegas, along with Fools for Jade, played
to an apathetic audience in the Subway pub last
Saturday night.
Wait, let me elaborate on that word, "apathetic."
The only difference r could detect between this
crowd and a group of re-animated corpses was the
re-animated corpses would not have had to be
pushed over before they realized they were dead.
The b~st efforts of these two talented bands were met
by something very close to indifference.
What a shame, because these are two very good,
basic rock-and-roll groups.
Fools for Jade's 45-minute set, which began at
twenty after ten, was marked by entertaining, highoctane numbers. The dance floor remained barren
for the duration of the set.
Certainly this was no fault of the band's, whose
medium-to-fast-tempo, lead-rhythm-bass-guitar
and drum sound would not have been out of place in
any rock bar in Canada. The lead guitarist and singer,
despite a little hoarseness during some tunes, displayed a solid talent during his guitar solos, and
varied the sound a little by replacing his electric
guitar with an acoustic job for one
song in the middle of the set.
,-------------------------..
In fact, my one wish was that
they would spend a little more
time on this sound, but with the
next song it was back to an
electric. Still, when all was sung by Trasie Sands
and performed, Fools for Jade had
provided 45 minutes of much betOn the lighter side of life, how about a little murder for dinner?
ter music than the audience
Theatre Windsor is presenting Duncan Greenwood and Robert
deserved.
King's thriller, Murder by the Book.
At first r though th is strange
A thriller writer suddenly finds himself staring down the barrel of
apathy might simply be due to the the gun being held by his estranged wife. Before contacting authorities, ,
fact that most of the crowd was an amateur detective who lives next door to the corpse attempts to
there strictly to see Crash Vegas. solve the mystery.
This theory turned out to be
Is our writer really dead? Why do the writer's secretary, widow
wrong, however. as although a and publisher want to hide their involvement with each other? Who is
• substantial
number of the really the victim and who is really the killer'!
1
audience left their scats and
There's only one way to find out: come see the play.
This Peter Huschilt-directed dinner theatre offering is running
crowded around the stage. almost
none did more than simply stand from Apr. 19-22 and Apr.I 26-29.
there watching. guzzling their
For more information and reservations. contact the Theatre
hcer and providing perfunctory Windsor Box Office at 944-1968. Theatre Windsor is located al the
applause at the appropriate times. corner of Walker Rd. and Seminole St.
0
A trained seal could have done as

Dinner Death

Courtesy Bicycles
Spring Tune-Up Special
Now 'Til The End Of The Month!

Only $29.95

Reg. $34.95

3150-54
Sandwich
252-0080

• Basketball
• Gyros & Souvlaki
(Olymp1c style)
• Good Prices
• Pool Tables
• Dart Board
• Card Games
• Dance Floor

April 27, 28
8 Guys Named Moe

May 4, 5
Mere Stranger

May 11, 12
Hitmen

May 25, 26
The Reputations
655 University Ave. W.

254-8861

Introduces
University of Windsor
Students, Faculty & Staff

Jennifer & Larry
New & Exciting Stylists Bring
Their Artistic Flare
To Salon 510

Luxurious surroundings and a majestic view of the Detroit Skyline
Will provide a perfect evening at a perfect price.

Indulge in an evening of
Fine Dining For Two

$39.95
Complete with appetizer, soup or salad, entree,
wine, coffee or tea, and dessert.
8% P.S.T. Included - Suggested Gratuity Not Included

$39.95 Special Expires April 30, 1990

Tiffany Room

all hair services with Jennifer & Larry only
Appointment Preferred
Monday & Wednesday -- 9:30 - 5:00
Tuesday, Thursday & Friday -- 9:30 - 7:00
Saturday -- 8:30 - 4:00

The Tiffany Room is available for your private function
for up to 50 people. A full five-course menu selection
is available for your choosing.

Reserve Early and Receive a

20% Discount*
Reservations are Required. Please call (519) 971-0828
No Room Charge for University of Windsor
Students, Faculty, Staff & Alumni
• Discount Does Not Include Alcoholic Beverages

551 Pelissier Street
973-4977

-
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We don't need no steenking badges.
But we do need: a news editor, associate news editor, photo editor, associate
photo editor, arts editor, features editor, and sports editor. These jobs are a lot of
fun, but not much pay, but lots of experience, but not much sleep.
Apply with resume, cover letter and samples of your work to Larry Beck,
editor-elect, the Lance, 2nd floor University Centre, before April 18.

Two bands at

The Lonee: we ore the low around these ports.

Lance photo by Jomes CNmp

The Prehistoric Cavestroker's James Nemeth sings while sticking a smoke in his nose.

~'4,
TAVERN

"Windsor's Only Musical Alternative"

April 6

Roberto Warren
"Life On Earth" &
Motor City Free Arts Group

April 14

Granfalloon And
Walk The Dogma

April 21

The Prehistoric Cavestrovers
- A Benefit for the Gina Lori Riley
Dance Company -

Coming Soon:

Thursday, April 26
Doors Open 8:00 p.m.
$6.00 Cover

Jesus Lizard, One (Formerly B.F.A.)
... The Absolute Horrors
... John Drake Escape

340 Pitt St. E.

Crash Vegas

252-3118

presents

----- - - --- - - - ... -- - - - - - - -- - - - -- - - - --- - - -,

The Shannon Bros.

Bring This Coupon To Key West To Receive

Friday, April 20

$1.oo
170 Wyandotte W.

on

Kick off the weekend
with good song , good food
and great prices

off the cover
254-5131

----- - ------ -- ------ .. - .. -- ---- ---- -- - - -- ---'

at the TOP HAT
73 University Ave. E.

J
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Big Stanley's benefit
Pre school program, ages 2 - 5 and
summer or before/ after school care,
ages 6 - 10

City of Windsor
WYANDOTTE DAY NURSERY
1585 Wyandotte W.
255-5227
Andy Bryant, drummer for Luxury Christ and Peter (Snake) Burton in full jam.

by Donna Palmer
The Prehistoric Cave Strokers and Luxury Christ
are performing a benefit show for Gina Lori Riley
Dance Enterprises Saturday Apr. 21 at Stanley's.
The money raised will help to send the very talented
dance group to perform in Italy.
Gina Lori Riley Dance Enterprises has just
recently celebrated its tenth anniversary in Windsor.
Gina Lori Riley herself is a graduate from the
University of Waterloo and studied under the
renowned dancer Judy Jarvis who died in a fire not
long ago. Jarvis developed a unique style of dancing
which did not quite fit in the realm of acting or dancing, but held the unfamiliar ground in between.
Today, her dancing technique is in danger of becoming a lost art. Gina presently is working to restore this technique, while adding her own unique
contributions to it.
Aside from performances, Gina Lori Riley

.h~~~~

Dance Enterprises also provides dance lessons,
which operate on a seasonal basis, three seasons a
year. Gina and staff work hard together to keep this
operation going.
Luxury Christ, comprised of Trevor Malcolm on
vocals and guitar, Mark Sikich on metals, Andy
Bryanton drums and Peter Burton on bass, will be
playing along with the Prehistoric Cave Strokers.
The Cave Strokers consist of Dan Moriarty on vocals, James Nemeth on bass, Marc Fedak on guitar
and Jono Fiddler on drums.
Both bands will be pumping out the tunes in hope
to rescue Gina Lori Riley Dance Enterprises from its
financial peril. With your help, this will be possible.
You can keep a bright light of Canadian dance shining on the international stage and enjoy a rocking
evening of homegrown Windsor rock, roll, raunch
and high weirdness.
Come on out on Apr. 21 (confirm!) and be a culture hero, the easy way.
O

.~
20%
Discount
Upon Presentation Of Student I.D.
On All Regularly Priced Merchandise.
Shop Now For June Graduations.
100 University Ave. W. at Pelissier 256-3530
Open Friday Night til 9; Open Sunday 12-5
Open Monday.Thursday 9:30.5:30, Saturday 9:30·5

Students
Donlon Hall Residence - Rooms Available
Summer/Intersession '90

Fall/Winter 1990/91

May 15 - August 31, 1990

Flexible Payments
* Monthly
* By-semesters
* Ye arly (8 months)

$500.00
Complete

Bonus:
Pre-register by August 1/90 and
receive a chance for drawing of cash prizes
Free parking, fridge, kitchen, laun-dry and more!
5 minute walk to the University of Windsor

245 Detroit Street
Call Steve Parker, Head Resident at 971-9881
...
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Don Says:
Classes are over 'til September,
but w e're here all summer long.
Drop by for a great time.

"Purveyors Of Fun"

531 Pelissier Street (at Wyandotte)
Monday-Saturday 11 a.m. 'til 1 a.m.
Sunday 11:30 am. 'til 11 p.m.
256-DONS
Licensed Under the LLBO
Remember:

Your Gold Card is good for 2 for 1 wings daily 4 - 7 p.m.!!!

Open For Lunch

.•...................
.
•
•
•
." "'"''""" .. . ...."'~'"' ·i /IJ
.
II.•~•am·. ••.
~-··················
~

~

From 11 :00 a.m.
Tel. 254-8686

....

DELUXE FEAST

•

~~p.

~-(ct>

•. One pizza wrth pepperoni. mushrooms. green peppers and

•

bacon

-~90

••

..,,.oo, '"' m"""'"s

Will Be In The
University Centre

Tuesday April 17 Thursday April 19
Last Chance To Get This
Exclusive Line Of Hot
Summer Fashions
All On Sale At Low, Low Prices
• Sweatshirts • T-shirts • Shorts •
• And Much More •

•

~ 12' pizzas
~a
a Two
$16.34 plus tax
a• Me~tion
Two 14· pizzas
$20.39 plus tax a ,~
~oupon when ordering. One coupon per order. a
•

Limited time offer.

11 .•

•

• •

.; :

LUNCH .SPECIAL
$599
PlUS

TAX
You·n receive one medium cheese l)IZZa 101 only S5 99
plus tax Addrt,onal toppings 99c each Mention coupon
when ordering. One coupon per order.

•••I ,m
'I = · ..

One Call Does It All .....

a
•

•=

Limited time otter.

Coupon required

-a

. - aa
· ~mm.
~

DON'T BE DISMAYED!
HAVE THEM CALL YOU!
Totally new concept open to
males and females.
Dates made quick & easy
while waiting at home.

I DON'T BELIEVE IT!
Believe it! It really works!
Simply write down the type of
person you are and the type of
person you're interested in .
HAVE THEM CALL YOU!
Hand selected, we'll send you
3 letters that matched.
Plus 3 other people will
be calling you.
6 Singles, 6 Phone Numbers
Wrthout Having To Go Out!
HURRY TODAY
To order just write your letter
of interests (include telephone #)
Insert your $9.95 cheque or
money order made out to

TAKES TWO
1188 Howard Avenue
Windsor, Ontario N9A 4C9

Open To All Ages

DON'T WAIT
'TIL SEPTEMBER
- Prime ·Affordable
Housing Now Renting
I

654 Randolph, 5 Bedroom
$1350.00
600 Brock, 5 Bedroom Apts.
$1375.00
Both units include fridge, stov,e, microwave, parking, air con~itioning.
Utilities are extra; Launqry facilities available in some -u.nits.
Both units are in excellent condition.

CALL NOW 971-8200
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Sponsored hy
l)on Cherr,, 's Rt~taurant

---- --------The Pcrfonner or the Weck for the
period ending Apr. 15 is Univer.-1ty of
Windsor swimme1, Matt Butler.
Last weekend, Butler was a cowinner of the Olympic Shield given at
tht· Athkllc Awards. The award is
given tu the top athlete at the Univcrsity of Windsor.
Butler. a psychology major, hold,
the distinc11on of hcing the OUAA
hackslrokc champion. lie also finalkd
in the 50m free!>tyle. Buth the,e
finishc, made him cligible for the
CIAU Swimming Championships
where he finished second in the IOOm
hack,troke.

dow nlown Windsor.
Ruller can contact tht' /.a11ce (2534232. ext. 390Q) to find out how to
pick up hb "ouchcr.
Tht' choice uf Pt rformer 11{ 1/w
Wt•ek i.\ made sole/} b~ 1/u: Lance
\ports departmem and du1•.s nm 11111,n·
wa~· reflect tht' rn:w.s or npiniom of
1/ie U1111·ersity of Wmdsor Athlt!tic
Department or Don C/1erry'\ Restaurant.

-

....
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*LANCER FINAL STANDINGS~

I

SOCCER

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8

c;r

\\

\\'c,tcrn

14

9

\\ l:\DSOR

14

l aurier
\,udph
Mc'11aster
Waterloo
Brock
Ryerson
(Last Year 4th)

14
14
14
14
14
14

I.

T

10

2

4
2

8
5
4

3
3
4
7
7

3
2
I

3
6
4
4
5
I

II

F
33

,\

28
29
17
16
16
9
12

12
13

8

IO
19

OWIAA
SWIMMING

IO

:?O
22

9
3

56

,

J.
4.

5.
6.
7.

J.
GP

w

McMastcr
Lauricr
Western
Waterloo
Guelph

12
12
12
12
12

9
8
7

WINDSOR

12

Brock
( Last Year oth)

12

l

T

TP

4.

u

3

21
17
17
12
9
5
3

5.

3
2

5

J

3
2

6

3
2
3

9

10

6.
7.
8.
9.
I().

11.
12.
13
14.
15.

OUAA WEST
HOCKEY

w
I.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

A

Pts

57
58

38
35

95

25

88
126
100
155
177

24
20
20
6
4

T

12

9

Western
II
9
Brock
Guelph
10
Laurentian
3
RMC
2
(Last Year 2nd)

9
11
12
18
20

i JOI
2 99

19
17

Wl'iOSOR

OUAA WEST
BASKETEBALL
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

F

0 160
I 122

L
3
4

Laurier
Waterloo

OWIAA WEST
BASKETBALL

"'12•

Western
Guelph
Brock
McMa~ter
~·atcrloo
Lakch.:ad

2 128
0 11)2
0 67
0 52

II
8
7
7
5

L TP
2 24
3 22
6 16
7 14
7 14
9 I0

Wl!";DSOR

4

10

8

Launer
(Last Year 5th)

2

12

4

I.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Lakehead
McMaster
Brock
Western
Lauri er

WINDSOR
Waterloo
Guelph
(Last Year 6th)

OUAA
SWIMMING
Pts.

Pts.
I.
2.

0\\ IAA WEST
SOCCER
I.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

16
12

Toronto
Western
McMastcr
Guelph
Brock
Wataloo
Quc:cn·s

WINDSOR
York
Laurier
Ottawa
Ryerson
Laurentian
Carleton
Trent
(Last Year 8th)

899.5
618.0
43 l.O
372.5
371.5
277.5
154.0
102.0
60.0
50.0
35.0
22.0
16.0

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
II.
12.
13.

829
692
534
213
209
210
139
134
125
88

Toronto
McMaster
Western
Laurentian
Brock
Waterloo
Guelph
Queen's
Carleton
York

WINDSOR

40

Laurier
Ottawa
(Last Year 89th)

37

(;p

w

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

6
6

Western
Toronto
Guelph
Waterloo
lauricr

WINDSOR
McMaster
York

5
4
3
3

2
0

OUAA
TRACK & FIELD

L

T

F

()

251
251
147
123
107

()

()

2
3
4
4

()
()

5

0
0

7

()

114

TP
12
12

,\

65
65
99
140

8
8
6

88
120

6

I()()

183
50 236

4
(I

OWIAA
TRACK & FIELD

Pts.
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
II.
12.

5

Toronto

126

120

WINDSOR
York
Western
Queen's
McMaster
Waterloo
lakehcad
Laurentian
l..aurier
Guc:lph

107
102.5
27
27
22
6.5
6.0
4
2

RMC

()

Pts.
I.
2.
3.
4.

York
Toronto
Western

144.5

WINDSOR

5.
6.

Queen's
McMaster
7. Guelph
8. Laurentian
9. Waterloo
10. Lakehead
l l. Laurier
(Last Year 4th)

116
92
62
57
35.5
15
II
7
0
0

(Last Year 4th)

OWIAA
CU RLING
I.
2.

w
12
12
9
9
6
5
I

I

~-

L TP
2 24
2 24
5 18
5 18
8 12
9 10
12
2
12
2

4.

5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

McMaster
Brock
Toronto
Waterloo
Western
Guelph
Laurentian
Trent

WINDSOR
Laurier
Quc:en·s
York
(La~l Year 2nd)

OUAA
CROSS COUNTRY

OUAA
CURLING
Pts.
8
7
7
7
7

6
6
6
4
2
2

Times
Record

I.
2.
3.
4.

Queen's
Western
Laurier

5.

Waterloo
Laurentian
Guelph
Brock

6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

OWIAA
CROSS COUNTRY

York

9-1
8-2
7-3
7-4
7-4
6-5
6-5
5-6
4-7
2-8

WINDSOR

2-9

McMaster

RMC

Toronto
1-10
(Last Year 7th)

I.
.2.
3.

Queen's
Western
Toronto

4.
5.

WINDSOR

6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.

Waterloo
McMaster

RMC
Ottawa
Lakeland
Guelph
Lauri er
Laurentian
Brock
(Last Year 9th)

75
100
106
111
120
167
168

205
211
260
288
312
348

Times
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Western
Toronto
Waterloo
McMaster
Queen's
Guelph

Ottawa
York

WINDSOR
10. Laurentian
11. RMC
12. Lakehead
(Last Year 9th)

35

64
102
122
140
146
195
198

199
294
Inc.
Inc.

Exam Time Specials
Computer
Supplies
....,. ""'t c

1§:C=:J
@t>

Stick Pens
Medium Sic &
Pape rm ate

Sale 19c

DRG
No. 725 Sale $4.19
No. 772 Sale $3.19

IJllG\

COll'PVfU, PAP( II

PAPl(flt OOA01NATtU•

Figuring Pads
Newsprint
Bond Letter
Bond Legal

Computer Paper

9 /2" X 11"
20 lb. clean edge computer paper
1

./ ·

::n11 u:n:

~---·-·---i4
==---~==---===-j

(JlJfTIIJIJTfllr

,

I ,.

i

'·

·gf9~ .· • .
~~#'~· : - ~
c............. .

' '

500 Sheet Package
Reg. $14.29 Sale $10.99

3000 Sheet Carton
Reg. $75.49 Sale $56.99

79¢
$1.49
$1.89

Liquid Paper~
(Std. - Pen & Ink

\ Sale $1.39

!CLARKE'S STATIONERY!

Diskettes
3.5" HD(2 MEG) Reg. $54.99 Sale $44.99
5.25" OS/DD Reg. $16.99 Sale $12.99
5.25" HD(1.2 MEG) Reg. $25.99 Sale $18.99

Disk Storage Box
3.5 - 40 Capacity Reg. $12.49 Sale $7.49
5.25 - 50 Capacity Reg. $13.95 Sale $7.99

2155 Wyandotte St. W.

252-8818

It

i
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Dave Vanderhocvcn
OUM Second All-star Team

*
* Denise Perrier
OWIM Rookie Of The Year
* Sheila Windle
Alison Duke
OW/AA All-star

*

:\ten's Tr,•rk

Crystal Garrett
OWIM All-star Team

Matt Butler
All-Canadian/OUM First All-star Team

*
* Derek Bergey
OUM Second All-star Team
* Anthony Black
Bill Bailey
OUM Second All-star Team

Men's Hockey

* Brad Belland
OUAA Second All-star Team
* Dan Mahon

OL'M Second All-star Team

* Brad Carroll
All-Canadian/OUM First All-star Team
* Al Herron
All-Canadian
* Chad Lamoure
OUM Second All-star Team
* Don Macgregor

* Joey Esteves
OUM First All-star Team
* Pat Mcnelis
OUM Coach Of The Year
* Larry Quarshie
OUAA First All-star Team
Women's Volleyball

All-Canadian/OUM Second All-star
Team

* Chris Brecka
OWIM First All-star Team
* Cheryl Smith

*

*

:\1en's Football

*
I * Gerald Hlady
OUM Second All-star Team
* Nick Lavalle
Jimmy Aspropotamitis
OUAA First All-star Team

FINAL STANDINGS
OUAA
FENCING
Onawa

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Wl1'0SOR

*

Ozzie Nethersole
OL'M Rookie Of The Year

Pis.
33
32
27
23
17

8.
9.

*

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

* Yvette Blackbum
All-Canadian
* Irma Grant

6.
7.
8.

WllliDSOR
Lakehead
Western
McMaster
Laurier
Waterloo
Guelph
(Last Year 2nd)

WINDSOR

617

Toronto
619
Guelph
627
Brock
639
Laurier
647
Western
DNO
Trent
DNQ
Queen's
DNQ
DNQ
Waterloo
(Last Year 4th)

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

Western
Queen's
Toronto
Waterloo
McMaster
York
Guelph
Laurier

WINDSOR

Pis.
65
65
52
42
41
21
18
15
5

(Last Year 7th)

OUAA WEST
VOLLEYBALL

w
Brock

OWIAA WEST
TENNIS
Scores

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Queen's
Toronto
Western
Trent
II
Brock
10
McMaster
9
York
(Last Year 2nd)

OWIAA WEST
VOLLEYBALL

Women's Track

All-Canadia1110UM First All-star Team

OUAA
GOLF

Joe Ross
All-Canadian/OUM Second All-star
Team
Doug Tilson
All-Canadian/OUM Second All-star
Team

*

LANCER

Rob Robinson
All-Canadian/OUM First All-star Team

OWJM First All-star Team

Men's Swimming

*

All-Canadian/OUM Secot1d All-star
Team

;\ten's Soccer

I

OUM First All-star Team

Dennis Fairall
OUM Coach Of The Year

OW/AA All-star

*

M.J. Mckeever
All-Canadian
Women's Cross-Country

Track & Field

12
II

8
7
6
4
2
2

L TP
2 24
3 22
4 16
5 14
8 12
9
8
to 4
II
4

I.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

Waterloo
Western
McMaster
Laurier

WINDSOR
Guelph
Brock
(Last Year 7th)

GP
12
12
12
12

w

12
12
12

4

12
IO

7
6
3
0

L TP
() 24
2 20
5 14
6 12
8
8
9
6
{)
12

All-Canadian/OW/AA FirstA/1-star Team

·- - - - -- -----------------------------------------------1

Good-bye, Au Revoir,
Adios, Ciao

Students'
tratlve

• ===ilCouncil

Students'
trative

• ~==fiCouncll

The 1989-90 S.A.C.
Executive and Council
Would like to take this opportunity
To wish you good luck on
Your final exams and hope you
Have a great summer. ,
Also, congratulations and
Best of luck to the
1989-90 Graduating Class.
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U of W honours best athletic achievements
by Dave Briggs
For several University of
Windsor athletes, the annual athletic awards banquet. held last
Friday
at
Ambassador
Auditorium, was the pinnacle to a
year of success.
For members of the Lancer
track and field teams, it was the
culmination to a season unequaled by any Windsor squad.
Canadian and Ontario 60m
gold medalist Irma Grant, capped
an amazing year by winning the
Banner Shield as the top female
athlete, while her teammate,
Douj? Tilson, split the top male
athlete honours with swimmer
Matt Butler.
To add to the track team's
haul, coach Dennis Fairall, was

awarded the Gino Fracas Coaching Award as the school's coach
of the year. Fairall was also
named track and field coach of the
year in the OUAA.
Men's soccer coach, Pat McNelis, was the school's second
coach of the year. McNelis was
named the top coach in men's soccer by the OUAA.
Football player Gerald Hlady
and swimmer/soccer player Julia
Smith were both DeMarco
Trophy recipients as the top male
and female student-athletes.
As well, several 'A' Awards,
presented to people who have
contributed to university athletics, highlighted accomplishments of some of those over-due
for recognition.
Perhaps the most appropriate

'A' Award was presented to disabled athlete Jeff Tiessen, who
holds a world record in track, and
has contributed countless hours to
community service.
Other 'A' Awards were given
to human kinetics dean, Mike Salter, men's assistant basketball
coach Nick Grabowski, Challenge Cup co-ordinator Jerry
Slavik and school registrar Orv
Houser.
Butler's selection as co-winner of the Olympic Shield as top
male athlete was appropriate as
his accomplishments hav e
received little notice.
Butler won an OUAA gold
medal in the 100m backstroke,
and was second in the CIAU national championships in the same
event.

Tilson, Butler's co-winner,
was named an all-Canadian when
he captured two silver medals at
the national championships. Tilson also won a silver medal at the
OUAA championships.
Grant dominated the 60m
event all year. After defeating her
closest rival in the OWIAA championships, Grant became the
favorite for a national gold medal.
She did not disappoint. As well as
winning national gold, her fastest
time of the year ranked first overall in the country at the end of
competition.
Not only was the banquet a
showcase for University of
Windl>Or award winners, but allCanadian and OUAAJOWIAA
all-stars as well. All told, Windsor
had 29 athletes selected to all-star

teams.
Not surprisingly, the track and
field teams dominated the all-star
.selections. 15 track athletes were
either all-Canadians, or Ontario
all-stars, and most were both.
The football team had the
second largest all-star contingent,
as four of the gridiron specialists
were all-Ontario players, and one,
Nick Lavalle, received allCanadian honours.
The Lancers were also
responsible for two rookies of the
year. Women's basketball player
Denise Perrier got the nod from
the OWIAA for her first-year accomplishments on the court,
while football player Ozzie
Nethersole \\as the OUAA's top
football rookie.
O

Register: Wed. April 11, Thurs.
12, Mon. 16, 11 :30am- l pm and
4:30pm-8:30pm.
Where: Multi-Purpose room, St.
Denis.
Co-Ed \''hall.
Semi-Competith-e League
Week Ending March 22
Name
WLP
Bioni<..-s
10020
69'crs
9 1 18
Stumblers & Bumblers 9 218
Hobbits
8 316
Chatham Connection 836
7 314
Biology
Stress Release
7 314
Huron Hall
Hakcer:, rnc.
7 414
Ambassadors
6 512
Primates
6 512
Twenty something
5 610
Special B
5 610

Friend of
Stevenson-Lawson
Warriors
Pump Up the Jam
No Small Parts

campus rec.
Campus Recreation
Participant of the Week:
The Campus Rec. participant
of the week for March 12-16, is
fourth-year Honours Communication student Dave Barras.
Dave is this year's Sports Director in Huron Hall. He is also a
Men's Basketball team captain,
and was a member of a Men's
Football, Men's Slo-Pitch, Mixed
Slo-Pitch, and Mixed Volleyball
team. In the past, Dave has been a
referee for the Campus Rec.
program, as well as a regular
player. Everyone at Campus Rec.
wishes him the best of luck in his
future endeavours. Thanks Dave!
Women's Ice Hockey:
The women 's ice hockey
finals took place on Wednesday,

March 28. In the first game,
Suicidal Tendencies, the overall
league winners, trounced the
Bridge 8-4. Liz Gillespie led her
team, scoring her third hat trick of
the year. In the other game,
Cheryl House scored four times as
Chicks on Skates handled the
hard-working team from Law 5-2.
That set the stage for the final on
Thursday the 29th. Suicidal Tendencies endured as the playoff
champions in a hard-fought 3-2
decision against Chicks on
Skates. Thanks to all participanl'i
and see you next year!
Women's Basketball:
The regular schedule ended
on Tuesday night with a bang.
Playoff spots were secured by all
in this final round of play. Victors

for the evening included the Untouchables over the Too Tails, the
Happy Campers over the
Desperadoes and Globes Too
over the X-Cons. Unforeseeable
circumstances led the Court
Jesters to forfeit their game to the
Petunias.
Quarter-final play will be on
Tuesday, April 3, with the following games: 1st vs. 8th, 2nd vs. 7th,
3rd vs. 6th, 4th vs. 5th. The winners will advance to the semifinals on April 10.
FINALS FITl'iESS!
Manage your stress during final
exames with Physical Fitness!
When: April 18 to May 4.
Times: Mon-Fri 5pm-6pm, Tues.
& Thurs. 12noon-lpm.
Cost: $10/$15 (community)

4
4
3
3

6
9
7
8

8
8
6

6

Co-Ed V'ball.
Competithe League
Week Ending March 22
Name
WL P
Idiot Savants
12124
Ball Busters
10320
Diggers II
9 418
Brew Crew
7 314
Playing It Cool
6 6 12
Volleyball Junkies
5 710
H. K. Hard Knockers 4 6 8
Jammers
386
Carbolic Smoke Ball
2104

Let Bentley's Help You To Enjoy
A Safe & Fun-filled Summer

*

Monday • Thursday •
6 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Chicken Wings

Rough Mix · Live Band
Wednesday April 11
Thursday April 12
LA· April 25

Super
Sunday
Brunch

Daily
Specials

Mere Strangers
April 26
• Friday Food Special •
Halibut Dinner
(Fish & Chips with Coleslaw)

*

Every Thursday *
Mystery Draw

(Try your luck to win prizes)

755 Ouellette
256-2385
10% Discount On Food With Student I.D.

2960 HURON CHURCH RD. at Grand Marais (519) 966-3388
Ho ttest Spot In Windsor

Thank-you For Your Patronage

-
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QUARTER CIDCKEN
DINNER SPECIAL
l-JNl1L MA¥ 9m

Monday - Thursday
Friday - Saturday
11 a.m. - 11 p.m. .
11 a.m. - 12 midnight
Sunday 11 a.m. - 10 p.m.

I
University Ave.

-....------t:ig'
:t

C

g

~9

OU.
-r

of W.

I
-

~
>

~

Drive Thru
NOW OPEN!

~

1690 Huron Church Road

,is

(near Ambassador Plaza)

P. .Swiss
Chalet

973-4686

Wyandot~e ·st.

C

:r

Prince Rd.

Totten Rd.
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Special Section Editor:

Tros1e Sands

Contributors:
Dave Briggs
D. Eldon Dawson
Elizabeth LeCourto,s
Kristen Palmer
Doug Sartori
Ted Sturk

Angst in the Wrong
Shape
by Ted Sturk
The girl Is sitting there, all alone, seemingly intensely wrapped up in whatever It 1s she's studying. She's uncommonly pretty, with blonde.
smooth hair. slavlc cheekbones. and a cute
nose.
You've seen her a million times before. While
you haven't fallen In love with her or anything
weird like that. you have to admit you' re more
than a lit11e curious.
You also notice that whatever tt was you
were concentrating on before the girl is long
gone from your mind.
Suddenly, a voice snaps you from your
reverie.
"Have you got the time?·
It's the girl speaking to you. and for a second.
you faD to make the connection.
"What?· you say, as If roused from a dream.
"Have you got the time?" she repeats. a little
puzzled that she seems to have startled you
You tell her the time. lying about It. You don't
have a watch and you can't see the clock, but
you don't want her to think that you're not sure
of everything - Including the time.
Surprisingly, you get Into a conversation. You
find she's amazingly forthcoming, more than
you had Imagined. She's Interesting, animated.
and has an Infectious laugh.
You talk for two hours. seeming to find more
and more to talk about as you go along. As usual

when two people meet for the first time. you
touch on nothing of your personal lives. Her
name Is Khandli. and she asks you to go to a bar.
You had been thinking of asking her. you Just
were trying to think of a way of doing It without
sounding forward. So you're a lit11e surprised
when she asks you first.
Inevitably, you deport for the drinking spot
which Khandll highly recommends It turns out
not to be an Ideal spot for continuing your conversation. and you don't.
You wind up drinking a lot. and foll Into a conversation with her friend. It's an absurd, weird
conversation In a boring sort of way, but It
doesn't bore you so you continue It.
Sometime during the course of the night,
Khandll disappears. It doesn't matter. you've
found out she has a boyfriend. and by last call
you've drunk enough that you find her friend's
conversation stimulating. You e,nd up being
driven home at four in the morning ... It's been
on Interesting night.
In the following weeks you and the girl get
closer and closer. Khandu tells you about her life.
her boyfriend, her family, her lack of hope. You
feel yourself being drown In. attracted. beg nnlng to core a little bit. You look forward to talking to her. to learning that little bit more about
her, to extending yourself with what words you
con offer.
She doesn't seem to want to know much
about you. Maybe she's not Interested. maybe
she wants to keep you slightly mysterious. Although you can ten she likes talking to you. you
think she's not attracted to you-she can't be
All of your life you've always been able to tell.

There's little things that happen. Shy smiles,
touching, conversations about going out None
of these happen wtth her.
There is no way that she is attracted to you
You feel safe In romancing other women.
and you do
You actually start a relat onshlp w th another
girl. You don't tell Khond, You think It's not mportant. After an. she still hos her ongoing
relatronsh p with her troublesome boyfrlend
You oo finally tell her. casua y one even ng
You don't th nk It's a big deal. and that she'll appreciate for once to hear some deta s of your
life.
It turns out to be a tragic mtStake, of course
She's liked you. maybe from the first time you
met. It's so unbelievable that. of first you don t
believe it All your reactions fail you. You feel like
... somehow. In some way that you've to led.
No one has ever been Jealous of you before
It does seem flattering. although you th nk It
should feel better than It does.
Your heart feels torn. twisted You're supposed to be devoted to another relationship a whole other person.
If you could start all over ago n. you would If
a gong of for-travel ng gyps es recru ted you
today, you know you wou•d Join In a second
That's where you're at today and. bar ng
obliteration of the planet. will be for the next
several weeks.
You really hope nothing like this ever happens
to you again, because If what Is happen ng to
you now Is killing you. the next time will be like a
gallon of battery acid on your heart.
Spring Is In the air and .. you Just feel sick.

Turtle!
by Kristen Palmer
On the day of my ninth birthday, I committed
my first federal offence. I stole a wild animal from
a national park.
It was a turtle, small, brown. with green
blotches.
Of course. I wasn't aware that what I'd done
was illegal. I took Mr. Turtle home. and fed him
faithfully. He blew bubbles in the water and
closed his eyes contentedly. I thought he was
happy.
I discovered my crime only when I saw the
pictures from the vacation. Someone had taken
a photo of the sign at the park entrance. with
Cousin Elwood hanging by his feet and shaking
the change out of his pockets, but that wasn't
the vision that turned my veins to Ice. A notice
on the sign assured that anyone taking anything
from the park. be It flowers or animals. could expect a fine and a jail sentence.
I began pacing and cursing fate. If I were sent
up the river. who would keep my room dirty? I
had only begun to catalogue the variety of lifeforms under my bed. Who would shave the cat
and wear It as a stole? And who would be a Joy
and blessing to my mother. now Into her tenth
bottle of Valium?
I would have to hide my guilt. The turtle I
moved into the basement, where none could
see him. I told my friends not to come by to visit
my precious pet anymore, as he had left me for
a travelling c ircus and I wanted to get over the
rejection.
Now no one could tell the Park Police about
Mr. Turtle, unless I became convinced as time went on that
the Park Police had seen me take the turtle, that
they had followed me home, and were observing me even now.
It was time for Phase Two. I moved myself into
the basement. sheltering in the refrigerator carton beside the turtle bowl, my combat gear
ready. For several days, I smuggled food In from
the kitchen. and gloated over my private
treasure. His value was all the greater once I'd
given up my freedom for him.
On the last. horrible day, my will was breaking. I waited for footsteps outside. I listened for
some mention of my name on TV. There was
nothing.
Oh. but I knew. I knew that the feds were Just
playing cat and mouse with me. trying to lure me
out. Don't try to tell me there wasn't a listening
device in my oatmeal. so cleverly disguised as a
cockroach, I know real Insects when I see them!
Finally, I heard the scratch of shoes on the
walk outside. I couldn't bear my solitude any
longer. I rushed to meet my tormentor.
"Yes. I took it, wantonly and remorselessly.
You'll never take me alive, ho. ha, hal"
With that, I fell to the ground before our puzzled mailman. When I was sensible again, I found
out that Mother had sold Mr. Turtle to a restaurant. He was delicious, they say.
My family thought I was cured; yet, even
today I feel the occasional primitive desire to
sneak a wild creature past watchful eyes to become my own possession
As I write this, at ten o'clock on a Saturday
evening, I look at the hippopotamus blinking
soulfully at me from the bathtub. and I consider
the evil profit this arrangement offers: contraband discount potting soil.
I'll make a bundle .

Playing The Game
by D. Eldon Dawson
Stepping awkwardly into the shaded but
defined on-deck circle, Josh looked beyond the
Intensely bright stadium lights and thought back
to the carefree days when he first positioned his
tiny fingers into the oversized grooves of his big
brother's baseball glove.
As soon as the grass started getting greener
and the birds began returning from their tropical
sojourns. Josh wanted to play. Infield, outfield,
pitching - it didn't matter. He Just wanted to
play.
From boys more than twice his young years,
Josh learned to catch, throw. hit and most of all
to survive. He had to. Physically, psychologically and mentally, he took a beating. From being
berated for his numerous miscues to being nearly decapitated by a bat angrily thrown by a strike
out victim, Josh, somehow, took It all in stride. He
was oblivious to such things from May to September when the gleam In his eye blinded everything exqept his unabashed enthusiasm for the
game. He seemed to know that it would be
worthwhile.
After two summers of day-long unorganized
pick-up baseball games where no one remembered who won, Josh played in his first structured
baseball league. It was here. he later remembered, that he learned his most valuable lesson:
respect. For the first tfme, Josh was forced to do
things he did not want to do.
He thought that hitting practice, fielding drills.
and exercising were far removed from his
favorite game. But thanks to the fatherly understanding of his coach coupled with the realization that playing was better than sitting on the
bench, Josh learned to listen and to have
respect for those who have been there. He
learned that sometimes It pays to listen before
acting.
Soon after. Josh prepared nervously for his first
at bat, within the confines of an area the coach
outlined by dragging his heavy foot recklessly In
a circular pattern to form what he termed, the

on-deck circle. Between awkward practice
swings - swinging three bats simultaneously like
the older, more seasoned players did - he
fidgeted. scratched. and tried to relax.
Awakened suddenly by the pervasive voice
of the public address announcer, Josh saw the
brlllfant lights he had been looking past and realized where he was. Just hearing the refined
professional enunciation of his name reverberate through the cavernous stadium as he
stepped across the chalked boundaries of the
on-deck circle made his hands quiver like the
voice of the national anthem singer who
opened the game.
Trying not to notice the grins and comical expressions adorning the weathered faces of both
the umpire and catcher, Josh stepped into the
batter's box and tried to focus all his energy on
the pitcher. And it wasn't a difficult task. Even
more than 60 feet away, the pitcher seemed to
stand taller than a skyscraper. As the first pitch
sped through his late. futile swing. he recalled
that first at bat eleven years earlier.
That day. he reflected clearly, was a frigid
windy Saturday in early May. After seeing two
pitches as though they were tiny white
snowflakes. Josh relaxed his immature muscles
and concentrated on the tightly spun ball leaving the pitcher's hand Just as his coach had
taught him.
Suddenly, he heard the thud of the blistering
second strike hit the catcher's leather glove. The
now older. taller, stronger and more mature Josh
focused on the ball as it left the lanky pitcher's
rehearsed grip. This time it would be different he
thought. No strike outs to hauntingly consume his
nocturnal insomnia.
The end of the wooden bat connected with
the ball in one brief reflex movement, sending it
soaring Into the sky. As It came to lazily rest in the
palm of the shortstop's glove, a smiling Josh
peeled off Into the dugout.
He did not get a base hit but he was happy.
It was late in September and the hapless
Montreal Expos were not within screaming distance of first place and the game, like most
others that dreary season. was out of reach.
But he was content. At least he hit the ball.
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YW-BN #27
by Doug Sartori
CINDY IS A FUCKING WHORE.
When David wrote those words In his yellow
wire-bound notebook. he didn't stop to consider
that many people would have considered the
phrase to be repetitive.
He brushed a greasy lock of hair from his
forehead. didn't stop to consider that many
people would have thought the phrase repetitive. and stared at the page In his yellow wirebound notebook.
David's yellow wire-bound notebook was full
of notations of this kind, little observations about
people that, if he had stopped to think about it.
would have seemed incisive and thoughtful to
him. But he didn't stop to think about It.
David's yellow wire-bound notebook was always with him. It was yellow wire-bound
notebook number twenty-seven. It was number
twenty-seven because lt was the twentyseventh yellow wire-bound notebook that he
had filled with notations of this kind, and because It bore the legend "27" on the upper righthand corner of the yellow cover.
David had a great deal to say about
everyone that he met. He didn't write everything
he had to say about people in his yellow wirebound notebook. just the basics. They were sort
of mnemonic so that he would never forget
what he had to soy about someone. or at least
not the basics.
Cindy was relatively new to David and his yellow wire-bound notebook. which is why he had
to write CINDY IS A FUCKING WHORE at the relatively late date of yellow wire-bound notebook
number twenty-seven. rather than. oh. say yellow wire-bound notebook number five. which is
where he hod written the same notation about
Tommy.
Cindy was relatively new to everyone In
Power Plant. Michigan. not Just David and yellow
wire-bound notebook number twenty-seven.
Cindy had Just moved to Power Plant, Michigan
from somewhere In the darkest regions of the
Canadian wilderness. You know. some city with
a stupid name like Tonto or Scout. or something
loopy like that.
The concept that Cindy was a whore was not
as new to a number of people In Power Plant as
it was to David's yellow wire-bound notebook.
or even to David himself. Which tells you what
people's morals are like In Canada. It also tells
you that David was a little slow on the draw.

Iced Dreams
by Dave Brig gs
Through the plexlglass barrier he watched the
zamboni complete Its circular tour of the Ice. It
was late, and outside a layer of fresh snow
covered the sidewalk, and blanketed the cars
neatly arranged around the drab cement build·
Ing.
The freshly-watered Ice surface sparkled
under the bright arena lights. while off In the distance the muffled cries of men telling Jokes and
laughing uproariously could be heard from behind dressing room doors
Though this particular arena was unfamiliar to
him. he had been In ones like It. In fact. most of
them were surprisingly similar
As the door to the dressing room burst open.
laughter spewed Into the arena lobby. Covered
In protective equipment, and walking at east six
Inches higher on skates, the competitors made
their way across the lobby to the door that
opened onto the Ice.
The man preferred merely to watch as the
players circled the rink. cutting the Ice with their
blades as they sped around each other. As he
made his way from the lobby to the concrete
spectator stands. the sound of pucks smacking
off the wooden boards reverberated

The reason that David was a little bit slow on
the draw was because David had kind of liked
Cindy at first. before he figured out that she was
a fucking whore.
David had kind of liked Cindy so much, in
fact, that he had gone to tne extreme length of
stammering out an Invitation to the dance that
was scheduled for Friday. October 27th oust a
coincidence.)
Cindy was pretty surprised that David had
asked her She had never been sure that he
could even talk before. She had never been sure
that he could even do anything but write In his
yellow wire-bound notebook and brush greasy
locks of hair from his forehead. She was so
surprised that 1t tooi.; hero full half-second before
she turned him down.
Utterly crushed. David had scurried away to
write in his yellow wire-bound notebook: CINDY
IS A FUCKING WHORE .

No blg deal, right? I mean. David had done
this before and he would do it again, right? No
big deal. Except, there's this point where you
either smarten up and try something different
from what you hod been trying before you smartened up. or you go completely off the deep
end. way down the full Olympic sized eleven
feet, and do something Incredible off the wall.
Which do you think happened?
Think about it o second . This wouldn't be
much of a story if David all of a sudden stopped
writing in his yellow wire-bound notebooks. Or at
least It wouldn't be the kind of story I would tell.
Now, David didn't do anything cllche like
climb on a water tower with a rifle. or suddenly
get psychokinetic powers at his senior prom and
talte his bloody revenge. or even slit his wrists In
o warm both .
But he thought about It.
He thought about It enough that he felt 1t
merited mention In his yellow wire-bound
noteboolt. I SHOULD SLIT MY WRISTS IN A WARM

throughout the arena.
Everywhere he looked. the path was strewn
with signs of youth. Bubble gum wrappers.
empty bogs of chips. crushed wax cups with
Coco-Colo's bright red emblem on them.
The styrofoom cup of hot chocolate that he
clutched between his bore hands helped combat o strong draft of cold air that whistled
through the arena.
He took his seat under the only working heat
lamp, and watched as the game began
In spite of all its Inadequacies. he felt surprisingly comfortable here. Perhaps because most
of his younger years were spent In arenas.
He started skating almost the day he learned
to walk Like most other first time players. his
ankles dragged on the Ice. h s helmet was ten
sizes too big. and he still needed the coach to
tell him the difference between left and right
wing.

Twice a week. around 4:30 In the morning,
either his mom or dad would drag themselves
out of bed to drive him to the arena. From the
Ice he saw every kid's parents huddled under
heat lamps up In the stands Most of the fathers
would be leaning against the bock wall, smok
Ing continuously, wh le the mothers. many wearIng hockey Jackets with photo buttons of their
other hockey-playing offspring. sat with blankets
covering their taps
Now. a couple of years past the oldest age

BATH, he wrote In his yellow-wire bound
notebook. But he knew even before he wrote it
that he wouldn't do anything of the kind. He Just
wrote 1t down to sort of remind himself of how
mad and upset he was at the time. not that he
was likely to forget anytime soon .
What David did do. however. is pretty Interesting In a demented sort of way. He disembowelled a stray dog. He even wrote it down In
good old yellow wire-bound notebook number
twenty-seven; I DISEMBOWELLED A STRAY DOG
TODAY.
What David didn't mention were the
scratches the dog (o small sort of terrier type bastard) gave him as It pleaded with its eyes for him
to fucking stop you stupid asshole what ore you
doing to me? David also didn't mention the
spray of blood that went straight Into his eyes
and made them tear up when he mode his first
Incision with the Jacltknife that had been shar·
pened so rarely It might as wen have been a
plastic Ploydough knife. He definitely did not
mention the way the dog howled until he hit its
head on the alley pavement - hard.
What David did mention. though. Is interesting In Its own right. He wrote It. right beneath the
previous three notations. Four notations on one
page of his yellow wire-bound notebook was
pretty unusual. but. hell. this kind of shit didn't
happen to David every day.
I GAVE CINDY THE STRA{DOG'S SPLEEN
What a labour of love. t mean. sure. he could
have gotten oil heavy-handed and given her
the heart. right? But a spleen. now there's a hard
to find organ . You have to search all through the
body cavity for the spleen. and then there's no
guarantee that the stray dog In quest on Is going
to hove taken core of its spleen It's not Hite you
expect your spleen to be a love offering. especially when all you really expect Is to eat garbage and get kicked a lot.
But David was lucky I'm k nd of surprised he
didn't write it down in his yellow wire-bound
notebook: l'M LUCKY. But he didn't. He knew.
though, how lucky he was. The dog·sspleen was
Just gorgeous. Absolutely perfect Couldn't ask
for a better spleen from o hundred stray dogs
Cindy didn't like it a whole lot. In fact, she
screamed when David tried to give tt to her, and
called him a fucking pervert. fucking crazy dirty
shit head.
CINDY CALLED ME A FUCKING PERVERT,
FUCKING CRAZY DIRTY SHITHEAD. wrote David In
his yellow wire-bound notebook (number twenty-seven). I THINK I'll FUCKING Kill HER.
And that's where the story starts to get kine
of predictable.

group in minor hockey. friends who still yearn for
the Ice stay up to rent an empty nnlt In the wee
hours of the morning
Hockey Is funny that way. he thought. from
early In the morning as a ch Id. to late at n ght as
an adult. different age groups have their time
slots.
As the battle on the Ice waged on. the ma:,
reflected on his 17-year hockey career It
started, as most peop e's do. as a dream to
someday play In the NHL. It took almost as long
to rea lze he would not make t
Reality Is espec ally hard and cold when you
are letting go of your dreams For though he still
ploys he does t to recapture a tt e b t of h s
youth.
When you are on y 21 years o d it's d'ff cut to
come to gr ps w th the fact that part of your 1fe
Is over. that you are too old for some th ngs and
that you w never fee the same way about certain things again.
t was the f rst time the man hod ref ected on
the game In such a way and for the rst t me he
realized how much hockey meant to him
Maybe t had to do w th be ng Canad on
For hockey Is much more than a game
played on ice where p ayers wear ng skates
throw around a round p ece of hard rubber with
wooden sticks It s youth and dreams and 1t Is
part of our not on's dent1ty For w thout
we
would have little to claim as our own.
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7710 Jhe Weak End
by Elizabeth LeCourtols

The sun beat down on her warm skin. She was
brown from previous days spent at this exact
location. Her legs were dangling off the end of
the dock Into the clear, warm water. Her arms
were outstretched above her head. Tiny beads
of sweat dotted her face. Her lips tasted salty
when she licked them. In the distance she heard
a boat motor; probably somebody at the hockey camp out for a Sunday morning ski.
The leaves rustled every so often as If the wind
had decided to make its presence known. The
warmth went through her entire body. It purified
her. Against a backdrop of the water, the trees.
and the cottage she thought to herself: what a
perfect day to be alive.
Her parents had startled her on Monday with
the news They said it was for .he best. She had
to grow up and now was the best time to do It.
When she asked them why they were doing this
to her the were detached. While tears streamed
down her face In a steady flow they calmly told
her that now was the best time to make a break.
She was twenty-one; most kids were out of the
house by nineteen these days.
In her mind she heard a game show buzzer
go off, like she had Just run out of time in the
bonus round. No more free rides. they said. She
made a mental tally of the ways they had been
backing out of her life without her noticing. Now
It made sense. She had sensed the changes but
had purposely Ignored the "big picture". It hurt
too much and now she was paying the price of
being purposely blind. She had not been
prepared fo· •his and that made it all the more
painful.
With the final decision made for her they got
up to leave the room. By the way, her mother
said, we'll be in St Baarts for the next few weeks
so you'll have to find some way of moving your
things out of the house. But I don't have a car or
a place to stay, she had cried. Well, her father
answered, you'll have to work fast, won't you?
She pulled her feet out of the water and
crossed her legs. She was sitting up now and surveying the lake before her. The trees on the islands reflected In the calm water. Straight
ahead was the island that the hockey camp
owned.
At night family and friends would boat over
with a picnic basket and towels. As the kids dove
off the rock the parents would sip coffee and
enJoy the sunset. She found herself smiling at the
memory. As she brought her mind back to the
present she looked over her shoulder to see if
anyone was around. Nobody. Appropriate. She

stood up with her towel In one hand and sunglasses In the other. A perfect view. she thought, as
sl ,e headed up to the empty cottage.
For some reason the mail came especially
early that Wednesday. Someone had wanted
her to get the news as soon as possible. In
amongst the bills, letters, and Junk mall, it hid and
waited. The envelope looked the same as the
others. Its contents held more importance than
all the others combined. though.
The government had taken Its time, as usual,
with a response. Her mouth seemed to go completely dry as she held the reply. Her hand was
poised to open it with the letter opener. She became aware of her breathing. It was quick and
shallow - anxious. In one quick motion she
made a clean rip across the fold. In seconds It
was over. She had her answer. Her body went
numb as she waited for the reaction to occur. It
started In the pit of her stomach and worked its
way up to her temples. She became one
muscle. Tense, like a knot being pulled as tight
as it could go.
She re-read the text. She had not received
financial assistance for the next school year and
would not be eligible for any other years. She
heard a game show buzzer go off in her head,
like she had Just run out of time in the bonus
round. No more free rides, the letter said. If she
wanted to finish school she would have to pay
for it herself. That was Impossible without her
parents' support.
Real life was about to begin and she had no
idea of her place In that life. The week was really going to be a winner now that she had this and
her parents' news to deal with.
The sand was soft beneath her toes as she
climbed the hill. Further up the sand turned to
dirt and then grass as she got closer to the cottage. She mounted the steps to the deck and
paused as she got to the top. The air was alive
and fresh. To her left a hummingbird was busyIng Itself at the feeder. She wished she could
change places with the bird.
The screen door made a tiny squeak as she
entered the house. It was smy to call this place a
cottage since it was so nice. Not many people
decorated their cottages like her mother did.
Everything had to match her colour scheme or
out It went. She didn't feel like she matched. The
floor was cool as she walked down to the guest
bathroom. The bottle was where she had expected It to be. It was full and she breathed a
sigh of relief. It would be just her luck that It would
be half empty. But not today. Everything would
work the way she wanted it today. Just her luck.
She got a glass of water and headed for a guest
bedroom.
Her face had completely drained of colour

after she heard. He asked If she understood what
he had said and she nodded without thinking.
After his initial announcement he continued to
talk but she only saw his lips moving. She couldn't
hear, or she was blocking it out. Things like this
happened to other people, not her. She knew
things had not been perfect but she had no idea
that this was the reason.
If he had just been seeing another woman
she would have been able to deal with it. This
seemed more devastating to her though. How
could you have kept this from me. she had asked
In a weak voice. I didn't want you to know about
him, he replied, not until I knew for sure. She felt
like someone had hit her in the head with a brick.
He looked anxiously at her for a reaction, any
sign of emotion. How did he want her to react?
All she could manage was a blank stare.
She'd get over it, he said, she'd find someone
else. In her mind a game show buzzer went off
like she had Just run out of time in the bonus
round. This time the buzzer didn't stop though. It
droned relentlessly between her ears. She
looked at him and he was a complete stranger.
Had she ever known anything about him? Who
was this person? As she watched his lips move
some more she tried to visualize him with a man
the same way they had been together. The
nausea swept over her so quickly she thought
she might be sick right there.
Three strikes and it was only Friday. Nice week.
After his lips stopped moving she watched him
walk away. Could she ever trust anyone again?
She needed to get to the cottage to escape
from the events of the last few days. She felt
tainted, emotionally, and suddenly the real
world was right there staring her In the face. The
real. ugly, unforgiving world.
As she swallowed the last pill she realized that
she was still in her swimsuit. She changed into
shorts and a t-shirt For some strange reason she
didn't feel that people did this in swimwear. She
opened the balcony door and the breeze swept
into the room. The wind had decided to make
its presence known again. She lay down on the
bed. The feeling came faster than she had anticipated. Her arms and legs felt completely
relaxed. As the breeze blew gently over her the
pain of the past week drained from her heart
and her body.
Every last unhappy thought and experience
left her and floated away. She felt more content
than she had her entire life. Nothing could
bother her at that moment. Slowly her eyes
closed and she could only feel the wind. The
buzzer In her mind turned into bells. This time she
had won the bonus round.
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